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EDITOR'SPREFACE

This fourth volume of St. Augustm's Works contains his polemical writings in vindica-

tion of the Catholic Church against the heresy of the Manich0eans, and the schism of the
Donatists. The former are contamed ni Tom II. and VIII, the latter m Tom. lX., of the
Benedictine edition.

Like the preceding volumes, this also is more than a reprint of older translations, and

contains important additions not previously pubhshed.
I.--SEvEN _VRITINGS AGAINST qHE _{ANiLH2EAN HI.;RESV. Four of these were trans-

lated by the Key. RmHARD STortirRa, of Bombay, for Dr. Dods' ed)tton, published by
T. & T. Clark, Edinburgh, I872 , and revised by Dr. Aim._l H. NEWMAN, of Toronto, for
the American edition. The other three treatises are translated, I believe for the first time,

by Dr. Newman for thls edition. (See Contents )
The Edinburgh translation, especially of the first two trean_es, ts suflicmntty faithful and

idiomatic, and needed very little alteration bythe American editor, who compared it sentence

by sentence with the Latin original, and made chan_es only where they seemed necessary.
This part of the volume is also enriched by an introductory essay of Dr. NV.WMAN, which

embodms the l_terature and the results of the most recent as well as the earlier researches

concerning that anti-Christian heresy.
II.--THE WRITINGS AGAINST THE I)()N_X11c,l'. These were well translated by the Rev.

J. R. King, of Oxford, and are slightly revised by Dr. HARrRANFT, of Hartford, after a
careful comparison with the Latin.

The literary introduction of Dr. Hartranft, in connection with the translator's historical
preface, will place the reader in the situat_on of the controversy between the Catholic Church
and the Donatlsts at the time of St. Augustm.

In both sections the treatises are arranged in chronologmal order.

The fifth volume w_ll contain the writings of St. Augustm against the Pelagmns and

Semi-Pelagians. It is m the hands of the printer and w_ll be pubhshed in October.

PHILIP SCHAFF.

NEW YORK, June, x887."
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INTRODUCTORY ESSAY ON

THE MANICH2EAN HERESY,

BY ALBERT H. NEWMAN, D.D., LL.D.

CHAPTER I--LITERATURE."

I. SOURCES.

The following bibliography of Mamchmlsm is taken from SCHAV_'S Histom of the Chris-
tian Church, vol. II. pp 498-5o0 (new edmon) Additions are indicated by brackets.

i. Oriental Sources : The most important, though of comparatively late date.

(a) Mohammedan (Arabic): k'itdb al Fdmst. A history of Arabm hterature to 987, by
an Arab of Bagdad, usually called IB_ Am JAKUB A_-NADiM; brought to light by Fltlgel,

and published after his death by Rodiger and Mtiller, in 2 vols. Leipz. I87 t-'72. Book IX.
sectlon first, treats of Mamch_elsm. Flugel's translation, see below Kessler calls the Fihrist
a " Fundstatte allerersten Ranges." Next to it comes the relation of the Mohammedan

philosopher, AL-SHAHRASTANI (d x153), m hlq Hist::y of Rchgious Parties and PMlosopM-
cal Sects, Ed. Cureton, Lond. 1842, 2 vols. (I. I88-192); German translation by Haar-

brficker, Halle, I851. On other Mohammedan sources, see Kessler in Herzog,* IX., 225 sq.

(b) Persian Sources: relating to the life of Mani, the Sh/Lhnameh (the King's Book) of
F:tRI)AIJSI; ed. by Jul. Mohl, Pans, i866 (V. 472-475) See Kessler, tbld. 225.

[ALBIRUNI'S Chronology of Ancient 2Vatwns, tr. by E. Sachau, and published by the
Oriental Translation Fund, Lond. 1879. Alblrun_ hved 973-IO48, and is said to have pos-
sessed vast literary resources no longer available to us. H_s work seems to be based on

early Manich_ean sources, and strikingly confirms the narrative preserved by the Ft'hrist.
See also articles by WEST and THOMAS in Journalofthe Asiatic .S'ocl?ty, 1868, I87o, I87t.]

(c) Christian Sources: In Arabm, the Alexandrian Patriarch EUTYCItlos (d. 916).
Annales, ed. Pococke, Oxon. i628; BARHEBR_EUS (d. I286), m his Wistaria Dynastiarum, ed.
Pococke. In Syriac: EPHRAEM SYRUS (d. 393), m various writings. EsmG or ESmK, an
Armenian bishop of the 5th Century, who wrote against Marcion and Mani (German trans-
lation from the Armenian by C. Fr. Neumann, in lllgen's Zeitschrtft fur die Htst. Theologic,

t834, PP. 77-78) •
2. Greek Sources: [ALEXANDER OF LvcoroLIS: The Tenets of the Manichaeans (first pub-

lished by Combefis, with a Latin version, in the Auctararium Novissimum, BibL S. S. _Patrum;

again by Gallandi, in his BibL Patrum, vol. IV. p 73 sq. An English translation by Rev.

James B. H. Hawkins, M.A., appeared in Clark's Ante-2Vicene Library, Vol. XIV. p.
236 sq. ; AtrL ed. vol. VI. p. 237 sq. Alexander represents himself as a convert from Pagan-
ism to Manich_eism, and from Manich_eism to Orthodoxy. He claims to have learned Man-
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ich_L_'n from those who were intimately associated with Mani himself, and is, therefore, one
of the earliest witnesses.'] EUSEBIUS (H. E. VII. 31, a brief account). EPIPHANIUS (Haer.
66). CVRXL OF JERUSALEM (Catech. VI. zo sq.). TITUS OF BOSTRA (Tcp_" 2_[a_cZa{ov_ , ed

P. de Lagarde, x859 ). PHOTIUS: Adv. Manic/ueas (Cod. x79, BiNioth.). JOHN OF DAMAS-
CUS: De Haeres. and Dtal. [PE'I RUS SICULUS, Htst. Manichceorum.]

3. Latin Sources: ARCHELAUS (Bishop of Cascar re.Mesopotamia, d. about 278): .4eta
2)isflutationis cure Manete Hceresiarcha ; first written in Syriac, and so far belonging to the

Oriental Christian Sources (Camp. Jerome, de Vtr. Ill. 72), but extant only in a Latin trans-
lation, which seems to have been made from the Greek, edated by ZACAGNI (Rome, I698),
and ROUTH (in Reliquzce Sacrce, vol. V. 3-206); Eng. transl, in Clark's Alzte-Ntcene

Library (vol. XX. 272-419). [Am. ed. vol. VI. p. i73 sq.] These Acts purport to con-
rain the report of a disputation between Archelaus and Mani before a large assembly, which

was in full sympathy with the orthodox bishop, but (as Beausobre first proved), they are ifl form
a fiction from the first quarter of the fourth century (about 32o), by a Syrian ecclesiasUc
(probably of Edessa), yet based upon Manich_ean documents, and containing much mf(,rma-

tion about Manich_ean doctrines They consist of various pieces, and were the chief source of'
information to the West. Mani is represented (ch. i2), as appearing in a many-colored
cloak and trousers, with a sturdy staff of ebony, a Babylonian book under his left arm, and

with a mien of an old Perman master In hxs defense he quotes freely from the N. T At
theend, hemakes hmescape to Persia (ch. 55 ). Camp H.v ZITTWI'IZ: -DieActaArchelaz

etManetis unlersucAt, in Kahnis' Zeitschrzft fur d _,:. T/zeaL 1873, No. IV. OBLASIN-
SKI: Acta Dis_OuL Arch., etc. Lips 1874 (inaugural dxssert.). AD. HARNACK: Die Acla

Archelai und das Z)iatessaran Tatians, :n Texte und U/zlersuchut:gen zur Gesch. Jet a/t-

christl. Lit. vol. I. Heft 3 (1883), p. _37-x53. Harnack tries to prove that the Gospel vari-
ations of Archelaus are taken from Tatian's Diatessaron.

ST. AUCUSTIN (d. 43o, the chtef Latin authority next to the translation of Archelaus).
[Besides the treatises pubhshed in Clark's serms, Contra Fortunatum quendam _fanichcearum

Presbyterum .Ot'sfluL .[. et IZ, Cantra Adimantum hIanichcez disc_u/am, Conlra Secundinum
Manichceum, De Natura Boni, -De duabus Animabus, De Utilitate Credendi, Z)e Haeres.
XLVI. Of these, De d_zabus Animabus, Contra Fartunatum, and .De Natu_ a BoJzi are added

in the present edition, and De UtilRate Credendi has been included among Augustm's
shorter theological treauses in vol. III. of the present senes. In the Confessionsand the
Letters, moreover, the Manich_eans figure prominently. The treatises included m the

present series may be said to fmrly represent Augustan's manner of dealing w,th Mani-
chmism. The Anti-Manich_ean writings are found chiefly in vol VIII. of the Benedictine

edition, and in volumes I. and XI. of the Migne reprint. Augustin's personal connection

with the sect extending over a period of nine years, and his consummate ability in dealing
with this form of error, together wxth the fact that he quotes largely from Manich_ean
literature, render his works the highest authority for Manich_eism as _t existed in the West

at the close of the fifth century.] Camp also the Acts of Councils against the Manich_eans

from the fourth century onwards, in Mansi and Hefele [and Hardouin].

II. MODERN WORKS.

ISAAC :DE BEAUSOBRE(b. 1659 in France, pastor of the French church in Berlin, d. r738):
-]J.istaire CriL de Manichge et du Manichdsme, Amst. i634 and '39, 2 vols. 4to. Part of the

first volume is historical, the second doctrinal. Very full and scholarly. He intended to

write a third volume on the latdr Manich_eans. F. CHR. BAUR: 2)as 3fanichaische l_eligions-
_,ystem mtc,_ den Quellen neu untersucht _tnd e_twic/eel4 T/ab. _83I (500 pages). A compre-

Baur dmcrsdtts this claim on internal grounds (Das A_ran,c_. Relig_onssystera, p. 7).
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hensive, philosophical and critical view. He calls the Manieh. system a "gliihe_l pr¢ldgigcs
jVatur-und l/Veltgedicht." [An able critique of Baur's work by Schneckenburger appeared
in the "Theol. Studien u. )Vmttken," 1833 , p. 875 sq. Schneckenburger strives to make it
appear that Baur unduly minifies the Christian element in bianich_eism. Later reseaxches

have tended to confirm Baur's main position. The Oriental sources employed by Flttgel
and Kessler have thrown much hght upon the character of primitive Mamchafism, and have
enabled us to determine more precisely than Beausobre and Baur were able to do the

constituent elements of Mani's system. A.v. WECrCER_: Manich¢orum h:dulgentt_) Lips.
1827. Wegnern points out the resemblance between the Manichoean system, in accordance
with which the " hearers " particlpate in the merlts of the "elect" without subjecting them-
selves to the rigorous asceticism practiced by the latter, and the later doctrine and practice of

indulgences in the Roman Catholic church 1 TRECHSEL: LW_erKanan, Kt itik und Exege$¢
der Afanickder, Bern, 1832, D. CttWOLSOr¢: J)m Ssabier und tier Ssabismus, Petersb. i856 ,
2 vols. G. FLUGEL: Mani, seine Lehre und sezJzeScr([ten. Aus dcm Fihrist des AM Jakub

an-2Vad?m (987), Leipz. 1862. Text, translation and commentary, 44o pages. [Of the high-
est value, the principal document on which the work is based being, probably, the most

authentm exposition of primitive Mamchwan doctrme.] K. KESSLER: Uatersuehungen zur
Geaesis des Alanic],. __el. Systems, Lelpz. 1876. By the same: Af dtd oder Beitrage _ur Kennt-
hiss der Reldgionsmiscfzung im Semitismus, Lelpz. 1887. See also his thorough article, Mdnt
uzlddie _[amchcer, in "Herzog," new ed. vol. IX. 223-259 (abridged in Schaff's " Encyclop."

II. i396-1398). [Kessler has done more than atay other writer to estabhsh the relation
between the Mamchmans and the earlier Oriental sects, and between these and the old

Babylonian religion. The author of this introduction wishes to express his deep obligation
to Kessler The article on the " MaJMaer" in " Herzog," by the same author, is valuable

in this connection, though hi_ attempt to exclude all historical connection between this Baby-
lonian Gnostic sect and Palestine can hardly be pronounced a success. J.B. MOZLEV:

Ruling Ideas in 2Varly Ages ; lecture on "The Mamchmans and the Jewish Fathers," with
special reference to Augustln's method of deahng with the cavils of the Manichmans.] G.T.
STOKES: A[anes and Manichwaz_s, in "Smith and Wace," III. 792-8Ol. A. HARNACK: Man-

ichceism, in 9th ed. of the "Encycl. Britannica," vol. XV. (1883), 481-487. [Also in Ger-
man, as a Beigabe to his Zehrbuc]z d. _Dogmengeschichte, vol. I. p. 681 sq. Harnack follows
Kessler in all essential particulars. Of Kessler's article in " Herzog" he says: " This arti-
cle contains the best that we possesson Mamchmism" In this we concur. W. CUNNINr-

HAM: S. Austin and hzs Place ill the 2Ulstoryaf Christian Thaucht, Hulsean Lectures, i885)

p. 45-72, and passim, Lond. 1886. This treatise is of considerable value, especially as it
regards the philosophical attitude of Augustin towards Manich_elsm.] The accounts of MoI_

helm, Lardner, Schrbckh, Walch, Neander, Gleseler [and Wolf].

CHAPTER II.--PHILOSOPHICAL BASIS, AND ANTECEDENTS OF MANICHIEISM.

"' About 500 years before the commencement of the Christian era," writes Professor
Monier Williams, _ "a great stir seems to have taken place in Indo-Aryan, as in Grecian

minds, and indeed in thinking minds everywhere throughout the then civihzed world. Thus
when ]3uddha arose in India, Greece had her thinkers in Pythagoras, Persia in Zoroasterp

and China in Confucius. Men began to ask themselves earnestly such questions as_What
am I ? Whence have I come ? Whither am I going ? How can I explain my consdousnes$

of-personal existence _ What is the relationship between my material and immaterial
nature ? What is the world in which I find myself ? did a wise, good and all-powerful Beilag

create it out of nothing _ or did it evolve out of an eternal germ ? or did it come together by
/

India_ BP_sdara) 3rd ed. (t876), p. 49.
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the combination of eternal atoms ? If created by a Being of infinite wisdom, how can I ac,-
oaunt for the inequality of condition in it--good and evil, happiness and misery. Has the

Creator form or is he formless ? Has he any qualities or none .w,
It is true that such questions pressed themselves with special Importunity upon the

thinkers of the age mentioned, but we should be far astray if we should think for a moment

that now for the first time they suggested themselves and demanded solution. The fact is
that the earliest literary records of the human race bear ewdence of high thinking on the
fandamental problems of God, man, and the world, and the relations of these to each other.

Recent scholars have brought to light facts of the utmost interest with reference to the pre-

Babylonian (Accadian) religion. A rude nature-worship, with a pantheistic basra, but as-
suming a polythemtic form, seems to have prevailed in Mesopotamia from a very early
period. "Spirit everywhere dispersed produced all the phencmena of nature, and directed
and animated all created beings. They caused evil and good, guided the movements of the

celestial bodies, brought back the seasons in their order, made the wind to blow and the
rain to fall, and produced by their influence atmospheric phenomena both beneficial and

destructive; they also rendered _the earth fertile, and caused plants to germinate and to
bear fruit, presided over the births and preserved the lives of living beings, and yet at the
same time sent death and disease. There were spires of thxs kind everywhere, m the starry

heavens, in the earth, and in the intermediate region of the atmosphere; each element was
full of them, earth, mr, fire and water; and nothing could exist without them As
evil is everywhere present in nature side by side with good, plagues w_th favorable influences,

death with life, destruction with fruitfulness: an idea of dualism as decided as In the religion
of Zoroaster pervaded the conceptions of the supernatural world formed by the Accadian

magicians, the evil beings of which they feared more than they valued the powers of good.
There were essentially good spirits, and others equally bad. These opposing troops con-

stituted a vast dualism, which embraced the whole universe and kept up a perpetual struggle
in all parts of the creation." x This primitwe Turanian quasi-dualism (it was not dualism
in the strictest sense of the term) was not entlrely obliterated by the Cushite and Semitic

civilizations and cults that successively overlaid it. So firmly rooted had this early mode
of,viewing the world become that it materially influenced the rehglons of the invaders rather
than suffered extermination. In the Babylonian religion of the Semitic period the duahstic

element was manifest chiefly in the magical rites of the Chaldean priests who long continued
to use Accadian as their sacred language. " Upon this duahsttc conception rested the whole

edifice of sacred magic, of magic regarded as a holy and legitimate mtercourse established
by rites of divine origin, between man and the supernatural beings surrounding him on all

sides. Placed unhapptly in the midst of this perpetual struggle between the good and bad
spirits, man felt himself attacked by them at every moment; his fate depended upon them.

• He needed then some aid agamst the attacks of the bad spirits, against the plagues
and diseases which they sent upon him. This help he hoped to find in incantations, in

mysterious and powerful words, the secret of which was known only to the priests of magic,
in their prescribed rites and their tahsmans. The Chaldea'ns "had such a great

idea of the power and efficacy of their formula_, rites and amulets, that they came to regard
them as required to fortify the good spirits themselves in their combat with the demons,

and as able to give them help by providing them with invincible weapons which should
ensure success."* A large number of magical texts have been preserved and deciphered,and

among them" the' favorable ,4lad,' the ' favorable .Lamina," and the ' favorable Utuxl," are very
frequently opposed to the 'evil ,4lad,' the 'evil Lamina,' the 'evil Uluq.' "3 It

would be interesting to give in detail the results of the researches of George Smith, Lenor-

t LINORMt,.Ier,, Cl,.aldeu. Magic (x877) , p. x44-x45. _ Ibid. p. x46-x47, a 1bid, p. x4S-
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inant, A. H. Sayce, E. Schrader, Friedrich Delitzsch and others, with reference to the
elaborate mythological and cosmological systems of the Babylonians. Some of the features
thereof will be brought out further on by way of comparison with the Manichman mythology
and cosmology. Suffice it to say that the dualistic element is everywhere manifest, though
not in so consistent and definite a form as in Zoroastrlanism, to say nothing of Manich,eism.

The Medo-Perslan invasion brought into Babylonia the Zoroastrian system, already
modified, no doubt, by the Elamltm (Cushite) cult. Yet the old Babylonian religion was too

firmly rooted to be supplanted, even by the religion of such conquerors as Darius and
Cyrus. Modlficataons, however, it undoubtedly underwent. The duahsm inherent in the

system became more definite. The influence of the Jews m Mesopotamia upon the ancient
population cannot have been inconsiderable, especially as many of the former, including pro-

bably most of the captives of the Northern tubes, were absorbed by the latter. As a result
of this blending of old Babylonian. Persian, and Hebrew blood, traditions, and religious

ideas, there was developed in Mesopotomta a type of rehglous thought that furnished a

philosophical basis and a mythological and cosmologmal garmshmg for the Manich_ean
system. Duahsm, therefore, arising from etforts of the unmded human mind to account for
the natural phenomena that appear beneficent and malignant, partly of old Babylonian origin

and partly of Persmn, but essentially modified by Hebrew influence more or less pure,
furnished to Mani the foundatmn of his system. We shall attempt at a later stage of the dis-
cussion to determine more accurately the relations ot Mamch_tsm to the various systems

with which correctly or incorrectly _t has been assocmted. Suffice it to say, at present_ that

no new problem presented _tself to Man1, and that he furnished no essentially new solution

of the problems that had occupied the attention of his countrymen for more than 25oo years.
Before proceeding to institute a comparison between Manichae_sm and the various systems

of rehgmus thought to whmh it stands related, tt will be advantageous to have before us an

exposition of the Mansch_ean system atself, based upon the most authentic sources.

CHAPTER III--TIIE MANICt I-_AN SYSTEM.

Earlier writers on Mamch_msm have, for the most part, made the Acta D@. Archelai

et Manetis and the ant1-Mamchaean writings of Augustin the basis of their representations.

For later Mamehm_sm m the West, Augustm is beyond question the highest authority, and

the various polemical treatises which he put forth exhlt,t the system under almost every

imaginable aspect. The " Acts of the I)isputatlon of Archelaus and Manes," wtule it
certainly rests upon a somewhat extensive and accuratzve knowledge of early Manichamsm,

is partially discredited by its generally admitted spuriousness--spuriousness in the sense that
it is not a genuine record of a real debate. It is highly probable that debates of this kind
occurred between Mani and various Christian leaders m the East, and so Mani may at one
time or other have g_ven utterance to mo_t of the statements that are attributed to him in

th_s writing; or these statements may have been derived, for substance, from his numerous

treatises, and have been artfully adapted to the purposes of the writer of the "Acts." It is
certain that most of the representations are correct. But we can no longer rely upon it as
an authentm first-hand authority. Since Fltigel published the treatise from the Fil_ri¢t

entitled " The Doctrines of the Mamchaeans, by Muhammad ben Ish_k," with a German
translation and learned annotations, _t has been admitted that this treatise must be made

the basis for all future representations of Manich_eism. Kessler. while he has had access

to many other Oriental documents bearing upon the subject, agrees with Fliigel in giving
the first place to this writing. On this expositmn of the doctrines of the Manich_eam, there.
fore as ex ounded by Fltigel and Kessler, we must chiefly rely. The highly poetical

, P ..... s_eculations renders it exceedingly difficult to
mythological form which Mare gave _o m_ v
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arrive at assured results with reference to fundamental principles. If we attempt to state
in a plain matter-of-fact way just what Mani taught we are in constant danger of misrepre-
senting him. In fact one of the favorite methods employed against Mani's doctrines by

the writer of the " Acts of the Dmputation," etc., as welt as by Augustin and others, was
to reduce Mani's poetical fancies to plain language and thus to show their absurdity. The
considerations which have led experts like Fltigel and Kessler to put so high an estimate
upon this document, and the discussions as to the original language in which the sources of

the document were written, are beyond the scope of this essay. Suffice it to say, that so far

as we are able to form a judgment on the matter, the reasons for ascribing antlqmty and
authenticity to the representation of Mamch_eism contained in the document are decisive.

x. Mare's Z_e. According to the Fihrist, Mani's father, a Persian by race, resided at
Coehe on the Tigris, about forty miles north of Babylon. Afterwards he removed into
Babylonia and settled at Modein, where he frequented an idol-temple like the rest of the

people. He next became associated wtth a party named Mugtasila (Baptizers), probably
identical with or closely related to the Mand_eans and Sabeans, both of which parttes made
much of ceremonial bathings. Mare, who was born after the removal to Babylonia, is re-
lated to have been the recipient of angehc vtsitat_ons at the age of twelve. Even at this

time he was forewarned that he must leave the religion of hts father at the age of twenty-
four. At the appointed time the angel At-Taum appeared again and announced to him hts
mission. " Hail, Mani, from me and the Lord, who has sent me to thee and chosen thee for

his mission. But he commands thee to invite men to thy doctrine and to proclaim the glad

tidings of truth that comes from him, and to bestow thereon all thy zeal." Mani entered
upon his work, according to Fltigel's caretul computatmn, April i, 238, or, accordmg to
calculations based on another statement, in 252. Mare maintained that he was the Paraclete

promised by Jesus. He is stud, in this document, to have derived his teaching from the
Magi and the Christmns, and the characters in which he wrote his books, from the Syriac and
the Persian. After travelling in many lands for forty years and disseminating his doctrines
in India, China, and Turkestan, he succeeded in impressing his vtews upon Ffrfiz, brother

of King Sapor, who had intended to put him to death. Sapor became warmly attached to

Mani and granted toleration to his followers. Afterwards, according to some accounts, Mare
was imprisoned by Sapor and liberated by his successor Hormizd. He is said to have been

crucified by order of King Bahralm I. (276-'7), and his skin stuffed with straw is said to
have been suspended at the ctty gate. Eusebius (H. E. VII. 3i) describes Mani as "a
barbarian in life, both in speech and conduct, who attempted to form himself into a Christ,

and then also proclaimed himself to be the very Paraclete and the Holy Spirxt. Then, as if
he had been Christ, he selected twelve disciples, the partners of his new rehgion: and after

patching together false and ungodly doctrines collected from a thousand heresies long since
extinct, he swept them off like a deadly poison from'Persta, upon this part of the world."

The account given in the Acta Arc]wl. (written probably about 33o-'4o), is far more detailed
than that of the Fihrist and differs widely therefrom. It contams much that is highly 3m-

probable. Mani is represented as having for his predecessors one Scythianus, an Egyptian
heretic of ApostC.ic times, and Terebinthus, who went with him to Palestine and after the

death of Scythianus removed to Babylonia. The writings of Terebinthus or Scythianus
came into the possession of a certain widow, who purchased Mani when seven years of age

{then named Cubricus) and made him heir of her property and books. He changed his name
to Mani (Manes), and_ having become imbued with the teachings of the books, began at about

sixty years of age to promulgate their teachings, choosing three d_sciples, Thomas, Addas
and Hermas, to whom he entrusted the writings mentioned above, along with some of h_s

own. Up to this time he knew little of Christianity, but having been imprisoned by the king
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for failure in a promised cure of the king's son, he studied the Christian Scriptures and de.

rived therefrom the idea of the Paraclete, which he henceforth applied to himself. After his
escape the famous dialogue with Archelaus and that with Diodorus occurred. Returning to
Arabion he was arrested, carried to Persia, flayed alive, and his skin stuffed and suspended

as above. Some additional facts from an Oriental source used by Beausobre have more or
less vermimihtude. According to this, Mani was born of Magian parents about a4o A,D.
He became skilled m music, mathematics, geography, astronomy, painting, medicine, and
in the Scriptures. The account of his ascendancy over Sapor and his subsequent martyrdom

is substantially the same as that of the Fihrist. AlbirunVs work (see bibliography preceding)
confirms the account given by the _ihrist. The converaton of Sapor to Manichgeism (in
A.I). 26I) 1s said to be confirmed by S:tssanian mscri0tions (see Journal afAslat. Soc. I868,
p. 3IO-'4 I, and ibid. p. 376 , and :871 p. 416).

The FihrisFs account contams a tong hst of the works of Mani, which is supplemented

by other Oriental and Western notices. The hst xs interesting as showing the wide range of
Mani's literary activity, or at least of the literature that was afterwards connected with his
name.

2. Afam's S)s/em. As the life of Mare has been the subject of diversified and con-

tradtctory representations, so also have his doctrines. Here, too, we must make the account
given by the Fzhrist fundamental. It will be convenient to treat tile subject under the fol-
lowing heads: Theology, Cosmogony, Anthropology, Soterlology, Cultus, Eschatology,
and Ethics.

(x.) Theolog)'. Mare taught dualism in the most unqualified sense. Zoroastrianism ls
commonly characterized as dualistic, yet it is so in no such sense as is Manichmism. Ac-
cording to the Fihrist, '" Mare teaches: Two subststences form the beginning of the world,
the one light the other darkness; the two are separated from each other. The light is the

first most glorious being, limited by no number, God lnmself, the King of the Paradise of
Light. He has five members: meekness, knowledge t understanding, mystery, insight; and
five other spiritual members: love, froth, truth, nobleness, and wisdom. He maintained
furthermore that the God of light, with these h_s attributes, _s without beginning, but with

him two equally eternal things hkewise exist, the one the atmosphere, the other the earth.
Mani adds: and the members of the atmosphere are five [the first series of divine attributes

mentioned above are enumerated]; and the members of the earth are five [the second series].

The other being is the darkness, and his members are five: cloud, burning, hot wind, poison,
and darkness. Mani teaches: that the light subsistence borders immediately on the dark sub-

ststence, without a dividing wall between them; the light touches with its (lowest) side the
darkness, while upwards to the right and lett It is unbounded. Even so the darkness is
endless downwards and to the right and left."

This represents Mare's view of the eternally existent status qua, before the conflict began)
and the endless state after the conflict ceases What does Mare mean, when he enumerates
two series of five attributes each as members of God, and straightway postulates the co-

eternity of atmosphere and earth and divides these self-same attributes between the latter ?
Doubtless Mare's theology was fundamentally pantheistic, i.e., pantheistic within the limits
of each member of the dualism. The God of Light himself _s apparently conceived of as

transcending thought. Atmosphere and Earth (not the atmosphere and earth that we know,
but ideal atmosphere and earth) are the aeons derived immediately from the Ineffable One
and co_ternal with him. The ten attributes are _eons which all belong primarily to the

Supreme Being and secondarily to the two great aeons, half to each. The question may
arise, and has been often discussed, whether Mani meant to identify God (the Prince of

Light) with the Kingdom of Light ? His language, in this treatise, is wavering. He seems
to struggle against such a representation, yet without complete success.
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What do the other sources teach with reference to the absoluteness of the dualism and

with reference to the identification of the Prince of Light with the Kingdom of Light ?

According to the Acts of the Disputation af Archelaus and Manes, • Manes "worships two
deities, unoriginated, self-existent, eternal, opposed the one to the other. Of them he
represents the one as good, and the other as evil, and assigned the name of Light to the
former, and that of Z)arkttess to the latter." Again, Manes is represented as saying: "I

hold that there are two natures, one good and another evil; and that the one which is good
dwells in a certain part proper to it, but that the evil one _s this world as well as all things

in it, which are placed there like objects Imprisoned in the portion of the wicked one " (I
John 5, I9). According to Alexander of Lycopolis. _ Mani laid down two principles, God

and matter (Aryle). God he called good, and matter he affirmed to be evil. But God ex-
celled more in good than matter in evil." Alexander goes on to show how Mani used the
word Hy/e, comparing the Manich_ean with the Platonic teaching. Statements of substan-

tially the same purport might be multiplied. As regards the identification of God (the

King of Light) with the Kingdom of Light, and of Satan (the King of Darkness) with the
Kingdom of Darkness, the sensuous poettcal way in which Mare expressed his doctrines may

leave us in doubt. The probability is, however, that he did pantheistically identify each
element of the dualism with hts Kingdom. He personifies the Kingdom of Light and the
Kingdom of Darkness, and peoples these Kingdoms with fanciful beings, whmh are to be

regarded as personified attributes of the principles of darkness and light.
A word on the Manich_ean conception of matter or t/_.)./e may not be out of place in this

connection. It would seem that the Manich_eans practically identified HVI, or matter with
the Kingdom of Darkness. At any rate Hyle is unortginated and belongs wholly to this
Kingdom.

(2.) Cosmogony. So much for the Manich_ean idea of the Kingdom of Light and the

Kingdom of Darkness before the great conflict that resulted in the present order of things.
Why did not they remain separate? Let us learn from the Jrrzhrist's narrative: "Mani

teaches further: Out of this dark earth [the Kingdom of Darkness] arose Satan, not that he

was in himself eternal from the beginning, yet were his substances in his elements unortg-
inated. These substances now united themselves out of his elements and went forth as

:Satan, his head as the head of a lion, his body as the body of a dragon, his wings as the

wings of a bird, his tail as the tail of a great fish, and his four feet as the feet of creeping
animals. Wtlen this Satan under the name Ibhs, the (temporally considered) eternal (prime-
_val), had arisen out of the darkness, he devoured and consumed everything, spread destruction

right and left, and plunged into the deep, in all these movements bringing down from
above desolation and annihilaUon. Then he strove for the height, and descried the beams

of light; but they were opposed to him. When he saw later how exalted these were, he
was terrified, shrivelled up, and merged himself in his elements. Hereupon he strove anew

with such violence after the height, that the land of light descried the doings of Satan and
how he was bent upon murder and destruction. After they had been apprised thereof,

the world of Insight learned of it, then the world of Knowledge, then the world of Mystery,
then the world of Understanding, then the world of Meekness. When at last, he further

¢eaehes, the King of the Paradise of Light had also learned of it, he thought how he might
suppress Satan, and, Mani adds, those hosts of his would have been mighty enough to over-

Igrwer Satan. Yet he desired to do this by means of his own might. Accordingly, he pro-

dueed by means of the spirit of his right hand [i.e., the Gentle Breeze], his five worlds,
and his twelve elements, a creature, and this is the (temporally considered) Eternal Man

l A_te.dVicelle Libra,, Am. ed. vol. vi. pp. x8_ and xB8. _ [_1d p. 24i.

%
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[Primordial Man], and summoned him to do battle with the Darkness. But Primordial Man,

Mani adds, armed himself with the five races [natures], and these are the five gods, the
Gentle Breeze, the Wind, the Light, the Water and the Fire. Of them he made his armor,
and the first that he put on was the Gentle Breeze. He then covered the Gentle Breeze

with the burning Light as wlth a mantle. He drew over the Light Water filled with atoms,
and covered himself with the blowing Wind. Hereupon he took the Fire as a shield and
as a lance in has hand, and precipitated himself suddenly out of Paradise until he reached
the border of the region that is contiguous to the battle-field. The Primordial Devil also

took his five races [natures]: Smoke, Burning. Darkness, Hot Wind and Cloud; armed
htmself with them; made of them a shield for lumself; and went to meet Primordial Man.

After they had fought for a long time the Primordial Devil vanqtnshed the Primordial
Man, devoured some of his light, and surrounded lum at the same t_me with his races and

.elements. Then the King of the Paradise of Light sent other gods, freed him, and van.

quished the Darkness. But he who was sent by the King of Light to rescue Primordial
Man is called the Friend of the Light. T_s one made a precipitate descent, and Primordial
Man was freed from the helhsh substances, along w_th that which he had snatched from the

sparit of Darkness and which had adhered to ialm. When, therefore, Mani proceeds, Joyfulness
and the Spirit of Life drew near to the border, they looked down into the abyss of this deep

hell and saw Primordial Man and the angels [i.e., the races or natures wlth which he was

armed], how Iblis, tiae Proud Oppressors, and the Dark Life surrounded them. And the
Spirit of Life, says Mani, called Primordial Man with a loud voice as qmck as hghtning and
Primordml Man became another god. When the Primordial Dewl had ensnared Primordial

Man in the battle, Mani further teaches, the five parts of the Light were mingled with the

five parts of the Darkness."
Let us see if we can get at the meaning of thas great cosmological poem as far as we

have gone. The thing to be accounted for is the mixture of good and evil. The complete
separation of the eternally exastent Kingdoms of L_ght and Darkness has been posited,
How now are we to account for the mixture of laght and darkness, of good and evil, in the

present order of things ? Mani would account for it by supposing that a conflict had oc-
curred between an insufficiently equipped representative of the King of Light and the

, fully eqmpped ruler of the Kingdom of Darkness. H_s vtew of the vastly superior power
of the King of L_ght would not allow him to suppose that the King of Light fully

equipped had personally contended with the King of Darkness, and suffered the loss and
contamination of his elements. Yet he only clumsily obviates th_s difficulty; for Primordial

Man is produced and equipped by the King of L_ght for the very purpose of c-ombating
the King of Darkness, and Mani saves the King of Light from personal contamination only

by impugning his judgment.
We have now reached the point where, as a result of the conflict, good and evil are

blended. We must beware of supposing that Mani meant to ascribe any kind of materiality

to the members of the Kingdom of Light. The Kingdom of Light, on the contrary, he

regarded as purely spirttual; the Kingdom of Darkness as material. We have now the condi-
tions for the creation of the present order of things, mctudmg man. How does Mare picture

the process and the results of this m_xing of the elements ?
_' The smoke (or vapor) was mangled with the gentle breeze (zephyr), and the present

atmosphere resulted. So that whatever of agreeableness and power to quicken the soul and
animal life as found in it [resultant air], is from the zephyr, and whatever of destruetiveneu
and noisomeness is found in it, proceeds from the smoke. The burning was mingled with

the fire; therefore whatever of conflagration, destruction and ruin is found, is from the

burning, but whatever of brightness and illumination is in it [the resultant fire], spring_
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from the fire. The light mingled itself with the darkness; therefore in dense bodies as

gotdl silver and the like, whatever of brightness, beauty, purity and other useful qualities
occurs, is from the light, and whatever of tarnish, impurity, density and hardness occurs,

springs from the darkness. The hot wind was mingled with the wind; whatever now is
useful and agreeable in this [resultant wind] springs from the wind, and whatever of uneasi-

neas, hurtfulness and deleterious property is found in it [resultant wind] is from the hot
wind. Finally, the mist was mingled with the water, so that what is found in this [resultant

water] of clearness, sweetness, and soul-satisfying property, is from the water; whatever, on
the contrary, of overwhelming, suffocating, and destroying power, of heaviness, and cor-
ruption, is found in it, springs from the mist."

But we must from this point abbreviate the somewhat prohx account. Primordial Man,

after the blending of the elements, ascended on high accompamed by "one of the angels of

this intermingling;" m other words, snatching away a part of the imprisoned elements of the
Kingdom of Light.

The next step is the creation of the present world, which Mani ascribes to the King

of the World of Light, the object being to provide for the escape of the imprisoned elements
of Light. Through an angel he constructed ten heavens and eight earths, an angel being

appointed to hold heavens and earths m their places. A description of the stairways, doors,
and halls of the heavens is given in the Fihrisfs narrative. The stairways lead to the" height
of heaven." The air was used as a medium for connecting heaven and earth. A pit

" was formed to be the receptacle of darkness from which the light should be hberated. The
sun and the moon were created to be the receptacles of the light that should be liberated
from the darkness, the sun for light that has been mingled with " hot dewls," the moon

for that which had been mingled with "' cold devils." The moon is represented as collect-

ing hght during the first half-month, and during the second pouring it into the sun. When
the sun and moon have liberated all the light they are able, there will be a fire kindled on
t-he earth which will burn for 1468 years, when there will be no light left. The King of
Darkness and his hosts will thereupon withdraw into the pit prepared for them.

(3.) Anthropology. So much for the liberation of the imprisoned hght, which, according
to Mani, was the sole object of creation. As yet we have heard nothmg of the creation of
living creatures. What place do man, the lower ammals, and plants sustain in the Mare- .
oh,can economy ? We are to keep constantly in mind that Primordial Man was not Adam,

but a divine mon, and that he ascended into the heights Immediately after the blending of parts

of his armor with darkness. The creation of earthly man was an altogether different affair.
We must give the account of man's creation m Mani's own words, as preserved by the Fihrist:

" Hereupon one of those Arch-fiends and [one] of the Stars, and Overmastering Violence,
Avarice, Lust, and Sin, copulated, and from their copulation sprang the first man, who is

Adam, two Arch-fiends, a male and a female, d_recting the process. A second copulation
followed and from this sprang the beautiful woman who is Eve."

Man, therefore, unlike the world, is the creature of demons, the aim of the demons
being to imprison in man, through the propagation of the race, as much as possible of the

light, and so to hinder the separating process by the sun and the moon. Avarice is re-
presented as having secretly seized some of the divine light and imprisoned it in man.

The part played by the Star in the production of man is somewhat obscure in the narrative,

yet the Star could hardly have been regarded as wholly evil. Probably the Star was
thought of as a detached portion of the light that had not entered into the sun or the moon.

"When, therefore, the five Angels saw what had taken place, they besought the Messenger of
Joyful Knowledge, the Mother of Life, Primordial Man and the Spirit of Life, to send some
one to liberate and save man, to reveal to him knowledge and righteousness, and to free
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him from the power of the devils.They sent,accordingly,Jesus,whom a god accompanied.

These seizedthe two Arch-fiends,imprisonedthem and freedthetwo creatures(Adam and
Eve.)'"

Jesus warned Adam of Eve's violent importunity, and Adam obeyed his injunction
not to go near her. One of the Arch-fiends, however, begat with her a son named Cain,
Who in turn begat Abel of his mother, and afterwards two maidens Worldly-wise and

Daughter-of-Avarice. Cain took the first to wife and gave the other to Abel. An angel

having begotten of Worldly-wise two beautiful daughters (RaufarjSd and Barfarj_id),
Abel accused Cain of the act. Cain enraged by the false accusaUon slew Abel and took

Worldly-wise to wife. So far Adam had kept himself pure, but Eve was instructed by a
demon in the art of enchanting, and she was enabled to excite his lust and to entrap him.
By Adam she bore a beautiful son, whom the demon urged Eve to destroy. Adam stole
the child away and brought it up on cow's milk and fruit. This son was named Seth

(Schatil). Adam once more yielded to Eve's fascinations, but through Seth's exhortations

was reduced to flee " eastward to the light and the wisdom of God." Adam, Seth, Raufar-
jAd, Barfarjfid, and Worldly-wtse died and went to Paradise; while Eve, Cain, and
Daughter-of-Avarice went into Hell. Thin fantastle perversion of the Bibhcal narrative of
the creation and fall of man has many parallels in Rabbimc hterature, and doubtless Mani

first became acquainted with the narrative in a corrupted form. The teaching, however, of
this mythologlzing ewdently is that the indulgence of the flesh and the begetting of children
furnish the chief obstacle to the separation of hght from darkness. Adam IS represented

as striving to escape from the allurements of Eve, but Eve is aided by demonic craft in
overcoming him. Yet Adam does not become enslaved to lust, and so at last is saved.
Eve, lustful from the beginning, is lost along w_th those of like dtsposition.

(4.) Soterialogy. Such was, apparently, Mare's concepuon of the creation of man. and
of the attempts to liberate the hght that was in h_m. What were his practical teachings to
men of his time as to the means of escape from the Kingdom of Darkness into the Kingdom

of Light ? What view did Man1 take of the historical Jesus _ The Jesus who warned Adam
against the seductions of Eve was evidently not the Jesus of the New Testament. Accord-

ing to the narrative of the Fihris[, Manl "maintained that Jesus is a devil." Such a state-
ment occurs nowhere else, so far as we are aware, m the hterature of Manich_eism.

The sources, however, are unammous in ascribing to Mare a completely docctical view o[
the person of Christ. In using this blasphemous language, he probably referred to the re.

presentations of Jesus as God manifest in the flesh, which he regarded as Jewish and
abominable. The New Testament narratives Mini [or at least his followers] regarded as

interpolated in the interest of Judaism. Later Mamch_eans, under the influence of Mar-

cionism (and orthodoxy) gave to Jesus a far more prominent place in the economy of man's
salvation than did mini himself.

How then is man to be saved according to Mare ? It _s by rigorous asceticism, and by

the practice of certain ceremonial observances. Mani does not rise above Jche plane of

ordinary heathemsm in his plan of salvation. "It is incumbent upon him who will enter into
the religion that he prove himself, and that if be sees that he is able to subdue lust and

avarice, to leave off the eating of all kinds of flesh, the drinking of wine, and connubial in-
tercourse, and to withhold himself from what Is injurious in water, fire, magic and hypocrisy,

he may enter into the rehgion; but if not let him abstain from entering. But if he loves
religion, yet is not able to repress sensuality and avarice, yet he may make himself service-
able for the maintenance of religion and of the Truthful [i.e. the ' Elect'], and may meet

[offset) his corrupt deeds through the use of opportunities where he wholly gives himself up
to activity, righteousness, zealous watchfulness, prayer and pious humiliation; for this suf.
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rices him in this transitory world and in the future eternal world, and his form in the last
day will be the second form, of whtch, God willing, we shall treat further below."

The doctrine of indulgences of which the germs appeared in the Catholic church even
before the time of Mani, is here seen fully developed. What the Greek and Latin sources
call the Elect or Perfect and the Hearers, are undoubtedly indicated here by those who are
able to devote themselves to rigtdly ascetical hying, and those who, without such qualifica-
tions, are willing to exert themselves fully on behalf of the cause. These latter evidently
become partakers of the merits of those who carry out the ascetical regulations. That this
is primitive Mamch_ean doctrine is abundantly proved by the general agreement of ancient
writers of all classes. It is noteworthy that nothing Christian appears among the conditions
of Manichman discipleship. It is not faith m Christ, but the ability to follow a particular
kind of outward life that confers standing in the Mamcha_an society.

(5.) Cultus. Let us next look at the precepts of Mare to the imtiated: " Mani imposed
upon his disciples commandments, namely, ten commandments, and to these are attached
three seals, and fasts of seven days in each month. The commandments are: Faith in the
four most glorious essences: God, his Light, his Power, and his Wisdom. But God, whose
name is glorious, is the King of the Paradise of Light; his Light is the sun and the moon,
his Power the five angels: Gentle Breeze, Wind, Lght, Water and Fire; and his Wisdom
the Sacred Religion. This embraces five ideas: that of teachers, the sons of Meekness;
that of those enlightened by the Sun, sons of Knowledge; that of the presbyters, sons of
Reason; that of the Truthful, sons of Mystery; that of Hearers, son_ of Insight. The ten
commandments are: Abandoning of prayer to idols, of hes, avarice, murder, adultery, theft,
of the teaching of jugglery and magic, of duphclty of mind, which betrays doubt on religion,
of drowsiness and inertness in business; and the commandment of four or seven prayers. In
prayer one is to stand upright, rub himself with flowing water or with something else, and
turn while standing to the great hght (the Sun), then prostrate himself and in this position
pray: Blessed be our Leader, the Paraclete, the Ambassador of the Light, blessed be his
angels, the Guardians, and highly praised be his resplendent hosts. In the
second prostration let him say: Thou h_ghly praised, O thou enhghtening one, Mani, our
Leader, thou root of enlightenment, stem of honorabteness, thou great tree who art
altogether the means of salvation. In the third prostration let him say: I fall down and
praise with pure heart and upright tongue the great God, the Father of Light, and their ele-
ment, highly praised, Blessed One, thou and thy whole glory and thy blessed world, which
thou hast called into being. For he prmses thee who praises thy Host, thy Righteous Ones,
thy Word, thy Glory, and thy Good Pleasure, because thou art the God who is wholly truth,
life and righteousness. In the fourth prostration let him say: I praise and fall down before
all the gods, all the enlightening angels, before all Light and all Hosts, who are from the
great God. In the fifth prostration let him say: I fall down and pratse the great Host and
the enlightening Gods, who with their wisdom assail the Darkness, drive tt out and triumph
over it. In,he sixth prostration let him say: I fall down and praise the Father of Glory,
the Exalted One, the Enlightening One, who has come forth from the two sciences (see note
in Fltigel p. 3io), and so on to the twelfth prostration. * * The first prayer is accom-
plished at mid-day, the second between this hour and sunset; then follows the prayer at even-
tide, after sunset, and hereupon the prayer in the first quarter of the night, three haurs after
sunset.

"As regards fasting, when the sun is in Sagittarius, and the moon has its full light,
fasting is to take place for two days without interruption, also when the new moon begins
to appear; likewise when the moon first becomes visible again after the sun has entered into
the sign of Capricorn; then when the new moon begins to appear, the sun stands in Aquarius
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and from the moon eight days have flowed, a fast of thirty days occurs, broken, however,
daily at sunset. The common Mamchaeans celebrate Sunday, the consecrated ones (the
• Elect ') Monday."

Here we have a somewhat detailed account of the cultus of the early Manichaeans. The
forms of invocation do not differ materially from those of the Zoroastrians, of the early
Indians, of the Babylonians, and of the Egyptmns. There is not the slightest evidence of
Christian influence. The times of worship and of fasting are determined by the sun and the
moon, and practically these are the principal objects of worship. It is certain that Mani
himself was regarded by his followers as the most perfect revealer of God that had ever
appeared among men, and, according to this account, he taught his followers to worship
him. We cannot fall to see in this Manlch_ean cult the old Oriental pantheism modified

by a dualism, of which the most fully developed form was the Persian, but which, as we have
seen, was by no means confined to Zoroastrmmsm.

(6.) Eschatology. We must conclude our exposition of the doctrines of the Manichzans
by quoting from the _ihrist Mare's teachings on eschatology.

" When death approaches a Truthful One (' Elect'), teaches Mani, Primordial Man
sends a Light-God m the form of a guiding Wise One, and w_th him three gods, and along
with these the water-vessel, clothing, head-gear, crown, and garland of light. With them
comes the maiden, like the soul of this Truthful One. There appears to him also the devil
of avarice and lust, along with other dewls. As soon as the Truthful Man sees these he
calls the goddess who has assumed the form of the W_se One and the three other gods to
his help, and they draw near him. As soon as the dewls are aware of their presence they
turn and flee. The former, however, take this Truthful One, clothe him with the crown,

the garland and the robe, put the water-vessel in hts hand and mount with him upon the
pillars of promise to the sphere of the moon, to Primordial Man, and to Nahnaha, the Mother
of the Living, to the position in which he was at first m the Paradise of Light. But his
body remains lying as before in order that the sun, the moon, and the gods of Light may
withdraw from _t the powers, i.e., the water, the fire and the gentle breeze, and he rises to the
sun and becomes a god. But the rest of his body, which is wholly darkness, is cast into
hell."

In the case of Manich_eans of the lower order, described above, the same divine

personages appear at his summons. " They free him also from devils, but he ceases not
to be like a man in the world, who m his dreams sees frightful forms and sinks into filth and
mire. In this condition he remains, until his light and his spirit are liberated and he has
attained to the place of union with the Truthful, and after a long period of wandering to
and fro puts on their garments."

To the sinful man, on the other hand, the divine personages appear, not to free him
from the devils that are tormenting him, but rather to "overwhelm him with reproaches, to
remind him of his deeds, and strikingly to convince him that he has renounced help for

himself, from the side of the Truthful. Then wanders he round about in the world, unceas-
ingly chased by torments, until this order of things ceases, and along with the world he is
cast into hell."

There is nothing original about the eschatology of Mare, and scarcely anything
Christian. We see in it a fully developed doctrine of purgatory, somewhat like the Platonic,
and still more like that of the later Catholic church. Salvation consists simply in the
liberatmn of the light from the darkness. In the case of the Elect this takes place im-

mediately after death; in the case of adherents who have not practiced the prescribed forms
of asceticism, it takes pIace only after considerable torment. In the case of the ordinary
sensual man, there is no deliverance. Doubtless Mani would have held that in his case, too,
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whatever particles of light may have been involved in his animal structure are liberated from
the dead body.

(7.) 2_lMcs. As regards ceremonies we find little that enlightens us in the Fihrist's

account. Water {that is, water apart from the deleterious elements that have become
blended with it_ was regarded by Mani as one of the divine elements. The ablutions in
running water mentioned above in connection with the prayers may have sustained some rela-

tion to baptism, but can hardly be ascribed to Christian influence. The connection of the
Manich_eans with the Mandmans, who made much of ceremonial bathing, will be considered
below. It is certain that Mani's father was connected with a baptizing party, viz., the

Mugtasilah. According to the trihrist Mani was the author of an Epistle on Baptism.
The question whether Mani and his followers practised water-baptism or not is by no means

an easy one to solve. The passage cited by Giesseler from Augustin to prove that the
"Elect" were initiated by baptism is inconclusive. Augustin acknowledges that God and

the Manichmans themselves alone know what takes place in the secret meetings of the
" Elect." Whatever ceremonies they performed, whether baptism or the Lord's supper,
or some other, were matters of profound secrecy, and so we need not wonder at the lack

of definite information. From a passage quoted by Augustin in his report of a discussion
with Felix the Manichman, we should certainly infer that both ordinances were practised in
some form by the Mamchmans of the West. But Augustm himself says that Manich_eans

deny the saving efficacy of baptism, maintain that it is superfluous, do not require it of those
whom they win to their views, etc. It is certain, therefore, that if they practised baptism

and the Lord's supper at all, they attached to it a meaning radically different from that of
Augustin. It ts possible that a ceremomal anointing with oil took the place of baptism.

(BAuR, p. 277 sq.). Augustin mentions a disgusting ceremony in which human semen
was partaken of by the Elect in order to deliver the imprisoned light contained therein

(De Hurts. 46), and he calls this ceremony a sort of Eucharist. But his confessed
ignorance of the doings of the '_ Elect" discredits in some measure this accusation.

The Fihrist gives us no definite information about the three signacula. The seals (not
signs) of the mouth, the hand (or hands), and of the bosom. In these are contained

symbolically the Manichman moral system. In the book Sadder (HYDE, p. 492) we read:
"It is taught [by the Manichmans] to abstam from every sin, to eliminate every sin from
hand, and tongue and thought." Augustin explains the signacula more fully and re-

presents the Manichmans as attaching great importance to them: '_When I name the mouth,
I mean all the senses that are in the head; when I name the hand I mean every ooeration;
when I name the bosom I mean every seminal lust."

It is confidently believed that the foregoing account of the Manichman system, based
upon the Arabic narratives preserved by the Fihrist, supplemented by the principal Eastern

and Western sources, contains the essential facts with reference to this strange system of
religious thought. Our next task will to be to ascertain, as precisely as possible, the re-
lations that Manich_eism sustained to the various religious systems with which it has com-
monly been associated.

CHAPTER IV.--RELATION OF MANICHIEISM TO ZOROASTRIANISM.

The very close connection of these two systems has commonly been presupposed, and
is undeniable. In fact Manichaeism has frequently been represented as Zoroastrian dualism,

sh'ghtly modified by contact with Christianity and other systems. No one could possibly
gain even a superficial view of the two systems without being strongly impressed with their

points of resemblance. A closer examination, however, will reveal points of antagonism
jtmt as striking, and will enable us to account for the fact that Mani was put to death by a
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zealous Zoroastrian ruler on account of his recogmzed hostdity to the state religion. The
leading features of the Manichaean system are already before us. Instead of quoting at
length from the Zend-Avesta, which is now happily accessible in an excellent English transla-
tion, we may for the sake of brevity quote Tiele's descripuon of Zoroastrian dualism as
a basis of comparison: '

"Parsism is decidedly dua,stm, not in the sense of accepting two hostile ddties, for it
recognizes no worship of evil beings, and teaches the adoration only of Ahura Mazda and
the spirits subject to him; but in the sense of placing m hostility to each other two sharply
divided kingdoms, that of hght, of truth, and of purity, and that of darkness, of falsehood,
and of impurity. This division _s carried through the whole creation, organic and inor-
ganic, material and spiritual. Above, in the highest sphere, is the domain of the undis-
puted sovereignty of the All-wise God; beneath, m the lowest abyss, the kingdom of his
mighty adversary; midway between the two hes this world, the theatre of the contest.

This dualism further dominates the cosmogony, the cultus, and the entire "clewof the
moral order of the world held by the Mazda worshippers. Not only does Anro-Mainyus
(Ahriman) spoil by his counter-creations all the good creations of Ahura-Mazda (Ormuzd),
but by slaying the protoplasts of man and beast, he brings death into the world, seduces the
first pair to sin, and also brings forth noxious animals and plants. Man finds himself, in
consequence, surrounded on all redes by the works of the spirits of darkness and by his
hosts. It is the object of worship to secure the p_ous against their influence."

Let us bring in review some of the points of resemblance between the two systems.
Both are in a sense dualistic. In both the kingdoms of Light and Darkness are set over
against each other in the sharpest antagomsm. In both we have simdar emanations from
these kingdoms (or kings). Yet, while m the Man,cha_an system the dualism is absolute
and eternal, in the later Zoroastrian system (as in the Jewish and Christian doctrine of
Satan), Ahriman (Satan) if not merely a fallen creature _of Ormuzd (the good and supreme
God) was at least an immeasurably inferior being. The supreme control of the universe, to
which it owes its perfect order, was ascribed by Zoroastrianism to Ormuzd. The struggle
between good and evil, beneficent and malevolent, was due to the opposition of the mighty,
but not almighty, Ahriman. Whatever form of Mazdeism (Zoroastriamsm) we take for
purposes of comparison, we are safe in saying that the Manich_ean dualism was by far the
more absolute.

In both systems each side of the dualism is represented by a series (or rather several
series) of personified pritu:iAoles. These agree in the lwo systems in some particulars. Yet
the variations are qmte as noticeable as the agreements. There is much in common between
the Manich_ean and the Zoroastrian delineations of the fearful conflmt between the Kingdom

of Light and the Kingdom of Darkness, yet the beginning of the conflict is quite differently
conceived of in the two systems. In Mamchmism the creation is accounted for by the
conflict m which Primordial Man was beaten by the powers of Darkness and suffered the

mixing of his elements with the elements of darkness. The actual world was made by the
good God, or rather by his subordinates, as a means of hberating the imprisoned light..

x O_tli_us of the Hist. of Rellglan (x877), P. I73 Of. J. DAI_IS'r_t'_R, Inlroductian to the Zend-A ve,qa, p. xlliL, tllv., lrl. I l_ttLt

lxxiv, sq.; and hts article in the Cangcm2_ararY Revtecv (Oct. x879), on" The Sut_eme Gad in the [_da-Euro_tan My¢]_ale_. '_

u This is confidently asserted by Kessler (Art Mani in He_'wff$ RE ud ed.voL IX. p. _,8), and after him by Harnack, _'_'yd_d_-

dit* aritannlca, art Manichmism. On the other hand, Lenormant (A tw. H_t 11. p. 3o], rays : *_Ahriman had been t,termd it$ t/_

past, he had no begmnmg, and proceeded fromno former being * * * • Thin bcmgwho had no begiuning wouldcom_ to_m
end. _' * * . Evil then should be finally conquered and destroyed, the creation should become as pure a_ on its llrtt day, arid

Ahriman should dleappear forever '_ Such, doubtless, was the original docttane, but the form probably in vogue in the time of

was more pantheistic or monothetstic, both Ormuzd and Ahrlman prcmeedmg from boundless time (ZrtJa_ _h_ra_a}. See on t_

matter, D_,$T_ : l_rad, to t/_¢ 2end.A_ata, p. Lxyai, etc_, _nd hm art. m Co_tt_f_.R_z¢*¢; and L_o_ : A_e, It_,_

above.
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The creation of man is ascribed, on the other hand, to the King of Darkness (or his sub-
ordinates), wtth a view to hindering the escape of the mingled light by dlffusmn thereof
through propagation. Mazdeism derives the creation solely from Ormuzd, from whose
hand it issued "' as pure and perfect as himself " (Lm_oRMA_T,Ant. Hist. II. p. 3o). It
was the work of Ahriman to "spoil it by his evil influence." The appellation " Maker of
the material world" is constantly apphed to Ormuzd in the Verd?ddd and other sacred
books. The most instructive Mazdean account of the creation that has come down to us is

that contained in the Vendtd_d, Fargard L Ahura Mazda (Ormuzd) is represented here as
naming one by one the sixteen good lands that he had created. Angra Mainyu (Ahriman)
is represented as coming to each, one by one, and creating in it noxious things. Examples
of these counter-creations are, the serpents, winter, venomous flies, smfuI lusts, musqultos,
pride, unnatural sin, burying the dead, witchcraft, the sin of unbelief, the burning of corpses,
abnormal issues in women, oppression of foreign rulers, excessive heat, etc. This jumble
of physical evils and sins is charactertstic of Mazdeism.

According to Mani matter is inherently evil, and it only ceases to be absolutely evil by
the mixture with it of the elements of the Kingdom of Light. Creation is a process forced
upon the King of Light by the ravages of the King of Darkness, and is at best only par-
tially good. Zoroastrtanism looked upon earth, fire, water, as sacred elements, to defile
which was sin of the most heinous kind. Manieh_eism regarded actual fire and water as
made up of a mixture of elements of light and darkness, and so, as by no means wholly
pure. Manichmans regarded earth, so far as it consisted of dead matter, wtth the utmost
contempt. The life-giving light in it was alone thought of with respect. Zoroastrianism
somewhat arbitrarily divided animals and plants between the kingdoms of Ormuzd and
Ahriman; 'but the idea that all material things, so far as they are material, are evil, seems
never to have occurred to the early Mazdeists. Mamch_eans agreed with Mazdeists in their
veneration for the sun, but the principles underlying this veneration seem to have been
widely different in the two cases. The most radtcal opposition of the two systems is seen
in their views of human propagation. Mani regarded the procreation of children as minis-
texing directly to the designs of the King of Darkness to imprison the light, and so abso-
lutely condemned it. The Ztnd-Avesta says: (V_ltd_d, Fargard IV.): "Verily I say unto
thee, O Spitama Zarathustra; the man who has a wife is far above him who begets no sons;
he who keeps a house is far above him who has none; he who has children is far above a

childless man." Mani made great merit of voluntary poverty. The Ze#d.Avesta (ibid.)
says: "He who has riches is far above him who has none." Mani forbade the use of ani-
mal food as preventing the escape of the light contained in the bodies of animals. The

Zet_t-A_tsta (ibid.): "' And of two men, he who fills himself with meat is filled with the good
spirit much more than he who does not do so; the latter is all but dead; the former is above

him by the,worth of an Asperena, by the worth of a sheep, by the worth of an ox, by the
worth of a man." *

The eschatology of the two systems might be shown to present just as striking con-
trasts, and just as marked resemblances. In both systems the consummation of the age
is effected by means of a conflagration, the aim of the conflagration in Mazdeism being the
panishment and the purging of wicked men, the destruction of wicked spirits, the renova-
tion of the earth, and the inauguration of the sole sovereignty of Ormuzd, while in Mani-
chmism the aim of the conflagration is to liberate the portions of light which the processes
Of animal and vegetable growth, with the aid of sun and the moon have proved unable to
liberate.

, _ _ meat is tm_¢l in the sense of flesh may be inferrecl from Darmsteter's comment on this Im--_e, which he Imggests may be
_: _ ab_t_drdiglmmpole, micsagalm_Mm_ich_t_a. _ hi_ l_trod, go gl_e Zcnd-A ve_ta, p. xl. sq.
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But enough has been said to make it evident that Manich_ism was by no means a

slightly altered edition of Zoroastrianism. The points" of similarity between the two ate
certainly more apparent than real, though the historical relationship can by no means be
denied.

CHAPTER V.--THE RELATION OF MANICHzEISM TO THE OLD BABYLONIAN RELIGION
AS SEEN IN MANDA_ISM AND SABEANISM.

It would havle been strange indeed if the old Babylonian religion, after dominating the

minds of the inhabitants of Mesopotamia for so many centuries, had given place completely

to the religion of the Medo-Perslan conquerors of the country. Magism itself was a mix-
ture of old Babylonian, Medic and Persian elements. But there is much reason for believing

that the primitive Babylonian faith, in a moreor tess pure form° persisted until long after
the time of Mani, nay, that it has maintained its ground even till the present day. The

researches of Chwolson, Ndldeke, Kessler and others, in the literature and history of the
Mandmans and the Sabeans, combined in the last case at least with accurate knowledge of

old Babylomafl literature and rehglon, have rendered tt highly probable that representatives
of the old Babylonian faith were numerous m Mesopotomla and the adjoining regions at

the time of Mani, and that Mare himself was more or less closely connected with it. The
Mand_eans were a Gnostic sect of the Ophmc type, without Christian elements. It is the

opinion of Kessler, who has devoted much attention to this sect and to the relations of occult
religious matters in general in Mesopotomla, that "the source of all Gnosis, and especially
the immediate source of Ophmc Gnosls, is not the doctrine of the Persian Zoroaster, not

phcenicean heathemsm, not the theory and practise of Greek mysteries, but the old Baby-
lonian-Chaldaic national religion, which maintained itself in Mesopotomla and Babylonia,

the abode of the Ophites, Perates, Mand_eans, until the post-Chrlstlan centuries, and was

now opposed by the Gentiles m a mystical-ascetical form to Christtanit_,'." The close con-
nection of the Man&cans with the Ophltes, and of both with the old Babylonian religion,
would seem to be established beyond question. The lelation of Manichmism to Mandmism

has been by no means so clearly shown. Let us took at some of the supposed points of
contact. Mare's connection with the Mugtasilah sect (or Baptizers) has already been men-
tioned. Kessler seeks to identify this party with the Mandmans, or at least to establish a

community of origin and of fundamental princ@es in the two parties. He would connect
with the old Babylonian sect, of which ceremonial baptism seems to have been a common
characteristic, the Palestiman Hemero-baptists, Elkesaites, Nazareans, Ebionites, etc.

There is nothing improbable about this supposition. Certamly we find elements in Pales-

tinian heresy during the early Christian centuries, which we can hardly suppose to have

been indigenous. And there is no more likely source of occult rehgious influence than

Babylonia, unless it be Egypt, and there is much reason for supposing that even in Alex-
andria Babylonian influences were active before and after the beginning of the Christian

• s. a large number of Gnostm elements different from these can be traced to
era. Beside. _ • .... _-- times and as they are described in extant
Egypt. How far the Manamans o i ._,.... '_'__.. _i'a Babylonian religion in the third cert.
literature, correspond with representatives u_ _,_ ,,,_

tury, cannot be determined with complete certainty. Yet there is much about this party
that has a primitive appearance, and the tenacity with which it has held aloof from Judaism,
Manich_eism, Mohammedanism, and Oriental Christianity, during centuries of conflict and

oppression, says much for its conservatism- It would extend this chapter unduly to
describe the elaborate cosmogony, mythology, hierarchy, ceremonial, etc., of this interesting

party. For the illustration of Christian Gnosticism the facts that have been brought out
are of the utmost value. As compared with Manich_eism, there is a remarkable parallelism
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between the two kingdoms and their subordinates or mons; the conflict between Primordial
Man and the King of Darkness has its counterpart in Mandmlsm. The close connection of

the Mandman and the Manichman cosmogony, together with similar views about water in the
two parties, would make it highly probable that the Manichmans, like the Mand_eans, prac-
tised some kind of ceremonial ablutions.

What, now, are the grounds on which the connection of these systems wzth the old
Babylonian rehgion is based ? The dualistic element in the old Babylonian system was

pointed out above. Kessler seeks to establish an almost complete parallelism between the
Mandman and Manichaean cosmological and mythological systems on the one hand, and the

old Babylonian on the other. That there are points of striking resemblance it is certain.
There is ground to suspect, however, that he has been led by partiality for a theory of his

own to minimize unduly the Zoroastrian and Buddhist influence and to magnify unduly the
old Babylonian. Be that as it may, there remains an important residuum of sohd fact
which must be taken account of by all future students of Mamchafism. There is reason to

hope that future work along the hnes of Kessler's researches will bring to light much addi-
tional material.

CHAPTER VI.--THE RELATION OF MANICHA_ISM TO BUDDHISM.

The extent of Mani's dependence on Buddhism is a matter that has been much disputed.
The attention of scholars was first directed to this possible source of Mamchmism by the

discovery of important features that are radically opposed to Zoroastnanasm, Judaism and
Chrisfiamty, and by the traditional historical connection of Mare wit_ Indza and Turkestan.
The antagonism of sparit and matter, of light and darkness, the mixture of spirit and light

with matter and darkness in the formation of the world, the final catastrophe in which

complete simplicity shall be re-established, only inert matter and darkness remaining to
represent the Kmgdom of Darkness, abstinence from bloody sacrifices, from marriage,
from killing or eating animals--points in which Manachafism differs widely from the other

systems with which it stands historically related--find their counterpart in Buddhism. It
is certain, moreover, that they were fully developed in Buddhism centuries before the time

of Mani. Baur,' though not the first to suggest a connection of the two systems, was the
first to show by a somewhat detailed comparison the close parallelism that exists between
Manichmism and Buddhism. Baur's reasonings were still further elaborated and confirmed

by Neander." External grounds in favor of Mani's dependence on Buddhism are the tradi-
tions of Mare's journey to India and China, and of his prolonged stay m Turkestan, where

Buddhism flourished at that time. But tt is on internal grounds that we chiefly rely.

If space permitted we could illustrate the close parallelism that undoubtedly exists
between Mamch_eism and Buddhism, from Buddhist documents which have been made ac-

cessible through Professor Max Mfiller and his collaborators in The Sacred Book of the
_Fast, far more completely than was possible to Baur and Neander. It is certain that

parallels can be found in Buddhism for almost every feature of Manichmism that is sharply
antagonistic to Zoroastrianism. The Buddhist view of matter as antagonistic to spirit is

fundamental. It is the world of matter that deludes. It is the body and its passions that
prevent the longed-for Nirvana. Buddhist asceticism is the direct outgrowth of the

doctrine of the evil and delusive nature of matter. The Buddhist doctrine of metempsy-
chosis has its precise counterpart in Manichmism, but it should be said that this doctrine was
widely diffused in the West, through Pythagoreamsm, before the time of Mani. The

Buddhist tenderness for ammal and plant life is paralleled by the Manichman. But there is

_a_ Ma_ickai$c_ a_eligio_ter_ p. 433 sq _ Ckurch Ilz_t. _'ol. I.
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considerable difference between the views on which this tenderness is lmsed. The Buddhist

feeling was based, in part at least, upon tl_e doctrine of metempsychosis, animals and plants
being regarded as the abodes of human spirits awaiting their release into _Trvana. The

Manichman looked upon the elements of light (hfe) contained in animals and plants as
particles of God, and any mjury done to them as a hindrance to the escape of these
elements, to be conveyed away into the Kingdom of Light. Both looked upon sexual inter.

course as among the greatest of evils, though the theory m the two cases was slightly differ-
ent. So of the drmkmg of wme, the eating of animal food, etc. The final state was

conceived of in substantially tile same way m the two systems, gir_atm, the blowing out
of man's hfe as an mdlvidual entity, is quite paralleled by the Manichman view of the

gradual escape of the Imprisoned particles of light into the "Kingdom of Light. In both
cases tile divine flderoma is to be restored in such a way as to destroy individual conscious.
hess.

The Buddhist l_hikkhus (or ascetical monks) correspond very closely with the Mani-

chman Truthful Ones (Elect), and the relations of these to ordmary adherents of the parties
was much the same in the two cases. Botl_ systems (like Christianity) had the proselyting
spirit fully developed, l'he position of Mast as a preacher or prophet corresponds with
the Buddhist idea of the manifestations of Buddha. Tile statement is attributed to Mani

that " as Buddha came in the land of India, Zoroaster in the land of Persia, and Jesus in
the land of the West, so at last in the epoch of the present this preaching came through me
[Mani] in the land of Babylonm." In the mterest of his theory, which makes the old
Babylonian religion the chief source of Manichmlsm, Kessler has attempted to detract from
the significance of the Buddhist mfluence. Yet he grants that the morality of the Mani-
chmans (including many of the features mentioned above) was Buddhist. The close con-

nection of the two systems cannot, it _ould seem, be successfully gainsaid.'

CHAPTER VII--THE RELATION OF MANI('II..I:.ISM TO JUDAISM.

So far as a relation existed tt was one of the intensest hostility. Like the Gnostics in
general, Mamchmism 'ooked upon tl_e God of the Old Testament as an evil, or at least im-
perfect being. On th_s matter we do not learn so much from the Oriental as from the
Western sources, but even from the former the radical antagonism is manifest.

The statement m the _Fdzrzsfs narrative, that " Mani treated all the prophets disparag.

ingly in his books, degraded them, accused them of lying, and maintained that devils had
possessed them and that these spoke out of their mouths; nay, he goes so far as expressly
to assert in some passages of his books that the prophets were themselves devils," is pre-

cisely in the llne of the later Mamch_ean polemics against the Judaistlc element in Chris-
tianity.

The Mamch_ean account of the creation shows some acquaintance with the Jewish
Scriptures or with Jewish tradition, yet the complete perversion of the Biblical account is

I CUNHINGHAM, St. Austin and his Flace in tJte 11tstory of Chmst_an 7houKht i1886h has these remarks on the relation of

Maraito Buddhism "Mare was indeed a rehgmus reformer deeply Impregnated with the behef and prae.ttee which I_uddhht

monks were spreading in the East, he tried with some success to reform the reh_mn of Zoroaster m Persia [L ¢ the Pertlan Eml_re])
his native land While hm fundamental doctnne, the rc_)t of his system) was of Persian origin) and he figured the umverse to htmtmH

as if it were given over to the unending conflict between the Po'_ ers of Light and Darkness) m regard to dtseiphne his _ystem very closely

resembles that founded by Buddha, the elect of the Mamchmans c_rre_pond to the Buddhist monks, the precepts about abstinence

from meat and things of sense are, ff not borrowed from the rules Gotama gave for the conduct of his followers, the outgome of the

same principles abont the nature of man " H _r_xcr., art. Mamch_l_m m Ency. Brzta.nntca, follows Kessler in attaching Itllght

Importance to the Bttddhlst influence on Mamchmmm, preferring with him, to derive nearly all of the featuresaseribcd by Baser, Nemt_.
der and others to Buddhist influence, to the old Babyloman rehgmn, the precise character of which_ in the time of blani, hi tnltmr-

feetly understood. I-larnack's (and Kessler's} statements must therefore be taken _lth some allowance. There m no objection, how-

ever, to supposing that Mane derived from the aid Babyloman party or parties with which he came m contact religious prm_aples whh_h
were wrought out m detail under the influence of Buddhism. This is In fact what probably occurred.
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one of the clearest indications of hostility. It may be said in general that it is impossible
to conceive of two systems of religion that have less in common, or more that is sharply
antagonistic. One of the principal points of controversy between Manich,_eans and Chris-

tians was the defense of the Jewish Scriptures and religion by the latter. The Manichmans
demanded the elimination from the current Christianity, and from tile New Testament

itself, of every vestige of Judaism. Their objections to the Old Testament Scriptures and
religion were in general substantially the same as those made by other Gnostics, especially
by the Marcionites. The Old Testament anthropomorphic representations seem to have

been offensive to them, notwithstanding their own crude conceptions of the conflict between
light and darkness, of the creation, etc. The relation of God to the conquest of Canaan is a
point that those inclined to cavil have never failed to make the most of. The Old Testa-

ment encouragement of race propagation, the narratives of polygamy as practised by those

that enjoyed the favor of the God of the Old Testament, the seeming approval of prevarica-
tion in several well.known cases, the institution of animal sacrifices, the allowing of the use

of animal fuod, were among the standard objections that they raised against Judaism and
against Christians who accepted the Old Testament. Judaism had, since the captivity, had
many representatives m Mesopotamia, and Man1 was doubtless brought up to abominate the

Jews. Some of his extreme positions may have been primarily due to his radical antl-
Judaistic tendencies. We shall see hereafter how Augustin met the Manichman objections
to the Old Testament.

CHAPTER VIII.--THE RELATION OF MANICH_EISM TO CHRISTIANITY.

Far more superficial are the relatmns of Manichmism to Christianity than to any of the
heathen systems to which we have adverted. In factno Christian idea has been introduced

into the system without being completely perverted. If Christian language is used, it is

utterly emptied of its meaning'. If Christian practices are introduced, a completely differ-
ent motive ties at the basls.A Indeed the wildest of the Christian Gnostic systems kept
immeasurably nearer to historical Christianity than did the Manichaeans. While he blas-

phemed against the historical Jesus, Mare claimed to believe in Christ, a purely spiritual and

divine manifestation, whose teachings had been sadly perverted by the Jews. It is scarcely
possible to determine with any certainty what view Mani actually took of New Testament
history. That he claimed to be a follower of Christ, and the Paraclete whom Christ had

promised to send, or at least the organ of the Paraclete, Eastern and Western authorities

agree. Mani is said, by Ahgustin, to have begun h,s F_g_,famenfal E2istle as follows:
_' Manichaeus, an Apostle of Jesus Christ, by the providence of God the Father. These are

wholesome words from the perenmal and living fountain." So also in the AcA Archel., Mani

is represented as introducing a letter: " Manichmus, an Apostle of Jesus Christ, and all the
saints who are with me, and the virgins, to Marcellus, my beloved son: Grace, mercy, and

peace be with you from God the Father, and from our Lord Jesus Christ." There can be
no doubt but that Mani and his followers, whether from designed imposture or from less

sinister motives, attempted to palm themselves off as Christians, nay, as the only true

Christians. It is certain, moreover, that in this guise they gained many proselytes from
the Christian ranks. As previously remarked, Mani and his followers professed to accept

the New Testament Scriptures, yet they treated them in a purely subjective manner,
eliminating as Judaistic interpolation whatever they could not reconcile with their own
tenets. Their adherence to the New Testament, as well as their adherence to Christ, was,

therefore, virtually a mere pretence. In common with Christianity, Manichmism laid much
stress on redemption, yet there was nothing in common between the Christian idea of

redemption through the atoning suffering of Jesus Christ and the Manichman notion of
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redemption through the escape of imprisoned light. Manich_eans and Christians were at

one in advocating self-denial and the due subordinatlon of the flesh. It need not be pointed
out how radically different the Christian view was from the Manichman view_ already ex-
pounded. Yet pagan ascetical Ideas had already invaded the Church long before the time of
Mani, and many Christians were in a positlon to be attracted strongly by the Manich_.an
theory and practice. The later asceticism as it appeared in the hermit life of the fourth and

following centuries was essentially pagan and had much in common with the Manichman.

Still more mamfest is the anatagonism between Manich_elsm and Christianity on the great
fundamental principles of rehgion The Manmh_ean and Christlan ideas of God are mutually
contradictory. Christianity holds fast at the same time to the umty, the omnipotence, the

omniscience, the perfect wisdom, the hohness and the goodness of God. If He permits
sin to exist in the world it ts not because He looks upon _t w_th complacency, nor because
He lacked wisdom to provide against its rise or power to annihilate at at once when it

appeared, nor because He d_d not foresee _ts rise and its ravages, but because the permis.
sion of san forms part of His all-wxse plan for the education of moral and spiritual beings_ If
the forces of nature are under certain e_rcumstanees hurtful or destructive to man, Chris-
tianity does not regard them as the operations of a malevolent power thwarting God's
purposes, but it sees underneath the destructive wotence purposes of goodness and of

grace; or if it fa_Is to see them m any g_ven instance _t yet'beheves that God doeth all things
well. Christianity admits the existence of evil m men and m demons, yet of evil that
ministers to the purposes of the Most Hxgh. ChrisUanity is the only religaon that has been

able to arnve at a perfectly sausfactory theology, cosmology, antt_ropology, and eschatology,
and this is because Christmnity alone has a true and satisfying soteriology. It is God
manifest in the flesh that meets all the condxtmns for the solution of the problem of human
existence. Manich_eism openly antagonized Christianity in _ts adherence to Old Testament

revelation, including the Jewish and Chnman monotheism. The good God could not, they
maintained, be the creator of this world and of the umverse of being. That God should be
looked upon as in any sense the creator of the dewl and his angels, and of the material

world, was in their vtew an absurd_ty--a monstrosny. The unchristmn character of the

Manich_ean view of matter, leading to unchriman asceticxsm, has already been sufficiently
indicated. The reader will only need to compare the principles and practmes of Mani-

ch_eism, as delineated above, with those of Chnstiamty as they are dehneated in the New

Testament and m the evangehcal churches of to-day, to be impressed with the comp!etely
anti.Christian character of the former.

How then, it may well be asked, could Manich_msm succeed as it d_d in fascinating so

many intelhgent members of the Cathohc Church during the third, fourth and fifth cen-
turies ? In attempting to answer th_s question it should be premised that the later Western
Manich_eism took far more account of historical Christianity than did Mani and his im-

mediate followers. In the West, at least, Mamch_eism set itself up as the only genuine

exponent of Christianity. The Jewish-Alexandrian philosophy, and Gnosticism its product,
had done much towards discredmng the Old Testament Scriptures, and the moral and

rehgious teachings therein contained. Devout Jewash and Chnstian thinkers who had adopted
this mode of thought, had attempted by means of the allegorical method of interpretation
to reconcile the seeming antagonism between Judaism and philosophy. But the process
was so forced that its results could not be expected to satisfy those that felt no special

interest in the removal of the difficulties. Marcionism represents a stern refusal to apply the

allegory, and a determination to exhibit the antagomsm between Judaism and current
thought, and especially the seeming antagonism between Judaism and Christianity, in the
harshest manner. Marcionism was still vigorous in the East when Manich_eism arose, and
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through this party unfavorable views of the Old Testament were widely disseminated. Many
Christians doubtless felt that the Old Testament and its religion were burdensome and
trammelling to Christianity. The very fact that Mani set aside so summarily every element

of Judaism that he encountered in the current Christianity, doubtless commended his views
to a large and influential element in the East and the West alike. Mani claimed to set forth
a spiritual religion as opposed to a carnal. The asceticism of Manichmism was in the

line of a wide-spread popular ascetical movement that was already in progress, and so com-
mended it to many. The question as to the origin of evil, and as to the relation of the
good, wise and powerful God to the evil that appears in the world, in man and in demons,

was never asked with more interest than during the early Christian centuries, and any party

that should advance a moderately plausible theory was sure to receive its share of public at-
tention. Mani professed to have a solution and the only possible solution of questions of
this class, and however fantastic may have been the forms m which his speculations were set

forth, they were doubtless all the more acceptable on thts account in that semi-pagan age
to many intelligent people. The fact that these forms satisfied so able a thinker
as Mani undoubtedly was, would guarantee their acceptance by a large number both East

and West. There was in the West at this time, and had been for centuries, a hankering
after Oriental theosophy, the more extravagant the better. The wide-spread worship of
Mithra was an excellent preparation for the more complete system of Mani. Manichaeism

and Neo-Ptatonism antagonized the Christianity of the fourth and fifth centuries from opposite
sides, and those minds for whom Platonism had no charms were almost sure to be attracted

by the theosophy of Mum. " "How are we to explam," asks Harnack, x_' the rapid spread of
Manichaeism, and the fact that it realIy became one of the great religions ? Our answer is,
that Manich_eism was the most complete Gnosis, the richest, most consequent and most

artistic system formed on the basis of the ancient Babylonian religion. What gave

strength to Manich_eism was that it united its ancient mythology and a thorough-
going materialistic dualism wlth an exceedingly slmpte spiritual worship and a strict morality.
On comparing it with the Semitic religions of nature, we perceive that it retained their

mythologies, after transforming them into doctrines, but abolished all thetr sensuous cultus,
substituting instead a spiritual worship as well as a strict morality. Manich_elsm was thus

able to satisfy the new wants of an old world. It offered revelation, redemption, moral

virtue, and immortahty [this last is very doubtful, if conscious immortality be meant],
spiritual benefits on the basis of the religion of nature. A further source of strength lay
in the simple, yet firm social organization which was given by Mani himself to his new

institution. The wise man and the ignorant, the enthusiast and the man of the world,
could all find acceptance here, and there was laid on no one more than he was able and

willing to bear."
The question as to the secret of the fascination that Manichaeism was able to exercise

even over the most intelligent Western minds, may receive a more concrete answer from

the autobiographical account of Augustin's own relations to the party. What was it that

attracted and enthralled, for nine years, him who was to become the greatest theologian of
the age ? In his Confessions (Book III. ch. 6) he gives this impassioned account of his first

connection with Manieh_eism: " Therefore I fell among men proudly railing, very carnal
and voluble, in whose mouth were the snares of the devil--the bird lime being composed
of a mixture of the syllables of Thy Name, and of our Lord Jesus Christ, and of the Para-

clete, the Holy Ghost, the Comforter. These names departed not out of their mouths, but
so far forth as the sound and clatter of the tongue; for the heart was empty of truth. Still

x_5_._lalh_'a 2_rt_an_ica,art. Muieh_nism.
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they cried ' Truth, Truth,' and spoke much about it to me, yet it was not in them, but they
spake falsely not of Thee only--who, verily art the Truth--but also of the elements of this

world, Thy creatures 0 Truth, Truth ! how mwardly even then did the marrow
of my soul pant after Thee, when they frequently and in a multiplicity of ways, and in

numerous and huge books, sounded out Thy Name to me, though it was but a voice. And
these were the dishes m which to me, hungering for Thee, they, instead of Thee, served
up the sun and the moon, Thy beauteous works--but yet Thy works, not Thyself, nay, nor

Thy first works Woe, woe, by what steps was I dragged down to the depths of
hell!--toiling and turmolling through want of Truth, when I sought after Thee, my God,_
to Thee I confess it, who hadst mercy on me when I had not yet confessed, sought after
Thee not according to the understandmg of the mind m which Thou destredst that I should
excel the beasts, but according to the sense of the flesh."

CHAPTER IX.--AUGUSTIN AND TIlE MANICtt..EANS.

In the preceding Chapter we have g_ven m Augustm's own words some account of the

process by which he became ensnared m Mamchaean error. In reading Augustin's account
of his experience among the Manmheeans, we can not escape the conwctmn that he was never

wholly a Mamchaean, that he never surrendered himself absolutely to the system. He held
it rather as a matter of opimon than as a matter of heart-attachment. Doubtless the fact
that he continued to occupy himself with rhetormal and phxlosophical studies prevented his

complete enthrallment. His mind was not naturally of an Oriental cast, and the study of
the hard, common-sense phxlosophy of Aristotle, and of the Eclecticism of Cicero, could

hardly have failed to make him more or less conscious of the absurdity of Manich_eism.
The influence of scientific studies on his mind Is very manifest from Cotzfessions, Book V. ch.

3, where he compares the accurate astronommal knowledge w_th which he had become
acquainted, with the absurd cosmological fancies of Faustus, the great Manich0ean teacher

who appeared at Carthage in Augustin's twenty-ninth year. " Many truths, however, con-
cernmg the creation did I retain from these men [tne philosophers], and the cause appeared
to confirm calculatmns, the succession of seasons, and the wsible manifestations of the stars;

and I compared them with the sayings of Manich_eus, who in h_s frenzy has written most

extensively on these subjects, but &scovered not any account e_ther of the solstices, or the
equinoxes, the eclipses of the luminaries, or anything of the kind I had learned in the books

of secular philosophy. But therein I was ordered to beheve, and yet it corresponded not
with those rules acknowledged by calculation and by our hght. but was far different."

From this t_me Augustin's faith was shaken, and he was soon able to throw off com-

pletely the yoke that had become too grievous to be borne. But to reject Manich*eism

was not necessarily to become an orthodox Chnstmn. Augustm finds himself still greatly
perplexed about the nature of God and the origin of evil, problems the somewhat plausible
Manich_ean solutions of which had ensnared him. It was through Platonism, or rather

Neo-Platomsm, that he was led to more just and satisfying views, and through Platonism,

along with other influences, he was enabled at last to find peace in the bosom of the
Catholic church. "And Thou, willing to show me how Thou' resistest the proud, but

givest grace unto the humble,' and by how great an act of mercy Thou hadst pomted out
to men the path of humility, m that ' Thy Wo_d was made flesh and dwelt among men,'_

Thou procuredst for me, by the instrumentality of one inflated with monstrous pride, certain
books of the Platonists, translated from Greek into Latin. And therein I read, not inde._t
in the same words but to the self-same effect, enforced by many and divers reasons, that

' In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. The
same was in the beginning with God. All things were made by Him; and without Him was
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not anything made that was made.' "' In other words, Augustin thought that he discerned
complete harmony between the prologue of John's gospel and the teachings of the Platonists,
and in this teaching, thus corroborated, he found the solution of the problem that had caused

him such anguish of soul. In this connection Augustin points out m some detail the fea-
tures that Platonism and Christianity have in common. Taus Neo-Platomsm, not bhndly

followed, but adapted to his Christian purpose, became not only a means of deliverance to
Augustin himself, but a mighty weapon for tne combating of Manich_an error.

Neo-Platonism enters so largely and influentially into Augustin's polemics against Mani-
chmism that it will be apposite here to inqmre into the extent and the nature of Augustin's

dependence on this system of thought. Much has been written on this subject, especially
by German and French scholars. A brief statement of some of the more important points
of contact is all that is allowable in an essay hke this. Premising, therefore, that Platonism

essentially influenced the entire circle of Augustm's theological and philosophical thinking,
let us first examine the Neo-Platonic and Augustinian conceptions of God. With Augustin
God is absolutely simple and immutable, incomprehensible by men m their present state of

existence, exalted above all human powers of thought or expression. All things may be

said of God, and yet nothing worthily; God is honored more by reverential silence than by
any human voice. He _s better known by not being known; it is easier to say what He _s
not, than what He _s. God is wanting in qualmes; has no variety and multitude of pro-
perties and attributes; is absolutely simple. By no means is God to be called substance,

for the word substance pertains to a certain accident; nor is it allowable to think of Him

as composed of substance and of accidents. Divine quahties are therefore purely sub3ec-
tive. There is no dlscrlmmation in God of substance and accidents, of potency and act,
of matter and form, of universal and singular, of superior and inferior. To know, to will,

to do, to be, are In God equivalent and identical. Etermty itself is the substance of God,
which has nothing mutable, nothing past, nothing future. God makes new tifings, without

being Himself new, unchangeable He makes changeable things, He always works and
always rests. The changes that take place in the world do not fall in the will of God, but

solely in the things moved by God. God changes them out of His unchangeable counsel.
I"or nearly every one of these statements an almost exact parallel can be pointed out in the
writings of Plotinus, the Neo-Platonlc writer with whom Augustin was most conversant. 2 It

would be easy to point out that Augustin here goes to a dangerous extreme, and narrowly es-

capes fatahsm on the one hand, and denial of the true personahty of God on the other. But
the effectiveness of th_s type of teaching against Mamch_elsm is what chiefly interests us in this
connection. Readers of the following treatises wilt have no difficulty m seeing for themselves

how confidently and w_th what telling effect Augustln employs this wew of God against the

crudities of Manichmlsm, whmh thought of God as mutable, as capable of being successfully
assailed by evil, as rent asunder, as suffering miserable contamination and imprisonment by

mixture with matter, as pmnfully strugghng for freedom, as suffering with the suffering of
plants and animals, as liberated by their decay and by the digestive operations of the
faithful, etc., etc.

Again, while still a Manichman Augustin had thought and written much about beauty.

On this point also, the throwing off of Manichmism and the adoption of a Platomzing Chris-
tianity brought about a revolution in his conceptions. The exactness with which he has
followed Plotinus in his ideas of the beauty of God and of his creatures is remarkable.

This we could fully illustrate by the citation of parallel passages. But we must content our-

: Confessions, Book. VII. eh. 9, vol I p mS, of the present serms.

See G. LoEscltlz ; De A ugu,tzna Plotiniza_t, zn Doctrzna de Deo Dz*serenda, Jenm, x88o Also, DORNER • A UgU$lZnUa t

2gLLER, UEBI_RWEG, RI'I'rER, and ERDMANN : H_'$tor;re._ of PAilosaflhy, sections on Augnstiv. and Neo-Pl_.tomsm.
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selves with remarking that &ugustm himself acknowledged his indebtedness, and that his
idea of beauty was an important factor in his polemics against Manichreism. According to

Augustin (and Plotmus) God is the most beautiful and splendid of all beings. He is the
beauty of all beauties; all the beautiful things that are the objects of our vision and love
He Himself made. If these are beautiful wtlat is tie _ All beauty is from the highest
beauty, which is God. Augustm follows Plato and Plotinus even m neglecting the dis-
tinction between the good and the beautiful. The idea of IIlvine beauty Augustm applies

to Christ also. He speaks of Him as beautiful God, beautiful Word wltl_ God, beautiful on
earth, beautiful in the womb, beautiful in tl_e hands of his parents, beautiful in miracles,
beautiful in being scourged, beautiful when melting to life, beautiful when not caring for
death, beautiful when laying down his llfe, beautllul when taking it up again, beautiful in the

sepulchre, beautiful in Heaven. The beauty of the creation, which is simply a reflection of
the beauty of God, is not even disturbed by evll or sin. Beanty is wltlt Augustm (and the

Platonists) a comprehensive term, and is almost equivalent to perfect harmony or symmetry
of parts, perfect adaptation of beings to the ends for which they exist.

It is patent that this v_ew of the beauty of God and His _'reation is diametrically opposed
to the crude conceptions of Mani, with reference to the d_sorder of the universe, a disorder
not confined even to the Kingdom of Darkness, but invading the Reahn of Light itself. So

also Augustm's Platomzing views of the creation must be taken into consideration m judg-

ing of his attitude towards Manich_elsm. It goes without saying that from Augustln's
theological point of view, to account for creation _s a matter of grave dlfificulty. How can
there be a relation between the infinite and the finite ? Any substantial connection is un-

thinkable. The only thing left is a relation of causality. The finite, according to Plotinus,
is an accident, an image and shadow of God. It is constituted, estabhshed, sustained, and

nourished by the Divine potency, and is therefore absolutely dependent upon God, The

power that flows from God permeates each and every finite flung. God as one, whole, and
indivisible, is perpetually present with his eternal process, to everything, everywhere. When

Augustin teaches that God of his own fre_ will, subject to no necessity, by Hzs own Word
created the world out of nothing, this statement might be taken in connection with his view of

the absolute simplicity of God and the consequent denial of distraction between being,willing,

doing, etc. The easiest way to get over the difficulty involved in creation was to maintain
the simultaneous creation of all things. The s_x days of creation in Genesis are an accom-
modation to human modes of thinking. In some expresslnns Augustm approaches the

Platonic doctrine of the ideal or archetypal world. Fimte things, so far as they exist, are

essence, i.e., God; so far as they are not essence they do not exist at all. Thus the distinc-
tion between God and the world is almost obliterated. Again, whatever is finite and deriva-

tive is subject to negation or nothingness. Thus he goes along w_th Plato and Plotinus
to the verge of denying the reality of derived existence, and so narrowly escapes pantheism.

It is easy to see how effectively this conception of creation might be employed against
the Mamch_ean notion of the creation as something forced upon God by the powers of evil,

and as a mere expedient for the gradual liberation of his imprisoned elements. The Mam-
ch_ean limitation of God and his domain by the bordering Kingdom of Darkness, was in

sheer opposition to Augustm's view of the mdlvisil,hty of God and his presence as a whole

everywhere and always. Augustin's theory that nature or essence, as far as it has exist-
ence is God, is quite the antithesis of Mani's dualism, especmlly of his supposition that the

Kingdom of Darkness is essentially and wholly evil. Augustin argued that even the in-
habitants of the Kingdom of Darkness, and the King of Darkness himself, according to

Mani's own representations, are good so far as they have essence or nature, and evil only
so far as they are non-existent.
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With Augustiffs Platonizmg view of creation is closely connected his theory of
evit and his doctrine of divine providence. Evil with him, as with the Platonists, has no
s_abstantial existence. It is only privation of good. It is wanting in essence, substance,
truth,--is in short mere negation, and so cannot have God for its efficient cause or author,
or be referred to God. God would not have permitted evil unless by H_s own supreme
power he had been able to make good use of it. He attempts, with some success, to show
the advantages of the permission of evil in the world. God made all things good from the
angels of heaven to the lowest beasts and herbs of the earth. Augustin delighted, with the
Ptatonists, in dwelling upon the goodness of nature as shown in the animal and vegetable
worlds, as well as m the great cosmical phenomena. Each creature of God has its place,
some a higher, some a lower, but all so far as they conform to the idea of their creation, or
to their nature, are good. So far as they fall short of th_s idea they are evil.

This principle Augustin applied with great force to the confutation of the Manichman
view of the substantiality and permanence of evil. This may be regarded as the central
point in Augustin's controversies with the Manichmans. He evidently felt that the Mani-
chman view of evil was the citadel of their system, and he never wearied of assailing it. It
would be beyond the scope of the present essay to require whether and how far Augustin
himself became involved in error, in his efforts to dislodge the Manichmans. Far less sat_s-
factory than his confutation of the fundamental principles of the Manichrean system were
his answers to the Manichrean cawls against the Old Testament. If we may judge from the
prominence given in the extant literature to the Otd Testament question, this must have
been the favorite point of attack w_th the Manichaeans. The importance of the questmns
raised and the necessity of answering them was fully recognized by Augustin Hts principal
reliance is the allegorical or typological method of interpretation. It would be hard to find
examples of more perverse allegorlzmg than Augustin's Anti-Mamchrean treatises furnish.
It will not be needful to adduce instances here, as readers of the treattses will discover them
in abundance. Nothing more wearisome and disgusting in Biblical interpretation can well
be conceived of than certain sections of The Re)_ly to i;az_stus, the _/[anich_alz. Yet
Augustin did not fall entirely to recogmze the d_stinctJon between Old Testament t_mes
and New, and he even suggests the theory "that God could in a former age and to a

_ people of a lower moral standard, give commands to do actions, whtch we should think it
/ wrong to do now. There was a certain reward want, an unenhghtenment, a rude-

t hess of moral conception, in those to whom such commands were given; otherwise theywould not have been given. God would not have given a command to slaughter a whole
nation to an enlightened people."

Yet with all the defects of Augustin's polemics against the Man.ich_eans, they seem to
have been adapted to the needs of the time. Well does Canon Mozley declare Augustin
to have been "the most marvellous controversial phenomenon which the whole history of the
Church from first to last presents. Armed with superabundant facility of ex-
pression,--so that he himself observes that one who had written so much must have a good
deal to answer for,--he was able to hammer any point of view which he wanted, and which
was desirable as a counteracting one to a pervading heresy, with endless repetition upon the
ear of the Church; at the same time varying the forms of speech sufficiently to please and
enliven." Certainly he was one of the greatest debaters of any age. He doubtless deserves

the credit of completely checking the progress of Manichreism in the West, and of causing
% it_ gradual but almost complete overthrow. His arguments were probably more effective
';** in guarding Christians against perversion by Manichman proselytizers, than in converting

_'_ " _ See J. Ft. Moz_.z¥'s Rult_tg lclea._ zn .Early Age$_ art. Th© _Mamch_ _d _e jew_h Fathe_. The sentence quoted above is
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those that were already ensnared by Mamcha_au error. Other controversies of a com-

pletely different character, especially the Pelagian, caused Augustm to look to other aspects
of truth and so led to certain modifications in hts own statements, nay led him on some

occasions to the verge of Manieh_ean error itself. But we are chmfly interested at present

in knowing that his earnest efforts against the Mamch_eans from A.D. 388, the year of his

baptism, to A.D. 405, were not m vain.'

CHAPTER X.--OUTLINE OF MANICtI._EAN tIISTORY. °

In the East Mare's followers were revolved In the persecution that resulted in his death,

and many of them fled to Transoxiania. Their headqu:_rters and the residence of the chief
of the sect continued to be Babylon. They returned to Persia m 661, but were driven

back, 908-32. They seem to have become very numerous in the Transoxiania. Albtr_n$,

973-_o48, speaks of the Mamchmans as sull existing m large numbers throughout all
Mohammedan lan=ts, and especially in the region of Samarkand, where they were known as

Sabeans. He also relates that they were prevalent among the Eastern Turks, in China,
Thibet and Indta. In Armema and Cappadocia they gained many followers, and thence

made their way into Europe. The Pauhcmns are commonly represented as a Manich_ean

party, but the descriptions that have come down to us would seem to indicate Marcionitic
rather than Manich_ean elements. Yet contemporary Cathohc writers such as Peter Siculus

and Photms constantly assail them as Mamcha:ans.
In the IVest we have traces of thetr existence from 287 onwards. Diocletian, according

to a somewhat doubtful tradtt_on, condemned its leaders to the stake, and its adherents to

decapttat_on with confiscation of goods. The e&ct _s supposed to have been directed to
the pro-consul of Africa where Mamch_eans were making great progress. According to an

early account, Mani sent a special envoy to Afrtca. Valentmian (372) and Theodosius (38t)
tssued bloody edicts against them, yet we find them still aggressive in the time of Augustm.
From Africa Mamch_eism spread into Spain, Gaul and Aquitaine. Leo the Great and

Valentinian III. took measures against them in Italy (440 sq.) They appear, however, to

have continued their work, for Gregorythe Great mentions them (59 o sq.). From this time
onwards their influence is to be traced in such parties as the Euch_tes, Enthusiasts, Bogo-

miles, Catharists, Beghards, etc. But _t is not safe to attach too much importance to the
mere fact that these parties were sugmauzed as Mamch_eans by thetr enemies. Even in the

Reformation time and since, indlwduals and small parties have appeared which in some

features strongly resembled the ancient Manich_em_s. Manich_elsm was a product of the

East, and in the East tt met with most acceptance. To the spirit of the West It was altogether

foreign, and only in a greatly modified form could it ever have flourished there. It might

persist for centuries as a secret society, but it could not endure the light.

x For an account of the controvcrstes m which Augustm was engaged with the Mamchaeans. and for the chronological order of

the Anti-Mamchman treatises, see the preface of the Edinburgh editor Cf Bxno_^_, _m the various _ontroversies, m his Do" _

I_. A u_'a*$tigus, fax:rlm Seea_o_ a good chronologacal hst of St. Augu_tm's works in CgNiatUGHAm: St. A usti_, p. _77 _q" _ _

Lomtxaxc Professor George "1".Stokes' cx_¢lt*nt arucie _lamclueamq m S_t]rn ,_nd W_._ l)t_l,_.f C_. _wa'raJ_O _, voL Ill,

_. rmsq.
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No reader of the accompanying volume can be expected to take a very hvelv Interest in it_ contents, unless

he has before his mind some facts regarding the extraordinary gemn,, to x_horn the here_,_ of Maniehausm tlwes

its origin and its name His history is mvolved in considerable obscurltx, ou mR Io the Ml_,plClOtlS nature of the
documents from which xt is derived, and the difficulty of consZrnctmg a t olIMqtelll and probable at'count ol.iI of

the contradictory statements of the Asiatics and the Greck_. q'he ascertained facts, therefore, are few, and

may be briefly stated, t

According to the Chronicle of Edessa, Mare was born A.D. 240 -_ From tu_ original name, t'orbiclus or

Careubins, 13eausobre conjectures that he was born in Carcub, a to_ not (h,dd,_a. tie belonged to a Magian

famdy, and while still a youth won a distinguished place among the s.tgt'_ of Persia I l e _ a_ ma_ter uf all the

lore peculiar to his class, and wa% beslde_ _o prohclent a mathematician ,rod gtog'rapher, lhat he ;_.t_ able to

construct a globe. He was a skilled musician, and had some kno_ledgc of the (hcek language.--an aecom-

phshment rare among his countrymen But his tarot-, and even ln_ tlltnnale sll(ces', as a teacher, wa., due in

great measure to his skill in painting, which was so considerable a_ t¢_ earn t_r hun am(mR the Perslaus the

distinctive title, Mare the painter His disposition was ardent and h_tl3 but patwnI and self-restrained, th_

appearance was striking, as he wore the u_ua] dress of a Per_lau sage the high-soled sh_c_, the one red, the other

green ; the mantle of azure blue, that changed color as he nlo_ed . the ebony ,_taff nt h1_ right hand, and the

Babylonish book under his left arm.

The meaning of his name. Mare. Manes, or Mamch.vus. has been the snblect of endless conjectures.

Eptphanms suppose_ that he was prowdentlally so nameLL that men nn_ht bc warm-d against the mania of his

heresy s Hyde, whose opinion on any Oriental sublcc_ Inns1 ha_e wel_ltt, ttll_ u_ that m Per_lan ttzrz_t_ means

painter, and that he was so called from his profession Arch[,lshop 1.;sher conjectured that It wa_ a form of
21]a_aezz or dde_zadze.6 which means Paraclete or Comiortcr, f,mndmg this ¢ tmIecture on the foe t that Sulplcins

Severus calls the Israelitmh king Menahem, _ Mane. Oataker supplements th_s idea by the coniecture that

Mare took this name at his own instance,and m pursuance of h_s cl,mrl to be the l'ara¢ Iete. It is more probaMe

that, if his name was really given on account of thta meamng, he reeelvt.d _t from the wMo'._ who seems to have

adopted him when a boy, and mas" have called him hel Consolanon But _t l_ al_o possible that Mare was not
an uncommon Persian name, and that he adopted it for some reason too trifling to discover s

While still a young man he was ordained a_ a (_hrl_tlan pine.t, and dlstmgtn_hed h:m_elf in that capacity

by h_s knowledge of Scripture, and the zeal wlth ,_hmh he discharged his sacred functions _ Ills heretical
tendencies, however, were very soon manifested, stimulated, we may suppose, by his anxiety to make the Chris-

tmn rehglon more acceptable to those who adhered to the Eastern systems. Excommumeatcd from the Chris-

tian Church, Mare found asylum with Sapor, and won his contidence b? presenting only the Magian side of hts

system. But no sooner did he permit the Chr_snan element to appear, and call himself the apostle of the Lord,
and show a desire to reform Magnanism, than his sovereign determmed to put him t_, death as a revolutionist.

Forced to flee, he took refuge in Turkestan, and gained mfluente there, partly by decorating the temples w_th

pmntmgs. To lend his doctrines the appearance of d_ me authority, he adopted the___same devlc c as Zoroaster

Beattsobre (Hzstazre Cr_tlqug de ]_[a_zfctde el du ]i[aniche'zsme, Am_t T7_4,2 VOIs.I ha_ totlected evor_thmg that is knowtl of
Maal. The onganal sources are here sifted w_th unusual acuteness, and w_th great and sohd learning, though the author's _troog
"*bias in favor of a heretm" frequently leads hm_ to make unwarranted staterooms Button's estimate of this entertaining and indht-

pe_able work (Heresies of Aflostol Age, p xxi ), _smuch fmrer than Pus%'s ( 4 ug Cant p 3x4), A brief account of Mare lind
his doctrines ts g_ven by M_lman _tth ha_ u_ual accuracy, unpattmhty and luctdt*-y (HIM of Cltrztt_anzty, n 259, ed x867) For

&ny one who wmhe._ to investigate the subject further, ample references are there g_en A _peclmen of the colafuslon that involv¢_
the history of l'_lam will be found m the account g_ven by Socrates I[[tst _ ez).

[For the Ormntal accounts of Mare's parentage and youth, see the Introductory _stay, and the worl_ there referred to._A,H.lq.]
3 See _ Ebse_Tus : f-dzs[. _ccL v_ 3 x, wuh Hem_chen's note.

4 Kings xv x4.
5 "Pout-dire cherchans nous du reystere, ou tl n'y en a_oinL"_Beausobre, t. 79.

e [Th_ _s{n the h_ghest degree m_probable --A H "x-]
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and Mohammed. Having discovered a cave through which there ran a rill of water, he laid up in it a store of
provisions, and retired there for a year, giving out that he was on a visit to heaven. In this retirement he pro-

dueed his Gospel, x--a work illustrated with symbolical drawings the ingenuity of which has been greatly praised.
This book Mani presented to Hormizdas, the son and successor of Sapor, who professed himself favorable to

his doctrine, and even built him a castle as a place of shelter and retirement. Unfortunately for Maul, Hormiz-

des died in the second year of his rmgn, and though his successor, Varanes, was at first willing to shield him
from persecution, yet, finding that the Magians were alarmed for their religion, he appointed a disputation to

be held between the opposing parties. Such trials of dialectic in Eastern courts have not uufrequently resulted

in very serious consequences to the parties engaged in them. In this instance the result was fatal to Mare.

Worsted in argument, he was condemned to die, and thus perished in some sense as a martyr. The mode of
his death is uncertain, _but tt seems that his skin wasstuffed with chaff, and hung up in public zn terrore_;_. This

occtlrred in the year 277 , and the anmversary was commemorated asthe great religious festival of the Mamch_eaus.

This is not the place to attempt any account or criticism of the strange eclectmlsm of Mam.S An adequate
idea of the system may be gathered from the accompanying treatises. It may, however, be desirable to give

some account of the original sources of information regarding it.

We study the systems of hereslarehs at a disadvantage when our only means of ascertaining their opinions
is from the fragmentary quotations and hostile crltmlsm which occur in the _rltlngs of their adversaries. Such,

however, ts our only source of reformation regarding the'teaching of Mare Originally, indeed, this heresy was

specially active in a literary d_reeUon, assailing the Christian Scriptures with an mgenmty of unbehef worthy of
a later age, and apparently ambitious of promulgating a rival canon. Certainly the writings of its early sup-

porters were numerous ,4 and from the care and elegance with ,Ahich theywere transcribed, the sumptuous

character of the manuscripts, and the mysterious emblems with which tt_ey were adorned, we shouid fancy tt

was intended to lnspirethe people x_tth respect for an authoritative though as yet undefined code It is, indeed,
nowhere said or implied that the sacred books of the Mamch2eans were reserved for the eye only of the Initiated

or elect ; and their reception of the New Testament Scriptures (subject to their own revision and emendation)
would make it dl_cult for them to establish any secret code apart from these writing#. They were certainly,
however, doctrines of an esoteric kind, which were not divulged to the catechumens or hearers, and many of

their books, being wratten in Persian, S)rlac, or (;reek, _ere practically unavailable for the instruction of the

Latin speaking population It was not always easy, therefore, to obtain an accurate knowledge of their opinions.
Commentaries on the whole of the Old and New Testaments were written by Hierax s a Theosophy by Aristo-
critus ; a book of memoirs, or rather 3[emorabHza, of Mare, and other works, by Herachdes, Aphthonms, Adas,
and Agapius. Unfortunately allof these books have perished, whether m the flames to which the Christian

authorities commanded that all Mamch_ean books should be consigned, or by the slower fl not more critical and

impartial processes of time.
Mani himself was the author of several works : a Ga_p,,/, the Trcasm:l, _J"Zzj_' (and probably an abridgment

of the same)_ the _[ystertes, the ]'oum[atwlz Z_sNe, a book of .4rtzclcs or heads of doctrine, one or two works

on astronomy or astrology, and a collection of letters so dangerous, that Mamch_eans who sought restoration to
the Church were required to anathematize them.

Probably the most important of these writings was the fioundat*olz E_stlt,, so calted because it contained the

leading articles of doctrine on which the new system was built This letter was written in Greek or Syrmc ; but

a Latin version of it was current in Africa, and came ,nto the hands of Augustm. who undertook its refutation.

To accomplish this with the greater precision and effect, he quotes the entire text of each passage of the J_2Ozstle

before proceeding to critmlse it. Had Augustm accompbshed the whole of his task, we should accordingly have

been in possession of the whole of this important document. Unfortunately. for reasons unknox_n, Augustln
stops short at an early point in the E._zstle_ and though he tells us he had notea on the remainder, and would

some day expand and publish them, this promise lay unredeemed for thirty years till the day of his death.

Extracts from the same _2Oistle and from the Treasury are a!_o given by Augustm m the treatise De _'atura
_Boni._

C_UedErteng or Arzeng, _. e., according to Renaudot, an _llustrated book.

a Bohnnger adoptsthe morehorrible tradutou " _e_a _c&zckaa[soar, da_x er yon den Chrlxgen, _,onden 2_ragzernz,erfolgt_
_#tcAmannzgfachcm IITech_elunter Bal_ram lebendtggeacleunden _vurde" (p. 386).

3Bohringer characterizesit btaefly in the words- *'Es zst der alte hezdnische Dualzsraus _nH selner NaturtheoZogle) dtr t_
_a_i'x Syxgeraeseine letz2en ]_'rafte sammelt und unter der ffletxsenden Hulle chr_xtlzcher It'orte und Fermen an den re_ne_
_o_ogI_i_atus des Ckrlstenlhumx und d_ssen re_ne Elkik a_cl_heranwagt."

( Aug. e. _aua#um, xid. 6 and xS. [SeefullhstofManx'swrltmgsmKEssLEn'sart in Herzog, R E.--A.HN.]
$ Lardner) however_seemsto prove that H_erax was not a Mamchaean, though some of his opinions approximated to thLsheresy.

q[_e whole tmhjectof the Manxchas_aliterature ts treated by Lardner (l_erha) lit. p 374),with the learning of Beausobre and more
Be_usobre'stmlmtrtaallty.

¢_The De _ratura Bond, written in the year 4o5_is necessarilyvery mucha reproduction of what is elsewhere affirmed)that all
'.2 maturesare good)and created by God, who aloneis immutableand incorruptible. It pre-_entsconciselythe leading posltionsof Augur.
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i_lext, we have in the Opu_ fm2#erfectum of Augustm SOme extracts from a letter of Mani to Menoch, which
Julian had unearthed and republished to convict Augustm of being still tainted with Maaich.xau senuments,

These extracts give us some insight into the heresiarch's opinions regarding the corruptt_ oi nature and theevils of sexual love.

Again, we have Mani's letter to Marcel, preserved by iEpiphanius, and given in full by Beausobre, * which,

however, merely reiterates two of the doctrines most certainly identified _ lth Mam,--the assertion of two prin-
ciples, and the tenet that the Son of God was man only bt appearance,

Finally, Fabricius has inserted in the fifth volume of his _'*bt.,th.a Gr_ca the fragments, such as they me,
collected by Grabe.

Such is the fragmentary character of the hterary remains of Mum, for fuller reformation regarding his

opinions we must depend on Theodoret, Epiphamus, Alexander of L_ copohs, "l'|tu_ of Bonita, and Augustin.
Beausobre is of opinion that the Fathers derived all that they knexx of Mamch_'us from the .4,ts of .4rchelaus. j

This professes to be a report of a disputation held between Manes and Archelaus bishop of Caschar in Mesopota-
mia. Grave doubts have been cast on the authenticity of thl_ docnment, and l_urton and Mdman _eem inclined

to consider it an imaginary dialogue, and use it on the understanding that while _ome of its statements ar.
manifestly untrustworthy, a discriminating reader may gather from It some reliable material 3

In the works of Augustin there are some other pieces which may well be reckoned among the original

sources. In the reply to Faustus, which is translated m this volume, the book of I_austus l_ not indeed repro-
duced ; but there is no reason for doubting that his arguments are fairly represented, and _c think there is evi-

dence that even the original expression1 of them is preserved.* Auffustm had been acquainted _lth Faustus for

many years. He first met him at Carthage in 383, and found h_m nothing more than a clever and agreeable
talker, making no pretension to science or philosophy, and with only slender reading. _ Iqts cleverness is suffi-

ciently apparent in his debate with Augustln ; the oblectlon., he lead_ are pl,tnsible, and put with acuteness,
but at the same time with a flippancy u hlch betrays a want of earnestness and real interest m the questions. In

his reply to Faustus Augustin is ver? much on the defensive, and his statements are apologetm rather than
systematic. 6

But in an age when the ability to read was by no means commensurate with the interest taken in theological
questions, written discussions were necessarily supplemented by public disputations. The_e theological contests
seem to have been a popular entertainment m North Africa ; the people attending in immense crowds, while
reporters took down what was said on either side for the sake of appeal as well as for the reformation of the
absent. In tw such disputations Augustm engaged in connection _lth 1Mameh_ei_m.7 "lhe first was held on

the 28th and 29th of August, 392, wlth a Manich._an priest, I_ortnnatus To this encounter Augustm was invited

by a deputation of Donatlsts and Cathohcs, 8 who were alike alarmed at the progress which this heresy was
making in the district of Ilippo Fortunatus at first showed some reluctance to meet so formidable an antago-

nist, but was prevailed upon by his own sectaries, and shows no nervousness during the debate, lfis incompe-
tence, however, was manifest to the _Iamch:eans themselves, and so hopeless was it to think of any further

proselytizing in Hippo, that he left that city, and was too much ashamed of himself ever to return. The char-
acter of his reasoning is shifty, he evades Augustin's questmns and starts fresh ones. Augustin pushes his
usual and fundamental objection to the Mamch_ean s) stem. If God is _mpassable and incorruptible, how could

Ite be injured b 7 the assaults of the kingdom of darkness 7 In opposition to the statement of Fortunatus, that
the Almighty produces no evil. he explains that God made no nature evil, but made man free, and that voluntary

tm ll'_this controversy_and concludes with an eloquentprayer that h_ efforts maybe blessedto the conversionof the heretlc_,_not
the only passage which demonstrates that he wrote not _orthe glory _f victoryso much.l_ fur the dehxerance of men fromfat_ error.

xf_rlsta_re,1.9x.
uPublished by Zaccagni in his Colleclanea flIon_tmento_um _'eterum, Rom_, x_,9_; and by Routh in hm Rel_qgi_ Saerer_col.

v, m whmh all the mated for formingan opinionregarding it is collected.
3Any one whocormult$Beausobre on thls point will find that historicalcriticismLSnot_f _) recentan originaat_omepersons_et_

to think. It is wortht_bmg his ownaccount of the spirit in whichhe meansto do his work' _'detralteral man su_et en C_it_que_
suiwent l_zRafflede _. Paul, _dcamz nez tout_s chose_,et ne rctemz quc ccqui est ban L'll_statre en _eneral, el _t[_$tedfe _¢¢k_°
a*tzgue en A#grticulitr_ n'est bien souve_zt qu'un mdlange confus de faux et de _raz. eutaas¢_ar des EertvaIn$ real i_#tw_i_
credulea au 19a*stanez. Colecanwientsurtout a l'Htslozre des Heret2gucsel de_Heresms C'eat ag Luteur atgentlf el_udi¢_ux
d.en f _zre le dzscer__e_newt,a l, aide d, une crzlzque, qu_ ne sott tro_ Dmtde_m temera_re _ans le #¢couwade cetarl+ on ew_#d_
l H_to_reeo_me un Pilate sur los mars. _rsqu_zl n'_ m 3oussole,n2carte _art_e _" (I 7)"

4 Beau_obr_anti Cave _uppose that we have the wholeof Faustua'bookembodiedin Augustin's reviewof it. I_rdner is el _-
xottthat thocommencement, and perhaps the greater parLof the work isg_ven_but _aotthe whole.

$See the interesting account of Faustus in the Confessions, v _o
6 [This _dmate of Faustus ts somewhat toodisparaging Forfuller bibhography,see Introductory E*$ay --A, H N.]

His willingnessto do _o, and the st*ceesswith which he encounteredthe mo,_trenownedchampionsof this here_], should
prevented Beausobr¢ fromcharging hintwlth m_understandmg or m_srepresentmg the Manlch_n doeAtan¢. The rettacmtlouof
Feh.xtells strongly against this view of Augu_nn's incompetenceto deal with Miuamh_mlm.

SPo_idiua, _ita Aug. el.
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_ t_rt is the grand original evil. The most remarkable circumstance in the discussion is the desire of Fortunatus
-._ to direct the conversation to the conduct of the Manich_eans, and the refusal of Augustin to make good the

charges which had been made against them, or to discuss anything but the doctrine, t
Twelve years after this, a similar disputation was held between Augustm and one of the elect among the

Manich,_eaus, who had come to Hippo to propagate his religion. This man. Felix, is described by Augustin =as

being ill-educated, but more adroit and subtle than Fortunatus. After a keen discussion, which occupied two
days, the proceedings terminated by Fehx signing a recantation of his errors in the form of an anathema on
Mani, his doctrines, and the seducing _pifit that possessed hlm. These two dlsputanons are valuable, as exhib-
iting the points of the Manichman system to which its own adherents were accustomed to direct attention, and

the arguments on which they specially relied for their support.
The works gwen m the accompanying volume comprehend by no means the whole of Augustm's writings

against this heresy. Before his ordination he wrote five anti-Manich_ean books, entitled, .De Z#bero Arbitmo,
De C_esi contra _fanicAovos, De Morzbus EccleszW Cathollc_e, De 3foribus _[amchceorum, and .De Vera Religi-
one. These Paulinus called his anti-Manichman Pentateuch. After has ordmatmu he was equally diligent,

publishing a little treatise in the year 39I, under the title De Utd_tate Credendt) wh*eh was immediately fol-
lowed by a small work, De -Duabus Ammabus. In the following year the report of the Dtsputatio contra For-
tunatura was pnbhshed ; and after this, at short intervals, there appeared the books Contra Adlmantum, Con-

tra F_istolam Nlamchwl quam vocant Fundamenti, Contra I.austum, ZhslOuta_o contra t_eltcem. De Natura
.B0ni, and Contra Secundinum.

Besides these writing's, which are exclusively occupied with Mankhwism. there are others in which the
Manich_can doctrines are handled with more or less dlrectnes_ These are the Confcsszons, the 79th and 236th

Letters, the Lecture on Psalm I4o, Sermons I, 2, 12, 5o, x53, z_2, .037, the L_ber de Agone C/trtsttano, and
the De Continent_a.

Of these writings, Augustin himself professed a preference for the reply to the letter of Secundinus.4 It is

a pleasing feature of the t,mes, that a hereuc whom he did not know even by s*ght should wr*te to Augustin
entreating him to abstain from writing against the Mamch.'eans, and reconmder hzs position, and ally himself
with those whom he had till now fancied to be in error. I-lls language is respectful, and illustrates the esteem
in which Augustin was held by hts contemporar*es, though he does not scruple to insinuate that his conversion

from Manich_ism was due to motives not of the highest kind. We have not g,yen this letter and _ts reply.

becau_ the preference of Augustln has not been ratified by the judgment of his readers.
The present volume gives a fatr sample of Angustm's controversml powers His nine years' personal

experience of the vanity of Mamchafism made him thoroughly earnest and sympathet, c in his efforts to disen-
tangle other men from _ts snare% and also eqmpped him with the knowledge requisite for this task. 1_o doubt

the Pelagian controversy was more congemal to his mind. I-its logical acuteness and knowledge of Scripture

availed him more in combating men who fought with the same weapons, than in deahng with a system which
threw around its positions the mint of Gnostic speculation, or veiled its doctrine under a grotesque mythology,

or based itself on a cosmogony too fantastic for a Western mind to tolerate.S But however Augustm may have

misconceived the strange forms in which this system was presented, there is no doubt that he comprehended
and demolished its fundamental principles; _ that he did so as a necessary part of his own personal search for

the truth ; and that in doing so he gained possession, vitally and permanently of ideas and principles which

tmbttequently entered into all he thought and wrote. In findmg his way through the mazes of the obscure region
into which Mani had led him, he once for all ascertained the true relation subsisting between God and His crea-
tures, formed his opinion regarding the respectwe provinces of reason and faith, and the connection of the Old
and New Testaments, and found the root of all evil in the created will. THE EDITOR.

Some knowledge of the Magianism of the time of Mani may be obtained from the sacred books of the Par-

sit, especially from the Vendtdad Sade. an account of which is given by Dr. Wilson, of Bombay, in his book
on the Parsi Religion.--TR.

I This cannot but make us cautious In re.lying the _starernents of the tract, On f&e _T[orada of g/_e .]fanicAa.ana. There can be

little doubt that many of the Mantchmans practiced the ascetic wrtues, and were recogmzable by the gauntness and pallor of their
_ =0 that .4famcAwa_ became a by-word for any one who dM not appreciate the fehcltyof good llwng. Thus Jerome says of a
retrain _ of women, _°fuam vid_riat _lte_tem atg=e lrlstem_ J[:seram, 3IonaeAam, e[ ._ra_dc&wa_ vvcaat "" (De Custod.

_ _J$. 18). Lardner throws hght on the practices of the Manlchw.aus, and effectually disposes of SOme of the calumnies uttered

thegn. Pmmy'$ appendLx to his tratkO,atiou of the Cof_ftsxso_s may also be referred to with advantage.
j, = R_'act. il, 8, 3 Epzst. Au£'_st. =xv,

4 Ra'_wt. ii. to : "¢ued, taea ae_zte_tia, omni_ ftm_ ad_rr_a* illam l#estcm $cri_erel_tui.facile #r_o. _" The reaso_ of
_ _ egldait_"d by Bindemaun_ Dee Aeilig_ Aag'_ia_, iil t68.

, , $ ttWo _ieMu_, dlale_ti_A¢ _egriffe .win a_Utes, $tellt $:cA elm Bild, sin JIyt_ e_n."--Bohrlr_ger, p. 39o.

'_ S Some have thought Augustln more s_ul he*e than elsewhere. _orus may have thought so when he said : "dittgen,.
,_) . tdlU atf_e tn't_t¢_ttt _o;tut eoa fuam comma Stwreae.r alias digit" (I_'tiL i. quoted by Larchaor).
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IT IS LAID DOWN AT THE OUT,qFT IHAq q H1 CI.*.qqcLXl _, OF I ttE Itch 3 1.11. E OF _IIJF CI1URCII $11OULD

lIE REFERRED "IO 'IHE CHIF, F C,IJtHI OF x,l_tN, 'llt_,l I',, l.l_l_. WF, Ml'bi" Sb.I';K AFI'F:R

GOD V_'I'I'H SUPREME AFFECTION; ANI) 'lItl'q I)*_C'IRINE I_, '.I |'I'IIR'III_ IN "llll{ ('ATIJOLIC

CHURCH BY "/'HE AUTHORII'Y (-IF IIfVI't{ 'I'F,S'I A.XlFNq _, "lt|I l, ttl I( VIR1UI._ t;I 1 l|ll. IR NAMI_;g

FROM DIFFEREN'I' FORMS OF qHIS 1AtvI.. iHI N FOIAO'* _, 'lltl DI'II|'_ (H' I_)_,l, Tt_()I;R NEll;If.

BOR. tN THE CAItfOLIC CHURCH WE FIND EXAMPIEk I_l. k()N'IlNENCE AND (IF TRUE

CHRISTIAN CONDUC'I .

CHAP. I.---HOW THE PRETENSIONS OF THI,, MAN- I of the obstructions which made it difficult to

ICH.E-XNS ARE TO I;E REFUTED. '1"._,O MARl- ! reach the meaninff. "l'hta colnlnollly happens

CHzEANFALSEHOOI)S. i as regards the h.ty b.oks of the Old Testa.
........ ment, |f only tim mm who meets with diffi.

I E, NOUGH_ prooaio|y, has Deen flone in our ' . .
.." _ . , .. -_ ., • culties appl|es to a lmn|s teacl_er, anO riot toomerooorzs in mewayot answermgtilelg-. . , , , , ,. . . .

norant and profane attacks whmh the Mar_- a ptomne critic, aim iI t,e |_eg|ns tllS inquiries
chzeans make on tim law, which is called the from a deswe to find truth, and not in rash
Old Testament, in a spirit of vatnglormns opposmon. And should the inquirer meet
boasting, and with the approval of tae umn- w|tn some, whether t, Silops or presbyters, or
structed. Here, too, I may shortly touch any officmts or m|n|stcrs of the Catholic
upon the subject. For every one with aver- Church, who e|ther aw)td in all cases opening
age intelligence can easily see that the ex- up rnyster|es, or, content with simple faith s
planatlon of the Scriptures should be sought have no desire for more recondite knowledge,
for from those who are the professed teachers he must not despair of finding the knowledge
of the Scriptures; and that it may happen, of the truth in a case where neither are all
and indeed always happens, that many things able to teach to whom the inquiry is ad-
seem absurd to the ignorant, which, when they !dressed, nor are all inquirers worthy of learn-
are explained by the learned, appear all the mg the truth, l)dlgence and piety are bothnecessary: on the one hand, we must have
more excellent, and are received i,a the ex- knoMedge to find truth, aud, on the other
planation with the greater pleasure on account hand, we must deserve to get the knowledge.

z Written ln the year 388 InhlsRetractaltansO 7) Augustm I 2. But as the Mamchmans have two tricks
says "When I was at Rome after my baptk_m, and coald not I for CatchinLr the unwary, so as to make thenl
bear tn mqenee the vaunting of the Manichmann about the,r pre- , o

tended and mmleading continence or abstmen, e, In which, t- de-, take them as teachers,_one, that of finding
celve the Inexperienced they claim s,aper_orlty over true Chris- r • -- --
ttam_, to whom they are hot to be compared. I wrote two b_,k_, _Iault wttn the Scriptures, which they either
one on the Inorals of the Cathohc Church. the other on the morals , m Isunderstand or wish to be misunderstood,

of th[eT_afi:nlc_coa:annSo_ly stinposed to have been the first work of i the other, that of making a show of chastity
an tin rtance written _b the Author agmr_qt Mainchzetsm_dv '._ . y -,.',_a "land of notable abstinence,_this book shall
Wftat tie here reIer5 to tt is not ea._;y to conJeO:are.--A art... _
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contain our doctrine of life and morals ac-t happily; and there is no human being but as-
cording to Catholic teaching, and will perhapslsents to this statement almost before it is
make it appear how easy it is to pretend to t made. But the title happy cannot, in my
virtue, and how difficult to possess virtue. I opimon, belong either to him who has not
will refrain, if I can, from attacking their what he loves, whatever it may be, or to him
weak points, which I know woll, with the rio- iwho has what he loves if it is hurtful, or to
lence with which they attack what they know _him who does not love what he has, although
nothing of; for I wish them, if possible, to be ;it is good in perfection. For one who seeks
cured rather than conquered. And I will !what he cannot obtain suffers torture, and one
quote such testimonies frorq the Scriptures as lwho has got what is not desirable is cheated,
they are bound to beheve, for they shall be Iand one who does not seek for what is worth
from the New Testament; and even from this seeking for is d_seased. Now in all these
I will take none of the passages which thelcases the mind cannot but be unhappy, and
Manich_eans. when hard pressed are accus-lhapplness and unhappiness cannot reside at
tomed to call spurious, but passages which, tl_e same time in one man: so in none of these
they are obhged to acknowledge and approve. ! cases can the man be happy. I find, then, a
And for every testimony from apostolic teach-, fourth case, where the i_appy life ex_sts,--
ing I will bring a similar statement from the _when that which is man's chief good is both
Old Testament, that if they ever become loved and possessed. For what do we call
willing to wake up from their persistent enjoyment but ilavlng at hand the objects of
dreams, and to rise towards the hght of Chris. I love ? And no one can be happy who does
tmn faith, they may discover hoth how far'not enjoy what is man's cl}mf good, nor is
from being Christian is the life which they there any one who enjoys this who is not
profess, and how truly Christian _s the Script- happy. We must then have at hand our chief
ure which they cavil at. good, if we think of hwng happily.

. 5. We must now mqture what is man's chief
CHAP. 2._|-IE BE(;INS WtTtt ARGUMEN'I%, IN t good, whtcll of course cannot be anything in-

COMPLIANCEWYFH THE MISTAKEN MF.'IHOD fervor to man himself. For whoever follows
OF THE MAN1CH2EANS. after what is inferior to himself, becomes

h_mself inferior, llut every man is bound to
3. Where, then, shall I begin ? With au- follow what is best. Wherefore man's chief

thority, or with reasoning_ In the order of good is not inferior to man. I_ _t then some-
nature, when we learn anything, authority thing similar to man himself ? It must be _o,
precedes reasoning. For a reason may seem if ti_ere is nothing above man which he _s
weak, when, after _t is given, it reqmres au- capable of en,o,,ln '_ But tf we find some• . ' • J _' _b" ' -
thorny to confirm it. But because the minds ,h,,_,, ,,h oh ,¢ hnth ¢,,nortnr tn nfln nnH , n,a

of men are obscured by famihartty with dark- be _'oss ssed _ the m" n x_h lo es tt "o
....... r' " I I e roy a " o v " , wn

heSS, wntcn covers them m tim nigilt or sins 1can doubt that in seeking for h_ppiness man
and evil habits, and cannot perceive m a way should endeavor to react3 that which _s more
suitable to the clearness and purity of reason, excellent than the being who makes the en-
there is most wholesome provlstOU for bring- deavor. For if happiness consists in the
ing the dazzled eye into the light of truth lenjovment of a good than which there is
under the congenial shade of authority. But nothing better, which we call the chief good,
since we have to do with people who are per- how can a man be properly called happy who
verse in all their thoughts and words and has not yet attained to his chief good ? or how
actions, and who insist on nothing more than can that be the chief good beyond which some-
on beginning with argument, 1 will, as a con- thing better remains for us to arrive at?
cession to them, take what I think a wrong Such, then, being the ctfief good, it must. be
method in discussion. For I like to imitate, something which cannot be lost against the
as far as I can, the gentleness of my Lord will. For no one can feel confident regard.
Jesus Christ, who took on Himself the evil of ing a good which he knows can be taken
death itself, wishing to free us from it. from lum, although he wishes to keep and

ctler_sh _t. But if a man feels no confidence
CEiAP. 3._HAPPINESS 1S IN THE F.NJOx_MENT regarding the good which he enjoys, how can

oF _AN'S CHIEF 6OOD. TWO CONDITIONSOF he be happy while m such fear of losing it?
THE CHIEF GOOD : IST, NOTHING IS BETTER

THAlq IT ; 2D_, IT CANNOT BE LOST AGAINST

THE WILL. CHAP. 4.--MAN--WHAT ?

4- How then, according to reason, ought 6. Let us then see what is better than man.
man to live ? We all certainly desire to live This must necessarily be hard to find, unless
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we first ask and examine what man is. I am and body both, we must discover whether
not now called upon to give a definition of' there is anything which goes before the soul
man. The question here seems to me to lie., itself, in foUowmg which the soul comes to
--since almost all agree, or at least, which ts the perfection of good of which it is capable
enough, those I have now to do with are of in its own kind. If such a thing can be found,
the same opinion with me, that we are made all uncertainty must be at an endp*and we
up of soul and body,--What is man? Is he, must pronounce this to be really and truly
both of these ? or is he the body only, or tile _,tile chief good of man.
soul only? For although the things are two, ' 8. If, again, the billy is man, it must be
soul and" body, and although neither without !admitted that tile soul "is the chief good of
the other could be called mail (for the body ' man. But clearly, when we treat of morals_
would not be man witiaout tile sou]. nor again !--when we require what manner of life must
would the soul be man if there were not a!be held m order to obtain happmess,_it is
body animated by it), still it ts possfl_lc that not the body to wh:ch tile precepts are ad-
one of these may be held to be man, and may dressed, it ts t_ot tmdtly disciphne which we
be called so. What then do we call man _ discuss. In short, the observance of gxmd
Is he soul and body, as in a double harness. _u_h_,,nsbelongs to that part of us which in-
or like a centaur? Or do we mean the body quires and learns, which are the prerogatives
only, as being m the service of tile soul winch of tim soul; so, when we speak of attaining
rules it, as the word lamp denotes not the to virtue, the question does not regard the
light and the case together, but only the ease, body But if it follows, as tt does, that the
yet it is on account of the ligiit that tt t._ so body wlueh is ruled over by a soul possessed
called ? Or do we mean only the mind, and _f v_rtue is ruled both better and more hon-
that on account of the body whmh it rule% oral,iv, and is m its greatest perfection in
as horseman means not tile man and the t.nsequence of tile perfectmn of the soul
horse, but the mall only, and tiiat as era- wnwh rightfully governs _t. that which gives
ployed in ruling the horse? Tlus d,spute ts pcrfectmn to the soul will tie man's chief
not easyto settle; or. if the proof is plana, the good, tt',ough we call the body man. For If

statement requires time. This is an ex- my coachman, m obcxhence to me, feeds and
pend_ture of time and strength which we drives the horses he has charge of in the
need not meur. For whether the name man most satisfactory manner, himself enjoying
belongs to both, or only to the soul, the chief the more of my bounty m proportion to his
good of man is not the chief good of the good conduct, can any one deny that the
body; but what is the chmf good rather of good condition of the horses, as well as that
both soul and body, or of the soul only, that of the coachman, is due to me _ So the ques.
is man's chief' good. _tton seems to me to lie not, whether soul and

!l,ody _s man, or the soul only, or the body
CHAP. 5.--MAN'S CHIEF GOOD 1_, NOT "I ttE CHII" 1- ¢lnly, but what gives perfectmn to tile soul;

GOOD (IF qtlE BODY ONl.'t_ BUq "IHE k, ftll 1" lot when tilts Is obtained, a man cannot but
GOODOF "IHE SOUL. the either perfet't, or at least much Imtter than

7. Now if we ask _hat ts the chief good of Im t_e absence of this one thing.
the body, reason obhges us to admit that tt _s
that by means of which the body comes to be _.HAI'. 6 Ivnc.'II_F GIVES PERFb.C'IIONTO THE
in its best state, l:lut of all the things winch _ovL ; "IHI_, ._lyl. OIHAINS VIRFUE BY rOL-l.OWINGG_;'D _ F*II,I,O _'_|NG GOD 1.% 'tHE HAPPY

invigorate the body, there is nothing better
or greater than the soul. The chief good of LIFL.
the body, then, is not bodily pleasure, not 9. No one will question that virtue gives
absence of pain, not strength, not beaut)', not perfection to the soul. But it is a very pro-
swiftness, or whatever else is usually reck- per subject of mqmry whether this virtue can
oned among the goods of the body, but stm- exist by. itself or only in the soul. Here
ply the soul. For all the things mentioned .a_ain arises a profound discnssionp needing
the soul supplies to the body by its presence. ' lengthy treatment; but perhaps my summary
and, what is above them all, life. Hence I,wlli serve the purpose. God will, I trust, as-
conclude that the soul is not the chief good resist me, _o that, notwithstanding our feeble-
of man, whether we give the name of man to !ness, we may give instruction on these great
soul and body together, or to the soul alone, lmatters briefly as well as intelligibly. In
For as, according to reason, the chmf good of either case, whether virtue can exist by itself
the body is that which is better than the body, without tile soul, or can exist only in the sout_
and from which the body receives vigor and undoubtedly in the pursuit of virtue the _tlt
Iife_ so whether the soul itself is man, or soul follows after sometlfing, and this must be
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' heither the soul itself, or virtue, or something recourse to the instructions of those w om we
else. But if the soul follows after itself in ihave reason to think wise. Thus far argu-
the pursuit of virtue, it follows after a foolish iment brings us. For m human things reason-
thing; for before obtaining virtue it is foolish. 1ing is employed, not as of greater certainty,
Now the hetght of a follower's desire is to but as easier from use. But when we come
reach that which he follows after. So the to divine things, th_s faculty turns away; it
soul must either not wish to reach what it fol- cannot behold; it pants, and gasps, and burns
lows after, which is utterly absurd and unrea- with desire; it falls back from the light of
sonable_ or, iu following after itself while truth, and turns again to its wonted obscurity,
foolish, it reaches the folly which it flees not from chome, but from exhaustion. What
from. But if it follows after virtue in tile a dreadful catastrophe is this, that the soul
desire to reach it, how can it follow what does should be reduced to greater helplessness
not exist? or how can it desire to reach what when It _s seeking rest from its toil ! So,
it already possesses ? Either, therefore, vlr- when we are hastingto retire into darkness, it
tue exists beyond the soul, or if we are not al- will be well that by the appointment of ador-
lowed to give the name of virtue except to able Wisdom we should be met by the friendly
the habit and disposition of the wise soul, shade of authority, and should be attracted
which can exist only in the soul, we must al- by the wonderful character of its contents,
low that the soul follows after something else and by the utterances of its pages, which,
in order that virtue may be produced m it-! like shadows, typify and attemper the truth.
self; for neither by following after nothing, I2. What more could have been done for
nor by following aftcr folly, can the soul, ac- our salvation ? What can be more gracious
cording to my reasoning, attain to wisdom, and bountiful than divine providence, which,

to. This something else then, by following! when man had fallen from its laws, and, in
after which the soul becomes possessed of wr- just retribution for h_s coveting mortal things,
tue and wisdom, is either a wise man or God. had brought forth a mortal offspring, still did
But we have said already that it must be some- not wholly abandon him ? For m this most
thing that we cannot lose against our will. righteous government, whose ways are strange
:No one can think it necessary to ask whether and inscrutable, there is, by means of unknown
a wise man, supposing we are content to fol- connections estabhshed in the creatures sub-
low after him, can be taken from us in sp_te ject to it, both a severity of punishment and
of our unwflhngness or our persistence. God a mercifulness of salvation. How beautiful
then remains, m following atter whom we live this _s, how great, how worthy of God, in fine,
well, and m reaching whom we live both well how true, which is all we are seeking for, we
and happily. If any deny God's existence, shall never be able to perceive, unless, begin-
why should I consider the method of dealing niug with things human and _t hand, and
with them, when it is doubtful whether they holding by the faith and the precepts of true
ought to be dealt with at all ? At any rate, religion, we continue without turning from xt .
It would re uire a different startmr omt a in th a• q " • g-p ' , ]' e w.v Yh_ch God has secured for us by
different plan, a different investigation trom lthe separation of the patriarchs, by the boncl
what we are now engaged m. I am now ad- of the law, by the foresight of the prophets,
dressing those who do not deny the existence by the witness of the apostles, by the blood
of God, and who, moreover, allow that human [of the martyrs, and by the subjugation of the
affairs are not disregarded by Him. ForiGentltes. From this point, then, let no one
there is no one, I suppose, who makes any [ask me for my opinion, but let us rather hear
professmn of religion but will hold that divine tthe oracles, and submit our weak inferences

Providence cares at least for our souls. [to the announcements of Heaven."
!

_H&P. 7"_THE KNOWLEDGE OF G'oD TO BE ] CHAP, 8.--GOD IS THE CHIEF GOOD, WHOM WE
OBTAINED FROM THE SCRIPTURE. TttE PLAN ARE TO SELK AFTER WITH SUPREME AFFEC-

AND PRINC|PAL MYSTERIES OF THE DIVINF. TiON.
SCHEME OF REDEMPTION.

13 . Let us see how the Lord Himself in
Ix. But how can we follow after Him whom the gospel has taught us to live; how, too,

we do not see ? or how can we see H_m, we Paul the apostle,--for the Manichmans dare
who are not only men, but also men of weak not reject these Scriptures. Let us hear, O
understanding? For though God is seen not Christ, what chief end Thou dost prescribe
with the eyes but with the mind, where can to us; and that is evidently the chief end
such a mind be found as shall, while obscured
by foolishness, succeed or even attempt to ,[au_,sa_'_ translt,,mfromhtsfinePhton'_d.ngdiscmof

vlrtue, the chief good. etc, to the lmtrmr_l_: the law, and the
::Irink in that light ? We must therefore have prophets_v¢ry_n__h,toa_dtyaadapoh_etlcalty.--A.H. N.]
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after which we are told to strive with supreme'. I S. And yet I ask them if they deny that
affection. "Thou shalt love," He says,' this is said m the Old Testament, or if they
"the Lord thy God." Tell me also, I pray, hold that the passage in the Old Testament
Thee, what must be the measure of love; for, does not agree with that of the apostle. For
I fear lest the desire enkindled in my heart !the first, the books will prove it; and as for
should either exceed or come short in fervor. ; the second, those prevafic_ators who fly off at
"With all thy heart," He says. Nor is that a taugent will be brought to agree with me_
enough. "With all thy soul." Nor is it if they wtll only reflect a little and consider
enough yet. "With all thy mind."' What what ts said, or else I will press upon them
do you wish more ? I might, perhaps, wish: the opinion of those who judge impartially.
more if I could see the posmbihty of more., For what could agree more harmomously than
What does Paul say on tins ? ""We know,"l these 1)ns_ages? For tr|hutatton, distress_
he says, "that all things issue m good to them :_persecution, famine, nakedness, peril, cause
that love God." Let him, too, say what _s+great suffering to man while in this life, So
the measure of love. "Who tilen," tie says, I all these words are mq_hed in the single quo.
" , ' "+_l from the law, where tt Is said, '+ Forshall separate us from the lo_e of (:l_rtst tat_un
shall tribulation, or distress, or persecuuou, IThy sake we are m suffering." _ The only
or famine, or nakedness, or peril, or the! other thing _s the sword, which does not in-
sword?" : We have heard, then, what and_fl_ct a pamfl,i hfe. but removes whatever life
how much we must love; th_s we must strive:it mct't._ wttlt. At_._wermg to this are the
after, and to this we must refer all our plans, words, '" We are accounted as st/eep for the
The perfection of all our good thmgs and our's att_i_ter. And l,,ve could not have heen
perfect good is God. We must neither come m<_re plamly c\pressed than by the words,
short of this nor go beyond _t the one is data- "' For Thv sake." Suppose, then, that this
gerous, the other impossible, te_umon,, is not f(mud m the Apostle Paul,

but is quoted 1W me, mu._t you not prove,
wm heretic, eltht'r th;tt th_ ts not written in

CHAP. 9--HARMONY OF THF (ILD AND NI-w.the old 1,tw, or tt_at +t does not harmonize

TESTAMENT ON THE PRECEP'IS (_FCtlAP.VIY+ !_._,lth the al.,SflC ? And if you dare not say
_4- Come now, let us examme, or ratiaer: e_ther c,f ttw,_e thm_s I'for you are shut t_p by

let us take notice,--for it is obwous and (an the rt,:+d_u_of the malauscril_t_ which will show
be seen, at once,--whether the authority of lthat tt _ wrttten, and l_v common sense, which
the Old Testament too agrees with those state- i _ees that nothmg _ould" agree better with what
ments taken from the gospel and the apostle. ,is ._.ud by the aposllc), why do you imagine
What need to speak of the first statement, treat there _s any force in accusing tile Script-
when it is clear to all that it is a quotation ures of bemg corrupted ? And once more_
from the law given by Moses ? I_or tt is there what will you reply to a man who says to you,
written, "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God !This is what 1 understand, this ts my view,
with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and 'this is my belief, and I read these tn_ks only
with all thy mind." 4 And not to go farther because ] see that everything In them agrees
for a passage of the Old Testameut to corn-I with tt_e ('hristtan fatti_ ? ()r tell me at once
pare w_th that of the apostle, he has himself if you _ilI venture deliberately to tell me to
added one. For after saying that no trtbula- tiae face that we are not to believe that the
tion, no d_stress, no persecution, no pressure apostles and martyrs are spoken of as having
of bodily want, no peril, no sword, separates endured great sufferings for Christ's sake,
us from the love" of Clmst, he Immediately and ;_s having been accounted by their Imr-
adds, "As it ts written, For Thy sake we are secutr_rs as stteep for the slaughter ? If you
in suffering all the day long; we are accounted cannot say th_s, why shoold you bring a charge
as sheep for the slaughter. ''z The Mani- aga,.nst the book in wi_ich f find what you ae-
chveans are m the habit of saying that tins is knowledge I ought to beheve ?
an interpolation,--so unable are they. to reply, ,, Retrarl i 7, II_- " In the bc_,k on the morals of the C_ttl_

that they are forced in their extremity to say. o c ( h_,,_ ,_h+_,i _,,_ quot,at_e ,,,,_,. ' V,_ Tar _ ,,_
hzt thia i_ all ' _* t,, _t.flermg all day l,,ng, we _rc lo3tonntcd _ I_ll_p tot th_

this But every one can see t ........... ,L_o hter ' the ma,._uraaT of my trmnu_to_t ml_*d me;. _
• " "s roved 1 rec,,_'l_l_on of the bcnptufcat wn_ delc_ctrve ,tom my _ot _ Ilgthat Is left for men to say when it t p ]rhatt_me|aln:Itarw_ththem- F,n. th©r_dlngottlieotherllullla_

h_f fhP_ a1"l_ _r.-_ncr _ _ra_ "_a_ a d_fler_nt meaning' r_,t.we_uff_r, but w_lttlfl'_r deltli+
t ....... / ........ -_" | -----r- _ .... tel we ate" k+[ledl "l Imt thi_ _ the trt_ nmdhll is

or, In ...... o.-., * W ' the
I m'_own hy the Grr'tk t.xt of the _'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_p¢_tnt,from w hhrh the Did

+. a .... I Testament _s_._tr_nst_ted mto la_tm, ,_ have t_I¢_IM &fl_l
z +1_att. x_, 37 . l¢.orn v_t 2_. _ -_ f.r | many remark_on the word_,+P_r thy wa_tswe _arler,:'maatl_ll_

tml agr_-ment of the Old Te_ament wtti_ ..... pu+ea Ira,, + [ +l+h..... _ma+Pd m the +_._y m_.kmedo_b__+L_ 41_ th _
the _Tew Te_tment+--A. t-I. _.I . _ . t m_m 7 m _ter_ard_ mbuwdantly _ove_ Irom r_r +

+ D_ut. vi. _. S _ _,m 36, c_ rs+ x._- _t_
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CHAP. IO._WHAT THE CHURCH TEACHES ABOUT understanding--old in the progress towards
GOD. THE TWO GODSOF THE MAN-ICH_EANS. wisdom. For we learn the folly of believing

• Ithat God is bounded by any amount of space,
t6. Will you say that you grant that we are even though infinite; and it is held unlawful

bound to love God, but not the God wor- to think of God, or any part of Him, as mov-

shipped by those who acknowledge the au-ling from one place to another. And should
thority of the Old Testament ? In that case I any one suppose that anything in God's sub-
you refuse to worship the God who made stance or nature can suffer change or conver-
heaven and earth, for this is the God set forth !_ston, he will be held gutlty of wild profanity.
all through these books. And you admit There are thus among us chtldren who think
that the whote of the world, which is called of God as having a human form, which they
heaven and earth, had God and a good God I suppose He really has, which is a most de-
for its author and maker. For in speakingf grading idea; and there are many of full age
to you about God we must make a distraction. Ito whose mind the majesty of God appears
For you hold that there are two gods, one in its inviolableness and unchangeableness as
good and the other bad. Inot only above the human body, but above

But if you say that you worship and ap-lthexr own mind itself. These ages, as we
prove of worshipping the God who made said, are distinguished not by time, but by
heaven and earth, but not the God supported virtue and dlscretmn. Among you, again,
by the authority of the Old Testament, you there is no one who wtll pmture God m a
act impertinently m trying, though vainly, to human form; but neither is there one who
attribute to us views anti opinions altogether sets God apart from the contamination of
unlike the wholesome and profitable docmne human error. As regards those who are fed
we really hold. Nor can your silly and pro- like crying babies at the breast of the Cathohc
lane discourses be at all compared with the Church. it they are not carried off by heretics,
expositions in which learned and pious men they are nourished according to the vigor and
of the Catholic Church open up those Script- capactty of each, and arrive at last, one m one
ures to the willing and worthy• Our tinder- way and another in another, first to a perfect
standing of the law and the prophets is quite man, and then to the maturity and hoary
different from what you suppose. M_stake hmrs of wisdom, when they may get hfe as
us no longer. We do not worship a God who they desire, and hfe in perfect happiness.
repents, or is enwous, or needy, or cruel, or

who takes pleasure in the blood of men or CHAP. ii --GOD Iq 'l'HV ONE OBJt.CT OF I.OVE;
beasts, or is pleased with gmlt and crime, _)r 'IHERI.FOREIlV Iq MAN'S ( tlII'F (.()O1). NOI'H-
whose possession of the earth is hmtted to a ING IS BETTER THAN G()I) GODCANNOT BE
little corner of it. These mad such hke are l.oST A_;AINSTOUR WH L.
the silly notions you are in the habit of de-
nouncing at great length. Your denuncxa- t8. Following afterGod isthe desire of hap-
tion does not touch us. The fanctes of old] pmess; to reach God is happiness itself. We
women or of children you attack with a follow after God by lowng H_m; we reach
vehemence that is only ndmnlous. Any one Him, not by becoming entirely what He is,
whom you persuade in thzs way to join you but m nearness to H_m, and in wonderful
shows no fault in the teaching of the Church, and immaterial contact wtth Him, and in be-
but only proves his own ignorance of it. ing inwardly illuminated and occupied by His

x7. If, then, you have any human feeling, truth and holiness• He is light itself; we
_if you have any regard for your own wel- get enlightenment from Hi_n. The greatest
fare,_you should rather examine with diti- commandment, therefore, which leads to
gence and piety the meaning of these pas- tmppy life, and the first, is this: " Thou shalt
sages of Scripture. You should examine, un- love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and
happy beings that you are; for we condemn soul, and mind." For to those who love the
with no less severity and copiousness any Lord all things issue in good. Hence Paul
faith which attributes to God what is unbe- adds shortly after, "I am persuaded that
coming Him, and in those by whom these neither death, nor life, nor angels, norvirtue,
passages are hterally understood we correct nor things present, nor things future, nor
the mistake of ignorance, and look upon per- height, nor depth, nor any other creature,
sistence in it as absurd. And in many other
things which you cannot understand there is _ [Au_otstin's ¢,t'rt_t takes the place of the Greek _

in the Catholic teaching a check on the belief andthavut_e mrt*_y_ It ,s r_ qulteeertalnwhatm_tatlmghe
attacneo to theexpr_ton, lie m_er-nsto waver b_tween the idea

of those who have got beyond mental child- o_m,_ and thatof *,trt_emtheethicalscare,andfinallysettles
is'rmess, not in years, but in knowledge and d,,.. totheu._of the term In the I_tter serL_e. That thin does

accord with the meaning of the Apostle is evident.--A. H. _NI.]
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shall be able to separate us from the love of CHAP. I2._'E ARE UNITF_I)TO GODBY LOVF_
God, which is in Christ Jesus our I,ord."' Ix st'_j_c'rto,_ a'o HiM.
If, then, to those who love God all things is-
sue in good, and if, as no one doubts, tile 20. " No other creature," he mays_ 8epar-
chief or perfect good is not only to be loved, ates us. 0 man of profomxd mysterms ! He
but to be loved so that nothing shall be loved thought it not enough to say. no creature: but
better, as is expressed m the words, " With he says no other creature; teaching that that
all thy soul, with all thy heart, and with all with which we love God and by which we cleave
thy mind," who, I ask, will not at once coil- to God. our mind, namely, and understanding,
elude, when these things are all settled and is ttselt a creature. Tiltls the body is another
most surely believed, .that our chief good creature; and if the mind is an objector intel-
whmh we must hasten to arrive at m prefer- lectual perception, and is known only by this
ence to all other things is nothing eEe taan means,the other creature is all that is an object
God ? And then, if nothing can separate us of sense, winch as tt were lllakes itself known
from His love, must not this tie surer as well through the eyes, or ears, or smell, or taste,
as better than any other good ? or touch, and this must be inferior to what

r_o l_t_liat_ cvnn r ]IS perceived bv ti_e intellect alone. Now, as19 . But let us consider .._ v ...... v..- -
us from tills bY t}od at_o can be known bv the worthy, only

ately. No one separates ' _ intellectually,' exalted though tie is ahovethe
threatenmg death. For that with which we
love God cannot die, except m not lovmg_ intelh,_ent mind as being its Creator and Au.
God; for death is not to love God, and that' thor, there was danger lest the human mind,
is when we prefer anything to Hma in affec- from being reckoned among mvisthle and ira.
tion and pursuit. No one separates us from ' material things, shouhl he thought to be of tlwsame nature with ttim who created it, and so
tins in promising life; for no one sepalates its
from the fountain in promising water. Angels should tatl away by pride from Hun to whom
do not separate us; for tile mind cleaving to it slumld be umted by im'c. For the mind
God is not inferior in strength to an angtl, lmcomc_ like God, to the extent vottehsafed
Virtue does not separate us; for If W!la{ is by Its ',ubjeetioli of tl',elf to lhm for mforma-
here called wrtue is that WlllCtl has power ia tlon and ei_hgiltemnent. And ff It obtains the
this world, the mind cleaving to God is far. g_eatest iiearne_._ I,y that subjection which
above the whole world. Or if thls virtue is produces likeness, it must be far removed from
perfect rectitude of our mind itself, this in the ttim 1,y that ptesunlptton which would make
case of another will favor our Ulalon _ltll (;od, tim hkeness greater. It ts this presumption
and in ourselves will itself umte us with (.;o(1. W}llC[l]ead._ tile mind to refuse obedience to
Present troubles do not separate us; for we the la_: ot God, in the dcs_rc to be sovereign,as God la.
feel their burden less tne closer we chng to. 2_. The farther, then, the mind depar_
Him from whom they try to separate us.'
...... u e thmrs does not se-ar ' from God, not m spate, hut in affection and
lne promise oi iut r ¢, g"_o" ever k'i;ldls lust after thm;_ 1,etow thm, the more it isat us, tor oott_ tuture _ooa t Y " -,. ' • " ' ' s o "1e ; _ . , * , lllle(I wi i_ t-llv and wrelcheane.s So I y

in the )romlse of God, and notmng is " - ' - - "surest l ...... _ love it returns tr_ l',_d ---a I_}vt_'Wllleh places
better than God Himself, who un_ouoteolv, ' r .... ' .......
._ .t.o.a ....... • *o those _ho trub" cleave it not alr)ll}_ _lth (,o_l, but under litre. An¢!_ a,_a_y v-_o_,,_ , ' I the ,, • "ml.r and eagerness there is inrI1 rt2 , , , ..

• Hm ht and de_thdo not separate --- , - •to H_m g t , , ,th _e Wmtuer and more elevated wdl the
E1 e _,.lS_ t, , _, 'us for if the hm ht and depth of knm_ie g; "g " ' mind l,e. and with God as sole governor It

are what is meant, I will rather not be mqms- will be in perfect liberty. Hence it mu_t
inve than be separated from God; nor can
any instruction by which error is removed' know t!mt it is a creature. It must believewhat is the truth,--that _ts Creator remains
separate me from H_m, by separation from !ever nossessed of the inviolable and immut-
whom it is that any one _s in error. Or if - "'able nature of truth and w_sdom, and must
what is meant are the higher and lower parts
of this world, how can the promise of heaven ' coMess, even in view of the errors from which
separate me from Him who made heaven } it desires dehverance, that itr is liable to folly• " land false! (rod. But then again, it must take
Or who from beneath can frighten me into
forsaking God, when I should not have known _care that it be not separated by the love of

of things beneath but by forsaking Him ? In i world,'*the otherfromCreature,thelove thatofGodiS'Himself,°fthis visiblewhich
fine, what place can remove me from His love, sanct_fies _t in order to lasting happlne_s. No
when He could not be all in every place un- _l
less He were contained in none ? t , [I, t. only by the muc of the mental fiteulty of _ God

_ H_m_if {_the Crea.u* s_d At_tb,*, _ytby _ny. ,u_x_,_

1tffttrt_ power "' Ofthe sSmC ti*ttt)t_ Wtt_ l'ltt!Ct Wk"JOC:rtNtsd_t1T., _.ei,,
H N]

t Rom. viii. #, 39-
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other creature, then,--for we are ourselves a in unity, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit; for
efeature,--separates us from the love of God this must be said to be God Himself, for it is
which is in Christ Jesus our Lord. said of God, truly and in the most exalted

sense, "Of whom are all things, by whom are

CHAP, I3.---VCE ARE JOINED INSEPARABLYTO all things, in whom are all things." Those
........ _- A_ _,_ _,_v, a aul's words And what does he addu_, ,,. ,. ..................... ". i- re P • . . "

• " To H_m be glory "_ All this is exactly true.
2,. Let this same Paul tell us who is this . , . Z......

Christ Jesus our Lord. "To them that are I _eda°_stn°tSeYant _)y_n_mhI°r _eT1jSy°tn)et
called, he says, we preach Christ the vir- • -
rue of God and the wisdom of God " ' And to Him be chief and perfect and wide-spread, -" . ] oraise _ For as the praise improves and ex-
does not Christ Himself say, "1 am the - . " • ......
truth?" If then we ask what it is to live tenas, sot_e love ana arrectmn increases In, ' " . . I fervor And when this is the case, mankind
well,--that IS, to strive after happiness Dy " .........

living well,--it must assuredly be to !ove.v,r-I taIm_i_e°U_ ;_r_an_ien_,l_ _)_ires.an_-hnsr,_ sStupp-
tue. to love wisdom, to love truth, an(l to love ........

witla all the heart, with all the soul, and with ] P_eechliS_gW_t w_si_t°,t_ _ j2et_ aW_l_esa t t°t
all the mind; virtue which is Inviolable and ..... ' ....

_tom%_vablteut_lSwdh_e__h_h s never, g_eeS PlvCae.1rp_atTnr[yaems_;eaa_t_vC_a°UeCtsho_2rbTreeag°2_Y, . , ' .... " lnff. as far as we were able, anu oy tile (llvlne
riation from its unitorm character, through .,,_. ...... k:._ ..... _..... a .... - ........
this the Father Himself is seen; for it is said, ..... u_L_y ,,,,_._, t;..... .*................. _,,
" No man cometh unto the Father but by that it is nothing else but God Himself For
me." To this we cleave by sanctification, how can any thing be man's chief good but
For when sanctified we burn with full and that in cleaving to which he is blessed _ Now
perfect love, which is the only security for this is nothing but God, to whom we can
our not turning away from God, and for our cleave only by affection, desire, and love.
being conformed to Him rather than to flus
world; for " He has predestinated us," says CHAP. I5.--TFIE CHRISTIAN DLF1NITIONOF THE
the same apostle, " that we should be con- FOUR V]R'IUES.

formed to the image of His Son. ''3 25. As to virtue leading us to a happy life,
z3. It is through love, then, that we be- I hold wrtue to be nothing else than perfect

come conformed to God; and by this con- love of God. For the fourfold division of vir-
formation, and configuratmn, and circumcis- tue I regard as taken from four forms of love.
ion from this world we are not confounded For these four virtues (would that all felt
with the things which are properly subject to their influence in their minds as they have
us. And this is done by the Holy Sprat. their names in their mouths !), I should have
"For hope," he says, "does not confound no herniation in defimng them: that temper-
us; for the love of God is shed abroad in our ante is love giving itself entirely to that wluch
hearts by the Holy Spirit, which is g_ven unto is loved ; forutude is love readdy bearing all
us.", But we could not possibly be restored things for the sake of the loved object; jus-
to perfection by the Holy Sprat, unless He u(e _s love serving only the loved object, and
Himself continued always perfect and immut- therefore ruhng r_ghtly; prudence is love dis-
able. And this plainly'could not be unless tmguishlng with sagacity between what hin-
He were of the nature and of the very sub-ders _t and what helps it. The object of this
stance of God, who alone is always possessed love is not anything, but only God, the chief
of immutability and invariableness. " The good, the highest wisdom, the perfect har-
creature," it is affirmed, not by me but by mony. So we may express the definition thus:
Paul, " has been made subject to vanity." _ that temperance is love keeping itself enure
And what is subject to vanity is unable to and incorrupt for God; fortitude _s love bear-
separate us from vanity, and to unite us to ing everything readdy for the sake of God;
the truth. But the Holy Spirit does this for justice is love serving God only, and there-
us. He is therefore no creature. For what- fore ruling well all else, as subject to man;
ever is, must be e_ther God or the creature, prudence is love making a right distinction

'between what helps it towards God and what
CHAP, I4.--WE CLEAVE TO THE TRINITY, OUR might hinder lt._

CHIEF GOOD, BY LOVE.

24. We ought then to love God, the Trinity 6R....7tlt would be (hfficult to find in Chrlatlau bterature a more
beautiful and satmfactory cxposlUon of love to God. The Neo-

z ZCot'.L a3, a4. a John my. 6. 3 Rom. vm, 19. Platoum influence is mamfest, but st m Neo-Platomsm thoroughly
4Rom. v. 5. $ Ram. viii. 20. :hrmtmntzed.--A. H. N. l
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CHAP. I6.--HARMONY OF THE OLD AND NE_, tO work and action. Anti I know nothing
TESTAMENTS. tcomparable to these two things, that is, to

26 I will briefly set forth the manner of tefliciency in action and sobriety in contt_lI-
,.. " 4. - ...... :............. l platlon, which the _urtue of Gt_ and the wit_
llIe accorfllng [o Lncsc VIILLI_, IJHI_ DV Otto 9 1. . • * ,

after I have brought forward, as I promised, loom ol. God, that.is, tile Son of God, gives to
passages from the Old Testament parallel to them tllat love Hma, when the same proptmt

:_oes oil to show their value; for it is thus
those I have been quoting from the New "l'es. !j_tated : ,, Wisdom teaches sohriety, and jus-lament. For is Paul alone ua saying that we
should be joined to God so that there should ittce, and virtue, than whmh uothing is more

_,useful in hfe to man." s

be nothing between to separate us > I)oes not ! 2S. Perhaps some may think that thosethe prophet say the same most aptly :lilt] cou-
ctsely m the words, " It is good lot me to passageb do not refer to the Son of God.
cleave to God ?"' Does not flus one uord' What, theu, ts taught m the following word§:
deaveexpress all that the apostle says at length '" Sile thspkiys lhe noluhty of her birth, hay-

" mg her d,velhng u itlx God ? "_ To what doesabout love ? And do not the word_, It 1._
good, point to the apostle's statement, " AtI Jb_rth refer but to parentage _ And does not
firings issue in good to them that love God _"i dwelhng _ith t:le l:atlier claim and assert
Thus in one clause and m two words the pro- :equahty _ Again, as l'aul says that the Son
phet sets fortn the power and the frmt of of God is the w,_doin af God," and as the
love. ,1,ord ttlm_eh _ay_, " No man knoweth the

27. And as tim aposlle says that the Son" Father save the only-ltegotten Son, ''s what
of God is tile virtue of God and the wisdom cotdd be more corl_ordant than tho_e words
of God,--wrtue being understood to refer to _of the prophet: '" With Thee i._wisdom which
action, and wisdom to teaching (a_ m the kno_s Thy uorks, _ahlt'h was present at the
gospel these two things are expres_vd ul the tune of Thv. making the _orld, and knew. , ........... uhat uoutd be plca_mg ui "l'hnm eyes? ''*
worGs, 'All things were maoe t v nmi, i • ' "" ' " ' ' ...... ' " '
wntcn.... belongs to ,acno"n and xlrtue-"; ,and then• _trm as t.l_rist is cauctl the trllt[l, winch IS. . ......... also taugl_t by lll_ 1,elng called the tmghtness
reierrln to teaching ano tne KllOX_lCtl_e Ol ..... - .....
.... g . ,2"..... . .... '_,_ _ ol tim father' (for there ts notlnng rounat le truth, ne says, tae llle was tile llgll[ OI, . ......

,, •. - .-....... ' abotlt the Min but ils I_r_gtltlless W]llell Is pro-men COtllO au_,tlllDg agree petter _tn)'-- . " -' , "_, ' . ..... duced from _t), what is there tn the Okl Tes.
these assa_es than wuat is sal(l 111Eile t._l(llP _, ' ,, . . tament more lflamlv aud obviously in accord.
Testament s of wisdom, She reaches lrom aqte wttit this'thai(the words, "'Thy truth is
end to end m strength, and orders all things I round abtnlt Thee _ .... Once more, Wisdom
s_veetly?" For reaching in strength ex- i herself says tu the gospt:], " No man cometh
presses virtue, while ordering sueetly ex- unto the l_ather but by me;"" and tile pro-
presses sk_ll and method. But if this seems pl_et says _' Wlm kno_eth Thy mind, unless
obscure, see what follows: '" Aud of all," he 1 Ilou ,invest _sdom ? and a httle after,
says, "God loved her; for she teaches tim ,,The _hm ,s _lc,sm'_ to Thee men have
knowledge of God, and chooses H_s _orks." g. t . ,, .
Nothing more is found here about actmn; for learned, and have beeu healed by wts-(]l }m . I_ I1

choosing works is not the same as working, 29 . Paul says, " The love of God is shed
so this refers to teaching. There remains abroad m our hearts by the ttoly Spirit which
action to correspond with the virtue, to cam-
plete the truth we wish to prove. Read then is g;ven unto us;"u and the prophet say_," The Holy Spmt of knowledge will shun
what comes next: " But if," he says, "the
possession whic'a is desired in life is honor- guile." '; igor where there is guile there isno love. Paul says that we are "conformed
able, what is more honorable than wisdom,
which works all things ?" Could anything t,e, to the image of the Son of God;" '_ and the
brought forward more striking br more ths- _ Retract. I 7. _ "_" "*The qoolat_m from the I_ok of Wisdom

tinct than this, or even more fully expressed _ ,,from mr m.m**-i,t,*_*_*t_ m.t,,,_ m, 'w._?mt sobrety, I _,tl(_, _nd _tt'tl_e ["rf)m tbe,,te word_ I rmve

Or, if you wish more, hear another passage __,omeremark*trueintbem*dve*_,Imt¢uramo_dbya faI_ r_'_l*
lag It t_ perfet tlv true that w_acl_*lra te_lJle_ truth of eoltt*mlth¢-

of the same meaning. " Wisdom," he says, I tl,,n,a_i haverxplmrled _l_tety.ande_llenc_ofactto_, which
"teaches sobriety, and justice, and virtue." _ ,','_t_,t_rthemeamngmanu_crml_! g't,ehattotheJu_twemrne_ndmeanm_t:v,ttue,,ItAl_lto_h_tht"t_Illl_m_,

Sobriety refers, I think, to the knowledge of i .";;i_,,ao_, _.a _t,_...0..i..e ' T_. a= tb._m #.,_
tne truth, or to teaching" Justlce and virtue ' bythe Imtto tratLM_tor to th* f,mr vtrt.e_ _nlcl_ prtlu@ntrI t_l-l ally _peak about %,brlety i_ for temp_'_net, Wu_l_'n for _petl_l_¢
tt_x_ u U_t_ _* _ t_ ....... _' a .... , _.artue I_* f,wtltude, and jutti¢_- _mly ha_ tt_ _ mime. It

' in th_ Greek text of th_ h_k ot Wumum, SxP_Ixxhz, e8. _Johai 3,4onbetweenA phal hmgaftertbat_ef°undthe_v'trt'u'_-a_e_d-h_l" bYth*'rPr°li_'mml_
[Augw_tm s_-_m$ to make no digm¢ poety 0 Wt_ vat t ? t for. I "4, _tlt. Xt, _t7.

tmdCan .... lbooks. T_iebookofW_d<m_wa.*e_deeentlyaia_;'_- _W,,_I ,, 9 '" llel,.t-3- t'l_Itx_i,._
it_ with him, doubtl_ oa account of atsdeclded Ftatomcq - *:I¢,hn'x*v 6. *_ Yl¢'l_ld L_ 17-t_. t4_V.$.
ity.--A. H.N.] _ _ W_d t 5- ,_ Nora, vnL _"9,

4Wisd. viii. I, 4, 7-
4
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i
prophet says, "The lightof Thy counte-Isoughtfor with the whole strengthof the
ance is stamped upon us."' Paul teachesmind, itcannotposslblybefound. But when

that the Holy SpiritisGod, and thereforeIitissoughtasitdeservestobe, Itcannotwith-
isno creature;and the prophetsays,"Thou Idraw or hide itselffrom itslovers. Hence
scndestThy Spiritfrom the highest."" For Iitswords,which you too are in the habitof
God aloneisthe highest,thanwhom nothing!repeating," Ask, and ye shallreceive;seek,
ishigher. Paul shows thatthe Trinityisoneland ye shallfind;knock, and it shallbe
God, wherl he says," To Him be glory;"_!opened unto you:"7 "Nothing ishid which
and inthe Old Testament itissaid," Hear,1shallnot be revealed."s Itislovethatasks,
O lsr_/el,the Lord thy God isone God.''4 love that seeks,love that knocks,love that

, reveals, love, too, that gives continuance in
CI['IAP. IT,_APPEAL TO THE MANICHWoANS,what is revealed. From this love of wisdom,

* CALLINGON THEM TO REPEN'I. ! and this studious inquiry, we are not debarred

3° . What more do you wlsh? Why do you by the Old Testament, as you always say
resist ignorantly and obstinately? "Why do most falsely, but are exhorted to this with the
you pervert untutored minds by your mischte- greatest urgency.
vous teaching ? The God of both Testaments 32. Hear, t mn. at length, and consider,
is one. For as there is an agreement in the I pray you, what _s said by the prophet:
passages quoted from both, so is there in all "Wisdom is glorious, and never fadetta away;
the rest, if you are willing to consider them yea, she is easily seen of them that love her,
carefully and impartially. But because many and found of such as seek her. She prevent-
expressions are undignified, and so far adap(- eth ti_em that desire her, in making herselffirst known unto them. Whoso seeketh her

ed to minds creeping on the earth, that they Iearly shall have no great travail; for he shallmay rise by human things to dwme, 5 while
many are figurauve, that the inquirmg mind ifind'her sitting at his doors. To think, there-
may have the more profit from the exertion of If°re' upon her is perfectmn of wisdom; and
findin _ their meanin and the more deh ht iwims° watcheth for her shall qmckly he with-

- g • . -" g' .... g, Iout care For she goeth about seeking suchwnen it is iouno, you pervert tills a_m_rat)le, ' . _ . , . , ...
- as are worthy ol ner, snowetla nerselt Iavora-arrangement of the Holy Sp,rit for the purpose .,

of deceiving and ensnaring your followers, my nnto them m the ways, and meeteth them
As to the reason why thyme Providence per-' m every thought. For the very true begm-
mits you to do tlus, and as to the truth of rang of" imr is the desire of dlscq_hne; and
the apc_tle's saying, " There must needs be the care ot discq_line is love; _nd love ]s the
many heresies, that they whmh are approved keeping of her laws; and _he gtvlng heed
may be made mamfest among you," 6 It would unto her laws is the assurance ot mcorruptmn;
take long to discuss these things, and you, and mcorruptmn maketn u_ near unto God.
with whom we have now to do, are not ca- Tl_erefore the desire of ",_mdom brmgeth to

a kingdom "o Will you stdl continue in
pable of understanding them. I know you , -. , " . . . _" tloggea nostlht'_ to It eso tmngs JJo notwell. To tile constderatmn of divine thing_ - -" _' _ "
_,_i,-h _,_ ¢_v h,,,t,_v ,_,,,, _,,,, _,,,,_ _,_ tiungs thu_ ._tated, though not vet understood,
................ g ......... y .... l.v_-_, v ..... ma- i :]_r{lac¢ mlnrl¢ rlnit_ rtrt_ee nnd c*t.l:|,_r from "l_o ] , Re t evldet/t to every one that they contain
in_, fed with material ima_res something deep and unutterable ? Would

¢' ...... ' , *_' " . . lthat you could understand tile rhinos here._x. we must tneretore m your case try not , .. . _.
. - , ..... e _,. L , ,silo: rortmvith you would abjure all your_;o make you uricaerstanta tllvlne ttlings, WI'IlCII tr .t, . , , , "

,sin 5 legenfls anG 3our unmeaning materialis impossdMe, but to make you desire to tin-, . ' . " "
derstand. This is the work of the pure and lmagmatmns, and with great alacrity, sincere
guileless love of God, Much is seen chiefly in love, and full assurance of faith, _ould be-

take yourselves bodily to the shelter of thethe conduct, and of whmh we have already
said much. This love, inspired by the Holy most holy bosom of the Catholic Church.
Spirit, leads to the Son, that is, to the wisdom
of God, by which the Father H_mself is CHAP. t8.-----ONLY IN THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
known. For if wisdom and truth are not _s PERFECTTRUTH ESqABLISHEDON THE HAR-

MONYOF BOTH TESTAMENTS.

* l,t. iv.6. ,wisa. i_. ,:,. 33. I could, according to the little ability I• •

sRom.x,._6 ..... sD¢,t _,., ..... have, take uD the points separately, and|lrlet_ _ trove the key toau tidal is t_est tB ._ugu_ln _aetense ,. *,
tli¢ ttnthropomorphimmt and the _emtnffly _mpedect ethical t COUiO expoLlnO and prove the truths I have

_t, mt M the Old Testament. See M_tley's emay on I l_r,,o,_ ,_l,,rh
t'_tm Nllmtchms ind the Jtwit_h Fathers," in his Ruti_gldta_l ........ "..... are generally more excellent
tn A_arlyAl_*. The entirevolumerepresmntsanattem_toac laud lofty than words can express; but this
iamrtt for the dements in the Old Testament that offetut the Chris. _ *
ttan eomwJ(m_nee_--A. H, N.] ....

¢t _ Cor. _d. I9. 7 Matt _nt 7- S Matt X 26. 9 Wind. vl. xa--2o.
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cannot bedonewhite you bark at it. For HOt CHAP. Ig--D_L..CRIPTIO,_ OF TIlE DUTIL$ OF
in vain is it said, " Give not that which is'_ TEMPFRANCE, ACCORDING"IX) THE S&CRlglD
holy tO dogs."' Do not be angry. I too i SCRn'Tt'R_:S.
barked and was a dog; and then, as was right, [
instead of the food of teaching, I got the rod ' 35- It is now time to return to the four vir-
of correction. But were there in you that'tues, alld to draw otlt and prescribe a way of
love of which we are speaking, or should it life m conformlty witl_ them, taking each
ever be in you as much as the greatness of separately. First, then, let us consider tern-
the truth to be known requires, may God perance, wtuch promises usa kind of mtegrlty
vouchsafe to show you that neither is there aml incorruptlon m tile love by which we are
among the Manichmans the Christian faith umted to t;¢M. The office of temperance is
which leads to the summit of wisdom and'm restraining and qmetlng the pasmonswhich
truth, the attainment of which is the true hap- make us pant for those things which turn us
py life, nor is it anywhere but m the Catholic away from the laws of God and from tile en-
teaching. Is not tills what the Apostle Paul jt_yment of H_s _oodness, that is, in a word,
appears to desire when he says, " For this trom the happy life, For there is the abode
cause I bow my knees to the Father of our of truth; and Ill entoymg its contemplation,

Lord Jesus Christ, from whon-t the whole land ill cleaving closely to it, we are assuredly
family m heaven and earth _s named, that He happy; but departing lrom tills, men beo*)me
would grant unto you, according to the aches ] entangled in great errors and sorrows. For,
of His glory, to be strengthened with might'a_ the apostle _ays, " The root of all evils is
by His Sprat in the inner man; that Christ cmetnusne.,s, uh,ch some having followed,
may dwell in your hearts by faith; that re,. have made Mupwreck of the froth, and have
being rooted and grounded'm love. may'beipmrced themselves through with many sol
able to comprehend with all saints wtlat Is the I rows." r And thl,. sm of the soul is quite
height, and length, and breadth, and depth, iplamly, to tho_e rightly understanding, set
and to know the love of Christ, which pabseth '_forth m the Old Testa,nent In the transgre_-
knowledge, that ye may be filled with all tl_e amn of Adam m Paradise. Thus, as the
fullness of God ?"-" Could anything be re,ire'apostle says, "' In Adam we all the, and in
plainly expressed _ ! Christ wc shall all rise again." _ Oh, tile depth

34- Wake up a little, I beseech you. and Iof these mysteries ! But I refrain; for I am
see the harmony of broth Testaments, makm_i mow engaged not in teaching you the truth,
it quite plain and certain what should be the ! but m making you unlearn your errors, if I
manner of life in our conduct, and to _hat alI '.can. that Is, if G,d aid my purl_)se regarding
things should be referred. To the love of'. y,,u.
God we are melted by the gospel, when it ts'l 36. Paul then says that covetousness is the
said, "Ask, seek, knock; ,,3 by Paul, when he. ioot of alt evils; and by covetousness the old
says, '" That ye, being rooted and grounded :law also intimates that the first man fell.
in love, may be able to comprehend; "* 1,v' Paul tells us to put off the okl man and put
the prophet also, when he says that wisdom, on the nm_." By tile old man he means Adam
can easily be known by those who love It, seek j who sinned, anti by the new man him whom
for it, desire it, watch for it, think about it. _the Son of God took to tlimself m consecra-
care for it. The salvation of the mind" and :tion for our redemptmn. For he says In an.
the way of happiness is pointed out 1,y the !other place, "The first man is of the earth,
concord of both Scriptures;and yet you choose'earthy; ti,e second man ts from heaven,
rather to bark at these things than to obey:heavenly • As is the earthy, such are they
them. I will tell you in one word what "I also that are earthy; and as ts the heavenly,

think. Do you listen to the learned men of, such are they also that are heavenly. And
the Catholic Church with as peaceable a (Its-' as we have t_)rne the image of the earthy, let
position, and with the same zeal, that I had 'us also bear the image of tile heavenly, '''"_
when for nine years I attended on you. _'tnat is, put off the old man, and put on the
there will be no need of so long a time as that new. The whole duty of temperarme, then.
during which you made a fool of me. In a _s to put off the old man, and to be renewed
much, a very much, shorter time you will see in God,_that is, to scorn all bodily delight,,
the difference between truth and vanity, and the popular applause, tad to turn the

whole love to things divine and unseen.
Hence that following passage which is so ado
mirable: "Though our outward man perish,

t Matt. _ 6. 2Eph. m. t¢-xg.

$ Mail vii. 7" 4 Eph. iu. 9"- _ t C.or. t_,. _.
$ [Amlmi not mtt;tis.--A. H. N ] 7 t Ttm vI ,o.Col ill 9, ;o to I GOt. Xv. 47°49.
6 From his _th to his 28th year.
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our inward man is renewed day by day."' of wisdom, a thing of great value and to be
Hear, too, the prophet singing, "Create in I sought with the whole mind, the apostle, with
me a clean heart, O God, and renew a right ! great prudence, that he might not be thought
spirit within me."" What can be said against to deter from the love of wisdom, has added
such harmony except by blind barkers ? the words, "And the elemcnts of this world." s

For some people, neglecting virtues, and ig-
CHAP. 20._WE ARE REQUIREDTO DESPISEALL norant of what God is, and of the majesty of

SENSIBLE THINGS, AND TO LOVE GOD ALONE. the nature which remains always the same,

37. Bodily delights have their source in all thmk that they are engaged in an important
those things with which the bodily sense business when searching with the greatest in-
comes in contact, and which are by some qmsltlveness and eagerness into this material

............ imass which we call the world This begetsCalico tue oojects oi sense; ano among tnese _ ........ ". ..
• - • 1so mucn prme, tnat mey lOOK upon mere-the noblest is hght, In the common meanmlz_ ........... v_ Selves as mnanttants ot the heaven of whmh

ot the worn, t)ecause among our senses alSO, I . f n dl o rs
which the mind uses in acting through the itiley o te scu .e. The soul, then,.whmh........ , ....... l)urposes to Keep itself cnaste tor God mustDoay, there is notnmg more valuaole man tne ......

............. treiram trom tim oestre of vain knowledge like
eyesp anti so In tne rtoly _cnptures all tne_

.......... tins For this des)re usually produces detu-
oojects ot sense are spoken ot as vislt)tej " ' t " "" " " "".............. , sion, so that tm soul thinks that nothlngthings, inns in me i'_ew t estament we are . .

............... :exists but what is material; or if, from regard
warnea against tne love ot mese tnmgs In the ] .......- .. • - ,,,.,-.. ..... to autlaorlty, It contesses that there ts an lm-fOllOwing,woras: wnue we lOOK not attne .

. . lmatenal existence, It can think of _t onlthmffs which are seen, but at the things which , - Y
- ..... • ,. , unoer material images, and has no behef re-are nor seen; mr me things wmcn are seen

are temporal, trot the things which are not garding It but that Imposed by the bodily
seen are eternal. ''s This shows how far sense. We may apply to this the nrecept
from being Christians those are who hold that about fleeing from idolatry.
the sun and moon are to be not only loved 39- To tins New Testament authority, re-
but worshipped. For what is seen if the sun qmrmg us not to love anything in this world, _ o
and moon are not? But we are forbidden to especially In that passage where it xs sald,

regard things which are seen. The man, " Be not conformed to flus world," 7_for the
therefore, who wishes to offer that incorrupt point is to show that a man Is conformed to
love to God must not love these things too. whatever he loves,_to this authorny, then,

if I seek for a parallel passage in the OldTtus subject I wdl inquire into more partmu-
larly elsewhere. Here my plan ts to write not Testament, i find several; but there is one
of faith, but of the life by which we become hook of Solomon, called Ecclesiastes, which
worthy of knowing what we believe. God at great length brings all earthly things into
then alone is to be loved; and all this world, utter contempt. The book begins thus:
that is, all sensible things, are to be despised. " Vanity of the vain, saith the Preacher,
--while, however, they are to be used as this vanity of the vain; all is vanity. What profit
life requires, hath a man of all his labor which he taketh

under the sun?"8 If all these words are

CHAP. 2I._POPULAR RENOWN AND INQUISI-considered, weighed, and thoroughly ex-
TIVENESS AEE CONDEMNED IN TIlE SACRED amined, many things are found of essential
SCRIPI'URES. maportance to those who seek to flee from the

world and to take shelter in God; but this re-
38. Popular renown is thus slighted and quires time and our discourse hastens on to

scorned in the New Testament: "If I other topics. But, after this beginning, he
wished;" says St. Paul, "to please men, I goes on to show in detail that the vain9 are
should not be the servant of Christ." _ Again, those who are deceived by things of this sort;
there is another production of the soul formed and he calls this which deceives them vamty,
by imaginations derived from material things, --not that God did not create those things,
and called the knowledge of things. In refer- but because men choose to subject themselves
ence to this we are fitly warned against in- by their sins to those things, which the divine
quisitiveness to correct which is the great law has made subject to them in well-doing.
function of temperance. Thus it is said, For when you consider things beneath your-
• 'Take heed lest any one seduce you by
philosophy." And because the word philo- 5Coll.i,. s. 6, Job.... s,7 Rom xti. _. S Eccles. 1, a. _.
sophy originally means the love and pursuit 9 Retract. L 7, § 3 -.--'_ I found it}.rnan_ mam.,,l_Mpts the retml-

trig, Vanity of the vmn. But this wsnot In the Greek, which Ires' unity of vanities ' This I saw afterwards. And I found that
l 2 Cor. iv. 16. _ PS. Ii, xo. the best Llitln manuscripts had vanities and not vain. But tim
a a Cot, Iv. t8 4 GM. i. to. truths I have drawn from th/s false reading m_ese|f--evldent."
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self to be admirable and desirable, what is the New Testament, where it is sa,d, "Tribu-
this but to be cheated and misled by unreal lation worketh patience; and patience, expert.
goods ? The man, then, who is temperate m ence and experience, hope;"' and whet%ill
such mortal and transient things has h_s rule additmu to these words,there ls proof and con-
of life confirmed by both Testaments, that firmatton of tilem ftoni the example of those
he should love none of these things, nor think who spoke them; l wd[ rather summon _ ex-
them desirable for their own sakes, but should ample of patmnce tram the Old "l'estament,
use them as far as is reqtured for the purposes against which the Matnch_ans make fierce as-
and duties of life, with the moderation of an saults. Nor will I refer to tile man who, in the
employer instead of the ardor of a lover, tmdst of great boddy suffering, and with a
These remarks on temperance are few in pro- dreadtuI thsease m his hmhs, not only bore

portion to the greatness of the theme, but human evds, but discoursed of things dlvllle,

perhaps too many m view of tile task on hand. Whoever g_ves constdcratc .tttention to the Llt-
terances of thl_ man,/wit learn from every one

CHAP. 22._FORTITUDE COMI'.S FROM THE LOVF I Of them what value is to t,e attached to those

OF GOD, )thin_s whtth lntHl fry to keep in their power,

4o. On fortitude we must be brief. The and in so doing :lie themselves brought by
love, then, of which we speak, which ought pa._i,m into bond._ge, so that tile)" become
with all sancuty to burn in desire far God, i_ the sl lvc_ of mortal things, while ,,el,king ig-
called temperance, in not seeking for earthly nt)rantlv to be their masters. This Ill2In, ill
things, and fortitude, in bearing tile toss oi the 1_,_;at all Ins wealth, and on l,emg sud-
them. But among all things whmh are p_- dvn]v 1educed to tile greatest poverty) kept
sessed m this life, the body lb, t,v God's m,st lus l{lIlltl _d', unshaken and fixed tlptin (;od_

righteous laws, for the _m o( old, man's ab to m,ltdfc_t that the._e things _cre not great
heaviest bond, which is well known a_ a fact, m hx_ wc_, but lhnt he was great m relation
but most Incomprehensible in its mvstcr_ to taem. aml t;_d ta hun.' If th_ mind were
Lest this bond should be shaken ;u{d dl_,- to 1,c tot t, m men m our day. we shoukl not

" turbed, the soul is shaken with the fear of be _() qr,,ngt._ cautioned in tilt' New 'l'c_ta-
toll and pare; lest it should 1,e lost and de- mcnt ag:un.t tilt, posse_,Mol 'l Of tht ',t' thlllgS ill
stroyed, the soul is shaken w_th the fear _ff order that x_t' )n,_3 by p_ rfe_t; |-r to have
death. For the snul loves it from the forte the.c Ihln_Sv, lt,_mt tlc,lvlll_lothctn i', innuh

()f habit, not knowing that by using it x_c]] more adm,r tlde than n_)l t*, haxc them at all, _
and wisely its resurrection and reformation 43. ]lilt s!llce ',t.'t .ire Spt' iI, irtg hvrc of bear-
will, by the divine help and decree, be with- tng pain :rod 1,od_13 ',tlllt'l'ln_% I pa_s from
out any trouble made subject to its .,uthortty. ' th_ man, great .l_ m' was, mdom,tablc as he
But when the soul turns to God wholly m this wn_ t:'_ ts tl,t' i a_c (ff a man. But tliese
love, it knows these things, and so will not %crtpture, present to me a _orn.m of amazing
only disregard death, but will even desire _t. fortitude, :rod I mubt at on, r. go on to her

4i. Then there is the great struggle with'case. 'I I,_s yam.m, along wtth seven chil-
pain. But there is nothing, thcmgh of _ron drv_,, :dialled tht' tyrant and e\ccutmner to
hardness, which the fire of love cannot sub- e\tract h('r _tal_ from her body rati)er than
due. And when the mind is carried up to a im)tanc w_rd fi()nl her tnfHlth, encouraging
God in this love, it wilt soar ahove all torture her sons by lier c\hori.lllolls, though she
free and glorious, w_th wings beauteous and suffered m the tartures _)f their I_ndies, and
unhurt, on which chaste love ri_es to the era-'was ill rsclf tr, underg- what ._hc called on..... ' ...... c- )war _ XVItat Dal eIt_ e could bc

brace of God. 0 herw se God must allow the them _ ', ' _' : _ ....) E., ..h.. _hnnld wet , r -_ ,)... l_.,o.s ,_reater than In _: .lllu )e_--_,...... _;

lovers of gold, _t:e lovers otyaI .............. ' .......of women, to e more f titude than the _,l,e astomshed that tt)e love o!/_O¢l, tmptantea
lovers of Himself, though love m those cases in her lnn'v)st heart, t,ore up against tyrant_
is rather to be called passion or lust. And ;and exectttloner, and pain, and sex, and
yet even here we may see with what farce the' natural affection ? tlad she not heard,
mind presses on with unflagging energy, In !" Precious in the s_ght of the Lord i_ the
spite of all alarms, townrds that it loves; and death of HI_ saints _'' ; Had she not heard,
we learn that we should bear all things rather ".*_patient man is better than the mightiest ?')*
than forsake God, since those men bear so ttad she not heard, "All that is appointed
much in order to forsake Him. '--- ' J '_R,_m • _ _ . )_._ hrm remote A_gu_tln wa_ ft_mt at*

It 1_ ,l,t re.ling re, _,_,*-- -

. " -_ _ lhetll'_.|_'_ WlI;tt _te g_ri_ed walt the a_ltty
CHAP. 23._._CRIPTURE pRECEPTS AND EXAM" It, blrl_' _ ); et _,r merl_ _o _, ....... : )- ,,a'w_'l_'_m, a_ _"_ .... ha, - w_thf.,ut r..leav;ng to the Ig_x,d th)t)g'_t

PLES OF FORTITUDE. t, .i_" _ttnom _..1 ...... ,-
,_ht, h (,,M pre)_de_--A H N,]

4 2. Instead of quoting here authorities from , _ ._:,¢ ,.. _ t,, c,,.). ,s. _vr_..._,,. _.
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thee receive; and in pain bear it; and in CHAP. 25.--FOUR MORAL DUTIES REGARDING
abasement keep thy Datience: for in fire are T_E LOVEOF GOD, OF _VItICHLOVE THE RE-
gold and silver tried ?%' Had she not heard, WA_D IS Ea ERNALLIFE A,_D THE KSOWLLDt;E
"The fire tries the vessels of toe potter, and OF THE a'kUTH.
for just men is the trial of tribulation?""
These she knew, and many other precepts of 46. I need say no more about right con-
fortitude written in these books, which alone duct For if God is man's chief good, whlcn
existed at that time, by the same divine Spirit you cannot deny, it clearly follows, since to
who writes those in the New Testament. seek the chief good _s to hve well, treat to live

well is nothing else but to love God with all
the Ileart, with all the soul, with all tile mind;

CHAP. 24.---OF JUSTICE AND PRUDENCE.
and, as arising from this, that this love must

44. What of justice that pertains to God ?ibe preserved entire and incorrupt, which is
As the Lord says, " Vecannot serve two mas- the part of temperance; that _t gwe way
ters," 3 and the apostle denounces those woo before no trouble% which is the part of fort_-
serve the creature rather than the Creatr_r, 4 rude; that it serve no other, which is the part
was it not said before in tile Old Testament, of justice; that It be watchful m its mspec-
"Thou shall worship the Lord thy (;od, and!tlo n of things lest craft or fraud steal m,
Him only shalt thou serve _'' 5 I need say no; which is the part of prudence. This is the
more on tins, for these books are full of such one pcrfectmn of man, by whmh alone he can
passages. The lover, then, whom we are', succeed in attaining to the purity of truth.
describing, wtll get from justice th_s rule of This both Testaments enjoin in concert; this
life, that he must wlth perfect readiness ._erve' _s commended on both sides ahke. Why do
the God whom he loves, the highest good, Jyou continue to cast reproaches on Scriptures
the highest wisdom, the highest peace; _ and of whmh you are _aorant ? Do you not see
as regards all other things, must either rule the folly of your attack upon books whmh
them as subject to hlmsetf, or treat them with only those who do not understand them find
a view to their subjection. "l'hls rule of! fault with, and which only those who fi_ad
life, is, as ,ve have shown, confirmed by the, fault fail in understanding' For neither can
authority of both Testaments. _an enemy know them, nor can one who kno_ s

45. With equal brevity we must treat of lthem be other than a friend to them.

prudence, to wllmh it belongs to discern be-! 47. Let us then, as many as have in viewtween what is to be desired and what to be to reach eternal hfe, love God with all the
shunned. Without tlu_, nothing can be done heart, wlth all the soul, w_th all the mind.
of what we have already spoken of. It _s the For eternal life contains the whole reward in

part of prudence to keep watch with most tile promise of whici_ we rejome; nor can the
anxious vigilance, lest any evil influence reward precede desert, nor be g_ven to a man
should stealthdy creep m upon us Thus the before he _s worthy of _t. What can be more
Lord often exclmms, "Watch; "7 and He unjust than thls, and what Is more just than
says, "Walk while ye have the hght, lest iGod_ We should not then demand the re-
darkness come upon you. ''_ And then _t Is ward before we deserve to get _t. Here.
said, " Know ye not that a little leaven lear- I nerhaps, it Is not out of place to ask what _s
eneththe whole lump _''9 And no passage!e£ernaI hfe; or rather let us hear the Be-
can be quoted from the Old Testament more stower of it: " This," He says, " is life eter-
expressly condemning this mental snmno, -i' n:d. that they should know Thee, the true
lence, which makes us insensible to destruc- God. and Jesus Christ whom Thou hast
tion advancing on us step by step, than those sent." '_ So eternal hfe ts the knowledge of
words of the prophet, " He who despi_eth the truth. See, then, how perverse and pre-
small things shall fall by degrees." '° On this Lposterous is the character of those who think
topic I might discourse at length did our that their teaching of the knowledge of God
haste allow of it. And did our present task will make us perfect, when this is the reward
demand it, we might perhaps prove the depth 1of those already perfect ! What else, then,
of these mysteries, by making a mock of
which profane men in their perfect ignorance tionhaveHimWetOwhomdObUtwefirStdesiretOIoVetoknowWith?full_Henceaffec-
fall, not certainly by degrees, but with a arises that principle on which we have all
headlong overthrow.

,,John xv_i,
z_ Retract i 3. § 4,---"I should have said _t_cr_ affeetmn rather

l Eeclu_t 1i. 4_ 5. **bt'clus, txvii. 6, 3Matt vl 24 th,m full, or it might be thought that the love of t,odwill beno
& RolII, 1. _5. s l)eilt vi x_t, gl'eater _ lien _e sh_ll see Him face to face. Full, th_n, mu_t be
6 A name glv_n by Autrustm to t_e Holy Splrat, *,._ocxx he|e under_t_l as llle,l_nln_ that it cannot be greater while we

Matt xxtv. 4,- _ John x l 35, 9 I Cor. v. 6. a_a k by [atth. Where w*ll be greater yea, perfect fullner_ but
t_E.oehas. xtx. t. only by sight '" *
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along insisted, that there is nothing more when It is m his D_er. and as it is for these
wnolesome in tile Cathohc Clmrch tilan using tumgs x_ntch no loving ntan would do that
authority' before argument, men are called wicked, all that is required is,

I think, proved by these words, "The love
CHAP. 26._LOVE OF OURSELVES AND OF OUR 'Of our neighbor w_rketh no ill." And if we

NE1GHBc)R. Icannot attain to got_t unless we first desist

48. To proceed to what remains. It may _from working evd. our love of our neighbor
be thought that there is nothing here abot{t is a sort of cradle ot our love to God, so that,

.- as ;t Is said, "' the love el our neighbor wild'k-
man himself,'the lover. But to tlunk flu% eth m) dl," ut uld\ rl._e from this to these

shows n waut of clear perceptmn. For it 1_ other _ord.,, '" We ],now that :ill things tssne
impossd)le for one who love_ God uot to love in good t(, them that hwc (;od.",
himself. I'or he alone has a proper line h)r 5t ]lilt the_c _._ .t ,.eeoc in which these

himself who aims ¢hhgently at the attainment either r,,,e to_cther to lullnt ss and perlection,
of the chmf and true good; and ff t_ua is or._iutetnc Imeot God _s (trot iu /_e;_'intnng,
nothing else but God, as has been sh,m n. tilt' love el our neighbor Is first m Ct|llllug tO
what is to prevent one _ho lm-e., (;od fron_ pcrfettlon l, or i,crhaps dame hwe takes
loving himself _ And then, 2{InOUg lllt2Ia _. ,O1'](i hold on u_ more r.qndlv ;it Ule olltset, bat
therel)enol)ondofmutualimc _ _ca, vcr.% _c reach perfeclioll more ea_ilv in lower

so that we can think of no btlrer step t,m wd. things llowevcr t',lat nlav l:e_ tile Inaln
the love of God titan tim love o(man :o m,m point i_ tb_. Itlat no one simuM think that

49. Let the Lord then sulmiy us _ttl_ the _t_tle he de_p_v_ lab mq_hbor he vettI come
other precept 111answer tn the qucqtmn al,ou: to h:q_ivncss aml to tim God ghonl Ill.' hwes.
the precepts of life: for He x_,lb not bpt_slied And would that it '¢_t'rc a,_ easv to seek tile

w_th one ab knowing that t;od ts one thm:r go,)d t)f our Iltlghbor, or to l_x'old hurting
and mail allotI_er, and that the d_fference is hx,'m ,l_ it is fol one _cll tr:uned ;uld kuld-

nothing less than that l)et_cen t',,c Crcator !wa_:cd t(, love h_s nc_hl,_r _ "]'heM• thillgs
and the thing created m the hkcncs_ oi lt_ rcqmrc nmic than mcrv a-od-wdl, and can

Creator. lie s ws then that t.c s_t,,nd pro l)c done oldv bv a lw4h de_rt'e of thotlghtful-
cept lb, "'1't101.I sll:dl, love tlw ne:Rill.,r :l_ ness "llltl IMilt(ell_.t., l_.dlth bt']llll}.._.% only to

thyself " Now v.u l()ve yourself stl_t,_l,[_ those to x_!_om it is _ven hy _;_*d, the source

when you love (;od better than yourself, of all j_oo¢l. (In thl,_l tt/pl(_.vilieh is ollt" t I

What, then, you aim at m your-elf you mu_t thml., o_ gSrcat thth, t_lt'f-- I "_fll try to say a few
aim at in your neighbor, n:{melv, that he ma_ _¢wd,_ _0th as my Plan admits of, rv_tlng all
love God ,.vlth a perfect ;lffect{_m For 3r_l my hope m ttlm'wm,._c gifts these are
do not love lure as vcmrself, mfitss you try

to draw hlnl to tl'Ult good wmc!_ you dre .v()11r ( It '_1' 27.-_)N In)lN_, _,{_,)1_ l{} I tit-" liOD'¢ Oi e

self pursuing l:_r t_llS 15 t't]e ,_!le ,..2.ot)d/_]ll(']l ()I R %1 II,I|I'._R

has room for all to pursue _t al(mg v. ilh thee.'

From tt_s precept proceed the (l_mes ot 52. Man, then. a_ vmwed by his fellow°re:m, _ a rat_tmdl _oul with a mortal and

human society, m which it _s hard to k('cp earthly 1,,My m 11_ service, Therefore he

from error. }'ut the first thing to mm :it is. _t_o lm'es h_s ne_ahb,,r does good tlarlly to
that we shonld be benevolent, that is, that _t the man'.shoals,and partly to his soul What
cherish no mahce and no exql dcs_gu ;_gamst'
another. For man is ttae nearest neighbor of benefits the 1],,dr _s edled me,h,'me; what

benefits the _,vt( dlscmhne. Medwine here
man.

50. Hear also what Paul says. " The love' mcl,utes e_ervtmna lhat e_ther preserves or
of our neighbor," he says. "worketh no ill " _ restores bodily he.dth. It includes, there°

- - fore, not only what t)elong_ to the art of
The testtmomes here made use of are very medical men, properly so called, but also
short, but, ff I m_stake not, t;my are to the food and drink, dothmg anti shelter, and
point, and sufficmnt for t_e purpose. At_d

every means of covering and protectmn to
every one knows how man)" and how x_elg_lty :_uard our bt<|les against ttuurles and mishajm
are the words to be found everywhere, m timse trom without as well t_, from within. For

books on the love of our neighbor. But as a Imn=er and thirst, and ¢old and heat, and all
man may sin against another in two w0.ys, _._len('e from without, produce loss of that
either by injuring him or by not helping him heMth a-bmb _s the point to be consutered.

x [By a_[k.erft'v Aug_stm does loot mean the authcqlt, ¢,f th,. 53" H ence those who seasonably and wisely
Church or of Ser{pture. but he refers to the loving recogmtmn r,f supply, all the things reqmred for warding off
the attthonty of God as the read, tirol el true dtsc_pMshlp--A
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these evils and distresses are called compas- ithe high and rare offices of the teacher are
sionate, although they may have been so wise not much called for,--as, for instance, in ad.
that no painful feeling disturbed their mind vice and exhortatmn to give to the needy the
in the exercise of compaszion. _ No doubt Ithings already mentioned as required for the

the word compassionate tmphes suffering in I body. To gwe such advme _s to a_d the mindthe heart of the man who feels for the sorrow by discipline, as giving the things themselves
of another. And it is equally true that a wise xs aiding the body by our resourc/_s. But
man ought to be free from all painful emo-Ithere are other cases where diseases of the
tion when he assists the needy, when he gives ]mind, many and various in kind, are healed
food to the hungry and water to the thirsty, m a way strange and indescrlb_ble. Unless
when he clothes the naked, when he takes the His medmme were sent from heaven to men,
stranger into his house, when he sets free the so heedlessly do they go on m sin, there
oppressed, when, lastly, he extends his would be no hope of salwlt_on; and, indeed,
chanty to tile dead in giving them burml, leven bodily health, if you go to the root of
Still the epithet compasmonate as a proper'the matter, can have come to men from none
one, although he acts with tranqudhty of lbut God, who gives to all things thmrbemg

mind, not from the stimulus of pmnful feel- and thexr well-being.
it,g, but from motxvesof benevolence. Theret 56 . Tins d_sclphne, then, which is the
is no harm in the word compassmnate when methcme of the mind, as far as we can gather
there is no pasmon m the case. [from the sacred Scriptures, includes two

54 Fools, again, who avoid the exercise of Ithmgs, restraint and mstructmn. Restraint
compassion as a v_ce, because they are not _mpl_es fear, and mstructmn love, m the
sufficiently mow'd by a sense of duty without tperson benefited by the disctphne; for in the
feeling also d_stressfnl emotion, are frozen Igwer of the benefit there Is the love w_thout
into hard insenslbdity, which )s very different the fear. In both of these God H_mself, by
from the calm of a rational serenity. God, whose goodness and mercv _t as that we are
on the other hand, is properly called corn- anything, has given us m ti_e two Testaments
passionate; and the sense m which He is so a rule of disciphne. For though both are
will be understood by those whom pmty and found in both Testaments, stitl fear Lsprom_-
dihgence have made fit to understand nent m the Old, and love in the Next, Mnch
There is a danger lest, in using the words of the apostle calls bondage in the one, and hb-
the learned, we harden.tile souls of the ira. ertv m ti_e other. Of the marvellous order
learned by leading them away from compas- !and (hvme harmony of these Teqtaments it
ston instead of softemng them w,th the desire [would take lon_ to speak, and many pmus

of a charitable disposmon. As compassion, 'land learned men have d_scoursed on It. The
then, requires us to ward off these distresses Itheme demands many books to set _t forth

and explain ]t as far as is possible for man.

flictionfr°motherS,ofthem.S°harmlessness forbids the in- He. then, who loves h_s neighbor endeavors
loll he can to procure ins safety m body and

CHAP. 28.--oN DOING G(aOD TO THE SOUl, OF!in soul, making the health of'the mm_t the
OUR NFIGHIIC)R. '1'_.o PARqS OF DISCIPLINE, !standard in Ins treatment of the body. And
RESTRAINT AND INSTRUCTIt_N. THROU(;H, as regards the intnd, his endeavors are in this
GOOD I_ONIaUCTWE ARRIVF Al' 'FHI-_KNOWL- order, that he should first fear and then love
EDGE OF THE TRUTH. (_od, Th_s is true excellence of conduct, and

55' As regards discipline, by which the tints the knowledge of the truth as acquired
health of the mind is restored, without which whmh we are ever in the pursuit of.
bodily health avails nothing for security 57. The Manich_eans agree with me as re-
against misery, the subject is one of great gards the duty of loving God and our neigh-
difficulty. And as in the body we said it bor, but they deny that tlus isrtaught m the
is one thing to cure diseases and wounds, Old Testament. How greatly they err in this
which few can do properly, and another tbmg is, I think, clearly shown by the passages
to meet the cravings of hunger and thirst, quoted above on both these duties. But, in
and to give assistance in all the other ways na 'a single word, and one which only stark mad-
which any man may at any t_me help another; ness can oppose, do they not see the unrea-
so in the mind there are some things in wtuch sonableness of denying that these very two

, precepts which they commend are quoted by
x g_aet, i. 7, § 4:--" This does not mean that there are actual- , the Lord in the Gospel from the Old Testa-

lytttthtslifewlsemensuchasarehereslx_kenof. My words are _ _. "_"_L • 1_-_ _ -)_ -t J -, _, .l_.u_) _.nOU suait love _ne /_.or(1 tnv k)otl
_noLalthough they axe so wise," but 'att hough they were so wise.' ' i
[ku_stm's ideal wise man was exidentls the " Gnostic" of Clem- 1 with all thv heart, and with all thv soul, and
trot of Atex_mdrla. The coaceptmn is Stoical and Neo-Platomc ._. ,, , _ ,' ,, _ . ." ,. _.
_A,H.N.] lwltn all tny mma; ano tne otner, "lnou
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shalt love thy neighbor as thyself ?", Or if I not this most profane blasphemy ? Is it not
they dare not deny this, from the light of truth, most presumptuous to speak thus ? Is _t not
being too strong for them, let them deny that most foolhard'¢ _ Is it not most criminal?
these precepts are salutary; let tlmm deny, if' The worshmpers of _dols, who hate even the
they can, that they teact_ the best morality;' name of Car,st. never dared to speak thus
let them assert that it _s not a duty to lo('e'against tiaese Scriptures. For the utter over.
God, or to love our nmghbor; that all things throw of all hterature wdl follow, and there
do not issue m good to them that love God, wdl be an end to all hooks handed dOWll from
that it is not true that the love of our nmgh- the past, _f what _s supported by such a strong
bor _orketh 'no ill (a two-fold regulation of popular hehef and estabhs_md by the umtorm
human hfe which _s most salutary and excel- testunonv o| so re,my men and so many times,
tent). By such assertmns they cut themselves is hroug(It into btlt'h sosi)tcion, that _t is not
off not only from Christians, but lrom man- allowed to have the cretht and the authority
kind. But tf they dare not speak thus, but of common Instorv. In fine, what can rou
must confess the dlwmty of the precepts, u lsy quote from any writings of wluch 1 may'trot
do they not dessst from assmhng and mahgn, speak in tins way. ff st _ quoted against my
ing with horrible profamty tile books from opmum and my imrpose _,
which they are quoted _ i 6T. And l_ it not mtoh.r.d)le that they forbul

58. Wdl they say, as they often do, that us to behevc a lun)k x_)tlch" known and placed
although we find these precepts m the n_')wln the h,tnd_ of all, While they inslston
books, it does not follow that all is good that !our behc_ mg the book wh|eh tim) (iuote ? If
lS found there ? How to meet and refute tins :anv _rltinl, g _s t,) be subpectcd, what shouM
quibble I do not well see. Shall I discuss, be'more so than one wh|ch has not merited
the words of the Old Testament one by one, notormtv, or which may be throllg'houl .i for-
to prove to stubborn and sgnorant men thmr'gery, bearing a lMse Ilasne'a l| w)u force
perfect agreement with the New Testament?'stlc[l a wrllmg (m the against Inv'x_dl, "rod
Butwllen will this be done? When ._hall I imake adlsplay of auth,)rltx todr_x,e me into
have time, or they patmnce _ What, then, is ,tbchef, shall I, when I h,wt; ,i wnttna which 1
to be done? Shall I desert the cause, and see spread far and wule tora length of time,
leave them to escape detection in all opll-dOla, alld sanctioned I)v the cmwordant testmlotly

whmh, though false :rod m_tnou% is hard to,ot (hutches s{altt'red over all the world, de-
disprove a I will not. (;od wdl Hmlself be. grade myself by d,mbtmg, and, worse degra-
at hand to aid me; nor x_xll tte suffer tne In dalton, by d(mt}lln K at x{)nr StlRR{.'SII(III '

those straits to remain helplebs or forsaken, t';xen tf you l)rml_ht f-rward other rt,;uhnRs ,
l should not recew(, theln itsllt,%_ st,pp-llvd

CHAP. 29._0F THE At'FHORIlY OF Till.. SLRIP'Io by general aKrccmeht: and th| _, being the
URI_S : case, do .*,'{)uttm/k lh,_l II{)_A,when yotl bring

, f(}rward n_}lhlllk_ tg) ( t)lnl),lre with the text ex-
59. Attend, t_en, ye Manichw, ans, _f per- cept y(mr own sl_[v ,rod mconsMerate state.

chance there are some of you of whom your ment, mankind arc _, llllr,J;lSOl|;S]}le anll _iO
superstmon has hold so as to allow .vc'u .vet t,), forsaken br d)vmp l'r,,vMem'e as to prefer to
escape. Attend, I say, w_thout oh.treat\-, I those S*l_ptures n,)t nth(.rs quoted by yon in

without the desire to oppose, otherwL_e vo_r refutation, lint me",.ly )our own words ? You
dems_on will be fatal to yourselves. No'one'ought to bring _otw,ml another manuscript
can doubt, and you are not so lo._t to the wtth tile same _ontents, l,tlt incorrupt and
truth as not to understand that ff it is good, more correct. _iti_ ,rely the passage wanting
as all allow, to love God and our neighbor, _winch wm charge uqth being spttrmus. For
whatever hangs on these two precepts cannot example, )f _,,'t hntd that the 1;,lnstle of Paul
rightly be pronounced bad. What st _s timt to tae Romans _ spur_ms, you must bring
hangs on them it would be absurd to think of forward another incorrupt, or rather another
learning from me. Hear Christ t-hm_elf: manuscript w_th the same epistle of the same
hear Christ, I say; hear the Wssdom of (,,)d. ap,_stte, free from error and corruption. Yon
'"On these two commandments," He sa)s, 'say you will nat, lest y<m be suspected of
"hang all the law and the prophets." * . c,)rrt, ptmg _t "l'h_s is your usual reply, and

6o. What can the most shameless obstinacy a true one. Were you to do this, we should
say to th_s? That these are not Christ's assuredly have fins very sustncmn; and all
words? But they are written m the Gospel men of any sense would t{ave it too. See then
as His words. That the writing is false _ Is

l_eUt x'l 5, l,ex xlx. _8, Malt xx_ _7. ,,_a _ub_-etz .__r_t,t,_m _,_ th, _lam;r bat_ti_ ha_ all _r)o,_n't_tlt al_l_-
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what you are to think of your own authority; blood. Without violation of the connections
and consider whetiler it Is right to believe of nature and of choice, thou bringest within
your words against these Scriptures, when the the bond of mutual love every relationship of
simple fact that a manuscript Is brought for- kindred, and every alhance of affinity. Thou
ward by you makes it dangerous to put fatth teachest servants to cleave to their masters
in it. from delight in their task rather than from

ithe necessity of their position. Thou render-
CHAP. 30._THE CHURCH APOSTROPHISED AS est masters forbearing to their servants, from

TEACHER OF ALL WISDOM. DOCTRINE OF THE a regard to God their common Master, and

CATHOLICCHURCH. [more d_sposed to advise than to compel. Thou
• who umtest citizen to c_tizen, nation to nation, yea,62. But why say more on this_ For

b ........... man to man, from the recollection of theirut sees that men wno oare to speak tnus l ......
against the Christian Scriptures, though they I nrst parents, not only m .soCiety but in tra-

,termt Tl_ou teaciaest kmgs to seek themay not be what they are suspected of being, : Y"
are at least no Christians? For to Christians I good of their peoples; thou counsellest
this rute of life is given, that we should love [ peoples to be subject to their kings. Thou
the Lord our God with all the heart, with all _teaci_est carefully to whom honor _s due, to
the soul, and with all the mind, and our! wh°m regard, to whom reverence, to whom
neighbor as ourselves; for on these two corn- fear, to wnom consolation, to whom admonl-
mandments hang all tile law and the prophets, tion, to whom encouragement, to whom d_scl-
Rightly, then, Cathohc Church, most true pline, to whom rebuke, to whom punishment;
mother of Christians, dost thou not only showlng both how all are not due to all, and
teach that God alone, to find whom is the how to all love is due, and how mjury is due
happiest life, must be worshipped in perfect to none. _
purity and chastity, bringlng in Do creature 64. Then, after this humau love has hour-
as an object of adoration wholn we shoulcl be !shed and lnwgorated the mind cleaving to
required to serve; and from that mcorrupt and thy breast, and fitted it for following God,
inviolable eternity to winch alone man should when the dlwne majesty ha_ begun to disclose
be made subject, in cleaving to winch alone t_tself as far as suffices for man whde a dweller
the ratioual soul escapes misery, excluding} °n the earth, such ferver_t chanty IS produced,
everything made, everything liable to change, Iand such a flame of dwme love is kmdled,
everything under the power of time; w_thout Ithat by the burning out of all vices, and by
confounding what eternity, and truth, and ]the purification and sanctification of the man,
peace itself keeps separate, or separatingl it becomes ptam how divine are these words,

what a common majesty unites: but thou dostl " I am a consummg fire,"3 and, " I have
also contain love and charity to our neighbor come to send fire on the earth.", These two
in such a way, that for all kids of diseases utterances of one God stamped on both
with which souls are for their sins affhcted, Testaments, exhibit x_tn .harm°re°us testt-
there is found with thee a medicine of prevail- mony the sanctlficat_on of the soul, pomtmg
ing efficacy, forward to tt_e accomphshment of that which

63. Thy training and teaching are child-
like for children, forcible for youths, peace- -[If this apostrophe had been addressed to " Chnsttamt_ "'

rather than to the " Lathohc Church," no (.hrlsttan could fail to
ful for the aged, taking Into account the age ,_ ,n ,t,,ueot thenoblesttributesexer bestowed on the rehgaonof
of the mind as well as of the body. Thou (.hr_t Augu._tmtdent_fiedChn_tmmtyw_ththe orgamzedbody

- which wa_ far from realizing the ideal that he here sets forth. As

subjectest women to their husbands in chaste .n a_,strophe to ideal Chrtstmmty nothing could be finer.--A.

and faithful obedience, not to grat,fy passion, _. N J3I)eut iv._ 4 _t,tracg i 7,_5--'*Tbe Pelagians maythmk

but for the propagation of offspring, _ and for that I have spoken of perfection a_ attmnable in thts hf_. But
they must not thmk so For the fervor of charity, which is fitted for

domestic society, Thou givest to men au- followmgGod, andofforceenougbroeonsumeallvmes, canhave
its origin and growth in thm hie. but it does not follo_ that It can

thority over their wives, not to mock tile hereaccompllsh the purpose of its ortgan,._o that oo vice shall

weaker sex, but in the laws of unfeigned love. remam in the man; although this great effect ts produced by

Thou dost subordinate children to their this sa'_rie f...... t"of cbat'Ity, when and v.here this Is l:_Y'_ble, that
as the la'eer ot regeneration purifies from th_ guilt of all the _,lns

parents in a kind o f free bondage, and dost V_hlcb attach to man's birth, or come from his evd tonduct, go thi._
perfection may purlf) him from all stain [rom the .,aces which

set parents over their children in a godly rule. ne_essar,ly attend humanmfirmityin thi_world. _ we mu,,t
Thou bindest brothers to brothers in a re- nnderstandthewordsoftheapostle. 'Christ lo_'edthe Church,

and gave l_imself for it; deartsing it with the wlething of water by

ligious tie stronger and closer than that of the word. that He might present it to Himself a gtonous Church.
not having _pot, or wrmkle, or any such thin_ ' (Eph. v. :*f_7)-
Fro" in this world there is the washmg ot water by the word which

t [This view of the marriage relation seems to have been almost purifies the Church. But as the whole Church. as long as it is
universal in the ancient Church. Tertullmn and Clement of here, says, t Forgave us our debts,' tt certainly is not wMle here
Aier.atutna are fond of dwelling upon it. For Augustm s "views without spot. or wrmkte, or any such thmg; but from that which
more _ul]y stated tie his De Bo_u, Ce_ug_i_ 6 See also an in- tt here recetve_ it ts led on to the glory which Is not here, and to
teftmttng e_:vursus on "Continence ia Married Life" in Ct:sm_c,- perfection.

_Am'S_. ,4 _rt_, p. t68. sq,--A. H.N.] ' 4 I oke xii. 49-
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is also quoted in the New Testament from the ] seen only by the understanding of saints. I
Old: " Death is swallowed up in victory. 0 ]will say notl'_ing of tt_em, because some people
death, where is thy sting? Where. O death, think them to have abandoned human things
is thy contest ?' : Could these heretics un-!more than they ought, not considering how
derstand this one saying, no longer proud but, much those may benefit us in their minds by
quite reconciled, they would worship God lprayer, and in their lives by example, whose
nowhere but with thee and in thy bosom. In ihodtcs we are not permitted to see. But to
thee, as is fit, divine precepts are kept by i discuss this point woukl take tong, and va_uld
widely-scattered mulUtudes. In thee, as is : be fruitless; for if a man does not of llis own

fiht, it is well underst_aOdahOW _lcl_ 1 talore [accord regard this high pitch ot sanctity aseinous sin is _nen t e " s " o'a t an ladmirable anti honorable, how can our speak-
when it is unknown. For "the sting offing lead hun to do so? Only the MatH-

deat!a is sin, and the strength of sin is the] ch_ean_, who make a boast of nothing, should
law, ' _ which adds to the force with which the be reminded that the abstinence and con-
consciousness of disregard of the precept tiuence of the great saints of the Catholic
strikes and slays. In thee it is seen, as IS fit, Church has gone so far, that some think it
howvain is effort under the law, when lust lays lMaould be checked and recalled within the
waste the mind, and is held in check by fear i hmits of humantty,--._o tar above men, even
of punishment, instead of bemgoverborne by i in the judglnent of those who disapprove,
the love of virtue. Throe, as is fit, are the'have their minds soared.
ma'ny hospitable, the many friendly, the ' 67. But tf tills _Sbeyond our toleram e, who
many compassionate, the many learned, the lean but admire and conm_end tho_e who_
many chaste, the many saints, the many so! sh:2,hting and discarding the pleasures of this
ardent in their love to God, that in pcrfect _orld, hwn_ together m a most chaste and holy
continence and amazing lnthlference to this i society, unite In p;ihSlll_ thCtl _ time In prayers,
world they find happiness even in sohtude. Jill readlll_S, in dtscu_,_lOrls, utthollt lilly swell-

i 1Fig Ot pr,dc, or l_olse ot _ ontvntlol'_, or sullen.

CHAP. 3I.--THE LIFE OF THE ANACHORFTES _hess Of (,llvy; I_HI qu,et, nlodcst, peaceful,
AND CCENOB1TF _, hi" 1 AGAINST THE CO*q 1- ' their lilt- is one of perfet t harlnonv and de_,'o-

NENCE OF THE MANICH.EANS. _tlOl/ tO God. :,nottering mo_t acceptallle to

65. What must we think is seen by tt/ose! tl'm from whom the power to do those things
who can live without seelng their "fcllo_-i I_ o}_talued? No one p_ssesses anything of
creatures, though not without loving them _ l his own; no one ts a hurdet_ to another. They• work with their hands m _,uch occupations as
It must be something transcendin,_ human t
things in contemplating which man can live ' may feed thclr bodies without dtstractmff theirminds from God. The, prc_htct of their toil
without seeing his fellow-man. Hear now,.. . . , .
-_ _ani-h_eans tile customs and notable tlwv give to tile oecans or tltI_esmen,_so
Y_ _'_ " S ' ...... ' , called from being set over the llthes,_so thatot erect Gtlrtstlans, wllo nave " , .... • • •continence p _I - , _ lo otle Is oecttple¢l wltll tile (::ire ot 11181_o¢1y,
thought it right not only to praise trot also to either in fo_d or clothes, or m anyt ling else
practise the height of chastity, that you may' , fear the common ail.
be restrained, if there is any shame In ou _reqtliretl for dady us¢: orY ' meuts. These decans, again, arranging
from vaunting your abstinence before umn-
structed minds as if it were the hardest of all' everything _th great carc, and meeting

things. I will speak of things of wt,ch you' promptly the demands made by that hfe on
are not ignorant, though you hide them from ' account'of boddy infirmities, have oue called:" father," to wtmm they give in their ac-
us. For who does not know that there ISaicounts T ese fathers are not only more
daily increasing multitude of Christian men l " • • ' i,saintly in their conduct, but also dtstn-
of absolute continence spread all over the igulshed for divine learning, and of high char-
world, especially in the East and in EgTpt, iacter in ever)" way; and without pride they
as you cannot help knowing ? Isuperintend those whom they call their ch!l'-

66. I will say nothing of those to whom I. dren. hawng themselves great authority tn
just now alluded, who, in complete seclusion igiving orders, and meeting with wilhng obe-
from the view of men, inhabit regions utterly" dlence from those under their charge. At

barren, content with simple bread, which ts I the close of the day they assemble from their
brought to them periodically, and with water,, separate dwelhngs before their meal to hear
enjoying commumon with God, to whom in lthe_r father, assembling to the number of
purity of mind they cleave, and most blessed, three thousand at least for one father; for

in contemplating His beauty, whtch can be ione may have even a much larger number_than this. They listen with astoni,hing
• _ xiiL 14; • Cot. xv. 5¢, 5,9 • z Cot. x'_.._6
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eagerness in perfect silence, and give ex- Church as that I should limit my praise of it
pression to the feelings of their minds to the life of those here mentioned. For how
as moved by the words of the preacher, in many bishops have I known most excellent
groans, or tears, or signs of joy without noise and holy men, how many presbyters, how
or shouting. Then there is refreshment for many deacons, and ministers of all kinds of
the body, as much as health and a sound con- the divine sacraments, whose virtue seems to
dition of the body requires, every one check- me more admirable and more worthy of
ing unlawful appetite, so as not to go to ex. commendation on account .of the greater
cess even in the poor, inexpensive fare pro- difficulty of preserving it amidst the manifold
vided. So they not only abstam from flesh varieties of men, and in this life of turmoil !
and wine, in order to gain the mastery over For they preside over men needing cure as
their passions, but also from those things much as over those already cured. The vices
which are only the more likely to whet the I of the crowd must be 1)orne with in order that

appetite of the palate and of the stomach, ithey may be cured, and the plague must be
from what some call their greater cleanness, ) endured beiore it is subdued. To keep here
which often serves as a rldmulous and dis-] the best way of hfe and a mind calm and
graceful excuse for an unseemly taste for ex- Ipeaceful is very hard. Here, m a word, we
quisite viands, as d_stant from'ammal food. are among people who are learning to live.
Whatever they possess m adthtmn to what is There they hve.
reqmred for ttmlr SUl-,port (and much is ob-
tained, owmg to their industry and frugality), CHAP. 33 --ANOTHER KIND OF MENLIVING TO-
they distribute to the needy with greater care GI;THER IN CI I'IES. FA_'I'S OF THREE DAYS.

than they took in procuring it for themselves. 7o. Still I would not on tins account cast a
For while they make no eftort to obtmn abun. shght upon a praiseworthy class of Chrastmns,
dance, they make every effort to prevent their --those, namely, who hve together m crees,
abundance remammg w_th them,_so much quite apart from common hfe. I saw at
so, that they send shiploads to places m- Milan a lodging-house of saints, m number
habited by poor people. I need say no more inot a few, presided over t,y one presbyter, aon a matter known to all. _

_man of great excellence and learning. At
68. Such, too, is the hfe of the women, who Rome I knew several places where there was

serve God assiduously and chastely, living m each one eminent for weight of character,
apart and removed as far as propriety demands and prudence, and divine knowledge, presid-.
from the men, to whom they are umted only ing over all the rest who hved with h_m, m
in pious affectmn and m imitation of virtue. Christian cimnty, and sanctity, and hbertv.
No young men are allowed access to them, These, too, are not burdensome to any one;
nor even old men, t_)wever respectable and but, in tile Eastern fastuon, and on the au-
approved, except to the porch, in order to thority of the Apostle Paul, they maintain
furnish necessary supphes. For the women themselve_ with their own hands. I was told

occupy and maintain themselves by working that many practised fasts of qmte amazmgin wool, and hand over the cloth to the
severity, not merely taking only one meal

brethren, from whom. m return, they get daffy towards mght, which is everywhere quite
wtmt they need for food. Such customs, common, but very often contmumg for threesuch a life, such arrangements, such a svstem,
I could notcomInend as tt deserves, if I Wished days or more m succession without food or
to commend it; besides, I am afraid that it drmk. And th_s among not men only, but

women, who also live together in great num-
would seem as if I thought it unhkely to gain bers as w_dows or virgins, gammg a livelihood
acceptance from the mere description of it. by spinning and weawng, and presided over
if I considered myself obliged to add an in each case by awoman of the greatest judg-
ornamental eulogium to the simple narrative, ment and experience, skilled and accom-Ye Manichmans, iliad fault here ff you can.

phshed not only in directing and forming
Do not bring into prominence our tares before moral conduct, but also m instructing the
men too blind to discriminate, understanding."

7I. With all this, no one is pressed to en-
CHAP. 32._PRAISE OF THE CLERG'I'. dure hardships for which he is unfit; nothing

69. There is not, however, such narrow- is imposed on any one against his will; nor is
hess in the moral excellence of the Cathohc he condemned by the rest because he con-t

x [This plctur_ of co_nohitic llfe, even in its purest form. _* I _ [Au_mstm ascribes a brwadmmdedne_ and charitableness to

doubtt_--s ldeah_,ed It is certam that the monasteries ",-err soon [ the ascetics of his tml_ which was doubtless quite ._ub}eetive. l'he
bl_eatme hot-beda of vice, and the refuge of the scum of soc_et_.-- ascetics of that a_e wxth whose history we are acquainted were not
A. H. N ] of th_ type. Jerome m an exampie.--A H. _.]
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fesses himself too feeble to imitate them: for are stdl m need of such abstinence. Tile
they bear in mind how strongly Scripture people I was describing know and obser_'e
enjoins chanty on all: they bear in mind, 'these dungs; for they arc Christians, not
"' To the pure all things are pure," *and " Not heretics l'hev understand Scripture accord-
that whmh entereth rata your mouth defileth mg to the ap(_stohc teaching, not _mcording
you, but that whmh cometh out of it." _ Ac- to the presumptuou._ and fictttmus name of
cordingly, all their endeavors are concerned apostle. _' t!tm that eats not no olle despises;
not about the rejection of kinds of food as hnn that eats, no one 3udge._; lie who is weak
polluted, but about the subjugatmn of umr- eats herbs. Many who arc ._trong, however,
dtnate desire and the maintenance of brotherly do this for the sake ol the weak; with many
love. They remember, " Meats tar the belly, t_,c rea_on tar _o ttomg Is not this, but that
and the belly for meats; but God shall destrm they may have a cheaper d_et, and may lead a
both it and them;" 3 and again. " Ne,ther _f htc at the greatest tranqutlhty, with the least
we eat shall we abound, nor if we retrain from e\pcns_vc [llOVl_tt_II lot" the support tff tile
eating shall we be m want; " ' and, above all, body " t*or .ill thinks ale lawtut for me,"
this: " It is good, nay brethren, not to e,at hc _av,: "" lm! I wdl not be t,rought under the
flesh, nor drink wine, nor anything whereby ptmcr of an)."" Thus many do not eat flesh,
thy brother is offended:" for this pab._age and _ct do n,d supelstltu,u_ly re;4ard tt as
shows that love is the end to be aimed at munt It,re. And _o t:_c ._,un("lwople wilo abstain
all these things. "For one man," he says, _hen m he._hh tak( it _hen unwell without
"believes that he can eat all throes another, any fear. _1 it _ required .is a cure. Many
who Is weak, eateth herhs. He that eateth, drink no _me; but tht'v tlo nut think that

let h|m not despise lama that cateth not; and _me defile _, them, for tm'y cause It to be

let not lnm that eateth not judge h,m lnal _lxen _.'_lI!l tile g.lollt'_,t proprwty and mndera-
eateth: for God hath apprmed tam. Who lion t_ ptoph -f 1.mguld Iempvr.|ment, and,
art thou that thou shoulde_t judge zm_,tnvr tn s.l_rt, to all uh_ _.mn_,t have bodily health
man's sera-ant ? To his own master he stands _tl,._ut It VfILtu s_m_e Io_flp,hly refuse it.
or falls; but he shall stand, for (;,,d l._able they t,,:t>el them .t_ l_r,ther_ unt to let it
to make hun to stand." And a httie Mter' sill(* sup, r,tllltlll nl.lke them weaker instead
" He that eateth, to the Lord he eateth, and of making: ,'_cm h,,hcr. They read t_ them

giveth God thanks: and ne that eateth pad, l(, the :,l)',sIIt's p't, vpt t(_ his dis( lille to
the Lord he eateth not, and -_veth (;,_([ '" t._',,t' ,t htlit v,tl_t' l(_r ht._ many Infirnlltles.

thanks." And also in what foll(_ws " .%, Thtq_ t:t, ', th_;vcnt!Y ex('rt_s_." pmty; bo(hly
every one of us shall give account ()l hml_elt (,\,.rc_st, tilt y knm_, 1)mfiteth for a short
to God Let us not, then, any re,ire lud_c tm_t..is the a;|lne apoatie says. _
one another, but 3u(tge this rather, that vv 73. "l'h-_e. then _ho are able, an(t they
place no stumbhng-block, or cause of off(n(_t', are wlthemt number, abst,ml both from flesh
an the way of a brother I knmv. and am .tad fr,)m _sme f,)r two rea,-n< either for the
confident m the Lord Jesus, that thert is. weakness ,,l their brethren, _r for their own
nothing common in itself: but to hm3 thai hbertv (',mrilv is lmm q)ally attended to.
thmketh anything to be common, to hxm _t is "l'her{- _, {.',..,rttj m thmr chou'c (ff (het, charity
common." Could he have shown hetter that in tne_r _pcc('h, charity m their dress, charity
it Is not in the things we eat, but m the mind. m lt_clr ](,)k _, ('hattie is the po,nt where
that there is a power able to pr_llute it, and they melt, and tnc plan I,y whwh they act.
therefore that even those who are fit to think T,, tran,gress alggdnat charity is thought

lightly of these things, and know perfectly'(rtmmal, llke trana_.re_smg against God.
that they are not polluted ]f they take any:Whatever opp()_('s this i_ attacked and e_t-
food in mental superiority, w_tt'aout being pelled, _hatever mlur('s it t_ not allowed to
gluttons, should still have regard to chanty _ contmu( fi,r a smgl,: day, They know that
See what he adds. _' For if thy brother i_e ]t has been so en}_nned" by (;hrlst and the
grieved with thy meat, now walkest thou nr)t at)(,-_tles: that w]tnoht it ;ill things are empty,
charitably."_ .w_th ;t all are fulfilled.

72 . Read the rest: it is too long to quote
all. You will find that those able to trunk cH_v. 34 '|t1_ , t_r'i*_i* 1_.x_,r *1,_l_r BLAMED

lightly of such thmgs,--that ts, those of, v*_R l tit (_NI_I_I _F F,At_ CIIRlqTtANg_

greater strength and stablhty,--are told that _<,R-HlVt'VV- _,1."T. aMt:'- AND I'I(*1URE.q.
they must nevertheless abstain, lest those
should be offended who from their weakness 74. Make ot,,ecttonn aga,nst................these, ye

• _,*" t tle *_{ t}_e ]-,p,ra_ _;f M_tnl*haeu_, (antra Faust idll. 4.
2.'_latt x, ix. 5tOot *q t3- * 7:Co* vt _2 ,, llrn. v.2_. 9t'ltm. i*,$,

t Tit. i. _,5,
4 x ¢-£or ,,-tit. 8. 5 RolTa xlv, a-a,l
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=',: M_michmans, if you can. Look at these add to them others still worse, are indeeddlowed to remain in the field of the Lord,
:-' tmople, and speak of them reproachfully, if

you dare, without falsehood. Compare their and to grow along with the good seed; but
faatswith your fasts, their chast"itywith yours; :he time for separating the tares will come.'-
compare them to yourselves in dress, food, Or if, from their having at least the Christian
s_f-restraint, and, lastly, in charity, t.om- name, they are to be placed among the chaff
pare, which is most to the point, their pre- rather than among thistles, there will alsocome One to purge the floor and to separate
cepts with yours. Then you will see the
difference between show and sincerity, between the chaff from the wheat, and to assign to
the fight way and the wrong, between faith each part (according to its desert) the due
and imposture, between strength and inflated- reward. 3
tie*s, between happiness and wretchedness,
between unity and disunion; in short, between CHAP. 35._MARR1AGE ANDPROPERTYALLOWED
the sirens of superstition and the harbor of To THE BAPTIZEDBY THE APOSTLES.
religion.

75. Do not summon against me professors 77- Meanwhile, why do you rage?, why
of the Christian name, who neither know nor does party spirit blind your eyes? Why do
give evidence of the power of their profes- you entangle yourselves in a long defence of
sion.' Do not hunt up the numbers of ignor- such great error ? Seek for fruit in the field,seek for wheat m the floor: they will be found
ant people, who even in the true religion are
superstitious, or are so given up to evil pas- easily, and will present themselves to the in-
sions as to forget what they have promised qutrer. Why do you look so exclusively atthe dross > Why do you use the roughness of
tO God. I know that there are many wor-
shippers of tombs and pictures. I know that the hedge to scare away the inexperiencedfrom the fatness of the garden? There is a
there are many who drink to great excess
over the dead, and who, in the feasts which proper entrance, though known to but a few;and by it men come in, though you dis-
they make for corpses, bury themselves over
the buried, and give to their gluttony and believe it, or do not wish to find it. In theCatholic Church there are believers without
drunkenness the name of religion. ] know number who do not use the world, and there
that there are many who in words have re- ,,
nounced this world, and yet desire to be bur- are those who _' use it, in the words of the
dened with all the weight of worldly thmgs, apostle, " as not using it," ' as was proved in:hose times when Christians were forced to
and rejoice in such burdens. Nor is _t sur-
prising that among so many multitudes you worship idols. For then, how many wealthy
should find some by condemmng whose hfe men, how many peasant householders, how

• many merchants, how many military men,
you may deceive the unwary and seduce
them from Catholic safety; for m your small how many leading men in their own cities,
numbers you are at a loss when called on to and how many senators, oeople of both sexes,
show even one out of those whom you call the giving up all these empty and transitory
elect who keeps the precepts, which in your things, though while they used them they

How twere not bound down by them, endured deathindefensible superstition you profess.
silly those are, how impious, how mischievous, for the salutary faith and reli_on, and proved
and to what extent they are neglected by to unbelievers that instead of being pos-
most, nearly all of you, I have shown in sessed by all these things they really possessedthem ?

another volume. 78 . Why do you reproach us by saying
76. My advice to you now is this: that you

should at least desist from slandering the that men renewed in baptism ought no longer
Catholic Church, by declaiming against the to beget chddren, or to possess fields, and
conduct of men whom the Church herself houses, and money ? Paul allows it. For,
condemns, seeking daily to correct them as as cannot be denied, he wrote to believers,
wicked children. Then, if any of them by after recounting many kinds of evil-doers whoshall not possess the kingdom of God: '" And
good will and by the help of God are cor- such were you," he says: "but ye are washed,
tectal, they regain by repentance what they but ye are sanctified, but ye are justified in

*,S* had lost by sin. Those, again, who with
_wicked will persist in their old vices, or even

: - the organumd Catholic Church

_ _ of the encouralgement given to such nctmmstent with the practice of the Church whte.h he be-
o justify. _o duty is more distinctly enjoined Ult_n"

_L-'- m that s Paulintm of Nola, in the Nel T_m.ment than separataon from unbetiev¢_
i| doers. But such separation is _mpractkmble m an etmab-

llespwkm o L_hed Church such as that to which Augustm re_ced to belong._
A. H.N.]

_] 3Matt.iii. _3,andxlll.*4-43- 4 • Cot.wL 3t.

e_
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the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and by Not to touch a _man he shows is highest
the Spirit of our God." By the wasiaed anti when tie says, "I would that all men were
sanctified, no one, assuredly, will venture to even as I mi'self." But next to this highe_
think any are meant but behevers, and those _s conjugal c'_a._tLtv, that man may not be the
who have renounced this world. But, after prey of fornication. Did he say that these
showing to whom he wntes, let us see whether people _ere not yet behevers because they
he allows these things to them. He goes oil' were roamed ? Indeed, by this conjugal
"All things are lawful for me, but all things chastity he says that timse who are united are
are not expedient: all things are lawful for sanctified bv one another, if one of them il
me, but I will not be brought under toe an unbehev'er, and that their children also '
power of any. Meat for the belly, and the are sanctified " The unbehet, ing huslmnd,"
belly for meats: but God will destroy both he says, '" is sanctified by tile Imhevtng wife_
it and them.. Now the body is not for fornl-, anti t_le lmbdtevln_ woman by tile believing
catmn, but for the Lord, and the Lord lor the husba,att otl_erwt_c ) our chddren would be
body. But God raised up the Lord, and _ll tlnclean; but uow :ire they tauiy. ''_ Why do
raise us up also by His own pm_er. Know ye you persist in op)o._ltlol_ to ._uch plain truth ?
not that your bodies are the members of Wtay do you try to darken t.m hght of Script.
Christ _ shall I then take the members of ure by v.uu shadtlws )
Christ, and make them the members of an' So. Do not say that catechumens are al.
harlot? God forb_d. Know ye not that he lowed t_ have wives, but not believers; that
whmh _s .lomed to an harlot is made one c,ttechumen_ may have money, but not
1_ody? for the twain, salth He, shall be one behever,_. For t_mre are many who use as
,]esh. But he that is joined to the Lord is not using. .Xnd hi that sacred washing the
op.e spirit. Flee forntcatmn. V_'h,tlever sm renewal of the new man is begun so as grad-
a man doeth ts without the body: but he that trolly to reach perfectmn, tn some more
commttteth fornication slnnet'h agalll.st hl._ quickly, m otht'rs m_tre sh,wly. The pro-
nan body. Know ve not tlxat your members gress, hinderer, to a new hfe is made m the
are the temple of t{_e Holy Spent winch _s in _ase -f many, _t _c view the matter with,rot
you, whmh ye have of God, and ve are not hostility, l}_t altt'uttvcl)" As the apostle
your own ? For ye are bought w_th a great _avs ol" hnn_elt, " "t lumgh the mltward man
prme: glorify God, and carry Him in vm_r pcn_h, the mx_,t,l man ts renewed day by
t_ody.' .... "But of the things concermng day. ''_ The :_l,-_tie says that the inward
which ye wrote to me: _t _s good for a m,m re.in > renowned day t,y day that it may reach
not to touch a woman. Nevertheless, to avoid pcrle_**ott; and )'_,u wt_h it to begin with
tormcatmn, let every man have his own _;fe, perfct t_.n ' .Mid it were well if you did wish
and let every woman have her own hu.sband it. tn re ii_ty, y-u aim n*_t at raising the
Let the husband render unto the wife due we;,k, but ,it misleading tile unwary. You
benevolence: and hkewise also the wife unto',,ughl n,_t t- have _l){_ken so arrogantly, even
the husband. The wife hath not power of if _t xu'rt" knmvn that yon are perfect tn your
her own body, but tile husband: and hkew_se c_thhsn pre_ epts. But when your conscience
also the husband hath not power of his own ktmws t_aat those whom you bring into your
body, but the wife. Defraud ye not one the sect, when they crone to a more ,ntimate ae-
other, except it be with consent for a Ilrnt, (tuamtance w_th you. will find many things in
that ye may have leisure for prayer; and you Wtilcbi nobody hearing you accuse other_
come together again, that Satan tempt wm _,ouht suspect, _s it not great impertinence to
not for your ineontinency. But I speak tins*demand perfe_.t_on in the weaker Catholics,
by permission, and not of commandment, to turn away the inexperienced from the
For I would that all men were even as I my- Catholic Churcll, while you _how nothing of
self: but every man hath his-proper g_ft of_the kind m w,urself to those thus turned

God, one after'this manner, and another after' away ? But r_ot to seem to inveigh against
that."" {you _itimut reason, I will now close this

79- Has the apostle, think you, both shown volume, anti will proceed at last to set forth
sufficiently to the strong what is highest, and Ithe precepts of },our life and your notable
p_rmitted to the weaker what is next best ?i customs.

z t Cot. vi. it-an. • t Cot. _.-ii l-7 l 3 i Cot. vii. 14 _ :_ Cot. iv. I6.
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THE ORIGIN AND N._TI'RE (IF tVIL ; '_N EXP()gI'KF OF rill 1R PRI t I_NI)VD ,_YMItOI3CA1,

CUSTOMS OF TttF XI()U'I'H, OF "lItb, li'tND_,_ AND (IF Till I1RI-A',[ ; AND A CtlNIII;MNATION

OF THEIR SL'PERS'I'I"I'I(_I_'S AB'_TINI_,NkE AND UNIt(tI _, NI',nlIRIt'N l,hSll't. ,%t}Ml,. (RIMES

BI, t.OUGH'I "I'() LIt,HT AMONG I HI, \IANI_. !1 't ANS AR1 MI.,N I IONIAI

CHAP. I.--THE qUPREMF GOOD Iq TItAT WtlILII leet_ have their vi_mn damaged and dulled

IS POSSESSED OF SUPREME F klgI FNCI lli_V _dlv Imt_()n_, and l,y perversity of will, let

i E_,FR¥ one I su_-ose will dlm_ that tu_' tr3: a,, w¢ can to gain some little knowl-
• • ' . ,. . tP , ' , :, , ", " edm'ofthlsereat matter by degrees and with

the question ot things goo(l and evil tteiongs _ ," , ....
C:[HI1OII, IIIAKIllK o|Ir m(|tllrie c, not like men

to moral science, in which such terms are m
common use. It is therefore to be wished :alllc to see, but like men groping the dark.
that men would bring to these Inqmrles such
a clear intellectual perfection as nught enable icH At' 2 --wIt,Vl E'¢IL 1,4. TIIAT EVIl, IS TtlAT
them to see the chief good, than wln(h notS-1 _ Ill( It 1_, _t:_.INbl" NATURF IN ALl_IWINfl
ing is better or higher, next m order t*, whxeh i i tiP,. 1 ttl • M '_NICIt t ,INS Rt' FUTE '111EM._ELVES.

comes a rational soul m a state of purity and ] 2 '_-u .",lanicha'ans often, if not in every
perfection.' If this were clearly understood, case, ask tq()se whom you try to bring over
it would also become evident that the chzef' to your heresy. Whenct" is evil ? Suppose I
good is that which Is properly described as iha£1 now tnct you for the first time, I would
hawng supreme and original existence. Foil ask you, if you please, to follow my example
that exists in the highest sense of the word. in p'uttmg aside for a little the explanation
which continues always the same, winch ts vou Sullpose yourselves to have got of these
throughout llke itself; which cannot in any _,ubje_ts, and to commence this great inquiry
part be corrupted or changed, which is not'witij me a_ if for the first time. You ask me,
subject to time, which admits of no vanatmn ' Whence is evil ? I ask you In return_ Wl_at
in its present as compared with its former, _,_evil _ Which is the more reasonable ques-
condition. This is existence m_tstrue sense, t]on) Are those right who ask whence a
For in this signification of the word existence, thing IS, wt_en they do not know what it is;
there is implied a nature which is self-'or he wire thinks |t necebsary to inquire first
contained, and which continues _mmutably ;what _t is, m order to avoid the gross absurd-
Such things can be said only of God, to whom i it3" of searching for the origin of a thing un-
there is nothing contra_" in the strict sense I known _ Your answer is quite correct, when
of the word. For the contraw of existence |s ' you sa,:. dmt ewl IS that which i_ contrary to
non-existence. There ts therefore no nature n_t,:re, for no one ts so mentally bhnd as not
contrary to God. But since the minds with t- see that, in every kind, evil is that which
which we approach the study of these sul,- ,_ ¢ontrary to ti_e nature of the kind. But

- - t ,e estabhshment of this doctrine is the over,
• [TIw maternal has • cocnplete I_rMlel in Clement oI Al, _- ttlrow of your heresy. For evil is no nature,

mini idotlgwittt what follo_'s, ts Ne_-Platomc.--A. H N ]
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if it is contrary to nature. Now, according if possible, more plainly. I ask you again,
to you, evil is a certain nature and substance. What is evil ? If you say it is that which is
Moreover, whatever is contrary to nature hurtful, here, too, you will not answer am_ss.
must oppose nature and seek its destruction. But consider, I pray you; be on your guard,
For nature means nothing else than that which I beg of you; be so good as to lay aside party
anything is conceived of as being in its own spirit, and make the inquiry for the sake of
kind. Hence is the new word which we now finding the truth, not of getting the better of
use derived from theword forbeing,--essence it. Wt_atever is hurtful takes away some
namely, or, as we usually say, substance,-- good from that to which it is hurtful; for
while before these words were in use, the without the loss of good there can be no hurt.
word nature was used instead. Here, then, What, I appeal to you, can be plainer than
if you will consider the matter without stub- this ? what more intelligible? What else is
bornness, we see that evil is that which falls required for complete demonstration to one
away from essence and tends to non.exis- of average understanding, ff he is not per-
tenee. _verse } But, ff this is granted, the conse-

3. Accordingly, when the Catholic Church .quence seems plato. In that race which you
declares that God is the author of all natures take for the chief evil, nothing can be liable
and substances, those who understand this ,to be hurt, since there _s no good in _t. But
understand at the same ume that God _s not [if, as you assert, there are two natures,--the
the author of ewl. For how can He who is kingdom of hgi',t and the kingdom of dark-
the cause of the being of all things be at the hess; since you make the kingdom of light to
same time the cause of their not bemg,wthat be God, attributing to _t an uncompounded
is, of their falling off from essence and tend- nature," so that it has no part inferrer to an-
ing to non-existence ? For this is what reason other, you must grant, however decidedly in
plainly declares to be the definiUon of ewl. opposttmn to yourselves, you must grant,
Now, how can that race of ewl of yours, which nevertheless, that tins nature, which you not
you make the supreme evil, be against na- only do not den), to be the chmf good, but
ture, that is, against substance, when _t, ac- spend all )'our strength in trying to show that
cording to )Sou, is itself a nature and sub- _t is so, is _mmutable, incorruptible, impene-
stance ? For if it acts against _tself, _t des-i trable, mwolaBle, for otherwise it would not
troys its own existence; and when that is Ibe the chief.good; for the chmf good ts that
completely done, _t will come at last to be than which there _s nothing better, and for
the supreme ewl. But this cannot be done such a nature to be hurt _s _mposs_ble.

because you will have it not only to be, but IAgain, if, as has been shown, to hurt _s to
to be everlastmg. That cannot then be the deprive of good, there can be no hurt to the
chief evil _vhich is spoken of as a substance. ' kxngdom of darkness, for there _s no good in

4. But what am I to do? I know that man)' _t. And as the kingdom of hght cannot be
of you can understand nothing of all this. 'i hurt, as it is inwolable, what can the evil you
know,.too, that there are some who have a speak of be hurtful to?
good understanding and can see these things,
and yet are so stubborn m thmr chcice of ewl, CHAP 4.--THE DIFFERENCE BETWEENWHAT IS
_a choice that will rum their understanding oool) IN IISELF AND WHAT IS GOOD BY PAR-
aS well,_that they try rather to find what re- TIClPATION.
ply they can make in order to impose upon
inactive and feeble minds, instead of giwng 6. Now, compare with this perplexity, from
their assent to the truth. Still I shall not re- which you cannot escape, the consistency of

• i n i h r w a o "ou the statements m the teaching of the Catholicovet havmg wrtte et e h t ne of y . .
*'" ,, - ,, " n • • IChurch, according to whmh there is one goodmaj _ome some da 7 to consider Imrartlall;', .........
and be led to abandon your error, or what ] wmcu xsgooo supremely aug m itselI, ann not

" I by the participation of any good, but by itsmen of understanding and in allegiance to_
Godj and who are stdl untainted with your own nature and essence; and another good
errors, may read and so be kept from being which is good by particlpation, and by hav!ng
led astray by your addresses, sometlung Destoweo. lnus tt has its oemg

as good from the supreme good, which, how-
CHAP. 3._IF EVIL 1S DEFINED AS THAT WHICH ever, is still self-contained, and loses nothing.

IS HURTFUL, THIS IMPLIES ANOTHER REFUTA-
TION OF THE MANICH._ANS. gustta's v_ew seems to exclude the permtmetloe of evll in the world.

and so everlasting punishment and ©verta_tmg rebe|hoa agttinst

5- Let us then inquire more carefully, and, God--A. H N.]
• • [ It ta pcobahle that M ani thought of the Kingdocn of Iaght pan-

the_stlcally_ and that the princtples pert0nifitd m his mythologmal

t _On Augustm's _lew of laegatlvity of evll and on the relatm_ system were the re_uk of efforts on hut lmrt to o_aect the ia-
dthtavlewto Neo-*Phtonmmt :tee lntrodtmtton, chapt_ IX. Au- fimte with the finite _A. IL N.]
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This second kmd of good is called a creature, I actual truth, that it is tile created substance
which is liable to hurt through falling away. which call b_ corrupted, for tile uncreated,
But of this falling away God is not the author, which is tie chief good. is incorruptible; and
for He is author of existence and of being, corruption, which ts the chief evil, cannot be
Here we see the proper use of the word evt|; corrupted; besides, that tt is not a substance ?
for it is correctly apphed not to essence, but But if you ask what corruption is, consider to
to negation or loss. We see, too, what ha- what it seeks to bring the things which it
ture it is which is liable to hurt. This nature corrupts; for It affects those things according
is not the chief evil, for wi_en it Is hurt it to _ts own nature. Now all things by cot-
loses good; nor is it the ciuef good, for its rupt_on fall away from what they were, and
falhng away from good is because it is good are l_rought to nt'm-coutnulance, to non-exist-
not intrinsically, but by possessing the good ence; tor existence implies continuance.
And a thing cannot be good by nature when "l'lms the supreme and chief existence is so
it is spoken of as being made, which show_ called because It continues m itself, or is self-
that the goodness was bestowed. Thus, on contained. In the case of a thing changing
the one hand, God is the good, and all thmg_ tor the better, the change ts not from contin-
whmh He has made are good, though not so uanee, but |rom perversion to the worse, that
good as He wi_o made tlxem. For what mad- _s, from falhug away from essence; the au-
man would venture to require that the works tl_or of which lalhng away Is not tie who
should equal the workmath the creatures the is the author ot ti_t: essence. So m some
Creator ? What more do you want _ Could thtn_ there t_ ¢ h,lnge for the better, and so
you wish for anything plainer than this ? a te_deucv t,_ards existence. Aud this

'ch:mgc l, _t _ailed a perversion, but rever.

CtlAP. 5 --IF EVIL IS DEFINED TO liE CORRUP- SlOIl or ct)llverston; for perversion is opp<Jsed
¢ll',_h, THIq COMPLETLL$ RLFI'TES 'IHL MANI- ' to orderly arra,_gement. Now dungs which
CHA£ANHERESY. ttJlltl towards ex_sten(e tend towards order,

'.and, attaining order they attain existence, as
7. I ask a third time, What is evll _ ver- far as that Is possd)ie to a creature. For or.

haps you will reply, Corruption. Undenmbly der re,lilt es to a tcrtam uniformity that which
this is a general defimtlon of ewl; for cor- _t arranges; and existence is nothing else
ruptton maphes opposition to nature, a_d also than t,etng one 'l't_u% so far as anything
hurt. But corruption exists not by itself, acquires unity, so far tt exists For uniform.
but in some substance wI_ich It corrupts; for ltv a'_d harmcmy are the effects of unity, and
corruption itself is not a substance. So the b{" these compound things extst as far as
thing which it corrupts is not corruption, _s tl'_ev have exlsteilt e. For simple things exist
not evil; for what is corrupted suitors the l)y themselves, for they are one. But things
loss of integrity and purity. So that which not simple imitate unity by the agreement of
has no purity to Iose cannot be corrupted; their parts; arid so liras they attain this, so
and what has, is necessarily good by the far tt_ey exist. Tins arrangement isthe cause
participation of purity. Again, what is c(_r- of existence, d_sorder of non-existence; and
rupted is perverted; and what is perverted perversion or corruption are the other names
suffers the loss of order, and order ts goc,d, for (hsorder. So whatever is corrupted tends
To be corrupted, then, does not m_ply the to non-existence. You may now be left to re-
absence of good; for m corruption it can be fleet upon the etfect of corruption, that you
deprived o; good, which could not be _f there may d_scover what is the chief evil; for it is
was the absence of good. Therefore that that which corruption aims at accomplishing.
race of darkness, if it was destitute of al_ good,
as you say it was, could not be corrupted,
for it had nothing which corra_ptm_ could CttAP. 7-"--THE Gt_t)DNEqS OF GOD PREVENTflCORRt'P'IIt)N FROM |]RIN¢,I'_f; ANYTHING TO

take from it; and ff corruption takes nothing NON-EXISIENCL. 'IHE DIFFERENCEBETWEEN
away, it does not corrupt. Say now, if you
dare, that God and the kingdom of God can CREATINGAND _OR,_ItNG.
be corrupted, when you cannot show how the 9. But the goodness of God does not per-
kingdom of the dewt, such as you make it, mtt the accomplishment of this end, but so
can be corrupted, orders all things that fall away that they may

exist where their existence is most suttable_
CHAP. 6._WHAT CORRUPTION AFFECTS AND till in the order of their movements they

WHAT IT IS. _return to that from which they fell away,'

8. What further does the Catholic hght_: -, In/i'_q,'acti :.lt_'. t*_m:d "Th_lmt_notbetlt_der_ttol_
ray ? What do you suppose, but what is the t_=tan thata_ltbmg_ret,.ru t_thatItemwhichtheyfell BWl,y_
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Thus, when rational souls fall away from But I have shown that in these replies you
God, although they possess the greatest make shipwreck of your cause, unless, in-
amount of free-will, He ranks them in the deed, you will answer in the childish way fn
lower grades of creation, where their proper which you generally speak to children, that
place is. So they suffer misery by the divine evil is fire, poison, a wild beast, and so on.
judgment, while they are ranked suitably to For one of the leaders of this heresy, whose
their deserts. Hence we see the excellence instructions we attended with great familiarity
of that saying which you are always inveigh- and frequency, used to say with reference to
ing against so strongly, "I make good things, a person who held that evil was not a sub-
and create evil things."' To create is to stance, "I should like to put a scorpion in the
form and arrange. So in some copies it is man's hand, and see whether he would not
written, "I make good things and form evil withdraw his hand; and in so doing he would
things." To make is used of things preo get a proof, not in words but in the thing lt-
viously not in existence; but to form is to self, that evil is a substance, for he would not
arrange what had some kind of existence, so deny that the animal is a substance." He
as to improve and enlarge it. Such are the said this not in the presence of the person,
things which God arranges when He says, but to us, when we repeated to him the re-
"I form evll things," meaning things which mark which had troubled us, giving, as I said,
are falling off, and so tending to non-exist- a chddish answer to children. For who with
enee,mnot things which have reached that the least tincture of learning or science does
to which they tend. For it has been said, not see that these things hurt by disagree-
Nothing is allowed in the providence of God ment with the bodily temperament, while at
to go the length of non-existence." other times they agree with it, so as not only

Io. These things might be discussed more not to hurt, but to produce the best effects ?
fully and at greater length, but enough has For if this poison were evil in itself, the scor-
been said for our purpose in dealing with you. pion Itself would stiffer first and most. In
We have only to show you the gate which fact, if the poison were quite taken from
you despair of finding, and make the unto-ithe animal, it would die. So for its body it is
structed despair of it too. You can be made ,evil to lose what it is evil for our body to re-
to enter only by good-will, on which the lceive; and it is good for st to have what it is
divine mercy bestows peace, as the song in good for us to want. Is the same thing then
the Gospel says, "Glory to God in the highest, I both good and evd ? By no means; but ewl is
and on earth peace to men of good-will "3 what _s against n:_t_re _or tiais is evil both to
It is enough, I say, to have shown you that lthe animal and to u_. Ttus evil is the disa-

there is no way of solving the religious ques- igreement, w,lch certainly _s not a substance,
tion of good and evil, unless whatever is, as ibut hostile to substance. X_hence then is it ?
far as it is, is from God; while as far as it iSee what it leads to, and you wilt learn, if any

falls away from being it is not of God, and tuner light lives m you. It leads all that ityet is always ordered by Divine Providence in destroys to non-existence. Now God is the
1 s tern If ou dolauthor of existence and there is no existenceagreement with the who e ys . y . .-'. ; " .'"

not yet see this, I know nothing else that I iwhich, as far as _t is existing, leads to non-ex-
can do but to discuss the things already said l lstence. Thus we learn whence disagreement
with greater particularity. For nothing save i is not; as to whence st is, nothing can be stud.
piety and purity can lead the mind to greater x2. We read m hlstor), of a female crim-
things, inal in Athens. who succeeded in drinking the

quantity of poison allotted as a fatal draught

CHAP. 8._EVIL 1S NOT A SUBSTANCE,BUT A for the condemned with little or no injury to
DISAGREEMENTHOSTILETO SUBSTANCE. her health, by taking it at intervals. So

being condemned, she took the poison in the
tI. For what other answer will you give prescribed quantity like the rest, but rendered

to the question, What is eviI? but either that it powerless by accustoming herself to it, and
it is against nature, or that it is hurtful, or did not die like the rest. And as this excited
that it is corruption, or something similar? great wonder, she was banished. If poison

is an evil, are we to think that she made it to
wLOr}ge.n believed• but only those which du return. Those who
sl_dl be punisthed in everlasting tire do nut l'eturn to C_<I, from be no evil to her ? What could be more ab-
whom they fell away. Still tl_y are in order _ existing m pun- surd than this ? But because disagreement is
ishmettt where their extsten_ is most suitable." [Thin does not
r_tly tacit the difficulty s_ed on a l_rteedit_ lmg'e.--A. H. an evil, what she did was to make the poison-N.]

tI_.xl,..7. OUS matter agree with her own body by a
it t['l_amtsto..st.Yn°thingtsabeotutelyevil,tmdconvex_lywhat process of habituation. For how could shea_taetyevil__ factouotr-exltttmt.--A.H. N.]

,L_ea. z4. by any amount of cunning have brought it
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aboutthatdisagreementshouldnot hurther?Icease,i'fthatispossible,givingthe name of
Why so? Becausewhat istrulyand properlyieviltoa regionboundlessindepthand length;
an evllishurtfulboth alwaysand toall. Od Itoa mind wandering throughthe region;to
isbeneficialtoour bodies,but verymuch tileIthefivecavernsof the elements,---onefullof
oppositeto many six-footedanimals. And Idarkness,anotherofwaters,anotherofwinds,
isnot helleboresometimes food,sometlmesianothcroffire,anotherofsmoke; totheani-
medicine,and sometimes poison. Does not realsborn ineach of theseelements,_ser.
everyone maintain thatsalttakeninexcess peatsm the darkness,swimming creaturesin
is poisonous? And yet the benefitsto the.the waters,flyingcreaturesin the winds,
body from saltare innumerableand most ira-_quadrupeds inthefire,bq_edsinthe smoke.
portant. Sea-waterisinjuriouswhen drunk _For thesethings,as you describethem, can-
by land animals,but itismost statableand inotbe cMlcd ev11,forallsuch things,asfar
useful to many who bathe their b_les in lt;. as they exist, must have their existence from
and to fish it is useful and wholesome m both '.tile most tngh God, for as far as they exist• I
ways. Bread nourishes man, but kills ha_ks. _they arc good. If pain and weakness is an
And does not mud itself, which is ot|ensive ! ewf. the anm'ials you speak of were of such
and noxious when swallowed or smelt, serve I physical strength tlmt their abortive offspring,
as cooling to the touch m hot weati_er, aud iafter, as your sect heheves, the world was
as a cure for wounds from fire? What canl formed o( them. lell from heaven to earth,
be nastier than dung, or more worthless than ac(orthng to you. and couhl not die. If
ashes? And yet they are of such use to the bhndnes_ is an ev|l, they could see; if deaf-
fields, that the Romans thought dlwne honors hess, they could hear. If to t_e nearly or al-
due to the discoverer, Sterculto, from whose i together dumb is an evil, their speech was so
name the word for dung [slcrcu_] is ¢Icrived. clear and intelhgtble, that, as you a_sert, they

13. But why enumerate dell]is _h_c!a are dec_ded to make war ._gamst t;_uJ m compli-
countless} We need not go farther than the ante with an address dehvered in their as-
four elements themselves, which, as every semldy. If sterd_tV ts an ewl. they were
one knows, are beneficial when there is agree- prc_hfic m chd,h,'n. If exile is an evil, they
meat, and b,tterly opposed to nature when _ere m their o_n country, and occupied their
there is disagreement in the objects acted _wn territories. It servitude is an evil, some
upon. We who live in air die under earth or -f them were rulcr._ It death is an evil, they
under water, while innumerable ammal_ creep were alive, and the hfe was snch that, by your
alive in sand or loose earth, and fi_h the 1l_ statement, even alter (,od was victorious, it
our air. F)re con,sines our bodies, but, _as lrnpossttdc for the mind ever to die.
when suitably apphed, it both restores from. x5 Can yov tell me how it is that in the
cold, and expels diseases without nuint_er chief evil so m.,ny _ood things are to tm
The sun to which you bow the knee, and found, tile Opl)¢_t_ s of the evils above men.
than which, indeed, tl_ere is no fairer oble¢'t clotted _ and tf these are not evils, can any
among visible things, strengthens the eyes substance be at; ,.vd, as far as it is a sub-
of eagles, but hurts and dims olir eyes wllen stance _ If _Acakncs% is not An evil, can a
we gaze on it; and yet we too can accustom weak bndy bc ;,n evil _ If blindness is not
ourselves to look upon it without ln)ury. Will an evil, can darkness be an evil ? If deafness
you, then, allow the sun to be compared to is not an evd, can a deaf man be an evil? If
the poison which the Athenian woman made dumbness is not :in evil. cat_ a fish be at) evil ?
harmless by habituating herself to it _ Re- If sterility ts not ,an evil, how can we call a
fleet for once, and consider that if a substance barren ammal an evil ? If exile is not an
is an evil because it hurts some one, the light ewl. how c_anwe ;ove that name to an animal
which you worship cannot be acquitted of t_ns tn exile, or to an animal sending some one into
charge. See the preferableness of makln_ exile? If servitude is not an evil, in what
evil in general to consist in this disagreement, sense is a subject animal an evil, or one ca.
from which the sun's ray produces ¢|lrnness forem_ subje¢'tlon ? If death is not an evil,
in the eyes, though nothing is pleasanter to m what sense Js a mortal animal an evil, or
the eyes than light' one causing deatt_ ? Or if these are evils,

imust we not give the name of good things to
CHAP. 9._THE MANICH._AN FICTIONS _V.,,i'T he, lily strength, sight, hearing, r,ersuastve

THINGS GOOD AND EVIL ARE NOT C#tN-l_l i N'I speech, fertility, native land, liberty, life, all

WITH THEMSELVES. ,which you hokl to exist in that kingdom of
x4. I have said these things to make you, evil. and yet venture to call it the perfection

, [T'_ r_am_ _'_-_ _tm=bb"_.da_t_dto A_u_tm'_tmr-Iof evil ?
_.whtchit, torefutethe3|at_tur-anrtottemofthccvilmtturcofl 16. Once more, if, as has never been de,
mmeti_ substm_.cet.--A_ H. N.]
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riled, unsuitableness is an evil, what "can be fectly pure light (as you represent it) of the
more suitable than those elements to their kingdom of God ? for, according to you, even
respective animals,--the darkness to serpents, these beings could see this light, and could
the waters to swimming creatures, the winds gaze at it, and study it, and dehght in it, and
to flying creatures, the fire to voracious ani- desire it; whereas our eyes, after mixture
reals, the smoke to soaring ammals ? Such is with light, with the chief good, yea, with God,
the harmony which you describe as existing have become so tender and weak, that we can
in the race of strife, such the order in the neither see anything in the dark, nor bear to
seat of confusion. If what _s hurtful is an look at the sun, but, after looking, lose sight
evil, I do not repeat the strong objection al- of what we could see before.
ready stated, that no hurt can be suffered x8. The same remarks are applicable if we
where no good exists; but if that is not so take corruption to be an evil, which no one
dear, one thing at least _s easily seen and doubts. The smoke did not corrupt that
understood as following from the acknowl- race of animals, though it corrupts animals
edged truth, that what is hurtful is an evil now. Not to go over all the particulars,
The smoke in that region did not hurt bipeds: which would be tedious, and _s not necessary,
it produced them, and nourished and sus- the hying creatures of your imaginary de-
mined them without injury in their birth, scription were so much less liable to corrup-
their growth, and their rule. But now, when tton than animals are now, that their abortive
the evil has some good mixed with it, the and premature offspring, cast headlong from
smoke has become more hurtful, so that we, heaven to earth, both heed and were produc-
who certainly are bipeds, instead of being tire, and could band together again, having,
sustained by it, are blinded, and suffocated, forsooth, their original vigor, because they
and killed by it. Could the mixture of good were conceived before good was mixed w_th
have given such destructiveness to ewl ele-the ewl; for, after th_s mixture, the animals
meats? Could there be such confusion in born are, according to you, those which we
the divine government? now see to be very feeble and easdy giving

IT. In the other cases, at least, how is it way to corruption. Can any one persist in
that we find that congruity which misled your the belief of error like this, unless he fails to
author and induced him to fabricate false- see these things, or ts affected by your habit
hoods? Why does darkness agree with ser- and association m such an amazing way as to
pents, and waters with swimming creatures, be proof against all the force of reasoning?
and winds with flying creatures, though the
fire burns up quadrupeds, and smoke chokes CttAP. Io.--THREE MORAL_qYMBOLSDEVISEDBY
us? Then, again, have not serpents very THE MANICH..EANSFOR NO GOOD.
sharp sight, and do they not love the sun- 19. Now that I have shown, as I think, how
shine, and abound most where the calmness much darkness and error ts m your opinions
of the air prevents the clouds from gathering about good and evil things in general, let us
much or often ? How very absurd that the examine now those three symbols which you
natives and lovers of darkness should live extol so highly, and boast of as excellent ob-
most comfortably and agreeably where the servances. What then are those three sym-
clearest light is enjoyed l Or if you say that bols? That of the mouth, that of the hands,
it is the heat rather than the light that they and that of the breast. What does this mean ?
enjoy, it would be more reasonable to assign That man, we are told, should be pure and
to fire serpents, which are naturally of rapid innocent in mouth, in hands, and in breast.
motion, than the slow-going asp.' Besides, But what if he sins with eyes, ears. or nose ?
all must admit that light is agreeable to the What if he hurts some one with his heels, or

eyes of the asp, for they are compared to an perhaps kills him ? How can he be reckoned
eagle s eyes. But enough of the lower ani- criminal when he has not sinned with mouth,
reals. Let us, I pray. attend to what is true hands, or/breast? But, it is replied, by the
of ourselves without persisting in error, and mouth we are to understand all the organs of
so our minds shall be disentangled from silly sense in the head; by the hands, all bodily
and mischievous falsehoods. For is it not actions; by the breast, all lustful tendencies.
intolerable perversity to say that in the race To what, then, do you assign blasphemies ?
of darkness, where there was no mixture of To the mouth or to the hand ? For bias-
light, the biped animals had so sound and phemy is an action of the tongue. And if all
strong, so incredible force of eyesight, that actions are to be classed under one head, why
even in their darkness they could see the per- should you join together the actions of the

hands and the feet, and not those of the
[_ _ has _.t/R_#_ m this senttmv¢ but ¢t_idcm in the_acatt Thttormerlsewdentlyamisgake.--A.H._.] tongue. Do you wish to separate the action
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of the tongue, as being for the purpose of tpart of God without being God. A part cf
expressing something, from actions whmh are'gold is gold; of silver silver: of stone _toae;
not for this purpose, so that the symbol of and, to come to greater things, part of earth
the hands should mean abstinence from all ts earth, part of _,'ater is water, and of air
evil actions which are not for the purl×)se ot _air; and if you take part from fire, you will
expressing something? But then, what lf_not deny it to be fire; and part of l_t can
some one sins byexpressmg something with i be nothing hut hght. Why then fl_onld part
his hands, as is anne in writing or m some. of God not [_e God _ Has God a iointed
slgrilficant gesture? This cannot be asslgnedlbody ' hke man and the lower animals$ For
to the tongue ann the mouttl, for it is done I part of man Is not man.
by the hands. When you have three symbols[ 22. I will deal with each of these opinions
of the mouth, the hands, and the breast, It ]separateiv. if you view GOd as resembling
is quite inadmissible to charge against the}light, yoil must admit that part of God is
mouth sins found in the hands Anti If you,God. Hence. when you make the soul part
assign action m general to tile hands, there'of God, though you allow it to be corrupted
is no reason for including tinder tlus the action as I,elng foohsh, and changed as having once
of the feet and not that of the tongue. Do been wise. and in want as needing health,
you see how the desire of novelty, with Its_and feeble as needing medicine, and miso
attendant error, lands you in great difficulties >!erablc as desiring happiness, all these
For you find it impossd_le to include punfic_a- i things you profanely attribute to God. Or if
tion of all sins m these three svml_ols, wtuch iyou deny these thmg_ of the mind, it follows
you set forth as a kind of new classification. ]that the Spirit is not required to lead the soul

Into truth, since it Is uot m foil ," ' .CHAP. I X._THE VAIUE OF THI_S'¢MIIOLOF TJfE! -, . _ • • . )., nor Is.the
_OUl reneweti t_y true reltglon_ since it does

MOUTH AMONG qttE ,MA_It tl �è���L�'XH_ARI_ !llot need renewal: nor is It perfected by your
FOUND GUILTY OF BLASPHF.MIN¢, t,OD. svInhol% stlice It is a|readv perfect; nor does
20. Classify as you please, omit what you ¢_od give It a_,ststant.e, sit'tee it does not need

please, we must discuss the doctrines you In- fit, nt_r t,, Christ it_ physician, since tt is ill
sist upon most. You say that the symbol ot health; nor does it require the promise of
the mouth implies refraining from all bias- hal_plne,;s m another life. Wuy then is Jesus
phemy. But blasphemy ts speaking evil of _-alled the dehverer, at'cording to His own
good things. So usually the word blaspaemy words in the Gospel, " If the Son shall make
isapphed only to speakmg evllofGod; foraslvou free, ye stroll be free indeed? _', And
regards man there is uncertainty, but God is i[tie Apostle Paul _,ays, " $'e have been called
without controversy good. lf, tt_en, you are *to hberty." _ The botll, then, which has trot
proved guilty of saying worse things of God I attained this liberty ts ill bondage. There.
than any one else says, what becomes of .v°ur I fore, according to you, (;od_ since part of
famous symbol of the mouth _ "I'ile evtdem-e _;od is (;od, I_ both corrupted I,y folly, and
is not obscure, but clear and obvious to every Is changed by fnlhng, and is injured by the
understanding, and irresistible, the more so I loss of perfe_-tiou, and is in need of hellb and
that no one can remain in ignorance of it, ts weakened by disease, and bowed down with
that God is incorruptible, immutable, liable imisery, attd subject to disgraceful bondage.
to no injury, to no want. to no weakness, to; 23, Again, if part of (;,_1 is not God_ still
no misery. All this the common sense o! He Js not incorrupt when His part is cor.
rational beings perceives, and even you assent rupted, nor unchanged when there is change
when you hear it. _in .any, ,.hart, nor uninjured when He is not

2i. But when you begin to relate your I perfect in every part, nor free from want when
fables, that God is corruptible, and mutable, ! He ts busily endeavoring to recover part of "
and subject to injury, and exposed to want I Himself, nor quite whole when He has a weak
and weakness, and not secure from misery, I part, nor perfectly happy when any part is suf.
this is what you are blind enough to teach, ifermg misery, nor entirely free when any part
and what some are blind enough to belic_'e, its under bondage. These are conclusions to
And this is not all; for, according to you, iwhtch you are driven, because you say that
God is not only corruptible, but corrupted;] the soul, which you see to tm in such a calam-
not only changeable, but changed; not only litous condition, is part of God. If yon can
subject to injury, but injured; not only hable i succeed in making your sect abamton these
to want, but in want; not only possibly, butland many similar opinions, then you may
actually weak; not only exposed to raiseD', i speak of your mouth being free from blair.

• nO
but miserable. You say that the soul _s G ' t .........
or a part of God. I do not see how it can be _ , jo_ _,,, _6. _cm. ,. ,_
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phemies. Better still, leave the sect; for if 26. Since those times, however, another
you cease to believe and to repeat what answer has appeared which I heard recently
Manichmus has written, you will be no longer fat Carthage. For one, whom I wish much to
Manichmans. see brought out of this error, when reduced

24. That God is the supreme good, and to this same dilemma, ventured to say that
that than which nothing can be or can be con- the kingdom had its own limits, which might
ceived better, we must either understand or be invaded by a hostile race, though God
believe, if we wish to keep clear of blasphemy. Himself could not be injured. But this is a
There is a relation of numbers which cannot reply which your founder would never con-
possibly be impaired or altered, nor can any sent to give; for he would be likely to see
nature by any amount of violence prevent that such an opinion would lead to a still
the number which comes after one from being speedier demolition of his heresy. And in
the double of one. This can in no way be fact any one of average intellect, who hears
changed; and yet you represent God as that in this nature part is subject to injury
changeable t This relation preserves its in- and part not, will at once perceive that this
tegrity inviolable; and you w_ll not allow God makes not two but three natures,---one viola-
an equality even in this ! Let some race of ble, a second inviolable, and a third violating.
darkness take in the abstract the number

three, consisting of indivisible umts, and di- CHA_. 13.--ACTIONS TO BE JUDGED OF FROM
vide it into two equal parts. Your mind per- THEIR MO'IIVE, NO'I FROMEXTERNALS. MAN-
ceives that no hostdttycould effect this. And ICH/EAN ABSIINENCE TO BE TRIED BY THIS

can that which is unable to miure a numerical PRINCIPLE.
relation injure God? If it could not, what 27. Having every day in your mouth these
possible necessity could there be for a part blasphemies which come from your heart, you
of him to be mixed with evil, and driven into ought not to continue holding up the symbol
such miseries ? of the mouth as somethmg wonderful, to en-

snare the ignorant. But perhaps you think
CHAP. I2._MANICH._EAN SUBTERFUGE. the symbol of the mouth excellent and ad-

25. For this gives rise to the question, mirable because you do not eat flesh or drink
which used to throw us into great perplexity wine. But what ts your end in this? For
even when we were your zealous disciples, according as ti_e end we have in view m our
nor could we find any answer,--what the race actions, on account of which we do whatever
of darkness would have done to God, suppos- we do, is not only not culpable but also
ing He had refused to fight with it at the cost praiseworthy, so only can our actions merit any
of such calamity to part of Himself. For if praise. If the end we have regard to in any
God would not have suffered any loss by re- performance is unlawful and blameworthy,
maining quieL we thought it hard that we had the performance itself wilt be unhesitatingly
been sent to endure so much. Again, if He condemned as _mproper.
would have suffered, His nature cannot have 28. We are told of Catiline that he could
been incorruptible, as it behoves the nature bear cold, thirst, and hunger. • This the
of God to be. Sometimes the answer was, wle miscreant had in common with our
that it was not for the sake of escaping evil apostles. What then distmgmshes the parri-
or avoiding, injury, but that God in His ctde from our apostles but the precisely
natural goodness wished to bestow the bless- opposite end which he followed ? He bore
ing of order on a disturbed and disordered these things in order to gratify his fierce
nature. This is not what we find in the and ungoverned passions; they, on the other
Manichman books: there it is constantly ira- hand, in order to restrain these passions and
plied and constantly asserted that God guarded subdue them to reason. You often say, when
against an invasion of His enemies. But sup- you are told of the great number of Catholic
posing this answer, which was given from want Ivirgins, a she-mule is a wrgin. This, indeed,
of a better, to represent the opinion of the is said in ignorance of the Catholic system,
Manichaeans, is God, in their view, vindicated and is not applicable. Still. what you mean
from the charg_ of cruelty or weakness ? For is that this continence is worthless unless it
this goodness of His to the hostile race proved leads, on right principles, to an end of high
most pernicious to His own subjects. Be- excellence. Catholic Christians might also

sides, if God's nature could not be corrupted I compare your abstinence from wine and flesh

nor changed, neither could any destructive I to that of cattle and many small birds, as like-influence corrupt or change us; and the order _wise of countless sorts of worms. But, not
to be bestowed on the race of strangers might
have been bestowed without robbing us of it. _satlust,,t#relo._.Catili,. _ 3.
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to be impertinent like you, I will not make' of sanctity; whereas another, who seasons hi_
this comparison prematurely, but will firstdish of the commonest herbs with some
examine your end in what you do. For I,smoky morsel of meat, and takes only
suppose I may safely take it as agreed on, imuch of this as is needed for the refreshment
that in such customs the end is the thing to i of his body, and drinks three cups of wine for
look to. Therefore, if your end is to betthe sake of keeping in health, should, for ex-
frugal and to restrain the appetite which finds I chanmm,oo the former dl_.,'tf_r__..l_,th'_.........h,, d,_,_l
gratification in eating, and. drinking, I assent ] to certain _punishment. _
and approve. But th_s _s not the case. I

29. Suppose, what is qmte possible, that ChAr. t4._THREV GOOD R_AS_).US_tm An-
there i_ one so frugal and sparing m his dmt, s_ :%lYINGFROMCI£R+IAINKINDSOF F(R_D. ,

that,haehpinsteadr r_iOfgratifyingfnmeatinghiSappetitetwicein°roneinS 3_. But, you reply, the apostle says, " It is
_alatan_l _ aefsu "us rrtai good, brethren, neither to eat flesh, nor to

y, t ppe kes a httle cabbage;dnnk wine."' No one denies that this is
moistened and seasoned with lard, juSt]good, l_rovule d that It is for the end already
enough to keep down hunger; and quenehes lmentmncd ' of which it ts said, °' Make not
his thlrst, from regard to his health, with two_ prowslon for the flesh to fulfill the lusts
or three draughts of pure wine; and th_s ts thercol, "' or _or the ends pointed out 1)y
his regular dmt: whereas another of different tim apostle, nainelv, either to check the appe-
habits never takes flesh or wine, but makes,ute, winch _s apt'to go to a more wikl and
an agreeable repast at two o'clock on r:lreluncontrollabt e excess m these things than in
and foreign vegetables, varied w_th a numt_er i others, or lest a brother should be offended,
of courses, and well sprinkled with pepper,
and sups in the same style towards mght;' or lest the x_eak should hold fellowship withan idol. l'or at the ttme when the apostle
and drinks honey-vinegar, mead, rmsm-wme, wrote, t_w flesh of sacrifices was often sold
and the juices of various fru ts, _c) bad lm- _ ......

• . , i ln ti_c market. An(l lleCallhe wlne_ too_ was
ration of wine, an(a e_en surpassing it in" " "" ' tlSed in htl'ltlons to the _,ods of the Gentiles
sweetness; and drinks not for thirst but for ;, ,; ., t, _ . . ,. . " . , Inlanv _ca_(.r i retllrell, accusiomefl tO put.
pleasure- and makes tills prov s o a for ram- _ - " , ., , ..... -

• , !chase silcii [lilllgbt prelerreu to aostain en-
self daily, and feasts m this sumptuous style,• . . . . ]tirelv from flesh ;tilt} wine rather than run the
not because he reqmres it, but only grat_Iv-t r k'(V ' i _, f 1'o 'l ) ..... . . . " lS ' I ll_ Vll e I WSli | _ as tile const(lere(l• r 1 g Y -mg ms taste;_whmh of these two do you e- _ with Idol- even i_morantl - A --'_ _-

ara as hvln most abstemious[ in tooo and
g g 21 their sakes, even those who were stronger,
drink ? You cannot surely be so blind as not i at_d hacl froth enough to see the insigmficanee
to put the man of the httle lard and wine_

above this glutton ! Iof these tiungs, knowing that nothing is un-
3° . This is the true wew; but your doc-i clean except from an evil conscience, and

trine sounds very d_fferently. For one oft holding by the saying of tim Lord, " Not that
your elect d_stinguished l)y the three symbols {whmh entereth into your mouth defileth you,
may live like the second person in this de-I ' " " '

scription, and though he may be reproved by !_iiiTe:!i!!_7,_Tii_l._14:_hc/ll;!_i)_li!i'dSiiione or two o,e the more sedate, he cannot be
condemned as abusing the symbols. But: " " "" ' Y gthe epistles of the apnstle himself. For you
should he sup with the other person, and are m the habit of quoting only the words,
moisten his lips with a morsel of rancid bacon, ,, It is good, brethren, neither to eat flesh,
or refresh them with a drink of spoilt wine, nor to drink wine," w_thout adding what fol-
he is pronounced a transgressor of the sym- lows, " nor anything whereby thy brother
boi, and by the judgment of y9ur founder is stumbleth, or ts offended or is made weak."
consigned to hell, while you, though wonder- These words show the intention of the apostle
ing, must assent. Wilt you not discard these tn giwng the admonition.
errors ? Will you not listen to reason _ Will 3_- This is evident from the preceding and
you not offer some little resistance to the force succeeding context. The passage is a long
of habit? Is not such doctrine most unrea- one to quote, but, for the sake of those who
sonable? Is it not insanity? Is tt not the are indolent in reading and searching the
greatest absurdity that one, who stuffs and sacred Scriptures, we must give the whole of
loads his stomach every day to gratify his ap- it. " Him that is weak in the faith," says the
petite with mushrooms, rice, truffles, cake, apostle, "receive ye, but not to doubtful tilt-
mead, pepper, and assafoetida, and who fares putations. For one believeth that he may #..at
thus every day, cannot be convicted of trans-,
grassing the three symbols, that is, the rule _, , _e_. _i_ ,, , _tom._i,i.t_. __-,t. _v. ,.
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all things: another, who is weak, eateth herbs. ] faith is sin. We then that are strong ought

Let not him that eateth despise him that eat- t to bear the infirmities of the weak, and not to
e.Z.h not; and let not him that eateth not Iplease ourselves. Let every one of us please

judge him that eateth, for God hath received his neighbor for his good to edifi,cation. For
him. Who art thou that judgest another Ieven Christ pleased not Himself. "
man's servant? to his own master he standeth I 33. Is it not clear that what the apostle re-
or falleth; yea, he shall be holden up: for]qmred was, that the stronger should not eat
God is able to make him stand. One man [flesh nor drink wine, because they gave offense
esteemeth one day above another; another lto the weak by not going along w_th them,
esteemeth every day alike. Let every manl and made them think that those who m faith
be fully persuaded in his own mind. He ljudged all things to be pure, did homage to
"that regardeth the day, regardeth it to the t idols m not abstaining from that kind of food
Lord. He that eateth, eateth to the Lord, iand drink? This is also set forth m the fol-
for he giveth God thanks; and he that eateth Ilowing passage of the Epistle to the Cormthl-
not, to the Lord he eateth not, and giveth !ans: "As concerning, therefore, the eating

God thanks. For none of us liveth to him-l of those things that are offered m sacrifice
self, and no man dieth to himself. For unto idols, we know that an idol is nothing in

whether we live, we live unto the Lord; and ithe world, and that there is none other God
whether we din, we die unto the Lord: whether but one. For though there be that are called

we live, therefore, or die, we are the Lord's. ]gods, whether in heaven or m earth, but to us
For to this end Christ both hved, and dmd, lthere is but one God, the Father, of whom
and rose again, that He might be Lord both lare all things, and we m Him; and one Lord
of the dead and living. But why dost thou Jesus Christ, by whom are all things, and we
judge thy brother? or why dost thou set at by H_m. Howbeit there is not in every man
nought thy brother? for we shall all stand that knowledge: for some, with conscience of
before the judgment-seat of God. For it is the idol unto this hour, eat it as a thing offered
_vritten, As 1 live, saith the Lord, every knee !to an idol; and their conscience being weak
shall bow to me, and every tongue shall con- Is defiled. But meat commendeth us not to
less to God.' So then every one of us shall God: for neither, if we eat, shall we abound;
give account of himself to God. Let us not, neither, if we eat not, shall we suffer want.
therefore, judge one another any more: but: But take heed, lest by any means th_s liberty
judge this rather, that no man put a stumbling- of yours become a stumbhng-block to them
block, or occasion to fall, in has brother's way. that are weak. For if any man see one who
I know, and am persuaded m the Lord Jesus, has know, ledge sit at meat m the idol's tern-
that there is nothing common of itself: but pie, shall not h_s conscience being weak be
to him that esteemeth anythmg to be common, embohtened to eat those things whmh are
to him it is common. But if thy brother be ,offered to idols; and through thy knowledge
grieved with thy meat, now walkest thou not ! shall the weak brother perish, for whom Christ
charitably. Destroy not him with thy meat, died? But when ye sin so against the
for whom Christ dmd. Let not then our good brethren, and wound their weak conscience,
be evil spoken of. For the kingdom of God!ye sin against Christ. Wherefore, if meat
is not meat and drink; but righteousness, and make my brother to offend, I will eat no flesh
peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost. For he forever, lest I make my brother to offend."3
who in this serveth Christ is acceptable to I 34. Again, m another place: "What say I
God, and approved of men. Let us there- [then ? that the idol is anything? or that which
fore follow after the things which make for[is offered in sacrifice to idols is anything?
peace) and things whereby one may edify an- I But the things whmh the Gentiles sacrifice
other. For meat destroys not the work of lthey sacrifice to devils, and not to God: and
God. All things indeed are pure; but it is lI would not that ye should have fellowship
evil for that man who eateth with offense. It lwith devils. Ye cannot drink the cup of the
is good neither to eat flesh, nor to drink wine, [ Lord, avd the cup of devils: ye cannot be
nor anything whereby thy brother stumbleth, partakers of the Lord's table and of the table
or is offended, or is made weak. Hast thou of dewls. Do we provoke the Lord to jeal-
faith ? have it to thyself before God. Happy ousy ? are we stronger than He ? All things
is he who condemneth not himself in that[are lawful for me, but all things are not ex-
thing which he allo_th. And he that dis- Ipedient: all things are lawful for me, but all
tingulshes is damned if he eats, because he Ithings edify not. Let no man seek his own,
eateth not of faith: for whatsoever is not of]but every man what is another's. Whatso-

......... I
_ xlv. _3_ a4, a R_a, xlv,and xv. _-3- S x C_. viii.4)e',_.
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ever is sold in the shambles, tha, eat, asking _what you say, -the world is made up of both
no question for conscience sake. But if any, natures, of good and evil, mixed together.
man say unto you, This is offered in sacrifice But this part of God is daily being set free
unto idols, eat not for his sake that snows it, _in all parts of the world, and restor_i to its
and for conscience sake: conscience, I say, own domain. }Jut in its passage upwards as
not thine own, but another's: for Why is my vapor from earth to heaven, it enters plants,
hberty judged of another man's conscience'? because their roots are fixed iI_ the earth, anti
For if I be a partaker with thanksg_wng, _i_y. so gives fertdity and strength to all herbs and
am I evil spoken of for time for which I give shrubs From these ammals get their food,
thanks ? Whether, therefore, ye eat or drink, and, where there _s sexual intercourse, fetter
or whatsoever ye do, do all to tile glory ot In the flesh t _e men_ber of God, and, turning
God. Give none offence, neither to the ]e_s, tt from _ts prt_per totlrsc, they come in the
nor to the Greeks. nor to the Church of God' ' wav and en:.mgJe It Ill errors" and troubles.
even as I please all men in all things not seek- So'then, if lood con_tst|nK of vegetables and
ing mine own profit, lint tile profit of m,mv Irmts comes to tim samt_, that Is, to the
that they may be saved. Be ye lotlowcr_ o'f Mametia*.a., by me,ms o[ Their chastity, and
me, even as I also am of Ctmst '" ' pra 3 t*rs, ,rod t,sahns, whatever in it is excel.

35. It is clear, then. I think, for _hat end ]t't_t atld divine is purified, and so is entirely
we should abstain from flesh and wine "l'!le perlcttetl, tel order to re.qoratlon, lrec trorn
end is threefol'.t: to check indulgence, xxluch al_ im_drance, to _ts own do|haUl, llenee you
_ mostly practised tn tins sort of food, and forbid people tt, g_ve bread or vegetables, or
in this kind of drink goes the length of in- even water, whtctx would cost nobody any.
toxication; to protect weakness, on account thing, u, a beggar, it tit' p, not a Mallicha;a|l,
of the things which are sacrificed and otlercd teq he should delih, the member of GOd by
in libation; and, what is most praiseworthy of tu_ sm_, and obstruct It.,,return.
all, from love, not to offend the x_eakne.,s ot 37 t'lest_, you say, is made tip of pollu.
those more feeble than ourselves who abstaH1 tlon itself ! or, acct,rdm g to you, some pot.
from these things. You. again, consider a tmn ot that dtv*t_c p,,rt escapes in the eating
morsel of meat unclean; whereas the apostle ol xeget, 1,,c-and |rtl,l*,. 11e_capeswhtle they
says that all things are clean, but that It is undert_(, the mlhttmn of rul,bmg, grinding,
evil to him that eateth with offence. And no or tot_klTiff, ab also of b_tmg or chewing. It
doubt you are defiled by such rood, smlply- es_.apt._, too, 111all motmns of ammals, in tile
because you think it unclean, for tnc ,q_o_- (arrmac of bnrdt'n% m exerci._e, in tod, or in
tie says, "I know, and am persuaded by tl_e :tl_y aort of a(tton. It escapc_, tOO, In our
Lord Jesus, that there is nothing common ot rest, _nen d_estmn is going on in the body
itself: but to him that esteemeth anythm_ by nle.tns of internal heat. And as the di.
common, to him it is common." And every wne nature escapes in "ill these ways, some
one can see that by common he means un- very uncican dreg.s remain, from which, Ill

clean and defiled. But it is folly to (hscuss sexual ,ntercourse, flesh ts folrned. These
passages of Scripture with you; for you I,otl_ dregs, h,_wcver, tt.,,"off, m the motions above
mislead people by promising to prove your mentioned, along with what is good in the
doctrines, and those books whmh possess au- s(m}; _or though it t_ mostly, It ts not entirely
thority to demand our homage you aflarm to good. So, when the soul has left the flesh,
be corrupted by spurious interpolations, the dregs arc utterly filthy, and the soul of
Prove then to me your doctrine that fle._h de- tl/ose w_o cat flesh I_ defiled.
files the eater, when it is taken w_thout ot'-
fending any one, without any weak notions, clJat', ll_- l)lq' I.OM'RI {W TIlE MONgTROUS
and without an)" excess." ILNEI _, ¢_F q IlL MANI_ tl _}.AN%.

38. O the obsctmty of the nature of things !
CHAP. IS._WHY THE MANtCH,EANS PROHIBIT How hard to expose falsehe_gd! Who that

THE USE OF FLESH. I_ear'_ these things, if he is one who has not

36. It is worth while to take note of the tearncd the causes of things, and who_ not
whole reason for their superstitious absti- yet dIummated by any- ray of truth, ts de-
hence, which is given as follows:--Smce, we cewed by material'images, would not think
are told, the member of God has been mixed them true, precisely because the things spoken
with the substance of evil, to repress it and to of are invisible, and are presented to the mind
keep it from excessive ferocity,_for that ts tinder tile form of visible things, and can lm

eloquently expressed ? Men of thi_ de_crip.
, toot. x_ ]_-asand a8 . ra L non exist m numbers and in droves, who are

[/kuguattm S comparison of _anichaearl with Chr',l_tlazt _llcet- ,
tS _gbl)" just laud admzrabie.--A. H N.] , kept from being led away into these errors
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more by a fear grounded on religious feeling !of water from the cistern; for dry earth
than by reason. I will therefore endeavor, moistened with rain has an odor most agree.
as God may please to enable me, so to refute able to the sense, and this sort of mud has a
these errors, as that their falsehood and ab- better smell than rain-water taken by itself.
surdity will be manifest not only in the judg- But if we must have the authority of taste to
ment of the wise, who reject them on hearing prove the presence in any object of part of
them, but also to the intelligence of the mul- God, he must dwell in dates and honey more
titude, than in pork, but more in pork than m beans.

39. Tell me then, first, where you get the I grant that He dwells more in a fig than in
doctrine that part of God, as you call it, exists a liver; but then you must allow that He is
in corn, beans, cabbage, and flowers and more in liver than in beet. And, on this
fruits. From the beauty of the color, say principle, must you not confess that some
they, and the sweetness of the taste ; this is plants, which none of you can doubt to be
evident; and as these are not found in rotten cleaner than flesh, receive God from t AS very
substances, we learn that their good has been flesh, if we are to think of God as mixed with
taken from them. Are they not ashamed to the flavor? For both cabbages taste better
attribute the finding of God to the nose and when cooked along with flesh; and, white we
the palate ? But I pass from this. For I will cannot relish the plants on which cattle feed,
speak, using words in their proper sense; and, when these are turned into milk we think
as the saying is, this is not so easy in speak- them improved in color, and find them very
ing to you. Let us see rather what sort of agreeable to the taste.
mind is required to understand this; how, if 4I. Or must we think that good is to be
the presence of good in bodies is shown by found in greater quantity where the three
their color, the dung of animals, the refuse of good quahtles--a good color, and smell, and
flesh itself, has all kinds of bright colors, taste--are found together? Then you must
sometimes white, often golden, and so on, not admire and praise flowers so much, as
though these are what you take in fruits and you cannot admit them to be tried at the
flowers as proofs of the presence and indwell- tribunal of the palate. At least you must
ing of God. Why is it that in a rose you hold not prefer purslam to flesh, since flesh when
the red color to be an indication of an abun- cooked is superior in color, smell, and taste.
dance of good, while the same color in blood A young pig roasted (for your ideas on this
you condemta ? Why do you regard w_th subject force us to discuss good and evil with
pleasure in a violet the same color which you you as if you were cooks and confectioners,
turn away from in cases of cholera, or of instead of men of reading or literary taste) is
people with jaundice, or in the excrement of bright in color, and agreeable in smell, and
infants ? Why do you believe the light, shin- pleasant in taste. Here is a perfect evidence
ing appearance of oil to be a sign of a plenti- of the presence of the d,vine substance. You
ful admixture of good, which you readily set are invited by this threefold testimony, and
about purifying by taking the oil into your called on to purify this substance by your
throats and stomachs, while you are afraid to sanctity. Make the attack. Why do you
touch your lips with a drop of fat, though it hold back? What objection have you to
has the same shining appearance as oil? Why make. In color alone the excrement of an
do you look upon a yellow melon as part of infant surpasses lentils; in smell alone a roast
the treasures of God, and not rancid bacon:morsel surpasses a soft green fig; in taste
fat or the yolk of an egg ? Why do you think alone a kid when slaughtered surpasses the
that whiteness in a lettuce proclaims God, plant which it fed on when alive: and we have
and not in milk ? So much for colors, as re- found a kind of flesh in flavor of which all
gards which (to mention nothing else) you three give evidence. What more do you re-
cannot compare any flower-clad meadow with quire ? What reply will you make ? Why
the wings and feathers of a single peacock, should eating meat make you unclean, if using
though these are of flesh and of fleshly origin, such monstrosities in discussion does not ?

4o. Again, if this good is discovered also And, above all, the rays of the sun, whmh
by smell, perfumes of excellent smell are you surely think more of than all ammal or
mad_ from the flesh of some animals. And vegetable food, have no smell or taste, and
the smell of food, when cooked along with are remarkable among other substances only
fltmh of delicate flavor, is better than if cooked by their eminently bright color; which is a
without it. Once more, if you think that the loud call to you, and an obligation, in spite of
things that have a better smell than others Tourselves, to place nothing higher than a
are therefore cleaner, there is a kind of mud bright color among the evidences of an ad-
which you ought to take to your meals instead mixture of good.
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42. Thus you are forced into this diffi- palate. But these things should not po_ramtt
eulty, that you must acknowledge the part all tl_ese excellent and agreeable qualities, if,
of God as dwelling more in blood, and in the as you say, they become more destitute of
filthy but bright-colored ammal refuse which good tile longer they are kept after Selm__rl_.
is thrown out in the streets, than in the pale tlon from tilelr mother earth. Animal food
leaves of the olive. If you reply, as you itself is better and more fit for use the day
actually do, that olive leaves when burnt g_ve after the animal is killed; but this shodld not
out a flame, which proves the presence of be, if, as you hold, it l_ssessed more good
light, while flesh when bunlt does not, what tmmedlatciy after the slaughter than next day_
will you say of oil, which lights nearly all the when more of the divine substance had
lamps in Italy? What of cow dung (wtucn escaped.
surely is more unclean than the flesh), which 44. Who does not know that wine beeomet!
peasants use when dry as fuel, so that the fire ipurer and better 1,v age ? Nor is it, as you
is always at hand, and the hberation of the_thmk, more temlm'ng to tile destruction of
smoke is always going on ? And if Imghtnessl ttle senses, but more useful for invigorating
and lustre prove a greater presence of the the body._onlv let there be moderation_
divine part, why do you yourselves lint lumfy_which ought t_'_ control everything. The
it, why not appropriate it, why l/ot liberate :t >i senses are sooner destroyed by new wine.
For it is found chiefly m flowers, not to _peak ?When the must has been only a'short time in
of blood and conntless things almost the same' the vat, and has begun to ferment, it makes
as blood in flesh or coming from it, and yet i those who look down into it fall headlong,
you cannot feed on flowers. And even tf you aflectin_ their brain, so that wnhout assist-
were to eat flesh, you would certamly not'_anc¢ ti_ev _ould perish. And as regards
take with your gruel the scales of fish, or _health, e\'er,; one knows that bodies are
some worms and flies, though these alI shine _swollen up and mjurtonsly distended by new
wlti_ a light of their own in the dark. wine _ ltas tt these bad properties bel_ause

43. What then remains, but that you, there is more good in it _ Are they not found
should cease saying that you h,ive in your _,m _me when oM because a g_md deal of the
eyes, nose, and palate suffic,eut means of. divine substance has gone ? An absurd thing
testing the presence of tile diwne part mfto say, especmlly for you, who prove the
material objects ? And, w,thout these means, I diwne presence by tilt pleasing effect pro.
how can you tell not only that there _s a'lduced on your eyes, n,_se, and palate! And
greater part of God in plants than m flesh. ! what a eontrad_,'tmn tt ts to make wine the
but that there is any part in plants at alt ? potion cf tixe princes of darkness, and yet to
Are you led to think tlus by thmr beauty-- ]eat _rapes ' tlas _t more of the Imison when
not the beauty of agreeable color, but that of. m the cup than when in tile cluster ? Or if
agreement of parts? An excellent reason, m ' the evd rcmam._ ummxed after the good is
my opinion. For you will never be so bold gone, and that by the process of time, how is
as to compare twisted pieces of wood with it that the same grapes, when hung up for
the bodies of animals, which are formed of tawhde, become milder, sweeter, and more
members answering to one another. But if. wholesome ? or how does the wine itself, as
you choose the tesumony of the senses, as! already mentioned, become purer and brighter
those must do who cannot see with their mind i when the hght has gone. and more whole-
the full force of exl,i'ence, how do you prove ] some by the loss of the beneficial sub.
that the substance of good esc_pes from_stance?
bodies in course of time, and by some kind i 45- Whatare we to say of wood and leaves,
of attrition, but because God has gone out lwh_ch in course of ttme l-_ecome dry, but
of it, according to your view, and has left' cannot be the worse on that account in your
one place for another ? The whole is absurd. ' esumation ? For while they lose that which
But, as far as I can judge, there are no marks produces smoke, they retain that from which
or appearances to give rise to this opinion, a bright flame arises; and, to judge by the
For many things plucked from trees, or pulled clearness, which you think so much of, there
out of the ground, are the better of some in- is more good in the dry than in the green,
terval of time before we use them for food, Hence you must either deny that there is
as leeks and endive, lettuce, grapes, apples, more of God in the pure light than in the
filgS, and some pears; and there are many smoky one, which will upset all your e_o
other things which get a better color when dences; or you must allow it to be possible
they are not used immediately after being that, when plants are plucked up, or branches
plucked, besides being more wholesome for plucked off, and kept for a time, moro of
the body, and having a finer flavor to the i the nature of evil may escape from them than

S
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Of the nature of good. And, on the strength therefore supply most unclean matter for tae
of this, we shall hold that more evil may go formation of bodies.
o_ from plucked fruits; and so more good 48. But if it is not from their color and ap-
may remain in animal food. So much on the pearance, and smell and taste, that you think
subject of time. the good to be m these things, what else can

46. As for motion, and tossing, and rub- you bring forward ? Do you prove it from
birth, if these give the divine nature the op- the strength and vtgor which those things
portunity of escaping from these substances, seem to lose when they are separated from
many things of the same kind are against you, the earth and put to use ? If this is your
which are improved by motion. In some reason (though its erroneousness is seen at
grains the juice resembles wine, and is ex- once, from the fact that the strength of some
cellent when moved about. Indeed, as must things is increased after their separation from
not be overlooked, this kind of drink pro- the earth, as in the case already mentioned
duces intoxication rapidly; and yet you never of wine, which becomes stronger from age),
catled the juice of grain the poison of the --if the strength, then, is your reason, it
princes of darkness. There is a preparation would follow that the part of God _s to be
of water, thickened with a little meal, which found m no food more abundantly than in
is the better of being shaken, and, strange to flesh. For athletes, who especially require
say, is lighter in color when the light is gone. vigor and energy, are not in the habit of feed-
The pastrycook stirs honey for a long t,me mg on cabbage and fruit without animal food.
to give it this light color, and to make its 49. Is your reason for thinking the bodies
sweetness milder and less unwholesome: you of trees better than our bodies, that flesh is
must explain how this can come from the loss nourished by trees and not trees by flesh.
of good. Again, if you prefer to test the You forget the obwous fact that plants, when
presence of God by the agreeable effects on manured witt_ dung, become r_cher and more
the hearing, and not sight, or smell, or taste, fertile and crops heawer, though you think it
harps get their strings and pipes their bones your gravest charge against flesh that _t is the
from animals; and these become mustcal by abode of dung. This then g_ves nourishment
being dried, and rubbed, and twisted. So to things you consider clean, though it is,
the pleasures of music, which you hold to according to you, the most uneldan part of
have come from the d_viue kingdom, are oh- what you consider unclean. But ff you dis-
tained from the refuse of dead animals, and like flesh because _t springs from sexual
that, too, when they are dried by time, and intercourse, you should be pleased w_th the
lessened by rubbing, and stretched by twlst- flesh of worms, which are bred in such num-
ing. Such rough treatment, according to you, bers, and of such a s_ze, in fruits, in wood,
drives the divine substance from hwng and m the earth itself, without any sexual
objects; even cooking them, you say, does intercourse. But there is some insincerity m
this. Why then are boiled thistles not un- this. For if you were displeased with ftesh
wholesome ? Is it because God, or part of because it _s formed from the cohabitat_on of
God, leaves them when they are cooked ? father and mother, you would not say that

47. Why mention all the particulars, when those princes of darkness were born from the
it is difficult to enumerate them? Nor ts it fruits of their own trees; for no doubt you
necessary; for every one knows how many think worse of these princes than of flesh,
things are sweeter and more wholesome when which you refuse to eat.
cooked. This ought not to be, tf, as you 50. Your idea that all the souls of animals
suppose, things lose the good by being thus come from the food of their parents, from
moved about. I do not suppose that you which confinement you pretend to hberate the
will find any proof from your bodily senses divine substance which is held bound in your
that flesh is unclean, and defiles the souls of viands, is quite inconsistent with your absti-
those who eat it, because fruits, when plucked nence from flesh, and makes it a pressing duty
and shaken about in various ways, become for you to eat animal food. For'if sou:s are
flesh; especially as you hold that wnegar, in bound in the body by those who eat animal
its age and fermentation, is cleaner than wine, food, why do you not secure their liberation
and the mead you drink is nothing else than by being beforehand in eating the food ?
cooked wine, which ought to be more impure You reply, it is not from the animal food that
than wine, if material things lose the divine the good part comes which those people bring
members by being moved about and cooked, into bondage, but from the vegetables which
But if not, you have no reason to think that they take with their meat. What will you
fruits, when plucked, kept, handled, cooked, say then of the souls of lions, who feed only
and digested, are forsaken by the good, and on flesh? They drink, is the reply, and so
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the soul is drawn in from the water and con- times to criminal practices. For sometimes
fined in flesh. But what of birds without hum- so much is brought that it cannot easily be
her ? What of eagles, which eat only flesh, and eaten up by a few; and as it is considered
need no drink ? Here you are at a toss, and sacrilege to give what is left to others, or, at
can find no answer. For if the soul comes least, to throw it away, you are obhged to
from food, and there are animals which neither eat to excess, from the desire to imrify, as
drink anything nor have any food but flesh,and you call it, all that is given. Then, when
yet bring forth young, there must be some soul Iyou are full almost to bursting, you cruelly
in flesh; and you are bound to try your plan of use force m making the boys of your sect eat
purifying it by eating the flesh. Or well you ithe rest. So it was charged agaiust some one
saythat a pig has a soul of light, because it at Rome that he killed some poor children,
eats vegetables, and drinks water; and that the' by compelling them to eat for this supersti-

• i
eagle, because tt eats only flesh, has a soul of ttous reason. This I should not helieve, did
darkness, though it is so fond of the sun ?' I not know how sinful you consider it to give

51. What a confusion of ideas! What]this food to those who are not elect, or, at
amazimr fatuity! All this you would have lanv rate, to throw it away. So the only way. _ . ) • . 4

escaped, tf you had re}ected idle fictions, and its to eat it; and this leads every day to glut.
had followed what truth sanctions m absti-I ton% and may sometimes lead to murder.
nence from food, which would have taught i _3. Vor the same rcason you forl Id giving
you that sumptuous eating is to be avoided, )bread to beggars. By way of showing corn-
not to escape pollution, as there is nothingl passion, or rather of av(ndmg reproach, you
of the kind, but to subdue the sensual appe- advise to give money. The cruelty of this is
tite. For should any one, from inattention to Iequalled by its stupidity. For suppose a

the nature of things, and the properties of the Iplace where food catmo t"be purchased: the
soul and body, allow that the soul is polluted beggar wdl die of starvation, while you, in
by animal food, you well admit that tt is much Iyour wisdom and benevolence, have more
much more defiled by sensuahty. Is tt I mercy on a cucumber than on a human being t
reasonable, then, or rather, is it not most un- This is in truth (for how could it be better
reasonable, to expel from the number of the designated) pretended compassion, and real
elect a man who, perhaps for his health's sake, cruelty. Then observe the stupidity. What
takes some animal food without sensual appe- if the he,far buys bread for himself with the
ute; while, if a man eagerly devours peppered money you give t_im > Will the divine part,
truffles, you can only reprove hem for excess, as you call it, not suffer the same in him when
but cannot condemn him as abusing your he'l)uy._ the food as ]t woukl have suffered if
symbol? So one who has been induced, not he had taken it as a gift from you ? So this
by sensuality, but for health, to eat part of a sinful beggar t)luuges in corruption part of
fowl, cannot remam among your elect; God eager to escape, and ts aided in this
though one may remain who has y, elded creme by your money! But you in your
voluntarily to an excessive appetite for comfits great sagacity think it enough that you do
and cakes without ammal matter. You retain not give to one about to commit murder a
the man plunged in the defilements of sen- man to kill, though you knowingly give him
suality, and dismiss the man polluted, as you money to procure somebody to be killed.
think, by the mere food; though you allow Can any madness gobeyood this? The result
that the defilement of sensuahty is far greater 1Is, that either the man dies if he cannot get
than that of meat. You keep hold of onei food for his money, or the food itself dies if
who gloats with delight over highly.seasoned he gets it. The one is true murder; the other
vegetables, unable to keep possession of him- iwhat you call mnrder' though in both cases
self; while you shut out one who, to satisfy'you incur the guilt of real murder. Again,
hunger, takes whatever comes, if suitable for there is the greatest folly and absurdity in
nourishment, ready either to use the food, or' allowing your followers to eat animal food_
to let it go. Admirable customs! Excellent while you forbid them to kill animals. If
morals ! Notable temperance ! this food does not defile, take it yoursetv_.

52. Again, the notion that tt is unlawful If it defiles, what can be more unreachable
for any one but the elect to touch as food'than to think tt more sinful to separate the
what is brought to your meals for what you !soul of a pig from its body than to defile the

call purification, leads to shameful and some- isoul of a man with the pig's flesh.

* fMuch of the foregoing, as well as of what follow_, _erns .tr, ! CHA P. 17" _I)ESCIt I lrrlON OF THE SYIdBOL OIP

t_ln_teug_7?a_rm_tlts_r_gnbttA_thmu_tX_d)i! THE HANDS AMONG THg MANICH_4gANfl_of t_ stan_ _tio_ b_t,,,,_ d_ ,_ u_l_,_ [ We must now notice and di_-xt_t the
must be coofc_sed tlutt he does thss very effecUve|y,--A H N I 54-
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symbol of the hands. And, in the first place, advice of another without himself, or by
your abstaining from the slaughter of animals divine illumination in his own mind. And
and from injuring plants is shown by Christ the more wisdom the soul has when it leaves
to be mere superstition; for, on the ground the body, the more profitable is its departure,
that there is no community of rights between as we know both from well-grounded reason-
us and brutes and trees, He both sent the lug and from wide-spread belief. Thus to
devils into an herd of swine,* and withered cut down a tree is to set free the soul from
by His curse a tree in which He had found a body in which it makes no progress in
no fruit. • The swine assuredly had not wisdom. You--the holy men, I mean--ought
sinned, nor had the tree. We are not so to be mainly occupied m cutting down trees,
insane as to think that a tree is fruitful or and in leading the souls thus emancipated to
barren by its own choice. Nor is it any reply better things by prayers and psalms. Or
to say that our Lord wished in these actions can this be done only with the souls which
to teach _ome other truths; for every one you take into your belly, instead of aiding
knows that. But assuredly the Son of God them by your understandmg?
would not commit murder to illustrate truth,-- 56. And you cannot escape the admission
if you call the destruction of a tree or of an that the souls in trees make no progress in
animal murder. The signs which Christ wisdom while they are there, when you are
wrought in the case of men, with whom we asked wi_y no apostle was sent to teach trees
certainly have a community of rtghts, were as well as men, or why the apostle sent to
in healing, not in killing them. And it men dtd not preach the truth to trees also.
would have been the same in the case of Your reply must be, that the souls while in
beasts and trees, if we had that commumty such bodies cannot understand the divine
with them which you imagine, precepts. But this reply lands you in great

$5. I think it right to refer here to the difficulties; for you declare that these souls
authority of Scripture, because we cannot here can hear your voices and understand what you
enter on a profound discussion about the soul say, and see bo&es and thew motions, and
of animals, or the kind of life in trees. But even discern thoughts. If this is true, why
as you preserve the right to call the Scriptures could they learn nothing from the apostle of
corrupted, in case you should find them too light ? Why could they not learn even much
strongly opposed to you,--although you have better than we, since they can see into the
never affirmed the passages about the tree mind } Your master, who, as you say, has
and the herd of swine to be spurious,instill, difficulty in teaching you by speech, might
lest some day you should wish to say thts of have taught these souls by thought; for they
them too, when you find how much they are could see his ideas in his mind before he ex-
atJ_llinst you, I will adhere to my plan, and )ressed them. But ]f this _s untrue, consider

ask you, who are so liberal in your pro- into what errors you have fallen.
raises of evidence and truth, to tell me first 57. As for your not plucking fruits or pull-
what harm is done to a tree, I say not by ing up vegetables yourselves, whale you get
plucking a leaf or an apple,--for which, how- your followers to pluck and pull and bring
ever, one of you would be condemned at them to you, that you may confer benefits not
once as having abused the symbol, if he did only on those who bring the food but on the
it intentionally, and not accidentally,--but if food which is brought, what thought_l person
you tear it up by the root. For the soul in can bear to hear this ? For, first, it matters
trees, which, according to you, is a rational not whether you commit a crime yourself, or
soul, is, in your theory, freed .from bondage iwish another to commit it for you. You deny
when the tree is cut down,_a bondage, too, that you wish this ! How then can relief be
where it suffered great misery and got no given to the diwne part contained in lettuce
profit. For it is well known that you, in the and leeks, unless some one pull them and
words of your founder, threaten as a great, bring them to the saints to be purified. And
though not the greatest punishment, the again, if _¢ou were passing through a field
change from a man to a tree; and it is not where the right of friendship permitted you"
probable that the soul in a tree can grow in to pluck anything you wished, what would
wisdom as it does in a man. There is the you do if you saw a crow on the point of
b_t reason for not killing a man, in case you eating a fig ? Does not, according to your
should kill one whose wisdom or virtue i ideas, the fig itself seem to address you and
_vveht be of use to many, or one who might to beg of you piteously to pluck it yourself

attained to wisdom, whether by the and give it burial in a holy belly, where it
may be purified and restored, rather than

• Tmm.vili._. .m_s._i._ that the crow should swallow it and make it
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part of his cursed body, and then hand it Iyou hold that plants have a purer soul thatl
over to bondage and torture in other forms ? ]animals ? There is a eompemmtion, wit are
If this is true, how cruel you are! If not, told, when part of what is taken from the

how silly! What can be more contrary to l fields is given to the elect mad the tmints
your opinions than to break, the syrn.bol !I be purified. This has already been refut_a,
What can be more unkind to ttae memner ot I and it has, I think, been prove(] sumctently
God than to keep it ? that there is no reason for _aying that more

58. This supposes the truth of your false of tile good part is found in vegetables than
and vain ideas. But you can be shown guilty in flesh. But should any one support himself
of plain and positive cruelty flowing from the by selling butcher-meat, and spend the whole
same error. For were any one lying on the profit of his business in purchasing food for
road, his body wasted with disease, weary your elect, and bring larger supplies for those
with journeying, and half-dead from his saints than any peasant or farmer, will he not
sufferings, and able only to utter some broken plead this omlpen._ation as a warrant for hit
words, and if eating a pear would do him good killing animals ? ]{ut there is, we are told,
as an astringent, and were he to beg you to some other mysterious reason; for a cunning
help him as you passed by, and were he to man can always find some resource in the
implore you to bring the fruit from a nelgl_- secrets of nature when addressing unlearned
boring tree, with no divme or human prohflil- people. The story, then, is that the heavenly
tion to prevent your doing so, wi_lle the man princes who were taken from the race o[
is sure to die for the want of it, you, a Chris- darktiess and bound, anti have a place as.
tian man and a saint, will rather pass on and si_ned them in this region by the Creator of
abandon a man thus suffering and entreating, the world, have animals on the earth spot-
lest the tree should lament the loss of its ially t_clonging to them, each having those
fruit, and you should be doomed to ttie coming from his own stock and class; and
punishment threatened by Manlch_cus for they hold the slaughterers of those animals
breaking the symbol. Strange customs, and guilty, and do not allow them to leave the
strange harmlessness! c;lrtt_, but harass them as much as they can

59- Now, as regards killing animals, and with pains and torments. What simple man
the reasons for your opinion, much that has will not be frightened by this, and, seeing
been said will apply also to this. For wh.tt nothmg in the darkness shrouding these
harm will be done to the soul of a wolf by things, will not thitlk tidal the fact is as
killing the wolf, since the wolf, as long as it described ? ]lilt I will hold to my purpose,
lives, will be a wolf, and well not hsten to',_lth God's ht'lp, to rebut mysterious faille-
any preacher, or give up, m the least, shed-_ tiood by the pl,ttnest truth.
ding the blood of sheep; and, by killing it,] 61. Tell me, then, if animals on land and
the rational soul, as you think, will be set in water come in regtdar succession by
free from its confinement in the body ? But _,orthn;try generation from this race of princ_s_
you make this slaughter unlawful even for t since the origin of animal life is traced to the
your followers; for you think it worse than ] abortive births m that race;_tell me, I say,
that of trees. And in this there is not much whether bees and frogs, and many other
fault to be found with your senses,_that _s, creatures not sprung from sexual intereourtm_ s
your bodily senses. For we see and hear may be killed with impunity. We are told
by their cries that animals die with pain, they cannot. So it is not'on account of their
althou h man disregards this in a beast, with _relation to certain prmces that y_)_ forbid
whichlgans not having a rational soul, we have lyour followers to kill animals, if you
no community of rights. But as to your make a general relationship to all bodies_
senses in the observation of trees, you must prmces would be equally concerned about
be entirely blind. For not to mention that trees, which you do not require your followers
there are no movements in the wood expres- to spare. You are brought back to the weak
sire of pain, what is clearer than that a tree reply, that the injuries done in the case of
-is never better than when it is green and )lanes are atoned for by the fruits which youllr
flourishing, gay with flowers, and rich m fruit ? !ollowers bring to your church. For thtm
And this comes generally and chmfly from implies that those who slaughter artimais_
pruning. But if it felt the iron, as you sup- sell their flesh in the market, if they are yottr
pose, it ought to die of wounds so many, so followers, and if they bring to you vegetablt_
severe, instead of sprouting at the places, and I_ought with their gains, may think nothitl_
reviving with such manifest delight.

dogbtl_m ttst_ what tinstim6o. But why do you think it a greater
crime to destroy animals than plants, although H.N.]
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tim daily daughter, and are cleared of any therefore to consider these animals, and
that may be in it by your repasts, others that it would be tedious to specify,

6_. But if you say that, in order to expiate more unclean than your lice; and yet you
the slaughter, the thing must be given as food, think it sinful to kill them, though it would
_m in the case of fruits and vegetables,--which be foolish not to kill the lice. Perhaps you
¢atlnot be done, because the elect do not eat hold the lice cheap because they are small.
flesh, and so your followers must not slaughter But if an animal is to be valued by its size,
animals,--what reply will you give in the case rou must prefer a camel to a man.
of thorns and weeds, which farmers destroy 64. Here we may use the gradation which
in clearing their fields, while they cannot )lien perplexed us when we were your fol-
bring any food to you from them ? How can lowers. For if a flea may be killed on ac-
there be pardon for such destruction, which count of its small size, so may the fly which
gives no nourishment to the saints? Perhaps ts bred in beans. And if this, so also may
you also put away any sin committed, for the one of a little larger size, for its size at birth
benefit of the fruits and vegetables, by eating is even less. Then again, a bee may be
some of these. What then if the fields are killed, for its young is no larger than a fly.
plundered by locusts, mice, or rats, as we see So on to the young of a locust, and to a
often happen ? Can your rustic follower kill locust; and then to the young of a mouse,
these with impunity, because he sins for the and to a mouse. And, to cut short, it is
good of his crops ? Here you are at a loss; clear we may come at last to an elephant; so
for you either allow your followers to kdl that one who thinks it no sm to kilt a flea,
animals, which your founder prohibited, or because of its small size, must allow that it
you forbid them to be cultivators, which he would be no sin in lure to kill this huge
made lawful. Indeed, you sometimes go so creature. But I think enough has been said
far as to say that an usurer is more harmless of these absurdities.
than a cultivator,--you feel so much more for
melons than for men. Rather than hurt the CHAP. X8._OF THE SYMBOLOF THE BREAST,

melons, you would have a man ruined as a! AND OF THE SItAMEFULMYSTERIES OF THE
debtor. Is this desirable and praiseworthy MANICH¢EANS.

justice, or not rather atrocious and damnable! 65 . Lastly, there is the symbol of the
error? Is this commendable compassion, ibreast, in which your very questionable
or not rather detestable barbarity? chastity consists. For though you do not

63. What, again, of your not abstaining forb_d sexual intercourse, you, as the apostle
yourselves from the slaughter of lice, bugs, long ago stud, forbid marrmge in the proper
and fleas? You think it a sufficient excuse sense, although this ts the only good excuse
for this to say that these are the dirt of our for such intercourse. No doubt you will ex-
bodies. But this is clearly untrue of fleas claim against this, and will make it a reproach
and bugs; for every one knows that these against us that you highly esteem and approve
animals do not come from our bodies, perfect chastity, but do not forbtd marriage,
Besides, if you abhor sexual intercourse as because your followers--that is, those in the
much as you pretend to do, you should think second grade among you _are allowed to
those animals all the cleaner which come have wives. After you have said this with
from our bodies without any other genera- great noise and heat, I will quietly ask, Is
tion; for although "they produce offspring of it not you who hold that begetting children,
their own, they are not produced in ordinary by which souls are confined in flesh, is a

edneration from us. Again, if we must con- greater sin than cohabitation ? Is it not you
er as most filthy the production of living who used to counsel us to observe as much

bodies, still worse must be the production of as possible the time when a woman, after her
dead bodies. There must be less harm, there- purification, is most likely to conceive, and
fore, in killing a rat, a snake, or a scorpion, to abstain from cohabitation at that time, lest
which you constantly say come from our dead the soul should be entangled in flesh ? This
bodies. But to pass over what is less plain proves that you approve of having a wife, not
at_d certain, it is a common opinion regard- for the procreation of children, but for the
ir_ bees that they come from the caresses of gratification of passion. In marriage, as the
oxen; so there is no harm. in killing them. marriage law declares, the man and woman
Olr if this too is doubted, every one allows that come together for the procreation of children.
lmefl_ at least, are bred in the ball of mud Therefore whoever makes the procreation of
which they make and bury. • You ought children a greater sin than copulation, forbids

marriage, and makes the woman not a wife,
t _ R_C_'a._. i. 7, § 6, where Augustln allowsthat thls isdoubt-

f_l, and that rainy lut,_ not even h_rd of it. but a mistress, who for some gifts presented
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to her is joined to the man to ga_atlfy hislall, if he were at all ahte to enlarge, would
passion. Where there is a wife there must i require at least a separate treatise for ¢a¢_.
be marriage. But there is no marriage where IWere you to observe these, anti to act up to
motherhood is not in view; therefore neither t you r t{rofession, no childishness, or foil oris there a wife In this way you forbid'#- ...... ' ..... Y'

• - : 1.u.utuiLy woultl go beyond )'ours; and when
marriage. Nor can you defend yourselves lvou praise and teach these things without
successfully from this charge, ]on_..ago ._rought _cloin°s them , y-ou ms t_ Clay craft" and-'oeceit tm¢l"
against you prophetically bv tile Hoiy Spwit. Imalevolence equal to anything that can be

66. Moreover, when you are so eager in described or imagined.
your desire to prevent the soul from being 68. During nine full years that I attended
confined tn flesh by conjugal intercourse, and you with great earnestness and assiduity, I
so eager in asserting that the soul is set free could not hear of one of your elect who wu
from seed by the food of the saints, do you not found transgressing these precepts, or at
not sanction, unhappy beings, the suspicion least was not suspected of doing so. Many
entertained about you ? For why should it were caught at wule and animal fill, manybe true regarding corn and beans and lentils at thebaths: but this we only heard by report.
and other seeds, that when you eat them you Some were proved to have se_tuced otfier men'tl
wish to set free the soul, and not true of "the wives, so that in this case I could not doubt
seeds of animals? For what you say of the tile truth of the charge. But suppo_ thist
flesh of a dead animal, tixat" it is unclean too, a report rather than a fact. I myself
because there is no soul m it, cannot be said saw. and not 1 only, but others who have
of the seed of the animal, for you hold that i either escaped from that superstition, or will,
it keeps confined the soul which will appear!I ho_e vet es ............ t _,, I,_ ,,
in , " :'

the offspring, and 3ou avo_ that the soul square m Carthage, on a road much fre.
of Mamch_eus himself is thus confined And _quented, not one, but more than three of the
as your followers cannot bring these seeds to [elect walking behind us, and accosting some
you for purification, who will not suspect that Iwomen wttlfsuch indecent sounds and gestures
you make this purification secretly :',mong as to outdo the boldness and insolence of all
yourselves, and hide it from your followers, ordinary rascals. And it was clear that this
m case they should leave you _ If you do was qu_te habitual, and that they behaved in
not these things, as it _s to be hoped you do this _ay to one another, for no one wal
not, still you see how open to suspicion )'our deterred by the presence of a eompanion,_
superstition is, and how impossd_le it _s to showing that most _f them, if not all, were
blame men for thinking what youe own pro- affected w_th this evil tendency. For they'
fession suggests, when you maintain that did not all come from one house, but lived in
you set free souls from bodies and from senses ! quite different places, anti quite accidentally
by eating and drinking. 1 wish to say no i tell together the place where they had met.
more about this: you see yourselves what lIt was a great shock to us, and we lodged a
room there is here for denunciation. But as complaint about It. But who thought of in.
the matter is one rather to repress than to fl_cting pumshment,_I say not by separation
invite remark, and also as throughout my dis- from the church, but even by severe rebuke
course my purpose appears of exaggeratinlz in proportion to the heinousness of the o[-
nothing, and of keeping to bare facts and fence ?
arguments, we shall pass on to other matters. 69. All the excuse given for tl_e impunity

'of those men was that, at that time, when
CHAP. I9.--CRIMES OF THE MANICHtEANS. their meetings were forbidden by law, it was
6 7. _Ve see then, now, the nature of your feared that the persons suffering punishment

three symbols. These are your customs, might retaliate by giving information. What
This is the end of your notable precepts, ir then of their assertion that they will always
which there is nothing sure, nothing steadfast, _thave persecution in this world, for which they
nothing consistent, nothing irreproachable, 'suppose that they will be thought the more of ?

t _ _,htf,| t_ edl, and 'f°r this is the application they make of thebu_ _11 d ......... r rather undoubt ) _
• l words about the world hating them" Andentirely false, all contradictory, abominable, . . .

absurd. In a word, evil practices are de- ithey will have it that truth must lm sought for
leered in your customs so many and so among them, because, in the promise of the
serious, that one wishing to denounce them. Holy Spirit, the Paraclete, it is said that tim

tworld cannot receive Him.l This is not ttl_
,_Lic_.,,hat is .,_ ._ut th, d_g_in_r_r__h,_q place to discuss this question. But cleat'ly_

L_o X. (.germ. tr, de fej_nl_s, .Y. Mt_._.b The_ charges* t ....
Wet'¢ ptolmblv uttfound_d, though they ire not altogether oct of t
_y wlt_ the _ pt_nc_p(es,--A. H.N.] I _ John x¢. ig. _ John x/v, t 7.

C.+_><
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if you are always to be persecuted, even to, itself so keenly, and inevitably raised a sus-
the end of the world, there will be no end to I picion of other things, z
this laxity, and to the unchecked spread of l 72. Another thing was, that we very often

all this immorality, from your fear of giving isaw in theatres men belonging to the elect,
offence to men of this character, men of years and, it was supposed, of char°

7o. This answer was also given to us, when acter, along with a hoary-headed elder We
we reported to the very highest authorities that pass over the youths, whom we used to come
a woman had complained to us that in a meet-_ upon quarrelling about the people connected
ing, where she 'was along with other women, dwith the stage and the races; from which we
not doubting of the sanctity of these people, imay safely conclude how they would be able
some of the elect came in, and when one of to refrain in secret, when they could not
them had put out the lamp, one, whom she subdue tile passion by which they were exposed
could not distinguish, tried to embrace her, in the eyes of their followers, bringing on
and would have forced her into sin, had she them disgrace and flight. In the case of the
not escaped by crying out. How common samt, whose discussions we attended in the
must we conclude the practice to have been street of the fig-sellers, would his atrocious
which led to the misdeed on this occasion! crime have been discovered if he had been
And this was done on the night when you able to make the dedicated virgin his wife
keep the feast of vigils. Forsooth, besides without making her pregnant ? The swelling
the fear of information being given, no one womb betrayed the secret and unthought-of
could bring the offender before the bishop, as miqulty. When her brother, a young man,
he had so well guarded against being re- heard of it from his mother, he felt keenly
cognized. As if all who entered along with the injury, but refrained, from regard to
him were not implicated in the crime; for in religion, from a pubhc accusation. He suc-
their indecent merriment they all wished the ceeded m getting the man expelled from that
tamp to be put out. tchurch, for such conduct cannot always be

7x. Then what wide doors were opened for tolerated; and that the crime might not be
suspicions, when we saw them full of envy, wholly unpumshed, he arranged with some of
full of covetousness, full of greed for costly his friends to have the man well beaten and
foods, constantly at strife, easllyexcttedabout, kicked. When he was thus assailed, he
trifles! We concluded that they were not cr_ed out that they should spare h_m, from
competent to abstain from the things they regard to the authority of the opimon of
professed to abstain from, if they found an Mantchmus, that Adam the first hero had
opportunity in secret or in the dark. There sinned, ann was a greater saint after his sin.
were two of sufficiently good character, of 73. This. in fact, is your notion about
active minds, and leaders in their debates, Adam and Eve.-" It _s a long story; but I
with whom we had a more particular and will touch only on what concerns the present
intimate acquaintance than with the rest. matter. You say that Adam was produced
One of them was much associated with us, from his parents, the abortive princes of
because he was also engaged in liberal studies; darkness; that he had in his soul the most
he is said to be now an elder there. These part of light, and very little of the opposite
two were very jealous of one another, and one race. So whde he lived a holy hfe, on ac-
accused the other--not openly, but in con- count of the prevalence of good, still the
versation, as he had opportunity, and in opposite part m him was stirred up, so that
whispers_of having made a criminal assault he was led away into conjugal intercourse.
on the wife of one of the followers. He Thus he fell and sinned, but afterwards lived
again, in clearing himself to us, brought the in greater holiness. Now, my complaint is
same charge against another of the elect, who not so much about this wicked man, who,
lived with this follower as his most trusted under the garb of an elect and holy man,
friend, He had, going in suddenly, caught brought such shame and reproach on a family
this man with the woman, and his enemy and of strangers by his shocking immorality. I
rival had advised the woman and her paramour do not charge you with this. Let it be attri-
to raise this false report about him. that he buted to the abandoned character of the man_
might not be believed if he gave any informa-_and not to your habits. I blame the man
tion. We were much distressed, and took it for the atrocity, and not you. Still there is
g_tutly to heart, that although there was a l

bt about the assault on the woman, the _ , PoubtlessAugustmexaglfgm_testhetmmoml;tyotttheMani--_S; but there must have been a considerable Imsis of f_u_t foe

jealous feeling in those two men, than whom hi, ch=x_-_. H. N.]
• Compaxe the account from the Filvlrt, m c_r Introducing,

we found none better in the place, showed ic_r_m._A.n.._. ]
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this in you all that cannot, as far as I can ihigh authority enjoined. The follower all
see, be admitted or tolerated, that while you, the ttme _s zealously enforcing everything
hold the soul to be part of God, you still_on everylxxly, though never, in an), ease_
maintain that the mixture of a little evil pre- *what he dtd not undertake himself. Mean-
vailed over the superior force and quanttty!whlle quarrels constantly arose among the
of good. Whothat believes thts, when rooted i elect. They charged one another w_th ctamet_
by passion, will not find here an excuse, !all whtch he lamented to l_ear, and managed• t
instead of checking and controlhng hts to make them umntentionalty expose one
passion? ianother tn their alterc_tions, The revela.

tlons were vile beyond description. Thus
CHAP. 20._DISGRACEFUL CONDUCTDISCOVERED I appeared the true character ¢ff those who

AT ROME. :were unlike the rest m betng welling to bend

74- What more shall I say of your cus-.to the yoke of the precepts. What then is
toms? I have mentioned what I found mw *to be sustvected, or rather, c_onclnded, of the
self when I was in the city when the things others _ To e_m_e to a close, they gathered
were done. To go through all that happened together on one oct-aslon and complnmed that
at Rome in my absence would take a long tt,ey could not keep the regulations. Then
time. I will, however, give a short account came rebelhon. The follower stated his case
of it; for the matter became so notortous, most touclsely, that e_tht'r all must be kept,
that even the absent could not remain _n tg- <,r the man wt_o had given such a sanction to
norance of It. And when I was afterwards m _uch precepts, whwh no one could fulfill, must
Rome, I ascertained the truth of all I had be thought a great fool. But, as was inevi.
heard, although the sent3" was told me by art table, the w_ht clamor of tt_e mob prevailed
eye-wttnesswhom I knew so welland esteemed over the ol_mton of one man. The hishop
so htghly, that I could not feel any doubt'.h mself gave way at last, and took to flight
about it. One of your followers, then, quite]with great th_gr:_¢e: and he x_as said to have

equal to the elect'in their far-famed abst]-_got in prow,ton., by stcalth, cnntr.uy to rule,
hence, for he was both liberally educated, and whletx _erc _ften <hscovered. Ih" had a
was in the habit of defending'your sect with supply of money from ins private purse,
great zeal, took it very fll that he had cast tn ' wluch he carefully kept concealed.
his teeth the vile conduct of the elect, who' 75. If you say these things are false, you
hved tn all kinds of places, and went h,ther contradwt what is t,o clear and public. But
and thither for lodgmg of the worst descr p- you may _av _o tf ytm like. For, as the
tenn. He therefore desired, if possible, to things are certain, and easily known by those
assemble all who were wflhng to bye accord- who wtsh to know them, those who deny that
rag.to the precepts men h,s own house, and tl,ey are true show wtmt their balm of telhng
to maintain them at hts own expense; for he the truth ts But you have other replies
was above the average m carelessness as to.with which I do not find fault. For you etther
spending money, bestdes being above thesay that some do keep your precepts, and
average in the amount he had to spend. He that they should not be mixed up with the
complained that hts efforts were hindered by guilty m tondemnmg the others; or that the
the remissness of the b,shops, whose ass_st-,whole mqutry into the character of the mem.
ance he required for success. At last one of bets of your sect ,s wrong, for the question
your bishops was found.--a man, as I know, *is of the character of the profession. Should
very rude and unpohshed, but somehow, I grant both of these (although you can
from his very moroseness, the more mchned neither point out those fatthful observers of
to strict observance of morality. The fol- the precepts, n_r clear your heresy of all
lower eagerly lays hold of this man as the those frtvolities and mtqu_ttes), still I must
person he had long wished for and found atlinsist on knowing why you heap reproaehes
last, and relates his whole plan. He approves on Chrtstmns of the Cathnhc name on seeing
and assents, and agrees to be the first to take the immoral hfe of some, while you either
up his abode in the house. When thts was have the effrontery to repel inquiry about
done, all the elect who could be at Romeyour members, or the still greater effrontery
were assembled there. The rule of life m not to repel it, wishing ,t to be understood
the epistle of Manich_eus was laid before that in your scanty membership there are

ntolerable and left; some unknown individuals who keep the pre-them. Many thought it i ' ........ _---. _rofess but that among the mttltJ-
f It ashamed and stayed. They I ceptn tu_. v _ _, .................

not a few. e . . . a __.t .o ,his tudes m the L.atnollc t..nurcn trim= n_© w.,_.
began to hve as they naa agreeu, anu o_ ,. :
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ERROR OF THE MANICH..EANS CONCERNING very substance of (;od, but were not even will-

TWO SOULS, ONE OF WHICH IS NOT FROM lug that God shoukl be accepted as the author

GOD, IS REFUTED. EVERY SOUL, INASMUCH of the other; perhaps 3t would have appeareu
AS IT IS A CERTAIN LIFE_ CAN HAVE Ia_lto me, intent on learning, that there is no life
EXISTENCE ONLY FROM GOD THE SOURCE ovlwhatsoever whll;h, by the very fact of its
LIFE. ]being life and m so far as It is life at all, does

Inot pertain to the supreme source anti begin-

L Through the assisting mercy of God, the [nlng*" of hie,° whwh. we must, acknowledge, to
snares of the Mamchmans hawng been broken ibe nothing else than the supreme and only

to pieces and left behind, having been re- and true t,od. Wherefore there is no reason
stored at length to the bosom of the Cathohc why we snoukl not confe,_s, timt those souls
Church, I am disposed now at least to con- which the Man,chzeans call owl are either de.
ruder and to deplore my recent wretchedness, vo,d of hie antl so not souls, neither will any-
For there were many things that I ought to thing postuvely or negatively, neither follow

have done to prevent the seeds of ti_e most after nor flee from anything; or, Jf they live

true religion wholesomely implanted m me so that they can he s.uls, and act as the

from boyhood, from being banished from Mamch_,tn'_ suppose, in no way do they live
my mind, having been uprooted by the error unless hy hfe, and if it be an established
and fraud of false and decettful men. For fact, as ,t ts, that Christ ha_ stud: " I am the

in the first place, if I had soberly and dlh- life," ' that all souls seeing that they cannot

gently considered, with prayerful and p, ous be souls except by hying were created and
mind, those two kinds of souls to which they fashioned by Cnnst, that _s, by the Life.
attributed natures and propemes so d,stinct

- _ CHAP. 2._IF qHE I I(;HT THAT IS PERCEIVED

BY SEN",E HAS t,oD FOR ITS AUTHOR, AS THg

t .exm..reelv tony one of hmtarlter treatises was more nt_atmfactory

to A_st_in'htslater Ann-Pela_ian years than that Oncern;ng: MANIt_H,_.ANZ' ACKNOWLEI)GE, MUCH MORE
T_ SauL¢. In his Retraetattana. Book I, chapter xts,h_ THE ._oUL _ HICH t5 PLRCLIVED B$t INTELLIgCT

the _ense in which they are tenaD
the occ_dofi of the wrttuag the fol/owtag may be quoted "After
thmbookfDeUtilltate _r'tdwndl]l wrote whalesulla presbyter, But if at that time*my thought was not
ag-=tnst tlae Mmficha_m_ Ce_cgrntng _ Soul*, of which th*y 2.
r_.y tluttotm tmrt is of God, the other from therace of darkness; able to bear and bustaln the question conc._rn-
whmh God did not found, and which is coeternal with (,o0, ano
they rove about both these souls the one good, the other e",{_,
being ta one ram.it Wing f_th that the e_ tl soul on the one _ In h)$ I_ttra_ tatt_, Auf_u_tin _tphtu_ th_ l_o_t__"foll.w'm''" I _.atotin,,t. " {'{V

_[h_ddb_1on_s to _he _-_l_, which flesh also they my is of the race ......... the _en_,_ m whu:h the cr_t_tm i_ ]*_tt
forth combated the race of darkness, and mingled w{th the ] _t _x{be regarded a_ part d Him --n ,, ....{ _ lohn x,v 6 " *

Imtter; _ they &ttrlbuteall _ things m tr_nto that good { _twfllaMtbereaderinfuliowtagtbet_tt_°fA_qft_t_l_
_ attdallevd thlcqfstothatcvil soul, --A. l'L _.
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ing life and partaking of life, which is truly a the great degree of contammation in which
great question, and one that requires much the sinful soul lives, but only to the fact itself
calm discussion among the learned, I might, that it lives. But if I cannot perceive except
perchance have had power to discover that by an act of intelhgence, I believe it would
which to every man considering himself, with. have come into the mind, that by as much as
out a study of the individual parts, ts perfectly any mind whatever is to be preferred to the
evident, namely, that everything we are said light which we see through these eyes, by so
to know and to understand, we comprehend much we should give to intellect the prefer-
either by bodily sense or by mental opera- ence over the eyes t_lemselves.
tion. That the five boddy senses are com-
monly enumerated as sight, hearing, smell, CHAP 3--HOW]'I lb PROVED"IHAT EVERYBODY
taste, touch, than all of wkuch intellect _s ALSO1_ FROMGOD. "IHAT THE SOUL WHICH
immeasurably more noble and excellent, who Is CALLEDEVIL B'g THE MANICHA!;ANSIS BET-TI..R "1HANLIGHT.
would have been so ungrateful and impious
as not to concede to me; which being es- They also affirm that the light is from the
tablished and confirmed, we should have seen IiFattier of Christ: should i then have doubted

how it follows, that whatsoever things are !that every soul is from Him ? But not even
perceived by touch or sight or in any bodily then, as a man forsooth so inexperienced
manner at all, are by so much inferior to iand so youthful as I was, should I have
those things that we comprehend intellectu-I been in doubt as to the derivation not only of
ally as the senses are inferior to the intellect fthe soul, but also of the body, nay_of every-
Wherefore, since all hie, and so every soul,] thing whatsoever, from Him, if I had rever.
can be perceived by no boddy sense, but by lently and cautiously reflected on what form

the intellect alone, whereas wiule yonder sun ] is, or what has been formed, what shape is
and moon and every luminary that is beheld ,and wimt has been endued wltla shape.

by these mortal eyes, the Mamchaeans ti_em- J 3. But not to speak at present concernii_.g
selves also say must he atmbnted to the true the body, I lament concerning the soul, con-
and good God, it is the height of madness cernmg spontaneous and vivid movement,
to clmm that that belongs to t;od winch we concermng action, concerning life, concern-
observe bodily; but, on the other hand, t°mg _mmortahty; m fine, I lament that I,
think that what we receive not only by the miserable, should have beheved that anything
mind, but by the highest form of mind, _ could have all these propemes apart from the
namely, reason and intellect, _ that is life, wtmt- goodness of God, whmh properties, great as
soever it may be called, nevertheless hfe, they .ire, I sadly neglected to consider; this
should be deprived aud bereft ot the same I think, should be to me a matter of groaning
God as its author. For if tmwng revoked and of weeping I should have towardly
God, I had asked myself what hying is, how pondered these things, I should have dis-
inscrutable it is to every boddy sense, how cussed them with myself, I should have re-
absolutely incorporeal it is, could not I have! ferred them to others, I should have pro-
answered ? Or would not the Mamcha_ans _pounded the inqtnrv, what the power of know-
also contess not only that the souls they de- (lng is, seeing there'as nothing in man that we
test live, t)ut that they hve also immortally _ Ican compare to this excellency ? And as
and that Christ's saying: '" Send the dead to men, if only they had been men, would have
bury their dead," s was uttered not with refer- igranted me this, I should have mquired
ence to those not liwng ,nt all, but _lth refer-'I whether seeing with these eyes is knowing?
ence to sinners, which is the only death of'_In cas_ they had answered negatively, I
the immortal soul; as when Paul wntes, tshould first have concluded, that mental in-
" The widow that giveth herself to pleasure telhgence is vastly inferior to ocular sensa-
is dead while she liveth,"* he says that she tlon; then I should have added, that what we
at the same time is dead, and alive. Where-t iperceive by means of a better thing must
fore I should have directed attention not to',needs be judged to be itself better. Who

would not .grant this ? I should have gone

_[" merit, ifhe will bearm mind that throughout this treati._e the OU tO inquire, whether that soul which they"wtiterconstdersthe pointsof ant._g_msmbetweenMumch_etsmcalI evil is an object of ocular sensation or
e and Catholicism from the point of view of his earl_ entanglement

ill Mamch_arl error. Conmderlng the opportunlttes that he had of mental intelligence _ They would have

_/ ./for knovnng the truth, the helps to have beenexpectedfromGod acknowledged that the latter is the case. All_. _ in answer to prayer, the _pl_cltte_ of the unpen'erted Intel[eet to
i _l_'t'ive at truth, he requires how he should have guarded h,m_lf which things having been agreed upon and

{ from the insinuation of Munmh_un error_ how he should have confirmed between us, I should have showndefended the truth, and how he should have been the means of

tlibetatlng'others.--A.HN. how it follows, that that soul forsooth which
z ,_ublim_t_ge amim_. • JIettte atque znteHigle_lta.
SMatt.viii._m, 4_T,m. v. 6, they execrate, is better than that light which
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they venerate, since the former is an object an object of intellectual perceptmn, by vfftue
of mental knowledge, the latter an object of dwme laws surpasses m e_c_llence every
of corporeal sense percept!on. But here sensible ob)ect and consequently also this
perhaps they would have halted, and would hght For what, I ask, do we fierce!re by
aave refused to follow the lead of reason, so thougt_t, II not tlmt it ts one tinilg to know

great is the power of inveterate opmmn and w_th the mind. and another thing to experi-
of falsehood long defended and beheved ence boddv _ensatmns, and "hat the foraler is

But I should have pressed yet more upou mcoInparably more subhme than the latter)
them halting, not harshly, not in puerde fash- and so that uxtelhglble things must needs Im
ion, not obstinately; I should imve repeated preferred to sensible ttungs, since the intellect
the things that had been conceded, and have itbel! _,; so tnghly cxaked above the _enses ?
shown how they must be conceded. I shottkt 5 llcntt t'_ls al_t) [ should perchance have
have exhorted that they consult m common, kn,,wa, wh,t!_ mamfestlv t,_llow.,, since injus-
that they may see clearly what must be de- flit. ,llld llllelllpt l,lli('( *t[nd other vwes of the
reed to us; whether they trunk It _a!_e that m;_;d are not ol)_et't_ (it sense, but of intellect)
intellectual perceptmn _s to be preterred to how ,', comes ,d,out that these ton which we
these carnal organs of mght, or tim! wlmt p. dete_t and c,,n,aier condetrinablc, yet in as
known by means of the excellency u! t'm much a_ taev ,,re Ol)lCttS o! tntellt'ct, !',in Oltt-
mind is more excellent than what Is kn()_n lank tins hght hnwever pr.usc_orthy it may

by vile corporeal sensaUon; whether tiler be m its kind ] (_I It p, 1)olne 111 /l[Rln the
would lie unwilling to confess that those soul'_ mind subje_.tglg lt_eil _etl tt, t,,od, that, first

which they think he!erogenous, can tie ol all, not everything that wc t)r:nse is to be

known only by intellectual percepuon, that plele,rctt It) everything that we find fatllt with.
is, by the excellency itself of the mind. l.or m l)r.u._)ng the purest lead, 1 do not
whether they would wish to deny th'tt the _un t)_eretore put a mgher value upon it th,tu
and the moon are made known to us only by ut),m the gold that 1 ftl_d latllt with. For

means of these eyes. But if they had re- ever3thmg must lwc,msMered m its kind. I

1)hed that no one of these things e()uld lie dt_.q_pro_v o! a lawyer ignorant of many
demed otherwise than most ab_urttiv and suittllt'_,, ytt 1 so 1)retcr him to the most ap-

most impudently, I should have urge}t t!mt proxed tad(it, tirol l should think Inln lncom-

they ought not to doubt lint thai tim hb_t_t paral)ly _ut)crmr But I praise the lador
_i_ose worthmess of worstup they t)roclamL _s betause he _s thnroughty skdled m ins own
viler than !nat soul wi_ich they admom_h craft, _lule t rightly I)lame IlW lawyer be-
men to flee. cause tie mq_erfe_ fly fulfills the functions of

ins prolessmn. Wherefore 1 stmuld h;ive
CH_.I'. 4.---EVEN THE ROUt, OF A F! V IS MOP! found ollt that the ham whwh m _ts own kind

EXCLLLEN'I "IH s,N q Itlg Lit,Ill. Ib pertect, ts rightly t() he t)ratsed; yet t)ecause

4. And here, _f perchance m their confusion _t ts included m the mHnber of seu_d)le things,
they had inqmred of me whether I thought whwh !lass must ue(ds )qeld to the class of
that the souI even of a fly' surpasses !lint mtelhgd)lc th)nVs, tt must be ranked below

hght, I should have rephet:l, yes, nor should unjust and mtemperatc souls, since these are
it have troubled me that the "fly is little, but mtelhgd,le; although we may without injus-
it should have confirmed me that _t _s ahve !we judge these to t,e most worthy of con-

For _t is required, what causes those members detonation. ]"or m the case of these we ask
so diminutive to grow, what leads so minute that thev be rccon(aled to God, not that they

a body here and there according to _ts ! e preferred to that hghtnmg. Wherefore, if
natural appetite, what moves its feet m nu- any one had contended timt thi_ luminary it_
merical order when it ts running, what regu- fr(;m God, I ,,hould not have opl_)sed; but

lares and g_ves wbration to _t_ wings when rather I shout l have saul, that **onls, even

flying ? This thing whatever it ts in so small vmmus ones, not m so far a_ they are vicious,
a creature towers up so prommently to one but m so far :is they are souls, must be ae-

well considermg, that it excels any hghtning knowledged to tie creatures of God.

flashing upon the eyes. 1LH,_I,. 6. WtfFTHFR FVF.N VlCF,q TilEMSEI,VEf_

CHAP. 5._HOW VICIOUS SOULS) HOWEVER Aq OBJL(" I _ OF 1NTF LI.Lt"I UAI, AI'pRI,,IIEN-
WORTHY OF CONDEMNATION THEY MAY BE_ I SII)N ARE q() BE PREFERRED 10 LIGI-iT ._

EXCEL THE LIGHT WHICH IS t.KAISEWOR'IHY AN oBJECT t)F SENSF. PERCE| _ltON) AND ARE

IN ITS. KIND. : "I O I'L A 1TRIBI'q FI) TO GOD AS THEIR

Certainly nobody doubts that whatever is ........
, _li'ed the +t_sttrt_t;on ;n kind between the hutaml_ _1 _ _mml
' lt_e --_+ 14 N

Neither Augur, tin nor the Manich_-_ns _eem to have recog-
7
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AUTHOR, VICE OF THE MIND AND CERTAIN erly pertains to the sensation of the eyes. I
DEFECTSARE NOT RIGHTLYTO BE COUNTED should have found that it is the color, the
AMONG INTELLIGIBLE THINGS. DEFECTS dominion of which the light holds. For these
THEMSELVES EVEN IF THEY SHOULD BE]are the things that no other sense touches,
COUNTED AMONG INTELLIGIBLE THINGS] for the motions and magnitudes and intervals
_HOULI) NEVER BE PUT BEFORE SENSIBLE I and figures of bodies, although they also can
THINGS. Ilr LIGHT IS VISIBLEBY GOD, MUCH/,be perceived by the eyes, yet to perceive such
MORE IS THE SOUL, EVEN IF VICIOUS, WHICH iS not their peculiar function, but belongs
IN' SO FAR AS IT LIVES IS AN INTELLIGIBLE also to touch. Whence I should have gath.
THING. PASSAGESOF SCRIPTURE ARE AD- ered that by as much as yonder hght excels
DUCED BY THE MANICH_EANS"lO THE CON- other corporeal and sensible things, by so
TRARY. much is sight more noble than the other

senses. The hght therefore having been
At this point, in case some one of them, selected from all the things that are perceived

cautious and watchfu!, now also more studl- by bodily sense, by this [light] I should
ous than pertinacious, had admonished me have striven, and m this of necessity I
that the inquiry is not about vicious souls, should have placed that stage of my inquiry.
but about vices themselves, which, seeing that I should have gone on to consider what might
they are not known by corporeal sense, and be done in this way, and thus I should have
yet are known, can only be received as ob- reasoned with myself: If yonder sun, con-
jeers of intellectual apprehension, which if sptcnous by its brightness and sufficing for
they excel all objects of sense, why can we day by its light, should httic by little decline
not agree in attributing light to God as its m our sight into the likeness of the moon,
author, but only a sacrilegious person would would we perceive anything else with our
say that God is the author of vices; I should eyes than hght however refulgent, yet seek-
have replied to the man, if either on the spur mg light by reason of not seeing what had
of the moment, as is customary to the wor- been, and using it for seeing what was present ?
shippers of the good God, a solution of this Therefore we should not see the decline, but
question had darted like lightning from on the light that should survive the decline.

high, or a solution had been prevlouslv pre- I But since we should not see, _e should notpared. If I had not deserved or was tlnahle4 perceive; for whatever we perceive by sight
to avail myself of elther of these methods, 1 ! must necessarily be seen: wherefore if that
should have deferred the undertaking, and idechne were perceived neither by sight nor
should have confessed that the thing pro-lby any other sense, it cannot be reckoned
pounded was difficult to discern and ardtlous, among objects of sense. For nothing is an
I should have withdrawn to myselt, prostrated ;object of sense that cannot be perceived by
myself before God, groaned aloud asking Him :sense. Let us apply now the consideration
not to suffer me to halt in mid space, when Ito virtue, by whose intellectual light we most
I should have moved forward with assured !fittingly say the mind shines. Again, a cer-
arguments, asking Him that I might not be _tam decline from this light of virtue, not de-
compelled by a doubtful question either to'_stroying the soul, but obscuring it, is called
suboldinate intelligible things to sensible, and'vice. Therefore also vice can by no means
to yield, or to cMl Himself the author of be reckoned among objects of intellectual
vices; since either of these alternatives would _,perception, as that decline of light is rightly
have been absolutely full of falsehood and excluded from the number of objects of sense
impiety. I can by no means suppose that perception. Yet what remains of soul, that
He would have deserted me m such a frame is, that which lives and is soul. is just as
of mind. Rather, in His own ineffable way, imuch an obleCt of intellectual perception as
He would have admomshed me to consider that is an object of sense perception which
again and again whether vices of mind con- should shine in this visible luminary after

cerning which I was so troubled should be any imaginable degree of decline. And so
reckoned among intelligible things. But that I the soul, in so far as it is soul and partakes
I might find out, on account of the weakness of life, without which it can in no way be soul,
of my inner eye, which rightly befell me on t is most correctly to be preferred to all objects
account of my sins, I should" have devised l of sense perception. Wherefore it is most
some sort of stage for gazing upon spiritual t erroneous to say that any soul is not from
thlnffs in visible things themselves, of which I God, from whom you boast that the sun and
We have by no means a surer knowledge, but _moon have their existence.
a more confident familiarity Therefore II 7- But if now it should be thought fit to
should straightway have inquired, what prop-_designate as objects of sense pelrception not
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only all those things that we perceive by the :has the precedence of light, are from God.
senses, but also all those things that though ;And since he speaks truth who says, In as far
not perceiving by the senses we judge of by ias a thing slimes it is from God_ would I

means of the body, as of darkness through speak falset.v, mighty God, if I shouldthe eyes, of silence through the ears,--for not, In so far as a thing lives it is from God ?
by seeing darkness and not by hearing silence _not, 1 beseech thee, blindness of intellect and
do we know of their existence,-- and ag_atn, ,,perversions of mind be increased to such an k.
in the case of objects of intellectual percep- Iextent that men may fall to know these things. '
tion, not those things only which we see lllu- i But however great their error and pertiuactty _(
mmated by the mind, as is w_sdom itself, but might have been, trusting in these arguments
also those things which by the illumination and armed therewith, I believe that when I
itself we avoid, such as foolishness, whmh 1 I should llave laid the matter before them thus
might fittingly designate mental darkness; I tconmdered and canvassed, and should haw
should have made no controversy about a calmly conferred with them. I should have
word, but should have dissolved the whole feared lest arty one of them should have
question by an easy division, and straight- seemed to me to be of any consequence,
way I should have proved to those giving should he endeavor to subordinate or even to
good attention, that by the d_wne law of truth compare to bodily sense, or to those things
lntelhgible subsistences are to be preferred that pertain to twghly sense as objects of
to sensible subsistences, not the dechne of _knowledge, either intellect or those things
these subslstences, even though we should that are percetved (not hy way of defect) by
choose to call these mtelligd_le, those sense- the intellect. Which point having been set.
ble. Wherefore, that those who acknowledge :tied, how would he or any other have dared
that these wstble luminarms and those mtelh-]to deny that such souls as he would consider
gible souls are subslstences, are m every way '.ewl, y_'t since they are souls, are to be reek.
compelled to grant and to attribute the sub- **oned m the number of intelhglble things, nor
limer part to souls; but that defects of either are oblect_ of intellectual perception by way
kind cannot be preferred the one to the other, of defect? Tins _s on the supposition that
for they are only pnvattve and mthcate n<m- souls are souls only by being alive. For if

existence, and therefore have precisely tt_e the,," were intellectually perceived as vicious
same force as negations themselves. For when Ithrough defect, bemg vicious by lack of vir-
we say, It is not gold, and, It _s not wrtue, tue, yet they are perceived as souls not
although there is the greatest possible differ-through defect, for they are souls by reason
ence between gold and wrtue, yet there is no of be_J:_ ahve. Nor can ,t be maintained
difference between the negations that we ad- that prese_.:e ,,;',l, fe t._.' it"use of defect, for
join to them. But that it is worse indeed by as m'wh .as"anythm_ is'dt_f_ttve, by so
not to be virtue than not to be gold. no sane much is _, severed from hfe, '
man doubts. Who does not know that the 9. $"m_e therefore it would have b_'enevery
difference lies not rathe negations themselve_, way ev3d'ent that no s<mls _.an be _cparated
but in the things to which they are adjoined ? from tb.at Author from whom ycmder hght it
For by as much as virtue is more ex_.ellent not s¢IY-r:'tq,tl, ,,'jtatcv,'," ,hey m_g'._ I_ no*t
than gold, by so much is it more wretched to'addu,'b_ 'I _),<tt'E ia,)'_ ,,a_'e aecep_ear aria_.hou t" rather I ave admoqished them thatbe in want of virtue than of gold.. Wuere ...... , .... ,. ., .... •
fore, since intelligible things excel sensible,they should diopse V'd. me .o fohow those
things, we rightly feel greater repugnance who n.i:wtnm tt,,t ahate'_er is, singl,,it is, and
towards defect in intelligible than in sensible m whakevejr degree it is, has ,it h existence
things, esteeming not the defects, but the from the I_ne,GOd.
things that are deficient more or less precious ' .
From which now it appears, that defect of cHA_. 7._H'OW EViL _tr:n ^_E oT oon, A_D
light, which is intelligible, is far more wretct_ed ._,,T or _;oi_.
than defect of the sensible light, bec_use, They m_ght have cited against me those
forsooth, life which is known is by far more words "of the gost>el: "' Ye therefore do not
precious than yonder light which is seen. hear, because ye are not of Gcxl;" *' ¥e are

8. This being the case, who will dare, while of your father the devil. ''_ I also should
attributin sun and moon, and whatever is have c_ted" "All things were made by Him
refulk_ent in the stars, nay m this fire of ours and without Him was not anything made_
and _'n this visible earthly life, to God, to de- ! and this of the Apostle: "One God of whom
dine to grant that any souls whatsoever, which ! are all things, and one Lord Jesus Christ
are not souls except by the fact of their being i
perfectly alive, since in this fact alone life_ , Johnrill _Tand44- ,JohnL ._.
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through whom are all things,"' and again Him: "Ye'are not of God;" and on the
from the same Apostle: "Of whom are all other hand, without prejudice to the former
thing% through whom are all things, in whom statement: "All things were made through
are all things, to Him be glory." • I should Him," and "All things are of God ?" For
have exhorted those men (if indeed I had if not to believe Christ, to repudiate Christ's
found them men), that we should presume advent, not to accept Christ, was a sure mark
upon nothing as if we had found it out, but of souls that are not of God; and so it was
should rather inquire of the masters who said: "Ye therefore hear not, because ye are
would demonstrate the agreement and har- not of God;" how would that saying of the
mony of those passages that seem to be dis- apostle be true that occurs in the memorable
cordant. For when in one and the same. beginning of the gospel: "He came unto
Scriptural authority we read: "All things are his own things, and his own people did not
of God," 3 and elsewhere: "Ye are not of receive him ?" 6 Whence his own if they did
God," since it is wrong rashly to condemn not receive him; or whence therefore not his
books of Scripture, who would not have seen own because they did not receive him, unless
that a skilled teacher should be found who that sinners by virtue of being men belong to
would know a solution of this problem, from God, but by virtue of being sinners belong to
whom assuredly if endowed with good intellect- the devil ? He who says: " His own people
ual powers, and a "spiritual man," as is said received him not" had reference to nature;
by divine inspiration 4 (for he would necessarily but he who says: "Ye are not of God." had
have favored the true arguments concerning reference to will; for the evangelist was corn-
the intelligible and sensible nature,whlch,as far mending the works of God, Christ was cen-
as I can, I have conducted and handled, nay suring the sins of men
he would have disclosed them far better

and more convincingly); we should have CHAP. 8.mTHEMAmCn_ANS _NQUmEWrmSCE
heard nothing else concerning this problem, IS FVIL AND BY THIS QUESTION THINK THEY
except, as might happen, that there is no HAVE TRIUMPHED. LET THEM FIRST KNOW,

class of souls but has its existence from wHICH IS MOST EASY TO DO, THAT NOTH-
God, and that it is yet rightly said to sinners INO CAN LIVE WITHOUT GOD. CONSUM-
and unbelievers: "Ye are not of God." For MATE EVIl. CANNOT BE KNOWN EXCEPT BY
We also, perchance, Divine aid having been THE KNOWLEDGE OF CONSUMMATE GOOD,

implored, should have been able easily to WHICH IS GOD.

see, that it is one thing to live and another Here perchance some one may say: Whence
sin, and (although _ife'i_. _ir_ may be called __ • ...........' " "_ ...... _ • " _ 5 _ :=tle sins themselves, anti whence is evll in

oeatn In coOp;ar_sor_ ,_Irr_, }u._t lira, ano .... r_ _ I¢ ¢....... _..... ; .... > :¢
"_ • • ',, • 2 ; d t- _ .............. m.., w ............... .whde m doe' rdan it may De" Iovn , hat • •

. . ,., , .... , . ,]froman an_el, whence ls the angel_ When it
he is at th9 _same time anve ana,a'slnner) .... - , _ . -- ". -......... , _. . ]is sam, however truly anti rlghtlv, that these
that so°f_ as he Is anve, ne is ot _ou,'so tar ....... -. ' • ..... .._" .. , ]are from boa, It nevertheless seems to those
as ne _s,_ sinner ne is not ot _oo xn wnlcn ,........... " .... [unskillful and possessed of little power to
OIYISlOnewe use that alternative that s&k_s our , 1_ • ..... -....... , s..-_ . , .-- .# .. ]lOOK 1DI20 reconulte matters, mat evils ano
tmntlflg,d_it_ ._fl £hat _as_er, we. _v¢_ tO insist •- _' . .- • . ..... '- o0. Islns are thereby connected, as by a sort of
uponqfl_e, bi_itr_otertce ¢ff 0o6'a.¢ ___¢_t_, we in " " ".o - . - , • , cha , to God. B this uestlon the think

- may _ayeven to smners that they are/_ff_God ...... _,Y . q .... Y -_,_ .., .... ........ i tnemsetves triumphant, as it iorsootn to ask:
_or w_ _,re sp_,ng ,,o -mose ,WhO _te con- n " "........ - . _. ., ... Iwere to k ow;mwould it were so, for m that
talnefl i_ ,some°_las_, we ar,_ _x._attln_ _@tnose .......... t, ,.. .. _ . ,tease no one wouta De more _nowlng than
navang am_m me, we are speamng'to rational ............ ,, . .... % ..... imyselt. _et very olten In controversy the
oemgs,we_re _peamng iasuy_sna t_ls appnes [,_ronounder of a ,_r,'a_ ,,u_;,,n .,h;l,. ;._,-._.

es.peeially tb'the matter in _i_.'---to lii:mg[sonating the gre2tt_acie_',"rs'hi'm_'e'ifm_i;I::l_ln_ all which things are essentially _ vine : .... • ..... _....... ]lgnurant in the matter concerning wnlcn ne
_unmions But when our purpose is to con- "d ............ • . _. , .. _wout mghten hiS opponent, than ne wnom
vtet evil men, we r_ghtty say: ' xe are not I he would frighten.
of God." For we speak to them as averse These therefore suppose that they are su-
to truth, unbelieving, criminal, infamous, perior to the common run, because the former
and, to sum up all in one terra--sinners, all lask questions that the latter cannot answer.
of which things are undoubtedly not of GOd. If therefore when I most unfortunately was
Therefore what wonder is it, if Christ says to associated with them, not in the position
linners, convicting them of this very thing in which I have now for some time been,
ttmt they were sinners and did not believe in they had raised these objections when I

x_ ¢_¢. vlU, _. • Rom. xi. _ _ x C.or. xi. ,_.
4 x Co¢. ii, _S. ;_3 _ Tim. v. 6. _ Jobza i. t_.
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had brought forward th_s argument, I should i things or to think them, so far as was nece_
have sald: I ask that you meanwhile agree sary for my salvation.
with me, which is most easy, that if nothing
can shine without God, much less'can any- CHAP. 9.nAUt;USTt._ DECEIVtZDBY FAMtLI&R.
thing live without God. Let.us not persist in ITY x_tTrl a H_ MANICH._AN_ AND BY THiS
such monstrous opinions as to maintain that SUCCL.-_qlONOF VICTORIE_OVER IGNORANT
any souls whatsoever have life apart from CHRISTIANSREPORTEDBYTHEM. THE MANt-
GOd- For perchance it may so happen that ca.,: xN.; ARt LIKEWISE 1,7._bILYRKFU'rKD
with me you are ignorant as to tills thing, FROM IItE KNO_LEiK;F OF MN AND THK
namely whence is evil, let us then learn either WILL.

mmultaneously or in any order, I care not But two tilings especially, which easily
what. For what if knowledge of toe perfec- lay hold uf×m that unwary age, urged me
tmn of evil is impossible to man without through wonderful circuits, One of these
knowledge of the perfection of good > For was famthanty, suddenly, by a certain fahm
we should not know darkness tf we were sembkmce of god,hies>, wrapped many times
always in darkness. But the notion of hght i around my neck _s a certain sinuous chain.
does not allow its oppomte to be unknown. _'"l'he other was, that I was almost always nox-
But the highest good Is that than which tlxere _ou,_lv victorious m arguing with ignorant
is nothing higher. But God Is gon(l anti than ' Cim_tians woo yet eagerly attempted, each
Him nothing can be higher. God therefore as he could, to defend their falth._ By
tsthe highest good. Let us therefore togetlmr, winch frequent sue('e_s the ardor of youth
so recognize God, and thus wtmt we seek too __as kindled, and by _ts own Impulse rashly
hastily will not be ludden from us. l)o verged upon ttte great evil of stub|_ornuess.
you suppose then that the knowledge of GOd' Fo r tilts kind of wranghng, after I had Ira-
ts a matter of small account or desert. Yorl come an auditor among tl_em, whatever I
what other reward is there for us than hfe was able to do either ILvmy own genius, such
eternal, which is to know God ? Yor God the ' as it was, or lty re:uhng the works of others. I
Master says: " But tins is life eternal, that I most gladly devoted tt_ them alone. Accord-
they might know Thee the only and triter,
God, and Jesus Chrtstwhom thou ha_t sent " :mgly from their speeches ardor in dlsputa-,tlons was daily increased, from btlCCel_s in

i ths ltttatlOtls love for them the Manichmans,For the soul, although it is Immortal, yet be- I I ' [ q
cause aversion from the knowledge of God _s Whence tt resulted that whatever they _atd,
rightly called its death, when it is converted tas if agected by certain strange dzsordersp I
to God, the reward of eternal llfe to be at- [ approved of as true, not because 1 knew it to
tamed Is that knowledge; so that this ts, as has _be true, but because I _ _siled it to be. So it
been stud, eternal hfe. But no one can be Icame about that, however slowly and cau-
converted to God, except he turn IumseIf't_ou_lv. vet for a long time I followed men
away from this world. This for myself I feel, that I;referred a sleek straw to a hying soul.
to be arduous and exceedingly difficult,: 12. So be it, I was not able at that time
whether it is easy to you, GOd H_mselfl t(_ d_st,ngutsh and dt_eern sensible from
would have sl_en. I should have been m-mtethgtble things, carnal forsooth from spit-
dined to think it easy to you, had I not been'ttual. It &d not belong to age, nor to dis-e

.cq_hne, nor even to any habtt, n _r, finally_ tomoved by the fact, that, since the world from - "
which we are commanded to turn away _S,an v deserts; for it ts a matter of no small joy
visible, and the apostle says" " The things anal felicitation: had I not thus !_een ab!e at
that are seen are temporal, but the tiu.ngs ttmt, length even to grasp that which in tl_ jutlg-
are unseen are eternal," _ you asertoe more 2ment of a l men nature itself by the laws of
im rtance to the judgment of these eves.po - the most tttgt_ God has established ?
than to that of the mind, asserting and be-_
lieving as you do that there is no 5hlnlnglcHA P IO,--'qN I.%oNLY FROMIitE WILL. H|B
feather that does not shine from God, and I oxv._ I.IFE AND WIt.I. BF.qTKNOWNTO EACH
that there are living souls that do not bye I _.¢D_vIDt;^|.. WI_ATWH,t, _S.
from God. These and like things I should
either have said to them or considered with _ For let any men whatever, if only no mad-
myself, for even then, supplicating God with hess has broken them loose from the common
all my bowels, so to speak, and examining as _ _Noti_,mt__ morecertaintitanthat Cbt_tty rt_ tr_lke_l
attentively as possible the Scriptures, I should _,,,r_,t t_, v_a,,a ,._,a_,_, _ _*,_nt,_e*a*r,t_ _
perchance have been able either to say such _a to is. bt,t_t mC_t¢_o_ t_ m*_nt _*y_ _ roct_.

mter_t m'_ m_l tm_ned by _ _l_l to I_ll_

' lrgumrmt_ AM _ tM yocathtttll, atll*#t _ug'm,/m_ W_

]J_hn xvll 3. _:_ Cot. iv. _,- 1aged lmdco_firmed m hit _rot.tl_tl_ttml_ty_ Iti_tl_
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sense of the human race, bring whatever zeal I would have helped me, that justice holds
theylike for judg,ng, whatever ignorance, nay lgmlty those sinning by evil wall alone, al-
whatever slowness of mind, I should like to though they may have been unable to accom-
find out what they would have replied to me ! plish what they willed.
had I asked, whether a man would seem to! 13. For who could have said that, in ad-
them to have stoned by whose hand while he :ducmg these considerations, I was dwelling
was asleep another should have written some-lupon obscure and recondite things, where on
thing dmgraceful ? Who doubts that they laccount of the fewness of those able to un-
would have denied that it is a sin, and have. derstand, either fraud or suspmion of ostenta-
exclaimed against tt so vehemently that they, tton m accustomed to arise ? Let that dtstmc-
might perchance have been enraged that I]tion between intelhgible and senmble things
should have thought them proper objects of]withdraw for a httle: let me not be found

such a question ? Of whom reconciled and l fault with for following up stow minds with
restored to equammity, as best I could do it, _the sttmuh of subtle dlsputatmns. Permit
I should have begged that they would not me to know that I hve, permit me to know
take it amiss if I asked them another thing that I wdl to live. If m this the human race
just as manifest, just as completely wlthm,agrees, as our hfe _s known to us, so also m
the knowledge of all. Then I should have'our will. Nor when we become possessed of
asked, if some stronger person had done some i this knowledge, _s there an)" occasion to fear
evil thing by the hand of one not sleeping but [ lest any one shoukl conwnce us that we may
conscious, yet with the rest of h_s members I be deceived; for no one can be deceived as
bound and in constraint, whether because lie [ to whether he does not hve, or wishes nothing.
knew it, though absolutely unwilling, hell do not think that I have adduced anything
should be held guilty of any sin _ And here i obscure, and my concern is rather lest some
all marvethng that I should ask such ques-ishould find fault wm_ me for dwelling on
tions_ would reply without hesitation, that he' things that are too manifest. But let us ccn-
had absolutely not sinned at all. Why so ?i sider the bearing of these things.
Because whoever has done anything evil by_, x4. Smmng therefore takes place only by
means of one llnconsclous or unable to resist,, exercise of will But our w_tt is very well
the latter can by no means be justly con-[known to us; for neither should I know that

demned. And precisely why this is so, if I I will, if I did not know what _fll _t.self is.
should inquire of the human nature m theselAccordlngly, it is t_:us defined: _vfll l_ :,
men, I should easily bring out the deslred movement of mind, nt_ _)ne compelhng, either
answer, by asking m this manner: Suppose l

that the sleeper already knew what the other ground that the', d. m,t _t-t u_e the p¢_., r of will A_ ff indeed tht

would do with Ins hand, and of tmrpose afore- ,m. _h,,h _ _,, the, d,_,,, ,,r,_,,,dl, fr,,,,,ad_,, that 1,. that
thought, hawng drunk so much as would lt th'varennph_'_t_d'nh_'dtand''''_h_'ac ...... t arehetdobnox-, mu._ to pum_hment, _ould t _ _-rbe ,_th¢ rw_ than m w_II, by whl_ h

prevent his being awakened, should go to L,,dt ,t _a, to,nnntt,d _h_ntin,tr_m,gre_mraofthedtvmeprecept
_ 1_ dtt_mphght d i )ill _t.l_, ,heat. that ' there l_ n, xer s_n but ill

sleep, in order to deceive some one with atl ] _dl ,, may be thoueht fa_.,- I.r the reason that the apo-tle _.ax.

oath. Woukt any amount of sleep suffice to i 'l_ _hat l _11 not the. I d_ _t t_ no lontI, r I that do It, but ;,r_that d_elletll ill lllt_ ' } oi thl_ _ln t_ to such an txtent lllvoil.ll_-

prove his irmocence ? What else than a guilty I tarv, that h, says ' _5.imt t _.tlla_ot this I do ' Flow thereh,re.
man would one pronoullce him? I_,ut _f tie _t[_erene_ersmbutmthe,_ll' Butt_i_sm__om-ermnguhtcntt, e

• has also willingly been bound that he mav! aI_tleh_k_p_'ken l,c_ll,dsm,htcau_ by .... twa_done,andtt,_the penalty of sill . _mce tills 1_ _a_d concerning t_rtmI coocui_-

deceive some one by th_s pretext, m what re'- t S_:ene¢, _h_th he d,sch,sc_ m v.hat follow'a say_f'_- "1" know thatil_ rile, that I_ in lllv |]ec_ft, dwelle_h tll_ k_lff_d, for tonsil| m pr_._nt to
m% but toaeLortlpl_qh that "_hlch is g_M. L_not _ IRnm II1 16--181

spect then would those chains profit aS alhmtetheperfeet.,,nofeood_%thatnoteventheeemcuptr.ceneeof
means of rehewng him of sin? Although _m,houldb_nlman, towhtth,ndeed'_htnoneh,es_etlthe_dt

doLg lint t _Ill_t tit . nex ertheless llM n do_ IIo_ all l,nlp]l_l the good
bound by these he was really not able to re- _betau_ea.,'yetton,ugt.v._ence,s m him,to whtG_the _tll mautago..
sist, as m the other case the sleeper was ab- ;rest,,, ih_-gmltot_ Inchtoncup_..,,nee_ l<g_._bybaptism,but

.the illllrtlllt% rt-rt_.tt_, agalnht _hlch until It t_ healed e_er 3, be-
solutely ignorant of what he was then doing. ]tever_lmad,._n_ts_ellmoat earnestlvstrugg_ llutsm _h,ch
IS there therefore any possibdity of doubting i_n,.,e_b_t ,n_,'t.mu_tespeciall,be'kno,_na..,thatwhtt.hts forIo_ed b_, ]list c_ndemttatloli. For thl_ thr¢lugh one marx entered

that both should be judged to have stoned ? I into the wt,r d , although that sm al_ by _lntoh eort_ent ,s yielded
tO concupl-_cence _, not c_marnltted but by v. lll Wherefore also m

Which things having been conceded, I should I a.oth_ pl_._ _ h..... d. " Not theref....... pt by _-ll isstn
have argued, that sin _s indeed nowhere but ._Comm,tt,d""-A tt, N

' (In thl_ Iqatter Augttsttn's _tlll earher treatise [Ic Li3¢ra 4 r.

_xin the wilt,' since this consideration also t,,_..... _d tt,s mtere._tm_:A_,lr,z,t,tl_anso,, the_ame.shouldbe
i compared l'he reader of the,-_ either treattce_ In comparison with
i the Antt-Pelalrmn treatt._es can hardlx fall to recognize a marked

tire error$cnnfirmed at the present day The phdo_3phieal defence t-hantze of base on Attgustili s p_rt HL_ effewts to sho_ the con-
of Chrastlgnlty Isa matter of the utmost deh_aey, and should be q.tenc__ _ff his either wlth his later modes of thought are to be

ttndextaken with fear and trembhn_-_A. H, N. ptxmounced only partially successful Tht- fact _q, that m the
a The Pelagtans u_ed this statement with eonglderahle et_et_t ill _ntt-Mamch_o time he went t_. far in m_ltll_ln_ng the ah_htte

their polemtc_ against its author In his Ketra_taD_,n_ 31il_l|gtln frt_ dora of the will and the trllpogqblllty of sin apart from per.
him this to say by way of e'_planatlon : " The Pelagtans may thluk _mM _aIl irt the stoner, wh_le m the Antl-Pela_lan t_me ne yen-
that thin was said lit their interest, on account of young t hddren lured too near to the fatahsm that h_ so earnestly eomt_ted ill the
who_ain whtchis _mltted totheto in baptism thevdeny onthe 2qanmhmans.--A. H. N,
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for not losing or for obtaimng something., should I not have seeu that in the definition
Why therefore could not I have so defined zt of wdl shoukl be put. "" no one cortll_lling ,"
then? Was it difficult to see that one unwill- _aici_ mm as it with greater experience most
ins is contrary to one willing, just as the ]elt cautiously I have done. Bnt _f this is every.
hand is contrary to the right, not as black to wimre m_mffest, and promptly _-curs to all
xrhite ? For the same thing cannot be at the not by Hl.structtoll but by nature, what is there
same time black and wiute. Bnt whoever _s left tl_at seem._ obscure "unle_s |_rch:mce zt be
placed between two men is on tile iett hand colltcaled from some one, ttmt wht'n We wish
with reference to one, on tue right _x_tl_ to: _onletillng,_e _fl],and ournnlM ismoved
reference to tim other. One m:,., ts both tow ard., it, aud x_ee:thel ilave it or do not have
on the right hand and on the left. i_and _t. and _I we have it we wdl to retain It. ff we
at the same time, but by no means bottx to Imve _l n_l, to acqmre It' Wllerefore every-
the one man. So indee_l one mind mar be one who _fll.,,w_ll, elOlernot to Iose..omethit_g

at the same time unwdhng and wilhng, bt_t It or to obtain *t llence if all flit.be things are
cannot be at the same time unw_ihng and c_earer t!mn day, as they are, nor :ire they
wxlhng with reference to one and t'm _ame V yen to nlv c(mceptlon alone, but by the
thing. For when any one unwflhngly d**e,, l,lwrnhtv ot "trills !I_clt to the whole hllmall
anyttling; if you ask him whether lie x_shed raft'. _A!_V c_mkl 1 not have said even at that
to do it, tie says taat he chd not. 1 .i,c_t- tram. _A:dl i, a lnovcxnent of the lnilld, no

xf you ask whether he w_stmd not tc_do ):, he one conlt)elhng , cttl_cr Iur nt_t losing of for
refhes that he did. So you wilt find hlm un- obtaining hometlung ?
wflhng w_th reference to doing, wlllma _xlti_
reference to not doing, that is t,,, s:_v. o_e
mind at the same time having both attltudes,, OH,iv. t f u n __ _ Is.
but each referring to different thulgs _A_v _ Some one _ dl • ,v Whal :l_._stance w_tlld

do I say this? Because It we sho,dd ag.un tin• hale turm._m.d v,m ag.uIiM the ,_laul-

ask wherefore though unwdhng hcdoesth,s, c]l&all_} \V,tlt a mommlt; permit Ille tirst
he will say that lie _s compelled, t'.r exe,v ai•o _o dcflnc :,m, whu h, every nnnd reads
one also who d(ms a thing unwilhn@v _.. _ore'- divinely written m Itsetl, c.tnn_')t exL,,t altart
pelled, and every one who _s compel',cd, _I he Ir_tlll w',ll. Sm tberetorc as tqc wdl to ret/lll|

dues a flung, does it only unwlllmaly. It 'and tolhm" alter WlL_.t jtlstlcc forbMs, and'
follows timt i_e that is wflhng is _rcc from lrom x_tm'h 11 _s free t_ ,tb_'.dla Althongh
compulmon, even if any one thinks hm>el! it 11 be not fret. _t _ not will. l;ut I have
compelled. And m this manner every tmc prc_crr_.,1 Io detlllc Inorc ruughly th,tn pre-
who wllhngly does a thing ts not ,.x)n_pciicd, _1'._iv bh,m]d I i_ot at_o have oareftllly
and whoever is not compelled, either doc, _t c\;tnllned tlmsc oi,st.ure books, whet|co I
wtlhngly or not at all. Since nature itself m_ght have h.arncd thai no one ts w,_rthy of
proclaims these things m all men w_f,m w_ 1,Iame _,r Imm_hment _m rather wills what
can Interrogate without absurdity, from tlw lll,:,llqt dtle _, Ilot prohd_t hlln from wllling, tar
boy even to the old man, from hterary sport d,,es _lot d,> _aal hc _ ,of able to do ? l)o
even to the throne of the Wlbe_ WIlY t:,en not shel_her, isoam,,ulaau|._,pocts|ntherttrcs,

lln[enrned ii1 so_ ,d lntcr{o_lrst-, learned in
tThas dictum at_o A'Ieu.t a th_,uel_* u rleldtt,I t., _xl,t_ n hbrarles, masters /I_ %t"1_I01%_ prw.sts In ¢.onse.

"This was, _ld thai t,y tl_t. Jeuiutum a x_lI ,t,g !a r_*,t m_nt I,,- crated t)]i_lCC%, alibi tll_2 IltllnAn r2u, e thrOllghOut
dl_tlnM_ul_hed {ronl I*I1_ n,_t wlllln_, and _.,_tn" lnt* nt,_dl m,_h" }- r
referred to thoe.e wh,_ hr_t In l'arad_e war, th, ,,r_.m ,c , .v t*, tilt" '_,hole x_¢_ri¢t, bln_ frill Iil(,s(_' things ._ lillt

the human raxe by smnmv no one ct,mpell nK, IS., t- h, smnm_ If n,, one is _ortlly of blame ;lItd coildemlla-*_ith free wdl, _tall%e d[_) kr_,_t_m_[y the_ _,,m,, a_ltll_t l._a,

tommand, and the tempttr_ p_,"sl_dl'_4, dM n,,t *,,'.p . thai ti_t_ tIOIl. WtlO either does not at t dgalnst the prn.

should be done Fr_ he'ah,_ t.g_ora_tlv _mn¢0. m,,. x r, ,noe,_l¢ru - _lll_t[lOrl Of JUbtlC¢*_ or WDO does not do wh'lt
whathed_d, vet'._flhn_lyhed,d_t "-on,, -,,,,_,,-,,n,,_ .,_,:. tie cannot dc_. yet every sin is blameworthy
one could be wtthuut wtlk whwh w P, a_,ure ll_ ,t_ I' htv I',,, 1_d,
tined, was a 'moxement of the mw, d n,_ one o,m_Ilm,: ' IS," and condemnable, who doubts then that it is

f_ _.,t lo_.g o_fo_,,bt_,.,,,__.,_,_t..... _"_ _...... : ..... sin, when willing _s unjust, and not willing is'_'lled todo_hat _t he had t_en t_l'_wIll_n_ hc_ould n'_'_}l.t - d me
Becau_ he wdi, d theref, rr- hr did tt ,-,an it n, ,hdt.,t-,n _- free. And hence that del'lnltlOn is both true

cause he willtd t_)n_ ignorant that _at he did t> ,,u '_')"'_ and easy to understand, and not only now buteven _uch a _tn c o' ld I_ _'th.m' _,1' t,ut b_ _,' *,; ¢W, d n,,t t,',

"_fllot sm._hmhdeed_a_ vet,.n. I,*th,sdeed ,,_hat ,,_r,t n,,t then also couM have been spoken by me: Sin ,
to have taken place |_ut _htm¢_r kr,.,,_m,.:t} -m_. d t e _ar * I.-
ogtsmresL_tt4"re'-ode'cornr_-tnzh,rnt,_,n, yetre ..... t=,,t_..,,;,-,V, ,. the wilt of retaining or of obtaining, what
mmwtlhnglv Fen"he ,_ho,an ._.._t_s .,,t,,mV_ll,d t,, ,, l,_ justice forbids, and wtlence it is free to ab- 7/_,Ut he w_o'c_not by Rc_M wdf re_t ¢cw_rll c, _loIl_rl_'_ a*_l_
therefore dor_ what _s contrary to the vre,-ev'_ ,*f nghter,,_'_, _ stain ? ]
h_ t'ao_w,tssmmthe_en_eof being the penMt_,,t _m t*_.i',_r'- j
OtreIt _ mo_rt true that sm cannot be apart front _tll ' ..............

It I,_rleed|e_, tolk'ty that sties rea._nmg wottld not ha_¢ an- - Htrt" al*_, Al,g,l_m It_l,_rdt. h_rn_lI ir_ h_t Iq#l_amtat]_t_l: _
swered Augll_tu's ptirp_¢_ IV. vtrttmg ag,talmt the Matta.h,_,_n_ '" | he degt.**,m ,_ 'r ,, ma_m_*_.h a_ that tt d-fined _h_ h m _nly
--_It. H.N. _an. and nol _, t_,at _','* 1, *_ the p*tml*y _f*.ln )'_A. |f N*
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trIAl'. X2.mFROM TgI_ I_EFINITIONS GIVEN Or good. Whence then could there be in it either
sIN AND WILL, HBjOVERTHROWS THE EN- the knowledge or the thought of good ? Did
aaRE HERESY or TI_E MAmCH_ANS. LIKE- [they wish for nothing that was in themselves,
WISE FROM THE JUST CONDEMNATIONLot and earnestly desire that true good which
]gVIL SOULS IT FOLLOWS THAT THEY ARE was without ? That will must truly be de-
EVIL NOT BY NATURE BUT BY WILL. THAT_rclared worthy of distinguished and great
SOULS ARE GOOD BY NATURE, TO WHICH praise by which is earnestly desired the SU-
THE PARDONOF SINS IS GRANTED. preme and true good. Whence then in su-

x6, Come now, let us see in what respect preme evil was this movement of mind most
these things would have aided us. Much worthy of so great praise? Did they seek
every way, so that I should have desired it for the sake of injuring it? In the first

place, the argument comes to the same thing.nothing more; for they end the whole cause;
for whoever consulting in the inner mind, For he who wishes to injure, wishes to de-
where they are more pronounced and assured, prive another of some good for the sake of
the secrets of his own conscience, and the dl- some good of his own. There was therefore

........ in them either a knowledge of good or anvine laws ansotutety lmpose(a upon nature .........
............. oplmon ot goo_, wnmn ought bv no means togrants that these two oenmuons ot wm ann ..... -

........ nelong co supreme evd in the second place,
sin are true, conraemns without any nesltatlon when e ha" h kn " " " "
by the fewest and the briefest, but plainly the ! .c ,jcl .t ey , own, that .good placea

..... _ • , ,_ outslrde oi themselves, winch they fleslgneamost lnvlnClDle reasons, me _vuoie heresy o]
.............. 'to mjure, existed at all If they had in-the _vxanmnmans wmcn can De thUS con-. .. .. " . ".

.... " ....... _ t tellectualty percelveO it, what is more excel-stoerea, iney say that tnere are two KmCls OI[ : .
.......... a lent than such a mlnd> Is there anythingsouls, tneone gone, winch is m sucn a w y, , _ ,.. . , " . .• . • else Ior winch the w_aole ener v ot oo_ men

from God, that it is said not to have been . . g- g .
........... , _s put lorth except the knowledge of treat su-maue t)y l-tim out oI any material or out oi, ."

• preme and sincere good _ What therefore isnothing,, but to have proceeded as a certainf . "
_now scarcely conceded to a few ,_ood andhart from the very substance itself of God;i _,

•- • : ' . -, lust, men, was mere evil, no good assisting,
the other evil, whmh they believe and strl_e I then able to accomphsh But if those soulsto get others to believe pertains to God in no l ...... " . .

- . ' Pore Dooles ana saw the supreme goo¢l wlttlWay whatever; anti so they maintain that the.. .
_= :. ,,. .... ¢_,:^_ .¢ _^^n t.,._ ,_.. ^,_o_ithelr eyes, wtaat tongues, what hearts, what

the perfection of evil, and that these two Iintellects sumce for lauding and proclaiming
classes were at one time distinct but are now those eyes, with which the minds of just men
commingled. The character and the cause can scarcely be compared ? How great good
of this commingling I had not yet heard; but things we find In supreme evil r For if to
nevertheless I could have inquired whether see God is evil, God is not a good; but God
that evil kind of souls, before it was mingled is a good; therefore to see God is good; and
with the good, had any will. For if not, it I know not what can be compared to this
was without sin and innocent, and so by no good. Since to see anything is good, whence

il ' But if evil m such a wa that can it be made out that to be able to see ismeans ev v, -
. . .".......... "_. ,_levil_ Therefore whatever in those eyes or

though without win, as nre, yet it n snoma tm tt_ose minds brou ht _t about, that the dltouch the _ood it would violate and corrupt lt;l g "
. • ._ ............ I vine essence could be seen by them, broughtnow Impmus it is to oelteve tnat the nature .

........ o han e an art laDout a great thing and a good thing mosto1 evil ts powertm enough t c g y p, I • . .
ot.......boa, anct that the rx"ighes't Good is cor-, worthy of.ineffable prame. But if it was not

......... t .... th wil" as brought about, but it was such in itself andruptlole anti vlolaole. _ut II e I w , . . . •
_eternal, it is difficult to find anything betterpresent, assuredly there was present, no one t ..... ,

compelling a movement of the mind etther ltnan tins e_,u. .
" " '...... ta'nin_ 17 lastly, that these souls may havetowarcts not losing somemmg or on I _, . : • _-

....... e-hm _'as either i notmng ot these praiseworthy things which
some,rang. _ut tins som t g ' i b th r _ " "y e eas(nmgs ot the Mamchmans they
good, or was thought to be good, for not*
otherwise could it be earnestly desired. But are compelled to have, I should have asked,
in supreme evil, before the commingling whether God condemns any or no souls. If

none, there is no judgment of rewards and
which they maintain, there never was any punishments, no providence, and the world is

administered by chance rather than by rea-
z In his Rrt_actatlo..% Aug_mtln replies to the Pehagaan denial

of the _dnfulne._ of mfants, ,n support of wh*ch they had quoted SOIl, or rather is not administered at all. For
the above sentence, *' They [infants] are held gudtv not by pro- i the name administration must not be given

P l_iety of will but by origin, For what iS every earth|y nmrt l'n on-
{ gqnbutAdamF' Thewd|ofthewholehumanraetwa_tnAdam, [to chances. But if it is impious for all those

alad when Adam sinned the whole met voluntarily slimed, seems that are bound by any religion to believetobo his meammg.--A. H. N.
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this, it remains either that there is condem- that some corrupter has interpolated this into
nation of some souls, or that there are no the divine Scriptures. 2"o whom then are
sins. But if there are no sins. neither ]s sins attributed ? If to those evil sOUls of the
there any evil. Which if the Mamchmans alien class, these also can L_conle good, cau
should say, they would slay their heresy with.possess the kingdom of God with Christ.
a single blow. Therefore they and I'agree Which denying, they [the Manich_cans] have
that some souls are condemned by divine lax_no other ctas_ except those souls wluch they
and judgment. But if these souls are good, imaintam are of the substance of God. It
what is that justice _ If evil, are they so by remains that they aekn(_wledge that not only
nature, or by wilt? But by nature so;.lls can !these latter also, but these alone sin. But
in no way be evil. Whence do we teach ',l make no contentmn about their being alon_
this. From the above definitions of wdl and in stoning; yet tile 3"sin. But are ttley la)rrt-
sin. For to speak of souls, and that they peiled to ,_m bv being commlllgled with evil?
are evil, and that the), do not sin. is full of If so compe]le_'I that there was no imwer of
madness; but to say that they sm w_thout resisting, they do not sh'L ]t it is m their
will, is great craziness, and to hold any one power to rest'hi, and they vohmtarllv consent,
guilty of sin for not doing what he coul_'l not l,.ve are compelled to filut out thr[_ugh their
do, belongs to the height of iniquity and re-'[tile Mantcll.ean] teat'tung, why so great
sanity. Wherefore whatever tllcse souls', go(_t thinks n _uprelne evil, why this evil in
do, if they do it by nature not by wlll, istlpremc good. tiuless it be that neither is
that is, ff they are wanting in a moxLement, that Wtllei/ they britD, I into Mlsplcion cvd, nor
of mind free both for doing and not doing, is that _luch tilt)- pervert by superstition su-
rf finally no power of abstaining from their preme good )
work Is conceded to them; _e cannot hold
thatthe sm ]s theirs2 Butail confess both] cl_xt' IS---tR'_M DIl,ltllRAll_*N _N 'rllF EVIl,
that evd souls are justly, and souls that have AM, t_,_ IHi t._i_ l'tRl iI RI_i'l,ls TIIAT
not sinned are unjustlycondenmed; therefore I_, ( I ,X_,,,t _, tJ[ _,01'1". ,_1tl N¢rr T¢'t Rt,;

they confess that those souls are eril that nl.i.il it,, i (i _.,.., _)1_ _.Ol 1.. |NII_'ING 'I()

sin. But these, as reason teaches, do not "qlit,Ml_FFI Dk].l,_, ll_.vI%_, BIIN tIINII;I)EI)_
sin. Therefore the extraneods cla.% (if evil I_ Dr)| _. Nlli t ttl l.t _X_ '1 It _ 1 1 |11.._t. ARE EVIL

ll't NXlURi,. iit'ti TItl OillIRb Al.:l' ,_,UPREME

souls of the Manlchaeans, whatever _t may be, _ ,,,,_1,
_s a non-entity.

18. Let us now look at that good class of I9 But if 1 had taught, or ;it any rate had
souls, which again tile), exalt to such a de- myself learned, that they rave and err regard-
gree as to say that it is tile very substance of. in K tho,,e t_(_ clA,_,.e._of souls, why should I
God. But how much better it _s that each' have thenceh_rttl t_toughtthem worthyof being
one should recognize his own rank and merit, *heard or consulted about anything ? That
nor be so puffed up with sacrilegious pride as I migl_t learn hence, that these two kinds of
to believe that as often as he experiences a souls are pointed out, which m the course
change in himself it is the substance of that of dehberatlon assent puts now on the evil
supreme good, which devout reason holds aim side, now on tim good? Why is not this
teaches to 1;e unchangeable ! For t_ehohl ! rather the sign of one soul winch by free will
since it is manifest that souls do not sin m can be borne here and there, swayed Inther
not being such as they cannot be; _t follows and thither ) F*)r it was my own e_perience
that these supposttitious souls, whatever they to feel that I am one, conmdering evil and
may be, do not sin at all, and moreover thaL !good and ctmosmg one or tile oti_er, but for
they are absolutely non-existent; it rtmains ti_e most part the ot_e pleases, the other
that since there are sins, they find none to:is fitt',ng, placed m the mMst of which we
whom to attribute them except the good class fluctuate. Nor _s it to be wondered at, for
of souls and the substance of God. But es- we are now so constmited that through the
peeially are they pressed by Christian au- flesh we can be affected by sensual pleasure,
thority; for never have they denied that for. ;and through the spirit by honorable consid-
giveness of sins _s granted when any one has eratmns. Am 1 not therefore compelled to
been converted to God; never have they said acknowledge two souls? Nay, we can better
(as they have said of man), other passages)_ and with far less difficult)' recognize two

cla._ses of good things, of which neither is
z Ira hts Re_Jra_tatto_,, Au_ttstln explains that by r_atttre i_ to

be understood the state m which we were cr,_ted _tthout ewe ' ahen from (;od as its attthor, one soul acted
He tran-,_fets the elttllt_ argument from the actual condttmn ,,f man , U ])on from diverse directions, tile lower and
to the prirnltlve Adamlc condition ] t t_ e_ _dent. however, that tbts
w'_ tl_t his meartmg whim hecombated the Mantehw_att$ [he the higher, or to speak more correctly, the
questatmofin/antsltafutnesetarasesherealto, andtsdtsc_tetedin the} external and the internal. These are the two
tumal Anti-Pelagta_ way. -A H.N. *
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classes which a little while ago we considered such things. But if the sun should wish to
under the names sensible and intelligible, which imitate it (for we may feign that it has desires
we now prefer to call more familiarly carnal of this sort'), who would not be greatly and
and'_spiritthal. But it has been made difficult rightly displeased. From which illustrations
for u"s-to, abstain from carnal things, since I wish it to be understood, that even if there
our truest bread is spiritual. For with great are souls (which meanwhile is left an open
labor we now eat this bread. For neither question _) devoted to bodily offices not by sin
without punishment for the sin of trans, but by nature, and even if they are related to
gression have we been changed from immor, us, however inferior they may be, by some
taI into mortal. So it happens, that when we inner affinity, they should not be esteemed
strive after better things, habit formed by evil simply because we are evil ourselves in
connection with the fleslx and our sins in some following them and in loving corporeal things.
way begin to militate against us and to put "For we sin by loving corporeal things, because
obstacles in our way, some foolish persons with by justice we are required and by nature we
most obtuse superstition suspect that there is are able to love spiritual things, and when we
another kind of souls which is not of God. do this we are, in our kind, the best and the

_o. However even if it be conceded to them happiest.*
that we are enticed to shameful deeds by an- 21. Wherefore what proof does delibera-
other inferior kind of souls, they do not thence !tion, violently urged in both directions, now
make it evident that those enticing'are evil by prone to sin, now borne on toward right con-
nature, or those enticed, supremely good. duct, furnish, that we are compelled to accept
For it may be, the former of their own will, two kinds of souls, the nature of one of which is
by striving at*ter what was not.lawful, that is, from God, of the other not; when we are free
by sinning, from being gooc_ have become to conjecture so many other causes of alter-
evil; and again they may be made good, but natmg states of mind ? But that these things
in such manner that for a long time they re- are obscure and are to no purpose pried into
main in sin, and by a certain occult suasion by blear-eyed minds, whoever is a good judge
traduce to themselves other souls. Then, of things sees. Wherefore those things rather
they may not be absolutely evil, but in which have been said regarding the will and
their own kind, however inferior, tt_ey may sin, those things, I say, that supreme justice
exercise their own functions without any sin. permits no man using his reason to beJgr_orant
But those superior souls to whom justice, _the)of, those things which if they were t_r from

directress of things, has assigned a far mb)/e ins, there is nothing wnence the discipline ofexcellent activity, if they should wish to fol- ylrtue may begin, nothing whence it may rise
low and to imitate those inferior ones, become from the death of vices, those things I say
evil, not because they imitate evil souls, but considered again and again with sufficient
because they Imitate in an evil way. By the clearness and lucidity convince us that the
evil souls is done what is proper to them, by heresy of the Mantch_eans is false.
the good what is alien to them is strtven after.

Hence the former remain in their own grade, CHAP. I4._AGAIN IT IS SHOWN FROM THE
the latter are plunged into a lower. It is as UTILITY OF REPENTING THAT SOULS ARE
when men copy after beasts. For the four- NOT BY NATURE EVIL. ._O SURE A DEMON-
footed horse walks beautifully, but if a man STRATION IS NOT CONTRADICTED EXCEPT
on all fours should imitate him, who would FROM THE HAB1TOF ERRING.
think him worthy even of chaff for food?
Rightly therefore we generally disapprove of 22. Like the foregoing considerations is what
one who imitates, while we approve of him I shall now say about repenting. For as among

_ whom he imitates. But we disapprove not all sane people it is agreed, and this the
because he has not succeeded, but for wish- Manichaeans themselves not only confess but
iv.g to succeed at all. For in the horse we also teach, that to repent of sin is useful.
approve of that to which by as much as we Why shall I now, in this matter, collect the
prefer man, by so much are we offended that testimonies of the divine Scrtptures, which

tm copies after inferior creatures. So among , Augustm'scarefulnessto explainthathe ts onlyindulging,n
!' " _*r h however well the crier may do in sending _auification ts doubtlessdue tothefactthatwiththeblarttch_e-

_" forth his voice,would not the senator be insane, _s the sun andthemoonwereobjectsof worship--A.'H. lq.In hrs Kefrac/attoga, Augustin explains that he did not really

'?_i'_ if he should do it even more clearly and better _ th,s.asan open questt.On, hut speaks of tt as such otlly so far
_'_ _ than thecrier ? Takean illustration from the ast _r*rt_-_la_d,s_u_,sconc_y,_d. He,am#y deelmesto
_$_i,_?? Imavetfly bodies: The moon when shining is eut_,po ...... d,,,t .... h,,_tb_co_,ai .... A.n.Na Here aLso the use of the word **nature" gave Augustm trouble

_:. ptdtsed_ and by its course and its changes is,/$ hislateryears. Heclaimsm theRetrawtaiom that he usesthe word m the sense of ,t natuTe that has been heal¢d ' mad that

_ quite pleasing to those that pay attention to _clude'C_n°tdtvineb¢v_tmted,"andseeksto showthatgrace._A.H. N. he didnotmeanto
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are scattered throughout their pages ? It is I necessarw arguments which, bound to it with
also the voice of nature; notice of this thmg! adamant'me chains, as the saying is, follow
has escaped no fool. We should be undone, !that proposition, and shall have conducted to
if this were not deeply imbedded in our !its conclusion the whole process by which that

nature. Some one may say that he does not I sect Is overthrown, he will deny perhaps that
sin; but no barbarity will dare to say, that if tie knows the utlhty of repen{ing, which no
one sins he should not repent of it. This Ilearned man, no unlearned, isignorant of, and
being the case, I ask to whmh of the two_wlll rather contend, when we hesitate and
kinds of souls does repenting pertain ? I ' dehberate, that t_o souls in its furnish each
know indeed that it can pertain neither to its own proper help to tile sohltiOn of the
him who does ill nor to him who cannot do ldifferent parts of the question. O habit of
well. Wherefore, that I may use the words i sm! O accompanying penalty of sin ! Them
of the Mamchmans, if a soul of darkness re- you turned me a_-ay from tile consideration

pent of sin, it is not of the substance of su-!of things so mamfest, but you injured me
preme evil, if a soul of hgbt, tt is not of the when I thd not discern. But now_ among my
substance of supreme good; that disposition Jmost fmmhar acquaintances who do not dis-
of repenting which is profitable testifies ahke' cern, you wountl and torment me discerning.
that the penitent has done ill, and that he_
could have done well. How, therefore, ls
there from me nothing of evil, if I have acted ictt_l' i 5 --ltt PRAVSFOR Ills FRIENDSWHOMlie H k_, IIAD A _, _,'_Ot IA'I'E_ IN I_.RROR.

unadvisedly,or how can I rightlyrepentifli
have not so done? Hear the other part.i 24. Give heed to thesethings,I beseech
How isthere from me nothingof good,ifm you,dearlybeloved.Your dispositionslhave
me thereisgood will,orhow do I rlghtlyre- wellknmvn. Ifyou nuw concede to me the

pent If there isnot? Wherefore,elthcrlet mind aiidthe rcasonof any sortof man,
them deny that there is great utlhty in re-!these thinks are far more certain titan the
pentmg, so that they may be driven not only ]things that we seemed to learn or rather were
from the Christian name, but from every even !compelled to beheve. Great God, God ore-

imaginary argument for their wews, or let! mpotent. God of supreme g_mdness, whose
them cease to say and to teach that there are r_ght it is to be beheved and known to be in-
two kinds of souls, one of which has nothing vmlahle and unchangeal_le. Trinal Unity,
of evil, the other nothing of good; for that wl om the Catholic Church worships, as one
_hole sect is ro ed up by this two-beaded' who have experienced m myself Thy mercy, 1
• _ . P, PP_ _-.... _ .... 1o " /su.nhca'e Thee, that "l'tmu wttt not permit

or rather neaalong variety ut auu,o. , _ , "
23. And to me indeed it is sufficient thus those with whom from boyho_xt 1 have hved

to know that the Manlchmans err, that I know most harmon|ousty m every relation to dis-
that sin must be repented of; and yet if now lsent from me m Thy worship. I see bow it
by right of friendship I should accost some was especially to be expected in this place
one of my friends who still thinks that they [that I should e,ther even then have defended
are worthy of being listened to, and shoukt 'the Cathohc Scriptures attacked by tile Mani-
sayto him: Do you not knowthat _t is useful, ch_eans, If as I say, I had been cautious; or
when any one has sinned, to repent ? Without i I should now show that they can be defended.
hesitation he wall swear that he knows. If_But in other volumes God will ald my pur°
then I shall have convinced you that Mare-!pose, for the moderate length of this, a_ I
chmtsm is false,.wdl you not desire anything suppose, already asks to be spared)
more? Let him reply what more he _m de-
sire in this matter. Very well, so far. But _ h,s urlx_eAugu_tma,t,mtplmhedin_r_erM_odm,T P ....... _d (o_tva _,_USIU_a _l_d-

when I shall have begun to show the sure and _y_._,,lb,,,,_,,_,2,_Tdd2_;ii,. ,,_aI,..,,=o_,__._,_,
_W_ZL_'5 Nuh_g" Ideal 1_ l;arly Mg¢#, tl_t _.-- •

IH N.

• Bici_*ti. • prwci_tti.
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T - T - S _CONTENq OF ACTS OR I)ISI'tTATION :\(,AINST

FORTUNATI:STHF MANICII.E.\N.

DISPUTATION OF Till" FIRqT D_,V ......... p, ts_

Augustln and Fortunatus are at variance t_ lth reference lo the _ul,et t f,r th,,eu,_slon, the former having pn_fmat'd

to dispute about doctrme, the latter preferring to xmd_ate h_- part) through thr te_tlmcmy of Augu,_tin
from the slanderous accusat|ons that are current among the t athoht _,.

Fortunatus makes a confession of his faith, m whlct_ he c(,nl'c_c,, t_ bt he_c thal (,_l I_ incorraq_tlhle, lucid.

unapproachable, lntenlble, impassible, and expresse_ hi', adhcrentt to _ d,rttrmc td the Trnnty _Jmewbat
like that held bv Orthodox Christians. Augustm ,;ho_,, that the Mamtht'an t.t,t v, ,,ubiect to nece_,_tty,

corruptible, vioiable, hable to suffering, etc, and pre_e, up-n l'ortunatu', the queMIon, X_hv (;c_t sent It

portion of his substance to combat the race of darkne_', and ,,o t_. be(nine m_,,Ived m t orruptlon anti mi*,ery ?

Fortunatus attempts, without success, to show the t_mst,,ttm _ of hl_ (ol_[e_M ,)ri ¢.f faltt'J with the Matfieh_ean

•Clew of two eternalb, existing antagomstte principles, an_l tht _tml];_ t bt tv,tcn thc tw_ re_ulting in the

mingling of good and e_ll m the present order of things b _, quotllt_ frcti'_ fr,,m tile t'hrlt_tlatl ._cripture_

Knowing the deceitfulness of Fortunatns In his ugg of _(rlpturt. muk[uMll_ lrl_.p.t_, that the dltscu_ion bl_

conducted on rational grounds The audience take _.l,le_ v.llh .\ug[u,d'n. and rater a tlam_w thllt re_tdts ila

the suspension of the discuss on. and after they ha_c expressed h_rr_r at l-ortunatUS' assertion tb*...t tho
Word of God is fettered m the race of darkness, the meeting ts do%d.

DISPUTATION OF TIIE .'-,t;t _1"_D D_V, ....... p. zig.

Fortunatus reiterates his Duahsm, and yet demes that he teat'he', the c tr_ p_bd_ty of _,¢M. Augu_tln _tatet_

the Catholic view of the relation of evil t- (,od, ms_stmlZ that _m l_ a matter _.f free _di ,m the p_rl of ran.

Augustiu continues to press the question. Wh_ God when he _.m m no way ,mffer mlnrv ,_ent the soul h_ther?
Fortunatus at last confesses that he s_ at a tos_ what t*_sa_. and expre-se_ an relent|on to re,investigate the

entire questmn, w_th the help of Augustm. Augustm expresses |n_ thanks It, (,od for so happ_ an ending
of the discussion.





) TACTS OR DISI CITATION

AGAINST FORTUNATUS, THE MANICHiEAN.

[ACTA SEU DISPUTATIO CONTRA FORTUNATUM MANICIIA,UM,] A.D 392. t

DISPUTATION OF THE FIRST DAY.

ON THE FIFTH OF SEPTEMBER) THF MOS_ RENOWNFD MEN ARCADII'$ AUGt'_TtTg (TILE SKCOND

TIME) AND RUFINUS BEING CONSULS, A DI_PU 1Aq IoN AGA|N%'I F()R'I I'NA I US) AN ELDEIL

OF THE MANICHEANS, WAS HELD IN 'IHE CI'I$* t)F HIPPO REGIUS) IN THE BATHS OIr

SOSSIUS_ IN THE PRESENCE OF THE PEOPLE.

I. AUGUSTIN said: ,I now regard" as error t another race of darkness, whatever it m_
what formerly I regarded as truth. I desire ] be, has rebelled against tile kingdom of Got
to hear from you who are present _i_etherlbt_t that Almtgl_ty God. when lie saw what
my supposition is correct. First of all [ re-rutl'i and desolation titreatened h|s domainlt)
gard it as the height of error to beheve that l unless he should make borne opposition tO
Almighty God, in whom is our one hope, _s Ithe adverse race and resist it, sent this virtue)

in any part either violable, or contam|nable, from whose commmghng with evil and the
or corruptible. This I know your heresy race of darkness the world was framed.
affirms, not indeed in the words that I now Hence _t t, that here good souls labor, tmrve)
use; for when you are questioned you confess _)err, are corrupted: that they may see the
that God is incorruptible, and absolutely In-need of a hberator, who should purge them

violable, and incontaminable; but when you l from error, loose them from this commingling

begin to expound the rest of your system, we _lth evil, and hberate them from servitude.
are compelled to declare I_im corruptd)le,'I think tt impious to believe that Almighty
penetrable, contaminable. For you say that, God ever feared any adverse race, or walt

--- !under necessity to precipitate tilt into alBic-

o_.t that Fortutm " " deh_t I " • "
Imdhadseeured_olargeannmberoff°_°wet_that_t.was,a_a_er Ix'On have been m our midst, that tit, have
to him to dwell there The Dt,fl_tatte_ is ,_upposea to oe ' o l

I_ttm reportof what "Aug_u, aoa vort.,at_ md a,rmg _ t:_ i lived as an adherent among the Manichteanh
days' dtscumton The subject is the otagm of evil Au ' 'ma_nt_n_that _,_l _of ........... _ h.... ,_ _J_tm_]these are the prmctple_ of our faith. The

• "" " ' rt F_r_unatu_ on the other I W tO be considered It our mode O{
free exercute of the will on man s pa ; " -: h c,o_ matter no .....
halKI) malntatt_ that the nature of evd is co-eterrutt wit . , ,, ._ t-I-..I,, _llaa_¢| _s-_m_,_ lt_ _rnlC] ] We
Fottmmtms shows considerable knowledge of the New icemen t. : living, the lal_uly ,_t-.t_b._ ,.t._ .....

but noremr_btedi_,cttc po.... .U*aP.Pf_t_ot_,_'_ are maltreated. Therefore let the good men
vmmtge bemde his reat antagon_t in lact. I_eL*t Y -- -- -- --

he was fairly vanquished m the argu - , _ -- it_tentlon ¢di with which we are ctmrgeo ann wn gn _ t;
femedhlnmelfataloss whattosay, an_t.expres!U2___u_a_..._ofwlL_n_ _ . ..... ,_,,th _t.a, tt-tla* #1# f_thl _ FOr
morecarefttlly exammingtheproblemsamc,u ,_',_"_'{n'.'_'_--tmethan{t|'lrown In Out t_._-, ---_y---_ --- ° .

in tsmoreguarofo in tDt_tr_a
At_ttla ha_. ttatd. August ...... walt He found httle ' from your instruction, and from your expom-
m the I_'ee-.edit_g m his statoment$ an°ut _*_ - ' trotter often _"- a

to retract or explain. Fortu W" been_-.._._fo,e ' ...... d exnlanatton, they ill have
himself _ and .ot_'prely: I "11befoeed eqwd_yt _ ---:- --^re correct reformation about ot_

diff_ait to tmdentm_ m the tramming, t_ wt ] tO gain t_
Io itt tim Latln.--A. H. lq.
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mode of life, if it shall have been set forth byi self; that the Word born from the founda-

you. Iti°n of the world, when He had formed the2. AUGUSTIne said: I was among you, but _world, after the formation of the world came
faith and morals are different questions. I Eamong men; that He has chosen souls worthy
proposed to discuss faith. But if those i of Hnnsetf according to His own holy will,
present prefer to hear about morals, I do not. sanctified by celestml command, imbued with
decline that question. 'the faith and reason of celestial things; that

FORTtmATUS said: I wish first to purge my-under His leadership those souls will return
self in your conscience in which we are pol- hence again to tt_e kingdom of God according
luted, by the testimony of a competent man, to the holy promise of H_m who said: " I am
(who even now is competent for me), and m the way, the truth, and the door;"s and " No
view of the future examination of Christ, the one can come unto the Father, except through
just judge, whether he saw in us, or himself me." These things we beheve because other-
practmed by imitation, the things that are now wise, that _s, through another medmtor, souls
thrown in our teeth ? cannot return to the kingdom of God, unless

3. Au(;USTIn said: You call me to some- they find Him as the way, the truth, and the
thing else, when I had proposed to discuss door For Himself said: " He that hath seen
faith, but concerning your morals only those me, hath seen my Father also; "" and " who-
who are your Elect can fully know. But you soever shall have beheved on me shall not
know that | was not your Elect, but an Audl- taste death forever, but has passed from death
tor. Hence though I was present at your unto life, and shall not come into judgment." s
prayer meetmgs,' as you have asked (whether LThese things we beheve and this is the reason
separately among yourselves you ,have any of our faith, and according to the strength of
prayer meetmgs, God alone and yourselves our mind we endeavor to act according to His
can know); yet in your prayer meetings Icommandments, following after the one faith
where I have been present I have seen nothing lof this Trinity, Father and Son and Holy
shameful take place; but only that the faith ISprat. 6
that I afterwards learned and approved is! 4- AuousTI._ said: What was the cause of
denounced, and that you perform your set-ithose souls being precipitated into death,
vices facing the sun. Besides this I found ;whom you confess come through Christ from
out nothing new m your meetings, but who- ideath to hfe ?
ever raises any question of morals against you, For_rt:._A'rus said: Hence now deign to
raises it against your Elect. But what you go on and to contradict, if there is nothing
who are Elect do among yourselves, I have ibestdes God.
no means of knowing. For I have often 5- AVGUSTIY said: Nay, do you deign to
heard from you that you receive the Eucha- answer the question put to you: What cause
rist. But since the time of receiving tt was has given these souls to death ?
concealed from me, how could I know what I FORTUNAaUS said: Nay but do you deign
you receive ?" So keep the question about i to say whether there ts anything besides God,
morals, if you please, for discussion among: or all things are m God.

your Elect, if it can be discussed. You gave] 6. AUGUS'rlN said: This I can reply, that
me a falth that I to-day disapprove. This 1 _the Lord wished me to know that God cannot
proposed to discuss. Let a response be made i stiffer any necessity, nor be violated or cot-
to my proposition. [rupted in any part. Which. since you also

FORTUN.,.TUS said: And our profession is ! acknowledge, I ask by what necesmty He sent
this very thing: that God is mcorruptd_le, !hlther souls that you say return through
lucid, unapproachable, mtemble, impassable, II Christ ?
that He inhabits His own eternal lights, that l FORTU.'qATUS stud: What you have said:
nothing corruptible proceeds from Him, that thus far God" has revealed to you, that
neither darkness, demons, Satan, nor any- He is incorrupuble, as He has also revealed
thing adverse can be found m His kingdom Ito me; the reason must be sought, how and
But that He sent forth a Saviour like Him-!wherefore souls have come into this world,

so that now of right God should liberate them
t The word used is Itratio, by which is evidently meant the i

retigaous services to whl -c_hP, udlt0r_ were admitted, prayer (oratto}
being the prominent te_ture.--A, H.N. ' 3 This is, of course, tt mixture of two passages of Scripture.--

s The allusion here is doubtles._ to the prol:mbly slanderous _ A. H N,
eharse that the Mttnich_.ans were accustomed to Imrtake of human _ 4 John xlv. 8,9." 5 John v. 24

_temen as a Eucharist. The Mitnlch_an view of the relation of I 6 As remarked m the l=#red=ctten, the Mamchzans of the
the suhc, Umce meaatloned to the light, _and their welt.known oppo- West, In Au_rumm's time. sustained a fitr more intimate relation
sltmn toprocreation_ give asli_ht plauslbihty to thecharg¢. Com- [ to Christmmt_ than did Mare and his tmmedmte followers. Far
pare the Morals of.tAt _fansdtwa n % ell, zvhi , where Augustm ] as Fortum_ttus may have been frc, m umn_ the Itbove lance m the
eatix_mam his stutl_cmns of Mitmch*ean shamele_lae_. _e a_o [ ordinary Christian sense, x et he held by protraction at least, enough
|lltther references m the lmtroduchon.--A. H.N. I of t. hnsttan truth to beguile the unwon'. --.-I H.N.
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from this _orld through his Son only begotten 9. Au_;t'sl Ix said: It ,s kno,ua to all that
and hke Himself, if besides Himself there is the Catimhc faith ts to the effect that our
nothing ? : Lord, that is the Power and Wtsttom of GodJ

7- AUGUSTIN said: We ought not to disap- and the Word through whom all things have
point those present, being men of note, and been made and without whom _.'as not any.
from the question proposed for discussion go thing maded took upon Himself man to
to _nother. So we both confess, so we con- liberate u_. In the mau whom He took
cede to ourselves, that God Ls incorruptible, upon Himself, tie demonstrated those things
and inwolable, and could have m no way suf- tlmt you spoke of. But we now a_k cxoncern-
feted. From whmh tt follows, that your mg the sub_talme of t;od llimself and of Us.
heresy is false, whmh says that God, when speakable Majesty. wheti_er atlythmg can in-
He saw desolation and ruin threaten His king- lure tt or not. For tf anything can injure it,
dora, sent forth a power ttmt should do battle He is not inviolable. If nothing can injure
wn.h the race of darkness, and that out of ute snl_.qance of God, what was the race of
this commmghng our souls are tabormg. My darkness about to do to it, against which you
argument is brief, and as I suppose, perfcctl._" say war was/_at_ed by God befort" the fomlda-
clear to any one. If God could have suffered tton of the world, m which war you assert that
nothing from the race of darkness because we, that _s souls that arc now mamiestly in
He _s mvmtable, without cause He sent ns need of a ttl,erator, have beeu commingled
hither that we might here suffer d_tress. But with every evd and nnphcatcd m death. For
if anything can suffer, it ts not mvmlable, and I return to tt_at very brmt statement: ]f He
you decewe those to whom you say that God _ould be injured, tie IS not mwtdable; if He
is inviolable. For tins your ileresy detach tould not, lie acted cruelly in _cuding us
when you expound the rest of it. lmher to sulter these ttungs.

FORTUNATUS said. We are of that mind m 1"_1 t \ x tt s saM. l)oes the soul belong to
which the Apostle Paul m_trncts t_, wlto say_. God, or not _
"Let this mind be m wm th,_t was also In to. At'_,PsI1N _md: If it is just that you
Christ Jesus, who when He h:td been constl- should lml to resl_md to my questmns, anti
tuted m the form of God, thotlgat tt not rob- that 1 s,umhl t_e qut.Stl_med, I will reply.
bery to be equal with (;od; but emptied Him- l,_,kl_ \_lt'_ said: l_t,es the soul act inde-
self receiving the form of a servant, hawm: pendently _ 'l'ms I a_k of you.
been made in the likeness ot men. and havln_ t _. At ,.t',t I_ _.ud 1 u{deed will tell what
been found m fashmnas a man. He lluml_]td v(_n have asked; (rely rememher this, that
H_mself, and was made obcthent even nnto _}ltle voll laavt, refused tt_ restored to my
death." x We have this mind theretore aS, mr (tuestlOn% I have re_i_md_'d to yours. If
ourselves,whmh we have at_o about (_'hr_bt._ ;io "_,m ask whether tl_e soul des_ ended from
when He was constltuted In t!_e form of God. i,od, it is nMeed a lgrt.at question; but
wasmade obedient even umo deati_ that }te whether tt tlestends m,m God or not, l

might show the stmfl_tutle of our _ouls. And make this reply concerning the soul, that it
like as He showed m Himself the slrnlhtudc is not (,od; tt,at (;od IS one thing, the sout
of death, and having been raised from tim another. That God is mv|olahle, mcorruptI.
midst of the dead shox_ed that He was fr_m_ tile, and tmpelwtrable, and lntontammable.
the Father, in the same manner _e timik ,t who also touM he corrupted tn no part and
will be with our souls, becal_se through ttlm t,, whom no m:uD' can be done m any part.
we shall have been able to be freed from tins But we see also that the _ml is sinful, and i_

death, which is either ahen from God, or if it _onversant with misery, and seeks the truth,
belongs to God, H_s mercy ceases, and the and IS in _ant of a liberator. This changing
name of liberator, and the works of Him who _ond tmn of tire ,,o,H shows me that the soul
liberates." l_ not (;od. I-or if the soul i_ the sub_tance

8. AUGUSTIN said: I ask how _e came into of (,_1, tue substance of (;¢_1 errs, the sub-

death, and you tell how we may be hberatcd stance of GeM ts (orrupted, the sulmtanee of
from death. " l ,od is vmlated, the substance Of God i$ dcv

FORTUNATUS said: So the apostle said tiaat cewcd; which tt is impious to say.
we ought to have that mind concerning our- Fowrv._^avs stud: Therefore you have de-
selves wluch Christ has shown us. If Christ naed that the soul is of God, so long as it
was in suffering and death, so also are we. serwes sins, and woes, and earthly things,and is led by error, becaum it cannot hapl_n

mat either God or His substance should sufferPhillpp. _t 5-8
FO_tunatus could _aot _mrely have u_'d thl'- Language w_t h an

_[agOFC'tconcepttoa off lt_ meamng He seems, agattx_t Man', t:*
have idermfied m _ome _ the Je_u_ that _uffered with ( l r,st
Yet even tn thin statement his docetasm ts mamte-: - A ft N _ , Co- " 2_ 4 John _ 3-
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this thing. For God is incorruptible and His differ from each other both in names and ap-
substance immaculate and holy. But here it pearances. And for good reason did our Lord
is inquired of you whether the soul is of God say: " The tree which my heavenly Father
or not? Which we confess, and show from has not planted shall be rooted up and cast
the advent of the Saviour, from His holy into the fire, because it brings not forth good
preaching, from His election; while He pitied fruit:" • and that the tree has been rooted up.
souls, and the soul is said to have come ac- Hence truly it follows from the reason of
cording to His will, that He might free it things that there are two substances in tins
from death and might bring it to eternal world which agree in forms and in names, of
glory, and restore it to the Father. But what which one belongs to corporeal natures, but
do you say and hope concerning the soul; is the other is the eternal substance of the om-
it from God or not ? Can the substance of nipotent Father, which we believe to be God's
God, from which you deny that the soul has substance.
its being, be subject to no passions ? 15. AUCI_STIS said: Those contrary things

t2. AUGUSTII_said: I have demed that the that move you so that we think adversely,
soul is the substance of God in the sense of have happened on account of our sin, that is,
its being God; but yet I hold that it is from on account of the sin of man. For God made
God as its author, because it was made by all things good, and ordered them well; but
God. The Maker is one thing, the thing .He did not make sin, and our voluntary sin

' m'ade is another. He who made cannot bq/ is the only thing that is called ewl. There
corruptible at all, but what He made cannot is another kind of evil, which is the penalty
be at all equal to Him who made it. ' of sin. Since therefore there are two kinds

FORTUNATUSsaid: Nor have I said that tht of evil, sin and the penalty of sin, sin does
soul is like God. But because you have sai_ not pertain to God: the penalty of sin pertains
that the soul is an artificial thing, and that, to the avenger. For as God is good who
there is nothing besides God, I ask whence constituted all things, so He ts just in taking
then God invented the substance of the soul ? vengeance on sin. Since therefore all things

13. AUC,USTIN said: Only bear in mind are ordered m the best possible way, which
that I reply to your interrogations, but that seem to us now to be adverse, it has de-
you do not reply to mine. I say that the servedly happened to fallen man who was
soul was made by God as all other things that unwtlhng to keep the law of God. For God
were made by God; and that among the things gave free will to the rational soul which is m
that God Almighty made the principal place man. For thus it would have been possible
was given to the soul. But if you ask whence to have merit, if we should be good volun-
God made the soul, remember that you and tarily and not of necessity. Since therefore
I agree in confessing that God is almighty, it behooves us to be good not of necessity
But he is not almighty who seeks the assist- but voluntarily, it behooved God to give to
ance of any material whence he may make the soul free will. But to this soul obeying
what he will. From which it follows, that! His laws, He subjected all things without ad-
according to our faith, all things that God!versity, so that the rest of the things that
made through His Word and Wisdom, He God made should serve it, if also the soul it-
made out of nothing. For so we 1:cad: He self had willed to serve God. But if it should
ordered and they were made; He commanded refuse to serve God, those things that served
and they were created." _ tt should be converted into its punishment.

FORTUNATUSsaid: Do all things have their Wherefore if all things are rightly ordered by
existence from God's command ? God, and are good, neither does God suffer

t4. A_JOUSTIN said: So I believe, but all evil.
things which were made. FORTUNATUS said: He does not suffer, but

FORTUNATUS said: As things made they prevents evil.
agree, but because they are unsuitable to _6. AUOUSTtN said: From whom then was
themselves, therefore on this account it fol- He about to suffer it ?
lows, that there is not one substance, although FORTUNATUS said: This is my point, that
from the same order of the One they came to He wished to prevent it, not rashly, but by
the composition and fashioning of this world, power and prescience. But deny evil to be
But it is plain in the things themselves that apart from God, when other precepts can be
there is no similarity between darkness and shown which are done apart from His will.
light, truth and falsehood, death and life, A precept is not introduced, unless where
soul and body, and other similar things which there is contrariety. The free faculty of liv-

• Ft. ewaviii. 5. • Matt. xv, t3, _md iii. •o,
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ing is not given except where there ,s a fall, reconcdiat,on with God takes place through
according to the argument of the apostle who Jesus Christ. For by sinning _x_were brought
says: "'And you did he qmcken, when ye into opposition to God; hut by holding to the
were dead in your trespasses and sins, wherem precepts of Christ u'e are reconctled to God;
aforetime ye walked according to the ruler- so that we who were dead in sins may be
ship of this world, according to the prince of made alive bv keeping IIis precepts, and may
the power of the air, of the spirit that now, have peace w'lth Him m one Spirit, from whom
worketh in the souls of disobedience; among we were ahenated, by fadure to keep His pre_
whom we also all once heed m the lusts of cepts; as ts set forth in our faith concerning
our flesh, doing the desires of the counsels of the man who was first created. I ask of you_
the flesh, and were by nature children of ltherefore, according to that passage which has
wrath, even as the rest: but God, who is r_ch ibeen read. how can we have sins if contra D.
in all mercy, had mercy on us. And when we, nature compels us to do what we do ? For
were dead by sins, qmckened us together in _he who is compelled by nature to do auything_
Christ, by whose grace ye have been saved; does not sin. l{ut he who sins, sins by free
and at the same time also raised us up. and wdl. Wherefore would repentance be en.
made us to sat with Him in the heavenly places __otned upon us, if we have <lone nothing evil,
with Christ Jesus, that in the ages to come,but only the race of darkness? l,ikewlse, I
He might show the exceeding riches of his _z_sk, to whom is forgiveness of sins granted, .
grace m kindness toward us m Christ Jesus. t,_ us or to the race o! darkness? If to the
For by grace have ye been saved throughrace of darkness, their rat,, wdl also reign
faith; and that not of yourselves, for it ts a lwith t._m, receiwng the forgiveness of sin;
gift of God; not of works, lest any one should I hut ff to u,_ tt _ manifest that we have sinned
glory. For we are his workmanship created voluntardv, l:or it I_ the height .f folly for
m Christ Jesus in good works, w ilch God him to be pardoned who has done no evil.
prepared that we should walk m them But he ha_ done no evil, who has done
Wherefore remember, that aforeume ye were nothing of ht_ own wttl. 'l'txeret-ro the soul
Gentiles in the flesh, who are called uncir- that to-day pro)raises Itself forgiveness of sins
cumctslon, by that which xs called ctrcum- and recon_xh,_tion to God, ff tt should cease
cision m flesh made by hands, because ye to sin, and reoent of past sins; tf tt should
were at that t_me without Christ, ahenated l answer a,'cordiu_ to your falttx and should
from the commonwealth of Israel, and strang- say In wtLat h:tve l _mned ? In what am
ers of the covenant, hawng no hope of the]l gudty _ Wt_y ha._t Thou expelled me from
promise, and without God in this world. But I Thy dommns, ttmt I mt_,ht,,do battle with _ome
now in Christ Jesus, ye that once were far off_ sort ot ra_'e _ I l_aw' been tr_nlden under
are made mgh in the blood of Christ. For! foot, I have been mixed ill), I have been cor.
He is our peace, who made both one, anti : rupted. 1 ;_m wr_rn otit,' my free wttl has not
breaking down the middle wall of parmion. :been preserved. Thou knowest the necessity
the enmities in H_s flesh, making void by His by which I am preserved Why dolt Thou
decrees the law of commandments, that ln iunpnte to me the _ouuds that I have re.
Himself He might umte the two into one new, celved ? Wucrefore do.st Thou compel me
man, making peace, that He might recoucde _to repentance when Thou art the cause of my
them both in one body unto God through the_wound_; when Tho,1 knowest what I have
cross, slaying the enmities in Himself, Anti suffered, _hat tt_e race of darkness has done
He came and preached peace unto you that against me, Thou being the author who
were far off, and peace to them that were couldst suffer noharmand yet wishing tosave
nigh. For through Him we both have our the domains whwh nothing could injure_
access.in one Spirit unto the Father." ' "l'l_ou d_dst thrust me down into these mis-

17. AUGUSTIN said: This passage from the cries. If indeed l am a part of Thee, who
apostle, which you have thought fit to recite, have proceeded from Thy bowels, if I am
if I mistake not, makes ve D" strongly for my from Thy kingdom and Thy mouth, f ought
faith and against yours. In the first place, not to suffer anything m this race of dark.
because free will itself, on which ] have said hess, so that I being uncorrupted that race
that the possibility of the soul's sinning de- sllou] I Im subjected, if I w_ a part Of the
pends, is here sufficiently expressed, when l.ord But now since it cannot be controlled
sins are mentioned, and it is stud that our'ext.ept by my corruption, how can I either

1,e said to be a part of Thee_ or Thou remain
t Eph. ti. x-sS There are _--¢m-ai _omewhat _mp_tant varm-

ttom_ f_mm the Greek teat its this long extract ] he _ttent,,-e _ "I'bere are tht_e rea_m_t_ h*_e, "weargt_. *,*,it:_ ".dt_. _:'
_cant_ett_idtmofthetmtur,:ofthevm'mttomD_C°m" and"wornottt." T_t_l&ttermpt_-_ct'r_ttythelt_f_at_"t_e_ttt-
tmrit_g'this_t_tr_ with the reva._d Eng|mh re,ton -- to_.--A. H.
A. H. N.
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h_'iolable_ or not be cruel in wishing me to trary nature of darkness, that which I also
su_er for those domains, that could in no to-day con_ss is vanquished by the power
way be injured by that race of darkness ? of God, and that Christ has been sent forth
l_¢spond to this if you please, and deign also as a Saviour for my restoration, as previously
to explain to me how it was said by the apos- the same apostle says.
fie, "We were by nature children of wrath," 19. AUGUSTIN sald" That we should dis-
who, he says, have been reconciled to God. If cuss on rational grounds the belief in two
therefore they were by nature children of]natures, has been made obligatory by those
wrath, how do you say that the soul is by na- who are hearing us. But inasmuch as you
ture a daughter and portion of God ? have again betaken yourself to the Scriptures,

FORTUNATUS said: If with regard to the I descend to them, and demand that nothing
soul the apostle had said that we are by na- be passed by, lest using certain statements
ture children of wrath, the soul would have we should bring confusion into the minds of
been alienated by the mouth of the apostle those to whom the Scriptures are not well
from God. From this argument you only known. Let us therefore consider a state-
show that the soul does not belong to God, ment that the apostle has in hls epistle to
because, the apostle says, "We are by nature the Romans. For on the first page is what
children of wrath." But if it is said in view is strongly against you. For he says: " Paul,

" of the fact that the apostle' was held by the a servant of Jesus Christ, called to be an
law, descending as he himself testifies, from apostle, separated unto the gospel of God,
the seed of Abraham, it follows that he has which He promised aforetlme by His prophets
said corporeally, that we [i.e., Jews] were inthe Holy Scriptures, concerning hisSon,who
children of wrath even as the rest of mankind, was made unto H'm of the seed of David ac-
But he shows that tiae substance of the soul cording to the flesla, who was predestinated
i's of God, and that the soul cannot otherwise to be the Son of God with power, according
be reconciled to God than through the Master, to the spirit of hohness from the resurrection
who is Christ Jesus. For the enmity having from the dead of our Lord Jesus Christ. ''=
been slain, the soul seemed to God unworthy We see that the apostle teaches us concern-
to have existed. But that it was sent, this ing our Lord Jesus Christ that before the flesh
we confess, by God yet omnipotent, both de- he was predestinated by the power of God,
riving its origin from Him and sent for the and according to the flesh was made unto Him
seahng of His wdl. In the same way we be- of the seed of Dawd. Since you have always
lieve also that Christ the Saviour came from demed and always will deny this, how do you
heaven to fulfill the%vlll of the Father. Which so earnestly demand the Scriptures that we
will of the Father was this, to free our souls should disc_ss rather according to them.
from the same enmity, this enmity having FORTUNATUS sald: You assert that accord-
been slain, which if it had not been opposed ing to the fles_ Christ was of the seed of
to God could neither be called enmity where David, when it should be asserted that he was
there was unity, nor could slaying be spoken .born of a virgmJ and should be magnified as
of or take place where there was life. Son of God. For this cannot be, unless as

X8. Auc, usrtN said: Remember that the what is from spirit may be held to be spirit,
stle said that we are alienated from God so also what is from flesh may be known to be
our manner of life. flesiL* Against which is the authority of the

FORTUI_ATUS said: I submit, that there Gospel in which it is said, that "flesh and
were two substances. In the substance of blood shall not inherit the kingdom of God,
light, as we have above said, God is to be neither shall corruption inherit incorrup-
held incorruptible; but that there was a con- tion." s

Here a clamor was made by the audience who wished the argument to be conducted on

rational grounds, because they saw that Fortunatus was not willing to receive all things
that are written in the Codex of the apostle. Then little discussions began to be held here

and there by all, until Fortunatus said that the Word of God has been fettered in the race
of darkness. At which, when those present had expressed their horror, the meeting was
closed._

t Rom. xi, t, = Rorrt, i. =-4. t 6 Thl._ httle sade remark lends rzmhty to the d_u_ou, and ¢n-
Itm. wl, z4, 4 John iti, 5. I ables us to form a vivid conception of what doctrirml debates wm-e

$ I etc. xv. $o, i m the age of Augustm.--A. H. N,
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DISPUTATION Of THE SECOND DAY.

THE NEXT DAY, A NOTARY HAVING AGAIN BEEN SUMMONF..D v THE DISCUSSION WAS CONDUL_FE.D

AS FOLLOWS:

FORTUNATU$ said:I saythatGod Almighty done,thatitshouldbe punlshedby God, or
bringsforthfrom Himself nothingevil,and repentof sin,or merit forgiveness,sinceit
thatthe thingsthatare His remainincorrupt,has inno way sinned?

having sprung and being born from an in- FORTUNATUS said: I pro[x)sed concerning
violable source; but other contrary things substances, that (;od is to be regarded as
which have their being in this world, do not creator only of good things, but as the avenger
flow from God nor have appeared m this of evil things, for the reason that evil things
world with God as their author; that is to are not of Him. Therefore for got_l reason
say, they do not derive their origin from God. I think this, and that God avenges evil things
These things therefore we have received in because they are not of tlimself. But if they
the belief that evil things are foreign to God. were from Him, either lie would give them

2o. AUGUSTIN said: And our faith is thl_, hcense to sm_ as you say that God [ins given
that God is not the progenitor of evil things, free will, lte would be already [ound a lint-
neither has He made any evil nature. ]_ut ticq)ator in my fault, because He w¢_uld be
since both of us agree that God [s incorrupt]- the author of my fault; or _gnornnt what I
ble and incontaminable, tt is the part of the should 1,e, he lelt me whom he did not con.
prudent and faithful to consider, whlcii faith stttute worthy of Himself. This therefore is
is purer and worthier of the majesty of God: propo,ed by me, and what 1 ask uow is,
that in which it is asserted that either the whether God instituted evil or not ? and
power of God, or some part of God. or the whether He thmsclf instituted the cad of
Word of God, can be changed, violated, cur- evils. For tt appears from these thingst and
rupted, fettered; or that in which it is said'the evangehcal faith teaches, that the things
that Almighty God and His entire nature and which _e have said were made by God Him.
substance can never be corrupted in any part, Iself as God the Creator, as having been
but that evils have _ their being by the volun-_Fcreated and begotten by tlim, are to be
tary sin of the soul, to which God gave free esteemed incorrtq)ttble. These things I also
will. Which free will if God had not given, proposed whwh belon_ to our belief, and
there could be no just penal judgment, nor winch can be con|_rmed by you in that pro.
merit of righteous conduct, nor divine m- fesston of ours, without prejudice to the au-
structlon to repent of sins, nor the forgiveness thorlty, of the Christian faith. And because
of sins itself which God has bestowed upon I can in no way show that 1 rtglltly believer
us through our Lord Jesus Christ. Because unless I should confirm that belief by the au.
he who sins not voluntarily, sins not at all. thorlty of the Scriptures, this is therefore
This I suppose to be open and perspicuous to what I have insinuated, what I have said.
all. Wherefore it ought not to trouble us if Either if ewt things have appeared m the
according to our deserts we suffer some m- world with God as their author, deign to say
conveniences in the things God has made. so yourself; or _f it Is right to believe that
For as He is good, that He should constitute evil things are not of (;od, thi._ also the con-
all things; so He is just, that He P0ay not spare ' templation of those present ought to honor
sins, which sins, as I have said, unless free will and receive. 1 have sl_ken alg)ut substances,
were in us, would not be sins. For if any one, not about sin that dwells in us. For if what
so to speak, should be bound by some ()ne in we think to make faults had no origin, we
his other members, and with his hand some- should not be compelled to come to sin or
thing false should be written without his own. to fault. For because we sinned unwillingly,
will, I ask whether if this were laid open'and are compelled by a substance contrary
before a judge, he could condemn this one'and hostde to ourselves, therefore we lollow
for the crime of falsehood. Wherefore, if it the knowledge of things. By which knowl-
is manifest that there is no sin where there is edge the soul admonished and restored to
not free exercise of will.' I wish to hear what pristine memory, recognizes the source from
evil the soul which you call either part, or whmh itderives its existence, in what evil it
power, or word, or something else, of God, has dwells, by what g<_')d works emending againthat in which unwillingly tt sinned, It may be

table through the emendation of its fault_, for
t Libcr=m _alutfati# Gfbilri_m.
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the sake of good works, to secure for itself vouchsafed. If the soul is commanded to
the merit of reconciliation with God, our repent, sin is from the soul, and the soul has
Saviour being the author of it, who teaches sinned voluntarily. For if the soul is com-
us also to practace good things and to flee _elled to do evil, that which it does is not evil.
from evil. For you ask us to believe that not,_ls it not foolish and most absurd to say that
by some contrary nature, but by his own the race of darkness has sinned and that I
choice, man either serves righteousness or be- repent of the sins. Is it not most absurd to
comes involved ira sins; since, no contrary say that the race of darkness has sinned and
race existing, if the soul, to which as you say that forgiveness of sins is vouchsafed to me,
God has given free will, having been constl- who according to your faith may well say:
tuted in the body, dwells alone, it would be What have I done ? What have I commatted ?
without sin, nor would it become involved in I was with Thee, I was in a state of |ntegnty,
sins. I was contaminated with no pollutaon. Thou

5x. AUGUSTI_rsaid: I say it is not sin, if it d,dst send me hither, Thou dtdst suffer neces-
be not committed by one's own will; hence stty, Thou didst protect Thy domains when
also there is reward, because of our own will great pollution and desolation threatened
we do right. Or if he who sins unwillingly them. Since therefore Thou knowest the
deseX-yes punishment, he who unwilhngly does necessity by which I have been here oppressed,
well ought to deserve reward. But who by reason ofwhlch I could not breathe, w'tuch
doubts that reward is only bestowed upon I could not resist; why dost Thou accuse me
him who does something of good will ? From as if stoning ? or why dost Thou promise for-
which we know that pumshment also Is m- giveness of sins : Reply to tlus wathout eva-
flitted upon him who does something of all s_on, _f you please, as I have replied to you.
will. But since you recall me to primordml FORT_JNAaUS said: We say thzs, that the
natures and substances, my faith is that God soul _s compelled by contrary nature to trans-
Almighty- -whach must especially be attended 1gress, for which transgression you maintain
to and fixed in the mind--that God Almighty [ there ls no root save the eval that dwells m
has made good things. But the things made t us; for at as certain that apart from our bodies
by Him cannot be such as is He who made I evil things dwell in the whole world. For not
them. For it is unjust and foohsh to beheve those things alone that we have in our bodies,
that works are equal to the workman, things dwell in the whole world, and are known by
made to the maker. Wherefore if at _s rever- their names as good; an evil root also inheres.
ential to beheve that God made all good For your digmty said that this covetousness
things, than which nevertheless He is by far that dwells xn our bodaes _s the root of evils;
more excellent and by far more pre-eminent; since therefore there as no desire of evil out
the origin and head of evil ts sin, as the of our bodies, from that source contrary
apostle said: "Covetousness _s the root of nature dwells m the whole world. For the
all evils; which some following after have apostle designated that, namely covetousness,
made shipwreck of the faath, and have pierced as the root of evils, not one evil whach you
themselves through w_th many sorrows."' have called the root of all ewls. But not m
For if you seek the root cf all evils, you have one manner as covetousness, wluch you have
the apostle saying that covetou%ness is the satd is the root of all evils, understood, as if
root of all evils• But the root bf a root I of that which dwells in our bodies alone; for it
cannot seek. Or if there is another evil, is certain that this evil which dwells m us de-
whose root covetousness is not, covetousness scends from an evil author and that this root
will not be the root of all ewls. But if it is as you call it is a small portion of eval, so that
true that covetousness is the root of all evils, _t is not the ?oot itself, but is a small portion
in vain do we seek some other kind of ewl. of ewl, of that ewl which dwells everywhere.
But as regards that contrary nature of yours Which root and tree our Lord called evil, as
which you introduce, since I have responded never bearing good fruit, which his Father
to your objections, I ask that you deign to did not plant, and which is deservedly rooted
tell me whether it is wholly evil, whether there up and cast into the fire." For as you say,
can be no sin apart from it, whether by this that sin ought to be imputed to the contrary
alone punishment is deserved, not by the nature, that nature belongs to evil; and that
soul by which no sin has been committed, thts is sin of the soul, if after the warning of
But if you say that this contrary nature alone Iour Saviour and his wholesome instruction,
deserves punishment, and not the soul, I ask i the soul shall have segregated itself from its
to which is repentance, which is comm_inded, [contrary and hostile race, adorning itself also

1
_ z Ttra. vi, x_ I s Matt. xv. x3, and iti. xo.
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with purer things; that otherwise it cannot be evil. For that I may discuss witiz You tholie
restored to its own substance. For it is said: i words, which as they do not witht{raw from
"If I had not come and spoken unto them, _your mouth so may they be understood b
they had not had sin. But now that I have !your heart: you swear by the Paraciete. 1_
come and spoken, and they have refused to _1therefore you wish to find out experimental|believe me, they shall have no excuse for'wh_._ ....... " - , - Y

- , _,,,c, wilat I sav js true. ¢tetermme not to
their sin." ' Whence it is perfectly plain,, swear. "fou wdl see, that tidal llabtt is borne
that repentance has been given after the along as it has heroine accustomed to be.
Saviour's advent, and after this knowledge of'And this is what wars against the soul, habit
things, by which the sou] can, as if washed m formed m the flesh. This Is indeed tile mind
a divine fountain from the filth and vices as _,of the flesh, whmh, as long as tt cannot fires
well of the wtaole world as of the bodies m lbe subject t() the law o! (;(_1, bo long is tt
which the same soul dwells, be restored to the ithe mind of the flt'si_; but whet1 the sotll has
kingdom of God whence it has guile forth been dlnmnlated it cease_ to I_c the mirld of
For it is said by the apostle, that " tile mind itile flesh. For thus it is said the mind of tile
of the flesh is hostile to God; is not subject, flesh cannot be sublect to tile law of G_t,
to the law of God, neither indeed can be. ''_ just as If it wer(, said, that snow cannot Im
Therefore it is evident from these things that warm. Fir .so loU_ .t_ it is sllow, It can in
the good soul seems to sin not voluntarily, no way be x_ariu, l_tll as the stlow is melted
but by the doing of that which is not stlblect t_y heat, so ttx:lt it may become warm, so the
to the law of God. For it likewise follows nund of the flesh, that is, halnt tormed with
that "' the flesh lusteth against the spirit and the flesh, when our mind has become illumi-
the swrit against the flesh; so that ye may hated, that Is, when God has subjected for
not do the things that ye will. ''3 Again: " I Himself the _h_le man to the choice of tile
see another law in my meml)ers, _arrlng dlwue law, instead of the evil haiti! of the
against the law of my mind and leading me soul, makes a g_,od h,lbtt Accordingly it i_
captive in the law of sm and of death, most truly said by the l.ortl ol the t_o trees,
Therefore I am a miserable man; _ho shall the one good ail(l the other evil, which you
deliver me from the body of this death, unless have called to mind. that lhey have their own
it be the groce of God through our I.ord!frmts; tidal is, neither can the good treeyield
Jesus Christ,", "through whc)m the _ortd has ! evil fruit, nor ti_e evil tree go(*d fruit, but so
been crucified to me and I to the world ?"_ I long as it is evil. [.et us take t',_o men, a

22. AtrGUSTZN said: I recognize and era. igoo(l ;anti a bad. As long as he is good tiebrace the testimonies of the divine Scriptures cannot weld ewl fruit; as long as he is bad
and I will show in a few words, as God ma; ihe cannot ylehl g(_)d fruit. But that volt
deign to grant, how they are consistent with f may know that ti,,se two trees ;ire so placed
my faith. I say that there was free exercise.by the Lord, tit:it trec th[m:e may be there
of will in that man who was first formed. He stgutfietl, ttaat the_e two tree, .ire llot naturel_
was so made that absolutely noticing could but our wills, tle lltmselt says in the gospel:
resist his will, if he had willed to keep the " Either make tilt. tree g(n*(I, or make the
precepts of God. But after he voluntarily tree ewl." _ X'_'ttots it that can make nature?
sinned, wewbo have descended from his stock If theref_re we are commanded to make a

were plunged into necessity. But each one tree eltller good or evil, tt is ours to choline
of us can by a little consideration find that what we wdi. Therefore con(.ernmg that sin
what I say is true. For to-day in our actions of man amt con(erumg that habit of r,oul
before we are implicated by any habit, we have!formed _th the flesll the apostle says: "Let
free choice of doing anvthin_ or not doing ll;. _no one seduce yon; ''_ " Every creature that
But when by that hbertv we have clone som_] has been made by (,od ts good. rhe
thing and the pernicious sweetness and please] same apostle whom you al_t have cited say t,:
ore of that deed has taken hold upon the" " As through the disobedience of the one the
mind, by its own habit the mind _s so tmpliolmany were constituted sinners; so also
cared that afterwards it cannot conquer what[through the obedleoce of the one the many

by sinning it has fashioned for itself. Welareconstituted righteous. ''_ "Sincethroagh
see many who do not wish to swear, but be- Iman ts death, through man also is resurrection
cause the tongue has already become habit, of the dead." As long therefore as we bear
uated, they are not able to prevent those the image of the earthly man," that is, a_
things from going forth from the mouth long as we live according to the flesh, which
which we cannot but ascribe to the root of is also called the old man, we have the neees.

t _olm xv. :_. _ Rum. _'itL 7- _ Cad. v. _7. ¢ Matt. xn J5 7 Eph _. 6. ttt Tim, iv, ¢.
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sity of our habit, so that we may not do what [lambs into the midst of wolves, that is, just
we will. But when the grace of God has men into the midst of sinners for the preach-
breathed the divine love into us and has made ing of the gospel received in the time of man
us subject to His will, to us it is said: from the inestimable divine Wisdom, that He
"Ye are called for freedom,"' and "the might call us from sin to righteousness. But
grace of God has made me free from the law what the apostle says, that our struggle is not
of sin and of death." • But the law of sin is against flesh and blood, but against principal-
that whoever has sinned shall die. From this friesand powers, and the other things that have
law we are freed when we have begun to be been quoted, this signifies that the devil and
righteous. The law of death is that by which his angels, as also we, have fallen and lapsed
it was said to man: "Earth thou art and into by sin, and have secured possession of earthly
earth thou shalt go."3 For from this very things, that is, sinful men, who, as long as
fact we are all so born, because we are earth, ' we are sinners, are under their yoke, just as
and from the fact that we are all so born be- when we shall be righteous, we shall be under
cause we are earth, we shall all go into earth the yoke of righteousness; and against them
on account of the desert of the sins of the _ve have a struggle, that passing over to
first man. But on account of the grace of _righteousness we may be freed from their
God, which frees us from the law of sin "and]dominiOn. Do you also therefore deign to

of death, having been converted to righteous- ireply to the one question that I ask: Could
ness we are freed; so that afterwards this iGod suffer injury, or not? But I ask you to
same flesh tortures us with its punishment so lreply: He could not.
!ong as we remain in sms, is subjected to us FORTUNATUS said: He could not suffer in-
m resurrection, and shakes us by no adversity jury.
from keeping the law of God and His precepts. 24. AUGUST)_ said: Wherefore then did
Whence, since I have rephed to your ques- He send us hither, according to your faith ?
tions, deign to reply as I desire, how it can FORTU_ATUSsaid: My profession is this,
happen, that if nature is contrary to God, that God could not be in}ured, and that He
sin should be imputed to us, who were sent directed us hither. But since this is contrary
into that nature not voluntarily, but by God to your view, do you tell how you account for
Himself, whom nothing could injure ? the soul being here, which our God desires to

FORTUNAa'USsaid: Just as also the Lord liberate both by His commandments and by
said to His disciples: Behold ,I,send you as IHis own Son whom He has sent.
sheep in the midst of wolves. 4 Hence it t 25. AuOUSTI_ said: Since I see that you
must be known that not with hostile intent cannot answer my inquiries, and wish to ask
did our Saviour send forth His lambs, that is me something, behold I satisfy you, provided
His disciples, into the midst of wolves, unless Ionly that you bear in mind that you have not
there had been some contrariety, which He lrephed to my question. Why the soul is
would indicate by the similitude of wolves, ' here m this world involved in miseries has
where also He had sent His disciples; that the [been explained by me not just now, but again
souls which perchance might be deceived in and again a little while ago. The soul sinned,
the midst of wolves might be recalled to their and therefore is miserable. It accepted free
proper substance. Hence also may appear choice, used free choice, as it willed; it fell,

from blessedness, was implicated
the antiquity of our times to which we return, Iwas cast outand of our years, that before the foundation j in miseries. As bearing upon this I recited
of the world souls were sent in this way to you the testimony of the apostle who says:
against the contrary nature, that subjecting ' ' As through one man death, so also through
the same by their passion, victory might be re- one man came the resurrection of the dead. '
stored to God. For the same apostle said, IWhat more do you ask ? Hence do you re-
that not only there should be a struggle against ' ply, wherefore did He, who could not suffer
flesh and blood, but also against principalities I in}ury, send us hither ?
and powers, and the spiritual things of wicked- ] FORTUl_ATUSsaid: The cause must be
hess, and the domination of darkness."s If sought, why the soul came hither, or where-
therefore in both places evils dwell and are fore God desires hence to liberate the sout
esteemed wickednesses, not only now is evil in that lives in the midst of evils ?
our bodies, but in the whole world, where 26. Auous'rm said: This cause I ask of
souls appear to dwell, which dwell beneath you, that is, if God could not suffer injury,
yonder heaven and are fettered, wherefore He sent us hither ?

_ z3. AUGUSTINsaid: The Lord sent His FORTUNATUSsaid: It is inquired of us, if
evil cannot injure God, wherefore the soul

•-° ' _ C-_. v. _3- 2Rom. viii. _. 3 Gtm. iii. _9-

_.. oa,at.x._ SEph.v._,. was sent hither, or for what reason was it
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mingled with the world ? Which is manifest in FORTU__Tt, s said: Do )_u conscientiously
what the apostle says: "Shall the thing form-!hold that Christ came from God ?
ed say to him that formed it, why hast thou ' 3 I. Aut._'sTi.'," said: Again you are qua.
formed me thus ?"' If therefore this cause ] tioning me. Reply to my inquiries.
must be pleaded, He must be asked, why He. FORT_'XATUSsaid: So I have received in
sent the soul, no necessity compelling Him. faith, that by the will of God He came hither.
But if there was necessity for sending the 32. AUGI'S'TI_ said: And I say: Why did
soul, of right is there also the will of liber-tGod, omnipotent, inviolable, immutable,
adng it. lwhom nothing could injure, send hither the

27. AuoUSZlN said: Then God is pressed _soul, to miseries, to error, to tho_ things that
by necessity, is He ? lwe suffer ?

FORTUNATUS said: Now this is it. Do not t FORI't'NATUSsaid: For it has been said:
seek to bring odium upon what has been said, " I have po_er to lay down my soul and I
because we do not make God subject to neces- have power to take _t agam." ' Now He said
sity, but to have voluntarily sent the soul. that by tt_e will oi God the soul went forth.

28. AUGUSTIN said: Recall what was said 33. At'_;t'._rlN s,ud. 1 ask for tlle reason
above. And tt runs: "But if there was why God. when tt¢ can In no way suffer in.
necessity for sending the soul, of right is jut,,', sent the soul hither _
there also the will of liberating it. Augustm l_'ok t.x,_l', s:ud We have already said
stud: We have heard: But tf there was that (;t_d can m ut_ way stifler injury, and we
necessity for sending the soul, of right ts have sa_d that tile soul _s m a contrary nature,
there also the will of liberating it." You. therefore that it mlposes a hmtt on the con-
therefore, said that there was necessity for trary t_ature. The restramtohaV,ng been ira-
sending the soul. But ff you only w_sh to posed on the contrary n:tture, (;od takes the
say "a will to send," I add this also: He. same For lie lttmsetf said, " I have power
who could suffer no injury, had the cruel _tll, to la_ down my soul and power to take it."
to send the soul to so great miseries. Be-iThe'Father gave to me the power of laying
cause I speak for the sake of refuting th_s!down my soul, and of taking it. To what
statement, I ask pardon from the mercy of soul, therefore, dM God who spoke in the
that One in whom we have hope of hberatlon ' SOn refer ? Ewdently our soul, which is held
from all the errors of heretics, m these bodies.which came of lt_swfll, and of

FORTUNATUS said: You asseverate that we tI,s w_ll ts again taken up.
say that God xs cruel in sending the soul, but 34- Al,,x _IIN said: Why our Lord said:
that God made man, breathed mto him a soul " 1 tray'_ l_wer to lay down my soul and power
which assuredly He foreknew to be revolved to take it." _s known to all; because tle was
in future misery, and not to be able by. about to stiffer and to rise again. But I ask
reason of evils to be restored to its mherl-'of you ,t_alll and again, If (h_l could in no
tance. This belongs either to one who tx Sway stiffer Injtlry, why did he send souls
_gnorant, or who gives the soul up to these hither >
aforesaid evils. This I have cited because I I:ovav'_x'lt - said: To impose a limit on
you said not long since, that God adopted the contrar) nature.
soul, not that it is from Him; for to adopt is 35 At _;t'%tIN said: And did G_xl omnipo-_tent. mer,.fful and supreme, that He mighta different matter.

29. AUGUSTIN said: Concerning adoption ] impose a restraint on contrary nature, wish it
remember that I spoke some days ago accord-to be hmited _o that He might make us unre-
mg to the testimony of the apostle, who says' strained *
that we have been called into the adoption of _'t_RTVN_,TUSsaid: But so He calls 'us back
sons. • This was not my reply, therefore, but to Himself.
the apostle's, concerning which thing, that Is,. 36. Ai:-_'_at'_ said: If He recalls to Him-
that adoption, we may inquire, if we please, 'self from an unrestrained state, if from sin,
in its own time; and concernmg that I w,ll from error, from misery, what need was there
reply without delay, when you shall have an- for the soul to suffer so great evils through so'.long a time till the work] ends ? since God by
swered my objections.

FORTUNATUS saM: I say that there was a'whom you say it wa_ sent could in no way
going forth of the soul against a contrary na- ' suffer injury.
ture, which nature could not in_ure God. _ Fot_TUg_v_:s said: What then am I to

3o. AUGUSTIN said: What need was there_say ?
for that going forth, when God whom nothing 37. AU_.UeT_N said: I know that you have
could injure had nothing to protect ? _nothing to say, and that I, when I was among

• Rom. _x. _. uEph. L 5.
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you, never found anything to say on this [ my profession I might say: when I shall have
question, and that I was thus admonished}reconsidered with my superiors the things
from on high to leave that error and to be _that have been opposed by you, if they fail to
converted to the Catholic faith or rather toIrespond to this question of mine, which :s
recall it, by the indulgence of H_m who did ]now in like manner proposed to me by you,
not permit me to inhere forefer in this fallacy, jit will be in my contemplatmn (since I desire
But if you confess that you have nothing to my soul to be liberated by an assured faith)
reply, I will expound the Catholic faith to all to come to the investigation of th$s thing that

those hearing and investigating, seeing that/you have proposed to me and that you
_hey are believers, if they permit and wish. promise you will show.

FORTUNATUS said: Without prejudice to t AUGUSTIN said: Thanks be to God.
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AGAINST "I'HI.: I"PISTI.I-:

OF MANICH.&iUS (':\LI.EI) I"I'NII.\XlIeN'I'AL.'

[CONTRA EPISTOL.kM M'_NIt I1.1.I ()l'A'q \ \t \Nl 11 \I)_.XlINII ] A.I). 3,17.

CHAP. I.--TO HEAL HFRFTICS ].x 11.11'ITR TII,',N things wtuth serve for bodily punishment, as
TO DESTROI 1HI-",I. hrc, ptllbOU, dice.the, dlld the |'<-_lt .tlld (tiller

thlltgS, Ill which the nllud 1_ ptms_hcd, not by
x. },I¥ prayer to the one true, almighty bodily thstress, but by tt.e _'n{,malement_ (;f

God. of whom, and through wuom, and in {11.., o\_II ]LtbSl,)llb, blltll P_ ]o,.s, exile, bereave-
whom are all things, has been. and zs now,.
that m opposing and refuting the heresy of,m} 'nt" rcpr,)ach, and lbc hkv; while other
you Manichaeans, as you may alter all" be thing% again, x_llhout tormemmg are fitted

heretms more from thougatless_mss than lrom to tomfltrl and soothe the l.mgutshmg, as,

mahce, He would give me a mind calm aud for Lx,llnple, ctlll'_¢)lgltliHis, exhortations, (lift.
composed, and aiming at your recovery rather ] cusslon_, and suw, things; in all these tile,_uprt, mc lust)( e of t ',o,l lli,',kes i1se sometimesthan at discomfiture)-our For _lllle

the ieven_ ,,f wu'kcd mcn, acting m _gnor.mce, and

Lord, by His servants, overthrows tim king- sometlnle,s of go(,(l men, a¢ tmg mtelhgently.
doms of error, H_s will concerning erring It l, ours, accemhngly, to ,h'._tre m preference
men, as far as they are men, Is that tuey the better part, tuat we tmght attain our end
should be amended rattier than destroyed, m wulr (,freer,m, n-t 1,y ctmtenttori) arid
And in every case where, previous to the ._trli'e, and lmr_ecutlons, but by kindly conso-
final judgment, God lnflmts punlshment, lat)(m, t)y friendly cx))ortat.)n, t,y qmet dis-
whether through the wicked or the n;ghteous, cus_nm; as It ts _ rtttcn, " The servant of the

whether through the unmtelhgent or through Lard mu._t not strive; trot be gentle toward
the mtelhgent, whether m secret or openly, all men, apt to tea(h, patzent; m meekneltli
we must beheve that the desLgned effect ts instructing those that oppose tbemselvea.""

the healing of men, and not their rum; wmle It'ls ours. ] say, to de_tre to obtain thin part
there _s a preparation for the final doom m m the work; It belongs to God to give what

the case of those who reject the means of re- is good to those who desire it and ask for it.
covery. Thus, as the umverse contains some

CHAI', 2._WHY '/Ill" MANIC tI,_EANS SHOULD lie

t Written about the year 3o7 In h_ Rrt,actat_an* _'i, a} .MIIRI"(;t X l LV D}.AI.T WITH.
Augur_msa_ "The book a_'dlnst the Epistle of ._lanlch_t.u_
called Fundamental. refutes only its commencement, bt*t(m the 2. Let those ra_e against you who kn0w
otherlmrtsoI the eptst|e I have made notes,as requ*red,reftltlng
the whole.aadsufficlentto recall theargument, hadI e.er had ie,- FIOt with what labor the truth ts to be found
sure to write against the wb te [ ! he Fundamental Lp,.t.'e ' and with what dlfficuhy error is to be avoided.r,eemsto have beena sort of hand=b_,k f.r Man. hz-an catechu-
meteor Audit.ors In rnakm,_thtsd,_cumentthe barn.of his&track.I Let those rage against you who know not how
Augmltm fe|t that he had seletted the best-knownandm*_t Sen- -_ , t ". _ . ........ _t._ l---- '-- ^£
--'* .... _ .... " "_ "-_e toneo_ i rare ann hart, it 1._to OYelt.AJ_lllt:t.ltt; ._.trJ.n.cJta:tt UI
_-maymeptea _tanaartlat the a, anmn_an .a,t. are rnadcat I h f .....the work ts conclhatorv, yet some seq, sharp thrusts ( t,.e flesh by the serenity )l a pious disposition.
Maamtmmn error The claims of Man) to be the Paracleteare _.... " ¢...... :___" ....... t._ t. ......... k--
setmdde and the absurd c{;_molog_calfanciesof Mareare ruth- , Let those rage against .you _11o IKIIOWno_. LII_'_

_r.=b_. o_=_=.,_2?2_:dz:_h L_.._._l_:_ 'difficulty of curing the eye of the inner manptmaaalnthetreatl_C, _ r K ,o. . ,that tltlea,athorhad foundtameto fi_ the treata_e,and had thtt_ that he 'may gaze upon t.ts Sun,_not that sun
preservedfor tmlag)reed the ,_da _nental Lpt*tle It',elf ./hit

waswr_ten after the authorhad I_me B_,'P of Htppo._ l
A. H.N.] i • _T*m. h, _4,_-¢
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]onewhich you worship, and which shines with the And it must be laid down as an under-
brilliance of a heavenly body in the eyes of stood thing that I am not to join you in your
carnal men and of beasts,--but that of which prayers, or in holding conventicles, or In
it is written through the prophet, "The Sun taking the name of Manichzeus, unless you
of righteousness has arisen upon me;" ' and give me a clear explanation, w_thout any ob-
of which it is said in the gospel, " That was, scurity, of all matters touching the salvation
the true Light, which lighteth every man that iof the soul.
cometh into the world. ''_ Let those rage
against you who know not with what sighs CHAP. 4.--PROOFS OF THE CATHOLIC FAITH.

and groans tim least particle of the knowledge 5. For in the Catholic Church, not to speak
of God is obtained. And, last of all, let of the purest wisdom, to the knowledge of
those rage against you who have never been
led astray in the same way that they see that which a few spiritual men attain m this life,so as to know it, in the scantiest measure, in-
you are. deed, because they are but men, still without

any uncertainty (since the rest of the multi-
CHAP. 3.--AUGUSTIN ONCE A MANICH._AN. tude derive their entire security not from
3. For my part, I,--who, after much and acuteness of intellect, but from simplicity of

long-continued l,ewdderment, attained at last lfalth,)--not to speak of tlais wisdom, which
to the discovery of the simple truth, whmh is you do not believe to be in the Catholic
learned without being recorded in any fanc_-_lChurch, tttere are many other things which
ful legend; who, unhappy that I was, barely _most justly keep me in her bosom. The con-
succeeded, by God's help, m refuting the !sent of peoples and nations keeps me m the
vain imaginations of my mind, gathered from _Church; so does her authority, inaugurated
theories and errors of varmus kinds; who so'by miracles, nourished by hope, enlarged by
late sought the cure of my mental obscura-l love, estabhs,md by age. The succession of
tion, in compliance with the call and the ten- prmsts keeps me, beginning from the very
der persuasion of the all-merciful Physmtan; _seat of the Apostle Peter, to whom the Lord,
who long wept that the immutable and inviol- _rafter His resurrection, gave it m charge to feed
able Existence would vouchsafe to convince;H_s sheep, clown to the present episcopate.
me inwardly of Himself, in harmony with the IAnd so, lastly, does the name itself of Cath-
testimony of the sacred books; by whom, in Iohc, which, not without reason, amid so many
fine, all those fictions which have such a firm!heresles, the Churcl_ has thus retained; so that,
hold on you, from your long famiharlty with though all heretics wl_la to be called Cathohcs,
them, were diligently examined, and atten-_vet when a stranger a_k._ w_lcre the Catholic
tively heard, and too easily beheved, and Church meets, no heretlcw_ll venture to point
commended at every opportumty to the bebef l to his own chapel or house. Such then in
of others, and defended against opponents number and importance are tile precious ties
with determination and boldness,--I can on lbelongmg to the Cnri_tmn name wi_ich keep
no account rage against you; for I must bear.a behever in the Catholic Ctturcl], as it is
with you now as formerly I had to bear with fright thev should, though from ttie slowness
myself, and I must be as patient towards you iof our t(nderstandmg, or the small attain-
as my associates were with me, when I went 'ment of our hfe, the truth may not yet fully
madly and blindly astray in your behefs. ,dlscl°"e itself, lint with you, x_here there is

4. On the other hand, all must allow that none of these thm_s to attract or keep me,
you owe it to me, in return, to lay aside all i the promise of truth is the only thing that
arrogance on your part too, that so you may icomes into play. Now if the truth is so clearly
be the more disposed to gentleness, and may _roved as to leave no possibility of doubt, it
not oppose me in a hostile spirit, to your own must be set before all the things that keep
hurt. Let neit.her of us assert that lie has me in the Catholic Church; but if there is
found truth; let us seek it as if it were tin- only a promise without any fulfillment, noone
known to us both. For truth can be sought shall move me from the faith which binds my
with zeal and unanimity if by no rash pre- mind with ties so many and so strong to the
sumption it is believed to have been already Christian religion.
found and ascertained. But if I cannot in-
duce you to grant me this, at least allow me CHAP. 5._AGAINST THE TII'LE OF THE EPISTI_
to suppose myself a stranger now for the first OF ._t._XICH.'_;S.
time hearing you_ for the first time examining 6. Let us see then what Manichmus teaches
your doctrines. I think my demand a just me; and particularly let us examine that treat-

, M_d.iv._. _John_._. ise which he calls the Fundamental Epistle,
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m which almost all that you believe is con- ',longer be able to believe tile gospel elthcr_
tained. For in that unhappy time when we tfor it was through the Catholics that I got my
read it we were in your optmon enlightened, ifaith in It; and so, whatever you bring from
The epistle begins thus:--" Mamchmus, an : the gospel will no hmger have any weight
apostle of Jesus Christ, by the providence of. with me. Wherefore. If no clear pr<_ff of the
God tue Father. These are wholesome words, al×_stleslnp of Mamchmus as found m the g_s.
from the perenmal and living fountain." pel, I will beheve tile Cathohcs rather than

Now, if you please, patiently give heed to my I you. But if you read thetace some passage
inquiry. I donot believe Mamch_eus to be an clearly in far'or of Mamchreus, 1 will be-
apostle of Christ. Do not, I beg of you, be en- here "neither them nor you: not them, for
raged and begin to curse. For you know that itl_ey lied to me about you; nor volt, for you
it is my rule to believe none ofy()ur statements _quote to me that Scrlptttre wht(Zh t had _be.
without consideration. Therefore I ask, who'lieved on the authority ot those liars. But
is this Manich_eus ? You will reply. An apostle far be it that I should not believe the gospel;
of Christ. I do not beheve it. Now you are, for behevmg it, 1 lind no way of t_ehewng
at a loss what to say or do; for you prorntsed Iyou too. For the names o! the alvostles,
to give knowledge of the truth, and here you 'as there recorded/do not Inehlde the name
are forcing me to beheve waat I have no'of Mantch;eus. And who tile si1ceessor of

knowledge of. Perhaps you will read the'Chrl._t's betrayer was we read m the Acts
gospel to me, and will attempt to lind ttlere a ' ot tht Aposlles; ' which book 1 must needs
testimony to Mamchmus. But should you ' behove tf I believe the gospel.._ince both writ-
meet with a person not vet believing the gos- _n_s ahke Cathohc authority _ommends t_ me.
pel, how would you rel_ly to hun were he to The same 1,ook c(,ntains the well-known nar-
say, I do not beileve a For my part. I should rattve of the calhng and almstlesh_p of l'nul._
not bel,eve the gospel except as moved by Read me now, tf you can, in the gospel wllere
the authority of tt_e Catnoht Church.' So :_lan,cha'us ts called an apo_th*, or In any
when those on whose authority I have con- (,ttwr book m wh_(h I have pr<aiessed to be-
sented to beheve In the gospel" tell me not to here. Will you read the pastille where tile
beheve in Maniehmus. how can ] but con_ent ?' ].ord pr<mu_ed the lioly .,:,pirit as a t'araclete,
Take your choice. If you say, Beheve the l(_ tlw ap(istles ? ('ona'er|un_ whtct_ p'tssage_
Catholics: their advme to me ts to put or) ' hehold h(Iw lll;tlly ,tlld h,)w great are the things
faith in you; so that, bchevmg them. I am tidal res;lam and deter me from believing in
precluded from behevlug vou;_lf you say, .Mamtmcus.
Do not believe the Cathohcs: vrm tremor" _ nxl'. (_ _'o,'n_ MANIt t|l I a t _II.lI) tlIM,%i';I.F

fmrly use the gospel in bringing me t,_ faltlL I XX Xptr-ll! ,_1' ( I1gt_i.
In Mamch,'eas; for it was at toe command of
the Cathohcs that 1 believed the gospel;--' 7- t.-r Imn .it ,_ l,ss to ._te why this epistle
Again, xf you say, You were right m behevin_ beam',. " *t:mi_h.cus, an .ql_tle of Jesus
the Catholics when they pr:uscd tile gospel. Cur,st." and n,,t Par.u *cle. an afmstle of
but wrong in believing thclr vituperation of le_;*s ('hr,st. Or ,f the I';lraclete sent b7
Manichaeus: do you thmk me sucl_ a fool a_ _ :m>t _ent M:tnm!i_cus, why do we re-ao,
to believe or not'to beheve as v,_u like or dt-,- " 3l,ml_ ha'i_% an at_stlc of Jesu_ Christ_"
lake, without any reason ? It _'thercfore f:_:rer' instead -f .Manwh:eus, an apo,_tle of the Par-
and safer tay far for me, hawng in one rest.race :, lete _ I f v<m ._av that it IS('_.mst Himself
put faith in the Cathohcs, not to go over tr, _t;o is the "It-ly Slnr_t, wm contradict the
you, till, instead of bMd;nff me behevc, yc,u very S(rtpturc, where the "l.ord ._ays. " And
make me understand something in the clear- 1 _-tIl scud yogi another l'aradete." s Again,
est and most open manner. To convince me, if ycm lustily your putting of Christ's name,
then, you must put aside the gospel. If yon not because tt is (2hr_st llim_ctf who is also
keep to the gospel, I w,ll keep to those woo ttae Paractete, but because they are both of
commanded me to believe the gospel; an,t, the same sobstance, _ that is, not because
in obedience to them, I will not beheve you they are _me person, but one existence [nan
at all. But if haply you should succeed In quia umtr :sl, _td quia umtm xunt],_Paul too
finding in the gospel an incontrovertible te_- might have used the words, Paul, an aposfl]
timony to the apostleship of Manicha_u_, you of God the Father; for the Lord _td,
will weaken my reg-ard for the authority of and the Father ,are one," n Paul nowhere
the Catholics who bid me not to believe you: uses the_e words; nor does any of the apo_
and the effect of that wilt be, that I shall n,,

........... _%latt x _-4; M_rk_d _-r,_ Lttkevi.,t-tlL

t LTt_ i_oneof the earliestd,_*mct._yt, ons.*,Ith*6:p_d- * I,:,n x. ".
mae_o[ the _ript:ur_ for at_thority on the Lnurcn _.t r_ . #
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ties write himself an apostle of the Father. since he exhorts us to believe that the Holy
Why then this new fashion ? Does it not Spirit could not be defiled by the married life
savor of trickery of some kind or other ? of his parents. But if you say that Manich-
For if he thought it made no difference, why _eus was united to the Spirit, not.in the womb
did he not for the sake of variety in some or before conception, but after his birth, still
epistles call himself an apostle of Christ, and you must admit that he had a fleshly nature
in others of the Paraclete ? But in every one delived from man and woman. And since
that I know of, he writes, of Christ; and not you are not afraid to speak of the blood and
once, of the Paraclete. What do we suppose the bodily substance of Manich_us as como
to be the reason of this, but that pride, the ing from ordinary generation, or of the in-
mother of all heretics, impelled the man to de- ternal impurities contained in h_s flesh, and
sireto seem to have been sent by the Paraclete, hold that the Holy Spirit, who took on Him-
but to have been taken into so close a rela- self, as you beheve, this human being, was
tion as to get the name of Paraclete himself? not contaminated by all those things, why
As the man Jesus Christ was not sent by the should I shrink from speaking of the Virgin's
Son of God, that is, the power and wisdom womb and body undefiled, and not rather be-
of Godmby which all things were made, but, lieve that the Wisdom of God in union with
according to the Catholic faith, was taken the human being in tus mother's flesh still
into such a relation as to be H_mself the Son remained free from stare and pollution?
of God--that is, that in Himself the wisdom Wherefore, as, whether your Manich_eus pro-
of God was displayed in the healing of sin-fesses to be sent by or to be united w,th the
ners,--so Mamchmus wished it to be thought Paraclete, neither statement can hold good,
that he was so taken up by the Holy Spirit, I am on my guard, and refuse to believe
whom Christ promised, that we are hence- either m h_s mission or in his susception.
forth to understand that the names Mamch-

_us and Holy Spirit alike signify the apostle CHAP. 8.--THE FEqTIVAL OF THE BIRTH-DAY
of Jesus Chnst,--that Is, one sent by Jesus OF MANXCH. °�,�Christ, who promlsed to send h_m. Singular 9. In adding the words, "by the provi-

audacity this! and unutterable sacrilege! deuce of God the Father, " what else did Man-
ich_eus deslgn but that, having got the name

CHAP, 7._IN WHAT SENSE THE FOLLOWERS OF of Jesus Christ, whose apostle he calls him-
MANICHA_USBELIEVE HIM TO BE THE HOLY self, and of God the Father, by whose provl-
SPIRIT. dence he says he was sent by the Son, we
8. Besides, you should explain how it is should beheve himself, as the Holy Spirit, to

that, while the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit be the tlurd person ? His words are: " Man-
are united in equality of nature, as you also icha_us, an apostle of Jesus Christ, by the
acknowledge, you are not ashamed to speak providence of God the Father." The Holy
of Mamcha_us, a man taken into union wxth Spirit _s not named, though He ought speci-
the Holy Spirit, as born of ordinary genera- ally to have been named by one who quotes
tion; and yet you shrink from beheviug that to us in favor of hls apostleship the promlse
the man taken into union with the only-be- of the Paraclete, that he may prevail upon
gotten Wisdom of God was born of a Virgin. ignorant people by the authority of the gos-
If human flesh, if generation [¢atscubitu.¢ vJ'ri], pel. In reply to this, you of course say that
if the womb of a woman could not contam- in the name of the Apostle Mamcha_us we
inate the Holy Spirit, how could the Virgin's have the name of the Holy Splrit, the Para-
womb contaminate the Wisdom of God ? clete, because He condescended to come into
This Manich_us, then, who boasts of a con- Manich_eus. Why then, I ask again, should
nection with the Holy Spirit, and of being you cry out against the doctrine of the Cath-
spoken of in the gospel, must produce hls olic Church, that He in whom divine Wisdom
claim to either of these two things,_that he came was born of a virgin, when you do not
was sent by the Spirit, or that he was taken scruple to affirm the birth by ordinary gene-
into union wlth the Spirit. If he was sent. ration of him in whom you say the Holy Spirit
let him call himself the apostle of the Para- came ? I cannot but suspect that this Man-
clete; if taken into union, let him allow that ich_us, who uses the name of Christ to gain

.... y • j
c._e of one taken up by the Holy Spirit. t ture. At the time when I was a student of

Let him believe that the Word of God was Iyour doctrines, to my frequent inquiries whynot defiled by the virgin womb of Mary, ,t was that the Paschal feast of the Lord was
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celebrated generally with no interest, tnough to he baptized with the Holy Spirit_ whom
sometimes there were a few languid worship, also ve shall receive after not many dayt_
pets, but no watchmgs, no prescription of an)- that i"s,at Pentecost. When they had conic,
unusual fast,--in a word, no special cere- ttiey asked him, saying. Lord. wilt Thou at
mony,--while great honor is paid to your this time mamfest Thyself ? And when will
Bema, that is, the day on which Manichaeus he the kingdom of Israel ? And He said unto
was killed, when you have a platform with_itiiern, No one can know the time which the
fine steps, covered wxr.h precious cloth, placed Fatt_er hath pitt m ttis own power. But y¢
conspicuously so as to face the votaries,--shall recevve the power of the Holy Ghost
the reply was, that the day to observe was c°mmg upon you, and ye shall be witnestl¢t
the day of the passion of him who really suffer- umo me both m Jerusalem, and in all Jud$_,
ed, and that Christ, who was not born, but and in Samarta. aud unto the uttermost part
appeared to human eyes in an unreal sere- of the earth."' Behold you have here the
blance of flesh, only fetgned suffering, with- I,ord reminding }Its discq_les of tile promise
out really bearing it. ls it not deplorable, el the Father, wh,th they had heard from
that men who wish to be called Christians are rth_ tnt,uth, O! the coming of the ttoly Spirit.
afraid of a virgin's womb as hkelv to defile I.et u_ nox_see when He was sent; for shortly
the truth, and vet are not afraid of falsehood ? attex we read as follows: " And when tile day
But to go back to the po:nt, who that pays! el l'enteto._t was fully come_ they were all
attention can help suspecting that the latch- w)tb, otto a_cord tn one place. And suddenly
tion of Mamchmus in denying Clarist's being there c.tme a sound from heave.n, as of a
born of a woman, and having a human b-dy. rushing mighty '_md, alld it fii]ed all the
was that His passion, the t_me of which Is' house where they were s_ttit_g. At_d there
now a great festival all over the world, might appeared unto them cloven totlgt|e_, like as
not be observed by the behevers m himself, of fire, and tt sat upon each of them. And
so as to lessen the devotion of the solemn they were all filled _tth the Holy Ghost, and
commemoration which he wished m honor el l,egan t(_ speak with other tot_lgues , Its the
the day of his own death _ l"or to its xt _as a _p_r_t gave the m utterance. And there were
great attraction in the feast of the tlema tiaat d_eillttg at Jcru._.dem Jews, devout men, out
it was held during Pas('_la, sitice _e ll_t,t] _f every ll:ttloli tinder hl:.tVt'U. Anti when
all the more earnestly to desire that festal day *l_e s_mtid wa_ hc.lrd, tl,e multitude came to.
[the Bema], that the other which was formerly geti_er, ,nd _crc _onftmt_det], bec.ause every
most sweet had been withdrawn, m:m l_e,trd tiJtut sl,c.tk m hi,_ own langu_e.

And tt,ey _c're all amazed..rod ma_'elled_
CHAP. 9.--WHEN THE HOI Y '_t'IRIT WA'_ b|.NT, saying one to aut,ther, Are DOt all tllese which

to. Perhaps you x_lll say to me, When, ._pcak (,ahl.caus? and itow heard we every
then, did the Paraclete prou(ised 1)Vthe l_t,r(! m:,u m our own tongue, whereto we were
come? As regards thi% had t nottm_g clst bor_l _ P.lrthmn._, and Mede's, and Elamites,
to believe on the subject, T should rattaer loc,k and the d_ellers in Mesopotamia. in Armenia,
for the Paraclete as still to come, than allo_ ,l,a(1m Cappadocia, m Pontus, Asia, Phrygia,
that He came m Mamcha_us. But seeing and t'amphyha, m Egypt, and m the regions
that the advent of the Holy Spirit ts narrated of Africa ab(mt ('yrcne, and strangers of
with perfect clearness in tl_e Acts of the Rome, Jews, natives. Cretes, and Arabians,
Apostles, where is the necessity of my so they heard them speak in their own tongues
gratuitously running tlae risk of beheving the wonderful works of God. And they were
heretics ? For in the Acts _t ts written as f(,l- all amazed, and were tn doubt on account Of
lows: " The former treatise have we made. what t_a'd hapwncd, saying, What meaneth
O Theophllus, of all that ]esus began both ti,_ _ l'ut others, mocking, said, These men
to do and teach, in the day m wliich He ,re full of new wine. ''* You see when the
chose the apostles by the Holy Sprat, and Holy Spent came. What more do you wishl _
commanded them to preach the gospel. By If the Scriptures are credible, should not i be.
those to whom He showed Himself ahve here most readily in these Acts, which have
after His passion by man)" proofs tn the day- the strongest testimony in their support, and
time, He was seen forty days, teaching con-_whtch have had the advantage of becoming
cerning the kingdom of God. And how He generally known, and otr /truing handed down
conversed with them, and commanded them. and of being publicly taught along with the
that they should not depart from Jerusalem,' g6spel itself, which contains the promise of
but wait for the promise of the Father, which, the Holy Spirit, which also we believe? On
saith He, ye have heard of me. For lohnl
indeed baptized with water, but ye shall I;egin ; , t,a, ;. ,4. • ^ca tt. ,-_>
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reading, then, these Acts of the Apostles, words from the perennial and living fountain;
which stand, as regards authority, on a level and whoever shall have heard ttmm, and shall
with the gospel, I find that not only was the have first believed them, and then shall have
Holy Spirit promised to these true apostles, observed the truths they set forth, shall never
but that He was also sent so manifestly, that suffer death, bur shall enjoy eternal life in
no room was left for errors on this subject, glory. For he is to be judged truly blessed

who has been instructed in this divine knowl-
CHAP. IO._THE HOLY SPIRIT TV/ICE GIVEN. edge, by which he is made free and shall

II j# •
.. _^ +t.° _1..;_.:_ ^_ _. _ 1 _.n ...... _abide m everlastm life. And thls, as ou
L Jr. ,t gJr t,tl_ _IVJIIIIL,(tLIUll tdt t.)Llt _t_UIU CtlIIUItM, I g _ -- Y

• , see, s a promise ot truth, but not the be-men is His resurrection from tile dead and! . .
• • , . - stowal ot tt And you ourselves can easllHis ascension to heaxen. For it is written _ • , Y . Y..

........... , ...... l see ttaat any errors wnatever might be dressea
m the tJospei accoromgto jo,m: tne Holy] u in hi fa i
Ghost was not yet given, because that Jesus, ,P t s .-s uon, so .as under cover or. a

• - , - - ,,, ..... I SllOWy exterior to steal in unawares into thewas not yet glorlneo, c_ow 1i tne reason , . .
• minus ot the ignorant. Were he to say,wh'¢ He was not _tven was that Jesus was not ........

• • -- • .. -- , nese are Pestiferous woros trom a poisonousyet fflorlneo, l-le was fflven lmmefllatelV on. • , . . .
:,_ -, .. _. . . _ -- _ - L. _tountam; anti whoever shall have heard them,_ne glorlnca[lon oi jesus. 2_n(a SlilCe tnat ...... . .......

• .- ., .... . ano suall llave nrst believeO ttaem, and then
glorlncatlon was twotoK1 as regaras man anu , .... t "..... ' ...... nave ooserveo wlaat they set torta saall never
as regains t,ofl, twice also was the HOly be restored lif 'm ' " "
Spirit given: once, when, after His resurrec-. . to e, t t snail suner .a wot.ut
..... - _ .. ..... . (ieatll as a criminal" lot assureoly ne is to Denon irom tile oeao, me oreamea on the lace " . ,', . . , ....
.... - - , ,, _ ., prononncecl miserable who lalls into trns in-

ot /-its OlSClples, saying, Kecelve ye tt,e ...... .,, ,
Hol Ghost "_ and a rain ten da s after ternat error, in wnlcn ne wm Sink SO as to
HisYas enslon to heavetfg _F't _3 , abide in everlasting torments;--were he to sayc . ns numl}er ten . , ." , , -,

tins, ne x_otnu sa) the trut _ trot taste ifl orsignifies perfection; for to tile number seven, " ' .. , L; :
which embraces all created things, is added gaining any readers far his book, he would

exote the greatest aversion in the minds of
thee trinity of the Creator: On these things
there is much pious and sober discourse all into whose hands the book might come.
among spiritual men. But I must keep to Let tis then pass on to what follows; nor let
my point; for my business at present Js not us be deceived by words which may be used
to teach you, which you might think pre- alike by good and bad, by learned and un-
sumptuous, but to take the part of an in- learned. What, then, comes next?
quirer, and learn from you, as I tried to do 13. " May the peace," he says, "of the in-

visible God, and the knowledge of the truth,
for nine years without success. Now, there- be with the holy and beloved brethren who
fore, I t_ave a document to believe on the
subject of the Holy Spirit's advent; and ff both beheve and also yiekt obedience to the
you bid me not to believe th,s document, as dlwne precepts." Amen, say we. For the

prayer is a most amiable and commendable
your usual advice is not to beheve ignorantly, one. Only we must hear tn mind that these
without consideration, 4much less will I be- words might be used by false teachers as well
lieve your documents. Away, then, with all as by good ones• So, (f he said nothing more
books, and disclose the truth with logical than this, all might safely read and embrace

dearness, so as to leave no doubt in my mind; t,t. Nor should I disapprove of what follows:or bring forward books where I shall find not
an imperious demand for my belief, trot a I 'May also the right hand of light protect
trustworthy statement of what I may iearn. [you, and deliver you from ever 3" hostile as-
Perhaps you say this epistle is also. of this I sault, and from the snares of the world.' In
character. Let me, then, no longer stop all fact, I have no fault to find with the begin-
the threshold: let us see the corltents. I ning of this epistle, till we come to the main- tsubject of it. For I wish not to spend dine

on minor points. Now, then, for this writer's
CHAP. I I._MANICHzEUS PROMISESTRUTH, BUT plain statement of what is to be expected

DOES NOT MAKE GOOD HIS WORD, from him.
la. "These," he says, "are wholesome

CHAP I2.--THE WILD FANCIFS OF MANICH/EUS.

tJoltnvil-3o, zJohnxx.=a. THE BATTLE BEFORE THF CONSTITUTION OF
• 11[This i_, of _--ours¢, fanciful ; but is quite in accordance with

the exegetical methods of the tmve.--A. H.N.] THE WORLD.
4 [The Mantchmans assumed the r_de o_ rataonalists, _td

smmaedtheccedulityofordinarybehevert_ Yettheyreqmredm 14. "Of that matter," he says, "beloved
their followers an amount of creduhty which only perkins of a
peodlar tumor m!ndcouid furnish, Thesamethingapphesto brother of Patticus, of which you told me,
mourn rationalistic atm-Chtastmn sy_tems_ The fact Is, that tt saying that you desired to know the manner
ityrequlresthantomfinltel_rdt_behevalesslt_icredutltYtoR._A, H. Nbeheve.] in h_storicat Chnstmn- of the birth of Adam and Eve, whether they
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were produced by aword or sprung from "nat-' "these two substances were divided. The ,
ter, I will answer you :,s is fit. For in va- empire of hght _as held by G<_I tae Father,
rlous writings and narratives we find differeut who is perpetual in holy t;rigin, magnilit.,ent
assertions made and different descriptions m virtue, true m ths very nature_ ever re-
gwen by many authors. Now tim 1;eal truth jo;cmg in His ow.,i etermty, posse_ing itt
on thesubject is unknown to all peoples, even Himself wl_tlom and tile vttat _enses, by
to tlmse who have long and trequemty treated winch tte also includes rue twelve members
of it. For had they arrived at a clear knowl, oi ttt_ hght, which are the plentiful re.
edge of the generation of Adam .rod Eve. sources of his kingdom. Al_o in each of Hi,
ttmy would not have remained hable to col members art" _,tored thousands of untold and
rupt_on and death. " Here, then. l_ a pronn.,e _ 't rtce_ess treasures. But the Father Himself_
to us of clear knowiedge of ttu_ matter, s_ t'_at clue| m pr.u_e, mcom[_rehensd_le ill greatness,
we shall not be liable to corruptmn and death, ires umted to tllmselt happy and glorious
And if this does not suffice, see wiaat foltm_s, worlds, incalculable in number anti duration_
"Necess.miy," he says, "nanny ttnnx_ ti.we alon_ w_t'a which thl_ holy and illustrious
to lie _ald by way of prefact_, be/ore a d>,- Father and l_rogemtor resid'es, no poverty or
covery of this mystery free horn all umer- |nfirmlt_ bein_ admitted m lhs magnificent
tamty can be made. " This Is prccise!v _nat re,thn_ :\nd these matchlcss reahns are so
I asked for, to have such evvtence of t,,_: t_atn founded on the regina _l hght at,ul bliss, that
as to free my knowledge ot it froth a[iv, ncer-',n<_ one c,m ever move or di'_ttIl't) lhelll, ''_

tainty. And even were the pronuse no: made ] 17. W_wlc is -tile prool ol all ttu_ ? And
by this writer himself, it _-ts prol,er *_,r |nc'whele thd Manwha.us h',mt it? Do not
to demand and to resist upon the..,, so lqat no frighten n:e wttq tlm nanle t)l the l'araclete.
oppostt|on shouid make me ashamed of be-. For, m the first place, 1 have cotne I_ot to
coming a Mamch.'ean from a Cathoht Cl:t,_-:put f:uth m uuknowtl things, hut tO get tile
tian, m view of such a gain as that of pcr-k:lo_lt,dge of undoubted truth.% accorehug to
fectly clear and certain truth. Now, thell, ttlc cautl,m enlOmCd tin Ine lly yotirselves.
let us hear what lie has to state, for you know lure lntterlv you tatlnt those

_5. "Accordingly," he say% " hear first, if who behe'_e _thm_ _-t;._,lcratlou. Antl
you please, what happened before l_w con-lwilat is nml% this _trlter, wi_o here beguts
stltution of the world, and ho_ tl,e batth, lto toil of very ihml,ttul t!ml_s, himself prom-
wa_ carried on, that you may be able to ih,- _,lsed a httle belore to give cotnplcte itlltl well.
tinguish the nature of hght from that of dark- grotmdcd kumvk.dge.
ness. _' Such are the utterly lane and mcledt.

hie statements whmh this water make.s. Wm_ _It ,,P, 14.---Ma_h H* I'_,PROMI%F_,'rill.. KNOWLa,
can believe that any battle was tought befole t D_,i. ii} u%InFt Ell, l) 'ltil%t,_,_ AND THIgN

the constitution of the xtorht ) And ev_'n IH-MANI)SF_.ItH IN I_ol'l_ll.t'l. lillNG_
supposing it credible, we w:.d, now to get
something to know, not to behe'¢e. For to In the next place, if faith is what is re.
say that the Persians and Scytiuans long ago quJred of me, I stmuld preh:r to keep to the
fought with one another is a credible state- ,-hnpture, which tells me that the Holy
metat; but ,vhlle we beheve _t _Imn we 5plrlt came and respired the apostles, to
read or hear it, we cannot know it as a fa, t whom tile l.ord h,.1 promised to send Him.
of expermnce or as a truth of the understand- You must u,erefore prove, either that what
ing. So, then, as I wouhl repudiate anysuch Mamch:eu_ s.9'_ ts true, and so make clear
statement on the ground that I have been _to me what 1 am unable to beheve; or that, IMamchzcus is tim ttoly .'gpir_t, and so lead
promised something, not that I mu._t tmheve,
on a _h "- ............ ,me to beheve m what _ou cannot makeut orlty, out mat i SUali unoerstantl; , ., , . ., .-, _. ,- . .._
wlthn.* _.., _r,;.,,;,. o*,ll t ..... n I -_--,,,e clear, for I protess tile t.atno|tc Ialgn_
_. : .... . Y .... land by it I exoect to attain certain knowl-
ztatements "wnlcn are not only uncerta n, m_t " . _ ,.. '.. _ __
in ......... x l 'e_ge Since, inch, you try to overmrowcreature. But what ir ne nave some e'-, "
d ........... _mv faith, you must supply me with certainence to mat<e these thin_s clear an_ totem- , _ . , ., ., . -
_.,_, ...... _" _ , . _nowmoge, it you can, tuat you may ¢xmmctigtoJe- Let US near then 1i we can, wnat ....
- - " ' ' ' -"- • _me of havin_ adopted my present behef w_th-
Iollows w_th all possible patience and Ion)ear- t . " ration. You make two distinct
ante. tout consme •

propositions,_one when you say that the
CHAP. I3.--TW O OPPOSITESUBSTANCES. THF !speaker is the Holy Spirit, and another wl_la

KINGDOMOF LIGHT. MANICH.'EUS"I'EACHF-'you say that what the speaker teach_ is
UNCERTAINTIES INSTEAD OF C[-RTA1NTIE%

_6. "'In the beginning, then," he says, t..... _,n._;
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evidently true. I might fairly ask undeniable' truths, and then demanding faith in doubtful
proof for both propositions. But I am not' things. And then, if he is asked to make it
greedy and require to be convinced only plain that these things have been proved to
of one. Prove this person to be the Holy himself, he fails again, and bids us believe
Spirit, and I will beheve what he says to this too., Who can tolerate such imposture
be true, even without understanding it; or and arrogance?
prove that what he says is true, and I will
believe him to be the Holy Spirit, even_CHAP. I_,_THE DOCTRINE OF MANICH2t_U_
without evidence. Could anything be fairer NOT {_NLV UNCERTAIN, BUT FALSE. HI,; AP,-

or kinder than this? But 3ou cannot prove SUI_DFANCYt3F A LAND AND RACE OF DARK-
either one or other of these propositions. NESS BOR1)I_.RINGON THE HOLY REGION AND
YOU can find nothing better than to praise THt_ SUBSTANCFOFGOD. THE ERROR, F1RSTOI_
your own faith and ridicule mine, So, after ALL, OFGIVINf;TOTHENA'IURLOFGODLIMITS
having in my turn praised my belief and AN1) BORi)t..t{S,A¢, IF GOD WERE A MATERIAL
ridiculed yours, what result do you think SUBSTANCE.ti x.VtNf,FXTL.X;qIONIN SPACE.

we shall arrive at as regards our judgment 19 . What if I shall have shown, w_th the
and our conduct, but to part company with help of God and of our I,ord, that tills writer's
those who promise the knowledge of lndubi- statements are false as well as uncertain? What
table things, and then demand from us faith more unfortunate thing can be found than that
in doubtful things? while we shatI follow superstition wtaic'.l not only fails to impart the
those who invite us to begin wltl behevmg knowled_ add th " -h _1 ' -....... " ge e 12rue _" lien 1I. promises,

what we cannot .yet tui)y perceive, ttmt, ]t)ut also teaches what is directly opposed to
.strengtuene}} iU tnl,s very _z_,tn, we mayco,?ae] knowledge and truth ? This will appear

our minds, due no longer to men, but to God ......... _" _, Y
Himself imnc_ there was a lanu o1 clarKness t_eep anti

I8. And as I have asked this writer to ivast m extent, where abode fiery bodies, des-
i tructlve races. Here was boundiebs darkness,

prove these things to me, I ask h_m now flowing from thesame source m immeasurable
where he learned them himself. If he rephes abundance, with the productions properly be-
that they were revealed to him by the Holy longing to it. Beyond tlns were muddy tur-
Spirit, and that iris mind was divinely enhght- bid waters w_th timer inhabitants; and inside
ened that he might know them to he certain of them wlnd_ terrible and violeut with.their
and evident, he taimself points to the dl_tmc- prince and their progemtors. Then again a
tlon between knowing and believing. The fiery region of destruction, with its clnefs and
knowledge is his to wiaom these things are peoples. And smadarlv tnblde of this a race
fully made known as proved; but in the case full of smoke and gloom, where abode the
of those who only hear hm account of these ' dreadful prince and chief of all, having around
things, there is no knowledge Imparted, but him innumerable princes, htmbelf the mind
only a believing acquiescence required. Who- _dud source of them all. Such are the five
ever thoughtlessly yields this becomes a Man- natures of the pestiferous land."
lehman, not by knowing undoubted truth, but. 20. To speak of God as an aerial or even
by behevmg doubtful statements. Such were as an ethereal body is absnrd in the view of
we when in our inexperienced youth we were iall who, with a clear mmd, possessing some
deceived. Instead, therefore, of promising measur e of discernment, can perceive the na-
knowledge, or clear evidence, or the settle- ture of wisdom and truth as not extended or
meat of the question free from all uncertain-, scattered in space, but as great, and impart-
ty, Manicha_us ought to have said that these , lng greatness w_thout ruaterlal size, nor con-
things were clearly proved to him, but that, fined more or less m any direction, but
those who hear his account of them must be- t throughout co-extensive witta the Father of all,
lieve him without evidence. But were I_e to inor having one thing here and another there,
say this, who would not reply to lnm, If I ibut everywhere perfect, everywhere present.'
must believe without knowing, wily should I I
not prefer to believe those things which have. CHAP" I6.--THE SOUL, THOUGH .MUTABLE,HAS
a wide-spread notoriety from the consent of _,'o MATERIAL FORM. IT IS ALL PRESENTIN
learned and unlearned, and which among all _ EVERY PART OF THI.. BOD't'.
nations are established by the weightiest an-.
thority? From fear of having this said to! But why speak of truth and wisdom which
him, Manichmus bewilders the inexperienced

i • [_'hts exalted ,,'tern of God AtztD_stm held in common with tl_
by first promising the knowledge of certain tN_o-VL_o.i._t_.--AH.N]
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surpass all the powers of the soul, when the'out leaving one in order to be in the other,
nature of the soul itself, wh:ch is known to and witaout having one part in one, and an-
be mutable, still has no kind of material ex- other m the other; but Iw this power shbw.
tension in space ? For whatever consists of' ing Itself to be:Ill present at tile same moment
any kind of gross matter must necessarily be 'in separate place_. Since it is all present in
divisible into parts, having one in one place, ' the sensations of these place% tt proves that
and another in another. Thus, the finger l_ it is not bound by the conditions of space.'
less than the whole hand, and one finger is
less than two; and there is one place /or this CHAP. 17.--1HI: MFMORYt'O'CI'AIN_Tltl tDKAS
finger, and another for that, and another for o_ t'L._C! S t.)l_ I nF GRb a'l v_-r MZ! ,

tim rest of the hand. And flus apphes not to ' Again, if we consulcr tiw mind's Ix,wer of
organized bodies only, but also to the earth, ' remembering not the objects ol the intellect,
each part of which has its own place, so that but material olilects, such ,Is we _ee brutes
one cannot he where the other is. So tn also rcmemherH_g (lor cattle find their way
moisture, the smaller quantity occupms a without mistake ul famih.lr pklees, and ani-
smaller space, and the larger qualmty a larger nla]_, r_turn t(t their t r:l,s, and dngs recognize
space; and one part is at the l)ottom of the tile per.,ons t)_ tl_eir lnaMt'rs, and when asleep
cup, and another part near the mouth. St) in. they often gr,,_l, or break out mt_, a bark)
air, each part has its own place; and _t _s till- wm'ch eouhl n,,,' bt' unh-ss thmr mind retained
possible for the air In th_s house to have ah,ng ' the _mages of things belore sevn or peremved
_lth Itself, n the same honse at tm same by some hod ly bt'rl',e), who can conceive
moment, the air that the nelgt,hors have. lrtghtl) where the._e ml.tges art' contained,
And even as regards light itself, one part j_here they arc kept, or where they are formed ?
pours through one win\tow, and another If. m tct{, I!IC_.CIlllageb were n}_ I,lrger than
through another; and a greater thrc)ug,_ tlle '.the s_zc ot our l)odv tt tmght tie saul that the
larger, and a smaller through the smaller. :mind SlhtpC._ alld _etams them in the bodily
Nor, in fact, can there be alD" bodily sift,- s )a, e wm_ :_ t t,ntaHi_ _Isel|. But while tile
stance, whether celestml or terrestrial, x_:/ether t,¢)tlv oct ulne _,a small nl.0('rm sl)ate,lhe Inltld

aerml or moist, whlcl_ is n()t le_s m p _rt than, revolves ,*nmge_ ,,t va.t {'Xlellt, t)f hcAverl and
in whole, or _._.hlch call pos_fl)ly trove one part ' earth, with n,, _ant _f l(,_'_m, thoalgh they
)nthe ptace of another at tim samc tmlc, but, 'come and g,) ill cr, n_d_; _, lhal clearly, tile
having one thing in one pl,tce and an_ither m, mind is t._l diflu_cd tll_mlat_ spate: for in-
another, Its extension m space is a substance ' ,_tead <,f t,tq:lg (OlllPlllt t] tn illtagt'_ of tile
whlch has distinct hmlts al;d parts, or, scl t- hlrgeq sp,.cs, it ralher {()Ill;till-, [hi'In; 1tot)
speak, section_. 'l'tm nature of the soul, on tt_e, im_ t.vcr, m any lnatert,,l recet)t.-'le, trot by a
other hand, though we leave out of act ount _ts imvst,'rmus fat lilts, or prover, by which It can
Dower of percelwng truth, and tone,tier only, mcr¢:lsc ()r dlm,n'tsh them. tan contract them
_ts inferior power of g_vlng umty to the t)ody, i w_tmn narr,>w hm)ts, ,,r t'xl).tnd them indcfi-
aqd of sensatmn in the body, &,cs not ap-),mtclv, cat: art,reSt _r d,sarrauge them at
pear to have any material extensu,n m spact ' [)ica£urv, r,.n lntflttl)ly them or reduce lhem
For it is all present in each separate part of t_, a fm_ -r t- one.
_ts body when it is all present m any se,>a-
t'on. :Fhere isnotasmatler part inthe fi:_- c)t_p lg._-IH1 l,_l),L.latxl)l_.,, ltl)_;IS OF
ger, and a larger in tile arm, as the bulk of l)_t I1 ' 11t ()l* ltli*.,t,_.. A_,I, Ill" 1I% OWN

the finger is less than that of the arm; but , A*'ltoN.
the quantity everywhere is the same, for the
whole is present every_ here Yor when the What, ttlen, muq be sa,d of the Imwer of
finger is touched, the whole mlnd feels, though ' percelwn_ truth, and of making a vigorous
the sensatmn is not through tile whole body re.,)stan_ e agam:t these very images which
No part of the mind is unconscious of tqe take thmr shape from )mpresstons on the
touch, which proves ti_e presence of the bo(hly senses, when they are opposed to the
whole. And yet it is not so present in the truth _ "l'hts turner (hscerns the difference tin-
finger or in the sensation as to abandon the tween, to take a l)art_euiar ex.tmple, the true
rest of the body, or to gather itself up inv, Carthage and Its owti imaginary one, which it
the one place where the sensation occurs, chamzes_____as .....:t l)lease_._w*tn wrfeet .....ease. It
For when ;t is all present in the sensation m , ,x_ ,r_ _..-',: ","_"'"_"" _'"_ _'"_ _h..u_l_._*. ,*-

th" t.ram _,, b,*-rh- _'at, __n,_*_**n attd tl_ I_er,_o I-|eg¢_phltL ]JR@

ment it is all present in different places, with-, ./P_r_t_'_yV:_t'ar', "_'; ''{' ......... f*,,da.)t It ...... a. H. _,]
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ShOws that the countlessworldsof Epicurus,CHAP. 20._REFUTATION OF THE ABSURD IDEA
in which his fancy roamed without restraint, or TWO TERRITORIES.

are" due to the same power of imagination, t 22. But perhaps, instead of thus addressing
and, not to multiply examples, that we get
........... I carnal minds, we should rather descend to thetrom the same source that lano ot light, wttn viow_ of tho_e who either dare not o re n_..... _................................... ra ....
ItS boundless extent, and the five dens of the ........ -- - -........ r yet unnr to turn _rom the conmoeration ot
race ot oar_ness, with taelr inmates, in wmcn material things to the study of an immaterial
the fancies of Mamcha._us have dared to usurp and spiritual nature, and who thus are unable
for themselves the name of truth. What then to reflect upon their own power of reflection,
is this power which discerns these things ? so as to see how it forms a judgment of ma-
Clearly, whatever its extent may be, it is tertal extension without itself possessing it.
greater than all these things, and is conceived Let us descend then to these material ideas,
of without any such material images. Find, and let us ask in what direction, and on what
if you can, space for this power; give it a border of the shining and sacred territory, to
material extension; provide it with a body of use the expressions of Mamcha_us, was the re-
huge size. Assuredly if you think well, you gton of darkness ? For tie speaks of onedirec-
cannot. For of everything of this corporeal non and border, without saymgwhmh,whether
nature your mind forms an opinion as to its the right or the left. In any case, it is clear
divisibility, and you make of such things one that to speak of one side implies that there is
part greater and another less, as much as you another. But where there are three or more
like; while that by which you form a judg- sides, either the figure is bounded in all dtrec-
ment of these things you perceive to be above tions,or tf it extends Infinitely in one direction,
them, not in local loftiness of place, but in still it must be hmtted m the directions where
dLgnity of power. _t has sides. If,then, on one side of tne region

CHAP. I9.--IF THE MIND HAS NO MATERIAL EX- of hght there was the race of darkness, what
TENSION, MUCH LEqS HASGOD. bounded it on the other side or sides ? The

Mamchmans say nothing in reply to this; but
2x. So then, if the mind, so liable to change, when pressed, they say that on the other sides

whether from a multitude of dissimilar desires, the region of hght, as they call it, is infinite,
or from feelings varying according to the that is, extends throughout I:oundless space.
abundance or the want of desirable things, or They do not see, what is plam to the dullest
from these endless sports of the fancy, or understanding, that in that case there could
from forgetfulness and remembrance, or from be no redes ? For the sides are where it is
learning and ignorance; if the mind, I say, ]bounded. What, then, he says, though there
exposed to frequent change from these and are no sides? But what you said of one d_-
the like causes, is perceived to be without any rection or side, implied of necessity the exts-
local or material extension, and to have a tence of another d_reetion and side, or other
vigor of action which surmounts these ma- directions and redes. For if there was only
terial conditions, what must we think or con- one side, you should have said, on the
elude of God Himself, who remains superior side, not on one side; as in reference to our
to all intelllgeut beings in His freedom from body we say properly, By one eye, because
perturbation and from change, giving to every there is another; or on one breast, because
onewhat is due? Him the mind dares to ex- there ts another. But _f we spoke of a thing
pres_ more easily than to see; and the clearer as being on one nose, or one navel, we should
the sight, the less is the power of expression, be ridmuled by learned and unlearned, since
And yet this God, if, as the Manich_ean there is only one. But I do not insist on
fables are constantly asserting, He were words, for you may have used one in the
limited in extension in one direction and un- sense of the only one.
limited in others, could be measured by so

many subdivisions or fractions of greater or CHAP. 2 t.--THIS REGION OF LIGHT MUST BE

less size, as every one might fancy; so that, MA'rEmAL 1F IT iS JOINED TO THE REGION
for example, a division of the extent of two
feet would be less by eight parts than one of OV DARKNESS. THE SHAPE OF THE REGION
ten feet. For this is the property of all OE DARKNFSS JOINED TO THE REGmN OE
natures which have extension in space, and mt_Hr.
therefore cannot be all in one place. :But What, then, bordered on the side of the
even with the mind this is not the case; and region which you call shining and sacred ?
this degrading and perverted idea of the mind The regaon, you reply, of darkness. Do you
is found among people who are unfit for such then allow this latter region to have been
investigations, material ? Of course you must, since you as-
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sert that all bodies derive their origin from it. 'number of parts than to a single one, so that
How then is it that, dull and carnal as you'tile regmn ot hght should have six, tahree
are, you do not see that unless both regions upwards and three downwards, they have
were material, they could not have their sides made this region be split up, instead of sun.
joined to one another ? How could you ever dermg tile otaer. For. according to this fig,
be so blinded in mmd as to say taat only the urc, though taere may be no commtxture of
regmn of darkness was material, and that darkness with llgilt, there is eertamly pc,he.
the so-called region of light _as Immaterial tratlon.
and spiritual? My good _nends, let us open
our eyes for once_ and sec_ now [!h3t "4C arc _CHAPo 23,--THF ._,NTttROI_)MORPHITI_$ I_OT S_)

told of it, what is most obvioHS, tllat t%_o BAD A_nI'nl-. MANICHJ'.ANS,
regions cannot be joined at their sides unless :5 ('mnpare, nmv, not spirmgtl men of the
both are matertal. Cat_lohc lmtll, x_t_o_t, nlmd, a,_ far as is pos.

"-3. Or if we are too dull and stupid to see sd_te m ti:_s lm.. wrcmves that the divine
th_s, let us hear whether the region ol dark- substance and ml_ure has no materull exten.
ness too has one side, and is boundless in tim sam, and ha._ no sl_ape bonnded I)y lines, but
other dlrect,ons, like the region oI hgilt, tim carnal and x_eak of our taltll, who, when
They do not hold this from fear of makulg it they tlear the members o! the l_xly u_ed fig-
seem equal to God. Accordingly they make Ilrallvely, as. when (;od's eyes or ears are
it boundless in depth and in length; bat up- ._po_en of..re :u_uqon_ed, ill the license of
wards, above it, the_" nlalntalI1 timt there _s lance, t(_ tin'lure I;od to themselve,_ Ill a
an lnfimtyof empty space. And lest ti.. re- :mm.m t,_rn,; conH_,tre these with tile Matt.
gion should appear to be a fraction equal :n icha:.ms, _ta()_t" tile, toni it IS t(} make known

amount to half of that representing the re<.,n r _e_r sill 3' st_rlt'_ t_ an\u)us inqulrer_ as if
of hght, they narrow it also on u_o stde_. Aq tlicv were great mvste.le,_: and ('onsnh'r who

If, to give the simplest fllustrat.m. ;, piece of tmv'e the mo.t ,dh)_able and respectable ideas
bread were made into four squares, three iof t,o(l, --tm_._e who think o! llun as having
white and one black; then suppose the turee a human form uh_('a _._the most excellent oI
white pieces joined as oue, aud c(,nvmve' _ts kind, or t,l_se wl_(, think _I liml as hay.
them as infinite upwards and downwards, m,_ lumndlc_s in,tterlal exten._ion, yet not in
and backwards m all directions" t'm,_ rt pre- .dl &re, irons, but with thn'v parts lilfinlie and

sents the Manlch,ean region of hght. Then s.dM. _mk: In (ine part tte _ ¢lovvn. with all
concmve tile black sqnare mfinne downwa,ds empty void. and with unthqined space above,
and backwards, but with mlimte emptH_eb_ w!.xle I've regnm of darkne._s I._ inserted
above it: ties is their regmn of darkness, wedge-hi e bel-w ()r perhaps ihe proper
But these are secrets which timy disclose to expr( _bmn l_. tlmt lte ts unc[mfined above
very eager and anxious lnqmrcrs. , m l-t_s men nat_,rc, but enter,at hed on below

" by a hostde nature. 1 join With y(nl Ill laugh-
CHAP. 22.--THE FORM OF 1 HE REGION OF LI_,IIT, lllg :it the f_)ll_ ,_f (_rnal lltell_ unab]e as yet

THE "WORSE OF "IHL 'IV, O, rio h_rm slm_t{:al _oneeptmns, _ho think of

Well, then, if tills is so, tile regmn of dark- (.)d ,is having a human ftwm. I)o you too
ness is clearly touched oil two s_des 1,_ the joln me, _f yml can, in laughing at those
region of hght. And If it is touched on t_,) whose u_,happv _onleptmns represent (;¢_! as
sides, it must touch on two. So much for _ts i:awn_ a si.ape cl_en or cnt m _,nch an eel.
being on one s_de, as we were told before. _see rely aml twbecoming way, w_th such an

24. And what an unseemty appearance _s empty gap abow', and such a dishonorable
this of the region of hght [_hke a cloven curtailment below. Besules, there isthis difo
arch, with a black wedge inserted below,_ference, that these taarnat people, who think
bounded only in the directmn of the cleft, of God as havm_ a human form, if they are
and having a void space interposed where content to be Umlnshed w_th milk from the
the boundless emptiness stretches above the breast of the Cathohc Chilrctl, and do not rush
region of darkness. Indeed, the form of the l_ea(tlang Into rash opiulons, but cultivate in
re,on of darkness is better than that of the the Church the pmus habit of inquiry, and
region of hght: for the former cleaves, the there ask that they Ray receive, and knock
latter is cloven; the former fills the gapwhlch that _t may be opened to them, begin to
is made in the latter; the former has no void understand spiritually the figures and parables
in it, while the latter is undefined m alldirec- of the Scriptures, and gradually to perceive
tions, except that where _t is filled up uy tl_e that the &vine energies are suitably set forth
wedge of darkness. In an ignorant and under the name, someumes of ears, some.
greedy notion of giving more honor to a, times of eyes, someumes of hands or feet, or
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even of wings and feathers a shield too, Or will you say that these three are not of one
and word, and helmet, and all the other in- and the same nhture, but that the Father is of
numerable things. And the more progress one, the kingdoms of another, and the region
they make in this understanding, the more iof another, so that each has a peculiar nature
are they confirmed as Catholics. The Mani- and substance, and that they are arranged
chuRns, on the other hand,when they abandon according to their degree of excellence?
their material fancies,cease to be Manichmans. If this is true, Manichmus should have taught
For this is the chief and special point in their that there are four natures, not two; or if the
praises of Manichams, that the divine rays-Father and the kingdoms have one nature,
terms which were taught figuratively in books and the region only one of its own, he should
from ancient times were kept for Mamch_us, have made three. Or ,f he made only two,
who was to come last, to solve and demon-i because the region of darkness does not be-
strate; and so after him no other teacher will long to God, in what sense does the region of
come from God, for he ha_ said nothing In light belong to God ? For if it has a nature
figures or parables, but has explained ancient of its own, and if God neither generated nor
sayings of that kmd, and has himself taught in made it, it does not belong to Him, and the
plain,simpleterms. Therefore,whenti_e Man- seat of His kingdom is in what belongs to
ichmans hear these words of their founder, another. Or if it belongs to Him because of
on one side and border of the shining and its vicinity, the region of darkness must do
sacred region was the region of darkness, they so too ; for it not only borders on the region
have no interpretations to fall back on. of light, but penetrates it so as to sever it in
Wherever they turn, the wretched bondage itwo. Again, if God generated it, it cannot
of their own fancies hrmgs them upon clefts have a separate nature. For what is gen-
or sudden stoppages and joinmgs or sunder-[ erated by God must be what God is, as the
ings of the most unseemly kind, which it Catholic Church believes of the only begotten
would be shocking to believe as true of any Son. So you are brought back of necessity
immaterial nature, even though mutable, like to that shocking and detestable profamty,
the mind, not to speak of the immutable that the wedge of darkness sunders not a
nature of God. And yet if I were unable to iregion distinct and separate from God, but
rise to higher things, and to bring my the very nature of God. Or if God did not
thoughts from the entanglement of false im- generate, but make it, of what did He make
aginations whictt are impressed on the mere- ! it ? Or if of H_mself, what is this but to gen-
ory by the bodily senses, into the freedom crate? If of some other nature, was this
and purity of spiritual existence, how much nature good or evil ? If good, there must
better would it be to think of God as in the have been some good nature not belonging
form of a man, than to fasten that wedge of to God; which you will scarcely have the
darkness to His lower edge, and, for want of boldness to assert. If evil, the race of dark-
a covering for the boundless vacuity above to ness cannot have been the only ewl nature.
leave it void and unoccupied throughout in- Or did God take a part of that region and
finite space ! What notion could be worse turn it into a region of hght, in order to found
than this ? What darker error can be taught or His kingdom upon it ? If He had, He would
imagined ? have taken the whole, and there would have

been no evll nature left. If God, then, did
CHAP. 24._OF THE NUMBER OF NATURES IN not make the region of light of a substance

"]'HEMANICH2EANFICTION. distinct from His own, He must have made
a6. Again, I wish to know, when I read of it of nothing2

God the Father and His kingdoms founded
on the shining and happy region, whether the CHAP. 25. --- OMNIPOTENCE CREATE:_ GOOD
Pather and His kingdoms, and the region, TmNGS DIFFERING IN DEGREE. IN EVERY
are all of the same nature and substance. DESCRIPTIONWHATSOEVEROF THE JUNCTION

If they are, then it is not another nature or or THE TWO REGIONS THERE IS EITHER IM-
sort of body of God which the wedge of the PROPRIETY OR ABSURDITY.
race of darkness cleaves and penetrates,which _7. If, then, you are now convinced that
itself is an unspeakably revolting thmg, but God is able to create some good thing out of
it is actually the very nature of God which nothing, come into the Catholic Church, and
undergoes this. Think of this, I beseech learn that all the natures which God has
you: as you are. men, think of it, and flee created and founded in their order of excel-
from it; and if by tearing open your breasts
you can cast out by the roots such profane • [Thereit tmfflcleutreasonto thinkthat Mmaitd_attftedGod

with the kit_dom tnd the rtgiou of light. See Imroductk_--
fancies from your faith, I pray you to do it. A.H.N.]
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fencefrom the highesttothe lowestaregood,!ofonlyafew,theremight nottm somuch dif-
and some betterthan others;and thatthey_iicultywiththem,--butto thisFundamental
wcrc made of nothing,though God, thelr_,Epistlewhich we are now considering,with
Maker,made use ofHis o_,nwisdom asan m- !wluchallof you who are caIMd cnlightenc'_i
strument,so to speak,to givebemg towhat are usuallyquitefamiliar.Here the words
was not, and thatas faras tthad being ntiarc.'"On one sldetheborderofthe shining
might be good,and thatthe hmttatmn of itsiand sacredregionwas theregionofdarkness,
beingmight show thatttwas notbegottenby '_deep and boundlessm extent."
God, but madc out of nothing. Ifyou ex-!
amine the matter, you will find notu|ng to! CHAP" 26.--"llIF MANICll,_-'kNSARF REDUCKD
keep you from agreeing to this. For YOU (;an- TO t HE CHOICE OP A "roR1 I.'OUS_ OR CURVED,

not make your region of light to be _:txat God (,R S'[RAh;H1 LINI OI."JVNC'II_N. TIlE TitIRD
KIND OF I IXl %_OI'l,lb t.IVI _%MMETRY AND

is,withoutmaking the dark sectlonan m-1
fringement on the very nature of God. Norcan{ ra,.xt'iv .',UIrABLt Io BOIH RtA.tONS.

you say that it was generated by God, w,th-! What more ,s to bc got ? we have nowout being reduced to the same enornnty, from heard wtiat ls on tile border. Make wtmt
the necessity of con'cluding that as begotten, shape VOlt plca._e, draw any kn_d o| lines you
of God, it must be what God Is. Nor can lthke, It" is certain that tile inaction of this
you say that it was distract from Him, lest , bout_dle_s ma,_._of the rcMmn of darkne_ to
you should be forced to admLt that God pi_ced i the rc_cm of llt,"_t must have been either by a
His kingdom in what d,d not belong to ttan." _strmght hne, or a curved, or a tortuous one.
and that there are three natures. Nor can YOU '41! the hlIc of 3umtlon is tortuous tile side of
say that God m_de it of a substance distinct!the re_ltm of ]lt4Ht must also be tortuousl
from His own, without making someta,ng, othcr_,_e its stra_ght.,,Me lonled to a torttaous
good bes,des God, or something evil bes,des '{,;_ w.uhl Iv,ave gaps ot mhnlte depth_ instead
the race of darkness. It remains, therefore iof havmK vacmt_ only above ti_e lamt of dark.
that you must confess that God made the regmn nes% as we were" told before. Aml if there
of light out of nothing: and you are unwllhng [were suth Raps, how much better it would
to bel,eve this; because if God could make i have been for tim region of hght to have been
out of nothing some great good whach yet was still more eh._tant, and to have had a greater
inferior to Himself, He could also, since He _vacmtv between, so tl,;tt tt_c reL,ion of darkness
is good, and grudges no good, make another I might n,t touch it a! all ! Then there might
good inferior to the former, and again a thrall have bccn such a gap of tmttomless depth_
inferior to the second, and so on, m order that, oh the rise of any int._ch;tf nl that race_
down to the lowest good of created natures, so I although the ('!iw|s o{ dark,lt:b e, might have
that the whole aggregate, instead of extend-l the foolhardy wish t¢_cro_ over, they would
ing indefinitely without number or measure, : fall headlong into the g:q_ {for bothes cannot
should have a fixed and definite cons,stency fly wltt_out a_r to support It:era}, and as there

Again, if you will not allow ttHs either, that is infinite space downwards, t;,cy could do no t
God made the region of light out of nothing, i more harm, though they mtgl_t live for ever,
you will have no escape from the shocking for tl_ey _umld be for ever falhng. Again, if
profanities tc which your opinions lead. the hue of june t_on was a curved one, the re-

28. Perhaps, since the carnal imagmatLon ignon of hght must also have had the disfigure.
can fancy any shapes it likes, you m_ght t,e tment of a curve to answer It. Or if the land
able to devise some other form for the june- iof darkness were curved inwards like a the_

Ire, there would t_e as much disfigurement intion of the two regions, instead of presenting
to the mind such a disagreeable and painful the corresponding line in the region of light.
description as this, that the region of God, Or ff the regmn of darknes_ had a curved flue,
whether it be of the same nature asGod or not, and the region of light a straight one, the}"
where at least God's kingdoms are founded, cannot have touched at all in)tats. And cer-
lies through immensity in such a huge mass ! tainlv, as I said before, it would have been
that its members stretch loosely to an mfimte t,better tf they h;_d not touched, anti if there
extent, and that on their lower part that wedge _was such a gap between that the regions might
of the'region of darkness, itself of boundless ibe kept d_stmc_ly separate, and that rash evil.
size encroaches upon them. But whatever other, doers might fall i,eadhmg so as to tm harm.
form you contrive for the junction of these less. If,then,the line of jt, nctionwatt astraight
two regions, you cannot erase what Manichzus lone, there remain, of course, no more gaps
has written. I refer not to other treatises ior_ _r°°ves, but, on the contrary, so perfect a
where a more particular description is given,_ _junction as to make the greatest po_,ible peace
for perhaps, because they are in the hands, and harmon)" between rite two regions. What
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more beautiful or more suitable than that one body, by change of form for the worse, beauty
fide should meet the other in a straight line, is lost, or rather lessened, and what was
without bends or breaks to disturb the natural called fair before is said to be ugly, and what
and permanent connection throughout endless was pleasing becomes displeasing, so in the
space and endless duration ? And even though mind the seemliness of a right will, which
there was a separation, the straight sides of makes a just and pious life, is injured when
both regions would be beauttful in themselves, the wilt changes for the worse; and by this
as being straight; and besides, even in spite sin the mind becomes miserable, instead of
of an interval, their correspondence, as run- enjoying as before the happiness which comes
ning parallel, though not meeting, would give from the ornament of a right will, without any
a symmetry to both. With the addition of the gain or loss of substance.
junction, both regions become perfectly reg- 3° Cons,der, again, that though we admit
ular and harmonious; for nothing can be de-that the border of the region of darkness was
vised more beautiful in description or in con- evll for other reasons, such as that it was dim
cept_on than this junction of two straight lines.' and dark, or any other reason, still it was not

evil in being straight. So, if I admit that
CHAP 2"r _THE BEAUTY OF THE STRAIGHT ] there was some evil in its color, you must admit

LINE M'II3HT BE TAKEN FROM THE REGION OF I that there was some good in its straightness.
DARKNESSWlTItOUT TAKING ANYTHINGFROMt Whatever the amount of this good, it is not
ITS SUBSTANCE. SO EVIL NEITHER TAKFS allowable to attribute it to any other than
FROM NOR ADDS TO THE qUBSTANCE OF THE _God tile Maker, from whom we must believe
SOUL. THE STRAIGHTNESSOF ITSSIDEWOULD that all good in whatsoever nature comes, if
BE SO FAR A GOOD BEST_WFI) ON THE REGION we are to escape deadly error. It is absurd,
OF DARKNESSBY GOD THF CREATOR. then, to say that this region is perfect evil,

when in its straightness of border is found
29. What is to be done with unhappy the good of not a little beauty of a material

minds, perverse in error, and held fast by kind; and also to make this region to be al-
custom? These men do not know what they together estranged from the almighty and
say when they say those things; for they do good God, when this good which we find in it
not consider. Listen to me; no one forces can be attributed to no other but the author

ou, no one quarrels with you no one tauntsY • " * _of all good things. But this border, too, we
ou with past errors unless some one who l • - •Y , ,are told, was evil. Well, suppose it evil: it

has not experienced tile chv ne mercy in de- won ct sN ely have been x_or_e hall it been• . ] ..__1_ __r__v .......... w ...............
liverance from error" all we desire is tlaat the t ,_ , .........• tcrooKe(i insteao ot straight. Ano now can
errors should some time or other be aban- t" t ..... " " ' ..... ' "• I na t)e tne perteetlon oi e_ 11 turn wmcn
doned "lhmk a little _]ti_out annnomty or l• " ' " ' ' somethmgworse than itself can be thought of ?
b:tterness We are all human beings: let us And t_ h_ w,w¢_ imnh,_o that th,_ ,¢ ¢,_,_
hate, not one another, but errors and lies. crc_t_d tho w.'ant of xt,,hlt-h malr_¢ th_ *h;ncr

htnk a little, I play you God of mercy, _'_-' .................................... _"
_F " ' " " • " "- worse. Here the want of straightness wouldhelp them to think, and kindle in the minds mzk-_ ¢hv hue xvor_e Th_,.r_fo'e_ _¢ _" .... h#

of lnqmrers the true hght If anything ls[ne_ , i_ gomethin o-c_nd And vnll will n_xor"• o. ................. cr .............. . .,_V_.

plain, is not this, that right is better than tanswe r the question whence this goodness
wrong? Give me, then, a calm and quiet an- [comes, without reference to Him from whom
swer to this, whether making crooked the lwe mu,t noknowl_d,_ that nil ¢rocwl thinerg
right line of the region of darkness which Ionto whoth_r small or r_nt Rat .....

ores on to the right hne of the region ofj . Ishall pass on from considering this border to
light, would not detract trom its beauty. If somethin*, else.
you will not be dogged, you must confess "
that not only is beauty taken from it by Its CrXAP.28.--*XtANICHmUS PLACES F_W _rATURES
being made crooked, but also the beauty IN THE REG1ONOF DARKNESS.

which it might have had from connection with 3x. "' There dwelt," he says, "in that re-
the right line of the regioia of light. Is it the glon fiery bodies, destructive races." By
ease, then, that in this toss of beauty, in which speaking of dwelling, he must mean that those
right is made crooked, ,and harmony becomes bodies were animated and in hie. But, not
discord, and agreement disagreement, there to appear to cavil at a word, let us see how
is any loss of substance ? Learn, then, from he di_ddes into five classes all these in-

this that substance is not evil; but as in the habitants of this region. " Here," he says,

t [This discussion of the llaes bounding the Kingdom ol Iaght " was boundless darkness, flowing from the
,- m_ the Kingdom of Darkrteas seems.very much like tri_tng,,but same source in immeasurable abundance, with

- Aejl_ma'ummwaatobringtheMani_nt_a'eaeatattonsmto the productions properly belonging to it.
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Beyond thiswere muddy turbidwaters,with,speak of them as hffvingno connectionwith
theirinhabitants;and insideof them winds God, theauthorof allgood things,tstolose
terribleand violent,withtheirprinceand their,slghtof tileexcellenceof the orderin the
progenitors.Then, again,a fieryregionofithings,and ofthegreatevlloftheerrorwhi¢'h
destruction,withitschiefsand peoples. And, leadstosucha conclusion.
similarly,insideof thisa race fullof smoke
and gloom, where abode the dreadfulprinceCHAP• 30.--THE NUMBFR OF GOOD THINGS IN
and chief of all, having around him mnu. THOSE NAI"t_R_KSWHICIt MANICH._USPLAC_
merable princes, himself the mind and source IN THE REGIONOFDARKNESS.
of them all. Such are the five natures of the 33- " But," is the reply, "the orders of
pestiferous region." We find here five na-beings mhabmug those five natures were
tures mentioned as part of one nature, which fierce and destructive." As tf I were prais.
he calls the pestiferous regaon. The natures mg thetr fierceness and destructtvene._s. I,
are darkness, waters, winds, fire, smoke; you see, JOlU wtth you It't c¢)ndel_llnng the
which he so arranges as to make darkness ewls you attrtbute tt_ them; join you with
first, beginning at the outside. In._ide of me m pra_sm_ the good tluugs which you
darkness he puts the waters; mmde of the ascrfl_e to them: so tt wtll appear that
waters, the winds; inside of the x_mds, the'there is a mixture ot good and evil in what
fire; inside of the fire, the smoke. And each you call the last extremity ot evtl. If I
of these natures had Its peculiar kind of m- lore yo_ m comtemnmg wl,:_t _.-ml_'hievous
habitants, which were hkewlse five m number, in tins region, you must loin u_tt_ mc tu prais-
For to the question, Whether there was only ling ulnar is benefi_lal, l,or these heing_."
one kind in all, or different kinds correspond- (ould not have been produced, or tumr_shed,
mg to the different natures; the reply _s, that ' or have continued Io inhabit that r_ tO_m,with-
they were dtfferent: as na other books we find :not some salutary influence 1 t,ul_ wtth you
it stated that the darkness had serpents: the'ill tonticml_tng t(_e d:_rkness; jo|tl with me in
waters swimming creatures, such as fish; the_ prat_mg the productwencss For while you

winds flying creatures, such as btrds; the fire ca_lu_id_arlkrr_?t-_c_tm;n_tlasur?_alrCk,_ci_:' sl:_ke:_lquadrupeds, such as horses, hons, and the
hke; the _moke bipeds, such as men. I i._ not a real substa_u'c, and tncan_ no more

I t_.m the absentee ot light, as nakedt_¢'ss means
CHAP. 29.--THE REFUTATION OF Tttlq AP,_-I'RD - l,_e wflnt or" t'h)tlnng, and emptiness the want

ITY. ¢)f material contet_ts.._o that darkness o)uld

32. Whose arrangement, then, is tlal_ _ produce nothing, althO|lg}l a regtolI in dark.
Wt_o made the distinctions and the cla._s,fi-hess--that is, tta the ;d).',el_te o{ hght_might
caoon ? Who gave the number, the q_ahttes, produce somct!_tng. But I,assmg over tins
the forms, the hfe ? For all these thim(s are tor the prt.sent, _t ts certain that where pro-
m themselves _ood, nor could each of the duct_ons arise there must be a beneficent
natures have them except from the l_estowal:adaptaucm of substanct's, as well as a sym-
of God, the author of all good things. For metrteat arrangement and construelton in
this is not like the descrtpuons or supposmons umty _f the metal,ors of the bemg._ produced,
of poets about an imaginary chaos, as 1)croft --a w_._eadjustment making them agree with
a shapeless mass, w_thout form, without quat-'one another. Antl who w_ll deny that all
_ty, without measurement, wtthout wetght and i these things are mc_re to tn: pratsed than
number, w_thout order and variety; a con- darkness _s to be condemned ? If 1 join with
fused something, absolutely desotute of quat- you in condemnm_ the muddiness of th,
ities, so that some Greek writers c,dl _t waters, you mu_t _,m w_th me m prmsmg the
_..r,,t,v. So far from being like fiats t_ the waters as far as ti_ev possessed the form and
Manichman description of the region of,quahty of water, and al_o the agreement of
darkness, as they call it, that, in a dtrec't- tae members of the inhabitants swimming in
ly contrary style, they add side to side. the waters, their hfe sustainm_f and directing
and join border to border; they number their b_My, and every parttcul._r adaptation of
five natures; they separate, arrange, and as- substances for the benefit of health. For
s_gn to each its own qualities. Nor do they though you find fault with the waters as tur-
leave the natures barren or waste, but peopie bid and muddy, still, in allowing them the
them with their proper inhabitants; and t,, quality of producing and maintaining their
these, again, they give suitable forms, and hying inhabttants, you imply that there was
adapted to their place of habitation, besides, some kind of btxtdy form, and simdarity of
giving the chief of all endowments, hfe. To Iparts, giving umty and congruit.y of character;
recount such good things as these, and to I otherwise there could be no body at all: and_
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as a rational being, you must see that all these you must allow to be commendable ? For he
things are to be praised. And however great lhad a soul and a body; the soul life-giving,
you make the ferocity of these inhabitants, and the body endowed with life. Since the
and their massacrings and devastations in sou] governed and the body obeyed, the soul
their assaults, you still leave them the regular took the lead and the body followed; the soui

• limits of form, by which the members of each gave consistency, the body was not dissolved;
body are made to agree together, and their the soul gave harmonious motion, and the
beneficial adaptations, and the regulating body was constructed of a well-proportioned
power of the living principle binding together framework of members. In this single prince
the parts of the body in a friendly and hat- are you not induced to express approval of
monlousumon. And if all these areregarded the orderly peace or the peaceful order_
with common sense it will be seen that they And what applies to one applies to all the
are more to be commended than the faults are rest. You say he was fierce and cruel to
to be condemned. I join with you in con- others. This is not what I commend, but
demning the frightfulness of the winds; join the other important things which you will not
with me in praising their nature, as giving take notice of. Those things, when perceived
breath and nourishment, and their material and considered,--after advice by any one who
form in its continuousness and diffusion by has without consideration put faith in Man_.
the connection of its parts: for by these chaeus,--lead him to a clear conviction that,
things these winds had the power of produc- in speaking of those natures, he speaks c_f
ing and nourishing, and sustainmg in vigor things good in a sense, not perfect and ul_-
these inhabitants you speak of; and also in created, like God the one Trinity, nor of the
these inhabitants--besides the other things higher rank of created things, hke the holt
which have already been commended in all angels and the ever-blessed powers; but of
animated creatures--this particular power of the lowest class, and ranked according to the
going quickly and easily whence and whither small measure of their endowments. These
they please, and the harmonious stroke of things are thought to be blameworthy by the
their wings in flight, and their regular motion, uninstructed when they compare them with
I join with you in condemning the destructive- higher ti_mgs; and in view of their want of
hess of fire; join with me ill commendnig the some good, the good they have gets the name
productiveness of this fire, and the growth of of evil, because it is defective. My reason

" these productions, and the adaptation of the also for thus discussing the natures enu-
fire to the beings produced, so that they had merated by Mantchmus is that the things
coherence, and came to perfection in measure named are things familiar to us in this world.
and shape, and could live and have their We are familiar with darkness, waters, wind%
abode there: for you see that all these things fire, smoke; we are familiar, too, with anl-
deserve admiration and praise, not only in reals, creeping, swimming, flying; with quad-
the fire which is thus habitable, but in the in- rupeds and biped. With the exception of

habitants too. I join with you in condemn-I darkness (which, as I have said already, is
ing the denseness of smoke, and the savage nothing but the absence of light, and the per-
character of the prince who, as you say, abode ception of it is only the absence of sight, as
in it; join with me in praising the similarity the perception of silence is the absence of
of all the parts in this very smoke, by which it! hearing; not that darkness is anything, but
preserves the harmony and proportion of its that light is not, as neither that silence is
parts among themselves, according to its own anything, but that sound is not), all the other
nature, and has an unity which makes it what things are natural qualities and are familiar
it is: for no one can calmly reflect on these to all; and the form of those natures, which
things without wonder and praise. Besides, !is commendable and good as far as it exists,
even to the smoke you give the power and!no wise man attributes to any other author
energy of production, for you say that princes _than God, the author of all good things."
inhabited it; so that in that region the smoke
is productive, which never happens here. CHAP. 3/.--MANICH/EUS GOT THE ARRANGE-
and, moreover, affords a wholesome dwelling _ MENT OF HIS FANCIFUL NOTIONS FROMVISI.
#ace to its inhabitants. BLE OBJECTS.

CHAP. 3I._THE SAMESUBJECTCONTINUED. 35" For in giving to these natures whict

: 34. And even in the prince of smoke him- he has learned from visible things, an arrange

_tf, instead of mentioning only his ferocity _ [This portiott of thear_ment is co_ucted with .g'_t _:/*mc_t
as a bad quality, ought you not to have taken _r_ A_m_t,at=k_ thet_t_i,_=t, c_theregionot as

as/danl describes them, and proves that they _ so much ¢
(}' notice of the other things in his nature which i Mthat theycai_ImvcnootherauthovthanGt_.--A. H. N.]
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ment according to hls fanciful ideas, to repro one is that smok- r ....
"l ' "c esemmes prouu peopm in

sent the race of darkness, Manichmus is, rising up into tile air, round and swellingclearly in error First of all, he makes dark I This idea might ........... • • "
• " .... - _ . ...._,.._ w_..ant a ngurattve uescrlp-

ness productive, whmh is lmposmble. But, 'tton of proud men, or an allegorical expression
he replies, this darkness was unli&e what you !or explananon, but not the belief that bit_-ts
are famihar with. How, then, can you make_are born m smoke and of smoke, They
me understand about it ? After so many *might with equal reason be said to tm born in
promises to give knowledge, will you force' dust, for it often rises up to the heaven with
me to take your word for it ? Suppose I be- ' a similar circling and lofty motion; or in tht
lieve you, tins at least is certain, that if the clouds, for they are often drawn up from the
darkness had no form, as darkness usually earth m such away. that those looking from
has not, it couId produce nothing; if It ha(tia d_stance are uncertaul whether they are
form, it was better than ordinary darkness:Iclouds or smoke. Once more, why, in the
whereas, when you call it different from the lease of the waters and the winds, does he

ordinary kind, you wish us to beheve that it [ smt the inhabitants to the character of theis worse. You might as well say that silence, place, as we see swtmtning things m water,
which is the same to the ear as darkness to and flying thlugs in the wind; whereas, in the
the eyes, produced some deaf or dumb ani- face of life and smoke, this bold liar is not
mals in that region; and then, in reply to the ashamed to assign to the._e places tile most
ob3ection that silence is not a nature, you unlikely inhabltant_? For fire burns quadru.
might say that it was different silence from_peds, and con._nme_ t tern, and smoke suffo-
ordinary silence; in a word, you might say lcates and kills btped_. At least tie must ac-

what you pleased to those whom you have lknowledge that tie has made these natures
once misled into beheving you. No doubt, _better m the race of darkness than they are
the obvious facts relating to the orlgm ot ! here, though he wt_hes us to think everything
animal hie led Manlch_eus to say that ser-_to be _or._e. For, a('cordltl_ to this, the fire
pents were produced in darkness. However. there produced aml tiourl.Mled quadrupeds,
there are serpents which have sucl_ sharp _and gave them a lodging not only harmless,

sight, and such pleasure in hght, that they ibut most convenient. The smoke, too, pro-
seem to give evidence of the most weighty, wded room for the ofl_prlng of its own benign
kind against this idea. Then the idea of bosom, and cherished them tip to the rank of
swimming things m the water m_ght easily be. prince. "t'tm_ we see that these hes, which
got here, and applied to the fanciful objects ! have added to the number of heretics, arose
in that region; and so of flying things in the'from the perceptmn by carnal hcnse, only
winds, for the motion of the lower air m this ',without care or dt._cernmcnt, of visible _hlect_
world, where birds fly, is called wind. Where' m this world, and when thus concev,'ed, were
he got the idea of the quadrupeds in fire, no brought forth 1,5"fancy, and then presumptu.
one can tell. Still he said this deliberately, ously written and pul_hshed.
though without sufficient thought, and from
great misconception. The reason usually CHAP. 33.--E'_ ] l<l "x x | I'RI , AS NA'I IJRE, IN

given is, that quadrupeds are voracious and (,o,,D.
salacious• But many men surpass any i 36. But the consalerat_on we wish most to
quadruped in voracity, though they arc In- _urge is the truth of th_ Catimhc dc_:trine_ if

peds, and are called chddren of the smoke, t;tey can understaml it, that God is the author
and not of fire. Geese, too, are as voracious of all natures. I urged this before when I

as any animal; and though he might place tsaid, I join with you in your condemnation
them in fire as bipeds, or in the water because i of destructiveness, of blindness, of denim
they love to swim, or in the winds because [ muddiness, of terrific violence, of perishable-
they have wings and somettmes fly, they cer- ness, of the ferocity of tim princes, and so
tainly have nothing to do with fire in this on; join with me in commending form,
klassfficatton. As regards salaciousness, _classificatlon, arrangement, harmony, unity
suppose he was thinking of neigmng horses, of structure, symmetry and correspondence
which sometimes bite through the bridle and of members, provision for vital breath and
rush at the mares; and writing hastily, with nourishment, wholesome adaptation, regula-
this in his mind, he forgot the common spar- tion and control by the mind, and the subj¢c_
row, in comparisonofwhichthe hottest stallion tion of the bodies, and the assimilation and
is cold, The reason they give for assigning agreement of parts in the natures, both those
bipeds to the smoke is, that bipeds are con- inhabiting and those inhabited, and all the
ceited and proud, for men are derived from I other things of the same kind. From this, if
this class; and the idea, which is a plausible they would only think honestly, they would "

10
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understand that it implies a mixture of good question at present is not what can be taken
and evil, even in the region where they sup- away, and what cannot; but it certainly helps
pose evll to be alone and in perfection: so to a clear perception that these natures, as far
that if the evils mentioned were taken away, as they are natures, are good, when we see
the good things will remain, without anything that the good things can be thought of with-
to detract from the commendation given to out these evil things, while without these good
them; whereas, if the good things are taken things no nature can be conceived of. I can
away, no nature is left. From this every one conceive of waters without muddy commo-
sees, who can see, that every nature, as far tion; but without settled contmuity of parts
as it is nature, is good; since in one and the no material form is an object of thought or
same thing in which I found something to!of sensation in any way. Therefore even
praise, and he found something to blame, if these muddy waters could not exist without
the good things are taken away, no nature will the good which was the condition of their
remain; but if the disagreeable things are material existence. As to the reply that these
taken away, the nature will remain unim- ] evil things cannot be taken from such natures,
paired. Take from waters their thickness and I rejoin that neither can the good things be
muddiness, and pure clear water remalns;] taken away. Why, then, should you call these
take from them the consistence of their parts, !things natural evils, on account of the evil
and no water will be left. If then, after the] things which you suppose cannot be taken
evil is removed, the nature remains in a purer away, and yet refu_e to call them natural
state, and does not remain at all when the good thmgs, on account of the good things
good is taken away, it must be the good which which, as has been proved, cannot be taken
makes the nature of the thing in which it is, away ?
while the evil is not nature, but contrary to 38 . You may next ask, as you usually do
nature. Take from the winds their terrible- for a last resource, whence come these evils
ness and excessive force, with which you find which I have said that I too disapprove of.
fault_ you can conceive of winds as gentle and ] I shall perhaps tell you. if you first tell me
mild; take from them the similarity of their! whence are those good thmgs which you too
parts which gives them continuity of sub. are otfliged to c_mmend, if you would not be
stance_ and the unity essential to material altogether unreasonable. But why should I
existence, and no nature remams to be con- ask this, when we both acknowledge that all
ceived of. It would be tedious to go through good things whatever, and how great soever,
all the cases; but all who consider the sub- :ire from the one God, who is supremely good ?
ject free from party spirit must see that in You must therefore yourselves oppose Mani-
their list of natures the disagreeable things ch_eus who has placed all these important
mentioned are ad_tions to the nature; and good thmgs which we have mentioned and
when they are removed, the natures remain justly commended,--the continuity and agree-
better than before. This shows that the iment of parts in each nature, the health and
natures, as far as they are natures, are good; vigor of the animated creatures, and the other
for when you take from them the good in- thmgswhich it would be wearisome to repeat,
stead of the evil, no natures remain. And _(in an imaginary region of darkness, so as
attend, you who wish to arrive at a correct to separate them altogether from that God
judgment, to what is said of the fierce price whom he allows to be the author of all good
himself. If you take away his ferocity, see things.) He lost s,ght of those good things,
how many excellent things will remain; his while taking notice only of what was dis-
material frame, the symmetry of the members a_reeable; as ff one, frightened by a lion's
on one side with those on the other, the unity[ roaring, and seeing him dragging away and
of his form, the settled continuity of his tearing the bodies of cattle or human beings
parts, the orderly adjustment of the mind as] which he had seized, should from childish
ruling and animating, and the body as subject I pusillanimity be so overpowered with fear as
and animated. The removal of these thmgs, I to see nothing but the cruelty and ferocity of
and of others I may have omitted to mention, ] the lion; and overlookmg or disregarding all
will leave no nature remaining, the other qualities, should exclaim against

Ithe nature of this animal as not only evil, but
CHAP 34 NA'IURECANNOT BEWITHOU'I SOME*" • "_ " " ' _a great evil, his fear adding to his vehemence.

GOOD. THE MANICH2EANSDWELLUPON THE But were he to see a tame lion, with its fero-
EVILS. city subdued, especially if he had never been
37. But perhaps you will say that these l frightened by a lion, he would have leisure,

evils cannot be removed from the natures, and _in the absence of danger and terror, to observe
' must therefore be considered natural. The_and admire the beauty of the animal. My
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only remark on this is one closely connected were not corrupted, it would be incorrupt; or
with our subject: that any nature may be in if it could not in any way be corrupted, it
some case disagreeable, so as to excite hatred would be mcorruptdlle. Now, if corruption
towards the whole nature; though it is clear is an evil. both incorrupt)on and incorrupti-
that the form of a real hying beast, even bihty must be good things. We are not,
when it excites terror in the woods, is far however, speaking at present o! incorruptible
better than that of the artificial imitation nature, but of things which admit of eorrup.
which is commended in a painting on the tlon, and whmh, while not corrupted, may lm
wall. We must not then be misled into this called incorrupt, but not incorruptible. That
error by Manichmus, or be hindered from alone can tie called incorruptd_le which not
observing the forms of the natures, by his only is not corrupted, but also canrtot in any
finding fault with some things m them in such part be corrupted. Whatever thing's, then,
a way as to make us disapprove of them being incorrupt, but hahle t_)eorrnptton, begin
entirely, when it is impossible to shoe: that to be corrupte,t, are deprived ,ff the g_od
they deserve entire disapproval. And when which they had as mt'orrupt. Nor is this a
our minds are thus composed and prepared slight go_l, for corruption is a great evil.
to form a just judgment_ we may ask wi_ence And the continued increase of corruption ira.
come those evils which I have said that I phesthe (ontmued presence of good, of which
condemn. It will be easier to see this if we they may be deprived Acconhngly, the
class them all under one name inatures supt_sed to exist in the region of

darkness must have been either cx_rruptible

CHAP. 35.--EVil" ALONE 1S CORRI_'I'TION. ( oR. or incorruptible. 1! they were utcorruptible,
RUPTION 1S NOT NA'I URE_ BL" 1 COg1R XRV "It) they were m possession of a good than which
NATURE. CORRUPTION IMPLII'._ PREVIOI_'_nothing Is hi_her. It they ,acre ct_rruptfble,
GOOD. they were e_ther corrupled or ]lot corrupted.

39- For who can doubt that the whole of If they were not corrupted, they were incof
that which is called evil is nothing else th:ln rupt, to s,_y whwh tlf;uD'thlng is to give it
corruption ? Different evils may, indeed, lie Krcat t/rinse- If they were t,_rruptcd, they
called by different names; but that wh,ch is were detm_cd of l}_ls great _ot_l of mcorrup-
the evil of all things in winch an)" evil is per- _m, bul *tie depnvatmn mlphe', the previoutt
ceptible is corruption. So the corruption .I p,_s.ess;on of the got)d they :_re deprived of;
an educated mind Is ignorance; the corrup/u,n .rod _f liter lt¢_c_. _t'd th_s g-od, they weretqe t trfe_tl_m of evil aim consequently
of a prudent mind is m_prudence; th0 corrtlp- not
tion of a just mind, m;llstme; the corrtq/t,o_ .ill ti_c Manlch;c.m story is a Ldsehood.
of a brave mind, cowardice; the corrupt_ot_ of t nay 3(_ _rlll; '-a_l'RCt _1_ I Vii, OR tt7 COil"

a calm, peaceful mind, cup_(htv, fear. sorting. RI'PI 1ONt'lF t.tl_,ll.
pride. Again, in a living body, the _orrup-
lion of heahh is pare and disease; zhe corr'_,p- 4t. After ihu_ requiring wh:l! e'.l] is, and
tion of strength is exhaustion; the (_)rrupt_rm learnma: t_v_t it _s ll()t n;tture, I,ut against ha-
of rest _s toil. Again, in any corporeal t:_m_, titre, ut ° mt_sl next mqmre whence It is. If
the corruption of beauty is ugl,ncss: 0,_e col .Man_ :,eus Lad dnne tins, he might have
ruption of straightness is crookedness; 11_( eserq t'_i falling lnt_ the snare of these seriou_
corruption of order is confusion; the corr_q_- t,rrors, Out of time and nut of order, he
t_on of entireness is disseverance, or fractun, bega,_ w_tq mqulrm_4 rot. the ,mgin of evil,
or d;minutlon. It would Ite long and kib<_ri- _at ,_"ut fiist askinl£ what evll was; and _') hii

.... :^_ i. .... ,_ all tqc corrt;ptlo, s lnq,i,ry led h,m only to the reception of fool-
OUS to lllClii.ivll IJy .......... l_,ll lat.'les, of _,%ilit"h the mind, much led by
of the things her. mentioned, and of come,t- 1._d;lv _enses. with difficulty rids itself.
less other things; for in man_- cases the a ords the • .
may apply to the mind as well as to the body. Peri_al 's, t!_c., some one, deswmg no longer
and in innumerable cases the corruption has :_rgumcnt. but d_.hvery from error, will a_k_
a distinct name of its own. But enough ha_ WheN, e is tttis corruptmn which we find to be
been said to show that corruption does harm the c¢_mmon ewl of go_M things which are not

only as displacing the natural condltmn; and mcorr:qmble _ SllCl| an inquirer will soon
so, that corruption is not nature, but agam._t find the answer if he seeks for truth with
nature. And if corruption is the only evil to great eartlesmess, and knocks reverently with_ustaiued a._ldlllty. },'or while man can use
be found anywhere, and if corruption is not •word_ as a kind of sign for the expression of
nature, no nature is evil.

4o. But if, perchance, you cannot follow hts thoughts, teaching is the work of the m-
this, consider again, that whatever ts cot- cnrrupttble Trutta its¢-tf, who is t|te one true,
rupted is deprived of some good; for if it the one internal Teacher. lte became ex,.
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ternal also, that He might recall us from the good because it is inferior to God. Pray
external to the internal; and taking on Him- submit then, thou nature of the rational soul,

. self the form of a servant, that He might to be somewhat less than God, but only so
bring down His height to the knowledge of far less, that after Him nothing else is above
those rising up to Him, He condescended to thee. Submit, I say, and yield to Him, lest
appear in lowliness to the low. In His name He drive thee still lower into depths whele
let us ask, and through Him let us seek mercy the punishment inflicted will continually de-
of the Father while making this inquiry. For tract more and more from tile good which
tO answer in a word the question, Whence is thou hast. Thou exaltest thyself against
corruption ? it is hence, because these natures God, if thou art indignant at His preceding
that are capable of corruption were not be- thee; and thou art very contumacious in thy
gotten by God. but made by Him out of thoughts of Him, if thou dust not rejoice un-
nothing; and as we already proved that those speakably in the possession of this good, that
natures are good, no one can say with pro- Ite alone is above thee. This being settled
priety that they were not good as made by as certain, thou art not to say, God should
God. If it is said that God made them per- have made me the only nature: there should
fectly good, it must be remembered that the be no good thing after me. It could not be
only perfect good is God Himself, the maker that the next good thing to God should be the
of those good things, last. And in this is seen most clearly how

great digmty God conferred on thee, that He
CHAP, 37.--601)ALONE PERFECTLYGOOD. who in the order of nature alone rules over

42. What harm, you ask, would follow if thee, made other good things for thee to rule
over. Nor be surprised that they are not

those things too were perfectly good ? Still,
should any one, who admits and believes the now in all respects subject to thee, and that
perfect goodness of God the Father, inquire sometimes they pain thee; for thy Lord has

greater authority over the things subject towhat source we should reverently assign to
any other perfectly good thing, supposing it to thee than thou hast, as a master over the ser-
exist, our only correct reply would be, that it vants of h,.s servants. What wonder, then,
is of God the Father, who is perfectly good. if, when thou smnest, that is, dlsobeyest thy
And we must bear in mind that what is of Lord, the things thou before ruledst over are

, Him is born of Him, and not made by Him made instrumental in thy pumshment ? For
out of nothing, and that it is therefore per- what is so just, or what is more just thanGod? For th_s befell human nature m
fectly, that is, incorruptibly, good like God
Himself. So we see that it is unreasonable Adam, of whom this is not the place to
to require that things made out of nothing speak. Suffice it to say, the righteous Ruler
should be as perfectly good as He who was acts m character both m just rewards and
begotten of God Himself, and who is one as in just punishments, in the happiness of
God is one, otherwise God would have be- those who live rightly, and in the penalty in-
gotten something unlike I-hmself. Hence it flicted on sinners. Nor yet art thou 3 left
shows ignorance and impiety to seek for without mercy, since by an appointed d_s-
brethren for this only-begotten Son through tnbution of things and times thou art called
whom all good things were made by the to return. Thus the r_ghteous control of the
Father out of nothing, except in this, that He supreme Creator extends even to earthly good
condescended to appear as man. Accord- things, which arecorrupted/and restored, that
ingly in Scripture He is called both only- thou mtghtest have consolations mingled with
begotten and first-begotten; only-begotten of punishments; that thou mightest both praise
the Father, and first-begotten from the dead. God when delighted by the order of good
"And we beheld," says John, "His glory, things, and mightest take refuge in Him

when tried by experience of evils. So, as farthe glory as of the only-begotten of the Father,
full of grace and truth. ''' And Paul says, as earthly things are subject to thee, they
"that He might be the first-born among many teach thee that thou art their ruler; as far as
brethren."" they distress thee, they teach thee to be sub-

43. But should we say. These things made ject to thy Lord.
out of nothing are not good things, but only
God's nature is good, we shall be unjust to CHAP. 38._NATURE MADE BY GOD ; CORRUP-

_ good things of great value. And there is im- TIONCOMESFROMNOTHING.
piety in calling it a defect in anything not to
be what GOd is, and in denying a thing to be 44. In this way, though corruption is an

'/ , 3 [Augustirt still _ldr_m_ himself to the " txttm_, of tl_ m--
2 • J_lm i. ,4. • R_. "viii.29. lured soul."--A. H. N.]
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evil, and though it comes not from the Author been said in the Old Law, how vehemently
of natures, but from their being made out of would the Manich_eans have denounced it as
nothing, still, in God's government and con- making God a corrupter ! And from fear of
*rol over all that He has made, even corrup- the word, many Latin translators make it,
lion is so ordered that it hurts only the lowest " him shall God destroy," instead of corrupt_
natures, for the punishment of the condemned, avoiding the ottensive word without any
and for the trial and instruction of the re change of meaning. Although these would
turning, that they may keep near to the in- inveigh against any passage in the Okl Law
corruptible God, and remain incorrupt, which or the prophets tf God was called in it a de.
is our only good; as is said by the prophet, stroyer. But the Greek original here shows
"But it is good for me that I keep near to that corrupt is the true word; for ItlS written
God." ' And you must not say, God did not :,distinctly, " Whoever corrupts the temple of
make corruptible natures: for, as far as thev lGod, turn well God corrupt." If the Mani.
are natures, God made them; but as far as ch.'eans are asked to explain the words, they
they are corruptible, God did not make them:_.will say, to escape making God a corrupter,
for corruption cannot come from Him who I that corrupt here means to give over to eor_
alone is incorruptible. If you can receive ' ruption, or some such explanation. Did they
this, give thanks to God; if you cannot, beread the Old Law in this spirit, they would
quiet and do not condemn what you do not both find many admirable things in it; and
yet understand, but humbly walt on Him who' instead of spite(ully att,wklng passages which
is the light of the mind that thou mayest'they did not understand, they would r, ver-
know. For in the expression "corrupttble !ently postlmne tile inquiry.
nature" there are two words, and not one
only. So, in the expression, God made Otltt CHAP" 40"_CORRVI'aI°N TI%NDST()NON_FXI._T-
of nothing, " God " and " nothing" are two{ _yt i..
separate words. Render therefore to each of] 46 But if any one does not beheve that
these words that which belongs to each, so Icorruption comes from nothing, let him place
that the word "nature" may go with the word ibefore himself existence and llOn.exlstem.'e_
'_ God,"and the word c. corruptible" wltix the ione, as it were, on one slde, and tile other on
word "nothing." And yet even the corrup- tile Otllcr (to speak so as not to outstrip the
ttons, though they have not their origin from Lslow to understand); then let hem set some-
God, are to be overruled by Him in accord-!thlng, say the body of all animal, between
ance with the order of inanimate things and ithem, and let him ask himself whether, while
the desertsofHts mtelligentcreatures. Thus tile body is being formed and prtxluced,
we say rightly that reward and pumshment are [while its size is increasing, wilde tt gatnt
both from God. For God's not making cor- nourishment, health, strength, beauty, stabil-
ruption is consmtent with His gwmg over to lty. it is tending, as regards its duration and
corruption the man who deserves to be cor-. permanence, to this side or that, to existence
rupted, that is, who has begun to corrupt lot non-existence. He well see wlthnut diffi.
himself by sinning, that he who has wllfullylculty, that even m the rnd;mentary form

yielded to the allurements of corruption may, [there is an e_lstence, and that the more the

against his will, suffer its pains, body is estabhshed and built up in form, andfigure and strength, the more does it come to
CHAP. 39.--1N WHAT SFN_L Ea.ILS ARE FROM,e._ISt, and to tend to the side of existence.

GOD. . Then. again, let tile body I,egln to be eor.
45. Not only is it written in the Old Testa- rupted; let its wtmle condition be enfeebled,

ment, "I make good, and create ev, t; "_ but let its vigor langmsh, its strength decay, it,
more clearly in the New Testament, where beautybe defaced, its framework be sunder_l,
the Lord says, "Fear not them which kill the the consistetacy of its parts give way and go
body, and have no more that they can do:, to pieces; and. let him ask now where th,
but fear him who, after he has killed the body _s tending in th_s corruption, whether to

body, has power to cast the soul into hell." J iexistence or non-existence: he will not surely
And that to voluntary corruption penal cor- Ibe so bhnd or stupid as to doubt how to an-
ruption is added in the divine judgment, is' swer himself, or as not to see that, in propor.
plainly declared by the Apostle Paul, when he',tion as anything is corrupted, in that pro-
says, "The temple of God is holy, which :portion it approaches deceatm. But whatever
temple ye are; whoever corrupts the tempJe, tends to decease tends to non.existent.
of God, him wdl God corrupt." _ If this had :Since, then, we must believe that God exista

immutably and incorruptibly_ while what is
"l=s. Ixzin. _t. , Ps. xlv 7- called nothing is clearly altogether non°
_1_gt, ]L. :iS, d Lt_t Xltl. 4 . 4 I (_r, ill. I_.
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,existent; and since, after setting before ! for what has not been given to it (and from
UrSelf existence and non-existence, you not having what we seek for, this is the lowest
e observed that the more a visible ob-lform of beauty); and in that which has been

_ increases the more it tends towards Igiven to it, let us praise God, because He has
existence, while the more it is corrupted ',bestowed this great good of visible form even

the more it tends towards non-existence, ion the lowest degree of beauty. And let us
why are you at a loss to tell regarding any. not cleave as lovers to this beauty, but as
nature what in it is from God, and what praisers of God let us rise above it; and from
from nothing; seeing that vtsible form is tnis superior position let us pronounce judg-
natural, and corruption against nature ? The ment on _t, instead of so being bound up in
increase of form leads to existence, and we it as to be judged along with it. And let us
acknowledge God as supreme existence; the hasten on to that good which has no motion
increase of corruption leads to non-exist- m space or advancement in time, from which
ence, and we know that what is non-existent all natures in space and time receive their
is nothing. Why then, I say, are you at a sensible being and thetr form. To see this
loss to tell regarding a corruptible nature, good let us purify our heart by fatth in our
when you have both the words nature and Lord Jesus Christ, who says, " Blessed are
earru_Otible, what ts from God, and what from ]the pure in heart, for they shall see God.""
nothing? And why do you require for a For the eyes needed m order to see this good
nature contrary to God, since, if you confess are not those w_th which we see the light
that He is the supreme existence, it follows spread through space, which has part in one
that non-existence is contrary to Him ?' place and part m another, instead of being

all in every place. The sight and the dis-
CHAP. 4_._CORRVeT_ON _S BY C,OI)'S _ERMIS- cernment we are to purify is that by which we

SION, AND COMESFROMUS. see, as far as is allowed in this life, what is

47. You ask, Why does corruption take just, what is pious, what is the beauty of wis-
from nature what God has given to tt? It dom. He who sees these things,values them far
takes nothing but where God permits; and above the fullness of all regtons in space, and
He permits m righteous and well-ordered finds that the vismn of these things requires

not the extensmn of his perception through
iudgment, according to the degrees of non- distances in space, but its invigoration by an
intelligent and the deserts of intelligent crea-,immaterial mfluence._
tures. The word uttered passes away as an
object of sense, and perishes in silence; and
yet the coming and going of these passing CHAr. 43.---CONCLtrSIO_.

words make our speech, and the regular m- 49. And as this ws_on is greatly hindered
tervats of silence give pleasing and appro- by those fancies which are ortginated by the
priate di_inctton; and so it is with temporal carnal sense, and are retained and modified
natures which have this lowest form of beauty, by the imagination, let us abhor this heresy
that transition gives them being, and the whtch has been led by faith in its fancies to
death of what they give birth to gives them represent the dlwne substance as extended
individuality. And ff our sense and memory and diffused through space, even through in-
could rightly take in the order and propor- finite space, and to cut short one side so as
ti0ns of this beauty, it would so please us, to make room for ewl,--not being able to
that we should not dare to g_ve the name of percetve that evil is not nature, but against
corruptions to those imperfections whtch give nature; and to beautify this very evil with
rise to the distraction. And when distress such visible appearance, and forms, and con-
comes to us through their peculiar beauty, by sistency of parts prevailing in its several
the loss of beloved temporal things passing natures, not being able to conceive of any
away, we both pay the penalty of our sins, nature without those good things, that the
mad are exhorted to set our agection on eter- evils found fault with in it are buried under a
hal things, countless abundance of good things.

Here let us close this part of the treatise.
¢l_P. 4_._EXHORTATmN TOTHE CmEF 60Or. The other absurdities of Manich_eus will be

48. Let us, then, not seek in this beauty exposed in what follows, by the permission
and help of God. 4

- • _We have already encountered in the treatise Co'_¢e'rmi_gt_,,o
,._/._ _tl_l_tial.ly the tame course of _tafion here put- _ Matt. v. 8.

lne aectrme of the negattwty of evil may be said to have 3 [The Neo-l-latonic quality of this section cannot _pe the
_]___. _. tal wtth Augustm, and he u_e_t _t very effectually attentton of the phllosoph_t.I student.--A. H.._," ]
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REPLY TO FAUSTUS THE MANICH. EAN.

[CONTRA FAUSTUM MANICtl/EUM.] A,D. 4,00.

Written about the year 4oo. [Faustus was undouhtedly the acutest, most determined
and most unscrupulous opponent of orthodox Christianity in the age of Augustin. The
occasion of Augustin's great writing against h_m was the publication of Faustus' attack on
the Old Testament Scriptures, and on the New Testament so far as it was at variance with

Mamchman error. Faustus seems to have followed m tl_e footsteps of A(hmantus, against
whom Augustin had written some years before, but to have gone considerably beyond Adi-
mantus in the recklessness of his statements. The incarnation of Christ, involving his birth
from a woman, is one of the main points of attack. He makes the variatio,_s m the gene-
alogical records of the Gospels a ground for rejecting the whole as spurnous. He supposed
the Gospels, in their present form, to be not the works of ti_c Apostles, but rotifer of later

Judaizmg falsifiers. The entire Old Testament system he treats with the utmost contempt,
blaspheming the Patriarchs, Moses, the Prophets, etc., on the ground of their private lives
and their teachings. Most oi" the nblecttons to the morality of the Okt Testament that are
now current were already familiarly used m the time of Augustin. Attgustin's answers are

only partially satisfactory, owing to his imperfect view of the relation of the old dispensation
to the new; but in the age in which they were written they were doubtless very effective.
The writing is interesting from the point of wew of Biblical crmcism, as well as from that of
polemics against Manichmism.--A. H. N.]

BOOK I.

WHO FAUSTUS WAS, FAL'STUS'S OBJECT IN WRITING THE POLEMICAL TREATISE THAT FORMS THE

BASIS OF AUGUSTIN'. ¢, REPLY. AUGUSTIN_S REMARKS THEREON

x. FAUSTUSwas an African by race, a citi- Iof love which I owe to them. Now, therefore,
Ten of Mileum; he was eloquent and clever, 'in the name and with the help of our Lord
but had adopted the shocking tenets of the _and Saviour Jesus Christ, I undertake the task,
Manichaean heresy. He is mentioned m my '.that all my readers may know that acuteness
Canfegslans," where there is an account of my lof mind and elegance of stvleare of nou_ to

iacquaintance with him. This man published a man unless the Lord directs his steps. In
a "certain volume against the true Christian, the mysterious equity of divine mercy, God
faith and the Catholic truth. A copy reached ioften bestows His help on the slow and the
us, and was read by the brethren, who called {feeble; while from the want of this help, the
for an answer from me, as part of the service !most acute and eloquent run into error only
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with greater rapidity and willfuhless. I will I apostle wrote, "joying and beholdir.g your

give the opinions of Faustus as if stated by t conversation," and "the deficiency in your
himself, and mine as if in reply to him. faith in Christ. _ The apostle had in view a

a. FAvsTus said: As the learned Adiman- spiritual structure, as he saysetsewhere, "Ye
tus, the only teacher since the sainted Mani- [ are God's building;" _ and m this structure he

cha_us deserving of our attention, has plenti- I found both a reason for joy and a reason for

fully exposed and thoroughly refuted the exertion. He rejoiced to see part already
errors of Judaism and of semi-Christianity, finished; and the necessity of bringing the
I think it not amiss that you should be sup- edifice to perfection called for exertion. Im-
phed in writing with brief and pointed rephes perfect Christians as we are, you pursue us
to the captious objections of our adversaries, with the desire to pervert what you call our
that when, like children of the wily serpent, semi-Christmnity by false doctrine; whileeven
they try to bewilder you with their qmbbles, those who are so deficient i.n faith as to be
you may be prepared to give intelligent an- i unable to reply to all your sophisms, are wise
swers. In this way they will be kept to the. enough at least to know that they must not
subject, instead of wandering from one thing _,have anything at all to do with you. You
to another. And I have placed our opmions look for semi-Christians to deceive: we wish
and those of our opponent over agamst one to prove you pseudo-Christians, that Chris-
another, as plainly and briefly as possible, so tians may learn something from your refuta-
as not to perplex the reader with a long and tion, and that the less advanced may learn to
intricate discourse. I avotd you. Do you call us children of the

3. AUGUSTIN replies: You warn against r serpent _ You have surely forgotten how

semi.Christians, which you say we are; but we i often you have found fault with the pro[ubition
warn against pseudo-Christians,which we have, in Paradise, and have praised the serpent for
shown you to be. Semi-Christianity may be]open,ng Adam's eyes. You have the better
imperfect without being false, So, then, if!claim to the t_tle which you give us. The
the faith of those whom you try to mtslead iserpent owns you as well when you blame
is imperfect, would it not be better to supply I him a_ when you praise him.
what is lacking than to rob them of what they ......................
have? It was to imperfect Christians that the ,co_ ,, 5, cf , lh._ u,. ,o. _Co¢ _, 9.

BOOK II.

FAI.TSTUS CLAIMS TO BELIEVE THE GOSPEL_ YET REFUSEq TO ACCEPT TItE GENEALOGICAL TABLES

ON VARIOUS GROUNDS WHICH AUGUSTIN SEEKS I0 SET ASIDE.

not say that He was born of men, and the and not the gospel. Why did not Matthew
gospel, both in name and m fact, begins with begin with, "The gospel of Jesus Christ the
Christ's preaching. As for the genealogy, Son of God," but because he thought it sin-
the author himself does not venture to call it ful to call the genealogy the gospel ? Under-
the gospel. For what did he write ? "The stand, then, what you have hitherto overlooked
book of the generation of Jesus Christ the _the distinction between the genealogy and
Son of David.'" The book of the generation is the gospel. Do I then admit the truth of the
not the book of thegospel. It is more like a gospel? Yes; understanding by the gospel
birth.register, the star confirming the event, the preaching of Christ. I have plenty to say
Mark, on the other handp who recorded the about the generations too, if you wish. But
preaching of the Son of God, without any you seem to me now to wish to know not
genealogy, begins most suitably with the whether I accept the gospel, but whether I

accept the generations.
z l_t. i. _. _. AUGUSTIN replted: Well,in answer to your
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own questions, you tell us first that you believe Ithe First Man In'ought was good; and so, too,
tile gospel, and next, that you do not believe t his good wind and fire fought against tile
tn the birth of Christ; and your reason is, Ievil wind and fireof the adversary. But why
that the birth of Christ is not in the gospel, lcould he not bring good smoke against evil
What, then, will you answer the apostle when t smoke ? Your falsehoods seem to vamsh in
he says, " Remember that Christ Jesus rose ]smoke. Well, )'our First Man warred against
from the dead, of the seed of David, accord- tan opposite nature. And yet only one of the
rag, to my gospel _.,,x You surely are. Ignorant, tifive things, he brought was the .°pp°site of
or pretend to be ignorant, what the gospel is. what the hostde race had. The hght was op-
You use the word, not as the apostle teache_, posed to the darkness, but the four others are
but as suits your own errors. What the apos- _not opposed to one another. Air is not the
ties call the gospel you depart from ; for you _jopposite of smoke, and still less is water the'op-
do not believe that Christ was of the seed of. posEtc of _ater, or wind of wind, or fire of fire.
David. This was Paul's gospel; and it was'_ 4 One L_ shocked at your wild fancies
also the gospel of the other apostles, and o! iabout this First Ma,1 changing the elements
all faithful stewards of so great a mystery, iwhich lie brought, that he might conquer his
For Paul says elsewhere, " Wtlether, there-F, enenues by pleasing them. So you make
fore, i or they, so we preach, and so ye he-, _hat you call the kingdom of falsehood keep
heved." * Ttaey did not all write the gospel, honc._tlv to it_ o_tl nature, while truth is
but they all preached is. The name evangc-, chauge/tble m order to decewe. Jesus Christ,
hst is properly g_ven to the narrators of the aceortbngto you, is the son o! tius First Man.
birth, the actlon._, the words, the sufferings t)f iTruth springs, forsooth, from your fiction.
our Lord Jesus Christ. The word gospcl l Vou praise this First Man for ustug change-
means good news, and might be used of any. able and delusive torms in the contest. If
good news, but Is properly apphed to thc nat- you. then, speak the truth, you do not imi-
rative of the Saviour. If, ti_en, you teach !tate lm_ If )-cm mutate lure, you deceiveas
something different, you must have dep:lrtcd ihe dltl. But our Imrd and Saviour Jesus
from the gospel. Assuredly tho_e babe._ whom !Chr_._t, the truc and tl uthful Son ol God, the
you despise as seml-Chrtstian_ will oppo_e ',true and truthful Sou of man, both of which
you, when they hear their mother Chamtv' He test, ties of }hmself, derived the eternity
declaring by the mouth of tt_e apostle, '" If of H_s g,di_cad trom trueGod, anti His incar-
any one preach anotlaergospet tha_athatwh_c'J t_atton lrom true man. Yoltr First Man is
we have preached to you, let hma be :,c- riot the-first m,u_ ot ti_e .apostle. " The first
cursed." 3 Since, then, Paul, accor'hngto his man," hc says, "' was of tt_c earth, earthy;
gospel, preached that Christ was of the seed the second ntat_ i_ from hcavett, heavenly.
of Dav_d, and you deny th_s and preaci_ some- As ts tilt earthy, such arc they also that are
thing else, may you be accursed ! And _lt,lt ',earthy; as _s the heavenly, such are ttley also
can you mean by saying that Chmst never tte- i that are heavenly As we have borne tl_e
dares Himself to have been born of men, whet_ _mage of the earthy, let us also hear the ira-
on every occasion He calls Himself the Sol_ age of the heavenly .... l'he first man of the
of man ? carrie, earthy, _s Adam, who was made of

3. You learqed men, forsooth, dress up for dust. The second man from heaven, heaven-
our benefit some wonderful First Man, _ho ly, ts the Lord Jesus Christ; for, being the
came down from the race of hght to war w_th Son of God, lie became flesh that He might
the race of darkness, armed with tus water_ be a man outwardly, wtfile He remained God
against the waters of the enemy, and with h_s within; that He might be both the true Son
fire against their fire, and with tus winds iof God, bywhom we were re:tile, anti the true
against their winds. And why not with his ' Son of man, by whom we are made anew.
smoke against their smoke, and with his dark-. Why do you conjure up this fabulous First
ness against their darkness ? According to Man of yours, and refuse to acknowledge the
you, he was armed against smoke with air, ' first man of the apostle ? Is this not a fulfill-
and against darkness with light. So it appears I ment of what the apostle says: ' Turning
that smoke and darkness are bad, since they i away their ears from the truth, they will give
could not belong to his goodness. The other i heed to fables ?" _ According to Paul, the
three, again--water, wind, and fire--are good. I first man is of the eartit, earthy; according to
How, then, could these belong to the evil of i Manichzeus, he is not earthy, and is equipped
the enemy ? You reply that the water of the _witt_ five elements of some unreal, unintelli.

race of darkness was evil, while that which 'gtble kind. Paul says: "If any one should

It I Tint. tt 11, a I Colt. x'¢, II, _ G_. t. 8_ 9, t _ it Cot Iv, 47-49. 5,7 Tim, i'.'. 4.
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have amlounced to you differently from what upon the birth of any man; for we maintain
we have announced let him be accursed." that, by the just law of God, the free-will of
Therefore lest Paul be a liar, let Manich_eus man, which chooses good or evil, is under no
be accursed, constraint of necessity. How much less do

5. Again, you find fault with the star by we subject to any constellation the incarna.
which the Magi were led to worship the in- tion of the eternal Creator and Lord of all !
fant Christ, which you should be ashamed When Christ was born after the flesh, the star
of doing, when you represent your fabulous which the Magi saw had no power as govern-
Christ, the son of your fabulous First Man, rag, but attended as a witness. Instead of
not as announced by a star, but as bound up assuming control over Him, it acknowledged
in all the stars? For yousaythat hemmgled Him by the homage it did. Besides, this
with the principles of darkness in his conflict star was not one of those which from the be-
with the race of darkness, that by capturing ginning of the world continue in the course
these principles the world might be made out ordained by the Creator. Along with the new
of the mixture. So that, by your profane birth from the Virgin appeared a new star,
fancies, Christ is not only mingled with heaven which served as a guide to the Magi who were
and all the stars, but conjoined and corn- themselves seeking for Christ; for it went be-
pounded with the earth and all its produc- fore them till they reached the place where
tions,'--a Saviour no more, but needing to be they found the Word of God in the form of a
saved by you, by your eating and disgorging child. But what astrologer ever thought of
Him. makmg a star leave its course, and come down

This foolish custom of flanking your disci- to the child that is born, as they tmagine,
pies bring you food, that your teeth and under it? They think that the stars affect the
stomach may be the means of relieving birth, not that the birth changes the course of
Christ, who is bound up in it, is a conse- the stars; so,if thestar in the Gospel was one
quence of your profane fancies. You declare of those heavenly bodies, how could it deter-
that Christ is liberated in this way--not, how- mine Christ's action, when it was compelled
ever, entirely; for you hold that some tiny to change Its own actton at Christ's birth ?
particles of no value still remain in the excre- But _f, as is more likely, a star which did not
merit, to be mixed up and compounded again iexist before appeared to point out Christ, it
and again in various material forms, and to iwas the effect of Christ's birth, and not the
be released and purified at any rate by the fire cause of it. Christ was not born because the
in which the world will be burned up, if not istar was there; but the starwas there because
before. Nay, even then, you say, Chrtst is Christ was born. If there was any fate, it
not entirely liberated; but some extreme par-lwas m the birth, and not m the star. The
titles of His good and divine nature, whtch iword fate is derived from a word whtch me._ns
have been so defiled that they cannot be to speak; and sinceChnst ts the Word of God
cleansed, are condemned to stay/or ever in by whtch all things were spoken before they
the horrid mass of darkness. And these were, the conjunction of stars is not the fate
people pretend to be offended with our saying of Christ, but Christ _s the fate of tl_e stars.
that a star announced the birth of the Son of The same will that made the heavens took
God, as if this were placing His birth under our earthly nature. The same power that
the influence of a constellation; while they ruled the stars lard down His life and took it
subject Him not to stars only, but to such again.
polluting contact with all material things, 6. Why, then, should the narrative of the
with the juices of all vegetables, and with the birth not be the gospel, since it conveys such
decay of all flesh, and with the decomposition good news as heals our malady ? Is it because
of all food, in which He is bound up, that the Matthew begins, not like Mark, wtth the
only way of releasing Him, at least one great words, " The beginning of the gospel of Jesus
means, is that men, that ts the Elect of the Christ," but, " The book of the generation
Manicheans, should succeed in digesting of Jesus Christ?" In this way, John, too,
their dinner, might be said not to have written the gospel,

We, too, deny the influence of the stars for he has not the words, Beginning of the
gospel, or Book of the gospel, but, "In the

I [Thls mtxture of the substance of Primordml Man, with the
};_om of darkness) and the formation o[ st_rs out of l_t.mrm beginning was the Word." Perhaps the clever

was pn_bably a part of pnmittve Mulehsum teaching.-- word-maker Faustus will call the introduc-
A, H, N.]

m[_Compl_e l_ookxx2,whereFauxusitatestheManlch_e_ation in John a Verbia_'um, as he called that
_eot the.[er_tdihs. ]BeausobcexMcsheim and Baar In biatthew a Ge_a_'um. The wonder is,in thJuking that Augus_n ha_ not dlstm_ushed accurately
ha_e two l_s_eq between names CAri_tandft_,t_, as used by that you are so impudent as to give the name

_heldanlchmaragSeeBAua:Z_Maaicluti_cl_tRdigio_*ttm, of gospel to your silly stories. What goodp, _,--A, H, N.]

\
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news is there in telhng us that, in the conflict i himself is said to weep as under eclipse"till
against some strange hostile nation, God could t the darkness and defilement are removed from
protect His own kingdom only by sending i his members ? And when he ceases to weep,
part of His own nature into the greedy jaws tit seems he becomes cruel. For what has
of the former, and to be so defiled, that after that part of him which is to be involved in
all those toils and tortures it cannot all be Ithe mass done to deserve this condemnation ?
purged ? Is this bad news the gospel ? Every I Th_s part must go on weeping for ever. But
one who has even a slender knowledge _;flno; whoever examines thlsnewswili not weep
Greek knows that gospel means good news. i because it is bad, but will laugh because it is
But where is your good news, when your God not true.

BOOK III.

FAUSTUS OBJECTS TO THE INCARNATION OF GOD ON THF GROUND THAT THE EVANGELIST_ ARF.

AT VARIANCE WITH EACH OTHER, AND 'IHAT INCARNATION 1S UNSUI'IABLE TO DEITY,

AUOUSTIN ATTEMP'IS TO RI.:MOVF'. THF. CRITICAL AND TtIEOLOt,tt. _1. DIFFICU|.TIEb.

I. FAUSTUS said: Do I believe in the in- appears in both, at the end in Matthew and
carnation? For my part, this is the very,atthe beginmngm t.uke. Joseph, it is plain,
thing I tong tried to persuade myself of, tnat might be called t _e father of Christ, on ac-
GOd was born; but the discrepancy m the count of his being in a certain sense the hus-
genealogies of Luke and Matthew stumbled I band of the mother of Christ; and so his name,
me, as I knew not which to follow. For I. as the male representative, appears at the be-

thought it might happen that, from not being ginning or end of the genealogies. Any one
omniscient, I might take the true for false, can see as well as you that Joseph has one
and the false for true. So, m despair of tfather In Matthew and another in l,uke, and
settling this dispute, I betook myself to Mark so with the grandfather and with all the rest
and John, two authorities still, and evangel- up to David. 1)td all the able and learned
isis as much as the others. I approved with rmen, not many l.atm writers certainly, but
good reason of the beginning of Mark and. innumerable Greek, wi_o have examined most
John, for they have nothing of David, or l attentively the sacred Scriptures, o_'erlook

" IthisMary. or Joseph. John says, In the begin- " manifest difference ? ()f course they saw
nmgwas the Word, and the Word was with _t. No one can help seeing it. But with a
God, and the Word was God," meaning Christ. Idue regard to the high authority of Scripture,
Mark says, "The gospel of Jesus Christ, the Ithey beheved that there was something here
Son of God," as tf correcting Matthew, who which would be g_ven to those that ask, and
calls him the Son of Dawd. Perhaps, how-.demed to those that snarl; would be found
ever, the Jesus of Matthew _s a different per. fl,y those that seek. and taken away from those
son from the Jesus of Mark. This is my_that criticise; would be open to those that
reason for not believing in the birth of Christ. Iknock, and shut against those that contradict.

Remove this difficulty, if you can, by hat- They asked, sought, and knocked; they re-
monizmg the accounts, and I am ready to ceived, found, and entered in.
yield. In any case, however, it is hardly con- 3. The whole question is how Joseph had
sistent to believe that God, the God of Chris- two fathers. Supposing this possible, both
tians, was born from the womb. genealogies may be correct. W_th two fathers,

2. AUOUSTI_ replied: Had you read the!why not two grandfathers, and tyro great-
Gospel with care, and inquired into those '_grandfathers, and so on, up to David, who
places where you found opposition, instead of ]was the father both of Solomon, who is men.
rashly condemning them, you would have i tioned in Matthew's list, and of Na_.han, who
seen that the recognition of the authority of ioccurs in Luke ? This is the difficulty with
the evangelists by so many learned men all many people who think it impossible that two
over the world, in spite of this most obvious ]men should have one and the same son, for-
discrepancy, proves that there is more m it Igetting the very obvious fact that a man may
than appears at first sight. Any one can see, Ibe called the son of the person who adopted
as well as you, that the ancestors of Christ in him as well as of the person who begot him.
Matthewand Lukeare different; while Joseph Adoption, we know, was familiar to the an-
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Cionts, for even women adopted the children consequently two lists of ancestors. You
of other women, as Sarah adopted Ishmael, might have seen this too, if you had not been
and Leah her handmaid's son, and Pharaoh's bhnded by the love of contradiction. Other
daughter Moses. Jacob, too, adopted his things far beyond your understanding have
grandsons, the children of Joseph. More- been discovered in the careful investigation of
over, the word adoption is of great importance all parts of these narratives. The familiar
in the system of our faith, as is seen from the occurrence of one man begetting a son and
apostohc writings. For the Apostle Paul, another adopting h_m, so that one man has
speaking of the advantages of the Jews, says: two fathers, you might, in spite of Manich_ean
"Whose are the adoption, and the glory, and error, have thought of as an explanation, ff
the covenants, and the giving of the law; you had not been reading in a hostile spirit.
whose are the fathers, and of whom, accord- 4. But why Matthew begins wJth Abraham
ing to the flesh, Christ came, who is over all, and descends to Joseph, while Luke begins
God blessed for ever. ' And again. "We :with Josept_ and ascends, not to Abraimm,
ourselves also groan within ourselws, waiting but to God, who made man, and, by g_wng a
for the adoption of the sons of God, even the commandment, gave him power to become.
redemption of the body." " Again, elsewhere: by behewng, a son of God; and why Matthew
" But in the fullness of time, God sent His records the generations at the commencement
Son, made of a woman, made under the law, .of h_s book, Luke after the baptism of the
that we might receive ti_e adoption of sons."3'_ Sawour by John; and what is the meaning of
These passages st_ow clearly that adoptJon ,si the number of the generations m Matthew,
a significant symbol. God has an only Son, ;who d_wdes them into three sections of four-
whom He begot from H2s own substance, off, teen each, though m the whole sum there ap-
whom it is said, " Being m the form of God, [pears to be one _ant|ng; _lnle in Luke the

He thought _t not robbery to be equal to number of generations recorded after the
God. * Us He begot not of His own sub- Ibapttsm amount to seventy-seven, which num-

stance, for we belong to the creation which _sll,er_ the Lord H_mself enjoms in connection
not begotten, but made; but that He might!with the forgiveness of sins, saying, " Not
make us the brothers of Christ, He adopted onty seven tLmes, but seventy-seven times; "
us. That act, then, by which God, when we --these titings you will never understand,
were not born of Him, but creaied and formed, unless either you are taught by some Cathohc
begot us by His word and grace, is called of superior stamp, who has studied the sacred
adoption. So John says, " He gave them lScrlptures, and has made all the progress
power to become the sons of God."_ I possible, or you yourselves turn from _,our

Since, therefore, the practice of adoption is I error, and in a Christian spirit ask that'you
common among our fathers, and in Scnpt-lmay receive, seek that you may find. and
ure, is there not Irrational profamty in the ] knock that it may be opened to you.
hasty condemnation of the evangelists as false I 5- Since, then, this double fatiaerhood of
because the genealogms are different, as if nature and adoption removes the difficulty
both could not be true, instead of considering Iarising from the discrepancy of the genealo-
c_lmly the simple fact that frequently in gies, there _s no occasion for Faustus to leave
human hfe one man may have two fathers, the two evangelists and betake himself to the

one of whose flesh he is born, and another of Iother two, which would be a greater affront
whose will he is afterwards made a son by t to those he betook himself to than to those
adoption ? If thesecond is not rightly called I he left. For the sacred writers do not de-
father, neither are we right in saying, "Our sire to be favored at the expense of their
Father which art in heaven," to Him of whose brethren. For their joy is in umon, and they
substance we were not born, but of whose are one in Christ; and if one says one thing,
grace and most merciful will we were adopted, and another another, or one in one way and
according to apostolic doctrine, and truth ]another in another, still they all speak truth,
most sure. For one is to us God, and Lord, and in no way contradict one another; only
and Father: God, for by Him we are created, let the reader be reverent and humble, not in
though of human parents; Lord, for we are an heretical spirit seeking occasion for strife,
IRis subjects; Father, for by His adoption we _but with a believing heart desiring edification.
are born again. Careful students of sacred Now, in this opnnion that the evangehsts give
Scripture easily saw, from a little considera-the ancestors of different fathers, as it is
tion, how, in the different genealogies of the, quite possible for a man to have two fathers,
two evangelists, Joseph had two fathers, and i there is nothing inconsistent with truth. So

:Rom.ix.4,$. fRom.rill.*3 *Gal.tv.4,-* the evangelists are harmonized, and you, by
4Phil, ii. 6. s John,._, ! Faustus's promise are bound to yield at once.
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6. You may perhaps be troubled by that]cause He lost the form of God. For in the
additional remark which he makes: "' In any Iunchangeable possession of that nature by
case, however, it is hardly consistent to be- Iwhmh m tile form of God He is equal to the
lieve that God, the God of Clmstians, was lFather, He took our changeable nature, by
born from the womb." As if we behevedlwluch He might be born of a virgin. You,
that the divine nature came from tile womb iwllile you protest against putting the flesh of
of a woman. Have I not just quoted tile 'Christ'm a virgin's _omb, place tile very di-
testimony of the apostle, speaking of tile !vimtv of God Ill the womb not only of human
Jews: "Whose are the fathers, and of wllom, ibem_ds, but of dogs and swine. You refuse
according to the flesh, Christ came, wilo is i to beheve that tile flesh of Christ was con-
God over all, blessed for ever?" Cimst, ,ceived m the Vlrgm's womb, inwhich Godwas
therefore, our Lord and Saviour, true Son of lnot found nor even changed; while you assert
God in His divlmty, and true son of man ac- Lthat m all men and beasts, m the seed of male
cording to the flesh, not as He is God over iand m tile _otnb of female, m all concet;_
all was born of a woman, but in that feeble _tlous on land or in water, an actual Imrt of
nature whmh He took of us, that In it He 'God and the dirme nature is contmually
might die for us, and heal tt in us: not as m _l)ound, and shut up, and contaminated, never
the form of God, in wtlich He thought it not Ito be wholly set free.'
robbery to be equal to God, was He boln of
a woman, but in the form of a servant, m1taking whmh He emptied Himself. tie iS ' _]t _annt,t lye mud that Au_tt_t,n a,lequateR' meets the dl_fi-ttlltv that I'all_ttl_ _tld_. Ill tllt'gellt _l_lRle_t_t ottr [ t,rd I [ Ht_R-

therefore said to have emptied Himself be- ,v, /,, {,,nc,*l,,£tea , / ¢ u, 2.,,_,/ anti tberetet_t ,,omit, eateries
_ut h as Mt,_ el" _, ia_ngt _, I he |nterrlat;oll_l Revtmon, ttltd ¢_pt:c.

cause IIe took the form of a servant, not be- rallyllr,mduson .lIattka,,.--A.H X.J

BOOK IV.

FAUSTLTS'S REASONS FOR RE.H'CTING "IHF OLD TF'_TAMI,_NT, AND AUGUSTIN'.q ANIMADVER$1ON_

'1 HI.RI- ON,

I. FAL'_Tt'S said: Do I believe the Old _called the Old Testament; or that the king-
Testament ? If it l)equeaths anything to me, dora of heaven and the promise of eternal life
I believe it; if not, I reject it. It would be _belong to the New Testament. But that in
ml excess of forwardness to take tile docu-Ithese temporal things were figures of future
ments of others whmh pronounce me dtsm-ithmgs which should be fulfilh:d in us upon
herited. Remember that the promise of Ca- _whom the ends of the ages are come, is not
naan in the Old Testament is made to Jews, my fancy, but tile judgment of the apostle,
that is, to the circumcised, who offer sacrifice, when he says of such things, " These things
and abstain from s_ine's flesh, and from ti_e were our examples;" and again, "These
other animals winch Moses pronounces un- things happened to them for an example, and
clean, and observe Sabbaths, and the feast of they are written for us on whom the ends of
unleavened bread, and other things of the the ages are come."' We receive the Old
same kind which the author of the Testament Testament, therefore, not in order to obtain
enjoined. Christians have not adopted these the fulfillment of these promises, but to see
observances, and no one keeps them; so that in them predictions of the New Testament;
if we will not take the inheritance, we should for the Old bears witness to the New. Whence
surrender the documents. This is my first the Lord, after He rose from the dead, and
reason for rejecting the Old Testament, un-allowed H_s disciples not only to see but to
less you teach me better. My second reason handle Him, still, lest they should doubt their
is, that this inheritance is such a poor fleshly mortal and fleshly senses, gave them further
thing, without any spiritual blessings, that confirmation from the testimony of the an-
after the New Testament, and its glorious cientbooks, saying, "It was necessarythatall
promise of the kingdom of heaven and eter-Ithings should be fulfilled which were written
nal life, I think it not worth the taking, in the taw of Moses, ahd, m the Prophets and

2. AVGUSTI_ replied: No one doubts that Psalms, concerning me. " Our hope, there-
promises of temporal things are contained in I fore, rests not on the promise of temporal
the Old Testament, for which reason it is i,- ,-7c_-7_, ,,-7 .ta_ x_i_...

11
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things. Nor do we believe that the holy and flesh, adding only the novelty of error; of
spiritual men of these times--the patriarchs which novelty the apostle says, "Shun pro-
and prophets--were taken up with earthly lane novelties of words, for they increase unto
things. For they understood, by the revela- more ungodliness, and their speech eats like
tion of the Spirit of God, what was suitable a cancer. Of whom is Hymenmus and Phi-
for that time, and how God appointed all these letus, who concerning the faith have erred,
sayings and actions as types and predictions saying that the resurrection is past already,
of the future. Theirgreat desire was for the and have overthrown the faith of some."3
New Testament; but they had apersonal duty Here you see the source of your false doc-
to perform in those predictions, by which the trine, in teaching that the resurrection is only
new things of the future were foretold. So of souls by the preaching of the truth, and
the life as well as the tongue of these men that there will be no resurrection of the body.
was prophetic. The carnal people, indeed, But how can you understand spmtual firings
thought only of present blessings, thougheven of the inner man, who is renewed m the
in connection with the people there were knowledge of God, when in the oldness of the
prophecies of the future. , flestl, if you do not possess temporal thmgs,

These things you do not understand, be- you concoct fanciful notions about them in
cause, as the prophet said, " Unless you be- those images of carnal things of whmh the
lieve, you shall not understand."' For you whole of your false doctrine consists_ You
are not instructed in the kingdom of heaven, boast of despising as worthless the land of
--that is, in the true Catholic Church of Canaan, whmh was an actual thing, and actu-
Christ. If you were, you would bring forth ally given to the Jews; and yet you tell of a
from the treasure of the sacred Scriptures land of hght cut asunder on one side, as by
things old as well as new. Forthe Lord Him- a narrow wedge, by the land of the race of
self says, _' Therefore every scribe instructed darkness,_a thing whmh does not exist, and
in the kingdom of heaven is like an house- whmh you believe from the delusion of your
holder who brings forth from his treasure minds; so that your life is not supported by
things new and old." _ And so, while you hawng it, and )'our mind is wasted in desmng
profess to receive only the new promises of _t.4
God, you have retained the oldness of the

4 L Y g_,_.l a, _'um_'_:tt_m ad /to_n_n, m a _p_cl_s _,f argu|_Lnt
1 Itm. vn 9 e Matt, xm, 5_ _hmh Au.;ustl-_ ls fond ot using --A IX N j

BOOK V.

FAUSTUS CLAIMS THAT THE MANICIItI_ANS AN1) N¢YI '1 tt1" CA'I HOI ICN ARE C()NSISFENT BELIEVF, RS

IN THE (;OSI_b,l,_ AND SEEK,% TO E,_TABLISH ThIS CLAIM BY COMPARING MANICH.EAN AND

CATHOLIC OBEDII.,NCF "1O THE PRECEP'IS OF "rile GOSPFL. AI.'GU',TIN I'XPOSL,% THI_ ttYPOCRISY

OF THE MAN1Ctt.'EANS AND PRAISES THI,, ASCE'rlcIS.',! OF _. _._IHOLIC',,

I. FAUSTUS said: I)o I believe the gospel ? withal I shall be clothed: and do you ask if
You ask me tf I beheve it, though my I beheve the gospel_ You see m me the
obedience to its commands shows that I do. blessings of the gospel;* and do you ask if I
I should rather ask you tf you believe it, since believe tt_e gospel ? You see me poor, meek,
you give no proof of your belief. I have left a peacemaker, pure in heart, mourning, hun-
my father_ mother, wife, and children, and all germg, thirsting, bearing persecutions and
else that the gospel requires;' and do you enmity for righteousness' sake; and do you
ask if I believe the gospel ? Perhaps you do doubt my belief in the gospel ? One can un-
not know what is called the gospel. The gos- derstand now how John the Baptist, after
pel is nothing else than the preaching and the seeing Jesus, and also hearing of His works,
precept of Christ. I have parted with alt yet asked whether He was Christ. Jesus
gold and silver, and have left off carrying properly and justly did not deign to reply
money in my purse; content with daily food; that He was; but reminded him of the works
without anxiety for to-morrow; and without of whmh he had already heard: "The blind
solicitude about how I shall be fed, or where- see, the deaf hear, the dead are raised." 3

z Matt. xix. 2IN _ l_|att, v. 3-_t 3Matt. xt. 2_i.
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In the same way, I might ve D- well reply to not, "teaching them that I was born," but,
your question whether I believe the gospel, :"to observe mv commandments." Again,
by saying, I have left all, fatlmr, eaother, wife, i" Ye are my frm_ds if ve do what I command
children, gold, sdver, eating, dnnk,ng, luxu- you;" * not, " ,f you beheve that I was born."
ries, pleasures; take this as a suffiment an- Again, '" If ye keep my commandments, ye
swer to your questions, and beheve that you shall abide in my love," 5and in many other
will be blessed ff you are not offended m me.' places. Also m the sermon on the tnount,

2. But, according to you, to beheve tim when He taught, "' Blessed are tile poor,
gospel is not only to obey its commands, but blessed are the meek, blessed are the peace-
also to believe in all that ts written tn it; and, makers, blessed are the pure m heart, blessed
first of all, that God was born. But nmther :Ire they that mourn, blessed are they that
as behewng the gospel only to beheve tlmt'hungcr, blessed are tt_ev that are persecuted
Jesus was born, but also to do what He corn- for rlgnteou._ncss' sake, ?°_ He nowhere says,
mands. So, if you say that I do not beheve " I',le_.-ed are they that confess that I was
the gospel because I &sbeheve the mearna- born." And in the separatmn of the sheep
tlon, much more do wm not beheve because from the goats m the mdgment, lie says that
you disregard the commandments. At any He _xlll say to them on the rlght hand, "I
rate. we are on a par tdl these questions are was htmtIry, and )e gave tale meat; I was
settled. If your disregard of the precepts thirsty, and vegave me drmk,"Tand so on;
does not prevent you from profe_slnt_ faith m fllert lore '" ll_l_t.ritthe klngdona." Not, " lle-
the gospel, why should nay retectmn of the cause ye beheve that I was t,_rn, inherit the
genealogy prevent me ? And If, as you say, kingdom." Ag,un, to the rich man seeking
to beheve the gospel Includes bottl fai}h an the tot eternal life, tle says, " the, sell all that
genealogms and obedmnce to the precepts, thou ha_t, and follow lllt'l " b 1]or, *_Believe
why do you condemn me, since we both arc that I was born, that vou flute have eternal
imperfect ? What one wants the other has. hfc." You see, the kn'lgdom, fife, happiness,
But if, as there caq tm no doubt, behef m the are everywhere prcnn,sed to the part I have
goqpe] consists solely m olmdlenee to tile chosen of wlmt )'-u call thc two partsof faith,
commands of God, your sm is twofold. As ,rod nowhere to your part. Show, If you can,
the proverb says, the deserter accuses the a pl,we x_herc it Is w_ttten that whoso con-
soldier, l_ut suppose, since xou _llt have it febses that ('hr_t _:ts t,orn of a woman is

so, that there are these t'ao parts of perfect ble.sscd, or _hall inherit the kingdom, or have
faith, one consisting m _ord, or the confes, eternal hfe. Even st, pposlng, then, that there
stun that Cimst w-is born, the other in dted, arc t_u, parts of falth, your part has no bless-
or the obsen'ance of the precepts; It Is pl;un intl. I'ut wl_.tt ff we prove that yollr part is
that my part is hard and painful, yours hght not a part of faith at all ? It will follow that
and easy. It is natural that the multltude, you are fooh_h, which Indeed will lie proved
should flock to you and away from me, for {wyond a doubt. At present, tt ts enough to
they know not th'tt the kingdom of God is not h.we shown that our part ls crowned with the
m vrord, but in power. Why, then, do w,u beatmMcs t',esutes, we have alsoa beatitude
blame me for taking the harder part, an¢| for a confesslon m words: for we confess
leaving to you, as to a weak brother, the easy that Jesus Christ i_the Son of the hying God;
part? You have the idea that your part of and Jesusdeclareswlth HIsown hps that this
faith, or confessing that Christ was born, has c,mfcssmn has a benedlctmn, when He says
more power to save the soul than the other to Peter, " t,lessed art th,m, Simon Barjona;
parts. I for flesh and blood hath not revealed this unto

3- Let us then ask Christ Himself, and'thee, lint my Father whmh is in heaven."9
learn from His own month, what Is the chief :So that we have not one, but both these parts
means of our salvation. Who shall enter, O of fatth, and m both ahke are we pronounced
Christ, into The kingdom ? He that doeth :blessed by (?hrlst; for m one we reduce faith
the will of my !,:ather m heaven, = is His re-'to practice, _.hfle in the other our confession
ply; not, "He that confesses that I wasborn." ,is unmixed with blasphemy.
And again, He says to His dzsc_ples, " Go, i 4- AVGVSTL_ rephed: I have already said
teach all nations, 14aptizing them m the name, that the Lord Jesus Christ repeatedly calls
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Himself the Son of man, and that the Mani-
Holy Ghost, teaching them to obser_,e all chmans have contrived a silly story about
things which I have commanded you."_ It is some fabulous First Man, who figures in their

[Thi_ L__ good der,cr_pt,on of ideal Man_h_ear_ reh_',ott_ hfe. impious heresy, not earthly, but combined

_rhether FattlRus lived up to the cLtam_ heat set forth ts &_ther ]
qt*_lon.--A. H N.] _ John _v t 4 5 John r_ to. $ M_ttt. v..to,

± Mail vfi =t. _ Mail xxviti 19, _¢_ 7 Matt. xxv 35- l_ _latltt. _t. _t. 9 Matt, X_'_ 7-
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with spurious elements, in opposition to the But does He promise nothing to those who
apostle, who says, "The first man is of the believe Him to be the Son of man, when the
earth, earthy; "x and that the apostle care- Son of God and the Son of man are the same ?
fully warns us, "If any one preaches to you Besides, eternal hfe is expressly promised to
differently from what we have preached, let those who believe in the Son of man. "As
him be accursed." _ So that we must believe Moses," He says, "lifted up the serpent in
Christ to be the Son of man according to the wilderness, so must the Son of man be
apostolic truth, not according to Manich_ean lifted up, that whosoever beheveth in Him
error. And since the evangelists assert that should not perish, but have eternal life."r
Christ was born of a woman, of the seed of What more do you wish? Believe then in
David, and Paul writing to Timothy says, the Son of man, that you may have eternal
"Remember that Jesus Christ, of the seed of life; for He is also the Son of God, who can
David, was raised from the dead, according gtve eternal life: for He is" the true God and
to my gospel," _ it is clear in what sense we eternal life," as the same John says in his
must believe Christ to be the Son of man; for epistle. John also adds, that he is antichrist
being the Son of God by whom we were made, who demes that Christ has come in the flesh. _
He also by His incarnation became the Son 5- There is no need, then, that you should
of man, that He might die for our sins, and extol so much the perfection of Christ's com-
rise again for our justification. 4 Accordingly mands, because you obey the precepts of the
He calls Himself both Son of God and Son gospel. For the precepts, supposing you
of man. To take only one instance out of really to fulfill them, would not profit you
many, in the Gospel of John it is written, without true faith. Do you not know that
"Vertly, verily, I say unto you, The hour the apostle says, " If I distribute all mygoods
cometh, and now is, when the dead shall hear to the poor, and give my body to be burned,
the voice of the Son of God; and they that and have not charity, it profiteth me noth-
hear shall live. For as the Father hath life mg ?" 9 Why do you boast of hawng Christian
in Himself, so He hath given to the Son to poverty, when you are destitute of Chnstmn
have life in Himself; and hath gtven Him charity ? Robbers have a kind of charity to
power to execute judgment also, because He one another, arising from a mutual conscious-
is the Son of man. ''_ He says, " They shall ness of gudt and crime; but this is not the
hear the voice of the Son of God;" and He chartty commended by the apostle. In an-
says, "because He is the Son of man." As other passage he distinguishes true charity
the Son of man, He has received power to ex- from all base and vtcious affecttons, by say-
ecute judgment, because He will come to rag, " Now the end of the commandment Is
judgment in human form, that He may be charity out of a pure heart, and a good con-
seen by the good and the wicked. In this science, and faith unfeigned." '° How then
form Heascended into heaven, and thatvoice can you have true chartty from a fictitious
was heard by His disciples, " He shall so faith ? _ You persist in a froth corrupted by
come as ye have seen Him go into heaven. ''_ falsehood: for your First Man, according
As the Son of God, as God equal to and one to you, used deceit in the confltct by chang-
with the Father, He will not be seen by the ing his form, whde h_s enemies remained in
wicked; for "blessed are the pure m heart, their own nature: and, besides, you maintain
for they shall see God." Since, then, He that Christ, who says, "'I am the truth,"
promises eternal life to those that believe in feigned Hts incarnation, His death on the
Him, and since to believe in Him is to be- cross, the wounds of His passion, the marks
lieve in the true Christ, such as He declares shown after His resurrection. If you speak
Himself and His apostles declare Him to be, the truth, and your Christ speaks falsehood,
true Son of GOd and true Son of man; you, you must be better than he. But if you
Manich_eans, who believe on a false and spu- really follow your own Christ, your truthful-
rious son of a false and spurious man, and ness may be doubted, and your obedience to
teach that God Himself, from fear of tile as- the precepts you speak of may be only a
sault of the hostile race, gave up His own pretence. Is it true, as Faustus says, that
members to be tortured, and after all not to you have no money in your purses? He
be wholly hberated, are plainly far from that means, probably, that your money is in boxes
eternal life which Christ promises to those and bags; nor would we blame you for this,
who believe in Him. It is true, He said to if you did not profess one thing and practise
Peter when he confessed Him to be the Son

of God, "Blessed art thou, Simon Barjona." i _J_ ...... _,_s. _, ._oh_,. _ i_-.3, 9 a Cot xiil 3. 1o s -1ira. j. 5-
• _ C_. xv. 47- _ Gal. I. S_9- 3 2Tira. ii. 8. tt [Auga_stm confounds mvmg froth with orthodox doctrine, as
4 Rm'a. iv. _$. $ john v. mS-ffi7, 6 Acts. i.l.t, has been too comm_uly do_c smcc.--A. H. N.]
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another. Constantius, who is still alive, and land is not ashamed to speak of Cod as in
is now our brother in Catholic Christianity, tbondage ? How can I see him meek, when he
once gathered many of your sect into hls,aftroms all the authority of the evangelis_
house at Rome, to keep these precepts of lrat'mr than believe ? How a peacemaker,
Manichmus, which you think so much of, when lie tiolds that tile divine nature itself
though they are vet)" silly and chddish. The by whmh C,od is whatever is, and is the only
precepts proved too much for your weakness, true existence, could not remain m lasting
and the gathering was entirely broken up. peace? How pure in heart, when his heart
Those who persevered separated from your is filled with so many impious notions? How
commumon, and are caIled Mattanans, he-mourning, unless it is for his God captive
cause they sleep on mats,_a very different and bound till he be freed and escape, with
bed from the feathers of Faustus and lus! the loss, however, of a part which is to be
goatskin coverlets, and all the grandeur that united by the Father to tile mass of darkness,
made him despise not only the Mattanans, ' and is not to be mourned for ? How hunger.
but also the llouse of lus poor father m M_- tag and thirsting for righteousness, which
leum. Away. then, w_th tills accursed l_y- Faustus omits m his writings lest, no doubt_
pocrisy from vour _Ttting, if not from your he should be thought destitute of righteous.
conduct; or else your language will conflmtlness? But how can they hunger and thirst
with your life by your deceitful words, as alter righteousness, whose perfect righteous.
your First Man with the race of darknes_ by ness will consist Ill exuttmg over their breth-
his decmtful elements. '.rcn condemned to darkness, not tor any fault

6. I am, however, addressing not merely' of their own, but ff_r being irremediably con.
men who fall to do what they are commanded, laminated by the p,_llutton aRamst which they
but the members of a deluded sect. For tlm were sent by the Father to t(mtend ?
precepts of Mamchatus are such that. if you! 8. ttow do you suitor persecution and en-
do not keep them, you are deceivers; if you ratty for righteousness" sake, wtmn, according
do keep them, you are deceived. Chnstncver to you, it is rlghteou_ to preach and teach
taught you that you shouhl not pluck a vegc- these impietms ? The wonder is, that the
table for fear of comnuttmg homicide; for gentleness of Christian times allows such per.
when t-Its disciples were hungry when passma verse mlqtnty to pass wholly or almost un-
through a field of corn, He did not fortnd punt._hed. And yet, as tf we were blind or
them to pluck the ears on ttle Sabbath-day, silly, you tell us that your suffering reproach
whmh was a rebuke to the Jews of the tnne, and persecutmn is a great proof of your
since the aetmn was on Sabbath; and a re-' righteousness. If people are lust according
buke in the action itself to the future Mani-_to the amount of their suffering, atrocious
chmans. The precept of .Mameh,qeus, how- criminals of all kinds suffer much more than
ever, only requires you to do nothing while you. But, at any rate, if we are to grantthat
others commit homicide for you; though the'suffering endured on account of any sort of
real homicide is that of ruining miserable professmn of Christianity proves the sufferer
souls by such doctrines of devds. . to be in possession of true faith and righteous.

7. The language of Faustus has the typhus' ness, you must admit that any case of greater
of heresy in _t, and is the language of over-I suffering that we can show proves the posses.
weening arrogance. " You see m me," he, sion of truer faith and greater righteousness,
says, '" the beamudes of tile gospel; and do _Of such cases you know many among our
you ask if I believe the gospel _ You see me martyrs, and chmfly Cyprian hlmself, whose
poor, meek, a peacemaker, pure in heart, writings also bear witness to his belief that
mourning, hungering, tt_lrsting, bearing per-ICtmst was born of the Virgin Mary. For
secution and enmity for righteousness" sake; this faith, which you abhor, he suffered and
and do you doubt my belief in the gospel ?"1 died along with many Christian believers of
If to justify oneself were to be just, Faustus: that day, who suffered as much, or more.
would have flown to heaven while uttering Faustus, when shown to be a Mamchman by
these words. I say nothing of the luxurious evidence, or by his own confession, on the
habits of Faustus, known to all the followers intercessmn of the Christians themselves, who
of the Manich_eans, and especially to those brought him before the proconsul, was, along
at Rome. I shall suppose a Manichaean such with some others, only banished to an island,
as Constantius sought for, when he enforced whmh can hardly be called a punishment at
the observance of these precepts with the sin- all, for it is what God's servants do of their
cere desire to see them observed. How can own accord every day when they wish to re-
I see him to be poor in spirit, when he is so tire from the tumult of the world. Besides,
,proud as to believe that his own soul is God, earthly sovereigns often by a public decree
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ve release from this banishment as an act set them to judge who are least esteemed in
mercy. And in this way. all were after- the Church." _ For in the kingdom of heaven

wards released at once. Confess, then, that there are not only those who, that they may
they were in possession of a truer faith and a be perfect, sell or leave alt they have and fol-
more righteous life, who were accounted low the Lord; but others in the partnership
worthy to suffer for it much more than you of charity are joined like a mercenary force to
ever suffered. Or else, cease boastingof the the Christian army, to whom it will be said
abhorrence which many feel for you, and at last, "I was hungry, and ye gave me
learn to distinguish between suffering for bias- meat," and so on. Otherwise, there would
phemy and suffering for righteousness. What be no salvation for those to whom the apos-
it is you suffer for, your own books will show tle gives so many anxious and particular di-
in a way that deserves your most particular at- rections about their families, telhng the wives
tention, to be obedient to their husbands, and hus-

9. Those evangelical precepts of peculiar bands to love their wives; children to obey
sublimity which you make people who know their parents, and parents to bring up their
no better believe that you obey, are really children in the instruction and admomtlon of
obeyed by multitudes in our communion, the Lord; servants to obey with fear their
Are there not among us many of both sexes masters according to the flesh, and masters
who have entirely refrained from sexual m- to render to their servants what :s just and
tercourse, and many formerly married who equal. The apostle is far from condemning
practise continence ? Are there not many such people as regardless of gospel precepts,
others who give largely of their property, or or unworthy of eternal life. For where the
give it up altogether, and many who keel) the Lord exhorts the strong to attain perfection,
body in subjection by fasts, either frequent or saying, " If any man take not up his cross and
daily, or protracted beyond belief ? Then follow me, he cannot be mydlsctple," He ira-
there are fraternities whose members have mediately adds, for the consolatton of the
no property of their own, but all things corn-l weak, "Whoso receiveth a just man in the
mon, including only things necessary for food name of a just man shall receive a just man's
and clothing, living with one soul and one re_ard; and whoso recelveth a prophet in the
heart towards God, inflamed with a common name of a prophet, shall recewe a prophet's
feeling of charity. In all such professions reward." So that not only t_e who gives Tim-
many turn out to be deceivers and reprobates, othy a little wine for h_s stomach's so.ke, and
while many who are so are never discovered; his frequent infirm,t_es, but he who gives to a
many, too, who at first walk well, fall away strong man a cup of cold water only m the
rapidly from willfulness. Many are found m name of a disciple, shall not lose his reward.3
times of trial to have adopted this kind of Io. If it is true that a man cannot receive
life with another intention than they professed; the gospel without giving up everything, why
and again, many in humility and steadfastness do you delude your followers, by allowing
persevere in their course to the end, and are them to keep in your serwce their wives, and
saved. There are apparent diversities in chddren, and households, and houses, and
these societies; but one charity unitesall who, fields ? Indeed, you may well allow them to
from some necessity, in obedience to the disregard the precepts of the gospel: for
apostle's injunction, have their wives asifthey all you promise them is not a resurrection,
had them not, and buy as if they bought not, but a change to another mortal existence, in
and use this world as if they used it not. which they shall live the silly, childish, ira-
With these are joined, in the abundant riches pious life of those you call the Elect, the life
of God's mercy, the inferior class of those to you live yourself, and are so much praised
whom it is said, " Defraud not one another,! for: or if they possess greater merit, they
except it be with consent for a time, that ye shall enter into melonsor cucumbers, or some
may give yourselves to prayer; and come to- eatables which you will masticate, that they
gerber again, that Satan tempt you not for may be quickly purified by your digestion.
your incontinency. But I speak this by per- Least of all should you who teach such doc-
mission, and not of commandment." ' To such trmes profess any regard for the gospel. For
the same apostle also says, "Now therefore if the faith of the gospel had any connection

: there is utterly a fault among you, that ye go with such nonsense, the Lord should have
tO law one with another;" while, in consider- said, not, "I was hungTy, and ye gave me
ation of their infirmity, he adds,'¢ If ye have meat;" but, "Ye were hungry, ahd ye ate

: judgments of things pertaining to this life, me," or, "I was hungry, and I ate you.'"

_-_ _t _t Cot, _i. $, 6 . • it Cor.-¢i. 7, 4. _ M_ttt. x. 3g-_.2.
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For,by your absurdities,a man willnot be Iaccordingtotheirme_ure obey the precepts
receivedintothe kingdom ofGod fortheset-Iof thegospeland hope initspromises. The

viceofgivingfood tothe saints,but,becauseIblindnessof hostilitymakes you see onlythe
he has eatenthem and belched them out,or,taresin our harvest:for you might easily
has himself been eaten and belched intoIsee wheattoo,if ou were wfllin•that there

,. ,, _ " y gheaven. Instead of sa) mg, L(rd, when!should be any. But among you, those who
saw we Thee hungry, and fed Thee ?" the are pretended Manichgcans are winked, and
righteous must say, " When saw we Thee those who are really Mamch_ans are rally.
hungry, a_d were eaten by Thee ?" And He : For where the forth itself is false, he who
must answer, not, "When ye gave food to l hypocritically professes it acts deceitfully,
one of the least of these my brethren, you,while he who truly bcheves is deceived.
gave to me;" but, " When you were eaten Such a froth cammt produce a good hfe, for
by one of the least of these my brethren, you ! every man's hte _ good or bad according as
were eaten by me." I his heart _sengaged. If your affections were

it. Believing and teaching such monstrosi- Iset upon spmtual and intellectual good, in.
ties, and llwng accordingly, you yet have ,he,stead o! material forms, you wouhl not pay
boldness to say that you obey the precepts of i homage to the material sun as a divine sub-

the gospel, and to decrythe Cathohc Church, stance, and as the hght of wisdom, which
whmh includes many weak as well as strong, tevery one knows you do, though I now only
both of whom the Lord blesses, becahse t.oth, meni_mn _t in passing.

BOOK VI.

FAU':;TUS AVOWS HI e, DI.qBEI.IFF IN "IHV OI.D 'Tl_qT'k",.ll-",g F A",:I} l"ltq DIqREGARD "OF ITS PRECEPTS,

AND AC( USI'q CATHOLI('q OF INCON¢IRTI' N( $ IN N! t,I.F C I IN_, I 1 _ OR1)INANCE% WIIlLI.] CLAIM-

ING "1o ACCLPq IT AS. AUq HoRI'I A3 IVI . Al't.b",l IN ! \PLAINs 'I lie CATIlOLIC VIEW OF' THE

RELAIION OF Till" OI.I) TISTAMtNI 1() 1HI hl-W

I. FAUST, S satd: You ask if I beheve the Ifor the difference between your faith and mine,
Old Testament. Of course not, fo_ I tlo not t ,t i_ this. that wind you choose to act deceit-
keep its precepts. Neither, I imagine, do fully, and meanly to praise in words what in
you. I reject circummsmn as dlsgu_tmg;ly,,ur heart you hate, I, not having learned
and if I m_stake not, so do you. I reject the _the art of deceptmn, frankly declare that I hate
observance of Sabbaths as superfluous: I b_'th these at,ommable precepts and their
suppose you do the same. I reject sacrifice{ authors.
as idolatry, asdoubtle,syouaNodo. Swine's1 2. Aum'_'l!x rephed: tlow and for what
flesh is not the only flesh 1 abstain from; nor' purpose the ()hi '1estament ts received by the
is ,t the only flesh you eat. I thmk all flesh heirs of the New Testament has been already
unclean: you think none unclean, l;oth expla,ned.' ]_ut as the remarks of Faustus
alike, m these opmmns, throw over the Old were then about the promises of the Old
Testament. We both look upon the weeks Testament, and now he speaks of the pre-
of unleavened bread and the feast of taber- ccpts, I reply that he displays ignorance of
nacles as unnecessary and useless. Not to the difference between moral and symbolical
patch linen garments w_th purple; to count it precepts. For example, "Thou shalt not
adultery to make a garment of hnen anti covet" is a moral precept; "Thou shatt elf-
wool; to call tt sacrilege to yoke together an cumcise ever)" male on the eighth day" is a
ox and an ass when necessary; not toappoint svmbolical precept. From not making this
as priest a bald man, or a man w,th red hair, d'_stinction, the Manichaeans. and all who find
or any similar peculiarity, as being unclean in fault with the writings of the Old Testament,
the sight of God, are thirlgs which we both not seeing that whatever observance God ap-
despise and laugh at, and rank as of neither lX)mted for the former dispensation was a
first nor second importance; and yet they are shadow of future things, because these oh*
all precepts and judgments of the Old Testa- servances are now dtscontinued, condemn
merit. You cannot blame me for reteetmg them, though no doubt what is unsuitable
the Old Testament; for whether it is right or
wrong to do so, you do it as much as I. As , r_,,a ,,-.
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:_" _ was perfectly suitable then as prefiguring straint and contamination in these very carnal
_o the things now revealed. In this they con- members of theirs. For they say that flesh
_o gradict the apostle who says, "All these things is unclean; and it follows that God, in the

_happcned to them for an example, and they part which is detained by the flesh, is made
were written for our learning, on whom the unclean: for they declare that He must be
end of the world is come." ' The apostle cleansed, and that till this is done, as far as
here explains why these writings are to be re- it can be done, He undergoes all the passions
ceived, and why it is no longer necessary to to which flesh is subject, not only in suffering

: continue the symbolical observances. For pain and dtstress, but also in sensual gratifica-
when he says, "They were written for our tion. For it is for His sake, they say, that
learning," he clearly shows that we should they abstain from sexual intercourse, that He
be very diligent in reading and in discovering may not be bound more closely in the bondage
the meaning of the Old Testament Scriptures, of the flesh, nor suffer more defilement. The
and that we should have great veneration for apostle says, " To the pure all things are
them, since it was for us that they were pure." And if this is true of men, who may
written. Again, when he says, "They are be led into evil by a perverse will, how much
our examples," and "these things happened more must all things be pure to God, who re-
to them for an example," he shows that, now mains for ever immutable and immaculate !
that the things themselves are clearly re- In those books which you defile with your• @

vealed, the observance of the actions by wolent reproaches, it is said of the divine wis-
which these things were prefigured is no dora, that " no defiled thing falleth into it,
longer binding. So he says elsewhere, " Let and it goeth everywhere by reason of its pure-
no man judge you in meat, or in drink, or in hess."' It is mere prurient absurdity to find
respect of an holy day, or of the new moon, fault with the sign of human regeneration ap-
or of the sabbath-days, which are a shadow pointed by that God, to whom all things are
of things to come."" Here also, when he pure, to be put on the organ of human gen-
says, " Let no one judge you" in these eratmn, while you hold that your God, to
things, he shows that we are no longer bound whom nothing is pure, is in a part of his
to observe them. And when he says, "which nature subjected to taint and corruption by
are a shadow of things to come," he explains the vicious acttons in which impure men era-
how these observances were binding at the ploy the members of their body. For if you
ttme when the things fully disclosed to us think there is pollution in conjugal rater-
were symbolized by these shadows of future course, what must there be in all the practices
things, of the licentious ? If you ask, then, as you

3. Assuredly, if the Manich_eans were jus- often do, whether God could not find some
tiffed by the resurrection of the Lord,_the other way of sealing the righteousness of
day of whose resurrection, the third after His falth, the answer is, Why not this way, since
passion, was the eighth day, coming after all things are pure to the pure, much more to
the Sabbath, that is, after the seventh day._ God ? And we have the authority of the
their carnal minds would be delivered from apostle for saying that circumcismn was the
the darkness of earthly passions which rests seal of the righteousness of the faith of Abra-
on them; and rejoicing in the circumcision of ham. As for you, you must try not to blush
the heart, they would not ridicule it as pre- when you are asked whether your God had
figured in the Old Testament by circumcision nothing better to do than to entangle part of
n the flesh, although they should not enforce his nature vath these members that you revile

this observance under the' New Testament. so much. These are delicate subjects to
But, as the apostle says, _' To the pure all speak of, on account of the penal corruption
things are pure. But to the impure and un- attending the propagation of man. They are
believing nothing is pure, but both their mind things which call into exercise the modesty of

_' and conscience are defiled." 3 So these the chaste, the passions of the impure, and
lteople, who are so pure in their own eyes, the justice of God.

• that they regard, or pretend to regard, as 4. The rest of the Sabbath we consider no
= impure these members of their bodies, are so _longer binding as an observance, now that the
_; _ detiled with unbelief and error, that, while hope of our eterfial rest has been revealed.
_f _:_ th_y abhor the circumcision of the flesh,_ But it is a very useful thing to read of, and
_:_ _ w]_:h the apostle calls a seal of the righteous- to reflect on. In prophetic times, when
_._:_: ._ of faith,_they believe that the divine things now manifested were prefigured and
_: _het_ of their God are subjected to re-predicted by actions as well as words, this
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sign of which we read was a presage of the tables of all kinds. But before it can be
reality which we possess. But I wish to know eaten at all, it must be pulled or fall" off, or
why you observe a sort of partial rest. The be taken in some way from the ground or
Jews, on their Sabbath, which they still keep from the tree. You might well he pardoned
in a carnal manner, neither gather any fruit for pulling it, since nothing can be done with-
in the field, nor dress and cook it at home. out that, but not for torturing the members
But yon, in your rest, wait till one of your of your God to the extent you do in dressing
followers takes his knife or hook to the gar- your food. One of your silly notions is that
den, to get food for you by murdering the the tree weeps when the fruit is pulled.
vegetables, and brings back, strange to say, Doubtless the life in the tree knows all things,
hving corpses. For i£ cutting plants is not and perceives who it is that comes to it. If
murder, why are you afraid to do it? And the elect were to come and pull the fruit,
yet, if the plants are murdered, what becomes would not the tree rejoice to escape the misery
of the life whmh is to obtain release and of having its fruit plucked by others, and to
restoration from your masucation and diges- gain felicity by enduring a little momentary
tion? Well, you take the living vegetables, pare? And yet, while you multiply the pains
and certainly you ought, if it could be done, and troubles of the fruit after it is plucked_
to swallow them whole; so that after the one you will not pluck it. Explain that, if )roll
wound your follower has been guilty of in- can! Fasting itself is a mistake in your case.
fiicting in pulling them, of which yon will no There should be no intermission in the task
doubt consent to absolve him, they may reach! of purging away the dross of the excrementtt
without loss or injury your private laboratory, from the spiritual gold, anti of releasing the
where your God maybe healed of his wound, divine members from confiuement. The
Instead of this, you not only tear them with most merciful man among you is he who
your teeth, but, if it pleases your taste, mince keeps himself always in good health, takes
them, inflicting a multitude of wounds in the raw food, and eats a great deal. But you are
most criminal manner. Plamly tt would be cruel when you eat, in making your food un-
a most advantageous thing if you would rest dergo so much suffering; and you are cruel
at home too, and not only once a week, like when you fast, in desisting from the work of
the Jews, but every day of the week. The liberating the divine members.'
cucumbers suffer whde you are cooking them, 5. With all this, you venture to denounce
without any benefit to the life that is m them; the sacrifices of the Old Testament, and to
for a boiling pot cannot be compared to a call them idolatry, and to attribute to us the
saintly stomach. And vet you ridicule as same impious notion. To answer for ollr.
superfluous the rest of tile Sabbath. *Would selves in the first place, while we consider it
it not be better, not only to refrain from find- no longer a duty to offer sacrifices, we recog-
lug fault with the fathers for this observance raze sacrifices as part of the mysteries of
in whose case it was not superfluous, but, Revelation, by which the things prophesied
even now that it is superfluous, to observe were foreshadowed. For they were our ex-
this rest yourselves instead of your own, amples, and in many and various ways they
which has no symbolical use, and is con- all pointed to the one sacrifice which we now
demned as grounded on falsehood ? Accord- commemorate. Now that this sacrifice has
ing to your own foolish opinions, you are been revealed, and has been offered in dlle
guilty of a defective observance of your own time, sacrifice is no longer.binding as an act
rest, though the observance itself is foolish in of worship, while it retains its symbolical au.
the judgment of truth. You maintain that thority. For these things "were written for our
the fruit suffers when it is pulled from the learmng, upon whom the end of the world is
tree, when it is cut and scraped, and cooked come."* What you object to in sacrifice is the
and eaten. So you are wrong in eating any- slaughter of ammals, though the whole animal
thing that can not be swallowed raw and un- creation is intended conditionally in tome way
hurt, so that the wound inflicted might not be for the use of man. You are merciful to
from you, but from your follower in pulling beasts, believing them to contain the sottls of
them. You declare that you could not give human beings, while you refuse a piece of
release to so great a quantity of life, if you bread to a hungry beggar. The Lord Jesus,
were to eat only things which could be swal- on the other hand, was cruel to the swine
lowed without cooking or mastication. But when He granted the request of the devils to
if this release compensates for all the pains
you inflict, why is it unlawful for you to pull ,|lnbriaglngtonotlce. the a_mrd].tiet?f the Mlmichm_mol2tl_
the fruit? Fruit may be eaten raw, as some O_tem. Auguttiamayteemtobetnmn_,tmttteia'_afeahty_

in, q at the root of the heresy,--A, H. N,J
of your sect make a point of eating raw vege- • s co,. =._.
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be allowed to enter into them." The same Testament, because we consider no flesh un-
Lord Jesus, before the sacrifice of His passion, clean: according to the opinion of the apos-
said to a leper whom He had cured, "Go, tle, "To the pure all things are pure;" _ and
show thyself to the priest, and give the offer- according to the saying of our Lord Himself,
ing, as Moses commanded, for a testimony "Not that which goeth into your mouth de-
unto them,"" When God, by the prophets, fileth you, but that which cometh out." s This
repeatedly declares that He needs no offer- was not said to the crowd only, as your Adi-
ing, as indeed reason teaches us that offerings mantus, whom Faustus, in his attack on the
cannot be needed by Him who stands in need Old Testament, pratses as second only to
of nothing, the human mind is led to mquire Manichreus, wishes us to understand; but
what God wished to teach'us by these sacrt- when retired from the crowd,the Lord repeated
rices. For, assuredly, He would not have th,s sttll more plainly and pointedly to Hts
required offerings of which He had no need, disciples. Adimantus quotes this saying of
except to teach us something that it would our Lord in opposmon to the Old Testament,
profit us to know, and which was suitably set where the people are prohit,ted from eating
forth by means of these symbols. How much some animals which are pronounced unclean;
better and more honorable tt would be for you and doubtless he was afrmd that he should be
to be still bound by these sacrifices, which asked why, smce he quotes a passage from
have an instructive meaning, thougt_ they are the Gospel about man not being defiled by
not now necessary, than to require your fol- what enters into hts mouth and passes into his
lowers to offer to you as food what you be- belly, and out into the draft, he yet considers
lieve to be hwng vicums. The Apostle Paul not some only, but all flesh unclean, and ab-
says most appropriately of some who preached statas from eating it. It is m order to escape
the gospel to gratdy their appetite, that their irom this strmt, when the plata truth is too
"god was the,r belly." 3 But the arrogance much for hts error, that he makes the Lord
of your trap!ely goes much beyond thts_ for, say this to the crosvd; as ff the Lord were m
instead of making your belly your god, you the habit of speaking the truth only in small
do what is far worse in making your belly the companies, whale He blurted out falsehoods m
purifier of God. Surely it is great madness _ubhc. To speak of the Lord in this way is
to make a pretence of piety in not slaughter- blasphemy. And all who read the passage
ing animals, whde you hold that the souls of can see that the Lord stud the same thing
animals inhabit all the food you eat, and yet more plamly to Hts d,sciples in private.
make what you call living creatures suffer Since Faustus praises Ad_map.tus so much at
such torture from your hands and teeth, the beginning of th_s book of his, placing him

6 If you wdl not eat flesh why should you next to" Manichmus, let him say in a word
not slay animals in sacrifice to your God, in whether it ts true or false that a man is not
order that their souls, which you hold to be defiled by what enters into his mouth. If it
not only human, but so divme as to be mere- is false, why does thts great teacher Adiman-
bets of God Himself, may be released from !us quote it against the Old Testament _ If
the confinement of flesh, and be saved from _t is true, why, in spite of this. do you beheve
returning by the efficacy of your prayers? that eating any flesh wdl defile you ? It ,s
:Perhaps, however, your stomach gives more true, if you choose this explanatmn, that the
effectual aid than your intellect, and that part apostle does not say that all things are pure
of divinity which has had the advantage of to herettcs, but, "'to the pure all things are
passing through your bowels is more likely to pure." "Ihe apostle also goes on to explain
be saved than that which has only the benefit why all things are not pure to heretics: "To
of )-our prayers. Your objection to eating the ,mpure and unbeheving nothing is pure,
flesh will be that you cannot eat animals ahve, but both their mind and conscience are de-
and so the operat*on of your stomach will not filed." 6 So to the Manich_eans there is ab-
avail for the liberation of their souls. Happy solutety nothing pure; for they hold that the
vegetables, that, torn up xvith the hand, cut very substance or nature of God not only

" with knives, tortured in fire, ground by teeth, may be, but has actually been defiled, and
yet reach alive the altars of ).our intestines ! so defiled that tt can never be wholly restored

:'_ Unhappy sheep and oxen, that are not so and purffied. What do they mean when they
tenacious of life, and therefore are refused call ammals unclean, and refrain from eating
entrance into your bodies ! Such is the ab- them, when it is impossible for them to think

_'!_ surdity of your notions. And you persist in anything, whether food or whatever it may
_._ making out an opposition in us to the Old be, clean? According to them, vegetables

'S _ Matt, viii. 3a. _ Luke v x4. 3 Phtl, m. t_. 4 Tit. i. t S. SMatt. x-x-!, xt * Tit. L t 5.
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too, fruits, all kinds of crops, the earth and i anti in Christ, the community of believers is
sky, are defiled by mixture with the race of ' not burdened with the practice of the observ-
darkness Why do they not act u to their _an " •" P i ces, but is admonished to give heed to the
opinions about other things as well as about prophecy. This is our reason for accountm
animals ? Why do they not abstain alto. inn ammals unclean, m accordance with t_ge
gether, and starve themselves to death, in- ',saying of the Lord and of the apostle, whim
stead of persisting in their blasphemies? If! we are not opposed to the Old Testament,
they will not repent and reform, this is evi- ',where some animals are pronounced unclearu
dently the best thmg that they could do. ] Now let us hear why you consider all animal

7. The saying of the apostle, that " to the _food unclean.

pure all things are pure." and that "every 8. One of your false doctrines is, that flesh
creature of God is good," is not cpposed to _sunclean on'account of nnxture with the race
the prohibltions of the Old Testament; and of darkness. But this would make not only
the explanation, if they can tmderstand it, is flesh unclean, but your (;od lmnself, in that
this. The apostle speaks of t,he nature_ of the ',part winch he sent to become subject to ab-
things, while the Old Testament calls some 'tsorptton and contatnlnatmn, m order that the
animals unclean, not in their nature, but :enemy might be conq,_ered and taken captive.
symbohcally, on account of the prefigurative Besides, on account of this nuxture, all that
character of that d_spensatmn. For mst,,nce, _you eat must be unclean, But you say flesh
a pig and a lamb are both clean in their nature, _s eN)eciatly unclean, It requires patience to
for every creature of God is good; but sym- hstcu to all their absurd reasons for this
bolically, a lamb is clean, and a pig unclean, pecuhar lmptmty of flesh. I will mention
So the words a,ise and fool are both clean in only x_nat w_lt suffice to show the inveterate
their nature, as words composed of letters;' folly of these critms of the Old Testament,
butfoo/ may be called symbolically unclean, lwn°' while they denounce ttesh, sawer only
because it means an unclean thing. Perhap._:fleshly things, and have no sort of spiritual
a pig is the same among symbols as a fool is _perct'ption. And a lengthy thscusslon of this
among real things. The ammal, and the four _questmn may perhaps enable t,s to dispense
letters which compose the word, may mean, with saying much on some other points. The
the same thing. No doubt the animal ts pro- following, then, _s an account of thew yam
nounced unclean by the law, because it does deltIsmns in tins matter._In that battle, when

not chew the cud; _hmh is not a fault but _tsithe F_rst Man ensnared the race of darkness
nature. But the men of whom ttus anunal is I by deceitful elements, princes of both sexes
a symbol are unclean, not by nature, but from ! belonging to ttus race were taken, lty means
their own fault; because, though they gladly ! of the_e princes the x_orld was constructed;
hear the words of wisdom, they never reflect ] and among those used m the formation of the
on them afterwards. For to recall, m qmet i heavenly bodms, were some pregnant females.
repose, some useful instruction trom the When the sky began to rotate, the rapid elf-
stomach of memory to the mouth of reflec- cular motion made these females give birth
tion, is a kind of spmtual rumination. Tl_e to abortions, which, 1,crag of both sexes, fell
animals above metmoned are a symbol of on the earth, and hved, and grew, and came
those people who do not do this. And the together, and produced offspring. Hence
prohibition of the flesh of these ammals is a sprang all ammal life in earth, mr, and sea.*
warning against this fault. Another passage Now if the origin of flesh is from heaven, that
of Scripture speaks of the precious treasure is no reason for thinking it especmlly unclean.
of wisdom, and describes ruminating as clean, Indeed, in this construct|on of the world, they
and not ruminating as unclean: " A precious hold that these principles of darkness were

treasure resteth in the mouth of a wise man; arranged higher or lower, according to the
but a foolish man swallows it up.' ' Symbols greater or less amount of good mixed with
of this kind, either in words or m things, give i them in the construction of the various parts
useful and pleasant exercise to intelhgentlof the world. So flesi_ ought to be cleaner
minds in the way of inquiry and comparison. ] than vegetables which come out of the earth,
But formerly pe}_ple were reqmred not only[for tt comes from heaven. And how irra-

to hear, but to practise many such things, t tmnal to suppose that the abortions, before
For at that time it was necessary that, byl becoming animate, were so lively, though in
deeds as well as by words, those things should, an abortive state, that after falling from the
be foreshadowed (vlimh were in after times to'sky, they could hve and multiply; whereas,
be revealed. After the revelation by Christlafter becoming animate, they die if t_ronght

j'Compare the l_traductmn, _here an abstract 1_given of the
z _v. xxi. _o. I Fi/*rzst s ,_cc,_:_nt o[ the ¢rcatvan,_A, 1"[. N I
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forth prematurely, and a fall from a very'fowls and pigeons produced from males and
moderate height is enough to kill them ! The, females to the pure frogs, daughters of heaven
kingdom of life in contest with the kingdom _and earth. By this tt_eory, the first princi-
of death ought to have improved them, by [ ples of darkness produced from trees must be
giving them hfe instead of making them more purer than Manichmus, who was oroduced bv
perishable than before. If the perishableness Igeneration; and his followers, for the same
ts a consequence of a change of nature, it is reason, must be less pure than the hee which
wrong to say that there is a bad nature. "l'i_e spring from the perspiration of their bodies.
change is the only cause of the perishable- But ff everything that comes from flesh _s
ness. Both natures are good, though one is unclean, because the ongm of flesh _tself is
better than the other. Whence then comes unclean, frmts and vegetables must also be
the pecuhar impurity of flesh as it exists m unclean, because they are manured with dung.
this world, sprung, as they say, from heaven ? After th_s, what becomes of the notmn that
]'hey tell us, indeed, of the first bodies of fruits are cleaner than flesh_ Dung is the
these principles of darkness being generated I most unclean product of flesh, and also the
like worms from trees of darkness; and the lmost fertfllzmg manure. Their doctrine Is,
trees, they say, are produced from tile five that the llfe escapes m the mast_catmn and
elements. But supposing that the bodies of digestmn of the food, so that only a pamcle
animals come m the first place from trees, remains m the excrement. How is _t, then,
and afterwards from heaven, why should they that th_s particle of life has such an effect on
be more unclean than the frmt of trees _ Per- the growth and ti_e quahty of your favorite
haps it will be stud that what remains after food ? Flesh is notmshed by the productmns
death is unclean, because the hfe zs no longer of the earti_, not by _ts excrements; while the
there. For the same reasm_ frmts and vege- earth is nourished by the excrements of flesh,
tables must be unclean, for they d_e waen not by its productions. Let them say whmh
they are pulled or cut. As we saw before, is the cleaner. Or let them turn from being
the elect get others to bring their food to unbelieving and _mpure to whom nothing is
them, that they may not tie gmlty of murder, clean, and jom w_th us m embracing the
Perhaps, since they say that every hying doctrme of the apostle, that to the pure all

being has two souls, one of the race of hght, [ things are pure; that the earth is the Lord's,
and the other of the race of darkness, the, and the fullness thereof; that every creature
good soul leaves at death, and the bad soul!of God ts good. All things in nature are
remains. But, m that case, the ammal would igood in their own urder; and no one sins in

be as much ahve as it was in the kingdom of I using them, unless, by disobedience to God,
darkness, when it had only the soul of _ts own he transgresses his own order, and d_sturbs
race, with wtuch it had rebelled against the[their order hy usmg them amiss.
kingdom of God. So, since hoth souls leave[ 9. Tile elders who pleased God kept their
at death, why call the flesh unclean, as ff only own order by thetr obedience, m obserwng,
the good soul had left _ Any hfe that remains according to God's arrangement, what was
must be of both kinds; for some remains of appointed as statable to certain ttmes. So,
the members of GOd are found, we are told, although all an,reals intended for food are by
even in filth. There is therefore no reason nature clean, they abstained from some which
for making flesh more unclean than fruits, had then a symbolical uncleanness, m prepa-
The truth is, they pretend to great chastity m rattan for the future revelatmn of the things
holding flesh unclean because _t is generated., stgmfied. And so with regard to unleavened
But if the divine body is more grossly shut bread and all such things, m wluch the apos-
in by flesh, there is all the more reason that Itle says there was a shadow of future things,
they should hberate it by eating. And there, neglect of their observance under the old dis-
are innumerable kinds of worms not produced, pensatmn, when this observance was enjomed,
from sexual intercourse; some in the neLgh- Iand was employed to prefigure what was after-
borhood of Vemce come from trees, which _wards to be revealed, would have been as
they should eat, since there is not the same !criminal, as it would now be foohsh m us,
reason for their bemg unclean. Besides, ;after tile light of the New Testament has
there are the frogs produced by the earth after iarisen, to think that these predmtlve observ-
a shower of rain. ' Let them liberate the'ances could be of any use to us. On the
members of their God from these. Let them :other hand, since the Old Testament teaches
rebuke the mistake of mankind in prefernng i us that ttle things now revealed were so long

..........ago prefigured, that we may be firm and
z [These biological blunder_ belong to the age, and arc not ! fmthful m our adherence to them, it would

Augusun'_ pecuhar fanctes (If course, the ar_'umentativ¢ vame t b tla s t . - _ .. . .ear eaeml ace ._ n X e o pnem ann impiety/ to Olscam theseof them depends on th g accepta ..... " l Y ."
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books, simply because the Lord requires of qutred symbolical actions, now testifies to tile
us now not a literal, but a spmtual and in- things s'tgmfied. The prefigurative observ.
telligent regard to their contents. They. were anee is now a record for tile confiFlalatlon of
written, as the apostle says, for our admom- our faith. Formerly it _as unlawful to plough
tion, on whom the end of the world is come ' with an ox and an :{ss together; now it is law-
" For whatsoever things were written afore- ful. The apostle explam_ tins when he quotes
time were written for our learning."* Not to the text about not muzzhn,g the ox that is
eat unleavened bread in the appointed seven, treading out the torn. tle says, '" Does God
days was a sin in the time of the Old Testa- care tor oxen _'' XVltat, then, have we to do
ment; m the time of the New Testament it is x_lt[t an obsolete tm_hlbttmn _ The apostle
not a sin. But having the hope of a future teacheb us m tlae tt_llowmg words, " For ollr
world through Christ,who makes us altogether sakes it is written." _ It must be impiety in
new by clothing our souls _lth righteousness us not to read what wa_ written far our sakes;
and our bodies w_th _mmortahty,tobehexe that for it is more f_r our sakes, to wholll the
the bondage and infirmity of our original cot- revelatvm belongs, than f,r theirs who had
ruptlon will prevail over us or over our actions, only t_m figure. There is no harm in joining
must continue to be a sin, till the seven dav_ an ox _tlx "m a._s i_hcre it l_ required. But
of the course of time are aecomphshed. ]n to put a _l,t" 111.111and a fool tol_cthcr, not
the time of the Old Testament, th_s, under that one sh_nlld leach amt the other nbey, but
the disgmse of a type, was perceived bv stone that l.,th wlIn equat authority should declare
saints. In the time of the New Testament It the _ord of ti,_d, c.mnot 1;e done without
is fully declared and pubhcly preached. -_ causing ollcncc bo the same Scripture whicl_

What was then a precept of Scru)ture l_ was once a comm,md enlcmung the shadow ill

now a testimony. Formerly, not to keep the whi( h future t!_mgs were veiled, is now all
feast of tabernacles was a sin, winch is not autl,or,tat_ve wl_nes_ t_ the unveiled truth.
the case now. But not to form part of the In wllat Lc sa_ s of the uncleanness _f a
building of God's tabernacle, x_imh ,s the man that is t,ahl or has red hair, t".mstus is
Ctmreh, is always a sin. Formerly this was inatcurate, or the manuscrq_t he has used is
acted in a figure; now the record serves as mcorrect._ W,mht that Fau_tus were not
testimony. The ancient tabernacle, indeed, ]ashamed to bear on h_ forehead the (-ross of
would not have been called the tabernacle of :Christ, the uam of which is baldness, m_tead
the testimony, unless as an apt)roprlate swn- of mamtamm_ that ('lmst, who says, I am
bol it had borne testimony to some truth the truth," s_lo_ed unreal mark_, after His
which was to be revealed in Its own trine. To Iresurrectmn, of unreal wound,_ ! Fanstus says
patch hnen garments w_th I)urplc, or to wear tie has n.t learned the art of deceiving, and
a garment of woollen and hnen to_ether, ,s speaks what lie thmk._, llc cannot therefore
not a sin now But to hve intemperately, !be a ths_ll)le of ht_ Christ, whom he madly
and to wish to combine opt)oslte me,des of ideclares to have _lmwn false marks of wounds

hfe,--as when a woman devoted to rehgmn _to h_s dl_c_plcs when they doubted. Are we
wears the ornaments of morned women, or _to beheve Faustus, not only In his other all.

when one who has not abstained from mar- sardines, but also wheta he tells us that he
riage dresses like a virgtn,--ls always sin. ldoes not deceive us m calling Christ a de.
So it is sin whenever inconsistent things arelce_ver _ Is he better than Christ ? Is he
combined in any man's life. This, which is,, n_t a de(eivcr, while Christ is ? Or does he
now a moral truth, was then symbohzed in prove himself to be a ehsctple not of the
dress. What was then a type is now revealed truthful Christ, but of the deceiver Mani-
truth. So the same Scripture which then re- ; ch_us, by this very falsehot_d, when he boasts

i that he has not learned the art of deceiving ?
_ Cot x xx 2 Rom xx 4 I

3 lit w_ll be _en m _ubsequent pc_rt_nn_ ,_f this trcatt_* that
Attlgustm carrte_ '.he typologlc.M idea to an absurd eatremc._ I _ t Cot. la. ), x_, _ Cf. Lev. XXl tg.
A.H.N]
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!_ / BOOK VII.
_,_ - 5 THE GENEALOGICALQUESTIONIS AGAIN TAKEN UP AND ARGUEDON BOTHSIDES.

_/_ I, FAUSTUS said: You ask why I do not with reference to their fathers, He Himself
_' believe in the genealogy of Jesus. There first dLd in reference to His own mother and
_-_; are many reasons; but the principal is, that brethren; as in many other things He conde-
A_ • He never declares with His own hps that He scended to set us an example, and to go before

had an earthly father or descent, but on the that we might follow in Hm footsteps. Faus-
t) contrary, that he is not of this world, that He tus' principal objection to the genealogy fails
._ came forth from God the Father, that He de. completely; and after the defeat of this in-
:_ soended from heaven, that He has no mother vincible force, the rest is easily routed. He
_ or brethren except those who do the will of says that the apostles who declared Christ to

_" His Father in heaven. Besides, the framers be the Son of man as well as the Son of God
of these genealogies do not seem to have are not to be believed, because they were not

- known Jesus before Hts birth or.soon after present at the birth of Christ, whom they
_' it, so as to have the credibility of eye-witnesses joined when He had reached manhood, nor

of what they narrate. They became ac- heard of it from Christ Himself. Why then
• quainted with Jesus as a young man of about do they believe John when he says, "In the

thirty years of age, if it is not blasphemy to beginning was the Word, and the Word was
: . speak of the age of a divine being. Now the with God, and the Word was God. The same

question regarding a witness is always whether was in the beginning with GOd. All things
he has seen or heard what he testifies to. were made by H_m, and without Him was not

_ But the writers of these genealogies never anything made, ''3 and such passages, which
assert that they heard the account from Jesus they agree to, without understanding them ?
Himself° nor even the fact of His birth; nor Where did John see this, or did he ever hear

_ did they see Him till they came to know Him it from the Lord Himself ? In whatever way
J_' after his baptism, many.years after the txme John learned this, those who narrate the
_ of His birth. To me, therefore, and to every nattvity may have learned also. Again, how

sensible man, it appears as foohsh to believe do they know that the Lord said, " Who is
:: this account, as it would be to call into court my mother, and who are my brethren ?" If
_ a blind and deaf witness, on the authority of the evangelist, why do
_ _, AUOUSTIN replied: As regards what they not also beheve that the mother and the

Faustus calls his prinmpal reason for not re- brethren of Christ were seeking for H_m?

iI . ceiving the genealogy of Jesus Christ, a corn- They believe that Chrmt said these words,plete refutation is found in the passages for-which they misunderstand, while they deny a
merly quoted, where Christ declares Htmself fact resting on the same authority. Once

_ to be the Son of man, and in what we have more, if Matthew could not know that Christ
_: said of the identity of the Son of man with was born, because he knew Him only in His

the Son of God: that in His Godhead He has manhood, how could Manichmus, who lived
_. no earthly descent, while after the flesh He so long after, know that He was not born ?

is of the seed of David, as the apostle teaches. They will say that Manichmus knew this from
We are to believe, therefore, that He came the Holy Spirit which was in him. Certainly
forth from the Father, that He descended the Holy Spirit would make him speak the
from heaven, and also that the Word was truth. But why not rather believe what
made flesh and dwelt amongst men. If the Christ's own disciples tell us, who were per-
words, "Who is my mother, and who are my sonally acquainted with Him, and who not
brethren ? "' are quoted to show that Christ only had the gift of inspiration to supply de-
had no earthly mother or descent, it follows fects in their knowledge, but in a purely

_;_, that we must believe that His disciples, whom natural way obtained information of the birth
_3_ . He here teaches by His own example to set of Christ, and of His descent, when the event
,_:_:_"_. no value on earthly relationship, as compared was fresh in memory ? And yet he dares to
_" w_ the kingdom of heaven, had no fathers, call the apostles deaf and blind. Why were

'because Christ says to them, "Call no man you not deaf and blind, to prevent you from
father upon earth; for one is your Father, learning such profane nonsense, and dumb
eves GodY' ° What He taught them to do too, to prevent you from uttering it ?
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BOOK VIII.
FAUSTUS MAINTAINS THAT TO HOLD TO THE OLD TESTAMI_LNT AWI'ER THE GIVING OF THE NI_W IS

PUTTING NEW CLOTH ON AN OLD GARMENT. AUGUSTIN FURTHER EXPLAINS THE RELATION

OF THE OLD TESTAMENT TO THE NEW, AND REPROACHES ]'HE MANICHz_..ANS WITH CAR-

lqALITY.

I. FAUSTUS said: Another reason for not re- what Scripture says of circumcision, but for
ceiving the Old Testament is, that I am pro- superstitiously desiring tobecircumcised. We
vided with the New; and Scripture says that do not put a new cloth to an old garment, but
old and new do not agree. For "no one we are instructed in the kingdom of heaven_
putteth a piece of new cloth unto an old gar- like the householder, whom tile Lord describes
ment, otherwise the rent is made worse." * as bringing out of his treasure things new and
To avoid mak_g a worse rent, as you have otd.' He who puts a new cloth to an old gar.
done, I do not: mix Christian newness with meat is the man who attempts spiritual self-
Hebrew oldness. Every one accounts it denial before he has renounced fleshly hope.
mean, when a man has got a new dress, not _Examine the passage, and you will see thatt
to give the old one to his inferiors. So, even iwhen the Lord was asked ._bout fasting, He
if I were a Jew by birth, as the apostles were, ] replied, "' No man putteth a new cloth to an

it would be proper for me, on receiving the i°ld garment." The disciples had still a car.New Testament, to discard the Old, as the tnal affection for the Lord; for they were
apostles did. And having the advantage of [afraid that, if He deed, they would lose Him.
being born free from the yoke of bondage, So He calls Peter Satan for dissuading Him
and being early introduced into the full hb- from suffering, because he understood not the
erty of Christ, what a foolish and ungrateful [things of God, but the things of men. s The
wretch I should be to put myself again under i fleshly character of your hope is evident from
the yoke I This is what Paul blames the Ga- _your fancies about the kingdom of God, and
latians for; because, going back to circumcis-]from your lmymg homage and devotion to
ion, they turned again to the weak and beggar- [ the hght of the snn, which the carnal eye per.
lyelements, whereunto theydesired again to be i ceives, as if tt were an image of heaven. So
in hnnclu,_e = Why should I do what I see an- *,,-our carnal mmd is the old garment to which

other blamed for doing? My going into bond- you join your fasts. Moreover, tf .a new
age would be worse than their returning to It. cloth anti an old garment flo not agree, now _lo

2. AUGUSTINreplied : We have already shown the members of your God come to be not only
sufficiently why and how we maintain the au- joined or fastened, but to be united far more
thority of the Old Testament, not for the intimately by mixture and coherence to the
imitation of Jewish bondage, but for the con- principles of darkness ? Perhaps both are old,
firmation of Christian liberty. It is not I, .because both are false, and both of the carnal
but the apostle, who says, "All these things imind" Or perhaps you wish to prove that
happened to them as an example, and they ione was new and the other old, by the rent
were written for our admonition, on whom the being made worse, in tearing away the un-
ends of the world are come. ''3 We do not i happy piece of the kingdom of light, to be
therefore, as bondmen, observe what was en- ! doomed to eternal imprisonment in the mass
joined as predictive of us; but as free, we_of darkness. So this pretended artist in the
read what was written to confirm us. So any : fashions of the sacred Scriptures is found
one may see that the apostle remonstrates stitching together absurdities, and dressing
with the Gatatians not for devoutly reading himself in the rags of his own invention.

• M_" ix. z6, * C.mL iv. 9- 3 x Car. z. zt. * Matt. tin. ra. $ Matt, turk

BOOK IX.
YAUSTUS ARGUES THAT IF THE APOSTLES BORN UNDER THE OLD COVENANT COULD L&WTULLY

DEPART FROM IT, MUCH MORE CAN HE HAVING BEEN BORN A GENTILE. AUGUSTIN EXPLAINS

THE RELATION OF JEWS AND GENTILES ALIKE TO THE GOSPEL.

x. FAUSTUS said: Another reason for not[der it, to.abandon it, much more may I, who
receiving the Old Testament is, that if tt was ]was not born unoer it,. oe excused for not
allowable for the apostles, who were born un- t thrusting mysett into It. We Gentiles ate
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_ : not born Jews, nor Christians either. Out of l into a good olive tree; how much more shall
_!'_ the tame Gentile world some are induced by these, which be the natural branches, be
_:: the Old Testament to become Jews, and some Jgrafted into theic own olive tree ? For I would
_'_i by the New Testament to become Christians. not, brethren, that ye should be ignorant of
_ ' It is as if two trees, a sweet and a bitter, drew this mystery (lest ye should be wise in your
_. from one soil the sap which each assimilates own conceits), that blindness in part is hap.

_. gOits own nature, The apostle passed from pened to Israel, until the fullness of the Oen-
_'_¢ the bitter to the sweet; it would be madness tdes be come in; and so all Israel shall be

_.:? in me to change from the sweet to the bitter, saved." ' It appears from this, that you, who
_. AUOVSTtS replied: You say that the do not wish to be grafted into this root, though

_ .. al_stle, in leaving Judaism, passed from the Iyou are not broken off, like the carnal unbe-
"_< bitter to the sweet. But the apostle himself lieving Jews, remain still in the bitterness of
_'_'. Says that the Jews, who would .not believe in the wild ohve. Your worship of the sun and
_ _ Christ, were branches broken off, and that the moon has the true Gentile flavor. You are

il; Gentiles, a wild olive tree, were grafted into none the less in the wild ohve of the Gentiles," the good olive, that is, the holy stock of the because you have added thorns of a new kind,
,:7 Hebrews, that they might partake of the fat- and worship along with the sun and moon a

./ ness of the olive. For, in warning the Gen- false Christ, the fabrication not of your hands,
tiles not to be proud on account of the fall of but of your perverse heart. Come, then, and

_, the Jews, he says: "For I speak to you Gen- be grafted into the root of the olive tree, in
" tiles, inasmuch as I am the apostle of the his return to which the apostle rejoices, after

GentiMs, I magnify my office; if by any by unbehef he had been among the broken
means I may provoke to emulation them branches. He speaks of himself as set free,

)- which are my flesh, and might save some of when he made the happy transition from
them. For if the casting away of them be Judaism to Christianity. For Christ was al-

_. the reconciling of the world, what shall the ways preached m the olive tree, and those
receiving of them be, but life from the dead ? who dtd not believe on Him when He came
For if the first fruit be holy, the lump is also were broken oft, while those who believed
holy; and if the root be holy, so are the were grafted in. These are thus warned

_', branches. And if some of the branches are against pride: " Be not high-minded, but fear;
_; broken off, and thou, being a wild olive tree, for if God spared not the natural branches,
: were grafted in among them, and with them l neither wdl He spare thee." And to prevent
:!:! partakest of the root and fatness of the ohve despair of those broken oft, he adds: "And
C tree; boast not against the branches: but if they also, if they abide not stdl in unbelief,
'?. thou boast, thou bearest not the root, but the shall be grafted in; for God is able to graft
% root thee. Thou wilt say then, The branches them in again. For if thou wert cut out of

were broken off, that I might be grafted in. the olive tree, which is wild by nature, and
Well; because of unbelief they were broken wert grafted contrary to nature into a good

_!i:! off, and thou standest by faith. Be not high- ohve tree, how much more shall these, which
_:_. minded, but fear; for if God spared not the be the natural branches, be grafted into their
_'_. natural branches, take heed lest He also spare own olive tree." The apostle rejoices in be-
(_ : not thee. Behold therefore the goodness and ing delivered from the condition of a broken
_:_ severityof God: on them which fell, severity; branch, and in being restored to the fatness
:?i:L__ bot toward thee, goodness, if thou continue of the ohve tree. So you who have been

in His goodness; otherwise thou also shalt be broken off by error should return and be
Cut off. And they also, if they abide not grafted in again. Those who are still in the

"_.<.,," still in unbelief, shall be grafted in; for God wild olive should selSarate themselves from its
_4::_, is able to graft them in again. For if thou :barrenness, and become partakers of fertility.

_::_:, weft cut out of the olive tree, which is wild
by nature, and wert grafted contrary to nature • Ro=._t. ,_,_

:"-. BOOK X.
J_' -_AUSTUS INSISTS THAT THE OLD TESTAMENT PROMISES ARE RADICALLY DIFFERENT FROM THOSE

OF THE NEW. AUGUSTIH ADMITS A DIFFERENCEI BUll " MAINTAINS THAT THE MORAL PRE °

CEPTS ARE THE SAME IN BOTH.

L FAUSTOS said: Another reason for not I longs toothers. Everything in the Old Testa-

_ _eeiving the Old Testament is, that both the Jment is of this kind. It promises ,fiches, and
:._ Old and the New teach us not to covet what be- iplenty, and children, and children s children,
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and long life, and withal the land of Canaan:! answered the Jews, by whose question about
but only to the circumcised, the Sabbath ob_ _our not observing the precepts Fausttt8
servers,those offering sacrifices, and abstaimng, thought we would be puzzled. But what a_
from swine's flesh. Now I, like every other :swer can you give to the question, why you
christian, pay no attention to these things, as **deceive simple-minded people by professing
being trifling and useless for the salvation ito believe in the New Testament, while you
of tile soul. I conclude, therefore, that the. not only do not believe it, but assail it with all
promises do not belong to me. And mindful your force ? It will be more difficult for you
of the commandment, Thou shalt not covet, !to answer this than it was for us to answer
I gladly leave to the Jews their own property, tile Jews. We hold all that is written in the
and content myself with the gospel, and with Old Testament to be true, and e_jolned by
the bright inheritance of the kingdom of'God for suitable times. But in your inability
heaven. If a Jew were to claim part m the lto find a reason for not receiving what is
gospel, I should justly reproach lum with wntten in the New Testament, you are
claiming what he had no right to, because he obhged, as a last resource, to pretend that the
does not obey its precepts. And a Jew might passages are not genuine. This is the last
say the same to me if I professed to receive gasp of a heretic in the clutches of truth; or
the Old Testament while I disregard its re- rather it is the breath of corruption itself.
quirements. Faustus, however, confesses that ti_e Old Tes.

2. AUGUSTIN replied: Faustus is not lament as well as the New teaches him not tO
ashamed to repeat the same nonsense again covet, l_hs own God could never have taught
and again. But it is tiresome to repeat the turn this. For if this God did not covet what

[belon,ed to another, why did he construct
same .answers, though it is to repeat truth, g
What Faustus says here has already been an- new worlds m the region of darkness ? Per-
swered. ' But tf a Jew asks me why I profess I hips the race of darkness first coveted his
to beheve the Old Testament while I do not. kingdom. But this would be to imitate their
observe its precepts, my reply is this: The _bad example. Perhaps the kingdom of light
moral precepts of the law are observed by'_was prewously of small extent, and war was
Christians; the symbolical precepts were pro-ideslrable in order to enlarge it by conquest.
perly observed durmg the tm_e that the things _In that case, no doubt, there was eovetotts.
now revealed were prefigured. Accorehngly, ness, though the hostile race was allowed to
those observances, which I regard as no begin the wars to justify the conquest. If
longer bindmg, I still look upon as a test1- there had been no such desire, there was no
mony, as I do also the carnal promises from inecess ty to extend the kingdom beyond its
which the Old Testament denves its name. [old hm_ts into the region of the conquered
For although the gospel teaches me to hope foe. If the Mantch_eans would only learn
for eternal blessings, I also find a confirma-, from these Scriptures the moral precepts,
tion of the gospel in those things which °' hap- ! one of which zs, Do not covet, instead of tak.
pened to them for an example, and were mg offence at the symbohcal precept, they
wntten for our admonmon, on whom the ends ! would acknowledge in meekness and candor
of the world are come." So much for out'that they suited the time then present. We
answer to the Jews. And now we have some- ' do not covet what belongs to another, when
thing to say to the Manich_eans. we read in the Old Testament what '¶ hap-

..... _a-- in which we re_ard ] pened to them for examples, and was written3- x_y snowing tne ".y " _ ! .... ' .....
the authonty of the Old Testament we have t Ior our at_monmon, on whom the enas ot tl_e

t, - i

t world are come. It _s surely not covet ng
Book,_. _. ; when a man readswhat is written for his benefit.

BOOK XI.

$'AUSTL_S QUOTES PASSAGE_; TO SHOW THaT q HE APOSTLE PAUL ABANDONED BEt.lEt IN' THE t_NI-

CARNATION, TO WHICH HE EARLIER. fIELD. AUGUSTIN SHOWS THAT THE APOSTLE WAS CONo

SISTENTWITH mMSELF IN TH_ UTT_:RANCES_'OTEV.

L FAUSTU_ said: Assuredly I believe the llieve that God's apostle could contradict him-
apostle. And yet I do not believe that the self, and have one opinion about our Lord at
Son of God was born of the seed of David_one tlme, and another at another. But,
according to the flesh,' because I do not be-!_ranting that he wrote this,---since you will

.... I not hear of anything being spurious in his
x Rein. i. 3.

12
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_:__ writings,mit is not against us. For this ] terious regard paid to t_em, but because tney
_ems to be Paul's old belief about Jesus, [ are mysterious m their origin, and in the ab-

s * when he thought, like everybody else, that lsence of clear evidence, have only some ob-
: Jesus was the son of David. Afterwards, / scure presumption to rest upon; and it is an-
°: when he learned that this was false, he cor- I other thing to say, This holy man wrote only

rests himself; and.,,in his Epistle to the Co-lthe truth, and this" _s" his epistle," but some
rinthians he says. We know no man after the tverses are h_s, and some are not. And then,

:j flesh; yea, though we have known Christ after iwhen you are asked for a proof, instead of
: the flesh, yet now henceforth know we Him. referring to more correct or more ancient

no more." ' Observe the difference between, manuscripts, or to a greater n_mber, or to
these two verses. In one he asserts that Ithe ongmal text, your reply is, This verse is

Jesus was the son of David after the flesh;'his, because it makes for me; and this is not
m the other he says that now he knows no his, because it is against me. Are you, then,
man after the flesh. If Paul wrote both, it the rule of truth? Can nothing be truc that
can only have been in the way I have stated. _is against you ? But what answer could you
In the next verse he adds: "Therefore, if give to an opponent as insane as yourself, if
any man be in Christ, he is a new creature; he confronts you by saying, The passage in
old things are passed away; behold, all things your favor is spurious, and that against you
are become new." The belief that Jesus is genuine? Perhaps you wiq produce a
was born of the seed of David according to Ibook, all of which can be explained so as to
the flesh is of this old transitory kind; whereas support you. Then, instead of rejecting a
the faith which knows no man after the flesh passage, he will reply by condemning the
is new and permanent. So, he says else- whole book as spurious. You have no re-
where: "When I was a chdd, I spoke as a source against such an opponent. For all the
child, I understood as a child, I thought as a testimony you can bring m favor of your book
child; but when I became a man, I put away l from antiquity or tradition wdl avail nothing.
childish things. ''_ We are thus warranted in tin this respect the testimony of the Cathohc
preferring the new and amended confession.Church is conspicuous, as supported by a
of Paul to his old and faulty one. And if lsuccession of bishops from the original seats
you hold by what is said in the Epistle to the 'of the apostles up to the present time, and
Romans, why should not we hold by what ts by the consent of so many nations. Accord-
said to the Corinthians? But it is only by lngly, should there be a question about the
your insisting on the correctness of the text ,text of some passage, as there are a few pus-
that we are made to represent Paul as budd '.sages w_th varlc_us readings well known to
ing again the things which he destroyed, m students of the sacred Scriptures, we should
spite of his own repudiation of such prevarica- _first consult the manuscripts of the country
lion. If the verse xs Paul's, he has corrected where the rehgion was first taught; and if

. himself. If Paul should not be supposed to !these still vaned, we should take the text of
have written anything requiring correction, the greater number, or of the more ancient.
the verse is not his. IAnd if any uncertainty remained, we should

2. AUGUSTtN replied: As I said a little ago, ' consult the original text. This is the method
when these men are beset by clear testimonies employed by those who, in any question
of Scripture, and cannot escape from their about the Scriptures, do not lose sight of the
grasp, they declare that the passage ts spuri-regard due to their authority, and inquire
ous. The declaration only shows their aver- with the view of gaining information, not of
sion to the truth, and their obstinacy in error, raising disputes._
Unable to answer these statements of Script-_ 3. As regards the passage from Paul's
ure, they deny their genuineness. But if epistle which teaches, in opposition to your
this answer is admitted, or allowed to have any _/_eresy, that the Son of God was born of the

_ weight, it will be useless to quote any book" tseed of David, it is found in all manuscripts
or any passage against your errors. It is one both new and old of all Churches, and in all
thing to reject the books themselves, and to languages. So the profession which Faustns

•_ -_ profess no regard for their authority, as the makes of believing the apostle is hypocritical.
Pagans reject our Scriptures, and the Jews Instead of saying, "Assuredly I believe," he
the New Testament, and as we reject any should have said, Assuredly I do not believe,
books peculiar to your sect, or any other as he would have said if he had not wished to
heretical sect, and also the apocryphal books, !deceive people. What part of his belief does
which are so called, not because of any mys- .............

[The_y sub_ve methodofde_lingwithScriptm_
_ whic[a Augustin s__cribes to Fausrtt&, was _ of

Lf " t, Cot.v. zfi. Itz C_r.rail._t. , chaemmingeueraL--,A.H.N.]
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he get from the apostle ? Not the first man, 1And to explain what he means by flesh and
of whom the apostle says that he is of the blood, that tt is not the bodily substance, but
earth, earthy; and again, "The first man ]corruption, which will not enter into theresur-
Adam was made a living soul." Faustus"rec_tion of the just, he immediately says)
First Man is neither of the earth, earthy, nor ! "Neither shall corruption inherit incorrul_
made a living soul, but of the substance of_)tton." And m case any one should still sup-
God, and the same in essence as God; and '.pose that tt ts not what is buried that is to
this being ts said to have mixed up with the rise again, but that it is as if one garment were
race of darkness his members, or vesture, or lind aside and a better taken instead, he pro-
weapons, that is, the five elements, which also ceeds to show distinctly that the same body
are part of the substance of God, so that they will be changed for the better, as the gar-
became subject to confnement and pollution, meats of Christ on the mount were not dis-
Nor does Faustus get from Paul his Second placed, but transfigured: '"Behold, I show
Man, of whom Paul says that He is from you a mystery; we shall not all be changed)
heaven, and that He is the last Adam, and a but we shall all rise." _ Then he shows who
quickening spirit; and also that He was born are to be changed: " In a moment, in the
of the seed of David after the flesh, that He twmkhng of an eye, at the last trumpet: for
was made of a woman, made under the law,that the trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall
He might redeem them that were under the )rise mcorruptfl)le, and we ._haH be changed."
law.' Of Him Paul says to Timothy: " Re- !And tf It should be said that it is not as re.
member that Jesus Christ, of the seed of' girds our mortal an(t corruptible body, but
David, was rinsed from the dead, according ias regards our soul, that we are to be changed,
to my gospel. ''' And this resurrection helot should be observed that the apostle is not
quotes as an example of our resurrection: " I speaking of the soul, but of the body, as is
delivered unto you first of all that which 1 also'evident from the question he starts with:
received, how that Christ died for our sins. l"I;ut some one _ill say, How are the dead
according to the Scriptures; and that Ite _a_ raised, and wttil what body do they come? ')
buried, and that He rose again the tt,.lrd day, So :_lso, in the conclusion of his argument,
according to the Scriptures." And a little he leaves no doubt of what tie is speaking:
further on he draws an reference from this dot'- " This corrnpttble must put on meorruption)
trine: Now, if Christ be preached that tte and this mortal must put on lmmortahty. ''T
rose from the dead, how say some amon_ you l.'austus denies tins; and the God _hom Paul
that there is no resurrection of the dead _"_ declares to be " _mmortal, incorruptible) to
Our professed behever in Paul beheve_ whona alone ts Klory and honor," _ he makes
nothing of all th_s. He denies that J est_s corruptible. For in th_smonstrous and horri-
was born of the seed of David, that He was hie fie, toll of theirs, the substance and nature
made of a woman (by the word woman is not t)f (;od was in danger 4if being wholly coro
meant a wife in the common sense of the 'rtlpted by the race of darkness, and to save
word, but merely one of the female sex, as the rest part actually was corrupted. And
in the book of Genesis, where it _s said ttlat,to crown all this, he tries to deceive the ig-
God made a woman before siae was brou_ht_norant who are not learned in the sacred
to Adam'S; he denies His death, His bllrial,' Scriptures, by making this profession: I as-
and His resurrection. He holds that Cnrtst'suredly beheve tee Apostle Paul; when he
had not a mortal body, and therefore could iought to have said, I assuredly do not believe.
not really die; and that the marks of ttisl 4. But l;atistns has a proof to show that
wounds which He showed to His disciples _Paul changed his mind, and, in writing to
when He appeared to them alive after His ' the Corinthians, corrected what he had writ, ell
resurrection, which Paul also mentlons,_ito the Romans; or else that he never wrote
were not real. He denies, too, that our mor- ,the passage which appears as his, about Jesus
tal body will be raised again, changed into a t Chest being born of the seed of David ar_
spiritual body; as Paul teaches: "It is sown cording to the flesh. And what is this proof ?
a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body." If the passage, he says, in the Epistle to the
To illustrate this distmction between the_Romans is true, "the Son of God, who was
natural and the spiritual body, the apostle made of the seed of David acco.rding to the
adds what I have quoted already about the ! flesh," what he says to ttae t_ormtiatans cannot
first and the last Adam. Then _te goes on:* tm true, " Henceforth know we no man after
"But this I say, brethren, that flesh and!the flesh; yea, though we have known Christ
blood cannot inherit the kingdom of GOd." i after the flesh, yet now henceforth know wei

t G_t. iv. 4, _ * 2 Tim. it. 8. _ t Cot. _- _ 4. t_. i 6 g_lg. 7 t C_. _¢. :_ll_. $ t Tk_" t" IT,
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.._ . Him no more." We must therefore show writings, we are bound to receive as true
_ -_ that both these passages are true, and not twhatever the canon shows to have been said
_. ) -opposed to one another. The agreement of[by even one prophet, or apostle, or evangel.
_:_ the manuscripts proves both to be genuine. ]ist. Otherwise, not a single page will be left

_, . rag. For both these translations, as well as authority altogether, or involves it in hopeless
the original, teach that Christ was of the seed confusion.*
of David after the flesh. We must not for a I 6. With regard, then, to this apparent con-

_ moment suppose that Paul corrected himself ]tradietion between the passage which speaks of
on account of a change of opinion., b:austus !the Son of God being of the seed of David,.to

5. As regards our writings, which are not lthough one were from Paul, and the other
a rule of faith or practice, but only a help to !from Peter, or Isaiah, or any other apostle or
edification, we may suppose that they contain' prophet,--such is the equahty of canonical

some things falling short of the truth in ob- authority, that it would not be allowable to
scure and recondite matters, and that these, doubt of either. For the utterances of Script-
mistakes may or may not be corrected in sub- ture, harmonious as if from the mouth of one
sequent treatises. For we are of those of] man, c_mmend themselves to the belief of
whom the apostle says" "And if ye be other- the most accurate and clear-sighted pmty,
wise minded, God shall reveal even this unto and demand for their dmcovery and confirma-
you." 3 Such writings are read with the right, tmn the calmest intelligence and the most in-
of judgment, and without any obligation to_genious research. In the case before us both
believe. In order to leave room for such quotauons are from the canonical, that _s,
profitable discussions of difficult questions, the genuine epistles of Paul. We cannot say
there is a distinct boundary line separating that the manuscript is faulty, for the best
all productions subsequent to apostohc times Latin translations substantially agree; or that
from the authoritative canonical books of the the translations are wrong, for the best texts
Old and New Testaments. The authority of have the same reading. So that, tf any one
these books has come down to us from the is perplexed by the apparent contradiction,
apostles through the successions of bishops the only conclusion is that he does not under-
and the extension of the Church, and, from a stand. Accordingly it remains for me to ex-
position of lofty supremacy, claims the sub- plain how both passages, instead of being

_ mission of every faithful and pious mind. If contradictory, may be harmonized by one
we are perplexed by an apparent contradic- rule of sound faith. The pmus inquirer will
tion in Scripture, it is not allowable to say, tfind all perplexity removed by a careful ex-
The author of this book is mistaken; but ammation

either the manuscript is faulty, or the transla- 7- That the Son of God was made man of the
tion is wrong, or you have not understood, seed of David, is not only sa_d in other places

._ In the innumerable books that have been by Paul, but is taught elsewhere in sacred
written latterly we may sometimes find the Scripture. As regards the words, '" Though

same truth as in Scripture, but therfi is not we have known Christ after the flesh, yet now
_ the same authority. Scripture has a sacred- henceforth know we Him no more,' the con-
"/_ . hess peculiar to itself. In other books the ftext shows what is the apostle's meaning.
_ reader may form his own opinion, and per- Here, or elsewhere, he views with an assured
_.:- haps, from not understanding the writer, may hope, as if it were already present and in

: _ differ from him, and may pronounce in favor lactual possession, our future life, which is
," of what pleases him, or against what he dis- I now fulfilled m our risen Head and Mediator,

._: ? likes. In such cases, a man is at liberty to the man Chrtst Jesus. This life will certainly
_ Withhold his belief, unless there is some clear not be after the flesh, even as Christ's life is
!_ demonstration or some canonical authority to lnow not after the flesh. For by flesh the
_'_ show that the doctrine or statement either apostle here means not the substance of our

bodies, in which senm: the Lord used the

4 [Thhls an e_etle_t _a_nem o_ the doe_eof
atonality, t_at ha_bee_ hekl to b_ ]Pmces_._m_wit_ fi_rmot_ _-
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word when, after His resurrection, He said, ihis realization of the future life with those
•' Handle me, and see, for a spirit hath not Iwho are to be changed at the resurreetion_ he
flesh and bones, as ye see me have,"' but says, "Henceforth we know no man after the
the corruption and mortality of flesh, which flesh;" that is, we have such an assured hope
will then not be in us, as now it is not in l of our future incorruption and immortality,
Christ. The apostle uses the word flesh in, that the thought of it makes us rejoice even
the sense of corruption in the passage about now. So he says elsewhere: '" if ye then be
the resurrection quoted before: "" Flesh and risen with Christ, seek those things that are
blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God, iabove, where Christ sitteth at the right hand
neither shall corruption inherit mcorruptlon." of God. Set your affections upon things

• - • ,t 4

So, after the event described m the next,ahove, and not on things on tile earth, It
verse, " Behold, I show you a mystery; we is true we have not yet risen as Christ halt,
shall all rise, but we shall not all be changed, ibut we are said to have risen with Him on
In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at 'account of the hope which we have in Him.
the last trump (for the trumpet shall sound);!So again he says: "According to His mercy
and the dead shall be raised incorruptible, ]He saved us, bv the washing of regenera-
and we shall be changed. For this corrupt1- tton. ''s Evidently what we obtain in the
ble must put on mcorruption, and this mortal '_washing of regeneration is not the salvation
must put on _mmortahty, -_tne flesh, re'itself, but the hope of it. And yet, because
the sense of the substance of the hody, _Lll, th_s hope _scertain, we are saul to be saved_
after this change, no longer have flesh, tn the'as t_ the salvation were already bestowed.

. }'lsewhere it is said explicitly: "We groansense of the corruption of mortahty; and vet. i
as regards its own nature, it will be the same iwithin ourselves, waiting for the adoption,
flesh, the same which rises and wh|ctl is' even the redemption of our hody. For weare
changed. What the Lord said after Hts*_saved by hope But hope which is seen is not
resurrection is true, " Handle me, and see; hope; for what a man seeth, why doth he yet
for a spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ve I_ope for ? But if v,e hope for what we see
see me have;" and what the apostle says'is, not, then do we with pat|ence wait for it. ''_
true, " Flesh and blood cannot inherit the tThe apostle says not, '" we are to be saved_"
kingdom of God." Tim first is said of ti_e hut, "we are now saved," that is. in hope_
bodily substance, which exists as the subject tin,ugh not yet in reahty. Anti in the same

. ..- ........... a ;s said of the cot Iwav It ts in hope though not yet in reality_

°tUl_ecn_t_ghe fl_ish,_-_uc_ will cease to exist, :that we no_ kno_ no m.m after the flesh
for, after its c,_xange, flesh will not be cor- "l'hts hope is m Christ, in whom what we hope
rupted. So, "we have known Christ after]for as pronuscd to us has already been ful-
the flesh," that is, after the mortahty of flesh, ! filled. He _s risen, and death has no more
before His resurrection; " now taenceforth dominion over Hem. Though we have known
we know Him no more," because, as the same ! Hem after the flesh, before His death, when
apostle says, " Christ being risen from the[there was in His body that mortality which
dead, dieth no more, and death hath no more the apostle properly calls flesh, now henc_e.
dominion over Him." _ The words, '_we forth know we ]tim no more; for that mortal
have known Christ after the flesh," strictly iof His has now put on immortality, and His
speaking, |mply that Christ was after the lflesh, m the sense of mortality, no longer
flesh, for what never was cannot be known, i exists..... e 8 of the passage containingAnd it is not "' we have supposed, but w t . The context
have known•" But not to resist on a word,_thls clause of wtdch our adversaries make
in case some one should say that knvu, n is isuch a bad use, brings out its real meaning,
used in the sense of supposed, it is astonish- "The love of Christ," we read, " constrains
ing, if one could be surprised at want of sight us, because we thus judge, that if one died
in a blind man, that these blind people do for all, then all died; and He died for all,
not perceive that if what the apostle says that they which live should not henceforth
about not knowing Christ after the flesh eve unto themselves, but to Him who died

proves that Christ had not flesh, then what fOrforththem,knowandwerOSenoagain.manafterTheref°retheflesh;henCe'and
he says in the same place of not knowing any
one henceforth after the flesh proves that all though we have known Christ after the flesh,
those here referred to had not flesh. For yet now henceforth know we Hem no mor.

"Vhe words "that they which live should not
when he speaks of not knowing any one, he
cannot intend to speak only of Christ; but in I_encefortt_' live unto themselves, but unto

t lake xxiv. 39- • x Cot. iv. 5o-5_. 3 Rom vi, 9- 4 CoL ih. t, _. _ Tit. hi• 5. 6 Rom. viii. _.V'_
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_ Him who died for them, and rose again," lto Him that died for them and rose again."

_ show plainly that the resurrection of Christ is f_And in the words, "' by whose grace we have
:':_ the ground of the apostle's statement. To been saved,' he speaks of the thing hoped
V_ live not to themselves, but to Him, must for as already accomplished. So, in the
_ mean to live not after the flesh, in the hope lpassage quoted above, he says explicitly,
:.' of earthly and perishable goods, but after the "We have been saved by hope." And here

spirit, in the hope of resurrection,_a resur- he proceeds to specify future events as if al-
_. reetion already accomplished in Christ. Of ready accomplished. "And has raised us up
io those , then, for whom Christ died and rose together," he says, "and has made us sit

again, and who live henceforth not to them- together in heavenly places in Christ Jesus."
selves, but to Him, the Apostle says that he Christ is certainly already seated in heavenly
knows no one after the flesh, on account of places, but we not yet. But as in an assured
the hope of future immortality to which they i hope we already possess the future, he says
were looking forward,--a hopewhich in Christ that we sit in heavenly places, not in our-
was already a reahty. So, though he has selves, but in Him. And to show that _t_s
known Christ after the flesh, before His still future, in case it should be thought that
death, now he knows Him no more; for he what is spoken of as accomplished m hope
knows that He has risen, and that death has has been accomplished in reality, he adds,
no more dominion over Him. And because "that He might show in the ages to come the
in Christ we all are even now in hope, though exceeding riches of His grace m His kindness
not in reality, what Christ is, he adds: towards us in Christ Jesus. ''_ So also we
" Therefore tf any man be in Christ, he is a must understand the following passage: " For
new creature: old thiugs are passed away;!when we were in the flesh, the motions of sins,
behold, all things are become new. And all which were by the law, dLd work in our mem-
things are of God, who has reconciled us to bers to bring forth fruit unto death." _ He
Himself by Christ. ''_ What the new creature says, "when we were in the flesh," as if they
---that is, the people renewed by faith--hopes were no longer in the flesh. He means to
for regarding itself, it has already in Christ; say, when we were in the hope of fleshly
and the hope will also hereafter be actually things, referring to the time when the taw,

_. realized. And, as regards this hope, old which can be fulfilled only by spiritual love,
things have pzssed away, because we are no was in force, in order that by transgression
longer in the times of the Old Testament, the offence might abound, that after the
expecting a temporal and carnal kingdom of revelation of the New Testament, grace and

: God; and all things are become new, making the gift by grace might much more abound.
the promise of the kingdom of heaven, where And to the same effect he says elsewhere,
there shall be no death or corruption, the! " They which are in the flesh cannot please
ground of our confidence. But in the resur- God;" and then, to show that he does not

rt_2tion of the dead it will not be as a matter I mean those not yet dead, he adds, '* But ye
=_/ of hope, bu_ in reality, that old things shall }are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit.' 4 The

• pass away, _hen the last enemy, death, shalllmeanmg is, those who are in the hope of
be destroyed; and all things shall become new fleshly good cannot please God; but you are

: when this corruptible has put on incorruption, not in the hope of fleshly things, but in the
and this mortal has put on immortality. This hope of spiritual things, that is, of the king-

_ has already taken place in Christ, whom Paul dora of heaven, where the body itself, which
accordingly, in reality, knew no longer after now is natural, will, by the change in the

_'!_ the flesh. But not yet in reality, but only in resurrection, be, according to the capacity of
hope, did he know no one after the flesh of its nature, a spiritual body. For "_t is sown
those for whom Christ died and rose again, a natural body, it will be raised a spiritual
For, as he says to the Ephesians, we are al- body." If, then, the apostle knew no one
ready saved by grace, The whole passage is to after the flesh of those who were said to be

/ the purpose: "But God, who is rich in mercy, not in the flesh, because they were not in the
,. o for Hisgreatlovewherewith He loved us, even hope of fleshly things, although they still
::_' when we were dead in sins, hath quickened us were burdened with corruptible and mortal

together with Christ, by whose grace we have flesh; how much more significantly could he
been saved," Fhe words, "hath quickened say of Christ that he no longer knew Him
tm to_ether with Christ," correspond to what after the flesh, seeing that in the body of
he mud to the Connthians, "that they which Christ what they hoped for had already been
'live should no longer live to themselves, but accomplished ! Surely it is better and more

z :t C_a'. v- 14"ts" _ gph. Vs. 4--'/. a Rom. vll. 5 . 4 Rom. vili. 6, 9.
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reverential to examine the passages of sacred he was a child he was not a spiritual man._ u
Scripture so as to discover their agreement he was when he produced for the edification
with one another, than to accept some as true, of the churches'those writings which are not,
and condemn others as false, whenever mty as other books, merely a profitable study_ but
difficulty occurs beyond the power of our which authoritatively claim our belief as part
weak intellect to solve. As to the apostle in of the ecclesiastical canon.
his childhood understanding as a chlhl, this
is said merely as an illustration) And when ,, cot. _.....

BOOK XII.
FAUSTUS DENIES THAT THE PROPHETS PRE1)IC1E1) CIiRI'_I'. AUt_u_rlN PROVEg _UCH pREDICTION

FROM THE NEW TESTAMENT, AND ]'XPoUNDS AT LENGq [| 'rtIl_ PRINCIPAL TYPES OF CHR|S_r '

IN THE OLD TESTAMENT.

1. FAUSTUS said: Why do I not beheve' rcason for believing them, without a word
the prophets? Rather why do you beimve about tactr actions. This maybegood policy,
them ? On account, you will reply, of thmr but it ls not in harmony with the declaration

prophecms about Christ For my part, I'of Scripture, that it is imtx)ssible to gatherhave read the prophets with the most eager grapes from thorns, or figs from tl sties.'" "
attention, and have found no such prophecms. _This may serve meanwhile as a briei and sum-
And surely it shows a weak fa, th not to be- !trent reply to the question, why we do not
lieve in Christ without proofs and testimonies. *beheve the prophets. The fact that they did
Indeed, you yourselves are accustomed to not prophesy of Christ is abundantly proved
teach that Christmn froth is so snnple and m tl,e writings of our fathers. I shall only .
absolute as not to admit of labormus mvesti- add this, that if the Hebrew prophets knew
gations. Why, then, should you destroy the and preached Christ, and yet lived such
simplicity of faith by buttressing it with ew- vmtous lives, what Paul says of the wise men
deuces, and Jewisi_ ewdences too _ Or if you among the t;entlles might be applied to them:
are changing your opmmn about evidences, " Though they knew God, they glorified Him
what more trustworthy witness could )ou have not as God, nor were thankful; but they be-
than God Himself testifying to His own Son came vain m their ,magmatmns, and their
when He sent Him on earth,--not by a foohsh heart was darkened." s You see the
prophet or an mterpreter,_bv a voice im- knowledge of great things is worth little, un-
medmtely from heaven: " This'is my beloved less the life corresponds.
Son, beheve Him ?" t And again He testifies 2 Avt;Us'llx replied: The meaning of all
of Himself: "' I came f, rti_ from the Father, this is, that the Hebrew prophets foretold no-
and am come into the world;" _ and in many thing of Christ, and that, if they did, their
similar passages. When the Jews quarrelled predictions are of no use to us, and they
with this testimony, saying " Thou bearest themselves did not live suitably to the dignit)"
witness of thyself, thy wtmess is not true," of such prophecies. We must therefore prove
He replied: "Althougil I bear witness of my-the fact of the prophecies; and their u_'for
self, my witness is true. It is written in your the truth and steadfastness of our faith; and
law, The witness of two men is true. I am that the lives of the prophets were in hat'-
one that bear witness of myself, and the mony with their words. In this threefold di_
Father who sent me beareth witness of me." 3 cussion, it would take a long time under the
He does not mention the prophets. Again first head to quote from all the books the
He appeals tothe testimony of H_s own works, passages in which Christ may be shown to
saying, "If ye believe not me, believe the itave been predmted. Faustus' frivolity may
works;" 4 not, "If ye believe not me, believe be met effectually by the weight of one great
the prophets." Accordingly" we require no tes- authority. Although Faustus does not be.-
timonies concerning our Saviour. All we look heve the prophets, he professes to believe the
for in the prophets ]s prudence and virtue, apostles. Above, as if to satisfy the doubts
and a good example, which, you are well of some opponent, he declares that he aunt-
aware, are not to be found in the Jewish edly_elieves the Apostle Paul.* Let us then
prophets. This, no doubt, explains your re- hear what Paul says of the prophets. His
letting me at once to their predictions as a words are: ' Paul, a servant of Jesus Christ_

, Matt.lit.,7- _ j_ _z_ *tab. sl.3JohnviiLt_-lS. 4John . . sRom L_z.
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called to be an apostle, separated unto the us to be not under the law, but under grace.
gos_t of God, which He had promised before They are here answered by the apostle him-
by His prophets in the holy Scriptures, con- self, who, in speaking of the advantages of
cerning His Son, who was made of the seed the Jews, mentions this as one, that they had

-, of David according to the flesh."" What the giving of the law. If the law had been
more does Faustus wish ? Will he maintain bad, the apostle would not have referred to
that the apostle is speaking of some other it in prmse of the Jews. And if Christ had not '
prophets, and notofthe Hebrew prophets ? In been preached by the law, the Lord Himself
any case, the gospel spoken of as promised was would not have said, " If ye believe Moses,
concerning the Son of God, who was made for Iye would have believed me, for he wrote of
Him of the seed of David according to the ' me;" s nor would He have borne the testi-
flesh: and to this gospel the apostle says that] mony He did after His resurrection, saying,
he was separated. So that the Manichman "All things must needs be fulfilled that
heresy is opposed to faith in the gospel, which were written in the law of Moses, and in the
teaches that the Son of God was made of the Prophets, and in the Psalms, concerning

seed of David according to the flesh. Be- tl_! h_!me "_h!_S_,b!id_teH_h:wl!o_anihhePrpCs _

sides, there are many passages where the
apostle plainly testifies in behalf of the t
Hebrew prophets, with an authority by which
the necks of these proud Manich_eans are false contrivance, in imitation of whose false-
broken, hood they themselves speak lies, though they

3. "I speak the truth in Christ," says the may perhaps be beheved when they are not
apostle, "I lie not, my conscience bearmg ashamed to profess to be the followers of a
me witness in the Holy Ghost, that I have deceiver, that has befallen them which the
great heaviness and contmual sorrow of heart. "apostle asserts of the unbeheving Jews:

• For I could wish that myself were accursed "' When Moses is read, a red is upon their
from Christ, for my brethren, my kinsmen!heart." Neither will this ved wluch keeps
according to the flesh: who are/sraelites; to them from understanding Moses be taken
whom pertaineth the adoption, and the glory, away from them till they turn to Christ; not
and the covenants, and the giving of the law, a Christ of their own making, but the Christ
and the service and the promises; whose are of the Hebrew prophets. For, as the apostle
the fathers, and of whom, as concerning the says, " When thou shaft turn to the Lord, the
flesh) Christ came, who is over all, God veil shall be taken away. ''7 We cannot won-
blessed for ever."" Here is the most abun- der that they do not beheve in the Christ who
rant and express testimony and the most rose from the dead, and who said, "All
solemn commendation. The adoption here things must needs be fulfilled which were
spoken of is evidently through the Son of written in the law of Moses, and in the
God; as the apostle says to-the Galatians: prophets, and in the Psalms, concerning
"In the fullness of time, God sent forth His me;" for this Christ has Himself told us
Son, made of a woman, made under the law, what Abraham said to a hard-hearted rich
that He might redeem them that were under man when he was in torment in hell, ,and
the.law, that we might receive the adoption asked Abraham to send some one to his
of sons." 3 And the glory spoken of is c'aiefly brothers to teach them, that they might not
that of which he says in the same Epistle to come too into that place of torment. Abra-
the Romans: "What advantage hath the ham's reply was: "They have Moses and the
Jew? or what profit is there in circumcision ? prophets, let them hear them." And when
Much every way: chiefly, because unto them the rich man said that they would not believe
were committed the oracles of God."4 Can unless some one rose from the dead, he re-
the Manichmans tell us of any oracles of God ceived this most truthful answer: "If they
committed to the Jews besides those of the hear not Moses and the prophets, neither wilt

:! Hebrew prophets? And why are the cov- they believe even though one rose from the
:_: eaaants said to belong especially to the Israel- dead." _ Wherefore, the Manichmans will

ires) but because not only was the Old Testa- not hear Moses and the prophets, and so they
_;- _ meat given to them, but also the New was do not believe Christ, though He rose from
_(:_. prefigured in the Old ? Our opponents often the dead. Indeed, they do not even believe
q_°:.' _ispiay much ignorant ferocity m attacking that Christ rose from the dead. For how
'_-_"--" the dispensation of the law given to the can they believe that He rose. when they do
_.?_ lsraehtes, not understanding that God wishes not believe that He died ? For, again, how

_,_._- t gore.. L _t.3, ,t Rom. ..ix" x- 5. S7 John v. 46. _, Luke xx_v..tt_
_,#_*0, It GaL iv, 4, S, Rom. tit. I) a. atCot. iti. 15, I6. . 8 Luke xri. aT-:ll.
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can they believe that He died, when they !At the time when the apostle gave the fo||ow_
deny that He had a mortal hod _ ' in ex .... "........ Y". i g . posmon of this promise, To Abraham

5. _ut we reject tnose xatse teachers whose _and to his seed were the promises made. He
Christ is false, or rather, whose Christ never _,saith not, To seed, as of many, but as of on_
existed. Forwe have a Christ true and truth-'_To thy seed, which is Christ, ''4 adoubt oQ
ful, foretold by the prophets, preached by the' this point might then have been less inexcus.
apostles, who in innumerable places refer to able, for at that time all nations had not yet
the testimonies of the law and the prophets beheved on Ctmst, who is preached as of the
in support of their preaching. Paul, m one seed of Al_raham. But now that we see the
short sentence, gives the right view of this fulfillment of what we read inthe ancient pro*

subject. "Now," he says, "the righteous- phecy,--now that all nations are actually?
ness of God without the law Is manifested, blessed in _he seed of Abraham, to whom It
being witnessed by the lawand the prophets. '': was said thousands of years ago, "In thy
What prophets, if not of Israel, to whom, as seed shall all nations be blessed,"_it is mere
he expressly says, pertain the covenants, and obstinate folly to try to bring in another
the giving of the law, and the promises ? And Christ, not of the seed of Abraham, or to
what promises, but about Christ? Elsewhere, hold that there are no predictions of Christ
speaking of Christ, he says concisely: "All _n the prophetical books of the children of
the promises of God are in Him yea." _ Paul Abraham.
tells me that the g_ving of the law pertained 7. To enumerate all the passages in the
to the Israelites. He also tells me that Christ Hebrew prophets referring to our Lord and
is the end of the law for righteousness to Sawour Jesus Christ, would exceed the limits
every one that betieveth. He also tells me of a volume, not to speak of the brief replies
that all the promises of God are m Christ of which this treatise consists. The who|e
yea. And you tell me that the prophets of contents of these Scriptures are either directly
Israel foretold nothing of Christ. Shall I or indirectly about Christ. Often the refer-
believe the absurdities of Mameha._us relating ence is allegorical or enigmatical, perhaps in
a vain and long fable m oppositzon to Paul ? a verbal allusion, or in a historical narrative,
or shall I believe Paul when he forewarns us: reqmring diligence in the student, and re-
"If any man preach to you another gospel warding hlm with the pleasure of discovery.
than that which we have preached, let him Other passages, again, are plain; for, without
be accursed ?" the help of what Is clear, we could not un.

6. Our opponents may perhaps ask us to derstand what Is obscure. And even the
point out passages where Chrlst Ls predicted figurative passages, when brought together,
by the prophets of Israel. One would think wdl 1_ found so harmomous in their testimony
they might be satisfied with the authority of to Christ .as to put to shame the obtuseness
the apostles, who declare that what we read of the sceptic.
in the writings of the Hebrew prophets was 8. In the creation God finished His works
fulfilled in Christ, or with that of Christ Him- in six days, antl rested on the seventh, The
self, who says that these things were written history of the world contains six periods
of Him. Whoever Is unable to point out the marked by the dealings of God with men,
passages should lay the blame on his own ig- The first persod is from Adam to Noah; the
norance; for the apostles and Christ and the second, from Noah to Abraham; the tiiird,
sacr_-.d Scriptures are not chargeable with from Abraham to David; the fourth, from
falsehood. However, one instance out of David to the captivity in Babylon; the fifth_
many may be adduced. The apostle, in the from the captivity to the advent of lowliness
verses following the passage quoted above, of our Lord Jesus Christ; the sixth is now ia
says: "The word of God cannot fail. For progress, and will end in the coming of the
they are not all Israel which are of Israel; exalted Saviour to judgment. What answers
neither, because they are the seed of Abra- to the seventh day is the rest of the saints,_
ham, are they all children: but, In Isaac not in this life, but in another, where the ric_
shall thy seed be called: that is, they which man saw Lazarus at rest while he was
are the children of the flesh, these are not the tormented m hell; where there is no evening_
children of God; but the children of promise because there is no decay. On the sixth day_
are counted for the seed." 3 What can our in Genes_s, man is formed after the image of

opponent says against this, in view of the God; in the sixth period of the world there is
dedaxation made to Abraham: "In thy seed the clear discovery of our tra_nsformation in
shall all the nations of the earth be blessed ?" the renewing of our mind, according to the

zR.mn,.ii__. m_C_r.i. Jo. 3Rom.iz. (_. ,_G_._L ,6.
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iutage of Him who created us, as the apostle I if they had been content, instead of being
says. z As a wife was made for Adam from _turbulent, and had acknowledged the time of

_._.i his side while he slept, the Church becomes I salvation through the pardon of sins by grace,
: the property of her dying Saviour, by the I and heard Christ saying, "They that are
r mt_'ament of the blood which flowed from _whole need not a physician, but they that are

His side after His death. The woman made ! sick; I came not to call the righteous, but
out of her husband's side is called Eve, or I sinners to repentance;" _ and, "Every one
Life, and the mother of living beings; and_ that committeth sin is the servant of sin;"
the Lord says in the Gospel: "Except a man tand, " If the Son make you free, ye shall be
eat my flesh and drink my blood, he has no free indeed," 8--they would in confession
tile in him." • The whole narrative of Gene. have referred their sin to themselves, saying
sis, in the most minute details, is a prophecy to the Physician, as ]t is written in the Psalm,
of Christ and of the Church with reference " I said, Lord, be merciful to me; heal my
either to the good Christians or to the bad. soul, for I have sinned against Thee."9 And
There is a significance in the words of the being made free by the hope of grace, they
apostle when he calls Adam "the figure of would have ruled over sin as long as it con-
Him that was to come;" 3 and when he says, tinued in their mortal body. But now, being
"A man shall leave his father and mother, ignorant of God's righteousness, and wishing
and shall cleave to his wife, and they two to estabhsh a righteousness of their own,
shall be one flesh. This is a great mystery; proud of the works of the law, instead of
but I speak concerning Christ and the being humbled on account of their sins, they
Church. "* This points most obviously to have not been content; and in subjectmn to
the way in which Christ left His Father; for sin reigning in their mortal body, so as to
"though He was in the form of God, and make them obey it in the lusts thereof, they
thought it not robbery to be equal with God, have stumbled on the stone of stumbhng, and
He emptied Himself, and took upon Him the have been inflamed with hatred against him
form of a servant." s And so, too, He left whose works they grieved to see accepted by
His mother, the synagogue of the Jews which God. The man who was born blind, and had
cJeaved to the carnality of the Old Testament, been made to see, said to them, "We know
and was united to the Church His holy bride, that God heareth not sinners; but if any man
that in the peace of the New Testament they serve Him, and do His will, h_m He hear-
two might be one flesh. For though witt_ eth; ''_° as if he had said, God regardeth not
the Father He was God, by whom we were the sacrifice of Cain, but he regards the sac-
made, He became in the flesh partaker of our rifice of Abel. Abel, the younger brother, is

n_. ure, that we might become the body of killed by the elder brother; Christ, the head
which He is the head. of the younger people, is killed by the elder

9. As Cain's sacrifice of the fruit of the people of the Jews. Abel dles in the field;
ground is rejected, while Abel's sacrifice of Christ dies on Calvary.
his sheep and the fat thereof is accepted, so _o. God asks Cain where his brother is,
the faith of the New Testament praising God not as if He did not know, but as a judge asks
in the harmless service of grace is preferred a guilty criminal. Cain rephes that he knows
to the earthly observances of the Old Testa- not, and that he is not his brother's keeper.
merit. For though the Jews were right in And what answer can the Jews give at this
practising these things, they were guilty of. day, when we ask them with the voice of
unbelief in not distinguishing the time of the lGod , that is, of the sacred Scriptures, about

New Testament when Christ came, from the i Chrmt, except that they do not know the
time of the Old Testament. God said to IChrist that we speak of? Cain s ignorance *
Cm'n_ '._If thou offerest well, yet if thou di- 1was pretended, and the Jews are deceived in
videst not well, thou hast sinned." 6 If Cain _their refusal of Cbnst. Moreover, they would

t- • had obeyed God when He said, "Be content, Ihave been in a sense keepers of Christ, if
i: - fi_ to thee shall be its reference, and thou ! they had been willing to receive and keep the
_° Sh_t rule over it," he would have referred lChristian faith. For the man who keeps
_ his sin to himself, by taking the blame of it, Christ in his heart does not ask, like Cain, Am
'_:'_ and confessunglt toGod, and soasslsted by!I mybrothers keeper? Then God says to
_. supplies of grace, he would have ruled over ! Cain, "What hast thou done ? The voice of
:_'_ iris sin, instead of acting as the servant of sin i thy brother's blood crieth unto me from the

_ :_ in killing his innocent brother. So also the _'gr°und'" So the voice of God in the HolyJ_s, of whom all these things _tre a figure, ;Scriptures accuses the Jews. For the blood

_ _ _ CoLfii._o. • Johnvi._ 3Rom.v. 14. _ John vJ_. 34_ $6.
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of Christ has a loud voice on the earth, when vance of the law, whid_ does not yield totbem
the responsive Amen of those who believe in its strength, because they do not perceive in
Him comes from all nations. This is the it the grace of Christ. So. too, the flesh of
voice of Christ's blood, because the clear Christ was the ground from which by crucify°
voice of the faithful redeemed by His blood ing Him the Jews produced our salvation, for
is the voice of the blood itself. He died for our offeuces. But this ground

xt. Then God says to Cain: '" Thou art did not yield to them its strength, for they
cursed from the earth, which hath opened its were not justified by the virtue of His resur-
mouth to receive thy brother's blood at thy rection, for He arose again for our justifilm-
hand. For thou shalt till the earth, and it tion. As the apostle says: " He was crucified
shall no longer yield unto thee its strength, in weakness, but He hveth by the power of
A mourner and an abject shalt thou be on the God."" This Is the power of that ground
earth." It is not, Cursed is the earth, hut which is unknown to the ungodly and unbe-
Cursed art thou from the earth, whmh hath lieving. When Christ rose, Hc did not up-
opened its mouth to receive thy brother's pear to those who had crucified Him. So
blood atthyhand. So the unbeheving people Cain was not allowed to see the strength of
of the Jews is cursed from the earth, that is,, the ground which he tilled to sow his seed in
from the Church, which in the confession of. _t; as GOd said, '" Thou shalt till the ground,
sins has opened lts mouthto rece_vethe blood and it shall no longer yield unto thee its
shed for the remission of sins by the hand of _trength."
the people that would not be under grace. _2. "Groaning and trembling shalt thou be
but under the taw. And this murderer _s on the eanil." Here no one can fail to see
cursed by the Church; that is, the Church that m everyland where the Jews are scattered
admits and avows the curse pronounced by4they mourn for the loss of their kingdom,
the apostle: "Whoever are of the works of the _and are m terrified subjection to the ira-
law are under the curse of the law."' Then, mensely superior numl_r of Christians. So
after saying, Cursed art thou from the earth, Cam answered, and said: " Mv case is worse,
which has opened its mouth to receive thy II if Thou dnvest me out this da'y from the face
brother's blood at thy hand, what follows is' of the earth, and from Thy face shall I be
not, For thou shatt till it, but, Thou shalt till lud, and 1 shall be a mourner and an outcast
the earth, and it shall not yield to thee its on the earth; and it shall he that every one
strength. The earth he _sto till is not neces- that findeth me shall slay me." Here he
sanly the same as that which opened its mouth groans mdeexl in terror, lest after losing his

to receive his brother's blood at his hand. !earthly possessmn he should suffer tlle death
From this earth he zs cursed, and so he tills'of the body. "l'h_s he calls a worse case
an earth which shall no longer yield to lum ithan that of the ground not yielding to him
its strength. That is, the Church admlts and :its strength, or than that of spiritual death.
avows the Jewish people to be cursed, because I For ins mind is carnal; for he thinks little of
after killing Christ they continue to till the_bemg hid from the face of God, that is, of
ground of an earthly circumcismn, an earthly being under the anger of God, were it not
Sabbath, an earthly passover, while the hid- that he may he found and slain. This is the
den strength orwrtue of making known Christ,, carnal mind that tills the ground, but does
which this tilling contains, is not yielded to _not obtain its strength. To be carnally minded
the Jews while they continue in impiety and is death; but he, in ignorance of this, mourns
unbelief, for it is revealed in the New _'esta-'for the loss of his earthly posscssicm_ and is

• Whil the will not turn to God, the _in terror of bodily death. But what does Godmerit e Y .... , , _" • " h
veil which is on their minds in reading the]reply? Not so, He says, but w o_'ver
Old Testament is not taken away. This ve,l i shall kill Cam, vengeance shall be taken on

taken away only by Christ, who does not ! him sevenfold." That is, It is not as thou
d% away with the reading of the Old Testa-tsayest; not by bodily death shall the ungodly
ment, but with the covering which hides its race of carnal Jews perish. For whoever de-
virtue. So, at the crucifixion of Christ, the!stroys them !n this w_Yl_h_nSUffuer nse_d
veil was rent in twain, that by the passion ot Ivengeance, treat Is, s g po
Christ hidden mysteries might be revealed to ithe sevenfold penalty under which, the Jews
believers who turn to Him with a mouth l lie for the crucifixion of Christ. So to the
opened in confession to drink His blood. In !end of the seven days of time, the continued
this way the Jewish people, like Cain, con-' preservatton of the Jews will be a proof to bc-
tinue tilling the ground, in the carnal obser-lieving Christians of the subjection merited
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i_' by t_ who, in the pride of their kingdom, I4. Omitting therefore many passages in
:= put the Lord to death, these Books where Cnrist may be found, but

t 3. '" And the Lord God set a mark upon which require longer explanation and proof,
_ Cain, lest any one finding him should slay although the most hidden meanings are the

him." It is a most notable fact, that all the sweetest, convincing testimony may be ob-
nations subjugated by Rome adopted the tained from the enumeratton of such things
heathenish ceremonies of the Roman worship; as the following:_That Enoch, the seventh
wbile the Jewish nation, whether under Pagan from Adam, pleased God, and was translated,
or Christian monarchs, has never lost the stgn as there is to be a seventh day of rest into
of their Law, by which they are distinguished which all will be translated who, during the
from all other nations and peoples. No era- sixth day of the world's history, are created
peroi or monarch who finds under his govern- anew by the incarnate Word. That Noah,
merit the people with thts mark kills them, wtth his family is saved by water and wood,
that is, makes them cease to be Jews, and as as the family of Christ is saved by baptism,
Jews to be separate in thetr observances, and as representing the suffering of the cross.
unlike the rest of the world. Only when a That this ark is made of beams formed in a
Jew comes over to Christ, he is no longer square, as the Church is constructed of saints
Cain, nor goes out from the presence of God, prepared unto every good work: for a square
nor dwells m the land of Nod, which is stud stands firm on any side. That the length is
to mean commotton. Against this evil of stx times the breadth, and ten times the
commotion the Psalmist prays, "Suffer not height, like a human body, to show that
my feet to be moved;" _ and again, '" Let not Christ appeared in a human body. That the
the hands of the wicked remove me;" _ and, breadth reaches to fifty cubits; as the apostle
"Those that trouble me will rejoice when I says, " Our heart is enlarged,"6 that is, with
am moved:" 3 and, " The Lord is at my right spiritual love, of which he says agam, "The
hand, that I should not be moved;" 4 and so love of God is shed abroad in our heart by
in innumerable places. This evil comes upon the Holy Ghost, which is given unto us."7
those who leave the presence of God, that is, For in the fiftieth day after His resurrection,

His loving-kindness. Thus the Psalmist says, Christ sent His Holy Sptrtt to enlarge the
" I said in my prospertty, I shall never be hearts of Hts dlsctptes. That tt is three hun-
moved." But observe what follows, "Lord, dred cubits gong, to make up s_x ttmes fifty;
by Thy favor Thou hast given strength to my as there are six periods in tlae history of the
honor; Thou didst hide Thy face, and I was world during which Christ has never ceased
troubled; ''s which teaches us that not in itself, to be preached,--in five foretold by the pro-
but by participation in the light of God, can phets, and in the sixth proclaimed in the gos-
any s0ul possess beauty, or honor, or strength, pel. That it is thirty cubits high, a tenth
The Manich_eans should think of this, to keep part of the length; because Christ ts our
them from the blasphemy of identifying height, who in his thlrtteth year gave His
themselves with the nature and substance of sanction to the doctrine of the gospel, by
God. But they cannot think, because they declaring that He came not to destroy the
are not content. The Sabbath of the heart taw, but to fulfil ]t. Now the ten command-
they are strangers to. If they were content, ments are to be the heart of the law; and so
as Cain was told to be, they would refer their the length of the ark is ten times thirty.
sin to themselves; that is, they would lay the Noah hlmself, too, was the tenth from Adam.

.; blame on themselves, and not on a race of That the beams of the ark are fastenegl within
:' darkness that no one ever heard of, and so by and witt_out with pitch, to signify by compact

the gra_:e of God they would prevail over their union the forbearance of love, which keeps
"_ silt. But now the Manmh_ans, and all who the brotherly connection from being impaired,

}'__'_ oppose the truth by their various herestes, and the bond of peace from being broken by.... tt_ce the presence of God, like Cain and the the offences which try the Church either from
, scattered Jews, and inhabit the land of tom- without or from within. For pitch is a gluti-

_:'_i" motion, that is, of carnal disquietude, instead nous substance, of great energy and force, to
of the enjoyment of God, that is instead of represent the ardor of love which, with great

_,Eden, whicl_ is interpreted Feasting, where power of endurance, beareth all things in the
$_: _a_dise was planted. But not to depart too maintenance of spiritual communion.
_!_ _ _m_Oh from the argument of this treatise I tS. That all kinds of animals are inclosed
_{'_ m_ast timit myself to a few short remarks un- in the ark; as the Church contains all nations,

:: _ t_r this head. which was also set forth in the vessel shown

:\
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to Peter. That clean and unclean animals lmandments throughout all the four quarters
axe in the ark; as good and bad take part in !of the world (four times ten is forty), wheth_.
the sacraments of the Church. That the that guilt has been contracted in the day of
clean are in sevens, and the unclean in twos;, prosperity or in the night of adversity,
not because the bad are fewer th'an the good, : iS. That Noah was five hundred yeats old
but because the good preserve the unity of when God told him to make the ark) and six
the Spirit in the bond of peace; and the Spirit i hundred when he entered the ark; which
is spoken of in Scripture as having a seven- _shows that the ark was made during one hurt-
fold operation, as being "the Holy Sprat of !dred years, which seem to correspond to the
wisdom and understanding, of counsel and_years of an age of the world. $9 the sixth
might, of knowledge and piety, and of the, age zs occupied with the construction of the
fear of God."' So also the number fifty, [Church by the preaching of the gospel, The
which is connected with the advent of the ! man who avads himself of the offer of salv&.
Holy Spirit, is made up of seven times seven,'tion is made like a square beam, fitted for
and one over; whence it is said, " Endeavor- Ievery good work, and forms lmrt of the sacred
ing to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond I fabr)¢. Again, it was the second month of
of peace. ''_ The bad, again, are m twos, aslthe six hundredth year when Noah entered
being easily diwded, from their tendency to lthe ark, and in two months there are sixty

" schism. That Noah, counting his fannly, d,%vs; so that here, as in every multiple of
was the eighth; because the hope of our six, we have the number denoting the sixth

resurrection has aopeared in Christ, who rose lagc.
from the dead on'the eighth day, that is, on, " 19. That mention is made of the twenty-
the day after the seventh, or Sabbath day. l seventhdayof the month; as we have already
This day was the third from His passion; but lseeu the s_gmficance of the square in the

in the ordinary reckoning of days, it is both ibeams. Here especially it is significant; forthe eighth and the first, as twenty-seven is the cube of three, there
x6. That the whole ark together is finished lis a trtmty m t_c means bv which we are, as

in a cubit above; as the Church, the body of it were. squared, or fittct'l for every good

Christgatheredintoon,,yisra,se,ltoperlw,,rkByt,,e
fection. So Christ says m the Gospel: " He by t|_C unoerstan g . .- ." ..

that gathereth not with me,. scattereth." 31)_tll weklOVCs_eic,t.m.reTha_imtn:sSea_gntn o_°n_
That theLtmtrance is on the side; as no man the • "
enters the Church except by the sacramentl seve,_th day of rest. And here again, tO de-

of the remission of sins which flowed from I note the perfect,on of those at rest, the twenty.
Ci_rtst's opened side. That ti_e lower spaces _seventh day of the month is mentioned for
of the ark are divided into two and three'_the second time. So what is promised in hop¢
chambers: as the multitude of all nations re!is reahzed in eximrience. There is here a
the Church is divided into two, as circumcised icombinauon of seven and eight; for the water
and uncircumcised; or into three, as de- I rose fifteen cubits above the mountains, point.
scended from the three sons of Noah. And'rag to a profound mystery in baptism,--the
these parts of the ark are called lower, because! sacrament of our regeneration. For the
in this earthly state there is a difference of seventh day of rest is connected with the
races, and above we are completed in one. eighth of resurrection. For when the saints
Aboz_e there is no diversity; for Christ is all receive again their bodies after the rest of the
and in all, finishing us, as it were, in one intermediate state, the rest will not cease;
cubit above with heavenly unity, but rather the whole man, body and t_al

x7. That the flood came seven days after!united, renewed in the immortal health, will
Noah entered the ark; as we are baptized in ' attain to tt_e realization of his hope in the on.
the hope of the future rest, which was de- joyment of eternal life. Titus the sacramerR
noted by the seventh day. That all flesh on of baptism, like the waters of Noah, rhms
the face of the earth, outside the ark, was above alt the wisdom of the proud. S_en
destroyed by the flood; as, beyond the corn-, and eight are also combined in the number
reunion of the Church, though the water of of one hundred and fifty, made up of tmventy
baptism is the same, it ts efficacious only for and eighty, which was the number of dayt
destruction, and not for salvation. That it during which the water prevailed, pointing
rained for forty days and forty nights; as the _out the deep import of baptism in conse-
sacrament of heavenly baptism washes away icrating the new man to hold the faith of rest
all the guilt of the sins against the ten corn- i and resurrection._ 20. That the raven sent out after forty

• tit. zi. a.3- • Epk iv. 3- 3_t,tt. _i,.3o. _days did not return, being either prevented
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by the water or attracted by some floating after leaving the ark, only clean animals are
carcase; as men defiled by impure desire, and offered in sacrifice to God, though both clean
therefore eager for things outside in the world, and unclean were in the ark.
are either baptized, or are led astray into the 22. Then, again, it is significant that when

, company of those to whom, as they are out- God speaks" to Noah, and begins anew, as it
_ side the ark, that is, outside the Church, were, in order, by repetition in various forms,
.'. baptism is destructive. That the dove when to draw attention to the figure of the Church,

sent forth found no rest, and returned; as in the sons of Noah are blessed, and told to re-
the New Testament rest is not promised to ptemsh the earth, and all ammals are gaven
the saints in this world. The dove was sent to them for food; as was said to Peter of the
forth after forty days, a period denoting the vessel, "Kill and eat." That they are told
length of human life. When again sent forth to pour out the blood when they eat; that the
_fter seven days, denoting the sevenfold former life may not be kept shut up in the
operation of the Spirit, the dove brought back conscience, but may be, as it were, poured
a fruitful olive branch; as some even who are out in confession. That God makes the
baptized outside of the Church, if not desti- bow, which appears in the clouds only when
tute of the fatness of charity, may come after the sun shines, the sign of His covenant with
all, as it were m the evening, and be brought men, and with every living thing, that He will
into the one communion by the mouth of the not destroy them with a flood; as those do"
dove in the kiss of peace. That, when again not perish by the flood, in separation from the
sent forth after seven days, the dove did not Church, who in the clouds of God--that is, in
return; as, at the end of the world, the rest the prophets and in all the sacred Scriptures
of the saints shall no longer be in the sacra- --discern the glory of Christ. instead of seek-
merit of hope, as now, while m the communion ing their own glory. The worshippers of the
of the Church, they drink what flowed from sun, however, need not pride themselves on
the side of Christ, but in the perfection of this; for they must understand that the sun,
eternal safety, when the kingdom shall be de- as also a hon, a lamb, and a stone, are used
livered up to God and the Father, and when, as types of Christ because they have some
in that unclouded contemplation of un- resemblance, not because they are of the same
changeable truth, we shall no longer need substance.
natural symbols. 23 . Again, the sufferings of Christ from

al. There are many other points which we His own nation are evidently d_noted by
cannot take notice of even in th, is cursory Noah being drunk with the wine of the vine-
manner. Why in the six hundred and first yard he planted, and his being uncovered in
year of Noah's life--that is, after six hundred his tent. For the mortality of Christ's flesh
years were comp!eted--the covering of the was uncovered, to the Jews a stumbling-block,
ark is removed, and the h_dden mystery, as and to the Greeks foohshness; but to them
it were, disclosed. Why the earth is said to that are called, both Jews and Greeks, both
have dried on the twenty-seventh day of the Shem and Japhet, the power of God and the
second month; as if the number fifty-seven wisdom of God. Because the foolishness of
denoted the completion of the rite of baptism. God is wiser than men, and the weakness of
For the twenty-seventh day of the second God is stronger than men."
month is the fifty-seventh day of the year; Moreover, the two sons, the eldest and the
and the number fifty-seven is seven times youngest, carrying the garment backwards,
eight, which are the numbers of the spirit and are a figure of the two peoples, and the sacra-
the body, with one over, to denote the bond merit of the past and completed passions of
of unity. Why they leave the ark together, the Lord. They do not see the nakedness of

:_ though they entered separately. For it is their father, because they do not consent to
said: "Noah went in, and his sons, and his Christ's death; and yet they honor it with a

_' wife, and his sons' wives with him, into the covering, as knowing whence they were born.
_ ark;" the men and the women being spoken t The middle son is the Jewish people, for they
"_' of separately; which denotes the time when tneither held the first place with the apostles,

the flesh lusteth against the spirit, and the t nor believed subsequently with the Gentiles.
,_ : spirit against the flesh. But they go forth, t They saw the nakedness of their father, be-
_'_ Noah and his wife, and his sons and their cause they consented to Christ's death; and
_:_"_ wives,--the men and women together. For_they told it to their brethren otttside, for
_.* in the end of the world, and in the resurrec- t what was hidden in the prophets was dis-

_*_= tion of the just, the body will be united to the [dosed by the Jews. And thus they are the_:_-_,_ spirk in perfect harmony, undisturbed by the [ ....

' iluata and the passions of mortality. Why, I • c_. L_3-,_.
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servants of their brethren. For what else is I a common veiling with the sacrameat o[ the
tais nation now but a desk for the Christians, I mortality, uacovered by the passion) b_
bearing the law and the prophets, m_d testify. _without the knowledge of piety and charity
ing to the doctrine of the Churcn, so that we make known that from whtck_ we _| are borth
honor in the sacrament what they disclose m ---although the_- differ among themselves,the letter ?

] whether as Jews and heretics, or as heretic:s
a4. Again, every one must be impressed, : of one kind or other,.- -are still all usefM to

and be either enlightened or confirmed m tae i the Church, as being all alike servants, either
falth, by the blessing of the two sons _ ho in bearing wm_ess to or in proving some troth.
honored the nakedness of their father, though For of hereucs _t is said: "There must be

they turned away their faces, as,,thspleased,, i_heresies, that those who,,are approved among
with the evil done by the vine. Blessed, you may be manifested _ Go on then with
he says, "be the Lord God of Shem." For )-our ob'.)ectmns to the (')ld Testament _l)t-
although God is the God of all natmns, even ures! Go on, ye servants of Ham ! You
the Gentiles acknowledg_e Him to be mal have despised the flesh from which you were
pecuhar sense the God of Israel. And howlborn when uncovered. For you coldd not
is this to be explained but by the blessing of i have called yourselves Christians unless Chr_t
Japhet ? The occupation of" all tae workl bv I had come itlto the world, as foretold b the

• cr • " . _. I . , Y ,
t.le Church among, the Gentdes was exact]) _prophets, and had dnmk of His own wne that
foretold in the words: "' Let God enlarge cup which could not pass from Him, and had
Japhet, and let him dwell in the tents of slept m His passion, as in the drunkenness of
Shem." That is for the Manichgean to attend the folly xvhldl is wiser than men; and ao) in
to. You see what the state of the world ac- the lud_Jen counsel of God, the d_sclosure had
tually is. The very thing that you are aston- been made of that infirmity of morta} flesh
ished and grieved at m us is th_s, that God is which is stronger than men; ];or unless the
enlarging Japhet. Is He not dwelhng m the Word of God had taken on Himself this in-
tents of Shem )_that is, in the churches l)mlt firm)ty, the name of Christian, in which you
by the apostles, the sons of the prophets, also glory, xxt)u]d not exist m the earth. Go
Hear what Paul says to the beheving Gentiles. on. then. as l have stud. Declare in mockery
"Ye were at that time without Christ, being, what we may honor with reverence. Let the
aliens from the commonwealth of Israel, anti Church use you as her servants to mak¢_
strangers from the covenants; havingno hope manifest those members who a,re approved.
of the promise, and without God in the worht." IS° particular are the prcdietlons of the
In these words there is a description of the I prophets _egzmhng the state anti the suffer-
state of Japhet before he dwelt m the tents lmgs of the Churci_, that we can find a place
of Shem. Bnt observe what follows: "Now ! even for you m what is stud of the destructive
then," he says, "ye are no more strangers[error by which the reprobate are to perish,
and foreigners, but fellow-citizens with the lwhile tt_e approved are to be manifested.
saints, and of the household of God, being 25. You say that Christ was not foretold
built upon the foundation of the apostles and by the prophe[s of l_rael, when, in fact, their
prophets, Jesus Christ Himself being the lSeripturen teem with such predictions, if you
chief corner-stone."' Here we have J aphetlwould only examine them carefully, instead
enlarged, and dwelling in the tents of Shem. of treating them w_th levity. Who in Abra.
These testimonies are taken from the epistles ham leaves his country and kindred that he
of the apostles, which you yourselves ac- may become rma and prosperous among
knowledge, and read, and profess to follow, strangers, but He who, leawng the land and
You occupy an unhappy middle position in a country of the Jews, of whom He was born
building of which Christ is not the chief in the flesh, is now extending His power)as
corner-stone. For you do not belong to the we see, among the Gentiles? Who m Isaac
wall of those who, like the apostles)being of carried the wood for His own sacrifice, but
the circumcision, believed in Christ; nor to the He who carried H)s own cross ? Who is the
wall of those who) being of the uncircumcision, ram for sacrifice, caught by the horns in a
like all the Gentiles, are joined in the unity bush, but He who was fastened to the cr,'-.,_
of faith, as in the fellowship of the corner- as an offering for us ?
stone. However, all who accept and read any _6. Who in the angel s_riving with Jacobs
books of our canon in which Christ is spoken on the one hand is constrained to give him &
of as having been born and having suffered blessing, as the weaker to the stronger, the
in the flesh, and who do not unite with us in conquered to the conqueror, and on the oth_
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_. hand puts his thigh-bone out of joint, but sake." And by whom did he ascend and
He who, when He suffered the people of descend ? ""For the love of Christ constrain.

+" Israel to prevail against Him, blessed those eth us: for we thus judge, that if one died for
+ among them who believed, while the multi- all, then all died; and that He died for all,

rude, like Jacob's thigh-bone, halted in their that they which live should no longer live unto
carnality ? Who is the stone placed under themselves, but unto Him that died for them,
Jacob's head, but Christ the head of man ? and rose again." +
And in its anointing the very name of Christ 27. The man who floes not find pleasure
is expressed, for, as all know, Christ means m these views of sacred Scripture is turned
anointed. Christ refers to this in the Gospel, away to fables, because he cannot bear sound
and declares it to be a type of Himself, when doctrine. The fables have an attraction for
He said of Nathanael that he was an Israelite childish minds in people of all ages; but we
indeed, in whom was no guile, and when who are of the body of Christ should say with
Nathanael, resting his head, as it were, on the Psalmist; "O Lord, the wicked have
this Stone, or on Christ, confessed Him as spoken to me pleasing things, but they are
the Son of God and the King of Israel, not after Thy law."s In every page of these
anointing the Stone by his confession, in Scriptures, while I pursue my search as a son
which he acknowledged Jesus to be Christ. ()f Adam in the sweat of my brow, Christ
On this occasion the Lord made appropriate either openly or covertly meets and refreshes
mention of what Jacob saw in his dream: me. Where the discovery is laborious my
" Verily I say unto you, Ye shall see heaven ardor is increased, and the spoil obtained is
oJ3ened, and the angels of God ascending and eagerly devoured, and is hidden in my heart
descending upon the Son of man."' This for my nourishment.
Jacob saw, who in the blessing was called 28. Christ appears to me in Joseph, who
Israel, when he had the stone for a pillow, and was persecuted and sold by his brethren, and
had the vision of the ladder reaching from after his troubles obtained honor in Egypt.
earth to heaven, on which the angels of God We have seen the troubles of Christ in the
were ascending and descending." The angels world, of which Egypt was a figure, in the
denote the evangehsts, or preachers of Christ. sufferings of the martyrs. And now we see
They ascend when they rise above the created the honor of Christ in the same world which
universe to describe the supreme majesty of He subdues to Himself, in exci_ange for the
the divine nature of Chrtstas being in the be- food which He bestows. Christ appears to
ginning God with God, by whom all things me in the rod of Moses, whlct_ became a set-
were made. They descend to tell of His be- pent when cast on the earth as a figure of H_s
ing made of a woman, made under the law, death, which came from the serpent. Again,
that He might redeem them that were under when caught by the tail it became a rod, as a
the law. Christ is the ladder reaching from figure of His return after the accomplishment
earth to heaven, or from the carnal to the of His work in His resurrection to what He
spiritual: for by His assistance the carnal as. was before, destroying death by His new life,
cend to spirituality; and the spiritual may be so as to leave no trace of ti_e serpent. We,
Bald to descend to nourish the carnal with milk too, who are His body, glide along in the
when they cannot speak to them as to spiritual, same mortality through the folds of time;

: but as to carnal.+ There is thus both an as- but when at last the tail of this course of
cent and a descent upon the Son of man. things Is laid hold of by the hand of judgment

_o. For the Son of man is above as our head, that it shall go no further, we shall be re-
:_ being Himself the Saviour; and He is below newed, and rising from the destruction of
•+.+ in His body, the Church. He is the ladder, death, the last enemy, we shall be the sceptre
¢_ for He says, "I am the way." We ascend of government in the right hand of God.
_' to Him to see Him in heavenly places; we 29. Of the departure of Israel from Egypt,

descend to Him for the nourishment of His let us hear what the apostle himself says: "I
?_" weak members. And the ascent and descent would not, brethren, that ye should be ignor-
ing+" .are by Him as well as to Him. Following ant that all our fathers were under the cloud,
_Y+:_"+ His example, those who preach Him not only and all passed through the sea, and were all
:_::;+ rise to behold Him exalted, but let themselves baptized into Moses in the cloud and in the

_: ++ down to give a plain announcement of the sea, and did all eat the same spiritual meat,
._J: >+ truth. So the apostle ascends, "Whether we and did all drink of the same spiritual drink.
_++ : be he, de ourselves, it is to God; ' and de- For they drank of the spiritual rock which

/_ _nd% "Whether we be sober, it is for your followed them, and that rock was Christ. "6

_(_+_+ _Johnt. 4_._ . ae,a. ztvlli,zt._ 3_Cot.hl. x-_, 4_Cot.v. t_-+,, s 1_ c_t. h. • t C_r._. v,t.
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The explanation of one thing is a ke)_ to the I foreheads with the sign of the Lord's paui_
rest. For if the rock is Christ from tts stao, for their salvation. The law was givenon the
bility, is not the manna Christ, the living I fiftieth day after the passover; so the Holy
bread which came down from heaven, which I Spirit came on the fiftieth day after the
gives spiritual life to those who truly feed on passion of the Lord. The law is said to have
it? The Israelites died because they received been written with the finger of God; and the
the figure only m its carnal sense. The. Lord says of the Holy Spirit, "With the
apostle, by calhng it spiritual food, shows its* finger of God I cast out devils." * Such are
reference to Christ, as the sp,ritual drink Is the Scriptures in which I:'austus, after shut-
explained by the words, " That rock was ring his eyes, declares that he can see no pr_
Christ," which explain the whole. Then is dicuon of ChrLst. But we need not wond_
not the cloud and the pillar Clmst, who by that he should have eyes to read and yet no
His uprightness and strength supports our heart to understaml, since, instead of knock.
feebleness; who shines by night and not by ing m devout faith at thedoorof the heavenly
day, that they who see not may see, and that. secret, he dares to act in profane hostility.
they who see may be made blind? It: the* So let it be, for so it ought to be. Let the
clouds and the Red Sea there is the bapt, sm gate of salvation be shut to the proud. The
consecrated by the blood of Christ. The meek, to whom God teaches His wayst will
enemies following behind perish, as past sins find all these things in the Scriptures t and
are put away. _those things winch he does not see he will

3o. The Israelites are led through the wil ibetieve from what he sees. .... 1
derness, as those who are baptized are in the_ 3' He will see jesus teao*ng rue peope
wilderness while on the way to the promised into the land of promise; for this name was
land, hoping and pauently waiting for that :given to the leader of Israel, not at first, or
which they see not. In the wilderness are by chance, but on account of the work to
severe trials, lest they should in heart return, which he was called. He will see the cluster
to Egypt. Still Christ does not leave them; from the land of promise hanging from a
the ptllar does not go away. The bitter wooden pole. He will see in Jericho, as in
waters are sweetened by wood, as hostdeithis perishing world, an harlot, one of those
people become friendly by learning to honor of whom the Lord says that they go before
the cross of Christ. The twelve fountains, the proud into tile kingdom of heaven, putting
watering the seventy palm _*r_es_are .a fi_ures tiout of her window, a scarlet, line. symbolical Of
of apostohc grace watering the nat|ons. As l blood, as confession ts made with the mouth
seven is mutiplied by ten, so the decalogue is. for the remission of sins. He will see the
fulfilled in the sevenfold operation of thelwalls of Jericho, like the frail defences of the
Sp, rxt. The enemy attempting to stop them iworld, fall when compasse_l seven ttm©s Dy
in their way is overcome by Moses stretching ti_e ark of the covenant; as now in the course
out his hands in the figure of the cross. The of the seven days of time the covenant of
deadly bites of serpents are healed by the:God compasses the whole globe, that in the
brazen serpent, which was hfted up that they _end, death, tile last enemy, may be destroyedj
might look at it. The Lord Himself givesiand the Church, like one single house, be
the explanation of this: "As Moses lifted upl saved from the destruction of the ungodlyt
the serpent in the wilderness, so must me I purified from the defilement of fornication by
Son of man be hfted up, that whosoever be- I the window of confession in the blood of re.
heveth in Him may not penslx, but have ever- miss|on.

, " , ' 32. He will see the times of th_judgeslasting life. '* So in many other things we,
ma find a vrotest against the obstinacy of precede those of the kings, as the juagment

y . _ r

unbehewng hearts. In the passover a lamb will precede the kingdom. And under both
is killed, representing Christ, of whom it is the judges and the kings he will see Christ
said in the Gospel, "Behdld the Lamb of !and the Church repeatedly prefigured in many

God, who taketh away the sm of the world !" _ iand vl_r_ot_e_ _iy_ tt_h:=a_i n Sa_mhT_ewth_
In the passover the bones of the lamb were i he k"
not to be broken; and on the cross the bones tget a wife among strangers, but lie whot
of the Lord were not broken. The evangel- when going to call His Church from amot_
ist, in reference to thts. quotes the words, the Gentiles, said, "Be of good cheer, I have
"A bone of Him shall not be broken." 3 The, overcome the world ?" s What means tim.

I_Sts were marked with blood to keep away, hive in the mouth of the slain lion, but thatt
destruction, as people are marked on their_ as we see, the very laws of the earthly kiug-

3 John Lag- 3 John xlth 36, 4 Luke xi. _o. 5 Jolm Jtvi. _t3,
t Joim ui. t4, |_1
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dora which once raged against Christ have and yet it was not sent without purpose by
_7 SOW lost their fierceness, and have become a Him who knew the necessity of its being first
:_:-.. protection for the preaching of gospel sweet- sent. Then He Himself came, conformed
. tress ? What is that woman boldly piercing Himself to us by participation in our death,
:__ the temples of the enemy with a wooden nail, and we were revived. When they were cut-

but the faith of the Church casting down the ting down wood with axes, the iron, flying off
_ kingdom of the devil by the cross of Christ ? the wood, sank to the bottom of the river, and

./. What is the fleece wet while the ground was came up again when the wood was thrown in
_ dry, and again the fleece dry while the ground by Elisha. So, when Christ's bodily presence

Was wet, but the Hebrew nation at first pos- was cutting down the unfruitful trees among
sessing alone in its typical institution Christ the unbeheving Jews, according to the saying
the mystery of God, while the whole world of John, " Behold, the axe is laid to the roots
was in ignorance ? And now the whole world of the tree," 3 by the death they inflicted,
has this mystery revealed, while the Jews are Christ was separated from His body, and
destitute of it. descended to the depths of the infernal world;

33. To mention only a few things in the and then, when His body was laid in the
times of the kings, at the very outset does tomb, like the wood on the water, His spirit
not the change in the priesthood when Eli returned, like the iron to the handle, and He
was rejected and Samuel chosen, and in the rose. The reader will observe how many
kingdom when Saul was re3ected and David things of this kind are omitted for the sake
chosen, clearly predict the new priesthood of brevity.
and kingdom to come in our Lord Jesus 36 . As regards the departure to Babylon,
Christ, when the old, which was a shadow of where the Sprat of God by the prophet
the new, was rejected ? Did not David, when Jeremiah enjoins them to go, telhng them to
he ate the shew-bread, which it was not law- pray for the people in whose land they dwell
ful for any but the priests to eat, prefigure as strangers, because in their peace they
the union of the kingdom and priesthood in would find peace, and to build houses, and
one person, Jesus Christ? In the separation plant vineyards and gardens,rathe figurative
of the ten tribes from the temple while two meaning is plain, when we consider that the
were left, is there not a figure of what the true Israelites, in whom is no guile, passed
apostle asserts of the whole nation: "A rein- over in the mimstry of the apostles with the
nant is saved by the election of grace." ?' ordinances of the gospel into the kingdom of

34. In the time of famine, Elijah is fed by the Gentiles. So the apostle, like an echo of
ravens bringing bread in the morning and eremmh, says to us, " I will first of all that
flesh in the evening; but the Manichmans prayer, supphcat_ons, intercessions and giving
cannot in this perceive Christ, who, as it were. of tnanks be made for all men, and for those
hungers for our salvation, and towhom smners m authority, that we may live a quiet and
come in confession, having now the first-fruits peaceable life in all godliness and charity; for
of the Sp;rlt, while in the end, that is to say tins is good and acceptable in the sight of

• in the evening of the age, they will have the God our Saviour, who will have all men to be
resurrect|on of their bodies also. Elijah is saved, and to come to the knowledge of the

":_ sent to be fed by a widow woman of another truth." 4 Accordingly the basilicas of Chris-
_o nation, who was going to gather two sticks tian congregations have been built by believers
:_ before she died, denoting the two wooden:as abodes of peace, and vineyards of the

_ beams of the cross. Her meal and oil are i faithful have been renewed, and gardens
blessed, as the fruit and cheerfulness of planted, where chief among the plants is

¢. charity do not diminish by expenditure, for the mustard tree, in whose wide-spreading
_ God loveth a cheerful giver." branches the pride of the Gentiles, like the

_-_ 35- The children that mocked Elisha by birds of heaven, in its soaring ambition, takes

_: oalling out Baldhead, are devoured by wild shelter. Again, in the return from captivity
_£_;:_ bearers, as those who in chjldish folly scoff at after seventy years, according to Jeremiah's
_ Christ crucified on Calvary are destroyed by prophecy, and in the restoration of the temple,
_ devils. Elisha sends his servants to lay his every believer in Christ must see a figure of

staff on the dead body, but it does not revive; our return as the Church of God from the
he comes himself, and lays himself exactly exile of this world to the heavenly Jerusalem,

" upon the dead body, and it revives:" as the after the seven days of time have fulfilled
"Wozd of God sent the law by His servant, their course. Joshua the high priest, after

: . t_t2ntmt any profit to mankind dead in sins;the captivity, who rebuilt the temple, was a
J

• t_O_UXi._ a=Cox, Lt. 7. 3M_tt. ii_to. 4zTim. d.a-¢.
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figure of Jesus Christ, the true High Priest {ark must have a door, why should it be i8 t_
of our restoration. The prophet Zechariah iside, and why should this fact be committed
saw this Joshua in a filthy garment; and after to writing ? Abraham is commmulvd to
the devil who stood by to accuse him was nfice hls son: we may allow t2_at this proof of
defeated, the filthy garment was taken from his obedience was required in order to make
him, and a dress of honor and glory given :,it conspicuous in all ages; we may allow, too,
him. So the body of Jesus Christ, which is ]that it was a proper thing for the sou to carry
the Church, when the adversary is conquered ithe wood instead of the aged father, and that
in the judgment at the end of the world, will i in the end the fatal stroke was forbidden, lest
pass from the pains of exile to the glory of _the father should be left childless. But wba_
everlasting safety. This _s the song of the thad the shedding of the ram's blood to do
Psalmist at the dedication of h_s house: _with Abraham's trial? or if it was nece_
"Thou hast turned for me my mourning into _to complete the sacrifice, w_ the ram any the
gladness; Thou hast removed my sackcloth. _better of being caught by the horns in a bush ?

and g_rded me with gladness, that my gloryl The human miml, t_at is to r_y, a rational
may sing praise unto Thee, and not be imind, ts led by the consideration of the wa_'
silent. ''' Im whtch these apparently superfluous things

57. It is impossible, in a digression like_are blended with what is necessary, first to

this, to refer, however briefly, to all the figura- acknowledge their significance, and then to
tire predictions of Christ which are to be found _try to discover _t.
in the taw and the prophets. Wdl it be said i 39. The Jews themselves, who scoff at the
that these things happened m the regular lcrue_fied Sawour m whom we believe, and
course of things, and that it _s a mere in- twho consequently wall not allow that Christ is
genious fancy to make them typical of Christ ? _predicted in the sayings and actions recorded
Such an objection m_ght come from Jews and _,m the Ohl Testament, are compelled to come
Pagans; but those who wish to be considered to us for an explanation of those things which,
Christians must yLeld to the authority of the I _f not explained, must appear trifling and
apostle when he says, "All these things hap- I richculous. "l'hts led Phdo, a Jew of great
pened to them for an example;" and again, learning, whom the (;reeks speak of as rival-
"These things are our examples "_ For _fi hng Plato m eloquence, to attempt tO explain
two men, Ishmael and Isaac, are types of the ! some things w_thout any reference to Christ,
t_o covenants, can _t be supposed that there fin whom he did not believe. His attempt
is no s_gmficance in the vas_ number of par- !only shows the inferiority of all ingenious
ttculars which have no h_stor_cal or natural _speculations, when made without keeping
value ? Suppose we were to see some ttebrew. Chri._,t in view, to whom all the predictions
characters written on the wall of a noble really point. So true Js that saying of the

building, should we be so foohsh as to con- ] apostle: " When they _imll turn to the Lord,
elude that, because we cannot understand the i the veil shall be taken away." _ For instance,
characters, they are not intended to be read, !Noah's ark _s, acc¢_rding to Philo, a type of
and are mere painting, w_thout any meamng _Ithe human body. member by member: with
So, whoever with a candid mmct reads all lth_s v_ew, he shows that the numerical pro-
these things that are contained in the Ohl!portions agree perfectly. For there is no
Testamen_ Scriptures, must feel constrained' reason why a type o_ Christ should not be a
to acknowledge that they have a meaning, type of the human body, too, since the

38. As an example of those paruculars Sawour of mankind appeared in a human
which have no meaning at all ]f not a sym- body, though what is typical of a human Imdy
bolical one: Granting that it was necessary is not necessarily typical of Christ. Philo's
that woman should be made as an help meet explanation falls, however, as regards th_
for man, what natural reasota can be assigned door in the side of the ark. He _ctuatly, for
for her being taken from his s_de whde he the sake of saying something, makes this
slept ? Granting that an ark was required in door represent the lower apertures of the
order to escape from the flood, why should _t body. He has the hardihood to put this in
have precisely these dimensions, and why words, and on paper. Indeed, he knew
should they be recorded for the devout study the door and could not unde'r_tand the s_-
of future generations ? Granting that the ani- bol. Had he turned to Christ the veil would
mats were brought into the ark to preserve have been taken away, and he would have
the various races, why should there be seven found the sacraments of the Church flowing
clean and two unclean ? Granting that the from the side of Christ's human body. For,

3 u Cot h_ _6.
a ][_. IIi. ii, t_, • _ CII, 1_ 1o, 6.
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_cording to the announcement, '+ They two foal unto the vine, and his ass's colt with
shall be one flesh," some things in the ark, sackcloth, he shall wash his garment in wine,
which is a type of Christ, refer to Christ, and and his clothes in the blood of grapes: his
some to the Church. This contrast between eyes are bright with wine, and his teeth whiter
the explanations which keep Christ in view, than milk." + There is no falsehood or ob-
and all other ingenious perversions, is the scurity in these words when we read them in
same in every particular of all the figures in the clear light of Christ. We see His brethren
Scripture. the apostles and all His joint-heirs praising

40. The Pagans, too, cannot deny our right Him, seeking, not their own glory, but His.
to give a figurative meamng to both words We see His hands on the backs of His
and things, especially as we can point to the enemies, who are bent and bowed to the earth
fulfillment of the types and figures. For the by the growth of the Christian communities
Pagans themselves try to find in their own m spite of their opposiuon. We see H_m
fables figures of natural and religious truth, worshipped by the sons of Jacob, the remnant
Sometimes they give clear' explanations, saved according to the election of grace.
while at other times they disguise their Christ, who was born as an infant, is the
meaning, and what is sacred in the temples hon's whelp, as it ts added, My son and off-
becomes a iest in the theatres. They umte spring, to show why this whelp, In whose
a disgraceful licentiousness to a degrading prame it is said, "The lion's whelp is stronger
superstition, than the herd," 7 is even in infancy stronger

4 I. Besides this wonderful agreement be- than its elders. We see Christ ascending
tween the types and the things typified, the the cross, and bowing down when He gave
adversary may be convinced by plain prophetic up His spirit. We see Him sleeping as a lion,
intimations, such as this: " In thy seed shall because m death itself He was not the con-
all nations be blessed." This was said to quered, but the conqueror, and as a lion's
Abraham, xand again to Isaac, _and again to whelp; for the reason of His birth and of His
Jacob. 3 Hence the significance of the words death was the same. And He is raised from
"I am the God of Abraham, and Isaac, and the dead by Him whom no man hath seen or
Jacob.", God fulfills His promise to their can see; for the words, " Who will rinse Him
seed in blessing all nations. With a like sig- up?" point to an unknown power. A prince
nificance, Abraham himself, when he made did not depart from Judah, nor a leader from
his servant swear, told him to put his hand his lores, till m due ume those things came
under his thigh; s for he knew that thence which had been _atd up in tim promise. For
would come the flesh of Christ, in whom we we learn from the authentm history of the Jews
have now, not the promise of blessing to all themselves, that Herod, under whom Christ
nations, but the promise fulfilled, was born, was their first foreign king. So

42. I should like to know, or rather, it the sceptre did not depart from the seed of
would be well not to know, with what bhnd- Judah till the things laid up for him came.
hess of mind Faustus reads the passage where Then, as the promise is not only to the be-
Jacob calls his sons, and says, "Assemble, lieving Jews, it is added: "' Fie is the desire
that I may tell you the things that are to!of the nations." Christ bound His foal_
happen in the last day. Assemble and hear,! that is, His people--to the vine, when He
fy:t sons of Jacob; give ear to Israel, your preached in sackcloth, crying, "'Repent, for

her. '_ Surely these are the words of a the kingdom of heaven is at hand." The
prophet. What, then, does he say of his son Gentiles made subject to Him are represented
Judah, of whose tribe Christ came of the seed by the ass's colt, on which He also sat, lead-
of David according to the flesh, as the apostle mg it into Jerusalem, that is, the vision of
teaches ? " Judah," he says, +.thy brethren oeace teaching the meek His ways. We see
shall praise thee: thy hand shall be upon the _Iim _ashing His garments in wine; for He
backs of thine enemies; the sons of thy ts one with the glorious Church, which He
father shall bow down to thee. Judah is a presents to Himself, not having spot or
lion's whelp; my son and offspring: bowing wrinkle; to whom also it is said by Isaiah:
down, thou hast gone up: thou sleepest as "Though your sins be as scarlet, I will make
a lion, and as a young lion, who will rouse them white as snow. ''8 How is this done but
him up? A prince shall not depart from by the remission of sins ? And the wine is
Judah, nor a leader from his loins, till those none other than that of which it is said that
things come.which have been laid up for him. it is "shed for many, for the remission of
He also is the desire of nations: binding his sins." Christ is the cluster that hung on the

x C,en. zziL IS. • C_n. xx'vl. 4. 3 Gin. z_iil. L¢.
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pole. So it is added, "and His clothes in I w, ll glve Thee the heathen for Thine in-

the blood of the grape." Again, what is sald hentance, and the uttermost parts of tlm
of His eyes being bright with wine, is under- earth for Thy possession. ' s And what
stood by those members of His body who are |eremiah says of wisdom plainly applies tO
enabled, in holy aberration of mind from the Christ: "Jacob dehvered it to his sort, and
current of earthly things, to gaze on the eter- Israel to his chosen one. Afterwards He ap-
nal light of wasdom. So Paul says in a peared on earth, and conversed with men. )'6
passage quoted before: " If we be beslde 44. The same Saviour is spoken of ia
ourselves, it is to God." Those are the eyes Darnel, where the Son of man appears helot@
bright with wine. But he adds: "' If we be the Ancient of days, and receives a kingdom
sober, it is for your sakes." The babes without end, that all nations may ser_e Him.)
needing to be fed with mdk are not forgotten, In rite passage quoted from Daniel by the
as is denoted by the words, " His teeth are l.ord H_mself, "'Wi_en ye shall see the
whiter than milk." al)ommatlon of desolation, spoken of by

43. What can our deluded adversaries say'l)amel the prophet, standing in the holy
to such plato examples, which leave no room place, let him that readeth understand)" ' ttlo
for perverse demal, or even for scepucal un-!number of weeks points not only to Christ)
certainty? I call on the Mamcha_ans to begm but to the very tnne of lhs advent. With
to mqmre into these subjects, and to admit the Jews, who look to Christ for salvation as
the force of these ewdences, on which I have we t]o, but deny that He has come and suf-
no time to dwell; nor do 1 wish to make a feted, we can argue from actual events, t_-
selection, m case the ignorant reader should s_des the conversion of the heathen, now so
think there are no others, whde the Chr,stmn universal, as prophesied of Christ in their
student m_ght blame me for the omission of own Scriptures, tl_ere are the events in the
many points more striking than those which Instorv of the Jews themselves. Their holy
occur to me at the moment. You will find place _s thrown down, the sacrifice has ceased,

many passages which require no such ex- and the pr,est, and the ancient anointing;
planatlon as has been given here of Jacob's i whtch was all clearly foretold by Daniel when
prophecy. For instance, every reader can'l he prophesied of the anomting of the Most
understand the words, " He was led as a lamb: Holy. 9 Now, that all these things have taken
to the slaughter," and the whole of that plato t_place, we ask the Jews for the anointed Most
prophecy, '" With His stripes we are healed " _Holy, and they have no answer to g)ve. But
--" He bore our sins." ' We have a poeucal it is from the Ohl Testament that the Jews
gospel m the words: '" They pierced my hands I derive all the knowledge they have of Christ
and feet. They have told all my bones. Theyi_tnd His advent. Why do they ask John
look and stare upon me. They dlwded my]whether he is Christ? Why do they say to
garments among them, and cast lots on my'. the Lord, ' How long dost thou make us to
vesture." _ The bhnd even may now see the doubt? If thou art the Chri6t, tell us
fulfillment of the words" "All the ends of the plainly." Why do Peter and Andrew and
earth shall remember and turn unto the Lord, Phihp say to Nathanael, "We have found
and all kingdoms of the nations shall worship Messms, wtuch Js Hnerpreted Christ," but be.
before Ham." The words m the Gospel, cause th_s name was known to them from the

" My soul m sorrowful, even unto death," prophecies of thetr Scriptures? In no other
"My soul is troubled," are a repetition of nat_on were the kings and priests anointed)and called Anointed or Christs. Nor could(( - ,)
the words in the Psalm, I slept m trouble. 3
And who made Him sleep? Whose voices this symbolical anointing be discontinued till
cried, Crucify lure, crucify htm? The Psalm the coming of Him who was thus prefigured_
tells us: " The sons of men, their teeth are For among all their anointed ones the Jews
spears and arrows, and their tongue a sharp looked for one who was to save them. But
sword."* But they could not prevent Has in the mysterious justice of God they were
resurrection, or His ascension above the blinded; and thinking only of the power of
heavens, or His filling the earth with the the Messiah, they did not understand His
glory of His name; for the Psalm says: "Be :weakness, in which He died for us. In the
Thou exalted, O God, above the heavens, and book of Wisdom it is prophesied of the Jews:
let Thy glory be above all the earth." Every "Let us condemn him to an ignominious
one must apply these words to Christ: "The !death; for he will be proved in his words,
Lord said unto me, Thou art my Son, this'_If he is truly the Son of God, He will aid

day have I begotten Thee. Ask of me, and .........him, and dehver h_m from the hand of his
lsa. liii. _Ps zxi*. [ SPs i_ :.9' _l'at)-uchsl].:]7,_. ;_][hua. vlLl_bl4,
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enemies. Thus they thought, and erred; for which, before we attain to the height of the
gkeir wickedness blinded them."' These knowledge of the love of Christ, that we may
words apply also to those who, in spite of all be filled with all the fullness of God, we believe

_' : the_ evidences, in spite of such a series of that not without reason was the dispensation
prophecies, and of their fulfillment, still deny of Christ's humiliation, in which He was born
fhat Christ is foretold in the Scriptures. As and suffered as man, foretold so long before
often as they repeat this denial, we can pro- by the prophets through a prophetic race, a
dnce fresh proofs, with the help of Him who prophetic people, a prophetic kingdom. Thin
has made such provimon against human per- faith teaches us, that in the foohshness which
versity, that proofs already given need not be is wiser than men, and in the weakness which
repeated, is stronger than men, is contained the hidden

45. Faustus has an evasive objection, which means of our justification and glorification.
he no doubt thinks a most ingenious way of There are h_d all the treasures of wisdom and
eluding the force of the clearest evidence of knowledge, which are opened to no one who
prophecy, but of which one is unwilling to despises the nourishment transmitted through
take any notice, because answering it may the breast of his mother, that is, the milk of
give it an appearance of importance which it apostohc and prophetic instruction; or who,
does not really possess. What could be more thinkmg himself too old for infantile nourish-
irrational than to say that it is weak faith ment, devours heretical poison mstead of the
which will not beheve in Christ without evi- food of wisdom, for which he rashly thought
dence? Do our adversaries, then, believe in himself prepared. To require simple faith _s
testimony about Christ ? Faustus wishes us quite consistent with requiring faith in the
to believe the voice from heaven as distin- prophets. The very use of simple faith is to
guished from human testimony. But did believe the prophets at the outset, while the
they hear this voice ? Has not the knowledge understanding of the person who speaks in
of it come to us through human testimony? the prophets is attained after the mind has
The apostle describes the transmission of this been purified and strengthened.
knowledge, when he says: " How shall they 47. But, it is said, :f the prophets foretold
call on Him on whom they have not believed ? Christ, they did not hve in a way becoming
a_d how shall they believe on Him of whom their office. How can you tell whether they
they have not heard ? and how shall they hear did or not ? You are bad judges of what it
without a preacher ? and how shall they preach is to live well or ill, whose justice consists in
except they be sent ? As it is written, " How giving rehef to an inanimate melon by eating
beautiful are the feet of them who pubhsh it, instead of g_ving food to the starving
peace, who bring good tidings !"" Clearly, beggar. It is enough for the babes in the
in the preaching of the apostles there was Catholic Church, who do not yet know the
a reference to prophetic testimony. The perfect justice of the human soul, and the
apostles quoted the predictions of the difference between the justice aimed at and
prophets, to prove the truth and importance that actually attained, to think of those men
of their doctrines. For although their according to the wholesome doctrine of the
preaching was aceompamed with the power apostles, that the just hves by faith. "Abra-
of working miracles, the miracles would have ham beheved God, and it was counted to him
been ascribed to magic, as some even now for righteousness. For the scripture, fore-
venture to insinuate, unless the apostles had seeing that God would justify the Gentiles by
shown that the authority of the prophets was faith, preached before the gospel unto Abra-
in their favor. The testimony of prophets ham, saying, In thy seed shall all nations be
who lived so long before could not be ascribed blessed." _ These are the words of the apes-

":i tO magical arts. Perhaps the reason why tie. If you would, at his c;ear well-knownFaustus will not have us believe the Hebrew voice, wake up from your unprofitable dreams,
prophets as witnesses of the true Christ, is you would follow in the footsteps of our father

=: _ be_0ause he believes Persian heresies about a Abraham, and would be blessed, along with
_i false Christ. all nations, in his seed. For, as the apostle
_:_. 46. According to the teaching of the says, "He received the sign of circumcision,
_ Catholic Church, the Christian mind must a seal of the righteousness of the faith which
_< _st be nourished in simple faith, in order he had, yet being uncircumcised, that he
'_:'"- _.hat it may become capable of understanding might be the father of all that believe in un-
3-. :i_fiags heavenly and eternal. Thus it is said circumcision; that he might be the father of
_'-_ _. b_/the prophet: Unless ye beheve, ye sh 11 circumcision not only to those who are of the
_; _Ot understand. Slmpte fatth Is that by circumcision, but also to those who follow the
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footsteps of the faith of our father Abraham ] is proclaimed to us with approval by the apo_

in uncircumcision. ''_ Since the righteous-ltles m their Gospel, as they themselves in
ness of Abraham s faith Is thus set forth as, their prophecy foretold the future apostles_
an example to us, that we too, being justified ithat the two Testaments, like the seraphimp
by faith, may have peace with God, we ought Imight cry to one another;:' Holy, holy, holy
to understand his .manner of hfe, without ]is the Lord God of hosts. * When FaustU_
finding fault with it; lest, by a premature tins|end of the vague general accusation which
separation from mother-Church, we prove; he makes here, condemns particular actions in
abortions, instead of being brought forth m the lives of ti_e patriarchs and the prophets,
due time, when the conception has arrived at, tile I.ord their G_l, and ours also, wdl ass|st
completeness. :me to reply suitably and appropriately to the

48. This ts a brief reply to Faustus in be- selxtrate ctmrges. For the present, the reader
half of the character of the patriarchs and must choose whether to believe|he commendao
prophets. It is the reply of the babes of our tton of the Apostle Paul or the accusations of
faith, among whom I would reckon myself, Faustus the Malucha3an._
inasmuch as I would not find fault with the ................
hfe of the ancient saints, even tf I did not
understand Its mystical character. Their life _ [tt t. ttttnetr'_._l",, t,_ _,tnt out in det*d| the vtciout tlemtttll

Ill ¢ttt_ll'_tll)'_ alley:or||tit,: and t_,pt_loglztttg |t _h_,uld b_td
that ht_ c_cgettcal fatzct_ were llt)t tWllilt_a]_ bttt wer_ derived

s Rom. iv. tt_ x2. I t'hfl_,, _ )rlgen, attd their followers.--A. H. N.I

BOOK XIII.
FAUSTUS ASSERTS THAT EVEN IF THE OLD "IESTAMEN I C(}UI,I) BE SHOWN TO CONTA|N PRF.,DlC_

TIONS_ IT WOULD BE OF INTEREST ONLY 10 1 HE JEW% PAGAN t,ITERATURE SUB_._RVING THI_

SAME PURPOSE FOR GENTILES. AUGUST1N fi]iOW_ 'IIIL VALUE OF PROPHESY" FOR GENTILES

AND JEWS ALIKE.

I. FAUSTUS said: We are asked how we 1persuade me to believe the prophets, and then
worship Christ when we reject the prophets, I through the prophets to believe Christ. And
who declared the promise of His advent. It to prove the truth of the prophets| other
is doubtful whether, on examination, it can prophets would be necessary. For if the
be shown that the Hebrew prophets foretold prophets Im#._'wi_ness'to Christ, who bears
our Christ, that is, the Son of God. But witness' tb 't_e_ tax_,6e,s._: • You will perhaps
were it so. what does it matter to us? If sa3_ that 'Christ and tl{e:,]_r_phets mutually
these testimonies of the prophets that you st/p,_grt each other. But _ P,_gan, who him
speak of were the means of converting any nbthlng to do with either,'%_i_puld believe
one from Judaism to Christianity, and if he n'el{her the evidence of Christ t_l_e prophet_
should afterwards neglect these prophets, he "nor that of the prophet_ ,to _J_fist. If the
_vould certainly be in the wrong, and would'i'Pa_Pi_ ,beeo#_s _°(_ri_¢_a_ '_te _t_ to thank
be chargeable with ingratitude. But we are:_ P_s ovef_ .a rE, a_n_t• _ofltfttg' t:lffe_ Let us, for
by naturOe Gentiles, of the uncircumcision; as l the sa_e of illustr_tlor_,sup _. " ourselves
Paul says, born under another law. Thosel_61'xersi0g _vit_;it'G¢ti_e, inq_]i'8r. We tell
whom the Gentiles call poets were our first]Mm to L_Ife_ tri Christ, because He is God.
religious teachers, and from them we were] H_ a_sks for proof. We .Tef_r him to the
afterwards converted to Christianity. We did tproFh_ts i He asks, What2p_6]_hete? We re-
not first become Jews, so as to reach Chris- [ply, Ttw Hebrew. He smiles, and says that
tianity through faith in their prophets; but he does not believe them. We remind him
were attracted solely by the fame, and the that Christ testifies to them. He replies,
virtues, and the wisdom of our liberator Jesus laughing, that we must first make him believ_
Christ. If I were still m the religion of my in Christ. The result of such a conversation
fathers, and a preacher were to come using |s that we are silenced, and the inquirer de-
the prophets as evidence m favor of Chris- parts, thinking us more zealous than wise,
tianity, I should think him mad for attempt- Again, I say, the Christian Church_ whirl| "
ing to support what is doubtful by what is consists more of Gentiles than of Jews, can
still more doubtful to a Gentile of another re-owe nothing to Hebrew witnesses. If, ms ts
ligion altogether. He would require first to I said, any prophecies of Christ are to be ftml_ f/
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in the Sibyl/ or in Hermes," called T-is- had promised before by His prophets in the
megistus, or Orpheus, or any heathen poet, Holy Scriptures of His Son, who was made of

, they might aid the faith of those who, like the seed of David according to the flesh.'_
:, US, are converts from heathenism to Chris. So we read in Isaiah: "There shall be a

tianity. But the testimony of the Hebrews Root of Jesse, which shall rise to reign in the
is useless to us before conversion, for then we nations: in Him shall the Genules trust."4

cannot believe them; and superfluous after, And again: *"Behold, a virgin shall conceive
for we believe without them. and bear a son, and they shall call His name

2. AUGUSTIN replied: After the long reply Emmanuel,"5 which is, being interpreted,
of last book, a short answer may suffice here. God with us. Nor let the Manichman think

" To one who has read that reply, it must seem that Christ is foretold only as a man by the
insanity in Faustus to persist in denying that Hebrew prophets; for this is what Faustus
Christ was foretold by the Hebrew prophets, seems to insinuate when he says, "Our
when the Hebrew nation was the only one in Christ is the Son of God," as if the Christ of

which the name Christ had a peculiar sacred- ] the Hebrews was not the Son of God. We
ness as applied to kings and priests; in which ]can prove Christ the wrgin s son of Hebrew
sense it continued to be apphed till the com-] prophecy to be God. For the Lord Himself
ing of Him whom those kings and priests ]teaches the carnal Jews not to think that, be-
typified• Where did the Manich_ean learn cause He is foretold as the son of David, He
the name of Christ? If from Manichmus, it is therefore no more than that. He asks:
is very strange that Africans, not to speak of " What think ye of Christ? Whose son is
others, should believe the Persian Manichmus, He ?" They reply: "Of David." Then, to
since Faustus finds fault with the Romans remind them of the name Emmanuel, God
and Greeks, and other Gentiles, for beheving with us, He says: " Hog, does David in the
the Hebrew prophets as belonging to another Spirit call Him Lord, saying, The Lord said
race. According to Faustus, the predictions unto my Lord, Sit Thou at my right hand,
of the Sibyl, or Orpheus, or any heathen poet, till I make Thine enemies Thv footstool ? "6
are more suitable for leading Gentiles to be- Here, then, Christ appears as (;od in Hebrew
lieve in Christ. He forgets that none of prophecy. What prophecy can the Mare-
these are read in the churches, whereas the ch_eans show with the name of Christ in it ?
voice of the Hebrew prophets, sounding 4. Manichaeus indeed was not a prophet of
everywhere, draws swarms of people to Chris- Christ, but calls himself an apostle, which is
ti_nity. When it is so evident that men are a shameless falsehood; for it is well known
everywhere led to Christ by the Hebrew that this heresy began not only after Tertul-
prophets, it is great absurdity to say that lian, but after Cyprian. In all his letters
those prophets are not suit_ble-_or the Gen- Manichmus begins thus: " Manich_eus, an
tiles. ", "_" : -_'... apostle of Jesus Christ." Why do you be-

3. Christ as . fo_-e.told by the ffiebrew lieve what Manichmus says of Christ ? What
prophets does not'please you; but this is_the evidence does he give of his apostleship?
Christ in wh_ the Gentile nations belier%. This very name of Christ is known to us only
with whor_,'_' .hccording to you, Heb_'ew from the Jews, who, in their apphcatton of it
prophecy r_?_Id have no weight. They re_ _'to their kings and priests, were not indi-
ofive the g_pe_l. ' _t_h, a_ l_aul .s_ys, 'God ividually, but nationally, prophets of Christ
......... , .......... -_-7_--_ ...... _.and Christ s kingdom. What right has he to

, rc_ the_)l_e _ _._-_-:e b- _" rl Sc.oo,, in't*o['use this name, who forbid_ you to believe the. " Y _', 1" 2_%_" . t•

_7_.He_tu, t_.ao#_7_, A,_t,._,_. ,,_._ _Hebrew prophets, that he may make you the
m't_es_eemee_• _ot _¢4_ve. suspected the _ _'h_aCtcr o_ Ibecd I I;. _L*_.cU ulna, pieS ox a false t_nrlSL, as ne
___u_P__v_;d_du_=",_ee_ I hlmself is a false and heretical apostle ? And
t_rdt#o_.--A• H,.. _, _ , , . , tf Faustus quotes as ewdence m his own suo-

_[" The Mercurms t_r Mermes Trmme_stus u_' _ge._d wasa - * --, rt some ro hets who accordm to him_oaa_e. aa t_pti_m_4_ or_.cce_ioad _, ._, _nc_the 1po p p , g ,
_otPtato, h_beeuident_fiedwiththeThoth(the_meofthe{foretell Christ, how will he satisfy his sup-

_() mtmtJ_ September), of that l_op! ..... He was comntlered t......t,tthe iml_rso_ttond th__li_ton,_t_ loamm.gm_ds_.ee_ogl posed mqmrer, who will not believe either the
" ' ' d the E Jan prletOv3cxt rte was Dy _everat ot tl_e , to

,_::_ _._ _ _ ¢_m__ thrt_d hi_t_r_i._,.aitor_ P phets or Faustus ? Will he take our apos-
_:/ _' _-l_tv. _¢i_t b_f_ t'_.ti_e of ,M_, and totmv_ ties as witnesses ? Unless he can find some

• the app_llauon of ' Th_ _rtmtest, ftma his threefold : ..... •
"_/'" ___ r_ o_._,t_*r. Pr_ tad th,g, _1. that d apostles m hfe, he must r._.d their wrmngs,

*_kor Me_ri.t_.as m_senger_lautl_nmttv¢ mterl_e- and these are all against him. They teach
_tlt_ttetilings. il_eauthm'ott_l_a_tt_.tg_m_aertne _ .. . _ . -- _ ._. =_.

HetmesTri_ is thoaght to have ItvL_d alxmtthe our _[octtine that z.ntast was oorn ot the vlr-

of the second eentu attd w_ a Christian N,m--Platon- inC Ca_s _'r_ r_m,t,t_t _,_,t.P_tit_l,_¢cat g Mary, that He was the Son of God, of the
_m_ Trtsmeg_, tra_alateafj_m t_ er_g_tm2 _ -
_r_/a_t, .Mac, a_l Imdt.r_ l_'dlttM#t t88a.-- 3 Rom. L at 3" 4 Ira. _ to.

5 Ira. v_ t4b 6 Matt. xxfi 4_44-
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seed of David according to the flesh He lbut you will ^, _.......... " -- --
• - _ nv, ,_u_ quo_ m reply su¢_

cannot preten: that the writings have .beenlpas.sag .es as these: Search the _p_ul_l]
_amperea. w_tn, :or that woma oe _ at_cK _form them ye think that ye have eternal life,
the crealt ot ms own wltnesses. Or if he lana they are they that testify of me; '_ "'If
produces his own manuscripts of the apostolic, ye believed Mo,_s, ye would believe me. [or
writings, he must also obtain for them the _he wrote of me; ' "' They have Moses and tl'_
authority of the churches founded by the tprophets, let them hear them;" " If they
apostles themselves, by showing that they hear not Moses and the prophets, neither will
have been preserved and transmitted with they beheve though one rose from the dead,"
their sanction. It will be difficult for a man What have you to say for yourselves ? Whets
to make me believe him on the evidence of is your authority ? If you reject these pa_
writings which derive all their authority from_ sages of Scrtpture, in spite of the weighty au-
his own word, which I do not beheve, i thorlty m their favor, what miracles can you

5. But perhaps you beheve the common show? Howe_,er, ff you did work miracl_
report about Christ. Faustus makes a feeble we should be on our guard against receiving
suggestion of this kind as a last resource, to their evidence m your case; for the Lord has
escape being obliged either to produce his forewarned us: "' Many false Christs and false
worthless authorities, or to come under the prophets shall arise, and shall do many signs
power of those opposed to him. Well, if re- and wonders, that they may deceive, if it
port is your authomy, you should consider were t_slble, the very elect: behold, I have
the consequences of trusting to such ewdence, told you before," ' Thls shows that the ¢s.
There are many bad things reported of you tabtished authority of Scripture must out.
which you do not wish people to beheve. Is weigh every other; for _t derives new con-
it reasonable to make the same evidence true firmation from the progress of events which
about Christ and false about yourselves ? In happen, as Scripture proves, in fulfillment of
fact, you deny the common report about the predictions made so long before their
Christ. For the report most widely spread, occurrence.
and which every one has heard repeated, is [ 6. Are, then, your doctrines so manifestly
that which d_stmctly asserts that Christ was true, that they require no support from mira-
born of the seed of Dawd, according to the cles or from any test_monyl _ Show us these
promise made in the Hebrew Scriptures to:self-evident truths, if you have anything of
Abraham and Isaac and Jacob: " In thyl the kind to show. Your legends, as we have
seed shall all nations be blessed•" You will'already seen, are long and silly, old wives'
not admit this Hebrew testimony, but you do fables for the amusement of women and chil-
not seem to have any other. The authority dren. The beginmng is detached from the
of our books, wluch is confirmed by the. rest, the m_ddle _ unsound, and the end i_
agreement of so many nations, supported by a m_serable fadure. If you begin with the
a succession of apostles, b_shops, and coun- i immortal, invisd_le, incorruptible God, what
cils, is against you. Your books have no_ need was there of I-Its fight|ng with the race
authority, for it is an authority maintained of darkness? And as for the middle of your
by only a few, and these the worshippers of _theory, what becomes of the incorn_ptibility
an untruthful God and Christ. If they are and unchangeablenessofGod, when His mem.
not following the example of the beings they bets m frmts and vegetables are purified by
worship, their testimony must be against their _your mastication and digestion ? And for the
own false doctrine. And, once more, com-.end, is it just that the wretched soul should
mon report gives a very bad account of y_u, 'be punished with lasting confinement in the
and invariably asserts, in opposition to you, mass of darkness, because its God is unable
that Christ was of the seed of David. You to cleanse it of the defilement contracted from
did not hear the voice of the Father from evil external to _tself in the fulfillment of His
heaven. You d_d not see the works by which ! own commission ? You are at a Io_ for a
Christ bore witness to Himself. The books reply. See the worthlessness of your boasted
which tell of these things you profess to re- manuscripts, numerous and valuable as you
ceive, that you may maintain a delusive ap- say they are ! Alas for the toils of the an.
pearance of Christianity; but when anythingltiquaries! Alas for the pretty of the ua-
is quoted against you, you say that the books I happy owners : ._ms _or the _oo_ ot the

have been tampered with.,, You quote., the l deluded, followers ! Destitute" as you are of
passage where Christ says, If ye beheve not I Scripture authority, of the power of miracles,

_n%et_lai_V_arbe W_nrke:s',o:nmd sagl_i.nan'dI ta_eel of moral excellence, and of sound doctrine,Y _ __

Father that sent me beareth w_tness of me; "] , _t_. _¢. _ _s.
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depart ashamed, and return penitent, confess- applicable to Christ, which have no reference
lug that true Christ, who is the Saviour of all at all to the literal King Solomon. Then
who believe in Him, whose name and whose there is that other Psalm where God is spoken
Church are now displayed as they were of old of as anointed by God, the very word anointed
foretold, not by some being issuing from sub- pointing to Christ, showing that Christ is
Wrranean darkness, but by a nat_on in a dis- God, for God is represented as being
tinct kingdom established for this purpose, anointed.3 In reading what is said in this
that there those things might be figuratively Psalm of Chrtst and of the Church, he would
predicted of Christ which are now in realit, find that what is there foretold _s fulfilled in
fulfilled, and the prophets might foretell in the present state of the world. He would see
writing what the apostles now exhibit in their the idols of the nations perishing from off the
preaching, earth, and he would find that this ts predicted

7. Let us suppose, then, a conversation by the prophets, as in Jeremmh, "Then shall
with a heathen requirer, m which Faustus de- ye say unto them, The gods that have not
scribed us as making a poor appearance, made the heavens and the earth shall perish
though his own appearance was much more from the earth, and from under heaven;"*
deplorable. If we say to the heathen, Believe and again, "O Lord, my strength, and my
in Christ, for He is God, and, on his asking fortress, and my refuge m the day of affllc-
for evidence, produce the authority of the tton, the Gentiles shall come unto Thee from
prophets, if he says that he does not believe the ends of the earth, and shall say, Surely
the prophets, because they are Hebrew and our fathers have inherited lies, vamty, and
he is a Gentile, we can prove the truth of the things wherein there is no profit. Shall a man
prophets from the actual fulfillment of their make gods unto himself, and they are no
prophecies. He could scarcely be ignorant gods ? Therefore, behold, I will at that time
of the persecutions suffered by the early cause them to know, I will cause them to
Christians from the kings of this world; or if know mine hand and my might; and they
he was ignorant, he could be informed from shall know that I am the Lord." s Hearing
history and the records of imper|al laws. But these prophecies, and seeing their actual ful-
this is what we find foretold long ago by the fillment, I need not say that he would be af-
prophet, saying, "Why do the heathen rage, fected; for we know by experience how the
and the people imagine a vain thing? The hearts of believers are confirmed by seeing
kings of the earth set themselves, and the ancient predictions now receiwng their ac-
princes take counsel together against the complishment.
Lord, and against His Christ." The rest of 8. In the same prophet the inquirer would
the Psalm shows _at this is not said of find clear proof that Christ is not merely one
_avid. For what follows might convince the!of the great men that have appeared in the
most stubborn unbehever: "The Lord said world. For Jeremiah goes on to say:
unto me, Thou art my Son; this day have I "Cursed be the man that trusteth in man,
begotten Thee. Ask of me, and I will give and maketh flesh his arm, and whose heart
Thee the heathen for Thine inheritance, and departeth from the Lord: for he shall be like
the ends of the earth for Thy possess|on."' the heath in the desert, and shall not see
This neverhappened to the Jews, whose king when good cometh; but shall inhabit the
David was, but is now plainly fulfilled in the parched places of the wilderness, in a salt
subjection of all nations to the name of land not inhabited. Blessed is the man that
Christ. This and many similar prophecies, trusteth in the Lord, and whose hope the
which it would take too long to quote, would Lord is: for he shall be as a tree beside the

"_-, surely impress the mind of the inquirer. He water, that spreadeth out its roots by the
would see these very kings of the earth now river: he shall not fear when heat cometh,

_:. happily subdued by Christ, and all nations but his leaf shall be green; he shall not be
'k" serving Him; and he would hear the words careful in the year of drought, neither shall
_ of the Psalm in which this was so long before cease from yielding fruit." 6 On hearing this

_-/ predicted: "All the kings of the earth shall curse pronounced in the figurative languagebow down to Him; all nations shall serve of prophecy on him that trusts in man, and
_z_" . Him."" And if he were to read the whole the blessing in similar style on him that trusts
!f' ef that Psalm, which is figuratively applied to in God, the inquirer might have doubts about

_! Solomon, he would find that Christ is the true our doctrine, in which we teach not only thatKing of peace, for Solomon means peaceful; Christ is God, so that our trust is not in man,
<_o_._-_<, _ _ he would find many things in the Psalm but also that He is man because He took our
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nature. So some err by denying Christ's laugh and say that he does not believe the
humanity, while they allow His divinity. Hebrew prophets, has hid idols made with
Others, again, assert His humanity, but deny hands m some cleft, or cave, or den. Or he
His divinity, and so either become infidels may know a friend, or neighbor, or fellow-
or incur the guilt of trusting in man. The _citizen who has done this from the fear of the
inquirer, then, might say that the prophet lLord, who by the severe prohibition of the
says only that Christ is God wtthout anv t - _- ,,¢ ,h,_ ,._,_, ,, ........ ;...... ,! _,,,.,,;,.

reference to tlls n.uman nature; whereas, m idown to him, as the prophet predicted, shak_
our apostolic doctnne, Christ is not only God [t|le earth, that is, breaks the stubborn heart
in whom we may safely trust, but the };iedia-]of worldly men. The inquwer is not likely
tor between God and'man--the man Jesus. to dlsbeheve the Hebrew pr_phets, when he
The prophet explains this in the words m finds their predictions fulfilled, perhaps in his
which he seems to check himself, and to sup- own person.
ply the omission: " His heart," he says " is _o. One mLght rather fear that the inquirer_
sorrowful throughout; and He is man, and in the midst of such c_pious evidence, would
who shall know Him?" ' He is man, m say that the Christmas composed those writ-
order that m the form of a servant He nnght rags when the events described had already
heat the hard m heart, and that they m_ght begun to take place, m order that those oc-
acknowledge as God Him who became man currences might appear to be not due to a
for their sakes, that thew trust m_ght be not ' mereh" human purl_sc , but as if divinely
m man, but m God-man. He is man taking foret_/hl. (h_e might fear this, were it not
the form of a servant. And who shall know for the widely spread and widely known
Him ? For " He was in the form of God, lXeople of the Jews; that Cain, with the mark
and thought it not robber)- to be equal to that he should not be kilk_t by any one; that
God."" He is man, for "the Word was Ham, the sen, ant of his brethren, carrying
made flesh, and dwelt among us." And who as a load the books for thexr instruction.
shall know Him ? For "in the begmmng From the Jewish manuscripts we prove that
was the Word, and the Word was with God, these things were not written by us to suit the
and the Word was God."_ And truly ttls event, but were long ago published and pre-
heart was sorrowful throughout. For even as served as prophecies m the Jewish nation.
regards His own disciples H_s heart was sot- These prophecies are now explained in their
rowful, when He sa_d, " Have I been so long accomDhshment: for even what is obscure in
time with you, and yet have ye not known them_becausethese things happened to them
me?" "Have I been so long t_me w_th as an example, and were written for our
you" answers to the wor:is " He _s man." benefit, on whom the ends of the world are
and "Have ye not known me?" to " W_o come--is now made plain; and what was
shall know H_m?" And the person _s none h_ddcn in the shadows of the future is now
other but He who says, " He that hath seen visible in the hght of actual experience.
me hath seen the Father."* So that our _. The inquirer might bring forward as a
trust _s not m man, to be under the curse of d_fficulty the fact that those in whose books
the prophet, but in God-man, that _s, in the these propheoes are found are not united with
Son of God, the Sawour Jesus Christ, the us m the gosl_l. But when convinced that
Mediator between God and man. In the this also is foretold, he would feel how strong
form of a servant the Father is greater than the ewdence is.. The prophecies of the un-
He; in the form of God He is equal with the hehef of the Jews no one can avoid seeing_
Father. no one can pretend to be blind to them. No

9- In Isaiah we read: "The pride of man one can doubt that Isaiah spoke of the _
shall be brought low; and the Lord alone when he said, '" The ox knoweth his owner,
shall be exalted in that day. And they shall and the ass his master's crib; but Israel hath
hide the workmanship of their hands in the not known, and my people hath not con-.
clefts of the rocks, and in dens and caves of sidered; ''_ or again, in the words quoted by
the earth, from fear of the Lord, and from the apostle, "I have stretched out my hand_
the glory of His power, when He shall arise all the day to a wicked and gainsaying
to _hake terribly the earth. For in that day people;" _ and especially where he _yl, "God
a man shall cast away his idols of gold and has given them the spirit of rcmorae, ¢ye_
silver, which they have made to worship, as that they should not tee, and ears that they
usete-_and hurtful."_ Perhaps the inqmrer should not hear, and should not under- .
himself, who, as Faustus supposes, would stand,"* and many similar pas_,ages. If the

'*John =iv. 9- _ l_a. i_..7--_. * I_. vi. z_ d. Ram. x*.
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inquirer objected that it was not the fault of gathers what it has not brought forth: "In
the Jews if God blinded them so that they the midst of his days they shall leave him,

:. did not know Christ, we should try in the and in the end he shall be a fool;" that is,
simplest manner possible to make him under- he who at first misled people by a promising
stand that this blindness is the just punish- display of superior wisdom, shall be a fool,
ment of other secret sins known to God. We that is, shall be seen to be a fool. He will
should prove that the apostle recognizes this be seen when his folly is manifest to all men,
principle when he says of some persons, "God and to those to whom he was at first a wise
gave them up to the lusts of their own hearts, man he will then be a fool.
and to a reprobate mind, to do things not 13. As if anticipating that the inquirer
convenient;" ' and that the prophets them- would ask next by what plain mark a young
selves speak of this. For, to revert to the disciple, not yet able to distinguish the truth
words of Jeremiah, "He is man, and who among so many errors, might find the true
$hatl know Him ?" lest it should be an excuse Church of Christ. since the clear fulfillment
for the Jews that they did not know,_for if of so many predmtions compelled him to be-
they had known, as the apostle says, "they heve in Christ, the prophet answers this
would not have crucified the Lord of glory," _ question in what follows, and teaches that the
_the prophet goes on to show that their ig- Church of Christ, which he describes pro-
norance was the result of secret criminality; phetical]y, is conspicuously visible. His
for he says: " I the Lord search the heart, words are: "A glorious high throne is our
and try the reins, to give to every one ac- sanctuary."_ This glorious throne is the
cording to his ways, and according to the Church of which the apostle says: "The
fruits of his doings." temple of God is holy, which temple ye are. "s

x_. If the next difficulty in the mind of The Lord also, foreseeing the conspicuous-
the inquirer arose from the divisions and hess of the Church as a help to young disci-
heresies among those called Christians, he ples who might be misled, says, "A city that
would learn that this too is taken notme of is set on an hill cannot be hid. ''6 Since,
by the prophets. For, as if it was natural then, a glorious high throne is our sanctuary.
that, after being satisfied about the blindness no attention is to be prod to those who would
of the Jews, this objectmn from the divisions lead us into sectarianism, saying, "Lo, here
among Christians should occur, Jeremmh, is Christ," or " Lo there." Lo here, lo there,
observing this order in his prophecy, imme-: speaks of division; but the true city is on a
diately adds in the passage already quoted: mountain, and the mountain is that which, as

' "The partridge is clamorous, gathering what we read in the prophet Daniel, grew from a
it has not brought forth, making riches with- little stone till it filled the whole earth.7 And
out judgment." For the partridge is notori- no attention should be paid to those who,
ously quarrelsome, and is often caught from professing some hidden mystery confined to
its eagerness in quarreling. So the heretics a small number, say, Behold, He is in the

, discuss not to find the truth, but with a chamber; behold, m the desert: for a city set
dogged determination to gain the victory one on an hill cannot be hid, and a glorious high
way or another, that they may gather, as the throne is our sanctuary.
prophet says, what they have not brought x4. After considering these instances of the
forth. For those whom they lead astray are fulfillment of prophecy about kings and people
Christians already born of the gospel, whom acting as persecutors, and then becoming be-
the Christian profession of the heretics mis- lievers, about the destruction of idols, about
leads. Thus they make riches not with judg- the blindness of the Jews, about their testi-
ment, but with inconsiderate haste. For they mony to the writings which they _.ave pre-
do not consider that the followers whom they served, about the folly of heretics, about the
gather as their riches are taken from the gen- dignity of the Church of true and genuine

_ nine original Christian society, and deprived Christians, the inquirer would most reason-
_ of its benefits; and as the apostle describes ably receive the testimony of these prophets

these heretics in the words: "As Jannes and about the divinity of Christ. No doubt, if
• . Jambres withstood Moses, so they also resist we were to begin by urging him to believe
_: the truth: men of corrupt minds, reprobate prophecies yet unfulfilled, he might justly an-
"- " _tmoerning the faith. But they shall proceed swer, What have I to do with these prophets,
_\" no further: for their folly shall be manifest of whose truth I have no evidence? But, in
,_ tO all men, as theirs also was. "3 So the pro- view of the manifest accomplishment of so

'i_ phet goes on to say of the partridge, which many remarkable predictions, no candid per-
_ 4 *-r. _rli. t_. S t Cot. iB. x7.

_ . z R_ i. _8. _t x Cot. il. IL * _ Tim. lii. S. e t_ v. t4. _' Dan- h. 3_b 3_
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son would despise either the things whLch '.to ti_e same Church and partake of the.
were thought worthy of being predicted m _sacraments as himself. He would understand
those early times with so much solemmt)_, _that few share in the inheritance of God, while
or those who made the predictions. To none, many partake in its outward signs; that few
can we trust more safely, as regards either are united in holiness of life, and in the gift
events long past or those still future, than to iof love shed abroad in our he.arts by the Holy
men whose words are supported by the evt-' Sprat who is given to us, which is a hidden
dence of so many notable predictions ha_ang_ spring that no stranger can approach; and
been fulfilled. :that many join in the solemnity of the sacra,

t5- If any truth about God or the Son of.ment, which he that eats and drinks un-
God is taught or predicted in the Sibyl or worthdy eats and drinks judgment to him_ff,
Sibyls, or m Orpheus, or m Hermes, tf there iwtfile he who neglects to eat it shall not have
ever was such a person, or m any other ! hfe m him, _and so shall never reach eternal
heathen poets, or theologmns, or sages, or Ihfe. He will understand, too, that the good
philosophers, it may be useful for the refuta- i are called few as compared with the multitud_
tion of Pagan error, but cannot lead us to!of the ewl, but that as scattered over the
believe in these wraters. For while they' world there are very many growing among
spoke, because they could not help it, of the! the tarts, and mixed with the chaff, till the
God whom we worship, they either taught day of harvest and of purging. As this is
their fellow-countrymen to worshq) tdols and taught in the Gospel, so ts it foretold by the
demons, or allowed them to do so without ' prophets. Wc read, "As ahly among thorns,
daring to protest against it. But our sacred so _s my beloved among the daughters;"'
writers, with the authortty and assistance of and again, " I have dwelt in the tabernacles
God, were the means of establishing and pre- of Kedar; peaceful among them that hated

' _-_ace"" _ and a_,am. " Mark in the foreheadserving among their people a government un-._ ..... , ,,,. , ,
der which heathen customs were condemned as : those who s_gh and cry for the iniquities of
sacrilege. If any among this people fell mto',my people, wluch are done in the midst of
idolatry or demon-worship, they were eltherlthem "' The requirer would be confirmed
punished by the laws, or met by the awful de- by such passages; and being now a fellow-
nuncmtions of the prophets. They worship-! cttlzen wtth the saints and of the household
ped one God, the maker of heaven and earth. ]of God, no longer an ahen from Israel, but
They hadr_tes; but these r_teswereprophettc, an Israelite mOeed, In whom Js rio guile,
or symbolical of things to come, and were to would learn to utter from a guilele_ heart the
cease on the appearance of the thmgs sigm- ] words wluct_ follow n the passage of Jeremiah
fled. The whole state was one great prophet, already quoted, "O Lord, the patience of
with its king and priest symbohcally anomted,. Israel: let all that forsake Thee be dismayed:'
which was discontinued, not by the wish of After speaking of the partrMge that is clamor-
the Jews themselves, who were m _gnorance ous, and gathers what it has not brought forth,;
through unbelief, but only on the coming of and after extolling the city set on an hill which
Him who was God, anointed with spiritual cannot be hid, to prevent heretics from draw-
grace above His fellows, the holy of holies, mgmen away from the Catholic Church; after
the true King who should govern us, the true the words, "A glorious high throne is our
Priest who should offer Himself for us. In a sanctuary," he seems to ask himself, What
word, the predictions of heathen ingenuity re- do we make of all those evil men who are
gardmg Christ's coming are as different from found mixed with the Church, and who be-
sacred prophecy as the confession of dewls come more numerous as the Church extends,
from the proclamation of angels, and as all natmns are united in Christ ? And

_6. By such arguments, which might be ex- ] then follow the words, "O l,ord, the patience
panded if we were discussing with one brought of Israel." Patience is necessary to obey' the
up in heathenism, _nd might be sut_orted by command, "Suffer both to grow together till
proofs in still greater number, the inquirer the harvest." s Impatience towards the evil
whom Faustus has brought before us would might lead to forsaking the good, who in the
certainly be led to believe, unless he preferred strict sense are the body of Christ, and to
his sins to his salvation. As a believer, he forsake them would be to forsake Him. So
would be taken to be cherished in the bosom the prophet goes on to say, '" Let all that lot'.
of the Catholic Church, and would be taught sake Thee be dismayed; let those who have
in due course the conduct reqmred of him. departed to the earth be confounded." The
lie would see many who do not practise the earth is man trusting in himself, and induo-
required duties; but this would not shake his _oh_.._. ,c_._. _L_,
faith, even though these people should belong , _u_ _. ,. __t. ,ii_.
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iag others to trust in him. So the prophet who have read the canonical book called the
".\ adds: "Let them be overthrown, for they Acts of the Apostles find a reference to

have forsaken the Lord, the fountain of life." _Ehrist's promise, and an account of its fulfill-
This is the cry of the partridge, that it has ment. Faustus, then, has no proof to give to
gOt the fountain of life, and will give it; and the inquirer. It is not likely that any one
so men are gathered to it, and depart from will be so infatuated as to take the authority
Christ, as if Christ, whose name they had of Manich_eus when he rejects that of Christ.
professed, had not fulfilled His promise. The Would he not reply in derision, if not in
partridge gathers those whom it has not anger, Why do you ask me to believe Persian
brought forth. And in order to do this, it books, when you forbid me to believe Hebrew
declares, The salvation which Christ promises books ? The Manich_ean has no hold on the
is with me; I will give it. In opposition to inquirer, unless he is already in some way
this the prophet says: "Heal me, O Lord, convinced of the truth of Christianity. When
and I shall be healed; save me, and I shall he finds him willing to believe Christ, then
be saved." So we read in the apostle, " Let he deludes him with the representation of
no man glory in men;" • or in the words of Christ given by Manichaeus. So the partridge
the prophet, " Thou art my praise." _ Such gathers what it has not brought forth. When
is a'specimen of instruction in apostolic and will you whom he gathers leave him ? When
prophetic doctrine, by which a man may be will you see him to be a fool. who tells you
built on the foundation of the apostles and that Hebrew testimony is worthless in the case
prophets, of unbehevers, and superfluous to behevers ?

z7- Faustus has not told us how he would i8. If believers are to throw away all the
prove the divinity of Christ to the heathen, books which have led them to believe, I see
whom he makes to say: I believe neither the no reason why they should continue reading
prophets in support of Christ, nor Christ in the Gospel Itself. The Gospel, too, must be
support of the prophets. It would be absurd worthless to this inquirer, who, according to
to suppose that such a man would believe what Faustus' pitiful supposition, rejects wtth ridi-
Christ says of Himself, when he disbelieves cule the authority of Christ. And to the be-
what He says of others. For if he thinks hever it must be superfluous, if true notices
Him unworthy of credit in one case, he must of Christ are superfluous to believers. And
think Him so in all, or at least more so when if the Gospel should be read by the believer,
speaking of Himself than when speaking of that he may not forget what he has believed,
others. Perhaps, failing this, Faustus would so should the prophets, that he may not for-
read to him the Sibyls and Orpheus, and any get why he beheved. For if he forgets this
heathen prophecies about Christ that he could his faith cannot be firm. By this principle,
find. But how could he do this, when he you should throw away the books of Mani-
confesses that he knows none? His words ch_eus, on the authority of whmh you already
are: "If, as is said, any prophecies of Christ beheve that hght_that is, God--fought with
are to be found in the Sibyl, or in Hermes, darkness, and that, in order to brad darkness,
called Trismeglstus, or Orpheus, or any the light was first swallowed up and bound,
heathen poet." How could he read writings and polluted and mangled by darkness, to be
of which he knows nothing, and which he restored, and liberated, and purified, and
supposes to exist only from report, to one who healed by your eating, for which you are re-
will not believe either the prophets or Christ ? warded by not being condemned to the mass
What, then, would he do ? Would he bring of darkness for ever, along with that part of
forward Manich_us as a witness to Christ? the light which cannot be extricated. This
The opposite of this is what the Manich_eans fiction is sufficiently published by your prac-
do. They take advantage of the widespread rice and your words. Why do you seek for

:, - fragrance of the name of Christ to gain ac- the testimony of books, and add to the embar-
_. eeptance for Maniehmus, that tl_e edge of rassment of your God by the consumption of
: their poisoned cup may be sweetened with this strength in the needless task of writing manu-

_ _ honey. Taking hold of the promises of Christ scripts ? Burn all your parchments, with their
• to His disciples that He would send the Para- finely-ornamented binding; so you will be rid

7 clete, that is, the Comforter or Advocate, they of a useless burden, and your God who suffers
say that this Paraclete is Manich_us, or in confinement in the volume will be set free.

_i_ Manich_us, and so steal an entrance into the What a mercy it would be to the members of
_ of men who do not know when He who your God, if you could boil your books and

_: was promised by Christ really came. Those eat them! There might be a difficulty,
_i_ - however, from the prohibition of animal food.

_i • • C_r.iU.,_. *J_r._ x4. Then the writing must share in the impurity
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of the sheepskin. Indeed, you are to blame lwith one another; and their harmony, ti_,e
for this, for, like what you say was done m the music of a heavenly trumpet, wakens us
the first war between light and darkness, you i from the torpor of worldliness, and urges ItS
brought what was clean in the pen in contact Ion to the prize of our high calling. The
with the uncleanness of the parchment. Or 1apostle, after quoting from the prophets the
perhaps, for the sake of the colors, we may iwords, '"The reproaches of them that re-
put it the other way; and so the darkness _proached Thee fell on me," goes on to speak
would be yours, in the ink which you brought iof the benefit of reading the prophets: "For
against the light of the white pages. If these whatsoever things were written beforetime
remarks irritate you, you should rather be' were written for our learning; that we, through
angry with yourselves for believing doctrmes i patience and comfort of the Scriptures, might
of which these are the necessary conse- _have hope. "_ If Faustus demes this, we can
quenees. As for the books of the apostles'_ only say with Paul, " If any one shall preach
and prophets, we read them as a record of our _to you another doctrine than that ye have r_
faith, to encourage our hope and animate our ieeived, let hml be accursed." •
love. These books are in perfect harmony ! --7_o,,.-x_ _. • t_,t.i.

BOOK XIV.
FAUSTUS ABHORS MOSES FOR THE AWFUL CURSE HI., HA':, PRtlNOUNCED UPON CHRIST. AtJGtJt_llq

EXPOUNDS THE CHRISTIAN I)OCTRINE OF "IHE SUFF1..RING SAVIOUR P.Y COMPARING OLD AND

NEW TESTAMENT PASSAGEq.

I. FAUSTUS stud: If you ask why we do Andrew, and therest. Such a crueldenuncia-
not beheve Moses, it is on account of our t|on could never have come from Moses if he
love and reverence for Christ. The most had been a prophet, unless he was a bitter
reckless man cannot regard with pleasure a enemy of these sufferers. For he pronounces
person who has cursed his father. So we them cursed not only of men but of God,
abhor Moses, not so much for his blasphemy What hope, ti_en, of lficsstng remains to
of everythmg human and divine, as for the Christ, or his al×)stles, or to us if we happen
awful curse he has pr.qnounced upon Christ to be crucified for Christ's sake? It indicates
the Son of God, who for our salvation hung great :.houghtlessness in Moses, and the want
on the tree. Whether Moses did this inteu- of all dtvtoe inspiration, that he overlooked
tionally or not is your concern. Either way, the fact that men are hung on a tree for very
he cannot be excused, or considered worthy different reasons, some for their crimes, and
of belief. His words are, "Cursed is every others who suffer in the cause of God and of
one that hangeth on a tree." _ You tell mel righteousness. In this thoughtless way he
to believe this man, though, if he was in-Iheaps all together without distinction under
spired, he must have cursed Christ knowingly the same curse; whereas if he had had arty
and intentionally; and if he did it in ignor- sense, not to say inspiration, if he wished to
ance, he cannot have been divine. "Fake single out the pun|shment of the cross from
either 'alternative. Moses was no prophet, all others as specially detestable, he would
and while cursing in his usual manner, he have said, Cursed is every guilty and impious
fell ignorantly into the sin of blasphemy person that hangeth on a tree. This would
against God. Or he was mdeed divine, and have made a dlstinction between the guilty and
foresaw the future; and from ill-will to our the innocent. And yet even this would have
salvation, he directs the venom of his male- been incorrect, for Christ took the malefactor
diction against Him who was to accomplish from the cross along with himself into the
that salvation on a tree. He who thus injures Paradise of his Father. What becomes of
the Son cannot surely have seen or known the the curse on every one that hangeth on a
]Father. He who knew nothing of the final tree ? Was Barabbas, the notorious robb_,
ascension of the Son, cannot surely have fore- who certainly was not hung on a tree, but wu
told His advent. Moreover, the extent of set free from prison at the request of the
the injury inflicted by this curse is to be con- Jews, more blessed than the thief who a_.
sidered. For it denounces all the righteous companied Christ. from the crotm to heaven ?
men and martyrs, and sufferers of every kind, Again, there is a curse on the man that WOro
who have died in this way, as Peter and ships the sun or the moon. Now if under It

heathen monarch I am forced to worship the
sun, and if from fear of this curse I reftt_ _,
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shall I incur this other curse by suffering the between the teeth and the palate, is applied
punishment of crucifixion ? Perhaps Moses in a secondary sense to the result of the
was in the habit of cursing everything good. tongue's action. In this sense we speak of a
We think no more of his denunciation than Latin tongue and a Greek tongue. .The word
of an old wife's scolding. So-we find him hand, too, means both the members of the
pronouncing a curse on all youths of both body we use in working, and the writing which
sexes, when he says: "Cursed is every one is done with the hand. In this sense we speak
that raiseth not up a seed in Israel." _ This of writing as being proved to be the hand of
is aimed directly at Jesus, who, according to a certain person, or of recognizing the hand
you, was born among the Jews, and raised up of a friend. The writing ts certainly not a
no seed to continue his family. It points too member of the body, but the name hand is
at his disciples, some of whom he took from given to it because it is the hand that does
the wives they had married, and some who it. So sin means both a bad action de-
were unmarried he forbade to take wives, serving punishment, and death the conse-
We have good reason, you see, for expressing quence of sin. Christ has no sin in the
our abhorrence of the daring style in which sense of deserving death, but He bore for
Moses hurls his maledictions against Christ, our sakes sin in the sense of death as
against light, against chastity, against every-brought on human nature by sin. This is
thing divine. You cannot make much of the what hung on the tree; this is what was cursed
distinction between hanging on a tree and by Moses. Thus was death condemned that
being crucified, as you often try to do by way its reign might cease, an'l cursed that it might
of apology; for Paul repudiates such a dis- be destroyed. By Christ's taking our sm in
tinctton when he says, "Christ hath re- this sense, its condemnation is our dehver-i

deemed us from the curse of the law, being !ance, while to remain in subjection to sin is
made a curse for us; as it is written, Cursed to be condemned.
is every one that hangeth on a tree." • I 4. What does Faustus find strange in the

2. AUGUSTIN replied: The pious Faustus curse pronounced on sin, on death, and on
is pained because Christ is cursed by Moses. human mortality, which Christ had on account

• His love for Christ makes him hate Moses. of man's sin, though He Himself was sinless >
Before explaining the sacred import and the Christ's body was derived from Adam, for
piety of the words, "Cursed is every one that His mother the Virgin Mary was a child of
hangeth on a tree," I would ask these pious Adam. But God said in Paradise, " On the
people why they are angry with Moses, since day that ye eat, ye shall surely die." This
his curse does not affect their Christ. If is the curse which hung on the tree. A man
Christ hung on the tree, He must have been may deny that Christ was cursed who denies
fastened to it with nails, the marks of which that He died. But the man who believes
He showed to His doubting disciple after His that Christ died, and acknowledges that death
resurrection. Accordingly He must have is the fruit of sin, and is itself called sin, will
bad a vulnerable and mortal body, which the understand who it is that _s cursed by Moses,
Manichmans deny. Call the wounds ahd the when he hears the apostle saying " For our
marks false, and it follows that His hanging old man is crucified with Him." * The apos-
on the tree was false. This Christ ts not tle boldly says of Christ, " He was made a
affected by the curse, and there is no occasion curse for us;" for he could also venture to
forthis indignation againstthe person uttering say, " He died for all." " He died," and
the curse. If they pretend to be angry with " He was cursed," are the same. Death is
Moses for cursing what they call the false the effect of the curse; and all sin is cursed,
death of Christ, what are we to think of them- whether it means the action which merits
selves, who do not curse Christ, but, what is punishment, or the punishment which follows.
much worse, make Him a liar ? If it is wrong Christ, though guiltless, took our punishment,
to curse mortality, it is a much more heinous that He might cancel our guilt, and do away

,_ offense to sully the purity of truth. But let with our punishment.
us make these heretical cavils aal occasion for 5. These things are not my conjectures,

•_ _ explaining this mystery to believers, but are affirmed constantly by the apostle,
3- Death comes upon man as the punish- with an emphasis sufficient to rouse the care-

_o - merit of sin, and so is itself called sin; not less and to silence the gainsayers. "God,"
_ that a man sins in dying, but because sin is he says, "sent His Son in the likeness of
L/ : the cause of his death. So the word tongue, sinful flesh, that by sin He might condemn
_.. which properly means the fleshy substance sin in the flesh."4 Christ's flesh was not sin-

_._ a ghmt. _, S-re. a Gal. iii. m. _ R_. vL 6. 4 Rotm viii. 3.
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fulr because it was not born of Mary by ordi- in bearing our punishment. And these words
nary generation; but because death is the el- "every one" are intended to check the "
feet of sin, this flesh, in being mortal, had the norant" officiousness which would deny the;
likeness of sinful flesh. Thls is called sin in reference of the curse to Christ, and so, be-
the following words, "that by sm He might cause the curse goes along with death_ would
condemn sin in the flesh." Again he says: lead to the denial of the true death of Chris.
" He hath made Him to be sm for us who 7- The believer in the true doctrine of the
knew no sin, that we might be made the gospel will understand that Christ is not r-_.
righteousness of God in Him."' Why should_ proached by Moses when he speaks of Him
not Moses call accursed what Paul calls sin? In as cursed, not in His divine majesty, but as

this prediction the prophet clalms a share with i hanging on the tree as our substitute, Ima.rln_
the apostle in the reproach of the heretics. For i our pumshment, any more than He is p.'aisea
whoever finds fault with the word cursed m. by the Manicheans when they deny that He
the prophet, must find fault with the word sin : had a mortal body, so as to suffer real death,
in the apostle; for curse and sin go together. In the curse of the prophet there is praise

6. If we read, "Cursed of God is ever).iof Christ's humfllty, whde in the pretended
one that hangeth on a tree," the add_uon of! regard of the heretics there is a charge of
the words "of God" creates no difficult)-. For ! falsehood. If, then, you deny that Christ
had not God hated sm and our death, He was cursed, you must deny that He died;
would not have sent His Son to bear and to and then you have to meet, not Moses, butthe
abohsh it. And there is nothing strange in ap_stles. Confess that He died, and you
God's cursing what He hates. For His may also confess that He, without taking our
readiness to gtve us the immortahty which sin, took its pumshment. Now the punish-
will be had at the coming of Chrtst, ts in pro- ment of sin cannot be blessed, or else it would
portion to the compasston wnh which Ite be a thing to he desired. The curse is pro-
hated our death when it hung on the cross at nounced by divine justice, and it will be well
the doath of Christ. And ff Mose_ curses for us _f we are redeemed from it. Confess
every one that hangeth on a tree. _t is cer- then that Ctmst d_ed, and you may confess
tainly not because he did not foresee that ti_at He bore the curse for us; and that when
righteous men would be crucified, but rather. Moses sa_d, " Cursed is every ,ne that hang.
because He foresaw that heretics wouhl deny eth on a tree," he said in fact, To hang on a
the death of the Lord to be real, and would,tree Is to be mortal, or actually to die. He
try to d_sprove the application of th,s curse to: m_ght have stud, "Cursed is every one that
Christ, in order that they might disprove the ! is mortal." or "Cursed is every one dying;"
reality of His death. For ff Christ's death ibut t_ae prophet knew that Christ would suffer
was not real, nothing cursed hung on the cross i on the cross, and that heretics would say that• 1

when He was crucified, for the crucifixion _He hung on the tree only in appearance, with.
cannot have been real. Moses cries from thei out really dying. So he exclaims, Cured;
distant past to these heretics: Your evasion meaning that He really died. He knew that
in denying the reality of the death of Christ the death of sinful man, which Christ though
is useless. Cursed is every one that hangeth sinless l,_re, came from that curse, "If ye
on a tree; not this one or that, but absolutely touch _t, ye shall surely die." Thus also,
every one. What ! the Son of God? Yes, the serpent hung on the pole was intended to .
assuredly. This is the very thing you object show that Chrtst did not feign death, but
to, and that you are so anxious to evade, that the real death into which the serpent by
You will not allow that He was cursed for us, his fatal counsel cast mankind was hung on

because you will not allow that He died for the cross of Clmst's passion. The Mani.
us. Exemption from Adam's curse _mplies chaeans turn a_ay from the view of this real
exemption from his death. But as Christ death, and so they are not healed of the
endured death as man, and for man; so also, poison of the serpent, as we read that in the
Son of God as He was, ever living in His own wilderness as many as looked were healed.
righteousness, but dying for onr offences, He 8. It is true, some ignorantly distinguish
submitted as man, and for man, to bear the between hanging on a tree and being crucified.
curse which accompanies death. And as He So some explain this passage as referring to
died in the flesh which He took in bearing Judas. But how do they know whether he
our punishment, so also, while ever blessed hung himself from wood or from stone?
in His own righteousness, He was cursed for Faustus is right in saying that the apostle
our offences, in the death which He suffered obliges us to refer the words to Christ. Such

, ignorant Catholics are the prey of the Mani-
• _cot ...... ,chmans. Such they get hold of and entangte
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in theirsophistry. Such were we when we notofdevils,stillof createdthings,which the
fellintothisheresy,and adhcred toit. Such apostlecondemns in the words, "'They wor-
were we, when, not by our own strength,but shippedand served the creatureratherthan
by the mercy ofGod, we were rescued, theCreator.""

9. What attackson divine things does 11. As thereisan unconsciousworshipof
Faustus speak of when he charges Moses idolsand devilsinthe fancifullegendsof the
with sparingnothinghuman ordivine? Hc Manich_eans,so thcy knowingly serve the
makes the charge withoutstoppingto prove crcaturcin thcirworship of the sun and
it. We know, on the contrary,that Moses moon. And inwhat they call theirscrvlce
gave due praiseto everythingreallyd_vinc,of the Creator they reallyserve theirown
and in human affairswas a just ruler,con- fancy,and not the Crcatorat all. For they
sideringhistimes and the grace of hls dis-deny thatGod createdthoscthingswhich the
pensation. Itwillbe tlmc toprovethiswhen apostleplainlydeclarcstobc thc crcaturesof
we see any proof of Faustus' charges. It God, when he saysof food," Every creature
may be cleverto make such chargcs can-of God isgood, and nothingtobe refused,if
tiously,but there isgreat incautionin the itisreceivedwith thanksglving."3This is
clevernesswhlch ruins itspossessor. It is sound doctrine,which you cannot bear,and
good tobe cleveron the sideof truth,but itso turn to fables. The apostleprmscs the
isa poor thingtobe clevcrm oppositionto creatureof God, but forbidstheworshipofit;
the truth. Faustns says that Moses spared and inthe same way Moses givesdue praise
nothinghuman or d_vine;not thathe spared tothe sun and moon, whde atthe same tlme
no god or man. "If he said that Moses did he statesthe factof theirhawng been made
not spare God, itcould easilybc shown in by God, and placedby Him intheircourses,
reply that Moses cverywhere does honor to _the sun to rulethe day, and the moon to
the true God, whom hc declaresto bc the ru]e the night. Probably you think Moses
Maker of heaven and earth. Again, ifhc sparednotlungd_vine,simplybecausehc for-
said thatMoses sparednonc of the gods, he b_de the worship of the sun and moon.
would betrayhimselfto Christmns as a wor- whereas you turn towardsthcm in alld,rcc-
shipperof the falsegods that Moses de- tlonsinyour worshlp. But the sunand moon
nounces; and so he would be preventedfrom takeno pleasurein your falsepraises. It _s
gatheringwhat he has not brought forth,by the dcwl, the transgressor,that delightsin
the brood takingrefuge under the wings of falsepraises. The powers of heaven, who
the Mother Church. Faustustriestocnsnarc havc not fallenby sin,wish theirCreatorto
thebabes,by saymgthat Moses sparcdnothing bc pralscdin them; and theirtrue praiseis
divine,wishingnot tofrightenChristianswlth that which docs no wrong to thclrCrcator.
a professionof beliefin the gods, which Hc iswrongcd whcn thcy arc saidto bc His
would be plainlyopposed toChristianity,and mcmbcrs, or partsof His substancc. _'or
atthe same time appearingto take the side Hc is perfectand independent,underived,
of thc Pagans againstus; forthey know that not dlwdcd or scatteredin space,but un-
Moses has saidmany platoand pointedthingschangeably self-existent,sclf-sui_ctcnt,and
againstthe idolsand gods of the heathen, blessedinHimself. Intheabundance ofHis
which aredevils, goodncss,He by His word spoke,and thcy

Io. Ifthe ManichmansdisapprovcofMoses wcrc made; Hc commandcd, and they were
on thisaccount, letthem confessthat they created. And ifearthlybodlcsarc good, of
are worshippersof idolsand dcvils. This, which theapostlespoke when hc saidthatno
indeed,may be the case withouttheirbeing food is unclean,because every crcaturcof
aware of it. The apostletellsus that " in God isgood,much more the heavenlybodies,
the lastdays some shalldepartfrom thefaith,ofwhich the sun and moon arcthe chief;for
givingheed to seducing spirits,and to doc. the apostlesays again," The glory of the
trinesof devils,speakingliesinhypocrisy."*terrestrialisone, and the gloryof theceles-
Whence but from devils,who are fond of tml isanother."4
falsehood,could the idea have come that x2. Moses, then,castsno reproach on the
Christ'ssufferingsand death were unreal,sun and moon when he prohibitstheirwor-
and thatthe marks which He showed of His ship. He praisesthem as heavenlybodies;
wounds were unreal ? Are these not the doc- while he also praises God as the Creator of
trines of lying devils, which teach that Christ, both heavenly and earthly, and will not allow
the Truth itself, was a deceiver? Besides, of His being insulted by giving the worship
the Manichmans openly teach the worship, if due to Him to those who axe praised only as

a r T_. |v. x, a" _ Rom. L 25. 3 _ Tma. iv. 4. 4 t Cot. xv. 4_
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dependent upon Him. Faustus prides lum-fear not the curse of bodily death, which in
self on the ingenuity of his objectton to the i time is removed; but fear the curse of spirit.
curse pronounced by Moses on ti_e worship_ ual death, w_amh leads to the eternal torment
of the sun and moon. He says, " If under a of both soul and body. Be assured, Cursed
heathen monarch I am forced to worship the l is every one that hangeth on a tree is no old
sun, and _f from fear of this curse i refuse,, wtfc's ralhng, but a prophetical utterance.
shall I incur this other curse by suffering the iChrist, by the curse, takes the curse away, as
punishment of crucifixion ?" No heathen '.He takes away death by death, and sin by sin.
monarch is forcing you to worship the sun;iln the words,:' Cursed is every one that hang.

nor would the sun itself force you, if it were Ieth on a tree," there is no more blasphem_,
reigning on the earth, as neither does it now Ithan m the words of the apostle, "He died, '
wish to be worshipped. As the Creator hears _or, "Our old man was crucified along with
with blasphemers till the judgment, so these i Him," "or, " By sin He condemned sin," _or,
celestial bodies bear with their deluded wor-,'" He made Htm to be sin for us who knew no
shippers till the judgment of the Creator. It I sin,"" and m many s_mtlar passages. Con-
should be observed that no Christian monarch ! fess. then, that when you exclaim against the

• could enforce the worship of the sun. Fans-_icur_e of Christ, you exclaim against His
tus instances a heathen monarch, for he knows, death. If this is not an old wife's railing on
that their worship of the sun is a heathen cus- iyour part, it is dewhsh delusion, which makes
tom. Yet, m sp_te of th_s opposition to you deny the death of Christ because your
Christianity, the partridge takes the name of own souls are dead. You teach people that
Christ, that it may gather what it has not Christ's death was feigned, making Christ
brought forth. The answer to this objection ! your leader in the falsehood w_th whtch you
ts easy, and the force of truth wtll soon break ',use the name of Christian to m_slead men.
the horns of this dilemma. Suppose, then, a i 13. If Faustus thinks Moses an enemy of
Christmn threatened by royal authority w_thlcontmen_e or virgtmty because he says,
being hung on a tree if he wttl not worship I"Cur._cd ts every one that ralseth not up seed
the sun. If I avotd, you say, the curse pro-:m Israel," let them hear the words of Isaiah:
nounced by the law on the worshipper of the." q'l_us sa_th the 1.ord to all eunuchs; To
sun, I incur the curse pronounced by the them who keep my precepts, and choos_ the
same law on him that hangs on a tree• So things that please me, and regard my cove-
you wiil be m a difficulty; only that you wor-, nant, will I g_vc in my house and within my
ship the sun w_thout bet_g forced by anybody, wails a place and a name better than of sons
But a true Chnsttan, built on *.he fotmdat_on and of daughters; I wdl g_ve them an ever-
of the apostles and prophets, dLstmgmshe_the lasting name, that shall not be cut off. ''s
curses, and the reasons of them. He sees Though our adversartes d_sagree with Moses,
that one refers to the mortal body wluch i_ _f th:y agree w_th lsatah it is something
hung on the tree, and the other to the mind 'gamed. It _s enough for us to know that the
which worships the sun. For though the body_ same GOd spoke by both Moses and Isaiah,
bows in worship,--whmh also is a heinous'and that every one _s cursed who raiseth
offence,_the belief or imagination of the oh. [ not up seed in Israel, both then when beg_.-
ject worshipped is an act of the mind. The _tmg children in marrmge (for the continuauon
death implied in both curses _s m one casc'_of the people was a ctvil duty), and now be-
the death of the body, and in the other the :cause no one spiritually born should rest con-
death of the soul. it is better to have the tent w_thout seeking sptritual increase in the
curse in bodily death,--whlch will be removed productton of Christians by preaching Christ,
in the resurrection,--than the curse in the each one ac:oi_hng to h_s ability. So that
death of the soul, condemning it along with the times of both Testaments are briefly de-
the body to eternal fire. The Lord solves scribed in the words, "Cursed is every one
this difficulty in the words: " Fear not them that raiseth not up seed m hrael. ''#
that kill the body, but cannot kill the soul;
but fear htm who has power to cast both soul • Rom.vi 6. *R,mt.viii.3-
and body into hell-fire."' In other words, _c ...... s.l_,ld, 4.$. __ __[In _*car, ely any other M_w_haean record do we fitttt rise

Man_ch_an htmttllt)t to Judatmn exprcmed with to much 8fd0flt0d
wtth _ much pre_i_ton ttatm the bht_phemotm _t____ _:t_ lttt_tt_

t Mmtt. _r_ _8. m thut trcattt_.--A. H. IM,]
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: BOOK XV.
_'_' 7AUffrUS REJECTS THE OLD TESTAMENT BECAUSE IT LEAVES NO ROOM FOR CHRIST. CHRIST THE

ONE B_ID_GROOMSU_CES DOg HIS BRrDETHE CHURCH. AUGUSTIN_NSWERS AS WELL AS
:J" HE CAN, AND REPROVES THE MANICH_EANS WITH PRESUMPTION IN CLAIMING TO BE THE

BRIDE OF CHRIST.

L I2AUSTUS said: Why do we not receive has made us able ministers of the New Tes-
the Old Testament? Because when a vessel tament. ''_ In the God of the Hebrews we
is full, what is poured on it is not received, have no interest whatever; for neither can
but allowed to run over; and a full stomach he perform his promises, nor do we desire
rejects what it cannot hold. So the Jews, that he should. The hberality of Christ hds
satisfied with the Old Testament, reject the made us indifferent to the flatteries of this
New; and we who have received the New Tes- stranger. This figure of the relation of the
tament from Christ, reject the Old. You re- wife to her husband is sanctioned by Paul,
eeive both because you are only half filled who says: "The woman that has a husband
with each, and the one is not completed, but is bound to her husband as long as he liveth;
corrupted by the other. For vessels half but if her husband d_e, she is freed from the
filled should not be filled up with anything law of her husband. So, then, If while her
of a different nature from what they already husband liveth she be joined to another man,
contain. If it contains wine, it should be she shall be called an adulteress; but if her
filled up with wine, honey with honey, vinegar husband be dead, she is not an adulteress,
with vinegar. For to pour gall on honey, or though she be married to another man." _
water on wine, or alkalies on vinegar, is not Here he shows that there is a spiritual adul-
addition, but adulteration. Th_s is why we tery in being united to Christ before repudi-
do not receive the Old Testament. Our ating the author of the law, and counting him,
Church, the bride of Christ, the poor bride as it were, as dead. This applies chiefly to
of a rich bridegroom, is content wxth the pos- the Jews who beheve in Christ, and who ought
session of her husband, and scorns the wealth to forget their former superstition. We who
of inferior lovers, and despises the gifts of have been converted to Christ front heathen-
the Old Testament and of its author, and from ism, look upon the God of the Hebrews not
regard to her own character, receives only the merely as dead, but as never having existed,
letters of her husband. We leave the Old and do not need to be told to forget him. A
Testament to your Church, that, like a bride Jew, when he believes, should regard Adonai
faithless to her spouse, delights m the letters as dead; a Gentile should regard his idol as
and gifts of another. This lover who cot- dead; and so with everything that has been
rupts your chastity, the God of the Hebrews held sacred before conversion. One who,
in his stone tablets promises you gold and after giwng up idolatry, worships both the
silver, and abundance of food, and the land God of the Hebrews and Christ, is like an
of Canaan. Such low rewards have tempted abandoned woman, who after the death of one

_: you to be unfaithful to Christ, after all the husband marries two others.
rich dowrybestowed byhim. Bysuch attrac- _. AUGUSTIN replied: Let all who have
tions the God of the Hebrews gains over the given their hearts to Christ say whether they
bride of Christ. You must know that you can listen patiently to these things, unless
are cheated, and that these promises are false. Christ Htmself enable them. Faustus, full

. This God is in poverty and b_gary, and can- of the new honey, rejects the old vinegar;
not do what he promises. For if he cannot and Paul, full of the old vinegar, has poured

:_ give these things to the synagogue, his proper out half that the new honey may be poured
_ ' wife, who obeys him in all things like a serv. in, not to be kept, but to be corrupted. When
_' ant, how can he bestow them on you who are the apostle calls himself a servant of Jesus
_(: strangers, and who proudly throw off his yoke Christ, called to be an apostle, separated unto

_,om your necks ? Go on, then, as you have the gospel of God, this is the new honey.
:_ beg_n, join the new cloth to the old garment, But when he adds, "which He promised be-

the new wine in old bottles, serve two fore by His prophets in the Holy Scriptures
-_uters without pleasing either, make Chris- of His Son, who was made of the seed of

a monster, half horse and half man; David according to the flesh,"a this is the old
'.but allow us to serve only Christ, content #ith vinegar. Who could bear to hear this, unless

?hi_ immortal dower, and imitating the apostle
_:b who says_ "Our sufficiency is of God, who , • co_.aLs,e_ , Rm. _t__,_. __ _ _-_
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the apostle himself consoled us by saying: T,and servant of the Catholic Church, the true
"There must be heresies, that they whsch _bride of the true Christ, I too, as appoin_
are approved may be made manifest among, to g_ve out food to my fellow.servants, would
you _."_ Why should we repeat what we said _speak to her a word of counsel. Contimle
already ?'_that the new cloth and the old gar- ever to shun the profane errors of the bl_aio
ment, the new wine and the old bottles, mean ch_eans, which have been tried by the exl_rio
not two Testaments, but two hves and two enceof thine own children, and condemned by
hopes,_that the relation of the two Testa- their recover).. By that heresy I was on_
ments is figuratively described by the Lord separated from thy fellowship, and after run,
when He says: "Therefore every scribe in- nmg into danger which ought to have been
structed in the kingdom of God ts hke an avotded, I escaped. Restored to thy _ff-
householder bringing out of h_s treasure things vice, my experience may perhaps be profita.
new and old. ''3 The reader may remember hie to thee. Unless thy true and truthful
this as said before, or he may fi,ad it on look- Bridegroom, from whose side thou weft made1
ing back. For if any one tries to serve God had obtained the remission of sins through
with two hopes, one of earthly felicity, and His own real hlood, the gulf of error would
the other of the kingdom of heaven, the two have swallowed me up; I should have beeol_
hopes cannot agree; and when the latter _s dust, and been devoured by the serl_ent. Be
shaken by some affliction, the former will be not misled by the name of truth. The truth
lost too. Titus it _s said, No man can serve _s in thine own mdk, and in thine own bresd.
two masters; which Christ explains thus: They have the name only, and not the thing.
"Ye cannot serve God and Mammon."4 But Thy full-grown chddren, indeed, are secure|
to those who rightly understand it, the Old but I speak to thy babes, my brothers, and
Testament is a prophecy of the New. Even sons, and masters, whom thou, the virgin
in that ancient people, the hotgpatriarchs and mother, fertde as pure, dost cherish into hfe
prophets, who understood the part they per- under thine anxious wings, or dost nourish
formed, or which they were instrumental _n ] with the mdk of infancy. I call upon the_p
performing, had th_s hope of eternal hfe m]thy tender offspring, not to be seduced by
the New Testament. They belonged to tiae noisy vanitses, but rather to pronounce
New Testament, because they understood cursed any one that preaches to them another
and loved it, though revealed only in fig_re, gospel than that which they have received in
Those belonging to the Old Testament were thee. I call upon these not to leave the true
the people who cared for nothing else but the and truthful Chrtst, m whom are hid all the
temporal promises, without understanding treasures of w_sdom and knowledge; not to
them as significant of eternal things. But all forsake the abundance of H_s goodness which
this has already been more than enough m- He has laid up for them that fear Him, and
sisted on. has wrought for them that trust in Him. _

3. It is amazingly bold in the impious and How can they expect to find truthful words in
impure sect of the Manida_eans to boast of one who preaches an untruthful Christ?

being the chaste bride of Christ. All the Scorn the reproaches cast on thee, for thou
effect of such a boast on the really chaste, knowest well that the gift which thou desirer
members of the holy Church is to remind them [from thy Brtdegroom _s eternal life, for I-I_
of the apostle's warning against deceivers: Himself is eternal life.
"I have joined you to one husband, to pre- 4. It is a silly falsehood that thou halt
sent you as a chaste virgin to Christ. But I been seduced to another God, who promises
fear lest, as the serpent deceived Eve by his abundance of f_u_d and the land of Canaan.

guile, so your minds also -should be cot-For thou canst perceive how the saints of old_
rupted from the purity which _s in Christ." s Iwho were also thy chddren, were enlightened
What else do those preachers of another gos- [hy these figures which were prophecies of thee,
pel than that which we have received try to Thou needest not regard the poor jest againlg
do, but tocorrupt us from the purity which we the stone tablets, for the stony_heart of which
preserve for Christ, when they stigmatize the they were in old times a figure is not in thee,
law of God as old, and praise their own false- For thou art an epi_tleof the apostles, "writ,
hoods as new, as if all that is new must be ten not with ink, but with the Spiritof the lifo
good, and all that is old bad ? The Apostle ing God; not on tables of stone, but on the
John, however, praises the old command- fleshy tables of the heart."_ Our opponent_
ment, and the Apostle Paul bids us avoid ignorantly think that these words are in theAr
novelties in doctrine. As an unworthy son favor, and that the apostle finds fault with

the d_sponsation of the Old Testament, whm'e,.,,w,

• _ Cot. xi. _9. _ L_b. _'iiL _ Mnt_. z_h. 5_, _ Ps. ux_. _9. _ :_( _ hi. _, _, '
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m they are the words of the prophet. This lets which convey to thee ancient writings
Utterance of the apostles was a fulfillment of now made plain. Only be not under the law,
the long anterior utterances of the prophet lest fear prevent try fulfilling st; but be under
whom the Manich_cans reject, for they beheve grace, that love, which is the fulfilling of the
the apostles without understanding them. taw, may be in thee. For it was in a review
The prophet says: "I will take away from of these very tablets that the friend of try
them the stony heart, and I will give them a Bridegroom said: " For thou snalt not corn-
heart of flesh."' What is this but "Not mit adultery, Thou shalt not murder, Thou
on tables of stone, but on the fleshy tables of shalt not covet, and if there be any other
the heart" ? For by the heart of flesh and commandment, it is contained in this word,
the fleshy tables is not meant a carnal under- Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.
standing: but as flesh feels, whereas a stone Love worketh no ill to his neighbor; there-
cannot, the insensibility of stone sigmfies an fore love is the fulfilling of the law." 3 One
unintelligent heart, and the sensibility of table contains the precept of love to God, and
flesh signifies an intelligent heart. Instead, the other of love to man. And He who first
then, of scoffing at thee, they deserve to be sent these tablets Himself came to enjoin
ridiculed who say that earth, and wood, and those precepts on which hang the law and the
stones have sense, and that their life is more prophets. 4 In the first precept is the chasttty
intelligent than animal life. So, not to speak of try espousals; m the second is the unity
of the truth, even their own fict|on obhges of tby members. In the one thou art untied
them to confess that the lawwrztten on tables to divinity; in the other thou dost gather a
of stone was purer than their sacred parch- society. And these two precepts are identt-
ments. Or perhaps they prefer sheepskin to cal with the ten, of which three relate toGod,
stone, because their legends make stones the and seven to our neighbor. Such is the
bonesof princes. In any case, the ark of the chaste tablet iu which ttLv Lover and thy Be-
Old Testament was a cleaner covering for loved of old prefigured to thee the new song
the tables of stone than the goatskin of their on a psaltery of ten strings; Himself to be
manuscripts. Laugh at these things, while extended on the cross for thee. that by sin He
pitying them, to showtheir falsehood and ab- might condemn sin in the flesh, and that the
surdity. With a heart no longer stony, thou righteouness of the law might be fulfilled in
canst see in these stone tablets a suitableness thee. Such is the conjugal tablet, which may
to that hard-hearted people; and at the same well be hated by the unfaithful w_fe.
time thou canst find even there the stone, thy 5. I turn now to thee, thou deluded and
Bridegroom, described by Peter as " a living deluding congregation of Mamchmus,_
stone, rejected by men, but chosen of God, wedded to so litany elements, or rather pros-
and precious." To them He was "a stone tituted to so many devils, and impregnated
of stumbling and a rock of offence;" but to with blasphemous falsehoods,--dost thou
thee, "the stone which the builders rejected dare to slander as unchaste the marriage of
has become the head of the corner."* This the Cathohc Church with thy Lord ? Behold
is all explained by Peter, and is quoted from thy lovers, one balancing creation, and the
the prophets, with whom these heretics have other bearing it up like Atlas. For one, by
nothing to do. Fear not, then, to read these try account, holds the sources of the elemems,
tabtets_they are from thy Husband; to others and hangs the world m space; while the other
the stone was a sign of insensibility, but to keeps him up by kneeling down and carrying
thee of strengtL and stability. With the finger the weight on his sl_oulders. Where are those
of God these tablets were written; w_th the beings? And if they are so occupied, how
finger of God thy Lord cast out devils; with can they come to visit thee, to spend an idle
the finger of God drive thou away the doc- hour in getting their shoulders or thesr fingers
trines of lying devils which sear the con- relieved by thy soft, soothing touch ? But
ucience. With these tablets thou canst con- thou art deceived by evil spirits which corn-
found the sedt_erwho calls himself the Para- mit adultery with thee, that thou mayest con-

_: dete, that he may impose upon thee by a ceive falsehoods and bnng forth vanities.
"'_ sacred name. For on the fiftieth day after Well mayest thou reject the message of the
_-_ the passover the tables were given; and on true God, as opposed to try parchments,

:_ the fiftieth day after the passion of thy Bride- where in the vain imaginations of a wanton
_ groom--of whom the passover was a type-- mind thou hast gone after so many false
i__ : the finger of. God, the Holy Spirit, the prom- gods. The fictions of the poets are more re-
_._._ ised Paraclete, was given. Fear not the tab- spectable than thine, in this at least, that they

_'_ " x F.mek. ltk xg. • s Pet. il. 4-8. $ Rom. mill 9, xo. 4 Matt. xxli. 37-4_
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deceive noone; while the fables in thy books, ,and rivers. These are the fictions of thy
by assuming an appearance of truth, mislead foolish heart, whtch revels in such idle fancies,
the childish, both )dung and old, and pervert Such expressions are sometimes used as figu-
their minds. As the apostle says, they have rative descriptions of the abundance of spirit-
itching ears, and turn away from hearing the'. ual enjoyments; and they.lead the mind of
truth to listen to fables.' How shouldest'the student to inquire into their hidden
thou bear the sound doctrine of these tables, _meaning. Sometimes there is a material rep-
where the first commandment is, " Hear, 0 resentat_ou to the bodily senses, as the fire
Israel, the Lord thy God is one Lord." -" m the hush, the rod becoming a serpent, and
when thy corrupt affections find shameful the serpent a rod, the garment of the Lord
delight m so many false deitaes ? Dost thou not ,hvtded by HI_ persecutors, the anointing
not remember thy love-song, where thou de- of Has 1eel or of H_s head by a devout wom_'h
scribest the chief ruler m perennial majesty, the branci_es of tl_e multitude preceding and
crowned with flowers, and of fiery counte., following Him when ndmgou the ass. Some-
nance? To have even one such lover as times, e_ther in sleep or in a trance, the spirit
shameful; for a chaste wife seeks not a hus- _s n_formed by means of figures taken from
band crowned with flowers. And thou canst'matenal things, a_ Jacob's ladder, and the

I

not say that this description or representat_on_stone in l)amcl cut out wsthout hands and
has a typical meaning, for thou art wont to igros_ mg mad a mountain, and Ieter s vessel,
praise l_lamch_eus for nothing more than for iand all that lohu saw. Sometimes the figures
speaking to thee the s_mple naked truth wath- _are only in (_le language; as in the Son_ of
out the dlsgmse of figures. So the God of'.Songs, and m t_e parable of a householder
thy song _s a real king, bearing a sceptre and ' makm,-_ "_marrmee for has son, or that of the
crowned w_th flowers. Wi_en he wears a prodigal s_m, c_rthat of the man who planted
crown of flowers, he ought to put astde h_s a vineyard and let it out to husbandmen.
sceptre; for effeminacy and majesty are m- Thou l_oastest of Manich.',eus as having come
congruous. And then he is not thy only last, not to use figures, but to explain them.
lover; for the song goes on to tell of twelve lt:s exposmons throw light on ancient types,
seasons clothed m flowers, and filled with iand leavo no problem unsolved. Thts idea
son_. throwmg their flowers at thetr father's __s supported by the assertton that the ancient

-" " Itypes, m vts_o_ or m action or in words, hadface. These are twelve great gods of throe, :
three in each of the four regions surrounding' m wew ti_e coming of Mamchams, by whom
the first deity. How this deity can be mfimte, I they were all to be explained; while he, kn.aw-
when he is thus circumscribed, no one can img ttmt no one ,s to follow him, makes use of

say. Besades, tlaere are countless prmc_pah-'a style free from all figurative expressions.
ties. and hosts of gods, and troops of angels, IWhat, then are those fields, and shady hills,
which thou sayest were not created by God, and crowns of flowers, and fragrant odors, in
but produced from H_s suhstance. [which the desires of thy flesl_ly mind rage

6. Thou art thus convacted of worshipping, pleasure ? If they are not sigmficant figures_

gods without number; for thou canst not bear! they :_re e_ther _dle fanctes or delirious dreams.
the sound doctrme which teaches that there _,If they are figures, away with the impostor
is one Son of one God, and one Spirit of both. Iwho seduces thee with the promise of naked
And these, instead of being wtthout number, truth, and then mocks thee wath idle tales.
are not three Gods; for not only is their sub- Has ministers and lus wretched deluded foi.
stance one and the same, but their operation lowers are wont to bait the,r hook w_th that
by means of this substance is also one and saying of the apostle, " Now we see through
the same, while tneyhave aseparate matures- a glass in a figure, but then face to face. '_
tation in the material creataon. These things As _f, forsooth, the Apostle Paul knew in
thou dost not understand, and canst not re- part, and prophesied in part, and sawthrough
ceive. Thou art full, as thou sayest, for thou a glass m a figure; whereas all this is removed
art steeped in blasphemous absurdmes. Wdt at the coming of Manich_eus, who brings that
thou continue burying thyself under such which is perfect, and reveals the truth face to
crudities ? Sing on, then, and open thine face. 0 fallen and shameless I still to con.

.t.;.._ .,wn shame In I tmue uttering such folly, still feeding on the
eyes,'if thou canst, to ........ •
this doctrine of lying devils thou art invited wind, still embracing the tdols of thine own
to fabulous dwellings of angels in a happy' heart. Hast thou, then, seen face to fae_ the
dime, and to fragrant fields where nectar _kingwith the sceptre, and theerown of flowers,
flows for ever from trees and hills, in seas and the hosts of gods, and the great world.
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holder with six faces and radiant with light, ! the next precept, "Thou shall not commit
and that other exalted ruler surrounded with[adultery;" for those who believe this doe-
troops of angels, and the invincible warrior ltrine, in order that their wives may not con-
with a spear in his right hand and a shield mceive, are led to commit adultery even in mar-
his left, and the famous sovereign who moves riage. They take wives, as the law declares,
the three wheels of fire, water, and wind, and i for the procreation of children; but from thts
Atlas, chief of all, bearing the world on his l erroneous fear of polluting the substance of
shoulders, and supporting himself on his _,the deity, their intercourse with their wtves ts

arms ? These, and a thousand other marvels., i not of a lawful character; and the production
hast thou seen face to face, or are thy songs Eof children, which is the proper end of mar-
doctrines learned from lying devils, though lrtage, they seek to avoid. As the apostle
thou knowest it not ? Alas! miserable prostl. 1long ago predicted of thee, thou dost indeed
lute to these dreams, such are the vanities] forbid to marry, for thou seekest to destroy
which thou drinkest up instead of the truth; I the purpose of marriage. Thy doctrine turns
and, drunk with this deadly poison, thou]marnage into an adulterous connection, and
darest with this jest of the tablets to affront tthe bed-chamber into a brothel. Th_s false
the matronly purity of the spouse of the only Idoctnne leads _n a similar way to tlae trans-
Son of God; because no longer under the Igression of the commandment, " Thou shall
tutorship of the law, but under the control not kill." For thou dost not g_ve bread to
of grace, neither proud in actiwty nor crouch- i the hungry, from fear of imprisomng in flesh
ing in fear, she lives by faith, and hope, and _the member of thy God. From fear of fan-
love, the Israel in whom there is no guile, Ec_ed murder, thou dost actually commit tour-
who hears what _swritten: "' The Lord thy [der. For _f tltou wast to meet a beggar starv-
God is one God." This thou hearest not, ing for want of food, by the law of God to
and art gone a whoring after a multitude of refuse htm food would be murder; while.to
false gods. g_ve food would be murder by the law of

7. Of necessity these tables are against Mamcha_us. Not one commandment in the
thee, for the second commandment is, "Thou decalogue dost thou observe. If thou weft
shall not take the name of the Lord thy God to abstain from theft, thou wouldst be gushy
in vain;" whereas thou dost attribute the ,can- of allowing bread or food, whatever it m_ght
ity of falsehood to Christ Himself, who, to be, to undergo the misery of being devoured
remove the vamty of the fleshly mind, rose m by a man of no merit, m._tead of runmng off
a true body, wsible to the bodily eye. So wtth it to the laboratory of the stomach of
also the third commandment about the rest throe elect; and so by t_aeft saving thy god
of the Sabbath _s against thee, for thou art'.from the imprisonment w_th which he _s
tossed about by a multitude of restless fancies, threatened, and also from that from whtc_
How these three commandments relate to the he already suffers. There, if thou art caugb,t
love of God, thou hast neither the power nor in the ti_eft, w_lt thou not swear by this god
the will to understand. Shamefully head- that thou art not gudty? For what will he
strong and turbulent, thou hast reached the do to thee when thou sayest to him, I swore
height of folly, vanity, and worthlessness; thy by thee falsely, but it was for thy benefit; a
beauty is spoiled, and throe order perished, regard for thine honor would have been fatal
I know thee, for I was once the same. How to thee ? Sothe precept, Thou shall not bear
shall I now teach thee that these three pre- false witness, will be broken, not only in thy
cepts relate to the love of God, of whom, and testimony, but in throe oath, for the sake of
by whom, and in whom are all things ? How the hberation of the members of thy god.
canst thou understand this, when thy perni- The commandment, "Thou shalt not covet
cious doctrines prevent theefrom understand- thy neighbor's w_fe," is the only one which
ing and from obeying the seven precepts re- thy false doctrine does not oblige thee to
lating to the love of our neighbor, which is break. But if it is unlawful to covet our neigh-
the bond of human society ? The first of these bor's wife, what must it be to excite covetous-
precepts is, " Honor thy father and mother;" hess in others ? Remember thy beautiful gods
which Paul quotes as the first commandment and goddesses presenting themselves with the
with promise, and himself repeats the injunc- purpose of exciting desire in the male and
tion. But thou art taught by thy doctrine of female leaders of darkness, in order that the
devils to regard thy parents as thine enemies, t gratification of this passion might effect the
because their union brought thee into the[liberation of this god, who is in confinement
bonds of flesh, and laid impure fetters even Ieverywhere, and who requires the assistance
on thy god. The doctrine that the produc- of such self-degradation. The last commana-
tion of children is an evil, directly opposes tment, "' Thou shalt not covet the possessions

"2
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of thy neighbor," it is wholly impossible for I forbid. But sin, taat It might appear sin,
thee to obey. Does not this god of tiune wrougt_t death :n me bv that which is good."_
delude thee with the promise ol making new She at whom taou sL_fl'est knows what ttus
worlds in aregion belonging to another, to be means; for she asks earaestly, and seeks
the scene of thine imaginary triumph after hmnbly, and '_nocks meekly. Site sees that
thine imaginary conquest ? In tile desire for', no fault is found with the law, when it _s said,
the accomplishment of these wild fancies, i" The letter kflletih but the spiritgiveth hfe,"
while at the same time thou behevest that this :any more than w_th knowledge, w,en it is
land of darkness is zn the closest neighbor- said, "" Knowledge pulteth up, but love edifi.
hood with tifine own substance, thou certainly ,eth." s The passage runs thus: "' We know
covetest the possessions of thy neighbor. :that we all i_ave knowledge. Knowledge
Well indeed mayest thou dislike the tables'puffetit up, but love cdifieth." Tile apostle
which contain such good precepts m opposi- certainly had no des,re to I)e pelted up; but
uon to thy false doctrine. The tilrce relating he had knowledge, because knowledge joined
to the love of God thou dost entirely set lwith love not only does not pull up, but
asLde. The seven by which human society is strengthens. So the letter when joined with
preserved thou keepest only from a regard the spirit, and the lawwhen jot|ted with grace_
to the opimon of men, or from fear of human _s no longer the letter and the law m the same
laws; or good customs make thee averse to,sense as when by itself it kills by abounding
some crimes; or thou art restrained by tire sin. In this sense the law ,s even called the
natural principle of not doing to another what strength of sin. because its strict prohibitions
thou wouldst not have done to thyself. But imcreasc the fatal pleasure of sin. Even thus,
whether thou doest what thou wouldst not have _however, the la,v _s not evil; but '° sin, that
done to thyself, or reframest from doing what i_t may appear sin, works death hy that which
thou wouldst not have done to thy._elf, thou is good." So th|ngs that are not evil may
seest the oppos_tion of the heresy to the law, ,often be hurtful to certain people. The
whether thou actest according to _t or not. i Mamt-h_eans, when they have sore eyes. will

8. The true bride of Christ, whom thou!shut out their god the sun. The bride of
hast the audacity to taunt with the stone Christ, then, tsdead to the law, that is, tosin,
tablets, knows the d_fference between tk_eletter which aboumls more from the protub|t|on of
and the spirit, or in other words, between law the law; for the law apart front grace com.
and grace; and serwng God no longer m the. mands, but does not enable. Being dead to
oldness of the letter, but in newness of sprat, !the law m tins sense, that she may be married
she is not under the law, but under grace, to another who ro_e from the dead, she makes
She is not bhnded by a spirit of controversy, thzs d_st|nctton w|thout any reproach to the
but learns meekly from the apostle what is law, wluch would be blasphenay against its
this law which _e are not to be under; for author Tins is thy crime; for though the

" it was given, "he says, "on account of trans- apostle tells thee that the law is holy, and the
gression, till the seed should come to whom commandment holy, and just, and good, thou
the promise was made." _ And again: " It dos, not acknowledge it as the production of
entered, that the offence might abound; but a good being. Its author thou makest to
where sin abounded, grace has much more _be one of the princes of darkness. Here the
abounded."_ Not that the law issm. though truth confronts thee. They are the words
it cannot give hfe w_thout grace, but rather of the Apostle Pauh " The law is holy, and

• '" r the commandment holy, and lust, and good."increases the gudt; for whe e there is no
law, there is no transgression." 3 The letter Such is the taw g_ven by Hin_ who appointed
without the spirit, the law w_thout grace, can for a great syml_ohcal use the tablets which
only condemn. So the apostle explains his, thou foohshly derides,. Thesame law which
meaning, in case any should not understand: was given by Moses becomes through Jesus
"What shall we say then ? Is the law sin ? Christ grace and truth; for thesp_rit is joined
God forbid. For I had not known sin but to t!_e letter, that the righteousness of the taw
by the law. For I had not known lust un-lm_ght begin to be fulfilled, which when un-
less the law had said, Thou shall not covet. ' fulfilled only added the guilt of transgression.
But sin, taking occasion by the command- ;The law which is holy, and just, and good, is
merit, deceived me, and by it slew me. There-, the same law by which sin works death, and
fore the law is holy, and the commandment, to which we must die, that we may be mar-
holy, and just, and good. Was then that !ned to another who rose fromthe dead. Hear
which is good made death unto me? God what the apostle adds: "But sin, that it

: $ x Cot. _aL t.
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might appear sin,wrought death in me by ofsuch folliesshould make theehumble and
thatwhich isgood,thatsinby the command- penitent,and should lead thee to shun the
meritmight become exceedingsinful." Deaf serpent,who seduces thee intosuch errors.
and blind,dostthou not now hear and sec? Ifthou dostnot believewhat Moses saysof
_'Sinwrought death in me,_ hc says," by the guile of the serpent,thou mayest be
thatwhich isgood." The lawisalwaysgood: warned by Paul,who, when speakingof pre-
whether ithurts those who are destituteof scntingthe Church as a chaste virginto
grace,or benefitsthose who are filledwith Christ,says,"I fear lest,as the serpentbe-
grace,itselfisalways good; as the sun is guilcdEve throughhiscraftiness,your minds
always good, for every creatureof God is alsoshouldbe corruptedfrom the simplicity
good, whether ithurtsweak eyes or gladdens and puritywhich isinChrist."* In spiteof
thesightofthe bealthy. Gracefitsthe mind thiswarning,thou hast been so misled,so
for keeping the law,ashealth fitsthe cycs infatuatedby the serpent'sfatalenchant-
forseeingthe sun. And as healthyeyes dic ments, that while hc has persuaded other
not to the pleasureof seeingthe sun,but to hereticstobelievevariousfalsehoods,he has
that painfuleffectof the ra)_swhich beat persuaded thee to believethat hc isChrist.
upon the eye so as toincreasethe darkness; Others,though fallenintothe maze of mani-
sothe mind, healed by the loveof the spirit,folderror,stdladmit thetruthoftheapostle's
diesnot totilejusticeof the law,but tothe!warning. But thou artso fargone incorrup-
guiltand transgressionwhich followedon the tion,and so losttoshame, thatthou holdcst
law in the absenceof grace. So it is said,as Christthe very being by whom the apos-
"The law is good, ifused lawfully;"and ltle declares that Eve was beguiled,and
immediatelyafterofthe same law,"Knowing againstwhom he thusseeksto put the virgin
this,thatthe law isnot made fora righteousbrideof Christon her guard. Thy heartis
man." The man who delightsin righteous-darkened by the deceiver,who intoxicates
nessitself,does not rcquxrethe restraintof theewithdreams ofglittermggroves. What
theletter, arcthesepromisesbut dreams ? What reason

' 9. The bride of Christ rejoices in the hope is there to believe them true ? O drunken,
of full salvation, and desires for thee a happy but not with wine !
conversion from fables to truth. She desires to. Thou hast the impious audacity to
that the fear of Adoneus, as if he were a accuse the God of the prophetsof not fulfill-
strange lover, may not prevent thy escape from ing His promises even to His servants the
the seductions of the wily serpent. Adonai Jews. Thou dost not mention, however, any
is a Hebrew word, meaning Lord, as applied promise that is unfulfilled; otherwise itmight
only to God. In the same way the Greek be shown, either that the promise has been
word lu/ria means service, in the sense of the fulfilled, and so that thou dost not under-
service of God; and Amen means true, in a stand it, or that it is yet to be fulfilled, and
special sacred sense. Th_s is to be learned so that thou dost not believe it. What prom-
only from the Hebrew Scriptures, or from a ise has been fulfilled to thee, to make it prob-
translation. The Church of Christ under- able that thou wilt obtain new worlds gained
stands and loves these names, without regard-]from the region of darkness? If there are
ing the evils of those who scoff because they prophets who predict the Manich_eans with
are ignorant. What she does not yet under-praise, and if it is said that the existence of
stand, she believes maybe explained, as simi- the sect is a fulfillment of this prediction, it
far things have already been explained to her. must first be proved that these predictions
If she is charged with loving Emmanuel, she were not forged by Manich_eus in order to
laughs at the ignorance of the accuser, and gain followers. He does not consider false-
holds fast by the truth of this name. If she hood sinful. If he declares in praise of Christ
is charged with loving Messiah, she scorns that He showed false marks of wounds in His
her powerless adversary, and clings to her body, he can have no scruple about showing
anointed Master. Her prayer for thee is, false predictions in his sheepskin volumes.

:; that thou also mayest be cured of thy errors, Assuredly there are predictions of the Man-
and be built upon the foundation of the apos- ichmans, less clear in the prophets, and most
ties and prophets. The monstrosity with explicit in the apostle. For example: ¢"The

'_ _ which thou ignorantly chargest the true doe- Spirit," he says, "'speaketh expressly, that
_ trine,isreallytobe found intheworldwhich, in the lasttimessome shalldepart from the
,_ aeeording to thy fanciful stories, is made faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and to

d ko ..P' YofthYTnisgodwod,'ndpYhalfsa g °ftheworlddhalf°fdowriesofd ls, pekinglies hypo sy.
o_-,;_ divine, is worse than monstrous. The view **c_._,,_
.J-t •
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having their conscience seared, forbidding to that which commends the promises of future
marry, abstaining from meats, which God has bliss to the belief of this chaste virgin it_ that
created to be received with thanksgiving by inow she is in possession of what was foretold
believers, and those who know the truth. For iof her by the same prophets. For she is thus
every creature 9 f God is.good, .and liothing to!described: '" Hearken, O daughter, and re-

be refused, if it be received .with thanksgtv- 'lEard, and inchne thine ear; forget also thine
ing. ' The fulfillment ot this in tile Manl-. own people, and thy father s house. For the
'chseans is as clear as day to all that know them, _King hatl_ greatly desired thy beauty; and
and has already been proved as fully as time He ts thy God. The daughters of Tyre shall
permits. 'worship Him with gifts; the rich among the

xi. She whom the apostle warns against people shall entreat thy favor. The daughter
the guile of the serpent by which thou l_ast of tile King is all glorious within; her clothing
been corrupted, that he may present her as a is of wrougtlt gold, The virgins following
chaste virgm to Chrmt, her only husband, ac- her shall be brought unto the King: her com-
knowledges the God of the prophets as the_panions shall be brought untothee; with g!ad_
true God, and her own God. So many of Htsl hess and rejoicing shall they be brought into
promises have already been fulfilled to her, t the temple of the King. Instead of thy
that she looks confidently for the fulfillment _fathers, chddren shall be born to thee, whom
of the rest. Nor can any one say that these _bthou shall make princes over all the earth.
prophecies have been forged to suit the pres-t_"l'hy name sh;dl t_e remembered to all tenet.
eat time, for they are found m the books of ations: therefore shall the people praise thee
the Jews. What could be more unlikely titan : for ever and ever."" Unhappy victim of the
that all nations should be blessed in Abra-serpent's gtnle, the inward beauty of the
ham's seed, as it was promised? And yet daugt_ter of the King is not for thee even to
how plamly is this promise now fulfilled! think of. For this purity of mind is that
The last promise ts made in the following i whmh thou hast lost in operant thine eyes to
short prophecy: " Blessed are they that dwell l love and worship the sun and moon. And
in Thy house: they shall ever praise Thee." _lso by the just judgment of God thou art e_
When It|at is past, and death, the last enemy, tranged from tl_e tree of life, which is eternal
is destroyed, there will be rest in the constant and Internal wisdom; and with thee nothing
occupation of praising God, where there shall]is called or accounted truth or wisdom but
be no arrivals and no departures. So the]that light which enters the eyes opened to
prophet says elsewhere: " Praise the Lord, O tewl, and wluch in tt_y impure mind expands
Jerusalem; celebrate thy God, O Zion: for and shapes itself into fanciful images. These
He hath strengthened the bars of thy gates;late thy abominable whoredoms. Still the
He hath blessed thy children within thee." _ truth calls on thee to reflect and return. Re-
The gates are shut, so that none can go in [turn to me, and thou shalt be cleansed and
or out. The Bridegroom Himself says in the I restored, if thy shame leads thee to repent.
Gospel, that He will not open to the foolish tance" Hear these words of the true Truth,
v|rgms though they knock. This Jerusalem, {who neither with feigned shapes fought
the holv Church, the bride of Christ, is tie- against the race of darkness, nor with feigned
scribed'fully in the Revelation of John. And blood redeemed thee.

z x Tim. iv, I-4, _ Ps. lxxxiv 4- 3 Ps cXRIlI, t i 4 Ps. air. Io-17,

BOOK XVI.
FAUSTUS WILLING TO BELIEVE NOT ONI,Y THAT "I HE JEWISH B_'T THAT ALI, GENTILE PRO]PHE_

WROTE OF CHRIST, IF IT SH{)ULD I'E PROVFD: _l'l tIE Wt_)ULI, t NONE THE LEKg INS1ST U1POlq

REJECTING THEIR SUI, ERSFI'IlONS. AUGUC,TIN MAINI'AINS THAT ALL MOSES WROTE IS OF

CHRIST, AND THAT HIS WRITINGS MUST BE EITHI_R ACCEPTED OR REJECTED AS A WHOLE.

x FAUSTUSsaid" You ask why we do not ¢no hindrance, but a help to our faith, if we
beli_ve Moses, when Christ says, "Moses could cull testimon!es from all .ha..nd,agreqng
wrote of me; and if ye believed Moses, ye : in favor of our God. You coulo extract tim
would also believe me." I should be glad if' prophecies of Christ out of the super_dtiott
not only Moses, but all prophets, Jew and :which we should hate as much as ever. I am
Gentile, had written of Christ. It would be quite willing to believe that Moses, though so

o
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/'_._ mt_h the 6pposite of Cnrist, may seem to supposed Moses to have written. The silence
: _ have written of Him. No one but would of the Jews is a proof that Jesus never made

gladly find a flower in every thorn, and food such a statement.
'_- m every plant, and honey in every insect, 3. My chief reason, however, for suspecting

, although we would not feed on insects or on the genuineness of this verse is what I said
grass, nor wear thorns as a crown. No one before, that in all my search of the writings

_ '_, but would wish pearls to be found in every of Moses I have found no prophecy of Christ.
deep, and gems in every land, and fruit on .But now that I have found in you a reader
every tree. We may eat fish from the sea of superior intelligence, I hope to learn some-

_: without drinking the water. We may take thing; and I promise to be grateful if no feel-
the useful, and reject what is hurtful. Andtmg of ill-will prevents you from giving me
why may we not take the prophecies of Christ the benefit of your higher attainments, as your
from a religion the rites of which we condemn t lofty style of reproof entitles me to expect

useless ? This need not make us liable to I from you. I ask for instruction in whatever
be led into the bondage of the errors; for we ]the writings of Moses contain about our God
do not hate the unclean spirits less because and Lord which has escaped me in reading.
they confessed plainly and openly that Jesus I beseech you not to use the ignorant argu-
was the Son of God. If any s_mflar testimony ment that Christ affirms Moses to have written
is found in Moses, I will accept it. But I of Him. For suppose you had not to dealwith
will not on this account be brought into sub- me, as in my case there is an obligatmn to be.
iection to his law, which to my mind is pure here Hzm whom I profess to follow, but with
Paganism. There is no reason whatever for a Jew or a Gentde, in reply to the statement
thinking that I can have any objections to re- that Moses wrote of Christ, they will ask for
¢eiving prophecies of Christ fromevery spirit, proofs. What shall we say to them? We

_, Since you have proved that Christ de- cannot quote Christ's authority, for they do
glared that Moses wrote of him, I should be not beheve in Him. We must point out what
very grateful if you would show me what he Moses wrote.
has written. I have searched the Scriptures, 4. What, then, shall we point to _ Shall zt
as we are told to do, and have found no pro- be that passage which you often quote where
phecies of Christ, either because there are the God of Moses says to him: " I will rinse
none, or because I could not understand up unto them from among their brethren a
them. The only escape from this perplexity prophet like unto thee? ''_ But the Jew can
was in one or other of two conclusions, see that this does not refer to Christ, and
Either this verse must be spurious, or Jesus a there is every reason against our thinking
liar. As it is not consistent w_th piety to sup- that it does. Christ was not a prophet, nor
pose God a liar, I preferred to attribute false, was He like Moses: for Moses was a man, and
hood to the writers, rather than to the A,thor Christ was God; Moses was a sinner, and
of truth. Moreover, He Himself tells that Christ sinless; Moses was born by ordinary

: those who came before him were thieves and generation, and Christ of a wrgin according
/_ robbers, which applies first of all tb Moses. to you, or, as I hold, not born at all: Moses,
_i_ And when, on the occasion of His speaking for offending his God, was put to death on the

of His own majesty, and calling Himself the mountain; and Christ suffered voluntarily,
light of the world, the Jews angrily rejoined, and the Father was well pleased in H_m. If

_- _' Thou bearest witness of thyself, thy witness we were to assert that Christ was a prophet
_,.. is not true," I do not find that He appealed like Moses, the Jew would either deride us
,_-_ to the prophecies of Moses, as might have as ignorant or pronounce us untruthful
.'. been expected. Instead of th_s, as having 5. Or shall we take another favorite pas-
_: no connection with the Jews, and receiving sage ofyours: " They shall see their life hang-
_,. _ no testimony from their fathers, He rephed: ing, and shall not believe their life ?" _ You

"It is written in your law, that the testtmony insert the words "on a tree," which are not
_.". of two men is true. I am one who bear _it-" m the original. Nothing can be easier than_:_,
_-,_, hess of myself, and the Father who sent me to show that this has no reference to Christ.
_._::._.<:, bearoth witness of me." _ He referred to the Moses is uttering dire threatenings in case

yoice from heaven whichalt hadheard: "This the people should depart from his law, and

i,_::: is my beloved Son, believe Him. _ I think it says among other things that they would be
:_ Iikety that if Christ had said that Moses wrote taken captive by their enemies, and would
_< Of I-Iim_ the ingenious hostility of the Jews I be expecting death day and night, having no
_+:.:.: would have led them at once to ask what He tconfidence in the life allowed them by their

_+: _Johnv_i. _, _7,x_. "_Deut.zxviii.66.
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conquerors, so that their life would hang in' a man when circumcised became twofold a
uncertainty from fear of impending danger, child of hell.* Again, Moses is wry tmrtictt.
This passage'will not do, we must try others. 'lar about the distinction m animal foods_ and
I cannot admit that the words, "Cursed is _discourses like an epicure on the merits of fish,
every one that hangeth on a tree," refer to and birds, and quadruI_ds , and orders some
Christ, or when it is said that the prince or !to be eaten as clean, and others which are
prophet must be killed who should try to turn iunclean not to be touched. Among the un.
away the people from their God, or should' clean he reckons the swine and the hare, and
break any of the commandments.' "rttat fish without scales, and quadrupeds that
Christ did this I am obliged to grant. But d ,.neither divide the hoof nor chew the cud. Iri
you assert that these thmgs were written of this also the Jews carefully obeyed }_|oses,
Christ, it may be asked in reply, Wtxat spirit iand so could not believe in Christ, who taught
dictated these prophecies m which Moses,that ,*dlfood ts ahke, and though he allowed
curses Christ and orders him to be kdled ? i no animal food to ins own disciples, gave full
If he had the Spirit of God, these things are l hberty to the laity to eat whatever they
not written of Christ; if they are written of'_ pleased, anti taught that men are [_lluted not
Christ, he had not the Spirit of God. The i by what goes into the mouth, but by the evil
Spirit of God would not curse Christ, or order i ttxings winch come ()tit of it. In these and
Him to be killed. To vindicate Moses, yot_'jmany other thing_ the doctrmc of Jesus, as
must confess that these passages too have no ',everybody knows, contradicts that of Moses.
reference to Christ. So, if you have no others t 7. Not to enumerate all the points of dif-
to show, there are none. If there are none, I fcrcnce, It ts enough to mention this one fact,
Christ could not have said that there were;!tha: most Christian sects, and, as is well
and if Christ did not say so, that verse Is known, the Cathohcs, pay no regard to what
spurious, ts prescribed in the writings of Moses. If

6. The next verse too is suspicious, " ]f ye thi_ does not originate in some error, but in
beheved Moses, ye would also believe me;" the doctrine correctly transmitted from Christ
for the religion of Moses is so enttrelv (htfer- and ]its dtscll_tes , you surely must acknow].
eat from that of Christ. that if the Jews be-1 edge that the teach'|ng of Jesus ts opposed to
lieved one, they could not beheve ti_e other, that of Moses, and tl_at the Jews did not P*.-

Moses strictly forbids any work to be doue on heve in Christ on at:cot.lilt of their attachment
Sabbath, and gives as a reason for th_s proht- to Mo._es. How can it be otherwise thatt
bltion that God made the world and all that false that Jesus _ald tc the Jews. If ye be-
is therein in six days, and rested on the heved Moses, ye would believe me also,"
seventh day, which is Sabbath; and therefore wheI_ it is perfectly clear that their belief in
blessed or sanctified it as His haven of reIx_se Moses prevented them from believing in
after toil, and commanded that breaking the Jesus, whmh they might have done if they
Sabbath should be punished with death. The nod left off behevlng in Moses ? Again I ask
Jews, in obedience to Moses, insisted strongly you to show me anything that Moses wrote of
on this, and so would not even listen to Christ iChrist.
when He _old them that God always works,! 8. Elsewhere FAUSTt'_ says: When you
and that no day is appointed for the rater- l find no passage to I_int to, yon rise this weak
mission of His pure and unwearied energy, laud |n_pproprmte argument, that a Christian
and that accordingly He Himself had to work is bound to beheve (,hrtst when he _ays that
incessantly even on Sabbath. " My Father,"_ Moses wrote of Him, and that whoever does
he says, "worketh always, and I too must not believe this is not a Christian. It would
work." • Again, Moses pla_es circumcision :_be far better to confess at once that you e._la.
amohg the rites pleasing to God, and com-inot find any passage. This argument might
mands every male to be circumcisetl tn the be used with me, because my revereno_ for
foreskin of his flesh, and declares that this _s Christ compels me to beheve _'hat He _ays.
a necessary sign of the covenant which God Still it may be a question whether this is
made with Abraham, and that every male not Christ's own declaration, requiring absoh_te
circumcised would be cut off from his tribe, behef, or only the writer's, to be carefully
and from his part in the mheritance promised examined. And disbelief in falsehood is no
to Abraham and to his seed) In this obser- offence to Christ, but to impostors. But of
vance, too, the Jews were very zealous, and whatever use this argument may be with
consequently could not believe m Christ, who Christians, it is wholly inapplicable in the
made light of these things, and declared that case of the Jew or Gentile, with whom we are

t Deut. r,ltL 5- _ John v. 17. _ _.,en "_at. _:4. _ Matt. xtl, t;.
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su_pposedto be discussing.And even withlsacrifices,and priests? But all
'_ Christians the argument is objectionable. Iare found also in the New Testament.thesenames,De-

When the Apostle Thomas was in doubt,!stroy," Christ says, "this temple, and In
• * - .t_ a

Christ did not spurn him from Him. Instead t three days I will rinse it up, and again,
_" of saying, "Believe, if thou art a disciple; "When thou offerest thy gift at the altar-" 3

whoever does not believe is not a disciple," " " "'and again, Go, show thyself to the priest,
" _ Christ sought to heal the wounds of his mind and offer for thyself a sacrifice as Moses com-

b_ showing him the marks of the wounds in manded, for a testimony unto them." _ What
s own body. Does it become you then to these things prefigured the Lord Himself

i" tell me that I am not a Christian because I partly tells us, when He calls His own body
am ingloubt, not about Christ, but about the the temple; and we learn also from the
genuineness of a remark attributed to Christ ? apostle, who says, " The temple of God is
Butt you say, He callsthose especially blessed holy, which temple ye are;" s and again, "I
who have not seen, and yet have believed, beseech you therefore by the mercies of God,
If you think that this refers to believing with- that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice,
out the use of judgment and reason, you are holy, acceptable to God;" * and in similar
welcome to this blind blessedness. I shall passages. As the same apostle says, in words
be content with rational blessedness, which cannot be too often quoted, these

9. AUOUSTIN replied: Your idea of taking things were our examples, for they were not
any prophecies of Christ to be found in Moses, the work of devils, but of the one true God
as a fish out of the sea, while you throw away who made heaven and earth, and who, though
the water from which the fish is taken, is a not needing such things, yet, suiting His re-
clever one. But since all that Moses wrote qmrements to the time, made ancient observ-
is of Christ, or relates to Christ, either as'ances significant of future realities. Since
predicting Him by words and actions, or as you pretend to abhor Paganism, though it is
illustrating His grace and glory, you, with lonly that you may lead astray by your decep-
your faith in the untrue and untruthful Christ tton unlearned Christians or those not estab-
from the writings of Manichmus, and your un- lished in the faith, show us any authority m

": belief in Moses, will not even eat the fish. Christian books for your worship and service
Moreover, though you are sincere in your of the sun and moon. Your heresy is liker
hostility to Moses, you are hypocritical in Paganism than the law of Moses is. For you
your praise of fish. For how can you say do not worship Christ, but only something
that there is no harm in eating a fish taken that you call Christ, a fiction of your own
out of the sea, when your doctrine is that fancy; and the gods you serve are either the
such food is so hurtful, that you _vould rather bodies visible in the heavens, or hosts of
starve than make use of it ? If all flesh is iyour own contrivance. If you do not build

, unclean, as you say it is, and if the wretched shrines for these worthless idols, the creatures
tile of your god is confined in all water or of the imagination, you make your hearts

_ plants, from which it is liberated by your us. their temple.
lag them for food, according to your own vile i_. You ask me to show what Moses wrote
superstition, you must throw away the fish of Christ. Many passages have already been

_:_,_ you have praised, and drink the water and eat pointed out. But who could point out all ?
,_+ the thistles you speak of as useless. As for Besides, when any quotation is made, you
_ your comparison of the servant of God to are ready perversely to try to give the words

devils, as if his prophecies of Christ resem- another meaning; or if the evidence is too
++5+ bled their confession, the servant does not strong to be resisted, you will say that you
_+" refuse to bear the reproach of his master, take the passage as a sweet fish out of the salt
% If the Master of the house was called Beelze- twater, and that you will not therefore consent
f_:- b',ab, how much more they of His household!' Ito drink all the brine of the books of Moses.
_+_+' YOU have learned this reproach from Christ's It will be enough, then, to take those passages
_; +, enemies; and you are worse than they were. in the Hebrew law which Faustus has chosen
+:++,;++ They did not believe that Jesus was Christ, for criticasm, and to show that, when rightly
_£3:'- : attd therefore thought Him an impostor. But understood, they apply to Christ. For if the

_i_ the only doctrine you believe in is that which things which our adversary ridicules and con-
- dares to make Christ a liar. demns are made to prove that he himself is

__i +to. What reason have you for saying that condemned by Christian truth, it will be

i_ f" _ law of Moses is pure Paganism ? Is it evident that either the mere quotation or the
b_m:me it speaks of a temple, and an altar of careful examination of the other passages will

++ a John ii. tO. _ Matt. v. _4. 4 Matt. viii. 4-
l ]_+,lltg,+3h, _S. s t Coe. _ii. t 7 . 6 RoI_ _ t.
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be enough to show their agreement with According to tbe meaning which you give to
Christian faith. Well, then, O thou full of the Lord's words, it is plata tlmt with yon
all subtilty, when the Lord in the Gospel there can lie rio prophets. And so you have
says, "' If ye believed Moses, ye would be- made a Christ for yourselves who should
lieve me also, for he wrote of me," _ there is prophesy a Christ to come. If you haw any
no occasion for the great perplexity you pre- prophets of your own, they will have, of
tend to be in, or for the alternative of either course, no authority, as not being r_i_d
pronouncing this verse spurious or calling by any others; but if there are any that you
Jesus a liar. The verse is as genume as its clare to quote as prophesying that Christ would
words are true. I preferred, says Faustus, to come in an unreal l_:Kty, and would suffer an
attribute falsehood to the writers, rat;,er than unreal death, and would show to His doubting
to the Author of truth. What sort of faith disciples unreal marks of wounds, not tospeak
can you have in Christ as the author of truth, '_of the ahommal)le nature of such prophecies,
when your doctrine is that His flesh and His and of the evident untruthfulness of those
death, His wounds and their marks, were wl_o commend falsehood in Christ, by your
feigned ? And where is your authority fort own interpretation those prophets must have
saying that Christ is the author of trt(th, if Ibeen ttueves and rohbers, for they could not
you dare to attribute falsehood to those who have Sl×)ken of Christ as coming tn any man-
wrote of Him, whose testimony has come'net unless they had come belore Him. If
down to us with the confirmation of those _by those who came before Christ we under.
_mmediately succeeding them ? You have istand those who would not come with Him,
not seen Christ, nor has He conversed with !--that is, with the Word of (;od,_but without
vou as with the apostles, nor called you from being sentbyGod hrought their own falsehoods
heaven as He did Saul. What ki_owledg:e or to men, you _ourselves, although you are
belief can we have of Christ, but on the au- born m this w})rld after the death and the
thority of Scripture ? Or if there _sfalseiaood, resurrection of Christ, are thieves and rob-
in the Gospel which has been widely pubhshed ibers For. without wmting for His illumina°
among all nations, and has been held m such' tton that you might preach tits truth, you
high sacredness in all churches since the name have come before Hun to preach up your own
of Christ was first preached, where shall weldecetts.
find a trustworthy record of Ctxrtst _ If their t 3. In the passage where we read of the
Gospel is called in question in sp_te of the |e_'_ s'_vmg to Christ, Thou bearest witness
general consent regarding _t, there can be no of thyself, thy witness is not true, you do not
writing which a man may not call spurious if see (hat Ct_rlst rephes by saying that Mottos
he does not wish to beheve it. wrote of lima. simply because you have not

12. You go on to quote Christ's words, got the eye of p)etyto see with. The answer
that all who came before H_m were thieves of Christ is this: " It is written in your law,
and robbers. How do you know that these tthat the testimony of two m(,n is true; I am
were Christ's words, but from the Gospel? one who bear witness of myself, and the
You profess faith in these words, as _f you Fatherthat sent me beareth witness of me." )
had heard them from the mouth of the Lord What does this mean, if rightly understood,
Himself. But if any one declares the verse but that this numt)crof witnesses required by
to be spurious, and demes that Christ said the taw was fixed upon and consecrated in
this, you will have. in reply, to exert yourself the spirit of prophecy, that even thus might
in vindication of the authority of the Gospel. be prefigured the future revelation of the
Unhappy being ! what you refuse to beheve Fatherand Son, whose spirit is the Holy Spirit
is written in the same place .as that whmh you of the inseparable Trinity ? So it ts written:
quote as spoken by the Lord Himself. We t " In the mouth of two or three witnesses shall
believe both, for we believe the sacred narra-' every word be established." _ As a matter of
tire in which both are contained. We believe' fact, one witness generally speaks the truth)
both that Moses wrote of Christ, and that all. while a number tell lies. And the world) in
that before Christ were thieves and rob-{tts conversion to Christianity, believed onecame .... 1 *,- --_chin _, the ctospel rather than tim
bets their comin_ He means tnetr not aposttc pc=, _ _
. . By _. ._ . _ ,, .... i_istaken multitude who pert_cuted him.
_cing sent. ThOSe WhOwere sere, a, _,_,o_° _-,
and the holy prophets, came not before Him, t There was a special reason for requiring this
but with Him. They did not proudly wish i number of wtmesses, and in His answer the

to precede Him, but were the humble bearers Ilord implied that Moses prophesied of Hint."of the message which He uttered by them. Do you carp at His saying your/aw instead
1--

S John vitt t?, t_ at l_q_g, _ l_
_Jotmv. (6.
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of the law of God ? But, as every one knows, whole, I will, with the help of God, comply
this is the common expression in Scripture. With your request, tothe extent I have already
Your law means the law given to you. So promised, by showing that the passages which
the apostle speaks of his gospel, whde at the you specially criticise refer to ChnsL You
same time he declares that he received tt not tell me not to use the ignorant argument that
from man,but by the revelation of JesusChrist. Christ affirms Moses to have written of Him.
You might as well say that Christ denies God But if I use this argument, it is not because I
to be His Father, when He uses the words am ignorant, but because I am a believer. I
your Father instead of our Father. Again, acknowledge that this argument will not con-
you should refuse to believe the voice which vince a Gentile or a Jew. But, in spite 6f
you allude to as having come from heaven, all your evasions, you are obliged to confees
This is my beloved Son, beheve Him, because that it tells against you, who boast of possess-
you did not hear it. But if you believe this mga kind of Christiamty. You say, Sup.
because you find it m the sacred Scriptures, pose you had not to deal with me. as in my
you will also find there what you deny, that {case there is an obligation to beheve Him
Moses wrote of Christ, besides many other]whom I profess to follow, but with a Jew or a
things that you do not acknowledge as true. Gentile. This is as much as to say that you,
Do you not see that your own mischievous at any rate, with whom I have at present to
argument may be used to Drove that this do, are satisfied that Moses wrote of Christ;
voice nevercame from heaven ? To your own for you are not bold enough to discard alto-
destruction, and to the detriment of the wel- gether the well.grounded authority of the
fare of mankind, you try to weaken the author- Gospel where Christ's own declaration is re-
ity of the gospel, by arguing that it cannot corded. Even wt_en you attack this authority
be true that Christ said that Moses wrote of indirectly, you feel that you are attacking
Him; because if He had said this, the inge- your own position. You are aware that if you
nious hostihty of the Jews would have led refuse to beheve the Gospel, which is so
them at once to ask what He supposed Moses generally known and received, you must fad
to have written of Him. In the same way, it utterly in the attempt to substm]te for it any

"_ might be impiously argued that if that voice trustworthy record of the sayings and doings
had really come from heaven, all the Jews of Christ. You are afraid that tt_e loss of the
who heard it would have believed. Why are Chrlsttan name might lead to the exposure of
you so unreasonable as not to consider that, your absurdities to universal scoria and can-
asit was possible for the Jews to remain hard- demnatmn. Accordingly you try to recover
ened in unbelief after hearing the voice from yourself, by saying that your profession of
heaven, so it was possible for them, when Christiamtyobhges you to "beheve these words
Christ said that Moses wrote of Him, to re- of the Gospel. So you, at any rate, which _s
frain from asking what Moses wrote, because all that we need care for just now, are caught
in their ingenious hostihty they wo*re afraid and slain in this death-blow to your errors.
of being proved to be in the wrong ? You are forced to confess that _Ioses wrote

r4. Besides that this argument is an ira- of Christ, because the Gospel. which your
pious assault on the gospel, Faustus himself profession obliges you to beheve, states that
is aware of its feebleness, and therefore inmsts Christ said so. As regards a discussion with
more on what he calls his chief difficulty,-- a Jew or a Gentile, I have already shown as
that in all his search of the writings of Moses well as I could how I think it should be con-
he has found no prophecies of Christ. The ducted.
obvious -eply is, that he does not understand. 15. I still hold that there is a reference to
And if any one asks why he does not under- Christ in the passage which you select for
stand, the answer is that he reads with a hos- refutation, where God says to _Ioses, "I will
tile_ unbelieving mind; he does not search in raise up unto them from amongtheir brethren
order to know, but thinks he knows when he a prophet like unto thee." _ The string of
is ignorant. This vainglorious presumption showy antitheses with which you try to orna-
either blinds the eye of his understanding so meat your dull discourse does not at all affect
as to prevent his seeing anything, or distorts my belief of this truth. You attempt to
his vision, so that his remarks of approval or prove, by a comparison of Christ and Moses,

:: : disapproval are misdirected. I ask, he says, that they are unlike, and that therefore the
_ * for instruction in whatever the writings of words, "I will raise up a prophet like unto
",-_. Moses contain about our God and Lord, which thee," cannot be understood of Christ. You.
_:- has escaped me in reading. I reply at once specify a number of particulars in which you

_i,_"'_ that it has all escaped htm, for all is written

of Christ. As we cannot go through the ,I_.t._4a. ,s.
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find a diversity: that the one is man. and the [ _6. You ought not to say, in disparagement
other God; that one is a sinner, the other of Moses, that he was a sinner, and that he
sinless: that one is born of ordmary genera- was put to death on a mountain t'_c,_use his
tion, the other, as we hold, of a virgan, and, God was angry with him. For Moses could

as you hold, not even of a virgin; the one glory in the Lord as his Saviour. who is also
incurs God's anger, and is put to death on a'the Saviour of him who _lvs, Christ Jesus
mountain, tim other suffers voluntarily, hay- came into the world to save sinners, of whom
ing throughout the approval of His t"ather. I am clnef.": Moses, indeed, is a_-used by
But surely things may be said to be hke, al- the voice of God, hec_ause his faith showed
though they are not hke in every respect, signs of weakness when he was comma.deal
Besidesthe resemblance betweenthmgs of the to draw water out of the rock. _ In this he
same nature, as between two men, or between may have stoned as Peter did. when from the
parents and children, or between men m weaknes_ of Ins froth he became afraid in the
general, or any species of animals, or in trees, midst of the waves3 But we cannot think
between one olive and another, or one laurel from ti_is, that he who, as the Gospel tells us,
and another, there is often a resemblance In was cot, areal worthy to be present with the
things of a different nature, as between a wdd 1.ord along with ht)ly Fhas on the mount of
and a tame ohve, or between wheat and bar- transfiguration, was separated froth the eter-
tev. These things are to some extent alhed, nal felto,vslnp of the samts. The sacred his.
But there ts the greatest possible distance be-tory shows in _hat favor he was with God
tween the Son of God, by whom all thugs Ieven niter tus sm. But since you may ask
were made, and a beast or a stone. Anti vet why God speaks of tlus sin as deserving the
in the Gospel we read, " Behold the I,aml; of *put+ushment of death, and :Is I have promised
God," ' and in the apostle, " That rock was to pout out prophectes of Christ in those
Christ." " This coul l not be said except on passages winch you select for criticism, I will
the supposition of some resemblance. What try, with the I.ord's help. to show that wlmt
wonder, then, if Christ condescended to be- roll olqect t. m the death ot Moses is, wh_:n

come like Moses, when He was made hkc rightly understood, prophetical of Clmst.
the lamb which God by Moses e+m_manded IT. We often find tn the symboheal pr, s-
His people to eat as a type of ('lmst, enj-m- sages of Scripture, that the same person ap+
ing that its blood should be used as a means pears in different characters on different occ:l-
of protection,_and that it should be called the stuns So, on this occasmn, Moses represents
Passover, which every one must adam t. 1,e and prefigures the Jewish people as placed
fulfilled tn Christ ? The Scripture, I acknowl- umler the k_w. As, then, Moses, when he
edge, shows points of d_fferenee; and the struck the rock with his rod, doubted the
Scripture also, as I call on you to ackno_ ledge, _p,)wer of God, so the people who were under
shows points of resemblance. Tltere are the law given by Moses, when they naded
points of both kinds, and one can be proved ('hrlst to the cross, did not beheve Him to lye
as well as the other Chn_t is unhke man, the power of God. And aswater flowed from
for He is God; m_d it is written of tirol that the smitten rock for those that were athirst,
He is "ever all, God blessed for ever."+ so hfe comes to behevers from the stroke nf
Christ is also hke man, for He is man: and the 1.ord's pnsslon. The testimony of the
it is likewise written of tlim, that He is the apostle is clear and decisive on this Immt,
,, Mediator between God and man, the man when he says, " This rock was Christ." '° In
Christ Jesus."* Christ is unhke a sinner, for the command of God, that the death of t'te
He is ever holy; and He ts like a sinner, for flesh of M,ses should take place on the moun-
"God sent His Son in the likeness of sinful rain, _c see the dicme appointment that the
flesh, that by sm He might condemn sin in i carnal doubt of the divinity of Christ shoukt
the flesh."_ Cnrist is unlike a man born in cite on ('hrist's exaltatmn. As the rock is
ordinary generation, for He was born of a Clmst, so is the mountain. The rock is the
virgin; and yet He ts like, for He too was born f(_mtude of His humihatmn; the mountain
of a woman, to whom itwassald, "That holy the hmght of His exaltation. For as the
thing which shall be born of thee shall t;e apostle says, "'l'hls r_:k was Christ," so
called the Son of God."* Christ is unlike a Christ Himself says. "A city set upon an hill
man, who dies on account of b.ts own sin, for cannot be hM."" showing that He is the hill,
He died without sin, and of His own free-,and believers the city built upon the glory of
will; and again, He is like, for He too died I His name. The carnal mind byes when, like
a real death of the body. the smitten rock, the humiliation of Christ on

f+Ntlfn. Ix XO-,_12, "__,|,+Itt, Jtiv. 210,
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the cross is despised. For Christ crucified is who led into the promised land the people
to the Jews a stumbling-block, and to the that Moses had brought out of Egypt. Hay-
Greeks foolishness. And the carnal mind dies mg this successor of Moses in his mind, he
when, like the mountain-top, Christ is seen may perhaps laugh at me for asking to what
in His exaltation. ," For to them that are!prophet the words of the promise refer, since
called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ is the it is recorded who followed Moses in ruhng
power of God, and the wisdom of God. ''_:and leading the people. When he has
Moses therefore ascended the mount, that in ! laughed at my Ignorance, as Faustus supposes
the death of the flesh he might be received by htm to do, I will still contmue my inqmries,
the living spirit. If Faustus had ascended, and wilJ desire my laughing opponent to give
he would not have uttered carnal obiecttons me a serious answer to the question why Moses
from a dead mind. It was the carnal mind [changed the name of this successor, who was
that made Peter dread the smtting of the rock, preferred to himself as the leader of the people
when, on the occasion of the Lord's foretell- [into the promtsed land, to show that the law
ing His passion, he said, " Be it far from given by Moses not to save, but to convince
Thee, Lord; spare Thyself." And this sin the sinner, cannot lead us into heaven, but
too was severely rebuked, when the Lord re- ior_ly the grace and truth which are by Jesus
plied, "Get thee behind me, Satan; thou art Christ. This successor was called Osea, and
an offense unto me: for thou savorest not the Moses gave him the name of Jesus. Why
things which be of God, but those which be of t then did he give him this name when he sent
men." _ And where did this carnal distrust h_m from the valley of Pharan into the land
die but in the glorification of Christ, as on a I into which he was to lead the people _ s The
mountain height ? If it was alive when Peter ] true Jesus says, ' If I go and prepare a place
timidly'" dented Christ, tt was dead when. he for you, [ wiil.,oCOme again, and receive yon
fearlessly preached HLm. It was ahve m/unto myself. I will ask the Jew if the
Saul, when, m h,s aversion to the offense of l prophet does not show the prophetmal mean-
the cross, he made havoc of the Christian lmg of these things when he says, "God shall
faith, and where but on this mounta|n had it come from Africa, and the Holy One from
died, when Paul was able to say, " I hve no Pharan." Does this not mean that the holy
longer, but Christ liveth in me ?"3 God would come w,th the name of him who

18. What other reason has your heretical came from Afrtca by Pharan, that is, with the
folly to give for thinking that there ts no name of Jesus? Then, agam,_it is the Word
prophecy of Chrtst in the words, " I will raise of God Hunself who speaks when He prom-
up unto them a Prophet from among their tses to provide this successor to Moses, speak-
brethren, like unto thee ?" Your showing, nag of him as an angel,--a name commonly
Christ to be unlike Moses is no reason; for! given in Scrtpture to those carrying any mes-
we can show that in other respects He is l,ke. sage. The wo_'ds are: " Behold I send my
How can you object to Christ's being called a angel before thy face, to preserve thee in the
prophet, since He condescended to be a man, way, and to bring thee into the land which I

and actually foretold many future events? have sworn to give thee. Take heed.untoWhat is a prophet, but one who predicts exents him, and obey, and beware of unbehef in h_m:
beyond human foresight ? So Chrtst says of for he will not take anything from thee wrong-
Himself: "A prophet is not without honor, full)', for my name Is m h,m. ''7 Consider
savein his own country. ''_ But, turning from these words. Let the Jew, not to speak of the
you, since you have already acknowledged Mamchman, say what other angel ne can find

: that your profession of Chrtstianity obhges in Scripture to whom these words apply, but
you to believe the Gospel, I address myself this leader who was to bring the people into

: to the Jew, who enjoys the poor privilege of the land of promise. Then let him inquire
liberty from the yoke of Christ, and who there- who it was that succeeded Moses, and brought
fore thinks it allowable to say: Your Christ m the people. Hewill find that itwas Jesus,
spoke falsely; Moses wrote nothing of him. and that this was not his name at first, but

x9. Let the Jews saywhat prophet is meant after his name was changed. It follows thar
_" in this promise of God to Moses: " I will raise He who said, " My name is in him," is the
_"' up unto them a Prophet from among their true Jesus, the leader who brings His people
'_ brethren, like unto thee." Many prophets into the inheritance of eternal life, according

_i appeared after Moses; but one in particular is to the New Testament, of which the Old was
(- here pointed out, The Jews will perhaps a figure. No event or action could have a
_ t_aturally think of the successor of Moses, more distinctly prophetical character than this,
_ .... }where the very name is a prediction.
_-,_ __ Cot, L 13, 94. _ Matt. xari. 2_, _3. -- ....
_._ _ s GsL iL so. 4 Matt. xiii. $7. ' $ Num. _dii, 9, xiv. 6. 6 John xlv. 3. 7 Ez. xxiiL _o, It.
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20. It follows that this Jew, if he wishes to i these books, it ts laughably absurd to tell us
be a Jew Inwardly, in tile spirit, and not m that it is impossd_ie to persuade _ Gentile to
the letter, if he wishes to be tt_ought a true learn the Cllrtsttan tntth from Jewish Imoks.
Israelite, in whom m no gmle, will recognize Indeed, it l_ a great cotlfirmauon of our faith
m thisdead Jesus, who led the people mto the that such mqlortaut testnnony is tmrne by
land of mortahty, a figure of the true living enemies. The behevmg Gentiles cannot sup-
Jesus, whom he may follow mto the land of pose these testimonies to Christ to be recent
life. In this way, he will no longer in a hos- forgeries; for they find them in books held
tile spirit resist so plam a prophecy, but, in- sa(red for so many ages by those who crue.i-
fluenced by the allusion to the Jesus of the fled Christ, and st_ll regarded with the high-
Old Testament, he wdl be prepared to hsten e_t veneration by those who eyeD* day blsa-
meekly to Himwhose name he bore, and who l)heme Christ. If the prophecies of Christ
leads to the true land of promise; for He were the prt_luctlon of the preachers of
says, "Blessed are the meek, for they shall Cl_r_st. _e might suspect their genuineness,
inherit the land."' The Gentile ,also. if h_s But no_ the preacher exponnds the text of
heart is not too stony, if he is one of those t!_e bl._sphemei. In this way the Most High
stones from which God ra, ses up children unto God orders the bhndnes._ of the ungodly for
Abraham, must allow it to be wonderful that the profit of tile saint, m His righteous gov-
in the ancient books of the people (if whom, ernment bringing good (>titof evil, that those
Jesus was born, so plain a prophecy, lnchid-]x_ho by their own tiloice hve wickedly may
ing His very name, is found recorded; and!be, in lhs lust ludgment, made the instru-
must remark at the same time, that _t is not*ments ot His will. So, lest those that were
any man of the name of Jesus who is prophe-,to prea_'h Christ to the world should he
sied of, but a divine person, because God sa_d _thought to have f_rged the prophecien which
that His name was in that man who was ap- ispeak of C:_r_st ;is to be b.rn, to work mira-
pointed to rule the people, and to lead them ( les. to stifler unlustly, to die, to rise again, to
into the kingdom, anti who by a change of ascend to heaven, to l_ubtlsh the gospel of
name was called Jesus. In I_ls being sent etcr_ml hie amotl_ all It:tlIonh, the unbelief of
with this new name, He brings a great and the lews ha_ been made f_f signal benefit to
divine message, and is therefore called an us: _,,_tlmt those who do not receive in their
Angel, whmh, as every tyro in (;reek knows, he.trt ft,r their own g_g)d these truths, carry in
means messenger. No Gentile, therefore, if their h,v_,L,tor our bt'nt'fit tile writings in which
he were not pera, erse and obstinate, would de- ' these truths ;ire cont:uned. Anti the unbelief
sptse these books merely because he is t_ot of the Jews mt.rcases rather than lessens the
subject to the law of the Hebrews, to whom authority t_f the bo<_ks, f_r tilts blindness is
the books belong; but would think tnghlv of. _tself foretold. They testify to Lhe truth by
the books, no matter whose they were," on itheir l_ot understanding it. By not trader.
finding in them prophecies of such atlc_ent' standing the books whit,h l,rethct that they
date, and of what he sees now taking pt.tce, would not ut|derstand, tt_ey prove these books
Instead of despising Christ Jesus because He to be true.
is foretold in the Hebrew Scriptures, he would -- In t _e ,_assaee " Thou s mlt see thy
conclude that one thought worthy of I)emg the _hfe hanging, ,_n(I shall not believe thy life,
subject of prophetic description, whoever the l t'austus Is deterred by the ambiguity of the
writers might be, for so many ages before His*' words. The _,,rds may be differ:ntly inter-
coming into the world,--sometimes m plato preted; but that they cannot be understood
announcements, sometimes in figure by sym- of Christ ts n-t sa_d by Faustus, nor can be
hohc actions and utterances,--must claim to said by anyone w!_o does not deny that Christ
be regarded with profound admiration and is life, or t'hat He was seen by the Jews hang-
reverence, and to be followed with tmphctt mg on the (:ross, or that they did not believe
reliance. Thus the facts of Christian history Him. Since Christ Himself says," I am the
would prove the truth of the prophecy, and hfe,'" _and since there ts no doubt that Hewas seen han¢in_ by the unbelieving Jews, I
the prophecy would prove the claims of Christ ........... isee no reason for doubting that tats wa_ wr t-
Call this fancy, if it is not actually the case
that men all over the world have been led, ten of Christ; for, as Christ says, Moses wrote
and are now led. to believe in Christ by read- of Him. Since we have already refuted Fauv
ing these books. , tus' arguments by which he tries to show that

2t. In view of the multitudes from all na- the words, " I will raise up from among their
tions who have become zealous believers in brethren a prophet like unto thee," do not

* Matt. v. 4. _Dent xxtq_ _6. _ Joim tie. 6.
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apply to Christ, because Christ is not like Christ in a passage containing maledictions not
Moses, we need not insist on this other proph- applicable to Christ, some might grant that
ecy. Since, in the one case, his argument is this is true. For this prophecy might very
that Christ is unlike Moses, so here he ought _ell occur among the curses pronounced by
to argue that Christ is not the life, or that He the prophet upon the ungodly people, for
was not seen hanging by the unbelieving Jews. these curses are of different kinds. But I,
But as he has not said this, and as no one will and those who with me. consider more closely
now venture to say so, there should be no diFfi- the saying of the Lord in His Gospel, which
culty in accepting this too as a prophecy of is not, He wrote also of me, as admitting that
our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, uttered by Moses wrote other things not referring to
His servant. These words, says Faustus, Christ, but, " He wrote of me," as teaching
occur in a chapter of curses. But why should that in searching the Scriptures we should view
it be the less a prophecy because it occurs them as intended solely to illustrate the grace
m the midst of prophecies ? Or why should of Christ, see a reference to Christ in the rest
it not be a prophecy of Christ, although the of the passage also. But it would take too
context does not seem to refer to Christ ? In- much time to exFlain this here.
deed, among all the curses which the Jews 23. So far from these words of Faustus'
brought on themselves by their sinful pride, quotation being proved not to refer to Christ
nothing could be worse than this, that they by their occurring among the other curses,
should see their Lfe--that is, the Son of God these curses cannot be rightly understood ex.
--hanging, and should not beheve their Life. cept as prophecies of the glory of Christ, in
For the curses of prophecy are not hostile im- which lies the happiness of man. And what
precations, but announcements of coming is true of these curses is still more trueof this
judgment. Hostile imprecations are forbid- quotation. If it could be said of Moses that
den, for it is said, " Bless, and curse not." _ his words have a different meamng from what
But prophetic announcements are often found was m his mind, I would rather suppose him
in the writings of the saints, as when the to have prophesied without knowing it, than
Apostle Paul says: " Alexander the copper- allow that the words, "Thou shalt see thy life
smith has done me much evil; the Lord shall hanging, and shalt not beheve thy life," are
reward him according to his works. ''_ So it not applicable to Christ. So the words of
might be thought that the apostiewas prompt- Caiaphas had a different meaning from what
ed by angry feeling to utter this imprecation: he mtended, when, in his hostility to Christ,
'_I would that they were even made eunuchs he said that it was expedient that one man
that trouble you." 3 But if we remember who should die for the people, and that the whole
the writer is, we may see in this ambiguous nation should not perish, where the Evangehst
expression an ingenious style of benediction, added that he said th_s not of himself, but,
For there are eunuchs which have made since he was high priest, he prophesied.s But
themselves eunuchs for the kingdom of Moses was not Caiaphas; and therefore when
heaven's sake.* If Faustus had a p_ous ap- Moses said to the Hebrew people, " Thou
petite for Christian food, he would have found shalt see thy life hanging, and shalt not be.
a similar ambiguity in the words of Moses. lieve thy life," he not only spoke of Christ,
By the Jews the declaration, "Thou shalt see as he certainly did, even though he spoke
thy life hanging, and shalt not believe thy without knowing the meaning or what he stud,
life," may have been understood to mean but he kne_v that he spoke of Christ. For he
that they would see their life to be in danger was a most faithful steward of the prophetic
from the threats and plots of their enemies, mystery, that is, of the priestly unction which
and would not expect to live. But the child gives the knowledge of the name of Christ;
of the Gospel, who has heard Christ say, and in this mystery even Caiaphas, wicked as
"He wrote of me." distinguishes in the am- he was, was able to prophesy without know-
biguity of the prophecy between what is thrown ing it. The prophetic unction enabled him
to swine and what is addressed to man. To to prophesy, though his wicked life prevented
his mind the thought immediately suggests him from knowing it. Who then can say that
itself of Christ hanging as the life of man, there are no prophecies of Christ in Moses,
and of the Jews not believing in Him for this with whom began that unction to which we
very reason, that they saw Him hanging. As owe the knowledge of Christ's name, and by
to the objection that these words, " Thou whlcheven Caiaphas, the perseeutor of Christ,
shalt see thy life hanging, and shalt not be- _rophesied of Christ without knowing it ?
lieve thylife," are theonly words referring to a4. We have already said as much as ap-
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pelted desirable of the curse pronounced on one for the Je_-s thought so; but it is a mis-f * . .
every one that hangs on a tree. Enough has take, for tile Jews _-ere In the wrong. Let
been said to show that the command to kill _Faustus mention the commandment which he
any prophet or prince who tried to turn away isupposes the Lord to have broken, and wit
the children of Israel from their God, or to will tvomt out his mistake, as we have done
break any commandment, is not directed already, when it was required. Meanwhile it
against Christ. The more we consider the _senough to say, that if the Lord had broken
words and actions of our Lord Jesus Christ, an)" commandment, He could not have found
the more clearly will this appear; for Christ fault with the Jews for doing so. For when
never tried to turn away any of the Israehtes the Jews blamed His discqfles for eating with
from their God. The God whom Moses unwashen hands, m whwh they transgressed
taught the people to love and serve, is the. not a commandment o! God, but the trad|tions
God of Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob. of the elder_, Christ said, " Why do ye also
whom the Lord Jesus Christ speaks of by tilts transgress the commandment of GiRl, that ye
name, using the name in refutation of the'may obser_'e "corer traditions _' l|e then
Sadducees, who denied the resurrection of quotes a comma'ndment of God, whlchwe know
the dead. He says, " Of the resurrection o| Ito have been given by Moses. " For God
the dead, have ye not read what God said said," He adds, " Honor thv father and
from the bush to Moses, I am the God of Imother, and hc that curseth latimer or mother
Abraham. the God of Isaac, and the Got] of Ish,tl! the the deattl. But ye say, Whoever
Jacob ? God is not the God of the dead, but !_hall say to his father or mother, It is a gift,

"' I)v _ha{soever thou mlghtest be profited byof tile living; for all live unto Him. In t!_e
same words with which Christ answered the ITie, _s not obhtIed to honor his father, So
Sadducees we may answer the Mamchmans, !ye make the word of GOd of none effect by
for they too deny the resurrection, though in a !your tr._tht_ons."' From this several things
different way. Again, when Christ said, in may be learned: that Christ did not turn away
praise of the centurion's faith, " Verily l say the Jews from their t;od; that He not only
unto you, I have not found so great faith, n_, thd not |Itmself bleak God's commandments,
not in israel," He added, " And I say unto but foutld fa_ilt with those who did so; and
you, that many shall come from the east :lt_t] th,tt it wn_ (]od Himself who gave these corn-
from the west, and shall sit down with Abra- mandmt'nts I,v Mo_es.
ham, and Isaac, and Jacob, In the kingdom 25 lu fulfi'llment of ollr promise that we
of heaven; but the chddren of the kingdom would prove the reference to Ci,rist in those
shall go into outer darkness." ' If. then, as'pas,ages selct ted l,y l"austus from the writ-
Faustus must admit, the God of whom Moses, Ings Of Moses for adverse critwism, since we
spoke was the God of Abraham, and I._aac, 'cannot here lu_mt out the reference to Christ
and Jacob, of whom Christ also spoke, as 'which _'e beheve to exist in all the writing_ of
these passages prove, it follows that Christ did Moses, it I,eeomes our duty to show that this
not try to turn away the people from ttae_r commandment of Moses, th,at every prophet
God. On the contrary, He warned them that or prmt-e should be killed who tried to turn
they would go into outer darkness, because away the people from their God, or to break
He saw that they were turned away from their any commandment, refers to the preservation
God, in whose kingdom He says the Gentdes of the faith which is taught in the Church of
called from the whole world will sit down with Christ. Moses no doubt knew in the spirit
Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob; implying ttmt of prophecy, and from what he himself heard
they would believe in the God of Abraham, :rom God. that many heretics would arise to
and of Isaac, and of Jacob. So the apostle teach errors of all kinds against the doctrine
also says: "The Scripture, foreseeing that of Christ, and to preach another Christ than
God would justify the Gentiles by faith, the true Christ. For the true Christ is He
preached the gospel beforehand to Abraham, that was foretold in the prophecies uttered by
saying, In thy seed shall all nations be Moses himself, and by the other holy men of
blessed." 3 It is implied that those who are that nation. Moses accordingly commanded
blessed in the seed of Abraham shall imitate that whoever tried to teach another Christ
the faith of Abraham. Christ, then, did not !should be put to death. In obedience to this
try to turn away the Israelites from their God, ]c_,mmand, the voice of the Catholic Church,
but rather charged them with being turned ' ,_s_ith the spiritual two-edged sword of both
away. The idea that Christ broke one of the Testaments, puts to death all who try to turn
commandments given by Moses is not a new us away from our God, or to break anyof the

Mmtt. xxii. 3t, 32, a.ud Luke xx_ 37, 3/L a Matt _att. to-t_+ t _ Msttt. zv. 3-6,
_ G_tL lit. a,
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".. eom___m_andments.And chief among these is proposition, If you cannot show any other, it
_- Manichzus himself; for the truth of the law follows that there are none at all, it requires
_° and the prophets convinces him of error as to be proved that we cannot show any other.
:" L_Tingto turn us away from our God, the God We need only refer to what we showed before,

of Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, whom as sufficient to prove the truth of the text in
Christ acknowledges, and as trying to break the Gospel, in which Christ says, "If ye be-

-_ thecommandments of the law, which, even heved Moses, ye would also believe me; for
when they are only figurative, we regard as he wrote of me." And even though from
prophetic of Christ. _dullness of mind we could find nothing written

_6. Faustus uses an argument which is f .of Christ by Moses, still, so strong is the evi-
either very deceitful or very stupid. And as dence m support of the authortty of the Gos-
Faustus is not stupid, it is probable that help el, that it would be incumbent on us to
used the argument intentionally, with the de- tbelieve that not only some things, but every-
sign of misleading the careless reader. He !thing written by Moses, refers to Christ; for
says: If these things are not written of Christ i He says not, He wrote also of me, but, He
and ff you cannot show any others, it follows wrote of me. The truth then _s thzs, that
that there are none at all. The proposition even though there were doubts, which God
is true; but it remains to be proved, both that forbid, of the genuineness of thts verse, the
these things are not written of Christ, and doubt would be removed by the number of
that no other can be shown. Faustus has not testimomes to Christ which we find in Moses;
•proved this; forwe have shown both how these while, on the other hand, even if we could
things are to be understood of Christ, and find none, we should still be bound to believe
that there are many other things which have that these are to be found, because no doubts
no meaning but as applied to Christ. So it can be admitted regarding any verse in the
does not follow, as Faustus says, that nothing Gospel.
was written by Moses of Christ. Let us re-i 27. As to your argument that the doctrine
peat Faustus' argument: If these things are of Moses was unlike that of Christ, and that
not written of Christ, and if you cannot show _herefore it was improbable that if they be_
any others, it follows that there are none at lieved Moses, they would believe Christ too;
all. Perfectly so. But as both these things and that xt would rather follow that their be-
and many others have been shown to be writ- lief in one would imply of necessity opposi-
ten of Christ, or with reference to Christ, the tion to the other,--you could not have sa_d
true conclusion is that Faustus' argument is this if you had turned your mind's eye for a
worthless. In the passages quoted by Faus- moment to see men all the world over, when
tas, he has tried, though without success, to they are not blinded by a contentious spirit,
show that they were not written of Christ. learned and unlearned, Greek and barbarian,
But in order to draw the conclusion that there wise and unwise, to whom the apostle called
are none at all, he should first have proved himself a debtor,' beheving in both Christ
that no others can be shown. Instead of this, and Moses. If tt was improbable that the
he takes for granted that the readers of his Jews would beheve both Christ and Moses, it
book will be blind, or the hearers deaf, so is still more improbable that all the world
that the omission will be overlooked, and runs would do so. But as we see all nations be.
on thus: If there are none, Christ could not lieving both, and in a common and well.
have asserted that there were any. And if grounded faith holding the agreement of the

' Christ did not make this assertion, it follows prophecy of the one with the gospel of the
that this verse is spurious. Here is a man other, it was no impossible thmg to which this

_ who thinks so much of what he says himself, one nation was called, when Christ said to
that he does not consider the possibility of them, " If ye believed Moses, ye would also

_-_ another person saying the opposite. Where believe me." Rather we should be amazed
'- is your wit ? Is this all you could say for a at the guilty obstinacy of the Jews, who re-

._,; bad cause ? But if the badness of the cause fused to do what we see the whole world has
,_=.- made you utter folly, the bad cause was your done.
_ own choice_ To prove your antecedent false, aS. Regarding the Sabbath and circum-
_:- we have only to show some other things writ- cision, and the distinction in foods, in which
_'_o.- tenof Christ. If there are some, it will not you say the teaching of Moses differs from

_! be true that there are none. And if there what Christians are taught by Christ, we have-: Ct_ristmay
_/_f. ";:aresome, have asserted that there already shown that, as the apostle says, "allwere. And if Christ may have asserted this, those things were our examples." • The dif-

_i'-':: it tollows that this verse of the Gospel is not.

_i spurious, Coming back, then, to Faustus' , _ _ _ ,,cot. _
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ferenceis not in the doctrine,but in the'His resurrectionon the thirdday,which we
time. There was a time when itwas propercallthe Loni'sday, the day afterthe Sab.
thatthesethingsshould be figurativelypre- bath;and thereforethe eighth,proved the
dieted;and there is now a dtfferenttime, circumcisionoftheeighthday tolm alsopro-
when itisproperthat theyshould bc openly'pheticalof Him. For what doescircumcision
declar.c_land fullyaccomphshed. It isnot mean, but the cradmationof the mortality
surprisingthat the Jews,who understoodthe whmh comes from our carnalgeneration? So
Sabbath in a carnal sense,should oppose theapostlesays:"Putting offfrom Himself
Christ,who began to open up itssptritual_His flesh,Hc made a show of principalities
meaning. Reply,ffyou can,to theapostle,!and powers,triumphingover them in Him.
who d_claresthattherestof theSabbathwas Isclf."; The fleshhere saidtobe putoffis

a shadow of somethingfuture._ If the Jews ithatmortalityof fleshon accountof which
opposed Christbecause theydid not under-ltlmbody isproperlycalledflesh.The flesh
standwhat the true Sabbath is,thereisnolisthc mortahty,lotm theimmortalityof the

reasonwhy you shouldoppose Him, orrefusciresurrecttonti_crcwdl be no flesh:as itis
tolearnwhat trueinnocenceis. For on thattwritten,'l'leshand blood shallnot inherit
occasionwhen Jesusappearsespeclallytosetithe kingdom of God." You are accustomed
asidethe Sabbath, when His discipleswereltoarguefrom thesewords againstour faith

hungry,and pulledtheearsof corn throughilm ti_cdtmtrineof the resurrectionof the
whichthey wcrcpassing,and atethem,Jestls,body,which has alreadytaken placeinthe
inreplyingtothe Jews,declaredH_sdlsciplcsLord Himself. You keep out of view the
to be innocent. '"If you knew," Hc said,Ifollowingwords,inwhichtheal_)stleexplains
"what thismeancth, I w111have mercy,and hismeaning. To show what llehere means
notsacrifice,you would not have condemned _by tiesl,hc adds," Ncithershallcorruption
the innocent.''" They should ratlmrhave mhcrttmcf_rruption."For thisbody, which
pitiedthewants of the disciples,for hunger from _tsmortahtyis properlycalledflesh,is
forcedthem todo what theyd_d. But pull-changedin the resurrection,so as to be no
ing ears of corn,which isinnocencein the longercorruptibleand mortal. This isthe
teachingof Chrlst,ismurder inthe teachingapo._tlc'sstatement,and nota suppositionof
of Manich_eus. Or was itan actof charityours,as Ins next wt_rdsprove. "Lo," he
inthe apostlesto pullthe earsof corn,that says," I show you a mystery:we shallall
theym_ght ineatingsetfreethe members of rtscagain,but we shallnot allbe changed,
God, as in your foolishnotions? Then itIn a moment, in the twinklingof an eye,at
must be crueltyin you not to do the same. the lasttrump; for the lasttrumpet shall
Faustus'reason forsettingasidetheSabbath sound,and the dead shallriseincorruptible,
isbecausehc knows thatGod's power tsex- and wc shallbe changed. For thiscorrupt.
crcisedwithoutcessation,and withoutweari-fidemust put on incorruption,and thismot.
ness. Itisforthosetosaythis,who bchcve talmust put on immortality.''4 To put on
thatalltimesarethe productionofan eternalimmortality,the body puts off mortality.
actofGod'swill. But you wellfinditdlfficultThis tsthe mystery of circumcision,which
toreconcilethiswith your doctrine,thatthe by ti_elaw tookplaceon theeighthday; and
rebellionof the raceof darknessbroke your on the eighthday, the Lord'sday, the day
god's rest,which was also disturbedby a afterthe Sabbath,was fulfilledin itstrue
sudden attackof the cncmy; or perhapsGod meaningby theLord. Hence itissaid,"Put-
neverhad rest,as he foresawthisfrom cter-tmg offHis flesh,He made a show of princi.
nity,a_ndcould not feelatease in the pros-palittcsand powers." For by means of tltis
pectof so direa conflmt,with suci_lossand mortalitythehostilepowersofhellruledover
disasterto hismembers, us. Christissaidto have made a show or

29. UnlessChristhad consideredthisSab- example of these,because in Himself,our
bath--whichin your want of knowledge and Head, He gave an example which willbe
ofpietyyou laughat--oneof the propheciesfullyrealizedin the liberationof His whole
writtenof Himself,He would not haveborne body,theChurch,from thepower ofthe devil
sucha testimonytoitasHc did. For wher_!atthelastresurrection.Thisisourfaith.And
as on sa in raiseof Christ He sufferedaccordingtothepropheticdeclarationqu_eM

Y • Y P ' " n b Paul "The "use shalllive by faita.'"
voluntarily,and so could choose His ow y.. , . . l .. s .......... t..
time for suffering and for resurrection, He Thts ts our _ustmcatton. r.v©n r_g_n_ t_-
brou t it about that His body rested from I lieve that Christ died. But only Christians

all_i_rhtorks on Sabbath in the tomb, and that ]•believe that Christ rose again. ........"If thot_ con-_
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leSSwith thy mouth," says theapostle,"that who are to be cast out,you are typifiedby
¢SUSisthe Lord, and believestin thy heart the unclean animals;for your disagreement
at God raisedHim from the dead, ihou withthe Cathohc faithshows thatyou do not

shaltbe saved.''_ Again, because we are ruminateon theword ofwisdom, and thatyou
justifiedby faithin Christ'sresurrection,the do not dividethe hoof,in the sense of mak-
apostlesays,"Hc died forour offenses,and ing a correctdistinctionbetweenthe Old Tes-
rose again for our justification.''_ And be- tament ,andthe New. But you show still
cause thisresurrectionby faithin which we more audacityinadoptingthe crroneousopin-
are justifiedwas prefiguredby the circumcis-ionsof your Adimantus.
ionoftheeighthday,thcapostlesaysofAbra- 3I.You followAdimantus in sayingthat
ham, withwhom the observancebegan, "_He Christmade no distinctioninfood,cxcegtin
receivedthe sign of circumclsion,a seal of entlrelyprohibitingthe use of animalfoodto
the righteousnessof faith."_ Circumclsion,His dlsclples,while Hc allowedthe laityto
then, is one of the propheciesof Christ,cat anything that is eatable;and declared
writtenby Moses, ofwhom Chrlstsaid,"'He that they were not pollutedby what enters
wrote of me." In the words of the Lord, intothe mouth, but thatthe unseemly things
"Woe unto you,scribesand Pharisees,hypo- which come out of the mouth arc the things
crites! foryc compass sea and land to make which defilea man. Thcsc words of yours
one proselyte;and when he ismade, ye rnakc are unseemly indeed,for they expressnoto-
him twofoldmore the childofhellthan your- riousfalsehood.IfChristtaughtthatthecwl
selves,"'itisnot thecircumcisionofthe pro- thingswhich come out of themouth are the
selytewhich ismeant,but hisimitationofthe onlythingsthatdefilea man, why shouldthey
conduct of the scribesand Pharisees,which not be theonly thingstodefileHis dlsciples,
the Lord forbidsHis disciplesto imitate,so as to make itunnecessarythatany food
when He says:"The scribesand Phariseesshouldbe forbiddenor unclean? Is itonly
siton Moses' seat:what they say unto you, the laitythatare not pollutedby what goes
do; but do not aftertheirworks, for they intothe mouth, but by what comes out of it?
say,and do not."s These words ofthe Lord In that case,they are betterprotectedfrom
teachus both the honor due to the teaching impuritythan the saints,who are polluted
of Moses, inwhose seateven bad men were both by what goes inand by what comes out.
obligedtoteachgood things,and the reason But asChrLst,comparing Himselfwith John,
of the proselytebecoming a child of hell,who came nczthcreatingnor drinking,says
which was not that he heard from the Phan- thatHe carnceatingand drinking,I should
seesthewords of thelaw,but that he copied liketo know what He ate and drank. When
theirexample. Such a circumclsedproselyteexposing the pcrvcrsltywhlch found fault
might have been addressed in the words of withboth,He says:"John came neithercat-
]Paul:"Circumcision verilyprofitcth,ifthou mg nor drinking;and yc say, He hath a
keep the law.''6 His imitationof the Phari-devil. The Son of man cometh eatingand
seesinnot keepingthe law made him a childdrinking;and ye say,'Bcholda gluttonand a
of hell. And he was twofoldmore thanthey, winc-btbbcr,a frlcndof publicansand sin-
probablybecause of his neglectingto fulfillners."I Wc know what John ateand drank.
what he voluntarilyundertook,when, not be- For itisnot saidthat hc drank nothing,but
ing born a Jew, hc chose tobecome a Jew. thathe drank no wine or strongdrink;sohe

3o. Your scoffisvery inappropriate,when must have drunk water. He did not live
you say that Moses discusseslikea gluttonwithoutfood,but his food was locustsand
what should be eaten,and commands some wild honey.' When Christsays that John
thingsto be freelyused as clean,and other did not eator drink,He means that he did

:/ things as unclean to be not even touched. A not use the food which the Jews used. And

_/ _luttonmakes no distinction,exceptinchoos- because the Lord used this food, He is
the sweetestfood. Perhaps you wmh to spoken of, in contrastwith John, as eating

commend tothe admirationof.theuninitiatedand drinking. Will it be said that it was

ili!I the innocence of your abstemious habits, by bread and vegetables which the Lord ate, andappearing not to know, or to have forgotten, which John did not eat ? It would be strange
_* that swine's flesh tastes better than mutton, if one was said not to eat, because he used
_: But as this too was written by Moses of Christ locusts and honey, while the other is said to
:._ - in figurative prophecy, in which the flesh of eat simply because he used bread and veget-
_'_ animals signifies those who are to be united ables. But whatever may be thought of the
_, to the body of Christ, which is the Church, or eating, certainly no one could be called a
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wine-bibber unless he u_d wine. Why then did not speak plainly and literally, tmt_ u
do you call wine unclean ? It is not in order usual, wished to _nvey some instruction
to subdue the body "by abstinence that you under the guise of a parable. When His dis-
prohibit these things, but because they are ciples, then, put this question in private, do¢_
unclean, for you say that they are the poison- He tell them, as the Manichmans say, that all
ous filth of the race of darkness; whereas the antmal food is unclean, aud that they must
apostle says, "To the pure all things are never touch it ? Instead of thi% He rebukes
pure. ''ffi Christ, according to this doctrine, them f_r not understanding His plain hu_
taught that all food was alike, but [orbade guage, and for thinking it a parable when it
His disciples to use what the Manichmans was not. We read: "And Jesus saJd_ Are ye
call unclean. Where do you find this prohi- also yet without understanding ? Do not ye
bition? You arenot afraid to deceive men yet understand, that whatsoever ¢ntereth in
by falsehood; but in God's righteous provi- at the mouth gocth into the bell)', mad is ca_
deuce, you are so blinded that you provide us out into the draught ? But those thlnglk
with the means of refuting you. For I can- which proceed out of the mouth come forth
not resist quoting for examination the whole from the heart, and they defile the man. For
of that passage of the Gospel which Faustus out of the heart proceed evil thoughts, tour-
uses against Moses; that we may see from it ders, adulteries, fornications, thefts_ [alse
the falsehood of what was said first by Adl- witness, blasphemies. These are the thingl
mantus, and here by Faustus, that the 1.ord which defile a man: but to eat with unwuhe_n
Jesus forbade the use of ammal food to H_s hands defileth not a man.""
disciples, and allowed it to the laity. After 3._. Here we have a complete exposure o[
Christ's reply to the accusation that His d_s- the falsehood of the Mamchmans: for it i$
ciples ate with unwashen hands, we read in plain that the Lord did not in this matter
th_ Gosnel as follows" " And He called the ] teach one thing to the multitude, and another
..... 1- " " ' ' n
multitude, and said unto them, Hear and un- m private to His disc;pies. Hcrets abu dane
derstand. Not that whmh goeth into the]evidence that the error and deceit arei.n the
mouth defileth a man: but that which cometh _Manich_can_, and not in Moses, nor in t:nrist,
out of the mouth, this defileth a man. Then i nor in the doctrine taught figuratively in one
came His disciples, and said unto Him, Know- ITestament and plainly m the other,_prophe.
est Thou that the Pharisees were offended after' s_ed in one, and fulfilled in the other. How
they heard this saying?" Here, when ad- can the Mamchamns say that the Catholics
dressed by His disciples, He ought certainly, regard none of the things that Moses wrote,
according to the Manicha_ans, to have given'when ;n fact they observe them all, not I_ow
them special instructions to abstain from am-_m the figures, but in what the figures were
mat food, and to show that His words, No intended to foretell ? No one w6uld say that
that which gocth into the mouth defileth a one who reads the Scripture subsequently to
man, but that whmh goeth out of the mouth," _ts being written does not observe it because
applied to the multitude only. Let us hear,_he does not form the letters which he reads.
then, what, according to the evar.gehst, the I The letters are the figures of the sounds which
Lord replied, not to the multitude, but to i he utters; and though he does not form the
His disciples: "But He answered and stud, i letters, hc cannot read without examining
Every plant which my heavenly Father hath them. The reason why the Jews did not b_
not planted shall be rooted up. Let them_licve in Christ, was because they did not oh-
alone: they be blind leaders of the bhnd. Iserve even the plain literal precepts of M_.
And if the blind lead the blind, both shall fall So Christ says to them: "Ye pay tithe of
into the ditch." The reason of this was, that mint and cummin, and omit the welghtic_r
in their desi're to observe t[_eir own traditions, matters of the law, mercy and judgment. Ye
they did not understand the commandments' strain out a gnat and swallow a camel. The_
of God. As yet the disciples had not asked ought ye to ha,re done, and not to leave the
the Master how they were to understand what other undone. So also He told them that
........ - ,.:....t_ But now they 1by their traditions they made of nO.he ¢_[e0t
Lie nan sam to me muiu_uu_. ,, _- " ],t,,, -,_mmandment of God to give nonor to
do so; for the evangelist acres: .lnen an ....... _-'---_'_--2\-^^unt of this _-tide and _o
swered Peter and said unto l-itm, L,eclare_parents.. ,,..,u_y .......he"v--nder_l
unto usthis varable.'" Tins shows that Peter vermty In neg{ectmg.w.n_ _ _ u ?!
thought that'when the Lord said, " Not that[they were justly o|moea, so treat the F coma

but that which goeth out of the mouth, 1 33.
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!_oll are a Christian you must believe Christ !And the wounds could not have been real,
_/.. "_aen He says that Moses wrote of Him, and lunless His body had been capable of real

that if you do not beheve this you are no'wounds; which upsets at'once the wholeerror
Christian. The account you give of yourself of the Manicheans. If you say that the

":_ in asking to be dealt with as a Jew or a Gen- marks were unreal which Christ showed to
file is your own affair. My endeavor is to'His doubting disciple, it follows that He
leave no avenue of error open to you. I imust be a deceitful teacher, and that you wish

: have shut you out, too, from that precipice i to be deceived in being taught by Him. But
. to which you rush as a last resort, when you as no one wishes to be deceived, while many

, Say that these are spurious passages in the wish to deceive, it is probable that you would
Gospet; so that, freed from the pernicious in- rather imitate the teaching which you ascribe
fluenceof this opinion, you may be reduced to to Christ than the learning you ascribe to
the necessity of believing in Christ. You say Thomas. If, then, you believe that Christ
you wish to be taught like the Christian deceived a doubting inquirer by false marks
Thomas, whom Christ did not spurn from i of wounds, you must yourself be regarded,
Him because he doubted of Him, but, in not as a safe teacher, but as a dangerous im-
order to heal the wounds of his mind, showed postor. On the other hand, if Thomas
him the marks of the wounds in His own touched the real marks' of Christ's wounds,
body. These are your own words. It is you must confess thatChrist had a real body.
well that you desire to be taught as Thomas So, if you beheve as Thomas did, you are
was. I feared you would make out this pas- no more a Manich_ean. If you do not believe
sage too to be spurious. Believe, then, the even with Thomas, you must be left to your
marks of Christ's wounds. For if the marks infidelity.
were real, the wounds must haVe been real.

BOOK XVII.
FAUSTUS RE3ECTS CHRIST'S DECLARATION THAT HE CAME NOT TO DESTROY THE LAW AND THE4

PROPHETS BUT TO FULFILL THEM, ON" THE GROUND THAT IT IS FOUND ONLY IN" MATTHEW,

WHO WAS NOT PRESENT WHEN THE WORDS PURPORT TO HAVE BEEN SPOKEN. AUGUSTIN

REBUKES THE FOLLY OF REFUSING TO BELIEVE MATTHEW AND VET BELIEVING MANICH2_:US,

AND SHOWS WHAT THE PASSAGE OF SCRIPTURE REALLY MEANS.

L FAUSTU_ said: You ask why we do not "As Jesus passed by, He saw a man, named
receive the law and the prophets, when Christ Matthew, sitting at the recetpt of custom, and
said that he came not to destroy them, but to called him; and he immediately rose up, and
fulfill them. Where do we learn that Jesus followed Him. "_ No one writing of himself
said this ? From Matthew, who declares that would say, He saw a man, and called him,
he said it on the mount. In whose presence and he followed Him, but, He saw me, and
was it said ? In the presence of Peter, An- called me, and I followed Him. Evidently
drew, James, and John_only these four; for this was written not by Matthew himself, but
the rest, including Matthew himself, were by some one else under his name. Since,

: not yet chosen. Is it not the case that one then, the passage already quoted would not
of these four--John, namely_wrote a Gos. be true even if it had been written by Mat-
pel ? It is. Does lie mention this saying of thew, since he was not present when Jesus
Jesus ? lX_o. How, then, does it happen that spoke on the mount; much more'is its false-

_ what is not recorded by John, who was on hood evident from the fact that the writer was
_._-i the mount, is recorded by Matthew, who tin- not Matthew himself, but some one borrowing

a_rae a follower of Cnrist long after He came the names both of Jesus and of Matthew.
down from the mount ? In the first place, 2. The passage itself, in which Christ tells
then_ we must doubt whether Jesus ever said the Jews not to think that He came to destroy
tlu_se_words, since the proper witness is silent the law, is rather designed to show that He
c_a the matter, and we have only the authority did destroy it. For, had He not done some-

:_(0_f a less trustworthy witness. But, besides thing of the kind, the Jews would not have
"_.._ we shall find that it is not Matthew that suspected Him. His words are: "Think not

tins imposed upon us, but some one else that I am come to destroy the law." Sup-
_der his _ame, as is evident from the indi-

_-?_ style of the narrative. Thus we read: • M_t__
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pose the Jews had replied, What actiOns of ] us _n learn tile trnth about Christ ? In th|s
thine might lead us to suspect this ? Is it way, the Gospels of Luke and Mark, who
because thou exposest circumcision, breakest] were companions of the disciples, as well u
the Sabbath, diseardest sacrifices, makest no the Gospel of Matthew, have the came
distinction in foods ? this would be the natural i authority as that of John. Besides, the Lord
answer to the words, Think not. The Jews XHimself might have told Matthew what those
had the best possible reason for thinking that ] called before him had already been wttncu_
Jesus destroyed the law. If this was not to! of. Your idea is, that John should have

• ) 1
destroy the law, what Is. But, indeed, the law_ recorded this savin,, of the Iord as he was

and the prophets consider themselves already!present on the oc'cas%on. As if Jr'might not
so faultlessly perfect, that the_ have no desire ] happen that, since it was im_ibte to write
to be fulfilled. Their author and father con- Iall that he heard from the I.ord, he set him-

" h ' [ ....demns add.rag to tem as much as. taking[self to write some, omzttmg this among
away anything from them; as we read m Deu- others. Does fie not say at the close of his
teronomy: These precepts wmcn i oehver]Gospel: '" And there are also many other
unto thee this day, O Israel, thou shah ob- things which Jesus did, the which, if they
serve to do; thou shalt not turn aside from should be written every one, I suppose that
them to the right hand or to the left; thou teven the world _tself could not contain the

shalt not add thereto nor diminish from _t, books that should be written" ?_ This proves
that thy God may bless thee.' _ Whether, that he omitted many things intentionally.
therefore, Jesus turned aside to the right t_y[ But Lf you choose John as an authority re.
adding to the law and the prophets m order_gardmg the law and the prophets, I askyou
to fulfill them, or to the left m taking away .only to behevc his testimony to them. It is
from them to destroy them, either way he John who writes that Ismah saw the glory of
offended the authorof the law. Sothls verse Christ 4 It is m h_s Gospel we find the text
must either have'some other meaning, or be already treated of: " If ye beheved Moses_
spurious, ye would aNo beheve me; for he wrote of

3- AUC;USTINreplied: What amazing folly, me."s Your evasions are met on every side.
to disbelieve what Matthew records of Christ, You ought to say plaanly that you do not
while you beheve Manich_eus ! If Matthew behevc the gospel of Christ. For to believe
is not to be beheved because he was not pres- what you please, and not to Imlieve what you
ent when Christ said, " I came not to destroy please, is to believe yourselves, and not the
the law and the prophets, but to fulfill," was gospel.
Manich_eus present, was he even born, when 4. Faustus thinks himself womlerfully
Christ appeared among men > According, clever in proving that Matthew was not the
then, to your rule, you should not beheve any- wrtter of thts Gospel, because, when speaking
thingthat Manicl_aeus saysof Chrtst. On the of hts own election, he says not, He saw me_
other hand, we refuse to believe what Mare- and said to me, Follow me; but, He saw him,
ch,eus says of Christ; not because he was not and said to him, Follow me. This mutt
present as a witness of Christ's words and have been said etther in ignorance or from a
actions, but because he contradicts Chrtst's destgn to mislead. Faustus can hardly be so
disciples, and the Gospel which rests on thetr tgnorant as not to have read or heard that
authority• The apostle, speaking m the narrators, when speaking of themselves, often
Holy Spirit, tells us that such teachers would use a constructton as if speaking of another.
arise. With reference to such, he says to be- It ts more probable that Faustus wished to
lievers: "If any man preaches to you an. bewdder those more ignorant thap himself_ in
other gospel than that ye have received, let the hope of getting hold on not a few urtac-
him be accursed."" If no one can say what quainted with these things. It is needless to
is true of Christ unless he has himself seen resort to other writings to quote examples of
and heard Him, no one now can be trusted• this construction from profane authors for
But" if believers can now say what is true of the information of our friends, arm for the
Christ because the truth has been handed refutation of Faustus. We find examples in
down in word or writing by those who saw and :passages quoted above from Moses by Fausttt_
heard, why might not Matthew have heard the ihtmseif, without any denial, or rather with
truth from his fellow.disciple John, if John, the assertion, that they were written by"

was present and he himself was not, as from, _!oses, only not wri_enof,Ch_rist: h W'f.i_.,__ ._- . . . • _., ...... h_ _.,_ born so I Moses- tnen, writes ol tumuli, uvc_ ¢ _y,
i hose who shall be born after i salo tillS, or I olu _._la_ _u _ s_ua¢_
ong after and t . ......

I _J_ganxxi._. 4Joheaft.4'. sJoimv.46.
_Deal.all._. _GaL_ 9-
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. . 7 " !+_ Moses said, and Moses did. Or does he [ who taught the law in word, while they broke
say, The Lord called me, The Lord said to t it in deed. Christ savs of the Pharisees in an.
me, and not rather( The Lord called Moses, t other place, "What (hey say, that do; but do
The Lord said to Moses, and so on? So not after their works: for they say, and do

; Matthew, too, speaks of himself in the third not. ''5 So bere also He adds, "For I say
person. And John does the same; for unto you, Except your righteousness exceed
towards the end of his book he says: "' Peter, the righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees,
turning, saw the disciple whom Jesus loved, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of
who also lay on His breast at supper, and heaven;-6 that is, Unless ye shall both do
who said to the Lord, Who is it that shall and teach what they teach without doing, ye
betray Thee ?" Does he say, Peter, turning, shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven.
saw me ? Or will you argue from this that This law, therefore, which the Pharisees
John did not write this Gospel ? But he adds taught wtthout keeping it, Christ says He
a little after: "This is the &scipie that tes- came not to destroy, but to fulfill; for this
titles of Jesus, and has written these things; was the law connected with the seat of Moses
and we know that his testimony is true. ''_ in which the Pharisees sat, who. because they
Does he say, I am the disciple who testify of said without doing, are to be heard, but not
Jesus, and who have written these things, and to be imitated.
we know that my testimony is true? Evi- 6. Faustus does not understand, or pre-
dently this style is common in writers of tends not to understand, what it is to fulfill
narratives. There are innumerable instances the law. He supposes the expresmon to
in which the Lord Himself uses it. "When mean the addition of words to the law, re-
the Son of man," He says, "cometh, shall garding which it is written that nothing is to
He find faith on the earth ?" _ Not, When I be added to or taken- away from the Script.
come, shall I find ? Again, "The Son of ures of God. From this Faustus argues that
man came eating and drinking;"3 not, I there can be no fulfillment of what is spoken
came. Again, "The hour shall come, and of as so perfect that nothing can be added to
now is, when the dead shall hear the voice of it or taken from it. Faustus requires to be
the Son of God, and they that hear shall told that the law is fulfilled by living as i,t en.
live;"+ not, My voice. And so in many joins. " Love is the fulfilling of the law, ''_
other places. This may suffice to saUsfy in- as the apostle says. The Lord has vouch-
quirers and to refute scoffers, safed both to manifest and to impart this

5. Every one can see the weakness of the love, by sending the Holy Spirit to His be-
argument that Christ could not have said, lieving people. So it is said by the same

Think not that I am come to destroy the apostle: The love of God is shed abroad in
law and the prophets: I came not to destroy, our heart by the Holy Ghost, which is g_ven
but to fulfill," unless He had done something unto us."s And the Lord Himself says:
to create a suspicion of this kind. Of course, " By this shall all men know that ye are my
we grant that the unenlightened Jews may!disciples, if ye have love one to another. ''9
have looked upon Christ as the destroyer of T_e law, then, is fulfilled both by the observ-
the law and the prophets; but their very sus- ance of its precepts and by the accomphsh-
picion makes it certain that the true and ment of its prophecies. For "the law was
truthful One, in saying that He came not to given by Moses, but grace and truth came by

: destroy the law and the prophets, referred to Jesus Christ." "_ The law itself, by being
no other law than that of the Jews. This is fulfilled, becomes grace and truth. Grace is

_'. proved by the words that follow: "Verily, the fulfillment of love, and truth is the ac-
verily, I say hnto you, Till heaven and earth complishment of the prophecies. And as both

: + pass_ one jot or one tittle shall in no wise grace and truth are by Christ, it follows that
_:.: pass from the law till all be fulfilled. Who- He came rot to destroy the law, but to fulfill

soever therefore shall break one of the least it; not by supplying any defects in the la.w,

!_ ¢ff these commandments, and shall teach men but by obedience to what is written in the I/tw.
_+_ _o_ shall be called the least in the kingdom of Christ's own words declare this. For He
_._ • heaven. :But whosoever shall do and teach does not say, One jot or one tittle shall in no
_ ". _ shall be called great in the kingdom of wise pass from the law till its defects are sup-
_ heaven." This applied to the Pharisees, plied, but "till all be fulfilled."

+ _ _ J_lm zxL ,v.t¢. • Lttke zvilL L s Matt. x_tL 30 • Matt. =. t7-4_ _ l_mt. till te_

+6+_+* " , " _ Itl_tt, _d+ _tg.. + Joha v. =$. e Roar. v.$. tt John xiii. 3_. _ Jelm k 7.
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BOOK XVIII.
THE P-dF.LA.TION OF CHRIST TO PROPHECY, CONTINUKD.

L FAUst'ussaid: "I came not to destroycome out of it."Regarding sacrifices_too,
thelaw,but tofulfillit." IftheseareChrlst'she oftensaysthatGod demresmercy,and not

words,unlessthey have some otbermeamug, {sacrifice._ What becomes,then,ofthes_t¢.
theyare asmuch againstyou asagainstme. 'meat thathe came nottodestroytheMw, but
Your Christianityaswellasmine isbasedon tofulfillit? IfChristsaidthis,hemust hav¢
thebeliefthatChristcame todestroythe law meant somethingelse,or,what isnot to be
and the prophets. Your actionsprovetlus,thoughtof,hc tolda he.orhc never mid it.
even though in words you deny it. Itison No Christianwillallow that Jesus spoke
thisground that you disregardthe preceptsfalsely;thereforehe must eithernot Imv¢
of the law and the prophets. It ison thisisaldthis,orsaiditwithanothermeaning.
ground that we both acknowledge Jesus asI 3. For my part,asa Manicilman,thisverso
thefounderof the New Testament,m whlchIhashttled,_ctdtylotme, forattl_coutsetI
isimphcd the acknowledgment thatthe Old Iam taugi_ttobeh_ve thatmany thittgswhich
Testament isdestroyed. How, then,can we ipass m Scrq_tureunderthe name of theSo.
believethatChriststudthesewords withoutwour arcspurious,and thatthey must there.

firstconfessingthat hithertowe have been forebc testedto findwhethertheyare true,
whollyinerror,and withoutshowing our re- and sound,antigenuine; fortheenemy who
pentance by enteringon a courseof obedt-icomes by mght has corruptedalmost every
encetothe lawand tilepropi_ets,and ofcare-passageby sowing taresamong the wheat.
fulobservanceoftheirreqmrements,whatever So Iam notalarmedby timsewords,notwith-
they may be ? This done, we may honestlystandingthesacredname affixedtothem; for
beheve that Jesussaidthat he came not to I stillclaimthe libertyto examine whether
destroythe law,but to fulfill_t. As _tis,thiscomes from the hand of thegood sower,
you accuseme of not behewng what you do Iwho sows inthe day-time,orof theevilone,

who
not believe yourself, and what therefore is] sows m the nighL But what escal:m
false. Ifrom this dtfficulty can there lm for you, who

2. But grant that we have been in the wrong, receive everything wsthout examination, con.
hitherto. What is to be done now? Shall demmng the use of reason, which is tile pre.

we come under the law, since Christ has not ilrogative of human nature, arm tth_3kdngaIt
destroyed, but fulfilled it? Shall we by ctr- impiety to (llstlugulsn. t_tween t ut q r_
cumcision add shame to shame, and behevel falsehood," and a_oo_UCnnttr_t ?stnS_t_ract_lg
that God is pleased with such sacraments. ,between w_at ts g
Shall we observe the rest of the Sabbath, and idren are of ghosts ? For suppose a Jew or
bind ourselves tn the fetters of Saturn ? Shall I any one acquainted with the_ words should
we glut the demon of the Jews, for he zs not Jask you why you do not keep the precept_ of
God, wkh the slaughter of bulls, rams, and tbe law and the prophets, since Christ says
goats, not to say of men; and adopt, only with that he came not to destroy but to fulfil|
greater cruelty, in obedience to the law and them: you will be obliged either to join in the
the prophets, the practices on account of superstiuous follies of the Jews, or to declare
which we abandoned idolatry. ? Shall we, in this verse false, or to deny that you are it
finc_ call the flesh of some animals clean, and follower of Christ.
that of others unclean, at_ong which, accord. 4. AUOUSTIN replied: Since you contin_
ing to the law and the prophets, swine's flesh repeating what has been so often exposed and
has a particular defilement? Of course you refuted, we must be content to rel_t tim
will allow that as Christians we must not do refutation. The things in the law attd the
a of these things, for you remember that prophets which Christians do not _,- - - • :---_ ,--- are onl,_ the types of what tbey do observe.
Christ says that a man wnen ctrcumoscu y_- ._ _ were fi---res of th|n "_ to conm,
comes twofold a child of hell.' It is plain itnese types .. st, _ _,-_ .....
also that Christ neither observed the Sabbath _ana are necessarily removco wrmn t._ things
,. - . _ ......... t..... ed i themselves are fully revealed by Christ, ttlat
ntmsclt, nor commanoeo t_ co oc ,,,,_,* •
A..t ._._:._ _..._o he sa,-s exr, resslv that _in this very removal the law and the proph_.s.... _ ........ ,.,. 7 .r- - . 1___ t.. fulfilled. So it is written in the
man is not de_led by anything t_.at goes t.nto I _v_.y _ ;h---t--Godwould _dve a new covetmnt4 '
his mouth, but rather by the things wmcn p_vt ............ -- _-=_ ___

i--

: • J4istt. xv. _t. _ M_tt_t_ t_
M_tt.x_ii ss+ t -_
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_ not as I gave to their fathers." _ Such was however, got the names of July and August
_:+ the hardness of heart of the people under th_ from men to whom divine honors were de-
"" Old Testament, that many precepts were given creed; while the others, from September to
- _ tOthem, not so much because they were good, December, continued to be named from their

as because they suited the people. Still, in number. January, again, is named from
all these things the future was foretold and Janus, and February from the rites of the
+prefigured, although the people did not un- Luperci called Febru_e. Must we say that

_( derstand the meaning of their own observ- you worship the god Mars in the month of
+_ ances. After the manifest appearance of the March ? But that is the month in which you

+ things thus signified, we are not required to hold the feast you call Bema with great pomp.
observe the types; but we read them to see But if you think it allowable to observe the
their meaning. So, again, it ts foretold in month of March without thinking of Mars,
the prophets, "I will take away their stony why do you try to bring in the name of Saturn
heart, and will gtve them a heart of flesh," 2-- in connection with the rest of the seventh day
that is, a sensible heart, instead of an insensi- enjoined in Scripture, merely because the
bin one. To this the apostle alludes in the Gentiles call the day Saturday? The Script-
words: "Not in tables of stone, but in the ure name for the day is Sabbath, which means
fleshy tables of the heart."3 The fleshy rest. Your scoff is as unreasonable as it is
tables of the heart are the same as the heart profane.
of flesh. Since, then, the removal of th_se 6. As regards animal sacrifices, every
observances is foretold, the law and the Christian knows that they were enjoined as
prophets could not have been fulfilled but by suitable to a perverse people, and not be-
this removal. Now, however, the predictton cause God had any pleasure in them. Still,
is accomplished, and the fulfillment of the even in these sacrifices there were types of
law and the prophets is found in what at first what we enjoy; for we cannot obtain purifica-
sight seems the very opposite, tion or the propitiation of God without blood.

5. We are not afraid to meet your scoff at The fulfillment of these types is in Christ, by
the Sabbath, when you call it the fetters of whose blood we are purified and redeemed.
Saturn. It is a silly and unmeamng ex- In these figures of the d_vine oracles, the bull
pression, which occurred to you only because represents Christ, because with the horns of
you are in the habit of worshipping the sun Hts cross He scatters the wicked; the lamb,
on what you call Sunday. What you call from His matchless innocence; the goat,
Sunday we call the Lord's day, and on it we from His being made in the hkeness of sinful
do not worship the sun, but the Lord's resur- flesh, that by sin He might condemn sin.6
rection. And m the same way, the fathers Whatever kind of sacrifice you choose to
observed the rest of the Sabbath, not because specify, I will show you a prophecy of Christ
they worshipped Saturn, but because it was m it. Thus we have shown regarding circum-
incumbent at that time; for it was a shadow cision, and the Sabbath, and the distraction
Of things to come, as the apostle testifies.* of food, and the sacrifice of animals, that at1
The Gentiles, of whom the apostle says that these things were our examples, and our

: they "worshipped and served the creature prophecies, which Christ came not to destroy,
• rather than the Creator, ''s gave the names but to fulfill, by fulfilling what was thus fore-
',:/" of their gods to the days of the week. And told. Your opponent is the apostle, whose
_.: SOfar you do the same, except that you wor- opinion I give in his own words: "All these
/_ ship only the two brightest luminaries, and things were our examptes."_
:_(_ not the rest of the stars, as the Gentiles did. 7. If you have learned from Manich_eus
:_, Besides, the Gentiles gave the names of their the willful _mpiety of admitting only those

gods to the months. In honor of Romulus, parts of the Gospel which do not contradict
whom they believed to be the son of Mars, your errors, while you reject the rest, we have
they dedicated the first month to Mars, and learned from the apostle the pious caution of
caflted it March. The next month, April, is tooking on every one as accursed that preaches
named not from any god, but fri_mthe word to us another gospel than that which we have
f_oropening, be/cause the buds generally open received. Hence Catholic ChYistians look
in+this month. The third month is called upon you as among the tares; for, in the
]_3Y._,in honor of Maia the mother of Mer- Lord's exposition of the meaning of the tares,

The fourth is called June, from Juno. they are not falsehood mixed with truth in
rest to December used to be named ac- the Scriptures, but children of the wicked

to their number The fifth and sixth, one,--that is, people who imttate the deceit-
a Jet. _mml.$L "]g_k. xi._. _ a C-_r. h. 3.

+++ 4_ iL _7. S Rom, i. aS _ Rom+ viiL 3. I, C+¢x,'.:t..6.
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fulness of the devil. It is not true that lChristian s are in no difficulty re_t_din_ the _
Catholic Christians believe everything; for lwords of Christ *h.... ;, ;......... k.-
they do not believe Manich_eus or any of the I ma,, be sai -_ __7 ._ "-_'s..... -_,.-__*,_ *_,yy

heretics Nor do they condemn tile use of i p_)hets; _o'r't;_y_°tl;;tgrararV_cett_7 _ri_tl_tt_
human reason; but what you call reasoning i keep the law by their love to G_t and man;
they prove to be fallacious. Nor do they i and on these two commandments hang all the
think it profane to distingmsh truth from l law and the prophets.' Besides, they see in
falsehood; for they distmguish between time,Christ and the Church the fulfillment of MI
truth of the Catholic faith and the falsehood tl_e prophecies of tile Old Testament, whether
of your doctrines. Nor do they fear to sep- _m the form of :tctmns, or of symbolic rites,
arate good from evil; but they contend that, or of figurattve language. So we neither join
evil, instead of being natural, is unnatural. !m superst,uous folhes, nor declare this verse

They know nothing of your race of darkness, I false, nor deny that we are followers Of
which, you say, is produced from a prmctple tChr,st; for on tho_e principles wi_ieh I have
of its own. and fights against the kingdom of set forth to tile best of my Imwer, the law
God, and of which your god seems really to land the prophets which £'ztrl._t came not tO
be more frightened than children are of!destroy, lint to fulfill, are no other than
ghosts; for, according to you, he covered :,those recognized by the Church.
himself with a red, that he might not see hm i
own members taken and plundered by the'
assault of the enemy. To conclude, Cathohc' , Mat, _,, 4o

BOOK XIX.
FAUSTUS IS WILLING TO ADMIT "IHAT CItRI_'I MA_. H_VI. '._11)"IHAT lie CAME NOT TO 1)I,_,_qTROY

THE LAX.VAND THE PROPHETS, BUI' 1 _ I'ULFII I. IHEM; IeUI" IF HE DID. 131 WA._, TO PACIFY "1H|?.

JEV,'$ AND IN A I_,IODIFIEI) qENSE. AUGU_.'I IN RI. PI,11-.'.. 'tND _'1"I1.I. FI;RTHI.,R ELAI_OI4ATE$1 '1'|11_

CATrtOL]CV]rW OF PROPHECYArid n'S _'VLFn.LMr..x_.

]. FAUSTUS said: I will grant that Chr, st l the ttcbrews, which the apostle calls the law
said that he came not to destroy the law and ,_f sm and death.' The second is that of the
the prophets, but to fulfill them. But why i(;entiles, wtlwh I_e calls the law of nature.
d_d Jesus say this? Was it to pacify the "For the (;entries," he says,"do by nat, re
Jews, who were enraged at seemg their sacred the things contained in the law; and, not hay.
institutions trampled upon by Christ, and re- img the law, they are a law unto themselves;
garded him as a wdd blasphemer, not to be Iwho show the work of the law written on
hstened to, much less to be followed ? Or their hearts."' "File third law is the truth
was it for our instructton as Gentile behevers. Ilof whic_ the apostle speaks when he says,
that we might learn meekly and patiently to "The law of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus
bear the yoke of commandment la_d on our ;hath m:_de me free from the law of sin and
necks by the law and the prophets of the Ideath."_ Since, then, there are three laws,
Jews ? You yourself can hardly suppose that iwe must carefully inquire which of the three
Christ's words were intended to bring us under _Christ spoke of when He said that He came
the authority of the law and the prophets of i not to destroy the law, but to fulfill it. tn
the Hebrews. So that the other explanation i the same way, there are prophets of the Jewl b
which I have given of the words must be the and prophets of the Gentiles, and prophets of
true one. Every one knows that the Jews truth. With the prophets of the Jews, of
were always ready to attack Christ, botl_with ]course, every one is acquainted. If any one
words and with actual violence. Naturally, is in doubt about the prophets of the Gentiles,
then, they would be enraged at the tdea that let him hear what Paul says when writing o_
Christ w_ts destroying their law and their the Cretans to Titus: "A prophet of their
prophets; and, to appease them, Christ might own has said, The Cretans are always lim,'s,
very well tell them not to think that he came evil beasts, slow bellies." s This provt_ that
to destroy the law, bus that he came to fulfill the Gentiles al_o had their *proph_J. The .,o
it. There was no falsehood or decett in this, truth also has its prophets, as we learn from . "_
for he aased the word taw in a general sense, Jesus as well as from Paul. Jesus I_ltS: _ ._
not of any particular law.

_. There are three laws. One is that of i _'_"_" _=i,."_...._. ,"Tu._'_',.a.,.,4,,_. . ,./

,L4_,:
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,_'Behoid, I send unto you wise men and adulterer if he afterwards marries another
prophets, and some of them ye shall kill in woman." 3 These precepts are evidently de-
,divers places." • And Paul says: " The Lord stroyed because they are the l_reeepts of

i": Himself appointed first apostles, and then Moses; while the others are fulfilled because
"_ prophets." _ they are the precepts of the righteous men of

3. As "the law and the prophets" may antiquity. If you agree to this explanation,
" have three different meanings, it is uncertain we may allow that Jesus said that he came
i in what sense the words are used by Jesus, not to destroy the law, but to fulfill it. If
" though we may form a conjecture from what rou disapprove of this explanation, give one

foilows. For if Jesus had gone on to speak of your own. Only beware of making Jesus
of circumcision, and Sabbaths, and sacrifices, a liar, and of making yourself a Jew, by bind-
and the observances of the Hebrews, and had mg yourself to fulfill the law because Christ
added something as a fulfitlment, there could did not destroy it.
have been no doubt that it was the law and 4- If one of the Nazareans, or Symma-
the prophets of the Jews of which He stud that chians, as they are sometzmes called, were
He came not to destroy, but to fulfill them. arguing with me from these words of Jesus
But Christ, without any allusion to these, that he came not to destroy tile law, I should
speaks only of commaudments which date find some difficulty m answering lure. For
from the earliest times: " Thou shalt not kill; it is undeniable that, at his coming, Jesus
Thou shalt not commit adultery; Thou shalt was both in body and mind subject to the m.
not bear false w_tness." These, it can be fluence of the law and the prophets. Those
proved, were of old promulgated in the world people, moreover, whom I allude to, practise
by Enoch and Seth, and the other righteous circumcision, and keep the Sabbath, and ab-
men, to whom the precepts were dehvered by stain from swine's flesh and such like things,
angels of lofty rank, in order to tame the according to the law, although they profess
savage nature of men. From this it appears to be Christians. They are evidently misled,
that Jesus spoke of the taw and the prophets as well as you, by this verse in which Christ
of truth. And so we find him giving a fulfill- says that he came not to destroy the law, but
ment of those precepts already quoted. "Ye to fulfill it. It would not be easy to reply to
have heard," He says, "that it was said by such opponents without first getting rid of
them of old time, Thou shalt not kill; but I this troublesome verse. But with you I have
say unto you, Be not even angry." This is no difficulty, for you have nothing to go upon;
the fulfillment. Again: "Ye have heard that and instead of using arguments, you seem
it was said, Thou shalt not commit adultery; disposed, in mere mischief, to induce me to
but I say unto you, Do not lust even." This believe that Christ said what you evidently do
is the fulfillment. Again: " It has been said, not yourself believe h_m to have said. On
Thou shalt not bear false witness; but I say the strength of this verse you accuse me of
unto yog, Swear not." This too is the fulfill- dullness and evasiveness, without yourself
ment. He thus both confirms the old pre- giving any indication of keeping the law in-
cepts and supplies their defects. Where He stead of destroying it. Do you too, like a
seems to speak of some Jewish precepts, in- Jew or a Nazarean, glory in the obscene dis.
stead of fulfilling them, He substitutes for tinction of being circumcised ? Do you pride
them precepts of an opposite tendency. He yourself in the observance of the Sabbath ?

.7_ proceeds thus: "'Ye have heard that it has Can you congratulate yourself on being inno-
been said, An eye for an eye, and a tooth fo_ cent of swine's flesh ? Or can you boast of

:_- a tooth; but I say unto you, Whosoever shall having gratified the appetite of the Deity by
> imaite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the blood of sacrifices and the incense of
,-__ the other also." This is not fulfillment, but Jewish offerings ? If not, why do you con-

destruction. Again: "It has been said, Thou tend that Christ came not to destroy the law,
" shalt love thy friend, and hate thine enemy; but to fulfill it?

bat I say unto you, Love your enemies, and 5. I give unceasing thanks to my teacher,
_ 'pray for your persecutors." This too is de- who prevented me from falling into this error,
_-. straction. Again: "It has been said, Who- so that I am still a Christian. For I, like you,
_.. _m_ver shall put away his wife, let him give from reading this verse without sufficient con-

_ -her a writing of divorcement; but I say unto sideration, had almost resolved to become a•,_ -you, That whosoever shall put away his wife, Jew. And with reason; for if Christ came
_ _' _.g for the cause of fornication, causeth not to destroy the law, but to fulfill it, and as

" _ to commit adultery, and is himself an a vessel in order to be filled full must net be
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empty, but partly filled already, I concluded idestroy these things, but to fult_dl thel_ :'_-'
that no one could become a Christian but an !Why do you discard the annual feast of u_
Israelite, nearly filled already with the law an( i leavened bread, and the appointed saeri6ce
the prophets, and coming to Christ to be filled iof the lamb, which, according to the law aM
to the full extent of his capacity. I concluded, !the prophets, is to be observed for ever P
too, that in thus coming he must not destroy iWhy , in a word, do you treat so lightly the
what he already possesses; otherwise it would new moons, the baptisms, and the ferret of
be a case, not of fulfilling, but of emptying, i tabernacles, and all the other carnal ordi-
Then it appeared thatmI,as a Gentile, could nances of the law and the prophets, if Chrkst
get nothing by coming to Lnrist, for I brought !did not destroy" them ? I have therefore l,ood
nothing that he could fill up by h_s addittons, reasou for saying that, in order to justify_tlr
This preparatory supply is found, on inquiry, neglect of these things, you must either shim-
to consist of Sabbaths, circumctsion, such- don your profession of being Christ's disciple,
rices, new moons, baptisms, feasts of un- or acknowledge that Chrtst himself has _d.
leavened bread, dtstmctions of foods, drink, ready destroyed them; and from this tin-
and clothes, and other things, too many to knowledgment it must follow, either that this
specify. This, then, _t appeared, was what text is spurious in which Christ is made to
Christ came not to destroy, but to fulfill, say that he came not to destroy the law, but

Naturally it must appear so: for what is a Ire'fulfill it, or that the words have an entirely
law without precepts, or prophets without different meaning from what you suppose.
predictions ? Besides, there _s that terrible' 7. Act;_srlr_ replied: If you allow, in con-
curse pronounced upon those who abide not[sideration of the authority of the Gospel,
in all things that are written in the book of that Christ sa_d that He came not to destroy
the law to do them.' With the fear of th_s the law and the prophets, but to fulfill them,
curse appearing to come from God on you should show the same consideration to
the one side, and with Christ on the other the authortty of the apostle, when he says_
side, seeming, as the Son of God,'to say that "All these things were our examples;" mid
he came not to destroy these things, but to again of Christ, " He was not yea arid nay,
fulfill them, what was to prevent me from but in Him was yea; for all the promises of
becoming a Jew_ The w_se instruction of God are in Htm yea;"" that is, they are set

Manichmus saved me from this danger, forth and fulfilled in Him. In this way yet,6. But how can you venture to quote this wtll see in the clearest light both what
verse against me? Or why should it be Christ fulfilled, and how He fulfilled it. It
against me only, when it is as much against is a vain attempt that you make to eta.ape by
yourself ? If Christ does not destroy the law your three kinds of law and your three kinds
and the prophets, neither must Christians do of prophets. It is quite plain, and the New .
so. Why then do you destroy them ? Do Testament leaves no doubt on the matter_
you begm to perceive that you are no Chr,s- what law and what prophets Christ came riot
tian ? How can you profane with all kinds of _to destroy, but to fulfill. The law given by
work the day pronounced sacred m the law I Moses is that which by Jesus Christ became
and in all the prophets, on which they say igrace and truth) The law given by Moses
that God, the maker of the world, himself ts that of which Christ says, "He wrote of
rested, without dreading the penalty of death me.' * For undoubtedly this is the law which :
pronounced against Sabbath-breakers, or the entered that the offence might abound;" words
curse on the transgressor ? How can you re- which you often _gnorantly quote ,as a reproach -
fuse to receive m your person the unseemly to the law. Read what is there said of this
mark of circumcmion, which the law and all aw: "The law is holy, and the corn, hand- ._
the prophets declare to be honorable, espec- ment holy, and just, and good. Was then
ially in the case of Abraham, after what was that which is good made death unto me ?
thought to be his faith; for does not the God God forbid. But sin, that it might ap_.._r :_
of the Jews proclaim that whosoever is with- sin, wrought death in me by that which ks
oat this mark of infamy shatt perish from his good." _ The entrance of the law made the
people ? How can you neglect the appointed offense abound, not because the law requited _
saerifmes, which were made so much of both what was wrong, but because tim proud and '
by Moses and the prophets under the law, and self-confident incurred additional guilt as -':
by Abraham in his faith ? And how can you transgressors after their acquaintance _th the _-
defile your souls by making no distinction in holy, and just, aria good commandments ot ;_'the law; so that, being thus humbled, tlaO' -.:_
foods, if you believe that Christ came not to ......... - :, ?_:

t Ikmt. x=_ii,xl_
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might learn that only by grace through faith !the promises made unto the fathers." 6 What.
-could they be freed from subjection to the ever, then, was promised in the prophets,
law as transgressors, and be reconciled to the whether expressly or in figure, whether by
law as righteous. So the same apostle says: words or by actions, was fulfilled in Him who
"For before faith came, we were kept under _came not to destroy the law and the prophets,
the law, shut up unto the faith which was'but to fulfill them. You do not perceive that
afterwards revealed. Therefore the law was i if Christians were to continue in the use of
our schoolmaster in Christ Jesus; but after,I acts and observances by which things to come
faith came, we are no longer under a school-lwere prefigured, the 9uly meaning would be
master." ' That is, we are no longer subject _kthat the things prefigured had not yet come.

to the penalty of the law, because we are set fEither the thing prefigured has not come, or
free by grace. Before we received in humil, t if it has, the figure becomes superfluous or
ity the grace of the Spirit, the letter was only imisleading. Therefore, if Christians do not
death to us, for it required obedience which practise some things enjoined in the Hebrews
we could not render. Thus Paul also says: by the prophets, this, so far from showing, as
" The letter killeth, butthe spirit glveth life." _' you think, that Christ did not fulfill the
Again, he says: "For if a law had been given _prophets, rather shows that He did. So
which could have given life, verily righteous. !completely did Christ fulfill what these types
nest should have been by the law; but the lprefigured, that it is no longer prefigured.
Scripture hath concIuded all under sin, that iSo the Lord Himself says: "The law and

the promise by faith of Jesus Christ might be the prophets were until John." _ For the law
given to them that believe.' 3 And once which shut tip transgressors in increased guilt,
more: "What the law could not do, in that and to the faith which was afterwards revealed,
it was weak through the flesh, God sent I-Iis ibecame grace through Jesus Chrtst, by whom

Son in the likeness of sinful flesh, that by sin tgrace superabounded. Thus the law, whtch
He might condemn sin in the flesh, that the was not fulfilled in the requirement of the
righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in Jletter, was*fulfilled in the hberty of grace. In
Us, who walk not after the flesh, but after the'the same way, everything in the law that was

Spirit." 4 Here we see Christ coming not to iprophetic of the Say|our's advent, whether in
estroy the law, but to fulfill it. As the law words or in typical actions, became truth in

brought the proud under the guilt of trans-I Jesus Christ. For "the law was gix'en by
gression, increasing their sin by command-' Moses, but grace and truth came by Jesus
ments which they could not obey, so the Ci_rtst. ''* At Christ'sadvent the kingdom of

,_. righteousness of the same law is fulfilled by God began to be preached; for the law and
the grace of the Spirit in those who learnlthe prophets were until John: the taw, that

• from Christ to be meek and lowly in heart: its transgressors might desire salvation; the
for Christ came not to destroy the law, but to _prophets, that they might foretell the Saviour.
fulfill tt. Moreover, because even for those lNo doubt there have been prophets m the
who are under grace it is difficult in thts lChurch since the ascension of Christ. Of
mortal life perfectly to keepwhat is written in these prophets Paul says: ' God hath set
the law, Thou shalt not covet, Christ, by the some in the Church. first apostles, secondardy
sacrifice of His flesh, as our Priest obtains] prophets, thirdly teachers," and so on. 9 It
pardon for us. And in this also He fulfills lls not of these prophets that it was said,
the. law; ....for what we fail in through weakness t" The law and the prophets were until John,"
ls supphed by His perfection, who _s the Lbut of those who prophesied the first coming
Head, while we are His members. Thus I of Christ, which evidently cannot be prophe-
John says: " My little children, these things [ sited now that it has taken place.
write I unto you, that ye sin not; and if any _9. Accordingly, when you ask why a Chris-
man sin, we have an Advocate with the Father, ti_n is not circumcised if Christ came not to
Jtlesus Christ the righteous: He is the propitia- Idestroy the law, but to fulfill it, my reply is,

on for our sins." s Ithat a Christian is not circumcised precisely
8. Christ also fulfilled the prophecies, be-i for this reason, that what was prefigured by

cause the promises of God were made good lcireumdsion is fulfilled in Christ. Circum-
_ in Him. As the apostle says in the verse icision was the type of the removal of our

quoted above, *'The promises of God are in Ifleshly nature, which was fulfilled in the resur-
Him yea." Again, he says: "Now I say _rection of Christ, and which the sacrament of

_ that Jesus Christ was a minister of the cir- :baptism teaches us to look forward to in oar

._umcislon for the truth of GOd, to c°nfirmI°wnt resurrection. The sacrament of the new
t GaL tit. ryh _3. • 2 C__r. lii. 6. 3 GaL UL at, sm. _ • Rraa. xv. & 7 I.uke _ad. _6.
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life is not wholly discontinued, for our resur-_ apostle says: "If therefore there is any r_.w
rection from the dead is still to come; but:creature m Christ Jesus, the old things haw
this sacrament has been improved by the sub- i t_ssed away; behold, all things are become
stitution of baptism for circumcision, because _new." _ Waen you ask why a Christian does
now a pattern of the eternal life which is to i not observe the baptisms for various kinds of
come is afforded us in the resurrection of! uncleaaness according to the lawj if Christ
Christ, whereas formerly there was nothing Icame not to destroy the law, but to fulfill it,
of the kind._ So, when you ask why a Chris-'I reply, that he does not observe them pre.
tlan does ups keep the Sabbath, if Christ came icisely because they were figures of things to
not to destroy the law, but to fulfill it, my!come, which Christ has fulfilled. For Fie
reply is, that a Christian does not keep the tcame to bury us with Himself by baptism

Sabbath precisely because what was prefigured i into death, that as Christ rose again from thein the Sabbath is fulfilled in Christ. For we dead, so we also should walk m newness of
have our Sabbath in Htm who said, "Come I life. _ When you ask why Christians do not
unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy keep the feast of tabernacles, if the law is
laden, and I will give you rest. "Fake myi not destroyed, but fulfilled by Christ, I reply
yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am that behevers are GOd s tabernacle, in whom,

meek and lowly in ,heart, and ve shall find Ias they are muted and built together in love,
rest unto your souls. ' ' " ]God condesceods to dwell, so that Christians

xo. When you ask why a Christian doesi do not keep thts feast precisely tmcause what
not observe the distinction'in food as enjoined was thus prefigured is now fulfilled by Christ
in the law, ff Christ came not to destroy them I-hs Church.
law, but to fulfill _t, I rgply, that a Chrtstian it. I touch Ul×_n these things merely in
does not observe this d_stinct_on precisely he- passing w_th the utmost brcwty, rather than
cause what was thus prefigured is now fulfilled Fomlt them altogether. The subjects, taken
in Christ, who admits into His body, which separately, have filled many large volumes,
m His saints He has predestined to cternal written to prove that these observances were
life, nothing which m human conduct cortes- !typical of Christ. So it appears that all the

ponds to the characteristics of the forbidden ithings in the Old Testament which you think
animals. _.'_hen you ask, again, why a Chris- Iare not observed by Christmns because Christ
tian does not offer sacrifices to God of the destroyed the law, are in f/_ct not observed
flesh and blood of slain animals, ff Christ.because Christ fulfilled the law. The very
came not to destroy the law, but to fulfill _t intentmon of thc observances was to prefigure
I reply, that it would he improper for a_Chrst Now that Christ has come, instead
Christian to offer such sacrtfices, now that i°f _ts being strange or absurd that what was
what was thus prefigured has been fulfilled in :done to prefigure Fhs advent should not be
Christ's offering of His own body and blood, idone any more, it _s perfectly right and tea.
When you ask why a Christian does not keep' sonable. The typical observances intended
the feast of unleavened bread as the Jews chd, t to prefigure the coming of Christ would be
_f Christ came not to destroy the taw, but to tobserved stdl, had they not been fulfilled by
fulfill it, I reply, that a Christian does not J the coming of Christ; so far is it from being
keep this feast precisely because what was the case that our not observing them now is
thus prefigured is fulfilled in Christ. who leads Iany proof of their not being fulfilled by
us to a new life by purging out the leaven of, Christ's coming. (There can be no religious
the old life/ When you ask why a Christian society, whether the religion be true or false, ]_
does not keep the feast of the paschal lamb, lwithout some sacrament or visible symbol to _
if Christ came not to destroy the law, but to serve as a bond of union._ The importance
fulfill it, my reply is, that he does not keep it iof these sacraments cannot be overstated, and
precisely because what was thus prefigured ionly scoffers will treat them lightly. For if
has been fulfilled in the sufferings of Christ, i piety requires them, it must be impiety to
the Lamb without spot. When you ask why i negl_"t them.
a Christian does not keep the feasts of the __. It is true, the ungodly may partake in
new moon appointed in the law, if Christ lthe.visible^sacraments of godliness, as we
came not to destroy the law, but to fulfill it, Iread that _imon Magus reoe_veo noty Dap-
I re that he does not kee them precisely tism. Such are they of whom the apostle

lilY, P . _ ,, --
because what was thus prefigured is fulfilled, says that they have the form of godhneu,

in Christ. For the feast of the new moon ibut deny the power of it." s The power of
prefigured the new creature, of which the fgodliness is the end of the commandment,

t I_¢_ _L _g, a_. • _ Co_. _. 7. 1 _ _ Lo_. v., 7. _ Rom. vi. _. 5 _ Tim. ill S.
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that is, love out of a pure heart, and of a l for the saints and righteous men of those
good_ conscience, and of faith unfeigned.' So ,Itimes all believed and hoped for the same
the Apostle Peter, speaking of the sacrament things, and all these sacraments and cere-
of the ark, in which the family of Noah was lmonies pointed to the future; but now we
saved from. the deluge, says, So by a sire1- [have the revelation of the faith to which the
l_r figure baptism also saves you." And lest I people were shut up under the law; 6 and what
they should rest content with the visible sac- _is now promised to believers in the judgment
rament, by which they had the form of godh-ils already accomplished in the example of
hess, and should deny its power in their lives Him who came not to destroy the law and
by profligate conduct, he immediately adds, _the prophets, but to fulfill them.
"Not the putting away of the filth of the ! I S. It is a question among the students of
:_n h, but the answer of a good conscience." • I the sacred Scriptures, whether the faith m

3. Thus the sacraments of the Old Testa-'_ Christ befote Hts passion and resurrection,
t, which were celebrated in obedience to[wluch the righteous men of old learned l_y

the law, were types of Christ who was to!revelation or gathered from prophecy, had
come; and when Christ fulfilled them by His ] the same efficacy as faith has now that Christ
advent they were done away, and were done has suffered and r_sen; or whether the actual
away because they were fulfilled. For Chr_stl shedding of the blood of the Lamb of God,
came not to destroy, but to fulfill. And now [which was, as He Hlmsetf says, for many for
that the righteousness of faith is revealed, and ! the remission of sins,7 conferred any be.lefit

the children of God are called into liberty,, and _m the way of purifying or adding to the puritythe yoke of bondage which was r_qutred for a! of those who looked forward m faith to the
carnal and stlffnecked people is taken away, death of Christ, but [eft the world before it
other sacraments are instituted, greater m el- took place; whether, in fact, Christ's death
ficaey, more beneficial m their use, easter in t reached to the dead, so as to effect their lib-
perfotanance, and fewer m number. _ erat_on. To dtscuss thts question here, or to

x4. And if the righteous men of _old, who prove what has been ascertained on the sub-
saw in the sacraments of their time the prom- i jeer, would take too long, besides being for-
ise of a future revelation of faith, which even I elgn from our present purpose.
then their piety enabled them to discern in [ i6. ]_ieanwh]le it is sufficient to prove, in
the dim light of prophecy, and by which they opposition to Faustus' ignorant cavils, how
lived, for the just can live only by faith; 3 if, greatly they mistake who conclude, from the
then, these righteous men of old were ready change m s_gns and sacraments, that there
to suffer, as many a_ually did suffer, all must be a difference in the things whlch were
trials and tortures for the sake of those typ- I prefigured in the rites of a prophetic dispen-
ical sacraments whtch prefigured things m lsation , and which are declared to be accom-
the future; if we praise the three chddren and ] plished m the rites of the gospel; or those,
Daniel, because they refused to be defiled by Ion the other hand, who think that as the
meat from the king's table, from their regard things are the same, the sacraments which an-
for the sacrament of their day; if we feel the nounce their accomplishment should not
strongest admiration for the Maccabees, who differ from the sacraments which foretold that
refused to touch food which Christians law- accomphshment. For if in language the form
fully use; 4 how much more should a Christian of the verb changes in the number of letters
in our day be ready to suffer all things for and syllables according to the tense, as done
Christ's baptism, for Christ's Eucharist, for sigmfies the past, and to be done the future,
Christ's sacred sign, since these are proofs of why should not the symbols which declare
the accomplishmeut of what the former sacra- Christ's death and resurrection to be accom-
ments only pointed forward to in the future! plished, differ from those which predicted
For what is still promised to the Church, the their accomplishment, as we see a difference
body of Christ, is both clearly made known, in the form and sound of the words, past and
and in the Saviour Himself, the Head of the rpfuture, suffered and to suffer, risen and to
body, the Mediator between God and men, ',rise ? For material symbols are nothing else
the man Christ Jesus, has already been ac. [than visible speech, which, though sacred, is
o_mplished. Is not the promise of eternal!changeable and transitory. For while God
life by resurrection from the dead ? This we is eternal, the water of baptism, and all that
see fulfilled in the flesh of Him of whom it is is material in the sacrament, is transitory:
said, that the Word became flesh and dwelt the very word "God," which must be pro-
among us._ In former days faith was dim, nounced in the consecration, is a sound which

z zTim. L_. _z P_. _|, tl. 3 l_om. L ZT.
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passes in a moment. The actions and sounds Icircumcision, there was no obligation to adopt
pass away, but their efficacy remains the same, Jewish customs. If, indeed, like Timothy,
and the spiritual gift thus communicated is they chose to accommodate themselves to the
eternal. To say, therefore, that if Christ views of those of the cireamcision who were
had not destroyed the law and the prophets, still wedded to their old sacraments, they
the sacraments of the law and the prophets were free to do so. l_ut if they supposed
would continue to be observed in the congre- _that their hope and salvation depended on
gallons of the Christian Church, is the same these works of the lawp they were warood
as to say that if Christ had not destroyed the _against them as a fatal danger. So the
law and the prophets, He would still be pre- ',apostle says: " Behold, I Paul say unto your
dieted as about to be born, to suffer, and to* that if ye be circumcised, Christ shall profit
rise again; whereas, in fact, it is proved that ! you nothing;" ' that is, if they were circum-
He did not destroy, but fulfill those things, cised, as they were intending to be, in corn-
because the prophecies of His birth, and pas- phancc wsth some corrupt teachers, who told
sion, and resurrection, which were represented them that without these works of the law they
in these ancient sacraments, have ceased, and couht not be saved_ For when, chiefly through
the sacraments now observed by Christians the preaching of the Apostle Paul, the Gen.
contain the announcement that He has been ides were coming to the faith of Chrsst, as it
born, has suffered, has risen, tie who came was proper that they should come, without
not to destroy the law and the prophets, but being burdened wEth Jewish observances_
to fulfill them, by this fulfillment thd away for tt_ose who were grown up were deterred
w_th those things which foretold the accom- from the faith by fear of ceremonies to which
plishment of what is thus shown to be now' they were not accustomed, especially of cir.
accomphshed. Precisely in the same way, *cumc_s_on; and if they who had not been
he might substitute for tt_e expressions, " He trained from their birth to such observances
is to be born, is to suffer,'ls to rise," whmch r had been made proselytes m the usual way, it
were in these times appropriate, the expres- iwould have imphed that the coming of Christ
sions, "He has been born, has suffered, has still requLred to be predicted as a future
risen." which are approprmte now that the event;_when, then, the Gentiles were ad-
others are accomplished, and so done away. m_tted w_thout these ceremomes, those of the

17. Corresponding to this change in words c_rcumc_sion who beheved, not understanding
is the change which naturally took place m why the Gentiles were not required to adol_
the substitution of new sacraments instead of the:r customs, nor why they themselves were
those of the Old Testament. In the case of' st_ll allowed to retain them, began to disturb
the first ChrLstians, who came to the faith as ' the Church wroth carnal contentions, because
Jews, it was by degrees that they were brought the Gentiles were admitted into the people of
to change their customs, and to have a clear God without being made proselytes in the
perceptmn of the truth; and permission was usual way by circumcision and the other legal
given them by the apostle to preserve their observances. Some also of "the converted
hereditary worship and behef, in wtnch they Gentiles were bent on these ceremonies, from
had been born and brought up; and those fear of the Jews among whom they lived.
who had to do with them were requ,red to Against these Gentiles the Apostle Paul often
make allowance for this reluctance to accept wrote, and when Peter was carried away by
new customs. So the apostle circumcised their hypocrisy, he corrected him with a
Timothy, the son of a Jewish mother and a brotherly rebuke." Afterwards, when the
Greek father, when they went among people apostles met m council, decreed that these
of this kind; and he himself accommodated _works of the law were not obligatory in the
his practice to theirs, not hypocritically, but case of the Gentiles,, some Christmns of the
for a wise purpose. For these practices were' circumcision were displeased, because they
harmless in the case of those born and brought faded to understand that these observances
up in them, though they were no longer re- were permissible only in those who had been
quired to prefigure things to come. It would trained in them before the revelation of
have done more harm to condemn them as faith, to bring to a close the prophetic life in
hurtful in the case of those to whose time it, those who were engaged in it before the

was intended that they should continue, i prophecy was fu!filled, lest by a compulsory
Christ, who came to fulfill all these prophe- t abandonment it sl_oum seem to be condemned
ties, found those people trained in their own I rather than closed; while to lay these things
religion. But in the case of those who had /on the Gentiles would imply either that they
no sfich training, but were brought to Christ, {
the corner-stone, from the opposite wall of _ __ v. =. • c,_ li._4- __ _¢._-:_.
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were not instituted to prefigure Christ, or ithe accomplishment of what they promise.
that Christ was still to be prefigured. The iBoth are fulfilled in Christ, who has ever been
ancient people of God, before Christ came the bestower of this grace, which is also now
to fulfill the law and the prophets, were re- revealed in Him, and who now makes mani-
quired to observe all these things by which fest the accomplishment of what He in former
Christ was prefigured. It was freedom to times promised; for "the law was given by
those who understood the meaning of the oh- Moses, but grace and truth came by Jesus
servance, but it was bondage to those who did Christ." _ Again, these things which concern
not. But the people in those latter times who the keeping of a good conscience are fulfilled
come to beheve in Christ as having already in the faith which worketh by love; _ while
¢ome_ and suffered, and risen, in the case of types of the future pass away when they are '
those whom this faith found trained to those accomplished. But even the types are not
sacraments, are neither reqmred to observe destroyed, but fulfilled; for Christ, in bnng-
them, nor prohibited from doing so; while ing to light what the types signified, does not
there is a prohibition in the case of those who prove them vain or illusory.
were not bound by the tins of custom, or by 19. Faustus, therefore, is wrong in suppos-
any necessity, to accommodate themselves to ing that tile Lord Jesus fulfilled some pre.
the practice of others, so that zt might become cepts of righteous men who lived before the
manifest that these things were instituted to law of Moses, such as, "Thou shalt not
prefigure Christ, and that after His coming kill," which Christ did not oppose, but rather
they were to cease, because the promises had confirmed by His prohibition of anger and
been fulfilled. Some behevers of the circum- abuse; and that He destroved some things
¢ision who did not understand this were dis- apparently peculiar to the I_ebrew law, such
pleased with this tolerant arrangement which as, " An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a
the Holy Spirit eftected through the apostles, tooth," which Christ seems rather to abolish
and stubbornly insisted on the Gentdes be- than to confirm, #hen He says, " But I say
coming Jews. These are the people of whom unto you, that ye resist not evil; but if any
Faustus speaks under the name of Sym- one smite thee on thy right clieek, turn to
machians or Nazareans. Their number is him the other also,"3 and so on. But we say
now very small, but the sect still continues, that even these things which Faustus thinks

I8. The Mamchmans, therefore, have no Christ destroyed by enjoining the opposite,
ground for saying, in disparagement of the were suitable to the times of the Old Testa-
law and the prophets, that Christ came to ment, and were not destroyed, but fulfilled
destroy rather than to fulfill them, because by Christ.
Christians do not observe what is there en- 2o. In the first place let me ask our oppo-
joined: for the only tiungs which they do not heats if these ancient righteous men, Enoch
observe are those that prefigured Christ, anti and Seth, whom Faustus mentions particu-
these are not observed because their fulfill- lady, and any others who lived before Moses,
meat is in Christ, and what is fulfilled is no or even, if you choose, before Abraham, were
longer prefigured; the typical observances angry with their brother without a cause, or
having properly come to a close in the time said to their brother, Thou fool. If not, why
of those who, after being trained in such may they not have taught these things as well
things, had come to beheve in Christ as their as preached them ? Anti if they taught these
fulfillmenL Do riot Christians observe the things, how can Christ be said to have ful-
precept of Scripture " Hear, O Israel; the filled their righteousness or their teaching,
Lord thyGod is one God; .... Thou shatt not any more than that of Moses, by adding,
make unto thee an image," and so on? Do " But I say unto you, if any man is angry.
Christians not observe the precept, "Thou with his brother, or if he says Racha, or if
shall not take the name of the Lord thy G_d he says, Thou fool, he shall be in danger of
in vain?" Do Christians not observe the the judgment, or of the council, or of hell-
Sabbath, even in the sense of a true rest ? fire," smce these men did these very things
Do Christians not honor their parents, accor_l- themselves, and enjoined them upon others ?
ing to the commandment ? Do Christians Will it be said that they were ignorant of its
not abstain from fornication, and murder, being the duty of a righteous man to restrain
and theft, and false witness, from coveting his passion, and not to provoke his brother
their neighbor's wife, and from coveting his with angry abuse; or that, knowing this, they
property,_all of which things are written in were unable to act accordingly ? In that
the law ? These moral precepts are distinct case, they deserved the punishment of hell,
from typical sacraments: the former are fuI- _
filled by the aid of divine grace, the latter by _joh_ ,. ,7. • caa._-.6. __L,tt._. _ a_
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and could not have been righteous. But no' find that Paul the apostle swore. With you,
one will venture to say that m their righteous- sweanng is still a common practice, for you
hess there was such ignorance of duty, anti swear by the light, which you love as flies
such a wm,t of self-control, as to make them do: for the light of the mind which lighteth
liable to the punishment of hell. How, then, I every man that cometh into the world, as dis-
can Christ be said to have fulfilled the law,. tract from mere natural light, you know noth.
by which these men lived by means of adding;ing of. You swear, too. by )'our muter
things without whmh they could have had no'Manich_eus, whose name m tns own tongue
righteousness at all? W:II it be stud that a was Manes. As the name .Manes seemed to
hasty temper and bad language are sinful be tonnected w_th the Greek word for mad.
only since the tnne of Chrtst, while formerly ness, you have changed it by adding a suffix,
such qualmes of the heart and speech were winch only makes matters worse, hy giving
allowable; as we find some instituttons v_,rv the new meaning of pouring forth madness.
according to the tnnes, so that what ts proper One of your own sect told me that the name
at one ttmets mproper at another, and r'ite .Mamch_eus was intended to be derived from
z,ersat You will not be so foohsh as to make lthe Greek words for pouring forth manna;
this assemon. But even _ere you to do so, for Z/U_ means to pour. But, as it _s, you
the reply wttl be that. accor<hng to this _dea, truly express the idea of madness with greater
Christ came not to fulfill what wa_ defect,ve etnphams. For by adding the two syllables,
m the old law, but to mstm_te a law winch :Male you have forgotten to insert another
did not prev,msly exist; ff _t _s true that w_th letter in the beginmng of the word, you make
the righteous men of old it was not a sm to tt not Manmch_us, but Manwh_'us; which
say to their hrother, Thou fool, whwh Christ must mean that l_e pours forth madness in his
pronounces so sinful, that whoever does so is long unprofitable d_scourses. Again, you
m danger of hell. So, then, you have not olten swear by the Paraclete,--not the Para-
succeeded m finding any law of whmh it can clete promised and sent by Christ to His dis.
be said that Christ supphed its defect 1,y (q_te% lint this same madness-I×mrer Imnself.
these addttmns. Suwe, then, you are constamly swearing, I

2x. Wdl _t be sam that the law in these ._,ouhl hke to know in what sense you make
early times was incomplete as regards nt_t Christ to have fulfilled this part oi" the law,
commtttmg adultery, t_ll it was completed by *whwh Js one you mention as 1)clanging to the
the Lord, who added that no one should look _earh_'-t times. Anti what do you make of
on a woman to lust after her ? "l'h:s ts what i tlw o-,ti,_ of the a|mstle ? For as to )'our au-
you tmply m the _ay you quote the wartt_, . thonty, _t cannot weigh much with yourselves,
"'Ye have heard that it has been s;ud. "l'htnz : not to speak of me or any other person. It
shatt not commit adultery; lint I say untol_s therefore evident that Christ's words, " I
you, Do not lust even." " ttere," y_u say, ! am come not to destroy the law, trot to fulfill
"is the fulfillment." t_ut let us take the' it," have not the meaning which you give
words as they stand in the Gospel, w_thout' them. Christ makes no reference in these
any of your m<zhfications, and see what char- iword_ to |{_s comments on the ancient say-
octet you g:ve to those righteous men of an- rags whmh He quotes, and of whtch His dis-
tNuity. The words are: "Ye have heard that. course was an explanation, but not a fulfill.
it has been stud, thou shalt not commtt adul-i meat.
tel').'; but I say unto you, that whosoever h,ok- _ _3. Thus, as regards murder, which was
eth on a woman to lust after her, hath corn i understood to mean merely the destruction of
mitred adultery w_th her already m his heart."' i the b<xly, by which a man is deprived of life,
In your opimon, then, Enoch ar, d Seth, and : the Lord explained that every unjust disposi-
the rest, committed adultery in their hearts; ! tion to injure our brother ts a kind of murder.
and rather their heart was not the temple of So John also says, " He that hateth his
God, or they committed adultery m the tern. brother is a murderer."" And as it was
pie of God. But if you dare not say tin% thought that adultery meant only the act of
how can you say that Clarist, when He came,' unlawful intercourse with a woman, the Mas-
fulfilled the law, whtch was already in the,ter showed that the lust He describes is atso
time of those men complete ? t adultery Again, because perjury is a hein-

_2. As regards not sweanng, in which also ;ous sin, while there is no sin either in not
you say tttat Christ completed the law gn-en ' swearing at all or in swearing truly, the Lord
to these righteous men of antiquity, I cannot i w_shed to secure us from departing from the
be c_rtain that they did not swear, for we _truth by not swearing at all, rather than that
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we should be in danger of perjury by being nature which we rightly love in him may be
in the habit of swearing truly. For one who amended. This is precisely the principle we
never swears is .less in danger of swearing maintain, that we should hate our enemy for
falsely than one who is in the habit of swear- what is evil in him, that is, for his wickedness;
ing truly. So, in the discourses of the apos- while we also love our enemy for that which
tie which are recorded, he never used an oath, is good in him, that is, for his nature as a
lest he should ever fall unawares into perjury socml and rational being. "l-he di_erence
from being in the habit of swearing. In his between us and the Manicha_ans is, that we
writings, on the other hand, where he had prove the man to be wicked, not by nature,
more leisure and opportunity for caution, we either his own or any other, hut by his own
find him using oaths in several places,' to will; whereas they think that a man is evil on
teach us that there is no sin in swearing truly, account of the nature of the race of darkness,
but that, on account of the infirmity of human which, according to them, was an object of
nature, we are best preserved from perjury by dread to God when he existed entire, and by
not swearing at all. These considerations whict_ also he was partly conquered, so that
will also make it evident that the things which he c_nnot be entirely set free. The intention
Faustussupposes to be peculiarto Moses were of the Lord, then, is to correct those who,
not destroyed by Christ, as he says they were. from knowing without understanding what

24. To take, for instance, this saying of was said bythem of old time, Thou shall hate
the ancients, "Thou shall love thy neighbor, throe enemy, hated their fellow-men instead
and hate thine enemy," how does Faustus of only hating their wickedness; and for this
make outthatthisispeculiartoMoses? Does purpose He says, Love your enemies. In-
not the Apostle Paul speak of some men as stead of destroying what is written about
hateful toGod ?_ And, indeed, in connection hatred of enemies in the law, of which He
with this saying, the Lord enjoins on us that we stud, " I am come not to destroy the law, but
should imitate God. Hiswords are: " That ye to fulfill it," He would have us learn, from
may be the children of your Father in heaven, the duty of loving our enemms, how it is
who maketh the sun to r_se upon the evil and possible in the case of one and the same per-
the good, and sendeth rain on the just and the son, both to hate htm for his sin, and to love
unjust." _ In one sense we must hate our h_m for his nature. It is too much to expect
enemies, after the example of God, to whom our perverse opponents to understand this.
:Paul says some men are hateful; while, at But we can silence them, by showing that by
the same time, we must also love our enemies their irrational objection they condemn their
after the example of God, who makes the sun own god, of whom they cannot say that he
to rise on the evil and the good, and sendeth loves the race of darkness; so that in enjoin-
rain on the just and the unjust. If we under- ing on every one to love his enemy, the), can-
stand this, we shall find that the Lord, in ex- not quote his example. There would appear
plaining to those who did not rightly under- to be more love of thetr enemy in the race of
stand the saying, Thou shalt hate thine en- darkness than in the god of tt_e Manich_eans.
emy, made use of it to show that they should The story is, that the race of darkness coveted
love their enemy, which was a new idea to the domain of light bordering on their terri-
them. It would take too long to show the tory, and, from a desire to possess it, formed
consistency of the two things here. But when the plan of invading it. Nor is there any sin
the Manichmans condemn without exception m desiring true goodness and blessedness.
the precept, Thou shalt hate thine enemy, For the Lord says, "The kingdom of heaven
they may easily be met with the question suffereth violence, and the violent take it by
whether their god loves the race of darkness, force."_ This fabulous race of darkness,
Or, if we should love our enemies now, be- then, wished to take by force the good they'
cause they have a part of good, should we desired, for its beautiful and attractive ap-
not also Ix'ate them as having a part of evil ? pearance. But God, instead of returning the
8o even in this way it would appear that there love of those who wished to possess Him,
is no opposition between the saying of ancient hated _t so as to endeavor to annihilate them,
times, Thou shalt hate thine enemy, and that If, therefore, the evil love the good in the
of the Gospel, Love your enemies. For every desire to possess it, while the good hate the
wicked man should be hated as far as he is evil in fear of being defiled, I ask the Man-
wicked; while he should be loved as a man. ichaeans, which of these obeys the precept of
The vice which we rightly hate in him is to[the Lord, "" Love your enemies"? If you in-
be condemned, that by its removal the human Isist on making these precepts opposed to one

J
+ * Y.om. i. _o. _ Matt. v. _5. 4 Matt. xi. t_.
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another, it will foUow that your god obeyed_is no sin in wishing for revenge within the
what is written in the law of Moses, "Thou' limits of justice, the man who wishes for no
shalt hate thine enemy"; while the race of irevenge at all _s further from the sin of an un-
darkness obeyed what is written in the Gos- '.just revenge. It is sin to demand more than
pel, "Love your enemies." However, yon, ts due, though it is no sin to demand a debt.
have never succeeded in explaining the differ-. And the best security against the sin of mak.
ence between the flies that fly in the day-time mg an unjust demand _s to demand nothing,
and the moths that fly at nigl_t; for both, ac. especially considering the danger of being
cording to you, belong to the race of dark-compelled to pay the del_t to Him who is ino
hess. How ts it that one kind love the hght, debted to none. Thus, I would explain the pas.
contrary to their nature; while the other kind sage as follows: It has been said by them of old
avoid it, and prefer the darkness from which time. Thou shalt not take unjust revenge; hut I
they sprung? Strange, that filthy sewers, say, Take no revenge at all : here tb the fulfill-
should breed a cleaner sort than dark closets _ ment. It is thus that Faustus, after quot-

25. Nor, again, is there any opposmon he- rag," It has been said, Thou shalt not swear
tween that which was said by them of old falsely; but I say unto you, swear not at
time, "An eye for an eye. a tooti_ for a all," adds: here is the fulfillment. I might
tooth,"and what the I.ord says. " But I say use the same expression tf I thought that by
unto you, that ye resist not evil; but ff anythe adchtion of these word_ Christ supplied a
one smiteth thee on thy right cheek, turn to defect m the law, and not rather ttmt tire in.
him the other also," and so on ' The old tent_on of the law to prevent unjust revenge
precept as well as the new is intended to is best secured by not taking revenge at all, in
check the vehemence of hatred, and to curb the same way as the intention to prevent per.
the impetuosity of angry passion. For who _ury is best secured hy not swearing at all.
will of tus own accord be satisfied w_th a re- For if " an eye for an eye" is opposed to " If
venge equal to the m_ury? Do we not see an)" one smite thee on the cheek, turn to him
men, only shghtly hurt, eager for slaughter, the other also," Is there not as much oppobio
thirsting for blood, as if they could never t_on bet_een "Thou shalt perform unto the
make their enemy suffer enough? if a man I.ord thine oath," and " bwear not at all ? _''
receives a blow, does he not summon his If Faustus thinks thatth_re_s not destru_iotb
assailant, that he may be condemned in the but fulfillment, in the one case, he ought to
court of law? Or if he prefers to return the think the same of the other, l"or if " Swear
blow, does he not fall upon the man with hand: not" is the fulfillment of " Swear truly/' why
and heel, or perhaps with a weapon, _f he can shouhl not "Take no revenge" tm the fulfill.
get hold of one ? To put a restraint ul_n a ment of " Take revenge justly" ?
revenge so unjust from its excess, the law es- So, according to my interpretation, there
tablished the principle of compensation, that is in both cases a guard against sin, either of
the penalty should correspond to the injury false swearing or of unjust revenge; though_
inflicted. So the precept, " an eye for an eye, as regards giving up the right to revenge,
atooth for a tooth," instead of t,emg a brand there ts the additional consideration that, by
to kindle a fire that was quenched, _as rather forgiving such debts, we shall obtain the for-
a covering to prevent the fire already kindled ' glveness of our debts. The old precept was
from spreading. For there is a just revenge required in the case of a self-willed people,
due to the injured person from h_s assailant; to teach them not to be extravagant in their
so that when we pardon, we give up what we demands. Thus, when the rage eager for
might justly claim. Thus, in the Lord's unrestrained vengeance, was subdued, there
prayer, we are taught to forgive otherz their would be leisure for any one so dispotmd to
debts that God may forgive us our debts, consider the desirableness of having his own
There is no injustice in asking back a debt, debt cancelled by the Lord, and so to be led
though there is kindness in forgiving it. But by this consideration to forgive the debt of
as, in swearing, one who swears, even though his fellow-servant.
truly, is in danger of perjury, of which one 26. Again, we shall find on examlnationp
is in no danger who never swears; and while that there is no opposition lmtween the pr_
swearing truly is not a sin, we are further cept of the Lord about not putting away a
from sin by not swearing; so that the corn- wife, and what was said by them of old tim_:

mand not to swear is a guard against perjury: '"Whosoever putteth away. his wife,,,let_ himin the same way since it is sinful to wish to be give her a writing of divorcement. The
revenged with an unjust excess, though there. Lord explains the intention of the law, which
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r_uired a bil| of divorce in ever), case where times by His additions, nor destroyed the law
a wife was put away. The precept not to put given to Moses by opposite precepts, but
_ay a wife is the opposite of saying that a rather paid such deference to the Hebrew law
man may put away his wife if he pleases; in all the quotations He made from it, as to
trl_eh is not what the law says. On the con. make His own remarks chiefly explanatory of
t_r)r, to prevent the wife from being put what the law stated less distinctly, oramcans
away, the law required this intermediate step, of securing the design intended by the law,
that the eagerness for separation might be it follows that from the words, "I came not
choked by the writing of the bill, and the to destroy the law, but to fulfill it," we are
man might have time to think of the evil of not to understand that Christ by His precepts

utting away his wife; especially since, as it filled up what was wanting in the law; but
said, among the Hebrews it was unlawful that what the literal command failed in doing

for any but the scribes to write Hebrew: for from the pride and disobedience of men, is
the scribes claimed the possession of superior acccomphshed by grace in those who are
wisdom; and if they were men of upright brought to repentance and humility. The
and pious character, their pursmts might !fulfillment is not in additional words, but in
justly entitle them to make this claim. In iacts of obedience. So the apostle says
requiring, therefore, that in putting away his " Faith worketh by love;" ' and again, He
wife, a man should give her a writing of di- ithat ]oveth another hath fulfilled the law." _
voreement, the design was that he should be This love, by whtch also the righteousness of
obliged to have recourse to those from whom the law can be fulfilled was bestowed in its
he might expect to receive a cautious rater- significance by Christ in H_s coming, through
pretation of the law, and suitable advice the spirit which He sent according to Hts
against separation. Having no other way of promise; and therefore He sa_d, "I came not
getting the bill written, the man should be to destroy the law, but to fulfill it. ' This is
obliged to submit to thetr direction, anti to the New Testament in which the promise of
allow of their endeavors to restore peace and the kingdom of heaven is made to thls love;
harmony between him and his wife. In a which was typified in the Old Testament, suit-
ease where the hatred could not be overcome ably to the tmaes of that dispensation. So
orchecked, the bill would of course be wrttten. Christ says again; " A new commandment I
A wife might with reason be put away when give unto you, that ye love one another." 3
wise counsel failed to restore the proper feel- 28. So we find in the Old Testament all or
ing and affection in the mind of her husband, nearly all the counsels and precepts which
If the wife is not loved, she _s to be put away. Christ introduces w_th the words '" But I say
And that she may not be put away, _t is the unto you.' Against anger it is written,
husband's duty to love her. Now, while a " Mine eye ,s troubled because of anger; ''4
man cannot be forced to love against his will, and again, " Better is he that conquers his
he may be influenced by advice and persua- anger, than he that taketh a city."s Against
sion. This was the duty of the scrihe, as a hard words, ' The stroke of a wl_ip maketh

wise and upright man; and the taw gave him a wound; but the stroke of the tongue break-
the opportunity, by requiring the husband in eth the bones. '6 Agamst adultery in the

all eases of quarrel to go to him, to get the heart, "Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's
bill of divorcement written. No good or pru- wife.' r It is not," Thou shalt not commit
dent man would write the bill unless it were adultery;" but, "Thou shalt not covet."
a ease of such obstinate aversion as to make The apostle, in quoting this, says: "I had not
reconciliation impossible. :But according to known lust, unless the law had said, Thou
your impious notions, there can be nothing shalt not covet." 8 Regarding patience in
in putting away a wife; for matrimony, ac- not offering resxstance, a man is praised who
cording to you, is a criminal indulgence. "giveth his cheek to him that smiteth him,
The word " matrimony" shows that a man and who is filled full with reproach. ''9 Of
takes a wife in order that she may become a love to enemies it is said: "If thine enemy
mother, which would be an evil in your esti- hunger, feed him; if he thirst, give htm
marion. According to you, this would imply drink."_' This also is quoted by the apostle."
that part of your god is overcome and cap- In the Psalm, too, it is said, "I was a peace
tuxed by the race of darkness, and bound in

fetters of flesh. , c,.a.,. _ , _. _ii. s. _.1_, _a_
41%. vi. T. s I_ov. _. j_. ,

ST. But, to explain the point in hand: If 6F_l_.H,a_i .... [Aug'utmmakesnodtstinct_bctweentl_
Christ, in adding the words, "But I say unto OldT,_m_°t ^_,_,_,_,*d ,hc,_,,o_-._l_ l,d_,d, the
yOU," tO the quotations He makes of ancient _;-_,,,,_to_,,_b_ st__,_t,_-._. _ x.]
sayings, neither fulfilled the law of primitive r _ _ ,_. __.L _ _. • tin. _.- . _ Italy.tony._L u RaL sai._o.
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maker among them that hated peace;"' and jeer. For when they asked whether it is law.
in many similar passages. In connection ful for a man to put away his wife for any
alsowith our imitating God in refraining from reason, the Lord answered: "Have ye not
taking revenge, and in loving even the wicked, read, that He that made them at the begin.
there is a passage containing a full descrip- ning made them male and female, and said,
tion of God in this character; for it is _aatten: For this cause shall a man leave his father
"To Thee alone ever belongeth great strength, and mother, and shall cleave to his wife, and
and who can withstand the power of Thine _they two shall be one flesh ? Therefore they
arm ? For the whole world before Thee is as are no longer twain, but one flesh. What
a little grain of the balance; yea, as a drop therefore God hath joined, let no man put
of the mormng dew that falleth down upon asunder." s Here the Jews, who thought that
the earth. But Thou hast mercy upon all, they acted according to the intention of the
for Thou canst do all things, and winkest law of Moses in putting away their wives, are
at the sins of men, because of repentance, made to see from the book of Moses that a
For Thou lovest all things that are, and ab-twife should not be put away. And, by the
horrest nothing which Thou hast made; for! way, we learn here, from Christ's own decla-
never wouldest Thou have made anything if'.ratton, that God made and joined male antl
Thou hadst hated it. And how could an)'-, female; so that by denying this, the Mani.

thing have endured, tf it had not been "Fh)_ cha_ans are guilty of opposing the gospel of
will ? or been preserved, if not called by Thee. !Christ as well as the writings of Moses. And
But Thou sparest all; for they are Thine, O_ supposing their doctrine to be true, that the
Lord, Thou lover of souls. "For Thy good'dewl made and joined male and female, we
Spirit is in all things; therefore chastenest isee the dtabohcal cunning of Faustus m find-
Thou them by little and httle that offend, and Iing fault w_th Moses for thssolving marriages
warnest them'by putting them in remembrance !by granting a btll of (hw_rce, and praising
wherein they have offended, that learning the, r, Christ for strengthening the union by the
wickedness, they may t_elieve in Thee, O'precept in the Gospel. Instead of this,
Lord. ''_ Christ exhorts us to imitate this long- Faustus, conststently with his own foolish and
suffering goodness of God,who maketh tl_e sun _mptous notions, should have praised Moses
to rise upon the evil and the good, and sendeth for separating what was made and joined hy
rain on the just and on the unjust; that we the devtl, and should have blamed Christ for
may not be careful to revenge, but may do ratifying a bond of the devil's workmanship.
good to them that hate us, anti so may t_e To return, let us hear the good Master ex-
perfect, even as our Father in heaven is per- plain how Moses, who wrote of the conjugal
feet3 From another passage in these anctent ctlastity in the first union of male and female
books we learn that, by not exacting the yen- as so holy and inviolable, afterwards allowed
geance due to us, we obtain the remission of the people to put away their wtves. For when
our own sins; and that by not forgtving the the Jews rephed, "Why did Moses theneom-
debts of otl_ers, we incur the danger of being mand to give a writing of divorcement, and
refused forgiveness when we pray for the re- to put her away?" Chrtst said unto them,

..... _ t" Moses, because of the hardness of yourm_ss_on of our own debts. He t[rat reveng-,
eth shall find vengeance from the Lord, and _heart, suffered you to put a_ay your wives."*
He will surely keep his sin in remembrance, i'l'hls passage we have already explained. _
Forgive thy neighbor the hurt that he hath!The hardness must have been great indeed
done to thee; so shall thy sins also be for- ] which could not be induced to admit the res-
given when thou prayest. One man beareth toration of wedded love, even though by
hatred against another, and doth he seek par-I means of the wrtting an opportun!ty was af-
don of the Lord } He showeth no mercy to _forded for advice to De gtven to tins enect oy
a man who is hke h_mself; and doth he ask _,wise and upright men. Ther the Lord

forgiveness of his own sins ? If he that is quoted the same law, to show both wtmt was
but flesh nourishes hatred, and asks for favor '_enjoined on the good and what was pcrmltted
from the Lord, who will entreat for the par. to the hard; for, from what is written of the
don of his sins ?"* union of mate and female, He proved that a

29. As regards not putting away a wife, wife must not be put away, and pointed out
there is no need to quote any other passage the divine authority for the union; and shows
of the Old Testament than that referred to from the same Scriptures that a hill of di-
most appropriately in the Lord's reply to the vorcement was to be given because of the
Jews when they questioned Him on this sub- hardness of the heart, which might be sub.

dued or might not.

$ _ v. 44_ 4K. 4 F.cch:m,.zx'vl_. I-$_ _ ]k(_._, ,v,J,_4-,_, 6 Matt" x|x" 7.8' _',_ec. _,
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3o. Since, then, all these excellent precepts ! their hope is full of immortality; and after a
of the Lord, which Faustus tries to prove to :few troubLes,they shall enjoy many rewards."s
be contrary to the old books of the Hebrews, I Again, in another place: "' The righteous
are found in these very books, the only sense ishall live for ever, and their reward is with
in which the Lord came not to destroy the _the Lord. and their concern with the Highest;
law, but to fulfill it, is this, that besides the i therefore shall they receive from the hand of
fulfillment of the prophetic types, which are i the Lord a kingdom of glory and a crown of
set aside by their actual accomplishment, the ibeauty." 6 These and many s_milar declara-
precepts also, in which the law is holy, and i tions of eternal life, in more or less explicit
just, and good, are fulfilled in us, not by the ! terms, are found in these writings. Even the
oldness of the letter which commands, and _,resurrection of the body ts spoken of by the
increases the offence of the proud by the ad- _prophets. The Pharisees, accordingly, were
ditional guilt of transgression, but by the i fierce opponents of the Sadducees, who disbe-
newness of the Spirit, who aids us, and by the lieved the resurrection. This we learn not
obedience of the humble, through the saving only from the canonical Acts of the Apostles,
grace which sets us free. For, while all which the Manichmans reject, because it tells
these sublime precepts are found in the an-I of the advent of the Paraclete promised by

" cient books, still the end to which they point the Lord, but also from the Gospel, when the
is not there revealed; although the holy men Sadducees question the Lord aboutthe woman
who foresaw the revelation hved in accordance who mamed seven brothers, one dying after
with it, either veiling it in prophecy as suited the other, whose w_fe she would be in the res-
the time, or themselves discovering the truth urrection.' As regards, then, eternal hfe and
thus veiled, the resurrection of the dead, numerous testi-

3x. I am disposed, after careful examina- monies are to be found in these Scriptures.
tion, to douht whether the express,on so often But i do not find there the expression, "the
used by the Lord, "the kingdom of heaven," kingdom of heaven." This expression be-
can be found in these books. It is said, in- longs properly to the revelation of the New
deed, '°Love wisdom, that ye may reign for Testament, because in the resurrection our
ever. ''' And if eternal life had not been iearthly bodms shall, by that change which
clearly made known m the Old Testament, iPaul fully describes, become spiritual bodies,
the Lord would not have said, as He d_d even iand so heavenly, that thus we may possess
to the unbehewng Jews: "Search the Script- the kingdom of heaven. And this expression
ures, for in them ye think that ye have eter- was reserved for Him whose advent as King
hal life, and they are they that testify of to govern and Priest to sanctify His beliewng
mefl'" And to the same effect are the words people, was ushered in by all the symbolism
of the Psalmist: "I shall not die, but live, of the old covenant, m its genealogies, its
and declare the works of the Lord."3 And typical acts and words, its sacrifices and cer-
again: "Enlighten mine eyes, lest I sleep the emon_es and feasts, and in all its prophetic
sleep of death.", Again, we read, "' The utterances and events and figures. He came
souls of the righteous are in the hand of the full of grace and truth, in H_s grace helping
Lord, and pain shall not touch them;" and us to obey the precepts, and in His truth se-
immediately following: " They are m peace; cunng the accomplishment of the promises.
and if they have suffered torture from men, He came notto destroy the law, butto fulfillit.
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BOOK XX.
FAUh'rus REPELS THE CHARGE OF SUN-WORSHIP, AND MAINTAINS THAT WHILE THE MANICH/EANS

BELIEVE THAT GOD'S POWER DWELLS IN THE SUN AND HIS WISDOM IN THE MOON_ THEY YET

WORSHZP ONE DEITY# FATHER_ SON_ AND HOLY SPIRIT. THEY ARE NOT A SCHISM OF THE

OENTILES_ NOR A SECT. AUGUSTIN EMPHASIZES THE CHARGE OF POLYTHEISM, AND C,OES

INTO AN ELABORATE COMPARISON OF MANICH,4EAN AND PAGAN MYTHOLOGY.

L FAVSTUS said: You ask why we worship quire into the matter, that we may see whether
the sun_ if we are a sect or separate religion, the name of Gentiles is more applicable to
and not Pagans, or merely a schism of the you or to us. Perhaps, in giving you in a
Gentiles. It may therefore be as well to in- friendly way this simple a_ount of my faith,
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I shall appear to be making an apology for. ciple of all good things, and H)_e [matters]
it, as if I were ashamed, which God forbid, of the opposite. Hr/e is the name given by
of doing homage to the di,dne luminaries. : our master in divim{y to the principle or r_a-
You may take it as you please; but I shall lure of evil. The Pagans accordingly think
not regret what I have done if I succeed in it right to v,orslnp God with altars, and
conveying to some at least this much kuowt- shrines, and images, and sacrifices, and in-
edge, that our religion has nothing in common cense. Here also my practice differs entirely
with that of the Gentiles. from theirs: for I look upon myself as a re.a.

2. We worship, then, one deity under the ; sonahle temple of God, if I am worthy to be
threefold appellation of the Almighty God the so; and I consider Christ his Son as the living
Father, and his son Christ, aud the Holy image of Ins hying malesty; and I hold a
Spirit. While these are one and the same., nund well cultivated to be the true altar, and
we believe also that the Father properly dwells' pure aud simple prayers to be the true way
in the highest or principal light, which Paul of paying d_x,tne honors aml of offering _t_._i.
calls "light inaccessible,"' and the Son m rices. Is this bemg a schism of the Pagans?
his second or visible light. And as the Son 4. As regards the worMfip of the Almighty
is himself twofold, according to the apostle, God, you nnght call us a schism of the Jews,
who speaks of Christ as the power of God and for all Jews are bold enough to profess this
the w_sdom of God, • we beheve that H_s power worMup, were tt not for the difference in the
dwells in the sun, and His wisdom m the form of our worship, though tt may be ques.
moon. We also beheve that the Holy Spirit, ironed whether the Jews really worship the
the third majesty, has His seat and His home Almighty. But the doctrine I have mentioned
in the whole circle of the atmosphere. By _s common to the Pagans in their worship of
His influence and spiritual infuston, the eart[a the sun, and to the Jews in their worship of
conceives and brings forth the mortal Jesus, the Almighty. Even m relation to you, we
who, as hanging from every tree, ts the hfe are not properly a schism, though we ac-
and satvatton of men. * Though you opposeknowledge Christ aud worship Ittm; for our
these doctrines so wolently, your rehgton re-. worship and doctrine are different from yours,
sembles ours m attaching the same sacredness. In a schism, httle or no change ts made from
to the bread _ad wiue that we do to every-.the origin:d; as, for instance, you, m your
thing. Th,s is our belief, _htch you wdl schism erom the Gentdes, have brought with
have an opportunity of hearing more of, tf you the doctrine of a single principle, for yott
you wish to do so. Meanwhde there is some bel,eve that all things are of GOd. The sac.
force in the consideration that you or any one rlfices you *cimnge into love.feasts, the idols
that is asked where his God dwells, will say into martyrs, to whom you pray as they do to
that he dwells in light; so that the testimony their idols. You appease the shades of the
in favor of my worship is almost universal. '_departed with wtne and food. You keep the

3. As to your calling us a schism of the', same holidays as the Gentiles; for example,
Gentiles, and not a sect, I suppose the word',the calends and the solstices. In your way
schism applies to those who have the same;of hvmg you have made no change. Plainly
doctrines and worship as other people, and, you are a mere schism; for the only difference
only choose to meet separately. The word from the original ts that you meet separately.
sect, again, applies to those whose doctnne is ! In this you have toltowed the Jews, who sep.
quite unlike that of others, and who have ;arated from the Gentries, but differed only m
made a form of divine worshq_ peculiar to not having images. For they used temple_,
themselves. If this is what the words mean, and sacrifices, and altars, and a priesthood,
in the first place, in our doctrine and worship _and the whole round of ceremonies the same
we have no resemblance to the Pagans. We as those of the Gentries, only more super-
shall see presently whether you have. The stitious. Like the Pagans, they believe in a
Pagan doctrine is, that all things good and single principle; so that both you and the
evil, mean and glorious, fadingand unfading, Jews are schisms of the Gentiles. for you
changeable and unchangeable, material anti have the same froth, and nearly the same
divine, have only one principle. In opposi- worship, and you call yourselves sects only
tion to this, my belief is that God is the prin. I because you meet separately. The fact is,

, there are only two sects, the Gentiles and our-
,, ri=.,-_ ,e, ,, Co,.,. _, , selves We and the Gentiles are as contrary
l[TheManlchamnd°etrtllecfftheJttsts_'dabdist'm°refu, llr_" ..._'t._l;.¢ _. t.,,th _nA _,,l.,.h,mrl day and

_iathatbook thlmetsewhere_ Ofco_me. thi_isonlya I In out t,a._tlv.., u _*ut.t _.._ *_._.0_, # .v_,_,a_th_=dltrst=_,cv.a_n,_ _tt_e_v,,_ ,_;,,h_ ,-_vertt' and wealth health and stck-
tlfewhlehit_inth_oddaedwhich_tryangtoer_t_ --'b"_' _ J • _' _. • _s_.." _
tlmmghthe_mmahd_aa_etc.,_ua¢_, l_auy_rt_.ta)ery, heSS. _ou, again, are not a sect m retauon

to pia4alag Compare gsa_ vax aras_igt_as zcttq_ta_t- ..*h--. ,. ""'h o" to -frog. volt are m_,,le
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a schism and a schism not of truth, but of astray worlds off, as the saying is, but adrift.
error. Next, while every one sees that the sun is

5. AUOUSTIN replied: 0 hateful mixture round, which is the form corresponding from
of ignorance and cunning ! Why do you put its perfection to his position among the
arguments in the mouth of your opponent, heavenly bodies, you maintain that he is tri-
which no one that knows you would use ? We angular, that is, that his light shines on the
do not call you Pagans, or a schism of Pa- earth through a triangular window in heaven.
guns; but we say that you resemble them in Hence it is that you bend and bow your heads
worshipping many gods. But you are far to the sun, while you worship not this visible
worse than Pagans, for they worship things sun, but some imaginary ship which you sup-
which exist, though they should not be wor- pose to be shining through a triangular open-
shipped: for idols have an existence, though ing. Assuredly this shlp would never have
for salvation they are nought. So, to worshtp been heard of, If the words required for the
a tree with prayers, instead of improving it composition of hereticai fictions had to be paid
by cultivation, is not to worship nothing, but for, like the wood required for the beams of
to worship m a wrong way. When the apos-a ship. All this is comparatively harmless,
tle says that "the things which the Gentiles however ridiculous or pitiable. Very differ-
sacrifice, they sacrifice to demons, and not to ent is your wicked fancy about youths of both
God," ' he means that these demons exist to sexes proceeding from this ship, whose beauty
whom the sacrifices are made, and with whom excites eager desire in the princes and prin-
he wishes us not to be partakers. So, too, cesses of darkness; and so the members of
heaven and earth, the sea and air, the sun your god are released from this humiliating
and moon, and the other heavenly bodies, confinement in the members of the race of
are all objects which have a sensible existence, darkness, by means of sinful passion and sen-
When the Pagans worship these as gods, or sun1 appetite. And to these filthy rags of
as parts of one great God (for some of them yours you would unite the mystery of the
identify the universe with theSupreme Deity), Trinity; for you say that the Father dwells
they worship things which have an existence, in a secret light, the power of the Son in the
In arguing with Pagans, we do not deny the sun, and His wisdom in the moon, and the
existence of these things, but we say that they Holy Spirit in the air.
should not be worshipped; and we recom- 7. As for this threefold or rather fourfold
mend the worship of the invisible Creator of fiction, what shall I say of the secret light of
all these things, m whom alone man can find the Father, but that you can think of no hght
the happiness which all allow that he desires, except what you have seen ? From your
To those, again, who worshtp what is invisible knowledge of wslble light, with which beasts
and immaterial, but still is created, as the and insects as well as men are familiar, you
soul or mind of man, we say that happiness form some vague idea in your mind, and call
is not to be found in the creature even under it the light in which God the Father dwells
this form, and that we must worship the trne with His subjects. How can you distinguish
God_ who is not only invisible, but unchange, between the light by which we see, and that
able; for He alone is to be worshipped, in the by which we understand, when, according to
enjoyment of whom the worshipper finds your ideas, to understand truth is nothing
happiness, and without whom the soul musl else than to form the conception of material
be wretched, whatever else it possesses. You, forms, either fimte or in some cases infinite;
on the other hand, who worship things which and you actually believe in these wild fancies?
have no existence at all except in your ficti- It is manifest that the act of my mind in
tious legends, would be nearer true ptety and thinking of your region of light which has no
religion if you were Pagans, or if you were existence, is entirely different from my con-
worshippers of what has an existence, though ceptton of Alexandria, which exists, though
not a proper object of worship. In fact, you I have not seen it. And, again, the act of
do not properly worship the sun, though he forming a conception of Alexandria, which I
carries your prayers with him in his course have never seen, is very different from think-
round the heavens, ing of Carthage, which I know. But this dif-

6. Your statements about the sun himself ference is insignificant as compared with that
are so false and absurd, that if he were to re- between my thinking of material things which
pay you for the injury done to him, he would I know from seeing them, and my understand-
_ you to death. First of all, you call ing justice, chastity, faith, truth, love, good-
the sun a ship, so that you arc not only heSS, and things of this nature. Can you

_/_ , describe this intellectual light, which gives mt
*_tC_.z. _,, a clear perception of the distinction between
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itself and other things, as well as of the dis-!what folly as well as profanity, in placing
dnction between those things themselves ?lpower in the sun, which excels so much in
And yet even this is not the sense in which it ':light. and wisdom in the moon, which is so
can be said that God is hght, for this light'inferior tn brightness ! And while you tmpa-
is created, whereas God is the Creator; the irate Christ from Himself, you do not distin-
light is made, and He isthe Maker; the light guish between Christ and the Holy Spirit;
is changeable. For the intellect changes from iwllereas Christ is one, the power of God, and
dislike to desire, from ignorance to knowl.'ttle wisdom of God, and the Spirit is a dis-
edge, from forgetfulness to recollection; tinct person. But according to you, the air,
whereas God remains the same in will, in which you make the seat of the Spirit, fillsand
truth, and m eternity. From God we derive pervades the um_'erse. So thesun and moon
the beginning of existence, the print.title of m their course are always umted to the air.
knowledge, the law of affection. From God But the moon approaches the sun at one time,
all animals, rational and irrational, derive the and recedes from it at another. So that, if
nature of their life, the capacity of sensation, we may beheve you, or rather, if we may
the faculty of emotion. From God all bodies allow ourselves to be imposed on by you_ wit.
derive their subsistence in extension, their dora recedes from power by half the circum.
beauty in number, and their order in weight, ference of a circle, and again approaches it
This light is one divine being, in an insepa- !!_y the other half. And when wisdom is full_
rable triune existence; and yet, without sup- ,It is at a distance from l_)wer. For when the
posing the assumption of any bodily form, moon is flail, the distant, between the two
you assign to separate places parts of the im- l_dtes is so great, that the moon rises in the
material, spiritual, and unchangeable sub- east wh_le the _,un is setting in the west. But
stance. And instead of three places for the as the loss of power produces weakness, the
Trinity, you have four: one, tt_e hght inac- ',fuller the moon is, the weaker must wisdom
cesstble, which you know nothing about, for be. If. as is certainly true, the wisdom of
the Father; two, the sun and moon, for the L;o_lIs unchangeable tu power_ and the power
Son; and again one, the circle of the atmos- of (;od nnchangealfle in wisdom, how can you
phere, for the Holy Sptrlt. Of the maccesst- separate them so a_ to assign them to differ-
ble light of the Father I shall say nothm_ fur- eat places _ And how c_tn tt_e place he dtffero
ther at present, for orthodox believers do not ent when the substance is the same ? Is this
separate the Son and the Spirit from the Father not the infatuation of subjection to material
in relation to this light, fan<ies; sh,_wing such a want of power and wis-

8. It is difficult to understand how you have dora that your wisdom is as weak as your power
been taken with the absurd idea o( placing Is foohsh > "]'hls execrable absurdity would
the power of the Son in the sun, and His wis- ¢]Jvtde Christ between the sun and the moon_
dom in the moon. For, as the Son remains His power in one, andHiswisdomintheother;
inseparably in the Father, His wisdom anti so that He would be mcomplete in both, lack-
power cannot be separated from one a_other, _ringwisdom in the sun, and power in the moon,
so that one should be in the sun and the other while in both He supplies _ouths, male and
in the moon. Only material things can be female, to excite the affection of the princes
thus assigned to separateplaces. If you only and princesses of darkness. Such are the
understood this, it would have prevented you ! tenets which you learn and profess. Such is
from taking the productions of a dtseased lthe faith which directs your conduct. And
fancy as the material for so many fictions, lean you wonder that you are regarded with
:But there is inconsistency and improbabtl-,abhorrence?
ity as well as falsehood in your Ideas. For, I 9. But besides your errors regarding these
according to you, the seat of wisdom is mfe- !conspicuous and familiar luminaries, which
riot in brightness to the seat of power. Now you worship not for what they are, but for
energy and productiveness are the qualities what your wild fancy makes them to be, your
of power, whereas light teaches and mani- other absurdities are still worse than thie.
fests; so that if the sun had the greater heat, iYour illustrious World.bearer, and Atlas who
and the moon the greater light, these absur- thelps to hold him up, are unreal beings. Like
dities might appear to have some likelihood;innumerable other creatures of your fancy,
to men of carnal minds, who know nothing they have no existence, and yet you worship
except through material conceptions. From'them. For this reason we say that you are
the connection between great heat and motion, 1worse than Pagans, while you resemble them
they might identify power with heat; while l in worshipping many goes. _ou are worse,
light from its brightness, and as making things !because, while they worship things which ex.
discernible, they mi_ht represent wisdom. But list though they are not gods, you worship
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things which are neither gods nor anything lthe five elements; and your Mighty Spirit,
else, for they have no existence. The Pa-!who constructs the world from the captive
gans, too, have fables, but they know them !bodies of the race of darkness, or rather from
to be fables; and either look upon them as: the members of your god in subjection and
amusing poetical fancies, or try to explain tbondage; and your World-holder, who has in
them as representing the nature of things, or his hand the remains of these members, and
the life of man. Thus they say that Vulcan who bewails the capture and bondage and
is lame, because flame in common fire has an !polluUon of the rest; and your giant Atlas,
irregular motion: that Fortune is bhnd, be- who keeps up the World-holder on his shoul-
cause of the uncertainty of what are called ders, lest he should from weariness throw
fortuitous occurrences: that there are three Iaway hts burden, and so prevent the comple-
Fates, with distaff, and spindle, and fingers ktion of the final imltauon of the mass of dark-
spinning wool into thread, because there are ness, which is to be the last scene in your
three times,--the past, already spun and drama;--these and countless other absurdities
wound on the spindle; the present, which is are not represented in painting or sculpture,
passing through the fingers of the spinner; ,or in any explanation; and yet you believe
and the future, still in wool bound to the dis- Iand worship things which have no existence,
taft, and soon to pass through the fingers to twhile you taunt the Chrisuans with being
the spindle, that is, through the present into credulous for believing in realiues with a faith

r I ,
the future: and that Venus is the wife of 3,ul. !whtch pacifies the mind under tts influence.
can, because pleasure has a natural connec- iThe objects of your worship can be shown to
tion with heat; and that she is the mistress ofi have no existence by man)' proofs, which I do
Mars, because pleasure is not properly the'not bring forward'here, because, though I
companion of warriors: and that Cupid is a,could without difficulty discourse philosophi-
boy with wings and a bow, from the wounds /tcatly on the construcuon of the worhl, it would
inflicted by thoughtless, inconstant passion, take too long to do so here. One proof
in the hearts of unhappy hemgs: and so with', suffices. If these thmgs are real, God must
many other fables. The great absurdity isbe subject to change, and corruption, and
in their continuing to worship these beings, contamination; a supposiuon as blasphemous
after giving such explanations; for the wor- as it is irrational. All these things, there-
ship without the explanations, though crim-fore, are vain, and false, and unreal. Thus
inal, would be a less heinous crime. The you are much worse than those Pagans, with
very explanations prove that they do not whom all are familiar, and who sull preserve
worship that God, the enjoyment of whom traces of their old customs, of winch they
can alone give happiness, but things which He themselves are ashamed; for wh_te they wor-
has created. And even in the creature they shtp things which are not gods, you _orslup
worship not only the virtues, as in Minerva. things which do not extst.
who sprang from the head of Jupiter, and xo. If you think that your doctrines are
who represents prudence,--a quahty of reason true because they are unhke the errors of the
which, according to Plato, has its seat in the Pagans, and that we are in error because we
head,_but their wces, too, as in Cupid. perhaps defter more from you than from them,
Tnus one of their dramatic poets says, "Sin- you might as well say that a dead man is in
ful passion, in favor of vice, made Love a:good health because he is not stck; or that
god." ' Even bodily evils had temples in good health is undesirable, because it differs
Rome, as m the case of pallor and fever, less from sickness than from death. Or if
Not to dwell on the sin of the worshippers of the Pagans should be viewed in many cases
these idols, who are in a way affected by the as rather dead than sick, you might as well

_ bodily forms, so that they pay homage to praise the ashes in the tomb because they
them as deities, when they see them set up in have no longer the human shape, as compared
tom lofty place, and treated with great honor with the living body, which does not differ so
and reverence, there is greater sin in the much from a corpse as from ashes. It is thus
very explanations which are intended as apol- we are reproached for having more resem-
ogies for these dumb, and deaf, and blind, blance to the dead body of Pagamsm than to

: and lifeless objects. Still, though, as I have the ashes of Manich*etsm. But in division.
_id, these things are nothing in the way of it often happens that a thing is placed in
mdvation or of usefulness, both they and the different classes, according to the point of re-

_% thingrs they are said to represent are real ex- semblance on which the division proceeds.

_: istences. But your First Man, warring with For instances if animals are divided into thosethat fly and those that cannot fly, in this di-
"_::_• vision men and beasts are classed together as• Seu.Hil_ vv,_
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distinct from birds, because the)- are both un- and spiritual infusion, makes the earth ¢on.
able to fly. But if they are divided into ra- ceive and bring forttl the mortal Jesus, who,
tional and irrational, Iw.asts and birds arenas hanging from every tree, is the life and
classed together as distinct from men, for'salvation of men? Letting l_ass for a too-
they are both destitute of reason. Faustus ment the absurdity of this statement, we o1_
did not think of this when he said: There:ser_e the folly o(beheving that the mortal
are in fact only two sects, tile Gentiles and Jesus can tie conceived through the power of
ourselves, for we are directly opposed to them the Holy Smrit by the earth, but not by the
in our belief. The opposition he means is V|rgm _,iary. D_tre you compare the holi.
this, that the Gentdes beheve _n a single prm- hess of that chaste virgin's wt_mb with arty
ciple, whereas the Maniclweans beheve also piece of gron,_d where trees and plants grow_
in the principle of the race ot d,_rkness. Cer- Do you pretend to I_mk wtth abhorrence upon
tainly, according to this dtvis_vn we agree m a pure virgin, while you do not shrink from
general with the Pagans. But if we ttwtde hehevmg that Jesus is prc_luced in gardens
all who have a religion into tllose who worsiaq_ watered by the filthy drams of a city ? For
one God and those who worship many gt×ls, plants of all kinds spring up and are hour.
the Manich_eans must be classed along w_th Ished In such moisture. You will have Jesus
the Pagans, and we along with the Jews. to be born iu this way, whde you cry out
Tbis is another distraction, wl_ich may be. against t,_e Idea of HIs betug born of a virgin.
said to make only two set-is, l'erhaps you ' 1)o you th_uk flesh more unclean than the ex.
will say that you hold all )'our gods to be of crements whlt'll Its nature rejects ? ls the filth
one substance, which the Pagans do not. ]cleaner than the flesh which expels it? Are
But you at least resemble them in assigning ] you not aware how fields are manured in order
to your gods dllIerent powers, and functions, ! to make them productive ? Your folly comes
and employments. One does battle with the ; to th_s, that the H oly Spirit, who, according to

race of darkness; another constructs the '_).ou, des. 131sed.the woful) of. Mary, makes tile.
world from the part which is captured; an-,eartt_ con,'elve snore frtutfully m proportlotl
other, standing above, has the world m his!as It is carefully enri¢:hed w_th animal off.
hand; another holds him up from below; an-I sct_urmgs. Do you reply that the Holy Spirit
other turns the wi_eels of t_le fires and wtncl_ _preserves ltls incorruptible purity everywhere?
and waters beneath; another, in Ins c_rcuit of I ask again, Why not also in the virgin's
the heavens, gatilers w,th his beams tile mere-, womb ? Passing from the c¢mception, you
hers of your god from cesspools. Indeed, 1maintain in regard to the mortal Jesus_who,
your gods have innumerable occupations, ac- as you say, is barn from the earth, which has
cording to your fabulous descriptions, wlawh conceived by tile power of the Holy Spirit_
you neither explain nor represent m a visible tidal tte hangs m tile shape of fruit from every
form. But again, if men were divided into tree: so that, besides this pollution, He suffers
those who beheve that God takes an interest add|ttonal defilement from the flesh of the

tR human affairs and those who do not, the ';countless animals that eat the fruit; except,
Pagans and Jews, and you and all hereucs'mdeed, the small amount that is purified by
that have anything of "Christtamty, wdl be your eating it. While webelieve and confess
classed together, as opposed to the Eplcu- Christ the Son of God, and the Word of God,
reans, and any others holding slmdar views., to have become flesh without suffering defile-
As if:is is a principle of importance, here again meat, because the divine substance is not de-
we may say that there are only two sects, and filed by flesh, as It is not defiled by anything,
you belong to the same sect as we do. You your fanciful notions would make Jesus to be
will hardly venture to dlsseot from us in the defiled even as hanging on the tree, before
opinion that God is concerned in human af- entering the flesh of any animal; for if He
fairs, so that in this matter your opposition to were not defiled, there would he no need of *
the Epicureans makes you side with us. His being purified by your eating Him, And
Thus, according to the nature of the dIwsion, if all trees are the cross of Christ, as Faustus
what is in one class at one time, is in another seems to imply when he says that Jesus hangs
at another time: things joined here are sep-, from every tree, why do you not pluck the
arated there: in some things we are classed _fruit, and so take Jesus down from hanging
with others, and they with us; in other things Ion the tree to bury Him in your stomach,
we are classed separately, and stand alone., which would correspond to the good deed of
If Faustus thought of this, he would not talk Joseph of Arimathea, when he took down the
such eloquent nonsense, true Jesus from the cross to bury Him?'

]. But what are we to make of these words
of Faustus: The Holy Spit|t, by his influence , j_, _ _t

17
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Why shoulditbe impioustotakeChristfrom Iyou mean thatthe Jesus on the trees,and

thetree,whileitis piousto layHim in thclthe Jesus crucifiedunder Pontius Pilate,
tomb? Perhaps you wish to applyto your-land the Jesus dlvldedbetween the sun and

selvesthewords quoted from the prophetbyIthemoon, are allone and thesame substance,
Paul, Their throatisan open sepulchrc:"'lwhydo you not glee the name of Jesus to
and so you wait with open mouth tillsome Iy°urwhole hostof dcitms? Why shouldnot
one comes touse your throatas the bestsop-_your World-holdcrbe Jesus too,and Atlas,
ulchre for Christ. Once more, how many land the King of Honour, and the Mighty
Christsdo you make ? Is there one whom lSplr_t, and the FirstMan, and allthe rest,
you callthe mortal Christ,whom the carth withtheirvariousnames and occupations?
conceivesand brings forthby the power of x2. So, withregardtothe Holy Sprat,how
the Holy Spirit;and anothercrucifiedhy the]can you say thathe isthethirdperson,when

Jews under PontiusPilate;and a thlrdwhom !the personsyou mcnt_on arc innumerable?you dividebetwcen the sun and the moon ? Or why ishc not Jesus h_mself? And why
Or ts itone and the same person,part of doesFaustusmlslcadpeople,m tryingtomakc
whom isconfinedm the trees,tobe released outan agreement between htmseffand true
by the helpoftheotherpartwhich isnotcon- Christians,from whom he differsonly too
fined? Iftinststhc case,and you allowthat wldcly,by saying,Wc worship one (Sod un-
Christsufferedunder Pontius Pdate,though der thc threefoldappellationof theAlmlghty
itisdifficultto scchow hecouldhave sufferedGod the Fathcr,ChrlsthisSon,and the Holy
without flesh,as you say hc dld,the great Spirit? Why istheappcllationonlythrccfold,
questionis,with whom hc leftthose slups instcadof being manlfold? And why isthc
you speak of,thathe mlght come down and dlstmctionm appellationonly,and not inre-
suffer these things, which he certainly could ahty, if there are as many persons as there
not have suffered without hawng a body of are names ? For it ts not as if you gave three
some kind. A mere spiritual presence could names to the same thing, as the same weapon
not have made him liable to these sufferings, may be called a short sword, a dagger, or a
and in his bodily presence he could not be at dirk; or as you g_ve the name of moon, and
the same time in the sun, m the moon, and the lesser saip, and the luminary of night,
on the cross. So, then, if he had not a body, and so on, to the same thing. For you cannot
he was not crucified; and if he had a body, say that the First Man is the same as the
the question is, where he got it: for, accord- Mighty Sptrit, or as the World-Holder, or as
ing to you, all bodies belong to the race of tim giant Atlas. They are all d_stmct per-
darkness, though you cannot think of the sons, and you do not call any of them Christ.
divine substance except as being material. How can there be one Deity with opposite
Thus you must say either that Christ was functions? Or why should not Ct_nst himself
crucified without a body, which is utterly ab- be the single person, if in one substance Chrtst
surd; or that he was crucified in appearance hangs on tim trees, and was persecuted by the
and not m reahty, which is blasphemy; or i Jews, and extsts in ti_e sun and moon? The
that all bodies do not belong to the race of fact is, your fancies are all astray, and are no
darkness, but that the divine substance has better than the dreams of msamty.
also a body, and that not an immortal body, 13. How can Faustus think that we resem-
but liable to cruclfixlon and death, which, ble the Mamci_mans in attaching sacredness
again, is altogether erroneous: or that Chrlst to bread and wine, when they consider it sac-
had a mortal body from the race of darkness, :rtlege to taste wine ? They acknowledge their
so that, while you will not allow that Christ's god in the grape, but not in the cup; perhaps
body came from the Virgin Mary, you derive they are shocked at hts being trampled on

j it from the race of demons. Finally, as inland bottled. It is not any bread and wine
Faustus'statement, in which he alludes in the that we hold sacred as a natural production,
briefest manner possible to the lengthy as Jf Christ were confined In corn or in vines,
stories of Manichman invention, the earth by as the Manichmans fancy, but what is truly
the power of the Holy Sptrit conceives and consecrated as a symbol. What is not con-
brings forth the mortal Jesus, who, hanging secrated, though it is bread and wine, is only
from every tree, is the life and salvation of nourishment or refreshment, wtth no sacred-
men, why should this Saviour he represent- rmss about it; although we bless and thank
ed by whatever is hanging, b_'..ause he God for every gift, bodily as well as spiritual.
hung on the tree, and not by whatever According to your notion, Christ is confined
is born, because he was born? But if in everything you eat, and is released by di-

gestion from the additional confinement of
, _ _ _. your intestines. So, when you eat, )*our god
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suffers; and when you digest, you suffer from l elements, which would be the matter to be
his recovery. When he fills you, your gain formed by the mind, which you make the
is his loss. This might be considered kind-, principle of evil. Even this would not be a
hess on his part, because he suffers in you for quite accurate use of the word Hyl¢, which
your benefit, were it not that he gains freedom, has no form of any kind; whereas these ele-
by escaping and leaving you empty. There ments, although ca|_able of new forms, have
is not the least resemblance between our rev- already the form of elements, anti belong to
erence for the bread and wine, and your doc- different kinds. Still this use of the word
trines, which have no truth m them. To would not be so mucl_ amiss, notwithstanding
compare the two is even more foolish than to )'our ignorance; for it would thus be applied,
say, as some do, that in the bread a_ad wine as it properly is, to that which takes form,
we worship Ceres and Bacchus. I refer to and not to that which gives it. Even here,
this now, to show where you got your silly however, your folly anti impiety would appear
idea that our fathers kept the Sabbath m in tracing so much tl_at is good to the evil
honor of Saturn. For as tlxere is no connec- principle, from your not knowing that all na-
tion with the worship of the Pagan deities tures of every klml, all forms in their propor-
Ceres and Bacchus m our observ.mce of the tion, and all weights in their order, can come
sacrament of the bread and wine, which you only from the Father, the Son, and the ttoly
approve so highly that you _ish to resemble 'Spirit. As it is, you know neither what/jr),#
us in it, so there was no subjection to Saturn is, nor what evil is. Would that I could per-
in the case of our fathers, who observed the ' suade you to refrain from misleading people
rest of the Sabbath in a manner suitable to still more ignorant than )'ourselves!
prophetic times, l5. Every one must see the folly of your

x4. You might have found a resemblance boasting of superiority to the Pagans because
in your rehg_on to that of the Pagans ;is re- they u_e altar_ and temples, images and sac.'

gards t-Iyle Imatter], which the Pagans often rtfices and incense, in the worstup of God,
speak of. You, on the contrary, maintain which you do not. As tf tt were not better
that you are directly opposed to them m your to build an altair and oiler sacrifice to a stone,
belief in the evil principle which your teacher which has some kind of existence_ than to
in theology calls /lilt. But here you only employ a heated imagination m worshipping
show )'our ignorance, and, with an affectation things whmh have no existence at all. And
of learning, use this word without knowing what do you mean by saying that you are a
what it means. The Greeks, when speakmg of rattnnal temple of God ? (;au that be God's
nature, give the name H vie to the subject-mat- temple which is partly the t-onstruction of the
ter of things,which has no form of its own, but devil > And ts this not trne of you, as you
admits of all bodily forms, and is known only say that all your members and your whole
through these changeable phenomena, not be- body were formed by the evil principle which
ing itself an object of sensation or perception, you call ]I2'le, and that part of this formative
Some Gentiles, indeed, erroneously make this mind dwells in the body a|ong with Imrt of
matter co-eternal with God, as not being de- your god ? And as this part of your god is
rived from Him, though the bodily forms bottnd and confined, you stlould be called the
are. In this manifest error you resemble the prtsou of God rather titan his temple. Per-
Pagans, for you hold that ttlle has a princt- haps it is your soul that isthe temple of God,
ple of its own, and does not come from God. as you have tt from the region of light. But
It is only ignorance that leads you to deny you generally call your soul not a temple_ but
this resemblance. In saying that If vle Ixas no a part or member of God. So, when you say
form of its own, and can take its forms only you are the temple of God, tt must be in your
from God, the Pagans come near to the truth body, which, you say, was formed by the
which we believe in contradistinction from'devil. Thus you blaspheme the temple of
your errors. Not knowing what It3le or the God, calling it not only the workmanship of
subject-matter of things is, you make it the !Satan, but the prison-house of God, The
race of darkness, in which you place not only ;apostle, on the other hand, says: "The tern-
innumerable bodily forms of five different ple of GOd is holy, which temple ye are."
kinds, but also a formative mind. Such, in- And to show that this refers not merely to the

a formative mind as you speak of, and bodily l God ?'" ' You call the workmanship of devils
elements capable of form, the word HASt ......
would properly be apphcable to the bodily ,, c_. _ ,r. wt _. _.
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the temple of God, and there, to use Faustus' but some animal from his flock; and gener-
words, you place Christ, the Son of God, the ally, so that the wild beast is caught before
living image of living majesty. Your impiety the animal is hurt. You, though you are the
nuty well contrive a fabulous temple for a members of your god, are gaven to the enemy,
fabulous Christ. The image you speak of whose ferocity you keep off from your god
must be so called, because it is the creature only by being contaminated with their impur-
of your imagination, ity, infected with their corruptions, without

x6. If your mind is an altar, you see any fault of your own. You cannot in your
whose altar it is. You may see from the very prayers use the words: "Free us, O Lord,
doctrines and duties in which you say you are for the glory of Thy name; and for Thy
trained. You are taught not to give food to name's sake pardon our sins. ''3 Your prayer
a beggar; and so your altar smokes with the is: "Free us by Thy skill, for we suffer here
sacrifice of cruelty. Such altars the Lord oppression, and torture, and pollution, only
destroys; for in words quoted from the law that Thou rnayest mourn unmolested in Thy
He tells us what offering pleases God: "I kingdom." These are words of reproach,
desire mercy, and not sacrifice." Observe not of entreaty. Nor can you use the words
on what occasion the Lord uses these taught us by the Master of truth: "Forgwe
words. It was when, in passing through a us Qur debts, as we forgive our debtors."_
field, the disciples plucked the ears of corn For who are the debtors who have sinned
because they were hungry. Your doctrine against you ? If it is the race of darkness,
would lead you to call this murder. Your you do not forgive their debts, but make them
mind is an altar, not of God, but of lyin I be utterly cast out and shut upm eternal impn-
devils, by whose doctrines the evd conscience sonment. And how can God forgive your

,is seared as with a hot iron,* calhng murder debts, when He rather sinned against you by
what the truth calls innocence. For in His sending you into such a state, than you
words to the Jews, ChrLst by anticipatton against Him, whom you obeyed bygoing? If
deals a fatal blow to you: " If ye had known th_s was not a sin in H_m, because He was
what this meaneth, I desire mercy, and not compelled to do it, this excuse must apply to
sacrifice, ye would not have condemned the you, now that you have been overthrown m
guiltless." ' the conflict, more than to H_m before the cou-

z7. Nor can you say that you honor God filet began. You suffer now from the mLx-
with sacrifices in the shape of pure and simple ture of evil, which was not the case wtth H_m
prayers: for, in your low, d_shonoring notions when nevertheless He was compelled to send
about the divine nature and substance, you you. So either He reqtHres that you should
make your god to 13e the vtctim in the sacri- forgive H_m hts debt; or, _f He ts not in debt
flees of Pagans; so far are you from pleasing to you, still less are you to Him. It appears
the true God wtth your sacrifices. For you that your sacrifices and your pure and simple
hold that God is confined not only in trees prayers are false and wle blasphemies.
and plants, or in the human body, but also x8. How is it, by the way, that you use the
in the flesh of animals, which contaminates words temple, altar, sacrifice, for the purpose
Him with its impurity. .And how can your of commending your own practices? If such
soul give praise to God, when you actually things can be spoken of as properly belonging
reproach Him by calling your soul a particle to true religton, they must constitute the true
of His substance taken captlve by the race of worship of the true God. And if there is such
darkness; as if God could not maintain the a thing as true sacrifice to the true God, which
conflict except by this corruption of His mere- is imphed in the expression d_vme honors,
bers_ and this dishonorable captivity ? In- there must be some one true sacrifice of which
stead of honoring God in your prayers, you the rest are imitations. On the one hand, we
insult Him. For what sin did you commit, have the spurious imitations in the case of
when you belonged to Him, that you should false and lying gods, that is, of devils, who
be thus punished by the god you cry to, not proudly demand divine honors from their de-
because you left Him sinfully of your own luded votaries, as is or was the case in the
choice; for he himself gave you to His ene- temples and idols of the Gentdes. On the
roles, to obtain peace for His kingdom ? You other hand, we have the prophetic intima-
are not even given as hostages to be honor- tions of one most true sacrifice to be offered
ably guarded. Nor is it as when a shepherd for the sins of all believers, as in the sacrifices
lays a snare to catch a wild beast: for he does enjoined by God on our fathers; along with
.im_tput one of his own members in the snare, which there was also the symbolical anointing
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typical of Christ, as the name Christ itsel£1blessed forever." _ Where you differ from
means anointed. The animal sacrifices, there- Ithe Gentiles, you are in error; where you re-
fore, presumptuously claimed by devils, were I semble them, you are worse than they. You
an imitation of the true sacrifice which is due !do not believe, as they do, in a single princi.
only to the one true God, and which Christ _ple; and so you fall into the impiety of be-
alone offered on His altar. Thus the apostle i heving the substance of the one true God to
says: "'The sacrifices which the Gentdes be liable to subjugation and corruption.
offer, they offer to devils, and not to GOd. " As regards the worslup of a plurality of _dl.
He doe.s not fit,xt fault with sacrtfices, but with the doctrine of lyin K devils has led the Gen.
offering to devils. The Hebrews, again, in Itiles to worship many idols, and you to wof
their animal sacrifices, which they offered to ship many phantasms.
God in many varied forms, suitably to the 2o. We do not turn the sacrifices of the
sigmficance of the institution, typified the Get, tiles into love-feasts, as Faustus says we
sacrifice offered by Christ. This sacrifice is do. Our love-feasts are rather a subst|tut_
also commemorated by Christtans, m the sa. for the sacrifice spoken of by the Lord, in the
cred offering and participation of the t_dy and words already quoted: "1 will have mercy,
blood of Christ. The Mantch_eans under- and not sacrifice." At our love-feasts the
stand neither the sinfulness of the Genule poor obtain vegetable or animal food; and so
sacrifices, nor the importance of the Hebrew the creature of God is used, as far as it is
sacrifices, nor the use of the ordma_,ce of the statable, for the nourishment of man, who is
Christian sacrifice. Thetr own errors are the also God's creature. You have been led by
offering they present to the dewl who has de- lwng devtls, not in self-denial, but in blas-
cewed them. And thus they depart from the t;hemous error, "to abstain from meats
faith, gtwng heed to seducing spirits, and to wluct_ God hatt_ created to be received with.

doctrines of devils, speaki,_g hes in hypocrisy, thanksg_vtng of them winch believe and knowx9. It maybe well ttmt Fanstus, or at least the truth. For ever)" creature of God is
that those who are charmed w_th Faustus' good, and nothing to be refused, if it be re.
writit_gs, should know that the doctrine of a _ceived w_th thanksgiving."' In return for

single princLple d_d not come to us from the lthe bounties of the Creator, you ungrate.
Gentiles; for the belief in one true God, from l fully insult liim with your impiety; and be.
whom every kind of nature is derived, is a ] cause in our l¢,ve.feasts flesh is often given to
part of the original truth retained among the ithe poor, you compare Christmn charity to
Gent|les, notwtthstand_ng their having fallen,Pagan sacrifices. "Flus _ndeed, is another
away to many false gods. For the Gent_lelpomt in winch you resemble some Pagans.
philosophers had the knowledge of (;od, be- You consider it a cringe to kill animals_ l_-
cause, as the apostle says, "the iuwslble cause you think that the souls of men pan
things of God, from the creation of the world, into them; which is an idea found in the writ-
are dearly seen, being understood by the ings of some Gentile philosophers, although
things that are made, even H:s eternal power their successors appear to have thought dff.
and Godhead; so that they are without ex- ferently. But here again you are most in
cuse." gut, as the apostle adds, "when they Ierror: for they dreaded slaughtering a rel_-
knew God, they glorified Him not as God, t_ve in the an,real; but you dread the Maugh.

neither were thankful; but became vain mter of your god, for you hold even the soul_their imaginations, and their foohsh heart was of animals to be Ins memt_ers.
darkened. Professing themselves to be w_se, _,. As to our paying honor to the memory
they became fools, and changed the glory of of the martyrs, and the accu,ation of Faustus,
the incorruptible God into. an image made that we worship them instead of idols, I should
like to corruptible man, and to b_rds, and not care to answer such a charge, were it not
four-footed beasts, and creeping things."" for the sake of showing how Faustus, in his
These are the idols of the Gentiles, which desire to cast reproach on us, has overstepped
they cannot explain except by referring to the Manich_an inventions, and has fallen
the creatures made by God; so that this very heedlessly into a popular notion found iit
explanation of their idolatry, on which the Pagan poetry, although he is so anxious to be
more enlightened Gentiles were wont to pride d_stinguished from the Paganu. For in saying
themselves as a proof of their superiority, that we have turned the idols into martyrs,
shows the truth of the following words of the he speaks of our worshipping them with sire-
apostle: "They worshipped and served the ilar rites, nnd appeasing the shades of the
creature rather than the Creator, who is departed with wine and food. Do you, then,
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believe in shades ? We never heard you'speak to them as gods, on account of the miracles
of such things, nor have we read of them in they performed. They rent their clothes, and
your books. In fact, you generally oppose restrained the people, crying out to them, and
such ideas: for you tell us that the souls of j persuading them that they were not gods.
the dead, if they are wicked, or not purified, We see it also in the angels, as we read in the
are made to pass through various changes, or Apocalypse that an angel would not allow
suffer punishment still more severe; while himself to be worshipped, and said to his
the good souls are placed in ships, and sail worshipper, "I am thy fellow-servant, and
through heaven to that imaginary region of of thy brethen."' Those who'claim this wor-
light which they died fighting for. According ship are proud spirits, the devil and his an-
to you, then, no souls remain near the bury- gels, as we see in all the temples and rites of
ing-place of the body; and how can there be the Gentiles. Some proud men, too, have
any shades of the departed? What and copied their example; as _s related of some
where are they? Faustus' love of evil-speak- kings of Babylon. Thus the holy Daniel
ing has made him forget h_s own creed; or was accused and persecuted, because when
perhaps he spoke in his sleep about ghosts, the king made a decree that no petition
and did not wake up even when he saw his should be made to any god, but only to the
words in writing. It is true that Christians king, he was found worshipping and praying
pay religious honor to the memory of the to his own God, that is, the one true God. _
martyrs, both to excite us to xmitate them, As for those who dnnk to excess at the feasts
and to obtain a share in their merits, and the of the martyrs, we of course condemn their
assistance of their prayers. But we build conduct; for to do so even in their own
altars not to any martyr, but to the God of houses would be contrary to sound doctrine.
-martyrs, although it is to the memory of the But we must try to amend what is bad as
martyrs. No one officiating at the altar in well as prescribe what is good, and must of
the saints' burying-place ever says, We bring necessity bear for a time with some things
an offering to thee, 0 Peter ! or O Paul! or that are not according to our teaching. The
0 Cyprian! The offering is made to God, rules of Christian conduct are not to be taken
who gave the crown of martyrdom, while :t is from the indulgences of the intemperate or
in memory of those thus crowned. The the infirmities of the weak. Still, even in
emotion is increased by the associations of this, the guilt of intemperance is much less
the place, and love is excited both towards than that of impiety. To sacrifice to the
those who are our examples, and towards martyrs, even fasting, is worse than to go
Him by whose help we may follow such ex- home intoxicated from their feast: to sacri-
amples. We regard the martyrs w_th the rice to the martyrs, I say, which is a different
same affectionate intimacy that we feel to- thing from sacrificing to God in memory of
wards holy men of God in this hfe, when we the martyrs, as we do constantly, in the man-
know that their hearts are prepared to endure ner reqmred since the revelation of the New
the same suffering for the truth of the gospel. Testament, for this belongs to the worship
There is more devotion in our feeling towards or tatria which is due to God alone. But it
the martyrs, because we know that their con- is vain to try to make these heretics under-
flict is over; and we can speak with greater con- stand the full meaning of these words of the
fidence in praise of those already victors m Psalmist: " He that offereth the sacrifice of
heaven, than of those still combating here. praise glorifieth me, and m this way will I
What is properly divine worship, which the show him my salvation."3 Before the corn-
Greeks call latria, and for which there is no ing of Christ, the flesh and blood of this
word in Latin, both in doctrine and in prac- sacrifice were foreshadowed in the animals
rice, we give only to God. To this worship slain; in the passmn of Christ the types were
belongs the offering ot_ sacrifices; as we see fulfilled by the true sacrifice; after the as-
in the word idolatry, which means the giving cension of Christ, this sacrifice is commem-
of this worship to idols. Accordingly we orated in the sacrament. Between the sacri-
never offer, or require any one to offer, sac- rices of the Pagans and of the Hebrews there
rifice to a martyr, or to a holy soul, or to any is all the difference that there is between a
angel. "Any one falling into this error is in- false imitation and a typical anticipation. We
structed by doctrine, either in the way of cor- do not despise or denounce the virginity of
rection or of caution. For holy beings them- holy women because there were vestal virgins.
selves, whether saints or angels, refuse to And, in the same way, _t is no reproach to
accept what they know to be due to God the sacrifices of our fathers that the Gentiles
alone. We see this in Paul and Barnabas,
when the men of Lycaoma wished to sacrifice ! _Re,,.x_. _o. -_Da, _,. __. :. _3.
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also had sacrifices. The dliierence between 1preaches to you another gospel than that ye
the Christian and vestal virginity is great, yet 'ihave received must be accursed, what Christ
it consists wholly in the being to whom the vow ' says in Paul is the truth, while Manich_eus in
is made and paid: and so the difference in the Faustus is accursed.

being towhomthe sacrifices of the Pagansand wh23 . Faustus says also, without knowingHebrews are made and offered makes a wide he says, that we have retained the man-
dlfference between them. In theone case they iners of the Gentiles. But seeing that the
are offered to devils, who presumptuously l just hves by faith, and that the end of the
make this claire'in order to be held as gods, be- i commandment is love out of a pure heart,
cause sacrifice is adlvme honor. In the other !and a good conscience, and faith unfeigned,
case they are offered to the one true God, as a and that these three, faith, hope, and love,
type of the true sacrifice, which also was to be ab_de to form the hfe of believers, it is ira-
offered to Him in the passion of the body possible that there should be similarity in the
and blood of Christ. manners of those who differ in these three

22. Faustus is wrong in saying that our things. Those who believe differently, and
Jewish forefathers, m their separation from hope differently, and love differently, must
the Gentries, retained the temple, and sacn- also llve difterently. And if we resemble the
rices, and altars, and priesthood, and aban- Gentries m our use of such things as food
doned only graven images or idols, for they and drink, and houses and clothes and baths,
might have sacrificed, as some do, without and those of us who marry, in taking and
any graven image, to trees and mountains, or keeping wives, and in begetting and bringing
even to the sun and moon and the stars. If up children as our heirs, there is still a great
they had thus rendered to these objects the difference between the man who uses these
worship called latria, they would have served !things for some end of his own, and the man
the creature instead of the Creator, and so who, in using them, gives thanks to God,
would have fallen Into the serious error of hawng no unworthy or erroneous ideas about
heathemsl_ superst_tmn; and even without God. For as you, according to your own
idols, they would have found devils ready to heresy, though you eat the same bread as
take advantage of their error, and to accept other men, and'live upon the produce of the
their offerings. For these proud and winked same pkmts and the water of the same foun-
spirits feed not, as some foohslfly suppose, Itam, and are clothed like others in wool and
on the smell of the sacrifice, and the smoke, linen, yet lead a d_fferent life, not because
but on the errors of men. They enjoy not lvou eat or drink, or dress differently, but
bodily refreshment, but a malevolent gratlfi- l_ecause you differ from others in your ideas
cation, when they in any way deceive people, !and in your froth, and in all these things have
or when, with a bold assumption of borrowed lln view an end of your own--the end, namely,
majesty, they boast of receiving divine set forth in your false doctrines; in the same
honors. It was not, therefore, only the way we, though we resemble the Gentiles in
idols of the Gentiles that our Jewish fore- the use of fins and other things, do not re-
fathers abandoned. They sacrificed neither semble them in our life; for while the things
to the earth nor to any earthly thing, nor to are the same, the end is different: for the end
the sea, nor to heaven, nor to the hosts of we have m view is, according to the lust com,
heaven, but laid the wctlms on the altar of mandment of God, love out of a pure heart,
the one God, Creator of all, who required and a good conscience, and faith unfeigned;
these offonngs as a means of foreshadowing from which some having erred, are turned to
the true victim, by whom He has reconciled vain jangling. In this vain jangling you bear
us to Himself m the remisgmn of sins through the palm, for you do not attend to the fact
our Lord Jesus Christ. So Paul, addressing that so great is the difference of life produced
believers, who are made the body of which by a different faith, even when the things in
Christ is the Head, says: " I beseech you, : possession and use are the same, that though
therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, your followers have wives, and in spite of
that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, themselves get children, for whom they gather
holy, acceptable to God ''_ The Manich_eans, _and store up wealth; though they eat flesh,
on the other hand, say that human bodies are drink wine, bathe, reap harvests, gather vin-
the workmanship of the race of darkness, tages, engage in trade, and occupy high ofri-
and the prison in which the captive deity is cial positrons, you nevertheless reckon them
confined. Thus Faustus' doctrine is very as belonging to you, and not to the Gentiles,
different from Paul's. But since whosover though in their actions they approach nearer

to the Gentiles than to you. And though
Ro_. ,a,._. some of the Gentries in some thln_,s resemble
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yOU more than your own followers,--those,_yourfollowerswho arc not of such a charac-
for instance,who in superstitionsdevotioniterareworse than the Pagans who are. Itis
.abstainfrom flesh,and wine_and marriage, thereforeno impeachment tosound doctrine,
--you stillcount your own followers,even which alone isCatholic,that many wish to
though they use allthese things,and so are take itsname, who willnot yieldto itsbone-
unlikeyou, as belongingtothe flockof Man- ficialinfluence. Wc must bear in mind the
ichmus ratherthan those who resemble you truemeaning of the contrastwhich the Lord

theirpractices.You consideras belong- makes betweenthelittlecompany and themass
ing to you a woman that believesin Mani- of mankind, as spreadover allthe world; for
chmus, though she isa mother, ratherthan a the company ofsaintsand believersissmall,as
Sibyl,though she never marries. But you the amount of grainissmallwhen compared
will say that many who are calledCatholicwith the heap of chaff;and yetthegood grain
Christiansarc adulterers,robbers, misers,Isquitesufficmntfartooutnumber you, good
drunkards, and whatever else iscontraryto_and bad together,forgood and bad are both
sound doctrine. I ask ifnone such are tobe tstrangersto the truth. In a word, we are
found inyour company, which isalmost too 4not a schismoftheGentiles,forwe differfrom
smalltobe calleda company. And becausethem greatlyfor the better;nor are you, for
there are some among the Pagans who are Lyon dlffcrfrom them greatlyforthe worse2

not of this character, do you consider them [ _ [Augu_tm'sexposureof the pagantsrnof Mamcb_elsmm an
as better than yourselves ? And yet, in fact, ladmlrableand effective p,eceof argumentum ad hamtnem.

q hat the Chrl,,tmmty of Augustm's ttme was becoming pagamzed
your heresy is so blasphemous, that even ,sundoubted,but Mamehueasmwas purepagantsm.--A.H. N.]

BOOK XXI.
IeAUSTUS DENIES THAT MANICH/EANS BELIEVE IN lWO GODS. HYLE NO GOD. AUGUSTIN DIS-

CUSSES AT LARGE THE DOCTRINE OF GOD AND HYLE, AND FIXES 2"HE CHARGE OF DUALISM

UPON THE MANICHEANS.

t. FAUSTUS said: Do we believe in one]from the action of both. So also, you may
God or in two ? In one, of course. If we[ say that a physician and a poisoner are both
are accused of making two gods, I reply that I physicians; or that a just and an unjust man
it cannot be shown that we ever said anything are both just, because both do something. If
of the kind. Why do you suspect us of this ? this is absurd, it is still more absurd to say
Because, you say, you believe in two prmci-that God and Y-Iyle must both be gods, be-
ples, good and evil. It is true, we believe in cause they both produce certain effects. It
two principles; but one we call God, and the is a very childish and Impotent way of argu-
other Hyle, or, to use common popular lan- ing, when you cannot refute my statements,
gtmge, the devil. If you think this means to make a quarrel about names. I grant that
two gods, you may as well think that the we, too, sometimes call the hostile nature
health and sickness of which doctors speak are God; not that we believe it to be God, but
two kinds of health, or that good and evil are that this name is already adopted by the wor-
two kinds of good, or that wealth and poverty lshippers of this nature, who in their error
are two kinds of wealth. If I were describing suppose it to be God. Thus the apostle says:
two things, one white and the other black, or] " The god of this world has blinded the
one hot and the other cold, or one sweet and l minds of them that believe not." x He calls
the other bitter, it would appear like idiocy him God, because he would be so called by
or insanity in you to say that I was descrtb-his worshippers; adding that he blinds their
ing two white things, or two hot things, or minds, to show that he is not the true God.
two sweet things. So, when I assert that 2. AUGUSTIN replied: You often speak in
there are two principles, God and I-/yk, you your discourses of two gods, as indeed you
have no reason for saying that I believe in two ]acknowledge, though at first you denied it.
gods. Do you think that we must call them _And you give as a reason for thus speaking
both gods because we attribute, as is proper, the words of the apostle: " The god of this
all the power of evil to /-Iy/e, and all the world has blinded the minds of them that be-
power of good to God? If so, you may as lieve not." Most of us punctuate this sen-
troll say that a poison and the antidote must tence differently, and explain it as meaning
both be called antidotes, because each has a
power of its own, and certain effects follow , _co_.i_. 4.
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that the true God has blinded the minds of this abyss, exclaxms: "O the depth of the
unbelievers. They put a stop after the word riches both of the wisdom and of the knowl-
God, and read the following words together, edge of God ! How unsearchable are His
Or without this punctuatxon you may, for the judgments, and His ways past finding
sake of exposition, change the order of the out !"6
words, and read, " In whom God has blinded 3- You cannot distinguish between what
the minds of unbelievers of this world," which God does in mercy and what He does in judg.
gives the same sense. The act of blinding ment, because you can neither understand
the minds of unbelievers may in one sense nor use the words of our Psalter: "I will sing
be ascribed to God, as the effect not of mal- of mercy and judgment unto Thee, O Lord."
ice, but of justice. Thus Paul himself says Accordingly, whatever in the feebleness of
elsewhere, "Is God unjust, who taketh your frail humanity seems amiss to you, you
vengeance?" * and again, "What shall we separate entirely from the will and judgment
say then? Is there unrighteousness with of God: for you are provided with another
God ? God forbid. For Moses saith, I will evil god, not by a discovery of truth, but by
have mercy on whom I will have mercy, and an inventton of folly; and to this god you
will have compassion on whom I will have attribute not only what you do unjustly, but
compassion." Observe what he adds, after also what you suffer justly. Thus you assign
asserting the undeniable truth that there is to God the bestowal of blessings, and take
no unrighteousness w_th God: " But what from Him the infliction of judgments, as if
if God, willing to show His wrath, and to He of whom Christ says that He has prepared
make His power known, endured with much everlasting fire for the wicked were a differ-
long-suffering the vessels of wrath fitted for ent being from Him who makes His sun to
destruction, and that He might mamfest the rise upon the evil and the good, and sends
riches of His grace towards the vessels of rain on the just and on the unjust. Why do
mercy, which He hath before prepared unto you not understand that this great goodness
glory ?" _ etc. Here it evidently cannot be and great severtty belong to one God, but
satd that it is one God who shows his wrath, because you have not learned to sing of mercy
and makes known his power in the vessels of and judgment? Is not He who causes the
wrath fitted for destruction, and another God sun to rise on the evil and the good, and
who shows his riches m the vessels of mercy, sends ram on the just and on the unjust, the
According to the apostle's doctrine, it is one same who also breaks off the natural branches,
and the same God who does both. Hence he and engrafts contrary to nature the wild olive
says again, *' For this cause God gave them tree? Does not the apostle, in reference to
up to the lusts of their own heart, to unclean- this, say of this one God: "Thou seest, then,
ness, to dishonor their own bodies between the goodness and severity of God: to them
themselves;" and Immediately after, "For whxch were broken off, severity; but toward
this cause God gave them up unto vde affec- thee, goodness, if thou continue in His good-
ttons;" and again, "And even as they dld ness?'8 Here it is to be observed how the
not like to retain God in their knowledge, apostle takes away neither judicial severity
God gave them over to a reprobate mind."3 from God, nor free-will from man. It is a
Here we see how the true and just God blinds profound mystery, impenetrable by human
the minds of unbelievers. For in all these thought, how God both condemns the ungodly
words quoted from the apostle no other God and justifies the ungodly; for both these
is understood than He whose Son, sent by things are said of Him in the truth of the
Him, came saying, "For judgment am I Holy Scriptures. But is the mysteriousness
come into this world, that tfiey which see not of the divine judgments any reason for taking
might see, and that they which see might be pleasure in cavilling against them ? How
made blind. ''4 Here, again, it is plain to much more becoming, and more suitable to
the minds of believers how God bhnds the the limitation of our powers, to feel the same
minds of unbelievers. For among the secret awe which the apostle felt, and to exclaim,
things, which contain the righteous principles "O the depth of the riches both of the wis-
of God's judgment, there is a secret which dora and of the knowledge of God ! How
determines that the minds of some shall be unsearchable are His judgments, and His
blinded, and the minds of some enlightened, ways past finding out !" How much better
Regarding this, it is well said of God, "Thy thus to admire what you cannot explain, than
judgments are a great deep. ''5 The apostle, to try to make an evil god in addition to the
in admtration of the unfathomable depth of true God, simply because you cannot under-

x Rom. _L 5. 2 Nora ix. x4, ZS, _2, 23.
a Rom- i. _4, 25, 28, 4 John LX, 39. $ Ps_ xxxvi. 6. 6 Rom. xi. 33. 7 PS. ei. z. g Rom. xi, 17_z4.
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stand the one good God ! For it is not a ques. everything in its own kind. We see each
ti0n of names, but of actions, creature made not as a whole by itself, but in

4- Faustus glibly defends himself by say- relation to the rest of the creation; so that
ing," We speak not of two gods, but of God the whole divine skill is displayed in the
and .H'y/e." But when you ask for the mean- formation of each, arranging each in its
ing of .zrt'yle, you find that it is in fact another proper place and order, and providing what
god. If the Manich_eans gave the name of is suitable for all, both separately and unitedly.
I/y/e, as the ancients did, to the unformed See here, lowest in the scale, the animals
matter which is susceptible of bodily forms, which fly, and swim, and walk, and creep.
we should not accuse them of making two These are mortal creatures, whose hfe, as it
gods. But it is pure folly and madness to is written, " is as a vapor which appeareth
give to matter the power of forming bodies, for a little time." z Each of these, according
or to deny that what has this power is God. to the capacity of its kind, contributes the
When you give to some other being the power measure appointed in the goodness of the
which belongs to the true God of making the Creator to the completeness of the whole, so
qualities and forms, by which bodies, ele-that the lowest partake in the good which the
ments, and animals exist, according to their highest possess in a greater degree. Show
respective modes, whatever name you choose]me, if you can, any ammal, however despica-
to give to this being, you are chargeable with !1ble, whose soul hates its own flesh, and does
making another god. There are indeed two not rather nourish and cherish it, by its vital
errors in this blasphemous doctrine. In the motion minister to its growth and direct its
first place, you ascribe the act of God to a_activity, and exercise a sort of management
being whom you are ashamed to call god;lover a little universe of its own, which it
though you must call him god as long as you I makes subservient to its own preservation.
make him do things which only God can do. I Even in the discipline of his own body by a
In the second place, the good things done by t rattonal being, who brings his 'body under,
a good God you call bad, and ascrlbe to an that earthly passion may not hinder his per-
evil god, because you feel a childish horror ception of wisdom, there is love for his own
of whatever shocks the frailty of fallen hu-'flesh, which he then reduces to obedience,
inanity, and a childish pleasure m the oppo- which is its proper condition, lndeed, you
site. So you think snakes are made by an yourselves, although your heresy teaches you

evil being; while you consider the sun so i a fleshly abhorrence of the flesh, cannot help

great a good, that you believe it to be not the i loving vour own flesh, and caring for its safetycreature of God, but an emission from His and comfort, both by avoiding all injury from
substance. You must know that the true blows, and falls, and inclement weather, and
God, in whom, alas, you have not yet come lby seeking for the means of keeping it m
to believe, made both the snake along with health. Thus the law of nature is too strong
the lower creatures, and the sun along with for your false doctrtne.
other exalted creatures. Moreover, among 6. Looking at the flesh itself, do we not
still more exalted creatures, not heavenly see in the construction of its vital parts, in
bodies, but spiritual beings, He has made the symmetry of form, in the position and
what far surpasses the light of the sun, and arrangement of the limbs of action and the
what no carnal man can perceive, much less organs of sensation, all acting in harmony;
you, who, in your condemnation of flesh, con- do we not see in the adjustment of measures,
demn the very principle by which you deter- in the proportion of numbers, irt the order of
mine good and evil. For your only idea of weights, the handiwork of the true God, of
evil is from the disagreeableness of some whom it is truly said, " Thou hast ordered
things to the fleshly sense; and your only all things in measure, and number, and
idea of good is from sensual gratification, weight" ?* If your heart was not hardened

5- When I consider the things lowest in and corrupted by falsehood, you would under-
the scale of nature, whtch are within our view, stand the invisible things of God from the
and which, though .earthly, and feeble, and things which He has made, even in these
mortal, are still the works of GOd, I am lost feeble creatures of flesh. For who is the au-
in admiration of the Creator, who is so great thor of the things I have mentioned, but He
in the great works and no less great in the whose unity is the standard of all measure.
mall. For the divine skill seen in the forma- whose wisdom is the model of all beauty, and
tion of all creatures in heaven and earth is whose law is the rule of all order ? If you
always like itself, even in those things that are blind to these things, hear at least the
differ from one another; for it is everywhere words of the apostle.
tmrfeet, in the perfection which it gives to xJas. iv.zS. 2VCisd.xi. _z.
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7- For the apostle, in speaking of the love same Spirit; to another the working of mira-
which husbands ought to have for their wives, cles; to another prophecy; to another dis-
gives, as an example, the love of the soul for cerning of spirits; to another divers kinds of
the body. The words are: "'He that loveth tongues; to another the interpretation of
his wife, Ioveth himself: for no man ever yet tongues: but all these worketh that one and
hated his own flesh, but nourisheth and cher- the self-same Spirit, dividing to every man
isheth it, even as Christ the Church."' Look severally as He will. For as the body is one,
at the whole animal creation, and you find in and hath many members, and all the members
the instinctive self-preservatlon of every ani- of that one body, being many, are one body:
mal this natural principle of love to its own so also is Christ. For by one Spirit are we
flesh. It is so not only with men, who, when all baptized into one body, whether we be
they live aright, both provide for the safety Jews or Gentiles, whether we be bond or free;
of their flesh, and keep their carnal appetites and have been all made to drink into one
in subjection to the use of reason; the brutes Splrit. For the body is not one member, but
also avoid pain, and shrink from death, and many. If the foot shall say, Because I am
escape as rapidly as they can from whatever not the hand, I am not of the body; is it
might break up the construction of their therefore not of the body? And if the ear
bodies, or dissolve the connection of spirit shall say, Because I am not the eye, I am not
and flesh; for the brutes, too, nourish and of the body; is it therefore not of the body?
cherish their own flesh. " For no one ever If the whole body were an eye, where were
yet," says the apostle, "hated hls own flesh, the hearing? If the whole were hearing,
but nourisheth and cherisheth _t, even as where were the smelling? But now hath God
Christ the Church." See where the apostle set the members every one of them in the
begins, and to what he ascends. Consider, if body, as it hath pleased Him. And if they
you can, the greatness which creation derives were all one member, where were the body ?
from its Creator, embracing as it does the But now are they many members, yet but one
whole extent from the host of heaven down body And the eye cannot say unto the hand,
to flesh and blood, with the beauty of mani- I have no need of thee; nor again the head
fold form, and the order of successive grada- to the feet, I have no need of you. Nay,
tions, much more those members of the body, which

8. The same apostle again, when speaking seem to be more feeble, are necessary; and
of spiritual gifts as diverse, and yet tending those members of the body which we think to
to harmonious action, to 111ustrate a matter be less honorable, upon these we bestow more
so great, and divine, and mysterious, makes abundant honor; and our uncomely parts
a comparison with the human body,--thus have more abundant comeliness. For our
plainly intimating that this flesh is the handi- comely parts have no need; but God hath
work of God. The whole passage, as found tempered the body together, having given
in the Epistle to the Corinthians, is so much more abundant honor to that part wi6ich
to the point, that though it is long, I think It lacked: that there should be no schism in the
not amiss to insert it all: "Now concerning body, but that the members should have the
spiritual gifts, brethren, I would not have vou same care one for another. And whether one
ignorant. Ye know that ye were Genti'les, member suffer, all the members suffer with it;
carried away unto these dumb idols, even as or one member be honored, all the members
ye were led. Wherefore I give you to under- rejoice with it."" Apart altogether from
stand, that no man speaking by the Spirit of Christian faith, which would lead you to be-
God calleth Jesus accursed; and that no man lieve the apostle, if you have common sense
can say that Jesus is the Lord, but by the to perceive what is self-evident, let each ex.
Holy Ghost. Now there are diversities of amine and see for himself the plain truth re.
gifts, but the same Spirit. And there are garding those things of which the apostle
diversities of administrations, but the same speaks,--what greatness belongs to the least,
Lord. And there are diversities of opera- and what goodness to the lowest; for these
tions, but it is the same God which worketh are the things which the apostle extols, in
all in all. But the manifestation of the Spirit order to illustrate by means of these common
is given to every man to profit withal. For and visible bodily obiects , unseen spiritual
to one is given by the Spirit the word of wis- realities of the most exalted nature.
dora; to another the word of knowledge by 9- Whoever, then, denies that our body
the same Spirit; to another faith by the same and its members, which the apostle so ap-
Spirit; to another the gifts of healing by the proves and extols, are the handiwork of God,

x Eph. v. 28, 29. 2 x Cot. xd. t-.,z6.
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you see whom he contradicts, preaching con- "that He might deliver us from this present
trary to what you have received. So, instead evil age. ''s In the same way, in the ex-
of refuting his opinions, 1 may leave him to pression, "whose god is their belly," it is
be accursed of all Christians. The apostle only in connection with the word _e_hosethat
says, God tempered the body. Faustus says, the belly is called god. So also, in. the
Not God, but f_)'le. Anathemas are more Psalms, the devils would not be called gods
suitable than arguments to such contradic- without adding "of the nations. "9 But in
tions. You cannot say that God is here the passage we are now considering it is not
called the God of this world. And if any said, The god of this world, or, Whose god
one understands the passage where this ex- is their belly, or, The gods of the nations
pression does occur to mean that the devil are devils; but simply, God has tempered the
blinds the minds of unbelievers, we grant that body, which can be understood only of the
he does so by his evil suggestions, from yield- true God, the Creator of all. There is no
ing to which, men lose the light of righteous- disparaging addltton here, as in the other
hess in God's righteous retribution. This is cases. But perhaps Faustus will say that
all in accordance with sacred Scripture. The God tempered the body, not as the maker of
apostle himself speaks of temptation from it, In the arrangement of its members, but by
wtthout: "I fear lest, as the serpent beguded mixing His light with it. Thus Faustus
Evethrough his subtilty, so your minds should would attribute to some other being than
be corrupted from the simplicity and purity God the construction of the body, and the
that is in Christ. ''_ To the same purpose arrangement of tts members, while God tern-
are the words. " Evil communications corrupt pored the evil of the construction by the m_x-
good manners;"_ and when he speaks of a ture of His goodness. Such are the inven-
man deceiving himself, "Whoever thinketh tions wtth which the Manich_eans cram feeble
himself to be anything, when he is nothing, minds. But God, in aid of the feeble, by the
deceiveth himself;"3 or again, in the passage mouth of the sacred writers rebukes this
already quoted of the judgment of God, opinion. For we read a few verses before:
"God gave them over to a reprobate mind, "God has placed the members every one of
to do those things which are not convenient." 4 them in the body, as it has pleased Him."
Similarly, in the Old Testament, after the Ewdently, God ts said to have tempered the
words, '* God dtd not create death, nor hath body, because He has constructed it of many
He pleasure m the destruction of the living," members, which in their umon preserve the
we read, " By the envy of the devil death variety of their respectxve functions.
entered into the world."s And again of io. Do the Manich_eans suppose that the
death, that men may not put the blame from animals which, according to their wild notions,
themselves, "The wicked inwte her with were constructed by Hyle in the race of dark-
hands and voice; and thinking her a friend, hess, had not this harmonious actxon of their
the_ are drawn down. ''6 Elsewhere. how- members, commended by the apostle, before
ever, it is said, "Good and evil, life and God mixed His light with them; so that then
death, riches and poverty, pro from the Lord the head did say to the feet, or the eye to the
GOd."_ This seems perplexing to people hand, I have no need of thee? This is not
who do not understand that, apart from the and cannot be the Manich_ean doctrine, for
manifest judgment to follow hereafter upon they describe the animals as using all these
every evil work, there is an actual judgment members, and speak of them as creeping,
at the time; so that in one action, besides the walking, swimming, flying, each in its own
craft of the deceiver and the wxckedness of kind. They could all see, too, and hear, and
the voluntary agent, there "is also the just use the other senses, and nourish and cherish
penalty of the judge: for while the devil sug- their own bodies wtth appropriate means and
gests, and man consents, God abandons. So, appliances. Hence. moreover, they had the
if you join the words, God of this _oorld, and power of reproduction, for they are spoken
un(lerstand that the devil blinds unbelievers of as having offspring. All these things, of
by his mischievous delusions, the meaning is which Faust speaks disparagingly as the
not a bad one. For the word God is not used works of H)'le, could not be done without that
by itself, but with the qualification of this harmonious arrangement which the apostle
•_oorla_ that is, of wicked men, who seek to praises and ascribes to God. Is it not now
prosper only in this age. In this sense the plain who is to be followed, and who is to be
world is also called evil, where it is written, pronounced accursed ? Indeed, the Mani-

ch_eans tell us of ammals that could speak;
T 2 Cot+ xi. 3. • T Cot. xv. _a3. 3 Gal. vi. 3.
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and their speeches were heard and understood dangerous in excess. With regard to the
and approved of by all creatures, whether rest, Faustus probably intended that good
creeping things, or quadrupeds, or birds, or, and evil, which he might as well have put
fish. Amazing and supernatural eloquence!' first, should be understood as including the
Especially as they had no grammarian or Irest, so that health, riches, white, hot, sweet,
elocutionist to teach them, and had not passed should belong to good; and smkness, poverty,
through the painful experience of the cane iblack , cold, bitter, to evil. The ignorance

and the birch. Why, Faustus himself beg_nland folly of this is obvious. It nught look
late in hfe to learn oratory, that he mi_,htthke reviling if I were to take tip separately
discourse eloquently on these absurditles;_ white and black, hot and cold, sweet and bit-
and with all his cleverness, after ruining his ter, health and sickness. For if white and
health "by study, his preaching has gained a sweet are both good, and black and bitter evil,
mere handful of followers. What a pity that how is it that most grapes and all olives be-
he was born in the light, and not in that re- come black as they become sweet, and so get
gion of darkness ! If he had discoursed there good by getting evil ? And if heat and health
against the light, the whole animal creation, are both good, and cold and sickness evil,
from the biped to the centipede, from the why do bodies become sink when heated ? Is
dragon to the shell-fish, would have listened it healthy to have fever? But I let these
eagerly, and obeyed at once; whereas, when things pass, for they may have been put down
he discourses here against the race of dark- hasttly, or they may have been given as
ness, he is oftener called eloquent than merely instances of opposition, and not as
learned, and oftener still a false teacher of being good and bad, especially as it is no-
the worst kind. And, among the few Mare-where stated that the fire among the race of
cha_ans who extol him as a great teacher, he!darkness is cold, so that heat in this case
has none of the lower animals as his disciples; must unquestionably be evil.
and not even his horse _s any the wiser for i2. We pass on, then, to health, riches,
his master's instructions, so that the mixture sweetness, which Faustus evidently accounts
of a part of deity seems only to make the good in his contrasts. Was there no health
animals more stupid. What absurdity Is this ! of body in the race of darkness where animals
When will these deluded beings have the sense were born and grew up and brought forth,
to compare the description in the Mamcha_an and had such vitality, that when some that
fiction of what the ammals were formerly m were with child were taken, as the story is,
their own region, with what they are now m and were put m bonds m heaven, even the
this world ? Then their bodies were strong, abortive offspring of a premature birth, fall-
now they are feeble; then their power of wston ing from heaven to earth, nevertheless lived,
was such that they were induced to invade the and grew, and produced the innumerable
region of God on account of the beauty which kinds of animals which now exist ? Or were
they saw, now xt is too weak to face the rays there no riches where trees could grow not
of the sun; then they had intelligence suffi- only in water and wind, but in smoke and fire_
cient to understand a discourse addressed to and could bear such a rich produce, that ani-
them, now they have no ability of the kind; mals, according to their several kinds, sprang
then this astonishing and effective eloquence from the fruit, and were provided with the
was natural, now eloquence of the most means of subsistence from those fertile trees,
meagre kind requires diligent study and and showed how well fed they were by a
preparation. How many good things did the numerous progeny ? And all this where there
race of darkness lose by the mixture of good ! was no toil in cultivation, and no inclement

i i. Faustus has displayed his ingenuity, m change from summer to winter, for there was
the remarks to which I am now replying, by no sun to give variety to the seasons by his
making for himself a long list of opposites--- annual course. There must have been per-
health and sickness, riches and poverty, ennial productiveness where the trees were
white and black, cold and hot, sweet and bit- not only born in their own element, but had
ter. We need not say much about black and a supply of appropriate nourishment to make
white. Or, if there is a character for good them constantly fertile; as we see orange-
or evil in colors, so that white must be ascribed trees bearing fruit all the year round if they
to God and black to ]13'le; if God threw a are welt watered. The riches must have been
white color on the wings of birds, when Hyle, abundant, and they must have been secure
as the Manichaeans say, created them, where from harm; for there could be no fear of hail-
had the crows gone to when the swans got storms when there were no light-gatherers
whitened? Nor need we discuss heat and who, in your fable, set the thunder in motion.
cold, for both are good in moderation, and t 3. Nor would the beings in this race of
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darkness have sought for food if it had notlthe worse; but meanwhile we may think of
been sweet and pleasant, so that they would them as both good in themselves. Thus God
have died from want. For we fiud that all reigned in one region, while Ifyle reigned in
bodies have their peculiar wants, according the other. There was health in both king-
tO which food is either agreeable or offensive, doms, and rich produce in both; both had a
If it is agreeable, it is said to be sweet or numerous progeny, and both tasted the sweet-
pleasant; if it is offensive, it is said to be ness of pleasures suitable to their respective
bitter or sour, or in some way disagreeable, natures. But the race of darkness, say the
In human beings we find that one desires food Manichmans, excepting the part which was
which another dislikes, from a difference in evil to the light which it bordered on, was
constitution or habit or state of health. Still also evil to itself. As, however, I have al-
more, animals of quite different make can find ready pointed out many good things in it, if
pleasure in food which is disagreeable to us. you can point out its evils, there will still be
Why else should the goats feed so eagerly on two good kingdoms, though the one where
the wild olives ? This food is sweet to them, there are no evils will be the better of the
as in some sicknesses honey tastes bitter to two. What, then, do you call its evils?
us. To a thoughtful inqmrer these things They plundered, and killed, and devoured
suggest the beauty of the arrangement in one another, according to Faustus. But if
which each finds what suits it, and the great- they did nothing else than this, how could
ness of the good whmh extends from the low- such numerous hosts be born and grow up to
est to the highest, and from the material to maturity? They must have enjoyed peace
the spiritual. As for the race of darkness, if and tranquillity too. But, allowing the king-
an animal sprung from any element fed on dom where there is no discord to be the
whatwas produced by that element, doubtless better of the two, still they should both be
the food must have been sweet from its ap- called good, rather than one good and the
propriateness. Again, if this animal had other bad. Thus the better kingdom will be
found food of another element, the want of that where they killed neither themselves nor
appropriateness would have appeared in its one another; and the worse, or tess good,
offensiveness to the taste. Such offensive- where, though they fought with one another,
ness is called sourness, or bitterness, or dis- each separate animal preserved its own nature
agreeableness, or something of the kind; or in health and safety. But we cannot make
if its adverse nature is such as to destroy the much difference between your god and the
harmony of the bodily constitution, and so prince of darkness, whom no one opposed,
take away life or reduce the strength, it is whose reign was acknowledged by all. and
called poison, simply on account of this want whose proposals were unanimously agreed to.
of appropriateness, while it may nourish the All this implies great peace and harmony.
kind of life to which it is appropriate. So, if Those kingdoms are happy where all agree
a hawk eat the bread which is our daily food, heartily in obedience to the king. Moreover,
it dies; and we die if we eat hellebore, which the rule of this prince extended not only to
cattle often feed on, and which may itself in his own species, or to bipeds whom you make
a certain form be used as a medicine. If the parents of mankind, but to all kinds of
Faustus had known or thought of this, he ammals, who waited m his presence, obeying
would not have given poison and antidote as his commands, and believing his declarations.
an example of the two natures of good and Do you think people are so stupid as not to
evil, as if God were the antidote and Hyle the recognize the attributes of deity in your de-
poison. For the same thing, of one and the scription of this prince, or to think it possible
same nature, kills or cures, as it is used ap. that you can have another ? If the authority
propriately or inappropriately. In the Mani- of this prince rested on his resources, he
chman legends, their god might be said to must have beenverypowerful; if on his fame,
have been poison to the race of darkness; for he must have been renowned; if on love, the
he so in_ured their bodies, that from being regard must have been universal; if on fear,
strong, they became utterly feeble. But then he must have kept the strictest order. If
again, as the light was itself taken, and sub- some evils, then, were mixed with so many
}coted to loss and injury, it may be said to good things, who that knows the meaning of
have been poison to itself, words would call this the nature of evil ? Be=

x4. Instead of one good and one evil prin- sides, if you call this the nature of evil, be-
e,i@Ie, you seem to make both good or both evil, cause it was not only evil to the other nature,
or rather two good and two evil; for they are but was also evil in itself, was there no evil,

O_l in themselves, and evil to one another, think you, in the dire necessity to which your
may sec afterwards which is the better or god was subjected before the mixture with
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the opposite nature, so that he was compelled even before its mixture with the evil principle ?
to fight with it, and to send his own members You will have to confess your two principles
to be swallowed up so mercilessly as to be either both good or both evil. If you make
beyond the hope of complete recovery ? two evils, you may make either of them the
Tnis was a great evil in that nature before its worse, as you please. But if you make two
mixture with the only thing you allow to be goods, we shall have tb inquire which you
evil. Your god must either have had It in make the better. Meanwhile there is an end
his power not to be injured and sullied by the to your doctrine of two principles, one good
race of darkness, in winch case his own folly and the other evil, which are in fact two gods,
must have brought hlm into trouble; or if his one good aud the other evil. But if hurting
substance was hable to corruption, the object another is evil, they both hurt one another.
of your worship is not the incorruptible God Perhaps the greater evil was in the principle
of whom the apostle speaks. _ Does not, then, that first began the attack. But if one began
this liabihty to corruption, even apart from the injury, the other returned it; and not by
the actualexperlence, seem to you to be an evil the law of compensation, an eye for an eye,
in your god? which you are foolish enough to find fault

15. It is plain, moreover, that either he with, but wlth far greater severity. You must
must have been destitute of prescience,---a choose which you will call the worse,--the
great defect, surely, m the Deity, not to know one that began the injury, or the one that
what is coming; or if he had prescience, he had the will and the power to do still greater
can never have felt secure, but must have injury. The one tried to get a share in the
been in constant terror, which you must allow enjoyment of light; the other effected the en-
to be a serious evil. There must have been tire overthrow of its opponent. If the one
the fear at every moment, that the time might had got what it desired, it would certainly
be come for that conflict in which his mem- have done no harm to itself. But the other,
bers suffered such loss and contammatlon, in the discomfiture of its adversary, did
that to liberate and purify them costs infinite great mischief to part of itself; reminding us
labor, and, after all, can be done only partially, of the well-known passionate exclamation,
If it is going too far to attribute this state of which is on record as having been actually
alarm to the Deity himself, his members at used, " l'ensh our friends, if that will rid us
least must have dreaded the prospect of suf- of our enemies."" For part of your god was
feting all these evils. Then, again, if they sent to sHffer hopeless contamination, that
were ignorant of what was to happen, the there might be a covering for the mass in
substance of your god must have been so far which the enemy is to be buried for ever
wanting in prescience. How many evils do alive. So much will he continue to be
you reckon in your chief good ? Perhaps you dreaded even when conquered and bound,
will say that they had no fear, because they that the security, such as it is, of one part of
foresaw, along with the suffering, their ultimate the deity must be purchased by the eternal
liberation and triumph. But still they must misery of the other parts. Such is the harm-
have feared for their companions, if they knew lessness of the good principle ! Your g_I, it
that they were to be cut off from their own iappears, is guilty of the crime with which you
kingdom, and bound for ever in the mass of !charge the race of darkness_of injuring both
darkness, friends and enemies. The charge is proved

x6. Had they not the charity to feel a in the case of your god, by that final mass in
kindly sympathy for those who were doomed which his enemies are confined, while his owa
to suffer eternal punishment, without having lsubjects are involved in it. In fact, the prin-
committed any sin? These souls that were ciple that you call god is the more injurious
to be bound up with the mass, were not they of the two, both to friends and to enemies.
too part of your god? Were they not of the In the case of I-lj,le, there was no desire to
same origin, the same substance ? They at destroy the opposite kingdom, but only to
least must have felt grief or fear in the pros- possess it; and though some of its subjects
pect of their own eternal bondage. To say were put to death by the violence of others_
that they did not know what was to happen, they appeared agam m other forms, so that
while the others did, ts to make one and the in the alternation of life and death they had
same substance partly acquainted with the intervals of enjoyment in their history. But
future, and partly ignorant. How can you your god, with all the omnipotence and per*
call this substance the pure, and perfect, and fect excellence that you ascribe to him, dooms
supreme good, if there were such evils in it, his en3mies to eternal destruction, and his

* _ TiaL i. x;r _ Quoted Cic.l_ro Dejar. | 9
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friends to eternal punishment. And the afterwards. And what is true of them must
height of insanity is in believing that while be true of God, since they are of the same
internal contest occasions the injury of the substance. Is there any hope of your seein K
members of tfyle, victory brings punishment the folly of these blasphemies ? You attempt,
to the members of God. What means this indeed, to vindicate the goodness of God, by
folly ? To use Faustus' comparison of God asserting that ttlle when shut up is prevented
and ffyle to the antidote and poison, the anti- from doing any more injury to itself. }[yle,
dote seems to be more mischievous than the it seems, is to get some good, when it has no
poison. We do not hear of Hyle shutting up longer any good mixed with it. Perhaps, as
God for ever in a mass of darkness, or driv- God before the conflict had the evil of neces-
ing its own members into It; or, which _s slty, when the good was unmixed with ewl,
worst of all, slandering this unfortunate rem- so tlyle after the conflict is to have the good
nant, as an excuse for not effectmg its purifi- of rest, when the ewl is unmixed with good.
cation. For Manichmus, in his Fundamental Your principles are thus either two evils,
Epistle, says that these souls deserved to be one worse than the other; or two goods, both
thus punished, because they allowed them- imperfect, but one better than the other.
selves to be led away from their original The better, however, is the more miserable;
brightness, and became enemies of holy hght; for if the issue of this great conflict is that
whereas tt was God himself that sent them to the enemy gets some good by the cessation
lose themselves in the region of darkness, of mutual in]uries in _GrA'le,while God's own
that light m_ght be opposed to light: which subjects suffer the serious evil of being driven
was unjust, if he forced them against their into the mass of darkness, we may ask who
will; while, if they went willingly, he is un- has got the victory. The poison, we are to
grateful in punishing them. These souls can understand, is ]frl G where, nevertheless, ani-
never have been happy, If they were tormented real life found a plentiful supply of the means
with fear before the confltct, from knowing of growth and product,veness; wh_le the anti-
that they were to become enemies to their dote is God, who could condemn his own
original prmclple, and then in the conflict members, but could not restore them. In
were hopelessly contaminated, and afterwards reality, it Is as absurd to call the one ][yle, as
eternally condemned. On the other hand, it is to call the othe_ God. These are the
they can never have been divine, if before the follies of men who turn to fables because they
conflict they were unaware of what was corn- cannot bear sound doctrine.'
ing, from want of prescience, and then showed
feebleness in the conflict, and suffered misery i _[Thls,s one of Augusttn'smosteffectiverefutatmnsof /vlan-mhman duahsm.--A, tt N ]

BOOK XXII.

FAUb-'fI'US STATES HIS OBJECTIONS TO THE MORALITY OF THE LAW AND THE PROPHETS, AND

AUGUSTIN SEEKS BY THE APPLICATION OF THE _IYPE AND THE ALLEGORY TO EXPLAIN AWAY

THE MORAL DIFFICULTIES OF THE OLD ] ESTAMENT.

I. FAUSTUS said: You ask why we bias-[are inconsistent; for either these were bad
pheme the law and the prophets. We are sol characters, or the writers were untruthful.
far from professing or feeling any hostility to! 2. Supposing, then, that we agree in con-
the taw and the prophets, that we are ready, I demning the writers, we may succeed in vin-
if you will allow us, to declare the falsehood [dicating the law and the prophets. By the
of all the writings which make the law and law must be understood not circumcision, or
the prophets appear objectionable. But this!Sabbaths, or sacrifices, or the other Jewish
you refuse to admit, and by maintaining the observances, but the true law, viz., Thou shalt
authority of your writers, you bring a perhaps not kill, Thou shalt not commit adultery,
unmerited reproach upon the prophets; you Thou shalt not bear false witness, and so on.
slander the patriarchs, and dishonor the law. To this law, promulgated throughout the
You are so unreasonable as to deny that your world, that is, at the commencement of the
writers are false, while you uphold the piety present constitution of the world, the Hebrew
and sanctity of those who are described in writers did violence, by infecting _t with the
these writings as guilty of the worst crimes, pollution of their disgusting precepts about
and as leading wicked lives. These opinions circumcision and sacrifice. As a friend of
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the law, you should join wlth me in condemn- !ing calumnies against God himself. We are
ing the Jews for injuring the law by this mix- I told that he existed from etermty ill darkness,
ture of unsuitable precepts. Plainly, you land admired the light when he saw it; that
must be aware that these precepts are not the I he was so ignorant of the future, that he gave
law, or any part of the law, since you claim i Adam a command, not foreseeing that it

to be righteous, though you make no attempt lwould be broken; that his perception was so
to keep the precepts. In seeking to lead a hmlted that he could not see Adam when,
righteous hfe, you pay great regard to the [ from the knowledge of his nakedness, he hid
commandments whmh forbid sinful actmns, !himself in a corner of Paradise; that envy
while you take no notice of the Jewish ob- made lure atrmd lest his creature man should
servances; which would be unjustifiable if,taste of the tree of hfe, and hve for ever;
they were one and the same law. You resent that afterwards he was greedy for blood, and
as a foul reproach being called neghgent of fat from all kinds of sacrifices, and jealous ff
the precept," Thou shall not kill," or " Thou ithey were offered to any one but himself;
shalt not commit adultery." And if you]that he was enraged sometimes against his
showed the same resentment at being called lenemms , sometimes against his friends; that
uncircumcised, or neghgent of the Sabbath, lhe destroyed thousands of men for a slight
it would be ewdent that you considered both _offense, or for nothing; that he threatened to
to be the law and the commandment of God. come with a sword and spare nobody, right-
In fact, however, you consider the honor and eous or winked. The authors of such bold
glory of keeping the one no way endangered hbels against God mtght very well slander the
by disregard of the other. It is plmu, as I men of God. You must join with us in lay-
have stud, that these observances are not the mg the blame on the writers if you wLsh to
law, but a disfigurement of the law. If we vindmate the prophets.
condemn them, it Is not as being genuine, 5- Again, we are not responsible for whnt
but as spurious. In this condemnation there is said of Abraham, that m his irrational crav-
is no reproach of the law, or of God its au- mg to have children, and not t)eheving God,
thor, but only of those who pubhshed thelrll who promised that his wife Sara should have
st_tockmg superstitions under these names, a son, he defiled h_mself w_th a mistress, with
If we sometimes abuse the venerable name of the knowledge of hls wife, which only made
law in attacking the Jewish precepts, the fault _t worse; _ or that, m sacrilegious profanation
is yours, for refusing to dlstmgmsh between of his marrmge, he on different occasions,
Hebrew observances and the law. Only re- from avarme and greed, sold his wife Sara for
store to the law its proper digmty, by remov- the gratlficatmn of the kings Abimelech and
ing these foul Israebtish blots; grant that these Pharas, telhng them that she was his sister,
writers are guilty of disfiguring the law, and because she was very fair. * Tlle narrative is
you will see at once that we are the enemies inot ours, wlneh tells how Lot, Abraham's
not of the law, but of Judaism. You are brother, after h_s escape from Sodom, lay
misled by the word law; for you do not know,with his two daughters on the mountain3
to what that name properly belongs. (better for him to have perished in the con-

3. For my part, I see no reason for your flagratlon of Sodom, than to have burned
thinking that we blaspheme your prophets with incestuous passion); or how Isaac imi-
and patriarchs. There would indeed be some tated his father's conduct, and called his wife
ground for the charge, if we had been directly Rebecca his sister, that he might gain a
or remotely the authors of the account given shameful hvehhood by her;* or how his son
of their actions. But as this account is written Jacob, husband of tour wives--two full sisters,
either by themselves, in a eflmmal desire to Rachel and Leah, and their handmmds--led
be famous for their misdeeds, or by their the life of a goat among them, so that there
compamons and coevals, why should you was a daily strife among his women who
blame us ? You condemn them in abhorrence should be the first to lay hold of him when he
of the wicked actions of which they have vol- came from the field, ending sometimes in their
untarily declared themselves guilty, though hiring him from one another for the night;5
there was no occasion for such a confession, or, again, how his son Judah slept with his
Or if the narrative is only a mahclous fiction, daughter-in-law Tamar, after she had been
let its authors be punished, let the books be married to two of his sons, deceived, we are
condemned, let the prophetic name be cleared told, by the harlot's dress which Tamar put
from th_s foul reproach, let the patriarchs re- on, knowing that her father-in-law was in the
cover the respect due to their s_mpliclty and

purity of manners. , Gen x,'l 2-4. 2 Gem xn. x3, and xx. _.
4. These books, moreover, contain shock- _6e,_.x,_ 33,33 4Gen.xxw-7 _(_en.xxtx.andxmt.

_8
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habit of associating with such characters;' or and excrescences, are hke men displeased
how David, after havlnganumberof wives, se-with things of which they do not know the
duced the wife of his soldier Uriah, and caused use. As if a deaf man, seeing others move
Uriah hlmselT to be killed in the battle;2 their lips in speaking, were to find fault with
or how his son Solomon had three hundred the motion of the mouth as needless and un-
wives, and seven hundred concubines, and sightly; or as if a blind man, on hearin_ a
princesses without number; 3 or how the first house commended, were to test the truth of
prophet Hosea got children from a prostitute, what he heard by passing his hand over the
and, what ts worse, it is said that this dis-lsurface of the wall, and on coming to the
graceful conduct was enjoined by God;* or!windows were to cry out against them as flaws
how Moses committed murder,s and plundered in the level, or were to suppose that the wall

6 _ "
Egypt, and waged wars, and commanded, or had fallen m.
himself perpetrated, many cruelties3 And I 8. How shall I make those whose minds
he too was not content with one w_fe. We are full of vanity understand that the actions
are neither directly nor remotely the authors I of the prophets were also mystical and pro-
of these and similar narratives, which are I phetic? The vanity of their minds is shown
found in the books of the patriarchs and the I in their thinking that we believe God to have
prophets. Either your writers forged these once existed in darkness, because it is written,
things, or the fathers are really gmlty. Choose " Darkness was over the deep." 8 As if we

which you please; the crime m either case is called the deep God, where there was dark-detestable, for vicious conduct and falsehood ness, because the light did not exist there
are equally hateful, i before God made it by His word. From their

6. Auovs'lxy replied: You understand I not dlstmguishing between the light which is
neither the symbols of the law nor the acts of ] God, and the light which God made, they
the prophets, because you do not know what [ imagine that God must have been in darkness
holiness or righteousness means. We have]before He made light, because darkness was

repeatedly shown at great length, that the over the deep before God said, " Let there
precepts and symbols of the Old Testament be light, and there was light. In the New
contained both what was to be fulfilled in Testament both these things are ascribed'to
obedience through the grace bestowed in the God. For we read, " God is light, and in
New Testament, and what was to be set aside Him is no darkness at alli"9 and again,
as a proof of its having been fulfilled in the "God, who commanded the light to shine out
truth now made manifest. For in the love of of darkness, hath shined in our hearts." '° So
God andof our neighbor issecuted theaccom- also, in the Old Testament, the name
plishment of the precepts of the law, while " Brightness of eternal light" **_s given to
the accomplishment of its promises is shown the wisdom of God, which certainly was not
in the abolition of circumcision, and of other created, for by it all things were made; and
typical observances formerly practised. By of the light which exists only as the produc-
the precept men were led, through a sense of tion of this wisdom it is said, " Thou wilt light
guilt, to desire salvation; by the promise they my candle, O Lord; my God, Thou wilt en-
were led to find in the typical observances the lighten my darkness." _ In the same way,
assurance that the Saviour would come. The in the beginning, when darkness was over the
salvation desired was to be obtained through deep, God said, " Let there be light, and
the grace bestowed on the appearance of the there was light," which only the light-giving
New Testament; and the fulfillment of the light, which is God Himself, could have made.
expectation rendered the types no longer 9. For as God is His own eternal happ!-
necessary. The same law that was given by ness, and is besides the bestower of happt-
Moses became grace and truth in Jesus hess, so He is His own eternal light, and is
Christ. By the grace in the pardon of sin, also the bestower of light. He envies the
the precept is kept in force in the case of good of none, for He is Himself the source
those supported by divine help. By the truth of happiness to all good beings; He fears the
the symbolic rites are set aside, that the evil of none, for the loss of all evil beings is
promise might, in those who trust in the di- in their being abandoned by Him. He can
vine faithfulness, be brought to pass. neither be benefited by those on whom He

7. Those, accordingly, who, finding fault Himself bestows happiness, nor is He afraid
with what they do not understand, call the of those whose misery is the doom awarded
typical institutions of the law disfigurements by His own judgment. Very different, 0

Manich_eus, is the object of your worship.

x Gen. xxxvid. _ _ Sam. xL 4, xS. 3 x Kings xL ;-4 Hcf. i. _,3. SEx. il. t,. 6 Ex. xii. 35, 63. 8 Gen. i. 2. 9 x John. i, 5, to 2 Cot- Iv. 6-
_' Ex. xviL 9. xxWt._d. vi_ 26. x_Ps. xviii. 28.
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You have departed from God in the pursmt who were darkness are made light, and it is
of your own fancms, which of all kinds have said to them, "Ye were once darkness, but
increased and multiplied in your foolish rov- now are ye light in the Lord."J But if
ing hearts, drinking in through the sense of rational minds which are m darkness through
sight the light of the heavenly bodms. This a sinful will cannot comprehend the hght of
light, though it too is made by God, is not the wisdom of God, though it is present
to be compared to the light created in the everywhere, because they are separated from
minds of the pious, whom God brings out of it not in place, but in disposition; why may
darkness into light, as He brings them out of not the Spirit of God have moved on the
sinfulness into righteousness. Still less can darkness of the waters, when He moved on
it be compared to that inaccessible light from the waters, though at an immeasurable dis-
which all kinds of hght are derived. Nor IS tance from it, not in place, but in nature?
this light inaccessible to all; for "blessed are 12. In all this I know I am singing to deaf
the pure in heart, for they shall see God."_ ears; but the Lord, from whom is the truth
"God is light, and in Him is no darkness at which we speak, can open some ears to catch
all;" but the wicked shall not see hght, as is the strata. But what shall we say of those
said in Ismah. 2 To them the light-giving critics of the Holy Scriptures who object to
hght is inaccessible. From the light comes i God's being pleased with His own works, and
not only the spiritual light in the minds of find fault with the words, "God saw the light
the pious, but also the material light, which that it was good," as if this meant that God
is not denmd to the wicked, but is made to admired the light as something new ? God's
rise on the evil and on the good. seeing His works that they were good, means

:o. So, when darkness was over the deep, that the Creator approved of"Ills own works
He who was light said, "Let there be light." as pleasing to Himself. For God cannot be
From what light this light came is clear; for forced to do anything against His wdl, so
the words are, "God said." What light is that He should not be pleased with His own
that which was made, is not so clear. For work; nor can He do anything by mistake, so
there has been a friendly discussion among that He should regret having done it. Why"
students of the sacred Scriptures, whether should the Manicheans object to our God
God then made the light in the minds of the seeing His work that it was good, when their
angels, or, m other words, these rational god placed a covering before himself when he
spirits themselves, or some material light mingled Ins own members with the darkness ?
which exists m the higher regions of the uni- For instead of seeing his work that it is good,
verse beyond our ken. For on the fourth day he refuses to look at it because it is evil.
He made the visible luminaries of heaven. 13. Faustus speaks of our God as aston-
And it is also a question whether these bodms ished, which is not said in Scripture; nor does
were made at the same time as thezr hght, or it follow that one must be astonished when he
were somehow kindled from the light made sees anything to be good. There are many
already. But whoever reads the sacred writ- good things which we see without being as-
rags in the pious spirit whmh is required to tonished, as if they were better than we ex-
understand them, must be convinced that pected; we merely approve of them as being
whatever the hght was which was made when, what they ought to be. We can, however,
at the time that darkness was over the deep, give an instance of God being astonished, not
God said, "Let there be hght," it was created from the Old Testament, which the Mani-
light, and the creating Light was the maker chmans assail with undeserved reproach, but

of it. He i from the New Testament, which they professi L Nor does it follow that God, before to believe in order to entrap the unwary. For
made light, abode in darkness, because it is they acknowledge Christ as God, and use this
said that darkness was over the deep, and as a bait to entice Christ's followers into their
then that the Spirit of God moved on the lsnares. God, then, was astonished when
_waters. The deep is the unfathomable Christ was astonished. For we read in the
abyss of the waters. And the carnal mind Gospel, that when Christ heard the faith of a
might suppose that the Spirit abode in the certain centurion, He was astonished, and
darkness which was over the deep, because it said to His disciples, "Verily I have not
is said that He moved on the waters. This found so great faith, no, not in Israel." 4 We
is from not understanding how the light shin- have already given our explanation of the
eth in darkness, and the darkness compre- words, "God saw that it was. good." B_tter
hendeth it not, till by the word of God those men may give a better explanation. Mean-

x Matt. v. 8. _ Isa. vlh. $o. 3 Eph. v. S 4 Matt. viii.
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while let the Manich_eans explain Christ's cause He said, "If any one shall not receive
being astonished at what He foresaw before you, shake off against him the dust of your
it happened, and knew before He heard it. shoes; verily I say unto you, that it shall be
For though seeing a thing to be good is quite more tolerable for Sodom in the day of judg-
different from being astonished at it, in this ment than for that city; ''_ as Faustus accuses
case there is some resemblance, for Jesus was God of being angry at one time with His
astonished at the light of faith which He friends, and at another with His enemies;
Himself had created m the heart of the cen- both of whom are spoken of thus by the apos-
turion; for Jesus is the true light, which en- tle: "They that have sinned without law shall
lighteneth every man that cometh into the perish without law, and they that have sinned
world, in the law shall be judged by the law." 7 Or

I4. Thus an irreligious Pagan might bring he might say that Christ shed the blood of
the same reproaches against Christ in the many without mercy, for a slight offense or
Gospel, as Faustus brings against God m the for nothing. For to a Pagan there would ap-
Old Testament. He might say that Christ pear to be little or no harm in not having a
lacked foresight, not only because He was wedding garment at the marriage feast, for
astonished at the faith of the centurion, but which our King in the Gospel commanded a
because He chose Judas as a disciple who man to be bound hand and foot, and cast into
proved disobedient to His commands; as outer darkness; 8 or in not wishing to have
Faustus objects to the precept given in Para- Christ for a king, which is the sin of which
disc, which, as it turned out, was not obeyed. Christ says, ' Those that would not have me
He might also cavil at Christ's not knowing to reign over them, bring hither and slay
who touched Him, when the woman suffering before me; "9 as Faustus blames God in the
from an issue of blood touched the hem of Old Testament for slaughtering thousands of
His garment; as Faustus blames God for not human beings for shght offenses, as Faustus
knowing where Adam had hid himself. If calls them, or for nothing. Again, if Faustus
this ignorance is implied in God's saying, finds fault with God's threatening to come
"Where art thou, Adam ?" ' the same may with the sword, and to spare neither the right-
be said of Christ's asking, "Who touched eous nor the wicked, might not the Pagan find
me ?" _ The Pagans also might call Christ as much fault with the words of the Apostle
timid and envious, in not wishing five of the Paul, when he says of our God, " He spared not
ten virgins to gain eternal life by entering His own Son, but gave H_m up for us all; ....
into His kingdom, and in shutting them out, or of Peter, when, in exhorting the saints to
so that they knocked in vain in their entreaty be patient in the midst of persecution and
to have the door opened, as if forgetful of slaughter, he says, " It is time that judgment
His own promise, " Knock, and it shall be begin from the house of God; and if it first
opened unto you;" 3 as Faustus charges God begin at us, what shall the end be of them
with fear and envy in not admitting man after that believe not the gospel of the Lord ? And
his sin to eternal life. Again, he might call if the righteous scarcely be saved, where shall
Christ greedy of the blood, not of beasts, but the ungodly and sinner appear ? .... What can
of men, because he said, "He that loseth his be more righteous than the Only-Begotten,
life for my sake, shall keep it unto life eter- whom nevertheless the Father did not spare ?
hal;'4 as Faustus reproaches God in refer- And what can be plainer than that the right-
ence to those animal sacrifices which pre- eous also are not spared, but chastised w_th
figured the sacrifice of blood-shedding by manifold afflictions, as is clearly implied in
which we are redeemed. He might also ac- the words, " If the righteous scarcely are
cuse Christ of jealousy, because in narrating saved" ? As it is said in the Old Testament,
His driving the buyers and sellers out of the "Whom the Lord loveth He correcteth, and
temple, the evangelist quotes as applicable to chastiseth every son whom He receiveth; ....
Him the words, "The jealousy of Thine and, "If we receive good at the hand of the
house hath eaten me up; "s as Faustus ac- Lord, shall we not also receive ewl ?" 23 So
cuses God of jealousy in forbidding sacrifices we read also in the New Testament, "Whom
to be offered to other gods. He might say i I love I rebuke and chasten;" - and, "If we
tl_t Christ was angry with both His friends! judge ourselves, we shall not be judged of the
and His enemies: with His friends, because Lord; but when we are judged, we are cor-
He said, "The servant that knows his lord's rected of the Lord, that we may not be con-
will, and doeth it not, shall be beaten with demned with the world. ,,s If.a Pagan were
many stripes;" and with His enemies, be- #M,tt.,.,.,s. :rRom.li.x2. SMatt. xraLxx, xS-

9 Luke xix. 27. xo Rom. viii. 32. xxx Pet. iv. 17, i8.
x C-am.iiL 9. 2 Luke viii. 44, 45. SMatt. vii. ?, x2 Prov. iii. z2. x3Job il. xo. x4 Rev. fii. zg.
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to make such objections to the New Testa- for the purpose of using the answers for the
merit, would not the Manichmans try to an-i conviction of the persons addressed: for the
swer them, though they themselves make:questioner knows not only what answer he
similar objections to the Old Testament?Idesires ' but what will actually be given.
But supposing them able to answer the Pagan,. Again, if the Pagan tried to make out God
how absurd it would be to defend in the one : to be envious of any one, because He will not
Testament what they find fault with in the give happiness to the wicked, he would find
other ! But if they could not answer the ob- many passages m the writings of his own an.
jections of the Pagan, why should they not thors in support of this principle of the divine
allow in both Testaments, instead of in on. government.

only, that what appears wrong to unbelievers, :7. The only objection that a Pagan would
from their ignorance, should be believed to make on the subject of sacrifice would refer
be right by pious readers even when they also to our reason for finding fault with Pagan
are ignorant ? sacrifices, when in the Old Testament God is

15. Perhaps our opponents will maintain described as requiring men to offer sacrifice
that these parallel passages quoted from the to Him. If I were to reply at length on this
New Testament are themselves neither an- subject, I might prove to him that sacrifice is
thoritative nor true: for they claim the ira- due only to tl:e one true God, and that this
pious hberty of holding and teaching, that sacrifice was offered by the one true Priest,
whatever they deem favorable to their heresy the Mediator of God and man; and that it
was said by Christ and the apostles; whde was proper that this sacrifice should be pre.
they have the profane boldness to say, that ifigured by animal sacrifices, in order to fore.
whatever in the same wrmngs is unfavorable I shadow the flesh and blood of the one sacrifice
to them is a spurious interpolation I have for the remlssmn of sins contracted by flesh
already at some length, as far as the inten- and blood, whmh shall not inherit the king.
tion of the present work required, exposed idom of God: for the natural body will be en-
the unreasonableness of this assault upon the _dowed with heavenly attributes, as the fire in
authority of the whole of Scripture. the sacrifice typified the swallowing up of

:6. At present I would call attention to the death in victory. Those observances properly
fact, that when the Manichreans, although belonged to the people whose kingdom and
they disguise their blasphemous absurdltms priesthood were prophetic of the King and
under the name of Christianity, bring such Priest who should come to govern and to con-
objections against the Christian Scriptures, secrate believers in all nations, and to lead
we have to defend the authority of the divine them into the kingdom of heaven, and the
record in both Testaments against the Mani- holy socmty of angels and eternal life. And
ch_eans as much as against the Pagans. A as this true sacrifice was piously set forth in
Pagan might find fault with passages in the the Hebrew observances, so it was impiously
New Testament in the same way as Faustus caricatured by the Pagans, because, as the
does wlth what he calls unworthy representa-apostle says, what they offer they offer to
tions of God in the Old Testament; and the devils, and not to God. _ The typical rite of
Pagan might be answered by the quotation blood-shedding in sacrifice dates from the
of similar passages from his own authors, as earliest ages, pointing forward from the out-
in Paul's speech at Athens." Even in Pagan set of human history to the passion of the
writings we might find the doctrine that God Mediator. For Abel is mentioned in the
created and constructed the world, and that sacred Scripture as the first who offered such
He is the giver of light, which does not imply sacrifices. 3 We need not therefore wonder
that before light was made He abode in dark- that fallen angels who occupy the air, and
ness; and that when His work was finished whose chief sins are pride and falsehood,
He was elated with joy, which is more than should demand from their worshippers by
saying that He saw that it was good; and that whom they wished to be considered as gods
He made a law with rewards for obedience, what they knew to be due to God only. This
and punishments for disobedience, by which deception was favored by the folly of the
they do not mean to say that God was ignorant human heart, especially when regret for the
of the future, because He gave a law to those dead led to the making of likenesses, and so
by whom it was to be broken. Nor could to the use of images. 4 By the increase of this
they make asking questions a proof of a want homage, divine honors came to be paid to the
of foresight even in a human being; for in dead as dwelling in heaven, while devils took
their books many questions are asked only their place on earth as the objects of worship,

z Acts xvh. 28. _ z Cot. x. _o. 3 Gem iv. 4. 4 Wisd. _v. x._
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and required that their deluded and degraded suffer perturbation when He visits men in
votaries should present sacrifices to them. anger; but either by an abuse of the word, or
Thus the nature of sacrifice as due only to by a peculiarity of idiom, anger is used in the
God appears not only when God righteously sense of punishment.
claims it, but also when a false god proudly ar- 19. The slaughter of multitudes would not
rogates it. If the Pagan was slow to beheve seem strange to the Pagan, unless he demed
these things, I should argue from the prophe- the judgment of God, which Pagans do not;
cies, and point out that, though uttered long for they allow that all things in the universe,
ago, they are now fulfilled. If he still re. from the highest to the lowest, are governed
mained in unbelief, this is rather to be ex- by God's providence. But if he would not
pected than to be wondered at; for the allow this, he would be convinced either by
prophecy itself intimates that all would not the authority of Pagan writers, or by the more
believe, tedious method of demonstration; and if still

18. If the Pagan, in the next place, were obstinate and perverse, he would be left to
to find fault with both Testaments as attri- the judgment which he denies. Then, if he
buting jealousy to God and Christ, he would were to give instances of the destruction of
only show his own ignorance of literature, or men for no offense, or for a very slight one,
his forgetfulness. For though their philoso- we should show that these were offenses, and
phers distinguish between desire and passion, that they were not slight. For instance, to
joy and gratification, caution and fear, gen- take the case already referred to of the wed-
tleness and tender-heartedness, prudence and ding garment, we should prove that it was a
cunning, boldness and daring, and so on, great crime in a man to attend the sacred
giving the first name in each pair to what is feast, seeking not the bridegroom's glory, but
good, and the second to what is bad, their his own, or whatever the garment may be
books are notwithstanding full of instances in found on better interpretation to signify.
which, by the abuse of these words, virtues And in the case of the slaughter before the
are called by the names which properly be- king of those who would not have him to reign
long to vices; as passion is used for desire, over them, we might perhaps easily prove
gratification for joy, fear for caution, tender- that, though it may be no sin in a man to re-
heartedness for gentleness, cunning for pru- fuse to obey his fellow-man, it is both a fault
deuce, daring for boldness. The cases are ]and a great one to reject the reign of Him in
innumerable in which speech exhibits slmtlar 1whose reign alone is there righteousness, and
inaccuracies. Moreover, each language has [happiness, and continuance.
its own idioms. For m religious writings[ 20. Lastly, as regards Faustus crafty in-
I remember no instance of the word tender- [sinuation, that the Old Testament misrepre-
heartedness being used in a bad sense. And sents God as threatening to come with a sword
common usage affords examples of similar which will spare neither the righteous nor
peculiarities in the use of words. In Greek, [the wicked, if the words were explained to the
one word stands for two distinct things, labor Pagan, he would perhaps disagree neither with
and pain; while we have a separate name for the Old Testament nor with the New; and
each. Again, we use the word in two senses, he might see the beauty of the parable in the
as when we say of what is not dead, that it Gospel, which people who pretend to be
has life; and again, of any one that he is a Christians either misunderstand from their
man of good life, whereas in Greek each of bhndness, or reject from their perversity.
these meanings has a word of its own. So The great husbandman of the vine uses his
that, apart from the abuse of words which pruning-hook differently in the fruitful and
prevails in all languages, it may be an Hebrew in the unfruitful branches; yet he spares
idiom to use jealousy in two senses, as a marl is neither good nor bad, pruning one and cut-
called jealous when he suffers from a diseased ting off the other, x There is no man so just
state of mind caused by distress on account as not to require to be tried by affliction to
of the faithlessness of his wife, in which sense advance, or to establish, or to prove his vir-
the word cannot be applied to God; or as tue. Do the Manicbmans not reckon Paul as
when diligence is manifested in guarding con-! righteous, who, while confessing humbly and
jugat chastity, in which sense it is profitable honestly his past sins, still gives thanks for
for us not only unhesitatingly to admit, but being justified by faith in Jesus Christ ? Was
thankfully to assert, that God is jealous of Paul then spared by Him whom fools misun-
I-Iis people when He calls them His wife, and derstand, when He says, "' I will spare neither
warns them against committing adultery with the righteous nor the sinner" ? Hear the
a multitude of false gods. The same may be
said of the anger of God. For God does not , John x.... 3.
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apostle himself: "Lest I should be exalted they suffer for evil-doing, the wicked are not
above measure by the abundance of the revela- spared. In both cases it is according to the
tion, there was given me a thorn in the flesh, will of Him who says: I will spare neither the
a messenger of Satan to buffet me. For this righteous nor the wicked; correcting the one
I besought the Lord thrice, that He would as a son, and punishing the other as a trans-
remove it from me; and He said unto me, gressor.
My grace is sufficient for thee: for strength zI. I have thus shown, to the best of my
is perfected in weakness." • Here a just man power, that the God we worship did not abide
is not spared that his strength might be per- from eternity in darkness, but is Himself
fected m weakness by Him who had g_ven light, and in Him is no darkness at,all; and
him an angel of Satan to buffet him. If you in Hlmsetf dwells m hght inaccess_le; and
say that the devd gave this angel, _t follows the brightness of this hght is His doeternal
that the devil sought to prevent Paul's being w_sdom. From what we have said, it appears
exalted above measure by the abundance of that God was not taken by surprise by the
the revelation, and to perfect his strength, unexpected appearance of light, but that hght
This is impossible. Therefore He who gave owes its existence to Him as its Creator, as
up this righteous man to be buffeted by the its owes _ts continued existence to His ap-
messenger of Satan, is the same as He who, proval. Neither was God ignorant of the
through Paul, gave up to Satan himself the future, but the author of the precept as well
wicked persons of whom Paul says: " I have as the punisher of disobedience; that by
dehvered them to Satan, that they may learn showing Hxs righteous anger against trans-
not to blaspheme." * Do you see now how gression, He might provide a restraint for the
the Most H_gh spares neither the righteous nine, and a warning for the future Nor
nor the wicked? Or is it the sword that does He ask quemons from xgnorance, but
frightens you ? For to be buffeted _s not so by His very inquiry declares His judgment.
bad as to be put to death. But did not the Nor is He enwous or timid, but excludes the
thousands of martyrs suffer death in various]transgressor from eternal life, which is the
forms? And could their persecutors have just reward of obedience. Nor is He greedy
had this power against them except it had for blood and fat; but by requiring from a
been given them by God, who thus spared earnal people sacrifices, suited to their charac-
neither the righteous nor the wicked ? For lter , He by certain types prefigures the true
the Lord Himself, the chief martyr, says ex-i sacrifice. Nor is His jealousy an emotion of
pressly to Pilate: "Thou couldst have no; pale anxiety, but of qmet benevolence, in de-
power at all against me, except it were given I sire to keep the soul, which owes chastity to
thee from above. ''3 Paul also, besides re-Ithe one true God, from being defiled and
cording his own experience, says that the promtuted by serving many false gods. Nor
afflictions and persecutions of the righteous i _s He enraged with a passion similar to human
exhibit the p_dgment of God.' This truth _s anger, but is angry, not in the sense of de-
set forth at length by the Apostle Peter in stung vengeance, but in the pecuhar sense of
the passage already quoted, where he says. g_ving full effect to the sentence of a righteous
" It is time that judgment should begin at rembution. Nor does He destroy thousands
the house of the Lord. And ff it first begin of men for trifling offenses, or for nothing,
at us, what shall the end be of those that be. Out manifests to the world the benefit to be
tieve not the gospel of God ? And if the obtained from fearing Him, by the temporal
righteous scarcely are saved, where shall the death of those already mortal. Nor does He
ungodly and the sinner appear ?"s Peter also _1punish the righteous and sinners indiscrimi-
explains how the wicked are not spared, for nately, but chastises the righteous for their
they are branches broken "off to be burnt;l good, in order to perfect them, and gives to
while the righteous are not spared, because stoners the punishment justly due to them.
their purification is to be brought to perfec- Thus, ye Manicha_ans, do your suspicions
tion. He ascribes these things to the will of J lead you astray, when, by misunderstanding
Him who says in the Old Testament, I wdl our Scriptures, or by hearing bad inter-
spare neither the righteous nor the wicked; preters, you form a mistaken judgment of
for he says: " It is better, if the will of the Catholics. Hence you leave sound doctrine,
Spirit of God be so, that we suffer for well- and turn to impious fables; and in your per-
doing than for evil-doing." 6 So, when by versity and estrangement from the society of
the will of the Spirit of God men suffer for saints, you reject the instruction of the New
well-doing, the righteous arenotspared; when Testament, which, as we have shown, con-

rains statements similar to those which you
z 2 Cot xiL 7-0- _ t 'l ,m. i. _o. 3 John xix. _:_.
42"1'h¢*¢_.1.5. s,pet ,,'.i7, x8 ,Pet. ld._7' condemn in theOld Testament. So we are
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obliged to defend both Testaments against Thus he remained from eternity in the dark-
you as well as against the Pagans. ness of his own misery; and then, instead of

22. But supposing that there is some one admiring a new light which was to drive away
so deluded by carnality as to worship not the the darkness, he came in contact, to the in-
God whom we worship, who is one and true, jury of his own light, with another darkness
but the fiction of your suspicions or your which he had always dreaded. Again, would
slanders, whom you say we worship, is not it not have been much better, I say, not to
even this god better than yours ? Observe, I have given a commandment like God, but
beseech you, what must be plain to the even to have received a commandment like
feeblest understanding; for here there is no Adam, which he would be rewarded tor keep-
need of great perspicacity. I address all, ing and punished for breaking, acting either
wise and unwise. I appeal to the common way by his own free-wall, than to be forced by
sense and judgment of all alike. Hear, con- inevitable necessity to admit darkness into
sider, judge. Would it not have been better his light in spite of himself ? Surely it would
for your god to have remained in darkness have been better to have given a precept to
from eternity, than to have plunged the light human nature, not knowing that it would be-
coeternal with him and cognate to him into come sinful, than to have been driven by
darkness ? Would it not have been better to necessity to sin contrary to h_s own divine
have expressed admtration in surprise at the nature. Think for a moment, and say how
appearance of a new light coming to scatter darkness could be conquered by one who was
the darkness, than to have been unable to himself conquered by necessity. Conquered
baffle the assault of darkness except by the already by this greater enemy, he fought
concesmon of his own light? Unhappy tf he under his conqueror's orders against a less
did this in alarm, and cruel if there was no formidable opponent. Would it not have
need of it. Surely it would have been better been better not to know where Adam had hid
to see light, made by himself, _nd to admire himself, than to have been himself destitute
it as good, than to make the light begotten by of any means of escape, first from a hard and
himself evil; better than that his own light hateful necessity, and then from a dissimilar
should become hostile to himself in repelling and hostile race ? Would it not have been
the forces of darkness. For this will be the better to grudge eternal life to human nature,
accusation against those who will be con- than to consign to misery the divine nature;
demned for ever to the mass of darkness, that to desire the blood and fat of sacrifices, than
they suffered themselves to lose their original to be himself slaughtered in so many forms,
brightness, and became the enemies of sacred on account of his mixture with the blood and
light. If they did not know from eternity fat of every victim; to be disturbed by jeal-
that they would be thus condemned, they must ousy at these sacrifices being offered to other
have suffered the darkness of eternal ignor- gods as well as to himself, than to be himself
ance; or if they did know, the darkness of offered on all altars to all devils, as mixed up
eternal fear. Thus part of the substance of not only with all .fruits, but also with all ani-
your god really did remain from etermty in mals ? Would it not have been much better
its own darkness; and instead of admiring to be affected even with human anger, so as
new light on its appearance, it only met with to be enraged against both his friends and
another and a hostile darkness, of which i_ his enemies for their sins, than to be himself

,had always been in fear. Indeed, God him- influenced by fear as well as by anger wherever
self must have been in the darkness of fear these passions exist, or Khan to share in all
for this part of himself, if he was dreading the sin that is committed, and in all punish-
the evil coming upon it. If he did not fore- ment that is suffered ? For this is the doom
see the evil, he must have been in the dark- of that part of your god which is in confine-
hess of ignorance. If he foresaw it, and was ment everywhere, condemned to this by him-
not in fear, the darkness of such cruelty is self, not as guilty, but in order to conquer
worse than the darkness either of ignorance his dreaded enemy. Doomed himself to such
or of fear. Yourgod appears to be destitute of a fatal necessity, the part of himself which he
the quality which the apostle commends in the has given over to condemnation might pardon
body, which you insanely believe to be made him, if he were as humble as he is miserable.
not by God, but by /ary/e: " If one member But how can you pretend to find fault with
suffers, all the members suffer with it." ' But God for His anger against both friends and
suppose he did suffer; he foresaw, he feared, enemies when they sin, when the god of your
he suffered, but he could not help himself, fancies first under compulsion compels his

own members to go to be devoured by sin,
• z Car._i. _ and then condemns them to remain in dark-
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ness? Though he does this, you say that it!tamination, and then, as if that was not
will not be in anger. But will he not be enough, accusing them falsely of misconduct.
ashamed to punish, or to appear to punish, Faustus declares that they justly suffer this
those from whom be should ask pardon in severe and eternal punishment, because they
words such as these: "Forgive me, I beseech allowed themselves to be led astray from their
you. You are my members; could I treat original brightness, and became hostile to
you thus, except from necessity? You know sacred light. But the reason of this, as
yourselves, that you were sent here because a Faustus says, was that they were so greedily
formidable enemy had arisen; and now you i devoured in the first assault of the princes of

_gStrema,it hne:: _OePreerVtnth_/i?t_ngu:[na_n"o_ darkness, that they were unable to recoverthemselves, or to separate themselves from
men for trifling faults, or for nothing, than to the hostile principle. These souls, therefore,
cast into the abyss of sin, and to condemn to did no evil themselves, but in all this were
the punishment of eternal imprisonment, innocent sufferers. The real agent was he
God's own members, his substance--in fact, who sent them away from himself into this
God himself? It cannot properly be said of wretchedness. They suffered more from
the real substance of God that it has the their father than from their enemy. Their
choice of sinning or not sinning, for God's father sent them into all this misery; while
substance is absolutely unchangeable. God their enemy desired them as something good,
cannot sin, as He cannot deny Himself. wishing not to hurt them, but to enjoy them.
Man, on the contrary, can sin and deny God, The one injured them knowingly, the other
or he can choose not to do so. But suppose in ignorance. This god was so weak and
the members of your god had, like a rational helpless that he could not otherwise secure
human soul, the choice of sinning or not sin- himself first against an enemy threatening
umg; they might perhaps be justly punished attack, and then against the same enemy in
for heinous offenses by confinement in the confinement. Let him, then, not condemn
mass of darkness. But you cannot attribute those parts whose obedience defended him,
to these parts a liberty which you deny to God and whose death secures his safety. If he
himself. For if God had not given them up could not avoid the conflict, why slander his
to sin, he would have been forced to sin him- defenders ? When these parts allowed them-
self, by the prevalence of the race of dark- selves to be led astray from their original
hess. But if there was no danger of being brightness, and became hostile to sacred light,
thus forced, it was a sin to send these parts to this must have been from the force of the
a place where they incurred this danger. To enemy; and if they were forced against their
do so, indeed, from free choice is a crime will, they are innocent; while_ if they could
deserving the torment which your god un- have resisted had they chosen, there is no
naturally inflicts upon his own parts, more need of the origin of evil in an imaginary evil
than the conduct of these parts in going by nature, since it is to be found in free-will.
his command to a place where they lost the Their not resisting, when they could have
power of living in righteousness. But if God done so, is plainly their own fault, and not
himself was in danger of being forced to sin owing to any force from without For, sup-
by invasion and capture, unless he had se- posing them able to do a thing, to do which
cured himself first by the misconduct and is right, while not to do it is great and hein-
then by the punishment of his own parts, ous sin, their not doing it is their own choice.
there can have been no free-will either in your So, then, if they choose not to do it, the faust
god or in his parts. Let him not set him- is in their will not in necessity. The origin
self up as judge, but confess himself a crimi- of sin is in the will; therefore in the will is
hal. For though he was forced against his also the origin of evil, both in the sense of
own will, he professes to pass a righteous sen- acting against a just precept, and in the sense
tence in condemning those whom he knows to of suffering under a just sentence. There is
have suffered evil rather than done it; making thus no reason why, in your search for the
this profession that he may not be thought of origin of evil, you should fall into so great an
as having been conquered; as if it could do evil as that of calling a nature so rich in good
a beggarany good to be called prosperous and things the nature of evil, and of attributing
happy. Surely it would have been better for the terrible evil of necessity to the nature of
your god to have spared neither righteous nor perfect good, before any commixture with
wicked in indiscriminate punishment (which evil. The cause of this erroneous belief is
is Faustus' last charge against our God), your pride, wtrich you need not have unless
than to have been so cruel to his own mere- you choose; but in your wish to defend at all
bers,--first giving them up to incurable con- hazards the error into which you have falten_
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you take away the origin of evil from free- I will not be content with showing them to be
wilt, and place it in a fabulous nature of evil. superior to your elect, who keep all the pre-
And thus you come at last to say, that the cepts of Manichmus, but will prove their
souls which are to be doomed to eternal con- superiority to your god himself. Before
finement in the mass of darkness became proving this, however, I must, with the help
enemies to sacred light not from choice, but of God, defend our holy fathers the patriarchs
by necessity; and to make your god a judge and prophets against your accusations, by a
with whom it is of no use to prove, in behalf clear exposition of the truth as opposed to the
of your clients, that they were under compul- carnahty of your hearts. As for you Mani-
sion, and a king who will make no allowance chmans, it would be enough to say that the
for your brethren, his own sons and members, faults you impute to our fathers are prefera-
whose hostility against you and against him- ble to what you praise in your own, and to
self you ascribe not to choice, but to necessity, complete your shame by adding that your god
yehat shocking cruelty! unless you proceed can be proved far inferior to our fathers as
m the next place to defend your god, as also you describe them. This would be a suffi-
acting not from chome, but by necessity, cmnt reply for you. But as, even apart from
So, if there could be found another judge free _our perversities, some minds are of them-
from necessity, who could decide the question selves disturbed when comparing the life of
on the principles of equity, he would sentence the prophets m the Old Testament with that
your god to be bound to this mass, not by of the apostles in the New,--not discerning
being fastened on the outside, but by being between the manner of the time when the
shut up inside along with the formidable promise was under aveil, and that of the time
enemy. The first in the guilt of necessity when the promise is revealed,--I must first
ought to be first in the sentence of condemna- of all reply to those who either have the bold-
tion. Would it not be much better, then, in ness to pride themselves as superior in tern-
comparison with such a god as this, to choose perance to the prophets, or quote the prophets
the god whom we indeed do not worship, but in defence of their own bad conduct.
whom you think or pretend to think we wor- 24. First of all, then, not only the speech
ship? Though he spares not his servants, of these men, but their life also_ was pro-
whether righteous or sinful, making no proper phetic; and the whole kingdom of the He-
separation, and not distinguishing between brews was like a great prophet, corresponding
punishment and discipline, is he not better to the greatness of the Person prophesied.
than the god who spares not his own members So, as regards those Hebrews who were made
though innocent, if necessity is no crime, or wise in heart by divine instruction, we may
guilty from t[teir obedmnce to him, if neces- discover a prophecy of the coming of Christ
sity itself is criminal; so that they are con- and of the Church, both in what they said and
demned eternally by him, along with whom in what they did; and the same is true as re.
they should have been released, if any liberty gards the divine procedure towards the whole
was recovered by the victory, while he should nation as a body. For, as the apostle says,
have been condemned along with them if the "all these things were our examples."
victory reduced the force of necessity even 25 . Those who find fault with the prophets,
so far as to give this small amount of force to accusing them of adultery for instance, m ac-
justice ? Thus the god whom you represent tions which are above their comprehension,
us as worshipping, though he is not the one are like those Pagans who profanely charge
true God whom we really worship, is far better Christ with folly or madness because He
tim your god. Neither, indeed, has any ex- looked for fruit from a tree out of the season; _
istence; but both are the creatures of your or with childishness, because He stooped
imaginations. But, according to your own down and wrote on the ground, and, after
.-¢presentations, the one whom you call ours, answering the people who were questioning
and find fault with, is better than the one Him, began writing again._ Such critics are
whom you call your own, and whom you wor- incapable of understanding that certain virtues
ship.* in great minds resemble closely the vices of

_3- So also the patriarchs and prophets little minds, not in reality, but in appearance.
whom you Cry out against are not the men Such criticism of the great is like that of boys
whom we honor, but men whose characters at school, whose learning consists in the im-
aredrawn from your fancy, prompted by ill- portant rule, that if the nominative is in the
will, And yet even thus as you paint them, singular, the verb must also be in the singular;

and so they find fault with the best Latin
[Augu_n certainly makes it appear that the God in the Old

Tet_mtnt _ not so bad as the God of the Mamch_eans_ yet he
mum0¢ be todd to reach a complete theodicy.--A. I-L lg.] _ Matt. xxi. x9. 3 John viti. 6.-8.
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author, because he says, Pars in frusta secant." ]cause they are not condemned in these books,
He should have written, say they, seeM. And ]and so may be supposed not to be sinful, or
again, knowing that religie is spelt with one l, ',because, though they are condemned, men
they blame hlm for venting relligio, when he may copy them from the idea that the), must
says, Relh'Kione_atrum. 2 Hence it may with be venial if saints did them.
reason be said, that as the poetical usage of i 27. Sin, then, is any transgression in deed,
words differs from the solecisms and barbar-I or word, or desire, of the eternal .law. And
isms of the unlearned, so, in their own way, i the eternal law is the divine order or will of
the figurative actions of the prophets differ iGod , which requires the preservation of
from the impure actions of the vicious. Ac- natural order, and forbids the breach of it.
cordingly, as a boy guilty of a barbarism[ But what is this natural order in man? Man,
would be whipped if he pied the usage of Vir-iwe know, consists of soul and body; but so
gil; so any one quoting the example of Abra- does a beast. Again, it is plain that in the
ham begetting a son from Hagar, in defence order of nature the soul is superior to the
of his own sinful passion for his wife's hand-.body. Moreover, in the soul of man there is
maid, ought to be corrected not by caning ireason , which is not in a beast. Therefore,
only, but by severe scourging, that he may as the soul is superior to the body, so in the
not suffer the doom of adulterers m eternal soul itself the reason is superior b'3; the law of
punishment. This indeed is a comparison of nature to the other parts which are found also
_rdat and important subjects with trifles; and[in beasts; and in reason itself, which is partly
it Js not intended that a peculiar usage m contemplation and partly action, contempla-
speech should be put on a level with a sacra- non is unquestionably the superior part. The
ment, or a solecism with adultery. Still, object of contemplation is the image of God,
allowing for the difference in the character of by which we are renewed through faith to
the subjects, what is called learning or ignor- sight. Rational action ought therefore to be
ance in the proprieties and improprieties of subject to the control of contemplation, which
speech, resembles wisdom or the want of it in is exercised through faith while we are absent
reference to the grand moral distraction be- from the Lord, as it will be hereafter through
tween virtue and vice. 3 sight, when we shall be like Him, for we shah

26. Instead of entering on the distinctions see Him as He is. 4 Then in a spiritual body
between the praiseworthy and the blame-we shall by His grace be made equal to
worthy, the criminal and the innocent, the angels, when we put on the garment of ira-
dangerous and the harmless, the guilty and the mortality and incorruption, with which this
guiltless, the desirable and the undesirable, mortal and corruptible shall be clothed, that
which are all illustrations of the distinction death may be swallowed up of victory, when
between sin and righteousness, we must first righteousness is perfected through grace.
consider what sin Is, and then examine the For the holy and lofty angels have also their
actions of the saints as recorded in the holy contemplation and action. They require of
books, that, if we find these saints described themselves the performance of the commands
as sinning, we may if possible discover the of Him whom they contemplate, whose eternal
true reason for keeping these sins in memory government they freely because sweetly obey.
by putting them on record. Again, if we find We, on the other hand, whose body is dead
things recorded which, though they are not because of sin, till God quicken also our
sins, appear so to the foolish and the malevo- mortal bodies by His Spirit dwelling in us,
lent, and in fact do not exhibit any virtues, live righteously in our feeble measure, ac-
here also we have to see why these things are cording to the eternal law in which the law of
put into the Scriptures which we believe to nature is preserved, when we live by that faith
contain wholesome doctrine as a guide in the unfeigned which works by love, having in a
present life, and a title to the inheritance of good conscience a hope of immortality and in-
the future. As regards the examples of right- corruption laid up in heaven, and of the per-
eousness found among the acts of the saints, fecting of righteousness to the measure of an
the propriety of recording these must be plain inexpressible satisfaction, for which in our
even to the ignorant. The question is about pilgrimage we must hunger and thirst, while
those actions the mention of which may seem we walk by faith and not by sight.
useless if they are neither righteous nor sin- 28. A man, therefore, who acts in obedience
ful, or even dangerous if the actions are really to the faith which obeys God, restrains all
sinful, as leading people to imitate them, be- mortal affections, and keeps them within the

natural limit, regulating his desires so as to
t Awn. i 2_2. • ._Tn _i 7x5.
3 [This comparison of the ob}ectors to the OId Testament to,

Mtmdering school-boys ts very fine.--4. H N.] ( t John itt.
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put the higher before the lower. If there was In his irrational craving to have children,
no pleasure in what is unlawful, no one would says Faustus, and not believing God, who
sin. To sin is to indulge this pleasure instead promised that his wife Sara should have a
of restraining it. And by unlawful is meant son, he defiled himself with a mistress.
what is forbidden by the law in which the But here Faustus, in his irrational desire to
order of nature is preserved. It is a great find fault, both discloses the impiety of his
question whether there is any rational creature heresy, and in his error and ignorance praises
for which there is no pleasure in what is un- Abraham's intercourse with the handmaid.
lawful. If there is such a class of creatures, For as the eternal law--that is, the will of
it does not include man, nor that angelic God the Creator of all--for the preservation
nature which abode not in the truth. These of the natural order, permits the indulgence
rational creatures were so made, that they had of the bodily appetite under the guidance of
the potentiality of restraining their desires reason in sexual intercourse, not for the grat-
from the unlawful; and in not domg this they ificatlon of passion, but for the continuance
sinned. Great, then, is the creature man, for of the race through the procreation of chil-
he is restored by this potentiality, by which, if dren; so, on the contrary, the unrighteous
he had so chosen, he would not have fallen, law of the Manich_eans, in order to prevent
And great is the Lord, and greatly to be their god, whom they bewail as confined in
praised, who created man. For He created all seeds, from suffermg still closer confine-
also inferior natures which cannot sm, and ment in the womb, requires married people
superior natures which will not sin. Beasts not on any account to have children, thelr
do not sin, for their nature agrees with the great desire being to liberate their god. In-
eternal law from being subject to it, without stead, therefore, of an irrational craving in
being in possession of it. And again, angels Abraham to have children, we find m Man-
do not sin, because their heavenly nature is ich_eus an irrational fancy against having
so in possession of the eternal law that God is children. So the one preserved the natural
the only object of its desire, and they obey order by seeking in marriage only the pro-
His will without any experience of temptation, duction of a child; while the other, influenced
But man, whose life on this earth is a trial on by his heretical notions, thought no evil could
account of sin, subdues to himself what he be greater than the confinement of his god.
has in common with beasts, and subdues to 3 I. So, again, when Faustus says that the
God what he has in common with angels; till, wife's being privy to her husband's conduct
when righteousness is perfected and 1minor- made the matter worse, while he is prompted
tality attained, he shall be raised from among only by the uncharitable wish to reproach
beasts and ranked with angels. Abraham and his wife, he really, without in-

29. The exercise or indulgence of the bod- tending it, speaks in praise of both. For
i]y appetites is intended to secure the contin- Sara did not connive at any criminal action
ued existence and the invigoration of the in- in her husband for the gratification of his un-
divldual or of the species. If the appetites lawful passions; but from the same natural
go beyond this, and carry the man, no longer desire for children that he had, and know-
master of himself, beyond the limits of tern- mg her own barrenness, she warrantably
l_erance, they become unlawful and shameful claimed as her own the fertility of her hand-
lusts, which severe discipline must subdue, maid; not consenting with sinful desires in

" But if this unbridled course ends in plunging her husband, but requesting of him what it
the man into such a depth of evil habits that was proper in him to grant. Nor was it the
he supposes that there will be no punishment request of proud assumption; for every one
of his sinful passions, and so refuses the knows that the duty of a wife is to obey her
wholesome discipline of confession and re- husband. But in reference to the body, we
pentance by which he might be rescued; or, are told by the apostle that the wife has power
from a still worse insensibility, justifies his over her husband's body, as he has over hers;*
own indulgences in profane opposition to the so that, while in all other social matters the
eternal law of Providence; and if he dies in wife ought to obey her husband, in this one
this state, that unerring law sentences him matter of their bodily connection as man and
now not to correction, but to damnation, wife their power over one another is mutual,

3o. Referring, then, to the eternal law Nthe man over the woman, and the woman
which enjoins the preservation of natural or- over the man. So, when Sara could not have
d-er and forbids the breach of it, let us see children of her own, she wished to have them
how our father Abraham sinned, that is, how by her handmaid, and of the same seed from
he broke this law, in the things which Faus-
ttm has charged him with as highly criminal, x_c.... i. 4.
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which she herself would have had them, if raised him an heir from his own body, but;
that had been possible. No woman would do had not foretold who was to be the Mother.
this if her love for her husband were merely Thus, when Faustus shows his own infidelity
an animal passion; she would rather be jeal- in accusing Abraham of unbelief, his ground-
ous of a mistress than make her a mother, less accusation only proves the madness of
So here the pious desire for the procreation the assailant. In other cases, Faustus' in-
of children was an indication of the absence fidelity has prevented him from understand-
of criminal indulgence, ing; but here, m his love of slauder_ he has

32 . Abraham, indeed, cannot be defended, not even taken time to read.
if, as Faustus says, he wished to get children! 33. Again, when Faustus accuses a right-

by Hagar, because he had no faith in God, ieous and falthful mall of a shameless profan-
who promised that he should have ctnldren by, ation of his marriage from avarice and greed,
Sara. But this is an entire mistake: tins pro- by selhng his wife Sara at different times to
mise had not yet been made. Any one who the two kings A bimelech and Pharaoh, telling
reads the preceding chapters wdl find that them that she was his sister, because she was
Abraham had already got the promise of the very fair, he does not dtstmgmsh justly be-
land with a countless number of inhabitants,' tween right and wrong, but unjustly con.
but that it had not yet been made known to demns the whole transaction. Those who
him how the seed spoken of was to be pro- think that Abraham sold his wife cannot dis-
duced, whether by generation from his own corn in the hght of the eternal law the dif-
body, or from his choice in the adoption of ferencebetween sin and righteousness; and so
a son, or, in the case of its being from his they call perseverance obstinacy, and confi-
own body, whether it would be by Sara or donee presumption, as in these and similar
another. Whoever examines into th_s will cases men of wrong judgment are wont to
find that Faustus has made either an Hnpru- blame what they suppose to be wrong, actions.
dent mistake or an impudent misrepresenta- Abraham did not become partner in crime
tion. Abraham, then, when he saw that he with his wife by selling her to others: but as
had no children, though the promise was to his she gave her handmmd to her husband, not
seed, thought first of adoption. This appears to gratify his passion, but for the sake of off-
from his saying of his slave, when speaking spring, in tl_e authority she had consistently
to God, "This is mine heir;" as much as with the order of nature, requiring the per-
to say, As Thou hast not given me a seed of formance of a duty, not complying with a
my own, fulfill Thy promise in this man. For sinful desire; so m this case, the husband, in
the word seed may be apphed to what has perfect assurance of the chaste attachment of
not come out of a man's own body, else the his wife to himself, and knowing her mind to
apostle could not call us the seed of Abra- be the abode of modest and virtuous affection,
ham: for we certainly are not his descend- called her his sister, without saying that she
ants in the flesh; but we are his seed in fol- was his wife, lest he himself should be killed,
lowing his faith, by believing in Christ, and his wife fall into the hands of strangers
whose flesh did spring from the flesh of Abra- and evd-doers: for he was assured by his God
ham. Then Abraham was told by the Lord: that He would not allow her to suffer violence
"This shall not be thine heir; but he that or disgrace. Nor was he disappointed in his
cometh out of thine own bowels shall be thine faith and hope; for Pharaoh, terrified by
heir."" The thought of adoption was thus strange occurrences, and after enduring many
removed; but it still remained uncertain evds on account of her, when he was informed
whether the seed which was to come from by God that Sara was Abraham's wife, re.
himself would be by Sara or another. And stored her with honor unmlured. Abimeleoh
this God was pleased to keep concealed, tdl a also did the same, after learning the truth in
figure of the Old Testament had been sup-a dream.
plied in the handmmd. We may thus easily 34. Some people, not scoffers and evil-
understand how Abraham, seeing that his speakers like Faustus, but men who pay due
wife was barren, and that she desired to ob- honor to the Scriptures, which Faustus finds
tain from her husband and her handmaid the lfault with because he does not understand

offspring which she herself coukt not pro- them, or which he fails to understand because
duce, acted not in compliance with carnal ap- of his fault-finding, in commenting on this
petite, but in obedience to conjugal authority, act of Abraham, are of opinion that he stum-
believing that Sara had the sanction of God bled from weakness of faith, and denied his
for her wish; because God had already pro- wife from fear of death, as Peter denied the

Lord. If this is the correct view, we must
allow that Abraham sinned; but the sin should

z Gen. xii. 3. 2 Gem xv. 3, 4- "
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not cancel or obliterateall his merits,any while among strangers,sothatSara,although
more than in the case of the apostle. Be- very "fair,should not have been desiredby
sides,to deny hiswife isnot the same asto any one,nor Abraham killedon accountofher.
deny the Saviour. But when thereisanother Of course,God couldhavedone this;"itwould
explanation,why not abide by it,insteadof bc absurd todeny it. But if,inreplytothe
givingblame withoutcause,sincethereisno people,Abraham had toldthem thatSarawas
proof thatAbraham tolda liefrom fear? He hiswife,histrustinGod would have included

did not deny thatSara was hiswife inanswer both his own lifeand the chastityof Sara.
to any question on the subject;but when Now itispartof sound doctrine,thatwhen a
asked who she was,he saldshe was hissLstcr,man has any means in his power,he should
withoutdenying her tobe hiswife:hc con- not tempt the Lord hisGod. So itwas not
cealed part of the truth,but said nothing because the Savlour was unable to protect
false. His disciplesthat Hc told them, "When ye
35. Itiswasteof time toobserve Faustus'are persecutedinone city,fleeto another."*

remark, thatAbraham falselycalledSara his And He Himself set the example. For
sister;asifFaustushad discoveredthe family though He had the power oflayingdown His
ofSara,though itisnot mentioned in Script-own life,and didnot layitdown tillHc chose
ure. In a matterwhich Abraham knew, and to do so,stillwhen an infant He fledto
we do not,itis surelybetterto believethe Egypt, carriedby His parents;5 and when He
patriarchwhen hc says what he knows went up to the feast,He went not openly,
than to believeManichmus when he findsbut secretly,though at othertimes Hc spoke
faultwith what he knows nothing about, openlyto theJews, who insplteoftheirrage
Since,then,Abraham livedatthatperlod in and hostilitycould not lay hands on Him,
human history,when, though marriage had because His hour was not comc,6--not the
become unlawful between children of tht hour when Hc would be obligedto dic,but
same parents, or of the same fatheror the hour when He would conslderitseason-
mother, no law or authorityinterferedwith able to be put to death. Thus Hc who dis.
the custom of marriage between the children played divinepower by teachingand reprov-
of brothers,or any lessdegree of consan- ing openly,without allowingthe rage of his
guinity,why shouldhe not have had aswife enemies to hurt Him, did also,by escaping
his sister,thatis,a woman descended from and concealingHimself,exhibitthe conduct
hisfather? :For hc himselftold the k,ng, becoming the feeblenessof men, that they
when he restoredSara,thatshe was hissistershould not tempt God when they have any
by his father,and not by his mother. And means in theirpower of escapingthreatened
on thisoccasiorthe could not have been led danger. So also in the apostle,itwas not
to tella falsehood from fear,for the king from despairof divineassistanceand protec-
knew thatshe was hiswife,and was restoringtion,or from loss of faith,that he was let
her with honor,becausehe had been warned down over the wall ina basket,in order to
by God. We learn from Scripturethat,escapebcmg taken by hisenemies:znot from
among the ancients,itwas customary to callwant of faithinGod dld hc thus escape,but
cousinsbrothers and sisters.Thus Tobias because not to escape,when thisescapewas
says in his prayer toGod, before having in- )ossiblc,would have been tempting God.
tercoursewith his wife, 'And now, O Lord, Accordingly, when Abraham was among
Thou knowest thatnot inwantonness I take strangers,and when, on account of the re-
to wife my sister;''' though she was not markablc beauty of Sara, both his lifeand
sprung immediately from the same father or her chastity were in danger, since it was in
the same mother, but only belonged to the his power to protect not both of these, but
same family. And Lot is called the brother one only,--his life, namely,--to avoid tempt-
of Abraham, though Abraham was his uncle." ing God he did what he could; and in what he
And, by the same use of the word, those could not do, he trusted to God. Unable to
called in the Gospel the Lord's brothers are conceal his being a man, he concealed his be-
certainly not children of the Virgin Mary, ing a husband, lest he should be put to death;
but all the blood relations of the Lord. 3 trusting to God to preserve his wife's purity.

36. Some may say, Why did not Abraham's 37- There might also be a difference of
confidence in God prevent his being afraid to opinion on the nice point whether Sara's chas-
confess his wife ? God could have warded off tity would have been violated even if some
from him the death which he feared, and one had had intercourse with her, since she
could have protected both him and his wife submitted to this to save her husband's life,

4 Matt. x. z 3. $ Matt n. x4.
z Tob, vlfi. 9. * Gen. xilt 8, and xi. 3L 3 Matt. xii. 4.6. 0 John vlt. to, 30. 7 Acts tx. _5.
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both with his knowledge and by his authority, gifts the Bride whom their predecessors had
In this there would be no desertion of con- not been able to humble by subduing her to
jugal fidelity or rebellion against her hus- themselves. What, in the type, happened in
band's _uthority; in the same way as Abra- the reign of one and the same king, is ful-
ham was not an adulterer, when, in submis- filled in the earlier monarchs of this era and
sion to the lawful authority of his wife, he their successors.
consented to be made a father by his wife's 39. Again, when it is said that the Church
handmaid. But, from the nature of the rela- is the s_ster of Christ, not by the mother but
tionship, for a wife to have two husbands, by the father, we learn the excellence of the
both in hfe, is not the same thing as for a relation, whmh is not of the temporary nature
man to have two wives: so that we regard the of earthly descent, but of divine grace, which
explanation already given of Abraham's con- is everlasting. By this grace we shall no
duct as the most correct and unobjectionable; longer be a race of mortals when we receive
that our father Abraham avoided tempting power to be called and to become sons of
God by taking what measures he could for the God. This grace we obtain not from the
preservation of his own life, and that he synagogue, which is the mother of Christ
showed his hope in God by entrusting to Him after the flesh, but from God the Father.
the chastity of his wife. And when Christ calls us into another life

38. But a pleasure which all must feel is where there is no death, He teaches us, in-
obtained from this narrative so faithfully re- stead of acknowledging, to deny the earthly
corded in the Holy Scriptures, when we exam- relationship, where death soon follows upon
ine into the prophetic character of the action, birth; for He says to His disciples, "Call no
and knock with pious faith and diligence at man your father upon earth; for you have
the door of the mystery, that the Lord may one Father, who is in heaven."3 And He
open, and show us who was prefigured in the set us an example of this when He said,
ancient personage, and whose wife this is, "Who is my mother, and who are my breth-
who, while m a foreign land and among ten? And stretching forth His hand to His
strangers, is not allowed to be stained or de- disciples, He said, These are my brethren."
filed, that she may be brought to her own And lest any one should think that He re-
husband without spot or wrinkle. Thus we ferred to an earthly relationship, He added,
find that the righteous life of the Church is "Whosoever shall do the will of my Father,
for the glory of Christ, that her beauty may the same Is my brother, and sister, and
bring honor to her husband, as Abraham was mother;", as much as to say, I derive this
honored on account of the beauty of Sara relationship from God my Father, not from
among the inhabitants of that foreign land. the Synagogue my mother; I call you to et_r-
To the Church, to whom it is said in the Song nal hfe, where I have an immortal birth, not
of Songs, "O thou fairest among women,"' to earthly hfe, for to call you away from this
kings offer gifts in acknowledgment of her life I have taken mortality.
beauty; as king Abimelech offered gifts to 40. As for the reason why, though it.is
Sara, admiring the grace of her appearance; concealed among strangers whose wife the
all the more that, while he loved, he was not Church is, it is not hidden whose sister she
allowed to profane it. The holy Church, is, it is plainly because it is obscure and hard
too is in secret the spouse of the Lord Jesus to understand how the human soul and the
Christ. For it is secretly, and in the hidden Word of God are united or mingled, or what-
depths of the Spirit, that the soul of man is ever word may be used to express this con.
joined to the word of God, so that they two nection between God and the creature. It is
are one flesh; of which the apostle speaks as from this connection that Christ and the
a great mystery in marriage, as referring to Church are called bridegroom and bride, or
Christ and the Church. _ Again, the earthly husband and wife. The other relationship, in
kingdom of this world, typified by the kings which Christ and all the saints are brethren
which were not allowed to defile Sara, had no by divine grace and not by earthly consangu-
knowledge or experience of the Church as inity, or by the father and not by the mother,
the spouse of Christ, that is, of how faithfully is more easily expressed in words, and more
she maintained her relation to her Husband, easily understood. For the same grace makes
till it tried to violate her, and was compelled all the saints to be also brethren of one an-
to yield to the divine testimony borne by the other; while in their society no one is the
faith of the martyrs, and in the person of later bridegroom of all the rest. So also, notwith-
monarchs was brought humbly to honor with standing the surpassing justice and wisdom

z Cant. i. 7. 2 Eph. v. 3x, 2_. ' 3 Matt. xxi.. 9. 4 Matt. xu 48-50.
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of Christ, His manhood was much more the people of those times, and arranges in
plainly and readily recognized by strangers, His providence for the prefigurement of the
who, indeed, were not wrong m beheving Him future. As a part of Scripture, th_s action is
to be man, but they did not understand H_s a prophecy; as part of the history of those
being God as well as man. Hence Jeremlah concerned, it is a crime.
says: " He is both a man, and who shall know 43. At the same time there is in this trans-
Him ?" x He is a man, for it is made manx- action no reason for the torrent of abuse
rest that He is a brother. And who shall which Faustus' blind hostility discharges on
know Him ? for it is concealed that He is a it. By the eternal law which requires the
husband. This must suffice as a defense of preservation of the order of nature and con-
our ft_ther Abraham against Faustns' impu- demns its violation, the judgment in this case
dence and ignorance and malice. _snot what it would have been ff Lot had been

4I. Lot also, the brother of Abraham, was prompted by a criminal passion to commit in-
just and hospitable m Sodom, and was found cest with h_s daughters, or if they had been
worthy to escape the conflagration which pre- inflamed with unnatural desires. In justice,
figured the future judgment; for he was free we must ask not only what was done, but with
from all participation m the corruption of the what motive, in order to obtain a fair view
people of Sodom. He was a type of the body of the action as the effect of that motive. The
of Christ, which m the person of all the saints resolution of Lot's daughters to lie with their
both groans now among the ungodly and father was the effect of the natural desire for
wicked, to whose evd deeds it does not con- offspring in order to preserve the race; for
sent, and will at the end of the world be res- they supposed that there were no other men
cued from their society, when they are to be found, thinking that the whole world
doomed to the punishment of eternal fire. had been consumed in that conflagration,
Lot's wife was the type of a different class of which, for all they knew, had leh no one alive
men,--of those, namely, who, when called by but themselves. It would have been better
the glace of God, look back, instead of, like for them never to have been mothers, than to
Paul, forgetting the things that are behind, have become mothers by their own father.
and looking forward to the things that are But still, the fulfillment of a desire hke th_s
before." The Lord Himself says: "No man is very d_fferent from the accursed gratifica-
that putteth his hand to the plough, and look- tion of lust.
eth back, is fit for the kingdom of Heaven." 3 44. Knowing that their father would coa-
Nor did He omit to mention the case of Lot's demn their design, Lot's daughters thought
wife; for she, for our warning, was turned it necessary to fulfill it without his knowl-
into a pillar of salt, that being thus seasoned edge. We are told that they made him
we might not trifle thoughtlessly with this drunk, so that he was unaware of what hap-
danger, but be on our guard against it. So, pened. His gmlt therefore is not that of in-
when the Lord was admonishing every one to cest, but of drunkenness. This, too. is con-
get rid of the things that are behind by the demned by the eternal law, which allows meat
mbst strenuous endeavor to reach the things and drink only as required by nature for the
that are before, He said, "Remember Lot's preservation of health. There is, indeed, a
wife. ''4 And, in addition to these, there is great difference between a drunk man and an
still a third type in Lot, when his daughters habitual drunkard; for the drunkard is not
lay with him. For here Lot seems to prefig- always drunk, and a man may be drunk on
ure the future law; for those who spring from one occasion without being a drunkard.
the law, and are placed under the law, by mis- However, in the case of a righteous man, we
understanding it, stupefy it, as it were, and require to account for even one instance of
bring forth the works of unbelief by an unlaw- drunkenness. What can have made Lot con-
ful use of the law. "The law is good," says sent to receive from his daughters all the cups
the apostle, " if a man use it lawfully."s of wine which they went on mixing for him,

4_. It is no excuse for this action of Lot or perhaps giving him unmixed ? Did they
or of his daughters that it represented the per- feign excessive grief, and did he resort to
versity which was afterwards in certain cases to this consolation in their loneliness, and in
be displayed. The purpose of Lot's daugh- the loss of their mother, thinking that they
ters is one thing, and the purpose of God is were drinking too, while they only pretended
another, in allowing this to happen that He to drink ? But this does not seem a proper
might make some truth manifest; for God method for a righteous man to take in consot-
both pronounces judgment on the actions of ing his friends when in trouble. Had the

daughters learned in Sodom some vile art
Jer: xvli. 9- 9 Phil. iii. x3. 3 Luke ix. 6_.
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with a few cups, so that in his ignorance he not in effeminacy, but in subdued manliness.
might sin, or rather be sinned against ? But But such behavior towards any woman except
it is not likely that the Scripture would have a wife would be disgraceful. This is a ques-
omitted all notice of this, or that God would tion in good manners, which is referred to
have allowed His servant to be thus abused only in case some stern advocate of insensi-
without any fault of his own. bdity should find fault with the holy man

45- But we are defending the sacred Script- even for playing with his wife. For if these
ures, not man's sins. Nor are we concerned men without humanity see a sedate man chat-
to justify this actioli, as if our God had ting playfully with children that he may adapt
either commanded it or approved of it; or as himself to the childish understanding with
if, when men are called just in Scripture, it kindly sympathy, they thinkthat he is insane;
meant that they could not sin if they chose, forgetting that they themselves were once
And as, in the books which those critics find children, or unthankful for their maturity.
fault with, God nowhere expresses approval The typical meaning, as regards Christ and
of this action, what thoughtless folly _t is to His Church, which is to be found in this great
bring a charge from this narrative against patriarch playing with his wife, and in the
these writings, when in other places such ac- conjugal relation being thus discovered, will
tions are condemned by express prohibitions! be seen by every one who, to avoid offending
In the story of Lot's daughters the action is the Church by erroneous doctrine, carefully
related, not commended. And it is proper studies in Scripture the secret of the Church's
that the judgment of God should be declared Bridegroom. He will find that the Husband
in some cases, and concealed in others, that of the Church concealed for a time in the form
by its mamfestation our ignorance may be of a servant the majesty in which He was
enlightened, and that by its concealment our equal to the Father, as being in the form of
minds may be improved by the exercise of God, that feeble humanity might be capable
recalling what we already know, or our indo- of ur_ion with Him, and that so He might ac-
lence stimulated to seek for an explanation, commodate Himself to His spouse. So far
Here, then, God, who can bring good out of from being absurd, it has a symbolic suitable-
evil, made nations arise from this origin, as ness that the prophet of God should use a
He saw good, but did not bring upon His own playfulness whtch is of the flesh to meet the
Scriptures the guilt of man's sm. It is God's affection of his wife, as the Word of God
writing, but not His doing; He does not pro- Himself became flesh that He might dwell
pose these things for our imitation, but holds among us.
them up for our warning. 47. Again, Jacob the son of Isaac is

46. Faustus' effrontery appears notably in charged with having committed a great crime
his accusing Isaac also, the son of Abraham, ibecause he had four wives. But here there
of pretending that his wife Rebecca was his is no ground for a criminal accusation: for a
sister.' For as regards the family of Rebecca plurality of wives was no crime when it was
Scripture is not silent, and it appears that the custom; and it is a crime now, because
she was his s_ster in the well-known sense of it is no longer the custom. There are sins
the word. His concealing that she was h_s against nature, and sins against custom, and
wife is not surprising, nor is it insignificant, sins against the laws. In which, then, of
if he did it in imitation of his father, so that these, senses did Jacob sin in having a plural-
he can be justified on the same grounds. We ity of wives ? As regards nature, he used the
need only refer to the answer already g_ven women not for sensual gratification, but for
to Faustus' charge against Abraham, as being the procreation of children. For custom, this
equally applicable to Isaac. Perhaps, how- was the common practice at that time in those
ever some inquirer will ask what typical sig- countries. And for the laws, no prohibition
nificance there is in the foreign king discover- existed. The only reason of its being a crime
ing Rebecca to be the wife of Isaac by seeing now to do this, is because custom and the
him playing with her; for he would not have laws forbid it. Whoever despises these re-
known, had he not seen Isaac playing with straints, even though he uses his wives only
Rebecca as it would have been improper to to get children, still commits sin, and does
do with a woman not his wife. When holy an injury to human society itself, for the sake
men act thus as husbands, they do it not fool- of which it is that the procreation of children
ishly, but designedly: for they accommodate is required. In the present altered state of
themselves to the nature of the weaker sex customs and laws, men can have no pleasure
in words and actions of gentle playfulness; in a plurality of wives, except from an excess

of lust; and so the mistake arises of suppos-

6en._.,_.i.r- ing that no one could ever have had many
19
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wives but from sensuality and the vehemence grace, but his own glory. By this love of
of sinful desires. Unable to form an idea of glory those were led away whom the Apostle
men whose force of mind is beyond their con- Paul characterizes as preaching Christ not
ception, they compare themselves with them- sincerely, but of contention and envy; and
selves, as the apostle says,* and so make mis- iyet the apostle rejoices in their preaching,
takes. Conscious that, in their intercourse knowing that it might happen that, while the
though with one wife only, the.y are often m. preachers gratified their desire for human
fluenced by mere ammal passion instead of praise, believers might be born among their
an intelligent motive, they think it an obvious hearers,--not as the result of the envious
reference that, if the hmits of moderauon are i feeling which made them wish to rival or sur-
not observed where there is only one wife, the pass the fame of the apostles, but by means
infirmity must be aggravated where there are of the gospel which they preached, though
more than one. not sincerely; so that God might bring good

48. But those who have not the virtues of out of their evil. So a man may be reduced
temperance must not be allowed to judge of to marry by sensual desire, and not to beget
the conduct of holy men, any more than those children; and yet a child may be born, a good
in fever of the sweetness and wholesomeness work of God, due to the natural power, not
of food. Nourishment must be prowded not to the misconduct of the parent. As, there-
by the dictates of the sickly taste, but rather fore, the holy apostles were gratified when
by the judgment and direction of health, so their doctrine met with acceptance from their
as to cure the s_ckness. If our critics, then, hearers, not because they were greedy for
wish to attain not a spurious and affected, but praise, but because they destred to spread
a genuine and sound moral health, let them the truth; so the holy patriarchs in their con-
find a cure m believing the Scripture record, jugal intercourse were actuated not by the
that the honorable name of saint is given not love of pleasure, but by the intelligent desire
without reason to men who had several wives; for the continuance of their family. Thus
and that the reason is this, that the mind can the number of their hearers did not make the
exercise such control over the flesh as not to apostles ambitious; nor dtd the number of
allow the appetite implanted in our nature by their wives make the patriarchs licentious.
Providence to go beyond the limits of delib- But why defend the husbands, to whose
erate intention. By a similar misunderstand- character the divine word bears the highest
ing, this criticism, which consists rather in testimony, when it appears that the wives
dishonest slander than in honest judgment, themselves looked upon their connection
might accuse the holy apostles too of preach- w_ththeir husbands only as a means of getting
ing the gospel to so many people, not from sons ? So, when they found themselves bar-
the desire of begetting children to eternal ren, they gave their handmaids to their hus-
life, but from the love of human praise, bands; so that wh_le the handmaids had the
There was no lack of renown to these our fleshly motherhood, the wives were mothers
fathers in the gospel, for their praise was in intent:on.
spread in numerous tongues through the i 49. Faustus makes a most groundless state-
churches of Christ. In fact, no greater merit when he accuses the four women of
honor and glory could have been paid by fnen quarreling like abandoned characters for the
to their fellow-creatures. It was the. sinful possession of their husband. Where Faus-
desire for this glory m the Church which ted tus read this I know not, unless it was in his
the reprobate Simon in his bhndness to wish own heart, as in a book of impious delusions,
to purchase for money what was freely be-in which Faustus himself is seduced by that
stowed on the apostles by divine grace. * serpent with regard to whom the apostle

" There must have been this desire of glory in feared for the Church, which he desired to
the man whom the Lord in the Gospel checks present as a chaste virgin to Christ; lest, as
m his desire to follow Him, saying, " The the serpent had deceived Eve by his subtlety,
foxes have holes, and the birds of the air so he should also corrupt their minds byturn-
have nests, but the Son of man hath not ing them away from the simplicity of Christ.*
where to lay His Head.'3 The Lord saw The Manich_eans are so fon_ of this serpent,
that his mind was darkened by false appear- that they assert that he did more good than
ances and elated by sudden emotion, and that harm. From him Faustus must have got his
there was no ground of faith to afford a lodg- mind corrupted with the lies instilled into it,
ing to the Teacher of humility; for in Christ's which he now reproduces in these infamous
.discipleship the man sought not Christ's calumnies, and _s even bold enough to put

_, Car, x. z2. 9 AcY.s vhl. xS_o. 3 Matt. vhL _o. * _ Cot, xi. 2, 3-
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down in writing. It is not true that one of contended about having a son. As it was,
the handmaids carried off Jacob from the this virtuous man, in manly control of sen,
other, or that they quarreled about possess- sual appetite, thought more of what was due
ing him. There was arrangement, because from him than to him, and instead of using
there was no licentious passion; and the law his power for his own pleasure, consented to
of conjugal authority was all the stronger that be only the debtor in this mutual obligation.
there was none of the lawlessness of fleshly So he consented to pay the debt to the person
desire. His being hired by one of his wives to whom she to whom it was due wished him
proves what is here said, in plain opposition to pay it. When, by this private bargain of
to the hbels of the Manichmans. Why should his wives, Jacob was suddenly and unexpec=
_)ne have hired him, unless by the arrange- redly forced to turn from the beautiful wife
ment he was to have gone in to the other ? to the plain one, he did not gave way either
It does not follow that he would never have to anger or to disappointment, nor did he try
gone in to Leah unless she had hired him. to persuade his wives to let him have his own
He must have gone to her always in her turn, way; but, like a }ust husband and an intelli.
for he had many children by her; and in gent parent, seeing his wives concerned about
obedience to her he had children by her hand- the production of children, which was all he
maid, and afterwards, without any hiring, by himself desired in marriage, he thought it
herself. On this occasion it was Rachel's best to yield to their authority, in desiring
turn, so that she had the power so expressly that each should have a child: for, since all
mentioned in the New Testament by the the children were his, his own authority was
apostle, " The husband hath not power over not impaired. As if he had said to them:
his own body, but the wife. ''_ Rachel had Arrange as you please among yourselves
a bargain with her sister, and, being in her which is to be the mother; it matters not to
sister's debt, she referred her to Jacob, her me, since in any case I am the father. This
own debtor. For the apostle uses this figure control over the appetites, and simple desire
when he says, "Let the husband render unto to beget children, Faustus would have been
the wife what is due. ''_ Rachel gave what clever enough to see and approve, unless his
was in her power as due from her husband, mind had been corrupted by the shocking
in return for what she had chosen to take tenets of his sect, which lead him to find fault
from her sister, with everything in the Scripture, and, more-

50. If Jacob had been of such a character over, teach him to condemn as the greatest
as Faustus in his incurable blindness supposes, crime the procreation of children, which is
and not a servant of righteousness rather than the proper design of marriage.
of concupiscence, would he not have been 5I- Now, having defended the character of
looking forward eagerly all day to the pleas; the patriarch, and refuted an accusation aris-
ure of passing the night with the more beau- mg from these detestable errors, let us avail
tiful of his wives, whom he certainly loved ourselves of the opportunity of searching out
more than the other, and for whom he paid the symbolical meaning, and let us knock with
the price of twice seven years of gratuitous the reverence of faith, that the Lord may
servtce? How, then, at the close of the day, open to us the typical significance of the four
on his way to his beloved, could he have con- wives of Jacob, of whom two wfre free, and
seated to be turned aside, if he had been such two slaves. We see that, in tile wife and
as the ignorant Manichmans represent him ? bond-slaveos of Abraham, the apostle under-
Would he not have disregarded the wish of stands the two Testaments. 3 But there, one
the women, and insisted upon going to the represents each; here, the application does
fair Rachel, who belonged to him that night not suit so well, as there are two and two.
not only as his lawful wife, but also as com- There, also, the son of the bond-slave is dis-
ing in regular order? He would thus have inherited; but here the sons of the slaves re-
used his power as a husband, for the wife iceive the land of promise along with the sons
also has not power over her own body, !of the free women: so that this type must
but the husband; and having on this oc. have a different meaning.
casion the arr%ngement in their obedience 52. Supposing that the two free wives point
in favor of the gratification of his love of to the New Testament, by which we are
beauty, he might have enforced his author- called to liberty, what is the meaning of there
ity the more successfully. In that case it being two? Perhaps because in Scripture,
would be to the credit of the women, that as the attentive reader will find, _ve are said
while he thought of his own pleasure they to have two lives in the body of Christ, moat

t x Cor. viL 4- • t Cot. vii. 3. 3 Gal. iv. _z-a4.
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temporal, in which wc sufferpain,and one Leah insteadof Rachel,ifthere ispersever.
eternal,inwhich we shallbeholdthe blessed-ancc inhislove,he bearswith the one inor-
hess ofGod. Wc sec theone in the Lord's der toattainthe other;and as ifitwere said

passion,and the other in His resurrection,to him, Serve seven other years for Rachel,
The names of the women pointtothismean- he hearsseven new commands,--to be poor
ing. It issaid that Lcah means Suffering,m spirit,to be meek, to be a mourner, to
and Rachel the FirstPrinciplemade visibleihunger and thir_ afterrighteousness,to be
or theWord which makes the FirstPrinciplemerciful,pure,and a peacemaker.3 A man
visible.The action,then,of our mortalhu- would desire,ifitwere possible,toobtainat
man life,in which we live by faith,doing once the joys of lovelyand perfectwisdom,
many painlultasks wlthout knowing what withoutthe endurance of toilin actionand
benefitmay resultfrom them tothoseinwhom suffering;but thisisimpossibleinmortallife.
we are interested,isLeah, Jacob'sfirstwife.This seems to bc meant, when itissaidto
And thusshe issaidtohave had weak eyes. Jacob: "It isnotthe custom inour country
For the purposes of mortals are timid,and to marry the younger before the elder."*
our plansuncertain. Again,the hope ofthe The eldermay very wellmean the firstinor-
eternalcontemplationof God, accompanied der of time. So, in the disciplineof man,
witha surcand delightfulperceptionoftruth,the toilof doing the work of righteousness
isRachel. And on thisaccountshe isdes. precedes the delightof understanding the
cribcdas fairand well-formed. This isthe truth.

beloved of everypious student,and for th_s 53- To thispurpose itiswritten:"Thou
he servesthegraceofGod, bywhich our sins,hast desiredwisdom; keep the command-
though likescarlet,are made white assnow.' meats, and the Lord shall give itthee."s
For l,abanmeans makingwhitc; and we read The commandments are those concerning
that Jacob served Laban for Rachel.° No righteousness,and the righteousnessisthat
man turnsto serverighteousness,in subjec-which tsby faith,surrounded with the na-
tionto thegrace of forgiveness,but thathe certaintyof temptations:so that understand-
may live in peace m the Word which makes mg ts the reward of a pious belief of what is
visible the First Principle, or God; that is, not yet understood. The meaning I have
he serves for Rachel, not for Leah. For given to these words, "Thou hast desired
what a man loves in the works of righteous- wisdom; keep the commandments, and the
ness is not the toil of doing and suffering. Lord shall gtve it thee, "I find also in the
No one desires this life for its own sake; as passage, " Unless ye believe, ye shall not un-
Jacob desired not Leah, who yet was brought derstand;" _ showing that as righteousness is
to him, and became his wife, and the mother by faith, understanding comes by wisdom.
of children. Though she could not bc loved Accordingly, in the case of those who eagerly
of herself, the Lord made her be borne with demand evident truth, we must not condemn
as a step to Rachel; and then she came to the desire, but regulate it, so that beginning
be approved of on account of her children, with fattt_ it may proceed to the desired end
Thus every useful servant of God, brought through good works. The life of virtue is
into His grace by which his sins are made one of toil; the end desired is unclouded wis-
white, has in his mind, and heart, and affec-dora. Why should I believe, says one, what
tion, when he thus turns to God, nothing but is not clearly proved ? Let me hear some
the knowledge of wisdom. This we often ex- word which will disclose the first principle of
pect to attain as a reward for practising the all things. This is the one great craving of
seven precepts of the law which concern the the rational soul in the pursuit of truth.. And
love of our neighbor, that we injure no one: the answer is, What you desire is excellent,
namely, Honor thy father and mother; Thou and well worthy of your love; but Leah is to
shalt not commit adultery; Thou shalt not be married first, and then Rachel. The pro-

_: kill;Thou shaltnot steal;Thou shaltnot per effectof your eagernessistoleadyou to
bear"falsewitness;Thou shaltnot desirethy submittothe rightmethod, insteadof rebel-
neighbor'swife; Thou shaltnot covet thy lingagainstit;for withoutthismethod you
neighbor's property. When a man has cannot attainwhat you so eagerlylong for.
obeyed theseto the best of his ability,and, And when itisattained,thepossessionofthe
insteadof the brightjoys of truthwhich he lovelyform of knowledge willbe inthisworld

-_ " desired and hoped for, finds in the darkness accompanied with the toils of righteousness.
of the manifold trials of this world that he is For however clear and true our perception in

:__ bound to painful endurance, or has embraced this life may be of the unchangeable good,

._ Matt, v. 3-9- _t Gen. xxix. _6.
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the mortal body is still a weight on the mind, ferred that her husband should have children
and the earthly tabernacle is a clog on the by her handmaid, rather than that she should
intellect in its manifold activity. The end, be without any children. Bilhah, the name
then, is one, but many things must be gone of her handmaid, is said to mean old; and
through for the sake of it. so, even when we speak of the spiritual and

54. Thus Jacob has two free wives; for unchangeable nature of God, ideas are sug-
both are daughters of the remission of sins, gested relating to the old life of the bodily
_)r of whitening, that is, of Laban. One is senses.
loved, the other is borne. But she that is 55. Leah, too, got children by her hand-
borne is the most and the soonest fruitful, maid, from the desire of having a numerous
that she may be loved, if not for herself, at family. Zilpah, her handmaid, is, interpreted,
least for her children. For the toll of the an open mouth. So Leah's handmaid repre-
righteous is specially fruitful in those whom seats those who are spoken of m Scripture as
they beget for the kingdom of God, by engaging in the preaching of the gospel with
preaching the gospel amid many trials and open mouth, but not with open heart. Thus
temptations; and they call those their joy it is written of some: "This people honor me
and crown' for whom they are in labors more with their hps, but their heart is far from
abundantly, in stripes above measure, mime. ''7 To such the apostle says: " Thou
deaths often, 2- for whom they have fightmgs that preachest that a man should not steal,
without and fears within. 3 Such blrtl*s re- dost thou steal? Thou that sayest a man
sult most easily and plentifully from the word should not commit adultery, (lost thou commit
of faith, the preaching of Christ crucified, adultery 7,,8 But that even by this arrangement
which speaks also of His human nature as ttle free wife of Jacob, the type of labor or en-
far as it can be easily understood, so as not durance, might obtain children to be heirs of
to hurt the weak eyes of Leah. Rachel, the kingdom, the Lord says: " What they say,
again, with clear eye, is beside herself to do; but do not after theirworks."_ And again,
God,4 and sees in the beginmng the Word of the apostohc life, when enduring imprison-
God with God, and wLshes to brmg forth, but meat, says: " Whether Christ is preached in
cannot; for who shalldeclare His generation ? pretence or in truth, I therein do rejoice,
So the life devoted to contemplation, in order yea, and will rejoice." _° It is the joy of the
to see with no feeble mental eye things inws- mother over her numerous family, though
ible to flesh, but understood by the things born of her handmaid.
that are made, and to discern the ineffable 56. In one instance Leah owed her becom-
manifestation of the eternal power and diwn- ing a mother to Rachel, who, in return for
ity of God, seeks leisure from all occupation, some mandrakes, allowed her husband to give
and is therefore barren. In this habit of re. her night to her sister. Some, I know, think
tirement, where the fire of meditation burns that eating this fruit has the effect of making
bright, there is a want of sympathy with hu- barren women productive, and that Rachel,
man weakness, and w_th the need men have from her desire for children, was thus bent
_)f our help m their calamities. This life also on getting the fruit from her sister. But I
burns with the desire for children (for _t should not agree to this, even had Rachel
wishes to teach what _t knows, and not to go conceived at the time. As Leah then con-
with the corruption of envyS), and sees its ceived, and, besides, had two other children
sister-life fully occupied _ith work and with before God opened Rachel's womb, there is
bringing forth; and it grieves that men run no reason for supposing any such quality in
after that virtue which cares for their wants the mandrake, without any expermnce to
and w_aknesses, instead of that which has a prove it. I will give my explanation; those
divine imperishable lesson to impart. This better able than I may give a better. Though
is what is meant when it is said, " Rachel en-this fruit is not often met with, I had once, to
vied her sister." 6 Moreover, as the pure in-my great satisfaction, on account of its c.on-
tellectual perception of that which is not mat- nectmn with this passage of Scripture, an op-
ter, and so is not the object of the bodliy portunity of seeing it. I examined the fruit
_mnse, cannot be expressed in words which as carefully as I could, not with the help of
spring from the flesh, the doctrine of wisdom any recondite knowledge of the nature of
_efers to get some lodging for divine truth roots or the virtues of plants, but only as to
in the mind by whatever material figures and what I or any one might learn from the sight,

illustrations occur, rather than to give upland smell, and taste. I thought it a race-
teaching these things; and thus Rachel pre-! looking fruit, and sweet-smelling, but in-
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sipid; and I confess it is hard to say why that thou hast taken my husband? and would,
Rachel desired it so much, unless it was for est thou take away my son's mandrakes
its rarity and its sweet smell. Why the inci- also ?"" The husband represents all those
dent should be narrated in Scripture, in which who, though fit for active life, and able to
the fancies of women would not be memtioned govern the Church, in administering to be-
as important unless it was intended that we lievers the mystery of the faith, from their
should learn some important lesson from love of learning and of the pursuit of wisdom,
them, the only thing I can think of is the destre to relinquish all troublesome occupa-
very simple idea that the fruit represents a tions, and to bury themselves in the class-
good character; not the praise given a man room. Thus the words, "Is it a small mat-
by a few just and wise people, but popular ter that thou hast taken my husband ? and
report, which bestows greatness and renown woutdest thou take away my son's mandrakes
on a man, and which is not desirable for its also ?" mean, "' Is it a small matter that the
own sake, but is essential to the success of life of study keeps in retirement men required
good men in their endeavors to benefit their for the toils of public life ? and does it ask for
fellow-men. So the apostle says, that it is popular renown as well?"
proper to have a good report of those that are 58. To get this renown justly, Rachel
without;* for though they are not mfa!lible, gives her husband to her sister for the night;
the lustre of their praise and the odor of that is, those WhO, by a talent for business,
their good opimon are a great help to the are fitted for govermnent, must for the public
efforts of those who seek to benefit them. benefit consent to bear the burden and suffer
And this popular renown is not obtained by the hardships of public hfe; lest the pursuit
those that are highest in the Church, unless of wisdom, to whmh their leisure is devoted,
they expose themselves to the toils and hazards should be evil spoken of, and should not gain
of an active life. Thus the son of Leah from the multitude the good opinion, repre-
found the mandrakes when he went out into sented by the fruit, which is necessary for the
the field, that is, when walking honestly to- encouragement of their pupils. But the life
wards those that are without. The pursuit of business must be forced upon them. This
of wisdom, on the other hand, retired from is clearly shown by Leah's meeting Jacob
the busy crowd, and lost in calm meditation, when coming from the field, and laying hold
could never obtain a particle of this public of h_m, saying, " Thou shalt come in to me;
approval, except through those who take the:for I have hired thee with my son's man-
management of public business, not for the drakes. ''3 As if she said, Dost thou wish
sake of being leaders, but in order to be use- the knowledge which thou lovest to be well
ful. These men of action and business exert thought of? Do not shirk the toil of busi-
themselves for the public benefit, and by a hess. The same thing happens constantly
popular use of their influence gain the ap- in the Church. What we read is explained
proval of the people even for the quiet life by what we meet with in our own experience.
of the student mad .inquirer after truth; and Do we not everywhere see men coming from
thus through I,eah the mandrakes come into secular employments, to seek leisure for the
the hands of Rachel. Leah herself got them study and contemplation of truth, their be-
from her first-born son, that is, in honor of loved Rachel, and intercepted mid-way by
her fertility, which represents all the useful ecclesiastical affairs, which require them to
result of a laborious life exposed to the corn be set to work, as if Leah stud to them, You
mon vicissitudes; a life which many avoid on must come in to me ? When such men min-
account of its troublesome engagements, be-ister in sincerity the mystery of God, so as in
cause, although they might be able to take the the night of this world to beget sons in the
lead, they are bent on study, and devote all faith, popular approval is gained also for that
their powers to the quiet pursuit of knowl- life, in love for which they were led to aban-
edge, in love with the beauty of Rachel. don worldly pursuits, and from the adoption

57- :But as it is right that this studious life of which they were called away to undertake
should gain public approval by letting itself the benevolent task of government. In all
be known, while it cannot rightly gain this their labors they aim chiefly at this, that their
approval if it keeps its follower in retirement, chosen way of life may have greater and
instead of using his powers for the manage- wider renown, as having supplied the people

,__= ment of ecclesiastical affairs, and so prevents with such leaders; as Jacob consents to go
his being generally ubeful; to this purpose with Leah, that Rachel may obtain the sweet-

_,-2 Leah says to her sister, "Is it a small matter smelling and good-looking fruit. Rachel,
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too, in course of time, by the mercy of God, I for, in confirmation of its claims, we see that
brings forth a child herself, but not till after I already it has brought nearly all people from
some time; for it seldom happens that there i their idolatrous superstitions to the worship
is a sound, though only parual, apprehension, [ of one God, according to the rule of Chris-
without fleshly ideas, of such sacred lessons [ tianity. It has conquered the world, not by
of wisdom as this: " In the beginning was the violence and warfare, but by the resistles_
Word, and the Word was with God, and the force of truth. Where, then, is Judah praised
Word was God."' in Scripture ? Where is anything good said

59. This must suffice as a reply to the false of him, except that in the blessing pronounced
accusations brought by Faustus against theby his father he is distinguished above the
three fathers, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, rest, because of the prophecy that Christ
from whom the God whom the Cathohc would come in the flesh from his tribe?"
Church worship was pleased to take His 6i. Judah, as Fanstussays, committed for-
name. This is not the place to discourse on mcation; and besides ttmt, we can accuse him
the merits and piety of these three men, or of selling his brother into Egypt. Is it any
on the dignity of their prophetic character, disparagement to hght, that in revealing all
which is beyond the comprehension of'carnal things tt discloses what is unsightly? So
minds. It zs enough in this treatise to defend neither is the character of Scripture affected
them against the calumnious attacks of male- by the evll deeds of which we are informed
volence and falsehood, m case those who read by the record itself. Undoubtedly, by the
the Scriptures in a carping and hostile spirit eternal law, which requires the preservation
should fancy that they have proved anything of natural order, and forbids the transgression
against the sacredness and the profitableness of it, conjugal intercourse should take place
of these books, by their attempts to blacken only for the procreation of children, and after
the character of men who are there mentioned the celebration of marriage, so as to maintain
so bonorably, the bond of peace. Therefore, the prostitu-

6o. It should be added that Lot, the tion of women, merely for the gratification of
brother, that is the blood relauon, of Abra- sinful passion, is condemned by the divine
ham, is not to be ranked as equal to those of and eternal law. To purchase the degrada-
whom God says, "I am the God of Ahraham, ttou of another, disgraces the purchaser; so
of Isaac, and of Jacob;" nor does he belong that, though the sin would have been greater
to those tesufied to m Scripture as hawng if Judah had knowingly lain with his daugh-
continued righteous to the end, although in ter-m-law (for if, as the Lord says, man and
Sodom he lived a pious and virtuous hfe, and wife are no more two, but one flesh, _a daugh.
showed a praiseworthy hospitality, so that he ter-m-law is the same as a daughter); still, it
was rescued from the fire, and a land was is plain that, as regards his own intention, he
given by God to ins seed to dwell m, for the was disgraced by his intercourse with an har-
sake of his uncle Abraham. On these ac- lot. The _'oman, on the other hand, whode.
counts he ts commended m Scripture--not cewed her father-in-law, stoned not from
for intemperance or incest. But when we wantonness, or because she loved the gains
find bad and good actions recorded of the of imquity, but from her desire to have chil-
same person, we must take warnmg from the dren of this particular family. _So, being dis-
one, and example from the other. As, then, appointed in two of the brothers, and not oh-
the sin of Lot, of whom we are told that he t,aining the third, she succeeded by craft in
was righteous previous to this sin, instead of getting a child by their father; and the re.
bringing a stain on the character of God, or ward which she got was kept, not as an orna-
the truth of Scripture, rat_er calls on us to ment, but as a pledge. It would certainly
approve and admire the record m Its resem- have been better to have remained childless
blance to a faithful mirror, which reflects not than to become a mother without marriage.
only the beauties and perfections, but also the Stdl, her desire to have her father-in-law as
faults and deformities, of those who approach the father of her children was very different
it; still more, in the case of Judah, who lay from having a criminal affection for him.
with his daughter-in-law, we may see how And when, by his order, she was brought out
groundless are the reproaches cast on the nar- to be killed, on her producing the staff and
rafive. The sacred record has an authority necklace and ring, saying that the father of
which raises it far above not merely the cawls the child was the man who had given her
of a handful of Manichmans, but the deter- those pledges, Judah acknowledged them, and
mined enmity of the whole Gentile world; said, "She hath been more righteous than I"

t John L t. z (k_. xllx. 8-t2. 3 Matt. xlx, 6.
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_not praising her, but condemning himself, fin Scripture. But the main lesson to be
He blamed her desire to have children less / learned from this is, that this prophecy refers
than his own unlawful passion, which had led / not to Judah, but to Christ, who was fore_ld
him to one whom he thought to be an harlot. ] as to come in the flesh from his tribe; and
In a similar sense, it is said of some that they I the very reason for the mention of this crime
justified Sodom;' thaf is, their sin was so* of Judah is to be found in the desirableness
great, that Sodom seemed righteous in corn- of teaching us to look for another meaning
parison. And even allowing that this woman in the words of his father, which are seen
is not spoken of as comparatively less guilty, not to be applicable to him m his misconduct,
but is actually praised by her father-in-law, from the praise which they express.
while, on account of her not observing the 64. Doubtless, the intention of Faustus'
established rites of marriage, she is a criminal calumnies is to damage this very assertion,
in the eye of the eternal law of right, which that Christ was born of the tribe of Judah.
forbids the transgression of natural order, Espectally, as in the genealogy given by
both as regards the body, and first and chiefly Matthew we find the name of Zara, whom
as regards the mind, what wonder though one this woman Tamar bore to Judah. Had
sinner should praise another ? Faustus wished to reproach Jacob's family

62. The mistake of Faustus and of Manich- merely, and not Christ's birth, he might have
mism generally, is in supposing that these ob- taken the case of Reuben the first-born, who
jections prove anything,against us, as if our committed the unnatural crime of defihng his
reverence for Scripture, and our profession father's bed, of which fornication the apostle
of regard for its authority, bound us to ap- says, that it was not so much as named among
prove of all the evil actions mentioned in it; the Gentiles.* Jacob also mentlons this in
whereas the greater our homage for the his blessing, charging his son with the infa-
Scripture, the more decided must be our con- mous deed. Faustus might have brought up
detonation of what the truth of Scripture itself this, as Reuben seems to have been gudty of
teaches us to condemn. In Scripture, all_dehberate incest, and there was no harlot's
fornication and adultery are condemned by disguise in this case, were it not that Tamar's
the divine law; accordingly, when actions of, conduct in desiring nothing but to have chil-
this kind are narrated, without being expressly dren is more odious to Faustus than tf she had
condemned, it is intended not that we should acted from criminal passion, and did he nut
praise them, but that we should pass judg- wish to discredit the incarnation, by bringing
ment on them ourselves. Every one execrates reproach on Chrtst's progenitors. Faustus
the cruelty of Herod in the Gospel, when, in unhappily is not aware that the most true and
his uneasiness on hearing of the birth of truthful Saviour is a teacher, not only in His
Christ, he commanded the slaughter of so words, but also in His birth. In His fleshly
many infants." But this is merely narrated origin there is this lesson for those who
without being condemned. Or if Mamchman should believe on Him from all nahons, that
absurdity is bold enough to deny the truth of the sins of their fathers need be no hindrance
this narrative, since they do not admit the to them. Besides, the Bridegroom, who was
birth of Christ, which was what troubled to call good and bad to His marriage, s was
Herod, let them read the account of the blind pleased to assimilate Himself to H|s guests,
fury of the Jews, which is related without any in being born of good and bad. He thus
expression of reproach, although the feeling confirms as typical of Himself the symbol of
of abhorrence is the same in all. the Passover, m which it was commanded

63 . But, it is said, Judah, who lay with his that the lamb to be eaten should be taken
daughter-in-law, is reckoned as one of the from the sheep or from the goats--that Is,
twelve patriarchs. And was not Judas, who from the righteous or the wicked. 6 Preserv-
betrayed the Lord, reckoned among the ing throughout the indication of divinity and

: _: twelve apostles ? And was not this one of humanity, as man He consented to have both
them, who was a devil, sent along with them bad and good as His parents, while as God

_ tO preach the gospel ?3 In reply to this, it He chose the miraculous birth from a virgin.
_ will be said that after his crime Judas hanged 65. The impiety, therefore, of Faustus'

himself, and was removed from the number attacks on Scripture can injure no one but
_=_ of the apostles; while Judah, after his evil himself; for what he thus assails is now de-
_i ,_ conduct, was not only blessed along with his servedly the object of universal reverence.

_, brethren, but got special honor and approval As has been said already, the sacred record,
%_;,,_ from his father, who is so highly spoken of like a faithful mirror, has no flattery in its
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portraits, and either itself passes sentence ment from God, who had sent the man to
upon human actions as worthy of approval curse him. _ They will read how, with the
or disapproval, or leaves the reader to do so. love of a shepherd for the flock entrusted to
And not only does it distinguish men as him, he was willing to die for them, when,
blameworthy or praiseworthy, but it also takes after he had numbered the people, God saw
notice of cases where the blameworthy deserve good to punish his sinful pride by lessening
praise, and the praiseworthy blame. Thus, the number he boasted of. In this destruc-
although Saul was blameworthy, it was not tion, God, with whom there is no iniquity, ha
the less praiseworthy m him to examine so His secret judgment, both took away tile lives
carefully who had eaten food during the of those whom He knew to be unworthy of
curse, and to pronounce the stern sentence i life, and by this diminution cured the vain-
in obedience to the commandment of God. ' glory which had prided itself on the number of
So, too, he was right in bamshing those that tile people. They wdl read of that scrupu-
had famlhar spirits and wizards out of tile lous fear of God m his regard for the emblem

land. _ And although David was praise- of Christ in the sacred anointing, which made
worthy, we are not called on to approve or I David s heart smite him with regret for hay-
imitate his sins, which God rebukes by the ting secretly cut off a small piece of Saul's
prophet. And so Pontius Pdate was notlgarment , that he might prove to him that he
wrong in pronouncing the Lord innocent, in I had no wish to kill him, when he might have
spite of the accusauons of the Jews;3 nor was t done it. They will read of his judicious be-
it prmseworthy in Peter to deny the Lord! havior as regards his children, and also of his
thrice; nor, again, was he prmseworthy on tenderness toward them_how, when one was
that occasmn when Christ called him Satan, sink, he entreated the Lord for him with
because, not understanding the things of God, many tears and with much self-abasement,
he wished to withhold Christ from hts passion, but when he died, an innocent chdd, he did
that is, from our salvatmn. Here Peter, lm- not mourn for him; and again, how, when his
mediately after being called blessed, is called youthful son was carried away with unnatural
Satan. 4 Which character most truly belonged hostdity to an infamous wolation of his
to him, we may see from his apostleshlp, and father's bed, and m a parricidal war, he wished
from his crown of martyrdom, hm_ to hve, and wept for him when he was

56. In the case of David also, we read of killed; for he thought of the eternal doom of
both good and bad actlons. But where a soul guilty of such crimes, and desired that
David's strength lay, and what was the secret he should live to escape this doom by being
of his success, is sufficiently plain, not to the brought to submission and repentance.
blind malevolence with which Faustus assails These, and many other praiseworthy and exo
holy writings and holy men, but to pious dis- emplary things, may be seen in this holy man
cernment, which bows to the divine authority, by a candid examination of the Scripture
and at the same time judges correctly of' narrative, especially if in humble piety and
human conduct. The Manich_eans will find, unfeigned faith we regard the judgment of
if they read the Scriptures, that God rebukes God, who knew the secrets of David's heart,
David more than Faustus does. 5 But they and who, in His infallible inspection, so ap-
will read also of the sacrifice of his pemtence, proves of Dawd as to commend him as a
of his surpassing gentleness to his merciless pattern to his sons. _'
and bloodthirsty enemy, whom Dawd, ptous 67. It must have been on account of this
as he was brave, dismissed unhurt when now inspection of the depths of Dawd's heart by
and again he fell into his hands. 6 They will the Spirit of God that, when on being re.
read of his memorable humility under diwne proved by the prophet, he said, I have
chastisement, when the kingly neck was so sinned, he was considered worthy to be told,
bowed under the Master's yoke, that he bore immediately after this brief confession, that
with perfect patience bitter taunts from his he was pardoned_that is, that he was ad-
enemy, though he was armed, and had armed mitted to eternal salvation. For he did not
men with him. And when his companion escape the correction of the fatherly rod, of
was enraged at such things being stud to the which God spoke in His threatening, that,
king, and was on the point of requiting the while by his confession he obtained eternal
insult on the head of the scoffer, he mildly exemption, he might be tried by tempgral
restrained him, appealing to the fear of God chastisement. And it is a remarkable ew.
in support of his own royal order, and saying idence of the strength of David's faith, arid
that this had happened to him as a punish- of his meek and submissive spirit, that, when
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he had been told by the prophet that God never have denied Christ even once; they
had forgiven him, althouga the threatened may never have opposed His suffering for our
otmsequences were still permitted to follow, salvation; they may never have forced the
he did not accuse the prophet of having de- Gentiles to do as the Jews; 3 and yet they
tuded him, or murmur against God as having shall not be honored equally with Peter, who,
mocked him with a declaration of forgiveness, though he did all these things, will sit on one
This deeply holy man, whose soul was lifted of the twelve thrones, and judge not only the
up unto God, and not against God, knew that twelve tribes, but the angels. So, again,
had not the Lord mercifully accepted his many who have never desired another man's
confession and repentance, his sins would wife, or procured the death of the husband,
have deserved eternal punishment. So when, !as David did, will never reach the place which
instead of this, he was made to smart under David nevertheless held in the divine favor.
temporal correction, he saw that, while the There is a vast difference between what is in
pardon remained good, wholesome discipline itself so undesirable that it must be utterly

" was also provided. Saul, too, when he was rejected, and the rich and plenteous harvest
reproved by Samuel, said, I have sinned. _ which may afterwards appear. For farmers
Why, then, was he not considered fit to be are best pleased with the fields from which,
told, as David was, that the Lord had par-i after weeding them, it may be, of great this-
doned his sin ? Is there acceptance of persons Itles, they receive an hundred-fold; not with
with God ? Far from it. While to the human fields which have never had any thistles, and
ear the words were the same, the divine eye hardly bear thirty-fold.
saw a difference in the heart. The lesson for 69. So Moses, too, who was so faithful a
us to learn from these things is, that the king- servant of God in all his house; the minister
dom of heaven is within us/and that we must of the holy, just, and good law; of whose
worship God from our inmost feelings, that character the apostle speaks in the words here
out of the abundance of the heart tile mouth quoted; 4 the minister also of the symbols
may speak, instead of honoring Him with our which, though not conferring salvation, prom-
lips, like the people of old, while our hearts ised the Saviour, as the Saviour Himself
_re far from Him. We may learn also to shows, when He says, " If ye believed Moses,
judge of men, whose hearts we cannot see, ye would also believe me, for he wrote of
only as God judges, who sees what we can- me,"--from which passage we have already
not, and who cannot be biased or misled, sufficiently answered the presumptuous cavils
Having, on the high authority of sacred Script- of tlle Manichmans;---this Moses, the servant
tire, the plainest announcement of God's of the living, the true, the most high God,
opinion of David, we may regard as absurd that made heaven and earth, not of a foreign
or deplorable the rashness of men who hold substance, but of nothing--not from the
a different opinion. The authority of Script- pressure of necessity, but from plenitude of
ure, as regards the character of these men goodness--not by the suffering of His mem-
of ancmnt times, is supported by the evidence bets, but by the pov_er of His word;--this
from the prophecies which they contain, and Moses, who humbly put from him this high
which are now receiving their fulfillment, ministry, but obediently accepted it, and

68. We see the same thing in the Gospel, faithfully kept it, and diligently fulfilled it;
where- the devils confess that Christ is the who ruled the people with vigilance, reproved
Son of God in the words used by Peter, but them with vehemence, loved them with fer-
with a very different heart. So, though the vor, and bore with them in patience, standing
words were the same, Peter is praised for his for his subjects before God to receive His
faith, while the impiety of the devils is counsel, and to appease His wrath;--this
checked. For Christ, not by human sense, great and good man is not to be judged of
but by divine knowledge, could inspect and from Faustus' malicious representations, but

_: , infallibly discriminate the sources from which from what is said by God, whose word is a
the words came. Besides, there are multi- true expression of His true opinion of this

.. tudes who confess that Christ is the Son of man, whom He knew because He made him.
'_: the living God, without meriting the same For the sins of men are also known to God,
._ _. approval as Peter_not only of those who though He is not their author; but He takes
_-_._ shall say in that d_y, "Lord, Lord," and notice of them as a judge in those who refuse
_::_: shall receive the sentence, "Depart from to own them, and pardons them as a father in
_' me/' but also of those who sbaU be placed those who make confession. His servant

: on the right hand. They may probably Moses, as thus described,we love and ad-
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mire, and to the best of our power imitate, taketh the sword shall perish by the sword. "t
coming indeed far short of his merits, though I To take the sword is to use weapons against
we have killed no Egyptian, nor plundered a man's life, without the sanction of the con*
any one, nor carried on any war; which ac- stituted authority. The Lord, indeed, had
tions of Moses were in one case prompted by told His disctples to carry a sword; but He
the zeal of the future champion of his peo- d_d not tell them to use it. But that after
ple, and in the other cases commanded by this sin Peter should become a pastor of the
God. Church was no more improper than that

7o. It might be shown that, though Moses Moses, after smiting the Egyptian, should be.
slew the Egyptian, without being commanded come the leader of the congregation. In
by God, the action was divinely permitted, as, both cases the trespass originated not in in-
from the prophetic character of Moses, it veterate cruelty, but in a hasty zeal which
prefigured something in the future. Now, admitted of correction. In both cases there
however, I do not use this argument, but was resentment against injury, accompanied
view the action as having no symbolical mean- in one case by love for a brother, and in the
ing. In the light, then, of the eternal law, it other by love, though still carnal, of the Lord.
was wrong for one who had no legal authority Here was evil to be subdued or rooted out;
to kill the man, even though he was a bad but the heart with such capacities needed
character, besides being the aggressor. Bu_ only, like good soil, to be cultivated to make
in minds where great virtue is to come, there it fruitful m vtrtue.
is often an early crop of vices, in which we 7r. Then, as for Faustus' objection to the
may still d_scern a disposition for some par- spoiling of the Egyptians, he knows not what
ticular virtue, which will come when the mind he says. In this Moses not only did not sin,
is duly cultivated. For as farmers, when they but it would have been sin not to do it. It
see land bringing forth huge crops, though was by the command of God, _ who, from His
of weeds, pronounce it good for corn; or knowledge both of the actions and of the
when they see wild creepers, which have to be hearts of men, can decide on what every one
rooted out, still consider the land good for should be made to suffer, and through whose
useful vines; and when they see a hill covered agency. The people at that time were still
with wild olives, conclude that with culture it carnal, and engrossed with earthly affections;
will produce good fruit: so the disposition of while the Egyptians were in open rebellion
mind which led Moses to take the law into against God, for they used the gold, God's
his own hands, to prevent the wrong done to creature, in the service of idols, to the dis-
his brother, liwng among strangers, by a honor of the Creator, and they had griev-
wicked citizen of the country from being un- ously oppressed strangers by making them
requited, was not unfit for the production of work without pay. Thus the Egyptians de-
virtue, but from want of culture gave signs of served the punishment, and the Israelites
its productiveness in an unjustifiable manner, were suitably employed in inflicting it. Per-
He who afterwards, by His angel, called haps, indeed, it was not so much a command
Moses on Mount Sinai, with the d_vine com- as a permission to the Hebrews to act in the
mission to liberate the people of Israel from matter according to their own inclinations;
Egypt, and who trained him to obedience by and God, in sending the mes_ge by Moses,
the miraculous appearance in the bush burn- only wished that they should thus be informed
ing but not consumed, and by instructing of His permission. There may also have
him in his ministry, was the same who, by been mysterious reasons for what God said to
the call addressed from heaven to Saul when the people on this matter. At any rate, God's
persecuting the Church, humbled him, commands are to be submissively received, not
raised him up, and animated him; or in fig- to be argued against. The apostle says, "Who
urative words, by this stroke He cut off the hath known the mind of the Lord ? or who
branch, grafted it, and made it fruitful. For hath been His counsellor ?" _ Whether, then,
the fierce energy of Paul, when in his zeal the reason was what I have said, or whether
for hereditary traditions he persecuted the in the secret appointment of God, there was
Church, thinking that he was doing,God set- some unknown reason for His telling the peo-
vice, was like a crop of weeds showing great ple by Moses to borrow things from the
signs of productiveness. It was the same m Egyptians, and to take them away with them,
Peter, when he took his sword out of its sheath this remains certain, that this was said for
to defend the Lord, and cut off the right ear some good reason, and that Moses could not
of an assailant, when the Lord rebuked him lawfully have done otherwise than God told
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with something like a threat, saying, Put
up thy sword into its sheath; for he that , M*--._. s,, s,. ,z_.,,,_;_2;_i._,3 Rom. xi. _..
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him, leaving to God the reason of the tom- Him who uses punishments both to restrain
mand, while the servant's duty is to obey. the wicked and to educate His own people;

72. But, says Faustus, it cannot be ad- who knows also how to give more advanced
mitred that the true God, who is also good, i precepts to those able to bear them, while He
ever gave such a command. I answer, such ibegins on a lower scale in the treatment of
a command can be rightly given by no other !the feeble. As for Moses, he can be blamed
than the true and good God, who alone knows neither for coveting the property, nor for dis-
the suitable command in every case, and who puting, in any instance, the divine authority.
alone is incapable of inflicting unmerited suf- 73. According to the eternal law, which re-
feting on any one. This ignorant and spud- quires the preservation of natural order, and
ous goodness of the human heart may as well forbids the transgression of it, some actions
deny what Christ says, and object to the have an indifferent character, so that men are
wicked being made to suffer by the good God, blamed for presumption if they do them with-
when He shall say tothe angels, "Gather first out being called upon, while they are de-
the tares into bundles to burn them." The_servedly praised for doing them when re-
servants, however, were stopped when they ',quired. The act, the agent, and the author-
wished to do this prematurely: " Lest by Jty for the action are all of great importance
chance, when ye would gather the tares, ye root in the order of nature. For Abraham to sac-
up the wheat also with them." ' Thus the true rifice his son of his own accord is shocking
and good God alone knows when, to whom, madness. His domg so at the command of
and by whom to order anything, or to permit God proves him faithful and submissive.
anything. In the same way, this human This is so loudly proclaimed by the very
goodness, or folly rather, might object to the voice of truth, that Faustus, eagerly rummag-
Lord's permitting the devils to enter the ing for some fault, and reduced at last to
swine, which they asked to be allowed to do slanderous charges, has not the boldness to
with a mischievous intent, _ especially as the attack this action. It is scarcely possible
Manichmans beheve that not only pigs, but that he can have forgotten a deed so famous,
the vilest insects, have human souls. But that it recurs to the mind of itself without any
setting aside these absurd notions, this is un- study or reflection, and is in fact repeated by
deniable, that our Lord Jesus Christ, tL_eonly so many tongues, and portrayed in so many
son of God, and therefore the true and good places, that no one can pretend to shut his
God, permitted the destruction of swine be- eyes or his ears to it. If, therefore, while
longing to strangers, implying loss of life and Abraham's killing his son of hts own accord
of a great amount of property, at the request would have been unnatural, his doing it at the
of devils. No one can be so insane as to sup- command of God shows not only gmltless but
pose that Christ could not have driven the praiseworthy compliance, why does Faustus
devils out of the men without gratifying their blame Moses for spoiling the Egyptians ?
malice by the destruction of the swine. :If, Your feeling of disapproval for the mere hu-
then, the Creator and Governor of all natures, man action should be restrained by a regard
in His superintendence, which, though mys- for the divine sanction. Will you venture to
terious, is ever just, indulged the violent and blame God Himself for desiring such actions ?
unjust inclination of those lost spirits already Then "Get thee behind me, Satan, for thou
doomed to eternal fire, why should not the understandest not the things which be of God,
Egyptians, who were unrighteous oppressors, but those which be of men." Would that
be spoiled by the Hebrews, a free people, this rebuke might accomplish in you what it
who would claim payment for their enforced did in Peter, and that y.ou might hereafter
and painful toil, especially as the earthly pos- preach the truth concermng God, which you
sessions which they thus lost were used by now, judging by feeble sense, find fault with !
the Egyptians in their impious rites, to the as Peter became a zealous messenger to an-
dishonor of the Creator? Stdl, if Moses had nounce to the Gentiles what he objected to at

._. originated this order, or if the people had] first, when the Lord spoke of it as His inten-
done it spontaneously, undoubtedly it would[ tion.
have been sinful; and perhaps the people did[ 74. Now, if this explanation suffices to sat-

= sins not in doing what God commanded or isfy hunmn obstinacy and perverse misinter-
_..<_ permitted, but in some desire of their own t pretation of right actions of the vast difference

for _rhat they took. The permission given Ibetween the indulgence of passmn and. pre-
!V to tfiis action by divine authority was in ac- Isumption on the part of men, and obedience
,.,_ ¢ordance with the just and good counsel of] to the command of God, who knows wh,_t,to
'_< ' Ipermit or to order, and also the time and the
_: l persons, and the due action or suffering in_-_, z Matt. zlu. _9, _ a Matt. vitl. 3x_ 32.
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each case, the account of the wars of Moses and safety of the community. When war is
will not excite surprise or abhorrence, for in undertaken in obedience to God, who would
wars carried on by divine command, he rebuke, or humble, or crush the pride of man,
showed not ferocity but obedience; and God, it must be allowed to be a righteous war; for
in giving the command, ac_ed not in cruelty, even the wars which arise from human Ires-
but in righteous retribution, giving to all what sion cannot harm the eternal well-being of
they deserved, and warning those who needed God, nor even hurt His saints; for in the trial
warning. What is the evil in war ? Is it the of their patience, and the chastening of their
death of some who will soon die m any case, spirit, and in bearing fatherly correction, they
that others may bye in peaceful subjection ? are rather benefited than injured. No one
This is mere cowardly dislike, not any relig- can have any power against them but what is
ious feeling. The real evils in war are love given him from above. For there is no power
of violence, revengeful cruelty, fierce and im- but of God, 4 who either orders or permits.
placable enmity, wild resistance, and the lust Since, therefore, a righteous man, serving it
of power, and such like; and it is generally may be under an ungodly king, may do the
to pumsh these things, when force is required duty belonging to his position in the State in
to inflict the punishment, that, in obedmnce fighting by the order of his sovereign,--forin
to God or some lawful authority, good men some cases it is plainly the will of God that
undertake wars, when they find themselves in he should fight, and m others, where this is
such a position as regards the conduct of not so plato, it may be an unrighteous corn-
human affairs, that right conduct reqmres mand on the part of the king, while the sol-
them to act, or to make others act m this diet is innocent, because his position makes
way. Otherwise John, when the soldiers obedience a duty,--how much more must the
who came to be baptized asked, What shall man be blameless who carries on war on the
we do? would have replied, Throw away your authority of God, of whom every one who
arms; give up the service; never str_ke, or serves Him knows that He can never require
wound, or disable any one. But knowing that what is wrong ?
such actions in battle were not murderous, 76 . If it is supposed that God could not
but authorized by law, and that the soldiers enjoin warfare, because in after times it was
did not thus avenge themselves, but defend said by the Lord Jesus Christ, "I say unto
the public safety, he replied, " Do violence you, That ye resist not evil: but if any one
to no man, accuse no man falsely, and be strike thee on the right cheek, turn to him
content with your wages." _ But as the Man- the left also," s the answer is, that what is
ichmans are in the habit of speaking evil of here required is not a bodily action, but an
John, let them hear the Lord Jesus Cllrist inward disposition. The sacred seat of virtue
Himself ordering this money to be given to ts the heart, and such were the hearts of our
C_esar, which John tells the soldiers to be fathers, the righteous men of old. But order
content with. "Give," He says, "to C_esar required such a regulation of events, and such
the things that are Cassar's. ''* For tribute- a distinction of times, as to show first of all
money is g_ven on purpose to pay the soldiers that even earthly blessings (for so temporal
for war. Again, in the c_se of the centurion kingdoms and victory over enemies are con-
who said, "I am a man under authority, and sidered to be, and these are the things which
have soldiers under me: and I say to one, the community of the ungodly all over the
Go, and he goeth; and to another, Come, world are continually begging from idols and
and he cometh; and to my servant, ])o this, dewls) are entirely under the control and at
and he doeth it," Christ gave due praise to the disposal of the one true God. Thus, un.
his faith; 3 He did not tell him to leave the der the Old Testament, the secret of the
service. But there is no need here to enter kingdom of heaven, which was to be disclosed
on the long discussion of just and unjust in due time, was veiled, and so far obscured,
wars. in the disgmse of earthlypromises. But

75- A greatdealdependson thecausesfor when the fullnessof timecame forthe revels-
which men undertake wars, and on the au- tionof theNew Testament,which was hidden

thoritythey have fordoing so; forthe natu- under the types of the Old, cleartestimony
ralorderwhich seeksthe peace of mankind, was to be borne to the truth,that thereis
ordainsthat the monarcta should have the anotherlifefor which this lifeought to be
power of undertakingwar ifhe thinksitad- disregarded,and another kingdom forwhich
visable,and that the soldiersshouldperform theoppositionofallearthlykingdoms should
theirmilitarydutiesin behalf of the peace be patientlyborne. Thus the name martyt-_

z 1rake ill x4. • Matt. xxiL 2_. 3 Matt. dli. 9, _o. 4 Rom. Jdd. r. S Matt. v, _.
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which means witnesses, was given to those the earth shall bow to Him, all nations shall
who, b_y the will of God, bore this testimony, serve Him," + we have seen Christian ¢mape-

their confessions, their sufferings, and rors, who have put all their confidence in
ir death. The number of such witnesses Christ, gaining splendid victori.'es over un-

is sv great, that if it pleased Christ--who godly enemies, whose hope was in the rites
called Saul by a voice from heaven, and hay- of idolatry and devil-worship. There are
ing changed him from a wolf to a sheep, sent public and undeniable proofs of the fact, that
him into the midst of wolves--to unite them on one rode the prognostications of devtls
all in one army, and to give them success in were found to be fallacious, and on the other,
battle, as He gave to the Hebrews, what na- the predictions of saints were a means of sup-
tion could withstand tt_em? what kingdom port; and we have now writings in which
would remain unsubdued ? But as the doc- those facts are recorded.
trine of the New Testament is, that we must 77. If our foohsn opponents are surprised
serve God not for temporal happiness in thi, at the difference between the precepts given
life, but for eternal fehcity hereafter, this by GOd to the ministers of the Old Testa-
truth was most strikingly confirmed by the ment, at a time when the grace of the New
patient endurance of what is commonly called was still undisclosed, and those given to the
adversity for the sake of that felicity. So in preachers of the New Testament, now that
fullness of time the Son of God, made of a the obscurity of the Old is removed, they will
woman, made under the law, that He might find Christ Himself saying one thing at one
redeem them that were under the law, made t_me, and another at another. "When I sent
of the seed of David according to the flesh, you," He says, "without scrip, or purse, or
sends His disciples as sheep into the midst of shoes, did ye lack anything ? And they said,
wolves, and bids them not fear those that can Nothing. Then saith He to them, But now,
kill the body, but cannot kill the soul, and he that hath a scrip, let him take it, and also
promises that even the body will be entirely a purse; and he that hath not a sword, let
restored, so that not a hair shall be lost.' him sell his garment, and buy one." If the
Peter's sword He orders back into its sheath, Manich_eans found passages in the Old and
restoring as it was before the ear of Hts en- New Testaments differing in this way, they
emy that had been cut off. He says that He would proclaim it as a proof that the Testa-
could obtain legions of angels to destroy His ments are opposed to each other. But here
enemies, but that He must drink the cup the difference is in the utterances of one and
which His Father's will had given Himd He the same person. At one time He says, "I
sets the example of drinking this cup, then sent you without scrip, or purse, or shoes,
hands it to His followers, manifesting thus, and ye lacked nothmg;" at another, " Now
both in word and deed, the grace of patience, let him that hath a scrip take it, and also a

Therefore God raised 'Him from the dead, purse; and he that hath a tunic, let him sell
and has given Him a name which is above it and buy a sword. Does not this show
every name; that m the name of Jesus every how, without any inconsistency, precepts and
knee should bow, of things in heaven and of counsels and permtssions may be changed, as
things in earth, and of things under the earth; different times require dtfferent arrangements?
and that every tongue should confess that: If it is said that there was a symbolical mean-
Jesus is Lord, to the glory of God the ing in the command t6 take a scrip and purse,
Father. 3 The patriarchs and prophets, then, ! and to buy a sword, why may there not be a
have a kingdom in this world, to show that symbolical meaning in the fact, that one and
these kingdoms, too, are given and taken the same God commanded the prophets in old
away by God: the apostles and martyrs had times to make war, and forbade the apostles ?

+ no kingdom here, to show the superior desir. And we find in the passage that we have
ableness of the kingdom of heaven. The quoted from the Gospel, that the words spoken
prophets, however, could even in those times by the Lord were carried into effect by His
+die for the truth, as the Lord Himself says, disciples. For, besides going at first without
"From the blood of Abel to the blood of scrip or purse, and yet lacking nothing, as

:+ Zacharia; 4 and in these days, since the corn- from the Lord's question and their answer it
mencement of the fulfillment of what is pro- is plain they did, now that He speaks of buy-

_:+++ .phesied in the psalm of Christ, under the fig- ing a sword, they say, "Lo, here are two

ii-!i ure of Solomon, which means the peace- swords;" and He replied, "It is enough."_ maker, as Christ is our peace, s "All kings of Hence we find Peter with a weapon when he
_+-_+_ cut off the assailant's ear, on which occasion

___+ . _, Matt. mtvi. S+t,_+ Luke xxii.._, St; John xvh3. _:t.
_++++ ++PhiLii. 9,-zt +lMatt. xxiit. 35, S Eph. h+ 4- 6Pl. lx_. z:.
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his spontaneous boldness was checked, be- world,and death by sin." And our exper;.
cause,although he had been toldto take a ence givesabundantevidence,thatinpunish.
sword,hc had not been told to use it.'ment forthissin our body iscorrupted_and
Doubtless,itwas mysteriousthat the Lord weighsdown the soul,and the claytabernacle
should requirethem to carry weapons,and clogsthe mind in itsmanifold activity;s and
forbidthe use of them. But itwas His part we l:nowthatwe can be freedfrom thispun-
togivethe suitableprecepts,and itwas theirishment only by graciousinterposition.So.
parttoobey withoutreserve. 'the apostlecriesout indistress,"O wretched

78. Itisthereforemercgroundlesscalumnylman thatI am ! who shalldeliverme from
to chargeMoses with making war, for thcre'tbe body of this death? The grace of
would have been lessharm inmaking war of God through Jesus Christour Lord."4 So
his own accord,than in not doing _twhen much wc know; but the reasonsforthedis.
God commanded him. _And todarc to findtributionof divinejudgment and mercy,why
faultwlth God Himsclf for glving such alone isinthiscondition,and anotherin that,
command, or not tobclicvcitposslblcthata 'though just,are unknown. Still,we am sure
justand good God did so,shows,to say the that allthese thingsare due eitherto the
least,an inabilitytoconsiderthatinthevicw_mercy or the judgment of God, while the
of divine providence,which pervades allmeasures and numbers and weightsby which
things from the highesttothe lowest,time!theCreatorofallnaturalproductionsarranges
can neitheradd anything nor takcaway; but'allthingsare concealedfrom our view. For
allthingsgo,orcome, orremain accordingto God isnot the author,but He isthe con-
the orderofnatureor desertineach separate!trollerof sin; so that sinfulactions,which
case,whileinmen a rightwillisinunionwithIarc sinfulbecause they are againstnature_

the divinelaw,and ungoverned passionisre-Iarc judged and controlled,and assignedto
strainedby the orderofdivinelaw;so thataItheirproperplaceand condition,inorderthat

good man willsonly what iscommanded, and Itheymay notbring discordand disgraceona bad man can do only what he ispermitted,,unlversalnature. This being the case,and
atthe samc time thathc ispunishcd forwhat!asthe judgments of God and the movements

he willsto do unjustly. Thus, m all the of man's wdl containthe hiddenreason whythingswhich appear shockingand terribleto the same prosperous circumstanceswhich
human feebleness,the realevilisthe injus-some make a rightuse of arc the ruin of
tlcc;the rest_s only the resultof natural!others,and the same afflictionsunder which
propertiesor of moral demerit. This injus-!some give way are profitablcto othcrs,and
ticeisseen in everycase whcrc a man loves sincethewhole mortallifeof man upon earth
fortheirown sakethingswhich aredesirableisa trial,s who can tellwhether itmay be
only as means to an end, and seeks for the good or bad in any particularcase--intime
sakc of something clscthingswhich ought to of peace,toreignorto servc,or tobe atease
be loved for themselves. For thus,as far or todie--orintime of war,to command or
as he can,hc disturbsinhimselfthe naturaltofight,or to conquer or to bc killed? At
orderwhich theeternallaw requiresus tooh- the same time,itremainstrue,thatwhatever
scrvc. Again, a man isjustwhen hc seeks is good is so by the divineblessing,and
to use thingsonly fortheend for which God whateverisbad issoby the divinejudgment.
appointedthem, and to_enjoyGod asthe end 79. Let no one, then,be so daringas to
of all,whilehe enjoyshimselfand hisfricndmake rash chargesagainstmen, not to say
inGod and forGod. For toloveina friendagainstGod. If the scrviceof theministers
the loveof God isto lovethc friendforGod. of theOld Testament,who were alsoheralds
Now both justiceand injustice,to be actsat of the New, consistedin puttingstonersto
all,must be voluntary;otherwise,there can death,and that of theministersof the New
be no justrewardsor punishments;which no Testament, who are also interpretersofthe
man inhissenseswillassert. The ignoranceOld, in being put to death by sinners,the
and infirmitywhich prcventa man from know- serviceinboth casesisrenderedto one Cod,
ing hisduty,or from doing allhc wishesto who, varying the lessonto suitthe times,
do,belongtoGod's secretpenalarrangement,teachesboth that temporal blessingsare to
and toHis unfathomablejudgments,forwith be soughtfrom Him, and thatthey are tobe
Him thereisno iniquity. Thus we are in- forsakenforHim, and thattemporal distress
formed by the sure word of God of Adam's isboth sentby Him and should be endured
sin; and Scripturetrulydeclaresthat in him for Him. There was, therefore,no cruelty"
alldie,and thatby him sinenteredinto the inthe command, or in the actiohof Moses,

Rom. v. x2, _9- _ Whtd. ix, zS.
z Imke _ 35°38, _ St. " 4 Ram. vii. 24, _5- 5 Job vii. 4.
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when, in his holy jealousy for his people, which the canon of the Church rejects, must
whom he wished to be subject to the one true allow, as shown in the story, that the virtue
'God, on learning that they had fallen away to of patience, which the Lord enjoins when He
the worship of an idol made by their own says, "' If any one smite thee on the right
hands, he impressed their minds at the time cheek, turn to him thy left also," may be in
with a wholesome fear, and gave them a warn- the inward disposition, though it is not ex-

" ing for the future, by using the sword in the hibited in bodily action or in words. For
punishment of a few, whose just punishment when the apostle was struck, instead of turn-
God, against whom they had sinned, ap- ing his other side to the man, or telling him
pointed in the depth of His secret judgment to repeat the blow, he prayed to God to par-
to be immediately inflicted. That Moses don his assailant in the next world, but not
acted as he did, not in cruelty, but in great to leave the iniury unpunished at the time.
love, may be seen from the words in which Inwardly he preserved a kindly feeling, while
he prayed for the sins of the people: "If :outwardly he wished the man to be punished
Thou wilt forgive their sin, forgive it; and if as an example. As the Manich_eans believe
not, blot me out of Thy book." _ The pious this, rightly or wrongly, they may also believe
inquirer who compares the slaughter with the that such was the intention of Moses, the ser-
prayer will find in this the clearest evidence rant of God, when he cut down with the
of the awful nature of the iniury done to the sword the makers and worshippers of the
soul by prostitution to the images of devils, idol; for hls own words show that he so en-
since such love is roused to such anger. We treated for pardon for their sin of idolatry as
see the same in the apostle, who, not in to ask to be blotted out of God's book if his
cruelty, but in love, delivered a man up to prayer was not heard. There is no compari-
Satan for the destruction of the flesh, that the son between a stranger being struck with the
spirit might be saved in the day of the Lord hand, and the dishonor done to God by for-
Jesus." Others, too, he delivered up, that saking Him for an idol, when He had brought
they might learn not to blaspheme? In the the people out of the bondage of Egypt, had
apocryphal books of the Manich_eans there is led them through the sea, and had covered
a collection of fables, published by some un- with the waters the enemy pursuing them.
known authors under the name of the apes- Nor, as regards the punishment, is there any
ties. The books would no doubt have been comparison between being kdled with the
sanctioned by the Church at the time of their sword and being torn in pieces by wild beasts.
publication, if holy and learned men then in For judges in administering the law condemn
life, and competent to determine the matter, to exposure to wild beasts worse criminals
bad thought the contents to be true. One of than are condemned to be put to death by
the stories is, that the Apostle Thomas was the sword.
once at a marriage feast in a country where he 80. Another of Faustus' malicious and ira-
was unknown_ when one of the servants struck pious charges which has to be answered, is
him, and that he forthwith by his curse about the Lord's saying totheprophet Hosea,
brought a terrible punishment on this man. "Take unto thee a wife of whoredoms and
For when he went out to the fountain to pro- children of whoredoms." _ As regards this
vide water for the guests, a lion fell on him passage, the impure,mind of our adversaries
and killed him, and the hand with which he is so blinded that they do not "understand
had given a slight blow to the apostle was the plain words of the Lord in His gospel,
torn off, in fulfillment of the imprecation, and when He says to the Jews, "The publicans

!. brought by a dog to the table at which the and harlots shall go into the kingdom of
apostle was reclining. What could be more heaven before you.'_ There is nothing con-

"_ cruel than this ? And yet, if I mistake not, trary to the mercifulness of truth, or incon-
the story goes on to say, that the apostle sistent with Christian faith, in a harlot leav-

;. made up for the cruelty by obtaining for the ing fornication, and becoming a chaste wife.
man the blessing of pardon in the next world; Indeed, nothing could be more unbecoming
so that, while the people of this strange coun- m one professing to be a prophet than not to

;:_r:_:__ t_ learned to fear the apostle as being so believe that all the sins of the fallen woman
_?._ dear to God, the man s eternal welfare was were pardoned when she changed for the

_f._!, secured in exchange for the loss of this mor- better. So when the prophet took the harlottal life. It matters not whether the story is as his wife, it was both good for the woman
_';;_. true or false. At any rate, the Manichmans, to have her life amended, and the action

_i_ who regard as genuine and authentic books symbolized a truth of which we shall speak

_-" • EX. _ Sa. a x C._'. v.S. $ x Tim. _. a=, _ Hos. i. 2. s Matt. xal. 3z.
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presently.But itis plainwhat offendsthe peopleof God, thoscspirituallyfreenot only
Manich_sansinthiscase; fortheirgreatanx-have childrenborn intothe enjoyment oflib-
iety isto prevent harlotsfrom being vnth crty,likethoseto whom itissaid,"Be ye
child. It would have pleasedthem betterfollowcrsofme, as I alsoam ofChrist,""but
thatthe woman should continuea prostitute,theyhave alsochildrenborn intoguiltybond.
so as not tobringtheirgod intoconfincmcnt age, as Simon was born of Philip._Again,
than thatshe should bccQme the wifeof one from carnalbondmen are born not onlychil-
man, and have chddrcn, drenof gudtybondage,who imitatethem,but

8x. As regardsSolomon, itneed only bc alsochddrcn of happy liberty,to whom itis
saidthatthe condemnation of hisconduct insaid,"What they say,do; but do not after
the faithfulnarrativeof holy Scriptureis thelrworks.''_ Whoever rightlyobservesthe
much more senous than the chlldishvche- fulfillmentof thistypeinthe peopleof God,
mcncc of Faustus' attacks. 'rhc Scripturekecps the unityof the Spiritin the bond of
tellsuswith faithfulaccuracyboth the good peace,by continuingtothe end inunionwith
thatSolomon had atfirst,and theevilactlonssome, and in patientendurance of others.
by which he lostthc good hc began wlth;Of I.ot,also,wc have alreadyspoken,and
while Faustus, in hlS attacks,like a man have shown what the Scripturementions as
closinghiscycs,or with no cyes atall,seeks praiseworthyinhim,and what asblameworthy
no guldance from the hght,but isprornptcdand the meaning of thewhole narrative.
only by wolent ammostty. To pious and 83. Wc have nextreconsidertheprophetic
dlscernmg readersof the sacred Scripturesslgmficanceof the actionof Judah in lying
evidenceof the chastityof thcholy rncnwho wlth his daughter-in-law.But, for thesake
aresaidtohave had severalwlvestsfound m of those whose understandingis feeble,we
this,that Solomon, who by Ins polygamy shallbcgm wlth obscrving,that in sacred
gratifiedhis passions,insteadof seeki'ngfor Scripturecvd actionsaresometimes prophetic
offspring,is expresslynoted as chargeablenot of evil,but of good. Divineprovidence
wlth being a loverof women. This, as we preservesthroughoutitsessentialgoodness,
are informed by the,truthwhich acceptsno so that,asinthe example givenabove,from
man's person,led him down intothe abyss adultcrousintercoursea man-child isborn,
of idolatry, a good work of God from the evilof man, by

8z. Having now gone over allthecasesrn the power of nature,and not due tothemis.
which Faustusfindsfaultwlththe Old Testa. conductof the parents;so in the prophetic
ment, and having attendedto the merit of Scriptures,whereboth good and evilactions
each, eitherdefendmg men of God againstare recorded,the narrativebeing itselfpro-
the calumnies of carnal heretics,or, where phctic,forctcllssomethinggood even by the
the men were atfault,showing the excellencerecordofwhat isevil,thecreditbeingdue not
and the majesty of Scripture,letus again tothe evil-doer,but to the writer. Judah,
take thecasesm theorderof Faustus'accusa-when, togratlfyhlssinfulpassion,he went in
tions,and see the meaning of the actionsre- to Tamar, had no retentionby hislicentious
corded,what theytypify,and what they fore-conducttotypifyanythingconnectedwiththe
tel1. This wc have alreadydone in thecase salvatlonof men, any more than Judas,who
of Abraham, Isaac,and Jacob,of whom God betrayedthe Lord, intendedto produceany
saidthatHe was theirGod, as iftheGod of resultconnected with the salvationof men.
universalnaturewcrc thcGod ofnone besidesSo then if from the evildeed of Judas the
them; not honoringthem withan unmeaning Lord broughtthe good work of our redemp-
title,but because He, who could alone have tionby His own passion,why shouldnot His
a fulland perfectknowledge,knew thesincereprophet,ofwhom He Himselfsays_'He wrote
and remarkable charityof these men; and of me," forthe sake of instructingus make
becausethesethreepatriarchsunitedformed theevilactionof Judah significantof some-
a notabletype of the futurepeopleof God, ithinggood ? Under theguidanceand inspira.
in not only having free childrcn by frce tionof theHoly Spirit,the prophethas corn-
women, as by Sarah,and Rebecca, and Leah, pileda narrativeof actionsso as to make a
and Rachel,but alsobond children,asof thiscontinuousprophecyofthethingshedesigned
same Rebecca was born Esau,towhom itwas toforetell.In foretellinggood, itisof no
said,"Thou shaltserve thy brother;"_ and consequence whether the typicalactionsare
in having by bond women not only bond good orbad. If itiswritteninred inkthat
children,asby Hagaf, but alsofrccchildren,the Ethiopiansare black,or inblackinkthat
as by Bilhahand Zilphah. Thus alsointhe the Gauls arc white,thiscircumstancedoes
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not affect the information which the writing the name of the younger. Both being killed
conveys, No dotfl)t, if it was a painting in- by God typifies the removal of the kingdom
stead of a writing, the wrong color would be from men of this character. The meaning of
a fault; so when human actions are repre- the third son of Judah not being joined to the
seated for example or for warning much de- woman, is that for a time the kings of Judah
pends on whether they are good or bad. But were not of that tribe. So this third son did
when actions are related or recorded as types, not become the husband of Tamar; as Tamar
the merit or demerit of the agents is a matter represents the tribe of Judah, whlch con-
of no importance, as long as there is a true tmued to exist, although the people received
typical relation between the actlon and the no king from it. Hence the name of this
thing signified. So in the case of Caiaphas in son, Selom, means, his dismission. None of
the Gospel as regards his iniqmtous and mls- those types apply to the holy and righteous
chievous intention, and even as regards hls men who, hke David, though they lived in
words in the sense in which he used them, that those times, belong properly to the New
a just man should be put to death unjustly, Testament, whlch they served by their en-
assuredly they were bad; and yet there was a lightened predictions. Again, m the time
good meaning in his words whlch he dld not when Judah ceased to have a king of its own
know of when he said, "It is expedient that tribe, the elder Herod does not count as one

one man should die for the, people and that of the kings typified by the husbands of
the whole natlon perlsh not.' So it is written Tamar; for he was a forelgner, and his union
of Him, "Thls he spake not of himself; but with the people was never consecrated with
being the high priest, he prophesied that Jesus the holy od. His was the power of a stranger,
should die for the people." _ In the same given him by the Romans and by Caesar. And
way the action of Judah was bad as regards It was the same wxth his sons, the tetrarchs,
his sinful passion, but it typified a great good one of whom, called Herod, hke his father,
he knew nothing of. Of himself he did evil, agreed wlth Pilate at the tlme of the Lord's
while it was not of himself that he typified passion. 4 So plainly were these foreigners
good. These introductory remarks apply not consldered as distinct _rom the sacred mon-
only to Judah, but also to all the other cases archy of Judah, that the Jews themselves,
where in the narrative of bad actions is con- when raging against Christ, exclaimed openly,
tained a prophecy of good. "We have no king but C_esar." 5 Nor was

84. In Tamar, then, the daughter-in-law of C_esar properly their king, except m the sense
Judah, we see the people of the kingdom of treat all the world was subject to Rome. The
Judah, whose kings, answering to Tamar's Jews thus condemned themselves, only to ex-
husbands, were taken from this tribe. Tamar press their rejection of Christ, and to flatter
means bitterness; and the meaning is smta- C_esar.
ble, for this people gave the cup of gall to the 85. The time when the kingdom was re-
Lord." The two sons of Judah represent two moved from the tribe of Judah was the time
classes of kings who governed xll--those who appointed for the coming of Christ our Lord,
did harm and those who did no good. One the true Saviour, who should come not for
of these sons was evil or cruel before the harm, but for great good. Thus was it pro-
Lord/ the other spilled the seed on the ground phesied, "A prince shall not fad from Judah,
that Tamar might not become a mother, nor a leader from his loins, till He come for
There are only those two kinds of useless whom it is reserved: He is the desire of na-
people in the world--the injurious and those tions. ''_ Not only the kingdom, but all gov-
who will not give the good they have but lose ernment, of the Jews had ceased, and also,
it or spill it on the ground. And as injury is as prophesied by Daniel, the sacred anointing
worse than not doing good, the evil-doer is from which the name Christ or Anointed is
called the elder and the other the younger, derived. Theu came He for whom it was re-

: Er, the name of the elder, means a preparer of served, the desire of nations; and the holy of
,:_ skins, which were the coats given to our first holies was anointed with the oil of gladness

parents when they were punished with expul- above His fellows3 Christ was born in the
_? sion from paradise. 3 Onan, the name of the time of the elder Herod, and suffered in the
_L younger, means, their grief; that is, the grief time of Herod the tetrarch. He who thus
,__=_ of those to whom he does no good, wasting came to the lost sheep of the house of Israel
_: the _ood he has on the earth. The loss of was typified by Judah when he went to shear
% life implied in the name of the elder is a his sheep in Thamna,'which means, failing.
_ greater evil than the want of help implied in For then the prince had failed from Judah,
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wsth all the government and anointing of the I also glorified." 9 This was while she was still
Jews, that He might come for whom it wasldisguised , as I have said; and in the same
reserved. Judah, we are told, came with his I state she conceives, and becomes fruitful in
Adullamite shepherd, whose name was Iras;',holiness. Also the kid promised is sent to
and Adullamite means, a testimony m water, her as to a harlot. The kid represents rebuke
So it was with this testimony that the Lord for sin, and it is sent by the Adullamite al.
came, having indeed greater testimony than ready mentioned, who, as it were, uses the

that of John,'- but for the sake. of his. feeble, reproachful,,o words, "0 generation of vi-
sheep he made use of the testimony in water. !pets ! But this rebuke for sin does not
The name Iras, too, means, vision of roy')reach her, for she has been changed by the
brother. So John saw his brother, a brotherlb]tterness of confession. Afterwards, by ex-
in the family of Abraham, and from tile re- I lubiting the pledges of the ring and bracelet
lationship of Mary and Elisabeth; and the and staff, she prevads over tile Jews, in their
same person he recognised as his Lord and hasty judgment of her, who are now repre-
his God, for, as he himself says, he received seated by Judah himself; as at this day we
of His fullness. _ On account of this vision, hear the Jews saying that we are not the
among those born of woman, there has arisen people of Christ, and have not the seed of
no greater than he;a because, of alt who fore- Abraham. But when we exhibit the sure
told Christ, he alone sawwhat many righteous tokens of our calling and justification and
men and prophets desired to see and saw not. glorification, they will immediately be con-
He saluted Christ from the womb;4 he knew founded, and will acknowledge that we are
Him more certainly from seeing the dove: justified rather than they. I should enter
and therefore, as the Adullamtte, he gave into this more particularly, taking, as it were,
testimony bywater. The Lord came to shear each limb and joint separately, as the Lord
His sheep, in releasing them from painful might enable me, were it not that such minute
burdens, as it is said in praise of the Church inquiry is prevented by the necessity of
in the Song of Songs, that her teeth are hke bringing this work to a close, for it is already
a flock of sheep after shearing.-" longer than is desirable.

86. Next, we have Tamar changing her 87. As regards the prophetic significance
dress; for Tamar also means changing. Still, of David's sin, a single word must suffice.
the name of bitterness must be retained--not The names occurring m the narrative show
that bitterness in which gall was given to the what it typifies. David means, strong of
Lord, but that in which Peter wept bitterly. _ hand, or desirable; and what can be stronger
For Judah means confession; and bitterness than the Lion of the tribe of Judah, who has
is mingled wnh confession as a type of true conquered the world, or more desirable than
repentance. It is this repentance whmh gives He of whom the prophet says, "The desire
fruitfulness to the Church established among of all nations shall come ?" '* Bersabee means,
all nations. For "it behoved Christ to suffer well of satisfaction, or seventh well: either of
and to rise from the dead, and that repent- these interpretations wdl suit our purpose.
ance and the remission of sms be preached So, in the Song of Songs, the spouse, who is
among all nations in His name, beganning at the Church, is called a well of living water;"
Jerusalem."_ In the dress Tamar put on or again, the number seven represents the
there is a confession of sins; and Tamar sit- Holy Spirit, as in the number of days in
ring in this dress at the gate of zEnan or Pentecost, when the Holy Spirit came from
2Enaim, which means fountain, is a type of heaven. We learn also from the book of
the Church called from among the nations. Tobit, that Pentecost was the feast of seven
She ran as a hart to the springs of water, to weeks.'_ To forty-nine, which is seven times
meet with the seed of Abraham; and there seven, one is added to denote unity. To
she is made fruitful by one who knows her this effect is the saying of the apostle: "Bear-
not, as it is foretold, "A people whom I have ing with one another in love, endeavoring to
not known shall serve me. ''s Tamar received keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of,
under her disguise a ring, a bracelet, a staff; peace." u The Church becomes a well of eat-
she is sealed in her caning, adorned in her isfaction by this gift of the Spirit, the number
justification, raised in her glorification. For seven denoting its spirituality; for it is in her
_'whom He predestinated, them He also a fountain of living water springing up unto
called: and whom He called, them He also everlasting life. and he who has it shall never
justified: and whom He justified, them He thirst. _s Uriah, Bersabee's husband, must,
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from the meaning of his name, be understood Ior in the tares and wheat of one field. A
as representing the devil. It is in union to_ctoserl inquiry into what is said of Solomon
the devil that all are bound whom the grace in Scripture might disclose, either to me or to
of God sets free, that the Church without spot others of greater learning and greater worth,
or wrinkle may be married to her true Saviour. I some more probable interpretation. But as
Uriah means, my light of God; and Hittite ]we are now engaged on a d_fferent subject, we
means, cut off, referrmg either to his not lmust not allow this matter to break the con-
abiding in the truth, when he was cut off on Inection of our discourse.
account of his pride from the celestial hght[ 89. As regards the prophet Hosea, it is
which he had of God, or to his transforming unnecessary for me to explain the meaning
himself into an angel of light, because, after of the command, or of the prophet's conduct,
losing his real strength by his fall, he still lwhen God stud to him, "Go and take unto
dares to say, My light is of God. The literal thee a wife of whoredoms and produce chil-
David, their, was guilty of a heinous crime, !dren of whoredoms," for the Scripture itself
which God by the prophet condemned in the informs us of the origin and purpose of thts
rebuke addressed to David, and whtch David direction. It proceeds thus: " For the land
atoned for by his repentance. On the other hath committed great whoredom, departing
hand, He who is the desire of all nations loeed from the Lord. So he went and took Gomer
the Church when washing herself on the roof, the daughter of Dtblatm; which conceived,
that is, when cleansing herself from the pol- and bare him a son. And the Lord said unto
lution of the world, and in spmtual contem- him, Call his name Jezreel; for yet a little
plation mounting above her house of clay, and while, and I will avenge the blood of Jezreel
trampling upon it; and after commencing an upon the house of Judah, and will cause to
acquaintance, He puts to death the devil, _cease the kingdom of the houseof Israel. And
whom He first entirely removes from her, and it shall come to pass at that day, that I will
i_hns her to Himself m perpetual union, break the bow of Israel in the valley of Jezreel.

ile we hate the sin, we must not overlook And she conceived again, and bare a daugh-
the prophetical significance; and while we love, ter. And God said unto him, Call her name
as is His due, that David who m His mercy No-mercy: for I will no more have mercy
has freed us from the devil, we may also love upon the house of Israel; but I will utterly
the David who by the humility of his repent- take them away. But I will have mercy upon
ance healed the wound made by his trails- the house of Judah, and will save them by the
gression. Lord their God, and will not save them by

88. Little need be said of Solomon, who is bow, nor by sword, nor by battle, by horses,
spoken of in Holy Scripture in terms of the nor by horsemen. Now when she had weaned
strongest disapproval and condemnation, whtle Np-mercy, she conceived, and bare a son.
nothing is satd of his repentance and restora- Then stud God, Call his name Not.my-people:
tlon to the divine favor. Nor can I find in for ye are not my people, and I will not be
his lamentable fall even a symbolical connec- your God. Yet the number of the children
tion with anything good. Perhaps the strange of Israel shall be as the sand of the sea, whmh
women he lusted after may be thought to cannot be measured for multitude; and it
represent the churches chosen from among shall come to pass that in the place where it
the Gentiles. This idea might have been ad- was said unto them, Ye are not my people,
missible, if the women had left their gods for there it shall be said unto them, Ye are the
Solomon's sake to worship his God. But as sons of the living God. Then shatl the chil-
he for their sakes offended his God and wor- dren of Israel and the children of Judah be
shipped their gods, it seems impossible to gathered together, and appoint themselves

'-_ think of any good meaning. Doubtless, one head, and they shall come up out of the
_:_ something is typified, but it is something land: for great shall be the day of Jezreel.
_ bad, as in the case already explained of Lot's Say ye unto your brethren, My people; and

twife and daughters. We see in Solomon a to your sister, She hath found mercy. ''_
;_ , notable pre-eminence and a notable fall. Since the typical meaning of the command
_!_ Now, this good and evil which we see in him and of the prophet's conduct is thus explained
_ at different periods, first good and then evil, in the same book by the Lord Himself, and

, are in our day found together in the Church. since the writings of the apostles declare theWhat is good in Solomon represents, I think, fulfillment ,of this prophecy in the preaching

_ ' the good members of the Church; and what of the New _estament, every one must accept
_ was bad in him represents the bad members, the explanation _thus given of the command
_ Both are in one man, as the bad and the

_ii'( good are in the chaff and grain of one floor, ,Hos. L_--_.i.,.
_:_
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and of the action of the prophet as the true dren of Judah, and of the Gentiles as children
explanation. Thus it is said by the Apostle of Israel, where he says, "The children of
Paul, "' That He might make known the riches Judah and the children of Israel shall be
of His glory on the vessels of mercy, which gathered together, and shall make to them-
He had afore prepared unto glory, even us, selves one head, and shall go up from the
whom He hath called, not of the Jews only, land." Therefore, to speak against a prophecy
but also of the Gentiles. As He saith also in thus confirmed by actual events, is to speak
Hosea, I will call them my people, whichwere i against the writings of the apostles as well as
not my people; and her beloved, which was those of the prophets; and not only to speak
not beloved. And it silall come to pass, that iagainst writings, but to impugn in the most
in the place where it was said unto them, Ye reckless manner the evidence clear as noon-
are not my people, there shall they be called day of established facts. In the case of the
the children of the living God."' Here Paul narrative of Judah, it is per:xaps not so easy
applies the prophecy to the Gent,les. So also to recognize, under the disguise of the woman
Peter, wrmng to the Gentries, WithOUt naming called Tamar, the harlot representing the
the prophet, borrows h_s expresstons when he Church gathered from among tile corruption
says, " But ye are a chosen generatxon, a of Gentile superstitxon; but here, where Script-
royal priesthood, a holy nation, a pecuhar ure explains itself, and where the explana.
people; that ye might show forth the praises BInon is confirmed by tile writings of the apos.
of Him who has called you out of darkness ties, instead of dwelling longer on this, we
into His marvellous light; whmh m time past may proceed at once to require into the mean-
were not a people, but are now the people of ing of the very things to which Faustus objects
God: which had not obtained mercy, but now in Moses the servant of God.
have obtained mercy." _ From this it is plain 9o. Moses killing the Egyptian in defend.
that the words of the prophet, "And the ing one of his brethren reminds us naturally
number of the children of Israel shall be as of the destruction of the devil, our assailanl:
the sand of the sea, wtnch cannot be measured m this land of strangers, by our defender the
for multitude," and the words immediately Lord Christ. And as Moses hid the dead
following, "And it shall be that m the place body in the sand, even so the devil, though
where it was said unto them, Ye are not my slain, remains concealed m those who are not
people, there tl3ey shall be called the children firmly settled. The Lord, we know, builds
of the living God," do not apply tothat Israel the Church on a rock; and those who heat"
which is after the flesh, but to that of which His word and do it, He compares to a wise
the apostle says to the Gentiles, "Ye there- man who builds his house upon a rock, and
fore are the seed of Abraham, and heirs ac- who does not yield or give way before temp.
cording to the promise. ''3 But, as many tation; and thos_ who hear and do not, lie
Jews who were of the israel after the flesh compares to a foolish man who builds on the
have beheved, and will yet beheve; for of sand, and when his house is tried its ruin is
these were the apostles, and all the thousands great3
in Jerusalem of the company of the apostles, 9 _. Of the prophetic significance of the
as also the churches of which Paul speaks, spoiling of the Egyptians, which was done by
when he says to the Galatians, "I was un- Moses at the command of the Lord his God,
known by face to the churches of Judaea who commands nothing but what is most just,
which were in Christ; ,,4 and again, he ex- I remember to have set down what occurred
plains the passage m the Psalms, where the to me at the time in my book entitled On
Lord is called the cornerstone, 5 as referring Christian Doctrine; a to the effect that the gold
to His umting in Himself the two walls of and silver and garments of the Egyptians
circumcision and uncircumcision, "that He typified certain branches of learning which
might make in Himself of twain one new man, may be profitably learned or taught among
so making peace; and that He might reconcile the Gentiles. This may be the true explana-
both unto GOd in one body by the cross, hay- tion; or we may suppose that the vessels of
ing slain the enmity thereby: and that He gold and silver represent the precious souls,
might come and preach peace to them that and the garments the bodies, of those from
are far off, and to them that are nigh," among the Gentiles who join themselves to
that is, to the Gentiles and to the Jews; the people of God, that along with them they
"for He is our peace, who hath made of may be freed from the Egypt of this world.
both one; ,,e to the same purpose we find Whatever the true interpretation may be, the
the prophet speaking of the Jews as the chil- pious studentof the $criptureswill feel certairL
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that in the command, in the action, and in the thankful; but they became vain in their ira-
narrative there is a purpose and a symbolic aginatio'ns, and their foolish heart was dark-
meaning, ened. Professing themselves to be wise they

9_. It would take too long to go through became foolish, and changed the glory of the
all the wars of Moses. It is enough to refer incorruptible God into the likeness of corrup-
to what has already been said, as sufficient tlble man, and of birds, and of four-footed
for the purpose in this reply to Faustus of beasts, and of creeping things."" From this
the propheUc and symbolic character of the so-called wisdom came the golden calf, which
war with Amalek. z There is also the charge was one of the forms of idolatry among the
of cruelty made against Moses by the enemies chief men and professed sages of Egypt.
of Scriptures, or by those who have never The calf, then, represents every body or
read anything. Faustus does not make any society of Genule idolaters. This impious
specific charge, but speaks of Moses as corn- society the Lord Christ burns with that fire of
manding and doing many cruel things. But, which He says in the Gospel, " I am come to
knowing the things they are in the habit of send fire on the earth;" s for, as there is
bringing forward and of misrepresenting, I nothing hid from His heat, _ when the Gen-
have already taken a particular case and have tiles believe in Him they lose the form of the
defended it, so that any Mamchreans who are devil in the fire of divine influence. Then
willing to be corrected, and all other ignorant all the body is ground, that is, after the dis-
and irreligious people, may see that there is solution of the combination in the member-
no ground for their accusattons. We must ship of imqmty comes humtliation under the
now inquire into the prophetic significance of word of truth. Then the dust is sprinkled in
the command, that many of those who, while the water, that the Israelites, that is, the
Moses was absent, made an idol for them- preachers of the gospel, may in baptism ad-
selves should be slain w_thout regard to rela- mit those formerly idolaters into their own
tionship. It is easy to see that the slaughter body, that is, the body of Christ. To Peter,
of these men represents the warfare against the who was one of those Israelites, it was said
evil principles whtch led the people into the of the Genules, " Kilt, and eat. ''7 To kill
same idolatry. Against such evil we are corn- and eat is much the same as to grind and
manded to wage war in the words of the psalm, drink. So thts calf, by the fire of zeal, and the
"Be ye angry and sin not." And a similar keen penetration of the word, and the water
command is given by the apostle,when he says, of baptism, was swallowed up by the people,
"Mortify your members which are on earth instead of their being swallowed up by it.
fornication, uncleanness, luxury, evil concu- 94. Thus, when the very passages on which
piscenee, and covetousness,which is idolatry."3 the heretics found their objecuons to the

93. It requires closer examination to see Scriptures are studied and examined, the
the meaning of the first action of Moses in more obscure they are the more wonderful
burning the calf in fire, and grinding it to pow- are the secrets which we discover in reply to
der, and sprinkling it in thewater forthe people our questions; so that the mouths of bias-
to drink, The tables given to him, written with phemers are completely stopped, and the evi-
the finger of God, that is, by the agency of the dence of the truth so stifles them that they
Holy Spirit, he may have broken, because he cannot even utter a sound. The unhappy
judged the people unworthy of hawng them men who will not receive into their hearts
read to them; and he may have burned the the sweetness of the truth must feel its force
calf, and ground it, and scattered it so as to be as a gag in their mouths. All those passages
carried away by the water, in order to let no- speak of Christ. The head now ascended in-
thing of it remain among the people. But why to heaven along with the body still suffering
should he have made them drink it ? Every on earth is the full development of the whole
one must feel anxious to discover the typical I purpose of the authors of Scripture, which is
significance of this action. Pursuing the in-well called Sacred Scripture. Every part of
quiry, we may find that in the calf there was the narrative in the prophetical books should
an embodiment of the devil, as there is in be viewed as having a figurative meaning, ex-
men of all nations who have the devil as their cept what serves merely as a framework for
head or leader in their impious rites. The the literal or fig_arative predictions of this
calf is gold, because there is a semblance king and of his people. For as in harps and
of msdom in the institution of idolatrous wor- other musical instruments the musical sound

: ship. Of this the apostle says, " Knowing does not come from all parts of the instru-
_ ' God, they glorified Him not as God, nor were ment, but from the strings, and the rest is

_.j_ 4 Rom. i. I t.-'a3. 5 Luke xiL 49-
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only for fastening and stretching the stringsthat it is mere madness to suppose that there
so as to tune them, that when they are struck can be any useless or unmeaning passages in
by the musician they may give a pleasant books to which all classes of men and of
sound; so in these prophetical narratives the minds do homage, and which themselves preo
circumstances selected by the prophetic spirit diet what we see thus actually coming to pass.
either predict some future event, or if they 97. If, then, any one reading of the action
have no voice of their own, they serve to con- of David, of which he repented when the Lord
nect together other significant utterances, rebuked and threatened him, find in the runt-

95- Should the heretics reject our exposi- rative an encouragement to sin, is Scripture
tion of those allegorical narratives, or even to be blamed for this ? Is not the man's own
insist on understanding them only in a literal guilt m proportion to the abuse which he
sense, to dispute about such a difference of makes for his own injury or destrnction of
understanding would be as useless as to dis- what was written for his recovery and release
pure about a difference of taste. Only, the fact David is set forth as a great example of re-
that the divine precepts have either a moral pentance, because men wtao fall into sin either

. and religious character or a prophetic mean- proudly disregard the cure of repentance, or
ing must be believed, whether mtelhgently or lose themselves in despair of obtaining salva-
not. Moreover, the figurative interpretations t_on or of meriting pardon. The example ts
must all be in the interest of morality and for the benefit of the sick, not for the injury
religion. So, if the Manlchmans or any of those in health. If madmen destroy them-
others disagree with our interpretation, or selves, or ifevil-doersdestroyothers, with sur-
differ from us in method or in any particular gical instruments, it is not the fault of surgery.
opinion, suffice it that the character of the 98. Even suptxasing that our fathers the
fathers whom God commends for their con- patriarchs and prophets, of whose devout and
duct and obedmnce to His precepts is vindi, religious habits so good a report is given in
cared on a prmcaple which all but those m- that Scripture which every one who knows it,
veterate in their hostihty will acknowledge to and has not lost entirely the use of his rea-
be true; and that the purity and dignity of son, must admit to have been provided by
the Scriptures are maintained in reference to God for the salvation of men, were as lustful
those passages which the enemies of the truth and cruel as the Manichmans falsely and
find fault with, where certain actions are either fanatically allege, they might still be shown to
praised or blamed, or merely narrated for us be superior not only to those whom the Mani-
to form a judgment of them. chmans call the Elect,but also to their god him-

96. In fact, nothing could have been de- self. Is there m the licentious intercourse of
vised more hkely to instruct and benefit the man with woman anything so bad as the self-
pious reader of sacred Scripture than that, abasement of unclouded light by mixture with
besides describing prmseworthy characters as darkness ? Here, is a man prompted by
examples, and blameworthy characters as avarice and greed to pass off his wife as his
warmngs, it should also narrate cases where Isister and sell her to her lover; but worse still
good men have gone back and fallen into ewl, and more shocking, that one should disguise
whether they are restored to the right path or his o_'n nature to gratify criminal passion,
continue irreclaimable; and also where bad and submit gratuitously to pollution and de-
men have changed, and have attained to gradation. Why, even one who knowingly
goodness, whether they persevere m at or re- lies with his own daughters is not equally
lapse into ewl; m order that the righteous criminal with one who lets his members share
may be not hfted up in the pride of security, in the defilement of all sensuality as gross
nor the wicked hardened in despair of cure. as this, or grosset. And is not the Manich-
And even those passages m Scripture which man god a partaker in the contamination of
contain no examples or warnings are either I the most atrocious acts of uncleanness?
required for connection, so as to pass on to Again, if it were true, as Faustus says, that
essential matters, or, from their very appear-Jacob went from one to another of his four
ance of superfluity, indicate the presence wives, not desiring offspring, but resembling
of some secret symbolical meaning. For in a he-goat in licentiousness, he would still not
the books we speak of, so far from there be sunk so low as your god, who must not only
being a want or a scarcity of prophetical have shared in this degradation, from his
announcements, such announcements are being confined in the bodies of Jacob and his
numerous and distinct; and now that the wives so as to be mixed up with all theirmove-
fulfillment has actually taken place, the tes- ments, but also, in union with this very he-
timony thus borne to the divine author- goat of Faustus' coarse comparison, must
ity of the books is irresistibly strong, so i have endured all the pains of animal appetite,
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incurring fresh defilement at every step, as Surely, there was nothing so bad as this in
partaking in the passion of the male, the con- kithng an Egyptian so as to preserve uninjured
ception of the female, and the birth of the a fellow-countryman. Yet Faustus finds
kid. And, in the same way, supposing Judah fault with this most absurdly, while with
to have been guilty not only of fornication, amazing infatuatmn he overlooks the case of
but of incest, a share in the beats and impur- hts own god. Would it not have been better
ities of this incestuous passion would also be- for him to have carried off the gold and silver
long to your god. David repented of his sm vessels of the Egyptians, than to let his mere-
in loving the wife of another, and in ordering hers be carried off by the race of darkness ?
the death of her husband; but when will your And yet the worshippers of thls unfortunate
god repent of giving up his members to the god find fault with the servant of our God for
wanton passion of the male and female chiefs carrying on wars, in which he with his fol-
of the race of darkness, and of putting to lowers were always victortous, so that, under
death not the husband of his mistress, but his the leadership of Moses, the chddren of Israel
own children, whom he confines in the mere- carried captive their enemies, men and
bets of the very demons who were his own women, as your god would have done too, _f ,.
lovers? Even if Davtd had not repented, nor he had been able. You profess to accuse
been thus restored to righteousness, he would Moses of doing wrong, while in fact you envy
still have been better than your god. David his success. There was no cruelty in punishing
may have been defiled by this one act, or to with the sword those who had sinned griev-
the extent to which one man is capable of ously against God. Indeed, Moses entreated
such defilement; but your god suffers the pardon for this sin, even offering to bear him-
pollution of his members in all such actions self in their stead the divine anger. But
by whomsoever committed. The prophet even had he been cruel instead of compas-
Hosea, too, is accused by Faustus: and, sup- slonate, he would stdl have been better than
posing him to have taken the harlot to wife your god. For ff any of his followers had
because he had a criminal affectton for her, been sent to break the force of the enemy
if he is licentious and she a prostitute, their and had been taken captive, he would never,
souls, according to your own assertion, are ff v,ctonous, have condemned h,m when he
parts and members of your god and of his had done no wrong, but acted in obedience
nature. In plain language, the harlot herself to orders. And yet this is what your god is
must be your god. You cannot pretend that to do w_th the part of h_mself wluch is to be
your god is not confined in the contaminated fastened in the mass of darkness, because it
body, or that he is only present, while preo obeyed orders, and advanced at the risk of
serving entire the pur, ty of his own nature; its own life in defence of his kingdom against
and you acknowledge that the members of the body of the enemy. But, says the Man-
your god are so defiled as to require a special ich_ean, this part, after mixture and combina-
purification. This harlot, then, for whomyou tion with evil during the course of ages, has
venture to find fault with the man of God, not been obedient. But why ? If the obe-
even if she had not been changed for the bet- dience was voluntary, the guilt is real, and
ter by becoming a chaste wife, would still Ithe punishment 3ust. But from thts it would
have been your god; at least you must admit follow that there is no nature opposed to sin;
her soul to have been a part, however small, otherwise it would not sin voluntarily; and
of your god. But one single harlot is not so]so the whole system of Manich_eism falls
bad as your god, for he on account of his at once. If, again, this part suffers from the
mixture with the race of darkness shares in power of this enemy against whom it was sent,
every act of prostitution; and wherever such and is subdued by a force it was unable to
impurities are perpetrated, he goes through the resist, the punishment is unjust, and flu-
corresponding experiences of abandonment, grantly cruel. The god who is defended on
of release, and of confinement, and this from the plea of necessity is a fit object of worship

:' generation to generation, till this most cot-to those who refuse to worship the one true
: rupt part reaches its final state in the mass God. Still, it must be allowed that, however
;_ of darkness, like an irreclaimable harlot, debasing the worship of this god may be, the
_ Such are the evils and such the shameful worshippers are so far better than their deity,
_f abominations which your god could not ward that they have an existence, while he is noth-
_/ off from his members, and to which he was ing more than a fabulous invention. Pro-
_..__, brought irresistibly by his merciless enemy; cced we now to therestof Faustus' vagaries."
_'Z'__ for only by the sacrifice of his own subjects,
!_'_ or rather his own parts, could he effect the • t'rhi,book_ o_ of th__ _ns_r_r_ctor__._t_ot the _-

tlr_ treatise. We have here some of the worst speclm_eas of per-_ destruction of his formidable assailant, verse Scripturemterprctation.--A.H. N.]
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BOOK XXIII.

FAUSTUS RECURS TO THE GENEALOGICAL DIFFICULTY_ AND INSISTS THAT EVEN ACCORDING TO

MATTHEW JESUS WAS NOT SON OF GOD UN'I1L HIS BAPTISM, AUGUSTIN SETS FORTH THE

CATHOLIC VIEW OF THE RELATION OF THE DIVINE AND THE HUMAN IN THE PERSON OF

CHRIST.

I. FAUSTUSsaid: On one occasion, when John, and became the Son of God on this
addressing a large audience, I was asked by particular occasion, when about thirty years
one of the crowd, Do you believe that Jesus old, according to Luke, when also the voice
was born of Mary ? I replied, Which Jesus was heard saying to Him, "Thou art my Son;
do you mean ? for in the Hebrew it is the this day have I begotten Thee."_ It appears
name of several people. One was the son of from this, that what was born, as is supposed,
Nun, the follower of Moses;* another was the of Mary thirty years before, was not the Son
son of Josedech the high priest;" again, an-'of God, but what was afterwards made so by
other is spoken of as the son of David;_ and baptism at Jordan, that is, the new man, the
another is the Son of God.' Of which of same as in us when we were converted from
these do you ask whether I believe him to Gentile error, and believe in God. This
have been born of Mary? His answer was, Idoctrine may or may not agree with what
The Son of God, of course. On what ew-'jyou call the Catholic faith; at all events, it
dence, said I, oral or written, am I to believe ' is what Matthew says, if Matthew is the real'
this? He replied, On the authority of Mat- ]author. The words, Thou art my Son, this
thew. What, said I, d_d Matthewwnte ? He iday I have begotten Thee, or, This is my
replied, " The bookof the generation of Ibel°ved Son. in whom I am well pleased, do
Jesus Christ, the son of D_v_d, the sou of not occur in connection with the story of
Abraham"(Matt. i. _). Then saLd I, I was Mary's motherhood, but with the putting
afraid you were going to say, The book of away of sin at Jordan. This ,s what is writ-
the generation of Jesus Christ, the Son of ten; and if you believe th_s doctrine, you
God; and I was prepared to correct you. must be called a Mattha:an, for you will no
Now that you have quoted the verse _ccu- i longer be a Cathohc. The Cathohc doctrine
rately, you must nevertheless be advised to is well known; and it is as unlike Matthew's
pay attention to the words. Matthew does representations as ,t is unlike the truth. In
not profess to give an account of the genera- the words of your creed, you declare that you
tion of the Son of God, but of the son of beheve in Jesus Christ, the Son of God, who
David. was born of the Virgin Mary. According to

2. I will, for the present, suppose that this you, therefore, the Son of God comes from
person was right in saying that the son of Mary; according to Matthew, from the Jot-
David was born of Mary. It stdl remains clan; wtule we believe Him to come from
true, that in this whole passage of the gener- God. Thus the doctrine of Matthew, if we
ation no mention is made of the Son of God are right in assigning the authorship to him,
till we come to the baptism; so that it is an is as different from yours as from ours; only
injurious misrepresentation on your part to we acknowledge that heis more cautious than
speak of thiswriter as makingthe Son of God you in ascribing the being born of a woman
the inmate of a womb. The writer, indeed, to the son of David, and not to the 9bn of
seems to cry out against-such an idea, and God. As for you, your only alternative is
in the very title of his book to clear himself to deny that those statements were made, as
of such blasphemy, asserting that the person they appear to be, by Matthew, or to allow
whose birth he describes is the son of David, that you have abandoned the faith of the
not the Son of God. Aad if you attend to apostles.
the writer's meaning and purpose, you wilt 3. For our part, while no one can alter out
see that what he wishes us to believe of Jesus conviction that the Son of God comes from
the Son of God is not so much that He was God, we might indulge a credulous disposi-
born of Mary, as that He became the Son of tion, to the extent of admitting the fiction, that
God by baptism at the river Jordan. He tells Jesus became the Son of God at Jordan, but
us that the person of whom he spoke at the not that the Son of God was born of a woman.
outset as the son of David was baptized by Then, again, the son said to have been born

x Ex. xx_. x*. 2 Hag. L x.
3 Rom. I. x-3. 4 Mark i. L 5 Luke i_i. _2, _3.
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of Mary cannot properly be called the son of on account of His taking the form of a ser-
David, unless it is ascertained that he was vant from the Virgin Mary, the wife of
begotten by Joseph. You say he was not, Joseph. To instance only Matthew, since
and therefore you must allow him not to have Faustus' argument refers to this Gospel, as
been the son of David, even though he were tbe whole book cannot be quoted here, let
the son of Mary. The genealogy proceeds whoever choose read it, and see how Matthew
in the line of Hebrew fathers from Abraham carrms on to the passion and the resurrection
to David, and from David to Joseph; and as the narrative of Him whom He calls the Son
we are told that Joseph was not the real father of David in the introduction to the genealogy.
of Jesus, Jesus cannot be said to be the son Of this same Son of David he speaks as being
of David. To begin with calling Jesus the conceived and born of the VLrgin Mary by
son of David, and then to go on to tell of his the Holy Ghost. He also apphes to this the
being born of Mary before the consummation declaration of the prophet, " Behold, a wrgin
of her marriage with Joseph, is pure madness, shall conceive, and shall bear a son, and they
And if the son of Mary cannot be called the shall call His name Emmanuel, which is be-
son of David, on account of his not being the ing interpreted, God with us." _ Again, He
son of Joseph, still less can the name be who was called, even from the ¥1rgin's womb,
given to the Son of God. God-with-us, is said to have heard, when He

4. Moreover, the Virgin herself appears to was baptized by John, a voice from heaven,
have belonged not to the tribe of Judah, to saying, " This is my beloved Son, in whom I
which the Jewish kings belonged, and which a:l am well pleased." = Will Faustus say that to
agree was David's tribe, but to the priestly be called God is less than to be called the
tribe of Levi. This appears from the fact Son of God? He seems to think so, for he
that the Virgin's father Joachim was a priest; tries to prove that because this voice came
and his name does not occur in the genealogy, from heaven at the time of the baptism, there-
How, then, can Mary be brought within the fore, according to Matthew, He must then
pale of relationship to David, when she has have become the Son of God; whereas the
neither father nor husband belonging to it ? same evangelist, tn a previous passage, quotes
Consequently, Mary's son cannot possibly be the sacred announcement made by the pro-
the son of David, unless you can bring the phet, in which the child born of the Virgin is
mother into some connection with Joseph, so called God-with-us.
as to be either his wife or his daughter. 6. It is remarkable how, amid his wild ir-

5. AUCUSTIN replied: The Catholic, whic_t relevancies, this wretched trifler loses no avail-
is also the apostolic, doctrine, is, that our able opportumtyof darkening thedeclarations
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ is both the of Scripture by the fabulous creations of his
Son of God in His divine nature, and the Son own fancy. Thus he says of Abraham, that
of David after the flesh. This we prove when he took his handmaid to wife. he disbe-
from the writings of the evangehsts and apos- heved God's promise that he should have a
tles, so that no one can reject our proofs child by Sarah; whereas, in fact, this promise
without also reiecting these writings. Faus- had not at that time been given. Then he
tus' plan is to represent some one as saying a accuses Abraham of falsehood in calling
few words, without bringing forward any evi- Sarah his roster, not having read what may
dence in answer to Faustus' fertile sophistry, be learned on the authority of Scripture about
But with all his ingenuity, the proofs I have the family of Sarah. Abraham's son Isaac
to give will leave Faustus no reply, but that also he accuses of falsely calling his wife his
these passages are spurious interpolations in sister, though a distinct account is given of
the sacred record,--a reply which serves as a her family. Then he accuses Jacob of there
means of escaping, or of trying to escape, being a daily quarrel among his four wives,
the force of the plainest statements in Holy which should be the first to appropriate him
Scripture. We have already in this treatise on his return from the field, while nothing
sufficiently exposed the irrational absurdity, of this is said in Scripture. And this is the
as well as the daring profanity, of such criti- man who pretends to hate the writers of the

:"_' cism; and not to exceed all limits, we must _sacred books for their falsehood, and who has
avoid repetition. It cannot be necessary that the effrontery so to misrepresent even the
we should bring together all the passages scat- gospel record, though its authority is admitted

_ - tered throughout Scripture, which show, in by all as possessing the most abundant con-
i_7-_ answer to Faustus, that in the books of the firmation, as to try to make it appear, not in-
=;;_ highest and most sacred authority He who is deed that Matthew hir_elf,_for in that case
:_:_, called the only-begotten Son of God, even!
_:.: God with God, is also called the Son of David
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he would have been forcedto yieldtoapos-!progenitorsfrom David down to Joseph;
to]icauthority,--butthatsome one under the whilethe other does not callChristtheSon
name of Matthew, has writtenabout Christof David,and says thatHc was born of the
what he refusesto bcheve,and attemptsto Virgin Mary without intercoursewith any
refutewitha contumeliousingenuity! man; thosestatementsare not irreconcilable,

7. The voice from heaven at the Jordan so astoprovethatone or both _u'itersmust
should bc compared with the voiceheardon bc false.It wdl appear on reflectionthat
the Mount.' In neithercase do the words, bothaccountsmight bc true;forJosephmight
"This ismy belovedSon,inwhom I am well be calledthe husband of Mary, though she
pleased,"implythat Hc was not the Son of was hiswlfe only in affection,and inthe in.
God before;for Hc who from the Virgin'stcrcourscof themind,which ismore intimate
womb took the form of a servant"was m the than thatof thebody. In thisway itmight
form ofGod, and thoughtitno robberytobc be proper that the husband of thevirgin-
equalwith God." " And the same Apostle mother of Christshould have a placeinthe
Paul himself says distinctlyelsewhere,"hst of Christ'sancestors. It might alsobe
"But in the fullnessoftime,God sent His the casethat some of David's blood flowed
Son, made of a woman, made under the inMary herself,so that the fleshof Christ,
law;" 3 thatis,awoman inthe Hebrewsensc Ialthough produced from a virgin,stillowed
not'awife,but one of the femalesex. The iitsoriginto David'sseed. But as,in fact,

Son ofGod isboth Lord ofDawd in His dl-Iboth statementsare made by one and the
vine nature,and Son of David as being of same wrltcr,who informsusboth thatJoseph
the seedof Dawd afterthe flesh.And ifitwas the husband ofMaryand thatthemother
were not profitableforus to beheve this,the ofChristwas a wrgln,and thatChristwas of
same apostlewould not have made it so theseed of David,and thatJosephisinthe
prominentas he does,when he saysto T1mo- hstofChrist'sprogenitorsinthelineofDavid,
thy, "'Remember that ChristJesus,of the thosewho preferthe authorityof the sacred
seedof David,rosefrom the dead,according Gospeltothatof hereticalfictionmust con-
to my gospel.''4 And he carefullyenjoinselude that Mary was not unconnected with
believersto regard as accursed whoever the familyof David,and that shcwas prop-
preachesanothergospelcontrarytothLs. crlycalledthe wifeof Joseph,becausebeing
8. This assailantof the holy Gospelneed a woman she was in sp_rltualalhancewith

findno difficultyin the factthat Ct_ristis him, though therewas no bodilyconnection.
calledthe Son of Dawd, though He was born Joseph,too,itisplato,couldnot be omitted
of a virgin,and though Joseph was not His m the genealogy; for,from the superiority
realfather;while the genealogy isbrought ofhm sex,such an omisslonwould be cqulva-
down by the evangelistMatthew, not to lenttoa dcmal of his relationtothewoman
Mary, but to Joseph. Firstof all,the hus- withwhom hc was inwardlyunited;and be-
band, asthe man, isthemore honorable;and hcvers inChristarc taughtnot tothinkcar-
Joseph was Mary's husband, though she did _nalconnectionthechieftiringinmarriage,as
not hve with him, forMatthew himselfmen-. ifwithoutthistheycouldnot bcman and wife,

tionsthatshe was calledJoseph'swifeby theibut toimitateinChrlstmn wedlockas closely
angel;as it isalso from Matthew that we laspossiblethe parentsof Christ,thatsothey
learnthatMaryconceivcd not by Joseph,but_may have the more intimateunionwlth the

by the Holy _qpirit.. But if this, instead of members of Christ.
being a true narrative written by Matthew 9. We believe that Mary, as well as Joseph,
the apostle, was a false narrative written by was of the family of David, because we be-
some one else under his_ name, is it likely theve the Scriptures, which ,qssert both that
that he would have contradicted himself in Christ was of the seed of Dawd after the
such an apparent manner, and in passages so flesh, and tlaat His mother was the Virgin
immediately connected, as to speak of the Mary, He having no human father. There-
Son of David as born of Mary without conju- fore, whoever denies the relationship of Mary
gal intercourse, and then, in g_ving His to David, evidently opposes the pre-eminent
genealogy, to bring it down to the very man authority of these passages of Scripture; and
with whom the Virgin is expressly said not to maintain this opposition he must bring evi-
to have had intercourse, unless he had some dence in support of his statement from writ-
reason for doing so ? Even supposing there ings acknowledged by the Church as canoni-
were two writers, one calling Christ the Son cal anzl cathohc, not from any writings he
of David, and giving an account of Christ's pleases. In the matters of which we are

now treating, only the canonical writings have
sum r.-a. s. _a. a. 6. any weight with us; for they only are received

3 C._4tLiVo 4. 4 :_ T_m. ii.S.
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and acknowledged by the Church spread the seed of David, and that Hewas bornwith-
over all the world, which is itself a fulfillment out a father of the Virgin Mary. Faustus
of the prophecies regarding it contained in expresses what he considers a most becom-
'th_se writings. Accordingly, I am not bound ing indignation against impropriety when he
to admit the uncanonical account of Mary's says, It is an injurious misrepresentation of
birth which Faustus adopts, that her father the writer to make him sDeak of the Son of
was a priest of the tribe of Levi, of the name God as the inmate of a womb. Of course,
of Joachim. But even were I to admit this the Catholic doctrine which teaches that
account, I should still contend that Joachim Christ the Son of God was born in the flesh
must have in some way belonged to the ram- of a virgin, does not make the Son of God
ily of David, and had somehow been adopted the inmate of her womb in the sense of having
from the tribe of Judah into that of Levi; or no existence beyond it, as if He had aban-
if not he, one of his ancestors; or, at least, doned the government of heaven and earth,
that while born in the tribe of Levi, he had or as if He had left the presence of the Father.
still some relation to the line of David; as The mistake is with the Manich_eans, whose
Faustus himself acknowledges that Mary, understanding is so incapable of forming a
though belonging to the tribe of Levi, could conception of anything except what is ma-
be given to a husband of the tribe of Judah; terml, that they cannot comprehend how,the
and he expressly says that if Mary were Word of God, who is the virtue and wisdom
Joseph's daughter, the name Son of David of God, while remaining in Himself and with
would be applicable to Christ. In this way, the Father, and while governing the universe,
by the marriage of Joseph's daughter in the reaches from end to end in strength, and
tribe of Levi, her son, though born in the sweetly orders all things.' In the faultless
tribe of Levi, might not improperly be called procedure of this adorable providence, He
the Son of David. And so, if the mother of appointed for Himself an earthly mother;
that Joachim, who in the passage quoted by and to free His servants from the bondage
Faustus is called the father of Mary, married of corruption He took in this mother the
in the tribe of Levi while she belonged to the form of a servant, that ts, a mortal body;
tribe of Judah and to the family of David, and this body which He took He showed
there would thus be a sufficient reason for openly, and when it had been exposed, even
speaking of Joachim and Mary and Mary's to suffering and death, He raised it again
son as belonging to the seed of David. If I from the dead, and built again the temple
felt obliged to pay any regard to the al_ocry- which had been destroyed. You who shrmk
phal scripture in which Joachim Is called the from this doctrine as blasphemous, make the
father of Mary, I should adopt some such members of your god to be confined not in a
explanation as the above, rather than admit virgin's womb, but in the wombs of all female
any falsehood in the Gospel, where it is writ- animals, from elephants down to flies. Per-
ten both that Jesus Christ, the Son of God, haps you think the less of the true Christ,
and our Saviour, was of the seed of David because the Word is said so to have become
after the flesh, and that He was born of the incarnate in the Virgin's womb as to provide
Virgin Mary. It is enough for us that the a temple for Himself in human nature, while
enemies of these Scriptures, which record His own nature continued unaltered in its
these truths and which we believe, tannest integrity; and, on the other hand, you think
prove against them any charge of falsehood, the more of your god, because in the bonds

xo. Faustus cannot pretend then I am and pollution of his confinement in flesh, in
unable to prove that Mary was of the family [ the part which is to be made fast to the mass

":o of David, as I have shown him unable to !of darkness, he seeks for help to no purpose,
_ prove that she was not. I produce the strong- [or is even r_ndered powerless to ask for help.
'_°° est evidence from Scriptures of established I ......
?, ,- authority, which declare that Christ was of[ •w_. _al._.

_:_ BOOK XXIV.
_ ' FAD_TUS EXPLAINS THE MANICH._AN DENIAL THAT MAN WAS MADE BY GOD AS APPLYING TO THE

_C FLESHLY MAN NOT TO THE SPIRITUAL. AUGUSTIN ELUCIDATES THE APOSTLE PAUL'S CON-

_,_ TRASTS BETWEEN FLESH AND SPIRIT SO AS TO EXCLUDE THE MANICH._AN VIEW.

_'il_' l. FAUSTUSsaid: We are asked the reason But we do not assert that man is in no sense
_i_ff_a/. for our denial that man is made by God. made by God; we only ask in what sense,
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and when, and how. For, according to the ity, we will prove to you from him what man
apostle, there are two men, one of whom he God makes, and when, and how. He says
calls sometimes the outer man, generally the to the Ephesians, "That ye put off according
earthy, sometimes, too, the old man: the to your former conversation the old man,
other he calls the inner or heavenly or new which is corrupt through deceitful lusts; and
man. _ The question is, Which of these is be renewed in the spirit of your mind; and
made by God ? For there are hkewise two put on the new man, which after God is ere-
times of our nativity; one when nature brought ated in righteousness and holiness of truth. ''4
us forth into this hght, binding us m the bonds This shows that in the creation of man after
of flesh; and the other, when the truth regen- the image of God, it is another man that is
crated us on our conversion from error and spoken of, and anuther birth, and another
our entrance into the faith. It is this second manner of birth. The putting off and put-
birth of which Jesus speaks m the Gospel, tmg on of which he streaks, point to the time
when He says, " Except a man be born again, :of the reception of the truth; and the asset-
he cannot see the kingdom of God." _ Nico- tion that the new man is created by God im-
demus, not knowmg what Christ meant, was phes that the old man is created neither by
at a loss, and inquired how this could be, for God nor after God. And when he adds, that
an old man could not enter into his mother's this new man is made in hohness and right-
womb and be born a second time. Jesus eousness and truth, he thus points to another
said in reply, '" Except a man be born of manner of birth of which this is the charac-
water and of the Holy Spirit, he cannot see ter, and wtuch, as I have said, differs widely
the kingdom of God " Then He adds, from the manner inwhich boddygeneration is
"That whmh is born of the flesh as flesh effected. And as he declares that only the
and that which isborn of the Spirit Is splr|t." former as of God, it follows that the latter is
Hence, as the birth in which our bodies ori- not. Again, writing to the Colossians, he
ginate m not the only blrth, but there is an- uses words to the same effect: " Put off the
other in which we are born again in spirit, an old man with Ins deeds, and put on the new
important question arises from this distinction man, which is renewed in the knowledge of
as to which of those births _t is in which God according to the image of Him who
God makes us. The manner of birth also is created Item m you." Here he not only shows
twofold. In the humiliating process of ordl that it is the new man that God makes, but he
nary generation, we sprmg from the heat of declares the tame and manner of the forma-
animal passion; butwhenwe are brought into tion, for the words in the knowledge of GOd
the faith, we are formed under good mstruc- point to the time of believing. Then headds,
tion in honor and purity in Jesus Christ, by according to the image of Him who created
the Holy Spirit. For this reason, m all reh-him, to make it clear that the old man is not
gion, and especially m the Christian religion, the image of God, nor formed by God. More-
young children are invited to membership, over, the following words, " Wuere there is
This is hinted at in the words of His apostle:neither male nor female, Jew nor Greek, Bar-

"' My little children, of whom I travail in birth barian nor Scythian," 5 show more plainly still
again until Christ be formed in you." _ The that the birth by which we are made male and
question, then, is not whether God makes female, Greeks and Jews, Scythians and Bar-
man, but what man He makes, and when, barrens, is not the birth in which God effects
and how. For if it is when we are fashioned the formation of man; but that the birth with
in the womb that GOd forms us after His own which God has to do is that m which we lose

image, which is the common belief of Gen- the difference of nation and sex and condition,
tiles and Jews, and which, ts also your belief, and become one like Him who is one, that is,
then God makes the old man, and produces Christ. So the same apostle says again, "As "
us by means of sensual passion, which does many as have been baptized in Christ have
not seem suitable to His divine nature. But )ut on Christ: thereis neither Jew nor Greek,
if it is when we are converted and brought to there is neither male nor female, there is
a better life thatweare formed byGod, which neither bond nor free; but all are one in
is the general doctrine of Christ and His Christ. "6 Man, then, is made by GOd, not
apostles, and which is also our doctrine, in when from one he is divided into many, but
this case God makes us new men, and pro- when from many he becomes one. The di.
duces us in honor and pumy, which would vision is in the first birth, or thatof the body;
agree perfectly with His sacred and adorable union comes by the second, which is imma.
majesty. If you do not reject Paul's author- terial and divine. This affords sufficient

_ R°m" vi" vii'; x C_" xv'; _ C°r" iv" El_h" m" iv" mad C°L hi" J 4 Eph. iv. _-*_. _ C_I. tit. 9-it. 6 Gal. fiL 27, a4L
t Jl_ln itl. 3- 3GIxL Iv. I9,
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ground for our opinion, that the birth of the Faustus take only what he thinks to be in his
body should be ascribed to nature, and the own favor, while he leaves out or rejects what
second birth to the Supernal Majesty. So upsets the follies of the Manich_eans .7 More-
the same apostle says again to the Corinthians, over, in treating of the earthy and the hear-
" I have begotten you in Christ Jesus by the enly man, and making the distinction between
gospel;"" and, speaking of himself, to the the mortal and the immortal, between that
Galatians, "Wnen it pleased Him, who sepa- which we are in Adam and that which we shall
rated me from my mother's womb, to reveal be in Christ, the apostle quotes the declara-
His Son in me, that I might preach Him tion of the law regardmg the earthy or natural
among the Gentiles, immediately I conferred body, referrmg to the very book and the very
not with flesh and blood."" It is plain that passage where it is written that God made the
everywhere he speaks of the second or spirit- earthy man too. Speaking of the manner in
ual birth as that in which we are made by which the dead shall rise again, and of the
God, as distinct from the indecency of the body with which they shall come, after using
first birth, in which we are on a level with the mmilitude of the seeds of corn, that they
other animals as regards dignity and purity, are sown bare grain, and that God gives them
as we are conceived in the maternal womb, _ body as it pleases Him, and to every seed
and are formed, and brought forth. You his own body,--thus, by the way, overthrow-
may observe that in this matter the dispute ing the error of the Manichmans, who say
between us is not so much about a question that grams and plants, and all roots and
of doctrine as of interpretation. For you shoots, are created by the race of darkness,
think that it is the old or outer or earthy man and not by God, who, according to them, in-
that is said to have been made by God; while stead of exerting power in the production ofQ

we apply this to the heavenly man, giving these objects, is Himself subject to confine-
the superiority to the inner or new man. And merit in them,--he goes on, after this refuta-
our opinion is not rash or groundless, for we tion of Manich_ean impieties, to describe the
have learned it from Christ and His apostles, different kinds of flesh. "All flesh," he says,
who are proved to have been the first in the "is not the same flesh." Then he speaks of
world who thus taught, celestial and terrestrial bodies, and then of

2. AuousTi_ replied: The Apostle Paul cer- the change of our body by which it will be-
tainly uses the expression the inner man for come spmtual and heavenly. "It is sown,"
the spirit of the mind, and the outer man for he says, "in dishonor, it shall rise in glory;
the body and for this mortal life; but we it is sown in weakness, it shall rise in power;
nowhere find him making these two different it is sown a natural body, it shall rise a spir-
men, but one, which is all made by God, both ltual body." Then, in order to show the
the inner and the outer. However, it is made origin of the animal body, he says, "There
in the image of God only as regards the inner, is a natural body, and there is a spiritual
which, besides bemg immaterial, is rational, body; as it is written, The first man, Adam,
and is not possessed by the lower animals, was made a living soul." ' Now this is writ-
God, then, did not make one man after His ten in Genesis,5 where it is related how God
own image, and another man not after that made man, and animated the body which He
image; but the one man, which includes both had formed of the earth. By the old man
the inner and the outer, He made after His the apostle simply means the old hfe, which
own image, not as regards the possession of a is a life in sin, and is after the manner of
body and of mortal life, but as regards the Adam, of whom it is said, " By one man sin

_*_ rational mind with the power of knowing God, entered into the world, and death by sin; and
and with the superiority as compared with so death passed upon all men, in that all have

,i: all irrational creatures which the possession sinned." 6 Thus the whole of this man, both
._ of reason implies. Faustus allows that the, the inner and. the outer, part, has become old

inner man is made by God, when, as he says, because of sin, and hable to the punishment
:_*" it is renewed in the knowledge of God after !of mortality. There is, however, a restora-
_ _ the image of Him that created him. I read- tion of the inner man, when it is renewed
_*" ity admit this on the apostle's authority. Why after the image of its Creator, in the putting
_ does not Faustus admit on the same authority off of unrighteousness_that is, the old man,
_" that "God has placed the members every one and putting on righteousness--that is, the
_. inthebody, as it has pleased Him " ? s Here newman. But when that which is sown a
_: we learn from the same apostle that God is natural body shall rise a spiritual body, the
:_:_'- the framer of the outer man too. Why does outer man too shall attain the dignity of a

_ zl Cot. iv. x5. I GaLl. zS, x6. 3 :t Cor. xll, I& 4 1Co¢. xv. 33-45. s Gen. ii. 7. 6Rom. v. x_.
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celestial character; so that all that has been is the insanity of the Maniehmans_ who will
created may be created anew, and all that has be wise if they cease to be Manichmans. As
been made be remade by the Creator and it is, if they are asked whether it is He that
Maker Himself. This is briefly explained in remakes and renews the inner man (which
the words: "Thebodyisdead because of sin; they acknowledge to be renewed after the ira.
but the spirit _s life because of righteousness, age of God, and they themselves quote the
But if the Spirit of Him who raised up Jesus passage in support of this; and, according to
from the dead dwell in you, He that rinsed Faustus, God makes maiiwhen theinner man
up Christ from the dead will also qmcken is renewed in the image of God), they will
your mortal bodies by His Spirit dwelhng In answer, yes. And if we then go on to ask
you."' No one instructed in the Cathohc when GOd made what He now renews, they
doctrine but knows that it is in the body that must devise some subterfuge to prevent the
some are male and some female, not m the exposure of their absurdities. For, accord-
spirit of the mind, in which we are renewed ing to them, the inner man is not formed or
after the image of God. But elsewhere the created or originated by God, but is part of
apostle teaches that God is the Maker of His own substance sent against His enemies;
both; for he says, "Neither is the woman and instead of becommg old by sin, it is
without the man, nor the man without the through necessity captured and damaged by
woman, in the Lord; for as the woman is of the enemy. Not to repeat all the nonsense
the man, so is the man by the woman; but they talk, the first man they speak of is not
all things are of God."" The only reply given the man of the earth earthy that the apostle
to this, by the perverse stupidity of those who speaks of, 3but an invention proceeding from
are ahenated from the life of God by the ig- their own magazine of untruths. Faustus,
norance which is in them, on account of the though he chooses man as a subject for dis-
blindness of their heart, is, that whatever cusston, says not aword of this first man; for he
pleases them in the apostolic writings is true, _s afraid that his opponents in the discussion
and whatever dlspleases them is false. Th_s might come to know something about him.

I RO1U. viii. Iot II. 2 I Cor. II II, 12 31 Cot'. xv. 47.

BOOK XXV.

FAUSTUS SEEKS TO BRING INTO RID1CUI.E IHE ORTHODOX, CLAIM TO BELIEVE IN THE INFINITY OF

GOD BY CARICATURING THE ANTHROPOMORPIIIC REPRESRNTA'IION$ OF ']'lie Of,l) TESTAMENT,

AUGUSTIN EXPRESSES HIS DESPAIR OF BEING AisLE 'IO INDUCE THE MANICH._ANq TO ADOPT

RIGHT VIEV¢S OF THE INFINITUDE OF GOD SO LONG AS THEY CONTINUE TO REGARD THE _OU'I,

AND GOD AS EXTENDED IN SPACE.

x. FAUSTUS said: Is GOd finite or infinite ? such careful particularity in addressing Him,
He must be finite unless you are mistaken as if it was not enough to name God, without
in addressing Him as the God of Abraham adding whose God He is--Abraham's, name.
and Isaac and Jacob; unless, indeed, the be- ly, and Isaac's and Jacob's;.as if Abraham
ing thus addressed is different from the God were a landmark to steer by In your invoca-
you call infimte. In the case of the God of tion, to escape shipwreck among a shoal of
Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, the mark of deities? The Jews, who are circumcised,
circumcision, which separated these men from may very properly address this deity, as hay-
fellowship with other people, marked also the lng a reason for it, because they call God the
limit of God's power as extending only to God of circumcision, in contrast to the gods
them. And a being whose power is finite of uncircumcts_on. But why you should do
cannot himself be infinite. Moreover, in the same, it is difficult to understand; for
this address, you do not mention even the an- you do not pretend to have Abraham's sign,
cients before Abraham, such as Enoch, Noah, though you invoke his God. If we under-
and Shem, and others like them, whom you stand the matter rightly, the Jews and their
allow to have been righteous though in unetr- God seem to have set marks upon one another
camcision; but because they lacked this dis- for the purpose of recognition, that they might
tinguishing mark, you will not call God their not lose each other. So God gave them the
God, but only of Abraham and his seed. disgusting mark of circumcision, that, in
Now, if God is one and infinite, what need of whatever land or among whatever people they
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might be, they might by being circumcised :A s long as this is the case, it will be better
%_: be known to be His. They again marked lfor you to leave this matter alone; for you
_ God by calling Him the God of their fathers, can teach no truth regarding it, any more than
_! that, wherever He might be, though among a in other matters; and in this you are unfit

crowd of gods, He might, on hearing the name for learning, as you might do in other things,
;_ God of Abraham, God of Isaac, God of Jacob, if you were not proud and quarrelsome. For

know at once that He was addressed. So in such questions as how God can be finite,
_' we o_ten see, in a number of people of the when no space can contain Him; how He
_ same name, that no one answers till called by can be infinite, when the Son knows Him per-

his surname. In the same way the shepherd fectly; how He can be finite, and yet un-
;_ or herdsman makes use of a brand to prevent bounded; how He can be infinite, and yet

his property being taken by others. In thus I perfect; how He can be finite, who is without
marking God by calling Him the God ofl measure; how He can be infinite, who is the
Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, yofi show Imeasure of all things_all carnal ideas go for
not only that He is finite, but also that'notiling; and If the carnalityisto be removed,
you have no connection with Him, bec_ause *it must first become ashamed of itself. Ac-
you have not the mark of circumcision by !cordmgly, your best way of ending the matter
which He recognizes His own. Therefore, !you have brought forward of God as finite or
if this is the C,od you worship, there can be _,infinite, is to say no more about it till you
no doubt of His being finite. But if you say icease going so far astray from Christ, who is
that God is infinite, you must first of all give the end of the law. Of the God of Abra-
up tlus finite deity, and by altering your in- ham and Isaac and Jacob we have already
vocation, show your penitence for your past said enough to show why He who is the true
errors. We have thus proved God to be God of all creatures wished to be familiarly
finite, taking you on your own ground. But known by His people under th_s name. On
to determine whether the supreme and true _circumcision, too, we have already spoken m
God is infintte or not, we need only refer to] several places m answer to _gnorant re-
the opposition between good and evtt. tf proaches. The Manicheans would find noth-
evil does not exist, then certainly God is iufi- Hag to r_dicule in thts stgn _f they would view
nile; otherwise He must be finite. Evil, _t as appointed by God, to be an appropriate
however, undoubtedly exists; therefore God symbol of the putting off of tim flesh. They
is not infinite. It is where good stops that ought thus to consider the rite with aChristian
evil begins, instead of a heretmal mind; as it is written,

z. AUGUSTIN replied: No one that knows"To the pure all things are pure." But,
you woukl dream of asking you about the m- considering the truth of the following words,

nitude of God, or of discussing the matter " To the unclean and unbelieving nothing is
with you. For, before there can be any pure, but even their mind and conscience are
degree of spirituality in any of your concep- defiled, 'n we must remind our witty opponents,
ttons, you must first have your minds cleared _that if c_rcumc_sion is indecent, as they say
by simple faith, and by some elementary _,it is, they should rather weep than laugh at
knowledge, from the illusions of carnal and it; for their god ts exposed to restraint and

_ material ideas. This ),our heresy prevents lcontamination in conjunction both with the
'_ you from doing, for it invariably represents' skin which is cut and with the blood which is
_- the body and the soul and God as extended shed.
!:, in space, either finite or infinite, while the

idea of space is applicable only to the body. , T_t.i. _s.

_tC

_' BOOK XXVI.
_- _ FAUSTUS IN_I_ THAT JESUS MIGHT HAVE DIED THOUGH NOT BORN_ BY THE EXERCISE OF DM/ffE

_. POWER, YET HE REJECTS BIRTH AND DEATH ALIKE. AUGUSTIN MAL_TAINS THAT THERE ARE

_ SOME THINGS THAT EVEN GOD CANNOT DO_ ONE OF WHICH IS TO DIE. HE REFUTES THE

" DOCETISM OF THE MANICR/EANS.
_"_ _, t, FAUSTUSsaid: YOUask, If Jesus was not I tion by examples taken from what yo.u.gener-

_;ii born, how did He die ? Well this is a proba-lalty believe. If they are true, ttaeywtllprove
_(: _ bility, such as one makes use of in want of [ our case; if they are false, they will help you
=_-'_ proofs. We will, however, answer the ques-| no more than they will us. You say then.
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How could Jesus die, if He were not man ? t restoring animation to the dead, with the re-In return, I ask you, How did Elias not din, jcover)- of their bodily frame after dissolution
though he was a man ? Could a mortal en- I had begun, produce a feeling of ama_emeut,
croach, upon the limits of immortality, and ]and must seem utterly incredible in view of
could not Christ add to His immortality what- Iwhat is naturally possible and impossible.
ever experience of death was required ? If!And yet, as Christians, we believe all the
Elias, contrary to nature, lives for ever, why Ithings to have been done by the same person;
not allow that Jesus, with no greater con- Ifor we regard not the law of nature, but the
t,-ariety to nature, could remain in death for I powerful operation of God. There is a story,

three days ? Besides that, it is not only" Ehas, Itoo. of Jesus having been cast from the brow
but Moses and Enoch you believe to be ira-i of a hiil, and having escaped unhurt. If,
mortal, and to have been taken up with their then, when thrown down from a height He
bodies to heaven. Accordmgly, if it ts a did not die, simply because He chose not to
good argument that Jesus was a man because !die, why should He not have had the power
He died, it is an equally good argument that i to die when He pleased ? We take this way
Ehas was not a man because he did not die. Iof answering you, because you have a fancy
But as it is false that Elias was not a man, Ifordiscusslon, and affect to use logical weapons
notwithstanding his supposed tmmortahty, sot not properly belonging to you. As regards
it is false that Jesus was a man, though He _our own behef, it is no more true that Jesus
is considered to have died. The truth is, _f. died than that Elias ts immortal.
you will believe it, that the Hebrews were in I 3, At't:t'_'l'tx rephed: As to Enoch and
a mistake regarding both the death of Jesus r,Elias and .Moses, our belief is determined not
and the immortality of Ehas. For _t is'by Fau,tus' suppositions, but by the declara.
equally untrue that Jesus died and that Elias' ttons of Scrq_ture, resting as the), do on
did not die. But you believe whatever y_mifoniu_attons of the strongest and surest evi.
please; and for the rest, you appeal to n.tture. Idence. People in error, as you are, are unfit
And, aIIowmg this appeal, nature is against to decide what is natural, and what contrary
both the death of the immortal and the im-_to nature. We admit that what is contrary
mortality of the mortal. And if we refer to to the ordinary course of human experience ts
the power of effecting their purpose as pos-commonly si_ken of as contrary to nature.
sessed by God and by man, it seem_ more ]'htls tile _tl_ostle u_es the words, " If thou
possible for Jesus to dm than for Elias not to art cut out of the wild ohve, and engTafted
die; for the power of Jesus ts greater than contrary to nature in the good olive."" Con.
that of Elias. But tf you exalt the weaker to'.trary to nature is here used in the sense of
heaven, though nature is against it, and, for- !contrary to human experience of the course
getting his condition as a mortal, endow him of nature; as that a wild olive engrafted in a
with eternal fehcity, why should I not admit _,good olive should bring forth the fatness of
that Jesus could die if He pleased, even tile olive instead of wild berries. But God,
though I were to grant His death to have been the Author and Creator of all natures, does
real, and not a mere semblance ? For, as nothing contrary to nature; for whatever is
from the outset of His taking the likeness of done by Him who appoints all natural order
man He underwent in appearance all tile ex- and measure and proportion must be natural
periences of humanity, it was quite consistent m ever)" case. And man himself acts con-
that He should complete the system by ap- trary to nature only when he sins; and then
pearing to die. by punishment he is brought back to nature

2. Moreover, tt _s to be remembered that again. The natural order of justice requires
this reference to what nature grants as possi- either that sin should not be committed or
ble, should be made in connection with a|l the that it should not go unpunished. In either
history of Jesus, and not only with His death, case, the natural order is preserved, if not by
According to nature, it is impossible that a the soul, at least by God. For sin pains the
man blind from his birth should see the hght; conscience, and brings grief on the mind of
and yet Jesus appears fo have performed a the sinner, by the loss of the light of justice,
miracle of this kind, so that the Jews them- even should no physical sufferings follow,
selves exclaimed that from the beginning of lwhich are inflicted for correction, or are re-
the world it was not seen that one opened the served for the incorrigible. There isp how-
eyes of a man born blind.' So also healing ever, no impropriety in saying thst God does
a withered hand, giving the power of utter- a thing contrary to nature, when it is con-
ance and expression to those born dumb, trary to what we know of nature. For we

t John _t. i _ Ram, _i. _4-
tl
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_;, _ give the name nature to the usual common icannot he put a stop to. Now, what is past
_" course of nature; and whatever God doesino longer exists, and whatever has an exist-
_ contrary to this, we call a prodigy, or a mira- ience which can be put an end to cannot be
_. de. But against the supreme law of nature, Ipast. What is truly past is no longer present;
_o which is beyond the knowledge both of the':and the truth of its past existence is in our
.: ungodly and of weak believers, God never!judgment, not in the thing itself which no
L acts, any more than He acts against Himself. longer exists. The proposition asserting
_ As regards spiritual and rational beings, to anything to be past is tcue _'hen the thing no
_) which class the human soul belongs, the more longer exists. God cannot make such a

they partake of this unchangeable law and proposition false, because He cannot contra-
:_ light, the more dearly they see what is possi- diet the truth. The truth in this case, or the

ble, and what impossible; and again, the true judgment, is first of all in our own mind,
"- greater their distance from it, the less their when we know and give expression to it. But

perception of the future, and the more fre- should zt disappear from our minds by our
quent their surprise at strange occurrences, forgetting it, it would stdl remain as truth.

4- Thus of what happened to Elias we are'_ It will always be true that the past thing
Orant; but still we believe the truthfullwhich is no longer present had an existence;
larations of Scripture regarding him. Of !and the truth of _ts past existence after it has

one thing we are certain, that what God willed istopped is the same as the truth of its future
happened, and that except by God's will existence before _t began to be. This truth
nothing can happen to any one. So, _f I am ]cannot be contradicted by GOd, in whom abides
told that it is possible that the flesh of a cer-'the supreme and unchangeable truth, and

'_ lain man shall be changed into a celestml' whose illumination is the source of all the
body, I allow the possibility, but I cannot tell Itruth to be found in any mind or understand-

-: whether it will be done; and the reason of my rag. Now God is not ommpotent ,n the sense
; ignorance is, that I am not acquainted with r_of being able to d_e; nor 'does this inability

the will of God in the matter. That it will, prevent H_s being omntpotent. True omni-
be done if it is God's will, Is perfectly clear i potence belongs to H_m who truly exists, and
and indubitable. Again, if I am told that iwho alone is the source of all existence, both
something would happen if God dtd not pre- spmtual and corporeal. The Creator makes
vent it from happening, I reply confidently what use He pleasesof all H_s creatures; and
that what is to happen is the action of God, His pleasure is in harmony with true and un-
not the event which might otherwise have changeable justice, by which, as by His own
happened. For Go(l knows His own future nature, He, Himself unchangeable, brings to
action, and therefore He knows also the effect pass the changes of all changeable things ac-
of that action in preventing the happening of cording to the desert of their natures or of

_ what would otherwise have happened; and, their actions. No one, therefore, would be so
beyond all question, what God knows is more foohsh as to deny that Ehas being a creature

_ eea'tain than what man thinks. Hence it is as of God could be changed either for the worse

,). impossible for what is future not to happen, or for the better; or that by the will of the
• as for what is past not to have happened; for omnipotent God he could be changed in a

_._ it can never be God's will that anything manner unusual among men. Sowecan have
_; should, in the same sense, be both true and no reason for doubting what on the htgh au-
_ false. Therefore all that is properly future thority of Scripture is related of him, unless
_. cannot but happen; what does not happen we hmit the power of God to things which we
_ never was future; even as all things which are familiar with.
_. are properly in the past did indubitably take: 6. Faustus' argument is, If Elias who was

place, a man could escape death, why might not
5. A_cordingly, to say, if God is almighty, Christ have the power of dying, since He was

let Him make what has been done to be un- more than man ? This is the same as to say,
done, is in fact to say, if God is almighty, let If human nature can be changed for the better,
Him make a thing to be in the same sense why should not the divine nature be changed
both true and false. God can put an end to for the worse ?_a weak argument, seeing that
the existence of anything, when the thing to I human nature is changeable, while the divine
be put an end to has a present existence; aslnature is not. Such a method of inference
when He puts an end by death to the exist- would lead to the glaring absurdity, that if
eaoe of any one who has been brought into God can bestow eternal glory on man, He
existence in birth; for in this case there is an lImust also have the power of consigning Him-
actual existence which may be put a stop to. [ self to eternal misery. Faustus will reply
But when a thing does not exist, the existence Ithat his argument refers only to three days

f-
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of death for God, as compared with eternal i made, but to create for Himself from nothing

life for man. Well, if you understood the treal flesh, as all things were created by Him
three days of death in the sense of the death _from nothing, none of us will oppose this by
of the flesh whmh God took as a part of our saying that He could not have done it. The
mortal nature, you would be quite correct; Ireason of our believing Htm to have been
for the truth of the gospel makes known that tborn of the Virgin Mary, is not that He
the death of Christ for three days was for the could not otherwise have appeared among

eternal life of men. But in arguing that there ] men in a true body, but because it is so written

is no imoropriety in asserting a death of three i in the Scripture, which we must believe in
days of "the divine nature itself, without any _order to be Christians, or to be saved. We
assumption of mortahty, because human na-lbelieve, then, that Christ was born of the
ture can be endowed with immortality, you IVirgin Mary, because it is so written in the
display the folly of one who knows neither iGospel; we believe that He died on thecross,
God nor the gifts of God. And indeed, since Ibocause it is so written in the Gospel; we be-

you make part of your god to be fastened to I here that both His birth and death were real,the mass of darkness for e_er, how can you !because the Gospel is no fiction. Why lie
escape the absurd conclusion already men- !chose to suffer all these things in a body taken
tioned, that God consigns H_mself to eternal from a woman ts a matter known only to
misery? You wdl then require to prove that Hunself. Perhaps He took this way of giv-
part of light is light, while part of God is not mg importance and honor to both the sexes
God. To give you in a word, without argu- whmh He had created, taking the form of a
ment, the true reason of our froth, as regards man, and being born of a woman; or there
Ehas having been caught up to heaven from may have been some other reason, we cannot
the earth, though only a man, and as re_ards tell. But this may be confidently affirmed,
Christ being truly,born of a virg, n, and truly that what took place was exactly as we are
dying on the cross, our belief m both cases _s, told in the Gospel narrative, and that what
grounded on the declaratmn of Holy Script- the wisdom of God determined upon was ex.
ure,* whmh it is piety to beheve, and tmpzety actly what ought to have happened. We
to disbelieve. What is said of Ehas you pre- place the authority of the Gospel above all
tend to deny, for you will pretend anything. _heretical discussions; and we admire the
Regarding Christ, although even you do not counsel of divine wisdom more than any
go the length of saying that He could not dte, _counsel of any creature.
though He could be born, still you deny H_s I 8. Faustus calls upon us to believe him,
birth from a virgin, and assert His death on .and says, The truth is, if you wtll believe
the cross to have been feigned, which is it, that the Hebrews were in a mistake re-
equivalent to denying it too, except as a gardmg both the death of Jesus and the ira-
mocker), for the delusion of men; and you mortahty of Ehas. And a little after he
allow so much merely to obtain indulgence a(kls, As from the outset of His taking the
for your own falsehoods from the believers in likeness of man He underwent in appearance
these fictions. ,all the expertences of humanity, it was quite

7- The questton which Faustus makes tt consistent that He should seal the dispensa-
appear that he is asked by a Catholic, If Jesus tlon by appearing to the. How can this in-
was not born, how could He dte? could be famous liar, who declares that Christ feigned
asked only by one who overlooked the fact death, expect to be believed? Did Christ
that Adam died, though he was not born. :utter falsehood when He said, _' It behoves
Who will venture to say that the Son of GOd '_the Son of man to be killed, and to rise the
could not, if He had pleased, have made for ithird day ?'' And do you tell us to believe
Himself a true human body in the same way' what you say, as if you utter no falsehoo4-s_
as He did for Adam; for all things were made' In that case, Peter was more truthful than
by Him ?" or who will deny that He who is Christ when he said to Him, "Be it far from
the Almighty Son of the Almighty could, if! Thee, Lord; this shall not be unto Thee;"
He had chosen, have taken a tnnly from a i for which it was said to him, "Get thee beo

heavenly substance, or from air or vapor, and i hind me, Satan." _ This rebuke was not lost
have so changed it into the precise character upon Peter, for, after his correction and full
of a human body, as that He might have lived i preparation, _e preacnea even to _ts
as a man, and have died in it 7 Or, once : neath the truth ot the oeam ot unrist. _ut

more, if He had chosen to take a body of I!f Peter deserved to _ called Satan for think-
none of the material substances which He had'tmg that Christ wou not die, what should

i _ Kmi_iL , z; Matt. i..S, x.th. _. _ job_ _. 3. _ :t L_ke lady. 7. 4 Matt. zvt. L'_. *t_.
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_ yOU be called, when you not only deny that 'of not being feigned, but actual experiences;Christ died, but assert that He feigned death ? only that they were undergone, not from a

_ You give, as a reason for Christ's appearing mere natural necessity, but m the exercise of
._:_ tO die, that He underwent in appearance all a controlling will, and of divine power. In

_! the experiences of humanity. But that He the case of a man, anger, sorrow, sleeping,* feigned all the experiences of humanity is being hungry and thirsty, are often involun-
: ._ only your opinion in opposition to the Gospel. tary; in Christ they were acts of His own will.

=_ *_ In reality, when the evangelist says that Jesus So also men are born without any act of their
_;: _ slept,* that He was huvgry," that He was own will, and suffer against their will; while
_:* thirstyJ that He was sorrowful, 4 or glad, and Christ was born and suffered by His own will.
_ _ so on,--these things are all true in the sense Still, the things are true; and the accurate

_:" I narrative of them is intended to instruct who-ever believes in Christ's gospel in the truth,
_ • Matt. viH, _4. _ Matt. zv 2

_*, _.l_u_xtL as. 4Matt.ax_. 37- ' not to delude him with falsehoods.

.!_/' BOOK XXVII.

[_ FAUSTUS WARNS AGAINST PRESSING TOO FAR THE ARGL'MENT, :tHAT IF JESUS WAS NOT BORN HE

'_" CANNOT HAVE SUFFERED. AUGUS'IIN ACCEPTS THE BIRTH AND DEATH ALIKE ON THE TES-

%_ TIMONY OF THE GOSPEL NARRATIVE, V.'HICH IS HIGHER AUTHORITY "I HAN THE FALSEHOOD

?- OF MAN1CH,q_US.

I. FAUSTUS said: If Jesus was not born, ]in misleading, not by those who know enough
_ He cannot have suffered; but since He did!to refute you. Jesus could both be born
_ suffer, He must have been born. I advise without being begotten and suffer without
- you not to have recourse to logical inference being brought forth. Hts being one and not
_ in these matters, or else your whole faith will the other was the effect of H_s own will. He
_" be shaken. For, even according to you, Jesus chose to be born without being begotten, and
_ was born miraculously of a wrg,n; which the not to suffer without being brought forth.

-'_ argument from consequents to antecedents And if you ask how I know that He was
_' shows to be false. For your argument might brought forth, and that He suffered, I read

*" thus be turned against you: If Jesus was born this in the faithful Gospel narrative. If I

t_, Of a woman, He must have been begotten by ask how you know what you state, you bring, a man; but He was not begotten by a man, i fotavard the authority of Mantch_eus, and
_ therefore He was not born of a woman. If, charge the Gospel with falsehood. Even if
-_ as you believe, He could be born without Manich_eus did not set forth falsehood as an
_. being begotten, why could He not also suffer excellence in Christ, I should not believe his

without being brought forth? statements. His praise of falsehood comes
"'_ 2. AUGUSTIN replied: The argument which from nothing that he found in Christ, but

_ you here reply to is o,_e which could be used from his own moral character.

_ only by such ignorant people as you succeed

BOOK XXVlII.
:_,_(" FAlgSTDS RECURS TO THE GENEALOGY AND INSISTS UPON EXAMINING IT AS REGARDS ITS CONSIS.-

_,. ' TEHCY WITH ITSELF, AUGUSTIN TAKES HIS STAND ON SCRIPTURE AUTHORITY AND MAIN-

'-?f" 'rAINS THAT MATTHEW'S STATEMENTS AS TO THE BIRTH OF CHRIST MUST BE ACCEPTED /kS

o
FINAL.

/_- _ t. FAUSTUS said: Christ, you say, could where the question is of the account to be
_'_, ° _ have died, had He not been born. I re- given of Jesus. The answer must be obtained

-_) : - ply, If He was born, He cannot have been [ from His own statements, or from the state-

__ God; or if He could both be God and be[ments of His apostles regarding Him. Theo%?j*_ ._.:_ born, why could He not both be born and [genealogy must be exammed as regards its
;_:_:, die ? Plainly, arguments and necessary con-[consistency with itself, instead of arguing

_" ;_.... sequences are not applicable to those matters, I from the supposition of Christ's, death to the
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fact of His b;arth; for He might have suffered prove their veracity by praising Christ for
without having been born, or He might have falsehood.
been born, and yet never have suffered; for 3. Here you will say, Examine the gene-
yon yourselves acknowledge that with God :aiogy as gwen in the two Gospels, and see if
nothing is impossible, which is inconsistent it is consistent with itself. The answer to this
with the denial that Christ could have suffered has been given already.' Your difficulty is
without having been born. how Joseph could have two fathers. But

_. At_GUSTI.'_ replied: You are always an- even tf you could not have thought of the
swering arguments which no one uses, instead explanatton, that one was his ox_aafather, and
of our real arguments, which you cannot an- the other adopted, you should not have been
swer. No one says that Christ could not die if so ready to put yourself m opposmon to such
He had not beent_orn; for Adamdied though high authority. Now that this explanation
he had not been born. What we say is, Christ has been given you, I call upon you to ac-
was born, because this is said not by this or knowledge the truth of the Gospel, and above
that heretic, but in the holy Gospel; and He all to cease your mischievous and unreason.
died, for this too is written, not in some able attacks upon the truth.
heretical production, but m the holy Gospel. 4. Faustus most plausibly refers to what
You set aside argument on the question of Jesus said of Himself. But how is this to be
the true account to be given of Jesus, and }known except from the narratives of His dis.
refer to what He says of Himself, and what I ciples ? And if we do not believe them when
His apostles say of'Him; and yet, when I they tell us that Clmst was born of a virgin,
begin to quote the Gospel of His apostle !how shall we believe what they record as said
Matthew, where we have the whole narratlv_ IbY t'hrist of Himself ? For, as regards any
of Christ's birth, you forthwith deny that iwritmg professing to come Immediately from
Matthew wrote the narrative, though th_s is Christ Himself, If it were really His, how is
affirmed by the continuous testimony of the fit not read and acknowledged and regarded
whole Church, from the days of apostohc as of supreme authority in the Church, which,
presidency to the bishops of our own time. 'beginning with Christ Himself, and continued
What authority will you quote against ttus ? ibY His apostles, who were succeeded by the
Perhaps some book of Manlch_eus, where it is _bishops, has been maintained and extended
denied that Jesus was born of a virgin. As, ]to our own day, and in which is found the
then, I believe your book to be the produc- ',fulfillment of many former predictions, while

tion of 5ianichreus, since it has been kept and ithose concerning the last days are sure to be
handed down among the disciples of Mani- laccompllshed in the future ? In regard to the
chaeus, from the time when he heed to the tapp.earance of such a writing, it would require
present time, by a regular succession of your to lye constdered from what quarter it issued.
presidents, so I ask you to beheve the book Supposing it to have issued from Chrast Htm-
which I quote to have been written by Mat- _self, those m _mmedtate connection wtth Him
thew, since it has been handed down from the _might very well have received it, and have

days of Matthew in the Church, w_thout any ltransmltted it to others. In th_s case, the
break in the connection between that time and !authority of the writing would be fully estab.
the present. The question then is, whether lished by the traditions of various communi-
we are to believe the statements of an apostle ties, and of their presidents_ as I have already
who was in the company of Christ while He stud. Who, then, is so infatuated as in our
was on earth, or of a man away in Persia, day to believe that the Epistle of Christ is-
born long after Christ. But perhaps you wdl sued by Manichaeus is genuine, or to disbeo
quote some other book bearing the name of lieve Matthew's narrative of Christ's wordj
an apostle known to have been chosen by and actions? Or, if the question is of MJt,.
Christ; and you will find there that Christ tbew being the real author, who would not,
was not born of Mary. Since, then, one of in this also, believe what he finds in the
the books must be fatse, the question in this Church, which has a distinct history in tin-
case is, whether we are to yield our belief to braken connection from the days of Matthew
a book acknowledged and approved as handed I to the present time, rather than a Persian

down from the beginning in the Church linterl°per' who comes more than two hundred
founded by Christ Himself, and maintained years after, and wishes us to believe his ac-
through the apostles and their successors in lcount of Christ s words and actions ra_ha_r
an unbroken connection all over the world to' than that of Matthew; wheros, even in the
the present day; or to a book which thislc_.tse of the Apostle Paul, who was called fra_
Church condemns as unknown, and which,[
moreover, is brought forward by men who t , m.
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heaven after the Lord's ascension, the Church i incurably defiled, and is consigned by Him-
would not have believed him, had there not Eself to eternal punishment in the mass of dark-
been apostles in life with whom he might[hess, though, when it was In harmless union
communicate, and compare his gospel with with Himself, and guilty of no crime, He
theirs, so as to be recognized as belonging to knowingly sent it where it was to suffer defile.
the same society ? When it was ascertained ment. This is the end of all your arguments
that Paul preached what the apostles preached, and fictions; and would that there were an

that he lived in fellowship and harmony end of them as regards your heart and )'our
with them, and when God's testimony _vas lips, that you might sometime desist from
added by Paul's working miracles like those believing and uttering those execrable bias-
done by the apostles, his authority became so phemies ! But, says Faustus, I prove from
great, that his words are now received In the the writings themselves that they cannot be
Church, as if, to use his own appropriate in all points trustworthy, for they contradict
words, Christ were speaking in him.' Mare- one another. Why not say, then, that they
ch_us, on the other hand, thinks that the are wholly untrustworthy, if their testimony is
Church of Christ should believe what he says inconsistent and self-contradictory ? But,
in opposition to the Scriptures, which are says Faustus, I say what I think to be in ac-

supported by such strong and continuous evi- Ic°rdance with truth. With what truth ? The
deuce, and in which the Church finds an era- truth is only your own fiction, which begins
phatic injunction, that whoever preaches to with God's battle, goes on to His contamina.
her differently from what she has recewedltlon, and ends with His damnation. No one,

must be anathema. • I says Faustus, believes writings which contra-
5. Faustus tells us that he has good grounds 1¢lict themselves. But if you think they do

for concluding that these Scriptures are un-,this, it is because you do not understand
worthy of credit. And yet he speaks of not ! them; for your ignorance has been manifested
using arguments. But the argument too shall in regard to the passages you have quoted in
be refuted. The end of the whole argument support of your opinion, and the same wilt
is to bring the soul to believe that the reason i appear in regard to any quotations you may
of its misery in this world is, that it is the, still make. So there is no reason fo_ our not
means of preventing God from being deprived !beheving these writings, supported as they
of His kingdom, and that God's substance and late by such weighty testimony; and this _s
nature is so exposed to change, corruption, i itself the best reason for pronot(ncmgaccursed
injury, and contamination, that part of it is_,those whose preaching differs from what is

t 2Cot.xiii.3- _o_a.t. s,9 [there written.

BOOK XXIX.
lt'AUSTUS SEEKS TO JUSTIFY THE DOCEII_M OF THE MANICH.,EANS. AUGUST1N INSISTS THAT

'FttERE IS NOTHING 1)I_;f;RACEFL'L IN BEING BORN.

1. FAtYSTUSsaid: If Christ was visible, and suffered in appearance, and did not really die;
suffered without having been born, this was you believe in an actual birth, and conception
sorcery. This argument of yours may be in the womb. If it is not so. you have only
turned against you, by replying that it was to acknowledge that the b_rth too was a delu-
sorcery ff He was conceived or brought forth sion, and our whole dispute will be at an end.
without being begotten. It is not in accord- As to what you frequently allege, that Christ
ante with the law of nature that a virgin could not have appeared or spoken to men
should bring forth, and still less that she without having been born, it is absurd; for,
should still be a virgin after bringing forth. I as our teachers have shown, angels have often
Way, then, do you refuse to admit that appeared and spoken to men.

- Christ, in a preternatural manner, suffered 2. Auov_rls replied: We do not say that to
without submitting to the condition of birth ? die without having been born is sorcery; for,
Believe me: in substance, both our beliefs as we have said already, this happened in the

"_ are contrary to nature; but our belief is de- case of Adam. But, though it had never
cent, and yours is not. We give an explana- happened, who will venture to say that Christ

t tion of Christ's passion which is at least prolr, could not, if He had so pleased, havecome
_._ able, while the only explanation you give of without taking His body from a virgin, am:!

_ His bi'rth is false. In fine, we hold that He yet appearing in a true body to redeem us by
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a true death ? However, it was better that .!birth;, but in all we read of Jesus having a
He should be, as He actually was, born of a mother. -_ Perhaps Faustus was unwilling to
virgin, and, by His condescension, do honor make the birth an illusion, I_c.ause the differ.
to both sexes, for whose dehverance He was ':euce of the genealogies given in Matthew and
to die, by taking a m_n's body born of a lLuke causes an apparent discrei_xncy. But,
womatl. In this He testifies emphaticaIly,supposm,r a man iLmorant there are man"
against you, and refutes your doctrme, which i things also relating to the txassion of Christ in
makes the sexes the work'of the devil. What which he will think the evangelists disag_e;
we call sorcery in your doctrine ts your mak- ' suppose him instructed, he finds entire agree.
ing Christ's passion and death to have been'ment. Can It be right to feign death, and
only in appearance, so that, by a spectral tl-_wrong to feign birth ? And yet Faustus _ill
lusion, He seemed to d_e when He dM not. ! have us acknowledge the birth to be feigned,
Hence you must also make His resurrection [ in order to put an end to the dispute. It will
spectral and illusory and false; for if there ! appear presently m our reply to another ob-
was no true death, there could not be a real', lection what we think to be the reason why
resurrection. Hence also the marks whlch_'Faustus wdl not admit of any birth, even a
He showed to His doubting disciples must feignt_t one.
have been false; and Thomas _as not assured 4. Vee deny that there is an)thing disgrace.
by truth, but cheated by a he, when t_e ex-ful in the bodies of saints. Some members,
claimed, "My Lord, and my God."' And indeed, are called uncomely, because they
yet you would have us believe that your' have not so pleasing an appearance as those
tongue utters truth, though Christ's whole ;constantly In view. 4 But attend to what the
body was a falsehood. Our argument against i apostle says, when from the unity and hat-
you is, that the Christ you make is such that mony of the body he enjoins charity on the
you cannot be His true disciples unless y-n Churdl: " _luct_ more those members of the
too practise deceit. The fact that Christ's body, which _eem to be feehle, are necessary'
body was the only one born of a virgin does and tiaose members of the b(_y, which we
not prove that there was sorcery m l-its birth, think to be less honorable, ut_m these we
any more than there is sorcery in its being bestow more abundant honor; and our us-
the only body to rise again on tile third day, comely parts have more abundant comeliness.
never to die any more. Well you say that For our comely parts have no need: but God
there was sorcery in all the Lord's mlraclt.s hath tempered the body together, having
because they were unusual _ "Ftaey really given more abundant honor to that part which
happened, and their appearance, as seen by lacked: that there should be no schism in the
men, was true, and not an illusion; anti when body." _ The licentious :rod intemperate use
they are said to be contrary to nature, it is of those members is disgraceful, but not the
not that they oppose nature, but that thcy lmembcrs themselves; for they are preserved
transcend the method of nature to whmh we _in purity not. only by tile unmarried, but also
are accustomed. May GoAt keep the minds by wedded fathers and mothers of holy life,
of His people who are sttfl babes m Christ I m whose case the natural appetite, as serving
from being influenced by Faustus, when he lnot lust, but an intelligent purpose in the
recommends as a duty that we should acknowl- ',produ_.t_on of children, is in no way disgrace-
edge Christ's birth to have been ilhlsory and:lul. Still more, in the holy Virgin Mary,
not real, that so we may end our dispute! who by faith conceived tile t,ody of Christ,
Nay, verily, rather let us continue to contend there was nothing disgraceful m the members
for the truth against them, than agree xvith :which served not for a common natural con.
them in falsehocal. _eptton, but for a miraculous birth. In order

3. But if we are to end the controversy by. that we might conceive Christ in sincere
saying this, why do not our op_ments them- hearts, and, as it were, produce Him in con-
selves say it? While they assert ti_edeath of fession, it was meet that His body should
Christ to have been not real but feigned, why, come from the substance of His mother with-
do theymake out that He had no birth at all,, out injury to her bodily purity. We cannot
not even of the same kind as His death ? If, suppose that the mother of Christ suffered
they had so much regard for the authority of'loss by His birth, or that the gift of produe-
the evangelist as to oblige them to admit that ttveness displaced the grace of virginity. If
Christ suffered, at least in appearance, it is,
the same authority which testifies to H is birth. _ °Mart.J _; l._k- it 7

V * A A , .t_ c,_'_* of t h_' • _ Matt _t *t: Mark m. )_; Iml_tt. 33. John _i *.two evan eds_s lrtuee_ txe _,e o_ ,._ • , A _m ref l
__ __ '_.f th_ r-m_rk _o hit Re#/y re the _>_a_d.4 naw¢,- afJ_lian, 1.;'.

3_. where he fr_kes u_aeh_te_t the ef/e_t _ itm,
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these occurrences, which were real and no il- have appeared or spoken without having been
lusion, are new and strange, and contrary to iborn of a woman ! He could, but He chose
the common course of nature, the reason is, i not; and what He chose was best. &nd that
that they are great, and amazing, and divine; He chose to do what He did is plain, because
and all the more on this account are they He acted, not like your god, from necessity,
true, and firm, and sure. Angels, says Faus- but voluntarily. That He was born we know,
tus, appeared and spoke without having been I because we put faith not in a heretic, but in
born. As if we held that Christ could not'Chr,st's gospel.

BOOK XXX.
FAUSTUS REPELS THE IN,C, INI.'ATION THAT THE PROPHECY OF PAUL WITH REFERENCE TO THOSE

THAT SHOULD FORBID TO MARRY, ABSTAIN FROM MEATS, ETC., APPLIES TO THE MANICH_7,ANS

MORE THAN TO THE CATHOLIC ASCETICS, WHO ARE HELD IN THE HIGHEST ESTEEM IN THE

CHURCH. AU(;UW]'IN JUbTIFIESTH1S APPLICATION OF THE PROPHECY, AND SHOWS THE DIF-

FERENCE BETWEEN MANICH,,EAN AND CHRISTIAN ASCETICISM.

t. I_AUSTUS said: You apply to us the' Daniel the account of the three youths, which
words of Paul: " Some shall depart from the you will find it difficult to reconc,le with the
faith, giving heed to lying spirits, and doc- i opinion that to abstain from meats is the doc-
trines of devils; speaking lies m hypocrisy;, trine of devils. For we are told that they
having their consciences seared as with a hot I abstained not only from what the law forbade,
iron; forbidding to marry, abstaining from but even from what it allowed; _ and you are
meats, which God has created to be received wont to praise them, and count them as mar-
with thanksgiving by believers."' I refuse to tyrs; though they too followed the doctrine
admit that the apostle said this, unless you of devils, if this is to be taken as the apostle's
first acknowledge that Moses and the prophets opinion. And Daniel himself declares that
taught doctrines of devils, and were the inter- he fasted for three weeks, not eating flesh or
preters of a lying and malignant spirit; since drinking wme, while he prayed for his people)
they enjoin with great emphasis abstinence How is it that he boasts of this doctrine of
from swine's flesh and other meats, which ,devils, and glories in the falsehood of a lying
they call unclean. This case must first be spirit?
settled; and you must consider long and 3. Again, what are we to think of you, or
carefully how their teaching is to be viewed: of the better class of Christians among you,
whether they said these things from God, or some of whom abstain from swine's flesh,
from the devil. As regards these matters, some from the flesh of quadrupeds, and some
either Moses and the prophets must be con- from all animal food, while all the Church
demned alongwith us, or we must be acquitted admires them for it, and regards them with
along with them. You are unjust in con- ! profound veneration, as onlynot gods? You
demning us, as you do now, as followers of obstinately refuse to consider that if the
the doctrine of devils, because we require the words quoted from the apostle are true and
priestly class to abstain from animal food; genuine, these people too are misled by doc-
for we limit the prohibition to the priesthood, trines of devils. And there is another ob-
while you hold that your prophets, and Moses I servance which no one will venture to explain
himself, who forbade all classes of men to eat t away or to deny, for it is known to all, and is
the flesh of swine, and hares, and conies, be- practised yearly with particular attention in
sides all varieties of cuttle-fish, and all fish Jibe con_egation of Catholics all over the
wanting scales, said this not in a lying spirit, lworld--I mean the fast of forty days, in the
nor in the doctrine of devils, but "from God, [due observance of which a man must abstain
and in the Holy Spirit. Even supposing, from all the things which, according to this
then, that Paul said these words, you can verse, were created by God that we might re-
convince me only by condemning Moses and ceive them, while at the same time he calls
the prophets; and so, though you will not do this abstinence a doctrine of desdls. So, my
it for reason or truth, you will contradict dear friends, shall we say that you too, dur-

: Moses for the sake of your belly, ing this fast, while celebrating the mysteries
2. Besides, you have in your Book of of Christ's passion, hve after the manner of

t t Tim, iv, t-3, _ Dim. ,. za 3 D_. z. 2,3-

(
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devils, and are deluded by a seducing st_irit , *rag introduced the doctrines of devils into
and speak hes in hypocrisy, and Ilave your Icomum, when Thecla, after having hcen be-
conscience seared with a hot iron ? If this trothed, was by his discourse intlamed with
does not apply to you, neither does it apply '.the desire of perpetual virginity.' And what
to us. What is to be thought of this verse, shall we say of Jesus, the Master Himself,
or its author; or towhom does it apply, since and the source of all sanctity, who is the un-
it agrees neither with the tradmons o! the Old ' wedded spouse of tile virgins who make this
Testament, nor wlth the mstmmons of the! profession, and who, when specifying in the
New ? As regards the New Testament, the .Gospel three kinds of eunuchs, natural, art_o
proof is from your own practice, and though ficlal, and voluntary, glves the palm to those
the Old requires abstinence only from certain _who have "made themselves eunuchs for the
things, still it reqmres abstinence. On the'kingdom of heaven,"' meamng the youths of
other hand, thin opinion of yours makes all both sexes who have extirpated from their
abstinence from ammal food a doctrine of' beans the deslre of marriage, and who m the
dewls. If this is your behef, once more I' Church act as eunuchs of tile King's palace?
say it, you must condemn Moses, and reject _Is tins also the doctrine of devils ? Are thosc
the prophets, and pass the same sentence on ' words, too, spoken m a seducing spirit ? And
yourselves; for, as they always abstained from iif Paul and Christ are proved to be priests of
certain kinds of food, so you sometlmes ab- Idevds, is not their splnt the same that speaks
slam from all food. I in God ? I do not mention the other apostles

4. But if you think that m mak,ng a d_s- of our Lord, Peter, Andrew, Thomas, and the
tinction m food, Moses and the prop lets es- example of eel hacy, the blessed John, w to
tablished a divine ordinance, and not a doe- i m various ways commended to young men
trine of devds; ff Daniel in the Holy Spirit,,and matdens the excellence of this profession,
observed a fast of three weeks; If the youthsl leawng to us, and to you U_, the form for

Ananias, Azanas, and Mishael, under thyme making virgins. I do not mention them,gmdance, chose to bye on cabbage or pulse;, because you oo not admtt them into the canon,
if, again, those among you who abstain, do it i and so y_tt will not scruple impiously to tin.
not at the mstigatton of dewls; ff y¢_ur absti-I pute to them dottrmes of devils. But will
nence from wine and flesh for forty days _s ;you say the same of Christ, or of the Apostle
not superstitious, but by diwne eommanh,-- ] ]_aul, who, we know, everywhere expressed
constder, I beseech you, _f It t.s not perfect lthe same preference for unmarried women to
madness to suppose these words to be Paul's, i tile married, and gave an example of it in the
that abstinence from food and forblddtng tol case of the saintly Thecla ? But if the doc-
marry are doctrines of devils. Paul cannot ltrine preached by Paul to Thecla, and which
have said that to dedicate wrgins to Chrtst is Ithe other apostles also preached, was not the
a doctrine of devils. But you read the words, / doctrine of devtls, how can we beheve that
and inconsiderately, as usual, apply them to / Paul left on record his opinion, that the very
us, wtthout seeing that this stamps your vir-!exhortation to sanctity is the injunction and
gins too as ted away by the doctrine of devils, Ithe doctrine of devils ? To make virgins
and that you are the functtonaries of the devils !simply by exhortation, without forbidding to
tn your constant endeavors to induce wrgms ]marry, is not pecuhar to you, That is our
to make this professzon, so that In all your] principle too; and he must be not only a fool,

churches the virgins nearly outnumber the tbut a madman, who thinks that a private lawmarried women. Why do you still adhere to can forbid what the public law allows, As
such practises ? Why do you ensnare! regards marriage, therefore, we too encour-
wretched young women, if it is the will of 1age vzrgins to remain as they are when they
devils, and not of Christ, that they fulfill?/are wilhng to do so; we do not make them
But, first of all, I wish to know ff making wr-tvirglns against their will. For we know the
gins is, in at1 cases, the doctrine of devils, or I force of will and of natural appetite when op-
only the prohibition of marriage. If it is the! posed by public law; much more when the
prohibition, it does not apply to us, for we'jlaw zs only private, and every one ts at lib.
too hold it equally foolish to prevent one who Ierty to disobey ;t. If, then, it is no crime to
wishes, as it is criminal and Impious to force, rmake virgins in this manner, we are guiltless
one who has some reluctance. But if you say !as well as you. If it is wrong to make vlr.
that to encourage the proposal, and not to re. igins m any way, you are guilty as well as we.
sist such a desire, is all the doctnne of devils, ' So that what you mean, or intend, by quoting
to say nothing of the consequence as regards ] this verse against us, it is impossible to say.
you, the apostle himself will be thus brought*
into danger, if he must be considered as hay-', _"_b',i,.'_"_'_'_a,_._,_.. _'_.ta_a _'_,t..
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5" AUOUSTIN replied: Listen, and you Creator; and in this is the doctrine of devils.
shall hear what we mean and intend by quot- _You need not be surprised that, so long be-
ing this verse against you, since you say that ',fore the event, this prediction regarding you
you do not know. It is not that you abstain !was made by the Holy Spirit.
from animal food; for, as you observe, our, 6. So, again, ff your exhortataons to vir-
ancient fathers abstained from some kinds of lgtmty resembled the teaching of the apostle,
food, not, however, as condemning them, _" He who g3veth in marrtage doeth well, and
but with a typical meamng, which you, he who glveth not in marriage doeth better;"3
do not understand, and of which I have if you taught that mamage is good, and vir-
said already in this work all that appeared gimty better, as the Church teaches which is
necessary. Besides, Chrastaans, not heretics, truly Christ's Church. you would not have
but Catholics, in order to sul_ue the body, i been descrd_ed m the Spmt's predacuon as

that the soul may be more llumbled m i forbidding to marry. What a man forbids he
prayer, abstain not only from animal food, _makes eval; but a good thing may be placed
but also from some vegetable productions, I second to a better thing without being for-
without, however, behevmg tt_em to be tan-lbidden. Moreover, the only bonorabte kind
clean. A few do this always; and at certain of mamage, or marriage entered into for
seasons or days, as m Lent, almost all, more its proper and Ieg,timate purpose, is precisely
or less, according to the choice or ab|hty of that you hate most. So, though you may
individuals. You, on the other hand, deny'not forbid sexual intercourse, you forbid
that the creature is good, and call it unclean, mamage; for the pecuharlty of rearrange is,
saying that animals are made by the dewl of that It is not merely for the gratlficat|on of
the worst impurities m tl_e substance of evd_ passion, but, as as written in the contract, for
and so you reject them _lth horror, as being ithe procreation of children. And, though
the most cruel and loathsome places of con-ivou allow many of your followers to retain
finement of your god. You, as a concess|on, ;'their connection with you m sp_te of their re-
allow your followers, as d_stmct from the. fusal, or their inabdtty, to obey you, you can-
priests, to eat animal food; as the apostle al- not deny that you make the proh_b_tmn. The
lows, in certain cases, not marriage m the Iproh|t,|tton is part of your fal_e doctrine,

.general .sense, but the indulgence of passion while the tolerat,on is only for ti_e interests of
in marraage.' It is only sin which ts t'_,.us the society. And here x_e see tile reason,
made allowance for. Thus is the feeling you 'which I have delayed ttll now to mention, for
havetoward all animal food; you have learned your making not the b|rth but only tile death
it from your heresy, and you teach tt to your, of Christ fe_gued anti illusory. Death being
followers. You make allowance for your fol-',the separation of the soul, that is, of tile
lowers, because, as I said before, they supply ] nature of your god, from the body which be-
you with necessaries" but you grant them in-'longs to his enemies, for ttts tile work of the
dulgence without saytng that at _s not stntul. Idevit, you uphold and approve of it; and thus,
For yourselves, you shun contact w_th this according to your creed, _t was meet that
evil and Impurity; and hence our rea.,on for' Christ, though He dtd not die, should corn-
quoting this verse against you is found in the mend death by appearing to d_e. In birth,
words of tile apostle whtch follow those wtth again, you beheve your gc_l to be bound in-
which you end thequotatton. Perhaps it was stead of released; and so you wtll not allow
for this reason that you left out the wdrds, that Christ was born even m thts illusory
and then say that you do not know what we fashion. You would have thought better of
mean or intend by thequotataon; for it suited i Mar)" had she ceased to be a wrgin without
you better to omit the account of our mten-', being a mother, than as being a mother with-
tion than to express it. For, after speaking.out ceasing to be a virgin. You see, then,
of abstaining from meats, which God has. that there is a great diflerence between ex-
created to be received wlth thanksgiving by' horting to wrgmtty as the better of two good
believers, the aDostle _oeson. "And by them. things, and forbadding to marry by denounc-
who kno_" the t"ruth;-for every.- crea{ure of'ing the true purpose of marriage; between
God is good, and nothing to be refused, if it i abstaining from food as a symbolic observ-
b_ received with thanksgiving: for it ts sane-iancc, or for tile mortification of the body,
rifled by the word of God and prayer. ''' This I and abstaining from food which God has
you deny; for }'our idea, and motive, and be- _ca'eated for the reason that God did not create
iief in abstaining from such food is, that they ! it. In one case, we have the doctrine of the

' : are not typically, but naturally, evil and an-t-!prophets and apostles; in the other, the doc-
pure. In this assuredly you blaspheme the i trine of lying devils.

Q_
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BOOK XXXI.

THE SCRIPTURE PASSAGE: *_TO THE PURE ALL THINGS ARE PI3RE, BUT TO THE IMPURE AND

DEFILED IS NO1HING Pt:RE; BUT EVEN THEIR MIND AND C('}N_IENCE ARE I'IEFILED," 1',

DISCU.C<.q,rr.D FROM BOTH THE MANICH:EAN ANt) THE CATHOI.IC POINTS O}" VIEW, ]_'AUhTUS

OBJECTING TO ITS API'LICATION TO HIS PAR3"*" AND AUGUSTIN INSI._TING ON |'l.'V, APPLICATION,

x. FAUSTVS said: *' To tim pure all thing-s the face of Paul's announcement, that there is
are pure. But to the impure and defiled ts i nothing which is not pure, and that abstinence
nothing pure; but even their mind and con- _from certain food is the doctrine of devils, and
science are defiled." As regards thls verse, that those who think anything defiled are |wal-
too, it is very doubtful whether, for your own _luted m their mind, if you not only abstain,
sake, you should believe it to have been writ- ;as we have said, but make a merit of it, and
ten by Paul. For tt would follow that .Moses' beheve that you become more acceptable to
and the prophets were not only influenced by "Christ tn pror_)rtion as you are more abste.
devils in making so much in their laws of the mtous, or, according to tilts new doctrine, as
distinctions in food, but also that they them. iyour minds are defiled and your conscience
selves were m_pure and defiled in their mind polluted, h should also be observed that,
and conscmnce, so that the following words while there are three religions in the worhl
also might properly be apphed to them: which, though m averydifferent manner, ap.
" They profess to know God, but in works point chastity and abstinence as the means of
deny Him." ' Tt_is is apphcal,le to no one pur2fit'ation of the ntllld, the religions, namely,
more than to Moses and the prophets, _ho. of the Jews, the Gentiles, and the Christians,
are known to have hved very differently from ' the opinion that everything ts pure cannot
what was becoming in men knowing (;od. have COlne from any one of tile three, it is
Up to this tlme I have thought only of aduL.certalnly not froni Judaism, nor from Pagan.
reties and frauds and murders as defiling the Istrl, which also makes a distinction of food;
conscience of Moses and the prophets; bnt the only difference being, that the Hebrew
now, from what this verse says, tt is plain that c]assl[ICatlon of animals does not harmonize
they were also defiled, because they looked with the Pagan. Then as to the Chrit_tian
upon something as defiled. How, ttleu, Call i faith, if y_nl think it pecuhar to Christianity
you persist in thinking that the VlSmn of the to cons,clef nothing defiled, you must first of
divine majesty can have been bestowed on all confe._s that there are 11oChristians among
such men, when it is written that only the you. For t)lltlKs oitered to idols, anti what
pure in heart can see God ? Even suppostng_ [lies of itself, to mention nothing else, are
that they had been pure from unlawful crimes, regarded by you all as great defilement. If.
this superstitious abstinence from certmn again, this is a Christian practice, on yottr
kinds of food, if it defiles the mind, is enough part, the doctrine which is opposed to all ab.
to debar them from the sight of deity. (;one Stlnence from impurities cannot be traced to
for ever, too, is the boast ,f ]Jan,el, and of Chrlstmnlty either. How, then, could Paul
the three youths, who, till now that we are'have said what is not in keeping with an). re.
told that nothing is nnclean, have linen re-_hgion ? In fact, when tl_e alv)stle from a Jew
garded among the Jews as persons of great bee_ame a Christian, it was a change of cus.
purity and excellence of character, becanse, 'toms more than of religion. As for the writer
in observance of hereditary customs, they.of this verse, there seems to be no religion
carefully avoided defihng themselves wttn which favors his opinion:
Gentile food, especially that of sacrifices.', 3- Be sure, then, whenever you discover
Now it appears that they were defiled m mind, anything else in Scripture to assail our faith
and conscience most of all when they were, with, to see, in the first place, that it is not
closing their mouth against blood and idol- against you, before you commence yourattack
feasts, on us. For Instance. there is the passage

_. But perhaps their ignorance may excuse you continually quote aleut Peter, that he
them; for, as this Christian doctrine of all once saw a vessel let down from heaven in
things being pure to the pure had not then ap- which were all kinds of antmals and serpents,
peared, they may have thought some things and that, when he ,as surprised and aston-
impure. But there can be no excuse for you in ,shed, a voice was heard, saying to him,

Peter, kill and eat whatsoever thou sees, in
• TrLi. ,6. • I_..... lthe vessel, and that he replied, Lord I will
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not touch what is common or unclean. On of what they rejected; which is true of
this the voice spoke again, What I have all unbelievers, but especially of you Maul-
cleansed, call not unclean.' This, indeed, chmans, for to you nothing whatever is
seems to have an allegorical meaning, and pure. For, although you take great care to
not to refer to the absence of distinction in keep the food which you use separate from
food. But as you choose to give it this the contamination of flesh, still it is not pure
meaning, you are bound to feed upon all wild to you, for the only creator of it you allow is
animals, and scorpions, and snakes, and rep- the devil. And you hold, that, by eating it,
tiles in general, in compliance with this vision you release your god, who suffers confine-
of Peter's. In this way, you will show that ment and pollution in it. One would tnink
you are really obedient to the voice which you might consider yourselves pure, sinoe
Peter is said to have heard. But you must your stomach ts the proper place for purify-
never forget that you at the same time con- ing your god. But even your own bodies, in
demn Moses and the prophets, who considered your opinion, are of the nature and handi-
many things polluted which, according to this work of the race of darkness; while your souls
utterance, God has sanctified, are still affected by the pollution of your

4. AUGUSTIN replied: When the apostle bodies. What, then, is pure to you? Not
says, "To the pure all things are pure," he the things you eat; not the receptacle of your
refers to the natures which God had created, food; not yourselves, by whom it is purified.
--as it is written by Moses in Genesis, "And Thus you see against whom the words of the
God made all things; and behold they were apostle are directed; he expresses himself so
very good, .... not to the typical meanings, as to include all who are impure and unbeliev-
according to which God, by the same Moses, lng, but first and chiefly to condemn you.
distinguished the clean from the unclean. To the pure, therefore, all things are l_ure,
Of this we have already spoken at length more in the nature m which they were created; but
than once, and need not dwell on it here. It to the ancient Jewish people all things were
is clear that the apostle called those impure not pure in their typical significance; and, as
who, after the revelation of the New Testa- i regards bodily health, or the customs of so-
mgnt, still advocated the observance of the ciety, all things are not suitable to us. But
shadows of things to come, as if without them !when things arc m their proper places, and
the Gentiles could not obtain the salvation tthe order of nature is preserved, to the pure
which is in Christ, because in this they were Iall things are pure; but to the impure and
carnally minded; and he called them unbe-lunbelieving, among whom you stand first,
tieving, because they did not distinguish nothing is pure. You might make a whole-
between the time of the law and the time some application to yourselves of the follow-
of grace. To them, he says, nothing is mg words of the apostle, if you desired acute
pure, because they made an erroneous and for your seared consciences. The words are:
sinful..... use both of what they received and "T'helr very mind and conscience are de-

, Actsx. ,x-,5. , o_. _.3, filed."

BOOK XXXlI

FAUSTUS FAILS TO UNDERSTAND WHY HE SHOULD BE REQUIRED EITHER TO ACCEPT OR REJECT

THE NEW TESTAMENT AS A WHOLE, WHILE THE CATHOLICS ACCEPT OR REJECT THE VARIOUS

P_RTS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT AT PLEASURE. AUGUSTIN DENIES THAT THE CATHOLICS

TREAT THE OLD TESTAMENT ARBITRARILY, AND EXPLAINS THEIR ATT1TL°DE TOWARDS IT.

t. FAUSTUS said: You say, that if we be- of the other things as Paul thought of the
lieve the Gospel, we must believe everything tthings which he held to be dung. Why,
that is written in it. Why, then, since you Ithen, should it seem strange or singular m
believe the Old Testament, do you not believe _me that I select from the New Testament
all that is found in any part of it ? Instead I whatever is purest, and helpful for my silva-
of that, you cull out only the prophecies tell- _tion, while I set aside the interpolations of
mg of a future King of the Jews, for you tyour predecessors, which impair its dignity

:_*_ suppose this to be Jesus, along with a few and grace ?
precepts of common morality, such as, Thou i 2."If there are parts of the Testament of
skait not kill, Thou shait not commit adul ....

'' tmry; and all the rest you pass over, thinking I • PmLia.s.
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the Father which

to observe t bread and bitter herbsJ you accept the feast,

i

we al_ not bound

(foryou attribute the Jewish law to the Father, lbut pay no attention to the rules for its oh.
and it is well known that many things m it_servance. It is the same with the feast of
shock you, and make you ashamed, so that iPentecost , or seven weeks, and the accom.
in heart you no longer regard it as free from_ paniment of a certain kind and number of
corruption, though, as you beheve, tile Father i sacrifices which Moses enjoins: * you olnerve
Himself partly wrote it for you with His own i the feast, but you condemn the propitiatory
finger while part was written by Moses, who _rites, whmh are part of it, because they are
was faithful and trustworthy), the Tebtament!not in harmony with Christianity. As re-
of the Son must be equally liable to corrup. Igards tile command to abstain from Gentile
tion, and may equally welI contain ot)jec, food, you are zealous believers in the un-
tionable things; especially as it is allowed not cleanness of things offered to idols, and of
to have been written by the Son Himself, nor iwhat has died of itself; but you are not so
by His apostles, but long after, by some un-' ready to beheve the prohibition of swine's
known men, who, lest they should be sus-_flesh, and hares, and conies, and mullets, and
pected of writing of things they knew nothing' cuttle-fish, and all the fish that you have a
of, gave to their books the names of the apos- rehsh for, although Moses pronounces them
des, or of those who were thought to have:M] unclean.
followed the apostles, declaring tile contents 4. 1 do not suppose that you will consent,
to be according to these originals. In this, I or even hsten, to such things as that a father-
think, they do grievous wrong to the disclple_ m-law should he with his daughter.in-law, as
of Christ, by quoting their authority for the Judah did; or a father with his daughters, like
d,.scordant and contradictory statements in i,ot; or prophets with harlots, like Hosea; or
these writings, saying that it was according that a husband _hould sell his wife for a night
to them that they wrote the Gospel_, wh3ch to her lover, like Abraham; or that a man
are so full of errors and discrepancies, both should marry two sisters, like Jacob; or that
in facts and in opinions, that they can be the rulers of the people and the men you con-
harmomzed neither with themselves nor with, sider as most inspired should keep their mis.
one another. This is nothing else than to tresses by hundreds and thousands; or, ac-

slander good men, and to bring the charge tordingtothe provtsionmade in l)euteronom_
of dissension on the brotherhood of the divot- about wive% that the wife of one brother, If
ples. In reading the Gospels, the clear in. he dies wnhout children, should marry the
tentton of our heart perceives the errors, and, ' surviving brother, and that he should raise
to avoid all injustice, we accept whatever ts up seed from her instead of his brother; and
useful, in the way of buikting up our faith, that if the man refuses to do this, the fair
and promoting the glory of the Lord Christ, plaintiff should bring her case before the
and of the Almighty God, His Father, whde elders, that the brother may tm called and
we reject the rest as unbecoming the majesty admonished to perform tilts religious duty;
of God and Christ, and inconsistent with our anti that, if he persists in his refusal, he must
belief, not go unpunished, but the woman must loose

3. To return to what I said of your not ac- _his shoe from his right foot, and strike him
cepting everything in the Old Testament. in the face, and send him away, spat upon
You do not admit carnal circumcision, though :and accursed, to perpetuate the reproach in
that is what is written;" nor resting from all his famdy.S These, and such as these, are
occupation on the Sabbath, though that is en- : the examples and precepts of the Old Testa.
j_ined;" and instead of propitiating God, as ment. If they are good, why do you not

oses recommends, by offerings and sacri- ipractise them ? If they are bad, why do you
rices, you cast these things aside as utterly:not condemn the Old Testament, in whie.h
out of keeping with Christian worship, and as i they are found ? But if you think that these
having nothing at all to recommend them. In, are spurious interpolations, that is preci_ly
some cases, however, you make a division, i what we think of the New TetRament. Yott
and while you accept one part, you reject t have no right to claim from us an acknowiedg.
the other. Thus, in the Passover, which is _merit for the New Testament which you your-
also the annual feast of the Old Testament, !selves do not make for the Old.
while it is written that in this observance you I 5. Since you hold to the divine authorship
mast slay a lamb to be eaten in the evening, _of the Old as well as of the New Testament,
and that you must abstain from leaven for_it would surely be more consistent and more
seven days. and be content wnh unleavened ! becoming, as you do not obey its pre_pts° to

tCae_ svk. 9-t4. • Ez. xaxL z3, _EL a/L 4 I.¢¢, x_L _ Deut. azv. lt-u_

J
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':_ confess that it has been corrupted by improper l the New Testament as Jesus enables you to
_. additions, than to treat it so contemptuously, t take with the Old, unless you suppose that the
_ _ if it is genuine and uncorrupted. Accord- Testament of the Son is of greater value than
_ ingly, my explanation of your neglect of the that of the Father, if it is really the Father's;
:. _ requirements of the Old Testament has always I so that while many parts of the one are to be
_' _ been, and still is, that you are either wxse condemned, the other must be exempted
:_ enough to reject them as spurious, or that from all disapproval; and that, too, when we

you have the boldness and irreverence to dis- iknow, as I said before, that it was not written
: regard them if they are true. At any rate, by Christ or by His apostles.

_ when you would obhge me to believe every- 7. Hence, as you receive nothing in the
thing contained in the documents of the New Old Testament except the prophecies and the

/_ Testament because I receive tile Testament common l>recepts of practical morality, which
itself, you should consider that, though you we quoted above, while you set aside cireum-
profess to receive the Old Testament, you in cision, and sacrifices, and the Sabbath and its
your heart disbelieve many things in it. Thus, observance, and the feast of unleavened bread,
you do not admit as true or authorttative the why should not we receive nothing in the New
declaration of the Old Testament, that ever). Testament but what we find said in honor and
one that hangeth on a tree is accursed, • for praise of the majesty of the Son, either by
this would apply to Jesus; or that every man Himself or by His apostles, with the proviso,
is accursed who does not raise up seed in in the case of the apostles, that it was said by
Israel," for that would include all of both I them after reaching perfection, and when no
sexes devoted to God; or that whoever is not longer in unbelief; whde we take no notice
circumcised in the flesh of his foreskin wit of the rest, which, if said at the trine, was the
be cut off from among lus people, 3 for that I utterance of ignorance or inexperience, or, if
would apply to all Christians; or that whoever I not, was added by crafty opponents with a
breaks theSabbathmustbestonedtodeath;,Imallctous intention, or was stated by the
or that no mercy should be shown to the man wrtters without due consideration, and so
who breaks a single precept of the Old Testa- handed down as authenttc? Take as exam-
ment. If you really believe these things as pies, the shameful birth of Jesus from a
certainly enjoined by God, you would, in the woman, His being circumcised like the Jews,
time of Christ, have been the first to assail His offering sacrifice like the Gentiles, His
Him, and you would now have no quarrel being baptized in a humiliating manner, His
with the Jews, who, in persecuting Christ with being led about by the dew1 in the wilderness,

i heart and soul, acted in ol_lience to their and His being tempted by h,m in the most
own God. distressing way. With these exceptions, be-

6. I am aware that instead of boldly pro-sides whatever has been i_serted under the
nouncing these passages spurious, you make pretence of being a quotatton from the Old
out that these things were required of the Testament, we believe the whole, especially
Jews till the coming of _esus; and that now the mystic nailing to the cross, emblematic
that He is come, according, as you say, to of the wounds of the soul in its passion; as

: the predictions of this Old Testament, He also the sound moral precepts of Jesus, and
_ Himself teaches what we should receive, and His parables, and the whole of His immortal

whatwe should set aside as obsolete. Whether discourse, which sets forth especially the dis.
the prophets pr_licted the coming of Jesus tinction of the two natures, and therefore

: we shall see presently. Meanwhile, I need must undoubtedly be His. There is, then,
say no more than that if Jesus, after being no reason for your thinking it obligatory in

_ predicted in the Old Testament, now subjects me to believe all the contents of the Gospels;
_ it to this sweeping criticism, and teaches us for you, as has been proved, take so dainty
_) to receive a few things and to throw over a sip from the Old Testament, that you
i!__ many things, in the same way the Paraclete hardly, so to speak, wet your lips with it.
_:_ who is promised in the New Testament 8. Auous_rr_replied: We give to the whole

_.i_ teaches us what part of it to receive, and Old Testament Scriptures their due praise as
what to reject; as Jesus Himself says in the true and divine; you impugn the Scriptures

_:' Gospel, when promising the Paraelete, "He of the New Testament as having been tam.
_, shall guide you into all truth, and shall teach pered with and corrupted. Those things in
_o°_._. you all things, and bring all things to your the Old Testament which we do not observe
_:_ remembrance."s Sothen, with the help of the we hold to have been suitable appointments

may take the same liberties with t for the time and the people of that dispensa-
: l_zac]ete_ we............. _'._ ........... - ..... t tk_ besides being symbolical to us of Uu_s

_o_:_ .!_._ ;__fi, _ ,o_._.,,. t in which they have stilt a spiritual use, though
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the outrard observance is abolished; and this!required to observe in the New Testament_
opinion is proved to be the doctrine of the or which is even forbidden, instead of findin_
apostolic writings. You, on the other hand, fault with it, we should ask what it means;
find fault with everything in the New Testa- for the very discontinuance of the observance
ment which you do not receive, and assert proves it to be, not condemned, but fulfilled.
that these passages were not spoken or written On this head we have already spoken re-
by Christ or His apostles. In these respects_peatedly.
there is a manifest difference between us. ! lo. To take, for example, this requirement
When, therefore, you are asked why you do on which Faustus ignorantly grounds his
not receive all the contents of the New Testa- charge against the Old Testament, that a man
ment, but, while you approve of some things, should take his brother's wife to raise up
reject a great many in the very same books as _for his brother, to be called by his name;
false and spurious interpolattons, you must llwhat does this prefigure, but that every
not pretend to imitate us m the distinction _preacher of the guspel should so labor in the
which we make, reverently and in f_,ith, but_Church as to raise up seed to his de_
must give account of your own presumption, brother, that Is, Chr|st, who died for us, and

9- If we are asked why we do not worsh|p that this seed should bear His name? More.
God as the Hebrew fathers of the Old Te_ta- [ over, the at_stlc fulfills this requirement no_
ment worshipped Him, we reply that God has [now in the typical observance, but in the
taught us differently by the New Testament lsplritual reality, when he reproves those of
fathers, and yet in no opposition to the Old Iwi_om he says that he had begotten thorn in
Testament, but as that Testament itself pre- Christ Jesus by the gospel, s and pints out to
dieted. For it is thus foretold by the prophet: ! them tl_eir error in wishing to be of Paul.
"Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, i '° Was Paul," l_v says, "crucified for you ?
when I will make a new covenant with the_ Or were ye baptizedin the name of Paul _"6
house of Israel, and with the house of Judah;i As if i_e sh_puld say, I have I_gotten you for
not according to the covenant which I made ',my deceased brother; your name is Christian,
with their fathers when I took them hy thet not Paulian. Then, too, whoever refuses the
hand to bring them out of the land of:ministry of the gospel when chosen by the
Egypt."' Thus it was foretold that that Chur=h, justly deserves the contempt of
covenant would not continue, but that thcre_the Church. So we see that the spitting in
would be a new one. And to the objectLon ithe face i_ accompamcd with a sign of re-
that we do not belong to the house of Israel, proach in loosing a shoe from one foot, to
or to the house of Judah, we answer accord, cxc]ude the man fr()m the company of tho_
ing to the teaching of the apostle, who ca;is to whom the apostle says, "' I.ct your feet be
Christ the seed of Abraham, and says to us, shod with the pre|mratiou of the gospel of
as belonging to Christ's body, " Therefore ye l_:ace;" 7 _d of whom the prophet thus
are Abraham's seed." ffi Again. if we are speaks, " How beautiful are the feet of them
asked why we regard that Testament as au- _who publish peace, who bring good tidings of
thor|tat|re when we do not observe its ord_- .g_,od _" _ The man who hokts the faith of
nances, we find the answer to this also m the the gospel so as both to profit himself and to

'[_e ready when called to serve the Church, isapostolic writings; for the apostle says, "Let t
no man judge you in meat or drink, or m re- properly represented as shod on both feet.
spec_ of a holiday, or a new moon, or of Sab- But the man who thinks it enough to _ecure
baths, which are a shadow of things to come." _' h_s own safety by believing, and shirks the
He-re we learn both that we ought to read of _duty of benefiting others, has the reproach of
these observances, and acknowledge them to _bemg unshod, not m type, but m reality.
be of divine institution, in order to preserve l _x. Faustus needlessly objects to our oh-
the memory of the prophecy, for they were'_ervance of the passover, taunting us with• . " ......... _n:"_-_n-from the lewish observance: for in
shadowsof things to come; anti aiSo_a_wctu _ ..... _; ...... _.._. ...... _,_h "_t i_
,*_rl _v n¢_rP_ard to theme who wouJd _uoge _the gospel we _avc _,_ ---,- ..... : -_- --_

US for not continuing the outward observance; Ishadow, but m substance, and msteaa ot pc_-

as the apostle says elsewhere to the same ifiguring the death, we commemorate it daily_
purpose, These things happened to them land especially m the yearly festival. Thal

admonition, on whom the end oi the ages are _respono w_n _.c _c-_°,, v.o_
come.", So, when we read anything in theitake in the Lord's day, on which Christ ro_e.
books of the Old Testament which we are not I And as to the feast of unleavened bread, all
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Christians sound in the faith keep it, not in son why such food was prohibited was that

i_-'/ the leaven of the old life, that is, of wicked- the flesh of animals which have died of them-
_ hess, but in the truth and sincerity of the selves is diseased, and is not likely to be

{_,' faith; ' not for seven days, but always, as was wholesome, which is the chief thing in food.
typified by the number seven, for days are The observance of pouring out the blood
always counted by sevens. And if this ob- which was enjoined in ancient times upon Noah

','_ servance is somewhat difficult in this world, himself after the deluge, 6 the meaning of
since the way which leads to life is strait and which we have already explained, is thought
narrow," the future reward _s sure; and this by many to be what is meant in the Acts of
difficulty is typified in the bitter herbs, whmh the Apostles, whe_-e we read that the Gentiles
are a little distasteful, were required to abstain from fornication, and

t2. The Pentecost, too, we observe, that from things sacrificed, and from blood,)'that
is, the fiftieth day from the passion and resur- is, from flesh of which the blood has not been
tee, ion of the Lord, for on that day He sent poured out. Others give a dtfferent meaning
to us the Holy Paraclete whom He had to the words, and think that to abstain from

: promised; as was prefigured in the Jewish blood means not to be polluted with thecrime
passover, for on the fiftieth day after the of murder. It would take too long to settle
slaying of the lamb, Moses on the mount re- this question, and it is not necessary. For,
ceived the taw written with the finger of God) altowmg that the apostles did on that occasion
If you read the Gospel, you will see that the require Christians to abstain from the blood
Spirit is there called the finger of God. 4 Re. of animals, and not to eat of things strangled,
markable events which happened on certain they seem to me to have consulted the time
days are annually commemorated in the in choosing an easy observance that could not
Church, that the recurrence of this festival be burdensome to any one, and which the
may preserve the recollection of things so Gentries might have m common with the
important and salutary. If you ask, then, Israehttes, for the sake of the Corner-stone,
why we keep the passover, it is because Christ who makes both one in Himself; 8 while at
was then sacrificed for us. If you ask why the same time they would be reminded how
we do not retain the Jewtsh ceremonies, it is the Church of all nations was prefigured by
because they prefigured future reahties which the ark of Noah, when God gave this corn-
we commemorate as past; and the difference mand,_a type which began to be fulfilled in
between the future and the past is seen in the the time of the apostles by the access,on of
different words we use for them. Of this we the Gentiles to the faith. But since the close
have already said enough, of that period durmg which the two walls of

13. Again, if you ask why, of all the kmds the ctrcumcmion and the unctrcumci_ton, al-
of food prohibited in the former typical dis-though united in the Corner-stone, still re-
pensation, we abstain only from food offered tained some distinctive pecuharities, and now
to idols and from what dtes of itself, you shall that the Church has become so entirely Gen-
hear, if for once you will prefer the truth to tile that none who are outwardly Israelites
idte calumnies. The reason why it is not are to be found in it, no Christian feels bound

expedient for a Christian to eat food offered!to abstain from thrushes or small birds be-
to idols is given by the apostle: ' I woutd cause ,herr blood has not been poured out, or

not," he says, "that ye should have fellow-I from hares because they are killed by a stroke
_" ship with demons." Not that he finds fauttion the neck without shedding their blood.

with sacrifice itself, as offered by the fathers[ Any who still are afraid to touch these things
tO typify the blood of the sacrifice wtth which are laughed at by the rest: so general is the

:_"__ Christ has redeemed us. For he first says, convtct_on of the truth, that "not what en-

iii_ "The things which the Gentiles offer, they tereth into the mouth defileth you, but what" offer to demons, and not to God; "' and then cometh out of it; "9 that evil lies in the com-
_2. adds these words : *"I would not that yeshould mission of sin, and not in the nature of any
_'_ have fellowship with demons." s If the un- food in ordinary use.
_. cleanness were in the nature of sacrificial x4. As regards the deeds of the ancients,
:_- flesh, it would necessarily pollute even when both those which seem sinful to foolish and
_':':_ eaten in ignorance. But the reason for not ignorant people, when they are not so, and
"¢._,_'- partaking knowingly is not in the nature of those which really are sinful, we have already
_;_ the food, but, for conscience sake, not to explained why they have been written, and
o_. : seem to have fellowship with demons. As how this rather adds to than impairs the dig-

_ i__ regards what dies of itself, I suppose the rea- nity of Scripture. So, too, about the curie

-::,_ ._ 4 ladm xk tk mt Car. r. *_ • Eph. iL _,-_ ) Mint. xv. st.
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on him who hangeth on a tree,and on him stillrecogniseas havingbeen propheticalo_-
who raisesnot up seedinIsrael,our replyhas servances,once enjoinedand now fu_illed.
alreadybeen given in the properplace,when iAnd besides,thepromise of the Paracleteis
meeting Faustus'objections.'And in replyfound in those books, allthe contentsof
toallobjectionswhatsoever,whetherwe have which you do not accept;and His missionis
alreadyansweredthem separately,orwhether recordedinthebook which you shrinkfrom
they arecontainedinthe remarksof Faustus even naming. For,as isstatedabove,and
which we are now considering,we appealto has been saidrepeatedly,thereisa distinct
our establishedprinciples,on which we main- narratlvein theActs of theApostlesof the

tainthe authorityof sacredScripture.The !missionoftheSpiriton theday of Pentecost,
principleisthis,thatallthingswrittenintheiand the effectproduced showed who itwas,
books oftheOld Testament arctobereceivedFor allwho firstreceivedHim spoke with
with approvaland admiration,as most trueItongues;'and inthissigntherewas a promise
and most profitableto eternallife;and thatithatin all tongues,or in allnatlons,the

thosepreceptswhich are no longerobservediChurch of aftertimes would faithfullypro.
outwardlyaretobe understoodashavingbeen Iclaxmthe doctrineof the Spiritas wellas ofmost suitablein those times,and are to be theFatherand oftheSon.

viewedashaving been shadows of thingsto 16.Why, then,do you not acceptevery.
come, of which we may now perceivethe ful-thinginthe New Testament? Is itbecause
fil]ments. Accordingly,whoever in those the books have not the authorityof Christ's
timesneglectedtheobservanceof thesesym- apostles,orbecausethe apostlestaughtwhat
bolicalpreceptswas righteouslycondemned was wrong ? You replythatthe books have
tosufferthe punishment requiredby thed_- notthe authorityof the apostles.That the
vine statute,as any one would be now ifhc apostleswerewrong in theirteachingiswhat
were impiouslytoprofanethe sacramentsof Pagans say. But what can you say toprove
the New Testament, which differfrom the thatthe publicationof thesebooks cannot
old observanccsonlyasth_stlme differsfrom be tracedtothe apostles? You replythatin
that. For as praiseIsduc to the rlghteousmany thingstheycontradictthemselvesand
men ofold who refusednot tod_efortheOld one another. Nothingcouldbe more untrue;
Testament sacraments,so itis duc to the the factis,you do not understand. Inevery"
martyrs of the New Testament. And as alcasewhere Faustushas broughtforwardwhat
sickman shouldnot findfaultwith the medi- you thinkadiscrepancy,we have sho_n_that
caltreatment,becauseone thingisprescribedtherewas none; and we w111do the same in
to-dayand anotherto-morrow,and whatwas at everyothercase. It isintolerablethatthe
firstrequiredisafterwardsforbidden,sincethe rcadcror learnershoulddaretolaytheblame
method ofcuredependson th_s;sothehuman on Scripturesof such high authority,instead
race,sick and soreasitisfrom Adam tothe of confessinghis own stupidity.Did the
end of the world,as long as the corruptedParacleteteach you thatthese writingsare
body weighsdown themind,_should not find notoftheapostles'authorship,but writtenby
faultwith the divineprescriptions,ifsome- othersunder theirnames? But where isthe
timesthesame observancesareenjoined,and proofthat itwas the Paracletefrom whom
sometimes an old observanceis exchanged you learnedthis? Ifyou say thatthe Pars-
forone of adifferentkind;especiallyasthere clctewas promisedand sentby Christ,we re-
was a promise of a change in the appointments. 'ply that your Paraclete was neither promised

x5. Hence there is no force in the analogy ! nor sent by Christ; and we also show you
which Faustus institutes between Christ's _when He sent the Paraclete whom Hc prom.
pointing oat to us what" to believe and what I ised. What proof have you that Christ setR

Ito reject in the Old Testament, in which He your Paraclete_ Where do you get the evt.
Himself is predicted, and the Paraclcte's ] dence in support of your informant, or ratlaer
doing the same to you as regards the New t misinformant ? You reply that you find the
Testament, where there is a similar prediction proof in the Gospel. In what Gospel ? You

of Him. There might have been some plausi- I do not accept all the Gospel, and you say tlmt
bility in this, had there been an)thing in the lit has been tampered with..Will you first
Old Testament which we denounced as a mis- [ case ),our witness ot corruptaon, ana then oltll
take, or as not of divine authority, or as un- I for hss evidence ? To beheve htm when yon
true. Wedo nothing of the kind; we receivelwiah it, and then dlsbehev© hum when you
everything, both what we observe as rules of ]wish it, is to believe nobody but yourself. If

conduct, and what we no longe2observe,_but lwe wer_e prepareo to vei_-ve you, mere woum
s llml lXI1. JW_f tz.z$ ,_ ! _ Ac_ ft.
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/: be no need of a witness at all. Moreover, in [they forced from the words of Paul: '" We
the promise of the Holy Spirit as the Para- t know in part, and we prophesy in part; but

" clete, it is saAd, "He shall lead you into all iwhen that which is perfect is come, then that
truth;" ' but how can you be led into all truth jwhich is in part shall be done away: -4 makintr

+' by one who teaches you that Christ was a de- [out that the apostle knew and p'rophesied in
ceiver ? And again, if you were to prove that _part, when he said, "Let him do what he will;
all that is said in the Gospel of the promise if he marries, he sinneth not,"s and that this
of the Paraclete could apply to no one but is done away by the perfectmn of the Phry.
ManicMeus, as the predictions of the prophets gian Paraclete. + And if they are told that
are applicable to Christ; and if you q¢oted they are condemned by the authority of the
passages from those manuscripts which you Church, which is the subject of such ancient
say are genuine, we might say that on this promises, and is spread all over the world.
very point, as proving Mamch_us to be the they reply that this is in exact fulfillment of
only person intended, the passages have been what is said of the Paraclete, that the world
altered in the interest of your sect. Your cannot receive Him.7 And are not those
only answer to this would be, that you could passages, "' He shall lead you into all truth,"
not possibly alter documents already in the and, "When that which is perfect is come,
possession of all Christians; for at the very that which is in part shall be done away,"
o*atset of such an attempt, it would be met by and, "The world cannot receive Him," pre-
an appeal to older copies. But if this proves cisely those in which you find a prediction of
that the books could not be corrupted by you, Mamcha_us ? And so every heresy arising
it also proves that they could not be corrupted under the name of the Paraclete will have the
by any one. The first person who ventured boldness to make an equally plausible appti-
to do such a thing would be convicted by a cation to itself of such texts. For there is
comparison of older manuscripts; espectally no heresy but will call itself the truth; and
as the Scripture is to be found not in one lan- the prouder it is, the more likely it will be to
guage only, but in many. As it is, false call itself perfect truth: and so it will profess
readings are someumes corrected by compar- to lead into all truth; and since that which is
ing older copies or the ortginal language, perfect has come by it, _t will try. to do away
Hence you must either acknowledge these with the doctrine of the apostles, to which its
documents as genuine, and then your heresy own errors are opposed. And as the Church
cannot stand a moment; or if they are spuri- holds by the earnest admomtion of the apos.
ous, you cannot use their authority in support tie, that "whoever preaches another gospel
of your doctrine of the Paraclete, and so you to you than that which ye have received, let
refute yourselves, him be accursed; ''8 when the heretical

x7. Further, what is said in the promise of preacher begans to be pronounced accursed
the Paraclete shows that it cannot possibly by all the world, will he not forthwith ex-
refer to Mamch_eus, who came so many years claim, This is what is written, "The world
after. For it is distinctly said by John, that cannot receive Him "?
the Holy Spirit was to come immediately after i8. Where, then, will you find the proof
the resurrection and ascension of the Lord required to show that it is from the Paraclete
"For the Spirit was not yet given, because that you have learned that the Gospels were
that Jesus was not yet glorified." ° Now, if not written by the apostles ? On the other
the reason why the Spi_t was not given was, hand, we have proof that the Holy Spirit,
that Jesus was not glorified, He would neces, the Paraclete, came immediately after the
• h,,ily be given immediately on the glorifica-glorification of Jesus. For " He was not yet
tion of Jesus. In the same way, the Cata- given, because that Jesus was not yet glori-
phrygians 3 said that they had received the fled." We have proof also that He leads into
promised Paraclete; "and so they fell away all truth, for the only way to truth is by love,

_+,. from the Catholic faith, forbidding what Paul and "the love of God," says the apostle,
;' _ allowed, and condemning second marriages, "is shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy
• which he made lawful. They turned to their Ghost who is given unto us."* We show,
,+, own use the words spoken of the Spirit, "He too, that in the words, "when that which is

shall lead you into all truth," as if, forsooth, perfect is come," Paul spoke of the perfac-
C Paul and the other apostles had not taught all tion in the enjoyment of eternal life. For in
_:; the truth, but had left room for the Paraclete the same place he says: "' Nowwe seethroul_h

•' of the C,ataphrygians. The same meaning ia glass darkly, but (hen face to face." m Sr-ou

_%, • Jetm _vL _3, + .lotto vii, 39, I 4 _ Ct_r. xiiL 9, •_ s _ C_r. ell _ 6 ttoatneL
_z," + _l[&mRhermuo¢ for the lqonttm_who ar_e in Phrygia [ _'Johnxiv._ 7 SCaLi. 9+ 9Rem. v+!b

, +, Idlwl_]f tft_ the middle of the tecoae ccatury,--A, II. _,] m a Cot, girl. x_.
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cannot reasonably maintain that we see God Idarkened by the mists of carnality, to what, I

face to face here. Therefore that which is theseech you, will you betake yourself ? Set
pe_ect has not come to you. It ts thus clear iaside authority, and let us hear the reason of
what the apostle thought on this subject. ]your beliefs. Is it by a logical process that
This perfection will not come to the saints till your long story about the nature of God con.
the accomplishment of what John speaks of: cludes necessardy with this startling announce.
' Now we are the sons of God, and tt doth jment, that thts nature Is subject to injury and
not yet appear what we shall be; but we know ]corruption ? Am] how do you know that
that when it shall appear we shal! be hke Him, Ithere are eight contirents and ten heavens,
for we shall see Him as He ts. '* Then we Iand that Atlas bears up the world, and that it
shall be led into all truth by the Holy Spirit, hangs from the great world.holder, and in-
of which we have now received the pledge, numerable things of the same kind ? Who is
Again, the words, "The world cannot receive ! y.our authority ? Manichceus, of course,, you
Him," plainly point to those who are usually will say. But, unhappy being, this ts not
called the world in Scripture---the lovers of I sight, but faith. If, then, you submit to re-
the world, the wicked, or carnal; of whom _celve a load of endless fictions at the bidding
the apostle says: " The natural man perceiv- of an obscure and irrational authority, so that
eth not the things which are of the Spirit of you believe all those things because they are.
God."" Those are said to be of this world _'ritten in the books _hich ).our misguided
who can understand nothing beyond material judgment pronounces trustworthy, though
things, which are the objects of sense in this there is no evidence of their truth, why not
world; as is the case with you, when, in your rather submit to the authority of the Gosp¢_
admiration of the ,un and moon, you suppose which ts so well founded, so confirmed_ to
all divine things to resemble them. Deceivers, generally acknowledged and admired, and
and being deceived, you call the author of which has an unbroken series of testimonies
this silly theory the Paraclete. But as you from the alx)stles down to our own day, that
have no proof of his being the Paraclete, you so you may have an intelligent belief, and
have no reliable ground for the statement that,may come to know that all your objectkmt_
the Gospel writings, which you receive only Iare the frmt of folly and perversity; and that
in part. are not of apostolic authorship. Thus there is more truth in the opinion that the un.
your only remaimng argument is, that these [changeable nature of God should take part of
writings contain things disparaging to the lmortality, so as, without injury to itself from
glory of Christ; such as, that He was born of tthis union, to do and to suffer not feignedly,
a virgin, that He was circumcised, that the tbut really, whatever tt behoved the mortal
customary sacrifice was offered for Him, that t nature to do and to suffer for the salvation of
He was baptized, that He was tempted of the the human race from which tt was taken, than
devil, l in the behef that the nature of God is subject

t 9. With those exceptions, including also lto injury and corruption, and that, after suf-
the testimonies quoted from the Old "Festa- fering pollution and captivity,, it cannot be
ment, you profess, to use the words of Faus- wholly freed and purified, but ts condemned
tus, to receive all the rest, especially the by a supreme divine necessity to eternal pun-
mystic nailing to the cross, emblematic of the ishment in the mass of darkness ?
wounds of the soul in its passion; as also 20. You say, in reply, that you believe in
the sound moral precepts of Jesus, and the what Mantchaeus has not proved, because he
whole of His immortal discourse, which sets has so clearly proved the existence of two
forth especially the distinction of the two natures, good and evil, in this world. But
natures, and therefore must undoubtedly be here is the very source of your unhappy de-
His. Your design clearly is to deprive Script- lusion; for as in the Gospels, so in the world,
ure of all authority, and to make every man's ; your idea of what is evil is derived entirely
mind the judge what passage of Scripture he' from the effect on your senses of such dis.
is to approve of, and what to disapprove of. : agreeable things as serpents, fire, poilu, and
This is not to be subject to Scripture in so on; and the only good you know ot is what
matters of faith, but to make Scripture sub- 1has an agreeable effect on your tenses, as _¢
_ect to you. Instead of making the high lpleasant flavors, and sweet smells, and sun-
authority of Scripture the reason of approval, light, and whatever else recommends itself
every man makes his approval the reason for strongly to your eyes, or your nostrils, or
thinking a passage correct. If, then, you ] your palate, or any other organ of sensation.

i But had you begun with looking on the lvookdiscard authority, to what, poor feeble soul,
i of nature as the production of the Creator of

, t joha til. ,. ,, cot. ,i. _,. all, and had you believed that your own finite ',
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"_.- understanding might be at fault wherever the doctrine of two natures opposed to one
_" anything seemed to be amiss, instead of yen- another, and having each its own principle ?
_':-' taring to find fault with the works of God, Again, the apostles, as becomes the disciples
YY you would not have been led into these im- of truth, declare the birth and passion of
:_ pious follies and blasphemous fancies with Christ to have been real events; while Mani-

which, in your ignorance of what evil really ch_us, who boasts that he leads into all truth,
i% you heap aU evils upon God. would lead us to a Christ whose very passion

zx. We can now answer the question, how he declares to have been an illusion. The
we know that these books were written by the apostles say that Christ was circumcised in the
apostles. In a word, we know this in the flesh which He took of the seed of Abraham;
same way that you know that the books Manich_us says that God, in his own nature,
whose authority you are so deluded as to pre- was cut in pieces by the race of darkness.
fer were written by Manich_eus. For, sup- The apostles say that a sacrifice was offered
pose some one should raise a question on this for Christ as an infant in our nature, accord.
point, and should contend, in arguing with ingtothe insUtutions of the time; Manichmus,

that the books which you attribute to that a member, not of humanity, but of the
ich_us are not of his authorship; your tdivine substance itself, must be sacrificed to

only reply would be, to ridicule the absurdity the whole host of demons by being introduced
of thus gratuitously calling in question a mat- t into the nature of the hostile race. The
ter confirmed by successive testimonies of apostles say that Christ, to set us an example,
such wide extent. As, then, it is certain that was baptized in the Jordan; Manicha_us, that
these books are the production of Manicha_us, God immersed himself in the pollution of
and as it is ridiculous in one born so many darkness, and that he will never wholly
years after to start objections of his own, and Iemerge, but that the part which cannot be
so raise a discussion on the point; with equal purified will be condemned to eternal punish-
certainty may we pronounce it absurd, or ment. The apostles say that Christ. in our
rather pitiable, in Mamcha:us or his followers nature, was tempted by the chief of the de-
to bring such objections against writings mons; Manich_eus, that part of God was taken
originally well authenticated, and carefully captive by the race of demons. And in the
handed down from the times of the apostles temptation of Christ He resists the tempter;
to our own day through a constant succession while in the captiwty of God, the part taken
of custodians, captive cannot be restored to its origin even

an. We have now only to compare the au- after victory. To conclude, Manich_us,
thority of Manich_eus with that of the apos- under the guise of an improvement, preaches
ties. The genuineness of the writings is another gospel, which is the doctrine of devils;
equally certain in both cases. But no one and the apostles, after the doctrine of Christ,
will compare Manichmus to the apostles, un- enjoin that whoever preaches another gospel
less he ceases to be a follower of Christ, who shall be accursed.'
sent the apostles. Who that d_d not mts-

_- understand Christ's words ever found m them , cal. i. s.

_+ BOOK XXXIII.

J'AUSTUS DOES NOT THINK IT WOULD BE A GREAT HONOR TO SIT DOWN WITH ABRAHAM,, ISAAC

_. AND JACOB, WHOSE MORAL CHARACTERS AS SET FORTH IN THE OLD TESTAMENT HE DETESTS.

: HE JUSTIFIES HIS SUBJECTIVE CRITICISM OF SCRIPTURE. AUOUSTIN SUMS UP THE ARGUMENT,

_ CLAIMS THE VICTORY, AND EXHORTS THE MANICH,_'.ANS ,TO ABANDON THEIR OPPOSITION TO

'_ THE OLD TESTAMENT NOTWITHSTANDING THE DIFFICULTIES THAT IT PRESENTS_ AND TO

_ - _NIZE THE AUTHORITY OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH.

_?_:_._: ,. FAUSI"USsaid: You quote from the Gos- {knowledge the patriarchs. Now, we should
_. pel the words, +' Many shall come from the ]be the last to grudge to any human bei'ng tl_at
_"+, east and the west, and shall sit down with lGod should have compassion on ram, arm
_ -. Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, in the king-{bring him out of perdition to salvatl .o_ At
i_' dam of heaven," ' and ask why we do not ac- I the same time, we should acknowledge m such

Ia case the clemency shown in this act ot com-
_ Ipassion, and not the merit of the person whose
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life is unde. niably b!ameworthy.. Thus, in the I reached heaven, not by any merit of their
case ot the Jew_sn zathers, Abraham, and[own, but by that divine mercy which is
Isaac, and Jacob, who are mentioned by_ stronger than sin,
Christ !n this.verse, suppos.ing it to be gen- 1 2. However , there is a difficulty indeciding
rune, although they tet] wlcxea flees, as we I as regards this verse too, whether the words
may learn from their descendant Moses, or were really spoken to Christ, for there is a
whoever was the author of the history called I discrepancy in the narratives. For while two
Genesis, which describes their conduct as]evangelists, Matthew and Luke, both alike

having been most shocking and detestable; I tell of the centurion whose servant was sic.k_
we are ready to allow that they may, after all,, and to whom these words of Jesus are sup-
be in the kingdom of heaven, in the place posed to have applied, that He had not seen
which they neither believed in, nor hoped for, so great faith, no, not in Israel, as in this
as is plato enough from their books. But man, though a Gentile and a Pagan, because
then it must be kept in mind that, as you he said that he was not worthy that Jesus
_ourselves confess, if they dld attain to what should come under his roof, but wished Him
is spoken of in this verse, it was something only to speak the word, and his servant should
very different from the nether dungeons of be healed; Matthew alone adds that Jesus
woe to which their own deserts consigned went on to say, "Verily I say tmto you, that
them, and that their'dehverance was the work many shall come from the east and from the
of our Lord Christ, and the result of His!west, and shah sit down with Abraham, and
mystic passion. Who would grudge to the l Isaac, and Jacob, in the kingdom of heaven;
thief on the cross that deliverance was granted _but the chiklren of the kingdom shall be cast
to him by the same Lord, and that Christ _into outer darkness." By the many who should
said that on that very day he should be wlth .come are meant the Pagans, on account of
Him in the paradise of His Father ?' Who is _the centurion, in whom, although he was a
so hard-hearted as to disapprove of thls act lGent|le , so great faith was found; and the
of benevolence? Still, it does not follow that, chiklren of the kingdom are the Jews, in
because Jesus pardoned a thief, we must up- iwhom there was no froth found. Luke, again,
prove of the hablts and practices of thieves;i though he too ment ons the occurrence in his
any more than of the publicans and harlots, IGospel as part of the narrative of the miracles
whose faults Jesus pardoned, declaring that!of Christ, says nothing of Abraham, Isaac,
they would go into the kingdom of heaven land Jacob. If it is sald that he omitted it
before those wl_o behaved proudly. ° For, because it had been already said by Matthew,
when He acquitted the woman accused by the why does he tell the story at all of t_e cen-
Jews as sinful, and as having been caught in _turion and his servant, since that, too, has the
adultery, He told her to sm no more._ If, ladvantage of being recorded at length in
then, He has done something of the same Matthew's ingenious narrative? But the pa_
kind in the ease of Abraham, and Isaac, and _sage is corrupt. For, in describing the een.
Jacob, all the praase ts His; for such actions tunon's apphcation to Jesus, Matthew says
towards souls are becom|ng in Him who mak. that he came himself to ask for a cure; while
eth His sun to rise upon the evd and upon the Luke says he did not, but sent eiders of the
good, and sendeth rain on the just and on the Jews, and that they, in case Jesus should d_.
unjusL* One thing perplexes me in your spise the centurion as a Gentile (for they will
doctrine: why you limit your statements to have Jesus to be a thorough Jew), set about
the fathers of the Jews, and are not of opinion persuading Him, by saying that he was worthy
that the Gentile patriarchs had also a share in for whom He should do this, because he
this grace of our Redeemer; especially as the i loved their nation, and had built them a syn_-
Christian Church consists of their children gogue;s here again taking for granted that
more than of the seed of Abraham, Isaac, the Son of God was concerned in a p_Jm
and Jacob. You will say that the Gentiles centurion having thought it proper to build
worshipped idols, and the Jews the Almighty a synagogue for the Jews. The words in
God, and that therefore Jesus had regard question are, indeed, found in Luke also,
only to the Jews. It wouM seem from this perhaps because on reflection he thought they
that the worship of the Almighty God is the might be genuine; but _hey are found in an-
sure way to hell, and that the Son must come other place, and in a connection altogether
to the aid of the worshipper of the Father. different. The passage is where Jesus says

,j •

That is as you please. For my part, I am to His disciples, Strsve to enter m at the
ready to join yc,a in the belief that the fathers _,strait gate; for many shall come seeking to

t
c
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i' enter in, and shall not be able When once by Christ, that has nothing to do with the
tl_ Master of the house has entered in, and hateful character of their lives. We hate and
has shut to the door, ye shall begin to stand eschew not their persons, but their characters;
without, and to knock, saying Lord, open to not as they are now, when they are purified,
us, And He shall answer and say, I know but as they were, when impure. So, what-

u not. Then ye shall begin to say, We ever you think of this verse, it does not affect
ve eaten and drunk in Thy presence, and us: for ff _t is genuine, it oniy illustrates

Thou hast taught in our streets and syna- Christ's goodness and compassmn; and if it
gogues; but He shall say unto you, I know is sponous, those who wrote it are to blame.
not whence ye are; depart from me, all ye Our cause is as safe as it always is.
workers of iniquity. There shall be weeping 4. .AUGUSTINreplied: Poor safety, indeed !
and gnashing of teeth, when ye shall see when you contradict yourself by hating the
Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, and all the patriarchs as impure, at the same time that
la'ophets, entering into the kingdom of God, you grieve for your impure god. You allow
and you yourselves cast out. And they shall that, since the advent of the Saviour, the
come from the east, and from the west, and patriarchs have had purity restored, and have

/ from the north, and from the south, and shall enjoyed the rest of the blessed" while your
sit down in the kingdom of God."' The god, even after the Saviour's advent, still hes
part where it is said that many shall be shut in darkness, is still sunk'in the ocean of in-
out of the kingdom of God, who have only iquity, still wallows in the mire of all un-
borne the name of Christ, without doing His cleanness. These men, therefore, were not
works, is not left out by Matthew; but he i only better than your god in their lives, but
makes no mention here of Abraham, and also happier in their death. Where was the
Isaac, and Jacob. In the same way, Luke abode of the just who departed from this life
mentions the centurion and his servant, with-before Christ's coming in the flesh, and
out alluding in that connection to Abraham, whether their condition also was improved
and Isaac, and Jacob. Since it is uncertain by the passion of Christ, in whom they had
when the words were spoken, we are at liberty believed as to come, and to suffer, and to rise
to doubt whether they were spoken at all. again, and had, moreover, foretold ttus in

3, It is not without reason that we bring a suitable language under the guidance of the
critical judgment to the study of Scriptures Spirit of prophecy, is to be discovered from

_ where there are such discrepancies and con- the Holy Scriptures, if any clear discovery in
tradictions. By thus examining everything, this matter is possible: we dre not called on
and comparing one passage with another, we to adopt the crude notions of all and sundry,
determine which contains Christ's actual still lesstheheretica]opinionsofmenwnohave
words, and what may or may not be genuine, gone astray into such egregious error. There is

_: For your predecessors have made many in- a vain attempt here on the part of Faustns to
terpolations in the words of our Lord, which introduce by a side-door the idea that we may
thus appear under His name, while they dis- obtain something after this life besides the
agree with His doctrine. Besides, as we have due reward of our conduct in this life. It
proved again and again, the writings are not will be better for you to abandon your error
the production of Christ or of His apostles, while you are still alive, and to embrace and
but a compilation of rumors and beliefs, hold the truths of the Catholic faith. Other-
made, long after their departure, by some wise the expectations of the unrighteous will
obscure semi-Jews, not in harmony even with be sadly dtsappointed when God begins to
one another, and published by them under fulfill His threatenings to the unrighteous.

"_ the name of the apostles, or of those con- 5. I have already given what I considered

_:' _ sidered the followers of the apostles, so as to a sufficient answer to Faustus' calumnies of
_ give the appearance of apostolic authority to the lives of the patriarchs. That they were

all these blunders and falsehoods. But what- punished at their death, or that they were
ever you make of that, as regards this verse, justified after the Lord's passion, is not what

_:'_ I re..pcat that I do not insist on rejecting it. we learn from His commendation of them,
It ts enough for my position, that, as I said when He admonished the Jews that, if they
bc_ot¢, and as you are obliged to confess, were Abraham's children, they should do the

_ before the coming of our Lord all the patti- works of Abraham, and said that Abraham
_. at_,.hs and prophets of Israel lay in infernal desired to see His day, and was glad when

d_kness for their sins. Even though they he saw it;* and that it was into his bosom,
:.. may have been restored to light and liberty that is, some deep recess of blissful repose.,
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that the angels carried the poor sufferer who Those hooks, again, from a comparison with
was despised by the proud rich man.' And which the productions of questionable origin
what are we to make of the Apostle Paul ? were rejected, are with certainty attributed to
Is there any idea of justification after death Hippocrates; and any one who denies their
in his praise of Abraham, when he says that authorship is answered only hy ridicule., sire.
before he was circumcised he believed God, ply because there is a succession of testi.
and that it was counted to him for righteous- monies to the books from the time of Flip.
hess?" And so much importance does he pocrates to the present day, which makes it
attach to this, that the single ground which unreasonable either now or hereafter to have
he specifies for our becoifiing Abraham's any doubt on the subject. How do we know
children, though not descended from him in the authorship of the works of Plato, Aris.
the flesh, is, that we follow the footsteps of totle, Cicero, Varro, and other similar writers,
his faith, but by the unbroken chain of evidence ? So

6. You are so hardened in your errors also w,th the numerous commentaries on the
against the testimonies of Scripture. that l ecclesiastical books, which have no canonical

nothing can be made of you; for wheneverlauthority , and yet show a desire of usefulness
anything is quoted against you, _ou have the land a sp,rit of inquiry. How is the author.
boldness to say that tt ts written not by the ship ascertained in each case, except by the
apostle, but by some pretender under his author's having brought his work into public
name. The doctrine of demons which you inotice as much as possible in his own lifetime,
preach is so opposed to Christian doctr{ne, !and, by the transmission of the information
that you could not continue, as professing ifrom one to another in continuous order, the
Christians, to maintain it, unless you denied Ibehef becoming more certain as it becomes
the truth of the apostohc writings. How can'more general, up to our own day; so that,
you thus do injury to your own souls ? Where when we are questioned as to the authorship
will you find any authority, ff not in the Gos. _of any book, we have no difficulty in answer.
pel and apostolic wr,tings ? How can we be'ing? But why speak of old tmoks ? Talte
sure of the authorship of any book, if welthe books now before us: should any one,

doubt the apostohc origin of those books infect some ),ears, deny that this l_mk was
which are attributed to the apostles by the_wntten by me, or that Faustus' was written
Church which the atxsstles themselves founded, iby him, where ,s evidence for the fact to be
and which occup, es so conspicuous a place in,found but in the reformation possessed by
all lands, and if at the same time we ac-I some at the present time, and transmitted by
knowledge as the undoubted production of_them through successive generations even to
the apostles what is brought forward by here- i distant times ? From all this it follows, that
tics in opposition to the Church, whose au- I no one who has not yielded to the malicious
thors, from whom they derive their name, Iand deceitful suggestions of lying dtwils, can
lived long after the apostles ? And do we not _be so bhnded by passion as to deny the abil!tF
see in profane literature that there are well- tof the Church of the apostles--a ¢ommumty
known authors under whose names many lof brethren as numerous as they were faith-
things have been published after their time ful_to transmit their writings unaltered 3o
which have been rejected, e,ther from incon, t posterity, as the or,ginal seats of the apostles

sistency with their ascertained wr, tings, or l have been occupied by a continuous succe_.
from their not having been known in the life- ; s,on of bishops to the present day, _pecialty
time of the authors, so as to be handed down iwhen we are accustomed to see this happen
with the confirmatory statement of the authors in the case of ordinary writings both in the
themselves, or of their friends ? To give a lChurch and out of it.
single example, were not some books pub- 1 7. But Faustus finds contradictions m the
fished lately under the name of the distin-_Gospels. Say, rather, that Faustus reads the
Kaished physician Hippocrates, which were IGospels in a wrong spirit, that he it too fool.
not received as authoritative by physicians ? ish to understand, and too blind to see. If
And this decision remained unaltered in spite you were animated with piety instead of being
of some similarity in style and matter: for, misled by party spirit, you might easily t by
when compared to the genuine writings of examining these passages, discover a wonder-
Hippocrates, these books were found to be ful and most instructive harmony among the
inferior; besides that they were not recog- writers. Who, in reading two narrataves of
nized as his at the time when his authorship the same event, would think of charging o_
of his genuine productions was ascertained, or both of the authors with error or false.

hood, because one omits what the other men-

, _=._ _ • v-,_ i,- _ tions, or one tells concisely, but with stab.
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: o _fial agreement, what the other relates in disputatious but in a calm believing spirit are
d_;al], so as to indicate not only what was invited to come to Jesus, not outwardly but
done, but also how it was done ? This is in heart, not in bodily presence but in the
what Faustus does in his attempt to impeach power of faith, as the centurion did, and then
the truth of the Gospels; as if Luke's omit- they will better understand Matthew's narra-
ting some saying of Christ recorded in Mat- tive. To such it is said in the Psalm "Come
thew implied a denial on the part of Luke of unto Him, and be enlightened; and your
Matthew's statement. There is no real diffi- faces shall not be ashamed." 2 Hence we
culty in the case; and to make a difficulty learn that the centurion, whose faith was so
shows want of thought, or of the ability to highly spoken of, came to Christ more truly
think. There is, indeed, a point in the narra- than the people who carried his message. We
tire of the centurion which is discussed among find an analogous case in the woman with the
believers, and on which objections are raised issue of blood, who was healed by touching
by unbelievers of no great learning, who the hem of Christ's garment, when Christ
prove their quarrelsomeness, when, after said, "Some one hath touched me." The
being instructed, they do not give up their ldisciples wondered what Christ meant by

errors. The point is, that Matthew says that Isaying, "Who hath touched me ?" "Some
the centurion came to Jesus "beseeching_ one hath touched me," when the crowd was
Him, and saying; " while Luke says that he Ithronging H_m. In fact, they made this re-
sent to Jesus the elders of the Jews with this ply: °' The crowd throngeth Thee, and sayest

same request, that He would heal hls servant [Thou, Who hath touched me ?" 3 Now, as
who was sick; and that when He came near the people thronged Christ while the woman
the house he sent others, through whom he touched Him, so the messengers were sent to
said that he was not worthy that Jesus should IChrist, but the centunon really came to Him.
come into his house, and that he was not,.In Matthew we have a not infrequent form of
worthy to come himself to Jesus. How, then, !expression, and at the same time a symbolical
do we read in Matthew, "He came to Him, import; while in Luke there is a simple narra-
beseeching Him, and saying, My servant lieth tive of the whole event, such as to draw our
at home sick of the palsy, and grievously tor- attention to the manner in which Matthew has
mented ?" • The explanation is, that Mat. recorded it. I wish one of those people who
thew's narrative is correct, but brief, mention- found their silly objections to the Gospels on
ing the centurion's coming to Jesus, without such trifling difficulties would himself tell a
saying whether he came himself or by others, story twice over, honestly giving a true ac-
or whether the words about his servant were count of what happened, and that his words
spoken by himself or through others. But is were written down and read over to him. We
it not common to speak of a person as com. should then see whether he would not say
ing near to a thing, although he may not reach more or less at one time than at another; and
it ? And even the word reacJt, which is the whether the order would not be changed, not
utron_t form of expression, is frequently only of words, but of things; and whether he
used m cases where the person spoken of acts would not put some opinion of his own into
through others, as when we say he took his the mouth of another, because, though he
case to court, he reached the presence of the never heard him say it, he knew it perfectly
judge; or, again, he reached the presence of well to be in his mind; and whether he would
some man in power, although it may proba- not sometimes put in a few words what he
b|y have been through his friends, and the had before related at lengt_ In these and

_ person may not have seen him whose pres- other ways, which might perhaps be reduced
ence he is said to have reached. And from to rule, the narratives of the same thing by

::'_ the word for Io reac_ we give the name of two persons, or two narratives by the same
_ Perv_tors to those who by ambitious arts!person, might differ in many things without

gain access, either personally or through being opposed, might be unlike without being
friends_ to the, so to speak, inaccessibh _ontradictory. Thus are undone all" the
minds of the great. Are we, then, in read- bandages with which poor Manicbaeans stifle

to |orget the common usage of speech ? :themselves to keep in the splrit of error, and
must the sacred Scripture have a language to keep out all that micht lead to their salvao

Of its own ? The cavils of forward critics are _tion.
thus met by a reference to the usual forms of 9. Now that all Fanstus' calumnies have

i" __hOse been refuted, those at least on the sub_ctswho examine this matter not in a here treated of a_. large and explained fully

_ '" tllh_t, vlILS.,t$;LulmvtLx-m, _PLxxxiv._. _Lukcvh_.4_46,
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as the Lord has enabled me, I close with a unfit for comprehending the nature of your
word of counsel to you who are implicated in own soul, not to speak of God; I mean an
tb_se shocking and damnable errors, that, if intelligent comprehension, such as you pro-
you acknowledge the supreme authority of less to desire, or to have once desired_-and
Scripture, you should recogmse that authority not the notions of a credulous fancy. Ad-
which from the time of Christ Himself, mitring this incompetency, which must con.
r_rough the ministry, of His apostles, and. tinue while you remain as you are, you may
through a regular succession of bishops in the at least be referred to the natural conviction
seats of the apostles, has been preserved to of every human mind, unless it zs corrupted
our own day throughout the whole world, with by error, of the perfect unchangeableness and
a reputation known to all. There the Old incorruptibility of the nature and substano_
Testament too has _ts difficulties solved, and of God. Admit this, or believe it, and you
its predictions fulfilled. If you ask for de- will no longer be Manicheans, so that in
monstration, consider first what you are, how, course of time you may become Catholics.
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CONCERNING THE NATURE OF GOOD,

AGAINST THE MANICIt=EANS.

[DE NATURA ];ONI t'ON'IRA M_tNh'I1 EOS],. _,D. 4¢g.

IN ONE BOOK.

Written after the year 404. It t_ put m ti_e A'ctract,tti,,as imn_ethately after the De Art#
cure Fdice .l[anicha:, wtuch _as _rltten ,_l,_ut the end of tile year 4o4, It ts one of the
most argumentative of the Ant_-Mamchzcan treatise% and so one of the most abstruse

and difficult. The lines of argument here pur._ued have already been emph,w,d ,n part in
the earher treatises. The most interesting l,oruons of the contents of the treatise, and the

most damaging to the Mamch_eans, are the long extracts from M_m's ]'lusauru,¢, and
tus Fumtamental t_tffsth'._A. H. N.

CHAP. I._GOD THE HIGHEqT AND UNCHANGE- I not in the highest degree good, but related to
ABLE GO()D_ FROM VellUM ARE ALL ()l HER' the highest good, and again, because all good
GOODTHINGS_SPIRITUALAND CORPOREAL. things, even those of most recent origin,which
T ............ are far from the highest good, can have theirHE nlKnest 1_oo% than wmcn there is no, . , . . , , , _,

.... -_-- - .... existence onty Irom tt_e mgnest gooo Inere-nigher, is tJoo, aftra consequently rte ts un. _ .... ' ,
,lore ever" sprat, tlaougn _uoject to change,changeable good, hence truly eternal and truly I • Y • •

;_--_..._tau _+_,o._..._.h; ...... ,._h,, anu every corlroreal entity, Is from God, and
IllliliOl tal, fill tJ_ | I t,¢l _r_Inl,#_ I_lllL/]_gl t_l_ %JIl Iff I it --1. l ¢ • t .t_ =. . _ ..- _- ,_ . ._ _t rT __ ;all thiS, na_,lng l_een mane, Is nature rotIrom l-tim, not oi tllm. l, or wnat ts oi him, . __ " ..
• . ..... _ .,_, :t t__ _,___ i everv nature is either spirit or ootly un-is l--lllTiSeli. AnL1 consequentJ¥ tz ne aJoue_ . -- '.'...... , " . .
:.... . ..... _.t_ _tt .u:...'.....'_o u_o ._.:_ cnangeat)le spwtt ls _Joo, cnangeatne spirit,
r_,-_,,,,_ H,-has ma,_,- *h,_m '_ut of nothm,r ha_mg teen made, _s nature, but IS better
................. _" a _ o sii n
are changeable. For He is so ommpotent, :th, n I_y; but body s n t. p ,r t! u less when
-_ - _,.._.,. _¢ _.,t,; .I._, ;. ,_,,, ,_¢ ,_,ha_ itne Wlll(l t because it IS Invisible to USann _mat ,..... ,.,u. ,.,....,..ng, .,... l_ _u. _. W,._ r , e ......
......... let make '_ts power _s ielt as something not IneOnsm.ts aosotutety non-existent, tie is an o ] ........
good things both great and small, both ce- ierame, _s m a certain _ense c.a.e_ sprat.
lestial and terrestrial, both spiritual and_cHAP_ _ _HOW THI_ _taV suvrlc_ FOR COliC-

corporeal. But because He is also just, He 1 " " RECTINGTHE MA.MlCl'I.'_EA.MS.has not put those things that He has made
out of nothing on an equality with that whmh t But for the sake of those who, not being
He begat out of Himself. Because, there-fable to understand that all nature, that is,
fore, no good things whether great or small, every spirit and every body, is naturally good,
through whatever gradations of things, can'are moved by the iniquity of spirit and the
exist except from God; but since ever./na-imortahty of body, and on this account en-
ture, so far as it is nature, ts good, it follows ideavor to bring in another nature of wick_l
that no nature can exist save from the most ispirit and mortal body, which God did not
high and true God: because all things eventmake, we determine thus to bring to their
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understanding what we say can be brought, as in the estimation of men, according to the
For they acknowledge that no good thing can quality which presents itself to view, corrupt
exist save from the highest and true God, gold is assuredly better than incorrupt sil-
which also is true and suffices for correcting ver, and corrupt silver than incorrupt lead;
them, if they are willing to give heed. so also in more powerful spiritual natures)_

rational spirit even corrupted through an e_il
CS_p. 3.--MF_SU-RE, FORM, AND ORDER,OEmZ- wil_jis better than an irrational though incor-

mc GOODSIN THINOS M_E BY GOD. rapt, and better is any spirit whatever even

For we Catholic Christians worship God, corrupt than any body whatever though in.
from wl'gxn are all good things whether great corrupt. For better is a nature which, when
or small; from whom is all measure great or it is present in a body, furnishes it with hfe,
small; from whom is all form great or small; than that to which life is furnished. But
from whom is all order great or small. For however corrupt may be the spirit of life that
all things in proportion as they are better has been made, it can furnish life to a body,
measured, formed, and ordered, are assuredly and hence, though corrupt, it is better than
good in a higher degree; but in proportion the body though incorrupt.
as they are measured, formed, and ordered
in an inferior degree, are they the less good. CHAP. 6._NATURE WHICH CANNOT BE (:OR-
These three things, therefore, measure, form, RUPTED IS THE HIGHEST GOOD ; THAT WHICH

and order,--not to speak of innumerable other CAN, IS SOMEGOOD.
things that are shown to pertain to these But if corruption take away all measure, all
three,--these three things, therefore, meas- form, all order from corruptible things, no na-
ure, form, order, are as it were generic goods ture will remain. And consequently every

i in things made by God, whether in spirit or in nature which cannot be corrupted is the high-body. God is, therefore, above every meas- est good, as is God. But every nature that
are of the creature, above every form, above can be corrupted is also itself some good; for
ever,/order, nor is He above by local spaces, corruption cannot injure it, except by taking
but by ineffable and singular potency, from away from or diminishing that which is good.
whom is every measure, every form, every
order. These three things, where they are CHAP. 7._THE CORRUPTION OF RATIONAL
great, are great goods, where they are small, SPIRITS tS ON THE ONE HAND VOLUNTARY,

are small goods; where they are absent, there ON THE OTHERPENAL.

iS no goOd. And again where these things But to the most excellent creatures, that is,
are great, there are great natures, where they to rational spirits, God has offered this, that
_re small, there are small natures, where if they will not they cannot be corrupted;
they are absent, there is no nature. Therefore that is, if they should maintain obedience
all nature is good. under the Lord their God, so sl_ould they ad-

Cl_. 4.--EVIL ls CORRUPTXONOF MEASURE, here to his incorruptible beauty; but if they
FORM,ORORDER. do not will to maintain obedience, since !will-

ingly they are corrupted in sin_ unwillingly
When accordingly it is inquired, whence is they shall be corrupted in punishment, since

evil, it must first be inquired, what is evil, God is such a good that it is well for no one
which is nothing else than corruption, either who deserts Him, and among the things made
of the measure, or the form, or the order, that by God the rational nature is so great a good,
belong to nature. Nature therefore which that there is no good by which it may be
has been corrupted, is called evil, for assured- blessed except God. Sinners, therefore, are
ly when incorrupt it Is good; but even when ordained to punishment; which ordination is
corrupt, so far as it is nature it is good, so punishment for the reason that it is not con-
far as it is corrupted it is evil formable to their nature, but it is justice be-

cause it is conformable to their fault.
CHAP. _.--THE CORRUPTED NATURE OF A MORE

EXCELLENT ORDER SOMETIMES BETTER THAN (:HAP. 8.--FROM THE CORRUPTION AND DE-

AN INFERIOR NATURE EVEN UNCORRUPTED: STRUCTION OF INFERIOR THINGS IS THE

Bat it may happen, that a certain nature R_trrv or THE UNiVErSE.
Whk_h has been ranked as more excellent by But the rest of things that are made of

_:_ reason of natural measure and form, though nothing, which are assuredly inferior to the
: : eorrapt, is even yet better than another in- rational soul, can be neither blessed nor mis-
. :: ¢_rupt which has been ranked lower by tea-erable. But because in proportion to their

_ of an inferior natural measure and form: fashion and appeatam_ are things them__.lves
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good, nor could there be good things in a less some do harm, an unjust will is imputed to
or the least degree except from God, they ti_em; but the power by which they are per.
are so ordered that the more infirm yield to mttted to do harm is from God alone, who
the firmer, the weaker to the stronger, tile Ikno_-s, while they themselves are ignorant,
more impotent to the more powerful; and so twhat they ought to suffer, whom He permit,
earthly things harmonize with celestial, as l them to harm.
being subject to the things that are pre-emi, t
nent. But to thmgs falhng away, and suc- CHAP. 12._Al.l. GOOt_ THINGSARI_ FROMGOD
ceeding, a certam temporal beauty in its kind ai o\_.

disturb the fashion and appearance and order* ture which God did not make, were willing to
of the universal creation; as a speeclx well!give attentson, they would not he filled with
composed is assuredly beautiful, although tnls o great blasphemies, as that they should
it syllables and all sounds rush past as tt were !place so great gt_d things in supreme evil,
in being born and in dymg. and so great evil thmgs in God. For what

tile truth compels them to acknowledge,
CHAP. 9._PUNISHMENT IS CONSTITUTEDFire*namely ' that all good things are front God

THE SINNING NATURE THAT IT MAY IlL alone, suffices for their correction, tf they
RIGHTLYORDERED. _were wilhng to give heed, as I said above,
What sort of punishment, and how great, IS Not, therefore, are great goc..t things from

due to each fault, belongs to Divine judgment, _,me, and small good thtn_s from another;
not to human; which punts|lment assuredly but good things great and small are from the
when it is remitted in the case of tiae converted, supremely good alone, which ts God.
there is great goodness on the part of (;od, I
and when it is deservedly inflicted, there _s iCIIAP. I3,_INDIX IDUAI._._t,_l*I'H1NGS, WHgTH.
no injustice on the part of GOd; because ha-i r._ s,_tata. ,m ,.r_ Xl. Al_t. rl_or.I GOD.
ture ts better ordered by justly smarting under i I.et us, therefore, bring before our minds
punishment, than by rejoicing with impunity good things however great, which it is fitting
in sin; which nature nevertheless, even thus tt_at we attribute to (;t_tl ;is their author, and
having some measure, form, and order, m these hawng been elmfinated let us see
whatever extremity there ts as yet some gc._d, 'whether any nature will remam. All life both
which tiaings, if they were absolutely taken ,great and small, all power great and small,
away, and utterly consumed, there will be ac-, all safety great and small, all memory great
cordingly no good, because no nature will re- and small, all virtue great and small, all in.
main. _ttellect great and small, all tranquillity great

.and small, all plenty great _nd small, all sen-
CHAP. IO.--SATURES CORRUPTIBLE, BECAUSE

sat_on great and small, all light great and
3tADr:OF NOTnISG. small, all snavity' great anti small, all measure

All corruptible natures therefore are natures igreat and small, all t_eauty great and small,
at all only so far as¢ they are front God. nor :all peace great anti small, and whatever other
would they be corruptit, le if they were _f, like thmgs may occur, especially such as are
Him; because they would be what He him- ',found throughout all things, whether spirlttml
self is. Therefore of whatever measure, of or corl_real, every measure, every formt
whatever form, of whatever order, they are, Ieeery order both great and small, are from the
they are so because it is God by whom they I.ord God. All which good things whoever
were made; but they are not immutable, be- should wish to abuse, pays the penalty by
cause it is nothing of which they were made. dtvme judgment; but where none of these
For it is sacrilegious audacity to make nothing things shall have been present at all, no nature
and God equal, as when we wish to make what will remain.

has been born of God such as what has been Cr_AV. I4._._IALLmade by Him out of nothing, coon THt_OS m COMl,_tl-
! SON WiTH GREATER ARE CALLED BV _O_'1_1_

CHAP. II.----GOD CA._OT _UFFER HARM, NORI RV NAMES,

CA_ A_Y OT_ER ,_'AT_'RE EXCEPT _' HISi But in all these things, whatever are small
I'_RU_SS_O.,_. late called by contrary names in compari_n
Wherefore neither can God's nature suffer i with greater things; as in the form of a man

harm, nor can any nature under God suffer_
harm unjustly: for when by sinning unjustlyt ,o_...a_,.__o_,_:o_,,_ .... .a_._..A. tt._.
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because the beauty is greater, the beauty of CHAP. 17.--NATURE , IN AS FAR AS IT IS NA-
the ape in comparison with it is called de- TURE, NO EVIL.

fortuity. And the imprudent are deceived, No nature, therefore, as far as it is nature,
as if the former is good, and the latter evil, is evil; but to each nature there is no evil ex-
nor do they regard in the body of the ape its cept to be diminished in respect of good.
own fashion, the equality of members on both But i£ by being diminished it should be con-
sides, the agreement of parts, the protection sumed so that there is no good, no nature
of safety, and other things which it would be woul d be left; not only such as the Mani-
tedious to enumerate, ch_.ans introduce, where so great good things

are found that their exceeding blindness is
CHAP. 15._IN THE BODY OF THE APE THE wonderful,but such as any one can intro-

GOOD OF BEAUTY IS PRESENT, THOUGH IN A duce.
LESB DEGREE.

But that what we have said may be under- CHAP. IS.--HYLE, WHICH WAS CALLEDBY THE
stood, and may satisfy those too slow of corn- ANCIENTS THE FORMLESS MATERIAL OF
prehension, or that even the pertinacious and THXNGS,IS NOT AN EVXL.
those repugnant to the most manifest truth For neither is that material, which the an-
may be compelled to confess what is true, let cients called Hyle, to be called an evtl. I do
them be asked, whether corruption can harm _not say that which Manichmus with most sense-
the body of an ape ? But if it can, so that it less vanity, not knowing what he says, de-
may become more hideous, what diminishes nominates Hj,/e, namely, the former of cor-
but the good of beauty ? Whence as long as l poreal beings; whence it is rightly said to
the nature of the body subsists, so long some. him, that he introduces another god. For
thing will remain. If, accordingly, good nobody can form and create corporeal beings
having been consumed, nature is consumed, but God alone; for neither are they created
the nature is therefore good. So also we say unless there subsist with them measure, form,
that slow is contrary to swift, but yet he who and order, which I think that now even they
does not move at all cannot even be called themselves confess to be good things, and
slow. So we say that a heavy voice is con- things that cannot be except from God. But
trary to a sharp voice, or a harsh to a musi. by H),/t I mean a certain material absolutely
cal; but if you completely remove any kind formless and without quality, whence those
of voice, there is silence where there is no qualities that we perceive are formed, as the
voice, which silence, nevertheless, for the sire- ancients said. For hence also wood is called
ple reason that there is no voice, is usually in Greek ?3g_,because it is adapted to work-
opposed to voice as something contrary there- men, not that itself may make anything, but
to. So also lucid and obscure are called as it that it is the material of which something
were two contrary things, yet even obscure may be made. Nor is that Hyle, therefore,
things have something of light, which being to be called an evil which cannot be perceived
absolutel_t wanting, darkness is the absence through any appearance, but can scarcely be
of light m the same way in which silence is thought of through any sort of privation of
the absence of voice, appearance. For this has also a capacity of

forms; for if it cannot receive the form ira-
CHAP. 16._PRIVATIONS IN THINGS ARE FIT- posed by the workman, neither assuredly may

TINGLYORDEREDBYGOD. it be called material. Hence if form is some

• Yet even these privations of things are so igGod, whence those who excel in it are called
/ :ordered in the universe of nature, that to beautiful/as from appearance they are called

those wisely considering they not unfittingly handsome, 3even the capacity of form rs un-
have their vicissitudes. For by not iilumin- doubtedly something good. As because wis-
ating certain places and ttmes, God has also dom is a good, no one doubts that to be capa-
made the darkness as fittingly as the day. ble of wisdom is a good. And because every
For if we by restraining the voice fittingly in- good is from God, no orve ought to doubt that
tetpose silence in speaking, how much more yen matter, if there is any, has its existence
does He, as the perfect framer of all things, from God alone.
fittingly make privations of things ? Whence
also in the hymn of the three children, light CHAP. I9._TO HAVE TRUE r.xlsrr._CE is ^y
aM darkness alike praise God, _ that is, bring EXCLUSlVZPREROGATIVEOFGOD.
forth praise in the hearts of those who weU Magnificently and divinely, therefore, oar
consider. GOd said to his servant: "' I am that I am,"
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and "Thou shaltsaytothechildrenofIsrael.!smalland mean aresaidtohavemeasure,be.
He who issentme to you."' For He trulycausesome measure remainsin thern_with-
isbecause He isunchangeable. For ever)-out whichtheywouldno longerbe moderate.
change makes what was not,tobe: therefore_sized,butwould notexistat all. But thol_

He trulyis,who isunchangcab[e; but allithingsthatby reasonof too much progreu
otherthingsthatwere made by Him have re-_are calledimmoderate,are blamed forwry
ceivedbeingform Him each initsown seas-'excessiveness;but vet it isnecessarI thRt
ure. To Him who is highest,therefore,_those things themselvesbe restrainedin
nothing can be contrary,save what isnot;!somemanner underGod who hasdisposedIt|l
and consequentlyas from H_m everything,thingstn

thatisgood has itsbeing,so from l_limis! extension,number, and wetght.s
everything that by nature exists; since every- _CHAP. 22._MEASURE IN _IME SKNS_ |$ SU|TA-
thing that exists by nature ts good. Thus'. BLt:"1oGOD HIMSELF.
every nature is good, and everyttfing good is
from God; therefore every nature _s from God. But God cannot be said to have measure,

lest He should seem to be spoken of as lira.
CHAP. 2Oo_PAIN ONLY IN GOOD NATURES. 'ited. Yet He isnot unmoderate by whom

,measure is bestowed upon all things, so that
But pain which some suppose to be in an i they may m any measure exist. Nor agam

especial manner an e_fl, whether tt be lt_ ought (,od to be called measured, as _f He
mmd or in body, cannot exist except m good'_ received measure from any one. But if we
natures. For the very fact of resistance in :say that He is the highest measure, bychance
any being leading to pain, involves a re. lwe say something; tf mdecd in speaking of
fusaI not to be what i: was, because tt was ithe higtlest measure we mean the highmlt
something good; but when a bemg ts corn- ,,nod For,w_r,, ,,,e't*ur_ i- so ra_ *is it ill
pelled to something better, tne pain is nseful, Ia measure ts good; whence nothing can be
when to something worse, tt is useless. '_calted measured, modest, modified, without
Therefore m the case of the mind, the wdl Ipraise, although in another sense we use m.eaSo
resisting a greater power causes pain; in tide !ure for h,mt, anti speak of no measure where
case of the body, sensation resistmg a more ! there is no limit, which is sometimes said with
powerful t_¢dy causes pain. But evils without', praise as when it ts said: " And of His king.
pare are worse: for it is worse to rejoice m m- Idos there shall be no limit." 6 For it might
iquity than to bewail corruption; yet even such ialso be said, ""rllere shall be no measure_"
rejotcmg cannot exist save from the attam- _so that measure might be used in the senile• t

rnent of referent good thmgs. But lntquttv lo f hmlt: for He who reigns in no mensure_
is the desertion of better things, l,]kewise t assuredly does not reign at M1.
in a body, a wound with pain is better than I

called the corruption which the , t_m_t, A I Aid oRDER MAY ._7_METIME_Big
the I,ord did not see, that is, did not suffer, svoKv._ or.
as was predicted in prophecy: "Thou shalt

T" "" 1 " s orru tin "_ Therefore a bad measure, a bad form, anotsuner ny rioyoneto eec p o . . , , _ ......
For who demes that He was wounded b- the Dat_ oroer, arc either so CalleCl ['agC3U_ tl_y

........... _'--_ are less than they should be, or because they
piercing ot the nails, an(1 that tie was staoneo , .......

i-h-- la -_ But venwha-is ro)erl :aren°ta_mpteot°tn°setnmgst°wmchtheYw t the nc.. e t p i y
called b" men cot _ real corru-tion that is !should be adapted; so that they may be calh_!

y .... !m - v • ' .. ' ibad as being alien and incongruous; as if any
putrescence ttse_t, it as yet there is anytmng . ,, ,' .....

Deft to consume, increases by the d,minutionl°ne.sn°um rTtdeac_'use°l_et_ana;_n:_::s• v ,gooa measu
of the good. But if corruptton shall ha e i ......... e 'n- _-
.t..,^l, .., ...... .._ ;. _ *_'_* *_""" '" no _ne ougut, or because ne _ _on I SUCh&

good, no nature wall remam, for there well be _._.__ . e.,i_, or not convenientl,,' _o that
" " arid so t_. W,_, ,,_ ._, _,_

nothing that ot)n'uptton may corrupt; .t. ...... ¢_.'t of that bein,, re,_-ehended which
there will not even be putrescence, for there _'_a'_'J _._ . t,_d -,easure ri'J ;n*'l .......
wilt be nowhere at all for it to be. '_ """_ '" ........ ' " _ "" : ,'-v._"• headed for no other cause than that the mca_

C_AP, 21._FROM MEASURE THINGS ARE SAID ure is not there maintairmd. Likewise aform
"to s_ MOD_T_-S_Z_.V." is called bad e_ther in comparison with _:_me,-

thing more handsome or more beautiful_ this
Therefore now by common usage things form being less, that greater, not in sire bttt

_J_ ill r4. _P_.x_L to,
1 J_kt; xlx. iS, 7,_ * Jf_a'_. _,d¢c_. 5 W_ xi. _t. 6 Luke J. )_
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in comeliness; or because it is out of hat- tings of men who think that _othing should be
_' mony with the thing to which it is apphed, so iunderstood to mean sometMng, and moreover
. that it seems alien and unsuitable. As if a Ithink to compel any one to vanity of this kind

man should walk forth into a public place]on the ground that nothing is placed at the

naked, which nakedness does not offend ifi end of the sentence. Therefore, they say,seen in a bath. Likewise also order is called, it was made, and because it was made, noth-
bad when order itself is maintained in an m- ing is itself something. They have lost their
ferior degree. Hence not order, but rather senses by zeal in contradicting, and do not
disorder, is bad; since either the ordering is understand that it makes no difference whether
less than it should be, or not as it should be. it be said: "Without Him was made noth-
Yet where there is any measure, any form, rag," or "without Him nothing was made."
any order, there is some good and some na- For even if the order were the last mentioned,
ture; but where there is no measure, no form, they could nevertheless say, that nothing is it-
no *order, there is no good, no nature, self something because it was made. For in the

case of what is in truth something, what differ-
CHAP. 24.--IT IS PROVEDBY THE TESTIMONIES ence does it make if _t be said " Without him

OF SCRIPTURE THAT GOD IS UNCHANGEABLE, a house was made," so long as it is understood
THE SON OF GOD BEGOTTEN, NOT MADE. that something was made without him, which

Those things which our faith holds and something is a house ? So also because it is
which reason in whatever way has traced l said: "Without Him was made nothing,"
out, are fortified by the testimonies ofl since nothing is assuredly not anything, when
the divine Scrtptures, so that those who by I it is truly and properly spoken, it makes no
reason of feebler intellect are not able to]difference whether it be said: ' Without Him
comprehend these things, may believe the lwas made nothing or Without Him nothmg
divine authority, and so may deserve to was made, 'or"nothmgwasmade." But who
know. But let not those who understand, cares to speak with men who can say of this
but are less instructed in ecclesiastical htera- very expression of mine " It makes no dtffer-
ture, suppose that we set forth these things ence," " Therefore it makes some difference,
from our own intellect rather than what are m for nothing itself is something _'' But those
those Books. Accordingly, that God is un- whose brains are not addled, see it as a thing
changeable is written in the Psalms: " Thou most manifest that this something is to be
shalt change them and they shall be changed; understood when it says "It makes no differ-
but Thou thyself art the same."' And in ence," as when ! say " It matters in no re-
the book of Wisdom, concerning wisdom: spect." But these, if they should say to any
" Remaining m herself, she renews all one, "What hast thou done ?" and he should
things. ''* Whence also the Apostle Paul: reply that he has done nothing, would, ac-
" To the invisible, incorruptible, only God." 3 cording to this mode of disputation, falsely
And the Apostle James: " Every best giwng accuse him saying, " Thou hast done some-
and every perfect gift is from above, descend- thing, therefore, because thou hast done

nothing; for nothing is itself something."ing from the Father of light, with whom there
is no changeableness, neither obscuring of m- But they have also the Lord Himself placing
fluence."* Likewise because what He begat this word at the end of a sentence, when He
of Himself is what He Himself is, it is said says: "And in secret have I spoken noth-
in brief by the Son Himself: "I and the mg."_ Let them read, therefore, and be si-
Father are one." s But because the Son was lent'S

not made, siuce through Him were all things
made, thus it is written: " In the beginning CHAP. 26.--THAT CREATURES ARE ]',lADE OF
was the Word, and the Word was with God, _¢OTHING.
and God was the Word; this was in the be- Because therefore God made all things
ginning with God. All things were made which He did not beget of Himself, not of
through Him, and without Him was made tthose things that already existed, but of those
nothinc,." 6 that is without Him wasnot an,: [things that did not exist at all, that is, of

_' # J" ,, ,6

thin__ made. [ notmng,, the Apostle Paul says': Who calls
the things that are not as if they are. ''9 But

CHAP. 25,--THIS LAST EXPRESSION MISUNDER-_still more plainly it is written in the book of

STOO I '_'I praytbee__ ,son,look
For no attention should be paid to the ray- _Johnxvili._o.

8 It isdtfficult for us to understand why Aug'ustm should have
" _ thought it worth whtle to refute so elaborately an argument

xl_ cti. _7" • Wlsd, vil. _7. 3 I Term i t7 [ puerile But it is his way robe prolix msuch matte._A.H.N.
4 Jamesi. XT, 5 John x. 3o. 5 John i x-3, 9 Rom. iv. _7.
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heaven and the earth and all the things that _CHAP. 29.-- THAT GOI_IS NOT DEFILEDBY OUR

are in them; see and know that it was not I slxs.
these of which the Lord God made us." • And And "el thou dx all thin s that "_ " "
from this that is written in the Psalm- " Hel .... _ " -- g .. .g . . tie estate.

- - - . . ,_,. - . " .. , llSnetl are m rttm, rnose wno sin oo not 0enle

thP_a_enotngft_ieyw_t_e im_i2_ll_eat lttl_esmtI_lli_' Him, of whose wisdom it is said: "She
....... g . . s, _touches all things bv reason of her purity,

wmua2itsnTtW2 s;7iy2landnothingdefiled ss ils,,er Foritbo
• - . _ . ", hooves us to believe that as God is incorrup-suredly ot nothing rot there was not_ ....... "• Itime anG uncnangeame, so a[so is He conse.

anything of which he should make them, quently undefilable.
concerning which the apostle says most
openly: " For from Him, and through Him,
and in Him are all thmgs." 3 CHAP. 30._THAT GOOD THINGS_ EVEN THE

LEAST, AND THOSE THAT ARE EARTHLY, ARE

BY GOD.
CHAP, 27._" FROM HIM _' AND *_ OF HIM "_ DO

NOT MEAN THE SAMETHING. But that God made even the least things,that
is, earthly and mortal things, must undoubt.

But " from Him" does not mean the same edly be understood from that passage of the
ap "of Htm. ''4 For what is of Him may apostle, where, speaking of the members of
be satd to be from Him; but not everything our flesh: " For if one member is glorified, all
that _s from Him ts rightly said to be of H_m. the members rejoice with it, and tf one mere.
For from Him are heaven and earth, because her suffers, all the members stiffer with it;"
He made them; but not of H_m because also tins he then says: "God has placed the
they are not of t-Its substance. As m the members each one of them in the body as he
case of a man who begets a son mad makes a willed; " and "God has tempered the body,
imuse, from himself ts the son, from himself g_vmg to that to which it was wanting greater
is the house, but the son Is of hma, the house honor, that there should be no schism in the
is of earth and wood But th_s is so, be. body, but that the members should have the
cause as a man he cannot make something same care one for another."7 But what the
even of nothmg; but God of whom are all apostle thus praises in the measure and form
things, through whom are all things, in whom and order of the members of the flesh, you
are all things, had no need of any material find in the flesh of all animals, alike the great.
which He had not made to assist His omm- est and the least; for all flesh is among earthly
potence, goods, and consequently is esteemed among

the least.
12HAP. 28.--S1N NOT FROM GOD, BUT FROM THE

WILL OF THOSE SINNING. CHAP. 31._TO PUNISH AND TO FOROIVE SINS

But when we hear: "All things are from BELONG EQUALLV TO GOD. _,

Him, and through Him, and m Him," we, Likewise because it belongs to divine judg; )}

ought assuredly to understand all natures ment, not human, what sort of punishment
which naturally exist. For sins, wmclt do not iand how great is due to every fault, it is thus
preserve but vitiate nature, are not from H m;lwntten: O the height of the riches of the

which sins, Holy Scripture m many ways test,- I wisdom and the knowledge of God ! how in." ties, are from the will of those sinning, espec- scrutable are His judgments and his ways past
ially in the passage where the apostle says: 1 finding out !" 8 Likewise because by the good°

""But dost thou suppose this, O man, that judg- [ hess of God sins are forgiven to the converted,
est those wire do such things, and doest them, ]the very fact that Christ was sent sufficiently
that thou shall escape the judgment of God ? shows, who not in His own nature as God,
Or dost thou desptse the riches of His good- but in our nature, which He assumed from'a
hess, and patience, and long-suffering, not woman, died for us; which goodness of God
knowing that the patience of God leadeth with reference to us, and which love of God,
thee to repentance? But according to the the apostle thus sets forth: "But God corn-
hardness of thy heart and thy impenitent mendeth His love toward us, in that while
heart, thou treasurest up for thyself wrath we were yet sinners Christ died for us; much
against the day of wrath and of the revelation more nowbeing justified in His blood we shall
of the just judgment of God, who will ren- be saved from wrath through Him. For if
tier unto every one according to his works."_ when we were enemies we were reconciled to

x Mac. viL 28. 2 Ps. cxlvitL 5 a Bout., xt. 36. 6 Wtsd. vii 24. _5. 7 t Cot'. _ a6_, I8_. 24, _5.
4 EX i_so mad de z'/se. 5 Rom. tl _--6. 8 Rom. XL 33
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God through the death of His Son, much more casting them down into the dungeons of smoky
being reconciled we shall be saved in His hell, He delivered them to be reserved for
life."' But because even when due punish-[ punishment in iudgment." ,3 Hence Peter
ment is rendered to sinners, tnere is no un- shows that there'is still due to them the pen-
righteousness on God's part, he thus says: alty of the last judgment, concerning which
" What shall we say ? Is God unrighteous the Lord says: "Go ye into everlasting fire,
who visiteth with wrath ? ": But in one place which has been prepared for the Devil and
he has briefly admonished that goodness and his angels." Although they have already
severity are alike from Him, saying: " Thou penally received this hell, that is, an inferior
seest then the goodness and seventy of God; smoky air as a prison, which nevertheless
toward them that have fallen, severity, but since it is also called heaven, is not that
towards thee goodness, if thou shouldst con- heaven in which there are stars, but this lower
tinue in goodness. 3 heaven by the smoke of which the clouds are

conglobulated, and where the birds fly; for
CHAP. 32.--FROM GODALSOIS THE VERY POWER both a cloudy heaven is spoken of, and flying

TO BE HURTFUL. things are called heavenly. As when the

Likewise because the power even of those Apostle Paul calls those evil angels, against
that are hurtful is from God alone, thus it whom as enemies by living piously we con-
stands written, Wisdom speaking: " Through tend, " spmtual things of wmkedness in heav-
me kings reign and tyrants hold the land enly places."'4 That this may not be under-
through me. ''4 The apostle also says: " For stood of the upper heavens, he plainly says
there is no power but of God. ''-_ But that it elsewhere: "Accordingto the presence of the
is worthily done ts written in the book of Job: prince of this air, who now worketh in thesons of disobedience." ,s
"Who maketh to reign a man that is a hypo-
crite, on account of the perversity of the
people. ''6 And concerning the people of Israel CHAP. 34.--THAT biN IS NOT THE STRIVING
God says: " I gave them a king in my wrath."7 FOR AN EVIL NATURE, BUT THE DESERTION
For it is not unrighteous, that the wicked or A BETTER.

Likewise because sin, or unrighteousness,
receiving the power of being hurtful, both the is not the striving after evil nature but the
patience of the good should be proved and
the iniquity of the evil punished. For through desertion of better, it is thus found written in
power given to the Devil both Job was proved the Scriptures: " Ever), creature of God is
so that he might appear righteous, s and Peter good."'6 And accordingly every tree also

whmh God planted in Paradise is assuredly
was tempted lest he should be presumptuous, 9 good. Man did not therefore strivo after anand Paul was buffeted lest he siaould be ex-
alted, '° and Judas was damned so that he evil nature when he touched the forbiddentree; but by deserting what was better, he
should hang himself." When, therefore, committed an evil deed. Since the Creator
through the power which He has given the is better than any creature which He has
Devil, God Himself shall have done all things made, His command should not have been
righteously, nevertheless punishment shall at deserted, that the thing forbidden, howeverlast be rendered to the Devil not for these
things justly done, but for the unrighteous good, might be touched; since the better hay-
willing to be hurtful, which belonged to him- ing been deserted, the good of the creature
self, when it shall be said to the impious who was striven for, which was touched contraryto the command of the Creator. God did not
persevered in consenting to his wickedness, plant an evil tree in Paradise; but He Him-
"Go ye into everlasting fire which my God self was better who prohibited its being
has prepared for the Devil and his angels." ,2 touched.

CI-IAP. 33 --THAT EVIL ANGELS HAVE BEEN CHAP. 35."-THE TREE WAS FORBIDDEN TO ADAM

MADE EVIL, NOT BY GOD, BUT BY SINNING. NOT BECAUSE IT WAS EVIL, BUT BECAUSE IT

But because evil angels also were not con- WASGOODFOR MANTO BE SUBJECTTO GOD.
stituted evil by God, but were made evil by For besides, He had made the prohibition,
sinning, Peter in his er istle says: " For if God : in order to show that the nature of the ra-

spared not angels when they sinned, but !tional soul ought not to be in its own power,
I but in subjection to God, and that it guards

z Roan. v. 8-to, :_Ib:d. in. 5. 3 Ibid. xi a_ th_ nrd_r nf ItS salvation through obedience t4Prov vii1. t5. s Rom. xlih x. I ...........
Job xxxiv. 30- Compare the Revised English Vtrstor,. The I -- _ -

sense seems to be completel_¢ massed in Augustin'_ text --A. H, N.

7 Hos. xiii .... it8Job .... d ft. ,_ Matt ...... 31-35, 69-75. ] _32 Pet. ii. 4. u Eph ......to _ Cot. xli. 7. Matt. xxvti, S _Iatt. xxv. 4L 5 Ibid. it. 2. t6 i q Ira. iv. 4.
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corrupting it through disobedience. Hence f prayed by no iniquity; but it is an evil torture
also He called the tree, the touching of which 1for the damned, to whose sins it _s due. For
He forbade, the tree " of the knowledge of _neither ts yonder light, because it tortures the
good and evil;"' because when man should blear-eyed, an evil nature.
have touched _t in the face of the prohibition,

he would experience tiae penalty of sin, and CHAP. 39.--FIRE IS CAI.LEDETERNAL, NOT AS
so would know the difference between the t;OD IS, BU1 BECAUSEWITHOUTEND.

good of obedience, and the evil of dJsobe- But fire is eternal, not as God is eternal,dmnce.
because, though without end, yet it is not
without beginning; but God is also without

CHAP. 36._NO CREATUREOF GOD IS EVIL, BUT beguming. Then, although it may be em-
TO ABUSE a CREATURE OF GOD IS EVIL. ployed perpetually for the ptmtshment of

For who is so foolish as to think a creature stoners, yet _t ts mutable nature. But that is
of God, especially one planted m Paradlse true etermty whwh ts true immortality, that
blameworthy; when indeed not even thorns _s that h_ghest _mmutabtlity, which cannot
and thistles, whmh the earth brougf_t forth, i be changed at all. For _t is one thil,.g not to
according to the judmtary judgment of God, stiffer change, when change is possd)le, and
for wearing out the smner in labor, should be another thing to be absolutely incapable of
blamed? For even such herbs have their change. Therefore, just as man is called
measure and form and order, wtuch whoever good, yet not as God, of whom tt was said,
considers soberly will find praiseworthy; but "There is none good save God alone; ''a
they are ewl to that nature which ougiat thus and just as the soul is called _mmortal, yet
to be restrained as a recompense for sin. Inot as God, of whom it was sa_(1, " Who alone

Therefore, as I have said, sin _s not the strlving I hath immortality; " ' and just as a man is
after an evil natnre, but the desertion of a _,called w_se, yet'not as God, of whom It was
better, and so the deed nself is evd, not thel sal(1, "To God the onl_, w_se;"s so fire is
nature whxch the sinner uses amiss. For it called eternal, yet not as God, whose alone
is ewl to use am_ss that which _s good _s nnrnortality nself and true eternity.
Whence the apostle reproves certain ones as
condemned by d_wne 3udgment, "Who have ('tIM'. 4O._'<EI'lrlFR (2AN GOD SUFFER HUR']'_

worshipped and served the creature more than N_IR ANV OlIIER, *',AVE IIY ']'lie JUg']' ORI)INA-

the Creator."" He does not reprove the TII)N oi. (,Eli)

creature, which he who should do would act Smce these things are so, accordulg" to the
injuriously towards the Creator, but those Cathohc faith, and wholesome doctrine, and
who, deserting the better, have used amiss truth perspmuous to those of good under.
the good. standing, neither can any one hurt the nature

of God, nor can the nature of God unright-
CHAP. 37._GOD MAKESGOODUSEOF THE FVIL eously hurt any one, or stiffer any one to do

DEEDSOF SINNERS. hurt with impunity. " For he that doeth hurt
Accordingly, if all natures should guard shall receive," says the apostle, "according

their own proper measure and form and order, t to the hurt that he has done; and there is no
there would be no evil: but if any one should j accepting of persons with God." _
wish to misuse these good things, not even I
thus does he vanqmsh the will of God, whoiCHAP. 4I._HOW GREAT GOOD TIItNGS THE
knows how to order r_ghteously even the un- MANICHA-_ANSPU'T IN THE NATURE OF EVIL_

righteous; so that if they themselves through AND HOWGREAT EVIL THINGS IN THE NA-
the iniquity of their will should misuse H_s TL'RE OF GOOD.

good things, He through the righteousness But if the Mamch_eans were willing, with.
of His power may use their evil deeds, rightly out pernicious zeal for defending their error,
ordaining to punishment those who have per- and with the fear of God, to think, they would
versely ordained themselves to sins. not most criminally blaspheme by supposing

two natures, the one good, which they call
CHAP 38.--ETERNAL FIRE TORTURING THE God, the other evil, whmh God did not make:

* WICKED, NOT EVIL. SO ertang, so delirious, nay so insane, are they
For neither is eternal fire itself, which is that they do not see, that even in what they

to torture the impious, an evd nature, since call the nature of supreme evil they place so

it has its measure, its form and its order de- Igreat good things: life, power, safety, mere.
3 Stark x. zg _. z Tim, vi. 16.

I Gen it. o. _ Rom. 1 2-x 5 Rom. xv_ _7 OCol. hi. z 5.
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ory, intellect, temperance, virtue, plenty, If they say that it is not subject to
sense, light, suavity, extensions, numbers, forgetfulness, what does He remind? If

• peace, measure, form, order; but in what they say that it is not deficient m wisdom,
they call supreme good, so many evil things: what does He teach ? If they say that it is
death, sickness, forgetfulness, foohshness, not confused, what does Herestore ? If they
confusion, impotence, need, stohdtty, blind- say that tt was not vanquished and taken cap-
hess, pare, unrighteousness, d_sgrace, war, tive, what does He liberate ? If they say that
intemperance, deformity, perversity. For it was not tn need, to what does He minister
they say that the princes of darkness also have aid ? If they say that it did not lose feeling,
been alive in their own nature, and m their what does He ammate? If they say that it
own kingdom were safe, and remembered and has not been blinded,what does He illuminate?
understood. For they say that the Prince of If it is not in pain, to what does He give re-
Darkness harangued in such a manner, that hcf ? If it is not unrighteous, what does He
neither could he have said such things, nor correct through precepts ? If it is not in dis-
could he have been heard by those by whom grace, what does He cleanse ? If it is not in
he was said to have been heard, without war, to what does He promise peace? If it is
memory and understanding; and to have had not deficient in moderation, upon what does
a temper suitable to his mind and body, and He impose the measure of law ? If it is not
to have ruled by virtue of power, and to have deformed, what does He reform ? If it is not
had abundance and fruitfulness with respect perverse, what does He emend ? For a11 these
to his elements, and they are said to have things done by Christ, they say, are to be at-
perceived themselves mutually and the light tributed not to that thing which was made
as near at hand, and to have had eyes by which by God, and which has become depraved by
they could see the light afar off; which eyes its own free choice in sinning, but to the very
assuredly could not have seen the light with. nature, yea to the very substance of God,
out some light (whence also they are rightly which is what God Himself is.
called light); and they are said to have en-
joyed exceedingly the sweetness of their CnAV. 42.--oMANICH)EAN BLASPHEMIES CON-
pleasures, and to have been determined by CERNINGTHE NATURE OF GOD.
measured members and dwelling-places. But What can be compared to those blasphe-
unless there had been some sort of beauty mies ? Absolutely nothing, unless the errors
there, they would not have loved their wives, of other sectaries be considered; but if that
nor would their bodies have been steady by error be compared with itself in another as-
adaptation of parts; without which, those pect, of which we have not yet spoken, it will

things could not have been done there which ibe convicted of far worse and more execrable
the Manichaeans insanely say were done. And Lblasphemy" For they say that some souls,
unless some peace had been there, they would which they will have to be of the substance of
not have obeyed their Prince. Unless meas- God and of absolutely the same nature, which
ure had been there, they would have done have not sinned of theirown accord, but have
nothing else than eat or drink, or rage, or been overcome and oppressed by the race of
whatever they might have done, without any darkness, which they call evil, for combating
society: although not even those that did which they descended not of their own ac-
these things would have had determinate cord, but at the command of the Father, are
forms, unless measure had been there. But fettered forever m the horribie sphereof dark-
now the ManichaBans say that they did such hess. So according to their sacrilegious
things that they cannot be denied to have had vaporings, God liberated Himself in a certain
in all their actions measures suitable to them- part from a great evil, but again condemned
selves. But if form had not been there, no iHimself in another part, which He could not
natural quality would have there subsisted, liberate, and triumphed over the enemy itself
But if there had been no order there, some as if it had been vanquished from above.
would not have ruled, others been ruled; O criminal, incredible audacity, to believe, to
they would not have lived harmoniously in speak, to proclaim such things about God !
their elements; in fine, they would not have Which when they endeavor to defend, that
had their m_mbers adapted to their places, with their eyes shut they may rush headlong
so that they could not do all those things into yet worse things, they say that the corn-
that the Manich_eans vainly fable. But if mingling of the evil nature does these things,
they say that God's nature does not die, in order that the good nature of God may
what according to their vanity does Christ suffer so great evils: for that this good nature
raise from the dead ? If they say that it in its own sphere could or can suffer no one
does not grow sick, what does He cure ? of these things. As if a nature were lauded
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asincorruptible,becauseitdoesnothurtitself,thoughthe latterism the midstofdarknessit
and notbecause itcannot sufferhurt from pertainsto itsnatureto dwell in darkness;
another. Then ifthe natureofGod hurtthe but soulswhich are the verysame thingthat
natureof darkness,and thenatureofdarkness God is,cannotbe received,hesays,intothose
hurt the natureof God, there are thereforepeacefulrealms,and arcalienatedfrom the
two evilthingswhich hurteach otherinturn, hfe and libertyof the holy light,and are
and the race of darknesswas the betterdls-fettered in the aforesaidhorriblesphere:
posed,becauseifitcommitted hurt itdid itwhence he says,"Those soulsshalladhere
unwillingly;for itdid not wish to commit to the thingsthat they have loved,having
hurt,but toenjoythegood which belonged to been leftin the same sphere of darkness,
God. But God wlshcd to extinguishit,as bringingthisupon themselvesby theirown
Mamcha_us most openly raves forth in his deserts." Isnot thisassurcdlyfreevoluntary
epistleof the ruinousF_ation. For for-choice? See how insanelyhe ignoreswhat he
gettingthathe had shortlybeforesaid:"But says,and by making self.contradictorystate.
His most resplendentrealmswere so founded ments wages a worse war againsthimself
upon the shiningand happy land,thatthey than agamst theGod of the raceofdarkness
couldnever beeithermoved orshaken by any itself.Accordingly,ifthe soulsoflightare
one ;" he afterwardssaid:" But the Father damned, because they loved darkness,the
ofthe most blessedlight,knowing thatgreat raceofdarkness,whichlovedlight,isunjustly
ruinand desolatlonwhich would arisefrom damned. And the race of darknessindeed

thedarkness,threatenhlsholy worlds,unless loved lightfrom the beginning,violently,it
he should send m oppositiona deityexcel-may be,but yet soas towish for itsposses.
lent and renowned, mlghty in strength,by sion,not itscxtinction:but thenatureoflight
whom he might at the same time overcome wished to extinguish in war the darkness;
and destroy the race of darkness, which hay- therefore when vanquished it loved darkness.
ing been extinguished, the inhabitants of hght Choose which you writ: whether it was corn-
would enjoy perpetual rest." Behold, lae pelled by necessity to love darkness, or se-
feared ruin and desolation that threatened duced by free wdl. If by necessity, where.
his worlds ! Assuredly they were so founded fore is it damned ? if by free will, wherefore
upon the shining and happy land that they is the nature of God involved in so great in-
never could be either moved or shaken by any iquity ? If the nature of God was compelled
one? Behold, from lear he wished to hurt by necessity to love darkness, it did not van-
the neighboring race, which he endeavored to quish, but was vanquished: If by free will,
destroy and extinguish, in order that the in- why do the wretches hesitate any longer to
habitants of hght m_ght enjoy perpetual rest. attribute the wilt to sin to the nature which
Why did he not add, and perpetual bondage ? God made out of nothing, lest they should
Were not these souls that he fettered forever thereby attribute it to the light which He
in the sphere of darkness, the inhabitants of begat ?
light, of whom he says plainly, that "they i
have suffered themselves to err from their! cHAP' 43"_MANY EVILS BEFORE IIIS COMMIN-

former bright nature?" when against his will GLING WITH EVIL ARE ATTRIBUTED TO THE
he is compelled to say, that they sinned by NATURE OF GOD BY THE MANICHAEANS.
free will, while he wishes to ascribe sin only What if we should also show that before
to the necessity of the contrary nature: every- the commingling of evil, which stupid fable
where ignorant what to say, and as if he were they have most madly believed, great evils
himself already in the sphere of darkness were in what they call the nature of light ?
which he invented, seeking, and not finding, what will it seem possible to add to these blas.
how he may escape..But let him say what phemies? For before the conflict, there was
he will to the seduced and miserable men by the hard and inevitable necessity of fighting:
whom he is honored far more highly than here is truly a great ew[, before evil is com-
Christ, that at this price he may sell to them mingled with good. Let them say whence
such long and sacrilegious fables. Let him this is, when as yet no commingling had taken
say what he will, let hlm shut up, as it were, place ? But if there was no necessity, there
in a sphere, as in a prison, the race of dark- was therefore free will: whence also this so
hess, and let him fasten outside the nature great evil, that God himself should wish to
of light, to which he promised perpetual rest hurt his own nature, which could not be hurt
ou the extinction of the enemy: behold, the by the enemy, by sending it to be cruelly
penalty of light is worse than that of dark- cothmingled, to be basely purged, to be un-
hess; the penalty of the divine nature is worse justly damned ? Behold, the great evil of a
than that of the adverse race. But since al-pernicious, noxious, and savage will, before

@
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any evil from the contrary nature was mingled Ient by the power of divinity, for administer-
with it [ Or perchance he did not know that _ing and ruling all things, undefilably, inviola-
this would happen to his members, that they ] bly, incorruptibly, without any connection
should love darkness and become hostile to]with them, which we say of God; but fet-
holy light, as Manich_eus says, that is, not/tered, oppressed, polluted, to be loosed and
only to their own God, but also to the Father liberated, as they say, not only through the
from whom they had their being ? Whence running to and fro of the sun and the moon,
therefore this so great evil of ignorance, be- and through the powers of light, but also
fore any evil from the nature of darkness was through their Elect: what sacrilegious and
mingled with it? But if he knew that this incredible turpitudes this kind of error recom-
would happen, either there was in him ever- mends to them even if it does not induce them
lasting cruelty, if he did not grieve over the to accept, it is horrible to speak of. For
contamination and damnation of his own ha- they say that the powers of light are trans-
ture that was to take place, or everlasting formed into beautiful males and are set over
misery, if he did so grieve: whence also this against the women of the race of darkness;
so great evil of your supreme good before any and that the same powers again are trans-
commingling with your supreme evd ? As- formed into beautiful females and are set over
suredly that part of the nature itself which against the males of the race of darkness;
was fettered in the eternal chain of that that through their beauty they enkindle the
sphere, if it knew not that this fate awaited it, foulest lust of the princes of darkness, and
even so was there everlasting ignorance in the in this manner vital substance, that is, the
nature of God, but if it knew, then ever- nature of God, which theysayis held fettered
lasting misery: whence this so great evil be- in their bodies, having been loosed from their
fore any evil from the contrary nature was members relaxed through lust, flies away, and
commingled ? Or perchance did it, in the when it has been taken up or cleansed, is hb-
greatness of its love (charity), rejoice that erated. This the wretches read, this they say,
through its punishment perpetual rest was [this they hear, this they believe, this they put
prepared for the residue of the inhabitants of as follows, in the seventh book of their Thesau-
light ? Let him who sees how abominable it r_ (for so they call a certain writing of Mani-
is to say this, pronounce an anathema. But ch_eus, in which these blasphemies stand
if this should be done so that at least the written): "Then the blessed Father, who has
good nature itself should not become hostile bright ships, httle apartments, dwelling-
to the light, it might be possible, perchance_ places, or magnitudes, according to his in-
not for the nature of God indeed, but for dwelling clemency, brings the help by which
some man, as it were, to be regarded as praise- he is drawn out and liberated from the ira-
worthy, who for the sake of his country should pious bonds, straits, and torments of his vital
be willing to suffer something of evil, which substance. And so by his own invisible nod
evil indeed could be only for a time, and not he transforms those powers of his, which are
forever: but now also they speak of that fet- held in this most brilliant ship, and makes
tering in the sphere of darkness as eternal, them to bring forth adverse powers, which
and not indeed of a certain thing but of the have been arranged in the various tracts of
nature of God; and assuredly it were a most the heavens. Since these consist of both
unrighteous, and execrable, and ineffably sexes, male and female, he orders the afore-
sacrilegious joy, if the nature of God rejoiced said powers to bring forth partly in the form
that it should love darkness, and should be- of beardless youths, for the adverse race of
come hostile to holy light. Whence this so females, p_rtly in the form of bright maidens,
monstrous and abominable evil before any for the contrary race of males: knowing that
evil from the contrary nature was corn- all these hostile powers on account of the
mingled ? Who can endure insanity so per- deadly and most foul lust innate in them, are
verse and so impious, as to attribute so very easily taken captive, delivered up _to
great good things to supreme evil, and so these most beautiful forms which appear, and
great evils to supreme good, which is GOd ? in this manner they are dissolved. But you

may know that this same blessed Father of
:_ t2HAP. 44._INCREDIBLE TURPITUDES IN GOD OUI_ iS identical with his powers, which for a

IMAGINEDBY MA_ICH,_US. _n_ry reason he transforms into the un-
: But" now when they speak of that part of' defiled likeness of youths and maidens. But
. _ the nature of God as everywhere mixed up these he uses as his own arms, and through
_'_:° in heaven, in earth, in all bodies dry and them he accomplishes hiswill. But there are
i!_ moist, in all sorts of flesh, in all seeds of bright ships full of these divine powers, which
: trees, herbs, men, and animals: not as pres- are stationed after the likeness of marriage
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over against the infernal races, and who with ]all foods); that when they are taken up bythe
alacrity and ease effect at the very moment] Elect for the nourishment of the body in eat-
what they have planned. Therefore, when Iing and drinking, it is loosed, sealed, and lib.
reason demands that these same holy powers /erated through their sanctity. Nor do the
should appear to males, straightway also they I wretches pay heed to the fact that this is be.
show by their dress the likeness of most llieved about them not without good reason,
beautiful maidens. Again when females are!and they deny it m vain, so long as they do
to be dealt with, putting aside the forms of not anathematize the books of Manich_eus
maidens, they show the forms of beardless and cease to be Manichmans. For if, as they
youths. But by this handsome appearance say, a part of God is fettered in all seeds, and
of theirs, ardor and lust increase_ and m this ]is purged by eating on the part of the Electl
way the chain of their worst thoughts is who may not properly believe, that they do
loosed, and the living soul which was-held what they read in the Thesauev, s was done
by their members, relaxed by this occasion, among the powers of heaven and the princes
escapes, and is mingled with its own most of darkness; since indeed they say that their
pure air; when the souls thoroughly cleansed flesh is also from the race of darkness, and
ascend to the bright ships, whlch have been since they do not hemtate to believe and toaf-
prepared for conveying them and for ferrying firm that the wtal substance fettered in them
them over to their own country. But that is a part of God ? Which assuredly if it is to
which still bears the stains of the adverse be loosed, and purged by eating, as their
race, descends little by little through billows lamentable error compels them to acknowl-
and fires, and is mingled with trees and other edge; who does not see, who does not shud-
plants and with all seeds, and is plunged into der at the greatness and the unspeakableness
divers fires. And in what manner the figures of what follows ?
of youths and maidens from that great and
most glorious ship appear to the contrary CHAP. 46._THE UNSPEAKABLEDOCTRINE OF'l tie FUNI)AMENTAL EPISTLE.

powers which liveinthe heavensand have a
fierynature;and from thathandsome appear- For theyeven saythatAdam, thefirstman,
ance,part of the lifewhich isheld in the_rlwascreatedby certainprincesof darknessso
membcrs having been releasedisconducted thatthe hght mlght be held by them lestit

away throughfiresintothe earth:inthesame Ishouldescape. For intheepistlewhichthey
manner also,that most high power, which_callFu_/_metu'#/,Mamchmus wrote as fol.
dwellsinthe shipof wtal watcrsappearsin lowsrespectingtheway inwhich thePrinceof
the likenessof youths and holymmdcns to Darkness,whom they representas thefather
those powerswhose natureiscoldand too|st,ofthefirstman, spoke tothe restofhisallied
and which arearrangedm the heavens. And princes of darkness, and how he acted:
indeedtothosethatare females,among these "Therefore withwicked ,nventionshe said

the form ofyouthsappears,but tothe males, tothosc present:What does thishuge light
the form of maidens. By h_schanging and thatisr_smg seem to you to be? See how

diversityof diwnc and most beautifulper- the pole moves, how itshakes most of the
sons, the princesmale and female of the powers. Wherefore itisrightfor me rather
moist and cold racearc loosed,and what is toask you beforehand forwhateverlightyou
vitalin them escapes;but whatevcr should have m your powers:sincethusI willform
remain,havingbeenrelaxed,isconductedinto an image of thatgreatone who has appeared
the earth throughcold,and ismingled wlth in his glory,throughwhich we may be able
allthe racesof darkness." Who can endure torule,freedinsome measure from thecon-
this? Who can belicvc,not indeed thatitIs versafionofdarkness. Hearingthesethings,

true,but thatitcouldeven be said? Behold and dchbcratingfora longtimeamong them-
those who fearto anathematizeManich_us selves,theythought itmost justto furnish

teachingthesethings,and do notfearto be- what was demanded of them. For they did
lieve in a God doing them and suffering not have confidence in being able to retain

the light that they had forever; hence they
them I thought it better to offer it to their Prince,
CHAP. 45.----CERTAIN UNSPEAKABLE TURPITUDES by no means without hope that in this way

BELIEVED, NOT WITHOUT REASON,CONCERN- they would rule. It must be considered
IN(;. TILEMANICH2gANSTHEMSELVES. therefore how they furnished the light that

But they say, that through their own Elect they had. For this also is scattered through.
that same commingled part and nature of God out all the divine scriptures and the heavenly
is purged, by eating and drinking forsooth, secrets; but to the wise it is easy enough to
(because they say that it is held fettered in know how It was given: forit is knownimm_..,-
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diately and openly by him who should truly by the authority of what writing they did these
and faithfully wish to consider. Since there things, they betrayed this fact concerning
was a promiscuous throng of those who had the Tkesaurgs that I have just mentioned.
come together, females and males of course, But when this is cast in their teeth, they are
he impelled them to copulate among them- in the habit of replying, that some enemy or
selves: in which copulation the males emitted other has withdrawn from their number, that
seed, the females were made pregnant. But is from the number of their Elect, and has
the offspring were like those who had begot- made a schism, and has founded a most foul
ten them, the first obtaining as it were the heresy of this kind. Whence it is manifest
largest portion of the parents" strength, that even if they do not themselves practise
Taking these as a specml gift their Prince re- this thing, some who do practise it do it on
joiced. And just as even now we see take :he basis of their books. Therefore let them
place, that the nature of evil taking thence reject the books, if they abhor the crime,
strength forms the fashioner of bodies, so which they are compelled to commit, if they
also the aforesaid Prince, takingthe offspring hold to the books; or if they do not commit
of his companions, which had the senses of them, they endeavor in opposition to the
their parents, sagacity, light, procreated at books to live more purely. But what do they
the same time with themselves m the process do when it is said to them, either purge the
of generat,on, devoured them; and verymany light from whatever seeds you can, so that
powers having been taken from food of this you cannot refuse to do that which you assert
kind, in which there was present not only that you do not do; or else anathematize
fortitude, but much more astuteness and de- Manich_eus, when he says that a part of God
prayed sensibilities from the ferocious race of is in all seeds, and that it is fettered by copu-
the progenitors, he called his own spouse to lation, but that whatever of hght, that is, of
himself, springing from the same stock as the aforesaid part of God, should become the
himself, emitted, like the rest, the abundance food of the Elect, is purged by being eaten.
of evils that he had devoured, himself also Do you see what he compels you to believe,
adding something from his own thought and and do you still hesitate to anathematize
power, so that his disposition became the him _ What do they do, I say, when this is
former and arranger of all the things that he said to them ? To what subterfuges do they
had poured forth; whose consort received betake themselves, when either so nefarious a
these things as soil cult, rated in the best doctrine is to be anathematized, or so nefa-
way is accustomed to receive seed. For in nous a turpitude committed, in comparison
her were constructed and woven together the with which alt those intolerable evils to which
images of all heaventy and earthly powers, I have already called attention, seem tolera-
so that whatwas formed obtained the likeness, ble, namely, that they say of the nature of
so to speak, of a full orb." God that it was pressed by necessity to wage

war, that it was either secure by everlasting
CHAP.47.nile COMPELSTOTHEPERPETRATIONignorance, or was disturbed by. everlasting

OFHORRIBLETURPITUDES. grief and fear, when the corruption of corn- '
O abominable monster ! O execrable per- mingling and the chain of everlasting damna-

dition and ruin of deluded souls ? I am not tlon should come upon it, that finally as a re-
speaking of the blasphemy of saying these sult of the conflict it should be taken captive,
things about the nature of God which is thus oppressed, polluted, that after a false victory
fettered. Let the wretches deluded and it should be fettered forever in a horrible
hunted by deadly error give heed to this at sphere and separated from Its original bless-
least, that if a part of their God is fettered edness, while if considered in themselves they
by the copulation of males and females which cannot be endured ?
the v profess to loose and purge by eating it,
the necessity of this unspeakable error corn- CHAP. 48.--AUGUSTIHPRAYSTHATTHEMANI°
pels them not only to loose and purge the CH_ANSMAYBERESTOREDTOTHEIRSENSES.
part of God from bread and vegetables and O great is Thy patience, Lord, full of corn-
fruits, which alone they are seen publicly to passion and gracious, slow to anger, and
partake of, but also from that which might be plenteous in mercy,and true;' who makest Thy
fettered through copulation, if conception sun to rise upon the good and the evil, and
should take place. That they do this some who sendest rain upon the just and the un-
are said to have confessed before a public just;" who willest not the death of the sinner,

_- tribunal, not only in Paphlagonia, but also so much as that he return and live; 3 who
' in Gaul, as I heard in Rome from a certain

_'_" Catholic Christian; and when they were asked , P_i.s. ,Matt.v.4_ 3F_. =_. ,_.
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reproving in parts, dost give place to repen. _baptism, or through the sacrifice of a broken
tance, that wickedness having been aban-!spirit and a contrtte and humbled heart,( in
doned) they may beheve on Thee, 0 Lord;' tue sorrow of repentance, they may deserve
who by Thy patience dost lead to repentance, to recetve the remission of their sins and bias-
although many according to the hardness of,phemies, by whmh througix tgnorm_ce they
their heart and their impenitent heart treasure i have offended Thee. For nothing is of any
up for themselves wrath against the day of avail, save Thy surpassing mercy and power)
wrath and of the revelation of Thy righteous and the truth of Thy baptism, and the keys
judgment, who wilt render to every man ac- of the kingdom of heaven in Thy holy Church;
cording to his works;" who in the day when a sothatwemustnotdespairofmenaslongasby
man shall have turned from his imqmty to Thy patience theyhve onthis earth, whoeven
Thy mercy and truth, wilt forget all his in- knowing how great an evtl _t is to think or to
iquities:* stand before us, grant unto us that say such things al)out Thee, are detamed in
through our ministry, by whmh Thou hast that malign profession on account of the use
been pleased to refute this execrable and too tor the attainment of temporal or earthly con-
horrible error, as many have already been lib- [vemence, if rebuked by Thy reproaches they
erated, many also may be hberated, and]in any way flee to Thy ineffable goodness,
whether through the sacrament of Thy holy and prefer to all the entmements of the carnal

........ life, the heavenly and eternal hfe.

tWisd _d_.2. _Rom. tt. 4-(>. 3Ezck. r,'lll. 2t. ] (|Js.|l t7.
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INTRODUCTORY ESSAY.

B't" I_V. CHESTER D. HARTRANFT, D.D.

CHAPTER I.--BIBLIOGRAPHY.

A. SOURCES.

I. Of course all the Anti-Donatlst writings of Augustin are found in the general editions
from Amerbach, 15o6, to M_gne, 186i. A few are also collected m Du. Pin's edd. of

Optatus Mll. I. In the Alonumenta vetera ad DalJattstarum Histartam l_erttnenlia. 2. In
the Gesta Callattoms Carthagtnt habttae tlonorti Caesarig iussu inter Calholicos et aDona.

tzstas. See also the different Collections of G,uttctls, Labbe, Baluze, Harduin, Mansi, etc.

Since these works are discussed in Chapter II. _t _s unnecessary to repeat the titles here.
Cp. titles in ]_eO-actationc_ : and lndzcu/us hbrorum, tractatuum et e_oistolaru_a S. Muguslittip ed.
tufa Posstdii, cap. III.

II. Separate edmons of Augustin's Anti-Donatlst writings. (From SchSnemann's Ilibho.
theca, and other btbliographles.)

L S. Augustzni hber seu ]f],tsto/a de uni/ate _ccltsiae contra _etiliani I)onat. _'_istalam,
Argumentis, .6"otts a/que Analyst tHustrata, studio Justi CalutnL Moguntiae. _6o2.

2. SS. Q1_1tani et Au_ustilti a'e unttate 2_cclestae tractatus. Accedit Geatgti Calixtl, S.
Tlteo. Doer. et tn Acad. JuNo ff lof l_Jimartt, in earundem librorum le, lioncttt 111ttvductionis

fragmentum edente Frtd. Ulrica Cahxto. Georgff fiha. ]-lehnw_stadd ex lv_,,_,r. (_dixt.
x657. 8.

3. Aurelii Augustin4 _piscoiOi Hil_ponensis , Ziber de Uttitate Peclesiae contra Donatistas.

_:,L cure Cammentariis uberrimis et ut_llisimis in _elchioris Zydeckeri 2tzstoria iltustrata

J_cclesiae A f ricauae, cujus forum pceue tomum secundum co/:stttutt iusc/ t't_tum :

Tomus secundus ad Librum Augusttni de Umtate Bccleffae contra 29onatistas, de l_rincipiis
_cclesiae .4f ricanae, illiusque fide tu .4rticuhs de Capite Christo et W.cclesia, de Unitate et SeAls.

mate, l_lurimisque Religionis Christianae ca2oit_'bus agit. Ultrajecti a_ud viduam GuiL Clerck,
x69o. 4-

4. D. Augustini liber de moderate coercendis Aaereticis ad ]3onifadum Comitem. 2Vie.
Bergius Ra'aten_is I-falmiae, x696 , in 8.

III. Translations.

I. JEpistre ou le Zivre de St. Augustin de F Uuite e de l'W.glise, contre PetiEen, Rr,esque
agonaa'ste, az'ec certaines obserz,ations pour enteudre les lieux _lus difficiles t_ar jrac. I"igeau,
imprimdd Reimspar Jean de Faigny. I567. 8.

24
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_. L'Epistre _ Vincent, Evesque de fheresie Rogatiane, traduict de latin a#ar Ctdment
Vaillant. ,4 Paris, Alathurin _Prevost. 1573. 8.

$. Traitd du Bapt_me trad. par l'abbg aDujat, MmpdMn a_tampes. Paris. 1778. ,2.
4. Writings in connection with the Donatist controversy, translated by the Rev. J. R.

King, M.A. In the Series of Translations of the Works of Augustin. Edinburgh. T. &
T. Clark. 1872.

5. AusgewdMte Schrtften des hell Aurelius Augustinus, Kirchenlehrers, nacn aem

Urtexte ubersetzt. A/lit ether kurzcn Zebensbeschreibung des Hei/igen van jr. J/otzberger.
187x-1879. In the Bibliothek der t_'irchenvater, X'e#_ten, 1869 sqq.

B. LITERATURE.

This is a selected literature of the Donatist controversy so far as Augustin was con-
nected with it.

I. In the Benedictine editions occur :

x. Their Vita S. Aurelii Augustini.

Tom. XI. Antw.,loP. 1-344. Tom. I. Migne, 2Op, 65-578.
2. Praefalio of Tom. IX.

,4ntw. s. p. Migne, pp. 9-24.

3. Index .apusculorum S. Augustini conlra Donatistas.
Tom. IX. Antw., pp. 463, 4. Migne, pp. 757-760.

4. _xcel_ta el scripta ,Jetera ad Donattstarum histo: lam pertinentia.
Tom. IX. Antw., App._p. 7-5 o. Mt_ne,2_ p. 773-842.

5. Bpistolarum ordo chronologicus.
Tam. 1L Antw., s. p. Aiigne, _. 13-48.

II. Pos_idius : Vita S. Aurehi Augusttni.

Reprinted in Aligne Aug. Op. Tom. L, _p. 33-66. C2_._brigne Pat. Zat. L. p. 407.

III. JEcclesiastica _istoria. By the .Vfagdeburg Cenluriators. 1559-1574.
Tom. If. and ]II., Centuria, I _'\ a:z,t U., contain the Donatlst history.

IV, AValduinius, Franc.

I. Delibatio Africanae historiae ecdesticae, s. Optati libri VII. de Schismale Dolmtistarum,
etc. Paris, 1563. A second edition with improved readings, lb., I569. In this the prefaces
and annotations are of value. Reprinted in Du Pin's ed. of Optatus Mil.

2. Historia Carthaginensis Collaa'anis sire _tsputationis de ecclesia, olim habitae inter

Ca#Lolicos et Donatistas. Paris, 1566. 8. Reprinted in 2)u Pin. lb.

V. Baronius. Annales _cclesiatici. 1588-16o 7.
Tom. III.-V., contain the Donatist history.

VI. Albaspimeus :
O_tati a_el. a_era cure naris et obsem,ationibus Gabrielis Albastsineei. Paris, 1631.

Valuable mainly for the observations ; reprinted in Du Pin's ed. of Optatus.

VU. Casaubonus :

Oibtati AIeL de sddsmate Donatistarum libri VII. In eosd. natae et emendationes Merici
Casaubom_ Zonal. 1631.

These notes are of value and are reproduceo with those of other editions in the
xffnnotationes Vatqorum of Du Pin's ed
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VIII. Valesius Hen_icus :

_usebii Pam_oh. Historia ecc., hbri de Vita Constantini, -paneg3,ricus , Const. Oratio aM Sane.
torum coetum, gr. et lat. cure annotatt. Palls, x659 and often.

In this is his dissertation : De schismate Dotuztistarum.

IX. Long, Thomas, B.D. History of the Donatists. Lond. i677. 8.

X. Du -Pin : Nouvelle _ibliothgque &'s Auteurs Eccldsias@ues.

I. St. AugusKn. Tom. IlL premii're _Oartie, tnp. 522--_39, x69o. Particularly the review
of vol. IX. of Augustin's collected works, pp. 792-8_,.

2. In Tom. 1I, Troisii'mcf,trtle, 17o G there are also many allusions to the history and
literature.

3. In his ed. of 01_tatus _fet, tHstoria Donatt'rtarum.

XI. ]trig, Thomas : de atfaeresiarchis a'r'i a_os/,,h,t al al_ostol. 2_rox. LO ss _69o-T7o3. 4.

XII. Zeydecker Melchior; Jtislorht Ecclesfitstica .4ftt'cana. 2 Tam. 4, See above. Traj.
I69o- 4.

XIII ll'17sius, Hermann : _'l:iscelIaneorum .%crop um ltbrL z vols. AmsL J692. 4.
I n vol. 1 J_)tssertatia de scht.,mate Donattstarum.

XIV. Bernino :

Historia di tulle rheresie descritla da Domcmco Jlernino. Venezia 17 xx. Tom. I.,
contains hist. of Donatism.

XV. Storren, J. Ph. : an._uhrlicher und grumtlichet Bericht van den Namen, UrslOrung ,
v.s.7e,, der Danattsten. Prankf. 1723. 8.

XVI. _'ortsius, Henrlcus :

Oioera ottmia nuncio:tin, col/otto et ord:n, tta. Ue_onae, Tumermanl, x729-32, foL 4 vols.
The fourth volume contains his posthumous work on tttsto_y of Donatism, as finished

by Ballerim.

XVII. Tillemont : in his Memoires _our sorT,h"a l'hisloire Eccldsiastlque :
x. Tom. I'I. fZistotre del schtsme des Da//attstes, oil l'on marque aussi tou, ce CUi regarde

l Eg hse d'Afrtque de_uis l 'an 305, }usques en 1 'an 391 que S. Augustt)t Jut fort Prestre. x732.
2. Tam. XIII. La Vie de Sazut At, gus/ia, darts laquelle on t/'ouvera l'histoire des Dona.

Kstes de son temps, et celle des -Pelagte#s. 1732.

XVIII. Orsi :

Della Istoria Ecclesiastica descrtt/a Al 1;. Guiseo_e Agostina OrsL Tom. IV. (r74,) and

V. (i749) contain the h_story of the I_onatists.

XIX. IValch, Ch. IVilh. Ft. :

Entwu/f einer vallsta/uligen Historie dee Ketzereien, S_altungen und Religlonsstreitigkeitenp

tns auf die Zetten der Reformation. ].@zig, 1768.
Vierter Theil. ton der Si_altung dee Donatisten; with its three sections :

(a) Van der histarie der Danalisten.

(b) l/on den zwischen den Donatisten und ihren Gegnern ge¢uhrten Religionsstreitlgkdten.
(c) sBeurtheilun g der DonatisHchen Streitigkeiten.

This work was the beginning of a new crittcal estimate of the documents.

XX. Schrdckh, Johann Mattheus : Christliche KirchengeschicMe. Sechster Theil: x784_
but particularly JElfter Theil, 1786.

A juster estimate of Donatism.
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XXI. xllrarcellii, Steaoh. Ant. : Africa christiana in tres partes disttqbuta. 3 vols. 4.
Brixiae, xSx6-i 7. 4. /'. II. for Donatism.

XXII. t?indemann, C. : _)er heilige Augustinus, x844-1869.
Bdd. II. &III. contain excellent analyses of the works on Donatism, as well as a

history during Augustin's life.

XXIII. Roux, Adrianus :

Dissertatio de Aurelio Augustina, adversario Donatistarum. Lugduni Balavorum, 1838.
A brief summary of the works and doctrine.

XIV. _ibbeck :

Donatus und AugusKnus oder der erste entscheidende J_'am2of zwischen Separatismus und
_'irche. Bin ICirchenhistarischer Uersuch van Ferdinand Rtbbeck. _lberfehL x857. 8.

An uncnucal history ; but a vigorous analysm, apologetic and polemic.

XXV. 29eutsch :

_grei Actenstitcke zur Geschichte des Donatismus. dVeu herausgegeben und erkldtrt yon
Martin .Delttsch. Berlin, x875.

The first work on the textual and historical criticism of the sources.

XX v-I. Voelter :

Der Urs_rung des Z)onatismus, nach den Quellen untersucht und dargestdlt i'on Zic Z)r.
Z)aniel Voelter. _Freiburg i. B. umt Tubingen, x883.

This keen writer, at present Prof. Oral. in Umv. of Amsterdam, has gone still further
into textual and historical criticism, and gives fair promise of a more lmpartiaI

hearing for Donatism. It is to be hoped that he wxll fulfill his quahfied promise
of further research.

Among the general church histories particular mention may be made of G,eseler,
Neander, Lindner, Niedner, Robertson, Rttter, Hergenrbther, Schaff The arucles on

Augustin, Douatism and related persons and top,cs m Ce,lher, Ersch und Gruber, Hcrzog,
Sehaff-Herzog, Smith's Dictionary of Christian Biography, Wetzer and Welte. Llchtenberger,
are more or less noteworthy. Menuon must also be made of the Patrologies, the b_ogra-

phies, Hefele's Conclhengeschlchte. the Analyses Patrum, etc.

CHAPTER II._AN ANALYSIS OF AUGUSTIN'S WRITINGS AGAINST THE DONATISTS.

The object of this chapter is to present a rudimentary outline and summary of all that

Augustin penned or spoke against those traditional North African Chrisuans whom he was
pleased to regard as schismatics. It will be arranged, so far as may be, in chronological
order, following the dates suggested by the Benedictine edttion. The necessary brevity

precludes anything but a very meagre treatment of so considerable a theme. The writer
takes no responsibility for the ecclesiological tenets of the great Father, nor wall he enter
here into any criticism of the text and truth of the documents, upon which the h_storical

argument was so laboriously and peremptorily built, to the utter ignoring of the Donatist
archives, and the protests of their scholars against the validity and integrity of their oppo-
nents' records. Both parties claimed to be the historic Cathohc church; both were little

apart in doctrine, worship, and polity; both tended toward externahsm in piety; both accused
one another of fraud in inventing records. Later Romanism in its bright spirit of selec-

tion took much spoil from either camp.
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The city of Augustm's birth, its neighborhood, indeed the whole ecclesiastie_al province of
Numidia, was a stronghold for this puristic school. Is it not singular, then, that it seems
to have made no impression upon his early years ? As a child he had witnessed its brief

restoration under Julian, and then the severe or lax efforts at suppression under succeeding
emperors; the Rogatian schism and the Tychonian reformation were quite familiar to him
in his Manich_ean period; but the Confessions are silent as to any such stamp or hold upon
his mind. Hm actlwty begins with his ordination to the presbyterate, a time marked in
Donatist annals by the Maximianist separation, and increases as he becomes bishop.
From about 392 to near the close of his life, pen and voice were seldom still. In all those
years the outlinear thoughts grew in breadth and depth; endless are the forms in which his

few and radmal conceptions manifest themselves; never does he lose sight of tile popular
effect, so that he knows when to relax his love of word-play and dehght in mysterious indue-
lions, in order to make the chtef themes plain to the dullest mind.

How varied the channels through which he struggled for tile mastery of his idea of the
Church ! In the pulpit he made Donattsm the occasion of many a polemic, many an appeal;
in his correspondence it was an ever-recurrent toptc; it was the staple of many a tract and
book; verse was not shunned to destroy Its fashmnableness and tmpulartty ; commentaries and
manuals for the meditative hour or for the training of the theologtcal student, abounded in

warnings against its aggressiveness; no opportumty for debate or conference or epistolary
discussion was left ummproved. And no wonder: _t was a Iwmg tiling, of the street, of the
market, of the socml clrcle, of the home; it threatened at t,mes to obliterate the transmarine

view of the church from North Afrma; _ts spirit of polmc:d independence and plea for
religious liberty went to the hearts of a people, more and more resuve under the decline of
the Empire.

The literary creations of Donatism had been somewhat more fertile than that of Caecil.
iamsm. We must not behttle Donatus the Great, Parmenian, Petihan, Gandentius, and

certainly the eminence of Tychomus Is confessed by Augustm himself. Up to thi_i ttme
Optatus of Milews had been the only forcible opponent. But against the great Augustm whom
could they bring into the field ? And against the great Augustin, backed by the energy of
the State, there was little hope of fairness. Augustin found a new and weighty school.
Donatism, with its imposstble _deal, already began to desp,se the culture which seemed to

help its defeat and withdrew into its sensmve shell after the manner of all puristic ten-
dencies under persecutmn.

The two prevalent hnes of attack are the historical on the ongm of the schism, which
involved the dissection of the documents, and the doctrinal, or the discussion of the true
notes of the Church from the bas_s of the Scriptures. Thts latter Augustin preferred, because
final; he bowed to no patnstm. One or the other or both may be traced in all his works,

great or small, against them. Out of so protracted a controversy there grew up a symmetri.
cal and comprehensive theory of the Church and the Sacraments on either side. ".

Of three fundamental points of Donatism, as perpetuated practices of North Africa, rebap-

tism and the encouragement of a martyr spirit with its attendant feasts, the continuance of
the Seniores in the government of the Church, we find Augustin aiming mainly at the over-
throw of the first two. One of his earliest letters suggests to his bishop some means for

checking the drunkenness and great excess connected with the Natalitia. Passing to the

specific subject in view:
In the early period of his presbyterate, (possibly about 392, others place it later),

Augustin journeyed through Mutugenna, which apl_arently belonged to his bishop's see.
He learned how pacifically disposed Maximin, Donatist bishop of Sinaita, was. The friendly
feeling thus kindled toward him was shaken by the rumor that he had rebaptized a defecting
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Catholic deacon) of Mutugenna; not willing to credit the story, he visited the deacon's home.
His parents testified to their son's reception into the same office by the Donatists. In the
absence of Bishop Valerius, he writes to Maximin with entreaty, refusing to credit the
repetition of the rite, and urging him to remain firm in the convictions which had been

imputed to him. He solicits a reply, that both letters may be read in the public service,

after the dismission of the military. The prominent points of the letter are: while declining
to recognize the validity of Maximin's orders, he does not refuse to salute him as Damimzs

dulcissimus, and Pater renerabilis. His solicitude as a shepherd to do his duty to all the
sheep, constrains him to force himself upon their attention, and to be eager for correspond-

ence or conference with a view to bringing them back to the fold. He is perfectly assured
of the absolute and final correctness of his idea of the Church, and of the hopeless error of
Donatism, an error so great as to merit eternal destruction. He discriminates, however,

between heresy and schism at this time. Rebapusm in any case is a sin, but as applied
to apostatizing Catholics, is an immanissimum scdus. There is only one bapusm, that of
Christ; as there was no double circumcision, so the sacrament of the New Testament should

not be repeated. The Church is the owner of the nations which are Christ's inheritance,
and of the ends of the earth, which are his possession; hence it is universal; the seamless

robe should not be rent. Moreover the Lord's threshing-floor has chaff upon it along with
the wheat, and therefore he urged the disuse of imputations through unworthy members on
either side,whether Macarius or CircumceIliones. The schism made itself disastrously felt in
all domestic and soclal relations. He engages to avoid anything that would look like using

the power of the state for coercing conscience, and begs that on Maximin's side the Circum-

celliones may be restrained. [E_. xxiii.]
A Plenary council of all Africa was convened in Hippo-Regius m 393, before which

Augustin preached the sermon. His subject was Faith and the Creed: his handling made such
an impression that he was induced to expand it into the treatise: De Fide et Symbalo. In
explaining the article credimus c/ sarwtam eccIesiam, u@ue catltolicam, he reflects on

heretics and schismatics as claiming the title of churches for their congregations; and dis-
tinguishes between these two opponents of the Cathohc body, heretics erring in doctrine,

schismatics, while similar to the Catholic body in views of truth yet transgressing in the rup-
ture of fraternal love. Neither pertain to the true Church of God. (Cp. Retract/. I. x-vii).

Determined if possible to win the ear of all classes, the presbyter next affected a poem,

_' t_salmus contra Partem Donati," in the art of an Abecedarium, running the letters to
II. The line with which it began was to be chanted as a refrain after each group of usu-
ally twelve lines connected with each letter, the whole closing with an extended epilogue.

A generally vulgar performance it is, and purposely disclaimed all metrical dignity; and yet
it contains the germs of his logical and historical opinions on the controverted points. The
Church is a net in the sea of the world, enclosing the good and bad, which are not to be

separated until the net is drawn to the shore. Those who accuse the Catholics of tradition,
were themselves traditors and broke the net. The history is repeated, and all proof of the

Donatist charges declared to be wanting. Unity is a note of the Church, and toleration
within the net essential to its preservation. Over against Macarius he puts the violent
Circumcelliones. The wicked members of the Church do not contaminate the good by a

communion which is only outward and not of the heart. The threshing-floor has chaff upon
it; wheat and tares must grow together. The Catholics rear the Elijah altar, the Donattst

the iBaal altar over against it. Christ endured Judas. Why rebaptize us, he exclaims,
when you do not repeat the rite upon your once expelled but now restored Maxtmtamsts ?
Surely it is better to draw life from the real root. The character of him who admimsters
the sacrament has nothing to do with its efficiency; and so he returns to the necessity for
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toleration within the net, as Judas was forborne in the apostolic company. The epilogue
pictures the personified Church expostulating with the Donatists for quarreling with their
Mother, and presents a loose summary of the prewous arguments

It is doubtful whether, even in the fashion of the times, so lengthy a poem could become
a street theme, or find many repeaters in the markets and inns of Hippo or Carthage, although
the refrain for peace and truthful judgment might catch the ear of the more zealous.

[Cp. Retractt. I. xx.].
The Bishop of Carthage, Donatus the Great, the sphinx of Donatism, had written a

book to vindicate the claim of his church to the only Cl_ristmn baptism. The work obtained

considerable currency, and maintained its authority, even in Augustin's day, so he answered
it during the year 393, most probably, m a treatise of one book now no longer extant, but

which has been given the title: "Cantra F_[stolatp! Donati h_vreticl." The Retractations (I.
xxi.) correct some points which had been held m this work. (i). According to the Ambrosian
view, Augustin here identified Peter with the rock, on which the Church was to be built; but
afterwards he regarded that rock as ChnsL who was the subject of the Petrine confession;
on Christ was the Church to be built, and to the Church as thus reared, were given the keys,

(2). The Donatus present at the Roman Synod. he had spoken of as the bishop of Carthage,
the author of the book, wtuch error is corrected m the Retractat,ons. (3). He had also
charged the writer with falsifying a favorite passage of their side, Ecclus. xxxiv. 30, but
afterwards found that some codices read according to the Donatist quotation, and apologizes
for hts assertions.

Doubtless many of the sermons preached during his presbyterate had reference to the
schism, but the chronology of these Is too uncertain to allow of any definite arrangement.

We pass to the period of his co-bishopric with the aged Valertus,which dates from 395 A,D.
Evodius, a brother connected with the Church at Hlppo Regius, had a chance meeting

with Proculemnus, bishop of the Donattst body m that diocese. The two fell into a discussion
of their mutual differences. Evodius spoke in rather a lofty and censorious way, after the
fashion of his s_de, and wounded the feehngs of the older disputant, for the Donatists, like

all kindred bodies, cultivated an undue sensitiveness and were altogether too ready to take
offense. Procuteianus, however, expressed a perfect readiness to have a friendly debate

with Augustm in the presence of competent men. In view of th_s suggestion, and in the
absence of Valenus, Augustm, always anxious to xmprove such an opening, addressed a

letter to Proculeianus (c. 396), with courteous recognmon, and no such sharp denial of the

episcopal function as in the case of Maximin. He apologizes for the severe language of his
friend, and m every way avoids any expression whtch might cause the tendrils again to be
drawn in. The methods suggested for discussion show the anxiety of Augustin to beat out
the fire of Donatzsm; there _s the debate before chosen hearers, all the statements to be
written out for use; or there is the private d:scussion through mutual discourse, to be read

to one another and corrected, and so given to the people; or the single correspondence with

a view to pubhc lections, or any possible way that the aged bishop himself might prefer.
IIe urge_ that the dead bury their dead, and the past history be left out of the debate;
the present with its burning dissensions affords sufficient topics. As the people seek the

bishop to arbitrate in their private litigations, let these worthies cultivate peace in this
broader field; to this end he invites to prayer and conference. (Ep. xxxiii.).

Apparently the letter led to nothing practical. A new turn was given to matters. A son
had beaten his mother, and threatened her life; to avoid Catholic discipline, he joined the

Donatists and was rebaptized by them: as Augustin says, he wounded also his spiritual

mother by contemning her sacrament. Public registration of the facts were made by
Augaastin, all the more because the reported instructions, given by bishop Proculeianus to his
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presbyter Victor concerning the affair, had already been denied. The case presented an

opportunity for getting at some rule for the recognition of one another's discipline. Accord-
ingly Augustin addresses himself to Eusebius, a judicious Donattst of higher rank. He
professes that his aim is peace; he emphasizes with impatient vehemence hts opposition to

coercive measures in matters of conscience: neque me id agere ut ad communionera catho-
licam quisquam cogatur invitus. He asks Eusdsius to find out whether Proculeianus had
given the order to his presbyter as recorded; whether the b_shop would consent to a collation

between themselves and ten selected men on each side, agreeably to the original suggestion,
so that the whole question might be discussed from the Scriptural grounds, not the his-
torical. Some proposals for a meeting either at the Donatist region of Constantma, or at

their projected council at Milevls, he could not accept, because both lay outside of his
diocese. If Procuteianus objected to the dialectic and rhetorical skill of his counter bishop,
the latter would propose Samsucius, bishop of Turns, an earnest but uncultivated man, as a

substitute to lead the Catholic side. (//p. xxxiv.)
Eusebius declined to interfere on the ground that he could not be a judge, so Augustin

replies (E_. xxxv.) that he had only asked him to make some inquiries, because the bishop
refused to have any d_rect communication. The need for some adjustment concerning
discipline had become very pressing; a Catholic subdeacon and some nuns under rebuke

had been received into full standing by the Donatists, yet their subsequent career had been
even more scandalous. Augustin clalmed that the Cathohcs always respected the penal
enactments of their opponents. To show his own hostihty to compulsory conversions, he

cites the case of a daughter, who against the paternal will had joined the Donatists, and had
professed among them; when the father was about to use violence for her recall, he was
dissuaded by Augustin, and when a presbyter of Proculeianus had shouted abusive epithets

at him, although upon the property of a Catholic woman, he neither rephed nor allowed
others to resent the insult.

A practical treatise is ascribed by some to this time, called de Agone Chrisltano. In
expounding the faith he warns against different groups of heretics and schismatics. In
Chap. xxix. 3 I, he cautions against hstening to the Donatist party, who deny the one holy
Catholic church to be diffused throughout the whole world, and claim it to be alone m Africa,

and there among themselves, against the plain Scripture teaching of its universality; they
affirm that the prophecies of its extenmon have already been fulfilled, after whach the whole
church perished outside of their remnant. He alludes to the divisions which have befallen
them as a retribution for their separation. If the end shall come after the preaching of

the gospel to all nations, how can all nations have lapsed from the faith, when there re-

main some who are yet to hear and beheve ? This system robs Christ of His glory, and is
to be avoided by all who love the Church. (Cp. Retractt. II. fii.).

In 397 A. D., at the death of Valerius, he became sole bishop. In this year, while on a
visit to Tibursi, he had met with Glorius and other Donatists, with whom he held a friendly

disputation on the origin and history of the schism, during which some Donat[st documents
were produced which he declared to be false, and from memory recapitulated the archives
current on his side. Augustin pursued his journey to Gelizi, where he attended to some

episcopal duties, and brought back with him a copy of the Catholic Gesta, and spent a day
with these friends in reading them, but could not quite finish. He subsequently reproduces

this story with the arguments in a letter. (.Ep. xliii.). The chief burden is a criticism of
the Acts, highly important in its place, but it must be passed by here save to remark that

in speaking of Bishop Secundus, he suggests that it would have been better to appeal to the
principalities of Rome or of some other apostolic church, than to have proceeded as he did;

_,' he should have preserved the unity at all hazards; had the case been inexplicable, he should

i

,/
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have leftitto God; ifdefinable,he shouldhave addressedthe transmarinebishops,after

findingthathis peers athome couldnot adjustthe difficulty;disobedienceon the partof
Cmcilianto such an order,would have made him the authorofO_c schism;but now the

Donatist altar is set up against the Universal Church. It may be well to note that tilrough-
out the survey of these acts, there appears a manifest contradiction as to the beginning of
the appellations. In the next place, the Donatists are held gudty of schism, rehaptism, and

resistance to civil correction; of non-communion with those churches concerning whom they
read in their lections; and of the demand for purism against the Lord's parable. The angels
of the churches in the apocalypse are ecclesiastical powers, not heavenly, messengers. The

Church cannot be charged with the crimes of the evil men in it. Toleration is the only
practice by which umty can be conserved; Moses bore with murmurers, David with ._aul,
Samuel with the sons of Eli, Christ with Judas. They themselves forbear w_th Ctrcumcel.

liones, with Optatus bishop of Thamugada. The emphasis, however, is not so much upon
those matters as upon schism. He would rather leave the archives and elucidate the
doctrine, in which he claims to have the book of t|le world ; that the Catl_olics are the Lord's

inheritance; that they stand m fellowship w_th the churches of the New Testament; they are
the light of the world. A dlwne rebuke has befallen Donat_sm in all the tenets of its partlc-
ulanty, by the schism and return of the Maximiamsts.

No open door was passed by. On a journey to Cirta, possibly about the beginning of
398 A.D., he visited w_th cter_cal friends the aged Donattst, bishop Fortumus, at Ttbursi.
A great company gathered who interrupted the debate: all attempts at taking notes were
finally given up. In a letter (L)#. xliv.) to the Donatlsts, Eleusius, Glorius, and the two

Fehxes, who were of the number of those addressed in the previous epistle, he speaks of
their witness to the concdiatory disposition of Fortunius, and recounts the substance of the

interview, with the desire that _t may be submitted to that bishop for correction. The dis-

cussion had opened with the questlon of the Church. Fortunius regretted that Augustin
was not in it; the latter reversed the wzsh. What is the Church? Is it diffused through-
out the whole world, or is it confined to Africa ? Can the Donatists send letters of com-

mumon to any of the apostolic churches ? Ti_ence they dissected the Donatist cl,_im to be

the people of God, on account of their subjection to persecution; in which it appears
that they recorded the schism of the whole world from themselves as the true Church

as due to sympathy with the Macarmn persecution; up to that time they had held fel-
lowship with the whole world, and as proof thereof brought forward a letter of a coun-

cil of Sardtca addressed to them. From the condemnation of Athanasius and Julius
by this document, Augustin, to whom it was new, concluded that this was an Arian coun.

cil, and was only the more damaging to their theory. The note of persecution being re-
sumed, he maintained that there was no approved suffering unless for a just cause, and hence
the justice of the cause must first be established. Though Ambrose had endured violence

at the hand of the soldiery, they would deny him to be a Ci_nstian, for they would rebap.

tize even h_m. Maximianists on the other hand were confessed to be just, although they
had been dispossessed of their basilicas by the Primmnist appeal to the state. As an off-
set, Fortunius urged the curious fact that before the election of Majorinus, an interventor

had been chosen, whom the C_ecilianists put out of the way. On the following day
Augustin had to confess that there was no example in the New Testament to justify com-
pulsion in matters of faith. The next topic was Discipline. Augustin pleaded for tolera-

tion in order to keep unity. A point as to Johannic baptism sprang up, but was not pressed.
From this time the debate became miscellaneous and repetitious; in tts progress Fortunius
confessed reluctantly that rebaptism was a fixed practice among them, and that even a

Catholic bishop so highly esteemed among the Donatists for his non-persecuting spirit as was
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Gcnethlius, would have to submit to the rite before he could be recognized by their body.
Augustin proposes a further examination of matters, with a view to peace, but the pacific
Fortunius doubts whether many of the so-called Catnolics really desire concord, to which

Augustin rephes that he can find ten men who would heartily enter into such a con-
ference.

On the next day the venerable Donatist calls upon his opponent to resume their talk,
until an ordination called Augustin away; we also obtain information of the Coelicotm as

professing a new sort of baptism, with whose leader he desired to confer. The letter closes
with a proposition to meet in the httle village of Titla, near Tibursi, where there was no
church, and the populatton pretty equally divided, and where no crowd could dtsturb the

progress of the investigation; thither all documents should be brought and the whole sub-
ject canvassed for as long a time as it might take to terminate the dmcussion.

During the year Augustin issued a weighty work, which stands closely related to these

visits to Fortunius. It was in two books named by htmself: Contra pattern £)onati. Un-

happdy it is lost, but in the Retractattons (II. v.), he says, that in the first book he had
opposed the use of the secular power for compelling the schismatics to return to the com-
munion of the State Church, a form of discipline which experience afterwards persuaded
him was necessary and wholesome.

Possibly it was at the close of the year 398 that a hint from the Donatist bishop Hon-
oratus was brought by Herotes to Augustin, to the effect that they carry on a correspon-
dence on the questions in dispute between them, and avoid the uproar of public debates.

Augustin acquiesces heartdy, and at once plunges (H_. xhx ) into the doctrmat aspect of the
matter. He begins with the note of Universahty, the Church is diffused through the whole
world, to establish which he brings forward some of hts key passages, Ps. ii. 7, 8, Matt.

xxiv. x4, Rom. i. 5. With all the apostolic churches Cathohcs communicate, Donatists
do not. How then can this universahty be limited ? Why call the Catholic church Macarian,
when the name of Macarius or Donatu, is not known m any of these gospel regions ? It rests
with Donatists to prove how the Church is lost from the whole world and is confined to

them. Catholics can rely on the Scriptures only for their theory. Correspondence seems
to him also the better plan for discussion. Whether thts mutual approach went further is
not known.

It may have been in 399 A.D. that the Donattst presbyter Crispinus had met Augustin

at Carthage; the two joined words, and both seem to have become heated; the former made
promise to resume the parley at a later date, to the fulfillment of which the bishop had
occasionally urged him. When Crispinus was elevated to the see of Calama, c. 4oo A.D.,

and was not far from Augustm's diocese, the latter addressed him a letter (Hp. li.) rehears-
ing these facts. A new rumor credited Crispinus with being ready to enter the arena once
more. All salutation is avoided in Augustin's letter, because the Donatlsts had accused him

of servility. For the sake of accuracy and instruction he proposes simply to correspond,
, whether by one interchange of letters or by many. He pleads that present interests alone may

be touched upon. Schism according to the Old Testament was more severely punished

than idolatry or the burning of the sacred scroll. The charge of traditorship is set off by
the acceptance of the Maximianists, whom the council of Bagai had condemned in such
severe terms. If a mistake was made with reg-ard to them why not in Caecilian's case ? If

these were really guilty, you consulted the wider duties of unity and toleration, and why
not carry these principles farther and apply them to communion with the Catholics?
As to the charge of persecution, Augustin will not enter into the merits of the matter
theoretically, nor stop to plead the mildness of the measures used, but at once asks why
the Donatists used the State to dislodge the Maximianists, and to deny the Catholics the
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possession of genuine baptism is made foohsh by the recognition of the rite as existing
among the Maximianists who had been cut off, and were restored without a renewal of the
ceremony. The whole world had been condemned by the D.onatists without an opportunity
of being heard, and yet they accept the sacrament of the condemned Felicianus and
Pr_etextatus. Whale they deny tile validity of the symbol as administered by apostolic
communions, and by the missionary churches which brought the hght to Africa, they main-
tain that their little fractton alone ts its possessor. Summarizing these arguments as a
weight for the bishop to stagger under, he invokes the peace of Christ to conquer his
heart.

In this same year one of his relatives, Severinus, who was a Donatist, sent a communi-
cation to him at Happo by a special messenger, with a view of reopening friendly intercourse
with his kinsman; and Augustm seizes tt as a way to reestabhsh as well the higher kinship in
Christ (Efl.lii.). The Church is an unconcealable city set on a hill; it is Catholic, being diffused
throughout the whole world. The party of Donatus is cut off from the historic root of the
Oriental churches, and therefore cannot bring forth tile fruits of peace and love; indeed it
suppresses Christ by its rebapttsm. Had thetr charges been genuine the transmarine bishops
would have supported them; at any rate they should not have w_thdrawn from the Unity,
but rather have practiced toleration. He hopes that the bonds of custom may be broken
by Severinus, and that both may find their truest relationshq_ in Christ, since the state of
schism is a despising of the eternal heritage and of perpetual salvation.

Further along m the year, a Donatist presbyter had sent to Generosus an ordo Chris.
tiauitatzs, or epascopal succession of Constantina, his native city, asserting that it had been
delivered by an angel from heaven. About nothing were the church externahsts of every
camp so eager as the preservation of the succesmon in proof of ant,qutty. (;enerosus had
only laughed at the man's stupidity, but nevertheless wrote to the bishop of Hippo about it.
Fortunatus, Alypms and Augustin combine in a reply, undeniably wrztten by the latter,
commending him (Ep. lift.). The ordo Christianilatis of the whole workl is the,rs, from
which the Donatists do not hesitate to separate themselves. This presbyter's fiction

would have to be rejected at any rate, even had at come from an angel, since all other gos-
pels than that which teaches the universahty of the Church are anathema. That doe-
trine is m Matt. xxiv. x4, Gen. xiL 3, Gal. ifi. I6. Ttle true arda is the Roman, which
he gxves from Peter to Anastasius, the cotemporary pope; no Donatist is found in
this list; yet as Montenses and Cutzupit_e, they have intruded into Rome. Had there
been an actual tradition, or any wicked man in the Church, that would not have vitiated
the ordo, or the Church, for the law of Christ is plato, Matt. xxiii. $, a passage again
and again quoted by Augustin to substantiate this thought. They are separated from
the peace of these very churches, concerning which they read in their codices, and sing
pax tecum. There follows a very full and notable summary of the acts, as a refutataon of
the schism. He prefers the Scriptural proofs, which certify to the world-wide reach of
Christ's inheritance, and its existence among all nat,ons; from this they are separated by
a nefarious schism, and charge upon the Catholics the crimes of the chaff on the threshing-
floor, which must be mixed with the grain until the winnowing; these accusations do not
affect the wheat which grows with the tares in the field until the end. Their divinely appointed
retribution is in the history of the Maximianists, with whom they now commune, and
affirm that they are not stained thereby; let them apply that lenity of judgment to the in-
heritance of Christ. The angel then was either Satan, or the man is Satanic, yet his sal-
vation is desired; the sharp writing concerning him is without ochum, and seeks only his
correction.

Celer was a Donatist, a man of middle age and of considerable estate and civil position.
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He afterwards rose to the proconsulship. AugustAn expresses (Ep. lvi.) a peculiar respect

and affection for him, as a man of integrity and seriousness. He had desired direct instruc-
tion from the bishop, both in a matter of Christian culture and in the controversies between

the two parties. Weighed down with the cares of visitation. Augustm had to delegate his

presbyter 0ptatus to the reading and explanations of the bisttop's works and views in Celer's
leisure hours. The superior claims of the life beyond are set before him, together with the

overwhelming force of the proofs against the schism, so that the dullest with patience and
attention can get correction. The sundering of the bonds of custom and of a perversity
that has become familiar, is a matter reqmring great strength of character, for which step,

however, he, under God, would be readily capable.
But Celer was not persuaded to change his church connection by this first endeavor. On

_, the contrary, Augustin thought he saw a laxity in the enforcement of the represswe measures
ordered by the goeernment, and so wrote a second time (Ep. lvu.). He affirms that there
is no just cause for separation from ttlat Catiaohc church which prophets and evangelists

_ have declared should be diffused through the whole world. A long retained codex of
Augustin, whtch had been loaned to Celer through Caecilian, his own son, who seems t_
have been under the special tutelage of the bishop, was destgned to convmce the state

official on this very point (we do not know which writing it may have been), should inchnation
or leisure lead him to its perusal, and whatever difficulties m_ght occur, Augustm was ready to
answer. He desires htm also to stir up hm subordinates to greater care m restoring the

Catholic unity in the region of Hippo; indeed he cautions him to dihgence on h_s own estates;
a friend there, who fears to be strict m the carrying out of the statutes, could have his position

alleviated by a word from Celer his patron. From this point we notice a dec_ded sympathy
with the effort to break up Donatism by force.

Parmenian, the successor of Donatus the Great in the see of Carthage, was one of the

brightest disputants on their side. Against h_m Optatus of Milevis had directed his review
of the schism, full indeed of grave historical blunders, but not lacking in that suavity which

those who think they have the keys of heaven sometimes affect. When Tychonius had

exposed some of the inconsequences and weaknesses of the Donatist theory of the Church,
Parmenian undertook a reply, whose main object was to fortify the propositions, (x) that the

evil defile the good m the Church, and must therefore be cut off; and (2)that puristtc

folly, that the Donatzst community was absolutely pure m its membershtp and priesthood.
To this much-esteemed work, Augustin replies (c. 40o A.D.) in three books: Cantra Episla-
lam _Parmeniani.

In Book I. the main question is, who really incurred the guilt of schism, and initiated

the appeal to the State ? He opens with the praise of Tychonius as man and author, but
misses the acute drift of that great man's argument. He seeks to answer the data of the

origin of the separation as given by Parmenian, who attributes _t to the joint movement of
Gaul, Spain and Italy m seeking to make their views universal, and to the influence of
I-Iosius over Constantane, in winning him to taeir opinion; nor does Parmenius cease to

deprecate the imperial intervention Augustin defends this use of the secular arm, but
accuses the Donatists by their history of beginning it in the appeal to Constantine, in the
treatment of the Rogatists and Maximianists, in the abuses of the Circumcelliones, m their

petition to Julian.
Book II. discusses the texts alleged by the Donatists in support of the purity of the

/ Church, the need of discipline, the sole validity of their baptism and ordination, the blame-

_. lessness of their members and clergy. While both fail in exegetical principles, Parmenian,
after the manner of his school, is aggravatingly guilty of using mere catch-words, without

/_ l'egard to text or context. He quotes indiscriminately whatever sounds favorable to his
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eaase. Some of the passages are: Is. v. 2% Prov. xvii. x5, Is. lix. t-8, Ecclus. x. a,
Is. lxvi. 3, Prov. xxi. 27, and others. Augustin gives his interpretations, and does not fail
to prod his opponent with barbs of Optatus, Maximianists, and Circumcelliones.

Book III. handles further the theory of purism m the light of Scriptural proofs. The

first part is mainly an endeavor to give the true significance of i Cor. v. t2, 13. (Compare
his correction in the Retraxtt. II. xvii ). Augustin is constrained to confess the need of

some internal discipline, and then enforces with wider range the notes of universality,
unity and toleration, especially as illustrated by Cyprian. [Cp. Retractt. II. xwl.].

In the work against Parmenian, he had promised to write more fully on this subject of
baptism, the frequent persuasions of the brethren also moved him so that in this same year
(4co A.D.) he issued the seven books Z_c Bal_tismo: Cantra Donatistas. The double pur-
pose is to define that sacrament as the property of Christ, and to overthrow the Donatist

appeal to the authority of Cyprian and the famous council of Carthage. with its eighty-seven
deliverances in favor of the repetition of the rite. Since this is one of the works translated

in the accompanying volume any further analysis may be passed by. [Cp. ]?etraetl. I1.
xviii.].

In this period of freqnent and heated controversy, a Donattst layman, Centurius by
name, brought some of their quotations and writings, and supported witi_ Scriptural proofs
to the Church m Hippo. It seems to have begun wlth an exposition of Prov. ix. t 7.
(N. Afr. version and LXX). Augustin answered them brmfly in a tractate, which he
entitles: Contra quod attulit Centuriu¢ a 190nalirl_s. It _s however not extant. In the

Retractatlons (II. xix.) it is placed tmmedmtely after the work on Baptism.
Meanwhile, and as the Retractat_ons tell us, before he had fimshed his work on the

Trinity, and his literal commentary on Genesis, he found it desirable to reply to the
pastoral letter of Petilian, Donat_st bishop of Constantina; unfortunately only a part of the
epistle came into his hand, so strenuous and vigilant were the efforts to hide their literature
from the eyes of this ardent foe. He rephed with one book to so much as he had received,

c. 40o A D. Some of his clergy subsequently obtained and wrote out a complete copy, so
that he composed the second book, c. 4o1 A.D. Meanwhile Petilian responded to the
first issue, and this necessitated a third book, c. 4o_ or 4o2 A.D. The three books were
collected into one treatise, and are known under the title Contra Litteras ]'etdiatd. The

main object of the series is the refutation of Petthan's proposmon: " Canscientia namcue
(sam#) dantis atlenditur, quce (qui) abluat accil_2entis." " Nam qui fldem (scions) a 1_erflda
sutnpsert't, non fldem 2_ercipit, sed reatum." "What we look for is the conscience of the

giver (him who gives in hohness), to cleanse that.of the recq_ient." " For he wire (wittingly)
receives faith from the faithless receives not froth, but guilt." Since the work is also a

part of this volume, we need not dwell on it farther. [Cp. lt'ctractt. I1. xxv.]
The civil restraints were applied with vigor on the one side and resented on the other

by the retaliatory Circumcelliones. To Pammachius, a man of senatori-d rank, Augustin,

in 4Ol A.D., sends a letter [E_.lviii.] of exuberant congratulations and flatteries, because he
had compelled some of his Numidian tenants to return to the mother Church; a converting

agency which he condemns unmercifully when practised by the l)onat_st_. The plan_ he
says, would have been urged upon other landholders, had the clergy not been afraid of the
scornful finger of the Donatists, who were in such favor with the proprietors, that an effort
like this might have failed. He desires the senator to circulate this letter wherever there

was promise of effect. The bishop, now thoroughly committed to these arbitrary pro-
cedures, was in some trepidation lest the plausible arguments which the Donatists were
urging, might shake the resolution of Pammachius himself, and so he sends a secret com-
mission of instruction.

/
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The coercive measures yielded fruit, and the question about the status of recedent Dona-
ti'st clergy now became pressing. Augustin had already met with a certain Theodore on

this subject, and in a letter addressed to him [Ep. lxi.] c. 4ox, recapitulated the proposition"
then agreed upon, to be used as a basis for treatment with all who wanted to come over.

The Catholic church opposed only the schtsm and the rebapt_sm among the Donatists; what
was good she was ready to acknowledge. Baptism itself, ordination, self.denial, celibacy,

doctrinal views, especially as to the Trinity, these were confessedly right, only to reap the
profit of them, it was essential for Donatlsts to be in the umty and in the root.

The Council of Carthage of September i3, 4o_, adopted this view, Can. z. There had
also been a remarkable scarcity of Catholic clergy, so that apphcat_on had been made to
Rome and Milan for relief; probably this had its influence upon so charitable a view of
schismatic ordination.

It was alleged that Crispinus, the bishop of Calama, had bought a state farm at Mappalia,
and had rebaptized the tenants. Augustin was roused by th_s counter-irritant and wrote
him a letter, c. 4o_ A.D. [Ep. lxvi.], wondering what he would do if the authorities were to
impose the fine for every offense. He pleads for an answer to Christ, whose was all the
world, because bought with his blood, while the Donatist would affirm that Christ had lost

all the world save Africa. He urges a public dlscussmn of the mooted points before these
converts, which should be reported and done into Pumc as a test of their freedom in this

conversion, and frankly enough offers to do the same for any case of coercton on his side.
Unless Crispinus and his _aelpers acquiesce, he will hold them guilty.

The uppermost talk of those times was the extraordinary charity of the Donatists toward
the Maximmnists. One form of apology for such a seeming vacation of all their tenets was

to say, e.g., of Felicianus of Musti, that he was ignorantly condemned when innocent and

absent, so in hts absence, he was reinstated. Thts statement was made by a Donatist
bishop, Clarentius, in reply to the mqulries of Naucelio. Atypms and Augustm, who were

made aware of this defense, urged in criticism JR/5. lxx ] that the Council of Bagal was
therefore guilty in condemning Felicianus unheard, and all the more in that they afterwards
found him to be innocent. Either he ought not to have been condemned if he was inno-
cent, or if guilty, he ought not to have been recetved back. If the council erred, why not
apply such a hability to error to the orzgm of the schism; might not Ceecdian, unheard,

have been condemned although innocent ? But, as a matter of fact, Felicmnus was found
gmlty while in thorough and declared sympathy with Maximian, and the state was called
upon to enforce his ejection. If he was welcomed without rebaptism, why not treat the

Church diffused through the whole world with the same consideration ?
It was probably in the year 4o2 that he addressed a general appeal to the Donatists

[E/_. Ixxvi.], not to endanger their salvation by continuance in schism. If they counted the
surrender of the sacred books so great a sin, how much more grtevous a transgression ought
the refusal to obey the plain commands of these books as to unity be considered. He
brings forward the usual array of passages to demonstrate the universality of the Church,

and that any limitation of this note, can only be at the end of the world. The attempt to
separate the wheat from the tares before the harvest, is only a proof that they are of the
tares. A rapid survey of the origin of the schism follows, and all the archives are made

to tell against them. He asks how they can hold any theory of purism while they regard
Optatus as a martyr and welcome the excommunicated Maximianists? Schism in the

Scriptures is punished more severely than the burning of the books. Why complain about
traditorship wher_ Maximianists are received ? Why abuse the imperial laws directed against
them, when they had invoked the same against the Maximtanists ? If theirs is the only bap-
tism, what is the baptism of these Maximianists, which is without question validated ? He
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challenges the Donatist bishops to discuss these matters with their laity, if they persist in
• declining to meet the Catholics, and bids the sheep beware of the wolves and their den.

The ad Catholicas lg.t_istola , popularly known as de Unilate Ecclesiot, is pretty generally
attributed to Augustin, and is addressed to the brethren of his cilarge; it may be taken as a
contrast to the previous letter directed to the Donatists, and not unlikely saw the light in 4oa
A.D. This book is designed as a continuance of the controversy with Petilian, and indeed a

further correspondence is proposed, so that the work must have appeared before that bishop's
death, which is generally placed in this year. The chief question between tile two parties
is, Where is the Church _ Is it with Cathohc or Donatist ? The Church is ot_e and Catholic:
it is the body of Christ, consisting of Him as its Head and those in Him as members.

The historical issue in any of four possibdittes of truth or falsity does not justify separation
from this body. The point is, What does the Lord say ? The Donatist should believe in

the books, which he says were delivered up, and put aside all other documents except the
divine canons. Do the Scriptures say that tile Church is in AfrJea only, and in the few
Cutzupltanm or Montenses at Rome, and in the house or patrimony of one woman in Spain,

or is it in the whole world ?" A second time does he start out with a definition of the Church,
as having for its head the Only Begotten Son, and for its body the members in Him; as

bridegro6m and bride, two in one flesh• Any divergence from the Head or tile body',
whether caused by difference in doctrine or government, is per se outside of the Church.
He meets the two favorite Donattstic comparisons of the diwne institution with the ark and

Gideon's fleece, and then enlarges upon the note of universality, with included unity, by
Scripture texts from the Law, the Prophets, especially Isaiah, anti tile Psalms• From the

Donatlst position these are not fulfilled, because, say they, men are unwilling. Men were
created with free will; they believe or dtsbeheve according to that• When the Church

began to increase in the world, men refused to persevere, and the Christian religion was
lost from all the nations with the exception of tile Donatists. All this, replies Augustin, as
if the Spirit of God did not know the future vohtions of men. But Christ, after tile resur-
rection, said that the Law, the Prophets and the Psalms testified of Him, and that the
fulfillment of his kingdom should begin from Jerusalem. He then follows out the ex-
pansion of the Church as given m the Acts, and the foundation of Christian communities as

mentioned m the Epistles and the Revelation.* The I)onaUsts reply to this theory of devel-
opment that the Church perished save among them in North Africa. It is among the few:

for which they cite a similar state of things under Enoch, Noah, Lot, Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob, and the Kingdom of Judah. The spread of the Church d_d indeed begin
from Jerusalem, but afterwards an apostasy befell it, m the progress of which'the com-
munion of the Donatists alone remained faithful. Augustm says the fact that there are
evil persons in the Church is simply a proof of the fulfillment of those parables of our Lord,

which illustrate the mixed characters in his kingdom. There is indeed a paucity of the
good, but wathln that communion. Then follows a discussJon of the geographical limita-
tion, the Donatists maintaining that the Oriental churches and the rest mentioned in the

sacred canon had receded from the faith. Especially is their favorite p:_rngraph, a passage
from Cant. i. 7, commented upon. He presses the continuous preaching among all nations,

after which event the end is to come; there must be such a universal growth to that end.
Let us cease drawing from the acts and sayings of men about this great matter, and take
the simple testimony of the Scriptures. But the Donatists object: If the Church be

among you why do you compel us by force to enter its peace ? Or if we are evil why
do you desire us? and if we are tares why hinder us from growing until the harvest?
Augustin then justifies the system of correction adopted in loving care for their salvation,
not failing to remind them of the Circumcelliones and their own action with regard to the
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Maximianists. Another inquiry of the Donatists _as, How will you recognize us if we

come to you ? Augustin says, as the universally founded Church is wont to receive, put

away all hatred and your sacraments are acknowledged. This leads to the discussion of
baptism and of that related topic, the effect, of the celebrant's character, upon the re-
cipient. He returns finally to the note of umversahty as essential to the unity, with the
one Head and the one body.

Somewhere about 404 A.D. two official cases of discipline had occurred in Augustin's

monasterium, which had grieved the pride of the clergy, because they had l_oasted of their
establishment as really purer than the puristic body gathered about the Donatist bishop Pro-

culeianus. They were more troubled about this than about the sins of the suspected
brethren, one of whom, however, seemed to have considerable injustice done him. While

discussing this matter [m ff_. lxxvlit.] he incidentally mentions the lapse of two Donatists,
who had been received into Augustm's communion, and whose conduct the clergy had

regarded as a proof of the laxity of discipline under Proculemnus.
A sermon on the 95th Ps. (96) may have been preached in the year 404 or thereabouts,

in which he rebukes the Donatists for their prtde in claiming "either that they, the few in

Africa, are the ones bought by Christ, or that they are so great because this large gift was
bestowed on them alone. And in commenting on v. io, dicite in nationibus. Daminus

regnavit a hgna, etc., he twits them with seeking thin reign by the wood through the cudgels
of the Circumcelliones; and enlarges too upon the theme of universality, against thetr un-
discoverable here and there.

C_eeilianus, whose exact ctvil office, whether vicar ort_r_efectus attnance is yet undetermined,

Augustin addresses as prceses in E_. lxxxvi., which is ascribed to 405 A D. The severer
edicts of Honorms had just been published. This official had carried them out with telling
earnestness. His administration in the greater part of Africa is pamcularly commended; the

bishop begs of hlm to restore the Cathohc umty also m Hippo and the frontiers of Numidia.
The ill-success of h_s own work is not due to lack of episcopal duty, and he asks C_ecalianus

to inquire of the clergy, or of the bearer, a commissioned presbyter, about the true state of
matters; he would have the State begin with monitmns in ttae hope of preventing a resort to
severer remedies.

Emeritus, the bishop of Julia C_esarea, ot_e of the seven Donatist disputants at the later

conference, did not shun correspondence or association w_th h_s opponents. He is
described as a man of parts and character. Augustm had written a letter to him, which ts

not preserved, and it had received no reply. He once more seeks to win htm to a friendly
discussior_ or correspondence [/_. lxxxwi.], in this time of general return to the mother
Church. He would have all men of culture come back to the true fellowship. What

Emeritus's particular ground for continuing in separation may be he does not know. He

proceeds to discuss universality, purism, the validity of the documents, the heinousness of
schism, the paucity of numbers, and the right of coercaon.

The enforcement of the cavil edicts was followed by violent outbreaks of the Circumcel- '

liones, especially in Augustin's diocese. The clergy united in a protest [Ep. Ixxx-viii.]
addressed to the venerable Bishop Januarius, a Donatmt, probably in 406 A.D. They claim

(x) that they are receiving evil for good. (2) The appeal to the state was begun by the
Majorinists, and two full documents are given m proof. (3) All decrees of the empire since,

, are the simple execution of the edict of Constantine against the party of Donatus: which
these had wanted to be issued against Ca_cilian. (4) The acts of the Circumcelliones, were

." the real occasion for sharper efforts at suppression; instances of their cruelty are mentioned.

_' (5) The Catholics have pursued a conciliatory policy by conferences and by desiring a
(.. mitigation of the penalties, which were frustrated the one by refusals, the other by a gross
&
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assault on the Catholic bishop of Bagai; all who come into the hands of the state clergy, are
treated wits merciful persuaslon. (6) Various proposals for peace are suggested.

Festus, a government official and a landed proprietor apparently in Htppo, had written
a letter urging a return of the Donatists to the mother Church. It bore little fruit, and he

asks Augustin first to instruct him and also to g_ve him a tractate for general use. Augustin,
c. 4o6. [E20. lxxxlx.], enforces the duty of perseverance in the civil reclamatton of the Dona-

tists; ttleir claim of persecution as a note attesting them to be tile true people of God is folly)
because it is not the mere suffering but the cause for which one suffers that makes a martyr.
He exhorts him to read the archives and see how the schtsmatics initiated the appeal to
the secular power, and how all things that have befallen them through that arm would have
been the just fate of the C_eciliamsts, had the Donattst course been approved. Besides)
why this unjust treatment of the Cllurch universal in condemning it unheard, and rebaptis.

ing its members, who have done them no wrong ? The theory that baptism alone is valid
when administered by the just, is putting a trust in man which the Scriptures condemn;
the sacrament is not man's but Christ's; further, one would prefer to lie baptized by a bad

man, for then he would receive grace from Christ directly, according to their subterfuge.
He is vexed with their active and passive opposition; the mother has to correct, although
her obstinate child may not like It. They aver that the Catholics accept them without
requiring any change m them, but the change required is great, no less a one than from
error to truth. The bishop proposes as a substitute for Festus's plan, tile sending of an

authorized messenger secretly to himself, and they would devise together a mettlod for the
correction of the Donatists.

In the second sermon on Ps. cit {ct.) preached about this time, when enlarging upon the

unity he rid_cules the Donatlst assertion that the Church which was among all the nations
had perished, as the impudent voice of those who are not m it declares. So is theiraffirmation
that Scripture prophecies about the spread of the kingdom have been fulfilled; all nations
have believed, but this diffused communion apostatized and perished. He rebukes the

conceit that the Lord's saying, I am with you, even to tt_e e,ad of the world, was designed
for them alone, tile Lord foreseeing that the party of I)onatus would be m the earth. If
emperors have propounded laws against heretics, it is a part of the predictions which fore-

told how kings would serve the Lord. Thence he expands the notes of universality and
perpetuity.

Crescomus, a layman and philologist, read Augustin's first book in answer to Petilian, and

wrote a reply, which, however, was circulated among the Donatists only. Augustin at last
secured a copy, and wrote (4o6 A.D., some say as late as 409) Contra Cresconium Gram.
maticum Parlis 2)onatl, libra ]V Three of these books controvert the arguments of Cres-

comus; part of the third .and tne fourth entire is a detailed polemic history of the Maxi-
mian schism.

In Book I. he atlddes to the occasion of the writing, and hesitates between being

regarded as contumelious if he declined an answer, and arrogant, should he reply. Cres.
conius had attacked eloquence, which Augustin defends as simply the art of speaking, and
as not to be condemned because it has been abused. You do not condemn military arma-

ment for your country because others have taken up arms against the country; the physi-
cian does not refuse to use all drugs because some are baneful; because there are sophista

one is not to deny the value of eloquence. Cresconius seemed to regard its cultivation as
injurious to the simplicity of Christian law and teaching. He also had accused Augustin of
permstent arrogance in his pertinacious pursuit of the Donatists. Augustin claims to do a
good work with good ends in view, and says its fruit has been a rich harvest for the Church.

So the discussion passes on to the use of dialectics, which Creseonttrs assails, but Augustin
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defends as nothing else than a demonstration of results, either the true from the true or
the false from the false. He justifies not disputatiousness, but the arguments by which

truth Is built" up, for Christ employed it, and St. Paul wielded its weapons not only with
the Jews but with Epicureans and Stoics. In all this we have an illustration of that un-

fortunate tendency to undervalue culture whenever a purist_c community passes into the
fires. Augustin applies the art to one of the points which Cresconius had discussed, viz.,
rebaptism. He had endeavored to prove that it was solely among them. Augustm con-
cedes that the rite is there, but not its profit; in order to enjoy its profit, it must be ad-

ministered lawfully. The oneness of baptism as a ceremony is not dependent on the
oneness of the Church, whereas its profit is. A reprobate society of heretics can have a

good baptism, but it is not properly and not profitably administered among them;- the
proper and profitable administration is solely in the Church to salvation; the rite outside is
to judgment.

In Book II. after a rdsumd of the previous book, he notices first the criticism as to the
true.construction of the name Z)anatista,; it should rather be Z)anatzani as Crescomus claimed.

He is ready to concede this, and in his controversy with the philologist will use that form,
but on all other occasion he would prefer the more familiar termination. Cresconius also
protests against the term heretic as applied to them, which he regards as a divergence of

views from the Christian faith; while a schism has sprung up among those for whom the
same Christ was born, died and rose again, who have one rehglon, the same sacraments, and no
diversity in Christian observance. Augustin, however, while not particularly dwelling on

these agreements, presses upon him the articles of divergence, and asks why they rebaptize ?
The recognition of Donatist ordination concerning which Cresconius had asked. Augustin
declares to be a matter of charity. As to the question of Crescomus, Why, if the Donatists

are such heretics and so sacrilegious, if they are indeed guilty of a nefarious and inexpiable
crime, some purification is not adopted when they come over to the Catholic church ? Augustin
answers: We do not regard it as inexpiable, and baptism is not to be repeated, it is Christ's;

on coming to us the Donattst receives the Spirit signified by that rite; he begins to have health-
fully what he previously had hurtfully and unworthily. The relation of the celebrant to the

symbol ks presented by Crescomus is a modification of Petdiamsm. " Regard is had," says
he, " to the conscience of the giver, not according to its actuality, which cannot be perceived,
but according to his reputation, whether that be true or false." Augustin does not fall to

crowd him for the change of base. The favorite passages of Ps. cxli. 5, Jet. xv. xs, and
Ecclus. xxxlv. 3I, are gone over. Then he answers the charge made by Cresconms, as to the

right of any sinner to baptize among the Catholics. Finally, he reviews Cyprian's relation
to rebaptism, who is not a canomcal authority for him; the Scriptures alone are such; but
the Donatists ought to consider that decision of his to remain in unity from the fact that
the mixed nature of its membership requires toleration.

Book III. Augustin contends that the Donatlsts by their schism from especially the
Eastern churches had violated the principle of toleration, which their boasted leader had

so strenuou_y enforced. There follows then a seriatim consideration of the points made

by Cresconius, similar to those maintained by Petilian, as to the importance of the origin
and the head and root in baptism, or the character of the celebrant, and the rebaptism by

"Paul of John's disciples. The case of Optatus and the Maximianists next come under
: review, as witnesses against their testimonies. Cresconms says he will neither absolve nor

_ condemn Optatus, and as to the Maximianists, he professes to have made special inquiry
_ into the whole history. The Synod had granteda season of delayduring which allwho

_' returned should be. held innocent. Of this very many availed themselves; the baptism of
_:',_ • these was valid; those who remained outside lost both baptism and the church. Augustin
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refutes the statement from its inherent contradicttons and from the language of the Synod
against the Maximmnists. Cresconius also brings forward the Sardican council's letter to

Donatus as a proof of sustained fellowship. Augustin declares it _o be an Arian council; and
he insists on paralleling all Cresconius would say about C_ciliamsm with the career of the Max.

imianists. With reference to persecution, he cites in ¢xt_a their own persecutions, thecase

of Severus, bishop of Thubursicubur: the acts of Optatus; his own treatment at a collation by
the Circumcelliones; the case of Cnspmus, the I)onat_st b_shop of Calama; their own
invocation of the state against the Max_miamsts. Thence he returns to the doctrine of the

unity as universal with many of the familiar Scripture texts, and asserts by the documents
that the Donatists were the occasion of the rupture

Book IV. is a review of Cresconius's work by the light of the Maxlmianist records,
Beginning with a pleasantry as to their eloquence and dialectic spirit, he follows in detail

the points of Cresconius whether doctrinal or hlstormal as to Cmcdian, mainly with Maximi-
anist data as offsets. Cresconius charges Augustm w_th hawng called Petilian Satan, and
so violating the peace he professes. Augustm claims that he only compare_t the error not the
person, to Satan. Nor bad Cresconius forgotten to bring out tim Mamchmism of'his opponent.
Augustm reminds him both of what he had written against them and also of what sins were for-

given in the.return of Maximmn, who was an old man when Augustin was but young;, lhese
were the sins of his youth. The theories of fellowship, of persecution, of bapttsm) are all
considered m the hght of their own council of Bagai and its _equences. [Cp. Retrattt, II.
XXV1. ].

After concluding his work against Crescomus, he issued, probably in this same year, a little
treatise he had promised, containing a collection of proofs both for Donatist and Catholic

popular use. To the pledge itself an unknown Donatist rephed, wtuch led to the production
of a second book, whose title Augustm destgned to be: Contra nescw Curm Daptatistam. The
original promise was fulfilled m the pubhcatmn of the Probatim_es et Tes/imo_da ¢ontra

dgonatisms, embracing all the ecclesiastical and public acts and Scripture proofs bearing on
the questions between them. it was designed mainly for pubhc reading in the basilica.

Both were joined in one book, although apparently afterwards separated. In each he con-
fesses to the error of placing the purgation of Fehx after instead of before the vindication
of Cmcihan. At thts wrmng he still regarded the Donatists as psychics and babes, but in

his old age corrects h_s application of the words to them, since he came to consider them
rather as dead and lost. Unfortunately neither treatise has been preserved. [Cp. Retraztt.

II. xxvii, and xxv,ii.].
He also conceived the plan of preparing a polemic for the people who had little time ,or

extended reading, by refuting the entire theory of the _chism through the story of the
excision and restoration of the Maximiamsts. It appeared c. 4o6 A.D. under the name of

Adma_itia Danatistarum de _faxzmianistis: this too is lost. [Cp. Retrattt. II. xxix.].

An acquaintance of earher days m Carthage, Vincentius, had become bishop of the little
Rogatist fragment as the _mmediate successor of Rogatus himself at Cartenna. He, or
some one of that little band, had written a letter to Augustm with a pretty strong plea against
persecution. This was not unlikely in t. 4o8 A.D., and Augustin answers in one of his

most weighty epistles (Ep. xciii.), under the suppositton that Vmcentius was the author,.
and vindicates the help of the State. Evidently a change had come over Numidia, for he
boasts of the multitudes who had been converted, and rejoices m the fruitful use of the
secular arm for their salvation. Even Clrcumcelliones had become steadfast Catholics.

Coercion stimulates the thoughtless and those bound by custom, and delivers these held

back by fear; it is like a wholesome medicine, or the wounds inflicted by a friend. God
chastens in order to better the life and to bring men to repentance. The' householder
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instructs us to compel them to come in. Sarah and Hagar are types; so the mother Church
corrects her children. Everything depends on the aim in persecution, whether it be done
for oppression or for good; it is the difference between Pharaoh and Moses in their treat-

ment of Israel. The Father gave up the Son, and the Son gave Himself up; while Judas
betrayed Him. The righteousness of the end for which one suffers alone constitutes

martyrdom. The Rogatist is not suffering for righteousness but for unrighteousness.
Augustin is constrained to confess that there are no persecutions recorded m the New
Testament as inflicted by Christians, but explains the omission as due to the fact that

rulers were not yet members of the Church. He thinks, too, that the moderate and dis-

criminating form of the correction employed, helps to justify a resort thereto. If the
Rogatists have nothing to do with the violence of the Cxrcumcelliones, and use no force
as the rest of the Donatists do, it is because they are so few and feeble. The Donattsts,

however, did use the secular arm against the Maximianists, and in the appeal to Julian. He
will not allow a distinction between resort to law for the recovery of property and for the
coercion of the conscience. He claims that to regain one's own in this way has no apostohc

warrant. The Donatists, too, sought imperial aid to coerce Crecilianus. Why shall not
Catholics return in kind ? The very edict of confiscation which had hit them they had hoped

might fall on the head of Cmcfllan and his followers. What Tychonius said describes the very
essence of Donatist arbitrariness: ¢uodvolumus sa_ctum est. The sin of separation from the
whole world followed; the universal church was condemned unheard, and the tcleration which
Cyprian urged disregarded. He traces his own change of views from the non coercive to the

coercive policy, the success of the method in hastening conversions won him wholly as an en.
thusiastic and persistent supporter. He bids Vincentius flee from the wrath to come. What
is his little handful compared with the umversal Church? This note of umversality he develops

in extenso against their limitation, and especially their new definition of Catholic, as obedience
to all the laws and the sacraments, and to their childish allegory of Cant. i. 7. He hints that in
the ancient times there might have been a little schism which anticipated the Rogatists, and

which had called itself exclusively the Church. He thinks it is also the duty of the State to
suppress idolatry. The passage quoted from Hilary by Vincentius, as to the few who in Asia
in his day were believers in spite of the spread of the Church, Augustin softens into an excited

picture of the clark times of persecution. Next, he discusses the position of Cyprian. All
patristic testimony, however, is of no final value; the only authority is the Word of God.

Moreover, if Cyprian be quoted, why not on the side of his love for unity and toleration ?
The averment that the Church, with the exception of the Rogatists, perished by fellowship

with the unbaptized, is met with the fact that in Cyprian's time men had been received with-
out rebaptism into the Church, and therefore the Church, according to their theory, must

'_ have perished before their day; if it, however, survived that condition, then there is no

:: excuse left for a schism on that ground. One is not of higher merit than Cyprian simply
_ because he may abhor that father's error, any more than they who did not fall into Peter's
_ mistake are above him in worth on that account. Indeed Cyprian may have rectified his

fault before death; and some say that those passages are interpolations. Augustin, however,

_i concedes their authenticity. Cyprian, in his Epistle to Antonianus, shows how the African
_i'_ . bishops maintained unity in spite of the corrupt lives of some colleagues; variations of opinion

_,_ were allowed; neither were they contaminated by such a fellowship, nor was the Church de-
_ atroyed. Tychonius states the result of a Donatist council which granted fellowship to those

_, in their own body who had been guilty of tradition, and that without rebaptism, in case the
restored shotatd oppose such a repetition of the rite. Deuterius, bishop of Macriana, had

_'_ admitted traditors to his communion without renewing the sacrament, and many witnesses of
_:_ , both facts were living in Tychonius's own day. Parmenian had indeed replied to the argu-
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ments, but could not gainsay the facts. Augustin professes in all sincerity his anxiety for
the salvation of the jeopardized Donatists; the Church acknowledges the Sacrament which

they have administered, and destres them to have the profit thereof. In defence of rebaptism

Vincentius had alleged the case of Paul, repeating the ceremony after John. Augustin asks
was John then a heretic ? If not. tt is for you to say why the ordinance was _terated. Christ's
baptism is always the same and must not be tterated; it has nothing to do with the merit or de.
merit of the individual, or else Paul would not have declined its continuous administration.

He begs him to put no confidence in the accident of their being a little company, and
not to arrogate to themselves the tttle of Catholic, in the sense of being keepers of the
enttre law and all the sacraments, nor to peculiar sanctity as the few who were to have faith

at the coming of the Son of Man. The Church does not take pleasure in correction, save

for converston; she abhors those who seek Donatist property out of sheer covetousness, yet
all property does belong to the true Church. She has also no dehght in any who disre-
gard DonaUst dtsciphne, by receiwng members who have been ejected from that body for
sin. The Catholic Church sustmns the unity, and recognizes the mi-¢ture of chaff and

wheat, good and bad fish, the goats and the sheep. He b_ds him come to that Church
into whose fellowship Vincentlus had described Augusun as entering. He closes with reflec.
t]ons on the aggravauons in the sin of schism and on the need of repentance.

Olymplus had recently been elevated to the dlgntty of m_zgister t_/cic_rum. He had
written to Augustin sohctting his advice on the best way for the civil authority to help the

Church. Augustin, c. 408 [E_. xcvii.], welcomes his elevation, commends his devotton to
the body of Christ, and ]s glad to have h_s own timidity reheved by this invttat_on to lay
before the highest officml the exacting needs of the hour. These had become grave; the e
very success of coercion had prec_pttated new commotmns among the Circumcelliones and
their clerical abettors. A comm]sston had sailed in mid-winter to solicit imperial help

against their fury. The first point he would suggest, but without having had the oppor.
tunity of consultation, save probably with btshop Sevcrus, is to declare by proclamation that
the impertal edicts were not the invention of Stfltcho, as the l)onat_sts and heathen boasted.
As to further plans, the episcopal comm_sston would doubtless consult with h_m on their

return from court. He mwtes Olympius to rejoice w_th him on the practtcal benefits of
coercion thus far.

It may have been a little later (c. 408 or 4o9) that Augustin writes to Donatus the pro-
consul (E_. c.) regretting indeed that the Church must avail herself of the State, but he is
gratified that so devoted a son _s wielding the sword for her. The cr, mes against the
Church are greater than all other crimes, but in her discq>line he deprecates any spirit of

revenge, and pleads most beseechingly against the infticuon of capital punishment; that
would be a deterrent to the bringing m of any charges against the gmlty. He asks for a
repubhcation of the represmve laws, since the enemy ts boasting of their repeal.

Augustin wrote a general letter to the Donatist people m c. 409 [E_. cv.], in which he
declares that the Cathohc effort at their conversion is the work of peacemakers. Some

Donatist presbyters had ordered the Catholics to let their people alone, if they did not want
to be killed, bnt Augustin would all the rather ask the people to recede from the schismatics
t_'cause they were separated from that body for which Christ died. Cathohcs must seek
for the stolen sheep that had on them the mark of Christ. The charge of being traditors,

says be, we meet with a like accusation against you, and then you bid us leave. You claim
to be the Church on this unproved charge, unmindful of what law, prophecy, Psalms, Apos.

ttes and Gospels say as to its universality beginning at Jerusalem. You are not in commu.
nion with that universal body, and you prevent the escape of others from a similar perdition.
The objection as to persecution he meets with an invitation to look at the deeds of clergy
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and Circumcelliones, and cites instances of grievous ill-treatment toward voluntary converts:
Marcus, presbyter of Casphalia, Restitutus of Victoria, Marcianus of Urga, Maximinus and

Possidius, and then protests against their general violence and robberies, and especially
against attributing martyrdom to those who had only been punished for their crimes. To
all this compulsion we oppose the State, he affirms, and many of your own people rejoice in

deliverance from your oppressions. You have filled Africa with false charges as to C_ecilian,
Felix, etc., and though we do not place our hope in man, yet we do recogmze the State as
the servant of the Church. Nebuchadnezzar is an example both of the persecutor and the cor-

rectionist. You despise the baptism of Christ; ought this not to be punished ? He then reviews
the history of the case in the light of the documents; commenting on them as forms nf their

own appeal to the State. The liberty of error is most deadly to the soul. Christ and the
Apostles command unity, and this command the Emperors seek to enforce. Only Juhan and
the heathen emperors were persecutors; the only martyrs are those who suffer for Catholic

truth. The whole imperial legislation against Donattsm is the outcome of the original statute
of Constantine and sprang after all from their appeal. He next discusses their view of bap-
tism and resists that the rite is independent of the character of the celebrant; were it dependent,
then, according to their notion, we should rather desire to be baptized by a bad man, in order

to receive thegrace directly from Christ. The appeal to unity follows. Make concord with us,

he urges; we love you and desire to serve you, even by the aid of the temporal laws; we do not
want you to perish as aliens from your Catholic mother. Your charges you are unable to
substantiate, and yet you avoid all conference with us. as if tv shun fellowship with sinners;Q

a false pride, which is rebuked by Paul's conduct, by the Lord's m his treatment of Judas;
the Lord held conference even with the devil. This he follows with extended Scriptural

proofs of the universality of the Church. He reminds them again of the unproved charges
which apply rather to themselves; but he has no desire for the historical argument, rather for
the doctrinal. The Catholic aim is their conversion, whether by the persuasion of argument

or the correction of laws. They should remember the mixed nature of the Church, and
that mere contact with evil does not defile. If you hold to Christ, hold also to His Church;

you kill us who seek to tell you the truth, and do not want you to perish in evil. May God
vindicate us and his cause by slaying your errors and making you rejoice with us in the
truth.

On the death of Proculeianus, Macrobius succeeded to the see of Hippo P,egms.
Augustin hears that he is about to rebaptize a subdeacon (Rusticianus) who under discipline

left the Catholics. Augustin urges him [Ep. cvt.], c. 409, not to do this by his desire to have
life in God, and to please God by not making the sacraments vain, and by his hope of not
being separated from the body of Christ eternally. The Donatists have admitted the validity

of baptism as administered by Felicianus and Primianus, why then rebaptize others ?
and begs him to search that case as a test of the whole matter.

Maximus and Theodore had been commissioned to deliver the previous letter to Bishop
Macrobius. He at first declined to listen to its reading, but was at last persuaded to attend,

and in reply said: It was his duty to receive all who came, and to give faith to those who
asked it. Into the question about Primian he would not enter, because of his own recent

ordination; he was not a judge of his father, and he would remain in what his predecessors
-:_ had accepted. These replies were conveyed to Augustin in the letter evil. (c. 409) by the

two commissioners.

In still further hope of reaching Bishop Macrobius, Augustin addressed another epistle,

(_ (cviii.) ¢. 4c9, to him in answer to the objections offered by him at the interview with the corn°
missioners. L As to the point that he must receive those who come and give them the faith

i___ they ask: Augustin proposes the case of some one who has received the rite in their communion,
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buthad been separatedfrom itfora time,and havingreturned,conscientiouslydesiresto|_

rebaptized;Macrobius,accordingtohlsobjectlon,couldnot repeatthe rite,but would pro-

cccd to instructhlm. Why repeatitwhen Augustm admimstcrs it? May bc you wdl

quote,"keep thyselffrom strangewaterand do notdrinkIroma strangefountain." How

thenwillyou explainthe rcccptlonof Fehcianus? _. As to the second conclusion,that

you would remain m the faithof your predecessors:It isa pityfora young man of
good partsto say so; nothing compels you to remain in evil;you had betterbe in

the Church which began m Jerusalem and spread thence thrtRlghthe world. 3. And

ifyou willnot judge your fatherswhy judgemy fathers? Ifnot Primian,why Cmcilian?

Why deny us to bc brethren) why rendthe body ? why exti,_guishthe baptismof Christ,

who baptizeswlth the Sp_rlt,and who gave ][limsclffor the Church? Yet your col-

leaguesineffectdo yield to the truthm theirrecognitionof the Maxlmianists. Judge

notthe evilbut do judge what was good m Prlmian. That act of hls,the receptionofthe

Maximiamsts, absolvesthe nationswho areignorantofwhat you accusens. He then traces

the whole developmentofthatschismand _tsoverthrow,toshow thatthoseschismaticswere

not rcbapt_zedattheirreturn. T!lathistoryAugustm consldersa dlvinclyappointedrefuta-
tionof allthe Donat_sttenets. He proceedstocr_tlclsethc:rScriptureproofs,Prov.ix.,8,

Jcr.xv. 18,Eccl.xxxtv.3o,Ps.cxh.5,whichhe turnsagainstthem throughthestoryofthe

schism. He next addresseshimselftothelrtl_eoryof fellowship,and d:scussesthelrproof

texts,i Tim. v.2_, Is.h_.Ji, iCor.v.6; Ezekiel,I)amel,theApostles,Christand Paulall

rebukethtspurism. Cyprian'sauthorityforrcbapt_sm_sreviewed. Augustinrepeatsthe

doubtsofverymany astotheauthenticityofthosepartsofhlsworkswhichfavorthisview;but

grantedthatthey arc vahd,Cyprian,nevertheless,mainta,nedunityand toleration,and by

martvrdom purged h_snHstake. There is,however,no martyrdom outsideofthe unity,as

thatfathera_sotestified.Cyprmn acknowledged aswellthe prcscnccof many evilpersons

inthe mimstry and inthe Church, but stood toitthatunitymust not be sacrificedon that

account. The Church isa m_xed society;thisisChrist'slaw. Had Macroblus'sassociates

remembered the parablcofthe wheat and taresthey would not have separated.Thisargu.

ment isconcluded witha sortofsummary ofthe pointstraversedbefore. As tothenoteof

persecution:that aloneisa,martyrdom which surrendersthe hfe for a good cause. The
Donatiststoo used tt_eStatem the caseof the Maximianists,and to them belongthe Cir.

cumcelhones. Tne matter of umty and the connected pointsoftolerationand fellowship

areagainenlargedupon.

A sermon attributed to Augustin, De gusticiano subdiacotw a 1)onatlstis reba_l_'zato el in
diacanum ardinata, falls m the same year, 409, with the letter to Bishop Macrobius. There

is an outburst of deep grief over the act. It would appear that Rusticianus had been a
special favorite of Augustin, on whom he had expended much care; but he had become
revolved in scurrdous deeds, in feasting and intemperance, day and night, and was plunged

in debt, and at last was excommunicated by his presbyter, and so fled to the Donatists, by
whom he was rebaptized and made a deacon; this defection happened in the diocese of the

bishop Valenus (_); so Augustin interposed through Maximius and Theodorus with Bishop
Macrobius, but in vain. He deplores the disgrace done to the sacrament, as dishonor done

to the sign of the King. The repetition is contradicted by the procedure with regard to the
returning Maximiamsts. He corrects the misinterpretation of Ecclus. xxxiv. $o. IIe
wishes for the Donatists the experience of the prodigal, that they may be forgiven by return

to the Church and so attain to the profit of charity.
Great calamities were befalling the Church m all parts of the world. Victorianus,

presbyter, wrote to Augustin for relief from doubts as to the office of such afflictions; in
the bishop's reply, [_p. cxi.] possibly of Nov., 409, he mentions the cruelties of the Dona-

\
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fists at Hippo exceeding those of the barbarians, especially in the resort to acidified lime,
dubbing, robberies, and other destructive measures to compel rebaptism; forty-eignt in one

place were thus forced to a repetition. The coercion policy, In other words, had stimulated
some of the Donatists to retaliation.

Donatus had resigned his proconsulship. Augustin writes [E.#. cxil.] at the end of 409

or beginning of 41o A.D., to express his regrets at not meeting him on his visit to Tibilis;
his retirement would now give leisure for a larger development in graces, and would lead
him to esteem the superiority of eternal things. He praises him for tus official worth,

which indeed was in everybody's mouth, but he urges him not to defer to that popularity,
but to seek the higher approbation. After reminding him of the duty of Chn_tmn pro-

gress, he asks for a reply and an exhortation to be addressed to all his dependents at Smttis
and Hlppo to return to the Church. Greetings are sent to his father, whom the son had
been instrumental m converting to the faith.

Petihan of Constantma had written a treatise, d_ unlco ba]_[isma, which Constantinus had

come into possession of through some Donatlst presbyter, and then gave _t to Augustin

while they were in the country, imploring him to answer it. He did so, c. 41o, in the book
bearing the same title. He scorns those wlio desire secrecy in such matters; when the
deeds are pubhc let the discussion be. Petilian claims that the only true baptism is theirs:
and therefore it is not repeated by the sacrilegious theorists. Yes, replies Augustm, baptism _s

indeed one, but it ts Christ's, not yours; )'ours ts only a repetition of tlle rite. We correct what

is yours and recogmze what is Christ's. Therefore we do not repeat _t. So Christ corrected
what was evil and recogmzed what was good among the Jews. So Paul exposed the sm of the

heathen world but acknowledged what truth it had. Moreover you perform the ceremony, but It
is to destruction: there is no real advantage in baptism outside of the Church. Petthan pleads

for rebapttsm because Paul rebaptized John's disciples; but, says Augustm, that is to declare

John a heretic. These are two different things, as indeed Petflmn t:_mself suggests, some
might say, and then gives two irrelevant passages, Matt. xli. 3o, and vii. 21--23, as if the
Catholics had no fellowship with Christ and were not recogmzed by Him. Augustin, after

considering the import of these passages, avers the readiness of the Church to recogmze the
baptism of Christ as administered by Donattsts when they return, to the Church; for to deny
Christ's baptism because it is administered by heretics, is to say Christ Himself should be

denied, when even demons confess Him. There is a belief in God outside of the Church;
the devils believe in Him outside of the Church. So there is one baptism of Christ which

_, may exist also outside of the Church. Petilian's declaration that true baptism is where the
true faith is, Augustin disproves by citing the case of the unbelieving and schismatic, yet

baptized Corinthians. So all the ages of the kingdom bear witness to a like state of things.
: The action of Agrippinus and Cyprian on the one side, and of Stephen on the other, as

to rebaptism is reviewed; differing in this, they yet maintained unity, especially Cyprian.
Further, if the contact of evil men within the fellowship really defiles the good, then the

Church perished in Cyprian's time; where could Donatus then have been spiritually born ?
: If there is no such pollution, then there is no occasion to rage for separation. The origin

t of the schism is then denied from documentary testimony_ and the charges declared to be

_ not sustained; on the other hand, these archives prove the schismatics to have been trad-
itors. A summary of the main points concludes his plea for the sole bapUsm as that of

_ " Christ. [Cp. Retract& II. xxxiv.].
_'.. After this book against Petilian just mentioned had been finished, he wrote another work

_-= o[ larger propo_ions and with more thoroughness, in refutation of their schism, by the data

:_ of the Maximian schism, which he considered a full surrender particularism.
of all their

*::, This has been styled: De Maxiraiatds_'s cantra Donatistas. It is lost, but noticed in tim

_/., , xxxv.) immediately after de _t2o Bapn'smo.

Retractations (II.
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At Carthage, about May r5, 4x I, he preached in praise of peace (Sermo ccclvii.). After
its eulogy, he summons his hearers to the love of that peace; and recalls Donatists as
ahenated from the unity unto the concord which exists m the Church only. Patience and
prayer are better means to their conquest than reproof. After the pentecostal fast he bade
them exercise hospitality toward the guests who should attend the Conference.

The two edicts concerning the great Conference had been issued by Marcelhnus. The
Donatists had sent in their protest to the second, while the Catholic bishops sent in their
acquiescence in a letter [EP. cxxviii.], which is ascribed to Augustin's h;tnd. It was of
course wn_ten before June 1, 4_x, the day appointed for the opening. They agree to all
the provisions for mamtaimng an orderly discussion; to the ume and place of meeting; to the
numbers to be present; to the requirement that all the delegated d_sputants sign their deliver-
ances; to the countersignatures; to the order prohibltmg the people from access to the Confer.
ence. If the Donatists prove the Church umversal to have been lost and to be solely with them,
the Catholic bishops w_ll resign their sees; if, however, the collation prove the universality
of the Church, then they suggest the reeogmt_on of the ordination and office of the Donatist
clergy, and propose details for the succession in case of any jointure. The conciliatory
example of Christ persuades them to th_s step; the peace of Christ m the Church is higher
than the episcopate. The Donatist use of the civil authority against the Maximianists, and
their gladness m receiving the returning schismatics w_thout rebaptism, and w_thout any
diminution of their honors, g_ve hope of a return to the root.

Before the meeting of the Conference, Augustm preached a sermon (No. ccclviii.) in Carth-
age, on peace and love, of which the main thoughts were the peace to which the Catholics
cling and which they love under the persuasion of the divine testimomes; the victory of truth is
love. He presents the Scripture proofs of charity and umversahty; the inheritance should
not be divided. Donatus and Ca_cihan were but men, but baptism _sChrist's and not man's.

The charity spread abroad m the heart is a broad commandment. He invites the 1)on,_tists
to share m the Church's possessions, and to be bishops along w_th the Catholics, and pleads

for a joint fraternal recogmt_on; the Catholics seek peace and want to build up the Church.
He finally requests the people to keep aloof from the place of dispute, but invokes their
prayers m its behalf.

The objection to the second edict on the part of the Donatists respecting the restriction
upon the number to be present at the collation, led the Cathohcs to wr,te a second letter to
Marcelhnus, which is most hkely also from the pen of Augustm. [E/_. cxxlx.]. Solicitude
over the opposition is expressed; some seem dtsposed to present a hindrance to the peaceful
progress of the Conference; and yet the writers hope that the thought and suspicion may not
prove true, but that the desire of the whole body may after all be to press into the umty of the
Cathohc Church. Then they go on, very wrongfully m such a document, to discuss their favor-
ite note of the universahty of the Church, as the body of Christ was not stolen, so neither are
H_s members outside of the few in Africa, dead. From Jerusalem outward was to t,e its pro-
gress and thence it filled the whole world. The fact that the Donatists have the very same
Scr:ptures as the Catholics which contain these proofs of universality, fills the complainants
with grief for them. The Jews who denied the resurrection rejected also the New Testa.
merit; but the Donatists receive it, and yet they deny the note of universahty, and accuse
the Cathohcs of being trad,tors of the sacred books. Now at the collation probably they
wish to be in full numbers, in order to search completely the Scriptures; and through their
innumerable testimonies they long to come en masse, not to create a tumult, but to put _n
end to the old discord. It is true that they have found fault with our use of the State; and

.yet the Scriptures wndicate such a recourse, and the Donatists themselves appealed to Con-
Jrtantine. The Scriptures too show the mixed character of the Church, wheat and chaff, good
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and bad fish, to the final harvest, the winnowing, and the further shore. Perhaps they see the
wrong of their opposition to the Church. The case of the Maximianists has shown their

willingness to use the power of the State and to ignore rebaptism; and probably moved by
these things, they want to come in such large numbers in the interest not of tumult but of
peace. They desire to show that they are not so few as their enemtes report them to be.

The Cathohc numbers exceed in proconsular Africa, and, except in Numidia, are more
numerous than in the rest of the African provinces; and most of all when one comes to

compare the whole world wlth the few Donatists. Why, however, could not the number be

just as well certificd by t'ae subscripuon ? Even though quiet be _preserved, yet at such a
Conference the murmur of such a crowd will impede the progress of the work. If they all

are allowed to be present, the writers, nevertheless, will limit themselves to the delegation
suggested by the Judge, and then no blame for disorder can attach to them. If, however,

the protest has been made in behalf of unity, they all will be present joyfully to welcome
the Donatists as hrethren.

The _/[atutalum Catholicorum, a sort of voucher and letter of instruction for the das-

, putants on the side of the State Church, was undoubtedly the product of Augustm's pen.
After a preamble whtch attests the sufficiency of the Church through her divine proofs

against all heretics and schismattcs, and the desire of Church and State to settle the long
pending controversy m Afrma, and the duty to enlighten men as to the eternal salvation,
which things had induced them to convene and to select defenders, there follows the note

of the utdversality, which, as the great proposition, ts expanded with many proof texts
from the Old and the New Testament. This truth is to be defended against the Donatist
assertion that the umversal Church had perished through contamination w.ith C_eclhan; for

the Church is a mixed soctety of good and ewl, and not to be condemned on this account,
but its unity is to be preserved by toleration. If ttaey maintain this wew, the documents
concerning C_eciiian's character must be examined. The contestants must prove that the

Church was thus defiled, or else the evil do not defile the good in th_s umty. The mandate
then gives Scriptural and also post-apostohc proofs on this point, espectally from Cyprian,

_ and quotes the Donatast action concerning the Maximianists. The next topic is baptism as a
: sacrament of Christ and not of man, and as independent of the character of the celebrant:

the Maximian schism again affords material for the confutation of this DonatLstic tenet.

They are instructed also to use the archives to show that their opponents initiated ciwl appel-
lation.

In the session of the second day, Augustin is the speaker, mainly on the matter of delay
and adjournment.

_ In the third session, he appears as the ctiief disputant on the doctrinal and historical

_. points, and also as answering the letter of the Donatists in reply to the mandate.
In a sermon preached after the close of the Conference, (Sermo ccchx, on Ecclus. xxv. 2),

he exhorted all Christtans to be brethren; the Catholics desire to have the Donatists unite

: with them in worship in the umversal Church. The history of C_ecilian should not affect the
doctrine of the body. He claims a triumph indeed for his side and rejoices over the many

': who are returning to the mother Church, but candidly confesses that many harden them-
_ selves in their opposition. His exordium appeals for a restoration of brotherly harmony.

A little later in the year, probably, Augustin preached from Gal. vi. 2- 5 (Sermo cixlv.),

_)-_, in which he rebukes those who say: " We are saints, we do not carry your burdens, therefore
5__ _ we do not communicate with you;" and says: "your ancestors carry burdens of separation,
_; * burdens of schism, burdens of heresy, burdens of dissension, burdens of animosity, burdens
_' _ " of false proofs, burdens of calumnious accusations." In your boast of non.participation m

_i_ _ other's sins, you desert the flock, the threshing-floor and the net. The traditors who had
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condemned the absent Cmcihan dissolved connection with the whole world. He reminds

them of the Maximtamsts; he charges t_em with breaking the parables, and yet inculcates
patience. The whole sermon indicates that the effect of tl_e conference had been to embitter
both sides.

Another sermon (xcix.) on Luke vii. 36, 5o, was also preached about this time, in which

he conceives that the Purtstic twh me tani,,ere may develop into a system for sin-pardoning,
and justtficatlon and sanctlfic_atton; tile men of the Gcsta Coltati, mts are hkely to bring about
such a machine religion. Already do they say: if men do not remit sins, then what Christ

says is false as to loosing on earth and m heaven. With tins conception of the tendency
of their tenets he further says against them, that the cleansing m baptism does not depend
on the man.

In a fragment of another sermon (ccclx.), preached on the wgits of Maximian, he
personates a Donat_st, who has returned to the umty, thanking the Lord that the lost is
found, and expressing his joy m the wne, tim unity, the baptism and peace of Christ.

The authorized acts of the council of 4I _ were too unwieldy for either general or popular
use, and a compendium framed from them was too obscure; so Augustin, about the close
of 4xl, determined to make a dtgest, called tile ]]rer,tcu/us tallatioms cure Donatistis. It
gives the collatlons of the three days, but it is thoroughly disconnected without the official

account, for too many links known to the actors alone are not apparent to the uninitiated;
too much of what would throw hght on the ammus of the parties m power is passed over,
and a considerable deal of the mmor business net;essary to the understanding of the spirit
of the debate does not appear. A reader would certainly get a still more one-sided and

intolerant idea of the Conference from the digest than from tile Gcsta. The analysis of the
order of business would reqmre a comparison wltil the Gcsta Collationis, and that hes outside

of our present purpose. [Cp. RetraclL II. xxxlx.].
The decision of the Conference again stirred up a counter movement by the Circumcel.

hones, especially in Augustin's d_ocese, during which some terrible outrages were perpe-

trated; the presbyter Restitutus was killed; the presbyter Innocentms was clubt_ed and muti-
lated. A trial was instituted by Marcelhnus and the crimes confessed. Augustin hastens to

write to him [Ep. cxxxfii.], somewhere about the opening of 4w2 A.D., imploring that the
punishment be not capital or retaliatory; restraint arid labor would be just. tte commends

the tribune-notary's moderation in the exammatnon, in that he did not resort to torture for
extorting evidence, but only to whipping. He commands him, as bishop, not to proceed to

extremity, which would be an injury to the Church, or at least to the diocese of Hippo.
Since the pronouncing of the sentence presumably belonged to the proconsul, he had also
indicted a letter to him.

Apringtus, the proconsul, was a brother of Marcellinus. To him Augustm addressed a
letter in the same interest, and at the same date. [Ff,. cxxxiv.] For the use of his newly
gained authority, he was accountable to God; he was also a Christmn, so that Augustin felt
a greater confidence in petitioning and in warning, and begs that he may regard his inter-

ference as a part of a bishop's zeal for the welfare of the Church. He repeats the story of"
the arrest of the Circumcelhones and Donatist clergy, the trial by Apringtus's own brother_

the tribune-notary, Marcellinus, and the gentleness of the hearing, in which the accused
confessed their crime, especially as to the copresbyters. He now begs for a mild punish.
ment; in the one case it cannot be strictly retaliatory; in that of the homicide he fears it may
be capital punishment. Apringius must not only conszder the State, but the Church, and

respect her clemency. He is not only a ruler of exalted power but a son of Christian piety.
Our enemies boast of persecution; we must give them no occasion for it. These acts
should be read for the cure of the minds which have been perverted. If the extreme pen-
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airy has to fall, spare at least the children. He implores him to imitate the patience and
mildness of the Church and of Christ.

Augustin, m 4_ 2, v,rites to Marcellinus [E2_. cxxxix.] expressing his delight that the pro-
eeedings connected with the trial are m preparation, and for the intention of having them

read m the churches of the city, and, if posmble, in all the churches of hm diocese. The
crimes mentioned are the same as before, wxth added confessions of many who were in some
degree abettors. These are the men who refuse to commune with the Catholic Church for

fear of pollution from wicked men, and yet refuse to leave a schism debased by such a
fellowship. It was a question in Marcelhnus's mind whether the Gesta should be read in

the Donaust church of Theoprepia in Carthage. Augustin urges it, and if it be too small.
then in some other quarter, in that region of the city. Augustin pleads for a mild punish-
ment in imitation of the clemency of the Church; however weak it may seem at the outset,

men will afterward regard it with favor, and the reading of the Gesta will be more welcome

and more effective by the contrast between Donatist cruelty and Cathohc moderation.
He speaks of the commission of the bishop Bomfacius and the bearer Peregrinus,
who were empowered to treat upon some new measures for the benefit of the Church.

The Donatmt Bishop Macrobius was busy reopening the churches of his sect, followed
by a band of both sexes. In the absence of Celer, a Donatlst, his procurator, Spondeus, a
Catholic, had broken their audacity. He is commended to the favorable notice of Marcei-
linus. While Spondeus was on a visit to Carthage, Macrobius had actually reopened the

Donatist churches on the estates of Celer. He was assisted by Donatus, a rebaptlzed deacon

and a leader in the slaughter; from which fact other outrages might be expected. Should the
plea for mildness no _. be granted, Augustm asks that his letters urging clemency [E_p.

cxxxiii, and cxxxiv.] be read along with the Ges/a. At least let a remission be granted to
give time for an appeal to the Emperors, for no martyrs desire their blood to be avenged by
death. In apologizing for his inabihty to complete his work on the baptism of infants, he
urges the variety of his labors; among other things he had completed the Bre¢,iculus Col-

la_'oms, as a compend for those who had not the leisure to read the entire proceedings of
the Conference; also a letter addressed to the Donatist laity.

The Donatists were charged with circulating the story of the bribery of the cognitor or
judge of the Conference. The letter from the council of Zerta, June 14, 412, in refutation of

this was written by Augustin, [Ep. cxli.] in which it is said that they had become acquainted
with this rumor so easily credited by the common people. The vote of the council was to
authorize a refutation of it as a falsehood. The Donatists had been convicted of mendacity

in the charge which they had made and signed against the Catholics as traditors; they had
also invented stories to account for the signature of an absent bishop. How can they be

believed in such a charge against the cognitor? Since the acts of the Collation are so
voluminous we present herewith a digest. The meeting, the election of disputants and

scribes, the matter of the subscript'ions, are then recapitulated. In the attempt at discussion,
the whole aim of the Donatist disputants was to avoid coming to the point to be debated,

_ while the Catholic representatives exerted themselves to reach just that goal and nothing
; else. When at last the Donatists were forced to the issue, they were vanquished bye_

*. _ _the clear testimony of the Scriptures to the universality of the Church. Any one sep-

_" x_I(arated from this unity has not life; the wrath of God abides upon him. The com-
i_t_aunion with the wicked does not defile any one by the mere participation in the sac.

_,_ l--,raraents,but onlyby agreement with theirdeeds. All these truthsthey had to acknow-

- ledge. The Catholics had prevented a confusion between the doctrinal and historical sides

,:. of the question. In the discussion of the documents, the chief offset to all the points was
_+ found in the case of the Maximianists, although the Donatists plead that a case should not

+" ..... ¢
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be prejudged by a case, nor a person by a person. All the accusations which had been

concentrated against C_ecilian they were unable to meet with proofs. Defeated men

are wont to suggest such a defense as the corrupuon of the judge. Then says the paper
in effect: If you wall believe us, let us hold fast to the unity which God commands and
loves. But if you are unwalling to beheve us, read the proceedings themselves, or allow

them to be read to you, and do you yourselves test whether what we have written to you
be true. If you decline all these, and will still cleave to the Donatists, we are clear from
your judgment. If you will renounce the sclusm, we will welcome you to the peace of

Christ, and you will have the profit of that sacrament which was administered among you
to judgment.

The Donatist presbyters Saturninus and Eufrates had joined the Cathohc Church and
maintained their rank. Augustm writes [Ep. cxlit.], c. 4s2 A.D., to express his joy at their
arrival and bids them not to grieve at his absence, for they are now m the one Church whose

note of universality he expands as the one Body of the one Head, and as the one house in
all the earth; in the unity of thts house we rejotce as embracive of those transmarine

churches, to whom the appeal had vainly been made by the Donausts. He who hves evilly
in this Church eats and drinks condemnauon to htmself, but whoever lives correctly,
another case and another person cannot prejudge hun. The Donatists had protested against
the parallel proofs drawn from the Max_mmmsts, on the ground that a case should not be
prejudged by a case nor a person by a person. On the Lord's threshing-floor the chaff
must be tolerated. He exhorts them to a ta_thful d_scharge of their clerical dunes, especially

in mercifulness and also in prayer for the removal of the sclusm.
The hostility of the Donausts was increased by the CollaUon. "l'helr clergy charged the

judge with bribery, and protested against the unfairness of the trial, the compulsion of the

meeting, the unjust decision. Augusun felt compelled to wrtt/_, c. 412 A.D., to the people
in order to stay the fury of their leaders. The treatzse _s known as Ad 1)o_tatista_" past
Collar�ahem. Why make such a charge _ Why does Prtmlan say, st is unworthy for the
sonsof the martyrs tomeet inthe same placewlththeoffsprmg of traditors? Why did they

come ? Why were they unable to prove the old accusauons ? And how are they the sons of
martyrs ? The universality of the Church was demonstrated at the Conference. Donatists do
not commune with the churches addressed m those epistles whtch they read at their services,

because they say these perished by commumon with the African C_ecihans, and yet they put
in the plea that a case should not be prejudged by a case nor a person by a person. He

meets the C_ecilian charge by the Maxtmianists in spite of this caveat. He represents all the
New Testament churches and the East as expostulating on the basis of this very plea with

the Donatists for separation from them. So the case and the person of the bad does not

prejudice the case and the person of the good; they must abide together until the end. He
condemns their arrogant pretense to hohness. The wicked must be tolerated in the Church,
but their deeds arc not to be participated in. Cyprian would not destroy the unity becau_

bad people were in it; frequent are the examples of such forbearance in the Scriptures, and
the principle was not changed after the resurrection of Christ; tt continued in force in the
New Testament Church; the winnowing and severance come at the end of the world. They

would perhaps deny their own words as uttered in the Conference were they not written;

that was the beauty of requiring subscription. They charge too that the sentence ngaimtt
them was pronounced in the night. Augustin playfully speaks of many good things which
have been said and done in the night. He subsequently reminds them of the days in which

they tried to prove the origin of heresy, and their defeat at every point of the Cmcilian his.

tory. It appears here again that the Donatists had a considerable body of acts of their own.
The plea of persecution as a note of the Church and as an experience of the Donatists
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was one of the points urged at the conference in the Donatist reply to the Catholic mandate,
and by Primian, to which we have the usual answer. Another complaint of the Donatists
was that they were tried by those who had been condemned by themselves, and were com-
pelled to unate wath sinners; to which Augustan gives a little Maximiamst parallel and then
considers the questions of purism, the paucity of believers, the need of discipline, the fel-
lowshtp of a mtxed community which ought not to degenerate into a participation in the
deeds of the wicked therein. These are discussed with consaderable detail of quotations from
the Old and New Testaments. Some who thought C_eclhan guilty would not break the unity;
they imitated Cyprmn. He charges their clergy wath duplicity. He remands them of the
deception practiced an presenting the sagnature of a Donatist, who was already dead; so with
regard to the show of numbers an attendance and the alleged multitude absent, and also the
means adopted for securing delay, the interruptions and turmngs of the debate from the true
object m vaew. He vandic_ates the cognitor's method and rulings. He then renews the dis-
cussion concerning the archival oragm of the schism. In conclusaon he addresses them as
brethren and exhorts them to love peace and unity.

The Donat_sts of Clrta, clergy and people, had returned to the Cathohc Church and had
written a letter of thanks to Augustm for his preaching, under which they had been per-
suaded to renounce the schism. Augustin m reply [/?_p.cxhv.], probably at end of 4x2 A.D.,
says that this is not man's work, but God's. Their allusion to the conversion of the
drunken and luxurious Polemo by Xenocrates, draws from him the reflectaon, that such a
change of character, though not a Christian repentance, is, nevertheless, a work of God.
So he bids them not to give thanks to himself but to God, for thear return to the unity.
Those who still are alienated, whether from love or fear, he charges to remember the
undeceived scrutiny of God; to weigh Scrapture testimony as to the umversahty of the
Church; and the documents.as to the origin of the schism. The case has been tried or not
been tried by the transmarine churches; if not, then there _sno ex,stmg ground for the
separation; if it has, fl_e defeated ones are the separatists. But alas _ the obstacles to their
persuasion are well.mgh insuperable. He hopes that the mutual desire for his visit to them
may be fulfilled.

About the beginning of the year 413, appeared the book f)e fffde e[ O]_eribus In Chap. iv.
6, he speaks of the need of coercion against the Donatists as dasturbers of the peace of the
Church, as separaters of the tares from the wheat before the time, as those who have blandly
preferred to cut themselves off from the unity; comm_xture of evil and good is a necessity,
and we ought to remain in that fellowship which is not at all destitute of dasciphne.
[Cp. Retractt. II. xxxviii.]

Donatus, a Donatist presbyter, and another person connected w_th that body, had been
arrested by order of Augustin about the beginning of 4x6 A.D. Mounted u[on a beast
against his will, he dashed himself to the ground and so recewed in_urms which his less
obstinate companion escaped Augustin writes [E)o. clxxiia.] to vindicate himself as con-
cerned about the salvation of the recusants, and puts the blame of the wounds upon the
offender. Donatus urged an opposition to this style of conversion that no one should be
compelled to be good Augustin claims on the other hand that many are compelled to take
the good office of a bishop against their will. Donatus argues that God had given us free
will, therefore a man should not be compelled.even to be good. Augustin replies that the
effort of a good will is to restrain and change the evil will, because of the awful results
which follow a vitiated will. Why were the Israelites compelled to go to the land of promise ?
Why was Paul forced to turn from persecution to the embrace of the truth? Why do
parents correct children ? Why are negligent shepherds blamed ? You are an errant sheep,
with the Lord's mark upon you, and I as shepherd must save you from perishing. Of your
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own will you threw yourself into a well, but it would have been wicked to leave yott there
where you had cast yourself according to your wilt, and hence the attendants took you out;
how much more is it a duty to save you from eternal Jeath. Besides, it is unlawful to inflict

death upon yourself. He reminds him that the Scrtptures do not allow suicide; and con-
troverts his use of I. Cor. xfit. 3, " though I give my body to be burned." Severed from

charity and unity, nothing can profit, not even the surrender of the body to burning.
The pomts of the recent ]omt Conference are then dwelt upon. l)onattts was under-
stood to have crtttctzed the saying of his party as to the Maxtmianist parallel" do not pre-

judge a case by a case or a person by a person. Augustm twtts him in t!us wtse: If you
object to this, then you are deceived concerning It, because you oppose your authority to
theirs, and ff you say it is not true, ttle hope of vtnthc.itmg the great schism falls through

entirely. He presses him to we_gi_ all the proceedings. But I)onatus objects also that the
Lord dxd not cause the seventy to come back, and d_d not put a barrier in the way of the

twelve when he asked, "Will ye also go away _'' Augustm says that was iu the beginning of

Christiamty; kings were not yet converted; now the. State helps the Church. Our Lord said
prophettcally, Compel them to tome in. So we hunt yon in the hedges; the unwilling
sheep is brought to the true pasture.

The series of Tractatus on the Gospel of John, whlch arc ascrihed to 416 A.D., contain

many reflect2ons on Donatism. We can only notice the passages:

Tractatu_ IV. in Jo _ IQ--_;_

" V]. I "_, _. Qmte fully.
" IX. H, 1--I1.

Xl. " I1. 23 "2-5, .Int1111 I-- 5.
" X]| " tll. t,-_'_.

" XIII. "' m. °.."-e,_.

To the same year are ascribed the Tractatus on the I. l,,_. of John.

Tractatu_ I. 1 ]¢1. 1. alld ii i-_ |.

II " _i. l_-JT.

Ill. " _, IS--'27.

" IV. " _11. 1-S.

In the Retractations, II. xlvi., x_e read of a book addressed to ],;meritus, the Donatist

bishop of C_esarea, in the prownce of Mauritania C:esarlensls. [See 1'.)_.lxxxvi_.] He speaks
of him as the best of the seven Donat_st dtsputants at the Collfcrence. The work marked

briefly the lines on which the Donatists were defeated Its tttlc ,s: Ad ]_.mer/lum ])onatist-

ar#m _piscat_um , post collatianem, liber unus. Since the Retractatlons place it before l)e Gestis
Pelagff, and De CbrrectioJw Donallstarum, _t was most hkely written in the beginning of 4I 7
A.D.

Boniface had requested from Augustin a letter of mstructtons on the relation of the
Donatists to the Armns. The bishop replies, :. 4'7 [A'/,. clxx._v ], which he himself calls a

book de Correctiane Do_mtlstarum. [Cp. ]¢etractt. If. xlvl;_.]. Since this _s translated in

the present volume, we wall omit any further notice.
The above-mentioned Emeritus was present at a Synod of the Catholics, near Deute.

flus, September 2o, 4_8. At a service held two days after, Augustin preached the Sermo
ad Ccsariensis Ecdesi_ plebem. Emeritus was present. In the church during a prewous

colloquy with Augustin he had said: I cannot will what you will, but I can will what I will.
Augustin in this sermon (and the writing has all the abruptness and repetition of an
extempore address) urges him to will what God wills, z,iz., peace, and that now, in response
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to the cry of the people; and if you ask why I, who call you schismatics and heretics,
desire to recetve you, it is because yo_ are brethren; because you have the baptism of
Christ; because I want you to have salvation: one can have everything outside the Church
except salvation; he can have honor, he can have the sacraments, he can sing Alletulia, he

can respond Amen, he can hold to the gospels, he can have faith in the name of the Father
and the Son and the Holy Spirit, and can preach. Persecution after all is rather of you.
The failure of the archival evidence as to C_ecllian is alleged as usual, and hence no reason

for separation exists. He recites too the story of the seizure, escape, resmzure, compulsory
baptism and ordination of Petilian, while at the time a Cathohc catechumen. This occurred
at Constantina, when that city and region were largely Donatist. He was seized unto death,

do we not draw him to salvation ? Here or nowhere, says Augustin, repeating the voice of
the people, is the place for peace.

There was a gathering of clergy (the bishops Alypius, Augustinus, Posstdius, Rusticus,
Palladius, etc., many presbyters and deacons and a considerable number of people) m the
exedra of the larger church at Cresarea, c. 4x8 A.D. Emeritus, the Donatist bishop of the

city, was also present. Augustin addresses those devoted to the unity, and says that when
he came to the city on the day before yesterday he found Emeritus returned from a journey.
Augustin met him in the street and invited him to the Church, and Emeritus consented

without any demur. The sermon of Augustin is full of the peace, love and related themes
of the Church, in hope of winning Emeritus. He alludes to the many conversions m the city

and since the collation; if Emeritus has anythmg new to say m defense of his side, he invites
him to state it. Emeritus had been reported as affirming that at the Conference the Dona-

fists were overcome by power rather than by truth. Augustin then addresses mqmries to
Emeritus directly: as to why he had come if he was defeated at the council; or if he thought
his party had triumphed, then to state the ground for such an opmion. Emeritus said:
The acts show whether I am defeated or not, whether I am defeated by truth or oppressed

by power. Augustin: Then why do you come ? Emeritus: That I inight say th_s very thing
whxch you ask, and so on. Under some taunting and arrogant observatmns to the brethren,

Emeritus keeps quiet. From Augustin's statement it appears that the Acts were read dur-
: ing Lent, at Thagaste, Constantina, Hippo, and all the faithful churches. Part of these

Gtsta are then read by Alypius, viz., the imperial convocation of the Conference. and com-
ments are made by Augustin. Then follows his apphcation of the lessons afforded by the

, Maximianist schism, in which he says the Donatists make shipwreck of all thetr tenets.

Emeritus, however, remained a silent hearer. The account of the above meeting is given
- in the treatise: 29e Gestis cure Emerita, Ccesariensi Dona_'starum 2_piscopa liber unus. [Cp.

Retractt. 1I. li.].
The book de Patientia is assigned to 418 A.D. In Chapter xiii. he contrasts genuine

and false martyrdom.

Dulcitius had been appointed Tribune.notary. The effect of his carrying out of the
_ renewed edicts against the Donatists was signalized by many conversions, but also by many

,_. suicides. He had written to Augustin requesting d_rections about how he ought to proceed
_: against the heretics. Augustin replies [Ep. cciv.], c. 42o A.D., that h_s work had indeed
_ persuaded many to return to thetr salvatmn, but others were st_rred either to kill the

i_ Catholics or themselves. We indeed do desire the return of all to unity, yet some
are doubtless predestinated to perish by an "occult yet just decree of God. They perish

.:., not only in their own fires but in that of Gehenna. The Church grieves over them,
_ as David over his son, although they have met the deserved punishment of rebels.
_--'_ Augustit_ does not find fault with the notary's edict at Thamugada, only with the phrase:

_,_ _ You may know that you are to be given over to the death which you deserve; for that is not
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cont_ned inthe rescripts.In the secondedictthereisa dearer statementofthe n0Jt_y's

aim. Augustin also criticizeshis courtesytoward Gaudentius,the Donatistbishop of

Thamugada. As toa specialreplyto thatbishopAugustin urgesa more diligentrefuta.
tionofthe fallaciousdoctrinesby which the Donatistsare accustomedtobe seduced. He

had alreadydone thisinvery-many works,but adds some pointsby way ofsuggestion.He
aloneisa martyr who diesfora truecause. Man's willisfree,but neverthelessamenable

todivineand human laws. The Statecan punishnotonly adulteriesand homicides,but
alsosacrileges.Many think itstrangethatwe do not rebaptize,but the sacramentonce

givenought not to be repeated. Suicidesareutterlyprohd)ttedby the Scriptures.The

caseofRazius givesthe Donatist no pretext,for thedeed issimply mentioned but not

commended. (II.Mac. xlv.37--46). In conclusionhe intimatesthat inanswertothe
unitedwish ofthe peopleof Thamugada, of himselfand of Eleusinus,the tribuneofthat

place,thatAugustin should answer bc_thepistlesofGaudentius,the I)onatistbishop,and

especiallythe latterof the two, which containedScripturalproofs,he willwritesuch a
criticism.

Dulcitiushad writtena pacificlettertoGaudentius,the Donattstbishopof Thamugnda,

one of the quietermembers ofthe seven I)ouatistd,sputants,concerningthe enforcement

ofthe imperialedicts. Gaudentiusrepliedintwo epistles,one short,the otherlongerand

fortifiedby Scriptureproofs. Augustm was requestedto answer these,which he does

(c. 4_o) in the work Contra Gaudentium Donatts[arum F_iSCal_Um, libr/dua. In l_ook I. he
makes a change of form from the Petihan cast of personal dtalogue, because of the captious
fault found with that way as savoring of untruth, and takes a duller formula, " Verba

Epis/alce" and " ad haec respo_io." whose dryness and hterahty the most sensitive Donatist
could take no exception to. In the first epistle of Gaudenttus, the fairly courteous strain in
which he had rephed to the tribune-notary, with titles and recognition of character, Augus-
tin rather resents by saying that the Cathohc had treated the heretic too kindly and incau-

tiously, and bids Gaudentius conslder what he had said at the Collation. Gaudentius
proposes to remain m the commumon wt_ere the name of God and of his Christ is and where
the Sacraments are, and pleads for religious liberty against compulsion as to matters of faith;

and concludes, by another hand, witia wishmg him well and deslring his recession from the

disquieting of Christmns. Augustm objects that Gaudentlus ha_ not reproduced the lan-
guage of Dulc_tlus correctly, and accuses the l)onatists of holding the truth of baptism in

the iniquity of human error; he comments on their false eagerness for death; he responds

to all the good wishes for the tribune, but not that he should cease from correcting the
heretics.

The second epistle of Gaudentzus is mainly a protest from Scriptural grounds; against per.
secution he brings forward the case of (;abinus, wi_o, if ba,l, should not have been received
without correction, that is, baptism; but if innocent, why kdl the innocent Donat_sts from

whom he came to you ? The false rumor about Emeritus, as having turned Catholic, is
another instance of this persecution. The duty of a persecuted pastor is to be a doer of

the law and to lay down his life for the sheep; there is nO place whither the persecuted
may now flee; the divine right of free will is restrained by the arbitrary laws of the emperor;
persecution is a note of the Church from the blessings attached to it by Christ and the

apostles. The peace of Christ invites the wilhng but does not compel the unwilling; a thing
very different from the war-bearing peace and the bloody unity whtch their oppressors present.
We rejoice in the hatred of the world; there is a martyr host of the ,_pocalypse; Christians

may yield up their souls in testtmony against sacrilege, as Razius did. He begs Dulcitius
to turn to the few who have the sohdity and not the semblance of truth. God gave prophets

not kings to teach the people: the Saviour sent fishermen not soldiers. God never needs the
26
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_: aid of soldiers. Gaudentius charges the Catholics with coveting the Donatist possessions.
i_ The farewell is in another handwriting, in which he wishes Dulcitius well, and advises him
; .to pursue a lenient and temperate course.

The points of Augustin's reply are in no way different save form from those so constantly
present_d, unless there be an increase of roughness and a more hardened idea of the
Church's right to use coercion. As to Gabinus, the Church's course with regard to him ts
a vindication of the right to receive a convert without rebaptism: in communion with charity
and unity he received the profit of that rite which had been admmxstered among the Donatists.
In the case of EmerituS, Augustin confesses that the rumor of his having turned Catholic
was false; but Emeritus came to C_esarea of his own will; he came to the Church where a
multitude was present; he could say nothing for his or his party's defense; he kept quiet.
The argument against suicide from the case of Razius is well made; he dted rather in suffer-
ing for the state; and besides the narrative does not commend the deed, but only states it;
then too the books have not the weight that the Law, the Prophets and the Psalms carry
with them. The plea for correction _s precisely as usual. The doctrines of universality
and unity and charity are incidentally brought forward. C,rcumcelhones, Secundus and
biaximianists furnish the concluding parallels.

Book II. Gaudentius had written a reply to Augustin's first book. He had taken refuge
under the example,of Cyprian; but Augustin now refers hlm to the wmmgs of Cyprmn on
De Sim;Micitate Pr_latorum sen De Catholic_ £cclestce unita[e, showing Cyprian's belief m the
universahty of the Church which Augustin expands by the explanation of the term Catholic.
Purgatxon of the Church is not by separation, but by toleration, as Cyprian too held in his
letter to Maximus and others. The explanatmn of the field not as the Church, but rather
as the world outside of the Church, had been supported at the Conference and Is repeated
by Gaudentms; and also its alternative, that were the field the Church then it must have
perished from the tares which were in it. If so, says Augustin, then the ancestors of the
Donatists would have perished. The period of separation is at the end, when the Gospel
shall have been preached in the whole world. As to their theme of rebaptism, Augustm re-
plies that he had already before referred him to his Maxlmmnist pracuce, so that the ac-
tion of Agrippinus and Cyprian are vain for him. And then too, according to Cyprian's

:_ own confession, and Stephen's testimony, there were cr_mes xn the Church in their day;
did the Church perish then? If so where was Donatus born ? If not, then why did
the party of Donatus separate ? They are guilty of the very schism which Cyprian part_c-

: ularly deprecated as a cure, instead of toleration and discipline, for the ills of the Church.
As to baptism: The Catholics recognize the Donatist rite, for the sacrament cannot be

> lost u]0onthose who receive it among Catholics and then pass over to heretics; they have
b the truth but in iniquity; the truth is not the property of the Donatists. The apostle

recognized such truth as he found among the Gentiles. Gaudentius had vindicated hm
reference to the tribune's letter, as to the Donatists having the names of God and of h_sy

t

;_ Christ, and quoted the passage in proof. Augustin acknowledges his mistake, which, h3w-
ever, was not intentional, and he apologizes for the tribune's error as that of a military man
who was not familiar with theology. Since Gaudentius had called the tribune religious

,g
_. in his first letter, Augustin accuses him of insincerity and berates him as superstitmus.
_ He also corrects Gaudentius for saying that God sent Jonah not to the king but only to
_ _ the people of Nineveh, for the king compelled-the humiliatmn of his subjects. In concln-
_ sion he quotes from Cyprian's letter to Maximus m behalf of universality and tolerant unity.
,_/ : His exordium is an earnest appeal to the Catholics to maintain all the notes of the Church.

_ii_ Feticia had been a Donatist originally and was converted by force. She had devoted
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herself to the virgin life and apparently had become head of a religious house; but by
reason of some wicked deeds of the clergy, possibly the extortion and rapacity of Antonius
at Fussa]a, she was much disturbed and seemed inclin_:l to relapse into her earlier puristic
notions, if not to return to the body that upheld them. To quiet her doubts Augnstin writes

Ep. ccviit, c. 423 . The Lord had predicted offenses. There are two kinds of shepherds
over the flock, and will be to the end: the floc_ too has the good and the bad in it.

The gathering is the present duty, the separation will be the future one: this latter is the
Lord's prerogative. To abide m umty under such circumstances is a duty until the win.
nowing, and one is to believe what these shepherds teach, uot what they do. Good and bad
are therefore in the world under the widely diffused Cathohc.Church; the Donatist has no
such note of universality. Love Christ and the Ctlurch, and then He will not permit you

to lose the fruit of your virginity and to perish with the lost. If you go out of this life,

separated from the unity of the body of Christ, this preserved integrity of the body will not
profit you. You were compelled to come in; be th,lnkful to those who compelled you.
Show your devotion to the Lord, as your only hope, by being unmoved ,vith these offenses_
and by cleaving to his body, the Church.

A letter addressed to Pope Ccelestine is ascribed to Augustin [/;;#. ccix. c. 423]; its

authenticity has been disputed. The author, in g_wng an account of tile appointment of
Antonius as bishop of Fussala, remarks that at Fussala, a castellum about forty miles distant

from Hippo, as m all the adjoimng region, there had been a l)onatist population; in Fussala
itself there had not been a solitary Cathohc; the Pumc was the common language. The

coercive measures had converted the whole territory, but the process had also aroused a

violent opposition in the form of robbery, beating, blinding, murder. After its conversion_
the distance from Hlppo and the great numbers to he instructed, required a new bishopric,

the history of which and the troubles growing out of It, the author further relates.
In that valuable book .De doctrina christians, (hegun in 397, but ended in 426, including

the part having reference to our subject III. xxx. 42), Augustm quotes approvingly
from the book of Tychonius the Z_e set_mtt regulis, and prefaces a discussion of these rules

by an allusion to the treatise of Tychomus, which had refuted some of the narrov¢ and
purlstic doctrines of the Church, as held by his own party; this we have already seen was
answered by Parmenian, whose letter in turn was dissected by Aug_Jstm. The first, second,
fourth and seventh of these rules bear especmlly upon the doctrinal points under discus.

sion. [Cp. Retractt. II. iv. and Tychonius de Sefltent Regulis reprinted in Migne. Pat. Lat.
xviii.]

In his de I-Iceresibus [c. 428 A.D.] Chapter Ixlx. gives a brief account of the Donatiani

or Donatistae: (a) as to origin and progress; (b) Donatus's view of the Trinity; (c) the
Montenses at Rome; (d) the Clrcumcelhones; (e) the schism of Maxlmian.

This was his parting arrow after the thirty-s_x years of battle. Catholics and Donatists

passed under the persecutions of the Arian Vandals. Two years after this treatise Aug'u_
tin laid aside his weapons to enter the land of eternal peace and unity.

More or less extended allusions are made to Donatism in the following sermons, arranged

in the order of the Benedictine editions; for the years in which they were delivered cannot
be determined. Want of space prevents the presentation of any analysis.

Sermo X......... I Kings, iii. 1(_-_8.
" XLV. ..... Is. tvii. I3 and _ Cot. vii. t.

. Ez. xxxiv. I-x6.ID " XLVI .....
Ez. xxxiv. I7-3L" XLVII .....
Matt. xii. 32." LXXI ......

,, LXXXVIII ..... Matt. xx. 30-34-

e
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Sermo XC ........ Matt. xxii I-I4.
" CVII ....... Luc. xn. I3-21.
" CXXIX ...... Jo. v. 39-47-
" CXXXVII ..... Jo. x 1-16

" CXXXVIII .... Jo. x. 11-16.
" CLXXXlII I Jo. iv 2.
" CCXVIII ..... Luc. xxiv 3S-47.
" CCXLIX. Jo xxi. 1-14.
" CCLII. Jo. xxl t-I 4.
" CCLXV. The Ascension.

" CCLXVI ...... Ps cxli. (cxl.) 5.
" CCLXVI] I Pentecost.
" CCLXIX ...... Pentecost

" CCLXXXV Anmversary of the martyrs Castus and :Emfius.
" CCXCII. John the Bapttst.

" CCCXXV ...... Anmversary of the Twenty Martyrs.

Similar references are to be fourict in the expositions and sermons based on the Psalms.

The first column is the Hebrew and Enghsh order; the second that of LXX. and Vulgate.

Exposition of Psalms XI. (X,)

" " XXVI. (XXV.) Sermon.
" " XXXI. (XXX.) Sermons I. and II
" " XXXIII. (XXXII) Sermon II.

" " XXXIV. (XXXIII.) Sermon I1

.... XXXVI. (XXXV) Sermon

" " XXXVlI. (XXXVI.) Sermons II. (archtval) and III
" " XL (XXXIX.) Sermon.
.... LV (t.IV.) Sermon.
" " LVIII, (LVII) Sermon
" " LXXXVI. (LXXXV.) Sermon.

.... XCIX (XCVIII.) Sermon.

.... CXX. (CXIX.) Sermon.
" " CXXV. (CXXIV.) Sermon.

" " CXXXIII. (CXXXII,) Sermon.

" " CXLVI. (GXLV.) Sermon.
" " CXLVIL 12-2o (CXLVII.) Sermon.
.... CXLIX. Sermon.

The time of writing the de Utilitate jrejunii Is unknown. Chapter V. 9, contrasts pagan,

heretical and Cathohc fasts; heretics claim indeed to fast in order to please God; how can

% they, when they sever the unity ? All heretics perish; they are the dLviders of the inheri-V' tance of Christ.

In conclusion the reviser desires to commend the fidelity and lucidity of the translation

made by the Rev. J. R. King, M.A.

No changes made by the reviser have been indicated, since all could not be without con-
fusion. The translation had taken most of its notes and references from the Benedictines.

The citations of Cyprian are according to the numerals in Hartel's edition.



PREFACE.

THE schism of the Donatists, w_th which tile treatises ill tile present volume are concerned, arose mdtreetly

out of the persecution under lhoclet_an at the begmnmg of the fourth century, At that lmw Men`,urlu_, bishop

of Carthage, and his archdeacon C_ecilianus, had endeaxored to chetk tile fanatical sprat m winch re:my of the

/ hrtstlans courted martyrdom, and consequentl'_, on the death of Mensmlus m 3H, -_md the elevation of

L:ecilianus to the see of Carthage m hls place, the opposing party, .'alleging that l'ehx, ln,,htq_ of Aptunga, by

whom Cmcilianus had been consecrated, had been a tradth,_, and that therclore hi,, txmseeratlou was invalid_

set up against him Malormus, who was sntceeded in 315 by 1)on,l_u,. "lhc part) had by tht,,time g,nned

strength, through the professions that they made of exile.me purity lit the dlsclphne wlll<h tile) num_tatned, and

had goneso far. under the advice of another l Ionatn_. bishop of t asv Nlgr v m Nunndla, a,, to at t u`,e Ca'cifi*

anus before the Roman Emperor t_'onstantme,--th tl_ settmg the ttl,,t pro{ edcnt fo_ t eterl m_ a ',pn IInil cause t0

ttle decision of a civil magistrate. (_on`,tantme accepted the appeal, and in _t _ the matter x_,l_, laid lot decision

before Melchiades, bishop of l_.ome, and three [n,,hop`, of the proxmte of (,dui l he_ the ltied in fad. or of the

vahdlty of the consecration of (,uclhanl.lq , and a similar verdict x_.t,, i_l_.ell hi' a totlnt d held aS Aries, by direc-

tion of the Emperor, In the following 3'ear. "l he party of Majormu% then al)pc,ded tt_ the per,,onal ]ndgtnent of

the Emperor, which was hkex_lsc given against them, not without silos K exprt,,_,ltm-, of hl_ anger at their

pertmaclty. This was followed b', severe laws dirt_clod agamst their sth_`,m , but .,o far from tln_,hlng them,

the attack seemed only to mcrease their enthu.,zasm and devclope thmr rc,.cHn_cs And, ttddet the hadership

of Donatus, the successor of Majorlnu..,, their iltllucnce spread _tltlely throuk_hont Ah'tta, .rod t'*_nluuled to

prevad_ in spite of "t.trlous efforts at thelr for_ rifle ,.F_ppressmn, durmg the whole of tlw fourth t tnluty They

especially brought on themselves the vengeance of the _ left pt,_ ers by the turbulcnte of cert.m_ fanatical ascetics

who embraced their cause, and vdlo, under the name of (_lrctlmtt.lhoneb, N_read terror through the country,

seeking martydom for themselves, and offermg violence to every one wh_, oppo`,cd them '

Toward.., the close of the century, thr, ,,chi..m attracted the attcntmn of Augu`,tm, then a priest of llippo

Regms in Numidia. The controversy secT. to have had for him a ",pe_ Ial attrattum, nnt merely because of tt_

intrinsic importance, but also becaase of the field whwl_ it presented for hr, unmalled p_ets as a dialectician.

These-the Donattstshad recently prmoked, b_ mcon,qstt ntly ret.e_vmg bat.k me- th* _r body a dead.on of Carthage

named Maximianus who had separated hlm,,elf from them, and b) rect,gmzmg a`, x,*hd all imprint administered

by his followers. Hence they naturally' shrank flora engagmg in a contest wHh an antagomst who was _ure to

makethe most of such a deviation from the very prmoples on which they ba`,ed their schism , and, on the other

hand. Augustin was so firmly con',raced that ln'. own positron _,as _mpr_.gnablc, that he seems to have thought

that if he could only secure a thorough and d_spas',mnate dlscu,,sion of the matte i, the I Ionat_,_ts must necessarily

be brought to acknowledge not only their theoretical error,,, but al,,o the pr._ ta.al smfutnes., of their Separation

from the Church. Throughout the controversy, ho',_ever, he appears to ha_ c put out of sight two conmderations:

hrst, the influence of party sprat and prejudice m bhndmg men to argument ; and, secondly, the necessity of

treating hi.opponents in a iogical discussion as on an equal fcotmg w_th tnm.,elf. The first was m _u_me degree

an unavoidable element of disappomtment, but Augustm made concession yet more difficult on the part of his

opponents, by expecting them to acknowledge his superior posmon as a member of the Cathohc Church, whose

duty it wasto expose the error of their views. Ite practically begs the very putt at issue, by assuming that he,

and not the Donatists, was in the Catholic communion ; and though hi.. argument is conducted independently

of this premiss, yet it naturally rendered them more unwfi,mg to admit its force.

This dogmatism was of less consequence m the first pamphlet which Augustm published on the stlbjecL_

his .4l_babetical Psalm, in which he set forth the history and errors of the Donatl`,ts m a popular form,t--since
it was not intended as a controversial treatise, but only as a means of cnhghtemng the less educated as to the

Catholic tenets on the question in dispute, ths next work, written m answer to a letter of Donatus of Carthage,

in which the latter tried to prove that the baptism of Christ existed onl? in his communion, is unfortunately lost ;

7_Aug. J_t H_'. c. 69 "t J_arr. [_l 1>$ i3x , .f¢,:5 3s 6 ; C. Cr_'$c IlL c. gill 46 , e lJlll 47, _* Gaudenliu_r_, i, ¢. xt_¢|ll, 2_,
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and we can only gather hints as to the further part which he took in the controversy during the next few years
from certain of his letters, especially those to the Donatist Bishops Honoratus and Crispinus. _ From the former
he claims the admission that the exclusiveness of the Donatists proves that they are not the Church of Christ ;

and his letter to the latter contains an invitation to discuss the leading points at issue, which Crispinus seems to
have declined.

In the year 4oo he wrote two books Agaznst the ParlyefDonatus, which are also lost ; and about the same
time he published his refutation of the letter of Parmenianus in answer to Tichomus, in which he handles and

solves the famous question, whether, while abiding in unity in the communion of the same sacraments, the

wicked pollute the good by their society. _
Then followed his seven books On Ba]_ttsm, included m this volume, m x_hich he shows the emptiness of

the arguments of the Donatists for the repetition of baptism, and proves that so far was Cyprian from being on
their side, that his letters and conduct are of the highest value as overthrowing their position, and utterly
condemning their separation from the Church.

Not long after this, Petilianus, bishop of Cirta or Constantina, the most eminent theologian among the
Dotmtist divines, wrote a letter to his clergy against the Catholics, of which Augustan managed to obtain a copy,
though the Donatists used their utmost care to keep it from him, and he rephed to it in t_o books, written at
different times,--the first in the year 4oo. before he was in possession of the whole letter, the remainder m 4o2.
To the first book Petilianus made an answer, of which we gather the mare tenor from a third book written by
Augustan in reply to it. ]t appears to have been full of vehement abuse, and to have assumed the question in
dispute, that the existence of the true Church, and the cathohcity of any branch of it, depended on the purity
and orthodoxy of all its ministers ; so that the guilt or heresyof any minister would mvahdate the whole of his
ministerial acts. Hence he argued that C_ecilianus being the spiritual father of the so-called Catholics, and having
been a tradttor, none of them could possibly have been lawfully baptized, much less rtghtfuny ordained.

Augustan admits neither of his assumptions ; but, leaving the guilt or innocence of Cmcthanus as a point
which was irrelevant (though practically the case against hem utterly broke down), he addresses himself to the
other point, and argues most conclusively that all the functions of the clergy in celebrating the rites of the
Church being purely ministerial, the efficacy of those rites could m no way depend upon the excellence of the

individual minister, but was derived entirely from Christ. Iience there was a certainty of the grace bestowed
through the several ordinances, which otherwise there could not possibly have been, had their virtue depended

on the character of any man, in whom even an unblemished reputation might have been the fruit of a skilled
hypocrisy.

The third treatise in this volume belongs to a later period, being a letter written to Bomfacms, the Roman
Count of Africa under Valentiman the Third. He had written to Augustm to consult him as to the best means
of dealing with the l)onatists ; and Augustan in his reply points out to hzm his mistake m supposing that the
Donatists shared in the errors of the Anans, whilst he urges him to use moderation m his coerclve measures ;

though both here and m his answer to Petihanus we find him countenancing the theory that the State has a right
to interfere in constraining men to keep within the Church, Starting with a forced interpretation of the words,
t*Co.tl_el them to come in," in Luke xiv. 23, he enunciates pnnciples of coercion which, though in him they
were subdued and rendered practically of little moment by the spirit of love which formed so large an element in
his character, yet found their natural development in the despotic intolerance of the Papacy, and the horrors of
the Inquisition. It is probable that he was himself in some degree misled by confounding the necessity of

re]_re_ing the violence of the Circumcelliones, which was a real offense against the State, with the expediency
of enforcing spiritual unity by temporal authority.

The Donatist treatises have met with little attention from individual editor_ There is a dissertation, De

dL*r. Augustina ad*Jersar_o Donatistarum, by Adrlen Rou×. published at Louvain in I838 ; 3 but it is believed
that no treatises of this series have ever before been translated into English, no* are they separately edited.

' They are in themselves a valuable authority for an important scene in the history of the Church, and aflord a
_ good example both of the strength and the weakness of Augustan's writing,_its strength, in the exhaustive

way in which he tears to pieces his opponent's arguments, and the clearne._ with which he exposes the fallacies

of their reasoning ; its weakness, in the persistency with which he pursues a point long after its discussion might
*_ fairly have been closed, as though he hardly knew when he had gained the victory ; and his tendency to claim,
_: by right of his positlou_ a vamage-ground which did not in reality belong to him till the superiority of his tmu_e

was proved.

" J.R. KING
Ox_'o D, ._[,_rch, tS"/o.

: t _'t. aux. IL . * Bened Ed. VoL ix. pl _ _,-_t. Migae, Vol. i_ pp. _3 -taB.
_; _ I 'l_'ne other _ks bearing on th_ ,2qmuovet_ are meati_ed itt the e=hanmiive v_lttme of Ferd. Rtbbec.k_ _ tend A tq_e_

Itm.t(ElbeHekl, tS$_,--Eo,
_L
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THE

SEVEN BOOKS OF AUGUSTIN,

BISHOP OF HIPPO,

ON BAPTISM, AGAINST THE DONATISTS.

This treatise was written about 4oo A.D. Concerning it Aug. in Retract. Book 11. c. xvlii.,

says: I have written seven books on Baptism against the Donatists, who strive to defend
themselves by the authomty of the most blessed bishop and martyr Cypman; in which I
show that nothing is so effectual for the refutation of the l)onausts, aud for shutting their
mouths directly from upholding their schism against the Catholic Church, as the letters
and act of Cyprian.

BOOK I.
HE PROVES THAT BAPTISM CAN P,[':CONFERRED OUTSIDE THE CATHOLIC COMMU'NION BY HZRI_

TICS OR SCHISMATICS, BUT THAT 11 OL'GHT NOT TO BE RECEIVED FROM THEM; AND

THAT IT IS OF NO AVAIL TO ANY WHILE IN A STATE OF HERESV OR SC||ISM.

CHAP. I.ml. Inthetreatisewhichwe wrote!tyrCyprian,which theyendeavortouse asa

againstthe pubhshed epistleofParmenianus'_prop,topreventtheirperversityfrom falling
toTichonius,_we promised that at some fu- before the attacksof truth.4 And thiswe
turetime wc would treatthe questionof bap-_proposetodo, in orderthatallwhose judg-
tism more thoroughly;,and indeed,even if!ment isnot blindedby partyspiritmay un.
we had not made this promise, we are not derstand that, so far from Cyprian's authority,
unmindful that this is a debt fairly due from being in their favor, it tends directly to their
us to the prayers of our brethren. Where- refutation and discomfiture.
fore in this treatise we have undertaken, with =. In the treatise above mentioned, it has
the help of God, not only to refute the objec- already been said that the grace of baptism
tions which the Donatists have been wont to can be conferred outside the Catholic com.
urge against us in this matter, but also to reunion, just as it can be also there retained.
advance what God may enable us to say in iBut no one of the Donatists themselves denies
respect of the authority of the blessed mar- that even apostates retain the grace of bap-

........ tism; for when they return within the pale of
_p.n_u_,wu,uo_._tot_tb_C.m,tmthe._o_ the Church, and are converted through re-

C4t_h_g_, cite. 35o A-D-. aod died c_c- _9"z _- D" . . -- --

matin 7 movement su _. which _ o1_o_u. -: ! ......... w_th P--- a'_bea o_ Roms
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"+ pentance, it is never given to them a second, the laity. For Felicianus," when he separated
time, and so it is ruled that it never could !himself from them with Maximianus. was not
have been lost. So those, too, who in the iheld by the Donatists themselves to have lost
sacrilege of schism depart from the com. ;either the sacrament of baptism or the sacra-
reunion of the Church, certainly retain the*merit of conferring baptism. For now he is
grace of baptism, which they received hefore i,a recognized member of their own body, in

-_ their departure, seeing that, in case of their icompany with those very men whom he hap-
: return, it is not again conferred on them;itized while he was separated from them in6
_ whence it is proved, that what they had re. t the schism of Maximianus. And so others

ceived while within the unity of the Church, ! could receive from them, whilst the), still had
:+ they could not have lost m their separation, i not joined our society, what they themselves

But if it con be retained outside, why may+ had not lost by severance from our society.
it not also be given there? If you say, " It.. And hence it is clear that they are guilty of
is not rightly given without the pale;" we ; impiety who endeavor to rebapttze those who

:- answer, "As it is not rightly retained, and yet t are m Catholic unity; and we act mghtly who
is in some sense retained, so _t is not indeed i do not dare to repudmte God's sacraments,
rightly gtven, but yet it is given." But as, ! even when administered m schism. For m
by reconcdiation to unity, that begins to be all points in which they think with us. they
profitably possessed whtch was possessed to also are in commumon w_th us, and only are
no profit in exclusion from umty, so. by severed from us in those points m which they
the same reconcdiatzon, that begins to be dissent from us. For contact and disunion
profitable which w_thout it was g_ven to no are not to be measured by dtfferent laws in

_. profit. Yet it cannot be allowed that _t the case of material or sp_rttual aflimttes. For
should be satd that that was not gwen as umon of bodles arises from continuity of
which was given, nor that any one should re- posttion, so in the agreement of wills there
proach a man with not having given tlus, is a kind of contact between souls. If, there-
while confessing that he had given what he fore, a man who has severed himself from
had himself received. For the sacrament of umty wtshes to do anything different from
baptism is what the person possesses who is that which had been impressed on h_m while
baptized; and the sacrament of conferring in the state of unity, in tlus point he does

; baptism is what he possesses who is ordained, sever h_mself, and is no longer a part of the
And as the baptized person, if he depart from umted whole; but wherever he deslres to con-

• the unity of the Church, does not thereby duct htmsetf as Is customary m the state of
lose the sacrament of haptism, so also lie who unity, in which he himself learned and re-
is ordained, if he depart from the unity of the i ceived the lessons which he seeks to follow,
Church, does not lose the sacrameut of con-in these points he remains a member, and is
ferring baptism. For neither sacrament may l united to the corporate whole.
be wronged. If a sacrament necessarily be-
comes void in the case of the wicked, both CHAP. 2.--3- And so the Donatists in some

: must become void; _f _t remain valid with the matters are with us; in some matters have
wicked, this must be so with both. If, there- i gone out from us. Accordingly, those things
fore, the baptism be acknowledged which he whereto they agree with us we do not forbid
could not lose who severed himself from the I them to do; but in those things in which they
unity of the Church, that baptism must also ldiffer from us, we earnestly encourage them

++ be acknowledged which was administered by to come and receive them from us, or return
++ one who by his secession had not lost the and recover them, as the case may be; and

sacrament of conferring baptism. +For as with whatever means we can, we lovingly busy
i

those who return to the Church, if they had ourselves, that they, freed from faults and cor-
/-- been baptized before their secession, are not retted, may choose this course. We do not
._ , rehaptized, so those who return, having been therefore say to them, "Abstain from giv-
+_" t_,dained before their secession, are certainly ing baptism," but "Abstain from giving it
:'<\+ not ordained again; but either they again ex- in schism." Nor do we say to those whom
•++;__ ¢reis¢ their former ministry, if the interests we see them on the point of bapttzing, "" Do
_., of the Church require it, or if they do not
++o_, _tereise it, ,_t any rate they retain the sacra- a FeJiclanus,l_lopdMuti, beadedthe r_mitagatmmtPrul_
_ merit of their ordination; and hence it is, mn_ams, c+_,_d_u_,t_C.nh,_+.nS_ lJ,-

teuing to the comaplalnt of the dleacoa Maximtanus. _ had Imam

_++++ that when hands are laid on them,' to mark deposedby,Pr_mianus, asymatw_so_a_,eacdiuw+atCatmrsum_
• whichordamed Klaalmmn_lla+ h/lllhop ol C.lkrtha_ l_eaoe tim

_.+++_ their reoonciliation, they are not ranked with _it_m,_,mi,_tffi. Primianut.in_q4.attheeouuctldl[gslgai,wm.
+ r,m,m¢fiaed I_ _o bislm1_ The iml_ea" fracxmu, aco:m_ng to _

++ l_lap, v. 13.,lladiil. _6,1m_r,. lol&_am_l.,_msal_oo_o_theleaulmrsi;atb/_selmrmio_ •

g+ _r++++ +
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not reoeive the baptism," but " Do not re- choose our Church as a medium for Christian
ceiva it in schism." For if any one were salvation, and that the baptism of Christ is
compelled by urgent necessity, being unable only profitable in it, even when it has been
to find a Catholic from whom to receive bap- received elsewhere, but yet wishes to be bap.
tism, and so, while preserving Catholic peace tized m the schism of Donatus, because not
in his heart, should receive from one without they only, nor we only, but both parties alike
the pale of Catholic unity the sacrament say that baptism exLsts with them, let him
which he was intending to recewe within its pause and look to the other three points. For
pale, this man, should he forthwith depart If he has made up his mmd to follow us in
this life, we deem to be none other than a the points which they deny, though he prefers
Catholic. But if he should be dehvered from what both of us acknowledge to what only we
the death of the body, on his restoring h_m- assert, it is enough for our purpose that he
self in bodily presence to that Cathohc con- prefers what they do not affirm and we alone
gregation from whsch in heart he had never assert, to what they alone assert. That hap.
departed, so far_from blaming his conduct, tlsm exists in the Catholic Church, we assert
we should praise it with the greatest truth and they deny. That it Is rightly received
and confidence; because he trusted that God in the Catholic Church, we assert and they
was present to his heart, while he was striving deny. That it is not rightly received in the
to preserve unity, and was unwilhng to depart schism of Donatus, we assert and they deny.
this life without the sacrament of holy bap- As, therefore, he is the more ready to believe

tism, which he knew to be of God, and not of I what we alone assert should be believed, somen, wherever he might find it. But if any f let him be the more ready to do what we alone
one who has it in his power to receive baptism declare should be done But let him believe
within the Catholic Church prefers, from lmore firmly, if he be so disposed, what both
some perversity of mind, to be bapuzed in]parties assert should be believed, than what
schism, even if he afterwards bethinks him- twe alone maintain. For he is inclined to be-
self to come to the Cathohc Church, because_ lieve more firmly that the baptism of Christ
he is assured that there that sacrament wdl exists in the schism of Donatus, because tha_
profit him, which can indeed be recelved but _s acknowledged by both of us, than that it
cannot profit elsewhere, beyond all question exists in the Cathohc Church, an assertion
he is perverse, and guilty of sin, and that the made alone by the Catholics. But again, he
more flagrant in proportion as it was corn- is more ready to believe that the baptism of
mitted wilfully. For that he entertains no Christ exists also with us, as we alone assert,
doubt that the sacrament is tightly received than that tt does not exist with us, as they
in the Church, is proved by his conwct_on alone assert. For he has already detertnined
that it is there that he must look for profit and is fully convinced, that where we differ,
even from what he has received elsewhere, our authority is to be preferred to theirs.

So that he is mo_e ready to believe what we
CHAP. 3.'--4- There are two propositions, alone assert, that baptism is rightly received

moreover, which we affirm,--that baptism ex. with us, than that it is not rightly so received,
ists in the Catholic Church, and that in it since that rests only on their assertion. And,
alone can it be rightly received,_both of by the same rule, he is more ready to believe •
which the Donatists deny. Likewise there what we alone assert, that st is not rightly re.
are two other propositions which we affirrn,_ ceived with them, than as they alone assert,
that baptism exists among the Donatists, but that it is tightly so received. He finds,
that with them it is not tightly received,_ therefore, that hts confidence in being hap-
of which two they strenuously confirm the tized among the Donatists is somewhat profit..
former, that baptism exmts with them; but i less, seeing that, though we both acknowledge
they are unwilling to allow the latter, that in that baptism exists with them, yet we do not
their Church it cannot be tightly received. I both declare that it ought to _ re_ived from
Of these four propositions, three are peculiarltbem. But he has made n.p hss mmdto chug
to us; in one we both agree. For that bap-_rather to us in matters where we oimagre¢.
tism exists in the Catholic Church, that it is lLet him .therefore feel confidence in receiving
rightly received there, and that tt is not ]baptmm m our commumon, where he Is as.
rightly received among the DoQatists, are as- sured that it both. exists and. is rightly re.
sertions made only by ourselves; but tnatlcelved; and let mm n_. recelv.e t,tma .c_n,
baptism exists also among the Donausts, ts]mumon, where those wnose o.pml.onne has
asserted by them and allowed by us. If any _determinea to follow acznowJeage indeed that
one, therefore, is desirous of being baptized, I it exists, but say that It cannot rightly be re-
and is already convinced that he ought to [ ceived. Nay, even if he should hold it to be
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: a doubtful question, whether or no it is ira- guide, because Thou art become my hope, a
_ possible for that to be rightly received among tower of strength from the face of the

the Donatists which he is assured can rightly enemy." ' By means of His promises, which
be received in the Catholic Church, he would are like spears and javelins stored up in a
commit a grievous sin, in matters concerning strongly fortified place, the enemy is not only
the salvation of his soul, in the mere fact of guarded against, but overthrown, as he clothes
preferring uncertainty to certainty. At any his wolves m sheep's clothmg,3 that they may
rate, he must be quite sure that a man can say, "' Lo, here is Christ, or there; "' and
be rightly baptized in the Catholic Church, that they may separate many from the Catho-
from the mere fact that he has determined to hc city which is built upon a hill, and bring
come over to it, even if he be baptized else- them down to the isolation of their own snares,
where. But let him at least acknowledge it so as utterly to destroy them. And these
to be matter of uncertainty whether a man be men, knowing this, choose to receive the bap-
not improperly baptized among the Donatists, tism of Christ without the limits of the com-

_. when he finds this asserted by those whose reunion of the unity of Christ's body, though
opinion he is convinced should be preferred they intend afterwards, with the sacrament
to theirs; and, prefernng certainty to uncer- which they have received elsewhere, to pass

:_ tainty, let him be baptized here, where he has into that very commumon. For they propose
good grounds for being assured that _t is to receive Christ's baptism in antagonism to
rightly done, in the fact that when he thought the Church of Christ, well knowing that it is
of doing it elsewhere, he had still determined so even on the very day on which they receive
that he ought afterwards to come over to this It. And if this is a sin, who is the man that
side. will say, Grant that for a single day I may

commit sm? For if he proposes to pass over
CHAP. 4._5. Further, if any one fails to to the Catholic Church, I would faro ask why.

understand how it can be that we assert that What other answer can he give, but that it is
the sacrament is not rightly conferred among Ill to belong to the party of Donatus, and not
the Donat_sts, while we confess that it exists to the unity of the Cathohc Church? Just
among them, let h_m observe that we also so many days, then, as you commit this ill, of
deny that it exists rightly among them, just so many days' sin are you going to be guilty.
as they deny that it exists rightly among those And it may be said that there is greater sm
who quit their communion. Let him also m more days' commission of it, and less m
consider the analogy of the military mark, fewer; but in no wise can it t_ said that no
which, though it can both be retained, as by sin is committed at all. Bat what _s the need
deserters, and, also be received by those who i of allowing th_s accursed wrong for a single
are not m the army, yet ought not to be either day, or a single hour ? For the man who
received or retained outside its ranks; and, wishes this license to be granted him, might
at the same time, _t is not chhnged or renewed as well ask of the Church, or of God Himself,
when a man is enlisted or brought back to that for a single day he should be permitted
his service. However, we must distinguish to apostatize. For there is no reason why
between the case of those who unwittingly he should fear to be an apostate for a day, ff
_oin the ranks of these heretics, under the he does not shrink from being for that time a
Impression that they are entering the true schismatic or a heretic.
Church of Christ, and those who know that
there is no other Catholic Church save that CHAP. 5.--6. I prefer, he says, to receive

"_ which, according to the promise, is spread Christ's baptism where both parties agree
abroad throughout the whole world, and ex. that it exists. But those whom you intend
tends even to the utmost limits of the earth; to join say that it cannot be received there
which, rising amid tares, and seeking rest in rightly; and those who say that tt can be re-

:_ the future from the weariness of offenses, ceived there rightly are the party whom you
says in the Book of Psalms, " From the end mean to quit. What they say, therefore,

_ of the earth I cried unto Thee, while my heart whom you yourself consider of inferior an-

:_=,, was in weariness: Thou didst exalt me on a thority, in opposition to what those say whom
_- rock." _ But the rock was Christ. in whom you yourself prefer, is, if not false, at any
d/ the apostle says that we are now raised up, rate, to use a milder term, at least uncertain.
_., and set together in heavenly places, though I entreat you, therefore, to prefer what is true
_ not yet actually, but only in hope." And so to what is false, or what is certain to what is
__ _ the psalm.goes on to say, "Thou wast my uncertain. For it is not only those whom

:_++'i_ • l_h IzL _ 3, Cp. Hitting+ and LXX. • gph, i_ 6, 3 },lath _rii. IS- , Matt. rotlv. _3+
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you are going to join, but you yourself who schism, when they admitted them to rccon.
are going to join them, that confess that what cilation with themselves, via., not that they
you want can be rightly received in that body should receive that which they did not as yet
which you mean to join when you have re. possess, but that what tt_y had received to
ceived it elsewhere. For if you had any fno advantage in schism, and were already in
doubts whether it could be rightly received possession of, should be of profit to them,
there, you would also have doubts whether this Gtxt really confers and bestows through
you ought to make the change If, there- the Catholic communion on those who come. , " I

fore, _t _s doubtful whether tt be not sm to from any heresy or schism in which they re-
receive baptism from the party of Donatus, ce_ved the baptism of Cl_rist; viz., not that
who can doubt but that _t _s certain sin not to they should begin to receive the sacrament
prefer receiving _t where zt is certain that it ts of baptism as not possessing it before, but
not sm? And those who are baptized there that what they already possessed should now
through ignorance, thinking that _t is the true begin to profit them.
Church of Christ, are guilty of less sm m
comparison than these, though even they are C_Ap. 6.--8. Between us, then, and what
wounded by the _mpiety of schism; nor do we may call the genuine _ I)onattsts, whose
they escape a grievous hurt, because others l)tshop is Pnmmnus at Carthage, there is
suffer even more. For when it is said to cer- now no controversy on this point. For God
tam men, " It shall be more tolerable for the willed that it should be ended by means of
land of Sodom m the day of judgment than i the followers of Maxlmianus, that they should
for you,"' it _s not meant that the men of be compelled by the precedent of his case to
Sodom shall escape torment, but only that acknowledge what they would not allow at
the others shall be even more grievously tor- the persuasmn of Christian charity. But this
mented, brings us to consider next, whether those men

7. And yet this point had once, perhaps, do not seem to have something to say for
been involved m obscurity and doubt. But themselves, who refuse communion with the
that _hich _s a source of health to those who party of l'r_mianus, contending that m their
give heed and receive correction, is but an body there remains greater sincerity of Dona-
aggravatmn of the sin of those who, when tism, just m proportmn to the paucltyof their
they are no longer suffered to be ignorant, numbers. Anti even if these were only the
persist m their madness to their own destruc- party of Maxtmmnus, we should not be justi.
tmn. For the condemnation of the party of fled m despising their salvation. How much
Maximianus, and their restoration after tt_e' Imore, then, are we bounq#o consider it, when
had been condemned, together w_th those we find that this same party of Donatus is
whom they had sacmleg_ousty, to use the lan- spht up into many most minute fractions, all
guage of their own Council/ baptized tnlwhlch small sections of the body blame the
schism, settles the whole question in dispute, Ione much larger portion which has Primianus
and removes all controversy. There is no I for its head, because they receive the baptism
point at issue between ourselves and those l)of the followers of Maximmnus; while each
D,mat_sts who hold commumon w_th t'rm_)- endeavors to maintain that it Is the sole re.

anus_ which could give rise to any doubt that ):ceptacte of true baptism, which exists no-
the baptism of Christ may not only be re- iwhere else, neither in the whole of the world
tained, but even conferred by those who are where the Catholic Church extends itself, not"
severed from the Church. For as they them- ]in that larger main btgly of the Donatists, nor
selves are obliged to confess that those whom leven m the other minute sections, but only
Fehcianus baptized in schism received true in ttself. Whereas, if atlthese fragments would
baptism, inasmuch /ts they now acknowledge hsten not to the voice of man, but to the moot
them as members of their own body, with no unmistakable manifestation of the truth, and
other baptism than that whmh they received would be willing to curb the fiery temper of
in schism; so we say that that _sChrist's bap- their own perversity, they would return from
tism, even without the pale of Cathohc corn- their own barrenness, not indeed to the main
reunion, which they confer who are cut off body of Donatus, a mere fragment of which
from that commumon, inasmuch as they had they are a smaller fragment, but to th: never.
not lost it when they were cut off. And what failing fruitfulness of the root of the C_.at.holic
they themselves think that they conferred on Church. For all of them who are not against
those persons whom Fehcianus baptized in us are for us; but when they gather not with

us, they scatter abroad.
t Ma_t. m. 24, *
2 The Coanczt of _o Dmuaaa h4sho_, betd at aagm m N_-

g _._D. Apr,| 24. 394- Cp. Costr. C>t'._c#*. i_L Sa+_t_. , Ouodam _aa_a cardtf_al¢* Damtg_t_t_t.
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_ CRAr. 7.N9 . For, in the next place, that man was to be confirmed in his veneration for
;" I may not seem to rest on mere human argu- that mighty Name, in respect of which he was
V_ merits,---since there is so much obscurity in not against the Church, but for it; and yet
_ this question, that in earlier ages of the he was to be blamed for separating himself
_ Church, before the schism of Donatus, it has from the Church, whereby his gathering be-
_ caused men of great weight, and even our came a scattering; and if it should have so

fathers, the bishops, whose hearts were full of happened that he sought union with the
:_ charity, so to dispute and doubt among them- Church, he should not have received what he

selves, saving always the peace of the Church already possessed, but be made to set right
_" that the" several statutes of their Councils in the points wherein he had gone astray ?
,_ their different districts long varied from each

other, till at length the most wholesome CHAP. 8._IO. Nor indeedwerethe prayers
opinion was established, to the removal of all of the Gentile Cornelius unheard, nor did his
doubts, by a plenary Council of the whole alms lack acceptance; nay, he was found
world:_---I therefore bring forward from the worthy that an angel should be sent to him,
gospel clear proofs, by which I propose, with and that he should behold the messenger,
God's help, to prove how rightly and truly in through whom he might assuredly have

_ the sight of God it has been determined, that learned everything that was necessary, with-
in the case of every schismatic and heretic, out requiring that any man should come to
the wound which caused his separation should him. But since all the good that he had in

? be cured by the medicine of the Church; but his prayers and alms could not benefit him
: that what remained sound in him should rather unless he were incorporated in the Church by

be recognized with approbatmn, than wounded the bond of Christian brotherhood and peace,
: by condemnation. It is indeed true that the he was ordered to send to Peter, and through

Lord says in the gospel, "He that is not with him learned Christ; and, being also baptized
me is against me; and he that gathereth nol by his orders, he was joined by the tie of
with me scattereth abroad." _ Yet when the commumou to the fellowship of Christians, to
disciples had brought word to Him that they which before he was bound only by the _ like-
had seen one casting out devils in His name, ness of good works._ And indeed it would

_i and had forbidden him, because he followed have been most fatal to despise what he did
not them, He said, "Forbid him not: for he not yet possess, vaunting himself in what he
that is not against us is for us. For there is had. So too those who, by separating them°
no man which shall do a miracle in my name, selves from the society of their fellows, to the
that can lightly spe_k evil of me." 3 If, in- overthrow of charity, thus break the bond of
deed, there were nothing in this man requiring unity, if they observe none of the things
correction, then any one would be safe who, which they have received in that society, are
setting himself outside the communion of the separated m everything; and so any one whom

_ Church, severing himself from all Christian they have joined to their society, _f he after-
brotherhood, should gather in Christ's name; wards wish to come over to the Church, ought
and so there would be no truth in this, " He to receive everything which he has not already
that is not with me is against me; and he that received. But if they observe some of the
gathereth not with me scattereth abroad." same things, in respect of these they have not
But if he required correction in the point severed themselves; and so far they are still
where the disciples in their ignorance were a part of the framework of the Church, whde

_: anxious to check him, why did our Lord, by in all other respects they are cut off from it.
;_ saying, " Forbid him not," prevent this check Accordingly, any one whom they have asso-
' from being given ? And how can that be true ciated with themselves is united to the Church

which He then says, "He that is not against in all those points in which they are not sepa-
:_ you is for you ?" For in this point he was rated from it. And therefore, if he wish to
_ not against, but for them, when he was work- come over to the Church, he is made sound
f: fag miracles of healing in Christ's name. in those points in which he was unsound and
_. That both, therefore, should be true, as both went astray; but where he was sound in union
_-_ are trae,_both the declaration, that " he that with the Church, he is not cured, but recog-
_i_ is not with me is against me, and he that nized,_lest in desiring to cure what is sound
_ g_nereth not with me seattereth abroad;" we should rather inflict a wound. Therefore

_. and also the injunction, "Forbid him not; those whom they baptize they heal from the

_ _ for he that is not against you is for you, _ wound of idolatry or unbelief; but they injure
_y_¢_,_ what mu_t we understand, except that the them more seriously with the wound of schism.
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For idolaters among the people of the Lord ! herein let them h'ear not my words, but those
were smitten with the sword; ' but schismatics Iof the apostle: "Though I sl_k with the
were swallowed up by the earth opening her t tongues of men and of angels," and have not
mouth.' And the apostle says, "Thougia I chanty, I am become as sounding brass, or a
have all faith, so ttmt I .could remove moun- tinkhng cymbal. And though I have the gi/t
tmns, ann nave not c.nanty, i am nothing." 3 _of prophecy, and understand all mysteries,

ix. ix anyone ts orouglat to the surgeon, land all knowledge; and though I have all
afflicted with a grievous wound in some vital !faith, so that I could remove mountains, and
part of the body, and the surgeon says that'have not charity, I am nothtng._ What does
unJess it is cured it must cause death, the_lt profit them, theretore, if they have both
frtends who brought him do not, I presume, i the voice of angels in the sacred mysteries,
act so foohshty as to count over to the sur-land the gift of prophecy, as had Caiaphas_
geon all his sound hmbs, and, drawing hisl and Saul, 6 that so they may be found prophe.
attention, to them, make answer to him, "Can /yg_s 'in , of whom HoJ_, Scripture testtfies that
it be that all these sound hmbs are of no avail the_,, were worthy of condemnation) If they
to save hts hfe, and that one wounded hmb is not only know, but even possess the slcra-
enough to cause his death ?" They certainly ments, as S_mon Magus dtd;' if they have

do not say thin, but they entrust him to the ! faith, as the devils confessed Christ (forsurgeon to be cured. Nor, again, because lmust not suppose that they did not believe
they so entrust him, do they ask the surgeon, when ttiev said, "What have we to do with
to cure the limbs ti_at are sound as well; but ; Thee, O Son of God ? We know Thee who
they desire him to apply drugs with all care _Tlaou art" '); if they.di._trihute of themselves

to the one part from winch death is threaten- I thelr own substance to the l_or, as many do,
mg the other sound parts too, with the cer-inot only in the Cathohc Church, but in tlxe
tainty that it must come, unless the wound different heretical bodies; if, under the prea-
be ilealed. What wdl it then profit a man I sure of any persecution, tlley gtve thmr bodies
that he has sound falth, or perhaps only with us.to be burned for the falth which they
soundness in the sacrament of faith, when hke us confess: yet because they do all these
the soundness of his charity is done away things apart from the Church, not "forbear.
with by ttae fatal wound of schism, so that by ing ore: another in love," nor "endeavoring
ttae overtiarow of it the other points, whictl to keep the umty of the spirit in the bond of
were in tlaemselves sound, are brougl_t into i peace,"9 insomuch as they have not charityD
the infection of death ? To prevent whzclL they cannot attain to eternal salvation, even
the mercy of God, through the umty of t-hs with all those good things wh|ch profit them
holy Church, does not cease stnwng tt_at_not.
they may come and be healed by the meth-[

cme of reconcihation, through the bond ofi CHAP. _o._ 3. But they think withinpeace. And let them not think that they are themselves that they show very great subtlety
sound because we admit that they have some- ! in asking _hether "the I apt_na of Christ in
thing sound in them; nor let them think, on i the party of I)onatus makes men sons or not;
the other hand, that what is sound must needs so that, if we allow that tt does make them
be healed, because we showttmt in some partslsons, they may assert that theirs is the
there is a wound. So that m the soundness,Church, the mother which could give birth to
of the sacrament, because they are not against : sons in the baptism of Christ; and since the
us, they are for us; but in the wound of lChurch must In: one, they may allege that
schism, because they gather not with Christ, '_ours Is no Church. But if we say that it does
they scatter abroad. Let them not be exalted not make them sons, "Why then," say they_
by what they have." Why do they pass the "do you not cause those who pass from us to
eyes of pride over those parts only which are you to be born again in bapttsm, after they
sound ? Let them condescend also to look have been baptized wittl us, if they are not
humbly on their wound, and give heed not thereby born as yet?"
only to what they have, but also to what is 14. Just as though their party gained the
wanting in them. power of generation in virtue of what con_i,

tutes its division, and not from what eat_
CHar. 9.--x2. Let them see how many its union with the Church. For it is severed

things, and what impor*.ant things, are of no from the bond of peace and charity, but it is
ail, if a certain single thing be wanting, and ' joined in one baptism. And so there is one

them see what that one thing is. And Church which alone is called Catholic; and
4 _ for. ziil,, ,. S J-_n _,. s_, 6 _ F_,n. xv_Ii, m,
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whenever it has anything of" its own in these I bond of peace and unity to the very Church
communions of different bodies which are I in respect of which they were born. There-
separate from itself, it is most certainly in t fore she herself bears them in her own womb
virtue of this which is its own in each of them _and in the womb of her handmaids, by virtue
that it, not they, has the power of generation. _of the same sacraments, as though by virtue
For neither is it their separation that gener-l of the seed of her husband. For it is not
ares, but what they have retained of the es. [without meaning that the apostle says that all
sence of the Church; and if they were to go these things were done by way of figure. 4
on to abandon this, they would lose the power But those who are too proud, and are not
of generation. The generation, then, m each 1joined to their lawful mother, are like Ishmael,
case proceeds from the Church, whose sacra-l of whom it is said, "Cast out this bond-
ments are retained, from which any such birth I woman and her son: for the son of the bond-

can alone in any case proceed,--although not ] woman shal! not be heir with my son, even
all who receive its birth belong to its unity, iwith Isaac.' s But those who peacefully love
which shall save those who persevere even to!the lawful wife of their father, whose sons
the end. Nor is it those only that do not]they are by lawful descent, are hke the sons
belong to it who are openly guilty of the lof Jacob, born indeed of handmaids, but yet

manifest sacrilege of schism, but also those lreceiving the same inheritance. 6 But thosewho, being outwardly joined to its unity, are who are born within the family, of the womb
yet separated by a life of sin. For the Church of the mother herself, and then neglect the
had herself given birth to Simon Magus grace they have received, are like Isaac's sou
through the sacrament of baptism; and yet Esau, who was reiected, God Himself bearing
it was declared to him that he had no part in witness to it, and saying, " I loved Jacob,
the inheritance of Christ.' Did he lack any- and I hated Esau;" 7 and that though they
thing in respect of baptism, of the gospel, of were twin-brethren, the offspring of the same
the sacraments? But in that he wanted womb.
charity, he was born in vain; and perhaps it
had been well for him that he had never been CHAP. I _.--s 5. They ask also, "Whether
born at all. Was anything wanting to their sins are remitted in baptism in the party of
birth to whom the apostle says, "I have fed Donatus: " so that, if we say that they are
you with milk, and not w_th meat, even as remitted, they may answer, then the Holy
babes in Christ" ? Yet he recalls them from Spirit is there; for when by the breathing of
the sacrilege of schism, into which they were our Lord the Holy Spirit was g_ven to the
rushing, because they were carnal: " I have d_sciples, He then went on to say, "Baptize
fed you," he says, "with milk, and not vath all nations in the name of the Father, and of
meat: for hitherto ye were not able to bear the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. "_ Whose
it, neither yet now are ye able. For ye are soever sins ye remit, they are remitted unto
yet carnal: for whereas there is among you them; and whose soever sins ye retain, they
envying and strife, are ye not carnal, and are retained. ''9 And if it is so, they say,
walk as men ? For while one saith, I am of then our communion ]s the Church of Christ;
Paul; and another, I am of Apollos; are ye for the Holy Spirit does not work the re-

. not men? ''_ For of these he says above: mission of sins except in the Church. And
_, "Now I beseech you, brethren, by the name if our communion is the Church of Christ,

of our Lord Jesus Christ, that ye all speak then your communion is not the Church of
the same thing, and that there be no divisions Christ. For that is one, wherever it is_ of
among you; but that ye be perfectly joined which it is said, " My dove is but one; she is

_ together in the same mind, and in the same the only one of her mother; "'° nor can there
judgment. For it hath been declared unto be just so many churches as there are schisms.

_: me of you, my brethren, by them which are But if we should say that sins are not there
_: of the house of ChlOe, that there are conten- remitted, then, say they, there is no true
!. tions among you. Now this I say, that every baptism there; and therefore ought you to

one of you saith, I am of Paul, and I of baptize those whom you receive from us.
_=. Apollos, and I of Cephas, and I of Christ. IAnd since you do not do this, you confess
_ Is Christ divided ? was Paul crucified for you ? that you are not in the Church of Christ.
_:' or were ye baptized in the name of Paul ?" 31 x6. To these we reply, following the Scr[pt-
_:._ These, therefore, if they continued in the]ures, by asking them to answers themselves

:_. same perverse obstinacy, were doubtless in- what they ask of us. For I beg them to tell

;;_, deed.born, but yet would not belong by the!
! 4 s Cot. z.zS,sGen, aza. m, l_.r4;_;A.V:,"fw_"Gen_xxz.:_ 7 Mal.s. _, 3; G_m. xaT. _.
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us whether there is any remission of sins discipline flee deceit,", if in him who was full
where dlere is not charity; for sins are the of deceit He worked remission of sins t If
darkness of the soul. For we find St. John they say they were not remitted, I ask
saying, "He that hateth his brother is still whether, if he should afterwards confess his
in darkness." • But none would create sin with contrition of heart and true sorrow, it
schisms, if they were not blinded by hatred would be judged that he ought to be baptil)ed
of their brethren. If, therefore, we say that again. And if it zs mere madness to alert
sins are not remitted there, how is he regen- thts, then let them confess that a man otis be
erase who is baptized among them ? And bapttzed wath the true baptism of Christ) and
what is regeneratton in baptism, except the that yet his heart, perstsdng in malice or tae.
being renovated from the corruption of the rilege, may not ,allow remtsston of sins to be
old man ? And how can he be so renovated ),given; and so let them understand that men

whose past sins are not remitted ? But If he may be baptized in communions severed from
be not regenerate, netth_r does he put on the Chtlrch, in wh ch Christ s baptism is given
Christ; from which it seems to follow that he and recetved in the said celebration of the
ought to be bapttzed again. For the alx_stle sacrament, but that it will only then be of
says, " For as many of you as have been bap- !avail for the remisston of sins, "when the re.
sized into Christ have put on Christ;" * and '.Ctplent, being rectmciled to the unity of the
if tie has not so put on Christ, neither should iChurch, is purged from the sacrilege of deceit,
he be considered to have been baptized in _by which Ins _ms were retained, and their re-
Christ. Further, since we say that he has'mission prevented. For. as m the case of
been baptized in Christ, we confess that he'hHn who had approached the sacrament in
has put on Christ; and if we confess this, we deceit there is no sectJnd baptism, but he im
confess that he is regenerate. And if th_s be purged by fatthful discipline and truthftli
so, how does St. John say, " He that hateth confesstot{, which he could not be without
his brother remameth still in darkness," tf bapttsm, so that what was given before be.
remtss|on of his sins has already taken place > comes then tx_werful to work hts salvation)
Can It be that schism does not revolve hatred when tile former deceit is done away b_, the
of one's brethren ? Who w_ll ma|ntain this, i truthful confession; so also in the case of the
when both the origin of, and perseverance m man who. while an enemy to the lmace and
schism consists in nothing else save hatred love of Christ, recetved in any beresy or
of t',_e brethren ? , schism the bapttsm of Cnrt_t, which the schis.

17. They ttllnk that they solve this ques-, matws m question had not lost from among
tion w_aen the)" say. " There Is then no re-I them, though by hts sacrdege his sins were
mtssion of _ins in schism, and ti_erefore no inot remmtted, yet, when he corrects his error,
creation of the new man by regeneration, and. and comes over to the communion and unity
accordmgly neither is there the bapttsm of, of the Church, he ought not to be again hap.
Christ." But since we confess taat tile bap. !ttzed: because by his very reconciliation to
tism of Christ exists in schism, we prolx)se the peace of the Church he recetves this bene.
tMs questton to them for solution. Was Simon I fit. that the sacrament now begins in unity to
Magus endued with the true baptism oflbe of avail for the remission of his sins, which
Christ? They will answer, Yes; being corn- could not so avail hem as received in schism.
pelled to do so by the authorttv of holy Scrtpt- ] 19, But if they should say that in the mart
ure. I ask them whether t,hey confess that iwho has approached the sacrament in deceit,
he xeceived remission of hts sins. They will, his stub are indeed removed by the holy power
certainly acknowledge st. So I ask why _.of so great a sacrament at the moment when
Peter raid to hem t,_at he had no part in the !he recetved it, but return immediately in con,
lot of the saints. Because, they say, he isequence of his deceit: so that the Holy Spirit
sinned afterwards, wishing to buy with money _has both been present with him at his baptlttlt
the gift of God, which he believed the apostles for the removal of his sins, and has also lied
were able to sell. before his perseverance in deceit so that they

should return: so that both decJarations prove
CHAp. Iz.--_8. What if he approached!true,_both,"As manyof you as have been

baptism itself in deceit? were his sins re. ibaptized into Chtast have put on Christ;"
mitted, or were they not ? Let them choose Iand also, "The holy spirit of discipline will
which they will. Whichever they choose will, flee deceit; "--that is to say, that both the
answer our purpose. If they say they were ',holinesa of baptism clothes him with Christ,

remitted, how then shall '"the Holy Spirit of l and the sinfulness of deceit strip, him of
-- , ,,, ]

) t John _L tr,. ) Gal _ii )7 _ Wild, t 5.
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Christ;likethe case of a man who passeslshouldfirsthave forgivenhis feUow-servant
from darkness through lightinto darkness,what was due to him, and so have come to
again,hiseyesbeing alwaysdirectedtowards!renderthe accountwhen therewas such need
darkness,though the lightcannot but pene- forimploringthecompasslonofhislord. Yet
tratethem as he passes;wifthey should say thefactthathe had notyetforgivenhisfellow-
this,letthem understandthatthisisalsothe servant,did not preventhislordfrom forgiv-
casewith thosewho are baptizedwathoutthe inghim allhis debtson the occasmn of re-
paleof the Church, but yet with the baptism cclving his accounts. But what advantage
oftheChurch,which isholyinitself,wherever was itto him, sincethey allimmediatelyre-

itmay be; and which thereforebelongsnotto turnedwlth redoubled forceupon his head,
thosewho separatethemselves,buttothebody inconsequenceof hisperslstcntwant ofchar-
from which they are separated;whileyet itity? So thegraceofbaptismisnotprevented
availseven among them so far,thatthey pass from glvingrcrnissionof allsins,even ifhe
throughitslightback to theirown darkness,towhom theyare forgivencontinuestochef-
theirsins,which in that moment had bccn ishhatredtowards his brotherin his heart.
dispelledby the holinessof baptism,return-For theguiltofyesterdayisremitted,and all
ing immediatelyupon them, asthough itwere thatwas before It,nay,even the guiltof the
the darkness returningwhich the lighthad very hour and moment previousto baptism,
dispelledwhilethey were passingthroughit.and duringbaptismitself.But then he im-

_o. For thatsinswhich have been remlttedmcdiatclybcgans agmn tobc responsible,not
do return upon a man, where there is no only forthe days,hours,moments which en-
brotherlylove,ismost clearlytaughtby our sue, but also for the past.--thcguiltof all
Lord, in tilecase of the servantwhom He the sins which were remitted rcturmng on
found owing Him ten thousand talents,and him, as happens only too frequentlyin the
towhom Hc yet forgaveallathis entreaty.Church.
But wilen he refusedto have pity on his
fellow-servantwhoowcdhlm a hundred pence, CH_P. 73.--21.For itoftenhappens that
the Lord commanded him to pay what He a man has an enemy whom he hates most un-
had forgiven him. The time, then, at whmh justly; although we are commanded to love
pardon is recezved through baptism is as it even our unjust enemzes, and to pray for
were the time for rendering accounts, so that them. But m some sudden danger of death
all the debts which are found to be due may he beginb to be uneasy, and desires baptism,
be remitted. Yet it was not afterwards that which he receives in such haste, that the
the servant lent his fellow.servant the money, emergency scarcely admits of the necessary
which he had so pitilessly exacted when the formal examination of a few words, much less
other was unable to pay it; but his fellow- of a long conversation, so that this hatred
servant already owed him the debt, when he should be driven from his heart, even sup-
himself, on rendering his accounts to his posing it to be known to the minister who
master, was excused a debt of so vast an baptizes him. Certainly cases of this sort are
amount. He had rLot first excused his fellow- still found to occur not only with us, but also
servant, and so come to receive forgiveness with them. What shall we say then? Are
from his Lord. This is proved by the words this man's sins forgiven or not ? Let them
of the fellow-servant: "Have patience wtth choose just which alternative they prefer.
me, and I will pay thee all." Otherwise he For if they are forgiven, they immediately
would have said, "You forgave me it before; return: this _s the teaching of the gospel,
whydo you again demand it?" This is made the authoritative announcement of truth.
more clear by the words of the Lord Himself. Whether, therefore, they are forgiven or not,
For He says, " But the same servant went out, medicine is necessary afterwards; and yet if
and found one of his fellow-servants which was the man lives, and learns that his fault stands
owing' him a hundred pence." • He does not in need of correction, and corrects it, he is
say, "To whom he had already forgaven a debt not baptized anew, either ruth them or with
of a hundred pence." Since then He says, us. So in the points in which schismatics

: '_was owing him," it is clear that he had not and heretics neither entertain different
forgiven him the debt. And indeed it would opinions nor ob.mrve different practice from
have been better, and more in accordance ourselves, we do not correct them when they

: with the position of a man who was going to join us, but rather commend what we find in
_ _ render an account of so great a debt, and ex- them. For where they do not differ from us,
_; p_ted forbearance from his lord, that he they are not separated from us. But because
:(:. :these things do them no good so tong as they
_.__'. ==_t.Z_'Cd_xvaLHi_r°_=3-3s.dd,dathLXX. ,_m_,. are schismatics or heretics, on account of
,f:: .
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other points in which they differ from us, not brother. Anti Asher, born indeed by the an.
to mentaon the most grievous sin that is In- thorlty of a wife, but yet of a handmaid, wan
voiced in separation itself, therefore, whether admitted to the land of promise on account of
their sins remain in them, or return again I his brotherly good.will. Wheao_ also it was
immediately after remission, m either case we not the being born of a handmaid, but his
exhort them to come to the soundness of quarrelling with his brother, that stood in the

-peace and Christian charity, not only that they way of Ishmael, to cause his separation from
may obtain something which they had not the people of God; and he received no bene.
before, but also that what they had may begin fit from the power of the wife, whose son he
to be of use to them. rather was, inasmuch as it was in virtue of her

conjugal rights that he was both conceived
CHAP. t4.m_2. It is to no purpose, then, in and born of the womb of the handmaid.

that they say to us, "If you acknowledge our Just as with the I)onatists it is by the fight
baptism, what do we lack that should make of the Church, which exists in baptism, that
you suppose that we ought to thmk seriously whosoever is born receives his birth; but if

of joining your communion ?" For we reply, they agree with their brethren, through the
_, e do not acknowledge any baptism of yours; umty of peace they come to the land of
for it is not the baptism of sch|smatics or promise, not to be again cast out from the
heretics, but of God and of the Church, where- bosom of their true mother, but to be ac.
soever it may be found, and whithersoever _t knowledged m the seed of their father; but

may be transferred. But it is in no sense i _f they persevere in discord, they wdl belong
yours, except because you entertain false Ito the line of Ishmael. For Ishmael was
opinions, and do sacrileg|ous acts, and have I first, and then Isaac; and Esau was the elder,
impiously separated yourselves from the_Jacob the youngei. Not that heresy gives
Church. For tf everything else m yotlr prac-birth before the Church, or that the Church
lice and opinions were true, and still you 1herself g_ves birth first to those who are carnal
were to persist in this same separation, con-or an|mal, and afterwards to those who are
trary to the bond of brotherly peace, contraD, I spzritual; but because, in the actual lot of our
to the union of all the brethren, who havel mortahty, in which we are born of the seed
been manifest, according to the promise, re!of Adam, "that was not first which is spirit-
all the world; the particulars of whose h_s-!ual, but that whach is natural, and afterward
tory, and the secrets of whose hearts, you lthat which is spiritual. ''_ But from mere
never could have known or considered m ianimal sensation, because _'thv natural man
ever), case, so as to have a right to condemn '_rece_veth not the things of the Spirit of God," _
them; who, moreover, cannot be hable to infuse all dissensions and schisms. And the
eondemnat|on for submitting themselves to,apostle says' that all who persevere in this
the judges of the Church rather than to one i_mmal sensat|on belong to the old covenant,
of the parties to the d_spute,_in this one tthat is, to the desire of earthly promises,
thing, at least, in such a case, you are deft- whict_ are indeed the type of the spiritual;
cient, in which he is deficient who lacks char- but ' the natural man receiveth not the things
ity. Why should we go over our argument of the Spirit of God." 3
again ? Look and see yourselves in the apos- 24. At whatever time, therefore, men have
tie, how much there is that you lack. For begun to be of such a nature in this life, that,
what does it matter to him who lacks charity, although they have partaken of such divine
whether he be carried away otttslde the sacraments as were appointed for the dis-
Church at once by some blast of temptation, pensation under whic_ they heed, they yet
or remain within the Lord's harvest, so as to savor of carnal things, and hope for and de-
be separated only at the final winnowing ? sire carnal things from God, whether in this
And yet even such, if they have once been life or afterwards, ttiey are yet carnal. But
born ia baptism, need not be born again, the Church, which is the people of God, is

ancient institution even in the pilgrimage of

CHAr. 15.-_3. For it is the Church that this life, having a carnal interest in some men,
giles birth to all, either within her pale, of a spiritual interest in others. To the carnal
her own womb; or beyond it, of the seed of belongs the old covenant, to the spiritual the
her bndegroom,--(either of herself, or of her I new. But in the first days both were hidden,
handmaid.') But Esau, even though born l from Adam even to Moses. But by Moses

the lawful wife, was separated from the 1the old covenant was made manifest, and in
people of God because he quarrelled with his i it was hidden the new covenant, because a!te_

tO nave crept fr,ml the matl_a into the u:z_ ......
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a secret fashion it was typified. But so soon in open schism. But when men of this kind
as the Lord came in the flesh, the new coy- Ihave the gospel preached to them, and receive
chant was revealed; yet, though the sacra- the sacraments at the hand of those who are
ments of the old covenant passed away; the spiritual, it is as though Rebecca gave birth
dispositions peculiar to it did not pass away. to them of her own womb, as she did to
For they still exist in those whom the apostle Esau; but when they are produced in the
declares to be already born indeed by the midst of the people of God through the in-'
sacrament of the new covenant, but yet in- strumentality of those who preach the gospel
capable, as being natural, of receiving the not sincerely,_ Sarah is indeed the mother,
things of the Spirit of God. For, as in the but through Hagar. So when good spiritual
sacraments of the old covenant some persons disciples are produced by the preaching or
were already spiritual, belonging secretly to baptism of those who are carnal, Leah, indeed,
the new covenant, which was then concealed, or Rachel, g_ves birth to them m her right
so now also in the sacrament of the new coy- as wife, but from the womb of a handmmd.
enant, which has been by this time revealed But when good and faithful disciples are born
many live who are natural. And if they will of those who are splritual in the gospel, and
not advance to recelve the things of the Spirit either attain to the development of spiritual
of God, to which the discourse of the apostle age, or do not cease to strive in that dtrec-
urges them, they will still belong to the old tion, or are only deterred from doing so by
covenant. But if they advance, even before want of power, these are born like Isaac from
they receive them, yet by their very advance the womb of Sarah, or Jacob from the womb
and approach they belong to the new coy- of Rebecca, in the new life and the new cov-
enant; and if, before becoming spiritual, they enant.
are sn_[tched away from this life, yet through
the protection of the holiness of the sacra- CHAP. 17.--26. Therefore, whether they
ment they are reckoned in the land of the seem to ablde within, or are openly outside,
living, where the Lord is our hope and our whatsoever is flesh Is flesh, and what is chaff
portlon. Nor can I find any truer interpre- is chaff, whether they persevere in remammg
ration of the scripture, "Thine eyes did see in their barrenness on the threshing-floor, or,
my substance, yet being imperfect" ' con- when temptatmn befalls them, are carried out
sidering what follows, "And in Thy book as it were by :.he blast of some wind. And
shall all be written."= even that man is always severed from the

unity of the Church which is wlthout spot or
CHAP. 16.--2 5. But the same mother wrinkle, 4 who associates with the congrega-

which brought forth Abel, and Enoch, and tion of the saints in carnal obstinacy. Yet
Noah, and Abraham, brought forth also we ought to despair of no man, whether he
Moses and the prophets who succeeded htm be one who shows himself to be of this nature
till the coming of our Lord; and the mother within the pale of the Church, or whether he
which gave birth to them gave birth also to more openly opposes it from without. But
our apostles and martyrs, and all good Chris- the spiritual, or those who are steadily ad-
tians. For all these that have appeared have vancing with pious exertion towards this end,
been born indeed at different times, but are ido not stray without the pale; since even
included in the society of our people; and it when, by some perversity or necessity among
is as citizens of the same state that they have men, they seem to be driven forth, they are
experienced the labors of this pilgrimage, more approved than if they had remained
and some of them are experiencing them, within, since they are in no degree roused to
and others will experience them even to the contend against th_ Church, but remain rooted
end. Again, the mother who brought forth in the strongest foundation of Christian char-
Cain, and Ham, and Ishmael, and Esau, l ity on the solid rock of unity. For hereunto
brought forth also Dathan and others like:belongs what is said in the sacrifice of Abra-
him in the same people; and she w:lo gave ham: "But the birds divided he not."5
birth to them gave birth also to Judas the t
false apostle, and Simon Magus, and all the i CHAP. xS._zT. On the question of hip-
other false Christians who up to this timer
have persisted obstinately in their carnal af- I s_o, ¢_te. _ _ Phm L m t_i_ ,_,/,_,_t
_ctions. whether they have been mm_led m I • la the R._ct_'b_, a. ,s, A_=aa n_te,o. am _.
___ , • .... '1 _ _ . _-_ , | that wherever he uses th_ quoUtti_t from the Epi_,h_ to t_h.
the unity oz. me t_nurcn, or separatea xrom it Ephmam.he.m_ffi,k to bem_e,_, o_ themofrm of the

_ - _ _ _ _ _ __ [ Church towards tttes_._ _ n_ o4 Iser succe_ m ittt_tmm-
merit, |or _ present the tufitmlttes and i.gl_, rm_e of her membeea

_ 1_ ¢xxxix, _6. _gi_-e ground .e_ough for thewhoieChu_h jotmng daity m the pe
• Cf. Hlerea, Itad LXX, A.V. "In Thy book were all my ,[ troop, °" Fov_v¢ us our debts. "
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_m_ then, I think that I have argued at suffi- tshould " forbear one another in love, endeav-
ciemt length; and since this ts a most manifest, ormg to keep the unity of the Spirit in tho
schism which is called by the name of the, bond of peace."_ For so, while the frame.
Donatists, it only remains that on the subject 'work of the b___dyremained whole, if any in-
of baptism we should beheve with pious faith firmity (_'curred in certain of its members, it
what the universal Church maintains, apartmlght rather regain its health from their g_n-

. from the sacrilege of schism. And yet, if eral soundness, than be deprived of the _hance
within the Church different men still held dif- iof any healing care by their death in sever-
ferent opinions on the point, without mean-lance from the body. And if he had levered
x_-i_ileviolating peace, then till some one clear'_ himself, how many were there to follow !
and simple decree should have been passed what a name was lie hkely to make for him.
by an universal Council, it would have been self among men ! how much more widely
r_gi_t for the charity which seeks for umty would the name of Cyprianist have spread
to throw a veil over the error of human in- than that of Donatist ! But he was not a son
firmity, as it is written "For charity shall Iof perdxtLon, one of those of whom it is said_
cover the multitude of sins."' For, seeing'," Thou castedst them down while they were
tl_at its absence causes the presence of all elevated;" ' but he was the son of the peace
other things to be of no avad, we may well i°f the Church, who in the clear illumination
suppose that in its presence there is found of h,s mind failed to see one thing, only that
pardon for the absence of some missing things. Ithrough him another thing might be more ex.

=8. There are great proofs of this existing tcellently seen. "And yet," says the apos.
on the part of the blessed martyr Cyprian, in tle, "show I unto you a more excellent way:
his letters,_to come at last to him of whose though I speak with the tongues of men and
authority they carnally flatter themselves the), t of angels, and have not charity, I am become
are possessed, whilst by his love they are[as sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal."t
spiritually overthrown. For at that time, be- He had therefore imperfect insight into the
lore the consent of the whole Church had hidden mystery of the sacrament. But if he
declared authorttatively, by the decree of a[iaad known the mysteries of all sacraments,
i_leuarv Council." what Practice should be fol- !without having charity, it would have bccn

owed'in this matter, l't seemed to him, in[nothing. But as he, with imperfect insight
common with about eighty of his fellow-[into the mystery, was careful to preserve
bishops of the African churches, that every!charity with all courage and humility and
man who had been baptized outside the corn-[faith, he deserved to come to the crown of
reunion of the Catholic Church should, on. martyrdom; so that, if any cloud had crept
joining the Church, be baptized anew. And iover the clearness of his intellect from his in.
I take it, that the reason why the Lord did [ firmity as man, it might be dispelled by the
not reveal the error in this to a man of such iglorious brightness of his blood. For it was
eminence, was, that his pious humility and tnot in vain that our Lord Jesus Christ, when
charity in guarding the peace and health of[He declared Himself to be the vine, and His
the Church m_ght be made manifest, and disciples, as it were, the branches in the vine,
rr,ight be noticed, so as to serve as an exam- gave command that those which bare no fruit
pie of healing power, so to speak, not only to should be cut off, and removed from the vine
Christians of that age, but also to those who as useless branches. 6 But what is really fruit,
should come after. For when a bishop of so save that new offspring, of which He further
important a Church, himself a man of so great says, "A new commandment I give unto you,
merit andvirtue, endowed with such excellence that ye love one another? ''_ This is that
of heart and power of eloquence, entertained very charity, without which the rest profiteth
an opinion about baptism different from that nothing. The apostle also says: "But the
which was to be confirmed by a more diligent fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, long.
searching into the truth; though many of his suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meek.'t rance .... whtch all be "n withet made mare _ness, tempe , gtcolleagues held what was not y - . .........
lest by authority, but was sanctioned by the tcharity, and with the rest ot the tom,natron
pmst custom of the Church, and afterwards forms one unity m a kindofwondrous dttster.¢
embraced by the whole Catholic world; yet Nor is it again in vain that our Lord added,
under these circumstances he did not sever "And every branch that beareth fruit, my
himself, by refusal of communion, from the: Father purgcth it, that it may bring forth
others who thought differently, and indeed more fruit," '_ but because those who are
n_-_r ceased to urge on the others that they

3 £_h. iv. 2, :_. ,,. 4 PL Ixx_ 18; cp, Hiero_s, cot.sil. _,, sin. *. 6Johnxv._,,. _JohnxilL_.
t Pet, iv. $. _ See tmlow, ii. _. s GmL v. _0 _._.
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strong in the fruit of charity may yet have man to imitate just that fault, which only did
something which requires purging, which the not injure him, because he walked with con-
Husbandman will not leave untended. Whilst, slant steps even to the end in that from which
then, that holy man entertained on the sub. they have strayed who "have not known the
ject of baptism an opinion at variance with way of peace. "I It is true that Christ's bap-
the true view, which was afterwards thor- tism ts holy; and although it may exist among
oughly examined and confirmed after most heretics or schismatics, yet it does not belong
diligent consideration, his error was compen- to the heresy or schism; and therefore even
sated by his remaining in catholic unity, and those who come from thence to the Catholic
by the abundance of his chanty; and finally Church herself ought not to be baptized
it was cleared away by the pruning-hook of afresh. Yet to err on this point is one thing;
martyrdom, it is another thing that those who are straying

from the peace of the Church, and have fallen
CHAP. t9.--2 9. But that I may not seem headlong into the pit of schism, should go on

tO be uttering these praises of the blessed to decide that any who join them ought to be
martyr (which, indeed, are not his, but rather baptized again. For the former is a speck on
those of Him by whose grace he showed him- the brightness of a holy soul which abundance
self what he was), in order to escape the bur. of charity _would fain have covered; the latter
den of proof, let us now bring forward from is a stain in thetr nether _ foulness which the
his letters the testimony by which the mouths hatred of peace in their countenance ostenta-
of the Donatists may most of all be stopped, tiously brings to light. But the subject for
For they advance his authority before the un- our further consideration, relating to the au-
learned, to show that in a manner they do well thorlty of the blessed Cyprian, we will corn-
when they baptize afresh the faithful who mence from a fresh begmmng.
come to them. Too wretched are they--and,
unless they correct themselves, even by them t , Rom, ii_, t7; from whmh it ha_ been introduced into the Alex-

selves are they utterly condemned _ who andrme Mg. of the Septtmgmt at Ps. xiv 3t cf 1-1teron, it is also
found m the English Prayer-book version of the Psalms.

choose in the example set them by so great a • c_._,,ta,, u_,,,,.



BOOK II.

1N WHICH AUGUSTIN PROVES THAT IT IS 1'O NO PURPOSE THAT THE DONATI_I_ BRlNG FOR-

WARD THE AUTHORITY OF CYPRIAN, BISHOP AND ,MARTYR, SINCE 1T IS RFALL'_ MORE

OPPOSED TO THFM TH_.N TO "I'HI_ LAIHOLIL._. FOR ]'tIAT HE HELl} TIIAT THI. VIEW OF

HIS PREDECE_%OR AGRIPPINUS, ON THE SUI;JP:_1 OF BAP'I'IZING IIERETICS IN THE CATHO-

LIC CHURCH WHEN "IHFV JOIN I'IS COMMUNION_ MIOUIA) ONLY lie RECEIVED ON CONDI-

"IION THAT PEACE SHOULD BE MAIN'IAINED WFIII "I'HO',E WHO ENTERTAINED THE OPPO-

SITE VIEW, AND THAT THE UNITY OF THE CHURLH SHOULD NEVER BE BROKEN BY ANY

KIND OF SCHISM.

CHAP. I._X. HOW much the arguments rwhen their mouth is closed' by the force of
make for us, that is, for catholic peace, whmti truth, witil which they will uot agree?
the party of Donatus profess to bnng forward "Cyprian," say they, "whose great merits
against us from the authority of the blessed'and vast learning we all know, decreed in a
Cyprian, and how much they prove against FCouncd," with many of his fellow-btshopll
those who bring them forward, tt is my lnten, icontributing their several opinions, that all
tion, with the help of God, to show in the en- Iheretics and schismatms, that is, all who are
suing book. If, therefore, in the course of]severed from the communion of the one
my argument, I am obliged to repeat what I Church, are without baptism; and therefore_
have already said In other treatises (although whosoever has joined the communion of the
I will do so as little as I can,) yet this ought Church after being baptized by them must lm
not to be objected to by those who have al- baptized in the Church." The authority of
ready read them and agree with them; since Cyprian does not alarm me, because I am re.
it ts not only right that those things which are assured by his humility. We know, inde_l,
necessary for mstruction should be frequently the great merit of the bishop and martyr
instilled Into men of dull intelligence, but even Cyprian; but is it in any way greater than
in the case of those who are endowed with that of the apostle and martyr Peter, of whom
larger understanding, it contributes very much the said Cyprian speaks as follows in his epis-
both to make their learning easier and their ! tie to Quintus ? " For neither did Peter,
powers of teaching readier, where the same whom the Lord chose first, and on whom He

points are handled and discussed in many lbuilt His Church, 3when Paul afterwards dis.various wa_ s. For I know how much it dis. puted with him about circumcision, claim or
eourages a reader, when he comes upon any [assume anything insolently and arrogantly to
knotty question in the book which he has in i himself, so as to say that he held the primaey_
hand, to find himself presently referred for land should rather be obeyed of those who
its solution to another which he happens not, were late and newly come. Nor did he detpil_
to have. Wherefore, if I am compelled, by ',Paul because he had be/ore been a pertmeutor

the urgency of the present questions, to re- iof the Church, but he admitted the eounl_t
peat what I have already said in other books, iof truth, and readily assented to the legitinla_
I would seek forgiveness from those who grounds which Paul maintained; giving

know those books already, that those who are ;th_-rn o eof n_rd and patience,ignorant may have their difficulties removed; i
for it is better to give to one who has already, , p.,,/_..t...

• " " W _ • The C_mrd of Cart e. A._. _S6. in which eighty.t_athan to abstam from satisfying any one ho Africanlfi,hop_d,chtrcd iah_vo¢of _zmg h_rettaLThe
IS" ha warily_ t _ _ _ on_ b-¢ or_.m°Ptm°ns of th_Bo,_a..b_4hoPtvi,a_arcnaqttota_vii,and amrwer_l by Augattta,

a. what, then, do they venture to say,, l_att, xw. tg,
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that we should not pertinaciously love our meet with much more general repudiation by
own opinions, but should rather account as mankind, than if a man should be compelled
our own any true and rightful suggestions of to be baptized again. Wherefore, if Peter,
our brethren and colleagues for the common on doing this, is corrected by his later col-
health and weal." ' Here is a passage in which league Paul, and is yet preserved by the bond
Cyprian records what we also learn in holy of peace and unity till he is promoted to
Scripture, that the Apostle Peter, in whom martyrdom, how much more readily and con-
the primacy of the apostles shines with such stantly should we prefer, either to the au-
exceeding grace, was corrected by the later i thority of a single bishop, or to the Council
Apostle Paul, when he adopted a custom in of a single province, the rule that has been
the matter of circumcision at variance with :stablished by the statutes of the universal
the demands of truth. If it was therefore Church ? For this same Cyprian, in urging
possible for Peter in some point to walk not his view of the question, was still anxious to
uprightly according to the truth of the gospel, remain in the umty of peace even with those
so as to compel the Gentiles to judalze, as who differed from him on this point, as is
Paul writes in that epistle in which he calls shown by his own opening address at the be-
God to witness that he does not lie; for he ginning of the very Council which is quoted
says, " Now the things which l write unto you. by the Donatists. For it is as follows:
behold, before God, I he not; ''_ and, after
this sacred and awful calling of God to wit- CHAP. _.n 3. "When, on the calends of
ness, he told the whole tale, saying m the September, very many bishops from the
course of it, " But when I saw that they provinces of Africa, 6 Numidia, and Mauri-
walked not uprightly, according to the truth tania, with their presbyters and deacons, had
of the gospel, I said unto Peter before them met together at Carthage, a great part of the
all, If thou, being a Jew, hvest after the laity also being present; and when the letter
manner of the Gentiles, and not as do the addressed by Jubaianus7 to Cyprian, as also
Jews, why compellest thou the Gentiles to live the answer of Cyprian to Jubaianus, on the
as do the Jews ?" 3--if Peter, I say, could subject of baptizing heretics, had been read,
compel the Gentiles to live after the manner Cyprian said: 'Ye have heard, most beloved
of the Jews, contrary to the rule of truth colleagues, what Jubalanus, our fellow-bishop,
which the Church afterwards held, why might has written to me, consulting my moderate
not Cyprian, in opposition to the rule of faith ability concerning the unlawful and profane
which the whole Church afterwards held, baptism of heretics, and what answer I gave
compel heretics and schismatics to be bap. him,--givmg a judgment which we have once
tized afresh ? I suppose that there is no slight and again and often given, that heretics corn-
to Cyprian in comparing him with Peter in ing to the Church ought to be baptized, and
respect to his crown of martyrdom; rather I sanctified with the baptism of the Church.
ought to be afraid lest I am showing disrespect Another letter of Jubaianus has likewise been
towards Peter. For who can be ignorant that read to you, in which, agreeably to his sincere
the primacy of his apostleship is to be pre- and religious devotion, in answer to our epis-
ferred to any episcopate whatever ? But, tie, he not only expressed his assent, but re-
granting the difference in the dignity of their turned thanks also, acknowledging that he
sees, yet they have the same glory in their had received instruction. It remains that we
martyrdom. And whether it may be the case severally declare our opinion on this subject,
that the hearts of those who confess and die judging no one, nor depriving any one of the
for the true faith in the unity of charity take right of communion if he differ from us. For
precedence of each other in different points,] no one of us sets himself up as a bishop of
the Lord Himself will know, by the hidden lbishops , or, by tyrannical terror, forces his
and wondrous dispensation of whose grace] colleagues to a necessity of obeying, inas-
the thief hanging on the cross once for all ] much as every bishop, in the free use of his
confesses Him, and is sent on the selfsame[liberty and power, has the right of forming
day to paradise_ 4 while Peter, the follower of his own judgment, and can no more be judged
our Lord, denies Him thrice, and has his by another than he can himself judge another.
c/,x_wnpostponed: s for us it were rash to form But we must all await the judgment of our
a judgment from the evidence. _ut if any Lord Jesus Christ, who alone has the lx_er

_ one were now found compelling a man to be both of setting us in the government of His
: circumciser after the Jewish fashion, as a Church, and of judging of our acts therein." "
_ necessary preliminary for baptism, this would 6x-_t _. the _ _ of m_. o, AU_.

'° Ze_*..-amwerlt_ to the northernpartof the territm7ot
qT_,;, z _q_r, El. htxi. t Gal, L so. _ M. ii. It4 , Tm

4 Luke xx_i. 4o-43. smart xxvl, ¢x#-_5. _' The letters of J nlmianu_, Mauritaniam b_m_ are not extm_
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" J I
CRAP. 3.--4. Now let the proud and swell., by those who have strayed from the fulu, as

ing necks of the heretics raise themselves, if Ithat it could not be lost when they strayed;
they dare, against the holy humihty of this on which subject we have already mid much.
address. Ye mad Donatists, whom we desire i Nor should we ourselves venture to assert
earnestly to return to the peace and unity of. anything of the kind, were we not supported
the holy Church, that ye may receive health _.by the unanimous authority of the whole
therein, what have ye to say m answer to this ? !Church. to which he himself would unques.
You are wont, indeed, to bring up against us i tionably have yielded, tf at that time the truth

the letters of Cyprian, his opmton, his Coun- [of this quesuon had been placed beyond dis-
ell; why do ye claim the authority of Cyprmn t pute by the investigation and decree of a
for your schism, and reject his example when, plenary Council. For.if he quotes Peter as
it makes for the peace of the Church ? But Inn example for his allowing himself quietly
who can fail to be aware that the sacred canon, and peacefully to be corrected by one junior
of Scripture, both of the Old and New Testa-, colleague, how much more readily would he
meet, is confined within zts own limits, and himself, with the Council of his province,
that it stands so absolutely m a superaor pos_- have ytelded to the authority of the whole
tion to all later letters of t:xe bzshops, that world, when the truth had been thus I.roug..t
about it we can hold no manner of doubt or to hght ? For, indeed, so holy and peaceful
disputation whether what is confessedly con- a soul would have been most ready to assent
rained in it is right and true; but that all the to the arguments of any single person who
letters of bishops which have been written, or could prove to him the truth; and perhaps he
are being written, since the closing of the even thd so,' the)ugh we have no knowledge
canon, are liable to be refuted if there be of the fact. For it was neither possihle that
anything contained m them which strays from all the proceedings which took place between
the truth, either by the (hscourse of some one' the bashops at that ume should have been
who happens to be w_ser m the m:_tter than committed to writing, nor are we acquainted
themselves, or by the wesghtier authority and'with all that was so committed. For how
more learned experience of other bishops, or could a matter wtuch was involved in such
by the authority of Councils: and further, im_sts of dtsputation even have been brought
that the Councds themselves, which are held to the full )llummauon and authoritative de-
in the several &stncts and provinces, must lc_s_on of a plenary Councd, had it not first
yield, beyond all possibthty of doubt, to the !been known to be d)scus._ed for some con=
authority of plenary Councils which are' s_deral)le time in the various districts of the
formed for the whole Chrastian world; and world, with many discussmns and comparisons
that even of the plenary Councils, the earher, of the wews of the bishop on every side?
are often corrected by those which follow But thts is one effect of the soundness of
them, when, by some actual experiment, _peace, that when any doubtful points are lonff
things are brought to light which were before under investigation, and when, on account of
concealed, and that is known which previ-tthe difficulty of arriving at the truth, they
ously lay had, and thin without any wharlwmd produce d_fference of opinion in the course of
of sacrilegious pride, without any puffing of brotherly dlsputauon, till'men at last arrive
the neck through arrogance, without any strife at the unalloyed truth; yet the bond of unity
of en_ous hatred, s_mply with holy humihty, remains, lest in the part that in cut away there
catholic peace, and Christian charity ? should be found the incurable wound of

deadly error.
CrIAP. 4._5. Wherefore the holy Cyprian,

whose dignity is only increased by his humil. CHAP. 5.--6. And so it is that often some.
ity, who so loved the pattern set by Peter as thing is imperfectly revealed to the morn
to use the words, "Giving us thereby a pat- learned, that their patient and humble ¢haro
tern of concord and patience, that we should ity, from which proceeds the greater fruitp
not pertinaciously love our own opinions, but may be proved, either in the way in which
should rather account as our own any true and they preserve unity, when they hold different
rightful suggestions of our brethren and col. opimons on matters of comparative obscurity,
leagues, for the common health and weal,"' or in the temper with which they receive the
_he, I ray, abundantly shows that he was truth, when they learn that it has been de-
most willing to correct his own opinion, if:clared to be contrary to what they thought.
any one should prove to him that _t is as cer-, And of these two we have a manifestation in
latin that the baptism of Christ can be given' the blessed Cyprian of the one, viz., of the

t See aimve, c. L _ t * Bede amert_ ttrot th_. *_a the cairn, P,ook Wll 1. q'd, _,
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way in which he preserved unity with those unity (for if he gave his body to be burned,
from whom he differed in opinion. For he i and had not charity, it would profit him
says, ' Judging no one nor depriving any _nothing T), came by the confession of martyr.
one of the right of communion if he dlffer_, dora to the light of the angels, and if not be-
from us." x And the other, viz., in what tern- fore, at least then, acknowledged the revela-
per he could receive the truth when found to tion of the truth on that point on which, while
be different from what he thought it, though :yet in error, he did not prefer the mainte-
his letters are silent on the point, is yet pro- nance of a wrong opinion to the bond of unity.
claimed by his merits. If there is no letter
extant to prove it, it is witnessed b_. h_s crown CHAP. 6.-- 7. What then, ye Donatists,
of martyrdom; if the Council of bishops de- what have ye to say to this ? If our opimon
clare it not, it is declared by the host of an-about baptism is true, yet all who thought
gels. For it is no small proof of a most differently in the time of Cyprian were not cut
peaceful soul, that he won the crown of mar- off from the unity of the Church, till God re-
tyrdom in that unity from which he would not [vealed to them the truth of the point on which
separate, even though he differed from it. they were in error, why then have ye by your
For we are but men; and it is therefore a sacrilegious separation broken the bond of
temptation incident to men that we should peace ? But if yours is the true opimon about
hold views at variance with the truth on any baptism, Cyprian and the others, in conjunc-
point. But to come through too great love tion with whom ye set forth that he held such
for our own opinion, or through jealousy of a Council, remained in umty with those who
our betters, even to the sacrdege of dividing thought otherwise; why, therefore, have ye
the communion of the Church, and of found- broken the bond of peace ? Choose which
ing heresy or schism, is a presumption worthy alternative ye will, ye are compelled to pro-
of the devil But never in any point to en- nounce an opimon against your schism. An-
tertain an opinion at variance with the truth swer me, wherefore have ye separated your-
is perfection found only in the angels. Since selves ? Wherefore have ye erected an altar
then we are men, yet forasmuch as in hope in opposition to the whole world ? Wherefore
we are angels, whose equals we shall be in do ye not communicate with the Churches to
the resurrection, ' at any rate, so long as we which apostolic epistles have been sent, which
are wanting in the perfection of angels, let you yourselves read and acknowledge, in ac-
us at least be without the presumption of the cordance with whose tenor you say that you
devil. Accordingly the apostle says, " There order your hves ? Answer me, wherefore have
hath no temptation taken you but such as is ye separated yourselves ? I suppose in order
common to man." 3 It is therefore part of that ye m_ght not perish by communion with
man's nature to be sometimes wrong. Where- wicked men. How then was it that Cyprian,
fore he says in another place, ,c Let us there- and so many of his colleagues, did not perish ?
fore, as many as be perfect, be thus minded: For though they believed that heretics and
and if in anything ye be otherwise minded, schismatics did not possess baptism, yet they
God shall reveal even this unto you." ° But chose rather to hold communion with them
to whom does He reveal it when it is His will when they had been received into the Church
(be it in this life or in the life to come), save without baptism, although they believed that
to those who walk in the way of peace, and their flagrant and sacrilegious sins were yet
stray not aside into any schism ? Not to such upon their heads, than to be separated from
as those who have not known the way of the umty of the Church, according to the
peace,s or for some other cause have broken words of Cyprian, "Judging no one, nor de-
the bond of unity. And so, when the apos-priving any one of the right of communion if
tie said, "And ff in anything ye be otherwise he differ from us."
minded, God shall reveal even this unto you," 8. If, therefore, by such communion with
lest they should think that besides the way the wicked the just cannot but perish, the
of _..-'_acetheir own wrong views might be re- Church had already perished in the time of
vealed to them, he immediately added, Cyprian. Whence then sprang the origin of
_Hevertheless, whereto we have already at. Donatus? where was he taught, where was t_e
_incd, let us walk by the same rnle." 6 And :baptized, where was he ordained, since the

._ Cyprian, walking by this rule, by the most lChureh had been already destroyed by the
_.. persistent tolerance, not simply by the shed- Icontagion of communion with the wicked ?

_- ding of his.blood, but because it was shed in tBut if the Church still existed, the wicked
_:__ _ _ . ]could do no harm to the good in one com-

_,_ ,- , i Matt. zzii. 3o, _ _ Co¢ a. z_ [ _
4P_. i|L sRo_ _, _7" s_eo_i. z_ I
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reunion with them. Wherefore did ye sepa- ' then, did you separate voursdves, I do not
yourselves? Behold, I see m unitv lsay from the innoc._ut, _s the facts proved

Cyprian and others, hm colleagues, who, on ithem. but from the traJ_tor.¢, as they were
holding a council, decided that those who l ,_ever proved to be_ Are the sins o_tr_'-

have been baptized without the communion Itom, as I began to say, heavier than those of
of the Church have no true baptism, and that {sch_smatics ? Let us not bring in deceitful
therefore it must be given them when they, balances, to which we may hang what weights
join the Church. But again, behold I see m, we will and how we will, saying to suit our*
the same umty that certain men think differ- [selves, "This is heavy and this is light;" but

ently in this matter, and that, recognizing m I let us bring forward the sacred balance out of
those who come from heretics and schlsmatics I holy Scripture, as out of the Lord's treasure-
the baptism of Christ, they do not venture to I house, and let us weigh them by it, to
baptize them afresh. All of these catholic 'twtuch is the heavier; or rather, let us not
unity embraces in her motherly breast, bear- Lweigh them for ourselves, but read the weights
ing each other's burdens by turns, and en-' as declared by the Lord. At the time when
deavormg to keep the unity of the Spirit in*' the Lord showed, by the example of recent
the bond of peace,* till God should reveal to_pumshment, that there was need to guard
one or other of them any error m their views. I against the sins of olden days, and an idol
If the one party held the truth, were they m-, was made and worshipped, and the prophetic
fected by the others, or no? If the others book was burned by the wrath of a scoffing
held the truth, were they infected by the first, king, and schism was attempted, the idolatry
or no? Choose which ve wdl. If there _,_s was punished with the swortlJ the burning of
contamination, tile Church even then ceased the book by slaughter in war and captivity' in
to exist; answer me, therefore, whence came a foreign laud, 4 schism by the earth opemng,
ye forth hither? But if tlmCimrch remained, and swallowing up al,ve the leaders of the
the good are in no w_se contammated by the sctusm while the re_t were consumed with
had in such communion; answer me, there- fire from heaven. _ Who will now doubt that
fore, why did ye break the bond ? that was the worse cr:me which received the

9- Or is it perhaps that schtsmatics, w/aen heavier punishment ? If men coming from
received w_thout baptism, bring no mfectmn, _such sm:rdeglous company, without hnpttsm_
but that it is brought by those who dehver upas you maintain, e,mld not defile Cyprian,
the sacred books ?: For that there were how co,dd those defile you who were not con-
traditors of your number is proved bv the rioted but supposed betrayers of the six:red
clearest testimony of history. And it" you books?° For if they had not only given up
had then brought true evidence against those the books to be burned, but had actually
whom you were accusing, you would have burned them with their own hands, they
proved your cause before the unity ot the. would have been guilty of a less sin than if
whole world, so that you would have been re-. riley had committed schism; for schism is
tamed wadst they were shut out. And zf you. v_stted with the heavier, the other with the

• t rende-vored to do tins, and did not succeed, hghter punishment, not at man's discret2onf
the world is d ' judgment of God.not to blame, winch tru,te the but by the
judges of the Church rather than the beaten ]

parties in the suit; whdst, tf you would notI c,xp. 7._1o. Wherefore, then, have yeurge your suit, theworld again _snot to blame,, severed yourselves ? If there is any sense
which could not condemn men wtthc_ut thetr*_ left in you, you must surely see that you can
cause being heard. Why, then, did you ifind no possll)le answer to these arguments.
separate yourselves from the innocent ? You i " We are not left," they say, " so utterly
cannot defend the sacrilege of your schism. ,,wzthout resource, but that we can still answer_
But this I pass over. But so much I say, fit _s our will. 'Who art thou that judgest
that if the trial*tars could have defiled you, tanother man's servant ? to his own master he
who were not convicted by you, and by whom, standeth or falleth.' "' 7 They do not under-{ . .

on the contrary, you were beaten, much more 1stand that this was said to men who were
could the sacrilege of sehismafics and here- wishing to judge, not of open facts, but of
tics, received into the Church, as you main- the hearts of other men. For how does the
lain, without baptism, have defiled Cyprian. apostle himself come to say so much about
Yet he did not separate himself. And inas- the sins of schisms and heresies ? Or how
much as the Church continued to exist, it is comes that verse in the Psalms, '" If of a truth
clear that it could not be defiled. Wherefore, [ye love justice, judge uprightly, O ye sons of

t.... _,E_. _xJtt_. 4 Jet. n_tvt. S _,'ttm. xvt.

t gpl_ _r. _ : 2 raditaret tantrum li&erum. I _ ._aa _*,tcti _ed _a_flett t_a_t'_¢t, _ kom. x_,v. 4.
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men ?"* But why does the Lord Himself hereticswho had been baptized withoutthe
say,"Judge notacoordlngtOtheappearance,communion of the Church,or insome heresy
but judge righteousjudgment,''_ifwe may or schism,because by coming over to the
not judgeany man ? Lastly,why, m thecaseChurch, and renouncing theirformererrors,
of those Irad_'tors,whom they have judged they had ceased to be what formerly they
unrighteously,have they themselvesventured wcrc? How then was xt,that though they
to passany judgments atallon anotherman's were notbaptized,theirsinsremained not on
servants? To theirown master they were thexrheads? Was itthat the baptism was
standing or falling.Or why, inthe caseof Christ's,but that itcould not profitthem
the rec_ntfollowersof Maximianus,have they withoutthe communion of the Church; yet
l_othesitatedto bring forwardthe judgment when they came over,and, renouncingthelr
deliveredwith the infalliblevoice,as they pasterror,were recelvedintothe communion
aver,of a plenaryCouncil,in such terms as of the Church by the layingon of hands,
to compare them with those firstschismaticsthen,being now rootedand founded inchar-
whom the earth swallowed up ahve F And ity,withoutwhlch allother thingsare profit-
yetsome of them, as they cannotdeny, they less,they began to rccclveprofitfor the re-
eithercondemned though innocent,or re- mxssionof sinsand the sanctificationof their
ceivedback againinthelrguilt. But when a hves from that sacrament,which,whilewith-
truthisurged which theycannotgamsay,they out the paleof the Church, they possessedm
muttera trulywholesome murmuring: " Itisvain?
our will:'Who artthou that judgestanother 12. Cease, then,to bring forwardagainst
man's servant? tohisown masterhe standeth us the authorityof Cyprian in favorof re.
or falleth.'" But when a weak sheep ises-pcating baptism,but chug with usto the ex-
pied inthe desert,and the pastorwho should ample ofCyprianforthe preservatmnofunity-
reclaimittothe fold isnowhere tobe seen, For thlsquestionof baptism had not been as
then there issettin_of teeth,and breaking yetcompletelyworked out,butyettheChurch
ofthe weak neck: " Thou wouldstbe a good observedthe most wl_olcsomecustom of cor.
man, wert thou not a traditor.Consultthe rectmg what was wrong,not repeatingwhat
welfareof thy soul: be a Christian." What was alreadygiven,even m the case of schis-
unconscionablemadness ! When itissaidto mat_csand heretics:she healedthe wounded
a Chrlstian," Be a Christian,"what other part,but did notmeddle wlthwhat was whole.
lessonistaught,save a denialthathc is a And til_scustom, coming, I suppose,from
Christian? Was itnotthesame lessonwhich apostohcaltradltlon(hkc many otherthings
thosepersecutorsof the Christianswishedto which are held to have been handed down
teach,by resistingwhom the crown of mar- under theiractualsanction,because theyare
tyrdom was gained? Or must we even look preserved throughout the whole Church,
on crime as lighterwhen committed wsth though they arc not found eitherin their
threateningof the sword than with treacheryletters,or inthe Councilsoftheirsuccessors),
of the tongue ? _thls most wholesome custom, I say, accord-

x I. Answer me this, ye ravening wolves, ing to the holy Cyprian, began to be what is
who, seeking to be clad in sheep's clotmng, 3 called amended by hts predecessor Agrip-
think that the letters of the blessed Cyprtan pinus." But, according to the teaching whtch
are in your favor. D_d the sacrilege of springs from a more careful invest_gatton into
schismatics defile Cyprmn, or dld it not ? If' the truth, which, after great doubt and flue.[ Q

it did, the Church perished from that instant, tuation, was brought at iast to the decision of
and there remained no source from _,hicb yea plenary Council, we ought to believe that

might spring. If it did not, then by what ] it rather began to be corrupted than to receive
offense on the part of others can the guiltless t correction at the hands of Agrippinus. Aco
p-'osslbly be defiled, if the sacrilege of schism cordingly, when so great a question forced
cannot defile them ? Wherefore, then, have itself upon him, and it was difficult to decide

ye severed yourselves? Wherefore, while[the ,point, whether remissmn of sins and
shunning the lighter offenses, which are m-[man s spiritual regeneration could take place
ventions of your own, have ye committed the among heretics or schismatics, and the au-
heaviest offense of all, the sacrilege of 1thority of Agrippinus was there to guide h_m,

_:__ schism ? Will ye now perchance confess that with that of some few men who shared in his
those men were no longer schismatics ot misapprehension of this question, having pre-

_'2 • • ' [ 4 Agn us was pcoh___hly the secomt (some place hma_-' Ps. lvt_L_. Aug.: Si*_',_j_r/aia. 4_tlg.:t_.t,_.t't*jd,_¢]._) _h_op b_fore Cyprian. Heconvened r.hecoundlof _a_

'_. _ J_/i_/_n..C_.Hieron.: Si ¢sw¢ ati_¢j_liticaa I¢_¢aist, t Idustmted datek who were the fi_ to take action m hvo¢ of n_.
_f_,K_.g¢fllil km_,_t#m,. [ beptisan. Cp. Cypr. EIz Ixm. t _ _¢a_A_/_ _r. Cp-

a John vii, Lt, 3 Matt v_L '5. | lxxifi, 3
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attempting something new to maintain- t his fellow.btshops throughout Africa, first
i_ a custom which they did not understand'tempted him to "desert thls custom, even by
ho_ to defend; under these circumstances ' the decision of a Council, he certainly would
oonsiderations of probability forced them- not have dared to argue against it. But,
selves into the eyes of his soul, and barred amid the perplexities of so obscure a qu_
the way to the thorough investigation of the tion, and seeing everywhere around him a
truth, strot_g universal custom, he would rather have

put restraint upon himself by prayer and
CRAP. 8._I3. Nor do I think that the stretclling forth his mind towards God_ so o.s

blessed Cyprian had any other motive m the to have perceived or taught that for truttl
free expression and earher utterance of what which was afterwards decided by a plenary
he thought in opposition to the custom of the Counctl But when he had found relief amid
Church, save that he should thankfully receive tats _earmess in tim authority of the former
any one that could be found with a fuller Counci _ w_lch was held by Agrippinus, he
revelation of the truth, and that he should preferred maintaining what was in a manner
show forth a pattern for imitauon, not only of the discovery of his prcdecvssors, to expend.
diligence in teaching, but also of modesty in ing further toil na investigation. For, at the
learning; but that, if no one shoukl be found end of his letter to Quintus, he thus shows
to bring forward any argument by which those lmw he has sought repose, if one may use the
considerations of probability stmuld be re- expresston, for his weariness, in what might
futed, then he should abide by his opinion, be termed the resting-place of authority2
with the full consciousness that he had neither
concealed what he conceived to be tile truth, ('_AP. 9._I4. *' This, moreover," says he,
nor violated the unity which he loved. For "Agrippmu_, a man of excellent memory,
so he understood the words of the apostle, with the rest, bishops with him, who at that
"Let the prophets speak two or ti_ree, and time governed the Churcti of the Lord in the
let the other judge. If anything be revealed province of Africa and Ntnmdia, did establish
to another that sitteth by, let the first hold his and, after the investigation of amutual Colin-
peace.' .... In which passage he has taught cfi had weighed it, confirm; whose sentence_
and shown, that many things are revealed to ibetng both rehgtous and legitimate and _lu
individuals for the better, and that we ought tary In ac_.ordance with the Cathohc faith and

i . tt_ ¢

not each to strtve pertinaciously for what he [Church, we also have followed. By this
has once imbibed and held, but if anythmg lwimess he gives sufficient proof how much

has appeared better and more useful, he]more ready lie would have linen to bear his
should wdhnglv embrace it. = At any rate, Itestimony, had any Council been held to dis.
in these words'he not only advised ti_ose t(,_cuss this matter which either embraced the
agree with him who saw no better course, but twhole Church, or at least represented our
also exhorted any who could to brmg forward ' brethren beyond the sea. _ But such a Co,in.
aro_,m_nts by which the maintenance of ttmlcil had not yet been held, because the whole
former custom might rather be estabhs,md; world was bound together by the power, t
that if they should be of such a nature as not[bond of custom; and this was deemed sufli.
to admit of refutation, i_e might show in his cient to oppose to those who wished to in,to-
own person with what smcerttv he said " that duce what was flew, because they could not

ought not each to strive p_:rtmaciously foricomprehend the truth. Afterwards_ however_
what he has once imbibed and held, but that, while the question became matter for div
if anything has appeared better and more use. cussion and investigation amongst many on
ful, he should wdlingly embrace st." _ But either side, the new practice was not only in-
inasmuch as none appeared, except such as vented, but even submitted to the authority
simply urged the custom against him, and the and power of a plenary Council,--after the
arguments which they produced m its favor martyrdom of. Cyprian, it is true_ but before
were not of a kind to bring convicuon to a we were born3 But that this was indeed the
soul like his, this mighty reasoner was not
content to give up his opinions, which, though _The formerLoun,it of Carthegtwas held by Agrtp#mmearly m the third c_nt ury, the ,trdtt_'y d_te given I_u_ _tt_.q A,D._

they were not true, as he was himself unable ot_rs ,w-v. . t_Ta.g_,a_ kettle a,aarttatta. $ Eyp¢, l_#. • 4-

to see, were at any rate not confuted, in favor • Tra_s,ari_u,_ ¢t/u, tmrtalt Ca_llt=ra,
of a custom which had truth on its side_ but _"rhe#_r c,,u_t, o_ w._._ am_ogt_,._t_tl_ mn_mr_mr pis_ int_ woes.w_tt_r th_ot _L_, m_s:_.,

not yet been confirmed. And yet, had of ._. _ _,s _._.. _..or t_. _ _,_ a,s _-.t -_54 _ n. He quot_ the _ f_ the _ ¢o_¢sh co_t_'_ _r.

not his predecessor Agrippinus, ano tome of ,,,.,,;,,,,_.. ti.,_._,; _,a_r_t_,._9: O. _t. _,,_. _s

,tCOt. t._.. ,9, $o" _Cwflr _#.lttl. met_t o[ the w_ _t_tM; _ he i_l_gh_ t_

*#.
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custom of the Church, which afterwards was they not follow his example in maintaining
confirmed by a plenary Council, m which the i unity ? Have they anything to urge in their
truth was brought to light, and many diffi-t defense except the plea, "We choose to have
culties cleared away, is plain enough from the Iit so ?" What other answer have any sinful
words of the blessed Cyprian himself in that or wicked men to the discourse of truth or
same letter to Jubaianus, which was quoted as Ljustice,--tbe voluptuous, for instance, the

being read in the Council.' For he says, Idrunkards, adulterers, and those who are ira-
"But some one asks, What then will be done_ pure in any way, thieves, robbers, murderers,
in the case of those who, coming out of heresy i plunderers, evil-doers, idolaters,--what other
to the Church, have already been admittet Janswer can they make when convicted by the
without baptism ?" where certainly he shows voice of truth, except "I choose to do it;"
plainly enough what was usually done, though "It is my pleasure so" ? And if they have
he would have wished it otherwise; and in the in them a tinge of Christiamty, they say
very fact of his quoting the Council of Agrip- further, "Who art thou that judgest another
pinus, he clearly proves that the custom of man's servant ?'3 Yet these have so much
the Church was different. Nor indeed was it more remains of modesty, that when, in ac-
requisite that he should seek to establish the cordance with divine and human law, they
practice by this Council, if it was already meet with punishment for their abandoned
sanctioned by custom; and in the Council hfe and deeds, they do not style themselves
itself some of the speakers expressly declare, martyrs; whale the Donatists w_sh at once to
in giving their opinion, that they went against tead a sacrilegious life and enjoy a blameless
the custom of the Church in deciding what reputation, to suffer no punishment for their
they thought was right. Wherefore let the w_cked deeds, and to gain a martyr's glory
Donatistsconsider this one point, which surely in their just punishment. As if they were
none can fail to see, that if the authority of not experiencing the greater mercy and
Cyprian is to be followed, it is to be followed patience of God, in proportion as "executing
rather in maintaining unity than in altering Hts judgments upon them by little and little,
the custom of the Church; but if respect is He giveth them place of repentance," 4 and
paid to his Council, it must at any rate yield ceases not to redouble His scourgings in this
place to the later Council of the universal life: that, considering what they suffer, and
Church, of which he rejoiced to be a mere- why they suffer xt, they may in time grow
bet, often warning his associates that they wise; and that those who have received the
should all follow his example in upholding baptism of the party of Maximianus in order
the coherence of the whole body. For both to preserve the umty of Donatus, may the

. later Councils are preferred among later gen- more readily embrace the baptism of the
erations to those of earher date; and the whole world in order to preserve the peace of
whole is always, with good reason, looked Christ; that they may be restored to the root,
upon as superior to the parts, may be reconciled to the unity of the Church,

may see that they have nothing left for them
CHAP. xo._x_. But what attitude do they to say, though something yet remains for

assume, when tt is shown that the holy them to do; that for their former deeds the
Cyprian, though he did not himself admit as sacrifice of loving.kindness may be offered to
members of the Church those who had been a long.suffering God, whose unity they have
baptized in heresy or schism, yet held corn- broken by their wicked sin, on whose sacra-
ranniou with those who did admit them, ac- ments they have infl_cted such a lasting wrong.
cording to his express declaration, "Judging For " the Lord is merciful and gracious, slow
no one, nor depriving any one of the right of to anger, plenteous in mercy and truth." s
communion if he differ from us? ''_ If he Let them embrace His mercyand long-suffer-
was polluted by communion with persons of ing in this life, and fear His truth in the next.
this kind, why do they follow hts authority in For He willeth not the death of a sinner, but
the question of baptism _ But if he was no t. rather that he should turn from his way and

: polluted by communion with them, why do live; 6 because He bends His judgment against
the wrongs that have been inflicted on Him.

tra,_ _, judg_1_k¢these_,,_re_erencetothede_eatedThis is our exhox'tation.
_Y_ lae_i_ ia th_ suit, 1b. 6,3o: He rays t_at the _," hlv.

_l_tde & _hl_m ta the unity of the Chux'ch_ were refuted, not

t_lhtatrthorltyd31oA(rmmb_bopt_but b,/thmtd thewboie CHAP. 9._I6. For this reason, then, we
, _a1_d. '_ A_dla the dxth chapter o| the _st book of the _me

_, _file_he _ys_t t,heD_after thtde_ddon st Arles_ hold them to be enemies, because we speakm_ _o C_....m_tati_e,,and them wt,q_ defeated "by a 6hal'_', . _.,'_.,._Milal_ttlu_m_eea f_4F_, xl_. 7, sg_intl_vc_r the truth, because we are afraid to be silent,

_.: l_._ _.a, _Ub_tn_ o_ l_e m Beaedlc_ine etL x_f_dx_-_l in sRam. xlv.4. 4 W'IL _ x*o.
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because we fear to shrink from pressing our the answer is obvious, "Then you had con.
point with all the force that hes within our demned the innocent." e

i ora_ " If th y say,"Wepower, because we obey the apostle when he d_d it in gn _ce, then you judged rashly
says, "Preach the word; be instant in season, (just as you passed a rash iudgment on the
out of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort." ' tram'tars), and your declarauon was false that

_' OUBut, as the gospel says, "They love the y must know that they were condemned
praise of men more than the praise of God;" • by the truthful voice of a plenary Council."s
and whde they fear to incur blame for a time, For indeed the innocent could never be con-

they do not fear to incur damnation for ever. demned by a voice of truth;, If they say,
They see, too, themselves what _rong they " We did not. condemn, them,. .it is only nee.
are doing; they see that they have no answer _essary to c_te t _e Counol, to cne the names
which they can make, but they overspread the of bishops and states alike. If they uyt
inexperienced with mists, whilst they them- I'' The Councd itself is none of our_" then
selves are being swallowed up alive,_that is. we cite the records of the proconsular prey.
are perishing knowingly and willfully. They _race, where more than once they quoted the
see that men are amazed, and look with al_-same Council to iustify the exclusion of the
horrence on the fact that they have diwded i followers of Maximianus from the b_silicas_
themselves into many schisms, especially in iand to confound them by the din of the judges
Carthage,_ the capital and most noted cztv of_and the force of thetr allies. If they say that
all Africa; they have endeavored to patch up! Fehc_anus of Mu._tl, and l'raetextatus of As.
the dlsgrace of thelr rags. Thinking that sava:, whom they afterwards received, were
they could annihilate the followers of Maxi. not of the party of Maxlmlanus, then we cite
mianus, they pressed heavdy on them through the records in which they demanded, in the
the agency of Optatus the Gildonian; 4 they courts of law, that these persons should be
inflicted on them many wrongs amid the excluded from the Councd which they held
cruellest of persecutions. Then they received against tt_e party of Maximlanus. If they
back some, thinking that all could be con- say, " They were received for the sake of
vetted under the influence of the same terror; peace," our answer is. " Why then do ye not
but they were unwilling to do those whom they _acknowledge the only true and full peacet
received the wrong of baptizing afresh thosc_ Who urged you, who compelled you to re.
who had been baptized by them m their!celve a schtsmatlc whom you had condemned_
schism, or rather of causing them to be hap. to preserve the peace of l')onatus, aud to con.
tized again wlthm their commumon by the demn the world unheard, in violation of the
very same men by whom they had been bap. peace of Christ ?" Truth hems them in on
tized outside, and thus they at once made an every slde. They see that tl;ere is no answer
exception tothe_r own Impious custom. They left for them to make, antl they think that
feel how wickedly they are acting in assaihng there is nothing left for them to do; they
the baptism of the whole world, when they c._nnot find out what to say. They are not
have received the baptzsm of the followers of allowed to be silent. They had rather strive
Maximianus. But they fear those whom they with perverse utterance against truth, than
have themselves rebaptized, lest they should t,e restored to peace by a confession of their
receive no mercy from them, when they have faults.
shown it to others; lest these should call them
to account for their souls when they have CHAP, x3._18. But whocan fail to under.
ceased to destroy those of other men. stand what they may be saying in their hearts ?

"What then are we to do," say they, "with
CHAP. 12._I 7. What answer they can give those whom we have already rebaptized ?"

about the followers of Max]mianus whom Return with them to the Church, Bring
they have received, they cannot divine. If those whom you have wounded to be healed
they say, "Those we received were innocent," by the medicine of peace: bring those whom

you have slain to be brought to life again by
the life of charity. Brotherly union has great• f T'_.iv. = = John xd 43

aHe is _d,_g to t_ ch_ _h_= n_ong _he_nt_, 'power in propitiating God. " If two of you,"
which _c_rred when Maximmn.-_ was consecrated bL_hop of Car-
OutltV_moppo_ttontoPnmmntts, protmbly_mmeduuelyaherthe says our Lord, "shall agree on earth as

_ c,_. 3_. _, in ._id-- ,,, touching anything that they shall ask, it shall4_u_,aDoaatist bhdmpof Thamo_a. .. , --
•_lledGildo_mausftomhmadh_rcncetoG_mo,uounto_Atr_ca,be done for them. ''_ If for two men who

_mo of the province under the eider Theodc_u_ , _._ h,._ .,,._ m_,re ¢,_ ,._, .............:,... #

I_ _aid 0_ _._ b_cd_ooy_¢_ _C_'_ _ _Let us throw ourselves together on our knees

"eel-" -_ddeatroyedhimself'm_i" Optatuswte'P'tttnt "Pt2em_*'wbere! f--_ ilof " " _ "
_tlt_! _lfft_ He _s_ to be confcnmded with _.)P'I J,let.o_aoc I_gal. _laO_, ,. V. 7.

_iShop o_ _[ik-_-_et, the _tr_t_t_ oplxmen'. Of the Donatutts_ 6 Matt. x_'_. ,_, _,
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before the Lord Do you share with us our of unity and peace, and by this same compen-
tmity; let us share with you your contrition; sating power of peace to mitigate His displeas-
and let chanty cover the muIutude of sins." i ure against those by whom they were rebap-
Seek counsel from the blessed Cyprian him- tized, and to pardon all the errors which they
self. See how much he considered to depend had committed while in error, on their offer-
upon the blessing of unity, from which he did mg the sacrifice of charity, which covereth
not sever himself to avoid the communion of the multitude of sins; so that He looks not
those who disagreed with him; how, though to the number of those who have been wounded
he considered that those who were baptized by their separation, but to the greater number
outside the communion of the Church had no who have been delivered from bondage by
true bap_ism,he was yet willing to believe that, their return. For in the same bond of peace
by simple admission into the Church, they in which Cyprian conceived that, through the
might, merely in virtue of the bond of unity, mercy of God, those whom he considered to
be admitted to a share in pardon. For thus have been admitted to the Church without
he solved the question which he proposed to baptism, were yet not severed from the gifts
himself in writing as follows to Jubaianus: of the Church. we also believe that through
"But some will say, 'What then wdl become the same mercy of God the rebaptized can
of those who, in times past, coming to the earn their pardon at His hands.
Church from heresy, were admitted without
baptism ?' The Lord is able of His mercy to CHAP. )5"Jso. Since the Catholic Church,
grant pardon, and not to sever from the gifts both in the time of the blessed Cyprian and
of His Church those who, being out of sim- in the older time before him, contained within
plieity admitted to the Church, have in the her bosom either some that were rebaptized
Church fallen asleep."" or some that were unbaptized, either the one

section or the other must have won their sal-
CHAP. X4._I 9. But which is the worse, ration only by the force of simple unity. For

not to be baptized at all, or to be twice hap- ff those who came over from the heretics were
tized, it is difficult to decide. I see, indeed, not baptized, as Cyprian asserts, they were
which is more repugnant and abhorrent to not rightly admitted into the Church; and yet
men's feelings; but when I have recourse to he himself did not despair of their obtaining
that divine balance, in which the wetght of pardon from the mercy of God m virtue of
things is determined, not by man's feelings, the unity of the Church. So again, if they
but by the authority of God, I find a state- were already baptized, it was not right to re-
merit by our Lord on either side. For He baptize them. What, therefore, was there to
said to Peter, "He who is washed has no aid the other section, save the same charity
need of washing a second time;"a and to that delighted in unity, so that what was hid-
Nicodemus, "Except a man be born of water den from man's weakness, in the considera.
and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the tion of the sacrament, might not be reckoned,
kingdom of God." ( What is the purport of by the mercy of God, as a fault in those who
the more secret determination of God, it is were lovers of peace ? Why, then, while ye
perhaps difficult for men like us to learn; but fear those whom ye have rebaptized, do ye
as far as the mere words are concerned, any grudge yourselves and them the entrance to
one may see what a difference there is be- salvation ? There was at one time a doubt
tween "has no need of washing," and "can- upon the subjec_ of baptism; those who held
not enter into the kingdom of heaven." The different opinions yet remained in unity. In
Church, lastly, herself holds as her tradition, course of time, owing to the certain discovery
that without baptism she cannot admit a man of the truth, that doubt was taken away. The
to hcf altar at all; but since it is allowed that question which, unsolved, did not frighten
one who has been rebaptized may be admitted Cyprian into separation from the Church, in-
after penance, surely this plainly proves that vites you, now that it is solved, to return once

" his baptism is considered valid. If, there-more within the fold. Come to the Catholic
_ , fore, Cyprian thought that those whom he Church in its agreement, which Cyprian did

considered to be unbaptized yet bad some inot desert while yet disturbed with doubt; or¢.
_ : share in pardon, in virtue of the bond of unity, if now you are dissatisfied with the example
_.. the Lord has power to be reconciled even to ] of Cyprian, who held communion with those

the rebaptized by means of the simple bond Iwho were received with the baptism of here-
_.i _ I tics, declaring openly that we should _ neither
"_ aJa_.._itt._ "(2w_t_=ra,,_#,c_a_'a,it,amiu,,_[mdge any one, nor deprive any one of the
_'_ ]atlm-_i," The L,tt_m, with the A.V., lose= the ditmactima be- _. • - • ,,$
,_;:Tj. twem _ _x_,,6_t, "he that hat &.tt,g" and ,¢,,,_, -to[r_g ht of commumou tf he dtffer from us,

_!_ _ -o _& :" ltttd |tta'ther wr°ngrfu||Y introduce_ the idea °| reP e_iO_ j

_ i.i._ 4 :ohn ili. S. s Set abo,-t, ell 3.
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whither are ye going, ye wretched men ? ]abundance of ais ch:tritv and his love of broth*

What are )re doing ? You are bound to fly i erly kindness and the l_ond or" peace, do you
even from yourselves, because you have ad- _return to us, where you will find much less
vanced beyond the posltion where he abode. I hindrance in the way of ehher us or you from
But if neither his own sins nor those of others' the fictions which your part)" have invented.
could stand in his way, on account of the I

........... _ _/:
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BOOK III.

AUOUST1N UNDERTAKES THE REFUTATION OF THE ARGUMENTS WHICH MIGHT BE DERIVED

FROM THE EPISTLE OF CYPRIAN TO JUBAIANUS, TO GIVE COLOR TO THE VIEW THAT THE

BAPTISM OF CHRIST COULD NOr BE CONFERRED BY HERETICS.

CHAP, I.--l, IFthink that it may now be through discussions of this kind, might be
considered clear to every one, ttlat the an- cured by the more powerful truth and univer-
thority of the blessed Cyprian for the main- _F_salhealing power of unity coming on the side
tenance of the bond of peace, and the avoid- i of safety. And so they may see with what
ing of any violation of that most wholesomei security I approach this discourse. If I am
charity which preserves unity in the Church, unable to gain my point, and show how those
may be urged on our side rather than on the arguments may be refuted whtch they bring
side of the Donatists. For if they have l forward from the Council and the epistles of
chosen to act upon his example in rebaptizing Cyprian, to the effect that Christ's baptism
Catholics, because he thought that heretics may not be given by the hands of heretics, I
ought to be baptized on joining the Catholic shall st_ll remain safely in the Church, in
Church, shall not we rather follow his exam- whose communion Cyprian himself remained
ple, whereby he laid down a manifest rule with those who differed from him.
that one ought in no wise, by the establish- 3. But if they say that the Catholic Church
ment of a separate communion, to secede from existed then, because there were a few, or, if
the Catholic communion, that is, from the they prefer It, even a considerable number,
body of Christians dispersed throughout the who denied the vahdity of any baptism con-
world, even on the admission of ewl and sac- ferred in an heretical body. and baptized all
rilegious men, since he was unwilling even to who came from thence, what then ? Did the
remove from the right of communion those Church not exist at all before Agrippinus,
whom he considered to have received sacrile- with whom that new kind of system began, at
gious men without bapusm into the Catholic variance with all previous custom? Or how,
communion, saying, "Judging no one, nor again after the time of Agrippinus, when,
depriving any of the right of commumon if unless there had been a return to the primitive
he differ from us ?" custom, there would have been no need for

Cyprian to set on foot another Council ? Was
CHAP. 2._2. Nevertheless, I see what there no Church then, because such a custom

may still be required of me, viz., that I should as this prevailed everywhere, that the baptism
afiswer those plausible arguments, by which, in of Christ should be considered nothing but
even earlier times, Agrippinus, or Cyprian him- the baptism of Christ, even though it were
self, or those in Africa who agreed with them, proved to have been conferred in a body of
or any others in far distant lands beyond the heretics or schismatics ? But if the Church
sea, were moved, not indeed by the authority existed even then, and had not perished
of any plenary or even regionary Council, but through a breach of its continuity, but was,
by a mere epistolary correspondence, to think on the contrary, holding its ground, and re-
that they ought to adopt a custom which had ceiving increase in every nation, surely it is
no sanction from the ancient custom of the the safest plan to abide by this same custom,

!_-, Church, and which was expressly forbidden which then embraced good and bad alike in
by the most unanimous resolution of the Cath- iunity. But if there was then no Church in
olic world in order that an error which had existence, because sacrilegious heretics were

begun.to creep into the minds of some men, received without baptism, and this prevailedt by universal custom, whence has Donatus

_ [made his appearance? From what land did_.::_ _ zSeeabove, ll. ii. 3.
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I
he s_oring ? or from what sea did he emerge ?: CtiAP. 3.'--4. Let us therefore, seeing that

or f/_om what sky did he fall ? And so we, as we adhere to the example of Cyprian, _V onI had begun to say, are safe in the commu, now to consider Cyprtan's Council. hat
nion of that Church, throughout the whole ex- says Cyprian ? "Ye have heard," he says_
tent of which the custom now prevails, which "most beloved colleagues, what Jubatanus
prevailed in like manner through its whole our fellow-bishop has written to me, consulting
extent before the time of Agnppinus, and in I my moderate abihty concerning the urdawful
the interval between Agrippinus and Cyprian, Iand profane baptism of heretics, and what
and whose unity neither Agrippinus nor Cy[_ {answer I gave him,--giving a judgment which
rian ever deserted, nor those who agreed, we have once and again ,_nd often given, that
with them, although they entertained different'heretics coming to the Church ought to be
views from the rest of their brethren--all ofl baptized and sanctified with the baptism of
them remaining in the same communion of'the Church. Another letterof Jubaianus has• I

unity with the very men from whom they (hf- likewise been read to you, in which, agreeably
fered in opinion. But let the Donatts.ts them- ]to his sincere and religious devotion, tn an-
selves consider what their true posttton is, if Iswer to our epistle, he not only expressed his
they neither can say whence they derived their assent, but returned thanks also, acknowledg.
origin, if the Church had already been de- ing that he had received instruction." ' In
stroyed by the plague-spot of communion these words of the blessed Cyprian, we find
with heretics and schismatlcs received into that he had been consulted by Jubaianus, and
her bosom without baptism; nor again agree what answer he had gtven to his questions,
with Cyprian himself, for he declared that he and how ]ubaianus acknowledged with grati.
remained in commumon with those who re- rude that l_e had recetved instruction. Ought
ccived heretics and schismatics, and so also we then to be thought unreasonably persistent
with those who were received as well: whtie if we desire to constder this same epistle b_ -
they have separated themselves from the com. which Jubaianus was convinced ? For till such
munion of the whole world, on account of the time as we are also convinced (if there are any
charge of having dehvered up the sacred arguments of truth whereby this can be done),
books, which they brought against the men Cyprian himself has established our security
whom they maligned in Africa, but failed to by the right of Cathohc communion.
convict when brought to trial beyond the sea; 5- For he goes on to say: " It remains that
although, even had the crimes which the)" al- we severally declare our opinton on this same
leged been true, they were much less heinous subject, judging no one, nor depriving any
than the sins of heresy and schism; and yet one of the rtght of communion if he differ
these could not defile Cyprian in the persons of Ifrom us." ' He allows me, therefore, with.
those who came from them without baptism, as out losing the right of communion, not only
he concetved, and were admitted without bap. to continue inquiring into the truth, but even
tism into the Catholic communion. Nor, in the fo hold opinions differing from his own. "For
very point in which they say that they imitate no one of us," he says, "setteth himself up
Cyprian, can they find any answer to make as a bishop of bishops, or by tyrannical terror
about acknowledging the baptism of the fol- forces his colleagues to a necessity of obey.
lowers of Maxim|anus, together with those ing." What could be more kind ? what more
whom, though they belonged to the party humble? Surely there is here no authority
that they had first condemned in their own restraining us from inquiry into what is truth.
plenary Council, and then gone on to prose- " Inasmuch as every bishop," he sayI9 _' in
cute even at the trib*anal of the secular power, the free use of his liberty and power, has the
they yet received back into their communion, right of forming his own judgment, and can
in the episcopate of the very same bishop un- no more be judged by another than he can
der whom they had been condemned. Where. himself judge another,"--that is, I suppose_
fore, if the communion of wicked men de- in those questions which have not yet beers
stroyed the Church in the time of Cyprian, brought to perfect clearness of solution; for
they have no source from which they can he knew what a deep question about the sac.

derive their own communion; and if the rament wasthen o_.upying.the whole ChUfrrCth
Church was not destroyed, they have no ex- with ever)" kind ot atsputatlon, ana gave ee
cuse for their separation from it. Moreover, ',liberty of inquiry to every man, that the truth
they are neither following the example of imight be made known by investigation. For
Cyprian, since they have bur_t the bond of i he was surely not uttering what was false, and
unity, nor abiding by their own.Council, since' trying to catch his simpler colleagues in their
they have recognized the bapttsm of the fol-_ ....
lowers of Maxim|anus. i ,s_,ll.ii._
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speech, so that, when they should have be- of the matter to the best of his ablhtms,, de-
trayed that they held op nions at variance clde in favor of a single individual, or even
with his, he might then propose, m violation of a few, against the decision of so very many
of his promise, that they should be excom- men of the same religion and commumon, all
municated. Far be it from a soul so holy to endowed with great talent and abundant learn-
entertain such accursed treachery; indeed, ing. And so how much was suggested to me
they who hold such a view about such a man, on more diligent inquiry, even by the letter
thinking that it conducesto his praise, do but of Cyprian himself, m favor of the view
show that it would be in accordance with their which is now held by the Catholic Church,
own nature. I for my part will in no wise that the baptism of Christ is to be recogmzed
believe that Cyprian, a Catholic bishop, a and approved, not by the standard of their
Catholic martyr, whose greatness orvly made merits by whom it is administered, but by
him proportionately humble In all things, so His alone of whom it is said, "Tl_e same is
as to find favor before the Lord.' should ever, He which baptizeth,"_ will be shown naturally
especially in the sacred Council of his col- m the course of our argument. Let us there-
leagues, have uttered with h_s mouth what fore suppose that the letter which was written
was not echoed in his heart, especmlly as he by Cyprian to Jubmanus has been read among
further adds, " Ihlt we must all await life us, as it was read in the Council.' And I
judgment of our Lord Jesus Christ, who alone would have every one read it who means to
has the power both of setting us in the gov- read what I am going to say. lest he might
eminent of His Ctaurch, and of 3udgmg of possibly think that I have suppressed some
our acts thereto. ''_ When, then, he called things of consequence. For it would take
to their remembrance so solemn a judgment,, too much time, and be _rrelevant to the cluck-
hoping to hear the truth from his colleagues, i dat_on of the matter in hand, were we at this

would he first set them the example of lying _ i moment to quote all the words of this ep, stle.
May God avert such madness from every.
Christian man, and how much more from CHAP. 5'_7. But if any one should ask
Cyprian ! We have tt_erefore the free hberty'what I hold m the meantime, while d_scuss-
of inquiry granted to us by the most mode- mg this question, I answer that, m the first
rate and most truthful speech of Cyprian. place, the letter of Cyprian suggested to me

what I should hold till I should see clearly
CHAP. 4.----6. Next his colleagues pro-'the nature of the question which next begins

ceed to dehver their several opinions. But to be discussed For Cyprian h_mself says-
first they hstened to the letter written to] " But some wdl say, ' What then w_ll become
Jubaianus; for it was read, as was mentioned of those who in i:tmes past comin,_ to the
in the preamble. Let it therefore be read'Church from heresy, were a_hnltted_w_thout
among ourselves also, that we too, with the ibaptism ? ' "s Whether they were really with-
help of God, may d_scover from it what we [out baptism, or whether they were admitted
ought to thmk. "What ! " I think I hear because those who admitted them conceived
some one saying, "do you proceed to tell us that they had partaken of baptism, is a matter
what Cyprian wrote to )ubaianus?" I have for our future considerat_on. Atanyrate, Cyp-
read the letter, I confess, and should certainty !nan h_mself shows plainly enough what was
have been a convert to his views, had I not Elthe ordinary custom of the Church, when he
been induced to consider the matter more I says that in past t_me those who came to the
carefully by the vast weight of authority, tChurch from heresy were admitted without
originating m those whom the Church, dis. Ibaptism.
tributed throughout the world amid so many [ 8. For in the Council itself Castus of Sicca

is "H
nations, of Latins, Greeks, barbarians, not to ays: e who, despising truth, presumes to
mention the Jewish race itself, has been able follow custom, is either envious or evil-d_s-
to produce,--that same Church which gave ' posed towards the brethren to whom the truth
birth to Cyprian himself,--men whom I could _is revealed, or is ungrateful towards God, by

in no wise bring myself to think had been un- 1whose inspiration His Cllurch is instructed."_willing without reason to hold this view,--not Whether the truth had been revealed, we
because it was impossible that in so difficult lshatL investigate hereafter; at any rate, he
a question the opinion of one or of a few might Iacknowledges that the custom of the ChurchI

not have been more near the truth than that ,_was different.
of more, but because one must not lightly,]

without full consideration and investigation i _ John i _3 a The Council of Cauothage.
E./,zst. txxnl. _3, to Julmianus.

¢ ._eveq,_x (_one Carth under Cyprian. the th,rd which dealt
v.qth _Dll_m _.,_ 2¢ _. Sec 2_ l'hese oplntota$ are q_o_ed _tgatll

xE¢c]us ul i8. _°'¢tabt_e. ll-I "_. n h,,*,'-'_i and'_'l_l.
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CHAP. 6.--9. Ltbosus also of Vaga says:'the Catholic Cimrch, was even more watch-
"The Lord says in the gospel, 'I am the fully guarded with the most scrupulous cau.
Truth." He does not say, ' I am custom.' Ition, when It had received the further corro.
Therefore, when the truth is made mamfest, Iboration of Councils.
custom must give way to truth. ''_ Clearly,
no one could doubt that custom must glx'e!_ CHAP. Io.--_ 3. Therefore Cyprian writes
way to truth where it is made manifest. But to Jubamnus as follows, "concermng the
we shall see presently about the mamfestatlon baptism t_t heretics, who, l'_lng placed with-
of the truth. Meanwhile he al_o makes it out, and set down out of the Church, '° seem

clear that custom was on the other s_de. i to hml to "" claim to themselves a matter over
iwtnch they have neither right nor t×)wer,

CHAP. 7._IO. Zoslmus also of Tharassa 'Winch _e," he says, '" cannot account valid
stud: "When a revelation of the truth has or lawful, since it is clear that among them it
been made, error must give uay to truth; for ,s unktwlul.'" Neither, indeed, do _e deuy
even Peter, who at the first circumcised, after-, that a man who is baptized among heretms,
wards gave way to Paul wimn he declared the or m any schism outside the Church, derives
truth." 3 He indeed chose to say error, not. no profit from tt so far as he is l_mner in the
custom; but in saying "' for even Peter, who perverseness of the heretics and sch_smattcs;
at the first circumcised, after_ards gave way nor do _ae hold that those who baptize, al-
to Paul when he declared the truth," he shows though they confer the real trtle sacrament of
plainly enough that there was a custom also l)aptl._ln, are )el acting rightly, m gathering
on the subject of baptism at variance with !us adherent_ out_tde the Church, and entertain.
wews. At the same t_me, also,he warns us tng otn,mm._ tomrary to the Church. But it
that _t was not _mposstble that Cyprmn m_ght _s one thing to lie without a sacrament, an-
have held an opinion about baptism at win- other thm_ to be m l×_SSeSSmnof it wrongly,
ance with that required by the truth, as hem and to usurp it unlawfully. Therefore they
by the Church both before and after Iron, if do not cease to be sacraments of ('hrist and
even Peter could hold a view at varmnce _lth tl_e Chur{ h, merely be(ause they :ire unlaw-
the truth as taught us by the Apostle Paul. * fully used, not ouly t,y heretms, lint by all

kinds of winked and impmus persons. These,
CHAP. 8--IX. Likewise Felix of Buslacene indeed, ought to 1,e corrected and pun,shed,

sald: " In admitting heretics wtthout the but the sacraments should be acknowledged
baptism of the Church, let no one prefer cub- and revered.
tom to reason and truth; beca'use reasrm .,nd _4. Cyprian, indeed, says that on this sub-
truth always prewul to the exclusion of cus-lect not oue, but t_o or more Councils were
tom."s .Nothing could be better, if it be rea. held; always, however, in Afrma. For indeed
son, and if it be truth; but tills we shall sec'm one he mentions that seventy.one hinhops
presently. Meanwhile, it zs clear from the had been assemblcd,*--to all whose authority
words of this man also that the custom _as we do not hesitate, with all due deference to

the other way. Cyprian, to prefer the author,ty, supported
by many more hlshops, of tile whole Church

CHAP.9._I2. Likewise Honoratus of Tucc# spread throughout the whole worhl, of wluch
said: " Since Christ is the Truth, _e ought' Cyprian himself rejoiced that he was an in-
to follow truth rather than custom."r P,y atl separable memtmr.
these declaratmns it zs proved that we are, z5" Nor zs the water "profaneand aduher.
not excluded from the commumon of the ' ous "_ over winch the name of (;od is invoked,
Church, till it shall have been clearly shown even though tt be invoked l,y profane and
what is the nature of the truth, whmh they say, adulterous persons; lrecause netttler the crea.
must be preferred to our custom. But if the ture itself of water, nor the name revoked, is
truth has made it clear that the vet'}' regulation, adulterous. But the baptism of Christ, con-
ought to be mamtamed which the sam custom secrated by tile words of the gospel, is nece_
had prescribed, then it is evident both that this' sarlly holy, however polluted and unclean its
custom was not estabhshed or confirmed inministers may be; because its inherent sane.
vain, and also that, in consequence of the ,lily cannot be polluted, and the divine excel-
discussions in questmn, the most wholesome, lence andes in its sacrament, whether to the
observance of so great a sacrament, whmh _salvation of those who use it aright: or to the
could never, indeed, have been changed m. destructmn of those who use it wrong.

Would you indeed maintain that, while the
John xiv. _ _ Cone Car:h see 3o- _ II. _*- _

4C._I iL II-14, $Cox. Ca"l,_, I[¢¢ 6] C']nUC_t I
Con,c,C-arth.tmc ;'7- I _Cypr £/' Ixx_ _.
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t4gl_t of the sun or of a candle, diffused, shows that it was no new or sudden thing that
through unclean places, contracts no foulness i he decided, because the practice had already
in itself therefrom, yet the baptism of Chr:sti begun under Agnppmus. " Many years,"
can be defied by the sins of any man, what-i he says, " and much time has passed away
soever he may be ? For if we turn our thoughts I since, under Agrlppinus of honored memory,

to the visible materials themselves, which are a large assembly of bishops determined this
to us the medium of the sacraments, every point.' Accordingly, under Agrippmus, at
one must knowthat theyadmit of corruption, any rate, the thing was new. But I cannot
But if we think on that which they convey to _understand what Cyprian means by saying,
us, who can fail to see that it is incorruptible, [ "And thenceforward to the present day, so
however much the men through whose rain-, many tho,sand heretics m our provinces, hav-
istry it is conveyed are either being rewarded [rag been convened to our Church, showed
or punished for the character of their hves ? no hesitation or dmlike, but rather with rill

consent of reason and will, have embraced the
CHAP. Ix.--16. But Cyprian was right in opportunity of the grace of the laver of life

not being moved by what Jubaianus wrote, and the baptism unto salvatlon,"_ unless m-
that "the followers of Novatian' rebaptize deed he says, "thenceforward to the present
those who come to them from the Catholic day," because from the time when they were
Church. ''_ For, in the first place, it does not baptized in the Church, in accordance _th
follow that whatever heretics have done m a the Council of Agrippmus, no question of ex-
perverse spirit of mimicry, Catholics are communication had arisen in the case of any
therefore to abstain from doing, because the of the rebaptized. Yet if the custom of bap-
heretics do the same. And again, the rea- tizing those who came over from heretics re-
sons are different for which heretics and the mained in force from the time of Agnppmus
Catholic Church ought respectively to abstain to that of Cyprian, why should new Councils
from rebaptizing. For it would not be right have been held by Cyprian on this point?
for heretics to do so, even if it were fitting in Why does he say to this same Jubaianus that
the Catholic Church; because their argument he is not doing anything new or sudden, but
is, that among the Catholics is wanting that only what had been established by Agnppinus ?
which they themselves received whilst still For why should Jubaianus be disturbed by
within the pale, and took away wlth them the question of novelty, so as to require to
when they departed. Whereas the reason be satisfied by the authority of Agnppmus, ff
why the Catholic Cimrch should not admmis- this was the continuous practice of the Church
ter again the baptism which was given among from Agrq)pmfls till Cyprmn _ Why, lastly,
heretics, is that it may not seem to decide did so many of his colleagues urge that reason

that a power which is Christ's alone belongs and truth must t'hab'etPreferred to custom, in-to its members, or to pronounce that to be stead of saying those who wished to act
wanting in the heretics which they have re- otherwise were acting contrary to truth and
ceived within her pate, and certainly could custom alike?
not lose by straying outside. For thus much
Cyprian himself, with all the rest, estab- CHAP. i3._i8. But as regards the remis-
lished, that if any should return from heresy sion of sins, whether it is granted through
to the Church, they should be received back, baptism at the hands of the heretics, I have
not by baptism, but by the discipline of peni- already expressed my opimon on this po.'nt in
tence; whence it is clear that they cannot be a former book; 4 but I will shortly recapitulate
held to lose by their secession what Is not re- it here. If remission of sins is there con-
stored to them when they return. Nor ought ferred by the sacredness of baptism, the sins
it for a moment to be said that, as their heresy return again through obstinate perseverance
is their own, as their error is their o_aa, as in heresy or schism; and therefore such men
the sacrilege of disunion is their own, so also must needs return to the peace of the Catholic
the baptism is their own, which is really Church, that they may cease to be heretics
Christ's. Accordingly, while the evils which and schismatics, and deserve that those sins
are their own are corrected when they return, which had returned on them should be
so in that which is not theirs His presence cleansed away by love working in the bond of
should be recognised, from whom it is. unity. But if, although among heretics and

schismatics it be still the same baptism of
CH_P. t2._J 7. But the blessed Cyprian Christ, it yet cannot work remission of sins

owing to this same foulness of discord and
3 The Novatiltn bishop, Acesius, was mvlted by Constantine t_

Itttend the Council of Nlc_ $o¢., H. E. I. _o.
Cypr _. Ixxih. _ 3 C:tpr. _/_. htzi_ 3- 4 Above, Book I. c. xL
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wickedness of dissent, then the same baptism _God s nature to himself to be such as he has
begins to be of avail for the remission of sins imagined out of his c:lrnal sense, and differ
when they come to the peace of the Churcil, ' from the true conception of God as far as
--[not] _ that what has been already truly re-.vamt.v from truth ? Most truly, indeed,
mttted should not be retained; nor that here- speaks the apostle, filled with tile light of
tical baptism should be repudiated as belong- itruth: " The natural nmn," says he, "receiv.
mg to a different religion, or as being different' eth not the things of the Spirit of God.'*
from our own, so that a second baptism should i And yet hereto he was speaking of men whom
be admimstered; but that the very same bap-:he hnnself shows to have I_'eu baptized. For
usm, which was working death by reason of he says to them, '" Was Paul crucified Ior °
discord outside the Church, may work salva-'vou _ or were ye baptized m the name of
tion by reason of the peace within. It was, ' Paul ? °' _ These men had therefore tl_e sac.
in fact, the same savor of which the apostle l rameut of baptism; and yet, inasmuch as
says, "We are a sweet savor of Christ in. their wtsdom was of the flesh, what could they
ever)- place;" and yet, sa.vs he, " both in them '_beheve about (;¢K| otherwise than according
that are saved and in them that perish. To _.to the perceptmn of their flesh° according to
the one we are the savor of hfe unto hfc: and 'whith "the natural tram receiveth not the
to the other the savor of death uuto death." _ things of the SpiHt of God ?" To such he

• And although he used these words w_th refer-_ says: " I could not speak unto you as unto
ence to another subject, I have al)phed them splrltual, but as mlto c_nrnal, even as unto
to this, that men may understand that what ;babes m Christ. I have fed you with milk, and
is good may not only work life to those _ho' not with meat. for hitherto ye were not able
use it aright, but also death to ttmse who use, to bear it. neither yet now are ye able. For
it wrong, ve are vet carnM." _ For such are carried about

_vlth e_'erv wind of doctrine, of which kind
CHAP. I4.--I9. Nor is it materml, when ] he sa)'% " That we l,e no morechtldren, tossed

we are considering the questmn of the genu- i to and fro, and carrmd about with every wind
ineness and holiness of the sacrament, "what f*f doctrine."' It is then true that, if these
the recipient of the sacrament beheves, and" men shall have advauced even to the spiritual
with what faith he is imbued." It is of the age of the inner man, and m the integrity of
very highest consequence as re_ards the en. umlcrstandmg sh,_ll have learned how far dtf.
trance into salvation, but is wholly immaterml ' ferent from tae reqmrements of t:'e truth has
as regards the question of the sacrament, been the behcf which they have been led by
For it is qmte possible that a man may be the fallacious character of their conceits to
possessed of the genuine sacrament and a entertain of (.;od, they are therefore to be
corrupted faith, as it ts posslble that he may ibaptized again _ For, on this principle, it
hold the words of the creed in their integrity', _woutd be l_*ss_l_le for a Catholic catechumen
and yet entertain an erroneous t,ehef about:to hght upon the writings of some heretic,
the Trinity, or the resurrection, or any other iand, not having the knowledge requisite for
point. :For it is no shght matter, even within', dlscermng truth from error, he might enter-
the Catholic Church itself, to hold a faith en- .!tam some behef contrary to the Catholic faith,
tirely consistent with the truth about even ivet not condemned by the words of thecreed,

,lust under color of the same words, in-God Himself, to say nothing of any of His as,
creatures. Is it then to be maintained, that', numerable heretmal errors have sprung tip.
if any one who has been baptized within the,Supposing, then, that tim catechumen was

Catholic Church itself should afterwar:Is, in under the impression that he was studying
the course of readmg, or by listening to in- ithe work of some great and learned Catholic.
struction, or by quiet argument, find out, and _ts baptized with that belief in the
through God's own revelation, that he had!Cathohc Churcl, and by subsequent research
before beheved otherwise than he ought, it!should discover what lie ought to believe, so
is requisite that he should therefore be bap- ',that, embracing the Catholic faith, he should
tized afresh ? But what carnal and natural ',reject his former error, ought he, on confess.
man is there who does not stray through the img this, to be baptized again ? Or supposing
vain eonceits_ of his _wn heart, and picture, that, before learning and confessing this for

himself, he should lm found to entertain such
an opinion, and should be taught what he

, x_. _t._m .,_._ a,,.;.,_ .o_ m ...... :,,_ o.. of t_. ought to reject and what he should beheve,l_'gattves here aO1Oe_rs tO be mat>erfluou_ and _he former l_ r_/rl*tte_]
,_ a,neeo_'_ eai_t_a,a_d m._.._' o' ta*._--. _h,_ _.t,.,,. ' and it were to become clear that he had held
tile senten, ee, '*nan ut ill," .*a/.htmm.'" m,,tead ot " n¢_Tut ut
_gt¢.*" etc. If the latter l_egati_e ttere omitted, the sense would be .......
tmpr_m.d, arid "w_x_ue" woxtid apl_rOp_atte|} remain 4 X COt' t_ t¢ _ t COt', |, t_-

2 _t COt',. IL lt$, t6. _ pltan:asmata, t $ t Cox t,t "3" :r Eph. iv, 14.
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this false belief when he was baptized, ought receives after the fashion of his own faith;
he therefore to be baptized again ? Why yet how much does he obtain undeT the guid-
_hould we maintain the contrary ? Because ance of that mercy of God, in the confident
the sanctity of the sacrament, consecrated in assurance of which the same apostle says,
the words of the gospel, remains upon him in " If in anything ye be otherwise minded, God
its integrity, just as he received it from the shall reveal even this unto you " ?3 Yet the
hands of the minister, although he, being snares of heretics and schismatics prove for
firmly rooted in the vanity of his carnal mlnd, this reason only too pernicious to the carnally-
entertained a belief other than was right at minded, because their very progress is inter-
the time when he was baptized. Wherefore cepted when thelr vain opinions are confirmed
it is manifest that it ts possible that, wlth de- in opposition to the Catholic truth, and the
fective faith, the sacrament of baptmm may perversity of their dissens|on is strengthened
yet remain without defect in any man; and aga|nst the Catholic peace. Yet if the sacra-
therefore all that is said about the diversity ments are the same, they are everywhere
of the several heretics is beside the question, complete, even when they are wrongly under-
For in each person that is to be corrected stood, and perverted to be instruments of dis-
which is found to be amiss by the man who cord, just as the very wrmngs of the gospel,
undertakes his correction. That is to be made if they are only the same, are ever3_vhere
whole which is unsound; that is to be given complete, even though quoted with a bound-
which is wanting, and, above all, the peace of less variety of false opinions. For as to what
Christian charity, without which the rest is Jeremiah says: m'' Why do those who grieve
profitless. Yet, as the rest is there, we must me prevail against me ? My wound m stub.
not administer it as though it were wanting, born, whence shall I be healed ? In its omgm
only take care that its possession be to the it became unto me as lying water, hawng no
profit, not the hurt of him who has it, through certainty," *--if the term "water" were never
the very bond of peace and excellence of used figuratively and in the allegorical ]an-
charity, guage of prophecy except to sigmfy baptism.

we should have trouble m discovering what
CHAP. x5.--20. Accordingly, if Marcion these words of Jeremiah meant; but as it is,

consecrated the sacrament of baptism with when "waters" are expressly used m the
the words of the gospel. " In the name of the Apocalypse 5 to signify " peoples," I do not
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy see why, by "lying water having no cer-
Ghost, ''z the sacrament was complete, al- tainty," I should not understand, a "lying
though his faith expressed under the same people, whom I cannot trust."
words, seeing that he held opinions not taught
by the Catholic truth, was not complete, but CHAP. 16.--2L But when it is said that
stained with the falsity of fables." For "the Holy Spirit is given by the imposition
under these same words, " In the name of of hands in the Catholic Church only, I sup-
the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy pose that our ancestors meant that we should
Ghost," not Marcion only, or Valentinus, or understand thereby what the apostle says,
Arius, or Eunomius, but the carnal babes of "' Because the love of God is shed abroad m
the Church themselves (to whom the apostle our hem ts by the Holy Ghost which is given
said, " I could not speak unto you as unto unto us." _ For this is that very love which
spiritual, but as unto carnal "), if they could is wanting in all who are cut off from the
be individually asked for an accurate exposi- communion of the Catholic Church; and for
tion of their opinions, would probably show lack of this, "though they speak w_th the
a diversity of opinions as numerous as the tongues of men and of angels, though they
persons who held them, "for the natu_l man understand all mysteries and all knowledge,
receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God." and though they have the gift of prophecy,
Can it, however, be said on this account that and all faith, so that they could remove moun-
they do not receive the complete sacrament ? tains, and though they bestow all their goods
or that, if they shall advance, and correct the to feed the poor. and though tl-_y grve their
vanity oftheircarnalopinions, they must seek bodies to be burned, it profiteth them
again what they had received ? Each man nothing."t But those are wanting in God's

love who do not care for the unity of the
z Matt.xxv_ii.I_
• c_ c,,,atl,,,,, A,.a_t,_,, ^.D.3,4.can. _. "z_, A/r_s, Church; and consequently we are right m

_ltBd jb_ia _ #dwsl_., _t r e6a)tti_*_t, flat,t,t ,l :i ad understanding that the Holy Spirit may be
.'_ _/,_i_,,_i_,a,_-,v,, _-_,.,t, ,_.'7'___._.._m ,.r,,_t_,. said not to be received except in the Catholic,. et _i#ertCdeklwt¢xm i_ Pad,r, et Filio,a 2_l_*_tu*a_ctoe_.e

_'*a/=m'_a=ttf'_"fa_mimPetmt=r*=taccil#(atSttir_it'sm a Phil.ilL_. 4Jet. xv. t8.ep.LXX. 5aev. m t_.
_m, _ _ t_4_eer_t_ m re_pom_rr_t du*_: • r,t_- _ 6 Rom. v, V 7 • Cot. ill. 1- 3.
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Church. For the Holy Spirit is not only given I ously bewailed ? For birds of prey, I believer
the hying on of hands amid the testimony ',cannot be called doves, but rather hawks.
temporal sensible miracles, as He was given How then did they baptize those who used to

in former days to be the credentials of a plunder estates by treacherous deceih anti in-
rudimentary faith, and for the extension of'crease tlxeir profits by compound usury)* if
the first beginnings of the Church. For who baptism is only gwen by that indivisible and
expects in these days that those on whom chaste and perfect dove, that unity which can
hands are laid that they may receive the Holy only be understood as existing among the

Spirit should forthwith begin to speak with good ? Is tt possible that, by the prayers of
tongues? but st is understood that invisibly the saints who are spiritual within tile Churclh
and imperceptibly, on account of the bond of as though by the frequent lamentations of the
peace, divine love _sbreathed into thezr hearts, dove, a great sacrament ts dispensed, wit, a
so that they may be able to say, " Because secret adnumstration of the mercy of God, so
the love of God is shed abroad m our hearts, that their sins also are loosed who are hap.
by the Holy Ghost which ]s given unto us." tlzed, not by the dove but by the hawk, if
But there are many operations o! the Holy they come to that sacrament in the peac_ of
Spirit, which the same apostle commemorates Catholic unity ? But if this be so, why should
in a certain passage at such length as he, tt not al_o be ti_e ca_e that, as each man comes

b. ) i
thinks sufficient, and then concludes: t,ut I from heresy or schism to the Catholic peace,
all these worketh that one and tile selfsame ibis sins _houkl be loosed through their
Spirit, dividing to every man severallyas He ',prayer_ ? But the integrity of the sacrament
wilt."' Smce, then, tile sacrament _s one _s everywhere recognized, though it will not
thing, which even S_mon Magus could have, - avml _or tt)e lrrevoc.able remission of sins out-
and the operation of the Sprat _s another side the tmlty o| the Church. Nor will tile
thing, which is even often found m vctcket . praver_ of the saints, or, in other words, the
men, as Saul had the gift of pro:)hecv;' and ' groaumgs of that one dove, be able to help
that operation of the same Splr|t ts'a |hint ione who is set tu heresy or schism_ jtlst as
thing, which only the good can have, as " the they are not able to help otle who is placed
end of the commandment is clar ty out of a iw|tl'lm the Church, |f by a wicked life he him-
pure heart, and of a good consc|ence, and of' self retain the de )ts of his sins agamst htmsel,

• ), t r

faith unfeigned: ( whatever, therefore, may and that though he be baptized, not by thill.
be received by heretics and schlsmat cs, the hawk, but by the pious ministry of the dove
charity which covereth the muhttude of sm._ 'herself.
is the especial gift of Catnohc un|ty and I
peace; nor is It found m all that are w|th|n! Cllxe. t8.--23. "As my Father hath sent
that bond, since not all that are with|n it ,re'me. '' says our l.ord. "even so send I you.
of it, as we shall see in the proper place. At_d what tie had sa_d tLi,, tte breathed on
At any rate, outs|de the bond that love can- tt_em, and saith unto them, Receive ye tho
not exist, without which all the other requ|- Holy Ghost. Whose soever sins ye remit,
sites, even if they can be recognized and ap-they are remnted unto them; and whose so-
proved, cannot profit or release from sin. ever s|ns ye retain, they are retained. ''9
But the laying on of hands in reconc|hauon Therefore, if they represented the Church,
to the Church is not, like baptism, |ncapable, and this was said to them as to the Church
of repetition; for what is it more than a prayer herself, it follows that the [mace of the Churcit
offered over a man ?s ik_,ses sins, and estrangement from the

'Church retains them, not according to the

CHAP. I7._22. " For as regards the fact _w|ll of men, but according to the will of God
that to preserve the figure of umty the Lord iand the prayers of the saints who are spiritual,
gave the power to Peter that whatsoever he who "judge all things, but themselves are
should loose on earth should be loosed," _ it judged of no man." " For the rock retains,
is clear that that unity ts also descr|bed as the rock remits; the dove retains, the dove
one dove without fault3 Can _t be said, _rem|ts; un.it_ retains, unity remits. But the
then, that to thin same dove belong all those i peace of this unity exists only in the good, in
greedy ones, whose existence in the same _,those who are either already spiritual, or are
Catholic Church Cyprian himsel| so griev-'advancing by the obedience of concord to

spmtual things; it exists not in the bad,
• _co_. _ii.,,. , A¢.__,, ,_. whether they make disturbances abroad) or
:1, Sam. z. 6. to. at hm t. 5-
$ H to la "n oil of halld$ such its he ment).'m5 below, ar_ ¢..nAttv'e,d within the Church with lament,-

BookV. e. xxiit . ,, _if |"he laying o¢_of hartds were not aPPjteo to ___ ........

o_e cocaittg from her(my, hc would be, as _t were• ju_gct_ to t_ e c'.._ .Ca La#lD c "¢1 9 John_x. _t,.*]o

"a_mtl_ blamelem. .... vl to l _'_ tk )'5-
6 Matt. x_n. to# 7 I_0¢_got ."_o1 .9-
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tions, baptmingand being baptized. But just l CHAP. X9.--25. They indeed _ho say that

a_ .those who are tolerated with groanings;baptisml is not to be repeated, because only

within the Church, although they do not be. lhands were laid on those whom Philip the
long to the same unity of the dove, and to, deacon had baptized, e are saying what is quite
that _'glorious Church, not having spot or, beside the point; and far be it from us, in
wrinkle, or any such thing," z yet if they are t seeking the truth, to use such arguments as
corrected, and confess that they approached I this. Wherefore we are all the further from

to baptism most unworthily, are not baptized [ '_ yielding to heretics," 7 if we deny that what
again, but begin to belong to the dove, through Ithey possess of Christ's Church is their own

whose groans those sins are remitted which property, and do not refuse to acknowledge
were retained in them who were estranged the standard of our General because of the

from her peace; so those also who are more crimes of deserters; nay, all the more because
openly without the Church, if they have re- '" the Lord our God IS a jealous God, "'8 let us

ceived the same sacraments, are not freed refuse, whenever we see nnything of His with
from their sins on corr.ing, after correction, an alien, to allow him to consider it his own.

to the unity of the Church, by a repetition of For of a truth the jealous Got] Himself re-
baptism, but by the same law of charity and I bukes the woman who commits fornication

bond of unity. For ff "those on|y may hap- against Him, as the type of an erring people,
tize who are set over the Church, and cstab- and says that she gave to her lovers what be.
lished by the law of the gospel and ordination longed to Him, and again received from them
as appointed by the Lord," were they in any what was not theirs but His. In the hands

wise of this kind who seized on estates by of the adulterous woman and the adulterous

treacherous frauds, ai)d increased their gains lovers, God in His wrath, as a jealous God,
by compound interest ? I trow not, shlce those recognizes His gifts; and do we say that bap-
are established by ordination as appointed of tlsm, consecrated in the words of the gospel,
the Lord, of whom the apostle, in giving them belongs to heretics _ and are we willing, from
a standard, says, " Not greedy, not given to consideratlon of their deeds, to attribute to

filthy lucre."" Yet men of this kind used to them even what belongs to God, as though
baptize in the time of Cyprian himseIf; and i they had the power to pollute it, or as though
he confesses with" many lamentations that!they could make what is God's to be their

they were his fellow-bishops, and endures i own , because the)- themselves have refused
them with the great reward of tolerance Yet ! to belong, to God )

did they not confer remisslon of slns,'which I 26. W_o is that adulterous woman whom
is granted through the prayers of the saints, t the prophet Hosea noints out who said " I

that is, the groans of the dove, whoever it be t will go after my lovers, that give me my bread
that baptizes, if those to whom it is given be-iand my water, my _ool and my flax, and

long to her peace. For the Lord would not everything that befits me?"9 Let us grant
say to robbers and usurers, " Whose soever that we may understand this also of the people
sins ye remit, they shall be remitted to him; of the Jews that went astray; yet whom else
and whose soever sins ye retain, they shall be are the false Christians (such as are all here-
retained." "Outside the Church, indeed, tics and schismatics)wont to imitate, except
nothing can be either bound or loosed, since false Israelites _ For there were also true
there ther_ is no one who can either bind or Israelites, as the Lord Himself bears witness

loose; '_ but he is loosed who has made peace to Nathanael, "Behold an Israelite indeed,
with the dove, and he is bound who is not at in whom is no guile." *° But who are true
peace with the dove, whether he is openly Christians, save those of whom the same Lord

without, or appears to be within, said, "He that hath my commandments, and
24. But we know that Dathan, Korah, and keepeth them, he it is that loveth me ?" _ But

Abiram, 3 who tried to usurp to themselves what is it to keep His commandments, except

the right of sacrificing, contrary to the unity to abide in love ? Whence also He says, "A

Of the people of God, and also the sons of new commandment I give unto you, that ye
Aaron wtlo offered strange fire upon the altar,, love one another;" and again, "By this shah
did not escape punishment. Nor do we say all men know that ye are my disciples, if ye

:_ that such offenses remain unpunished, unless have love one to another." _ But who can

those guilty of them correct themselves, if doubt that this was spoken not only to those

_],, the patience of God leading them to repent- 6A_i_ _-,7.

,__ ances give them time for correction. 7BecauseCyprum,inhrsi_-tter to Jnlmianus(Ejt.IxxiiLsol__ ' , • had urged as following i_rom t bts_ that ,, there is no r¢_o_ dcm.es t

_, _ E_pt_v, aT. Cp, Rrt_'t, ii. _8, _u_ted above on I. x_. I "br°tner'why we sh°uld think _t right t° yscld t° herctsc_ that hap"

a Tilt,/. 7, 3 Num. xvL I _ which was granted to the one and only Church.'"_;,. tll)eUl iV _ 9Hcil_,.l! _q;l,. L_i.. io]rohnl _l._,.
_ _ 4 Lee. ;It. I, t, 5 Rom it. 4 rs John xtv. _L sa John girl. 34, 35 ....
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who heard His words with theirfleshlyears wood and of earh_;and some tohonor,and

_d_euHe was presentwith them,but alsoto!some todishonor. If a man thereforepurge
thosewho learn His words throughthegos-,himselffrom these,he shallbe a vesselunto
pel,when He is sittingon His throne in!honor,sanctified,and meet forthe master's
heaven? For He came not to destroythe,use,and preferredunto eveD-good work."6
law,but to fulfill._ But the fulfillingof the'But what isitto purgeoneselffrom such as
law isloveJ And in thisCyprian abounded ithese,exceptwhat he saidjustbefore,"Let
greatly,insomuch thatthough he helda dif-:ever)-one that namcth the name of Christ
ferentview concerningbaptism,he yet did depart from m_qulty." And lestany one
not forsakethe unityof the Church,and was shouldthinkthat,asbeingiuone great'house
in the Lord's vine a branch firmlyrooted,_withthem,he mightperishwithsuchasthese_
bearingfruit,which the heavenlyHusband- ,_he hasmost carefullyforewarnedthem, *'The
man purged withthe knifeof suffering,that Lord knoweth them that are His,"--those,
itshould bearmore frmt._ But the enemles_namcly, who, by dclxartmgfrom iniquity,
ofthisbrotherlylove,whcthcrtheyareopenlyIpurge themselvesfrom the vesselsmade to
without,or appear to bc w_thm, arc falsedishonor,lestthey should perishwith them
Christians,and antici_rists.For when they whom they are compelledto toleratein the
have found an opportumty,theygo out,as i'tgreathouse.
iswritten:"A man wishingtoseparatehint-' $7. They, therefore,who arewicked,evil.
selffrom hisfriends,seckethopportunities."4 doers,carnal,fleshly,devdtsh,thinkthatthey
But even ifoccasionsarcwanting,whilethey receiveat the hands of theirseducerswhat
seem tobe within,they arcseveredfrom that,arc the giftsof God alone,whether sacra-
invislblebond of love. Vfhence St. John _ments,orany splrltualworkingsaboutpresent
says,"They went out from us,but theywere salvation,lhltthesemen have not loveto-
not of us; for had they been of us, they.wards God, but are busied about those by
would no doubt have continuedw_th us."s whose pr_detheyare ledastray,and arecorn-
He does not say thatthey ceasedtobe of us pared to the aduherous woman, whom the
by goingout,but thattheywent out because prophetintroducesassaying," Iwillgo after
they were not of us. The ApostlePaulalso my lovers,thatgive mc my bread and my
speaksof certainmen who had erredconcern-'water,my wool and my fla]¢,and my oil,and
ing the truth, and were overtt_rowmgthe faith '.everythmg that befits me." For thus arise
of some; whose word was eating as a canker. : heresies and schtsms, when the fleshly people
Yet in saying that they shculld be avoided, he _which is not founded on the love of (;od says,
nevertheless intimates that they were all m _,"I wdl g_ aftermy lovers," withwhom, either
one great house, but as vessels to d_shonor, _by corruption of her faith, or by the puffing
_I suppose because they had not as yet gone :ui) of her pride, she shamefully commits adul-
out. Or if they had already gone out, how tery. But for the sake of those who, having
can he say that they were m the same great undergone the d_fficulties, and straits, and
house with the honorable vessels, unless tt. bamers of the empty reasonmg of those by
was in virtue of the sacraments themselves, i whom they are led astray, afterwards feel the
which even in the severed meetings of heretics prickings of fear, and return to the way of
are not changed, that he speaks of all as be- i peace, to seeking God in all sincerity,_for
longing to the same great house, though ln',their sake He goes on to say, "Therefore,
different degrees of esteem, some to honor i behold, I will hedge up thy way with thorns,
and some to dishonor? For thus he speaks Jand make a wall, that she shall not find her
in his Epistle to Timothy: " But shun pro- ! paths. And she shall follow after her lovers,
fane and vain babblings; for they will increase but she shall not overtake them; and she
unto more ungodliness. And their word will shall seek them, but she shall not find them:
eat as doris a canker; of whom is Hymen_eus ' then shall she say, I will go and return to my
and Philetus; who concerning the truth have] first husband; for then was it better with me
erred, saying that the resurrection is past al- I than now." Then, that they may not _tributo
ready; and overthrow the faith of-some. 1to their seducers what they have that is _undt
Nevertheless the foundation of God standeth_and derived from the dfmtrme of truth,
firm, having this seal, The Lord knoweth which they lead them astray to the faltmneu
them that are His. And, Let every one that of their own dogmas and dissensions; that
nameth the name of Christ depart from in- _they may not think that what is sound in thqm
iquity. But in a great house there are not '_belongs to them, he immediately added, "And
only vessels of gold and of silver, but also of she did not know that I gave her corn, and

n_¢. xmm _, cp. HJeron. sad LXX 5 _ Jc,bn i_, I#. 1 e _ T_m. ii. 16._z.
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wine, and oil, and multiplied her money; but to have had them, and that not as belonging
s_le made vessels of gold and silver for Baal. ''x to herself or her lovers, but to God, whose
For she had stud above, "I will go after my alone they are. Although, therefore, she had
lovers, that give me my bread," etc., not at her fornication, yet those things wherewith
all understanding that all this, which was held she adorned it, whether as seduced or in her
soundly and lawfully by her seducers, was of turn seducing, belonged not to her, but to
God, and not of men. Nor would even they God. If these things were spoken in a figure
themselves claim these things for themselves, of the Jewish nation, when the scribes and
and as it were assert a right in them, had not Pharisees were rejecting the commandment
they in turn been led astray by a people which of God in order to set up their own traditions,
had gone astray, when faith is reposed in so that they were in a manner committing
them, and such honors are paid to them, that whoredom with a people which was abandon-
they should be enabled thereby to say such ing theirGod; and yet for all that, whoredom
things, and claim such things for themselves, at that time among the people, such as the
that their error should be called truth, and Lord brought to light by convicting it, did not
their iniquity be thought righteousness, in cause that the mysteries should belong to
virtue of the sacraments and Scriptures, which them, which were not theirs but God's, who,
they hold, not for salvation, but only in ap- in speaking to the adulteress, says that all
pearance. Accordingly, the same adulterous these things were His; whence the Lord Htm-
_oman is addressed by the mouth of Ezekiel: self also sent those whom He cleansed from
" Thou hast also taken thy fair jewels of my leprosy to the same mysteries, that they
gold and of my silver, which I had given thee, should offer sacrifice for themselves before
and madest to thyself images of men, and the praests, because that sacrifice had not be-
didst commit whoredom with them; and come efficacious for them, which He Himself
tookest my* broidered garments, and cover- afterwards w_shed to be commemorated in
edst them: and thou hast set mine off and the Church for all of them, because He Him-
mine incense before them. My meat also self proclmmed the tidings to them all;--if
which I gave thee, fine flour, and oil, and this be so, how much the more ought we,
honey, wherewith.I fed thee, thou hast even when we find the sacraments of the New
set it before thine idols for a sweet savor: Testament among certain heretics or schis-
and this thou hast done."3 For she turns all matlcs, not to attribute them to these men,
the sacraments, and the words of the sacred nor to condemn them, as though we could not
books, to the images of her own idols, with recognize them ? We ought to recogmze the
which her carnal mind delights to wallow, gifts of the true husband, though in the pos-
l_or yet, because those images are false, and session of an adulteress, and to amend, by
the doctrines of devils, speaking lies m hypoc- the word of truth, that whoredom which is
risy, (are those sacraments and d:vine utter- the true possession of the unchaste woman,
antes therefore so to lose their due honor, as instead of finding fault with the gafts, which
to be thought to belong to such as these; see- belong entirely to the p_tying Lord.
ing that the Lord says," Of my gold, and my 28. From these considerations, and such as
silver, and my broidered garments, and mine these, our forefathers, not only before the
oil, and mine incense, and my meat," and so time of Cyprian and AgTippinus, but even
forth. Ought we, because those erring ones afterwards, maintained a most wholesome
think that these things belong to their se- custom, that whenever they found anything
ducers, therefore not to recognize whose they divine and lawful remaining in its integrity
really are, when He Himself says, "And she even in the midst of any heresy or schism,
did not know that I gave her corn, and wine, they approved rather than repudmted it; but
and oil, and multiplied her money" ? For He whatever they found that was ahen, and pecu-

." did not say that she did not have these things liar to that false doctrine or division, this
because she was an adulteress; but she is said they convicted in the light of the truth, and

.: healed. The points, however, which remain
"_-, to be considered in the letter written by

. 2 Hos, _i, 3.S, cp. LXX.
• In Hie.ton. and LXX., a_ well ,sm t|,e English ,'erxion, this Jubaianus, must, I think, when looking at the

t. m .a_ s_ond pe,,_., _,#_,_ _ .,_#,,-_/a_ : ,_. size of this book, be taken in hand and treated
j?" " $ Ezttk, x_d.t p't 9, (a Tim. iv .... with a fresh beginning.



BOOK IV.

IN WHICH HE TREATS OF WHAT FOLLOWS IN TtlK SAME EPISTLE OF CYPRIAN TO JUBAIANL_.

CHAP. I.--I. The comparison of the iChurch. But to those who use it perverse}y,
Church with Paradise 1 shows us that men lwhether within or without the Church, it is
may indeed receive her baptism outside her I employed to work pumshment, and does not
pale, but that no one outside can eitherlconduce to their reward. And so baptism
receive or retain the salvation of eternal; "cannot be corrupted anti polluted," though
happiness. For, as the words of Script- it be handled by tile corrupt or by adulterers,
ure testify, the streams from the fountain just as also °' the Church herself ts uncorrupt,
of Paradise flowed copiously even beyond its land pure, and chaste." 7 And so no share in it
bounds. Record indeed ]s made of their belongs to the avaricious, or thieves, or asu-
names; and through whatcountries they flow, Irers,--many of whom, by the testimony of
and that they are situated beyond the hmtts iCyprian himself in many places of his letters,
of Paradise, is known to all; _ and yet in Me-:exist not only without, but actually within the
sopotamia, and in Egypt, to whmh countries Church,_and yet they both are baptized and
those rivers extended, there ts not found that ]do baptize, with no change in their hearts.
blessedness of life which is recorded in Para- 3. For th_s, too, he says, in one of his epis.
disc. Aecordmgly, though the waters of Para- tles 8 to the clergy on the subject of prayer to
disc are found beyond its boundaries, yet its God, m which, after the fashion of the holy
happiness tsm Paradise alone. So, therefore, Daniel, he represents the sins of his people
the baptism of the Church may.exist outside, as falling upon himself. For among many
but the gift of the life of happiness is found other evils of which he makes mention, he
alone within the Church, which has been speaks of them aiso as "renouncingtheworld
founded on a rock, which has received the keys m words only and not in deeds;" as the apos.
of binding and loosing. 3 ¢' She it is alone who tie says of certain men, "They profess that
holds as her privilege the whole power of her they know God. but in works they deny
Bridegroom and Lord; ''4 by virtue of which Him. _ These, therefore, the blessed Cyp-
_ower as bride, she can bring forth sons even rian shows to be contained within the Church
of handmaids. And these, if they be not herself, who are baptized without their hearts
high-minded, shall be called into the lot of being changed for the better, seeingthat the}"
the inheritance; but if they be high-minded, renounce the world in words and not ia
they shall remain outside, deeds, as the Apostle Peter says, "The like

figure whereunto even baptism doth alto now
CHAP. z.--2. All the more, then, because save us, (not the putting away of the filth of

"we are fightingS forthe honor and unity" of the flesh, but the answer of a good con-
the Church, let us beware of giving to here- science),"" which certainly they had not of
tics the credit of whatever we acknowledged whom it is said that they "' renounced the

among them as belonging to the Church; but world in words only, and not in deeds;" and
let us teach them by argument, that what yet he does his utmost, by chiding and con-
they possess that is derived from unity is of vincing them, to make them at length walk in
no efflcacy to their salvation, unless they shall the way of Christ, and be His friends rather
return to that same unity. For "the water than friends of the world.
of the Church is full of faith, and salvation,
and hofiness ,,6 to those who use it rightly. CHAP. 3.--4" And if they would .have
No one, however, can use it well outside the obeyed him, and begun to live rightly, not as

s C_r_. _.#. lz_ii, ad j tfl2alatt, so. z Oen. _ 8-z_ :rCypr. E,#. Ltxdl. s t. e C_pr. _#. zL x.
_t Matt. _4_ iS, tg. 4 t._', El. Ltziu- it- s/b $/_- _ "I'lt. _. 16, _ t leGt. ut, *s.
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false but as true Christians, would he have Church, but are not; "nay, they even act
ordered them to be baptized anew ? Surely! against the Church. How then can they bap-
not; but their true conversion would have tize with the baptism of the Church," 8which
gained this for them, that the sacrament which is of avail neither to themselves, nor to those
availed for their destruction while they were who receive it from them, unless they are
yet unchanged, should begin when they changed in heart with a true conversion, so
changed to avail for their salvation, that the sacrament itself, which did not avail

5" For neither are they "devoted to the _.them when they received it whilst they were
Church "' who seem to be within and live renouncing the world in words and not in
contrat T to Christ, that is, act against His deeds, may begin to profit them when they
commandments; nor can they be considered shall begin to renounce it in deeds also ? And
in any way to belong to that Church, which so too in the case of those whose separation
He so purifies by the washingof water, "that from the Church ts open; for neither these

He may present to Himself a glorious Church, nor those are as yet among the members of
not having spot or wrinkle,or any such thing. _ the dove, but some of them perhaps will be
But if they are not in that Church to whose at some future time.
members they do not belong, they are not in
the Church of which it is said, " My dove is CHAP. 4.--6. We do not, therefore, "ac-
but one; she is the only one of her mother; ''3 knowledge the baptism of t_erettcs, ''9 when
for she herself is without spot or wrinkle. Or we refuse to baptize after them; but because
else let him who can assert that those are we acknowledge the ordinance to be of Christ
members of this dove who renounce the world even among evil men, whether openly separ-
in words but not in deeds. Meantime there is ated from us, or secretly severed whilst within
one thing which we see, from which I think it our body, we receive tt with due respect, hay-
was said, " He that regardeth the day, re- ing corrected those who were wrong in the
gardeth it unto the Lord,"* for God judgeth points wherein they went astray. However
every day. For, according to His fore- as I seem to be hard pressed when it is said
knowledge, who knows whom He has foreor- to me, " Does then a heretic confer remlssion
dained before the foundation of the world to of sins?" so I m turn press hard when I say,
be made like to the image of His Son, many Does then he who wolates the commands of
who are even openly outside, and are called Heaven, the avaricious man, the robber, the
heretics, are better than many good Catholics. usurer, the envious man, does he who re-
}'or we see what they are to-day, what they nounces the world m words and not in deeds,
shall be to.morrow we know not. And with confer such remission? If you mean by the
God_ with whom the future ts already present, force of God's sacrament, then both the one
they already are what they shall hereafter be. and the other; if by his own merit, neither of
But we, according to what each man is at them. For that sacrament, even m the hands
present, inquire whether they are to be to-day of wicked men, is known to be of Christ; but
reckoned among the members of the Church neither the one nor the other of these men is
which is called the one dove, and the Bride found in the body of the one uncorrupt, holy,
Of Christ without a spot or wrinkle,5 of whom chaste dove, which has neither spot nor
Cyprian says in the letter which I have quoted wrinkle. And just as baptism is of no profit
above,that "they did not keep in the way of the to the man who renounces the world in words
Lord, nor observe the commandments given and not in deeds, so it is of no profit to him
unto them for their salvation; that they did who is baptized in heresy or schism; but each
riot fulfill the will of their Lord, being eager of them, when he amends his ways, begins to
about their property and gains, following the receive profit from that which before was not
dictates of pride, giving way to envy and dis- profitable, but was yet already in him.
sension, careless about single.mindedness and 7. "He therefore that is baptized in heresy
faith, renouncing the world in words only and does not become the temple of God;" ,o but
not in deeds, pleasing each himself, and dis- does it therefore follow that he is not to be

-_ pleasingallmen. ''+ But if the dove does not considered as baptized? For neither does
acknowledge them among her members, and the avaricious man, baptized _thin the

_+ if the Lord shall say to them, supposing that Church, become the temple of God unless he
( _ they continue in the same perversity, "'I never depart from his avarice; for they who become

knew you: depart from me, ye that work in- the temple of God certainly inherit the king-
_+ klt_; ''7 then they seem indeed to be in the dora of God. But the apostle says, among
_" ' • *C_r_._.t..lmdli,x+.
_¢)+-++ aC_m-._',a, homi. lt. tF.ph.v, a6, wT. $SoogofSoLvi. 9, 916._LtziiLl2,¢st#ru_a,+f_ei_Mi_mmit_e_t=_
_._+ a Ri_i. r,tv. 6. $ Ra*.a*t. ii. _, qtlot_ an I. t?_ _f_.tJtr.
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laaay other things, "Neither the covetous, holy Cyprian, who was not only learned, but
nor extortioners, shall inherit the kingdom also patmnt of instruction, which he so tully
of God." ' For in another place the same himself understood to be a part of the praise
apostle compares covetousness to the worship of tile bishop whom tile apostle describes, m
of idols: "Nor covetous man," he says, that he said, " "l'hls also should be approved
'" who is an idolater;"" which meaning the in a blsllOp, that he not only teach with knowl-
same Cyprian has so far extended m a letter edge, but also learn w_th patience." 9 I do
to Antonianus, that he dsd not hesitate to not doubt that d he had had tile opportunity
compare the sin of covetousness with that of of discussing this question, which has been so
men who in time of persecutmn had declared long and so much th_lmted m the Church,
m writing that they would offer incense. 3 wtth the ptous and learned men to whom we
The man, then, who is bapt|zed m heresy in owe it that subsequently that ancmnt custom
the name of the Holy Trimly, yet does not was confirmed by the authority of a plenary
become the temple of God unless he abandons Conned, he would have shown, wathout hesi-
his heresy, just as the covetous man wire has tation, not only lmw learned he was in tho_
been baptized m the same name does not be- things which he had grasped with all the securo
come the temple of God unless he abandons try of truth, but also how ready he was to reo
his covetousness, whmh is tdolatry. For cetve instruction m what he had faded to per-
this, too, the same apostle says: " Wtmt ceive. And yet, since It is so clear that it is
agreement hath the temple of God w_th |dols? ''* much more gltevous to sm witt,ngly than in
Let it not, then, be asked of us '" of what God tgnorance, I'should be glad d any one would
he is made the temple"S when we say that tell mewh_ch _ the worse,--the man whoialls
he is not made the temple of God at alt. Yet into heresy, not kno_mg how great a sin it is,
he as not therefore unbaptized, nor does h_s Ior the man who refuses to abandon his covet-
foul error cause that what he has received, Iousness, k,mwmg its enormity? I might

consecrated m the words of tap gospel, should Ieven put the question thus. If one man un-
not be the holy sacrament; just as the other wsttmgly fall into heresy, and another know,
man's covetousness (wtlmh is idolatry) anti ingly refuse to depart from idolatry, since
great uncleanness cannot prevent what he re- the apostle lumself says, " The covetous man,
celves from being holy baptism, even though whmh Is an idolater;" and Cyprmn too under.
i_e be baptized wfith the same words of tile stood the same passage m just the same way,
gospel by another man covetous l,ke himself, when he says, in Ins letter to Antoniantis,

"Nor let the new heret,cs flatter themselves

CHAP. 5.--8. " Further," Cyprian goes m this, that they say they do not communi-
on to say, " in vain do some, who are over- cate with _dolaters, whereas ti_ere are amongst
come by reason, oppose to us custom, as them both adulterers and covetous persons,
though custom were superior to truth, or that who are held gudty of the sin of idolatry;
were not to be followed m sp|rztual things 'for know this. and understand, that no
which has been revealed by the Holy Spirit, whoremonger, nor unclean person, nor coy-
as the better way." _ This is clearly true, etous man, who is an idolater, hath any in-
since reason and truth are to be preferred to her_tance m the kingdom of Christ and of
custom. But when truth supports custom. God ;' '° and again, ' Mortify therefore your
nothing should be more strongly maintained, members which are upon the earth; fornica,
Then he proceeds as follows: '" For one may t_on. uncieanness, inordinate affection, evil
pardon a man who merely errs, as the Apostle concupiscence, and covetousness, which i$
Paul says of himself, "Who was before a bias- idolatry.' "" I ask, therefore,whmh sins more
phemer, a persecutor, and injurious; but I deeply,--he who _gnorantly has fallen into
obtained mercy, because I d_d _t ignorantly;'_ heresy, or he who wittingly has refused to
but he who, after inspiration and revelatmn abandon covetousness, that is idolatry ? A¢-
g_ven, perseveres advisedly and knowingly in cording to that rule by which the sins of those
his former error, sins without hope of pardon who sin wittingly are placed before tho_ of
on the ground of ignorance. For he rests on the ignorant, the man who is covetous with
a kind of presumptmn and obstinacy, when knowledge takes the first place in sin. But
he is overcome by reason." Th_s _s most as it is possible that the greatness of the act-
true, that his sin is much more grievous who ual sin should produce the same effect in the
has sinned wittingly than his who has sinned case of heresy that the witting commiBion
through ignorance. And so in the case of the of the sin produces in that of covetousnen,
--: let us suppose the ignorant heretic to be on

_C_. el. _ ,Eph. v _ _ Cypr. £p Iv._6
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a par in guilt with the consciously covetous th-ne. And seeing that this was not enough
man, although the evidence which Cyprian for him, as against the custom of the whole
himself has advanced from the apostle does world, he laid hold on these reasons which we
not seem to prove this. For what is it that just now, considering them with great care,
we abominate in heretics except their bias- and being confirmed by the antiquity of the
pbemies ? But when he wished to show that custom itself, and by the subsequent authority
ignorance of the sin may conduce to case in of a plenary Council, found to be truth-hke
obtaining pardon, he advanced a proof from rather than true; which, however, seemed to
the case of the apostle, when he says, "Who him true, as he toiled in a question of the
was before a blasphemer, and a persecutor, greatest obscurity, and was in doubt about the
and injurious; but I obtained mercy, because remissmn of sms,--whether it could fail to be
I did it ignorantly."' But if possible, as I given m the baptism of Christ, and whether
said before, let the sins of the two men--the it could be gwen among heretics. In which
blasphemy of the unconscious, and the idol- matter, if an imperfect revelation of the truth
atry of the conscious sinner--be esteemed of was given to Cyprian, that the greatness of
equal weight; and let them be judged by the hts love in not deserting the umty of the
same sentence,Nhe who, in seeking for Christ, Church might be made manifest, there Is yet
falls into a truth-like setting forth of what is not any reason why any one should venture to
false, and he who wittingly resists Christ claim superiority over the strong defenses and
speaking through His apostle, "seeing that excellence of his virtues, and the abundance
no whoremonger, nor unclean person, not of graces which were found in him, merely
covetous man, which is an idolater, hath any because, with the mstructton derived from the
inherztance in the kingdom of Chrtst and of strength of a general Council, he sees some-
God," _--and then I would ask why baptism thing which Cyprian did not see, because the
and the words of the gospel are held as naught Church had not yet held a plenary Council on
in the former case, and accounted valid in the matter. Just as no one is so insane as
the latter, when each is alike found to be es-to set himself up as surpassing the merits of
tranged from the members of the dove. Is the Apostle Peter, because, taught by the
it because the former ts an open combatant epistles of the Apostle Paul, and confirmed
outside, that he should not be admitted, the by the custom of the Church herself, he does
latter a cunning assenter within the fold, that not compel the Gentiles to juda_ze, as Peter
he may not be expelled ? once had done.'

Io. We do not then "find that any one, after
CHAP. 6.--9. But as regards his saying, being baptized among heretics, was afterwards

"Nor let any one affirm that what they have admitted by the apostles with the same bap-
received fro_ the apostles, that they follow; tism, and communicated; "s but neither do we
for the apostles handed down only one Church find this, that any one coming from the society
and one baptism, and that appointed only in of heretics, who had been baptized among
the same Church:"3 this does not so much them, was baptized anew by the apostles.
move me to venture to condemn the baptism But this custom, which even then those who
of Christ when found amongst heretics (just looked back to past ages could not find to have
as it is necessary to recognize the gospel itself been invented by men of a later time, Is
when I find it with them, though I abominate rightly believed to have been handed down
their error), as it warns me that there were from the apostles. And there are many other
some even in the times of the holy Cyprian things of the same kind, which it would be
who traced to the authority of the apostles tedious to recount. Wherefore, if they had
that custom against which the African Coun- something to say for themselves to whom
cils were held, and in respect of which he Cyprian, wishing to persuade them of the
himself said a little above, "In vain do those truth of his own view, says, " Let noone say,
who are beaten by re_son oppose to us the[Wha t we have received from the apostles,
authority of custom. ' Nor do I find the [ that we follow," with how much more force
reason why the same Cyprian found this very I we now say, What the custom of the Church
custom, which after his time was confirmed [ has always held, what this argument has failed
b nothing less than a plenary Council of the It o vrove false, and what a plenary Council
whole world, already so strong before hts] has confirmed, this we follow. To thin we

_ time, that when with all his learning he sought] may add that it may also be said, after a
':_ an authority worth following for changing it, | careful inquiry into the reasoning on both
_ he found nothing but a Council of Agrippinus| sides of the discussion, and into the evidence

_,:_ ]_l_ in Africa a very few years before his o__.wn_....
_; +' " m z Tim. i.t3- * Eph. v. $, 3 Cyw. F_ I+_rai.13. i 4 GaL h. w4b s CyW. E,_. _ffi_L13.
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of Scripture, What truth has declared, that amongst those who were within so _t an
we follow. 'evil of envy and mahcious strife ? For these

fare the words of Cyprian, Can it be that
C_AP. 7.--x z. For in fact, as to what some :envy and malicious strife are a small evil ?

opposed to the reasoning of Cyprian, that the How then were those in unity who were not at
apostle says, " Notwithstanding every way, peace ? For it is not my voice, nor that of
whether in pretence or in truth, let Christ be, any man, but of the Lord Himself; nor did

'the sound go forth from men, but frompreached,"* Cyprian rightly exposed their_
error, showing that it has nothing to do with ] angels, at the birth of Christ, "Glory to God
the case of heretics, since the apostle was. in the highest, and on earth peace to men of
speaking of those who were acting within the 'good will."3 And this certainl_¢ would not
Church, with malicious envy seeking their have been proclaimed by the voice of angels
own profit. They announced Christ, indeed, when Christ was born upon the earth, unless
according to tim truth whereby we believe in God wished this to be understood, that those
Christ, but not m the spirit in whmh He was are in the unity of the body of Christ who
announced by the good evangelists to the are united in the peace of Christ, and those
sons of the dove. " For Paul," he says, are in the peace of Christ who are of good
"in his epistle was not speaking of heretics, will. Furthermore, as good will is shown in
or of their baptism, so that it could be shown ]kindliness, so is bad will shown in malice.
that he had laid down anything concerning
this matter. He was speaking of brethren, CHAP. 8_tz. In short, we may see how
whether as walking disorderly and contrary great an evil in itself is envy, which cannot be
to the discipline of the Church, or as keeping other than malicious. Let us not look for
the discipline of the Church in the fear of Iother testimony. Cyprian himself is sufficient
God. And he declared that some of them for us, through whose mouth the Lord poured
spoke the word of God steadfastly and fear. forth so many. thunders in most perfect truth,
lessly, but that some were acting in envy and and tittered so many useful precepts about
strife; that some had kept themselvesencom- envy and malignity. Let us therefore read
passed with kindly Christian love, but that the letter of Cyprian about envy and malig.
others entertained malice and strife: but yet nity, and see how great an evzl it is to envy
that he patiently endured all things, with the those better than ourselves,---an evil whose
view that, whether in truth or m pretence, origin he shows m memorable words to have
the name of Christ, which Paul preached, sprung from the devil himself. "To feel
might come to the knowledge of the greatest jealousy," he says, "of what you regard a=
number, and that the sowing of the word, good, and to envy those who are better than
which was as yet a new and unaccustomed yourselves, to some, dearest brethren, seems
work, might spread more widely by the a light and minute offense."' And again a
preaching of those thatspoke. Furthermore, little later, when he was inquiring into the
it is one thing for those who are within the source and origin of the evil, he says, "From
Church to speak in the name of Christ, an- this the devil, in the very beginning of the
cther thing for those who are without, acting world, perished first himself, and led others
against the Church, to baptize in the name to destruction. ''s And further on in the
of Christ." ° These words of Cyprian seem same chapter: "What an evil, dearest
to warn us that we must distinguish between brethren, is that by which an angel fell !
those who are bad outside, and those who are which that exalted and illustrious loftineu
bad within the Church. And those whom he was able to be deceived and overthrown I by
says that the apostle represents as preaching which he was deceived who was the deceiver !
the gospel impurely and of envy, he says From that time envy stalks upon the carth_
truly were within. This much, however, I when man, about to perish through malignity,
think I may say without rashness, if no one submits himself to the teacher of perdition,
outside can ha'ee anything which is of Christ, --when he who envies imitates the devil, am
neither can any one within have anything it is written, ' Through envy of the devil came
which is of the devil For if that closed gar. death into the world, and they that do hokl
den can contain the thorns of the devil, why of his side do find it.' ,,6 How true, how
cannot the fountain of Christ equally flow forcible are these words of Cyprian, in an
beyond the garden's bounds ? But if it can- epistle known throughout the world, we can-
not contain them, whence, even in the time not fail to recognize. It was truly fitting for
of the Apostle Paul htmself, did there arise
-- a Lake_. W "'hromt_ib_ &n_ _l=*_t4a, :" and _ tlw

aI_biLi, tS. Hiegoa."a_Rr_idlr." V_-folio_iagtber_gbgh4J_e O_k_, .
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: Cyprian to argue and warn most forcibly, of an abandoned life, as the apostle says of
about envy and malignity, from which most_them, "' Thou that preachest a man should
deadly evil he proved his own heart to be so'.not steal, dost thou steal ?-s For Cyprian
far removed by the abundance of his Christian Jlsays in his letter of such bishops of his own
love; by carefully guardingwhich he remained time, his own colleagues, and remaining in
in the unity of communion with his colleagues, communion with him, "While they had
who without ill.feeling entertained different brethren starwng in the Church, they tried
views about baptism, whilst he himself dif- to amass large sums of money, they took
fered in opinion from them, not through any possession of estates by fraudulent proceed-
contention of ill will, but through human m- ings, they multiphed their gains by accumu-
firmity, erring in a pomt which God, in His lated usuries. ''6 For here there is no ob-
own good time, would reveal to him by reason scure question. Scripture declares openly,
of his perseverance in love. For he says "Neither covetous nor extortioners shall in-
openly, " Judging no one, nor deprlving any herit the kingdom of God;'7 and "' He that
of the right of communion if he differ from putteth out his money to usury,"s and "No
us. For no one of us setteth himself up as whoremonger, nor unclean person, nor covet.
a bishop of bishops, or by tyranmcal terror ous man, who is an idolater, hath any inherit-

forces his colleagues to a necessity of obey- Iance in the kingdom of Christ and of God."9
ing."" And in the end of the epistle before lHe therefore certainly would not, without
us he says, " These things I llave written to knowledge, have brought accubations of such
you briefly, dearest brother, aecorflin_ to my [covetousness, that men not only greedily treas-
poor ability, prescribing to or prejudging no [ured up thelr own goods, but also fraudulently
one, so as to prevent each bishop from doing ]appropriated the goods of others, or of idolatry
what he thinks right m the free exercise of lexisting in such enormtty as he understands
his own judgment. We, so far as in us hes, and proves it to exist; nor assuredly would
do not strive on behalf of heretics with our he bear false witness against his fellow-
colleges and fellow-b_shops, wtth whom we bishops. And yet w_th the bowels of fatherly
hold the harmony that God enjoins, and the and motherly love he endured them, Iest that,
peace of our Lord, especlMly as the apostle by rooting out the tares before their time, the
says, ' If any man seem to be contentious, we wheat should also have been rooted up, '° imi-
have no such custom, neither the churches of tating assuredly the Apostle Paul, who, with
God. 'a Christian love in our souls, the honor the same love towards the Church, endured
of our fraternity, the bond of faith, the har- those who were ill-disposed and envious to-
mony of the prtesthood, all these are main- wards him. ''
tained by us with patience and gentleness. 14. But yet because "' by the envy of the
For this cause we have also, so far as our devil death entered into the world, and they
poor ability admitted, by the permission and that do hold of h_s side do find it," _ not be-
inspiration of the Lord, written now a treatise cause they are created by God, but because
on the benefit of patience, 3 which we have they go astray of themselves, as Cyprmn also
sent to you in consideration of our mutual says himself, seeing that the devil, before he
affection." 4 was a devil, was an angel, and good, how can It

be that they who are of the devil's side are m
CHAP. 9._X3. By this patience of Christian the unity of Christ? Beyond all doubt, as

love he not only endured the difference of the Lord Himself says, "' an enemy hath done
opinion manifested in all kindliness by his this," who "sowed tares amongthewheat."'3
good colleagues on an obscure point, as he As therefore what is of the devil within the

_- atso himself received toleration, till, in pro- fold must be convicted, so what is of Christ
ccss of time, when it so pleased God, what without must be recognized. Has the devil
had always been a most-wholesome custom what is his within the unity of the Church,
was further confirmed by a declaration of the and shall Christ not have what.is His without ?

_ truth in a plenary Council, but he even put This, perhaps, might be said of individual
_ _ up with those who wen) manifestly bad, as men, that as the devil has none that are his
_ WaSvery well known to himself, who did not among the holy angels, so God has none that
_: _ntettain a different view in consequence of are His outside the communion of the Church.

the obscurity of the question, but acted con- But though it may be allowed to the devil to
trary to their preaching in the evil practices mingle tares, that is, wicked men, with this

_-V Church which still wears the mortal nature of

_ Thls trcati_ is still extamt. St_ Tma_ in Ante-Nicene Fathers, s Rom. i_. as. _sCypr. a_e L_. c. vi. 7 ffiCo¢. vL a_

_" _L V. 484_,ixziii a6. a p_ xv, 5- 9 Eph. v. _. ao Matt, xhL _.
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flesh, so long as it is wandering far from with patience, thirty-fold, or sixty-f61d, or
God, he being allowed this just because of'a hundred-fold.' Or if those onlyare to be
the pilgrimage of the Church herself, that called tares who remain in perverse error to
men may desire more ardently the rest of', the end, there are many ears of corn outsid%
that country which the angels enjoy, yet this i and man). tares within.
cannot be said of the sacraments. For, as I 16. But it wdl be urged that the bad out.
the tares within the Church can have and i side are _rse than those within. It is indeed

handle them, though not for salvatton, but la wetghty quesuon, whether Nicolaus, being
for the destruction to which they are destined already severed from the Church," or Simon,
in the fire, so also can the tares wtthout, who was stdl w_tlun it,' was the wor_,---the
which received them from seceders from one being a heretic, the other a sorcerer.

within; for they d_d not lose them by seced- But _f the mere fact of diviszon, as being the
ing. This, indeed, is made ptam from ttae clearest token of _mlated charity, is held to
fact that baptmm _s not conferred agam on be the worse evil, I grant that it ts so. Yet
their return, when an)" of the very men who many, though they have lost all feelings of
seceded happen to come back again. And chanty, yet do not secede from considerationsi

let not an)" one say, Why, what fruit hath ti_e rof worldly profit; and as they seek their own,
tares ? For _f th_s be so, their condition is not the thtug_ w[uch are Jesus Christ's,, what
the same, so far as this goes, both inside and ithey are unwdhng to secede from is not the
without. For it surely cannot be that grams, nmty of Christ, but their own temporal ad.
of corn are found m the tares reside, and not _vantage: Whence it is said in praise of
in those without. But when the questton is I chartty, that she " seeketh not her own." s
of the sacrament, we do not consider whether 17. Now, therefore, the question is, how
the tares bear any frmt, but whether they could men of the party of the devil belong to
have any share of heaven; for the tares, both the Church, which has no spot, or wrinkle, or
within and without, snare the rain wtth tiae any such thing, 6of which also it is said, " My
wheat itself, which rain is m _tself heavenly clove is one?' _ But if they cannot, it is clear
and sweet, even though under _ts influence' that she groans among those who are not of
the tares grow up in barrenness. And so the her, some treacherously laying wait wlthinp
sacrament, according to the gospel of Chrtst, some barking at her gate without. Such
is dtvine and pleasant; nor ts _t to be esteemed men, however, even within, both receive bap-
as naught because of the barrenness of those tism, and possess it, and transmit it holy in
on whom its dew falls even wlthout. _tself; nor is it in any way defiled by their

w_ckedness, in whtch they persevere even to
CHAP. _o.--x 5. But some one may say that the end. Wherefore the same blessed Cyprian,

the tares w_thin may more easily be converted teaches us that baptism is to be constdered
into wheat. I grant that it is so; but what as consecrated in itself by the words of the
has this to do with the questmn of repeating gospel, as the Church has received, without
baptism ? You surely do not maintain that joining to it or mingling with it any considera.
ff a man converted from heresy, through the tlon of waywardness and wickedness on the
occasion and opportumty given by hts con- part of etther minister or recipments; since he
version, should bear fruit before another who, himself points out to us botl_ truths,_both
being within the Church, is more stow to be that there have been some wtthin the Church
Cashed from his tmqmty, and so corrected who did not cherish kindly Christian love, but
and chanzed, the former therefore needs not i practised envy and unkmd dissensiont of
to be baptized agam, but the churchman to I whom the Apostle Paul spoke; and also that

baptized again, who was outstrtpped by the envious belong to the devil's party, as he
him who came from the heretics, because of Itestmfies in the most open way tn tlae epistle '
the greater slowness of his amendment. It_ which he wrote about envy and malignity,
has nothings,, therefore, to do with the ques- ] Wherefore, since tt"ts"clearly possible that in
tion now at issue who is later or slower in i those who belong to the devil's party, Christ's

being converted from his especial wayward-i sacrament may yet be holy,--not, indeed, to
hess to the straight path of fatth, or hope, or i their salvation, hut to their condemnation,--
charity. For although the bad within the _and that not only if they are led astray a_er
fold are more easily made good yet it will, they have been hapttzed, but even if they
sometimes happen that certain of the number were such in heart when they received the
o.f those outside will outstrip in their conver- sacrament, renoancing the world (as the same
•am certain of those within; and while these
remain in barrenness, the former, being re- , Matt._i,i._; L_t,e_ ,s. • _,. _. _.Acts _h_. 9-af. 4 Phil, iL _. _ _ C¢_. x,_, _.

_ored to unity and communion, will bear fruit _ .,:_. v. _r:_a,_,t. t_ ,s. / soa_ o_sogrl. _
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Cyprian shows) in words only and not in points, '" If in anything ye be otherwise
, deeds; _ and since even if afterwards they be minded, God shall reveal even this unto

brought into the right way, the sacrament is you;" _ and that some again, though devoid
not to be again administered which they re- of charity, may teach something wholesome ?
ceived when they were astray; so far as I can of whom the Lord says, "The scribes and the
see, the case is already clear and evident, that Pharisees sit in Moses' seat: all therefore
in the question of baptism we have to con- whatsoever they bid you observe, that observe
sideG not who gives, but what he gives; and do; but do not ye after their works: for
not who receives, but what he receives; they say and do noL"_ Whence the apostle
not who has, but what he has. For if men also says of those envious and malicious ones
of the party of the devil, and therefore in no who yet preach salvation through Christ,
way belonging to the one dove, can yet re- "Whether in pretense, or in truth, let Christ
ceive, and have, and give baptism in all its be preached." 8 Wherefore, both within and
holiness, in no way defiled by their wayward- without, the waywardness of man _s to be cot-
hess, as we are taught by the letters of Cyprian rected, but the divine sacraments and utter-
himself, how are we ascribing to heretics what ances are not to be attributed to men. He
does not belong to them ? how are we saying is not, therefore, a " patron of heretics" who
that what is really Christ's is theirs, and not refuses to attribute to them what he knows
rather recognizing in them the signs of our not to belong to them, even though it be
Sovereign, and correcting the deeds of de- found among them. We do not grant bap-
setters from Him ? Wherefore it is one thing, tism to be theirs; but we recognize His
as the holy Cyprian says, " for those within, baptism of whom it is said, "The same is He
in the Church, to speak in the name of Christ, which baptizeth," 9 wheresoever we find it.
another thing for those without, who are act- But if "the treacherous and blasphemous
ing a_ainst the Church, to baptize in His man" continue in his treachery and bias-
name. '" But both many who are within act phemy, he receives no "remission of sins
against the Church by evil living, and by en- either without" or within the Church; or if,
ticlng weak souls to copy their lives; and by the power of the sacrament, he receives _t
some who are without speak in Christ's name, for the moment, the same force operates
and are not forbidden to work the works of both without and within, as the power of the
Christ, but only to be without, since for the name of Christ used to work the expulsion of
healing of their souls we grasp at them, or devils even without the Church.
reason with them, or exhort them. For he,
too, was without who did not follow Christ CVlAr. x2.--x 9. But he urges that "we find
with His disciples, and yet in Christ's name that the apostles, in all their epistles, exe-
was casting out devils, which the Lord en- crated and abhorred the sacrilegious winked-
joined that he should not be prevented from hess of heretics, so as to say that ' their word
doing; 3 although, certainly, in the point does spread as a canker.' "'° What then?
where he was imperfect he was to be made Does not Paul also show that those who said,
whole, in accordance with the words of the "Let us eat and drink, for to.morrow we
Lord, in which He says, " He that is not with din," were corrupters of good manners by
me is against me; and he that gathereth not their evil communications, adding imme-
with me scattereth abroad." 4 Therefore both diately afterwards, "Evil communicatiotls
some things are done outside in the name of corrupt good manners;" and yet he intimated
Christ not against the Church, and some that these were within the Church when he
things are done inside on the devil's part says, " How say some among you that there
which are against the Church. is no resurrection of the dead ? .... But when

f_ does he fail to express his abhorrence of the
CMxr. xL--xS. What shall we say of what covetous? Or could anything be said in

!_ it also wonderful, that he who carefully ob- stronger terms, than that covetousness should
. serv_ may find that it is possible that certain be called idolatry, as the same apostle de-

persons, without violating Christian charity, clared ?= Nor did Cyprian understand his
may yet teach what is useless, as Peter wished language otber_se, inserting it when need
to compel the Gentiles to observe Jewish cus- required in his letters; though he confesses

_ _ toms,sas Cyprian himself would force heretics that in his time there were in the Church not
_: _ to ix baptized anew ? whence the apostle says covetous men of an ordinary type, but robbers

_,. to such good members, who are rooted in_,. chari_y, and yet walk not rightly in some ,M_t_,a_t.,,v

sPhiL i. iS; we on c.h. 7- _ t Jclm i. 33-

t_pC._Jl._kt, ¢ tC ,.. m Cyl_. _#, IL_. iS; t "I'hm. ii, x7" _ .
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and usurers_ and these found not among tile I sure. having this seal, The Lord kno'_th

masses, but among the bmhops.. And yet Itthem that are His. And, l.et every one that
should be willing to unaerstancl that those ot I nametn the name of Christ depart from in-
whom the apostle says, ' Their word does iquity. But in a great house there are not

IP Wi tspread as a canker, were thout the Church, Ionly vessels of gold and of silver, but also of
but Cyprian .....himself will not allow me. For, ' wood and of earth." s If-, therefore, th%,v
when showing, m h_s letter to Antomanus,' j whose words did spread as doth a canker were
that no man ought to sever himself from the _as it were vessels to dishonor in the great
unity of the Church before the time of the lhouse , and by that "great house" Cyprian

final separation of.the just and unjust, merely lunderstands the. unity o! the Church itself,
because ot the admixture ot evil men mtne [sureJy it cannot be that tlletr canker polluted
Church, when he makes it manifest how holy the baptism of Christ. Ac_x>rdingly, neither
he was, and deserving of the illustrious mar. without, any more than within, can any one
tyrdom which he won, he says, "What swell- who is of the devil's party, either in himself
ing of arrogance it is, what forgetfulness of or in any other person, stain the sacrament
humility and gentleness, that any one should whmh is of Christ. It is not, therefore, the
dare or believe that he can do what the Lord case that "the _rd which spreads as a canker
did not grant even to the apostles,_to think ito the ears of those who hear it gives remit.
that he can distinguish the tares from the slon of sins;"_ but when baptism ts given in
wheat, or, as ff it were granted to h_m to carry ithe words of the gost>el , however great be the
the fan and purge the floor, to endeavor to iperverseness of understanding on the part
separate the chaff from the grain! And _either of him through whom, or of him to
whereas the apostle says, ' But in a great twhom _t is given, the sacrament itself is holy
house there are not only vessels of gold and in itself on account of Him whose sacrament
of silver, but also of wood and of earth,' _ that it is. And if any one, receiving it at the
he should seem to choose those of gold and t hands of a misguided man, yet does not re.
of silver, and despise and cast away and [celve tile perversity of the minister, but only
condemn those of wood and of earth, when the holiness of the mystery, being closely
really the vessels of wood are only to be bound to the umty of the Church in good
burned m the day of the Lord by the burning faith and hope and charity, he receives re.
of the divine conflagration, and those of mission of his sms,_not by the words which
earth are to be broken by Him to whom the '_do eat as doth a canker, but by the sacraments
' rod of Iron 3 has been given.' "' By this 'of the gospel flowing from a heavenly source.
argument, therefore, against those who, under i But if the recq_,ent himself be misguided, on
the pretext of avoiding the society of wicked ' the one hand, what is given is of no avail for
men, had severed themselves from the umty ',the salvation of the misguided man; and yet,
of the Church, Cyprian shows that by the i°n the other hand, that which is received re.
great house of which the apostle spoke, in mains holy in the recipient, and is not re.
which there were not only vessels of gold and newed to him if he be brought to the right
of silver, but also of wood and of earth, he way.
understood nothing else but the Church, in
which there should be good and bad, till at CHAP. 13._20. There is therefore "no
the last day it should be cleansed as a thresh- fellowship between righteousness and ur,.
ing.floor by the winnowing-fan• And if this righteousness," _ not only without, but also
be so, in the Church herself, that is, in the within the Church; for "the Lord knoweth
great house itself, there were vessels to dis- them that are His," and "Let every one that
honor, whose word did spread like a canker, nameth the name of Christ depart from in-
For the apostle, spiking of them, taught as iqutty." There is also "no commumon be.
follows: "And their word," he says, "will tween light and darkness,"" not onlywithouh
spread as doth a canker; of whom is Hyme- but also within the Church; for "he that
n_us and Philetus; who concerning the truth hateth his brother is still in darknessf' t And
have erred, saying that the resurrection is they at any rate hated Paul, who, preachin_
_pastalready; and overthrow the faith of ._me. Christ of envy and maliciods strife, snpposea
Nevertheless the foundation of God standeth that they added affliction to his bonds;'* and

yet the same Cyprian understands these still
• A_.,,,_, _ _' _.mid,_ ,,,_,t__s__.o. toCrvr_, to have been within the Church. Since, there-

f_tymlttg his milkier view tit oppo_tton to the purism of Novattan. _6
m_eqt_mtly Novatian wrote to him, advoc:otmgthepu_rmtm°_._- fore, neither darkness can enlighten, nor
IttfZUt _ lmDa--_]dtllg the L_xltY of Cort3ehtt_ bl_ ot goctte 1o

9 _ ]John _, 9, ,0 Phil. L _$,
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unrighteousness justify, ''z as Cyprian again endure unto the end, the same shall be
says, I ask, how could those men baptize saved,"9 so the bad man, whether within or
within the very Church herself ? I ask, how without, who shall persevere in his wicked-
could those vessels which the large house ness to the end, shall not be saved. Nor do
contains not to honor, but to dishonor, ad- we say that "' all, wheresoever and howsoever
minister what is holy for the sanctlfymg of baptized, obtain the graoeof baptism,' ' "_if by
men within the great house itself, unless be- the grace of baptism is understood the actual
cause that holiness of the sacrament cannot salvation which is conferred by the celebra-
be polluted even by the unclean, either when tion of the sacrament; but many fail to obtain
it is given at their hands, or when ttts re- this salvation even withinthe Church, although
eeived by those who in heart and life are not it is clear that they possess the sacrament,
changed for the better ? of whom, as situated which is holy in itself. Well, therefore, does
within the Church, Cyprian himself says, the Lord warn us in the gospel that we should
"Renouncing the world in word only, and not company with ill-advisers, "_who walk under
not in deed." _ the pretence of Christ's name; but these are

zi. There are therefore also within the found both within and without, as, in fact,
Church "enemies of God, whose hearts the they do not proceed without unless they have
spirit of Antichrist has possessed;" and yet first been ill-disposed within. And we know
they "deal with spiritual and divine things,"3 that the apostle said of the vessels placed m
which cannot profit for their salvation so long the great house, " If a man therefore purge
as they remain such as they are; and yet himself from these, he shall be a vessel unto
neithercan they pollute them bytheir own un- honor, sanctified, and meet for the Master's
cleanness. With regard to what he says, use, and prepared unto every good work."*2
therefore, "that they have no part given But in what manner each man ought to purge
them in the saving grace of the Church, who, himself from these he shows a little above,
scattering and fighting against the Church of saying, "Let every one that nameth the name
Christ, are called adversaries by Christ Him- of Christ depart from iniquity,"'3 that lie may
self, and antichrists by His apostles, 3 this not in the last day, with the chaff, whether
must be received under the consideration that with that which has already been driven from
there are men of this kind both within and the threshing-floor, or with that which is to be
without. But the separation of those that are separated at the last, hear the command,
within from the perfection and umty of the " Depart from me, ye that work intqmty."'4
dove is not only known in the case of some Whence it appears, indeed, as Cyprian says,
men to God, but even in the case of some to that "we are not at once to admit and adopt
their fellow-men; for, by regarding their whatsoever is professed in the name of Christ,
openly abandoned life and confirmed wicked- but only what is done m the truth of Christ." ,s
hess, and comparing it with the rules of God's But it is not an action done in the truth of
commandments, they understand to what a Christ that men should "seize on estates by
multitude of tares and chaff, situated now fraudulent pretenses, and increase their gams
some within and some without, but destined by accumulated usury,"'6 or that they should
to be most manifestly separated at the last " renounce the world in word only;"'r and
day, the Lord will then say, " Depart from yet, that all this is done within the Church,
me, ye that work iniquity, ''4 and " Depart Cyprian himself bears sufficient testimony.
into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil
and his angels. ''s CHAP. J5.--23. To go on to the point

which he pursues at great length, that "they
CHAP. x4.--2z. But we must not despair who blaspheme the Father of Christ cannot

of the conversion of any man, whether situated be baptized in Christ," ,s since it is clear that
within or without, so long as "the goodness they blaspheme through error (for he who
of God leadeth him to repentance," _ and comes to the baptism of Christ will not openly
"visits their transgressions with the rod, and blaspheme the Father of Christ, but he is led
their inquity with stripes." For in this way to blaspheme by holding a view contrary to
4, He does not utterly take from them His the teaching of the truth about the Father of

-_ lmring.kindness,"_ if they will themselves Christ), we have already shown at sufficient
sometimes "love their own soul, pleasing length that baptism, consecrated in the words
God." s But as the good man "that shall of the gospel, is not affected by the error of

x CYpr, i.e. _ _ C lrlzr. _7#. xi. L 3 Cyia- ..Eb. Lr,xliL ts. 4) Matt. xxlv, _3.
_ 4Matt. vli. tt3, $ l_mtt, w. 4L 6Rom. tt. 4. _ Frtxraaletterd lh>peStephen's, quoted Cypr. Ep lxxla, t6.
'_' " * - Ir 1_. |_ut_x_ 3tit 3]. It ltlltrk _ :L t_ :l Tim, tL at. :_1a Tira, li. z9`

_, a_lttL _ Jr4. The word_,"#/_rtwte** ._,_"m,'dertved _4Matt. vii. 2_ _Cypr. E#.lx_B. z6, _lb, d*1,,a#s.e.vLfan_a the Latla vtrmoa oulr. u l& E#. xi, x. m l& ,_#. 1_i,_ t_,.
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any man, whether ministrant or recipient, CttAP. t6.--24. Some one says, Does it
whether he hold views contrat 3, to the revela- then make no difference, if two men, rooted
tion of divine teaching on the subject of the in like error and wickedness, be baptized
Father, or the Son, or the Holy Ghost. For without change of life or heart, one without,
many carnal and natural men are baptized the other within the Church ? I ackno_vledg_
even within the Church, as the apostle ex- that there is a difference. For Ire is worse
pressly says: "The .natural man recetveth who is baptized without, in addition to his
not the things of the Spirit of God;"' and other sin,Inot because of his baptism, how.
after they had received baptism, he says that ever, but because he is without; for the evil
they "are yet carnal." _ But according to it of division is in itself far from insignificant or
carnal sense, a soul given up to fleshly appe- trivial. Yet the difference exists only if he
tites cannot entertain but fleshly wisdom who is baptized within has desired to be with-
about God. Wherefore many, progressing_ m not for the sake of any earthly or temporal
after baptism, and especially those who have iadvantage, but because he has preferred the
been baptized in infancy or early youth, m unity of the Church spread throughout the
proportion as their intellect becomes clearer world to the divisions of schism; otherwise
and brighter, while " the inward man is re- tie too must be considered among those who
newed day by day, ''3 throw away their former are without. Let us therefore put the two
opinions which they held about God while cases in this way. Let us suppose that the
they were mocked with vain |magmings, with one, for the sake of argument, held the tmme
scorn and horror and confession of their mis- opinions as Photinus' about Christ, and was
take. And yet they are not therefore con- baptized in his heresy outside the communion
sidered not to have received baptism, or to of the Catholic Church; and that another held
have received baptism of a kind corresponding the same opinion but was baptized in the
to their error; but m them both the perfec- Catholic Church, beliewng that his view was
tion of the sacrament is txonored and tile de- really the Catholic faith. I consider him as
lusion of their mind is corrected, even thoug1_ not yet a hereuc, unless, when the doctrine
it had become inveterate through long con- of the Catholic faith is made clear to him, he
firmation, or been, perhaps, maintained m chooses to resist it, and prefers that which he
many controversies. Wherefore even the already holds; and till this is the ca_e_ it is
heretic, who is manifestly without, if he has clear that he who was baptized outside is the
there received baptism as ordained in the worse. And so in the one case erroneous
gospel, has certainly not received baptism of opinion alone, in the other the sin of schism
a kind corresponding to the error whmh bhnds also, requires correction; but in neither of
him. And therefore, in returning into the them is the truth of the sacrament to Im re-
way of wisdom he perceives that he ought peated. But tf any one holds the same view
to relinquish what he has held amiss, he must as the first, and knows that it is only in heresy
not at the same time give up the good which severed from the Church that such a vie_t is
he had received; nor because his error is to be taught or learned, but yet for the sake of
condemned, is the baptism of Christ in him to some temporal emolument has desired to be
be therefore extinguished. For tt is already baptized m the Catholic unity, or, having
sufficiently clear, from the case of those who been already baptized in it, is unwilling on
happen to be baptized within the Church with count of the said emolument to secede from
false views about God, that the truth of the it, he is not only to be cousJdered as seceding,
sacrament is to be distinguished from the' but his offense is aggravated, in so far as t_
error of him who believes amiss, although' the error of heresy and the division of unit)"

both may be found in the same man. And he adds the deceit of hypocrisy. Wherefore
therefore, when any one grounded in any ithe depravity of each man, in proportion as it
error, even outside the Church, has yet been is more dangerous and wanting in str_ht-
baptized with the true sacrament, when he is' forwardness, must be corrected with the more
restored to the unity of the Church, a true!earnestness and energy; and yet, if he hal
banti ....... _ ,_lr_. the nlace of a true bap- ianything that is good in him, especially if it
tism, as a true faith takes the place of a false Ibe not of himself, but from God, w ought not
one, because a thing cannot take the place of, to think it of no value because of his deptaVo
it, ll, since neither can it give place. Here- i ity, or to t,e blamed like it, or to be ascribed
tics therefore join the Catholic Church to this Ito it, rather than to His bountiful goodness,
end, that what they have evil of themselves who even to a soul that plays the harlot, atrd
may be corre_cted, not that what they have' t -
good of God should be repeated. _ ,v_r,_,_syno,i,f,_ _5 _ _t_,_t_ _ tin, t,_boOof _rm,um. Th3 twoof _rm_um,jSz_ 3$?,

Z I Co_. ii. IL4. it I Co_. tti. 3 3 2 Coot- iv, t6, ' h|m of co_tittthng tw'o tao_s
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_:o goes after her lovers, yet gives His bread, separated from the kingdom of God are not
and His wine, and His oil, and other food or shared by us.
ornaments, which are neither from herself nor
from her lovers, but from Him who in corn- CHAP. I8.--_6. Nor indeed, is it of here-
passion for her is even desirous to warn her sies alone that the apostle says "that they
to whom she should return, z which do such things shall not inherit the

kingdom of God." But it may be worth
CHAP. IT.--z 5. "Can the power of bap- while to look for a moment at the things

tlsm," says Cyprian, "be greater or better which he groups together. "The works of
than confession ? than martyrdom ? that a the flesh," he says "are manifest, which are
man should confess Christ before men, and be these; fornication, uncleanness, lascivious-
baptized in his own blood ? And yet," he ness, idol_try, witchcraft, hatred, variance,
goes on to say, "neither does this baptism emulations, wrath, strife, seditions, heresies,
profit the heretic, even though for confessing envyings, murders, drunkenness, revellings,
Christ he be put todeath outside the Church." and such like: of the which I tell you before,
This is most true; for, by being put to death as I have also told you in time past, that
outside the Chruch, he is proved not to have they which do such things shall not inherit
had charity, of which the apostle says, the kingdom of GOd." 7 Let us suppose some
"Though I give my body to be burned, and one, therefore, chaste, continent, free from
have not charity, it profiteth me nothing. "3 covetousness, no idolater, hospitable, chari-
But if martyrdom is of no avail for this rea- table to the needy, no man's enemy, not
son, because it has not charity, neither does it contentious, patient, quiet, jealous of none,
profit those who, as Paul says, and Cyprian envying none, sober, frugal, but a heretic;
further sets forth, are living within the Church it is of course clear to all that for this one
without charity in envy and malice; and yet fault only, that he _s a heretic, he will fail to
they can both receive and transmit true bap- inhertt the kingdom of God. Let us suppose
tiara. "Salvation," he says, "' is not without another, a fornicator, unclean, lascivious,
the Church. ''4 Who says that it is ? And covetous, or even more openly g_ven to _dola-
therefore, whatever men have that belongs to try, a student of witchcraft, a lover of strife
the Church, it profits them nothing towards and contention, ens'ious, hot-tempered, sed|-
salvation outside the Church. But it is one tious, jealous, drunken, and a reveller, but a
thing not to have, another to have so as to be Catholic; can it be that for this sole merit,
of no use. He who has not must be baptized that he is a Catholic, he will inherit the king-
that he may have; but he who has to no avail dora of GOd, though h_s deeds are of the kind
must be corrected, that what he has may of which the apostle thus concludes: "Of
profit him. Nor is the water in the baptism the which I tell you before, as I have also
of heretics "adulterous, ''4 because neither is told you in time past, that they which do such
the creature itself which God made evil, nor is things shall not inherit the kingdom of God ?"
fault to be found with the words of the gospel If we say this, we lead ourselves astray. For
in the mouths of any who are astray; but the the word of God does not lead us astray,
fault is theirs in whom there is an adulterous which is neither silent, nor lenient, nor de-
spirit, even though it may receive the adorn- ceptive through any flattery. Indeed, _t
merit of the sacrament from a lawful spouse, speaks to the same effect elsewhere: " For
Baptism therefore can "be common to us, this ye know, that no whoremonger, nor un-
stud the heretics," * just as the gospel can be clean person, nor covetous man, which is an
common to us, whatever difference there may idolater, hath any inheritance in the kingdom
be between our faith and their error,--whether of Christ and of God. Let no man deceive
they think otherwise than the truth about the you with vain words." s We have no reason,
Father, or the Son, or the Holy Spirit; or, therefore, to complairf of the word of God.
being cut away from unity, do not gatherwith It certainly says, and says openly and freely,
Christ, but scatter abroad,_--seeing that the that those who live a wicked life have no

: sacrament of baptism can be common to us, part in the kingdom of God.
if we are the wheat of the Lord, with the
covetous within the Church, and with rob- CHAt_. x9.--zT.--Let us therefore not

_. bets, and drunkards, and other pestilent per- flatter the Catholic who is hemmed in with all

_* 9ons .of the same sort, of whom it is said, these vices, nor venture, merely because he"_They shall not inherit the kingdom of is a Catholic Christian, to promise him the
_*_ _ God,_ _ and yet the vices by which they are impunity which holy Scripture does not prom-

_if 4Cyp. I.e. $/Jatt. xii. _. _ z C_. w. zm 7C_1. v. 19-_L s Eph. v. 5,6-
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ise him; nor, if he has any one of the faults carnal and natural, and therefore must be alto
above mentioned, ought we to promise him Ienvious, and hot-tempered, and jealous, and

a partnership in that heavenly land. For. in _hostile to truth itself, and utterly estranged
writing to the Corinthians, the apostle enu.i tom lt,--tet l_im fairly understand, that of
merates the several sins, under each of which _those other faults of which he is supposed to
it is implicitly understood that it shall not in. ! have chosen some one less flagrant, a single
herit the kingdom of God: "Be not deceived, tone cannot e_Ist by itself in any man, because
he says: "neither fornicators, nor idolaters, Ihe in turn is carnal and natural; as, to take
nor adulterers, nor effeminate, nor abusers of: the case of drunkenness, which people havethemselves with mankind, nor thieves, nor now become a f_m_d tt_ tsl_.onit ..^_ ^.1-

, CCUSt................ .,,.,t tn,_jr
covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor lwith°ut horror, but wlth some degree of met"
extortioners, shall mherit the kingdom of' riment can _t ")oss :_ .... °

,, z , j idly exist" alone m any one
God. He does not say, those who possess in whom it is found ? For what drunkard is
all these vices together shall not inherit thenot also contentious, and hot-tempered, and
kingdom of God; but neither these nor those: I jealous, at'ld at variance with all soundness of
so that, as each ts named, you may under. {counsel, and at grievous enmity with those
stand that no one of them shall Inherit the lwho rebuke him ? Further, it is not easy for
kingdom of God. .As. therefore, heretics I him to avoid being a fornicator and adulterer,

shall not possess the k!ngdom of God, so the I though he may be no heretic; justas a heretic
covetous shall not inherit the kingdom of may be no drunkard, nor adulterer, nor for.
God. Nor can we indeed doubt that the ! nicator, nor lascivious, nor a lover of money,
punishments themselves, with which they shall ' or given to witchcraft, and cannot well be all
be tortured who do not Inherit the kingdom lthese together. Nor indeed is any one vice
of God, will vary in proportion to the differ-_ followed by all the rest. Supposmg, there-
ence of their offences, and that some will be fore, two n_en,---one a Catholic with all these
more severe than others; so that in the eter- vices, the other a heretic free from all fron_
hal fire itself there will be different tortures in which a heretic can be free,_although they
the punishments, corresponding to the differ- do not both contend against the faith, and
ent weights of guilt. For indeed it was not yet each byes contrary to the faith, and each
idly that the Lord said, " It shall be more is deceived by a vain hope, and each is far
tolerable for the land of Sodom in the day of removed from charity of spirit, and therefore
_utlgment than for thee. ''_ But yet, so far as each is severed from connection with the body
failing to inherit the kingdom of God is con- of the one dove: why do we recognise in one
cerned, it is just as certain, if you choose any of them tt_e sacrament of Christ, and not in
one of the less heinous of these vices, as if the other, as though it belonged to this or
you choose more than one, or some one which that man, whilst really it is the same in both t
you saw was more atrocious; and because and belongs to God alone, and is good even
those will inherit the kingdom of God whom in the worst of men ? And if of the men who
the Judge shall set on His right hand, and have it, one is worse than another, it does
for those who shall not be found worthy to not follow that the sacrament which they have
be set at the right hand nothing will remain is worse in the one than in the other, seeing
but to be at the left, no other announcement that neither in the case of two bad Catholic_l,
is left for them to hear like goats from the _f one be worse than the other, does he po_
mouth of the Shepherd, except, " Depart sess a worse baptism, nor, if one of them be
into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil good and another bad, is baptism bad in the
and his angels;" 3 though in that fire, as I bad one and good in the good one; but it is
said before, it may.be that different punish, good in both. Just as the light of the sun,
ments will be awarded corresponding to the or even of a lamp, is certainly not less bril.
difference of the sins. liant when displayed to bad eyes than when

seen by better ones; but it is the same in the
CHAt,. 2o._28. But onthequestionwhether case of both, although it either cheer, or

we ought to prefer a Catholic of the most hurts them differently according to the differ.
abandoned character to a heretic in whose ience of their powers.
life, except that he is a heretic, men can find
othing to blame, I do not venture to give a CHAP. 2t._9. With regard to the objee,.

judgment. But if any one says, be-tion brought against Cyprian, that the cate_
cause he is a heretic, he cannot be this only chumens who were seized in martyrdom, and
without other vices also following,_for he is_,slam for Christ's name's sake, received a

t crown even without baptism, I do not quite
zCar.vl. 9, ,o • M*tt.zi. _,. __tt _x,. _,. [ see what it has to do with the matter, unless,
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indeed, they urged that heretics could much exceed the righteousness of the scribes and
more be admitted with baptism to Christ's Pharisees, ye shall in no case enter into the
kingdom, to which catechumens were admitted kingdom of heaven." The one" were too
without it, since He Himself has said, "Ex- little without the other; the two make perfect
cept a man be born of water and of the Spirxt, the heir of that inheritance. As, then, we
he cannot enter into the kingdom of God." z ought not to depreciate a man's righteousness,
Now, in this matter [ do not hesitate for a whtch begins to exist before he is joined to
moment to place the Catholic catechumen, the Church, as the righteousness of Cor-
who is burning with ]ore for God, before the nelius began to exist before he was in the
baptized heretic; nor yet do we thereby do body of Christian men,---which righteousness
dishonor to the sacrament of baptism which was not thought worthless, or the angel would
the latter has already received, the former not have said to him, "Thy prayers and thine
not as yet; nor do we consider that the sacra- alms are come up as a memorial before God;"
ment of the catechumen _ is to be preferred to nor did _t yet suffice for h_s obtaining the
the sacrament of baptmm, when we acknowl- kingdom of heaven, or he would not have
edge that some catechumens are better and been told to send to Peter,6_so neither ought
more faithful than some baptized persons, we to depreciate the sacrament of baptism,
For the centurion Cornehus, before baptism, even though it has been received outside the
was better than Simon, who had been bap- IChurch. But since it is of no avail for salva-
tized. For Cornelius, even before his bap-I tion unless he who has baptism indeed in full
tism, was filled with the Holy SpinE3 Simon, perfection be incorporated into the Church,
even after baptism, was puffed up with an correcting also hm own depravity, let us there-
unclean spirit. _ Cornehus, however, would fore correct the error of the heretics, that we
have been conwcted of contempt for so holy a: may recognize what in them is not thexr own
sacrament, if, even after he had received the but Chrtst's.
Holy Ghost, he had refused to be baptized.
But when he was baptized, he received in no CHAp. 2z._3o. That the place of baptism
wise a better sacrament than Stmon; but the is sometimes supplied by martyrdom is sup-
different merits of the men were made mare- ported by an argument by no means trivial,
lest under the equal hohness of the same sac- which the blessed Cyprian adduces 7 from the
rament_so true is it that the good or ill de- thief, to whom, though he was not bapttzed, _t
serving of the recipient does not increase or was yet sa_d, "To-day shalt thou be w_th me
dimimsh the holiness of baptism. But as in Paradtse. ''8 On considering which, again
baptism is wanting to a good catechumen to and again, I find that not only martyrdom for
his receiving the kingdom of heaven, so true the sake of Christ may supply what was want.
conversion is wanting to a bad man though ing of baptism, but also faith and conversion
baptized. For He who said, "Except a man of heart, if recourse may not be had to the
be born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot celebration of the mystery of baptism for
enter into the kingdom of God," said also want of time.9 For neither was that thief
Himself, " except your righteousness shall crucified for the name of Christ, but as the
exceed the righteousness of the scribes and reward of his own deeds; nor did he suffer
Pharisees, ye shall in no case enter into the because he believed, but he believed while
kingdom of heaven. "5 For that the righteous- suffer|rig. It was shown, therefore, in the
heSS of the catechumens might not feel secure, case of that thief, how great is the power.
it is written, '° Except a man be born again of even without the vasible sacrament of hap-
water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into usm, of what the apostle says, ." With the
the kingdom of God." And again, that the heart man believeth unto righteousness, and
unrighteousness of the baptized might not feel with the mouth confession is made unto sal-
secure because they had received baptism, it vation." :o But the want is supphed invisibly
is written, "Except your righteousness shall only when the administration of baptism is

prevented, not by contempt for rehgion, but

, ohn_i.5. , by the necessity of the moment. For .muci_
I_Qther r_dln_, of less authority_is, *A r_ rater/_um¢_tt_ more in the case of Cornelius and his fr|ends,

_a_KIKJ_ ba/_tcsmi _r_eferend, tm ,*H#aa_s '" This does -- • _. • -L__ __,_,_ __ --:--'-" : .... m
suit the lense of the passage, and _rohably sprung from want tuRn in rne ease oi gnu[ rooocr, mlgnc it st:c

o_ lmow_dge of the meaning, of the: catechumen's sacrament.' _ru_rflun.c that th,'v should also be bamized
_, |¢iam_ath_nedintheCounolozt._u_ha_e,^._._rf.,as..,,taesacra._r ............ :-"-_ ..... r 2- _

meut of salt"(cap.s). Auipaatia(dtP*ccaC-M0"/¢u, u.c a.6),say_. [ wzth water, seeing that m taem the g, tt ot the
_h,.h_ _,_ iS hOlY raol,e holy tha_ th¢_ |ood wher,_bF our bodms I l"n-LOlV .DpIFIL, WIIIISU, _tt.X.;t.,lUtug t_,.' tug L_;a_, -

_h_ar, c,_6[l_n_'d], Itappearstohavebeenonlrataste ofsalt, I 6Actsx.,hS... rCypr.//p, txxm. a-a. - .lTuke_,"_4_l- -

°_:*' l¢lventhmastheembkmofp_,rttyaadiacorraption. SeeBmg- / ,91nRetvact m x_AugD_tle.XPtmaesaaouat waeza_
_'_'_ _ OttO'. 2_'¢/,u', Book x. c. _t. _6. l thief may not have _een Imp .

3 AL'_X.@_u - 4 ACts viii. lt3, IS, x9. $ Matt. v. zo. I _ Rom. g. io.
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runny of holy Scripture, was received by other itself is present, salvation is complete, if what

men only after baptism, had made itself mani-: the thief posses._'_l be unavoidably wantkng:
feat by every unmistakable sign apPpr°pnate And this is the firm tradition of the universal
to those times when they spoke with tongnes. Church, m respect of the baptism of infants,
Yet they were baptized, and for this action twho certainly are as yet unable "with the
we have the authority of an apostle as the. heart to beheve unto righteousness, and with
warrant. So far ought all of us to be from the mouth to make confession unto tmlva.
being induced by any imperfection m the inner tlon," as the thtef could do; nay, who even,
man, if it so happen that before baptism a by crying and moaning when the mystery is
person has advanced, through the workings of performed u|_,n them, raise their voices in
a pious heart, to spiritual understandmg, to opposition to the mysterious words, and yet
despise a sacrament which is apphed to the no Chrz_ttan will say'that they are baptised to
body by the hands of the mmister, but which no purpose.
is God's own means for working spmtually a.
man's dedication to Himself. Nor do I con- CHAr. 24.--32- And if any one seek for
ceive that the function of baptizing was as- thyme authority m th_s matter, though what
signed to John, so that It should be called is held by the whole Church, and that not as
John's baptism, for any other reason except instructed by Councds. but as a matter of in-
that the Lord H_mself, who had appointed _t, variable custom, ts rightly held to have been
in not dmdmmng to receive the baptism of handed down by apostohcat authority, stillwe
His sen, ant," might consecrate the path of can form a true conjecture of the value of the
humility, and show most plainly by such an sacrament of baptism in the case of infants,
action how high a value was to be pl.wed on from the parallel of circumcision, which was
His own baptism, with whmh He H_m_elf was received by God's esther people, and be'fore
afterwards to baptize. For He saw, like an recewing wluch Abraham w;is justified, as
excellent physmian of eternal salvation, that Cornehus also was enrmhed with the gift of
overweening pride w,_uld be found m some, the Holy Spirit before he was baptized. Yet
who. having made suca progress m tile under-, the apostle says _f Abraham himself, that
standing of the truth and in uprightness of " he received the sign of circumcismn, a seal
character that they would not hesitate to place iof the righteousness of the faith," having al.
themselves, both m life and knowledge, above ready believed m his heart, so that "it was
many that were baptized, would think it was counted unto him for rig.hteousness,"" Why,
unnecessary for them to be baptized, since therefore, was _t commanded him that he
they felt that they had attained a trame of should circumcise every male child in order
mind to which many that were baptized were on the e_ghth day,_ though it could not yet be-
still only endeavoring to rinse themselves. "here w_th the heart, that it should be counted

unto it for r_ghteousness, because the saera-
CHXP. 23._3_. But what is the precise! ment in itself was of gre,_t avail? And this

value of the sanctification of the sacramentwas made manifest by the message of an
(which that thmf did not recelve, not from angel m the _a_e of Mo_es' son: for when he
any want of will on h_s part, but because it w,_s _arrmd by ta_s mother, being yet uncir-
was unavoidably omitted) and what is the'cumctsed, _t was reqmred, by manifest present
effect on a man of its materml applicatmn, tt peril, that he should be circumcised, 4 and
is not easy to say. Still, had it not been of wi_en th_s was done, the danger of death was
the greatest value, the Lord would not have removed. As thereiore in Abraham the justi°
received the baptism of a servant. But since ficat_on of fa|th came first, and circumcision
we must look at it in itself, without entering was added afterwards as the seal of faith; so
upon the question of the salvatmn of the re- in Cornelius the spiritual sanctification came
eipient, which it is intended to work, it shows first m the gift of the Holy Spirit, and the
dearly enough that both in the bad, and in sacrament of regeneration was added after.
those who renounce the world m word and:wards in the laver of baptism. And as in
not in deed, it is itself complete, though they. Isaac, who was circumcised on the eighth day
cannot receive salvation unless they amend after his birth, the seal of this righteousne_
their lives. But as in the thief, to whom the of faith was given first, and afterwards, u he
material administration of the sacrament was imitated the faith of his father, the righteous-
necessarily wanting, the salvation was corn- ness itself followed as he grew up, of which
plete, because it was spiritually present _the seal had been given before when he. was
through his piety, so, when the sacrament'an infant; so in infants, who are _apt_zea,

t Matt. iiL 6, z3. i • Ram. ,_. H, _. _ Ge_, _vil, ,_4. 4 Es. iv. _l_aS,
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the sacrament of regeneration is given first, wanting. But when either of these requisites
and if they maintain a Christian piety, con- is wanting intentionally, then the man is re-
vision also in the heart will follow, of which sponsible for the omission. And baptism
the mysterious sign had gone before in the may exist when the conversion of the heart is
outward body. And as in the thief the wanting; but, with respect to such conver-
gracious goodness of the Almighty supplied sion, it may indeed be found when baptism
what had been wanting in the sacrament of has not been received, but never when it has
baptism, because it had been missing not from been despised. Nor can there be said in any
pride or contempt, but from want of oppor- way to be a turning of the heart to God when
tunity; so in infants who die baptized, we the sacrament of God is treated with con.
must believe that the same grace of the AI- tempt. Therefore we are right in censuring,
mighty supplies the want, that, not from per- anathematizing, abhorring, and abominating
versity of will, but from insufficiency of age, the perversity of heart shown by heretics;
they can neither believe with the heart unto yet it does not follow that they have not the
righteousness, nor make confession with the sacrament of the gospel, because they have
mouth unto salvation. Therefore, when not what makes it of avail. Wherefore, when
others take the vows for them, that the cele- they come to the true falth, and by penitence
bration of the sacrament may be complete m seek remission of their sins, we are not flatter.
thetr behalf, it is unquestionably of avail for ing or deceiving them, when we instruct them
their dedication to God, because they cannot by heavenly discipline for the kingdom of
answer for themselves. But if another were heaven, correcting and reforming in them
to answer for one who could answer for him- their errors and pera'erseness, to the intent
self, it would not be of the same avail. In that we may by no means do violence to what
accordance with which rule, we find in the is sound in them, nor, because of man's fault,
gospel what strikes every one as natural when declare that anything which he may have in
he reads it, " He is of age, he shall speak him from God is either valueless or faulty.
for htmselL"

CHAr. 26.--34. A few things still remain
CHAt". 25.R33. By all these considerations to be noticed in the epistle to Jubaianus; but

it is proved that the sacrament of baptism is since these will raise the question both of the
one thing, the conversion of the heart an- _ast custom of the Church and of the bap-
other; but that man's salvation is made corn- tlsm of John, which ts wont to excite no small
plete through the two together. Nor are we doubt in those who pay shght attention to a
to suppose that, if one of these be wanting, matter which is sufficmntly obvious, seeing
it necessarily follows that the other is want- that those who had received the baptism of
ing also; because the sacrament may exist in John were commanded by the apostle to be
the infant without the conversion of the heart; baptized again, _ they are not to be treated in
and this was found to be possible without the a hasty manner, and had better be reserved
sacrament in the case of the thief, God in for another book, that the dtmensions of this
either case filling up what was involuntarily may not be inconveniently large.

t John ix. _1. _ Acts xlx. 3-5



BOOK V.

HE EXAMINES THE LAST PART OF THE I:PISILL OF CYPRIAN TO JUBAIANUS, TOGETHER WITH

HIS EPISTLE TO QUINTUS, THE LETTER OF THE AFRICAN SYNOD TO THE NUMIDIAN

BISHOPS, AND CYPRIAN'S EPISTLE TO POMPEIUS.

CHAP. I.--I. We have the testtmonv of_of Cyprian and the burning of the sacred
the blessed Cyprian, that the custom o( the_books, ' from which they took occasion to
Catholic Church is at present retained, when make a schism, spreading abroad the smoke
men coming from the side of heretics or of their calummes,Rit therefore is left for
schismatics, if they have received baptism as them to acknowledge that the unity of Christ
consecrated in the words of the gospel, are i is not polluted by any such communion, even

not baptized afresh. For he himself pro-iwith known offenders. And, after this con-
posed to himself the question, and that as ifession, they will be unable to discover any
coming from the month of brethren eLther reason which will iustify them in maintaining
seeking the truth or contending for the truth, that they were bound to separate from the
For in the course of the arguments by which churches of the whole world, which, as we
he wished to show that heretics si_ould be read, were equally founded by the apostles,
baptized again, which we have sufficiently seeing that, while the others could not have
considered for our present purpose in the )erished from any admixture of offenders, of
former books, he says: "But some will say, whatsoever kind, they, though they would not
What then will become of those who in times have perished if they had remained in unity
past, coming to the Church from heresy, were with them, brought destruction on themselves
admitted without baptism ? "' In this ques- in schism, by separating themselves from their
tion is involved the shipwreck of the whole brethren, and breaking the bond of peace.
cause of the Donatists, with whom our con- For the sacrilege of schism is most clearly
test is on this point. For if those had not evident in them, if they had no sufficient cause
really baptism who were thus received on for separation. And it is clear that there was
coming from heretics, and their sins were still no sufficient cause for separation, if even the
upon them, then, when such men were ad- presence of notorious offenders cannot pollute
mitted to communion, either by those who the good while they abide In unity. But that
came before Cyprian or by Cyprian himself, the good, abiding in unity, are not polluted
we must ackno_vledge that one of two things even by notorious offenders, we teach on the
occurred/--either that the Church perished testimony of Cyprian, who says that "men
then and there from the pollution of com- in past times, coming to the Church from
reunion with such men, or that any one abid. heresy, were admitted without baptism; "
ing in unity is not injured by even the notori- and yet, if the wickedness of their sacrilege,
ous sins of other men. But since they cannot which was still upon them, seeing it had not
say that the Church then perished through been purged away by baptism, could not pol-
the contamination arising from communion lute and destroy the holiness of the Church,
with those who, as Cyprian says, were ad- it cannot perish by any infection from wicked
mitted into it without baptism--for otherwise men. Wherefore, if they allow that Cyprian
they cannot maintain the validity of their own spoke the truth, they are convicted of schism
origin if the Church then perished, seeing on his testimony; if they maintain that he
that the list of consuls proves that more than does not speak truth, let them not use his
forty years elapsed between the martyrdom testimony on the question of baptism.
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CHAP. 2.--2. But now that we have begun CHAP. 3.--3. But in what Cyprian adds,
a disputation with a man of peace like Cyprian, saying, "Nor yet because men once have
let us go on. For when he had brought an erred must there be always error, since it
objection against himself, which he knew was rather befits wise and God-fearing men gladly
urged by his brethren, " What then will be- and unhesitatingly to follow truth, when it is
come of those who in times past, coming to clearly laid before their eyes, than obstinately
the Church from heresy, were admitted with- and persistently to fight for heretics against
out baptism ? The Lord," he answers, " is their brethren and their fellow-priests,"3 he
able of His mercy to grant indulgence, and is uttering the most perfect truth; and the
not to separate from the gifts of His Church man who resists the manifest truth is oppos-
those who, being admitted in all honesty to mg himself rather than his neighbors. But,
His Church, have fallen asleep within the so far as I can judge, it is perfectly clear and
Church."' Well mdeed has he assumed that certain, from the many arguments which I
charity can cover the multitude of sins. But have already adduced, that the baptism of
if they really had baptism, and this were not Christ cannot be invalidated even by the per-
rightly perceived by those who thought that versity of heretics, when it is given or re-
they should be baptized again, that error was cetved among them. But, granting that it is
covered by the charity of unity so long as it not yet certain, at any rate no one who has
contained, not the discord and spirit of the considered what has been said, even from a
devil, but merely human infirmity, until, as hostile point of view, will assert that the ques-
the apostle says, " if they were otherwise tion has been decided the other way. There-
minded, the Lord should reveal it to them." _ fore we are not striving against manifest truth,
But woe unto those who, being torn asunder but either, as I think, we are striving in be-
from unity by a sacrilegious rupture, either half of what is clearly true, or, at any rate, as
rebaptize, if baptism exists with both us and those may hold who think that the question
them, or do not baptize at all, if baptism exist has not yet been solved, we are seeking for
in theCatholicChurch only. Whether, there- the truth. And therefore, if the truth be
fore, they rebaptize, or fail to baptize, they other than we think, yet we are receiving
are not in the bond of peace; wherefore let those baptized by heretics with the same
them apply a remedy to which they please of honesty of heart with which those received
these two wounds. But if we admit to the them whom, Cyprian supposed, in virtue of
Church without baptism, we are of the num- their cleaving to the unity of the Church, to
ber of those who, as Cyprian has assumed, be capable of pardon. But if the baptism of
may receive pardon because they preserved Christ, as is indicated by the many arguments
unity. But if (as is, I think, already clear used above, can retain its integrity amid any
from what has been said in the earlier books) defect either of life or faith, whether on the
Christian baptism can preserve its integrity part of those who seem to be within, and yet
even amid the perversity of heretics, then do not belong to the members of the one dove,
even though any in those times did rebaptize, or on the part of those whose severance from
yet without departing from the bond of unity, her extends to being openly without, then
they might still attain to pardon in virtue of those who sought its repetition in those former
that same love of peace, through which days deserved the same pardon for their
Cyprian bears witness that those admitted charity in clinging to unity, which Cyprian
even without baptism might obtain that they thought that those deserved for charity of the
should not be separated from the gifts of the same kind whom he believed to have been

- Church. Further, if it is true that with here- admitted without baptism. They therefore
tics and schismatics the baptism of Christ who, without any cause (since, as Cyprian
does not exist,how much lessbouldthe sins himselfshows,the bad cannot hurtthegood
of othershurtthosewho were fixedinumty, inthe unityof the Church), have cut them-
ifeven men's own sinswere forgivenwhen selvesofffrom the charitywhich isshown in
they came to iteven withoutbaptism! For thisunity,have lostallplaceof pardon,and
if,accordingtoCyprian,the bond of unityiswhilstthey would incur destructionby the
of such efficacy,how could they be hurt by very crime of schism,even though theydid
othermen's sins,who were unwillingtosepa- not rcbaptizethosewho had been baptizedin
rate themselvesfrom unity,ifeven the un- the CatholicChurch, of how bitterpunish-

+ baptized, who wished to come to it from ment are they deserving, who are either en-
heresy, thereby escaped the destruction due deavoring to give to the Catholics eho have

_+, totheirown sins? itwhat Cyprian affirmsthat they themselves
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have not, or, as is clear from the facts of the I legitimate Bridegroom, is of avail, while they

case, are bringing as a charge against the Icontinue what they are, for their confusionC_tholic Church that she has not what even rather than the salvation of their souls.
they themselves possess ? i

I CHAP, 5"--5" Wherefore, even if heretics
CHAP. 4---4- But since now, as I said be- should be truly anxious to correct their error

fore, we have begun a disputation with the and come to the Church, for the very reason
epistles of Cyprian, I think that I should not that they beheved that they had no baptism
seem even to h,m, if he were present, "to unless they rece,ved ,t in the Church, even
be contending obstinately and persistently in under these c,rcumstances _veshould not be
defense of heretics against my brethren and bound to y,eld to the,r desire for the repeti.
my fellow-priests," when he learned tne.t_on of baptism; but rather they should be
powerful reasons which move us to beheve itaught, on the one hand, that baptism, though
that even among hereUcs, who are perversely iperfect iL_itself, could m no way profit their
obstinate in their malignant error, the bap- ;pervers,ty ,f the)" would nqt sub,nit to be cor-
Usm of Christ xsyet m _tself most holy, and ' rected; and, on the other hand, that the per.
most highly to be reverenced. And see,ngil feet, on of bapt,sm could not be impaired byt

that he h_mself, whose testimony has such itheir pervers,ty, while refusing to be cor-
we,ght w,th us, bears w,mess that they were rected: and aga,n, that no further perfection
wont m past umes to be admitted without a is added to bapt,sm m them because they are
second bapt, sm, I would have any one, who subm,tting to correct,on; but that, while they
is induced by Cyprian's arguments to hold ,t themselves are quitting their iniquity, that
as certain that heretics ought to be baptized which was before w,th,n them to their destruc-
afresh, yet consider that those who, on ac- t,on is now begmn,ng to be of profit for sat.
count of weight of the arguments on the other vat,on. For, learning th_s, they will both
side, are not as yet persuaded that this should recogmze the need of salvation m Catholic
be so, hold the same place as those ,n past umty, and w,ll cease to claim as their own
time, who in all honesty admitted men who what ,s really Christ's, and will not confound
were baptized in heresy on the simple correc- the sacrament of truth, ahhough existing in
tion of tne,r ,ndiv,dual error, and who were themselves, with the, r own individual error.
capable of salvation wtth them in virtue of 6. To this we may add a further reason,
the bond of unity. And let any one, who is that men, by a sort of hidden respiration from
led by the past custom of the Church, and heaven, shrink from any one who for the
by the subsequent authority of a plenary second time receives bapt,sm which he had
Council, and by so many powerful proofs already received m any quarter whatsoever,
from holy Scripture, and by much evidence insomuch that the very heretics themselves,
from Cyprian himself, and by the clear tea- when their arguments start w,th that subject,
sorting of truth, to understand that the hap- rub their forehead in perplexity, and almost
tism of Christ, consecrated m the words of all ,hew laity, even those who have grown old
the gospel, cannot be perverted by the error ,n their body, and have conceived an obstinate
of any man on earth,--let such an one under- ammos,ty against the Cathohc Church, confess
stand, that they who then thought otherw,se, that th,s one point in their system displeases
but yet preserved their charity, can be saved them; and many who, for the sake of gaining
by'the same bond of umty. And herein he some secular advantage, or avoiding some
should also understand of those who, m the disadvantage, wish to secede to them, strive
society of tl_e Church d_spersed throughout w,th many secret efforts that they may have
the world, could not.have been defiled by any granted to them, as a peculiar and individual
tares, by any chaff, so long as they themselves privilege, that they should not be rebaptized;
desired to be fruitful corn, and who therefore and some, who are led to place credence in
severed themselves from the same bond of their other vain delusions and false accusa.
unity without any cause for the divorce, that tions against the Catholic Church, are recalled
at any rate, whichever of the two opinions be to unity by this one consideration, that they
true._that which Cyprian then held, or that are unwilling to associate with them lest they
which was maintained by the universal voice should be compelled to be rebaptized. And
of the Catholic Church, which Cyprian did_the Donatists, through fear of this feelingj
not ahandon,--in either case they, having which has so thorough possession of all men's
most openly placed themselves outside in the heart.s, have consented to acknowledge the
plain sacrilege of schism, cannot possibly be baptism which was conferred among the fol-
saved, and all that they possess of the holy lowers of Maximianus, whom they had con-
sacraments, and of the free gifts of the one demned, and so to cut short their own tongues
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and close their mouths, in preference to bap- !actual words of Cyprian, I am warned to say
tizing again so many men of the people of some things which are very necessary for the
Must b and Assurm, and other districts, whom solution of this question. "For if they were
they received with Felicianus and Prmtexta. to see," he says, "that it was settled and es-
tus, and the others who had been condemned tablished by our formal decision and vote,
by them and afterwards returned to them. that the baptism with which they are baptized

in heresy is considered just and lawful, they
CHAP. 6.--7. For when this is done oc- will think that they are in just and lawful

casionally in the case of individuals, at great possession of the Church also, and all its other
intervals of time and space, the enormity of gifts." _ He does not say "that they will
the deed is not equally felt; but if all were think they are in possesslon," but " in just
suddenly to be brought together who had been and lawful possession of the gifts of the
baptized in courseof time by the aforesaid fol- Church." But we say that we cannot allow
lowers of Maximianus, either under pressure that they are in just and laz_fat possession of
of the peril of death or at their Easter baptism. That they are in possession of It
solemnities, and it were told them that they we cannot deny, when we recognize the sacra-
must be baptized again, because what they ment of the Lord in the words of the gospel.
had already received in the sacrilege of schism They have therefore lawful baptism, but they
was null and void, they might indeed say what do not have it lawfully. For whosoever has
obstinate perseverance in their error would it both in Cathohc unity, and 1vmg worthily
compel them to say, that they might hide the of it, both has lawful baptism and has it law'-
rigor and iciness of their hardness under any t fully; but whosoever has it either withm the
kind of false shade of consistency against the i Catholic Church itself, as chaff mixed with
warmth of truth. But in fact, because the'the wheat, or outside, as chaff carried away
party of Maximianus could not bear this, and by the wind, has indeed lawful baptism, but
because the very men who would have to en- not lawfully. For he has it as he uses _t.
force it could not endure what must needs But the man does not use it lawfully who uses
have been done in the case of so many men it against the law,--whmh every one does,
at once, especially as those very men would who, being baptized, yet leads an abandoned
be rebaptlzing them in the party of Primianus life, whether inside or without the Church.
who had already baptized them in the party
of Maximianus, for these reasons their bap- CHAP 8._ 9. Wherefore, as the apostle said
tism was received, and the pride of the Dona- of the law, " The law is good, if a man use it
tists was cut short. And this course they lawfully," 3 so we may fmrly say of baptism,
would certainly not have chosen to adopt, had Baptism is good, if a man use it lawfully.
they not thought that more harm would have And as they who used the law unlawfully
been done to their cause by the offense men could not in that case cause that it should not
would have taken at the repetition of the bap- be in itself good, or make it null and void, so
tism, than by the reputation lost in abandon- any one who uses baptism unlawfully, either
ing their defense. And this I would not say because he lives in heresy, or because he lives
with any idea that we ought to be restrained the worst of lives, yet cannot cause that the
by consideration of human feelings, if the baptism should be otherwase than good, or
truth compelled those who came from heretics altogether null and void. And so, when he is
to be baptized afresh. But because the holy converted either to Catholic unity, or tO a
Cyprian says, "that heretics might have been mode of living worthy of so great a sacrament,
all the more impelled to the necessity of com- he begins to have not another and a lawful
ing over, if only they were to be rebaptized in baptism, but that same baptism in a lawful
the Catholic Church," ' on this account I have manner. Nor does the remission of irrevo-
wished to place on record the intensity of the cable sins follow on baptism, unless a man
repugnance to this act which is seated deeply not only have lawful baptism, but have it
in the heart of nearly every one,_a repug- lawfully; and yet it does not follow that ff a
nance which I can believe was inspired by man have it not lawfully, so that his sins are
God Himself, that the Church might be forti- either not remitted, or, being remitted, are
fled by the instinct of repugnance against any brought on him again, therefore the sacra-
possible arguments which the weak cannot ment of baptasm should be in the baptized
dispel, person either bad or null and void. For as

Judas, to whom the Lord gave a morsel, gave

GHAP. 7.'--8. Truly, when I look at the a place within himself of the devil, not by re-
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cetwng what was bad, but by receiving it tHimself had bestowed upon a servant, that
badly,' so each person, on receiving the sacra- ihe nught give it as his own; and that when
ment of the Lord. does not cause that tt is I ]ohn, than whom no greater had arisen among
bad because he is bad himself, or that he has ! them that are born of women)9 bore such testi.
received nothing because he has not received ! mony to Christ, as to confess that he was not
it to salvation. For it was none the less the worthy to unloose the latchet of His shoe,'*
body of the Lord and the blood of the Lord, ' Clirlst mtght both, by receiving his baptism,
even in those to whom the apostle said, " He be found to be the humblest among men,
that eateth unworthily, eateth and drmketh !and, by taking awav tile place for the bap-
damnation to himself.": Let the heretics tism of John, be bel]eved to be the most high
therefore seek in the Cathohc Church not God, at once the teacher of humility and the
what they have, but what they have not,_ gwer of exaltation.
that is, the end of the commandment, w_thout __. For to none of the prol)hets, to no one
which many holy things may t)e possessed, at all tn holy Scripture, do we read that it was
but they cannot profit. "_'ow, the end of granted to l_apt_ze in the water of repentance
the commandment is chanty out of a pure for the remission of sins, as it was granted
heart, and of a good conscmnce, and of faith to John; that, causing the hearts of the
unfeigned. ''3 Let tilem therefore hasten to people to hang upon hma through this mar.
the unity and truth of the Cathohc Church, 'vellous grace, lie might prepare m them the
not that they may have the sacrament of way for Him whom he declared to be so in-
washing, if they have been already bathed tn I lin[tely greater than himself. But the Lord

]esus Christ cleanses His Church by such a

it, although m heresy, but that they may have i)at)tism that on receiving tt no other is re-
stto ti_e_r health.

i qu_red; wh_le John gave a first washing with
CHAP. 9.--XO. Now we must see what ts i such a baptism that on receiving it there was

said of the baptism of John. For "we read ; further need of the baptism of the Lord,--not
m the Acts of the Apostles, that those who, that the first 1)apt_sm should be repeated, but
had already l)een baptized with the i)apttsm ' that the baptism of Christ, for whom he was
of John _ere vet baptized by Paul," * simply ' preparing the way, m_ght be further bestowed
Lecause the I),_pt_sm of J<mn was not the Imp- ion those who had received the baptism of
tlsm of Christ, but a baptism :tllo_,ed by iJohn. For _f Christ's humihty were not to
Christ to John, so as to be called especially:be commended to our notice, neither would
John's 1)apt_sln; as the same Jotm say% "'A there I)e any need of the baptism of John;
man can receive nothing, except it t)e given lagam, if the end were in John, after his hap-
him from heaven." s And th:_t he m_ght not'tlsm there would be no need of the baptism
possibly seem to receive this from (;od the of Christ. But 1)ecause "'Christ is the end
Father in such wise as not to receive _t from of the law for r_ghteousness to every one that
the Son, speaking presently of Christ H_m-il)eheveth,"" it was shown by John to whom
self, he says, "Of His fullness have all we ' men should go. and m whom, when they had
received." _ But by the grace of a certaCn I reached Ibm, they should rest. The same,
dispensation John received this, which was to; John, therefore, set forth both the exalted
last not for long, but only long enough to. nature of the Lord, when he placed Hmm far
prepare for the Lord the way m which tie'before himself, and His humlhty, when he
must needs be the forerunner. And as our_.t)apttzed Him as the lowest of the people,
Lord was presently to enter on th_s way with. But if John had baptized Christ alone, he
all humility, and to lead those who humbly'would be thought to have been the dispenser
followed Him to pe_fection, as He washed the of a better baptism, in that with which Christ
feet of His servants,_ so was He wilhng to be alone was baptized, than the baptism of Christ
baptized with the baptism of a servant." For with which Christians are baptized; and again,
as He set H_mself to mimster to the f-et of I _f all ought to 1)e baptized first with the bap.
those whose guide He was Himself, so He_tism of John, and then with that of Christ,
submitted H_msetf to the gift of John which the baptism of Christ would deservedly seem
He H_mself had given, that all might under- to be lacking in fullness and perfection, as not
stand what sacrilegious arrogance tttey would sufficing for salvation. Wherefore the Lord
show in despising the baptism which they was baptized with the baptism of John, that
ought each of them to receive from the Lord, He might bend the proud necks of men to
when the Lord Himself accepted what He His own health-giving baptism; and He was

not alone baptized with it, lest He should
_ohta xnt 27. a z Col" xL ug. :_ t "r_m L 5
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show His own to be inferior to this, with bapt:zed again after receiving the baptism of
which none but He Himself had deserved to the holy Joan, and why they ought not to be
be baptized; and He did not allow it to con- :baptized again after receiving the baptism of
tinue longer, lest the one baptism with which the covetous blshop_. For no one denies that
He baptizes might seem to need the other to_ in the Lord's field John was as wheat, bear-
precede it. ing an hundred-fold, if that be the highest

rate of increase; also no one doubts that
CHAP. :o.mI2. I ask, therefore, if sins lcovetousness, which is idolatry, is reckoned

were remitted by the baptism of John, what jm the Lord's harvest among the chaff. Why
more could the baptism of Christ confer on then is a man baptized again after receiving
those whom the Apostle Paul desired to be baptism from the wheat, and not after recelv-
baptized with the baptism of Christ after they ing It from the chaff ? If it was because he
had received the baptism of John ? But if was better than John that Paul baptized after
sins were not rein:tied by the baptism of John, why d_d not also Cyprmn baptize after
John, were those men m the days of Cyprian his usurious colleagues, than wimm he was
better than Joan, of whom he says himself better beyond all comparison? If it was be=
that they "used to seize on estates by "cause they were in unity with him that he did
treacherous frauds, and increase the:r gains not bat3tize after such colleagues, neither
by accumulated usuries,"' through whose ought Paul to have baptized after John, be-
administration of baptism the remlssmn of cause they were }omed together in the same
sins was yet conferred ? Or was It because unity. Can it be that defrauders and extor-
they were contained within the unity of the tioners belong to the members of that one
Church? What then? Was John not con- dove, and that he does not belong to _t to
tamed within that unity, the frmnd of the whom the fulI power of the Lord Jesus Ci_nst
Bridegroom, the preparer of the way of the was shown by t!_e vppearance of the Holy
Lord, the baptizer of the Lord Himself?',Splrlt in the form of a ctove?z Truly he be-
Who will be mad enough to assert this ?"longs most closely to it; but the others, wh:,

Wherefore, although my behef is that John imust be separated from it either by the occa-
so baptized with the water of repentance for l stun of some scandal, or by t,:e winnowing at
the remission of sins, that those who were ]the last day, do not by any means belong to
baptized by him received the expectatmn of ilt, and yet baptism was repeated after John
the remission of their sins, the actual remts- Iand not after them. What then is the cause,
sion taking place in the baptism of the Lord, l except that the baptism wh:ch Paul ordered
mjust as the resurrection which is expected them to receive was not the same as that which
at the last day is fulfilled in hope in us, as was given at the hands of John? And so m
the apostle says, that " He hath raised us up the same umty of tim Church, the baptism of
together, and made us sit together m heavenly Christ cannot be repeated though it be given
places in Christ Jesus; ''_ and again, "' For jby an usurious minister; but those who re-
we are saved by hope; ''s or as again John!ce_ve the baptJsm of John, even from the
himself, while he says, "I indeed baptize i hands of John Himself, ought to be after-

you with water unto repentance, for the re- Iwards baptized w:th the baptism of Christ.
missmn of your sins, ''4 yet says, on seeing
our Lord, " Behold the Lamb of God. which' CHap. iz.--14. Accordingly, I too might
taketh away the sin of the world,"s_never - use the words of the blessed Cyprian to turn
theless I am not disposed to contend vehe. I the hearts of those that hear me to the con-
mently against any one who maintains that)_ sideration of something truly marvellous, if I
sins were remitted even in the baptism of were to say " that John, who was accounted
John, but that some fuller sanctification was {greater among the prophets,_he who was
conferred by the baptism'of Christ on those filled with divine grace while yet in his
whom Paul ordered to be baptized anew: mother's womb; he who was upheld in the

]spirit and power of Elias; who was not the
CHAP. ix._I 3. For we must look at tt:e]adversar,', but a forerunner and herald of the

point which especially concerns the matter'Lord; who not only foretold our Lord in
before us (whatever be the nature of the bap- words, but also showed Him to the sight; who
tism of John, since it is clear that he belongs baptized Christ Himself, through whom all
to the unity of Christ), viz., what is the rea- others are baptized," S_he was not worthy to
son for which it was right that men should be baptize in such w_se that those who were bap-

tized by t_im should not be baptized again
Eph. it. '6,ZCypr. Scrsn, de La_sia, c. vi.
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after him; and shall no one think that a man _scending from heaven like a dove, and it
should be baptized in the Church after he had ',abode upon Him. And I knew Him not:
been baptized by the covetous, by defrauders, ;but He that sent me to Impt_ze with water,
by extortioners, by usurers _ Is not the an- Ithe same said unto me, Upon whom thou shalt
swer ready to this invidious question, Why lsee the Spirit descending, and remaining on
do you think this unmeet, as though either lHim, the same is He which baptizeth with
John were dishonored, or the covetous man the Holy Ghost >'' _ The dove clearly de.
honored ? But His baptism ought not to be scended on Him after He was baptized. But
repeated, of whom John says, "The same is while He was yet coming to be baptized, John
He which baptizeth with the Holy Ghost. "_ had said, " I have need to be baptized of
For whoever be the minister by whose hands Thee." He therefore already knew Him.
it is given, it is His baptism of whom it was What does he thereiore mean by the words,
said, "The same is He whtci_ baptizetu." "' I knew Him not: but He that sent me to
But neither was the bapusm of John himself baptize w_th water, the same said unto me,
repeated, when the Apostle Paut commanded Upon whom thou shalt see the Spirit descend.
those who had been baptized by hwm to be rag, and remaining on Him, the same is He
baptized in Christ. For what they had not which baptizeth w_th the Holy Ghost," since
received from the friend of the Bridegroom, this took place after He was baptized, unless
this tt was right that they should receive from tt were that he knew Him m respect of certain
the Bridegroom Himself, of whom that friend attributes, and m respect of others knew Him
had said, "The same is He wluch baptizeth not ? He knew H,m, indeed, as the Son of
with the Holy Ghost." God, the Bridegroom, of whose fullness all

should receive; but whereas of His fullness
CttAP. 13._I 5. For the Lord Jesus m_ght, he tumself had so received the power of bap-

if He had so thought fit, have g_ven the puwer t_zmg that it should be called the baptism of
of Hzs baptism to some one or more of His. John, he did not know whether He would so
chief servants, whom He had already made g_ve _t to others also, or whether He would
His friends, such as those to whom He says, have H_s own baptism in such wise, that at
" Henceforth I call you not servants, but whosesoever hands it was given, whether by
friends; ''_ that, as Aaron was shown to be a man that brought forth fruit a hundredfold,
the priest by the rod that budded,3 so _t_H_s or s_xtyfold, or thlrtyfold, whether by the
Church, when more and greater miracles are wheat or by the chaff, it should be known to
performed, the ministers of more excellent be of H_m alone; and this he learned through
hohness, and the dispensers of His mysteries, the Spirit descending hke a dove, and abiding
might be made mamfest by some sign, as on Him.
those who alone ought to baptize. But if this
had been done, then though the power of CHAP. I4.--16. Accordingly we find the
baptizing were given them by the Lord, yet apostles using the expressions, " My glory.
_t would necessarily be called their own bait rag," 7 though it was certainly in the Lord;
tlsm, as in the case of the baptism of John. and " Mine office,"" and " My knowledge, ''9
And so Paul gives thanks to God that he bap. and " My gospel," '° altllough it was confess.
tlzed none of those men who, as though for- edly bestowed and given by the Lord; but
getting in whose name they had been baptized, no one of them ever once said, " My bap-
were for diwding themselves into facuons'tism." For neither is the glorying of all of
under the names of dLfferent individuals.' them equal, nor do they all minister with
For when baptism is as valid at the hands of _equal powers, nor are they all endowed with
a contemptible man as it was when given by equal knowledge, and in preaching tbe gos.
an apostle, it is recogmzed as the baptism ; pel one works more forcibly than another, and
neither of this man nor of that, but of Christ;. so one may be said to be more learned than
as John bears witness that he learned, m the ianother in the doctrine of salvatmn itself;
case of the Lord Himself, through the ap-'but one cannot be said to be moreor less bap-
pearancc of the dove. For in what other re- I tlzed than another, whether he be baptized
spect he said, "And I knew Him not," I :by a greater or a less worthy mimster. So
cannot clearly see. For if he had not known ' when "the works of the flesh are manifest,
Him in any sense, he could not have sa_d to'which are these, formcatlon, uncleanness,
Him when He came to his baptism, I ha e lasciviousnness, Idolatry, witchcraft, hatred,
need to be baptized of Thee. ''s What is _t, variance, emulatmns, str_fe, seditions, here.
therefore, that he says, " I saw the Spirit de- tsies, envyings, drunkenness, revellings, and

tJ °hat 33- zJohnxw 15- _h'ura x_. 8. _ t 3_,33 _ _Cor._x._s SRom, x_._
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such like; "_ if it be strange that it should be I men in the Church in his day, and we ourselves

_aiedno_ bMaep_iz_lreftbearP_ieZredical_ewJ;hsn'itannodt[ex_iel_uCt _tndslastmreanntgtehenfa_t sense it can
equally strange that it should be said, " Men be said that "baptism and the Church can-
were baptized after John, and are not bap- not in any way be separated and detached
tized after the envious," seeing that Cyprian from one another." 3 For _f baptism remains
himself bears witness in his epistle concern- inseparably in him who is baptized, how can
ing envy and malignity that the covetous are fit be that he can be separated from the
of the party of the devil, and Cyprian himself iChurch, and baptism cannot ? But it is clear
makes it manifest from the words of the that baptism does remain inseparably in the
Apostle Paul, as we have shown above, that ibaptized person; because into whatever depth
in the time of the apostles themselves there of evil, and into whatever fearful whirlpool of
were envious persons in the Church of Christ sin the baptized person may fall, even to the
among the very preachers of the name of ruin of apostasy, he yet is not bereft of hts
Christ ? baptism. And therefore, if through repen-

Itance he returns, it is not given again, be-
CHAP. I5.--I7- That therefore the bap- Icause it is judged that he could not have been

tism of John was not the same as the baptism bereft of it. But who can ever doubt that a
of Christ, has, I think, been shown w,th suffi- baptized person can be separated from the
cient clearness; and therefore no argument Church ? For hence all the heresies have pro-
can be drawn from it that bapusm should be ceeded which deceive by the use of Christian
repeated after heretics because it was repeated terms.
after John: since John was not a heretic.
and could have a baptism, which, though CHAP. _6.--Wherefore, since it is mani-
granted by Christ, was yet not the very bap- lest that the baptism remains in the bapuzed
tism of Christ, seeing that he had the love person when he is separated from the Church,
of Christ; while a hereuc can have at once the baptism which is in him is certainly sepa-
the baptism of Chrtst and the perversity of rated with him. And therefore not all who
the devd, as another within the Church may retain the baptism retain the Church, just as
have at once the baptism of Christ and the not all who retain the Church retain eternal
envy of the devil, hfe. Or if we say that only those retam the

i8. But it will be urged that baptism hfter Church who observe the commandments of
a heretic is much more requtred, because God, we at once concede that there are many
John was not a heretic, and yet baptism waswho retain baptism, and do not retain the
repeated after him. On this principle, a man IChurch.
may say, much more must we rebapUze after ! 2t. Therefore the heretic is not "the first

a drunkard, because lohn was sober, and yet to seize baptism," since he has received itbaptism was repeated after him. And we from the Church. Nor, though he seceded,
shall have no answer to make to such a man. Icould bapUsm have been lost by him whom
save that the baptism of Christ was given to!we assert no longer to retain the Church, and
those who were bapt, zed by John, because!yet allow to retain baptism. Nor does any
they had it not; but where men have the bap- one " y_eld his birthright, and give it to a
tism of Christ, no iniquity on their part can heretic," 4because he says that he took away
possibly effect that the baptism of Christ with him what he could not give lawfully, but
should fail to be in them. what would yet be according to law when

x9. It ts not therefore true that "' by bap- gtven; or that he no longer has lawfully what
tizing first, the hereUc obtains the right of yet is in accordance with law in his possession.
baptism;"" but because he did not baptize But the birthright rests only in a holy con-
with his own baptism, and though he did not versation and good life, to which all belong
possess the right of baptizing, yet that whtch of whom that bride consists as her members
he gave is Christ's, and he who received it is which has no spot or wrinkle, s or that dove
Christ's. For many things are given wrong- that groans amid the wickedness of the many
fully, and yet they are not therefore said to crows,_unless it be that, while Esau lost
be non-existent or not given at all. For his birthright from his lust after a mess of

neither does he who renounces the world m i p°ttage'6 we are yet to hold that it _s retained
word only and not in deed receive bapusm by defrauders, robbers, usurers, env;.ousper-
lawfully, and yet he does receive it. For sons, drunkards and the like, over whose
'both Cyprian records that there were such .......

S E,ph. v. _7. Cp. Aug. Retract. i_ 18, quo abo, ve_ .
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existence in the Church of his time Cyprian Idivine concord or the peace of the Lord with
groaned in his epistles. Wherefore, ettherlevil men; for the good man cau observe peace
It is not the same thing to retain the Church I towards wicked men, but he cannot be united
and to retain the birthright in divine things, [with them In the peace which they have not.
or, if every one who retains the Church also I Lastly, that prescribing to no one) and pre.
retains the birthri_ght, then all those wicked I judging no one, lest each bishop should not
ones do not retaiil_the Church who yet both do what he thinks right in the free exercise
seem and are allowed by every one of us to of his own will, he has left for us also, what,
give baptism within the Church; for mo one, soever we may be, a place for treating peace.
save the man who is whollyignorant of sacred fully of those things with him. For he is
things, would say that they retain the birth- present, not only in his letters, but by that
right in sacred things very chanty which existed in so extraordinary

a degree m him, and which can never die.
CHAP. 17.--22. But. having considered Longing, therefore, with the aid of his

and handled all these points, we have now prayers, to cling to and be in union with him)
come to that peaceful utterance of Cyprian at if I be not hindered by the unmeetnessof my
the end of the epistle, with which I am never sins, I will learn if I can through his letters
sated, though I read and re-read it again and with how great peace and comfort the Lord
again,--so great is the pleasantness of admimstered His Church through him; and,
brotherly love which breathes forth from it, puttmgon the bowels of humility through the
so great the sweetness of charity in which it mowng influence of his discourse, if, in

(y )) (,abounds. "These thm_,s, he says, we common wnh the Church at large, I enter-
have written unto you, dearest brother, Itam any doctrine more true than his)I will
shortly, according to our poor abdtty, pre- not prefer my heart to his, even in the point
scribing to or prejudging no one, lest each m which he, though holding different views,
bishop should not do what he thinks right, in was yet not severed from the Church through-
the free exercise of his own will. We, so out the world. For m that, when that ques-
far as in us hes, do not contend on the sub- lion was yet umlecided for want of full dis.
ject of heretms with our colleagues and fellow- cussmn, though ms sentiments differed from
bishops, with whom we maintain concord and those of many of his colleagues, yet he oh.
peace in the Lord; especially as the apostle served so great moderatmn, that he would
also says, 'If any man seem to be conten- not mutilate the sacred fellowship of tho
tious, we have no such custom, neither the Church of God by any stain of schism, a
churches of God.' ' We observe patmntty and greater strength of excellence appeared in him
gently charity of spirit, the honor of our than would have been shown if, without that
brotherhood, the bond of froth, the harmony virtue, he had held views on every point not
of the priesthood. For tlus reason also, to only true, but coinciding with their own.
the bestof our poor abihty, by the permission Nor should I be acting as he would wish, if
and the Inspiration of God we have wrnten I were to pretend to prefer his talent and his
this treatise on 'The Good of Patience,' which fluency of discourse and copiousness of learn-
we have sent to you in consideration of our ing to the holy Council of all nations, where-
mutual love." _ at he was assuredly present through the unity

23. There are many things to be considered of his spirit, especially as he is now placed in
in these words, wherein the brightness of such full light of truth as to see with perfect
Christian charity shines forth in th_s man, certainty what he was here seeking inthe spirit
who "loved the beauty of the Lord's house, of perfect peace. For out of that rich abun-
and the place of the tabernacle of H_s habi- dance he smiles at all that here seems elo-
tation."3 Fxrst, that he did not conceal what quence in us, as though it were the first essay
he felt; then, that he set it forth so gently of infancy; there he sees by what rute of piety
and peacefully, in that he maintained the he acted here, that nothing should be dearer
peace of the Church with those who thought in the Church to him than unity. There,
otherwise, because he understood how great too, with unspeakable delight he beholds with
healthfulness was bound up in the bond of what prescient and most merciful providence
peace, loving it so much, and maintaining it the Lord, that He might heal our swellings,
w_th _..).r ;_,,, seein ,_ a_a _elin_ that even "chose the foolish things of the world to con-
men w'ho ;hi_k differentiy-raay-en_ertaintheir [ found the wise, "' and, m the ordenng of the
several sentiments with saving charity. For]members of His Chur, ch, pmcea all things in

he would not say that he could maintain [ such a healthful way, that men should not say
I
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that they were chosen to the help of the gos- belong to her at all, or not as yet; and since
pel for their own talent or learning, of whose it is true that "another man cannot be quick-
source they yet were ignorant, and so be ened by one who himself liveth n_,'_it is
puffed up with deadly pride. Oh, how Cy- therefore clear that those who within are bap-
prian rejoices! With how much more perfect tized by such persons, if they approach the
calmness does he behold how greatly it con- sacrament with true convegsion of heart, are
duces.to the health of the human race, that quickened by Him whose_aptism it is. But
in the writings even of Christian and pious if they renounce the world in word and not in
orators there should be found what merits deed, as Cyprian declares to be the case with
blame, and in "the writings of the fishermen some who are within, it is then manifest that
there should nothing of the sort be found! they are not themselves quickened unless
And so I, being fully assured of this joy of they be converted, and yet that they have
that holy soul, neither in any way venture to true baptism even though they be not con-
think or say that my writings are free from verted. Whence also it is likewise clear that
every kind of error, nor, in opposing that those who are dead without, although they
opinion of his, wherein it seemed to him that neither" live themselves, nor qmcken others,"
those who came from among heretics were to yet have the living baptism, which would profit
be received otherwise than either they had them unto life so soon as they should be con-
been in former days, as he himself bears wit- verted unto peace.
hess, or are now received, as is the reasona-
ble custom, confirmed by a plenary Council of CHAP. 19.--_5. Wherefore, as regards those
the whole Christian world, do I set against who received the persons who came from
him my own view, but that of the holy Cath- heresy in the same baptism of Christ with
olic Church, which he so loved and loves, in which they had been bapuzed outside the
which he brought forth such abundant fruit Church, and said "that they followed ancient
with tolerance, whose entirety he himself was custom," as indeed the Church now receives
not, but in whose entirety he remained such, it is in vain urged against them "that
whose root he never left, but, though he among the ancients there were as yet only
already brought forth fruit from its root, he the first beginning of heresy and schisms,3 so
was purged by the heavenly Husbandman that that those were involved in them who were
he should bring forth more fruit;' tot whose seceders from the Church, and had originally
peace and safety, that the wheat might not be been baptized within the Church, so that it
rooted out together with the tares, he both was not necessary that they should be bap-
reproved with the freedom of truth, and en- tized again when they returned and did pen-
dured with the grace of charity, so many evils ance." For so soon as each several heresy
on the part of men who were placed in unity existed, and departed from the communion
with himself, of the Catholic Church, it was possible that,

I will not even say the next day, but even
CHAP. I8.--24. Whence Cyprian himself • on that very day, its votaries might have hap-

again admonishes us with the greatest fullness, tized some who flocked to them. And there-
that many who were dead in their trespasses fore if this was the old custom, that they
and sins, although they did not belong to the should be so received into the Church (as
body of Christ, and the members of that in- could not be denied even by those who main-
nocent and guileless dove (so that if she alone mined the contrary part in the discussion),
baptized, they certainly could not baptize), there can be no doubt in the mind of any one

et to all appearance seemed both to be bap- who pays careful attention to the matter, that
zeal and to baptize within the Church. And those also were so received who had been

among them, however dead they are, their baptized without in heresy.
baptism nevertheless lives, which is not dead, 26. But I cannot see what show of reason
and death shall have no more dominion over there is in this, that the name of "erring
it. Since, therefore, there be dead men sheep ", should be denied to one whose lot it
within the Church, nor are they concealed, has been that, while seeking the salvation
for else Cyprian would not have spoken of which is in Christ, he has fallen into the error
them so much, who either do not belong at of heretics, and been baptized in their body;
all to that living dove, or at least do not as white he is held to have become a sheep al-
yet belong to her; and since there be dead l

, men....... without,.........who yet. more clearly do not! aA_, _.t,,_ _,,_,,,_ ,_ _i_,a_ _,,,,_,_z,_
their _ infancy. Benedlctmes suggest: "]_,rs_ el _:]_-

alnthtaandthefoilowlugchaptn¢, Aug, re,tin isenmmmgthe I m_,_ttm,' Hat,el reads: ttptsd _et'e_r Atr._r el scA£tstt_tjm
"'_ .l_¢e_-first epistle of Cyprian to his brother Quintm h bishop i_ ; t, rlma adAzefwtrla¢ i_itia.
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ready within the body of the Cathohc Caurch [ fore his false answer does not prevent what
herself, who has renounced the world in words he receives from being baptism, so also tee
and not in deeds, and has received baptism in false reply of the other about the holy Cl_urch
such falseness of heart as this. Or if such does not prevent what he receives from being
an one also does not become a s:_eep unless baptism; and as the former, if he afterwards
after turning to God with a true heart, then, fulfill with truth what he promised in false.
as he is not baptized at the time when he be- hood, does not receive a second baptism, but
comes a sheep, if he had been already bap- only an amended life, so also in the case of
tized, but was not yet a sheep; so he too, the latter, if he come afterwards to the
who comes from the heretics that he may be- Cqurch about w,'uch he gave a false answer
come a sheep, is not then to be bapuzed if he to the question put' _o lure, thinking that he
had been already bapuzed w_th the same bnp- _lad it waen l_e had it not, the Cilurch herself
tism, though he was not yet a sheep. Where- _vhmh he did not possess is given him, but
fore, since even all the bad that are w_thin_ what he had recetved ]s not repeated. But I
the covetous, the envious, the drunkards, and cannot tell why it should be, that while God
those that hve contrary to the d_sciphne of can " sanctify the oil" in answer to the words
_hrist--may be deservedly called hers, and which proceed out of the mouth of a tour.
in darkness, and dead, and antichrists, do deter, " He vet cannot sanctify tt on thealtar
they yet therefore not baptize, on the ground reared b v a h'ereuc,'" unless it be that He who
that "there can be nothing common between ts not hindered by the false conversion of the
truth and falsehood, between light and dark- heart of man wtthm the Church is hindered
ness, between death and immortality, between by the false erection of some wood without
Antichrist and Christ ?"* from deigning to tie present in His sacra-

27. He makes an assumption, then, not ments, though no falseness on the part of
"of mere custom," but "of the reason of men can hinder Him. If, therefore, what is

truth itself, ''_ when he says that the sacra- said re,the gospel, that "God heareth not
ment of GOd cannot be turned to error by the stoners, ' _extends so far that the sacraments
error of any men, since it is declared to exist cannot be celebrated by a sinner, how then
even in those who have erred. Assuredly the does He hear a murderer praying, either over
Apostle John says most plainly, " He that i the water of bapusm, or over the oil, or over
hateth his brother is m darkness even untd _the eucharist, or over the heads of those on
now;"3 and again, "Whosoever hateth lus !whom tus hand is laid ? All which things are
brother is a murderer; "' and why, therefore, I nevertheless done, and are valid, even at the
do they baptize those within the Church whom t hands of murderers, that is, at the hands of

]those who hate their brethren, even within, in
Cyprianmalice?shimself declares to be m the envy of the Church ,tself. Since " no one can give

Iwhat he does not possess himself," 9 how does
CHAP. _o. How does a murderer cleanse a murderer give the Holy Spire? And yet

and sanctify the water ? 6 How can darkness such an one even bapuzeth w_th n the Church.
bless the oil ? But if God is present in H,s I It _s God, therefore, that gives the Holy Spirit
sacraments to confirm His words by whomso, even when a man of this kind is baptizing.
ever the sacraments may be administered,
then both the sacraments of God are every. CHAP. 2L--z9. But as to what he says,
where valid, and evil men whom they profit that " he who comes to the Church is to be
not are everywhere perverse, baptized and i'enewed, that within he may be

• 8. But what kind of argument is this, that hallowed through the holy," _what will he do,
"a heretic must be considered not to have if within also he meets ruth those who are not
baptism, because he has not the Church?" holy? Or can it be that the murderer is
And it must be acknowledged that "when he holy? And if the reason for his being trap-
is baptized, he is questioned about the tized in the Church is that "he should put
Church." _ Just as though the same ques- off this very thing also that he, being a matt
tion about the Church were not put in hap- that sought to come to God, fell, through the
Usm to him who within the Church renounces deceit of error, on one profane," 9 where is
the world in word and not in deed. As there- he afterwards to put off this, that he may
-, t chance, while seeking a man of God within

, cypr._#. _zi., _Cypr rt _xx,3- .. _the Church itself, to have fallen, through the
$lJohnlt.Q. 4]Johntt _5- _Cypr _)6]ltxlt[- 14.
• in this artdthe next t_o chapter_'Augu'.tm t_ exammm¢ the : deceit of error, on a murderer ? If "there

seventieth epistle of Cyprian fr,_n htmself and thtrty other bt_ho cannot be in
o1_ (text off Hm'telL to Januartus, ._aturuintts, Maximus, and fifo a man something that is void
teen others. _ - -

in the questton" De_t thou beheve m eternal llfe and remus*
• iouOfmnstbrough'th¢ holyChurch _'' Cyp. l,c._. I SJohntx 3t. 9Cypr. E#,Jxx._,
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and something that is valid," ' why is it possi- ment of the remission of sins, is possessed
ble that in a murderer the sacrament should even by murderers, who are yet in darkness
be holy and his heart unholy ? If "whoso- because the hatred of their brethren is not
ever cannot give the Holy Spirit cannot bap-excluded from their hearts, therefore either
tize," _why does the murderer baptize within no remission of sins is given to them if their
the Church ? Or how has the murderer the baptism is accompanied by no change of
Holy Spirit, when every one that has the heart for the better, or if the sins are re-
Holy Spirit is filled with light, but "he who mitted, they at once return on them again.
hates his brother is still in darkness ?" _ If And we learn that the baptism is holy m itself,
because "there is one baptism, and one because it is of God; and whether it be given
Spirit," • therefore they cannot have the one or whether it be received by men of such like
baptism who have not the one Spirit, why do character, it cannot be polluted by any per-
the innocent man and the murderer within versity of theirs, either within, or yet outside
the Church have the one baptism and not the Church.
have the one Spirit ? So therefore the heretic
and the Cathohc may have the one baptism, CHAP. 22._30. Accordingly we agree with
and yet not have the one Church, as in the Cyprian that "heretics cannot give remission
Catholic Church the innocent man and the of sins;"3 but we maintain that they can give
murderer may have the one baptism, though baptism,_which indeed in them, both when
they have not the one Spirit; for as there is they give and when they receive it, is p.rofita-
one baptism, so there is one Spirit and one ble only to their destructton, as m_suslng so
Church. And so the result is, that in each great a gift of God; just as also the mahclous
person we must acknowledge what he already and envious, whom Cyprian himself acknowl-
has, and to each person we must give what edges to be w_thin the Church, cannot give
he has not. If "nothing can be confirmed remission of sins, while we all confess that
and ratified with God which has been done by they can give baptism. For if it was said of
those whom God calls His enemies and foes, ''s those who have sinned against us, "If ye for-
why is the baptism confirmed which is given give not men their trespasses, neither will
by murderers? Are we not to call murderers ¢our Father forgive your trespasses, ''s how
the enemies and foes of the Lord? But much more impossible is it that their sins
" he that hateth his brother is a murderer." should be forgiven who hate the brethren by
How then did they baptize who hated Paul, whom they are loved, and are baptized in that
the servant of Jesus Christ, and thereby very hatred; and yet when they are brought
hated Jesus Himself, since He Himself said to the right way, baptism is not given them
to Saul, "Whypersecutest thou me? ''4 when anew, but that very pardon which they did
he was persecutmg His servants, and since at not then deserve is granted them m their true
the last He Himself shall say, " Inasmuch conversion? And so even what Cyprianwrote
as ye did it not to one of the least of these to Quintus, and what, in conjunction with hts
that are mine, ye did it not to me ? "5 Where- colleagues Ltberalis, Caldonius, Junius, and
fore all who go out from us are not of us, but the rest, he wrote to Saturninus, Max_mus,
not all who are with us are of us; just as when and others, is all found, on due consideration,
men thresh, all that flies from the threshing- to be in no wise meet to be preferred as
floor is shown not to be corn, but not all that against the agreement of the whole Catholic
remains there is therefore corn. And so Church, of which they rejoiced that they

John too says, "They went out from us, but were members, and from which they neither
they were not of us; for if they had been of cut themselves away nor allowed others to be
us, they would no doubt have continued with cut away who held a contrary opinion, until
us." 6 Wherefore God gives the sacrament at length, by the will of the Lord, it was made
of grace even through the hands of wicked manifest, by a plenary Council many years
men, but the grace itself only by Himself or afterwards, what was the more perfect way,
through His saints. And therefore He gives and that not by the institution of any novelty,

: remission of sins either of Himself, or through but by confirming what was old.
+_ the members of that dove to whom He says,
:_, "Whosesoever sins ye remit, they are re- CHAP. 23._3L Cyprian writes also to
_-,:: mitred unto them; and whosesoever sins ye Pompeius 9 about this selfsame matter, and
_ retain, they are retained." _ But since no one clearly shows in that letter that Stephen,
_:" can doub( that baptism, which is the sacra- who, as we learn, was then bishop of the

_ _ L_++__ _ _ X CylX'. E_. lXX. 3" _ t John ii. 9. 3 C+_'Pr+E_. lxx- 3- 8 Matt, _q+ 15*
_,-_?,_:_ -, 4 At, is ix. 4" 5 M&tt. xxv. 45 . 6 x _ohn II, tg, 9 Cypr. E.b. |xxiv., which is examined by Aug'dal_a in the re"

_A_:,_ , John xx. "3. maaning chapters of this book.
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Roman Church, not only did not agree with any one has received baptism in the Catholic
him upon the points before us, but even wrote Church, it remains so long in him as he him-
and taught the opposite views. But Stephen self remains in the Church, which is not so,
ce .r_inly did not "communicate with here- For it is not restored to him when he return_
tics," • merely because he did not dare to ira- just because he did not lose it when he $e.
pugn the baptism of Christ, which he knew ceded. But as the disaffected sons have not
remained perfect in the midst of their per- the Holy Spirit in the same manner as the
vetsity. For if none have baptism who enter- beloved sons, and yet they have baptism; so
tain false views about God, it has been proved heretics also have not the Church as Catholics
sufficiently, in my opinion, that this may have, and yet they have baptism. "For the
happen even within the Church. "The apos- Holy Spirit of discipline will flee deceit,"_
ties," indeed, "gave no injunctions on the and yet baptism will not flee from it, And
point; "_ but the custom, which _s opposed to so, as bapusm can continue in one from whom
Cyprian, may be supposed to have had its the Holy Spirit withdraws Himself, so can
origin m apostolic tradmon, just as there are baptism continue where the Church is not.
many things which are observed by the whole But if "the laying on of hands" were not
Church, and thereforo are fairly held to have "applied to one coming from heresy," ' he
been enjoined by the apostles, which yet are would be as _t were judged to be wholly
not mentioned in their wrmngs, blameless; but for the uniting of love, which

32. But it wdl be urged that it is written is the greatest gift of the Holy Spirit, without
of heretics that "they are condemned of which any other holy thing that there may be
themselves." * What then ? are they not also in a man _s profitless to his salvation, hands
condemned of themselves to whom it was are laid on heretics when they are brought to
said, " For whereto thou judgest another, a knowledge of the truth)
thou condemnest thyself ?" 3 But to these
the apostle says, " Thou that preachest a CHAP. 24---34. I remember that I have al-
man should not steal, dost thou steal ?" * and ready discussed at sufficient length the ques.
so forth. And such truly were they who, tion of "the temple of God," and how this
being bishops and estabhshed in Catholic saying is to be taken, '*As many of you all
umty with Cyprian h_mself, used to plunder have been baptized into Christ have put on
estates by treacherous frauds, preaching all Christ." '° For neither are the covetous the
the time to the people the words of the apos- temple of God, since it is written, "What
tle, who says, " Nor shall extoruoners inherit agreement hath the temple of God with
the kingdom of God." s idols ? .... And Cyprian has adduced the testi*

33. Wherefore I will do no more than run mony of Paul to the fact that covetousness is
shortly through the other sentiments founded idolatry. But men put on Christ, sometimes
on the same rules, which are in the aforesaid so far as to receive the sacrament, sometimes
letter written to Pompeius. By what authority so much further as to receive holiness of life,
of holy Scripture is it shown that "it is against And the first of these is common to good and
the commandment of God that persons corn- bad alike; the second, peculiar to the good
ing from the society of heretics, if they have and pious. Wherefore, if "baptism cannot
already there received the baptism of Christ, be without the Sptrit," then heretics have the
are not baptized again ?" 6 But it is clearly Spirit also._but to destruction, not to salva.
shown that many pretended Chrisuans, though tion, just as was the case with Saul." For in
they are not joined in the same bond of char- the Holy Spirit devils are cast out through
ity with the saints, without which anything the name of Christ, which even he was able
holy that they may. have been able to possess to do who was without the Church, which'called
is of no profit to them, yet have baptism in forth a suggestion from the disciples to their
common with the saints, as has been already Lord. n Just as the covetous have the Holy'
sufficiently proved with the greatest fullness. Spirit, who yet are not the temple of God,
He says "' that the Church, and the Spirit, For "what agreement hath the temple of God
and baptism, are mutually incapable of sepa- with idols ?" If therefore the covetous have
ration from each other, and therefore" he not the Spirit of GOd, and yet have baptism_
wishes that "those who are separated from it is possible for baptism to exist without the
the Church and the Holy Spirit should be Spirit of God.
understood to be separated also from bap ..........

•tism."' But if this is the case, then when _wr_ s;. th_t,ri_g on of " '_ [;ttt to e_,_-
firmat(on, but Augu_tm mt_rp_ _t of the t-cmton_O_ d p_.
tent_. Cp. IIL g6, _l,

4_P. lxaav,_. :_Tit._tii. xL 3Rom h i _'-,(2al fiJ. 27. ,_Cor, vL_6.n. _x, "S i Cot. w. to. 6 Cypr. LTd. lxxtv 4- 12 x Sam. xlx. 23. _ Mark _x. _.
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$5. If thereforeheresy is rendered "un- dowed with pious charity,sufficientlypoints
abletoengender sons toGod throughChrist,Iout thatwe should not hesitateto read his
becauseitisnotthebrideof Christ,)'•neither]lettersin such a sense,that wc should feel
can thatcrowd of evilmen establishedwithinIno difficultyifthe Church shouldafterwards
the Church, sinceitis alsonot the bride ofIconfirmwhat had been discoveredby further

Christ;forthe brideof ChristisdescribedasIand longer discussions;because, as there
being withoutspot or wrinkle." Therefore were many thingswhich the learnedCyprian
eithernot allbaptizedpersonsarethe sonsof might teach,so there was stillsomething
God, or even that which isnot the bridecan which the teachable Cyprian might learn.
engenderthe sonsof God. But asitisasked But theadmomtion that he givesus,"that
whether "he isspirituallyborn who has re- we shouldgo back to thefountain,thatis,to
ceivedthe baptism of Christin the midstof apostolictradition,and thenceturn the chan-
heretics,),3so itmay be asked whether he is nelof truthtoour t=mes,"6 ismost excellent,
spirituallyborn who has receivedthe baptism and should be followedwithout hesitation.
ofChristintheCatholicChurch,withoutbeing Itishanded down tous,thercforc,ashe him-
turnedtoGod ina trueheart,ofwhom itcan- selfrecords,by the apostles,that there is
not be said that he has not received baptism. "one God, and one Christ, and one hope,

and one faith, and one Church, and one bap-
CHAP. 25._36. I am unwilling to go on tism."_ Since then we find that in the times

to handle again what Cyprian poured forth of the apostles themselves there were some
with signs of irritation agaznst Stephen, as it who had not the one hope, but had the one
is, moreover, quite unnecessary. For they baptism, the truth is so brought down to us
are but the selfsame arguments which have from the fountain itself, that it is clear to us
already been sufficiently discussed; and it is that it is possible that though there is one
better to pass over those points which involved Church, as there is one hope, and one bap-
the danger of baneful dissension. But Stephen tlsm, they may yet have the one baptism who
thought that we should even hold aloof from have not the one Church; just as even in
those who endeavored to destroy the primi- those early times it was possible that men
tire custom in the matter of receiving heretics; should have the one baptism who had not the
whereas Cyprian, moved by the difficulty of one hope. For how had they one hope with
the question itself, and being most largely the holy and the just, who used to say, " Let
endowed with the holy bowels of Chnstmn us eat and drink, for to-morrow we die," s as-
charity, thought that we ought to remain at serting that there was no resurrection of the
unity with those who differed in opinion from dead ? And yet they were among the very
ourselves. Therefore, although he was not men to whom the same apostle says, " Was
without excitement, though of a truly brotherly Paul crucified for you ? or were you baptized
kind, in his indignation, yet the peace of Christ in the name of Paul ?" 9 For he writes most
prevailed in their hearts, that in such a dis- manifestly to them, saying, "How say some
pure no evil of schism should arise between among you that there is no resurrection of
them. But it was not found that "hence grew the dead? ....
more abundant heresies and schisms," 4 be-
cause what is of Christ in them is approved, CHAP. 27._38. And in that the Church is
and what is of themselves is condemned: for thus described in the Song of Songs, "A garo
all the more those who hold this law of re- den enclosed is my sister, my spouse; a spring
baptizing were cut irao smaller fragments, shut up, a fountain sealed, a well of living

water; thy plants are an orchard of pomegran-
CHA_. a6._37. To go on to what he ates, with pleasantfruits;"_Idarenotunder -

says, "that abishop should be 'teachable,' "5 stand this save of the holy and just,--not of
adding, '_ But he is teachable who is gentle the covetous, and defrauders, and robbers,

:, and meek to learn; for a bishop ought not and usurers, and drunkards, and the envi-
only to teach, but to learn as well, since he is ous, of whom we yet both learn most fully
indeed the better teacher who daily grows from Cyprian's letters, as I have often shown,
and advances by learning better things; "6 and teach ourselves, that they had baptism in

_' in these words ass_aredly the holy man, en- common with the just, in common with whom
they certainly had not Christian charity.

"g t Cypr, F46.Ixxiv.6.
• Elda. v. P7. Cp. Aug..Re_act. ii.,S, quoted abow, I. For I would thatsome one would tellmehow

_,:: z_,_ they _' crept into the garden enclosed and the_Cm_._. txxlv.7- (/6.
_ _. S*'_t/,_':" am4_ thepm_ge (_Tim.il.ffi4)isquotedfro-

- qat'nt|y by Augustm. The English version, " apt to teach)" is Y//;. xr, and Eph. lv, 4..._
_._,_' 8zCor. xv. 32. )xCor. Lt3.

_', _ _Cypr. J_dt. Ixxiv. zo. xo z Cot. _-. z=. _t, Cam. iv. _=, z3.
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fountain sealed," of whom Cyprian bears wit-tbeen sought out with diligence; and if in
ness that they renounced the world in word!aught they stray from it, the_ submit to
and not in deed, and that yet they were with- Ispeedy correction under Cathohc authority,
in the Church. For if they both are them- Ialthough, in Cyprian s words, they be tossed
selves there, and are themselves the bride of]about, by reason of their fleshly appetite)
Christ, can she then be as she is described, Iwith the various conflicts of phantasies.
_' without spot or wrinkle," ' and is the fair _There are some also wllo as yet live wickedly,
dove defiled with such a portion of her mem- or even he in heresies or the superstitions of
bers? Are these thethorns amongwhich she ti_e Gentries, and yet even then "the Lord
is a lily, as it is said in the same Song ?_ So _knowettx them that are His." For, in that
far therefore, as the lily extends, so far does unspeakable foreknowledge of God) many
"the garden enclosed and the fountam who seem to be without are in reality witain,
sealed," namely, through all those just per- and many who seem to be within yet really
sons who are Jews towardly in the circum- are without. Of all those, therefore, who) if
cision of the heart 3 (for" the king's daughter I may so say, are inwardly and secretly with.
is all glorious within '"0, in whom is the fixed in, is that "enclosed garden ') composed)
number of the s_ints predestmed before the "the fountain sealed, a well of living water,
foundation of the world. But that multitude the orchard of pomegranates, with pleasant
of thorns, whether in secret or in open sepa- fruits." Tile dlvinelyimparted giftsof these
ration, is pressing on _t from w_thout, above!are partly pecuhar to themselves, as in this
number. " If I would declare them,'" it is _,world the cilartty that never faileth, and in
said, "and speakof them, theyare more t,mn*the world to come eternal llfe; partly they
can be numbered. ''s The number, tticre-iare comnion w]tt_ evil and perverse men, as
fore, of the just persons, "who are the called, all the other things tn which consist the holy
according to H_s purpose, ''_ of whom it is mysteries.
said, " The Lord knoweth them that are
His, ''7 is itself " the garden enclosed, the Cirri,. 28._39. Hence) therefore, we
fountain sealed, a well of hvmg water, the have now set before us an easier and more
orchardof pomegranateswtth pleasant fruits." simple consideration of that ark of which
Of this number some hve according to the Noah was tile budder and pilot. For Peter
Spirit, ar, d enl/er on the excellent way of says that in the ark of Noah, " few, that is)
charity; and when they "restore a man that eight souls, were saved by water. The like
is overtaken in a fault m the spirit of meek- figure whereuuto even baptism doth also now
ness, they consider themselves, lest they also save us, (not the putting away of the filth of
be tempted." s And when it happens that the flesh, but the answer of a good conscience
they also are themselves overtaken, the affec- towards God).'"' Wherefore, if those appear
lion of chanty _s but a little checked, and not to men to be tkaptized in Catholic unity who
extinguished; and again rising up and being renounce the world in words only and not in
kindled afresh, it is restored to its former deeds, how do they belong to the mystery of
course. For they know how to say, " My soul this ark In whom there is not the answer of a
melteth for heaviness: strengthen thou me good conscience? Or how are they saved by
according unto Thy word."9 But when "in water, who, making a bad use of holy bap-
anything theybe otherwise minded, God shall tism, though they seem to be within) yet per.
reveal even this unto them," '° if they ablde severe to the end of their days in a wicked
in the burning flame of charity, and do not and abandoned course of life ? Or how cart
break the bond of peace. But some who are they fail to be saved by water, of whom Cy.
.yet carnal, and ftrll of fleshly appetites, are pnan himself records that they were in time
mstant in working out their progress; and past simply admitted to the Church with the
that they may become fit for heavenly food, baptism which they had received in heresy?
they are nourished with the milk of the holy For the same unity of the ark saved themt in
mysteries, they avoid in the fear of God what- which no one has been saved except by water.
ever is manifestly corrupt even in the opimon For Cyprian himself says, "The Lord is able
of the worM, and they strive most watchfully of His mercy to grant pardon, and not to sever
t.hat they may be less and less dehghted with from the gifts of His Church those who,
worldly and temporal matters. They observe being in all simplicity admitted to the Church,
most constantly the rule of faith which has have fallen asleep within her pale." t, If not

. by water, how in the ark ? If not in the ark,
how in t.:e Church ? But if in the Church,

t Elm" v. 27. 2 Cant. n. 2. 3 Rom. il. _9.
4 _ xlv. t 3. 5 P_. xl. 5- 6 Rom. viii 28.
Tit Tttl_ it. 19. 8 Gal. vi 1. 9 P_ cxlt. 28.

_PhiL ili. z 5. z, x Pet. dr. _o, 21. z_ Cypr./_#. lxxtil, tt 3.
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certainly in the ark; and if in the ark, cer- !ark through the same water, through which
tai_ly by water. It is therefore possible that all who are in heart without, whether they are
some who have been baptized without may be also in body without or not, die as enemies
oonsidered, through the foreknowledge of of unity. As therefore it was not another but
God, to have been really baptized w_thm, the same water that saved those who were
because within the water begins to be profita- placed within the ark, and destroyed those
ble to them unto salvation; nor can they be who were left without the ark, so it is not by
said to have been otherwise saved in the ark different baptisms, but by tt_e same, that
except by water. And again, some who good Catholics are saved, and bad Catholics
seemed to have been baptized within may be or heretics perish. But what the most bless-
considered, through the same foreknowledge ed Cyprian thinks of the Catholic Church,
of God, more truly to have been baptized and how the heretics are utterly crushed by
without, since, by making a bad use of bap- his authority, notwithstanding the much I
tism, they die by water, wh_cht_en happened have already said, I have yet determined to
to no one who was not outside the ark. Cer- set forth by itself, if God will, wlth somewhat
tainly it is clear that, when we speak of with- greater fullness and perspicuity, so soon as I
in and wnhout m relation to the Church, it is shall have first sa_d about his Councd what I
"the position.of the heart that we must con- think is due from me, which, in God's will,
s_der, not that of the body, since all who are 1 shall attempt in the following book.
wtthm in heart are saved in the unity of the



BOOK VI.

IN _,VHICH IS CONSIDERED THE COI'NLI| O1" L_.RTHAt;E, HELD UNDFR THE AUTHORITY AN'D

PRESIDEI¢CY OF CYPRIAN, TO DETERMINE THE QULb1"IuN OF THE BAPTISM OF HERETICS.

CHAP. I.--I. It might perhaps have been [ tom was afterwards confirmed by the author.
sufficient, that after the reasons have been so t_ty of a plenary Council; so that even the
often repeated, and considered, and discussed Isheep which was straying outside, and had
with such variety of treatment, supplemented, Irecelved the mark of the Lord from false
too, with the addition of proofs from holy ]plunderers outside, if it seek the salvation of
Scripture, and the concurrent testimony of so JChrlstmn unity, is purified from error, is freed
many passages from Cyprian himself, even ifrom captivity, is healed of its wound, and
those who are slow of heart should thus un- yet the mark of the Lord is recognized rather
derstand, as I believe they do, that the bap- than rejected in it; since the mark itself is
tism of Christ cannot be rendered void by ]often impressed both bywolves and onwolves,
any perversity on the part of man, whether in iwho seem indeed to be within the fold, but
administering or receiving it. And when we '.vet are proved by the fruits of their conduct,
find that in those times, when the point in m which they persevere even to the end, not
question was decided in a manner contrary to to belong to that _heep which is one in many;
ancient custom, after discusmons carried on because, according to the foreknowledge of
without violation of saving charity and unity, God, as many sheep wander outside, so many
it appeared to some even eminent men who wolves lurk treacherously within, among whom
were bishops of Christ, among whom the tt_e Lord yet knoweth them that are His,
blessed Cyprian was specially conspicuous, which hear only the voice of the Shepherd,
that the baptism of Christ could not exist even when He calls by the voice of men like
among heretics or schlsmatlcs, this s_mply the Pharisees, of whom it was said, "What.
arose from their not dist|ngutsh|ng the sacra- soever they bid you obserFe that observe and
ment from the effect or use of the sacrament; do. ''_
and because its effect and use were not found 2. For as the spiritual man, keeping ¢' the
among heretics in freeing them from their sins end of the commandment," that is, "charity
and setting their hearts right, the sacrament out of a pure heart, and of a good conscience,
itself was also thought to be wanting among and of faith unfeigned," s can see some things
them. But if we turn our eyes to the multi- less clearly out of a body which is yet _' cor-
tude of chaff within the Church, since these ruptible and presseth down the soul," 4and is
also who are perverse and lead an abandoned liable to be otherwise minded in some things
life in unity itself appear to have no power which God will reveal s to him in His own
either of giving or retaining remission of sins, good time if he abide in the same charity, so
seeing that it is not to the wicked but the in a carnal and perverse man something good
good sons that it was said, "Whosesoever and useful may be found, whch has its origin
sins ye remit, they are remitted unto them; not in the man himself, but in some other
and whose_ver sins ye retain, they are re- source. For as in the fruitful branch there
tained,", yet that such persons both have, is found something which must be purged that
and give, and receive the sacrament of bap- it may bring forth more fruit, so also a grape
tism, was sufficiently manifest to the pastors is often found to bang on a cane that is bar-
of the Catholic Church dispersed over the Pen and dry or fettered. And so_ as it is fool.
whole world, through whom the original cus- ish to love the portions which require put'g.

2 Matt. _ 3. 3 z Th_ i.
z John n. _5. 4 Wied. u_ xS- S Phil it|. _5.
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ing in the fruitful branch, while he acts wisely goodness, may be compared with the _e-
who does not reject the sweet fruit wherever it ship of Peter. Wherefore, while rendering
may hang, so, if any one cuts himself off from due reverence, and paying, so far _s I can,

' unity by rcbaptizing, simply because it seemed the fitting honor to the peaceful bishop and
to Cyprian that one ought to baptize again iglorious martyr Cyprian, I yet venture to say
those who came from the heretics, such a man that his view concerning the baptism of
turns aside from what merits praise in thaf schismatics and heretics was contrary to that
great man, and follows what requires correc- which was afterwards brought to light by a
tion, and does not even attain to the very decision, not of mine, but of the whole Churc._.
thing he follows after. For Cyprian, while confirmed and strengthened by the authority
grievously abhorring, in his zeal for God, all of a plenary Council: just as, while paying
those who severed themselves from unity, the reverence he deserves to Peter, the first
thought that thereby they were separated from of the apostles and most eminent of martyrs,
baptism itself; while these men, thinking it I yet venture to say that he did not do right
at most a slight offense that they themselves m compelling the Gentiles to judaize; for
are severed from the unity of Christ, even this also, I say, not of my own teaching, but
maintain that His baptism is not in that according to the wholesome doctrine of the
unity, but issued forth with them. Therefore Apostle Paul, retained and preserved through
they are so far from the fruitfulness of Cy- out the whole Church2
prian, as not even to be equal to the parts in 4. Therefore, in discussing the opinion of
him which needed purging. Cyprian, though myself of far inferior merit

to Cyprian, I say that good and bad alike can
CHAP. 2.-- 3. Again, if anyone not having have, can give, can receive the sacrament of

charity, and walking in the abandoned paths baptism,_the good, indeed, to their health
of a most wicked life, seems to be within and profit; the bad to their destruction and
while he really is without, and at the same ruin,--while the sacrament itself is of equal
time does not seek for the repetition of bap- perfectness in both of them; and that it is of
tism even in the case of heretics, it in no wise no consequence to its equal perfectness in
helps his barrenness, because he is not ren- all, how much worse the man may be that
deredfruitfulwith his own fruit, but ladenwith has it among the bad, just as it makes no
that of others. But it is possible that some difference how much better he may be that
one may flourish in the root of charity, and has it among the good. And accordingly it
may be most rightly minded in the point in makes no difference either how much worse
which Cyprian was otherwise minded, and yet he may be that confers it, as it makes no dif-
there may be more that is fruitful in Cyprian ference how much better he may be; and so
than in him, more that requires purging in it makes no difference how much worse he
him than in Cyprian. Not only, therefore, do may be that receives it, as it makes no differ-
we not compare bad Catholics with the bless- ence how much better he may be. For the
ed CTpr_an , but evsn good Catholics we do sacrament is equally holy, in virtue of its own
not hastily pronounce to be on an equality with excellence, both in those who are unequally
him whom our pious mother Church counts just, and in those who are unequall,, unjust.
among the few rare men of surpassing excel-
lenc_ and grace, although these others may CHAP. 3-_5- But I think that we have
_e the baptism of Christ even among _ufliciently shown, both from the canon of
h_1_ti_ while he thought otherwise; so that, Scripture, and from the letters of Cyprian
_ instangeof Cyprian, who saw one point himself, that bad men, while by no means
_¢_y, and yet remained most firm in converted to a better mind, can have, and
the_nity of the Church, it might be shown confer, and receive baptism, of whom it is
mo_ ©l_rly to heretics what a sacrilegious most clear that they do not belong to the
_ it _ t_ break the bond of peaoe. For holy Church of God, though they seem to be
le_th_" Were the blind Pharisees, although within it, inasmuch as they are covetous,
_*y,_ enjoined what was right to be robbers, usurers, envious, evil thinkers, and

! :_ _ _ be _-_mpared to the Apostle Peter, the like; while she is one dove," modest and
• _¢8 _ _ times enjoined what was not chaste, a bride without spot or wrinkle,_ a gar-

_ :_It mot _nly is their dryness not to den enclosed, a fountain sealed, an orchard off

,_;_ __o.to_ his gl,_mavu, .but even the pomegranates With pleasant fruits,, with all
_::_ fgmt _ :_ _ nat be deemed equal to similar pro_ which are attributed to her;
_ _;_.: I_ _ _ nowcompelsthe
_ , __._, and yet no one now in _ -

_ the Chu_"'_Q_,er great his progress in s_.,,._Aug.._,_e.u._s. ,c,_,._r_
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and all this can only be understood to be in Iwithout any share in his perversity, so thah
the good, and holy, and just,--fotlowing, that Iwhether dying or restored to life, they by no
is, not only the operations of the gifts of God, means remain in communion with those to
which are common to good and bad alike, whom they never passed in heart. But if the
but also the inner bond of charity couspicu-recipient h_mself has rece,ved the baptism in
ous in those who have the Holy Spire, to i separation, he receives it so much the more to
whom the Lord says, " Whosesoever sins hts destruction, in proportion to the greatness
ye remit, they are remitted unto them; and of the good which he has not received well;
whosesoever sins ye retain, they are re- and ,t tends the more to his destruction in his
rained." ' separauon, as it would avail the more to the

salvation of one in unity. And so, if, reform.
CHAP. 4.---6. And so it is clear that no ing himself from his perverseness and turning

good ground is shown hereto why the bad from h_s separation, he should come to the
man, who has baptism, may not also confer Catl_olic peace, his sins are remitted through
it; and as he has _t to destruction, so he may ithe bond ot peace and the same baptism under
also confer it to destruction,--not because which h_s sins were retained through the sac-
th_s is the character of the thing conferred, Inlege of separauon, because that is always
nor of the person conferring, but because it lholy both in the just and the unjust, which is
is the character of him on whom it is con-lneither increased by the righteousness nor
ferred. For when a bad man confers it on atdiminished by the unrighteousness of any
good man, that is, on one in the bond of iman.
unity, converted with a true conversion, the[ 8. This being the case, what bearing has it

wickedness of him who confers it makes no [on so clear a truth, that many of his fellow-severance between the good sacrament which [bishops agreed w_th C) prian in that opinion,

is conferred, and the good member of the land advanced their own several opinions on
Church on whom it is conferred. And when t the same s_de, except that his charity towards
his sins are forgiven him on his true conver-the umty of Christ might become more and
sion to God, they are forgiven by those to more conspicuous? For if he had been the
whom he is united by his true conversion, only one to hold that opinion, with no one to
For the same Spirit forgives them, which _s agree with h_m, he might have been thought,
given to all the saints that cling to one another m remaining, to have shrunk from the sin of
in love, whether they know one another in the schism, because he found no companions in
body or not. Similarly when a man's sins are h_s error; but when so many. agreed with him,
retained, they are assuredly retained by those he showed, by remaining m unity with the
from whom he, in whom the)" are retained, rest who thought dzfferently from him, that
separates himself by dtssimdarity of life, and he preserved the most sacred bond of univer-
by the turning away of a corrupt heart, sal catholicity, not from any fear of isolatiov,
whether they know h_m in the body or not. but from the love of peace. Wherefore it

m_ght mdeed seem now to be superfluous to
CHAP. 5._7. Wherefore all bad men are consider the several opinions of the other

separated in the spirit from the good; but if bishops also in that Councd; but since those
they are separated m the body also by a who are slow in heart think that no answer
manifest dissension, they are made yet has been made at all, if to any passage in any
worse. But, as _t has been said, it makes no discourse the answer which might be brought
difference to the holiness of baptism how to bear on the spot be given not there but
much worse the man may be that has it, or somewhere else, it is better that by reading
how much worse he that confers it: yet he much they should be polished into sharpness,
that is separated may confer it, as he that is than that by understanding little they should
separated may have it; but as he has it to have room left for complaining that the _rgu,
destruction, so he may confer it to destruc- nent has not been fairly conducted.
tion. But he on whom he confers it may re-
ceive it to his soul's health, if he, on his part, CHXP. 6.--9. First, then, let us record
receive it not in separation; as it has hap- !or further consideration the case proposed
period to many that, in a catholic spirit, and for decision by Cyprian himself, with which
with heart not alienated from the unity of he initiates the proceedings of the Council,

and by which he shows a peaceful spirit,p_Ce, they have, under some pressure of lin-
ing death, turned hastily to some heretic abounding in the fruitfulness of Christian

and received from him the baptism of Christ charity. "Ye have head," he says, "most
-_ beloved colleagues, what Jubaianus, our fel.

•jo_ _ _. low.bishop, has written to me, consulting my
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poor ability about the unlawful and profane thinks right, having a free exercise of his
baptism of heretics, and what I have written own judgmeht. ''_ And that it might rot seem

back to" him, expressing to him the same that any one, because of his entertaining
opinion that I have expressed once and again different opinions in this same free exerose
and often, that heretics comingto the Church of his judgment, should be driven from the
ought to be baptized, and sanctified with the society of his brethren, he goes on to say,
baptism of the Church. Another letter also "We, so far as lies in us, do not strive on
of Jnbaianus has been read to you, in which, behalf of heretics against our colleagues and
agreeably to his sincere and religious devo- fellow-bishops, with whom we maintain godly
tion, in answer to our epistle, he not only ex- unity and the peace of our Lord;" = and a lit-
pressed his assent to it, but also gratefully tle later he says, "Chanty of spirit, respect
acknowledged that he had received instruc- for our fratermty, the bond of faith, the har-
tion. It remains that we should individpally mony of the priesthood, are by us maintained
express our opmions on this same subject, with4)atienceand gentleness. ''= And so also
judging no one, and removing no one from in the epistle which he wrote to Magnus, when
the right of communion if he should entertain he was asked whether there was any differ-
a different opinion. For neither does any ence in the efficacy of baptism by sprinkling
one of us set himself up as a bishop of or by immersion, "In this matter," he says,
bishops, or by tyrannical terror force his col- "I am too modest and diffident to prevent
leagues to the necessity of obeying, since any one by my judgment from thinking as he
every bishop, in the free use of his liberty and deems right, and acting as he thinks." 3 By
power, has the right of free judgment, and can which dmcourses he clearly shows that these
no more be judged by another than he can subjects were being handled by them at a
himself judge another. But we are all await- time when they were not yet received as de-
ing the judgment of our Lord Jesus Christ, cided beyond all question, but were being in-
who alone has the power both of preferring us vestigated with great care as being yet unre-

, in the government of His Church, and of vealed. We, therefore, maintaining on the
judging of our actions."' subject of the identity of all baptisms what

must be acknowledged everywhere to be the
CI_AP. 7.into. I have already, I think, custom 4of the umversal Church, and what is

argued to the best of my power, in the preced- confirmed by the dec_slon of general Coun-
ing books, in the interests of Catholic unani- ells, 5 and taking greater confidence also from
mity and counsel, in whose unity these conti- the words of Cyprian, which allowed me even
nued as pious members, in reply not only to then to hold opinions differing from his own
the letter which Cyprian wrote to Jubaianns, without forfeiting the right of communion,
but also to that which he sent to Quintus, and seeing that greater importance and praise were
that which, in conjunction with certain of his attached to unity, such as the blessed Cyprian
colleagues, he sent to certain other col- and his colleagues, with whom he held that
leagues, and that which he sent to Pompeius. Council, maintained with those of different
Wherefore it seems now to be fitting to con- opinions, disturbing and overthrowing there-
sider'also what the others severally thought, by the seditious calumnies of heretics and
and that with the liberty of which he himself schismatics in the name of the Lord Jesus
would not deprive us, as he says, "Judging Christ, who, speaking by His apostle, says,
no one, nor removing any from the right of " Forbearing one another in love, endeavoring
communion if he entertain different opinions." to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of
And that he did not say this with the object peace; ''6 and again, by the mouth of the
of arriving at the hidden thoughts of his col- same apostle, " If in anything ye be otherwise
leagues, extracted as it were from their secret minded, God shall reveal even this unto
lurking-places, but because he really loved you," 7_we, I say, propose for consideration
peace and unity, is very easily to be seen and discussion the opinions of the holy
from other passages of the same sort, where bishops, without violating the bond of unity
he wrote to individuals as to Jubaianus him- and peace with them, in maintaining which
self. _' These things, "J he says, _ we have we imitate them so far a_ we can by the aid

_ written very shortly in answer to you, most of the Lord Himself.
beloved brother, according toour poor ability,
not preventing any one of the bishops by *c_r.z_._umi._. 3c_.E_.lxix._.4 Z_iba_ixmi a:im,flici_le uBzg'_e aj_ttosre_dattt co_di"

_ O_Ir or judgment, as _,m.The Cw reading some m:-_s.::'De
writing from acting he _n_s the of

ba#lisvni sim#lici_t* mCz'Cwx agmmwe#d_," etc., "*mm_tmtng
._; " the cnttom of tht uttlvers,ld Cht_ toatcl_owlg_lg_ t_.VW_

_" _ the idant_ty of imqmmn."
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CHAP. Vllt._II. Ca_cihus of Bilta' said: ' acts despite is done to the name of Christie, n;"
"I know of one baptism in the one Church, iand profane, because they are spiritually shut
and of none outside the Church. The one out from that inner sanctuary of God; and
will be where there is true hope and sure_sacrilegaous, because by their evil life they
faith. For so it is written, ' One faith, one Idefile the temple of God within themselves;
hope, one baptism." Not among heretics, ! and servants of the devil, because they do
where there is no hope and a false faith; wllere isere'ice to fraud and covetoutmetm_ which is

all things are done by a lie; where one pos- idolatry. That of such a kind are some, na_
sessed of a devil exorcises; the question of the t very many, even within the Church, is testt.
sacrament is asked by one from whose mouth I fief1 both. by Paul the apostle and by Cyprian
and words proceeds a cancer; the faithlesslthe bishop. Why, then, do they baptize, _

gives faith; the gmlty gives pardon for sins;l Wiay also are some. who "renounce theworld
and Antichrist baptizes in the name of Christ; I in words and not in deeds, ' baptized without
one accursed of God blesses; the dead prom- I being converted from a life like this, and not
ises life; the unpeaeefulgtves peace; the blas- I rebaptized when they are converted ? And

pbemer calls on God; the. profane administers]as to what he says "with such indignation,
the priesthood; the sacrilegious sets up the I 'See the kind of things to which the Church
altar. To all this is added this further evil, ]is compelled to assent, being forced to corn-
that the servant of the devil dares to celebrate i muntcate without baptism or the remission
the eucharist. If this be not so, let those ]of sins," he could never have used such. ex-
who stand by them prove that all of it ts false ] pressions had there not been the other bishops
concerning heretics. See the kind of thmgs twho elsewhere forced men to such things.

to which the Ctlurch is compelled to assent, Whence also it is shown that at that timebeing forced to communicate without baptism t those men held the truer views who did not
or the remission of sins. This, brethren, we idepart from tbe primitive custom, which is
ought to shun and avoid, separating ourselves I since confirmed by the consent of a general
from so great a sin, and holding to the one tCouncil.5 But what does he mean by adding_
baptism which is granted to the Church "This, brethren, we ought to shun and avoid,
alone. ''3 separating ourselves from so great a sin?';

i2. To this I answer, that all who even For if he means that he is not to do not; to
within the Church profess that they kno_'l approve of this, that is another matter; but if
God, but deny Him in their deeds, such as lhe means to condemn and sever from him
are the covetous and envious, and those who, _,those that hold the contrary opinion, he is
because they hate their brethren, are pro-isetting himself against the earlier words of
nounced to be murderers, not on m'3; testt- Cyprian, "Judging no man,. nor. depriving.
mony, but on that of the holy Apostle John/ any og the right of commumon if he differ
_all these are both devoid of hope, because I from us."
they have a bad conscience; and are faithless,
because they do not do what they have vowed CHAP. 9._t3. The elder Felix e of Migirtm
to GOd; and liars, because they make false said: "I think that every one coming from
professions; and possessed of devils, because heresy should be baptized. For in vain does
they give place in their heart to the devil and any one suppose that he has been tmptized
his angels; and their words work corruption, there, seeing that there is no baptism save
since they corrupt good manners by evil corn- the one true baptism in the Ct*urch; for there
munications; and they are infidels, because ts one Lord, and one faith, and one Church.
they laugh at the threats which God utters in which rests the one baptism, and holiness,
against such men; *and accursed, because and the rest. For the things that are prae.-
they live wickedly; and antichrists, because tised without have no powerto work salvation/'
their lives are opposed to Christ; and cursed 14. To what Felix of Migirpa said we an-

f God, since holy Scripture everywhere calls swer as follows. If the one true baptism did
own curses on such men; and dead, because not exist except m the Church, it surely would

they are without the life of righteousness; not exist in those who depart from unity.
and unpeaceful, because by their contrary But it does exist in them, since they do not
deeds they are at variance with God's behests;
and blasphemous, because by their abandoned s co,c_m _,,',_,_ta,.

6 This section is wanting in the u_. tnd in the edition o( Amer.
bach, so that zt h_ been _pposed to have ben raided _ grmmt_

i t.Bilta (fliltha, Vilta) w_ in Africa Proco,sulariL This Cmcil- from Cyprian (Cone.. earth, jtecA Z)cT-the name of F_ig (reallymira prolmbly the asme as the oue addrcsaed by Cyprmn ,n Ep. Pt_masL which it noc found m t_yprmn_ oemg derived from tile

_L;?_d who unites with Cyprian and other bi_hop_ m let- following section of Auguttsn. _ Hartel : ;_'tmus a _M#l.o/ra_"
In. =,mrusea to others. Epp. iv. (to Pompomt_, h-n , lz_'n., dfxit. Mt_irpa or _,lisa_im, was in geugitmm. This Pttmellt isteemmgly identical with.the. Pri .mintof CYl_. igpp. 67 (_htff

• Eph. iv. 4. 5- 3 Crate. Ca_qh. sec. z, 4 x John Hi. iS. OwcilmsL aad 70 (preceding Ca..dim 0-
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receive it when they return, simply because said: "That the baptism which is given by
they had not lost it when they departed. But' heretics and schismaties is not true is every-
as regards his statement, that "the things where declared m the holy Scriptures, inas-
that are practised without have no power to much as their very prelates are false Christs
work salvation," I agree with him, and think and false prophets, as the Lord declares by
that it is quite true; for it is one thing that i the mouth of Solomon, ' Whoso trusteth m
baptism should not be there, and another that lies, the same feedeth the winds; he also fol-
it should have no power to work salvation, loweth flying birds. For he deserteth the
For when men come to the peace of the ways of his own vineyard, and hath strayed
Cathohc Church, then what was in them be- from the paths of his own field. For he
fore they joined it, but dld not profit them, walketh through pathless and dry places, and
begins at once to profit them. a land destined to thirst; and he gathereth

fruitless weeds in his hands.' s And again,
CHAP, XO._I 5. To the declaration of Poly- 'Abstain from strange water, and drink not of

carp of Adrumetum,' that " those who declare a strange fountain, that thou mayest live long,
the baptism of heretics to be vahd, make ours and that years may be added to thy life2
of none effect," we answer, if that is the bap- And in the gospel our Lord Jesus Christ
tism of heretics which is given by heretics, spake with His own voLce, saying, ' Except
then that is the baptism of the covetous and a man be born of water and of the Spirit, he
murderers which is given by them within the cannot enter into the kingdom of God.'_
Church. But if this be not their baptism, This is the Spirit which from the beginning
neither is the other the baptism of heretics; 'moved upon the face of the waters. '8 For
and so it is Christ's, by whomsoever tt be neither can the Spirit act without the water,
given, nor the water without the Spirit. Ill, there-

fore, for themselves do some interpret, saying
CHAP. rr.--i6. Novatus of Thamugadis _ that by imposition of hands they receive the

said: " Though we know that all Scripture Holy Ghost, and are received into the Church,
gives its testlmony respecting sawng baptism, when it is manifest that they ought to be born
yet we ought to express our belief that heretics again by both sacraments m the Catholic
and schismatics, coming to the Church with Church. For then indeed will they be able
the semblance of having been baptized, ought to become the sons of God, as the apostle
to be baptized in the unfailing fountain; and says, ' Endeavormg to keep the unity of the
that therefore, according to the testimony of Spirit in the bond of peace. There is one
the Scriptures, and according to the decree body, and one Spirit, even as ye are called in
of those most holy men, our colleagues2 all one hope of your caning; one Lord, one faith,
schismatics and heretics who are conver_ed to one baptism, one God.' 9 All this the Catholic
the Church ought to be baptized; and that, Church asserts. And again he says in the
moreover, all that seemed to have received gospel, ' That which is born of the flesh is
ordination should be admitted as stmple lay-flesh, and that which is born of the Spirit is
men." sprat; for the Spirit is God, and is born of

t7. Novatus of Thamugadis has stated God. ''° Therefore all things whatsoever all
what he has done, but he has brought forward taeretics and sch_smatics do are carnal, as the
no proofs by which to show that he ought to apostle says, ' Now the works of the flesh are
have acted as he did. For he has made manifest, which are these: fornication, un-
mention of the testimony of the Scriptures, cleanness, lasciviousness, idolatry, witchcraft,
and the decree of his colleagues, but he has
not adduced out of them anything which we 5Prov. ix.,2, LXX., the passage b,.qng altogether absent in the
could consider. Hebrew, and consequently m the English vermon. Probably mN Afr. version The text in Erasmus ts somewhat chfferent, and

was rev,.sed by the Louvain editors to bring it into hal-motay w_th

CHAP. I2.--I8. Nemesianus of Tubunse4 the answer of Augnmtin and the text of Cyprmn (Cone. Carth.scc. ),

e_)v. ix. xg, LY-X._pombly N. ,t_[r. version also.. s Adrumetum (Hadrumetom) was an ancient Phoenician settle- YJohn m. 5- Gem i.s. 9 Eph. iv. 3-45.
men%madcaRomancolony byTra_an, onthecoastof theSinus xo Qtwntam S2Mrifus De_ ezt, et de Deo _ ed. These
Neap01itauus. some ninety miles south-east of C.art .h_., caj_ital of words are found at the end of John lb. 6, in the oldest _ mls.
l_yzl/cinn_ Cyprian writes to Bp. Cornelius, Ep. xlvati., vmdlcat- (in the Bodleum Library), andthelr meaning appears to be. as
in_ l_lycm'p: his name o_curs also in the titles of Cypr. Epp. gr¢eu inthe text_ that whatsoever is born of theSplris tslq_drtt,

, _ lv_, lxviL (after Primns), and Ixx. (after C_ecitins/. sauce the Holy Gh¢_., being God, mid born of, or pttweeEmg from
s; _ s Thamugadis (Thames), a town in Numidia, on the east God, in virtue of His supreme power makes those to be spirits
_2; _ _ Mo_nt.Ant_stuL. The wh_eopiniomof Novatas(Conc. whom He regenerates. If the meaning had been ias Bishop FelI

_, _ set:, 4_, w omttt_, m the _. neuter" de D_ am_u_u est'" would have been required. To refer
: ' a The words in Cyprmn are., "_m_m_c_m ¢t_e_ar_m takes it), that "he who is born of the Spirit is born of C_d," themma*_rwM _a_-ti_ma memer_e _zr_r_._.. The decree re- "._'ri_Dea_te_t,"with the Benedictines, to John iv. a4,"Ood

_ f_a_ltg, is one of the Conacit h.eid by Agrip_n .us. .. isaSp_rlt,'reserses the g-mmnutr an d dest_ the seas_of the

Cyprian by the monk of St. Maur (Manmus), p. xxx-vi., quote_

_' _ _me with _ of that name in Cyp¢. gpp, txiL, Ixx., passage. The above explanation ts taken from the preface t_. _¢ _q-_ " by ]_._Ith, gtl. SaC. iii. 19_
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hatred 9variance, emulations, wrath, seditions, kingdom of heaven; and this may possibly be
heresies, and such like: of the which I tetl the case with heretics as well. Or if only
you before, as I have also told you in time those are born of the Spirit who are changed
past, that they which do such things shall not with a true conversion, all "who renounce the
inherit the kingdom of God. z The apostle world in word and not in deed" are assuredly
condemns, equally with all the wicked, those not born of the Spirit, but of water only, and
also who cause divisions, that is, schismatics yet they are within the Church, according to
and heretics. Unless therefore they receive the testimony of Cyprian. For we must per.
that saving baptism which is one, and found force grant one of two things,--either those
only in the Catholic Church, they cannot be who renounce the world deceitfully are born
saved, but will be condemned with the carnal of the Spirit, though it is to their destruction,
in the judgment of the Lord." not to salvation, and therefore heretics may

19. Nemesianus of Tubun_e has advanced b_ so born; or if what is written, that "the
many passages of Scripture to prove his point; Holy Spirit of discipline will flee deceit, "6
but he has in fact said much on behalf of the extends to proving as much as this, that those
view of the Catholic Church, which we have who renounce the world deceitfully are not
undertaken to set forth and maintain. Un- born of the Spirit, then a man may be bap-

less, indeed, we must suppose that he does tized with water, and not lmrn of the Spirit,
not "trust in what is false who trusts m the !and Nemestanus says in vain that neither the
hope of things temporal, as do all covetous jSptrit can work without the water, nor the
men and robbers, and those "who renounce ]water without the Spirit. Indeed it has been
the world in words but not in deeds," of[already often shown how it is possible that
whom Cyprian yet bears witness that such men should have one baptism in common
men not only baptize, but even are baptized Iwho have not one Church, as it is possible
within the Church.' For they themselves that in the body of the Church herself those
also " follow flying birds," 3 since they do not !who are sanctified by their righteousness, and
attain to what the). desire. But not only the those who are polluted through their covet.
heretic, but everyone who leads an evil hfe, ousness, may not have the same one Spirit_
"deserteth the ways of his own wneyard, and and yet have the same one baptism. For it
hath strayed from the paths of his own field, is said "one body," that is, the Church, just
And he walketh through pathless and dry as it is said "one Spirit" and ,c one baptism,"
places, and a land destined to thirst; and he The other arguments which he has adduced
gathereth fruitless weeds in his hands;" be- rather favor our posmon. For he has brought
cause all justice is fruitful, and all imquity is forward a proof from the gospel, in the words,
barren. Those, again, who "drink strange " That which ts born of the flesh is flesh, and
water out of a strange fountain," are found that which is born of the Spirit is spirit; for
not only among heretics, but among all who the Spirit is God, and born of God; "7 and he
do not live according to the teaching of God, has advanced the argument that therefore all
and do live according to the teaching of the things that are doue by any heretic or schis-
devil. For if he were speaking of baptism, matic are carnal, as the apostle says, _The
he would not sat, ,c Do not drink of a strange Iworks of the flesh are manifest, which are

• mw d' • • _t
fountmn, but, do not wash thyself in a[these: formcatton, uncleanness; and so he
strange fountain. Again, I do not see at all'goes through the list which the apostle there
what aid he gets towards proving his point enumerates, amongst which he has reckoned
from the words of our Lord, "Except a man heresies, since "they who do such things
be born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot shall not inherit the kingdom of God." s Then
enter into the kingdom of God." 4 For it is he goes on to add, that "therefore the apos.
one thing to say that every one who shall enter tle condemns with all wicked men those also
into the kingdom of heaven is first born again who cause division, that is, schismatics and
of water and the Spirit, because except a man heretics." And in this he does weU, that
be born of water and of the Spirit, he shall when he enumerates the works of the flesh,
not enter into the kingdom of heaven, which among which are also heresies, he found and
is the Lord's saying, and is true; another declared that the apostle condemns them all
thing to say that every one who is born of alike. Let him therefore question the holy
water and the Spirit shall enter into the king- Cyprian himself, and learn from him how
dora of heaven, which is assuredly false. For t many even within the Church live according

imon Magus also was born of water and of, to the evil works of the flesh, which the apos.

the Spirit,s and yet he did not enter into the'tle condemns in common with the heresies,
• GILv. _9._. 2Cypr.E_. xi x [
3 lzt_r, i._ z2, cp. LXX. , john i:t. 5 $ Acts vht, x3. 6 W_uKL L 5, 7 John ih 6. s Gal. v. tg-_t,
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and yet these both baptize and are baptized, l 23. Lucius of Castra Galba_ has brought

Why then are heretics" alone said to be in- ]of°rwarda rPr°°f'"from the gospel, in the wordscapable of possessing baptism, which is pos- ] f the Lo d, Ye are the salt of the earth:
sessed by the very partners in their con- _but if the salt have lost his savor, that which
detonation? /is salted from it shall be good-for nothing,

but to be cast out, and to be trodden under
CuAP. x3.--zo. Januarius of Lambmse" foot of men;" just as though we maintained

said: "Following the authority of the holy that men when cast out were of any profit for
Scriptures, I pronounce that all heretics the salvation either of themselves or of any
should be baptized, and so admired into the one else. But those also who, though seeming
hoty Church. "_ to be within, are yet of such a kind, not only

2x. To him we answer, that, following the are without spiritually, but will in the end be
authority of the holy Scriptures, a universal separated in the body also. For all such are
Council of the whole world decreed that the profitable for nothing. But it does not there.
baptism of Christ was not to be disavowed, fore follow that the sacrament of baptism
even when found among heretics. But if he which is in them is nothing. For even in the
had brought forward any proof from the very men who are cast out, if they return to
Scriptures, we should have shown either that their senses and come back, the salvation
they were not against us, or even that they which had departed from them returns; but
were for us, as we proceed to do with him the baptism does not return, because it never
who follows, had departed. And m what the Lord says,

"Go therefore, and teach all nations, baptiz-
CHAe. x4.--2t. Lucius of Castra Galbm 3 ing them m the name of the Father, and of

said: "Since the Lord hath said in His gos- the Son, and of the Holy Ghost," He did not
pel, ' Ye are the salt of the earth: but if the permit any to baptize except the good, inns-
salt have lost his savor, that which is salted much as He did not say to the bad, "Whose-
from it shall be thenceforth good for nothing, soever sins ye remit, they are remitted unto
but to be cast out, and to be trodden under them; and whosesoever sms ye retain, they
foot of men; '4 and seeing that again, after are retained. ''9 How then do the wicked
His resurrection, when sending forth His baptize within, who cannot remit sins? How
apostles, He commanded them, saying, 'All lalso is it that they baptize the wicked whose
power is given unto me in heaven and in earth:! hearts are not changed, whose sins are yet
go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptiz- _upon them, as John says, "He that hateth
ing them in the name of the Father, and of]his brother is in darkness even until now ?" '°
the Son, and of the HolyGhost, S--since then But if the sins of these men are remitted
it is plain that heretics, that is, the enemies when they join themselves in the close bonds
of Christ, have not the full confession of the! of love to the good and just, through whom
sacrament, also that schismatics cannot reason sins are remitted in the Church, though they
with spiritual wisdom, since they themselves, have been baptized by the wicked, so the sins
by withdrawing when they have lost their of those also are remitted who come from
savor from the Church, which is one, have without and join themselves by the inner
become contrary to it,6 let that be done which bond of peace to the same framework of
is written,' The houses of those that are op- the body of Christ. Yet the baptism of
posed to the law mustneeds be cleansed;'_ Christ should be acknowledged in both,
and it therefore follows that those who have and held invalid in none, whether before
been polluted by being baptized by men op- they are converted, though then it profit
posed to Christ should first be cleansed, and them nothing, or after they are converted,
only then baptized."' that so it may profit them, as he says, "Since

they themselves, by withdrawing when they

i,f t _bcese (Lambese) was one of the chief cities in southern have lost their savor from the Church, which. Nmaklia, This Januarmsts not unhkelyidentical with the first is one, have become contrary to it, let that
of that mune in _ypr. gp. htvii._ and with the one of Epp. lxii

, _d L_. Foran oVpoaeatof Cy_An_ Lamb_._ Cyp_.be done which is written, ' The houses of
Zppx_x_._d _. those that are opposed to the law must needCoat, C.arth._ 6.

3CmraG_bzw_mo_a_yh _m_d_. L_d_a*U_hopbe cleansed.' And it therefore follows," he
OCcorain Cypr Epp la_.'ii.. L_x., lxxvi.and lxxvii, but iris doubt-

_! " _1 to,whlchof th_fc_rof th;,,ram_=_t on th_ _o_.c_lgoes on to say, "that those who have been
theserefarenCesmayapply. . ..... polluted by being baptized by men opposed

:_ , Mat: v. _. "l_¢d_agidmr cs co,u_itum _.sbit.'" i to Christ should first be cleansed, and only_ _ .sMatt. xa_li._S, xg, _ •

_ _R_igfag_a¢i¢°_/rarlifactfam_Lma _, ,, Dr. Rcmth, fi'om]

,_.- .m. lahi_o,_ _ ,_ ,ft_r "t,/,a,,,_ti."- then baptized.' What then? Are thieves
_g_- ' "ba_ lost the_r savor an_ become contrary to the Church."

"_i_ _ _Prov. my. 9, cp. LXX, Cone. Cm-,h.see. 7. I sjouazz. _. _ z Johaii. 9-
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and murderers not contrary to the law, which necessary. For Crescens stated that the l_-
says, "' Thou shale not kill; thou shalt not ter itself had been read in the assembly,tl Z _l[
steal? They must therefore needs be which I have no doubt was done, if I am not
cleansed." Who will deny it ? And yet not mistaken, as is customary, in order that th¢_
only those who are baptized by such within bishops, being already assembled, mi_[ht re-
the Church, but also those who, being sue_h ceive some information at the same time oa
themselves, are baptized without being the subject contained in that letter. For it
changed in heart, are nevertheless exempt certainly has no bearing on the present sub.
from further baptism when they are so ject; and I am more surprised at Crescens
changed. So great is the force of the sacra- having thought fit to mention it at all, than
ment of mere baptism, that though we allow at its having been passed over in the opening
that a man who has been baptized and con- address. But if any one thinks that I have
tinues to lead an evil life requires to be shrunk from bringing forward somethit_
cleansed, we yet forbid him to be any more which has been urged in it that is essential to
baptized, the present point, let him read it and see

that what I say is true; or if he finds it other-
CHAP. x5.--_4. Crescens of Cirta • said: wise, let him convict me of falsehood. For

"The letters of our most beloved Cyprian to that letter contains nothing whatsoever about
Jubaianus, and also to Stephen, _ having been baptism administered among heretics or schis.
read in so large an assembly of our most holy mattes, which is the subject of our present
brethren in the priesthood, containing as they argument. *
do so large a body of sacred testimony de.
rived from the Scriptures that give us our CHAP. t6.m26. Nicomedes of Segermit
God, 4 that we have every reason to assent to said: " My judgment is that heretics coming
them, being all united by the grace of God, I to the Church should be baptized, because
give my judgment that all here,ms or schls- they can obtain no remission of sins among
matics who wish to come to the Catholic smners outside, ''8
Church should not enter therein unless they 27 . The answer to which is: The judgment
have been first exorcised and baptized; with of the whole Catholic Church is that heretica_
the obvtous exception of those who have been being already baptized with the baptism of
originally baptized in the Catholic Church, Christ, although in heresy, should not be re.
these being reconcded and admitted to the baptized on coming to the Church. For if
penance of the Church by the imposition of there is no remission of sins among sinners,
hands."s neither can sinneJ&within the Church remit

25 Here we are warned once more to m- sins; and yet th_who have been baptized
quire why he says, " Except, of course, those by them are not r_baptized.
who have been originally baptized in the
Catholic Church." Is it because they had CHAP. X7._28. Monnulus of Girba, said:
not lostwhat they had before received ? Why "The truth of our mother, the Catholic
then could they not also transmit outside the Church, hath continued, and still continues
Church what they were able to possess out- among us, brethren, especially in the three.
side ? Is it that outside tt is unlawfully trans- fold nature '° of baptism, as our Lord says,
mitted ? But neither is it lawfully possessed ' Go, baptize all nations in the name of the
outside, and yet it is possessed; so it is un- Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
lawfully given outside, but yet it is given. Ghost.'" Since, therefore," he goes or, to
But what is given to the person returmng say, "we know dearly that heretics have
from heresy who had been baptized reside, is neither Father, Son, nor Holy Ghost, they
given to the person coming to the Church who
had been baptized outside,_that is, that he * There are two letters extant from Cyprltn to Stephen, ]qo.

68, respecting Mmrcitmus of Arl_, who had jolaed N_hm, sad
may have lawfully inside what before he had N_ 7_,o,, Co,_clto_-rnlng he_tt¢_l trap,hem.It is cl_r,

however, from E#. |xx,v. t, that thin Cour.ctlt_d (:otm_ttetltl]_
unlawfully outside. But perhaps some one thelettertoStep_ethwas sot=cq,_t _ th.eC_adl ,.,_,
may ask what was said on this point in the .derat;ocJ;andconm_uent|yAuguttttOtsta_lttltttgn_at_lttm
letter of the blessed Cyprian to Stephen, ,_f_r_ _lr to t_ for_. Dr,_3bl=_t_..,_"mtarpotatlon, of oour.e beiote AuguSta s t|me j Ut_y.mS,y

which is mentioned in this judgment, though t_.ha_ h_e bee_i_ert_db__e oaew_o.mt.rpma, mr*
letter to Stephen b_ort his mind Re/..5_¢. ill p: tg_

not in the opening address to the Council,_ 7s*_er=ich.._eh.p_vmceofBru_w. X Nic6m*_
I suppose because it was not considered i. Cy_. E_. lvii,ixvtt.,txt.e _o.¢. Camh. te¢_ . .

_ mtd called Cotts_ntma.. " • " batur, i_ tm_in¢ Patru, Fitt/, ct $. $_rRxa,".-B_ Fd.
$ _ I>e_, on ll_C. 25. 4 _X Script=tel aczfl_z*.
S_m:. Carth. se_. 8. tz Matt xxvid. '9.
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ought, on coming to our mother, the Church, 33. This is true, but it does not follow that
to be truly regenerated and baptized, that the what he adds is true. "And therefore," he

' cancer which they had, and the wrath of con- says, "the heretic must be baptized and
detonation, and the destructive energy of brought to life, lest we who are alive should
error, Z may be sanctified by the holy and hold communionwiththedead. ''_ Were they
heavenly laver."* not dead who said, "Let us eat and drink,

29. To this we answer, That all who are for to-morrow we die ? .... for they did not be-
baptized with the baptism that is consecrated heve in the resurrection of the dead. Those
in the words of the gospel have the Father, then who were corrupted by their ewl corn-
and the Son, and the Holy Ghost m the sac- munications, and followed them, were not
rament alone; but that in heart and in life they likewise falling with them into the pit _
neither do those have them who live an aban- And yet among them there were men to whom
doned and accursed life within, the apostle was writing as bemg already bap-

tized; nor would they, therefore, if they were

CHAP. x8._3o. SecundinusofCediass said: corrected, be baptized afresh. Does not the
"Since our Lord Christ said, ' He that is not same apostle say, "To be carnally-minded _s
with me is against me,' _ and the Apostle John death ? .... and certainly the covetous, the de-
declares those who go out from the Ctmrch ceivers, the robbers, in the midst of whom
to be antichrists, 5 without all doubt the ene- Cyprian himself was groaning, were carnally-
roles of Christ, and those who are called anti- minded. What then ? D_d the dead hurt
christs, cannot minister the grace of the bap- him who was living in unity ? Or who would
tism which gives salvation; and therefore my say, that because such men had or gave the
judgment is that those who take refuge in the baptism of Christ, that it was therefore vio-
Church from the spares of heresy should be lated by their iniquities ?
baptized by us, who of His condescension are
called the friends of God. ''_ CHAP. 20.--34. Polianus of Mileum n said.

3 I. The answer to which is, That all are " It is right that a heretic should be baptized
the opponents of Christ, to whom, on their in the holy Church.""

'saying, " Lord, have we not in Thy name 35. Nothing, indeed, could be expressed
done many wonderful things?" with all the more shortly. But I think this too is short:
rest that is there recorded, He *shall at the It is right that the baptism of Christ should
last day answer, "I never knew you: depart not be depreciated in the Church of Christ.
from me, ye that work iniquity," 7_all which
kind of chaff i_ destined_ll the fire, if it per. CHAP. 2X.--36. Theogenes of Hippo Re-
severe to the last in its lIVckedness, whether gius_S said: "According to the sacrament of
any part of it fly outside before its winnow- the heavenly grace of God which we have re-
ing, or whether it seem to be within. If, ceived, we beheve in the one only baptism
therefore, those heretics who come to the which is in the holy Church." _
Church are to be again baptized, that they 37. This may be my own judgment also.
may be baptized by the friends of God, are For it is so balanced, that it contains nothing
those covetous men, those robbers, murderers, contrary to the truth. For we also believe
the friends of God, or must those whom they in the one only baptism which is in the holy
have baptized be baptized afresh_ Church. Had he said, indeed, We believe

• in that which is in the holy Church alone, the
same answer must have been made to him as

CHAr. i9._3a. Felix of Bagai _ said: "As to the rest. But as it is, since he has ex-
when the blind leads the blind, both fall into pressed himself in this wise, "We believe in
the ditch, 9 so when a heretic baptizes a here- the one only baptism which is in the holy
tic, both fall together into death." Church," so that it is asserted that it exists

in the holy Church, but not denied that it
z aSrrcrix p_'a:t*_cra. Other readiugsare" offe_ta" and "el- may be elsewhere as well, whatever his mean-
• _e. C,rth.,_. ,_ ing may have been, there is no need to argue

-_ 3_(Cedia) hasbceaidentffted, batwlthontsuff_entrea- against these words. For if I were ques-
_ with Q_aldhts, or Quhm, m Mauritania C_rienms for both

_ places have bishops at the CoUat_on of 4_ _ A Bp. Secundiaus
mentioned in Cypr. Epp, 1_1., lxva _ tm_ whether these refer to
h_mof Cedhet or htm ofC.arp_ (ch. 3x) cannot be declded m Cone. Catch. see. _. zx x Cot. xv. 3-J. _ Rom. vi_i. 6

?_ 4 Matt. _ _. 5 _John ii. x8 x3 Mileum, Mdev_, Mileve, in ecclesiut_ province of Nu-
eCon¢. Catrt_ sec. XL 7 Matt. vii. _,13. midm, noted as the seat of two Counc_ts 402 A.rJ. and 4_6 A r_.:

_,!, 8_i_ in church province of Numidia See on 1, $. 7 al_o as the See o[ Optatus. Pohanus ismc_H_elyto be ident_-
lvl., t_., htarh., atle _, 6, lxx,, lxxvi _ix, lxrcii,, |xxlx.. title and _4 Cone. Cath. see. x3.

" .Ailm_g the me)" of the name of Felix in the letters of Cyprian. fled with the one in Cypr. Epp _.. L_axx."_!:_°' _e_l;,_t _ beuamfe to decide asure reference to dis_sh x_ Htpp9 Regms, the seeof Augustm hlmaeH, in _ca_
"_%'/ bet_t_eort thi_altdtheother_hol_of thesame_en m tht_ provmceofNumtdm.

9 Matt. xv. t4.
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tioaed on the several points, first, whether las lies within our power,"_showing beyond
there was one baptism, I should answer that !all doubt that he did not willingly communl.
there was one. Then if I were asked, whether ]care with those whom he held to be without
this was in the holy Church,.I should answer ibaptism , but that yet all things were to been.
that it was. In the third place, if it were dured for the sake of peace and unity_ just '
asked whether I believed in th_s baptism, I as was clone also by those who thought that
should answer that I did so believe; and con. Dativus and his party were in the wroug, anti
sequently I should answer that I beheved in who held what afterwards was taught by a
the one bapusm which is in the holy Church. fuller declaration of the truth, and urged by
But if it were asked whether it was found in ancmnt custom, which received the stronger
the holy Church alone, and not among here- confirmation of a later Council; yet in turn,
tins and schismatics, I should answer that, m with anxmus piety, they showed toleration
common with the whole Church, I believed towards each other, though without violation
the contrary. But since he dxd not insert this of Christina chanty they entertained differ.
in his judgment, I should consider that tt entopmions, endeavoring to keep the unityof
was mere wantonness _f I added words which the Spirit in the bond of peace,_ till God should
I did not find there, for the sake of arguing reveal to one of them, were he otherwise
against them. For if he were to say, There minded, even this error of his ways.s And to
is one water of the river Euphrates, which is this I would have those give heed, by whom
in Paradise, no one could gainsay the truth umty is attacked on the authority of this'very
of what he said. But if he were asked whether Councd by which it is declared how much
that water were in Paradtse and nowhere else. umty should l_e loved.
and were to say that this was so, he would he
saying what was false. For, besLdes Para- CHAr. 23._4o. Successus of Abbir Get.
disc, it is also in those lands into which it lmaniciana_ said: " Hereucs may either do
flows from that source. But who is rash.nothing or everything. If they can baptize,
enough to say that he would have been likely ',they can also gtve the Holy Spire; but if they
to assert what is false, when it ts qmte possi- icannot gwe the Holy Spirit, because they do
ble that he was asserting what is true ?i not possess the Holy Spirit, then can theynot
Wherefore the words of this judgment re-['either .psirltually baptize. Therefore we give
quire no contradmt_on, because they in no our judgment that heretics should be bap.
wise run counter to the truth, t_zed." '

4_. To this we may answer almost word for
CHAP. 22.--38. Dattvus of Badl_e' said word: Murderers may either do nothing or

"We, so far as hes w_thm our power, refuse everything. If they can 19aptize, they can
to commumcate with a heretic, unless he has also give the Holy Spirit; but if they cannot
been baptized in the Church, and received re- gwe the Holy Spirit, because theydo not pos-
mission of his sins."" sess the Holy Spirit, then can they not either

39. The answer to this is: If your reason spiritually bapuze. Therefore we give our
for wishing him to be baptized _s that he has judgment that persons baptized by murderer_
not received remission of sins, supposing you or murderers themselves who have been bapo
find a man within the Church who has been tized without being convened, should, when
baptized, though entertaining hatred towards they have corrected themselves, be baptized,
his brother, since the Lord cannot he, who Yet this is not true. For" whosoever hateth
says, "If ye forgive not men their trespasses, his brother is a murderer;" _ and Cyprian knew
neither will your Father forgive your tres-such men within the Church, who certainly
passes," 3willyou bid such an one, when cor- baptized. Therefore it is to no purpox
rected, to be baptized afresh ? Assuredly not; that words of this sort are used concerning
so neither should you bid the heretic. It is heretics.
clear that we must not pass unnoticed why he
did not briefly say, " We do not communicate CHAP. 24. _ 42. Fortunatus of Thuct_,
with a heretic," but added, "so far as hes borz 9 said: " Jesus Christ our Lord and G_
within our power." For he saw that a greater the Son of God the Father and Creator, built
number agreed with this view, from whose His Church upon a rock, not upon heresy_
communion, however, he and h_s friends
could not separate themselves, lest unity I 4_h.i_ _. _lLm._s.* 6 A_l_lr Gecrtmniciatm w_ in eeelemm_ _ of' 7_.eag_

should be imp-aired, and so he added," so far i a_. orAtr_ P_o_,,_u_r_._ Vrohi_ _...... **o_ ,_Cm. r_. _. _'_, _.: _.
[ 7 Corm, Or.h. _. ,6 . . ' t John _L t$.

-- t Badlm (Vada)in ecc_iastu:aJ- province of Numldu_ For _Thuccabtm,TuccaocTcrebd_thtmt, m eg_m_tcaIp_a_ia_of Afrtc_ procotmularis _ Zeugttat_ _ior vp. l,*ortmmttm_ mm
]_ttlvtm see Cypr. Epp. Ixx_-i., Ixxvti. _ Cypr. Epp _dviiL, IvL_ lwt. O.l_ fin_t), lxwt., Lwx_

_ Co_c. CattlL tog. t_ _ Matt. vi. t_.
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and gave the power of baptizing to bishops, of mine, and doeth them not, shall be likened
not to heretics. Wherefore those who are unto a foolish man, which built his house
outside the Church, and stand against Christ, upon the sand."' If, therefore, the Church
scattering His sheep and flock, cannot bap- xs on a rock, the_e who are on the sand_ be-

' tiz¢ outside." * cause they are outside the rock, are neceSsao
43- He added the word" outside" in order rlly outsade the Church. Let us recollect,

that he might not be answered with a like therefore, how many Cyprmn mentions as
brevity to Successus. For otherwise he placed within who b_ild upon the sand, that
might also have been answered word for is, who hear the words of Christ and do them
word: Jesus Christ our Lord and God, the not. And therefore, because they me on
Son of God the Fatherand Creator, built His the sand, they are proved to be outside the
Church upon a rock, not upon iniquity, and rock, that is, outside the Church; yet even
gave the power of baptizing to bashops, not while they are so situated, and are e_ther not
to the unrighteous. Wherefore those who do _'et or never changed for the better, not only
not belong to the rock on which they build, do they baptize and are baptized, but the
who hear the word of God and do it, _but, liv- baptism which they have remains valid in
ing contrary to Christ in hearing the word and them though they are destined to damnation.
not doing it, and hereby building on the sand, 45. Neither can it be said in this place,S
in this way scatter His sheep and flock by the Yet who is there that doeth all the words of
example of an abandoned character, cannot the Lord which are written an the evangelic
baptize. Might not this be said with all the sermon itself,5 at the end of which He says,
semblance of truth? and yet it is false. For that he who heard the said words and did
the unrighteous do baptize, since those robbers them built upon a rock, and he who heard
are unrighteous whom Cyprian maintained to them and did them not built upon the sand ?
be at unity with hamself) But for this reason, For, granting that by certain persons all the
says the Donatist, he adds "outside." Why words are not accomplished, yet in the same
therefore can they not baptize outside ? Is at sermon He has appointed the remedy, saying,
because they are worse from the very fact that " Forgive, and ye shall be forgiven. ''_ And
they are outside ? But it makes no difference, after the Lord's prayer had been recorded in
in respect of the validity of baptism, how detail in the same sermon, He says, "For I
much worse the minister may be. For there say unto you, if ye forgive men their tres-
is not so much difference between bad and passes, )'our heavenly Father will also forgxve

worse as between good and bad; and yet, you: but _f ye forg_ve not men their tres-
when the bad baptizes, he gives the selfsame ipasses, neither will your Father forgwe your
sacrament as the good. Therefore, also, trespasses.' 7 Hence also Peter says. " For
when the worse baptizes, he gives the self- charity shall cover the multitude of sins;"s
same sacrament as the less bad. Or is it that which charity they certainly did not have, and
it is not in respect of man's merit, but of the on this account they built upon the sand, of
sacrament of baptism itself, that it cannot be whom the same Cyprian says, that within the
given outside ? If this were so, neither #ould Church they held conversation, even in the
it be possessed outside, and it would be nec- time of the apostles, in unkindly hatred alien
essary that a man should be baptized again from Christmn charity;9 and therefore they
so often as he left the Church and again re-seemed indeed to be within, but really were
turned to it. without, because they were not on that rock

44. Further, if we inquire more carefully by which the Church is signified.
what is meant by "outside," especially as he
himself makes mention of the rock on which CHAP. 25. _ 46. Sedatus of Tuburbo *°
the Church is built, are not they in the said: " Inasmuch as water, sanctified by the
Church who are on the rock, and they who prayer of the priest in the Church, washes
are not on the rock, not in the Church either ? away sins, just so much does it multiply sins
Now, therefore, let us see whether they build when infected, as by a cancer, with the words
their house upon a rock who hear the words of heretics. Wherefore one must strive, with

! of Christ and do them not. The Lord Him- all such efforts as conduce to peace, that no
,, self declares the contrary, saying, "Whoso-one who has been infected and tainted by

ever heareth these sayings of mine, and doeth I 4Matt_q,.24,_. . .
i_'_ them, I will liken him unto a wise man, which ! s it ,_pointedoutby t_ t_-,_ ,d,to_ thatthin_,_

shows that Augustm considered our Lord s precept to comprehen

: _:_ built his-house upon a rock;" and a little _hingco_a_h_S_L__ 37. .... 7M,tt.,_.t_"Mo,u_**.'_.
S x Pet. iv. 8. 9 Cypr. E_. lxsail, x4.:_, _ later, "Every one that heareth these sayings

:_;_J ' zv Tubu,rbo Crhubm'bo) was in the _al province M

_=_ * _C_c_At¢.Car_h, see,. l'7. • _ vii. aJb Zeugltan_ Sedaras is not unlikely the mum _ the one mcs_

_ • Cypr. A_rm, ds Z_*._. Uened in CYt_. E@p. _v., Lxvh., lxx.
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heretical error should refuse to receive the l future tan'e when he turns in truth tO God,
one true baptism, with which whosoever is Ithat vet')" sacrament may be profitable to sal-
not baptized shall not inherit the kingdom _vatlOn, which, were lle nOt to be converted,
of heaven. "z . lwould be powerful to his destruction. Bat

47. To this we answer, that if the water is i who is tt_ere who does not know that there it
not sanctified, when through want of skill the i no baptism of Christ, if the words of the
priest who prays utters some words of error, _tpel m which consists the outward visible tlp
many, not only of the bad, but of the good _be not forthcoming ? But you will mort
brethren in the Church itself, fail to sanctify i easily find heretics who do not baptize at all¢
the water. For the prayers of many are cor-., than any who baptize without those worda.
rected ever)" day on being recited to men of _And therefore we say, not that every baptism
greater learning, and many things are found _(for in manyof the blasphemous ritesof idotlt
in them contrary to the Cathohc faith. Sup- imen are said to be Imptized)_ but that the hap-
posing, then, that it were shown that some tism of Ct_rist, that is, every baptism conse. .
persons were baptized when these prayers had :crated m the words of the gospel, is every-
been uttered over the water, will they be where ti_e same, and cannot be vitiated by
bidden to be baptized afresix ? Why i'_ot ? any perversity on the part of any menJ
Because generally the fault in the prayer ts 48. We must certainly not lightly pass over
more than counterbalanced by the intent of in this judgment thathe here inserted adause,

him who offers it; and those fixed words of land says, " Wherefore we must strive, with
the gospel, without which baptism cannot be. all such efforts :is corldnce to peace, that no
consecrated, are of such efficacy, that, by!one who has been infected," etc. For he
their virtue, anything faulty that is uttered in had regard to those words of the blessed Cyo
the prayer contrary to the rule of faith is prian in his ot_enmg speech, Judging no
made of no effect, just as the devil is excluded man, nor depriving any of the right of corn-
by the name of Cnrist. For it is clear that if mumon if he entertain a different view. ' See
a heretic utters a faulty prayer, he has no of what power is the love of unity and peace
good intent of love whereby that want of skdl in the good sons of the Church, that they
may be compensated, and therefore he is like should choose rather to show tolerance towards
any envious or spiteful person in the Catholic those whom they called sacrilegious and pro.
Church itself, such as Cyprian proves to exist fane, being admitted, as they thought_ without
within the Church. Or one mightoffer some the sacrament of bapf_sm, if they could not
prayer, as not unfrequently happens, m which correct them as they thought was righh than
he should speak against the rule of f,iith, since on theiraccount to break that holy bond, lest
many rush into the use of prayers wh:ch are _ou account of the tares the wheat also shoclJd
composed not only by unskillful men who love be rooted out,'T-permitting, so far as rested
to talk, but even by heretics, and in the sim- with them, as m that noblest judgment of
plicity of ignorance, not being able to discern. Solomon, that the infant body should rather
their true character, use them, thinking they ibe nourished by the false mother than be cut
are good; and yet what is erroneous in them in pieces, s But this was the opinion both of
does not vitiate what is right, but rather it is t those who held the truer view about ttae Sac.
rendered null thereby, just as m the man of i rament of baptism, and of those to whom God,
good hope and approved faith, who yet is but i in consideration of their great love, was pur-
a man, if in anything he be otherwise minded, !posing to reveal any point in which they were
what he holds aright is not thereby vitiated otherwise minded.
until God reveal to him also that in which he
is otherwise minded." But supposing that the CttAv. 26.--49 Privatianus of Sufetula _
man himself is wicked and perverse, then, if said: "He who says that heretics have the
he should offer an upright prayer, in no part power of baptizing should first say who it was
contrary to the Catholic faith, it does not fol- that founded heresy. For if heresy is of God,
low that because the prayer is right the man it may have the divine favor; but if it be not
himself is also right; and if over some he !of God, how can it either have or confer oil
offer an erroneous prayer, God is present to any one the grace of God ?"
uphold the words of His gospel, without 5o. This man may thus be answered word
which the baptism of Christ cannot be conse-
crated, and He Himself consecrates His sac- 3 .See ahoy% Ill oc, t4, _5. 4 Matt. tttL _#,
rament, that in the recipient, either before he _ t King_lit. :t6e, Sufetula was a town in ecclet_g_w.aJ ptrovlttce _ B_,,

is baptized, or when he is baptized, or at some t,,_ty-_¢ =iJ_,f_o_suf_ _e _,,,o,_, otwt_h _, _.=.e
is a diminutive. Bp. Privattamts ts mentio_aed tn C_¢. l_pp, _v_,_
I_i.

Conc. Carth see. iS, = Phil. iii. _5, 7Cone. Carth. see, _9,

'(
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for word: He who says that malicious and tize any one in the name of Christ whom
envious persons have the power of baptizing, Christ Himself declares to be His enemies ?
should first say who was the founder of mahce For He says to all the unrighteous, "I never
and envy. For if malice and envy are of knew you: depart from me, ye that work in-
God, they may have the divine favor; but if iquity;"s and yet, when they baptize, it is
they are not of God, how can they either have not themselves that baptize, but He of whom
or confer on any one the grace of God ? But John says, "The same is He which bap-
as these words are in the same way most tizeth. ''_
manifestly false, so are also those which these

were uttered to confute. :For the malicious CHAP. 29.--55. Cassius of Macomades'
and envious baptize, as even Cyprian himself said: "Since there cannot be two baptisms,
allows, because he bears testimony that they he who grants baptism unto heretms takes it
also are within. So therefore even heretms away from himself. I therefore declare my

. may baptize, because baptism is the sacra- judgment that heretics, those objects for our
merit of Christ; but envy and heresy are the tears, those masses of corruption, s should be
worksofthe devil. Yet though aman possesses baptized when they begin to come to the
them, he does not thereby cause that if he Church, and that so being washed by the sa-
have the sacrament of Christ, it also should cred and diwne laver, and enhghtened with
itself be reckoned in the number of the devil's the hght of hfe, the3: may be received into
works, the Church,--as being now made not enemies,

but peaceful; not strangers, but of the house-
CHAP. 27.--5x. Privatus of Sufes _ said: hold of the froth of the Lord; not bastards,9

"What can be said of the man who approves but sons of God; partaking not of error, but
the baptism of heretics, save that he commu- of salvation,--with the exception of those
nicates with heretics ?"" who, being believers transplanted from the

52. To this we answer: It is not the bap- Church, had gone over to heresy, and that
tism of heretics which we approve in heretics, these should be restored by the laying on of
as it is not the baptism of the covetous, or har_ds." "°
the' treacherous, or deceitful, or of robbers, 55. Another might say: Since there cannot
or of envious men which we approve in tt_em: be two baptisms, he who grants baptism to the
for all of these are unjust, but Christ is just, unrighteous takes it away from himself• But
whose sacrament existing in them, they do even our opponents would join us m resisting
not in its essence violate. Otherwise another such a man when he says that we grant bap-
man might say: What can be said of the tism to the unrighteous, which is not of the
man who approves the bapttsm of the un-unrighteous, like thetr unrighteousness, but
just, save that he commumcates with the of Christ, of whom _s r_ghteousness, and
unjust. And ff this objection were brought whose sacrament, even among the unright-
against the Catholic Church herself, tt would eous, is not unrighteous. What, therefore,
be answered just as I have answered the they would join us in saying of the unright-
above, eous, that let them say to themselves of here-

tics. And therefore he should rather have

CHAP. 28._53. Hortensianus of Lares3 said as follows: I therefore give my judgment
• . 6t

stud. How many baptisms there are, let that heretics, those objects for our tears, those
those who uphold or favor heretics determine, masses of corruptmn, should not be baptized
We assert one baptism of the Churc'_, which when they begin to come to the Church, if
we only know in the Church. Or how can they already have the baptism of Christ, but
those baptize any one in the name of Christ should be corrected from their error. For

': whom Christ Himself declares to be His we may similarly say of the unrighteous, of
enemies ? "_ whom the heretics are a part: I therefore give

: 54. Giving answer to this man in a like
tenor of words, we say: Let those who uphold

' " . 5 Matt. vii. _3. 6 John L .
• or favor the unrighteous see to zt. we recall 7M._o=.d_ n. _,mi_l --,_e of_i.=id_ B- C_

:_ to the Church when we can the one baptism mu_ prolmblytobctdqmttfiedwiththe onemCypr.Ep.lxx.
..... _ ---a_" k 1. . _. ^ g .k r,,,. t. 1 Fl#Mlts et [aMdo_. Thin m otherwise taken of the tz_pentant

wltlCtt we r.now _o _ ot Lue _.urcu alone, heretics " Mehmg wtth the grief and wretchedness of penitence;"

J:: : wherever it he found Or how can they Dam but Bis_ 1_ellpointsout thatthe interp_tauonin the text is
.. _ . _ " d _'- supported by an expr_ston in c_ 33. 63 Mt_ lm.retica, q_

:$_'_. " diutur=a tabe #allnta t_t. Rnuth Rel. Sa_. ilt Ik tgc#
,_; L *_ _ • 9 M dxlttros. SoalltheMss. ofAugoxitm, thoughinCyprlanm
_&": - *_tm_.f.P. 47 _. " _t_dmes found "° adslteri=o*.:' In cl_t_c_l Latin, ho.wev%I

_-_.' =C_¢ earth t_tO. _tulstterit" m_mctt_ _ tn tl_t_m_ of "'adulterim.
_-_ _ _ Iaxe_ in ecclesiastical pro_nee of Numidm. Hortensumns ] Cassius seem to have had in mand Heb. _ 8, "Then are ye
_ _,_ _ vetTltkely the lmme _ the one in C_vr. Epp. lvlt., lxx. _ tardy, and not sons."
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my judgment that the unrighteous, those ob- not ? If they are Christians, why are they
jeers for our tears, and masses of corruption, not in the Church of God ? If they are not
if they have been already baptized, should Christians, let them be made so,s Else what
not be baptized again when they begin to will be the reference in the discourse of the
come to the Church, that _s, to that rock out- Lord, m which He says, ' He that is not with
side which are all who hear the words of me is against me; and he that gathereth not
Christ and do them not; but being already with me scattereth abroad ?,6 Whence it is
washed with the sacred and diwne laver, and clear that on strange children and the off-

now. fU_tohuel_t e21_ght?;_(ed .with the hght of spring of Anticlmst tile Holy Spirit cannottrum, b ec ea into the Ctmrci_ no qdescend by the laying on of hands alone, since
longer as enemies but as peaceful, for the I_t is clear that heretics have not baptism."
unrighteous have no peace; no longer as t 6o. To this we answer: Are the unrighteous
strangers, but of the household of the faxth of ]Christians or not ? If they are Christians)
the Lord, for to the unrighteous it is said, why are they not on that ro'ck on which the
' How then art thou turned into t!_e degener- Church is bmlt ? for they hear tbe words of
ate plant of a strange vine unto me?"' no lChnst and do them not. If they are not
longer as bastards, but the sons of God, for Christians, let them be made so. Else what
the unrighteous are the sons of the dewl, par- ]w_ll be the reference in the discourse of our
taking not of error but of salvatmn, for un- Lord, m which He says, " He that is not with
righteousness cannot save. And by the me _s against me; an'd-he that gathereth not

Church I mean that rock, that dove, that lwitn me scattereth abroad?" For they scat-garden enclosed and fountain sealed, whtct_lter H_s sheep _I_o lead them to'the _in of

_s recognized only m the wheat, not m the]their lives by a false imitation of the Lord.
chaff, whether that be scattered far apart by tWhence tt is'clear that upon strange children
the wind, or appear to be mingled w_th the l(as all the unrighteous are called)) and upon
corn even t_ll the last winnowing. In vain, !the offspring of Antmhrist (wtuch all are who
therefore, did Cassius add, "Witil the excep- ioppose themselves to Chrtst), the Holy Spirit
tion of those who, being believers transplanted cannot descend 1)y the laying on of hands
from the Church, had gone over to heresy. ' alone, ff there be not added a true converston
For if even they themselves had lost baptLsm of the heart; since it is clear that the un-
by seceding, to themselves also let t be re- righteous, so long as they are unrighteous)
stored; but _f they had not lost it, let what may indeed have baptism, but cannot haw
was given by them receive due reeogmtion, the salvation of which baptism xs the sacra.

ment. For let us see whether heretics are

CHAP. 30.--57. AnotherJanuanusofV_cus described in that psalm where the follow-
C_esaris" stud: " If error does not obey truth, mg words are used of strange children:
much more does truth refuse assent to error;" Deliver me, O Lord, from the hand of
and therefore we stand by the Church m whmh strange chtldren, whose mouth speaketh van-

we preside, so that, claiming her baptism for [lty, and their right hand is a right hand of
herself alone, we baptize those whom the falsehood: whose sons are hke young shoots
Church has not baptized. 3 well established, and their daughters polished

58. We answer: Whom the Church bap-)after the s_militude of the temple. Their
tizes, those that rock baptizes outside whmh garners are full, affording all manner of store;
are all they who hear the words of Christ and thetr sheep are fruztful, bringing forth plente-
do them not. Let all, therefore, be baptized onsly m their streets; their oxen are strong:
again who have been baptized by such. But there is no breaking down of their fence, no
if thin is not done,then, as we recognize the opening of a passage out, no complaining in
baptism of Christ in these, so should we their streets. Men deemed tmppythe people
recognize it in heretics, though we either con- that is in such a case; rather blessed is the
demn or correct their unrighteousness and people whose God is the Lord." s If, there,,
error, fore, those are strange children who place

their happiness in temporal things, and in the
CaAP. 3x._59. Another Secundinus of abundance of earthly prosper)ty, and depose

Carpis4 said: "Are heretics Christians or the commandments of the Lord, let us see
whether these are not the very same of whom

x er. ii .... . . Cyprian so speaks, transforming them als0
_ieus C.zaar_, probably of ecclesiastical prownce of B_za_-

urn. ThisBp. JanuariusmaybethesecondofthatnamemCypr- sFia_. AnotherreadiagiaJolae,_.ofCyprilm(.*_._
Elf lzvli., and is to be distinguished from Bp. Jamumus of I.am- in those of AugtUnin) m, "q_A_ C_r:_#a_faci_, W]b_baese, eh. a/ft. m.

-_C__ Cltrth. sec. 2 3. m less 111harmony with the _o_tezt.

8se4_ ._i_) was in ecclesmatical province of Zeug_tana. 6 Matt_ xi,. 30. ..... 7 Conc_ Carth. sec. *4.
_er Secuadinus, note on chap. zS. _ t's cx_v. zs-_5, so L)t__.. cp. tt_.eroe. Ps. cxhiL s_,t_b

& "%
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Jam himself, that he may show that he is tics in the cleansing away of the long.
speaking of men with whom he held com- continued corrupUon, would spare those who,
reunion in the sacraments: "In not keep- having fallen headlong into some heresy, had
ing," he says, "' the way of the Lord, nor ob- remained in it a brief space, and presently
serving the heavenly commandments given being corrected, had passed from thence to
us for our salvation. Our Lord did the will the Catholic Church. Furthermore, he has
of His Father, and we do not do the will of himself failed to observe that it might be
the Lord, being eager about our patrimony said that all unrighteous persons who come to
or our gains, following after pride, and so that rock, in which is understood the Church,
forth."' But if these could both have and should be baptized, so that the unrighteous
transmit baptism, why is it denied that it may mind, which was building outside the rock
exist among strange children, whom he yet upon the sand by hearing the words of Christ
exhorts, that, by keeping the heavenly corn- and not doing them, might be reformed when
mandments conveyed to them through the cleansed by the sancttfication of the laver;
only-begotten Son, they should deserve to be and yet this is not done if they have been
His brethren and the sons of God ? baptized already, even if it be proved that

such was their character when they were hap-
CHAP. 32.--6I. Victoricus of Thabraca _ tized, that is, that they '" renounced the world

said: "If heretics may baptize, and give re- in words and not in deeds."
mission of sins, why do we destroy their credit,
and call them heretics?'3 CHAP. 34.---65. Quietus of Burug 6 s_id:

62. What if another were to say: If the un- "We who live by faith ought with believing
righteous may baptize, and give remission of observance to obey what has been before
sins, why do we destroy their credit, and call foretold for our instruction. For it is written
them unrighteous? The answer which we in Solomon, ' He that is washed by one dead,
should give to such an one concerning the un- what availeth his washing ?' 7 Which assuredly
righteous may also be given to the other con- he says of those who are washed by heretics,
cerning heretics,--that is, in the first place, and of those who wash. For if they who are
that the baptism with which they baptize is baptized among them receive eternal life
not theirs; and secondly, that it does not through the remission of their sins, why do
follow that whosoever has the baptism of they come to the Church ? But if no salva-
Christ is also certain of the remission of his tion _s received from a dead person, and the)"
sins if he has this only in the outward sign, therefore, acknowledging their former error,
and is not converted with a true conversion return with penance to the truth, they ought
of the heart, so that he who gives remission to be sanctified with the one life-giving bap-
should himself have remission of his sins. tism which is in the Catholic Church." s

66. What it is to be baptized by the dead,
CHAP. 33.--63. Another Felix of Uthina 4 we have already, without prejudice to the

said: "No one can doubt, most holy brethren imore careful consideration of the same scrip-
in the priesthood, that human presumptton ture, sufficiently declared before. 9 But I
has not so much power as the adorable and would ask why it is that they w_sh heretics
venerable majesty of our Lord Jesus Christ. alone to be considered dead, when Paul the
Remembering then the danger, we ought not apostle has said generally of sm, "The wages
only to observe this ourselves, but to confirm of sin is death; "_° and again, "To be carnally
it by our general consent, that all heretics minded is death." _ And when he says that
who come to the bosom of our mother the a widow that liveth in pleasure is dead, _ how
Church be baptized, that the heretical mind, are they not dead "' who renounce the world
which has been polluted by long.continued in words and not in deeds "? What, there-

' corruption, may be reformed when cleansed fore, is the profit of washing in him who is
by the sanctification of the laver." s baptized by them, except, indeed, that if he

:, 64. Perhaps the man who has placed the h;.mself also is of the same character, he has
:_ strength of his case for the baptizing of here- the laver indeed, but it does not profit him to
_ salvation .7 But if he by whom he is baptized

_. ,, z Cypr. .tb,'e_,q.,s et diawosil,-...v fr_'l_, Ep. xl. _.• _ W_oB the coast, of Ntlmidi_, in _e_asti_l pr0v-
_ _ ilce of that m_me, the froauer town toward.s Zeugitmm_ at the 6 Burug (Burnt) or Burca was in eeclesi_tical province of Nu-

_=' Zme_thq_fth_Tucca_ Themm_ofaVictm'_oeeursmCypr. mid_ Quietus may be identical wlth the one mentm_ed i_ Cypr.Em_!v_ l_vii. Ep. txv_.
_ _ C¢_c. Carth. sec. _S. ? In the E_ghsh _ this is, "He that war&eth h'_ af-
_._ _Uthtna was ia e_c_ province of Zeugltmut. This ter touching a dead body, if he touch it again, what availeth h_

]Nlt hecannot have been th_ FelL_,as some mt_tm¢. 9Co_traParme_ia_m,ll. xo._. _ORom. vl.a__ ,_erence to a bishop of Utimt is rode by Tt'_t. de Moaog. oh. xii.,
._._._. ,- $ C.oa_ Catth. s_e. _. _ Rom. vth, 6. vt _ Tim. v. 6.
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is such, but the man who is baptized i.¢turned :see by what kind of men they were not pol-
to the Lord with no false heart, i_e is not bap- tuted m the preservation of unity; Ne hew
tiz_d by that dead person, but by that hying greatly the bond of peace was to be loved;
One of whom it is said, "The same is He: see what views they hold who bring charges
which baptizeth." x But to what he says of against us, founded on the Council of bisholxts
heretics, that if they who are baptized among', their predecessors, whose example they do
them receive eternal life through the reruns- _not imitate, and by whose example, when the
sion of their sins, why do they come to the rights of the case are considered, they a_e
Church ? we answer: They come for thts rea- icondemned. If it was the custom, as this
son, that although they have received the]judgment bears witness, that heretics eomirar
baptism of Christ up to the pomt of the cele- _to the Church should be received with the
bration of the sacrament, yet they cannot at- I baptism wiaich they already had, either this
tain to .life eternal save through the chanty was done rightly, or the evil do not pollute
of unity; just as neitller would those envious the good |n umty. If it was rightly don_
and malicious ones attain to hfe eternal, who why do they accuse the world because they
would not have their sins forgiven them, even are so received ? But if the evil do not pol,
if they entertained hatred only against those lute the good m unity, how do they defend
from whom they suffered wrong; since the themselves against the charge of saedl_ous
Truth said, " If ye forg_ve not men their tres- separation ?
passes, neither w_ll 3,our Father forglve your
trespasses, ''_ how much le,_s when they were CHAP. 36.---69. Eucratius of Theni' said:
hating those towards whom they were reward- "Our God and Lord Jesus Christ, teaching
ing evil for good ?3 And yet these men, tiae apostles w_th His own mouth, fully laid
though "renouncing the world in words and down our faith, and the grace of baptism, and
not in deeds," would not be baptized again, the rule of the law of the Church, saying_
if they should afterwards be corrected, but ' G'o ye, and teach all nations,' baptizing' them
they would be made holy by the one hvmg in the name of the Father, and of the Son,
bapttsm. And this is indeed in the Cathohc and of the Holy Ghost.'* Therefore the
Church, but not in it alone, as neither ts _t false and unrighteous baptism of heretics is
in the saints alone who are budt upon the to be repudiated by us, and contradicted with
rock, and of whom that one dove is composed: all solemnity of witness, seemg that from

their mouth issues not life, but poison, not
CHAP. 35.--67. Castus of Sicca5 said: He heavenly grace, hut blaspheming of the

who presumes to follow custom in despite of Tnmty. And so it is plain that heretics
truth is either envious and evilly d|sposed commg to the Church ought to be baptized
towards the brethren to whom the truth is with perfect and Catholic baptism, that, being
revealed, or else he is ungrateful towards )untied from theblasphemyof their presump,
God, by whose respiration His Church is in- lion, they may be reformed by the grace of
structed." e the Holy Spirit. ''9

68. If this man proved that those who dif- 7o. Clearly, if the baptism is not con_.
fered from him, and held the view that has crated m the name of the Father, and of the
since been held by the whole world under the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, it should be
sanction of a Christian Councd, were follow-considered to be of the heretics, and re.
ing custom so as to despise truth, we should lpudmted as unnghteous by us with all _.
have reason for fearing these words; but see- lemnity of witness; but if we discern this
!rig that this custom is found both to have had name in it, we do better to distinguish the
its origin in truth and to have been confirmed !words of the gospel from heretical error, and
by truth, we have nothing to fear in th_s judg- approve what is sound in them, correetlmg
ment. And yet, if they were envious or what is faulty. •
evilly disposed towards the brethren, or un-
grateful towards God, see with what kind of CH^P. 37._7x. Libosus of Yaga _* _id:
men they were willing to hold communion; "The Lord says in the gospel, 'I am the
see what kind of men, holding dxfferent truth;' " He did not say, Iameustom. There,
opinions from their own, they treated as fore, when the truth is made manifest, let
Cyprian enjoined them at the first, not re- custom yield to truth; so that, if even in time

moving them from the right of communion!
_'Tbeai was in e_k_Jm_dad _ of Bymcene. A

_olm L 33- _ Matt. _n, xS. flus occur_ sn C_l_r Ep. il.
3 _. XX._'V, x_. 4 C_nt. vi, 9- 8 Ma_t. xxvid, x9. _ Cone. Cl_rth. I_ee. _,.
S _ was in eeclesiasti_tlprovince of Zengatana. Thts _ _ V_._ was in _ provnw._ of Byz_iltm. "I_-_

_,nly not the Ca_tts of Cy_. de La:,_ c. xin of a L_bo_us occurs in Cypr. Ep. Ixvil.
Coo<.earth. _e._. "Johnxav.6.
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past any one did not baptize heretics in the Ammacura 7 said: "I too, following the an-- -_,x
Church, he may now begin to baptme them. thority of the holy Scriptures, give my judg-

72. Here he has in no way tried to show ment that heretms should be baptized, and
" how that is the truth to which he says that with them those also who maintain that they

custom ought to ymld. But it is of more ira- have been baptized among schismatics. For
portance that he helps us against those who!if, according to the warning of Christ, our
have separated themselves from umty, by fountain fs sealed to ourselves/ let all the
confessing that the custom existed, than that enemies of our Church understand that it can-

he thinks it ought to yield to a truth which he I not belong to others; nor can He who is the
does not show. For the custom is of such a_ Shepherd of our flock give the water unto sal-
nature, that if it admitted sacrilegious men to vation to two different peoples. And there-
the altar of Christ without the cleansing of fore it is clear that neither heretics nor schis-
baptism, and polluted none of the good men matics can receive anything heaverdy, who
who remained in unity, then all who have cut dare _o accept from men that are stoners and
themselves off from the same unity, in which aliens from the Church. When the glver has
they could not be polluted by the contaglon no ground to stand upon, surely nelther can
of any evil persons whatsoever, have separated _the receiver derive any profit."
themselves without reason, and have corn- 78. To him weansv+er, that the holy Script-
mitred the manifest sacrilege of schism. But urea nowhere have enjoined that heretms
if all perished in pollution through that cus-baptized among heretics should be baptized
tom, from what cavern do they issue without afresh, but that they have st_own in many
the original truth, and with all the cunning of )laces that all are aliens from the Church who
calumny? If, however, the custom was a are not on the rock, nor belong to the mem-
right one by which heretics were thus re- bers of the dove, and yet that they baptize
ceived, let them abandon their madness, let and are baptized and have the sacrament of
them confess their error; let them come to the salvation without salvation. But how our
Catholic Church, not that they may be bathed fountain is like the fountain of Paradise, in
again with the sacrament of baptism, but that that, like it, it flows forth even beyond the
they may be cured from the wound of sever- bounds of Paradlse, has been su_ciently set
ante. forth above; _°and that " He who is the Shep-

herd of our flock cannot give the water unto
CHAP. 38.--73 . Lucius of Thebaste _ said: salvation to two different peoples," that is,

"I declare my judgment that heretics, and to one that is His own, and to another that
blasphemers, and unrighteous men, who wtth is alien, I fully agree in admitting. But does
various words pluck away the sacred and it follow that because the water is not unto
adorable words of the Scriptures, should be salvation it is not the identical water ? For
held accursed, and therefore exorcised and the water of the deluge was for salvation unto
baptized. "3 those who were placed within the ark, but it

74. I too think that they should be held brought death to those without, and yet it was
accursed, but not that therefore they should the same water. And many aliens, that is to
be exorcised and baptized; for it is their own say, envious persons, whom Cyprian declares
falsehood which I hold accursed, but Christ's and proves from Scripture to be of the party
sacrament which I venerate, of the devil, seem as it were to be within, and

t'etj if they were not without the ark, they
CHAP. 39.--75. Eugenius of Ammedera 4 would not perish by water. For such men

: said: "I too pronounce this same judgment, are slain by baptism, as the sweet savor of
that heretics should be baptized." s Christ was unto death to those of whom the

76. To him we answer: But this is not the apostle speaks." Why then do not either
judg_e.nt which the Church pronounces, to heretics or schismatics receive anything heav-
whicB also God has now revealed in a plenary enly, just as thorns or tares, like those who
Council the point in which ye were then still were without the ark received indeed the rain

;_ otherwise minded, 6 but because saving charity from the floods of heaven, but to destru_
was in you, Ire remained in unity, tion, not to salvation ? And so I do not take

i__; the pains to refute what he said in conclusion:
_ CHAP. 40.--77. Also another Felix of "When the giver has no ground to stand

upon, surely neither can the receiver derive
-_ _Thebute (Thebeste) its ecclesdutic_ province ot ._um_ctut,

_ *_ F_ Imeim+, Clmc. z4+
,?-_° _ a Co_ Cmxh. _ _x. _ Ammacura (eamacon-a) in ecd_ provlace of N.-
_ _ _ proba_ in eew_ek__ Wo_claee of th'oco_m_ midia.
_?_L_,'+_o _ Africa, s Cant, iv. ,2. 9 Cone. Carth. sec. 3._
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any profit," since we also say that it does not cause we claim for the Catholic Church alone
profit the receivers while they receive it in what is her own. But those who say that
heresy, consenting with the heretics; and heretics baptize truly and lawfully are them-
therefore they come to Cathohc peace and selves the men who make, not two, but many
unity, not that they may receive baptism, but baptisms; for since heres,es are many in
that what they had received may begin to number, the baptisms, too, will be reckoned
profit them. according to their number." 6

84. To him we answer: If this were so,
CHAP. 41.--79. Also another Januarius of then would as many baptisms be reckoned as

Muzuh' said: "I wonder that, while all ac- there are works of the flesh, of which the
knowledge that there is one baptism, all do apostle says "that they which do such things
not understand the umty of the same baptism, shall not inherit the kingdom of God;"y
For the Church and heresy are two (hstinct among which are reckoned also heresies; and
things. If heretics have baptism we have _t so many of those very works are tolerated
not; but if we have it, heretms cannot have within the Church _ though in the chaff, anti
it. But there is no doubt that the Church yet there ts one baptism for them all, which
alone possesses the baptism of Christ, since it is not vitiated by any work of unrighteousness.
alone possesses both the favor and the truth
of Christ. ''_ Ci_Ap. 44.--85. Vincentius of Thibari u

80. Another might equally say, and say said: "We know that heretics are worse than
with equal want of truth: I wonder that, heather_s. If they, lining converted, wish to
while all confess there is one baptism, all do come to God, they have assuredly a rule of
not understand the umty of baptism. For truth, which the Lord by His divine precept
righteousness and unrighteousness are two committed to the apostles, saying, 'Go ye,
distinct things. If the unrighteous have bap- lay on hands m my name, cast out devils;',
tism, the righteous have it not; but if the and m another place, 'Go ye, and teach all
righteous have _t, the unrighteous cannot have nations, bat)ttzing them in the name of the

it. But there is no doubt that the rtghteous lFather , and of the Son, and of the Holy
alone possess the baptism of Christ, since/Ghost. '° Therefore, first by the laying on
they alone possess both the favor and the of hands in exorctsm, secondly by regenera.

truth of Chrtst. Th_s is certainly false, as ]t_on in baptism, they may come to the promises
they confess themselves. For those envious, of Christ; but my judgment is that in no other
ones also who are of the party of the dewl, way should this be done.""
though placed within the Church, as Cyprian 86. By what rule he asserts that heretics
tells us, and who were well known to the are worse than heathens I do not know, see-
Apostle Paul, had baptism, but did not belong ing that the Lord says, " If he neglect to
to the members of that dove whmh is safely hear the Church, let him be unto thee as a
sheltered on the rock. heathen man and a publican."'* Is a heretic

worse even than such ? I do not gainsay it.
CHAP. 42._8x. Adelphins of Thasbalte _ I do not, however, allow that because the man

said: " It is surely w_thout cause that they h|mself is worse than a heathen, that is, than
find fault with the truth m false and mvidtons a Gentile and pagan, therefore whatever the
terms, saying that we rebapt_ze, since the sacrament contains that is Christ's is mingled
Church does not rebaptize heretics, but bap. with his vices and character, and perishes
tizes them."* through the corruption of such admixture.

82. Truly enough it does not rebaptize For if even those who depart from the Church,
• them, because it only baptizes those who were and become not the followers but the founders

not baptized before; and thts earlier custom of heresies, have been bapuzed before their
has only been confirmed in a later Council by secession, they continue to have baptism, at-
a more careful perfecting of the truth, though, according to the above rule, they are

worbe than heathens; for if on correction they

CHAP. 43.---83. Demetrius of the Lesser return, they do not receive it, as they certainly
Leptis: said: "We uphold one baptism, be- would do if they had Iost it. It is therefore

possible that a man may be worse than a

• Mtt=_lin _-rh_p_thesameas Muracamcccle_t,cat prov- heathen, and yet that the sacrament of Christ
i__e M Byzacium.

2 C°ttC" earth" t_c" 34" • " ' "B 6 Cone, Carth tree. _6. 7 Ga]. v. 2s.
3 Thaslmdte {Thasvalth¢) was m ecclema_tacal province ot y-

zaceae. AnAdelphius_smentionedmCypr Ep lxvn. I gThtbarLperhapstfiesameasTab°ra, inecclesta_ical_r .°v_.

4Colw__ Carth. sec 35 " ene _ of Mauntanta C_esanerutts. A Bp. Vlac_tt_ is mentto_d la$ Leptis the Lesser was in ecclesiastical province of Byzac . Cypr. Ep. txt'ti.
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may not only be in him, but be not a whit !and to be punished with judgment from heaven
inferior to what it is in a holy and righteous unless they submitted to correction. For
man. For although to the extent of his when Paul the apostle also was saying some-
powers he has not preserved the sacrament, thing concerning God before the Athenians,
but done it violence in heart and will, yet so he adduced as a proof o_ what he said, that
far as the sacrament's own nature is con-certain of them had said something to the
cerned, it has remained unhurt in its integrity isame effect,5 which certainly would not be
even in the man who despised and rejected it. condemned but recognized in them if they
Were not the people of Sodom heathens, that should come to Christ. And the holy Cyprian
is to say, Gentiles ? The Jews therefore were uses similar evidence against the same hea-
worse, to whom the Lord says, "It shall be thens; for, speaking of the magi, he says,
more tolerable for the land of Sodom in the "The chief of them, however, Hostanes, as-
day of judgment than for thee;" x and to serts both that the form of the true God can-
whom the prophet says, "Thou hast justified not be seen, and also that true angels stand
Sodom," • that is to say, in comparison with beside His seat. In which Plato also agrees
thee Sodom is righteous. Shall we, however, m like manner, and, maintaining the exlstence
maintain that on this account the holy sacra- of one God, he calls the others angels or de-
ments which existed among the Jews partook of mons. Hermes Trismegistus also speaks of
the nature of the Jews themselves,--those sac- one God, and confesses that He is incompre-
raments whtch the Lord Himself also accepted, hensible, and past our powers of estimataon."6
and sent the lepers whom He had cleansed If, therefore, they were to come to the per-
to fulfill them, 3 of which when Zacharias was cepUon of salvation in Chrzst, it surely would
administering them, the angel stood by him, not be said to them, Th_s that ye have is bad,
and declared that his prayer had been heard or false; but clearly it would deservedly be
while he was sacrificing m the temple ? _ These said, Though this in you is perfect and true,
same sacraments were both in the good men vet it would profit nothing unless ye came to
of that time, and in those bad men who were the grace of Christ. If, therefore, anything
worse than are the heathens, seeing that they that is holy can be found and rightly approved
were ranked before the Sodomites for wicked, in the very heathens, although the salvation
hess. and yet those sacraments were perfect which is of Christ is not yet to be granted to
and holy in both. them, we ought not, even though heretics are

87. For even if the Gentiles themselves worse than they, to be moved to the desire, of
could have anything holy and right in their correcting what is bad m them belonging to
doctrines, our saints did not condemn it, how- themselves, wlthout being willing to acknow-
ever much the Gentiles themselves were to be ledge what Is good in them of Christ. But
detested for their superstitions and idolatry we will set forth from a fresh preface to con-
and pride, and the rest of their corruptions, sider the remaining judgments of this Coun-

Sel!.
x l_Iatt xl. _4 z ETek xva 5x
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BOOK VII.

IN WHICH THE REMAINING JUDGMENTS OF THE COUNCIL OF CARTHAGE AP.-E EXAMINED.

CHAP. I.--I. Let us not be considered ! we can the good that was in him. But if he
troublesome to our readers, if we discuss I thought otherwise than right on any. point,
the same question often and from different and persuaded certain of his brethren and
points of view. For although the Holy ] colleagues to entertain his views in a matter
Catholic Church throughout all nations be Iwhich he now sees clearly through the revela.
fortified by the authority of primitive custom ition of Him whom he loved, let us_ who are
and of a plenary Council against those argu-t far inferior to his merits, yet following, as
ments which throw some darkness over the our weakness will allow, the authority of the

question about baptism, whether it can be the Catholic Church of which he was himself a
same among heretics and schismatms that it conspicuous and most noble member, strive
is in the Catholic Church, yet, since a differ- our utmost against heretics and schismatic,
ent opinion has at one time been entertained seeing that they, being cut off from the unity
in the unity of the Church itself, by men who which he maintained, and barren of the love
are in no wise to be despised, and especially with which he was frmtful, and fallen away
by Cyprian, whose authority men endeavor to from the humility m which he stood, are dis-
use against us who are far removed from his avowed and condemned the more by him, in
charity, we are therefore compelled to make )roportlon as he knows that they wish to
use of the opportunity of examining and search out his writings for purposes of
considering all that we find on this subject in treachery, and are unwilling to imitate what
his Council and letters, in order, as it were, he did for the maintainance of peace,mlike
to handle at some considerable length this those who, calling themselves Nazarene
same question, and to show how it has more Christians, and circumcising the foreskin of
truly been the decision of the whole body of their flesh after the fashion of the Jews, be-
the Cathclic Church, that heretics or schis- ing heretics by birth in that error from which
matics, who have received baptism already in Peter, when straying from the truth, was
the l_dy from which they came, should be called by Paul" persist in the same to the pre.
admitted with it into the communion of the sent day. As therefore they have remained
Catholic Church, being corrected in their er- in their perversity cut off from the body of
ror and rooted and grounded in the faith, the Church, while Peter has been crowned in
that, so far as concerns the sacrament of bap- the primacy of the apostles through the glory
tism, there shouldnot be an addition of some- of martyrdom, so these men, while Cyprian,
thing that was wanting, but a turning to pro- through the abundance of his love, has been
fit of what was in them. And the holy Cyprian received into the portion of the saints through
indeed, now that the corruptible body no the brightness of his passion, are obliged to
longer !0resseth down the soul, nor the earthly recognize themselves as exiles from tmity,
tabernacle presseth down the mind that museth and, irl defence of their calumnies, .set up a
upon many things.' sees with greater clearness citizen of unity as an opponent against tile
that truth to which his charity made him de- ] very home of unity, let us, therefore, go on
serving to attain. May he therefore help us I to examine the other judgments of that Cottn-
by his prayers, while we labor in the mortality [cil after the same fashion.
of the flesh as in a darksome cloud, that if" " "J c. ..... Marcus of Mactari# said:
the Lord so grant it, we may imitate so far as ]

z l_rtscl, ix. zs. ! clum Thin bishop it probably tim Marctt$ of _FlZr. J_p. l_
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" It is not tO be wondered at if heretics, being which they are most forward to quote, " Some
enemies and opponents of the truth, claim to of us," it declares, "traitors to the truth,
themselves what has been entrusted and uphold heretics." To this is added the testi-
vouchsafed to other men. What is marvel- mony Of Cyprian, showing clearly that he re-
lous is that some of us, traitors to the truth, mained in communion with them, when he
uphold heretics and oppose Christians; there- says, "Judging no man, nor removing any
fore we decree that heretics should be bap- from the right of communion if he entertain a
tized.'" different opimon." For those who entertained

3. To him we answer: It ts indeed much i a different opinion were thevery persons whom
more to be wondered at, and deserving of l Marcus calls traitors to the truth because they
expressions of great praise, that Cyprian and upheld heretics, as he maintains, by receiving
his colleagues had such love for unity that them into the Church without baptism. That
they continued in unity with those whom they _t was, moreover, the custom that they should
considered to be traitors to the truth, without be so received, is testified both by Cyprian
any apprehension of being polluted by them. himself in many passages, and by some bish-
For when Marcus said, "It is marvellous that ops in this Council. Whence it Is evident
some of us, traitors to the truth, uphold here- that, if heretics have not baptism, the Church
tics and oppose Christians," it seemed natural of Christ of those days was full of traitors,
that he 6hould add, Therefore we decree that who upheld them by receiving them in this
communion should not be held with them. way. I would urge, therefore, that we plead
This he did not say; but what he does say is, our cause in common against the charge of
" Therefore we decree that heretics should be treason which they cannot disavow, and there-
baptized," adhering to what the peaceful an our special case will be argued against the
Cyprian had enjoined in the first instance, charge of delivering the books, which they
saying, "Judging no man, nor removing any could not prove against us. But let us argue
from the right of communion if he entertain a the point as though they had convicted us;
different opinion." While, therefore, the and what we shall answer jointly to those who
Donatmts calumniate us and call us treck'tars, urge against both of us the general treason of
I should be glad to know, supposing that any our forefathers, that we will answer to these
Jew or pagan were found, who, after reading men who urge against us that our forefathers
the records of that Council should call both gave up the sacred books. For as we were
us and them, according to their own rules, dead because our forefathers delivered up the
traitors to the truth, how we should be able books, which caused them to divide them-
to make our joint defense so as to refute and selves from us, so both we and they themselves
wash away so grave a charge. They give the are dead through the treason of our fore-
name of traditars to men whom they were fathers, from whom both we and they are
never able in times past to convict of the of- sprung. But since they say they live, they
fense, and whom they cannot now show to be hold that that treason does not in any way
involved in it, being themselves rather shown affect them, therefore neither are we affected
to be liable to the same charge. But what by the delivery of the books. And it should
has this to do with us ? What shall we say of be observed that, according to them, the trea-
them who, by their own showing, are unques- son is indisputable: while, according to us,
tionably traitors ? For if we, however falsely, there is no truth either in the former charge
are called traditors, because, as they allege, of treason, because we say that heretics also
we took part in the same communion with may have the baptism of Christ; nor in the
traditors, we have all taken part with the tradi, latter charge of delivering the books, because
lots in question, seeing that in the time of in that they were themselves beaten. They
the blessed Cyprian the party of Donatus had have therefore no reason for separating them-
not yet separated itself from unity. For the selves by the wicked sin of schism, because,
delivery of the sacred books, from which they if our forefathers were not guilty of deliver-
began to be called tra&'lors, occurred some- ling up the books, as we say, there is no charge
what more than forty years after his niartyr, which can affect us at all; but if they were
dora. If, therefore, we are #and'tars, because guilty of the sin, as these men say, then it is
we sprang from traa_'t_s, as they believe or just as far from affecting us as the sin of those

- pretend, we both of us derive our origin from i other traitors is from affecting either us or
those other traitors. For there is no room them. And hence, since there is no charge

.. for saying that they did not communicate with that can implicate us from the unri.ghteous-
_... t't_Se traitors, since they call them men of ness of our forefathers, the charge arising
_$- - .their own party. In the words of the Council' against them from their own schism is mani-

_L_:. _ , Co_ c_rra__ #. festly proved.
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CHAP. 3---4"Satius of Sicihbba' said:]contrarytoreason;for,on the one hand,he
"If hereticsreceiveforgivenessof theirsins_docsnot cleansethe heretics,and, on the
intheirown baptism,itiswlthoutreasonthat!other,he defilestheChristians."_
they come tothe Church. For sinceitisforl 7- To thiswe answer thatthe baptism of
sinsthat men are punished in the day of_.theChurch existseven.amongheretics,though
judgment, hereticshave nothingtofearm the they themselvesare not withintheChurch;
judgment of Chrlstiftheyhave obtainedre- justas thewaterofParadisewas foundinthe

missionofthelrsins.''= llandofEgypt,thoughthatlandwas not itself
5. Thls too might alsohave been our own_m Paradlse. Wc do not thereforeadmit

judgment; but letitsauthor beware inwhatihcrctlcstocommunion withoutbaptism;and
spirititwas said. For itis expressedm sincetheycome wlth theirwaywardness cot'.
terms of such import,thatI should fcclno rccted,we receivenot theirsins,but thesac.
compuncUon inconsentingand subscribingto raments of Christ. And, in respectof the
itm the same spiritinwhich Itoobehevethat rcm_sslonof theirsins,we say again here
hereucs may indeed have the bapUsm of exactlywhat wc stud above. And certainly,
Christ,but cannot have the rcmlss_onottheirm regard of what he saysat theend of his
sins. But he does notsay,Ifhereticsbaptizejudgment,declaringthathc "is guiltyoftwo
or are baptized,but " If heretics,"hc says,errorscontraryto reason,seeingthat on the
"receive forgivenessof theirsins m thelrone hand hc does not cleansethe heretics,
own baptism, itiswlthoutreasonthatthey and on the otherhe defilesthe Christians,'*
come to the Church." For ifwe were to set Cyprian lumsclfisthe firstand the most
in the placeof hereticsthosewhom Cyprian earnestm repudiatingthiswiththecolleagues
knew withinthe Church as" renouncingthe who agreed with him. For neitherdid he
_xorldm words aloneand not indeeds,"wc think thathe was defiled,when, on account

also.might expressthlssame judgment, m of thebond of peace,he decreed thatitwas
just so many words, w_th the most perfectrigi_ttoholdcommumon withsuch men, when
truth. If those who only seem to bc con-ihc used thewords,"Judging no one,nor re-
vertedreceiveforgivenessoftheirsinsm theirmowng any from the rightof communion if
own baptism,itiswlthoutrcasonthatthcyarc hc entertaina differentopinion." Or, if
afterwardsledon toa truc conversion.For hereticsdefilethe Church by being admitted
sinceitisfor sinsthat men are pumshed m to commumon withoutbeing baptized,then
theday ofjudgment, "thosewho renouncetheithewholeCilurchhas been defiledin virtue
worldm words and not m deeds" havenothing of thatcustom which has been so oftenre-

tofearin the judgment ofChristiftheyhave cordedhere. And justas thosemen callus
obtained remissionof theirsins. But thistradttorsbecauseof our forefathers,inwhom

reasoningisonly made perfectby some such theywere able to prove nothingof thesort
contextas is formed by the addltionof the when theyla_dthe charge againstthem, so_

words,But they ought to fearthe judgment Ifeveryman partakesofthecharacterofthose
ofChrist,and to lose no tlrneinbcmg con- withwhom he may have heldcommunion, all
vertedinthe truthoftheirhearts;and,when were then made heretics.And ifeveryone

they have done this,itiscertainlynot neces-who assertsthisismad, itmust be falsethat
sary that they should bc bapuzed a second Victorsays,when he declaresthat"he who
time. Itwas possible,therefore,forthcrnto admits hereticsto communion withoutbaD-
receivebaptism,and eithernottoreceivere- tism,not only failsto cleansethe heretics_
missionoftheirsins,ortobc burdened again but pollutesthe Christiansas well.'_ Or if
atonce with the loadof sinswhichwcrc for-thisbe true,they were then not admitted

giventhem; and sothe same isthecasealso withoutbaptism,but thosemen had the bap.
withthe heretics. :ismof Christ,althoughitwas givenand re-

cewed among heretlcs,who were soadmitted

CHAP. 4,'-'-6. VictorofGor3said:"Seeing in accordancewith thatcustom which these
thatsinsare forgivenonly inthe baptismof very men acknowledgedtoexist;and on the
the Church, he who admits hereticstocorn- same grounds theyare even now rightlyad-
reunionwithoutbaptismisguiltyof two errorsrnittedinthe same manner.

]nthet_ CHAP. -.--8. Aurelius of UticaS said:x Sicihblm was in ecclesmsticai province of Zeugita.na

text of this Council the btshop's name is Sattm_, ann tim name _ Cone. Carth. tmc. 40
eccu_s in Cypr Epp. Ivit., lxvaL, lxx. S Uuca, the wett-kn,,.¢n cat)" in ¢c_le_iasttcaI province off Zet_

a Con. C_rth. see 39- ' lesias- gttarm The Aurelius oJ Cypr, Epp. x_cvtt. 4t tViL and |l'vli.
3GortGorduba) m_aa.iouslysuptx>sedtobe G-arraln efc_ . _the first}uremorehk¢lytobeidentlcalwtt.b the .b_opof Utl¢_tical Izrovlrme of Maurttama Cmsariensis, or Garnana m _eims--

ticalprowtw2ofBgzacmm. Thenameofa bt,h6pVictof.of-curs than with the Am'elitm of Chutlab/t, whodehvert his 6pim¢= th_
iaCypr. Epp, iv_lvih, lmL,txviL inEp. lxx. thetmme_ottnree. $ggmorder.
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"Since the apostle says that we ought not to washed, but defiled. But all are without the
be partakers with the sins of other men, _what said rock who hear the words of Christ and
else does he do but make himself partaker do them not. Or if it be the case that they
with the sins of other men, who holds com- are washed indeed in baptism, but yet con-
reunion with heretics without the baptism tinue in the defilement of their unrighteous-
of the Church? And therefore I pronounce ness, from which they were unwdling to be
my judgment that heretics should be baptized, changed for the better, the same _s true also
that they may receive remission of their,sins, of the heretics.and so communion be allowed to them. _

9. The answer is: Therefore Cyprian and CHAP. 7.--72. Lucianus of Rucuma 6 said:
all those bishops were partakers in the sins of " It is written, 'And God saw the light that it
otber men, inasmuch as they remained in was good, and God divided the hght from
communion with such men, when they re-the darkness."7 If light and darkness can
moved no one from the right of communion agree, then can there be something m corn-
who entertained a different opinion. Where, mon between us and heretics. Therefore
then, is the Church ? Then, to say nothing i I give my judgment that heretics should be
for the moment of heretics,--smce the words [baptized."8
of this judgment are applicable also to other _3. To him the answer is: If light and
sinners, such as Cyprian saw w_th lamentation darkness can agree, then can there be some-
to be in the Church with him, whom, while he thing common between the righteous and un-
confuted them, he yet tolerated,--where is!righteous. Let him therefore declare h_s
the Church, which, according to these words, i judgment that those unrighteous should be
must be held to have perished from that very i baptized afresh whom Cyprian confuted w_thin
moment by the contagion of their sins ? But the Church itself; or let h_m who can say if
if, as is the most firmly established truth, the those are not unrighteous "who renounce the
Church both has remained and does remain, world m words and not in deeds."
the partaking of the sins of others, which is
forbidden by the apostle, must be considered CHAP. 8---X4- Pelagianus of Luperciana9
only to consist in consenting to them. But said: " It is written, ' E_ther the Lord is God,
let heretics be baptized again, that they may or Baal is God.' _o So now e_ther the Church
receive remission of their sins, if the wayward is the Church, or heresy is the Church.
and the envious are bapuzed again, who, Further, if heresy be not the Church, how
seeing that "they renounced the world in can the baptism of the Church exist among
words and not in deeds," were indeed able to heretics ?"':
receive bapusm, but did not obtain remission _5. To him we may answer as follows:
of their sins, as the Lord says, "If ye forgive Either Paradise is Paradise, or Egypt is Para-
not men their trespasses, neither will your d_se. Further, if Eygpt be not Paradise, how
Father forgive your trespasses." _ can the water of Paradise be m Egypt ? But

it will be said to us that it extends even thither
CHxP. 6 --io. Iambus of Germaniciana 4 by flowing forth from Paradise• In hke man-

said: "Those who approve the baptism of ner, therefore, baptism extends to heretics.
heretics disapprove ours, so as to deny that Also we say: Either the rock _s the Church,
such as are, I will not say washed, but defiled or the sand is the Church. Further, since
outside the Church, ought to be baptized the sand is not the Church, how can baptism
within the Church."s exist with those who build upon the sand by

xx. To him we answer, that none of our hearing the words of Christ and doing them
party approves the baptism of heretics, but not? ,_ And yet it does exist with them; and
all the baptism of Christ, even though it be in like manner also it exists among the
found in heretics who are as it were chaff out- heretics.

• side the Church, as it may be found in other
unrighteous men who are as chaff within the CHAP. 9._I6. Jader of Midila'3 said: "We
Church. For ifthosewho are baptized without know that there is but one baptism in the
the Church are not washed, but defiled, as- Catholic Church, and therefore we ought not
suredty those who are baptized outside the

6 Rucuma was m ecclesmstxcal prownce of Zeugltana. Thin
rockon which the Church isbuiltare not L_c_u__sprob_blythesamewiththeonemenrlouedinCypr.

Epp, lvit., lxx.
) 7 Gen. l, 4- _ Conc Car'fin. _c. 43-

_ Tlm. v. 2_. _ Conc. Carth sec.4x. 9 The positlonof Lupercmua Is unknown.

_ , ]M[_. vi. z_;. _o See x Kings xvi, i. 2x. _x Con. Carth. sec. 44-
4G_'manlciina Novawas in ecclesiasticalprovlnceof Byzaci- _Itlatt. vil._4_7, in ecclesiasticalprovince of Numidia.

Occurs

_1_ and so called after the German veterans, settled there• An i_M_d_la (M_dih) was as b_shop Cypr. txxv_.,
_d_m_meationed as b_shop m Cypr. l_pp. lvn._ lxvh. is Punic name, m Epp.

:,_* ,, s_ C*._h.sac.o.
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to admita'heretic unless he has been baptized said: "It is manifest that heretics cannot
in our body, lest he should think that he has baptize and give remission of sins, seeing that
been baptized outside the Catholic Church."' no power is given to them that they should

x7. To him our answer is, that if this were be able either to loose or bind anything on
said of those unrighteous men who are out-;earth." '-_

side the rock, it certainly would be falsely 23. The answer is: This power is not givea_
said. And so it is therefore also in the case to murderers either, that is, to those who hate
of heretms, their brothers. For it was not said to such

as these, '" whosesbever sins ye remit, they
CHAP. io.--I8. Likewise another Felix of are remitted unto them; and whosesoever

Marazana _ said: "There is one faith, one sins ye retain, they are retained."t_ And yet
baptism, 3 but of the Catholic Church, to which they baptize, and both Paul tolerates them in
alone is given authority to baptize." 4 the same communion of baptism, and Cyprian

x9. What if another were to say as follows: acknowledges them.
One faith, one baptism, but of the righteous
only, to whom alone authority is given to bap- CHAP. 13.--24. Venantins of Tinisa'4 said:
tize? As these words might be refuted, so " If a husband, going on a journey into for-"
also may the judgment of Felix be refuted, eign countries, had entrusted the guardian°
Do even the unrighteous who are not s changed ship of his wife to a friend, he would surei_r
in heart in baptism, while "they renounce the keep her that was entrusted to his o_'tre with
world m words and not in deeds" yet belong the utmost (hhgence, that her chastity and
to the members of the Church? Let them holiness might not be defiled by any one.
consider whether such a Church is the actual Christ our Lord and God, when going to the
rock, the very dove, the bride herself without Fatl_er, committed His bride to our care: do
spot or wrinkle3 we keep her uncorrupt and undefiled, or do

we betray her purity and chastity to adulterem

CHAP. II._2o. Paul of Bobba7 said: " I and corrupters _ For he who makes the hap.
tism of Christ common with heretics betrays

for my part am not moved if some fail to up- the bride of Christ to adulterers." ,s
hold the faith and truth of the Church, seeing 25. We answer: What of those who, when
that the apostle says ' For what if some did
not beheve > shall their unbehef make the they are baptized, turn themselves to the Lord

• with their hps and not with their heart ? do
faith of God without effect ? God forbM: yea
let God be true, but every man a liar.' 8 But not they possess an adulterous mind? Are
if God be true, how can the truth of baptism [not they themselves lovers of the world, which

they renounce m words and not m deeds; and
be in the company of heretics, where God is they corrupt good manners through evil com.
not ?'9 munications, saying, "Let us eat and drink;

2I. To him we answer: What, is God among for to-morrow we die ?" ,6 Did not the die.
the covetous ? And yet baptism exists among course of the apostle take heed even against
them; and so also it exists among heretics, such as these, when he says, "But I fear, lest
For they among whom God is, are the temple by any means, as the serpent he_uiled Eve
of God. "But what agreement hath the through his subttlty, so your minds [also]
temple of God with idols ?" _ Further, Paul should be corrupted from the simplicity that
considers, and Cyprian agrees with him, that is in Christ?"'7 When, therefore, Cyprian
covetousness is idolatry; and Cyprian himself held the baptism of Christ to be in common
again associates with his colleagues, who were with such men, did he therefore betray the
robbers, but yet baptized, with great reward bride of Christ into the hands of adultererej
of toleration, or did he not rather recognize the necklace of

the Bridegroom even on an adulteress ?
CHAP. I2.--22. Pomponius of Dionysiana '_

CHAP. I4.--26. Aymnius'* of Ansuagan
t Cone. earth, see 45-

F. _ Marazana was m ecclesiastical province o£ Byzace_e. On said: "We have received one baptism, which
elm, see Bk. VL c. t9, note _. same also we administer; but he who says

3Eph.iv. s. that authority is given to heretics also to hap.4Cone_ _. sec. 46.
_'ec . . . _utatL "Ardrc" is restored by the Benedlc- tize, the same makes two baptisms." '*

trees from the MS,.

eEph. v._7. See Retrac& iL _g, quoted o_. I. zT, 26 . . -- - _ 13J¢_nxx 23
•_ Cone. Cartn _. ,to-. ' -- " of Z'e''_-''--

7 Bbblm(Obba)was in eccleslastzcal.provmce of Manrttama ,4Tmita(Thmnm)wu mecclesutmtcaJprovmee _-tmu=.
t--_sarven.sas_ metudmg Tingitana. A bu;hop Paul m men,torten In Cypr. Ep- Ix*tit. the name Vemmt,as ut totma.
m Cyor. El?.. lxvii. ,6 1 Cot. xv._1_ p,

8Rom. ill3,4- 9 Cone, Carth. sec.47. t5Conc Carth. asc 49.17 t_or X _ tSAh_mmult SeeCypr. Ep, lvl,
u'2Cor vi. x6. 2_ ,. . . .

xt Dumysiana watt in ecclesiastical prownee of Byzac_um. The s_Au_aaga was ,n eecle_utsncat province of Zeugtlmna.
Ilame of Pompomus occurs m Cypr Epp. Iv, lvu., lxvat., lxx. _ Conc. _:arth. tee. 50.
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_7" To him we answer: Why does not he antichrists, because they are contrary to
also make two baptisms who maintains that Christ while they live in opposition to His
the unrighteous also can baptize ? For al- words, so likewise is it the case with heretics.
though the righteous and tinrighteous are in
themselves opposed to one another, yet the CHAP. i6.--3o. Another Saturninus of
baptism which the righteous give, such as Tucca 6 said: "' The Gent!les, although they
was Paul, or such as was also Cyprian, is not worship idols, yet acknowledge and confess
contrary to the baptism which those un- the supreme God, the Father and Creator.
righteous men were wont to give who hated Against Him Marc_on blasphemes, and some
Paul, whom Cyprian understands to have men do not blush to approve the bapusm of
been not heretics, but bad Catholics; and al- Marcion. 7 How do such priests either main-
though the moderation which was found in tam or vindicate the priesthood of God, who
Cyprian, and the covetousness which was do not baptize the enemies of God, and hold
found in his colleagues, are in themselves op- commumon with them while they are thus
posed to one another, yet the baptism which unbaptized ?" 8
Cyprian used to give ¢¢as not contrary to the 3 I. The answer is this: Truly when such
baptism whmh his colleagues who opposed terms as this are used, all moderation is
him used to give, but one and the same with passed; nor do they take into consldemtlon
it, because in both cases it is He that baptizes that even they themselves hold communion
of whom it is said, "The same is He which with such men, " judging no one, nor remov-
baptizeth. ''z ing any from the right of communion if he

entertain a contrary opinion." But Saturm-
CHAP. I5.--28. Saturninus of Victoriana * nus has used an argument in this very judg-

said: "If heretics may baptize, they are ex- ment of his, which might furnish materials
cused and defended in doing unlawful things; for his admonition (if he would pay attention
nor do I see why either Christ called them to it), that in each man what is wrong should
His adversaries, or the apostle called them be corrected, and what is right should be ap-
antichrists. ''3 proved, since he says, "The Gentries, al-

29 . To him we answer: We say that here- though they worship idols, yet acknowledge
tics have no authority to baptize in the same and confess the supreme God, the Father and
sense in which we say that defrauders have no Creator." If, then, any Gentile of such a
authority to baptize. For not only to the kind should come to God, would he wish to
heretic, but to the sinner, God says, '_ What correct and change this point in him, that he
hast thou to do to declare my statutes, or acknowledged and confessed God the Father
that thou shouldest take my covenant m thy and Creator? I trow not. But he would
mouth ?" To the same person He assuredly amend in him h,s idolatry, which was an evil
says, "When thou sawest a thief, then thou in him; and he would give to him _he sacra-
consentedst with him."* How much worse, ments of Christ, which he did not possess;
therefore, are those who did not consent with and anything that was wayward which he
thieves, but themselves were wont to plunder found in him he would correct; and anything
farms with treacherous deceits? Yet Cyprian which had been wanting he would supply.
did not consent with them, though he did So also m the Margionist heretm he would
tolerate them in the corn-field of the Catholic acknowledge the perfectness of baptmm, he
Church, test the wheat should be rooted out would correct his waywardness, he would
together with it. And yet at the same time teach him Catholic truth.
the baptism which _they themselves conferred
was the very selfsame baptism, because it was CHAe. I7.--32. Marcellus of Zama 9 said:
not of them, but of Christ. As therefore "Since sins are remitted only in the bapttsm
they, although the baptism of Christ be of the Church, he who does not baptize a
recognized in them, were yet not excused and heretic holds communion with a sinner. '''°
defended in doing unlawful things, and Christ 33- What, does he who holds communion
rightly called those His adversaries who were
destined, by persevering in such things, to 6Tuccawasm eccle_tsticalprovinceof Numidm.Forsat.
hear the doom, "Depart from me, ye that urnmussee,c. x5-_8,a 2.

7 He is alluding to Stephen, bishop of Rome, of whom Cypr,an
work iniquity, ''5 whence also they are called savsinhtsEp lxrav.7(toPompetas)." Whyhastheperverseob--

stfnaey of our brother Stephen burst out to such a point, that he, should even contend that sons of God are born of the bapttsm of

_. ,a J_.ohn i. 33" Marclon, also of Valentinus and Apelles, and othem who bla._
s Vietoriann wasin ecclesiastical province of Byzacium. [The pheme against God the Father _"

_Conc Cat'th. sec 5_-
_ ,_ mm0_SaturmnusisfounflmC_pr. Epp. xm. 4, xxn 3, xxvtt, x,II,[ 9ZamawasmecclestastmalprovinceofNumidm_ F_¢Mar-_V_L te_, htvll. _is, lxx qulnCates.
_ 3Corse. earth, se¢. St. 4 Ps. L x6, _8. I eellus, see c_r Ep. lxviL

,_,_ .._ _ S btatt, vil, a3. I _ Cone. Carth. sec. 53.
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with one who does this not hold communion Icise, gave way to Paul when he det:lared the
with a sinner ?. But what else did all of them truth." _

d_e ;ig_t judglcngmn°n°°n:an_r jem°w_ngeft°m si39redTah:t¢_::;_Ssia oTho_Soma_ru_et:t 7o_
different opinion ? Where, then, ts iand this ts just what has been done in respect

" 'tained

the Church ? Are those things not an obsta-]of tlus quest,on of baptism. For after that
cle to those who are patient, and tolerate the the trutt_ had been more clearly revealed,
tares lest the wheat should be rooted out to-. error gave way to truth, when that most
gerber with them ? I would have them there- wholesome custom was further confirmed by
fore say, who have committed the sacrdege of, the authority of a plenary Council. It is
schism by separating themselves from the iwel], however, that they so constantly bear in
whole world, how _t comes that they have m ' mind that _t was l_)sstble even for Peter, the
their mouths the judgment of Cyprian, wixilelchtef of the apostles, to have been at one
they do not have m their hearts the patience _'time minded otherwise than the truth re.
of Cyprian. But to this Marcellus we have qmred; which we beheve, without any disre.
an answer in what has been said above con- spect to Cyprian, to have been the ease with
cerning baptism and the remiss,on of sins, him, and that with all our love for Cyprian,
explaining how there can be baptism m a man for tt is not right that he shoukl Im loved with
although there be in him no remission of his greater love than Peter.
sins.

CH_,P. 21.--4o. Julianus of Telepte_ said:
CHAP. I8._34. Irenmus of Uluh_ said. " It is x_rltten, 'A man can receive nothing,

"If the Cilurch does not baptize a heretm, except it be given him from heaven; '* if
because it is said that tie has been baptized heresy is frona heaven, it can give baptism.",
already, then heresy is the greater. ''_ d 41. 1,et hml hear another also saying: If

35- The answer Is: On the same principle 'c°vet°usness ts from heaven, it can g_ve bap-
it might be said, If therefore the Church does tlsm. And yet the covetous do confer it; so
not baptlze the covetous man, because it is therefore also may the heretics.t

said that he has been baptized already, then C]tAt'. 22.--42. Faustus of Timida Regia'*
covetousness ts the greater. But this is false, sa_d: " I,et not these persons flatter them-
therefore the other is also false. _selves who favor heretics. He who interferes

_. . with the lJaptism o( the Church on behalf of
CHAP. 19.--36. Donatus of Clbahana3! l_erettcs makes them Christians, and us here.

said: "I acknowledge one Church, and one tics.""
baptism that appertains thereto. If there is _ 43- To him we answer: If any one were
any one who says that the grace of bal)tismlto _ay that a man who, when he received
exists amoog heretics, tie must first show and baptism had not received remission of his
prove that the Church exists with them." 4 sins, because he entertained hatred towards

37. To hlm we answer: If you say that the'_ his brother m his heart, was never, he-
grace of baptism ts identical with baptism, less not to be baptized again when he dis-
then it exists among heretics; but if baptism missed that hatred from his heart, does such
is the sacrament or outward sign of grace, a man interfere with the baptism of the
while the grace itself is the abohtlon of sins, Church on behalf of murderers, or does he
then the grace of baptism does not exist with make them righteous and us murderers ? Let
i*eretics. But so there ts one baptism and him therefore understand the same also in the
one Church, just as there is one faith. As case of heretics.
therefore the good and bad, not having one
iIope, can yet have one baptism, so those who CHAP. 23._44. Geminius of Furn!" said:
have not one common Church can have one "Certain of our colleagues may prefer here.
common baptism, tics to themselves, they cannot prefer them

to us: and therefore what we have once de-

C_.tA_,._e.--38. Zozimus of Tharassa _ said: creed we hold, that we should baptize those
"When a revelation has been made of the who come to us from heretics."'_

truth, error must give way to truth; inasmuch _ _Gal.it tt • Cone.earth,tee. 56.
as Peter also, who before was wont to circum- ;, Telepte (_h¢lepte)or "lhata, wa_ in eccle_tlatdcal provittce _ff
"-'-----. I Byzacmm,

Ulttli (Ullit_ V_dlita) in _cleskastlcal pl or nee of Numidia. 8 John I_i. _t7 9 Cone. Ca_h. _¢i $7- _ . __
=Corn: _h _ _," to Timtda Regia was m ¢o:tcstamleat provmc_ ot z, eulDtlm_

..,_.J_GTcy_ila_t_aLrao_tprobablr..... _es_w.calpr.... ] A_,tu,6mept_edlnCrate.Z'p.Ixv..
y_ _tnca Proconsularts Donatus as coternporar) bishop, occurs : t_onc t_artn. .Sn .....

4 Conc.'_arth. see.'55 " l Ger_mu_ _s b_sbop, see CFpr. Ep. ltwt. ' -

$ thatamm was in eeelemastieal province of Numidia, • t3 Cone Larth. t_c 5_. _,._
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45. This man also acknowledges most cil what opinions we ought to hold, let them
openly that certain of his colleagues enter- first assent to it themselves. See how therein
rained opinions contrary to his own: whence were compared to the traitor Judas, all who
again and again the love of unity is con- said that heretics, although baptlzedin heresy,
firmed, because they were separated from one yet should not be baptized again. Yet with
another by no schism, till God should reveal such Cyprian was wilhng to hold communion,
to one or other of them anything wherein they when he said, " Judging no man, nor deprw-
were othewise minded, x But to him our an- ing any of the right of communion if he en-
swer is, that his colleagues did not prefer tertain a contrary opinion." But that there
heretics to themselves, but that, as the bap- had been men of such a sort in former times
tism of Christ is acknowledged in the covet- within the Church, is made clear by the sen-
ous, in the fraudulent, in robbers, in tour- tence in which he says: "But some one will
derers, so also they acknowledged it in say, What, then, shall be done with these
heretics, men who in times past were admitted into the

Church without baptmm ?" _ That such had
CHAP. 24.--46. Rogatianus of Nova" said: been the custom of the Church, is testified

"Christ established the Church, the dewl again and again by the very men who com-
heresy: how can the synagogue of Satan pose th_s Council. If, therefore, any one
have the baptism of Christ ? "_ who does this "can be said to be nothing else

47. To him our answer _s: Is it true that but a Judas to the Bride of Christ," accord-
because Christestablishedthewell.affectioned, ing to the terms in which the judgment of
and the devil the envious, therefore the party Therapius is couched; but Judas, according
of the dewl, which is proved to be among the to the teaching of the gospel, was a traitor;
envious, cannot have the baptism of Christ ? then all those men held commumon with

traitors who at that time uttered those very
CHAP. 25.--48. Therapius of Bulla 4 said: judgments, and before they uttered them they

" If a man gives up and betrays the baptism all had become traltors through that custom
of Christ to heretics, what else can he be said which at that time was retained by the Church.
to be but a Judas to the Bride of Christ ?" s All, therefore--that is to say, both we rind

49. How great a condemnation have we they themselves who were the offspring of
here of all schismatics, who have separated that unity--are trmtors. But we defend our-
themselves by wicked sacrilege from the in- selves m two ways: first, because without
heritanee of Christ dispersed throughout the prejudice to the ngbt of umty, as Cyprian
whole world, if Cyprian held commumon wltn himself declared m his opening speech, we do
such as was the tra_tor Judas, and yet was not not assent to the decrees of this Council in
defiled by them; or if he was defiled, then which this judgment was pronounced; al_d
were all made such as Judas; or if they were secondly, because we hold that the wicked m
not, then the evil deeds of those who went no way hurt the good in Catholic umty, until
before do not belong to those who came after, at the last the chaff be separated from the
even though they were the offspring of the wheat. But our opponents, inasmuch as they
same communion. Why, therefore, do they both shelter themselves as _t were under the
cast in our teeth the tra&?ores, against whom decrees of this Council, and maintain that
they did not prove their charge, and do not the good perish as by a kind of refection
cast in their own teeth Judas, with whom from communion with the wicked, have no
Cyprian and his colleagues held communion ? resource to save them from allowing both that
Behold the Council in which these men are the earher Christians, whose offspring they
wont to boast ! We indeed say, that he who are, were traitors, inasmuch as they are con-
approves the baptism of Christ even in here- victed by their own Council; and that the
tics, does not betray to heretics the baptism deeds of those who went before them do re-
of Christ; just in the same way as he does fleet on them, since they throw in our teeth
not betray to murderers the baptism of Christ the deeds of our ancestors.
who approves the baptism of Christ even in
murderers: but inasmuch as they profess to] CHAP. z6.--5o. Also another Lucius of
prescribe to us from the decrees of this Coun- Membresa7 said: " It is written, ' God heareth

_ not sinners.' 8 How can he who is a sinner
z Phil. ih. :_._.

Nova was in eccle_ttcal province of Mauritania C_mrien- be heard in baptism _ "9

_, , • _ For Rogathmtas as blshop, see Cypr. Ep, b. Ivi1., Ixvil._ Ixx..

_ / _I Col_c. Carth. sec, "o. 6 Cypr. _. Ixxali. 23

_'_- o 4 Bulla ('Vull_ was in eccie_astical province of Africa Procon- ? Membresa was m ecclesmstlcal provinc_ of Zeugilzn_ Fo

_. :,, nl_s.5 ConeFor Thempius cp. Cypr, _,I_. Ixl .... Lucius, See, Bk. VI. c. 38,• Carth. see, qS_. z John ut .t_- 9 Cone. earth, see. 62.
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5x. We answer: Ho_ is the covetous man i 59. Truly, if it can serve the self-restrained
heard, or the robber, and usurer, and murder-land the covetous man, the sober and the
er ? Are they not stoners ? And yet Cyprian, [ drunken, the well-affectioned and the tour-
while he finds fault with them in the Cathohc] derer, why should it t_ot also serve the Chris-
Church, yet tolerates them. " tian and the heretic ?_whom, indeed, it does

z not really serve; but it ministers to them, and
CHAP. 27---S • Also another Fehx of Bu_,is admnustered by them, for salvation to

laceni' said: " In admtttmg hereucs to the tthose who use it right, and for judgment to
Church without baptism, let no one place cus- such as use tt wrong.
tom before reason and truth; for reason and

truth always exclude custom. ''_ CHAP. 3I._60. Tenax of Horrea Celim"
53- To himouraNswer is: You donotshow said: "There is one baptism, but of the

the truth; you confess the extstence of the Church; and where the Church is not, there
custom. We should therefore do right in baptism also cannot be. ' "
mamtaining the custom which has since been 6t. To him we answer: How then comes it
confirmed by a plenary Council, even if the that tt may be where the rock is not, but only
truth were stttl concealed, which we believe sand; seeing that the Church is on the rock)
to have been already made mamfest, and not on sand ?

CHAP. 28.--_4. Another Saturninus of CHAP. 32.--62. AnotherVmtnrofAssuras"
Abram 3 said: " If Antmhnst can give to any sald: "It is written, that ' there is one God
one the grace of Christ, then :an heretics also and one Christ, one Church and one bap-
baptize, who are called Antichrists."' tlsm.' '_ How then can any one baptize in a

55. What if another were to say, If a mur- place where there is not etther God, or Christ_
derer can give the grace of Chr)st, then can or the Church ?" '_
they also bapttze that hate their brethren, 63. How can any one baptize either in that
who are called murderers ? For certainly he sand, where the Church ts not, seeing that it
would seem in a way to speak the truth, and _s on the rock; nor God and Christ, seeing
yet they can baptize; in like manner, there- that there _s not there the temple of God and
fore, can the heretics as well. Christ ?

CaAP. 29.--56. Quintus of AggyaS said: CHAP. 33.----64. Donatulusof Capse 's said:
" He who has a thing can g_ve _t; but what " I also have always entertained this opinion,
can the heretics gave, who are well known to that heretics, who have gained nothing out-
have nothing?" 6 side the Church, should be baptized when

57. To him our answer is: If, then, any they are converted to the Church. '''6
man can give a thing who has it, it is clear 65. To this the answer is: They have, in.

that heretics can gave baptism: for wheu they [deed, gamed nothing outside the Church, but
separate from the Church, they have stdl the that is nothing towards salvation, not nothing
sacrament of washing which they had recewed towards the sacrament. For salvation is
wh_le in the Church; for when they returnl peculiar to the good; but the sacraments are
they do not again receive it, because they]common to the good and bad alike.
had not lost it when they withdrew from the
Church. CHAP. 34.---66. Verulus of Rusiccade n said:

]"A man that is a heretic cannot give that
CHAP. 3o._58. Another Julianus of Mar- Iwhich he has not; much more is this the case- (t, IiI

celliana 7 said" '" If a man can serve two mas-]with a schismatic, who has lost what he naa.
ters 8 a t_sm also 6 We have already shown that they still, God anti mammon, then b p [ 7. . .......
can serve two, the Christian and the heretic." 9 have it, because tttey ao not lose tt when they

......... [separate themselves. For they do not re-
Busla_ni (CusemcmnD ts probably Byzaemrn, the capttal of[

]mnnnce of Byzacium since we know that tt was ahto called Btzma [ ...................
t.uCana, oth_ -)-_ '-- -- _-_- v_.,,hrm For Fehx ct) ] _oHorrea t.ellz (LZII_P Watttt VlllltiC¢Ot _4:_I_U,qalNe._,.IM_=egOVInCQ

_t_'Carth _" 6"_ [ tt0tertttofled all bt_hop in Cypr. g,_. ixvii
A " " _ _ _" .... e of Africa 11 Conc Carth tee. 67.bitim (Av_tim) wa_ m ecclesmst,cal provmc .. ....... .. ...........

rrocon__aiar_. For Sitturninus c_ cc, _5. x6, _ Amuras walt m ecc.lemattttcm province ot _ggatmh rot-
(Coac. C.asth._ec. 64. ' _ {Vv:tor, cp.c 4. _ _ ......
S Ag, gy_, Izrolmblv the same as Aggtva and the Agam eccle- t t a See Eph. tv. 4--6, . , 4,L_c. L._n. tree, _. --_,_

• amfic_ lar0v_nc_- a_c'p ....... _. ,_,¢g_ 'I he name Ouintas as l t5 C.ap_ wu m _ca_ ..l_nee ot nyz_ce_e. : xnm

_'_z,_g-Cypr:'_'_gT, i_IL7_.... L_,,., but t_amone m t Donatulus is probably to be utentified with theone memum_

Cmrth aec.. 6 ' " ' _*Ccmc Cartn tec. _. . ....
M=____,-_.._., c. os. "......... ' --ovlnce of Nu I _¢ Rusiccade wa_ at the mouth of tbe Thttlmu_, m _!

;. pt_)v_nce o! _uml_m.
mall vl. _t. _ _ Conc. Carth tec. 7o

9 Cottc Carth. _ec. _6 _,_
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¢eive it again when they return: wherefore, righteousness, then let this also be understood
if it .was thought that they could not give it in the case of heretics: for neither is there
because they were supposed not to have it, let the same hope in the unrighteous, so long as
it now be understood that they can give it, they are on the sand, as there is in those who
because it is understood thatthey also bave it. are upon the rock; and yet there is in both

the same baptism, although as it is said that

35.m68. Pudentianus of Cuiculi _ there is one hope, so also is it said that there
CHAP'Mysaid: recent ordination to the episco- is one baptism.

pate induced me, brethren, to wait and hear
what my elders would decide. For it is plain CI_AP. 38.--74 . Felix of Gurgites 7 said:
that heresies have and can have nothing; and " I give my judgment, that, according to the
so, if any come from them, it is determined precepts of the holy Scriptures, those who
righteously that they should be baptized." _ have been unlawfully baptized outside the

69. As, therefore, we have already an- Church by heretics, if they wish to flee to the
swered those who went before, for whose Church, should obtain the grace of baptism
judgment this man was waiting, so be it un- where it is lawfully, given." s
derstood that we have answered himself. 75. Our answer is: Let them indeed begin

to have in a lawful manner to salvation what

CHAP, 36.--7 o. Peter of Hippo Diarrhy- they before had unlawfully to destruction; be-
tus 3 said: "Since there is one baptism in cause each man is justified under the same
the Catholic Church, it is clear tilat a man baptism, when he has turned himself to God
cannot be baptized outside the Church; and with a true heart, as that under which he was
therefore I give my judgment, that those who condemned, when on receiving it he "re-
have been bathed in heresy or in schism ought nounced the world in words alone, and not in
to be b ,pttzed on coming to the Church.", deeds."

71 . There is one baptism in the Catholic
Church, in such a sense that, when any have CHAP. 39.--76. Pusillus of Lamasba 9 said:
gone out from it, it does not become two in " I believe that baptism is not unto salvation
those who go out, but remains one and the except within the Catholic Church. Whatso-
same. What, therefore, is recognized in ever is without the Catholic Church is mere
those who return, should also be recognized _retense." .o
in those who received it from men who have 77- This indeed is true, that "baptism is
separated themselves, since they ,lid not lose not unto salvation except within the Catholic
it when they went apart into heresy. Church." For in itself it can indeed exist

outside the Catholic Church as well; but there

CHAP. 37.--?2. Likewise another Lucius of it is not unto salvation, because there it does
Ausafa 5 said: "According to the motion of not work salvation; just as that sweet savorof Christ is certainly not unto salvation in
my mind and of the Holy Spirit, since there is
one God, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, them that perish, x' though from a fault not in
and one Christ, and one hope, one Spirit, one itself, but in them. But "whatsoever is with-
Church, there ought also to be only one bap- out the Catholic Church is mere pretense,"
tism. And therefore I say, both that if any. yet only in so far as it is not Catholic. But
thing has been set on foot or done among the there may be something Catholic outside the
heretics, that it ought to be rescinded; and Catholic Church, just as the name of Christ
also, that they who come out from among the could exist outside the congregation of Christ,
heretics should be baptized in the Church." 6 in which name he who did not follow with the

73- Let it therefore be pronounced of no disciples was casting out devilsW For there
effect that they baptize, who hear the words may be pretense also within the Catholic
of God and do them not, when they shall begin Church, as is unquestionable in the case of
to pass from unrighteousness to righteous- those "who renounce the world in words and
hess, that is, from the sand to the rock. And not in deeds," and yet the pretense is not
if this is not done, because what there was in Catholic. As, therefore, there is in the
them of Christ was not violated by their un- Catholic Church something which is not

Catholic, so there may be something which is
z Cuiculi was in ecclc_k_tmal province of Numidia. Catholic outside the Catholic Church.
2 Came earth, sec. 7z ,

3 Hlppo Diarrhytus (Hippozaritus) was on the D._ m cele-stas,leaf pro'nnce of Zeugltana. For Petru.% cp. ypr. _p. _Gurgtte_wasmeccleslastlcalp.r?vince of Byzacmm. ForFe
Ixvil, lix_ cp. Bk. VI. cc. xg, 33, 40; Bk. "vII. cc. xo, 28.

4 Colic. earth. SeC.72. S Cone. Carth. sec. 74- ....

. '_ 5 Ausafa was in ecclesiastical province of Zeuglmna. For Lu- 9 l.amasba was in ece_esumtieal province of Numtdia.u_ C.or. iL z5 "
ci_, cp. Bk. VI. cc. _4 and 38, and Bk. VII. c. a6. to Conc. Carth. sec. 75-

._" - 6 CO_C.earth, sec. 73- z2l_lark ix. 38.
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CHAP 4 ° m78 SalvianusofGazaufala, said-! r,x,wer nor -_-r,L ............ . _ .-• • • • r-v Ltl_ _tlulcll QI _nrtst, cannot Dal;_
"It is generally known that heretics have]tize any one with His lxaptism." *
nothing; and ttmretore they come to us, that ] 85. Are, then, tll-affectioned murderers
they may receive what previously they did isuccessors of the apostles? Why, then, do
not have." _ . _ they baptize ? Is it because they are not out-

79. Our answer is: On this theory, the very side ? But they are outs,de the rock, to which
men who founded heresies are not heretics lthe Lord gave the keys, and on which lie
themselves, because they separated them- rsaid that He would build His Church. 9
selves from the Church, and certainly they I
previously had what they received there. CHAr. 44.--86. Secundianusof Thambei _'
But if it ts absurd to say that tt_ose are not rsaid: "We ought not to deceive heretics by
heretics through whom the rest became here-trout too great forwardness, that not having
tics, it is therefore possible that a herettc ibeen baptized in the Church of our Lord Jesus
should have what turns to his destruction Christ, and havmg therefore not received re-
through his evil use of it. miss,on of their sins, they may not impute to

us, when the day of judgment comes, that we
CHAP. 4I.--8o. Honoratus of Tucca 3 said: have heen the cause of their not being bap-

"Since Christ is the truth, we ought to follow !tlzed, and not having obtained the mdulgenc¢_
the truth rather than custom; that we may iof the grace of God. On which account, since
sanctify by the baptism of the Church the !there is one Church and one baptism, when
heretics who come to us, simply because they they ate converted to us, let them receive to-
could receive nothing outside." _ gether wnh the Church the baptism also of the

8i. This man, too, _s a witness to the cus- Church." "
tom, in which he gives us the greatest assist- 87. Nay, when they are transferred to the
ance, whatever else he may appear to say rock, and joined to the socmety of the Dove,
against us. But thin is not the reason why let them receive the remission of their sins,
heretics come over to us, because they have re- which they could not have outside the rock
ceived nothing outside, but ttlatwhat they dld and outstde the Dove, whether they were
receive may begin to be of use to them: for openly w_thout, hke the heretics, or apparently
this it could not be outside in any wise. w_thln, like the abandoned Catholics; of

whom, however, tt is clear that they both
CHAP, 42.--82. Victor of Octavus s said: have _nd confer baptism without remission of

"As ye yourselves also know, I have not been sins, when even from themselves it is received
long appointed a bishop, and therefore I waited !by men, who, being not changed for the better,
for the counsel of my seuiors. This therefore ihonor God with theJr hps, while their heart
I express as my oplmon, that whosoever IIs far from Him.'- Yet it is true that there is
comes from heresy should undoubtedly beione baptism, just as there ts one Dove,
baptized."* though those who are not in the one corn-

83. What, therefore, has been answered to mumon of the Dove may yet have baptism in
those for whom he waited, may be taken as common
the answer also to himself.

CHAP. 45._88"--AIs° another Aurelius of
CHAP. 43.--84. Clarus of Mascula 7 said: Chullabi '3 said: "The Apostle John has laid

"The sentence of our Lord Jesus Christ is down in his epistle the following precept: ' If
manifest, when He sent forth His apostles, there come any unto you, and bring not this
and gave the power which had been given doctrine, receive him not mto your house,
Him of His Father to them alone, whose suc- neither bid him God speed: for he that bldo
cessors we are, governing the Church of the deth him God speed ts partaker of his evil
Lord with the same power, and baptizing deeds.'" How can such men be admitted
those who believe the faith. And therefore without consideration into the house of God,

heretics, who, being without, have neither who are forbidden to be admitted into our
_ private house ? Or how can we hold com-

munion with them without the baptism of
=_c,a_uf,da COazophyla)wasm_de_mical provinceof l_u- Christ, when, if we only so much as bid them

:=C_.c_h._._ .. .
l'][ "xucCa (Thucea) was in ecc|e_i_ie..al province ot _ummm.

., hm. _. The attempts to dtsrangmsh or to identify th¢_ _ Matt xv_ IS, _9
hgzard_ _ to Thamb¢i (Thambt, gatamtmi), _ in e.ecl_iamlcal i_t_in_
4 Com. Carth. te_._ of Byzacmm.

_S Octavuw_mln_cal provinceof Iqtamtdia. For Vic_ t_ Cone Carth. _ec 80. _ II, sxix._.
tm-,c_.,_._3_" t_ChullaM, or Cukth. w_tt m ecdcabmie._l prc_na_ By_a_

_¢_t_. _r_h. sec. 78. clum. For Aurehu$, cp c. _.
__L_tc_aws_inecvletfiastmalprovinceof Numidia. L__Johngo Ix.
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God speed, we are partakers of their evil it is of no value to those murderer_ of whom
deeds ?" ' we spoke, so long as they hate their brethren:

89. In respect of this testimony of John for they aIso themselves are in darkness, and
there is no need of further disputation, since if any one follows them they fall together into
it has no reference at all to the question of the ditch; and yet it does not followthat they
baptism, which we are at present discussing, either have not baptism or are unable to con-
For he says, "If any come unto you, and fer it.
bring not the doctrine of Christ." But here-
tics leaving the doctrine of their error are CHAP. 47.--92. Natalis of Oi_a'°said: " It
converted to the doctrine of Christ, that they is not only I myself who am present, but also
may be incorporated with the Church, and Pompeius of Sabrati, _° and Dloga of Leptts
may begin to belong to the members of that Magna, *°who commissioned me to represent
Dove whose sacrament they previously had; their views, being absent indeed in body, but
and therefore what previously they lacked be-present in spirit, who deliver this same judg-
longing to it is given to them, that is to say, ment as our colleagues, that heretics cannot
peace and charity out of a pure heart, and of have commumon with us, unless they have
a good conscience, and of faith unfeigned. _been baptized with the baptism of the
]But what they previously had belongnng to the Church." "
Dove is acknowledged, and received without 93 He means, I suppose, that commumon
any depreciation; 3ust as in the adulteress which belongs to the society of the Dove; for
God recognises His gifts, even when she is in the partaking of the sacraments they doubt-
following her lovers; because when after her less held communion with them, judging no
fornication is corrected she is turned again man, nor removing any from the right of
to chastity, those gifts are not laid to her communion tf he held a different opinion.
charge, but she herself is corrected. 3 But But with whatever reference he spoke, there
just as Cyprian might have defended himself, is no great need for these words being re-
if this testimony of John had been cast in his luted. For certainly a heretic would not be
teeth whilst he was holding communion with admitted to communion, unless he had been
men like these, so Jet those against whom it baptized with the baptism of the Church.
is spoken make their own defense. For to But _t is clear that the baptism of the Church
the question before us, as I said before, it has exists even among heretics _f it be consecrated
no reference at all. For John says that we with the words of the gospel; just as the
are not to bid God speed to men of strange gospel itself belongs to the Church, and has
doctrine; but Paul the apostle says, with even nothing to do with their waywardness, but
greater vehemence, " If any man that is called certainly retains its own holiness.
a brother be covetous, or a drunkard," or
anything of the sort, with such an one no not CHAP. 48.--94. Junius of Neapolis _ said:
to eat;* and yet Cyprian used to admit to "I do not depart from the judgment which
fellowship, not with his private table, but with we once pronounced, that we .should baptize
the altar of God, his colleagues who were heretics on their coming to the Church."'3
usurers, and treacherous, and fraudulent, and 95- Since this man has adduced no argu-
robbers. But in what manner this may be ment nor proof from the Scriptures, he need
defended has been sufficiently set forth in not detain us long.
other books already.

CHAP. 49.---96- Cyprian of Carthage said:
CHAP. 46.--9 o. Lttteus s of Gemelli 6 said: "My opinion has been set forth with the

*' ' If the blind lead the blind, both shall fall greatest fullness in the letter which has been
into the ditch. '7 Since, therefore, it is clear written to our colleague ]ubaianus,'* that
that heretics can give no light 8 to any one, as heretics being called enemies of Christ and
being blind themselves, therefore their bap- antichrists according to the testimony of the

" tism is invalid. ''9 gospel and the apostles, should, when they
9t. Neither do we say that it is valid for come to the Church, be baptized with the one

salvation so long as they are heretics, just as baptism of the Church, that from enemies
they may be made friends, and that from

• Co_.C_h. _. S*. antichrists they may be made Christians.'" ,s
Ix Tim. i, 5, _ HoL 1i. 4 1 Cot. v. it.
S Some read L_cteus; not unlikely the bishop of Cyp_. Ep. _ Sabrati, O_ and Leptis Magna were the .three catvm .whose

6 Geraelh was • Roman colony in ecclesisstical provlwre cf Nu- combmatmn gave its name to Tnpohs_ an ecclesmstu:al pro_ac¢-
x_ Nm_it+ was in oed_l _ of _ The

7 Matt. xv. x4- uameJun,_s as bi.d_p appem's m Cypr. E_. lea., ImL
I ltl._ti_t_n, baptism bmr_ often ¢_lted _,_ruT_. _:_Corn=.Cm'th. _-*=.86.

'_" 9 C_ac,C_h. s_:._..,. _ Cylm.,Ep. Iro_ii. *_Cone. C_-.th. _c. 87.
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97- W_at need is there of further disputa- gether as follows: "Not dwelling, _' he says,

tioa here, seeing that we have already handled c_n:c_e l_o_s_nOsft God-.h_tnios:: say, in thewith the utmost care that very epistle to --" "" dwell save
Jubaianus of which he has made mention ? those that are of one heart and of one mind_
And as to what he has said here. let us not as the Holy Spirit says in the Psalms, speak.
forget that it might be said of all unrighteous ing of ' God that maketh men to be of ¢xue
men who, as he himself bears witness, are in mind in an house.'_ Finally, the very sac-i.
the Catholic Church, and whose power of rices of the Lord declare that Christians are
possessing and of conferring baptism is not united among themselves by a firm and inset.
questioned by any of us. For they come to!rable love for one another. For when the
the Church, who pass to Christ from the party Lord calls bread, which is compacted tot_ther
of the devil, and build upon the rock, and _by the union of many grains, His body,- 4 He
are incorporated with the Dove. and are lls signifying one people, whom He bore,
placed in security in the garden enclosed and, compact_l into one body; and when He calls
fountain sealed; where none of those are wine, which is pressed out from a multitude
found who live contrary to the precepts of of branches and clusters and brought together
Christ, wherever the)" may seem to be. For into one, His bloodJ He also signifies one
_n the epistle which he wrote to Magnus, flock joined together by the mingling of a
while discussing thls very questlo*a, he him- muh,tude united into one." These words of
self warned us at sufficient length, and u] no the blessed Cyprmn show that he both under.
ambiguous terms, of what kind of socmty we stood and loved the glory of the house of God,
should understand that the Church consists, whlch h_use lie asserted to consist of those
_'or he says, m speaking of a certain man, who are of one heart and of one mind, prov.
_' Let him become an ahen and profane, an ing it by the testimony of the prophets and
enemy to the peace and unity of the Lord, the meaning of the sacraments, andin which
not dwelling in the house of God, that is to house certainly were not found those envious
say, in the Church of Christ, in which none persons, those malevolent without charity,
dwell save those who are of one heart and of who nevertheless used to baptize. From
one mind." _ Let those, therefore, who _,ou]d whence it is clear that -the sacrament of
lay injunctmns on us on the authority of Christ can both be m and be administered by
Cyprian, pay attention for a time to what we those who are not in the Church of Christ, in
here say. For if only those who are of one whlch Cyprian himself bears witness that
heart and of one mind dwell in the Church _here are none dwelling save those who are
of Christ, beyond ah question those were not of one heart and of one mind. Nor can it
dwelling in the Church of Cbrzst, however indeed be said that they are allowed to hap-
much they might appear to be _Ithm, who of tlze so long as they are undetected_ seeing
envy and contention were announcing Christ that the Apostle l';ml did not fail to detect
without charity; by whom he understands, not those of whose ministry he bears unque_tion-
the heretics and schlsmatics who are men- able testimony in his epistle, saying that he
tioned by the Apostle Paul, =but false brethren rejoices that they also were proclaiming
holding conversation with hlm within, who Christ. For lie says of them, "Whether in
certainly ought not to have baptized, because pretense or m truth, Christ is preached; and
they were not dwelling in the Church, m I therein do rejoice, yea, and will rejoice. ''_
which he himself says that none dwell .cave
those who are of one heart and of one mind: CHAF. 5L'--'99. Taking all these thlngs_
unless, indeed, any one be so far removed therefore, into consideration, I think that I
from the truth as fo say that those were of am not rash in saying that there are some in
one heart and of one mind who were envious the house of God after such a fashion as not
and malevolent, and contentmus without to be themselves the very house of God_
charity; and yet they used to baptize: nor which is said to be built upon a rock, 7 which
did the detestable Waywardness which they is called the one dove, 8 which is styled the
displayed in any degree violate or diminish beauteous bride without spot or wrinkle,9 and
from the sacrament of Christ, which was la garden enclosed, a fountain sealed, a well
handled and dispensed by them. of living water, an orchard of pomegranates

with pleasant fruits;*' which house also re.-
CHAp. 5o.--98. It is indeed worth while to ceived the keys, and the power of binding

consider the whole of the passage in the afore, iand loosing. _' If any one shall neglect this
said letter to Magnus, which he has put to- 3p_. ta,_. 6: cp.LXX.a.d tt_ro.. _Job. _. Sz.

S Matt. xxw_ _6-¢_ 6 Phil. i, _8, YMatt, avL dL
SCant. ¢i. 9, ¢ Eph. v. _7; ,rp, R,_g_'_t. iL zS.

CyI_r, E_. _ S- _ Phil L _5, _7- _o Cant. iv _z, _ _ Matt xvi _9,
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house when it arrests and corrects him, the t CHAP. 5Z.--IOO. Of all these severat classes,
Lord says, "Let him be unto thee as an t then, no one doubts respecting those first, who
heathen man and a publican. ''x Of thin/are in the house of God in such a sense as
house it is said, "Lord, I have loved the[ hemselves to be the house of God, whether
habitation of Thy house, and the place where they be already spiritual, or as yet only babes
Thine honor dwelleth;" _ and, " He maketh nurtured with milk, but still making progress
men to be of one mind in an house;" _ and, with earnestness of heart, towards that whic'.l
"I was glad when they said unto me, Let us is spiritual, that such men both have baptism
go into the house of the Lord;'4 and, so as to be of profit to themselves, and trans-
'" Blessed are they that dwell in Thy house, mit it to those who follow their example so as
O Lord; they will be still praising Thee; ''s to benefit them; but that in its transmission
with countless other passages to the same to those who are false, whom the Holy Spirit
effect. This house is also c_lled wheat, shuns, though they themselves, so far as lies
bringing forth fruit with patience, some thlrty- with them, confer it so as to be of profit, yet
fold, some sixtyfold, and some an hundred- the others receive it m vain, since they do
fold3 This house is also in vessels of gold not imitate those from whom they receive _t.
and of silver,z and in precious stones and lm- But they who are in the great house after the
perishable woods. To thls house it is said, fashion of vessels to dishonor, both have bap-
" Forbearing one another in love, endeavor- tism without profit to themselves, and trans-
ing to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond mit It without profit to those who follow their
of peace;" s and, " For the temple of God is example: those, however, receive it with profit,
holy, which temple ye are." 9 For this house who are umted in heart and character, not to
is composed of those that are good and faith- their ministers, but to the holy house of God.
ful, and of the holy servants of God dispersed But those who are more thoroughly separated,
throughout the world, and bound together so as to be rather out of the house than in the
by the unity of the Sptr_t, whether they know house, have baptism without any profit to
each other personally or not. But we hold themselves; and, moreover, there is no profit
that others are said to be m the house after to those who receive it from them, unless
such a sort, that tl_ey belong not to the sub- they be compelled by urgent necessity to re-
stance of the house, nor to the society of ceive it, and their heart in recewing it does
fruitful and peaceful justice, but only as the not depart from the bond of unity: yet never-
chaff is said to be among the corn; for that theless they possess it, though the possession
they are in the house we cannot deny, when be of no avail; and it is received from them,
the apostle says, " But in a great house there even when it is of no profit to those who so
are not only vessels of gold and of silver, but receive it, though, in order that it may be-
also of wood and of earth; and some to honor, come of use, they must depart from their
and some to dishonor." '° Of this countless heresy or schism, and cleave to that house of
multitude are found to be not only the crowd God. And this ought to be done, not only
which within the Church afflicts the hearts of by heretics and schismatics, but also by those
the saints, who are so few in comparison with who are in the house through commumon m
so vast a host, but also the heresies and the sacraments, yet so as to be outside the
schisms which exist in those who have burst house through the perversity of their charac-
the meshes of the net, and may now be said ter. For so the sacrament begins to be of
to be rather out of the house than in the profit even to themselves, which previously
house, of whom it is said, "They went out was of no avail.
from us, but they were not of us."" For they
are more thoroughly separated, now that they CHAP. 53.--ZOL The question is also corn-
are also divided from us in the body, than monly rained, whether baptism is to be held
are those who live within the Church in a valid which is received from one who had not
carnal and worldly fashion, and are separated himself received it, if, from some promptings
from us in the spirit, of curiosity, he had chanced to learn how _t

ought to be conferred; and whether it makes
• I_ xxvi.8.Matt.x_il. ,7. . no difference _n what spirit the recipient re-

3i_t, lzvlil. 6; cp. LXX. and Hie r_. 4 !_ ..exam. z.
sw Ixx_,..4. e M.t_ _ ,3; Luke_. _ ceives it, whether in mockery or in sincerity:
• Tim.it._ s _ph.i,. ,, 3. ,, _. ai. ,7. if in mockery, whether the difference arisesa Tim. iL _ In Retract. if. xS_Augustin salt that he thinks

tt_emeani_go[thisla_tl_tslagetobe, not u CYpriaa took it, Ep- when the mockery ts of deceit, as in the
|lv,_thattheves_lsof goldand _er_tb¢ .g_2yp_cua_etChnrch, or in what is thought to be theto Ibba_; the vesselsol wooe and earth tile wlcge_ wmcn are ¢o

-, distumor:butthatthemtteritloftheveme_q'erstothe°,utward[Chnr_h ; orwhenit isin jest, asinaplay: and
_.a_ _ the _evend memborso_ the Chu_h, aLmlthat m each

smae will be found to honor, and _n© to diahonor. This [ which is the more accursed, to receive it de-
_: l_t_t_ticm hederlvesfromTychonius. Iceitfnlly in the Church, or in heresy or schism
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without deceit, that is to say, with full sin. as led me to assert what I have said before, I
cerity of heart: or whether it be worse to re. should have no hesitation in saying that all
ceive it deceitfully in heresy or in good faith men possess baptism who have received it in
in a play, if any one were to be moved by a any place, from any sort of men, provided
sudden feeling of religion in the midst of his that it were consecrated in the words of the
acting. And yet, if we compare such an one gospel, and received without deceit on their
even with him who receives it deceitfully in part with some degree of faith; although it
the Catholic Church itself, 1 should be stir- would be of no profit to them for the sabra.
prised if any one were to doubt wh|ch of the tlon of their souls if the)" were without chat.
two should be preferred; for I do not see of tty, by which they might be grafted into the
what avail the intention of him who gives in Catholic Church. For "though I have faitl%'w
truth can be to him who recetves deceitfully, says the apostle, "so that I could remove
But let us consider, in the case of some one mountains, but have not clmrity, I am
also giving it in deceit, when both the giver nothing." ' Just as already, from the em
and the recipient are acting deceitfully in the tablished decrees of our predecessors, I have
unit)- of the Catholic Church itself, whether no hesitation in saying that all those have
this should rather be acknowledged as hap- baptism who, thongh ttley receive it deceit.
tism, or that which is given m a play, tf any fully, yet receive It in the Church, or where
one should be found who received it faithfully the Church ts thought to be by those in whose
from a sudden impulse of religion: orwhether society it ]s received, of whom it was said,
it be not true that, so far as the men them- "They went out from us."" But when there
selves are concerned, there _s a very great dff-, was no society of those who so believed, and
ference between the believing recipient tn a when the man who received it did not himself
play, and the mocking recq)mnt in the Clnirct_; hold such belief, but the whole thing was
but that in regard to the genuineness of the done as a farce, or a comedy, or a jest,_if I
sacrament there Is no difference. For if tt were asked whether the baptism which was
makes no difference in respect to the genuine- thus conferred should be approved, I should
ness of the sacrament within the Catholic declare my opinion that we ought to pray for
Church itself, whether certam persons cele- tt_e declaration of God's judgment through the
brate it m truth or in deceit, so long as both I medium of some revelation seeking it with
still celebrate the same thing, I cannot see lumted prayer and earnest groanings of sup-
why it should make a difference outrode, see- phant devotion, humbly deferring all the time
ing that he who receives it is not cloaked by 1to the decision of those who were to give their
his deceit, but he is changed by his rehgtonsl judgment after me, in case they should set
impulse. Or have tho_e truthful persons t forth anything as already known and deter-
among whom it is celebrated more power for I mined. And, therefore, how much the more
the confirmation of the sacrament, than tSose must I be co.asidered to have given my opinion
deceitful men by whom and in whom it is cele- now with(mr prejudice to the utterance of more
brated can exert for its invalidation _ And dlhgent researca or authority higher than my
yet, if the deceit be subsequently brought to[ own !
light, no one seeks a repetition of the sacra-[
ment; but the fraud is either punished by CHAP. 54.--to 3. But now I think that it is

emtence I full time for me to brm to thetrdue termmaexcommunication or set right by p " . _ y " g " " -
xo2. But the safe course for us is, not to tion these books also on the subject of bap-

advance with any rashness of judgment m tism, m which our Lord God has shown to
setting forth a view which has neither been us, through the words of the peaceful Bishop
started in any regionary Councd of the Cyprian and his brethren who agreed with
Catholic Church nor established in a plenary him, how great Is the love which should be
one; but to assert, with all the confidence of felt for catholic unity; so that even where
a voice that cannot be gainsaid, what has been they were otherwise minded until God should
confirmed by the consent of the universal reveal even this to them, 3 they should rather
Church, under the direction of our Lord God bear with those who thought differently from
and Saviour Jesus Christ. Nevertheless, if themselves, than sever themselves from them
any one were to press me--supposing I were by a wicked schism; whereby the moutlm of
duly seated in a Council in which a question the Donatists are wholly closed, even if
were raised on points like these_to declare say nothing of the followers of Maximian.
what my own opinion was, without reference For if the wicked pollute the good in unity,.
to the previously expressed v,ews of others, then even Cyprian himself already found no
whose judgment I would rather follow, if I
were under the influence of the same feelings • _ cot-. rail 2. _ s John iL _9- 3 Phil, ill _b
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Church towhich he could be joined. But if Icsslyand usele_,slyasthe otherswho resem-
the wicked do not infectthe good in unity,blethem, inasmuch as they shallnot inherit
then the sacrilegiousDonafist has noground the kingdom of God. And as,when those
tosetbefore himselffor separation.But if othersare brOught intothe rightpath,itts
baptism isboth possessedand transferredby not thatbaptism beginstobc present,having
the multitudeof otherswho work the works been absentbefore,butthatitbegms toprofit
of the flesh,of which itissaid,that "they them, having bccn alreadyinthem; so is_t
which do such thingsshallnot inheritthe the case with hereticsas well. Whence
kingdom of God,"' then itispossessedand Cyprianand thoscwho thoughtwithhim could
transferredalsoby heretics,who arenumbered not impose limitson the CatholicChurch,
among thoseworks; becausethey could have which they would not mutilate. But m that
transferredit had they remained, and did they were otherwiseminded we feelno fear,
_iotlose itby theirsecession.But men of seeingthatwc too share in theirveneration
thiskind conferiton thclrfellowsas fruit-forPeter; yct in that they did not depart

from unitywe rejoice,seeing that we, hkc
zG_.v.t_-2z, them, arc founded on the rock.
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THE

THREE BOOKS OF AUGUSTIN,
BISHOP OF H1PPO.

IN ANSWER TO

THE LETTERS OF PETILIAN, THE DONATIST,
BISHOP OF CIRTA.

Written c. 400 A.D., some say 398 A.I)., but Augustin places it some time after the trea.

rise on Baptism: Retractt. Bk. li. xxv. From tt_e same) we gather the following points as

to the origin of this treatise: Before A. had finished his books on the Trinity and his word-
for-word commentary on Genesis, a reply to a letter which Petllian had addressed to his

followers, only a small part of which however had come into A.'s hands, demanded immedi-

ate preparation. This constitutes Book First. Subsequently the whole document was obtained,
and he was engaged in preparing the second Book, c. 4oi ; but even before the full treatise of
Petilian had been secured, the latter had obtained A.'s first book, and afterwards put art

epistle abusive of A. in circulation. The answer to this latter is Book Third, c. 405. Petilian
was originally an advocate. The opponents charged him with having become a Donatist by
compulsion, with assuming the title of Paraclete, and with endeavoring to prevent all access
on their part to his writings.

BOOK I.

WRITTEN IN THE _"ORM OF A LETTER ADDRESSED 1"O THE CATHOLICS, |N WHICH THE lrl_

PORTION OF THE LETTER WHICH PETILIAN HAD WRITTEN TO HIS ADHERENTS IS EXAM-

INED AND REFUTED.

Augustin, to the well-beloz,ed brethren that belong 1o t/_e care of our charge, greeting in tb.e Lord:

CHAP. t.--L Ye know that we have often already in times past rendered themselves
wished to bring forward into open notoriety, unworthy by dissenting from the Church; nor
and to confute, not so much from our own yet in terms of reproach, but of a conciliatory
arguments as from theirs, the sacrilegious character, with the view that, laving dieeuued
errorof the Donatist heretics; whence it came the question with us which caused them to
to pass that we wrote letters even to some of break off front the holy communion of the
their leaders,--not indeed for purposes of whole world, they might, on consideration of
communion with them, for of that they had the truth, be willing to be corrected, and
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might not defend the headstrong perversity efficacy as this, that a man cannot be defiled
of their predecessors with a yet more foolish by the guitt of the consoence of him from
obstinacy, but might be reunited to the whom he receives baptism, so long as he is
Catholic stock, so as to bring forth the fruits unaware of _t. L.et it then be granted that
of charity. But as it is written, "With those the guilty conscience of his neighbor cannot
who have hated peace I am more peaceful," z defile a man so long as he is unaware of it,
so they rejected my letters, just as they hate but is it therefore clear that it can further
the very name of peace, in whose interests they cleanse him from his own guilt ?
were written. Now, however, as I was in the
church of Constantina, Abscntius _being pres- CHAP. 2._3. Whence, then, is a man to be
ent, with my colleague, Fortunatus, his bishop, cleansed who receives baptism, when the con-
the brethren brought before my notice a letter, science of the giver is polluted without the
which they said that a bishop of the said knowledge of him who is to receive it ? Es-
schism had addressed to his presbyters, as pecially when he goes on to say, " For he who
was set forth in the superscription of the letter receives faith from the faithless receives not
itself. When I had read it, I was so amazed faith, but guilt." There stands before us one
to find that in his very first words he cut away that is faithless ready to baptize, and he who
the very roots of the whole claims of his party should be baptized is ignorant of his faithless-
to communion, that I was unwilling to believe ness: what think you that he will receive
that it could be the letter of a man who, if Faith, or guilt ? If you answer faith, than you
fame speaks truly, is especially conspicuous witl grant that it is possible,that a man should
among them for learning and eloquence. But receive not guilt, but faith, from him that _s
some of those who were present when I read faithless; and the former saying will be false,
it, being acquainted with the polish and em- that "he who receives faith from the faithless
bellishment of his composition, gradually per- receives not faith, but guilt." For we find
suaded me that it was undoubtedly his ad- that it is possible that a man should receive
dress. I thought, however, that whoever the faith even from one that is faithless, if he be
author might be, it required refutation, lest not aware of the faithlessness of the giver.
the writer should seem to himself_ in the For he does not say, He who receives faith
company of the inexperienced, to have written from one that is openly and notoriously faith-
something of weight against the Catholic less; but he says, " He who receives faith
Church. from the faithless receives not faith, but

_. The first point, then, that he lays down guilt;" which certainly is false when a per-
in his letter is the statement, "that we find son is baptized by one who hides his faith-
fault with them for the repetition of baptism, lessness. But if he shall say, Even when the
while we ourselves pollute our souls with a faithlessness of the baptizer is concealed, the
laver stained with guilt." But to what profit recipient receives not faith from him, but
is it that I should reproduce all his insulting guilt, then let them rebaptize those who are
terms ? _'or, since it is one thing to strengthen well known to have been baptized by men
proofs, another thing to meddle with abusive who in their own body have long concealed a
words by way of refutation, let us rather turn life of guilt, but have eventually been de-
our attention to the mode in which he has tected, convicted, and condemned.
sought to prove that we do not possess bap-
tism, and that therefore the), do not require ChaP. 3.--For, so long as they escaped de-
the repetition of what was already present, tection, they could not bestow faith on any
but confer what hitherto was wanting. For whom they baptized, but only guilt, if it be
he says: "What we look for is the conscience true that whosoever receives faith from one
of the giver to cleanse that of the recipient." that is faithless receives not faith, but guilt.
But supposing the conscience of the giver is Let them therefore be baptized by the good,
concealed from view, and perhaps defiled with that they may be enabled to receive not guilt,
sin, how will it be able to cleanse the con- but faith.
science of the recipient, if, as he says, '" what 4. But how, again, shall they have any cer-
we look for is the conscience of the giver to tainty about the good who are to give them
c]eanse that of the recipient ?" For if he faith, if what we look to is the conscience of
should say that it makes no matter to the re- the giver, which is unseen by the eyes of the
_pient what amount of evil may lie concealed proposed recipient ? Therefore, according to
from view in the conscience of the giver, per- their judgment, the salvation of the spirit is

_' l_aps that ignoran_ muir have such a degree of made uncertain, so long as in opposition to
_:. , the holy Scriptures, which say, "It is better

_ _ _;t_Hies. *em_a_yAb_ tOtrustinthe Lord than toput confidencein
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man,"" and, "Cursed be the man that trust- diately adds to this the further statmntmt_ that

eth in man,"" they remove the hope of those everything consists of an origin trod ,r_, _;
who are to be baptized from the Lord their and tf tt have not something for a head, it it
God, and persuade them that it should be nothiu, g; "--we ask.. I say, in a c_ where the
placed in man; the practical result of which fa,thlessness of the baptizer is undeteett'¢l:
is, that their salvation becomes not merely If, then, the man whom he baptizes re_ives
uncertain, but actually null and void. For faith, and not guilt; if, then, the baptiser is
•' salvation belohgeth unto the Lord,"s and not his origin and root and head, who is it
"vain is the help of man. ''4 Therefore, who- from whom he receives faith ? wher_ is the
soever places his trust in man, even in one origin from which he sprinlo ? where is the
whom he knows to be just and innocent, is root of which he is a shoot ? wher_ the head
aeeurced. Whence also the Apostle Paul finds which is his starting.point ? Can it bet that
fault with those who said they were of Paul, when he who is baptized is unaware of the
saying, " Was Paul crucified for you ? or were faithlessness of his baptizer, it is then Christ
ye baptized in the name of Paul ?" _ who gives faith, it is then Christ who is the

origin and root and head ? Alas for humtm
CHAt'. 4._5. Wherefore, if they were in rashness and conceit! Wi_y do you not allow

error, and would have perished had they not that it _s always Christ who gives faith, for
been corrected, who wished to be of Paul, i the purpose of making a man a Chrlstiaa by
what must we suppose to be the hope of those igiving it _ Wt_y do you not allow that Cthrist
who wished to be of Donatus? For they useIts always the origin of the Christian, that
their utmost endeavors to prove that the ori- i the Christian always plants his root in Christ,
gin, root, and head of the baptized person is Ithat Christ is the head of the Christian ? Do
none other than the individual by whom he is we then maintain that, even when spiritual

baptlzed. The result is, that since it is very igrace is dispensed to those that believe by
often a matter of uncertainty what kind of.tl_e hands of a holy and faithful minister, it is
man the baptizer is, the hope therefore of the still not the minister himself who justifies, but.
baptized being of uncertain origin, of uncer- that One of whom it is said, that "He juati.
rain root, of uncertain head, is of _tself un- fieth the ungodly ?" ' But unless we admit
certain altogether. And since tt is possible this, either the Apostle Paul was the bend
that the conscience of the giver may be m and origin of those _vhom he had planted, or
such acondition as to be accursed and defiled Apollos the root of those whom he had
without the knowledge of the recipient, it re- watered, rather than He who had given them
sults that, being of an accursed origin, ac- faith in believing; whereas the same Paul
cursed root, accursed head, the hope of the says, " I have planted, Apollos watered, bat
baptized may prove to be vain and un- God gave the increase: so then neither is he
grounded. For Petilian expressly states in that planteth anything, nor he that wateteth,
h_s epistle, that "everything consists of an but God that giveth the increase.' _ Nor was
origin and root; and if it have not something the apostle himself their root, but rather He
for a head, it _s nothing." And since by the who says, "I am the vine, ye are the
origin and root and head of the baptized per- branches." s How, too, could he be their
son he wishes to be understood the man by head, when he says, that "we, being many,
whom he is baptized, what good does the un- are one body in Christ, ''9 and expressly de.
happy recipient derive from the fact that he clares in many passages that Christ Him_lf
does not know how bad a man his baptizer is the head of the whole body ?
really is ? For he does not know that he him-
self has a bad head, or actually no head at all. Cro, F. 6.--7. Wherefore, whether a malt
And yet what hope can a man have, who, receive the sacrament of baptism from a
whether he is aware of it or not, has either a faithful or a faithless minister, his whole hope
very bad head or no head at all ? Can we is in Christ, that he fall not under the cow
maintain that his very ignorance forms a demnation that "cursed is he that plaeeth
head, when his baptizer is either a bad head his hope in man." Otherwise, if each malt
or none at all ? Surely any one who thinks is born again in spiritual grace of the same
this is unmistakeably without a head. sort as he by whom he is baptized, attd if

when he who baptizes him is manifestly It
CIAAP. 5.--6. We ask, therefore, since he good man, then he him_l[ gives faith, he is

trays, ", He who receives faith from the. faith- himself the origin and root and head of him
tess receives not faith, but guilt," and tmme- who is being born; whilst, when the baptizer

t ll_c_.S. =Je_" roll. r. SPf_ ilLS. 6_,_,5. _ t C¢;¢.||t 6,_r.
4 ]fill Ix. at. $ t Cot. i. t3- 1_Jollm tit. $. 9 Rom. ldi, 5-
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is faithless without its being known, then the CHAP. 8.m9 . When he hears, "Every good
baptized person receives faith from Christ, tree bringeth good fruit, but a corrupt tree
then he derives his origin from Christ, then bringeth forth evil fruit: do men gather grapes
he is rooted in Christ, then he boasts in of thorns? ''3 and, "A good man out of the
Christ as his head,uin that case all who are good treasure of his heart bringeth forth good
baptized should wish that they might have things, and an evil man out of the evil treas-
faithless baptizers, and be ignorant of their ure bringeth forth evil things; "4 he will an-
faithlessness: for however good their bap- swer, This therefore is good fruit, that I
tizers might have been, Christ is certainly be- should be a good tree, that is, a good man,
yond comparison better still; and He will that I should show forth good fruit, that is,
then be the head of the baptized, if the faith- good works. But this will be given to me,
lessness of the baptizer shall escape detection, not by him that planteth, nor by him that

watereth, but by God that giveth the increase.
CHAP. 7.--8. But if it is perfect madness For if the good tree be the good baptizer, so

to hold such a view (for it is Christ always that his good frmt should be the man whom
that justifieth the ungodly, by changing his he baptizes, then any one who has been bap-
ungodliness into Christianity; it is from Christ tized by a bad man, even if his wickedness be
always that faith is received, Christ is always not manifest, will have no power to be good,
the origin of the regenerate and the head of for he is sprung from an evil tree. For a
the Church), what weight, then, will those good tree is one thing; a tree whose quality
words have, which thoughtless readers value is concealed, but yet bad, is another. Or if,
by their sound, without inquiring what their when the tree is bad, but hides its badness,
tuner meaning is ? For the man who does then whosoever is baptized by it is born not
not content himself with hearing the words of it, but of Christ; then they are justified
with his ear, but considers the meaning of with more perfect holiness who are baptized
the phrase, when he nears, "What we look by the bad who hide their evil nature, than
to is the conscience of the giver, that it may they who are baptized by the manifestly good. $
cleanse the conscience of the recipient," wdl
answer, The conscience of man is often un- CHAP. 9.--to. Again, when he hears, "He
known to me, but I am certain of the mercy that is washed by one dead, his washing profit-
of Christ: when he hears, "He who receives eth him nought," _ he wtll answer, "Christ,
faith from the faithless receives not faith, but being raised from the dead, dieth no more;
guilt," will answer, Christ is not faithless, death hath no more dominion over Him: "z
from whom I receive not guilt, but faith: of whom it is said, " The same is He which
when he hears, " Everything consists of an baptizeth with the Holy Ghost." 8 But they
origin and root; and if it have not something are baptized by the dead, who are baptized
for a head, is nothing," will answer, My ori- in the temples of idols. For even they
gin is Christ, my root is Christ, my head is themselves do not suppose that they receive
Christ. When he hears, "Nor does anything the sanctification which they look for from
well receive second birth, unless it be born their priests, but from their gods; and since
again of good seed," he will answer, The seed these were men, and are dead in such sort as
of which I am born again is the Word of God, to be now neither upon earth nor in the rest
which I am warned to hear with attention, of heaven, 9 they are truly baptized by the
even though he through whom I hear it does dead: and the same answer will hold good if
rot himself do what he preaches; according there be any other way in which these words
to the words of the Lord, which make me of holy Scripture may be examined, and
herein safe, "All whatsoever they bid you profitably discussed and understood. For if
observe, that observe and do; but do not ye in this place I understand a baptizer who is a
after their works: for they say, and do not. ''z sinner, the same absurdity will follow, that
"_'hen he hears, "What perversity must it be, whosoever has been baptized by an ungodly
that he who is guilty through his own sins man, even though his ungodliness be undis-
should make another free fromguilt !" he will covered, is yet washed in vain, as though
answer, No one makes me free from guilt but ! 3M_tLvii._,. ,_ *_ _ as-
He who died for our sins, and rose again for 5Seeb_,,. Bookn. _, _.
Our justification. For I believe, not in the 6Sothe_commo_a_lyquoted Ecclus.xxlv._$,whlchism company mdce_t m our m, "He that _h _f

m_nister by whose hands I am baptized, but in -_ t_ touting, of _ d.d bod_,if be _ _ _ffi_,
_'/ _' r H_ who justifieth the ungodly, that my faith .y.U_h_.,_i_.pU_"_" "_mg_,,__" 6_'_p_b_-t'Y_'_t'_th_l.m.__j my.,__rum

may be oaunted unto me for righteousness." Af_ _ _ the_ _. "_ _ _ a_." C_
Hieron., Ecch_ _. 3o. S

_, . 9 Cp. Ccm_+r_ Cr¢_¢_'_, Book 11. _$. 3o: "l_m. m_'_i
_-__ _ _ _ _ _. • Rom. iv. _5, $. _, _m._z#e_ _,_,¢¢ffiei_ r_m@_a_ta_ v/c_m'."
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baptized by one dead. For he does not say, For in it they speak in the following terms of
IIe that is baptized by one manifestly dead, the followers of Maximianus, who were shut
but absolutely, "' by one dead," And if they out from their communion: "Seeing that the
consider any man to be dead whom they ship.recked members of certain men lmve
know to be a sinner, but any one in their been dashed by the waves of truth ulxm the
communion to be alive, even though he man- sharp rocks, and after the fashion of the
ages most adroitly to conceal a life of wicked-Egyptians, the shores are covered with tilt
ne_, in the first place with accursed pride bodies of the dying; whose punitlament is ir_
they claim more for themselves than they tensified in death itself, smee after their llfe
ascribe to God, that when a sinner is unveiled has been wrung from them by the avet',_illir
to them he should be called dead, but when waters, they fail to find so much as burial."
he is known by God he is held to be alive, !In such gross terms indeed, do they ir_utt
In the next place, if that sinner ts to be called those wi_o were guilty of tmhism from their
dead who is known to be such by men, what body, that they call them dead and unburied;
answer will they make about Optatus, whom but certainly they ought to have wished that

they were afraid to condemn though they had they mtght obtain burial, if it were only thatlong known his wickedness ? Why are those tl_e) might not have seen Optatus Gildoniantts
who were baptized by him not said to have advancing with a military foroe, and like a
been baptized by one dead ? Dtd he live be-sweeping wave that dashes beyond its fellows,
cause the Count was hts fmth?'--an elegant suckmg back Felictanus and Pr_etextatus once
and well-turned saying of some early col-]again w,thin their pale, out of the multitude
leagues of thetr own, which they themsolves of bodtes lying unburied on the shore.
are wont to quote wtth pride, not understand-
ing that at the death of the haughty Goliath CHAr. ft.--t2. Of these I would ask,
it was h_s o_aa sword by which his head was whether by coming to their sea they were re-
cut off. = stored to hfe, or whether they are still dead

there? For _f still they are none the less
CHAP. xo.--xx. Lastly, _f they are willing corpses, then the laver cannot in any way

to give the name of dead neither to the w_cked profit those who are baptized by such dead
man whose sin is hidden, nor to him whose men. But if they have been restored to life,
sin is manifest, but who has yet not been con- yet how can the laver profit those whom they
demned by them, but only to him whose sin baptized before outstde, while they were lyint_
is manifest and condemned, so that whosoever Iwithout life, tf the passage, " He who is hap-
is baptized by him ts h_mself baptized by the tized by the dead, of what profit is his bap..
dead, and his washing profits him nothing;itism to him," ts to be understood in the way
what are we to say of those whom their own m which they think ? For those whom Prin.
party have condemned "by the ummpeach, ltextatus and Felicianus baptized while they
able vome of a plenary Council," 3 together Iwere yet in communion with Maximianus are
with Maximianus and the others who ordained now retained among them, sharing in their
him,_I mean Felicmnus of Musti, and Prm- communion, without being again baptized_
textatus of Assura, of whom I speak in the together with the same men who baptized
meantime, who are counted among the twelve them_I mean Felicianus and Pr_textatus:
ordainers of Maxtmianus, as erecting an altar taking occasion by which fact, if it were not
in opposition to their altar at which Primianus that they cherish the beginning of their own
stands ? They surely are reckoned by them obstinacy, instead of considering the certain
among the dead: To this we have the ex- end of their spiritual salvation, they wo'ald

press testimony of the noble decree of that ! certainly be bound to vigilance, and ought to
Council of theirs whmh formerly called t recover the soundness of their senses, so
forth shouts of unreserved, applause when to breathe again in Catholic peace; if only,
it was recited among them for the purpose laying aside the swelling of their pride_ and
of being decreed, but which would now be, overcoming the madness of their stubboru-
received in silence if we should chance to{ness, they would take heed and see what
recite it in their ears; whereas they should i monstrous sacrilege it is to curse the b-,,_ptisln
rather have been slow at first to rejoice in its _of the foreign churches, which we have
eloquence, lest they should afterwards come!learned from the sacred books were plattt_
to mourn over it when its credit was destroyed. ; in primitive times, and to reeelve the baptism

-- 'of the followers of Maximianus, whom they
S_es t_a_est *_ an emendnuou, "ev-od Deu# illi[ have condemned with their own lips.

¢¢nwtca rra2," masin ll, l$_ _; 37, _, to_ 23[, _ --...

,_._..0_. lati_..dt_oucla,_ta_er'a_tllm /-¢2,_,_atne_ att_a _[ CH_tP, lZ.--I3, t_ut our t_remren t'.aem.
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_lv_, the sons of the aforesaid churches, books that are common to us all: "I shall
were both ignorant at the time, and still are give Thee the heathen for Thine inheritance,
ignorant, of what has been done so many and the uttermost parts of the earth for Thy
years ago in Africa: wherefore the), at any possession ?-3 In behalf of the unity of
rate cannot be defiled by the charges which l Donatus, they are not compelled to call to-
have been brought, on the part of the Dona- gether again what they have scattered abroad,
fists, against the Africans, without even know- but are warned to hear the cry of me Script-
ing whether they were true. But the Dona- ures: why will they not understand that they
fists having openly separated and divided meet with such treatment through the mercy
themselves off, although they are even satd to of God, that since they brought false charges
have taken part in the ordination of Primi- against the Catholic Church, by contact as it
anus, yet condemned the said Primianus, were with which they were unwiLling to defile
ordained another bishop in opposition to their own excessive sanctity, they should be
Primianus, baptized outside the communion compelled by the sovereign authority of
of Primianus, rebaptized after Primmnus, and Optatus Gildonianas to receive again and as-
returned to Primtanus with their disciples sociate w_th themselves true offenses of the
who had been baptized by themselves outside, greatest enormtty, condemned by the true
and never rebaptized by any one inside. If voice, as they say, of their own plenary Coun-
such a union with the party of Maximianus ctl ? Let them at length perceive how they
does not pollute the Donatists, how can the are filled with the true crimes of thetr own
mere report concerning the Africans pollute party, after inventing fictmous crimes where-
the foreigners? If the hps meet together with to charge their brethren, when, even if
without offense in the kiss of peace, which the charges had been true, they ought at
reciprocally condemned each other, why is length to feel how much should be endured
each man that is condemned by them in the in the cause of peace, and in behalf of Christ's
churches very far removed by the intervening peace to return to a Church which did not
sea from their jurisdiction, not saluted with a condemn crimes undiscovered, if on behalf
kiss as a faithful Catholic, but driven forth of the peace of Donatus they were ready to
with a blast of indignation as an impious pardon such as were condemned.
pagan ? And if, in receiving the followers of
Maximianus, they made peace in behalf of CHAr. I4.--I 5. Therefore, brethren, let it
their own unity, far be it from us to find fault suffice us that they should be admonished
with them, save that they cut their own throats and corrected on the one point of their con.
by their decision, that 'whereas, to preserve duct m the matter of the followers of Maxi-
unity in thelr schism, they collect together mianus. We do not ransack ancient archives,
again what had been parted from themselves, we do not bring to hght the contents of time-
they yet scorn to reunite their schism itself to honored libraries, we do not publish our
the true unity of the Church. proofs to distant lands; but we bring in, as

arbtters betwixt us, all the proofs dertved
CHAP. I3.--I 4. If, in the interests of the from our ancestors, we spread abroad the

unity of the party of Donatus, no one rebap, witness that cries aloud throughout the world.
tlzes those who were baptized in a wicked
schism, and men, who are guiltyof acrime of CHAP. X5.--_6. Look at the states of
such enormity as to be compared by them in Musti 4 and Assura: s there are many still re-
their Council to those ancient authors of maining in this hfe and in this province who
schism whom the earth swallowed up alive,' have severed themselves, and many from
are either unpunished after separation, or re- whom they have severed themselves; many

"stored again to their position after condemna- who have erected an altar, and many against
lion; why is it that, in defence of the unity of whom that altar has been erected; many who
C['mst, which is spread throughout the whole have condemned, and many who have been
inhabited world, of which it has been pre- condemned; who have received, and who have
dieted that it shall have dominion from sea to been received; who have been baptized out-
_a, and from the river unto the ends of the side, and not baptized again within: if all
¢arth_L--a prediction which seems from actual these things in the cause of unity defile, let
n,s-_f to be in nrocess of fulfillment- wh,¢ is ! the defiled hold ,heir tongues; if these things

. " f is univ. they do not m the cause of umty do not defile, let them_'t_t, m defence o th t .........
tmkaowledge the true and universal law of t submtttocorrectaon, and termmatethetrstnfe.

' _ _fl_atinheritance which rings forth from the]_
___ ! 4 Muszi is _ _ _vadnce ¢d N'umidia.

_"_-o° ,. | s Assmra _ m ecel_imtieal province of Zcmg*tana. See T_-_fat-
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CHAP. I6.--I 7. As for the words which, offenses condemned by themselves1 and after- •
foIlow in his letter, the writer himself could lwards condoned, how much Ie_ can we be
scarcely fail to laugh at them, when, having tdefiled by what we have disavowed so soon as ,
made an unlearned and lying use of the proof I we have heard of them ! However weighty_
in whmh he quotes the words of Scripture, i therefore, his invective against traditors, let
"He who is washed by the dead, what profit-I hxm be assured that ,trey are condemned by
eth him his washing ?" he endeavors to show I me in precisely the same terms. But yet I
to us "how far a traditer being still in life may Imake a distraction; for he accuses one on my
be accounted dead." And then he goes on side who has long been dead without having

"Th .....further to say: at man _sdead who has not been condemned tn any mvesttgatton made
been worthy to be born again in true baptism; by me. I point to a man adhering closely to
he is likewise dead who, although born m _cn- his stde, who had been condemned by him_
uine baptism, has joined himself to a Irad_/,_r." or at least had been separated by a sacrilegious
If, therefore, the followers of Maxtmianus are schism, and whom he received again with
not dead, why do the Donatists say, m their undlminished honor.
plenary Council, that "the shores are covered I
with their dying bodies?" But if they are CHAP. t8._2o. He says: _'You who RI_
dead, whence is there life in the baptism a most abandoned /raditor have come out in
which they gave ? Agam, if Maxim,anus is the character of a persecutor and murderer of
not dead, why is a man baptized again who us who keep the law." If the followers of

had been baptized by him ? But if he is dead. iMaxHnianus keptthe law when they separatedwhy is' not also Fehcianus of Musti dead with from you, then .ae may acknowledge you as
him, who ordained hxm, and might have died a keeper of the law, when you are separated
beyond the sea with some Afrtcan colleague from the Church spread abroad throughout
or another who was a traditar ? Or, if he also : the world. But if you raise the question of
is himself dead, how is there life with him in persecutions, I at once reply: If you have
your society in those who, hawng been bap- suffered anything tmjustty, this does not corr.
tized outside by him who is dead, have never !cern those who, though they disapprove of
been baptized again within ? men who act m such a way,' yet endure them

for the peace that is in unity, in a manner

CHAP. I7._18. Then he further adds: deserving of all praise. Wherefore _u have
'* Both are without the life of bapttsm, both nothing to bring t_p against the Lord s wheat,
he who never had it at all, and he who had tt who endure the chaff that is among them till
but has lost it." He therefore never had it, the last winnowing, from whom you never
whom Fehcianus, the follower of Maxtmianus would have separated yourself, had you not
or Prmtextatus, baptized outside; and these shown yourself hghter than chaff by flying
men themselves have lost what once they had. away under the blast of temptation before tl'_
When, therefore, these were received with coming of the Winnower. But not to leave
their followers, who gave to those whom they this one example, which the Lord hath thrust
baptized what previously they did not have ? back in ,herr teeth, to close the mouths of
and who restored to themselves what they these men, for their correction if they wilt
had lost ? But they took away with them the show themselves to be wise, but for their con-
form of baptism, but lost the veritable excel- fusion if they remain in their fo|ly" if those
lence of baptism by their wtcked schism, are more iust that suffer persecution than
Why do you repudiate the form itself, which those who inflict it, then those same followerg
is holy at all times and all places, in the of Maximianus are the more just, whole
Catholics whom you have not heard, whilst basilica was utterly overthrown, and who
you are willing to acknowledge it in the were grievously maltreated by the military
followers of Maximianus whom you have following of Optatus, when the mandate, of _
punished? the proconsul, ordering that all of them

t 9. But whatever he seemed to himself to should be shut out of the basilicas, were mani-
ayby way of accusation about the traitor festly procured by the followers of Primianus.
udas, I see not how it can concern us, who Wherefore, if, when the emperors hated their

are not proved by them to have betrayed our communion, they ventured on such violent
trust; nor. indeed, if such treason were proved measures for the persecution of the follower1
on the part of any who before our time have of Maximianus, what would they do if .........they

died in our communion, would that treason , O_t t_t:_#-_,, ¢_qt t_#.d_, x _ a
in any way defile us by whom it was dis- the ezp_,_t,_ of tb_'_e _a 9_t-4 c,_,¢_.Jtl. _s,._h
avowed, and to whom it was displeasing, showst_ prolmb_tttyof Mtpm'S_m/e_,,re.'*_wa_¢_t_;""who endure the men that act t_ _ _ w_yt _

For if they themselves are not defiled by a_,_c_a_tt=,yb,."
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were enabled to work their will by being in their sins with my pen," 3these men who are
communion with kings ? And if they did such sent to us as prophets have nO fears on this
things as I have mentioned for the correction score, but take every precaution that their
of the wicked, why are they surprised that crying may not be heard by us: which they
Catholic emperors should decree with greater certainly would not fear if what they spoke of
power that they should be worked upon and us were true. But their apprehension ts not
corrected who endeavor to rebaptize the whole groundless, as it is written in the Psalm,
Christian world, when they have no ground "The mouth of them that speak lies shall be
for differing from them ? seeing that they stopped. ''4 For if the reason that they do
themselves bear witness that it is right to bear not receive our baptism be that we are a gen-
with wicked men even where they have true eration of vipers--to use the expression m his
charges to bring against them in the cause of epistle--why did they receive the baptism of
peace, since they received those whom they the followers of Maximianus, of whom their
had themselves condemned, acknowledging Council speaks in the following terms: "Be-
the honors conferred among themselves, and cause the enfolding of a poisoned womb has
the baptism administered in schism. Let long concealed the baneful offspring of a
them at length consider what treatment they viper's seed, and the moist concretions of
deserve at the hands of the Christian powers conceived iniquity have by slow heat flowed
of the world, who are the enemies of Chris- forth into the members of serpents" ? Is xt
tian unity throughout the world. If, there- not therefore of themselves also that it is
fore, correction be bittcr, yet let them not said in the same Council, "The poison of
fail to be ashamed; lest when they begin to asps is under their lips, their mouth is,full of
read what they themselves have written, they cursing and bitterness, their feet are swift to
be overcome with laughter, when they do not shed blood; destruction and unhappiness is
find in themselves what they wish to find in in their ways, and the way of peace have they
others, and fail to recognize x in their own not known ,'?3 And yet they now hold these
case what they find fault with in their neigh- men themselves in undiminished honor, and
bors. receive within their body those whom these

men had baptized without.
CHAt'. x9._=L What, then, does he mean

by quoting in his letter the words with which Cm_1,. 2o.--22. Wherefore all this about
our Lord addressed the Jews: "Wherefore, the generation of vipers, and the poison of
behold, I send unto you prophets, and wise asps under their hps, and all the other things
men, and scribes; and some of them ye shall which they have said against those which have
kill and crucify, and some of them shall ye not known the way of peace, are really, if they
scourge ?"* For if by the wise men and the would but speak the truth, more strictly ap-
scribes and the prophets they would have phcable to themselves, since for the sake of
themselves be understood, while we were as the peace of Donatus they received the hap-
it were the persecutors of the prophets and tism of these men, in respect of which they
wise men, why are they unwilling to speak used the expressions quoted above in the
with us, seeing they are sent to us ? For, in- wording of the decree of the Council; but the
deed, if the man who wrote that epistle which baptism of the Church of Christ dispersed
we are at this present moment answering, were throughout the world, from which peace itself
to be pressed by us to acknowledge it as his came into Africa, they repudiate, to the sac-
own, stamping its authenticity with his signa- rilegious wounding of the peace of Christ.
ture, I question much whether he would do Which, therefore, are rather the false
it, so thoroughly afraid are they of our pos- prophets, who come in sheep's clothing, while
sessir_g any words of theirs. For when we inwardly they are ravening wolves,e_they
were anxious by some means or other to pro- who either fail to detect the wicked in the
cure the latter part of this same letter, because Catholic Church, and communicate with
those from whom we obtained it were unable them iri all innocence, or else for the sake of
to describe the whole of it, no one who was the peace of unity are bearing with those
asked for it was willing to give it to us, so whom they cannot separate from the thresh-

as they knew that we were making a ing-floor of the Lord before the Winnower
reply to the portion which we had. There- shall come. or they who do in schism what
fot_, when they read how the Lord says to they censure in the Catholic Church, and re-
the prophet, "Cry aloud, spare not, and write ceive in their own separation, when manifest

* _V*e im _ _. The reading of the Louva_n ed_lou

._>_ _l___ ,_. _ t%_t is _ _ar_,"" ami du_Dan_"tu them- SIsa. lvlii, z. 4 PL Lgiii.IL5 PL my 5-7, L_X. and Hierc_,and probablr N. Af. retrains.
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to all and condemned by their own voice, what those whom you convict should be expelled.
they profess that they shun in the unity of And if you have endeavor_i to do th_ ¢or.
the Church when it calls for toleration, and tainly you have not been able to uuflu_ gcx)d
does not even certainly exist? your proof; and being vanquished or ca.

raged, you have separated yourselves, with
CH_. sz.--23. Lastly, it has been said, all the heinous guilt of sacrilege, from the

as he himself has also quoted, "Ye shall guiltless men who could not condemn on in.
know them by their fruits:" * let us therefore sufficient proof. But if you have not even
examine into their fruits. You bring up endeavored todo this, then with most a_ursed
against our predecessors their deliver), of the and unnatural blindness you have cat your-
sacred books. This very charge we urge with selves off from the wheat of Christ, which
greater probability against their accusers grows throughout His whole fields_ that ia_
themselves. And not to carry our search too throughout the whole world, until the ¢ndt
far, in the same city of Constantina your pre- because you have taken offense at a few taru
decessors ordained Sllvanus btshop at the in Africa.
very outset of his schism. He, while he was
still a subdeacon, was most unm_stakeably CHAr. a3.--=5. In conclusion, the Testa.
entered as a /ra_'/or m the archives of the merit is said to have been given to the flames
city." If you on your side bring forward by certain men in the time of persecution.
documents against our predecessors, all that Now let its lessons be read, from whatever
we ask is equal terms, that we sl_ould either source it has been brought to light. Cer-
believe both to be true or both to be false, tainly m the beginning of the promises of the
If both are true, you are unquestionably Testator this is found to have been said tc_
guzlty of schism, who have pretended that Abraham: " In thy seed shall all the nations
you avoid offenses in the commumon of the of the earth be blessed; "4 and this saying is
whole world, which you had commonly among truthfully interpreted by the apostle: "To
you in the small fragment of your own sect. thy seed," he says, "which is Christ."s No
But again, if both are false, you are unques- betrayal on the part of any man has made the
tlonably guilty of schism, who, on account of promises of God of none effect. Hold corn-
the false charges of g_ving up the sacred mumon wsth all the nations of the earth, and
books, are staining yourselves w_th the he_- then you may boast that you have preserv_l
nous offence of severance from the Church. the Testament from the destruction of the
But if we have something to urge in aeeusa- flames. But if you will not do so, which
tion while you have nothing, or if our charges party Js the rather to be believed to have ino
are true whilst yours are false, it is no longer sisted on the burning of the Testament, save
matter of discussion how thoroughly your that which wtll not assent to its teaching when
mouths are closed, it ts brought to light ? For how much more

certainly, without any sacrilegious rashn_,
CaAP. _2.--24. What if the holy and true can he be held to have joined the company of

Church of Christ were to convince and over- /radztars who now persecutes with his tongue
come you, even if we held no documents m the Testament which they are said to have
support of our cause, or only such as were persecuted with the flames ! You charge as
false, while you had possession of some genu- with the persecution: the true wheat of the
ine proofs of dehvery of the sacred books ? Lord answers you, " Either it was done
what would then remain for you, except that, justly, or it was done by the chaff that was
if you would, you should show your love of among us." What have you to say to this?
peace, or otherwise should hold your You object that we have no baptism: the
tongues ?3 For whatever, in that case, you same true wheat of the Lord answers _,
might bring forward in evtdence, I should be that the form of the sacrament even mthin
able to say with the greatest ease and the most the Church fails to profit some, as it did nO
perfect truth, that then you are bound to good to Simon Magus when he was bapti_,
prove as much to the full and catholic unity much more it fails to profit those who ar¢
of the Church already spread abroad and es- without. Yet that baptism remains in them
tablished throughout so many nations, to the when they depart, is proved from this, that
end that you should remam within, and that it is not restored to them when they return,Never, therefore, except by the gr_._tcilt

shamelessness, will you be able to cry out
• Mint. T]i. _6.
• _ iaJtow, llI. 57, 69 : 68, 7o; amt C_'_'a C3rat, Ill, =9, against that wheat, or to call them false ,

_, IV. s6, 66. . ..
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prophets clad in sheep's clothing, whilst in- answered none of the statements in the letter
wat_ly they are ravening wolves; since either of Donatus, so far at least as relates to what
they do not know the wicked in the unity of I have been able to find in that part of which
the Catholic Church, or for the sake of unity we are in possession. I should be glad if they
bear with those whom they know. would produce the other part as well, in case

there should be anything in it which does not
CHAP. 24.--26. But let us turn to the con- admit of refutation. But as for these answers

sideration of your fruits. I pass over the which we have made to him, with the help of
tyrannous exercise of authority in the cities, God, I admonish your Christian love, that ye
and especially in the estates of other men; I not only communicate them to those who seek
pass over the madness of the Circumcelliones, for them, but also force them on those who
and the sacrilegious and profane adoration of _how no longing for them. Let them answer
the bodies of those who had thrown them- anything they will; and if they shrink from
selves of their own accord over precipices, sending a reply to us, let them at any rate
the revellings of drunkenness, and the ten send letters to their own party, only not for-
years' groaning of the whole of Africa under bidding that the contents should be shown to
the cruelty of the one man Optatus Gfldon- us. For if they do this, they show their fruits
anius: all this I pass over, because there are most openly, by which they are proved to
certain among you who cry out that these demonstration toberavening wolves disguised
things are, and have ever been displeasing to in sheep's clothing, in that they secretly lay
them. But they say that they bore with snares for our sheep, and openly shrink from
them in the cause of peace, because they giving anyanswertothe shepherds. We only
could not put them down; wherein they con- lay to their charge the sin of schism, in which
demn themselves by their own judgment: for if they are all most thoroughly involved,--not
indeed they felt such love for peace, they never the offenses of certain of their party, which
would have rent in twain the bond of unity, some of them declare to be displeasing to
For what madness can be greater, than to be themselves. If they, on the other hand,
willing to abandon peace in the midst of abstain from charging us with the sins of
peace itself, and to be anxious to retain it in other men, they have nothing they can lay to
the midst of discord ? Therefore, for'the our charge, and therefore they are wholly un-
sake of those who pretend that they do not able to defend themselves from the charge of
see the evils of this same faction of Donatus, schism; because it is by a wicked severance
which all men see and blame, ignoring them that they have separated themselves from the
even to the extent of saying of Optatus him- threshing-floor of the Lord, and from the in-
self, "What did he do ? .... Who accused nocent company of the corn that is growing
him ?" "Who convicted him ?" "I know throughout the world, on account of charges
nothing," " I saw nothing," "I heard noth- which either are false, and invented by them-
ing,'--for the sake of these, I say, who pre- selves, or even if true, involve the chaff alone.
tend that they are ignorant of what is gener.
atly notorious, the party of Maximianus has CHAP _6.m28. But it is possible that you
arisen, through whom their eyes are opened, may expect of me that I should go on to re-
and their mouths are closed: for the)- openly fute what he has introduced about Manich_eus.
server themselves; they openly erect altar Now, in respect of this, the only thing that
against altar; they are openly in a Council' offends me is that he has censured a most
called sacrilegious and vipers, and swift to pestilent and pernicious error--I mean the
shod blood, to be compared with Dathan and heresy of the Manicheeans--in terms of wholly
Abiram and Korah, and are condemned in inadequate severity, if indeed they amount to
cutting terms of abhorrence; and are as censure at all, though the Catholic Church
openly received again with undiminished has broken down his defenses by the strongest
honors in company with those whom they evidence of truth.* For the inheritance of
have baptized. Such are the fruits of these Christ, established in all nations, is secure
men, who do all this for the peace of Donatus, against heresies which have been shut out from
that they may clothe themselves in sheep's the inheritance; but, as the Lord says, "How
clothing, and reject the peace of Christ can Satan cast out Satan?"_ so how can the
throughout the world that they may be raven- error of the Donatists have power to over-
i_ wolves within the fold. throw the error of the Manich_vans ?,

" C'_xe. aS.--a 7. I think that I have left un- • v_t_'s_/_._,,_: _,,,_t_: c_t_t_= :_-t,_..: ==a
=otl_ MsS."rbe¢z_lieredltor__ _ mz_=_mJ_mg_

of" ecdtMa_" read "_._as."
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Cs_P. 27.--_9.Wherefore, my beloved honors the followersof Maxim[anus, with
brethren,though that errorisexposed and thosewhom theybaptizedin schism outside
overcome in many ways, and dare ,_ot oppose the Donatist communion, and this at least
the truth on any showy of reason whatsoever, ' they c.annot hide.
but only with the unbluslxing obstinacy of un. f 3o. '" But these things, °' they say, '_ bring

pudence; yet, not to load your memory withllno pollution m the c,ause of I_ace; and it is
a multitude of proofs, I would have you bear t well to bend to mercy the rigor of extreme
in mind this one action of the follotvers ot l_severity, that broken l_ranches may tm grafted
._vfaximianus, confront them with tiffs one fact, Im anew." Acx._orthngly, in this way the whole
thrust this in their teeth, to maka them hold {question is settled, by defeat in them, by the
their treacherous tongues, destroy their cal- / impossibility of defeat for us; for if the name
umny with this, as it were a three-pronged iof peace be assumed for even the faintest

dart destroying a three-headed monster. [ shadow of defense to justify the bearing witti
They charge us with betrayal of the sacred, wicked men in schism, then beyond all doubt
books; they charge us with persecution; they the wolatton of true [mace itself involves de-
charge us with false baptism: to all their testable guilt, with noticing to be said in its
charges make the same answer about the fo]- defence throughout the unity of the world.
lowers of Maximianus. For they think that
the proofs are lost which show that their CHAP. _9.--3 i. These things, brethren_ I
predecessors gave the sacred volumes to the would have you retain as the basis of your
flames; but this at lea.st they cannot hide, actlo,1 and preachmgwith untiring gentleness:
that they have received with ummpalred love men, while you destroy errors; take of
honors those who were stained with the sacrl- the truth without pride; strive for the truth
lege of schism. Also they think that those without cruelty. Pray for those whom you
most violent persecutions are hidden, which refute and convince of error. For the
they direct against any who oppose them prophet prays to God for mercy' upon such M
whenever they are able; but whilst spiritual these, saying, " Fill their faces with shame,
persecution surpasses bodily persecution, they ttlat they may seek Thy name, O Lord,""
received with undimimshed honors the fol- And this, indeed, the Lord has done already,
lowers of Maxim[anus, whom riley themselves so as to fill the faces of the followers of

persecuted in the body, and of whom they Maxim[anus with shame in the sight of all
themselves said, '_ Their feet are swift to shed mankind: tt only remains that they should

blood; ''_ and this at any rate they cannot] learn how to blush to their sou!'s health. Forhide. " _so they w_l] be able to seek tl_e name of the
i Lord, from whmh they are turned away to

CHAP. 28. Finally, they think that the!their utter destruction, whilst they exalt their
question of baptism is hidden, with which own name in the place of that of Christ.
they deceive wretched souls But whilst they May ye hve and persevere in Christ, and be
say that none have baptism who were hap- mult|phed, and abound in the love of God,
tized outside the communion of the one and m love towards oilc another, arKt towards
Church, they received with undiminished all men, brethren well beloved.

x PS. xzv. 6_ LXX. Hterotk, N. Af. version. ] • }'_ lxxxm, if,.



BOOK II.'

IN WHICH AUGUSTIN REPLIES TO ALL THE SEVERAL STATEMENTS IN THE LETTER OF PETILIANUS_

AS THOUGH DISPUTING WITH AN ADVERSARY FACE TO FACE.

CHAP. I.--I. That we made a full and and peace, from God our Father and from
sufficient answer to the first part of the letter the Lord Jesus Christ."
of Petilianus, which was all that we had been 3. AUGIYSTINanswered: I acknowledge the
able to find, will De remembered by all who apostohc greeting. You see who you are that
were able to read or hear what we replied, employ It, but see from what source you have
But since the whole of it was afterwards learned what you say. For in these terms
found and copied by our brethren, and sent Paul salutes the Romans, and in the same
to us with the view ttaat we should answer it terms the Corinthians, the Galatians, the
as a whole, this task was one which our pen Ephesians, the Colossians, the Philipp.ians,
could not escape,--not that he says anything the Thessalonians. What madness ts it,
new in it, to which answer has not been al- therefore, to be unwilling to share the salva-
ready "made in many ways and at various tion of peace with those very Churches in
times; but still, on account of the brethren of whose epistles you learned its form of saluta-
slower comprehension, who, when they read tion?
a matter in any place, cannot always refer to
everything that has been said upon the same CHAP. 2.--4. PETILIANUS said: "Those
subject, I will comply with those who urge who have polluted their souls with a gmlty
me by all means to reply to every point, and laver, under thb name of baptism, reproach
that as though we were carrying on the dis- us with baptizmg twice,--than whose ob-
cussion face to face in the form of a dialogue, scenity, indeed, any kind of filth is more
I will set down the words of his epistle under cleanly, seeing that through a perversion of
his name, and I will give the answer under cleanliness they have come to be made fouler
my own name, as though It had all been taken by their washing."
down by reporters while we were debating. 5. AUGUSTIN answered: We are neither
And so there will be no one who can complain made fouler by our washing, nor cleaner by
either that I have passed anything over, or yours. But when the water of baptism is
that they have been unable to understand it given to any one in the name of the Father,
for want of distinction between the parties to and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, it is
the discussion; at the same time that the neither ours nor yours, but His of whom it
Donatists themselves, who are unwilling to was said to John, "Upon whom thou shalt
argue the question in our presence, as is see the Spirit descending, and remaining on
shown by the letters which they have circu- Him, the marne is He which baptizeth with
fated among their party, may thus not fail to the Holy Ghost. ''_
find the truth answering them point by point,
JwiUStas though they were discussing the matter CHAP. 3""-6" P_-TILIA_USsaid: "For what

th us face to face. we look to is the conscience of the giver, to
_. In the very beginning of the letter cleanse that of the recipient."

I_rH.IA_C',/S said: "Petilianus, a bishop, to 7. AUGUSTm answered: We therefore need
his weU-beloved brethren, fellow.priests, and have no anxiety about the conscience of
deacons, appointed ministers with us through- Christ. But if you assert any man to be the
out our diocese in the g_pel, grace be to you giver, be he who he may, there will be no

t _ _ Wg{tt_ _ lit the Iw4gil_ing o[ 4o, .¢_i), Some say iu 4_. =John t. 3_
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certainty about the cleansing of the recipient, t tree bfingeth forth good fruit, but a corrupt _'
because there is no certainty about the con- _tree bringeth forth evil fruit: do men gather
science of the glver, grapes of thorns ?' r And again: 'A good ..

CHAP. 4._8. PETmIArCUS said: "For he l man' out of the good treasure of the heart,
who receives faith from the fatthless, receives , bringeth forth good things: and an evil man_
not faith but guilt." out of tile evil treasure, bringeth forth evil

9- AUGUSTIN answered: Christ is not faith-" things.'" _
13. AUGUSTIhr answered: No man, even

less, from whom the faithful man recetves not though he be not guilty through his own sins,
guilt but faith. For he beheveth on Htm can make his nelghbol: free from sin, because
that justifieth the ungodly, that his faith may he _s not God. Oti_erwise, if we were tobe counted for righteousness.' " i

• iexpect that out of the innocence of the hap.
CHAP.5.--xo. PETmIASUS satd: "For every-tizer si_ould be produced the innocence of the

thing consists of an origin and root; and if it baptized, then each will be the more inno-
have not something for a head, _t _s nothing:i cent m proportion as he may have found a

nor does anything well receive second birth, _,more innocent person by whom to be bapti¢.
ed; and will himself he the less innocent in

unless it be born again of good seed. ' proportton as he by whom he is baptizedx_. AUGUSTl_ answered: Why will you put ts less innocent. ._nd if the man _ho hap-yourself forward in the room of Christ. when
you will not place yourself under H_m ? He' sizes happens to entertain hatred againtt
as the origin, and root, and head of h,m who _another man, this will also I_. imputed to him
is being born, and in Him we feel no fear, as' who _s haptized. Why, therelore, does the
we must in any man, whoever he may be, wretched man hasten to be baptized,_that
lest he should prove to be false and of aban- Ins own sins may be forgiven him, or that
doned character, and we should be found to those of others may be reckoned against him ?
be sprung from an abandoned source, grow- Is he like a merchant ship, to discharge one
ing from an abandoned root, united to an burden, and to takeon him another ? But by
abandoned head. For what man can feel the good tree and its good fruit, and the eor.
secure about a man, when it is written, rupt tree and its evil fruit, we are wont to
"' Cursed be the man that trusteth m man >" _ understand men and their works, as is eonse.
:But the'seed of which we are born again is'the quently shown in those other words which
word of God, that is, the gospel. Whence you also quoted: "A good man, out of the
the apostle says, "For in Christ Jesus I have good treasure of his heart, brmgeth forth
begotten you through the gospel."_ And good things: and an evil man, out of the evil '"
yet he allows even those to preach the gospel treasure, bringeth forth evil things." But
who were preaching it not in purity, and re- when a man preaches the word of God, or
joices in their preaching;* because, although administers the sacraments of GOd, he doel
they were preaching it not in purity, but seek- not, if he is a bad man, preach or minister
ing their own, not the things which are Jesus I out of hts own treasure; but he will be count.
Christ's.s vet the .osDel which they nreached [ed among those of whom it is said, "Whatso-

...... lever the bid ou observe, that observe andwas pure. And the Lord had said of certain t Y Y
of like character "'Whatsoever they bid you do; but do not ye after their works:" for they
observe, that observe and do; but do not ye b_d you observe what is God s, but their works
a d not"_ arethemr own Ior ffttlsas you say, tha_fter their works: for they say, and o . " • : ' " "
If, therefore, what is in itself pure is preach- is. if the frmt of those who baptize consist in
ed in parity, then thi_ preacher himself also, !the baptized persons themselves, you declare
in that he is a partner w_th the word, has his a great woe against Africa, if a young Opta_
share in begetting the believer; but if he tus has sprung up for every one that Optatua .%
himself be not regenerate, and yet what he baptized.
preaches be pure, then the believer is born
not from the barrenness of the minister, but CHAP. 7._I4. PgTILtANffS said: *'And
from the fruitfulness of the word. again, 'He who is baptized by one that is _'_"

dead, his washing profiteth him nothing.'_ _-_
CHAP. 6._I2. PETILIANUS said: "This be- He did not mean that the baptizer was a

ing the case, brethren, what perversity must corpse, a lifeless body, the remains of a man
it be, that he who is _uilty through his own ready for burial, but one lacking the Spirit of -_
sins should make an-other free from guilt, God, who is comparedto a dead body_ as t-I¢ _-_
when the Lord Jesus Christ says, 'Every good declares to a disciple in another place, a¢. ,:_;_

• llml iv.5, • Ler.__.x,ylLS. :I_Car.iv..xS. 7Matt.vli.,7. ,6. 11Matt.I_,L_, _ ' _,_'
4t_aiki xT,tlL _PhiLii. z_t e Matt.x,w,n.3. _F_,cdua.u_i_. _; mort L c_,_o. ,( '_
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lt, .'cording to the witness of the gospel. For !and he who had it and has lost " " you ma-,-
His disciple says, 'Lord, suffer me first to go isee from this, that in the case of those who
and bury my father. But Jesus said unto '_apostatize after having been baptized, and
him, Follow me, and let the dead bury their!who return through penitence, baptism is not
dead.' ' The father of the disciple was not irestored to them, as it would be restored if it
baptized. He declared him as a pagan to lwere Inst. In what manner, indeed, do your
belong to the company of pagans; unless he!dead men baptize according to your inter-
said this of the unbelieving, The dead cannot ! pretation ? Must we not reckon the drunken
bury the dead. He was dead, therefore, not among the dead (to say nothing of the rest,
as smitten by sonic death, but as smitten even and to mention only what is well known and
during life. For he who so lives as to be of daily experience among all), seeing that
doomed to eternal death is tortured by a the apostle says of t_he widow, "But she that
death in life. To be baptized, therefore, by tiveth in pleasure is dead while she liveth?"s
the dead, is to have received not life but In the next place, in that Council of yours, in
death. We must therefore consider and de- which you condemned Maximianus with his
clare how far the tradilor is to be accounted advisers or his ministers, have you forgotten

dead while yet alive. He is dead who has with what eloquence you said, "Even after
not deserved to be born again with a true'the manner of the Egyptians, the shores are
baptism; he is ikewise dead who, having l full of the bodies oi the dying, on whom the
l_,een born again with a true baptism, has be- !weightier punishment fails in death itself, in
come involved with a *raditar. Both are Ithat, after their life has been wrung from
wanting in the life of baptism,--both he who ithem by the avenging waters, they have not
never had it at all, and he who had it and has i found so much as burial ?" And yet you
lost it. For the Lord Jesus Christ s.ay.s, yourselves may see whether or no one of
'There shall come to that man seven snmts them, Felicianus, has been brought to life
more wicked than the former one, and the iagain; yet he has with him within the com-

last state of that man shall be worse than the munion of your body those whom he baptizedfirst.' "= outside. As therefore he is baptized by One
15. AtYOUST1N answered: Seek with gre._ter !that is alive, who is clothed witta the baptism

care to know in what sense the words which of the living Ci_rist, so he is baptized by the
you have quoted from Scripture in proof of (lead who is wrapped in the baptisn'l of the
your position were really uttered, and how dead Saturn, or any one like him; that we
they should be understood• For that all un- may set forth in tim meanwhile, with what
righteous persons are wont to be called dead brevity we may, in what sense the words
in a mystical sense is clear enough; but which you have quoted may be understood
Christ, to whom true baptism belongs, which without any cavilling on the part of any one
you say is false because of the faults of men, of us. For. in the sense in which they are
is alive, sitting at the right hand of the received by you, you make no effort to ex-
Father, and He will not die any more through plain them, but only strive to entangle us
any infirmity of the flesh: death will no more together with yourselves•
have dominion over Him) And they who
are baptized with His baptism are not baptiz- CHAP. 8.--r 7. PETILIANUS said: "We must
ed by one who is dead. And if it so hap- :consider, I say, and declare how far the
pen that certain ministers, being deceitful itreacherous lraditor is to be accounted dead
workers, seeking their own, not the things lwhile yet in life. ]udas was an apostle when
which are Jesus Christ's, proclaiming the lhe betrayed Chris{; and the same man was
gospel not in purity, and preaching Christ of I already dead, having spiritually lost the office
contention and envy, are to be called dead of. an apostle, being destined afterwards to
because of thmr unnghteousness, yet the sac- dm by hanging hm_self, as _t _s written.
rament of the living God does not die even in I have sinned,' says he, 'in that I have betray-
one that is dead. For that Simon was dead ied the innocent blood; and he departed, and
who was baptized by Philip in Samaria, who twent and hanged himself.' 6 The traitor per-
wished to purchase (he gift of God for money; _ished bv the rope: he left the rot)e for others
but the baptism which he had lived in himl like himself, of whom the Lord "Christ cried
still to work his punishment, aloud to the Father, 'Father, those that Thou

_6. But how false the statement is which gavest me I have kept, and none of them is
you make, that "both are wanting in the life lost, but the son of perdition; that the Script-
of baptism, both he who never had it at all, ure might be fulfilled.' 7 For David of old

• Matt. viii. 2,, =a. = Matt. xii. 45. 7 John xvii. z=._t Rom. vi. 9" 4Acts viii. x3, x8_ xg- 5 = rim. v. 6. 6 Matt. xxvii. 4, 5.
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had passed this sentence on him who was to ! that smoke of mighty words presently vanish
betray Christ to the unbelievers: 'Let another'away? Or will you perchance endeavor to
take his office. Let his children be father- prove the truth of what you say? This, then,
less, and his wife a widow." See how mighty you should do first; and then you might rise
is the spirit of the prophets, that it was able against us, as against men who were already
to see all future things as though they were t convicted, with whatever mass of invective
present, so that a traitor who was to be born you might choose. Here is one absurdity:
hereafter §hou]d be condemned many centu- behold again a second.
ties before. Finally, that the said sentence 19. You yourself, when speaking of the
should be completed, the holy Matthias re- foretelling of tile condemnation of Judas,
ceived the bishopric of that lost apostle, used these expressions: "See how mighty ts
Let no one be so dull, no one so faithless, as the spirit of the prophets, that it was able to
to dispute this: Matthias won for himself a see all future things as though they were pres-
victory, not a wrong, in that he carried off the ent, so that a traitOr who was to be born here-
spoils of the traitor from the victory of the after should be condemned many centuries
Lord Christ. Why then, after this, do you before;" and yet you did not see that in the
claim to yourself a bishopric as the heir of a same sure prophecy, and certain and unshaken
worse traitor ? Judas betrayed Christ in the truth, in which it was foretold that one of the
flesh to the unbelievers; you in tile spirit disciples should hereafter betray the Christ,
madly betrayed the holy gospel to the flames it was also foretold that the whole world should
of sacrilege. Judas betrayed the Lawgiver to hereafter believe in Christ. Why did you pay
the unbelievers; you, as it were. betraying all attention in the prophecy to the man who be-
that he had left, gave up the law of God to be trayed Christ, and in the same place give no
destroyed by men. Whilst, had you loved heed to the world for whiclt Christ was be-
the law, hke the youthful Maccabees. you trayed? Who betrayed Christ ? Judas. To
would have welcomed death for the sake of whom did he betray Him? To the Jews.
the laws of God (if indeed that can be said to What did the Jews do to Him ? "They pierc-
be death to men which makes them immortal ed my hands and my feet," says the Psalmist.
because they died for the Lord); for of those "I may tell all my bones: they look and stare
brethren we learn that one replied to the upon me. They par_f my garments among
sacrilegious tyrant with these words of faith: them, and cast lots upon my vesture. ''3 Of
'Thou like a fur)" takest us out of this present what importance, then, that is which is bought
life; but the King of the world (who reigns at such a price, I would have you read a little
for ever, and of His kingdom there shall be no later in the psalm itself: "All the ends of the
end) shall raise us up who have died for His world shall remember and turn unto the Lord;
Iaws, unto everlasting life. ''_ If you were to and all the kindreds of the nations shall wor-
burn with fire the testament of a dead man, ship before Thee. For the kingdom is the
would you not be punished as the falsifier of Lord's; and He is the governor among the
awill? What therefore is likely to become of nations." 4 But who is able to suffice for the
you who have burned the most holy law of quotation of all the other innumerable pro-
our God and Judge? Judas repented of his phetic passages which bear witness to the
deed even in death; you not only do not re- world that is destined to believe ? Yet you
pent, but stand forth as a persecutor and quote a prophecy because you see in it the
butcher of us who keep the law, whilst you man who sold Christ: you do not see in it
are the most wicked of tradit_rs." the possession which Christ bought by being

18. AUGUSTIN answered: See what adiffer- sold. Here is the second absurdity: behold
ence there is between your calumnious words again the third.
_nd our truthful assertions. Listen for a lit- 2o. Among the many other expressions in
tle while. See how you have exaggerated the your invective, y._u said: "If you were to
sin of delivering up the sacred books, corn- burn with fire the testament of a dead man,
paring us in most odious terms, like some would you not be punished as the falsifier of
sophistical inventor of charges, with the traitor a will ? What therefore is likely to become of
Judas. But when I shall have answered you you who have burned the most holy law of
on this point with the utmost brevity,_I did our God and Judge ?" In these words- you
not do what you assert; I did not deliver up have paid no attention to what certainly
Im sacred books; your charge is false; you ought to have moved you, to _he question of
t;ill never be able to ;Drove it,_wiIl not all how it might be that we should burn the testa-

ment, and yet stand fast in the inheritance
x Ps. cix. 8, 9-
_,* Macc. vit. 9. The words in brackets are not m the originM

Greek. 3 Ps. xxli. t6-_$. 4 Ps. xxii. _7, _8.
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which was described in that testament; but it And the same apostle shows that the seed of
is marvellous that you have preserved the Abraham belongs to atl nations from the
testament and lost the inheritance. Is it not promise which was given to Abraham, ""In
written in that testament, "*Ask of me, and I thy seed shall all the nations of the earth be
shall give thee the heathen for thine inheri- blessed."s Wherefore I consider that I am
tance, and the uttermost parts of the earth only making a fair demand in asking that we
for thy possession" ?' Take part in this in- should for a moment consider the testament
heritance, and you may bring what charges of God, which has already long beep opened,
you will against me about the testament. For and that we should consider every one to be
what madness is it, that while you shrank from himself an heir of the traitor whom we do
committing the testament to the flames, you not find to be a joint-heir with Him whom he
should yet strive against the words of the betrayed; that every one should belong to him
testatdr ! We, on the other hand, though we who sold Christ who denies that Christ has
hold in our hands the records of the Church bought the whole world. For when H_ show-
and of the State, in which we read that those ed Himself after His resurrection to His
who ordained a rival bishop _ in opposition to disciples, and gave His limbs to those who
Cmcilianus were rather the betrayers of'the doubted, that they should handle them, He
sacred books, yet do not on this account in- says this to them, "For thus it is written, and
sult you, or pursue you with invectives, or thus it behoved Christ to suffer, and to rise
mourn over the ashes of the sacred pages in again from the dead the third day: and that
your hands, or contrast the burning torments repentance and remission of sins should be
of the Maccabees with the sacrilege of your preached in His name among all nations, be-
fear, saying, "You should deliver your own ginning at Jerusalem. ''6 See from what an
limbs to the flames rather than the utterances inheritance you estrange yourselves! see what
of God." For we are unwilling to be so an Heir you resist ! Can it really be that a
absurd as to excite an empty uproar against man would spare Christ if He were walking
you on account of the deeds of others, which here on earth who speaks against Him while
you either know nothing of, or else repudi- He sits in heaven ? Do you not yet under-
ate But in that we see you separated rom stand that• . ,_ whatever you allege against us you
the communion of the whole world (a sm both allege against His words ? A Christian world
of the greatest magnitude, and manifest to all is promised and believed in: the promise is
mankind, and common to you all), if I were fulfilled, and it is denied. Consider, I en-
desirous of exaggerating, I should find time treat of you, what you ought to suffer for such
failing me sooner than words. And if you impiety. And yet, if I know not what you
should seek to defend yourself on this charge, have suffered,--if I have not seen it, have
it could only be by bringing accusations not wrought it,--then do you to-day, who do
against the whole world, of such a kind that, not suffer the violence of my persecution,
if they could be maintained, you would sim- render to me an account of your separation.
ply be furnishing matter for further accusa- But you are likely to say over and over again
tion against yourself; if they could not be what, unless you prove it, can affect no one,
maintained, there is in them no defence for and if you prove it, has no bearing upon me.
you. Why therefore do you puff yourself up
against me about the betrayal of the sacred CHAP.9.--2I. PETILIANUS said: "Hemmed

books, which concerns neither you nor me in, therefore, by,these offenses, you cannot
if we abide by the agreement not to charge be a true bishop.
each other with the sins of other men: and 22. AUGUSTIN answered: By what offenses ?
which, if that agreement does not stand, What have you shown? What have you
affects you rather than me ? And yet, even proved ? And if you have proved charges on
without any violation of that agreement, I the part of I know not whom, what has that
think I may say with perfect justice that he to do with the seed of Abraham, in which all
should be deemed a partner with him who the nations of the earth are blessed ?
delivered up Christ who has not delivered

himself up to Christ in company with the CHAP. IO.--23. :PETILIANUSsaid: "Did thewhole world. "Then," says the apostle, apostle persecute any one? or did Christ be-
"then are ye Abraham's seed, and heirs ac- tray any one ?"
cording to the promisc." 3 And again he says, 24. AUGUSTU_ answered: I might indeed
"Heirs of God, artd ioint-heirswith Christ." 4 say that Satan himself was worse than all

wicked men; and yet the apostle delivered a
• t ')Ps,_.S. .

• " _ Majorlnus_ t_xlainea by the Nurnid_an bishops in 3zz A.D.
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man over to him for the destruction of the man, even of our own times, and living with
flesh, that his spirit might be saved in the day us, of any guilt of the kind, that is in no way
of the Lord Jesus.' And in the same way he to the prejudice of all the nations of the earth
delivered over others, of whom he says, who are blessed in the seed of Abraham, by
"' Whom I have delivered unto Satan, that separating yourself from whom you are found
they may learn not to blaspheme.'" And the to be guilty of sacrilege. Accordingly, un-
Lord Christ drove out the impious merchants less (as is altogether impossible) you are
from the temple with scourges; in which con- acquainted with all men that exist throughout
nection we also find advanced the testimony the world, and have not only made yourself
of Scripture, where it says, 'The zeal of Thine familiar with all their characters and deeds_
house hath eaten me up. ''3 So that we do find but have also proved that they are as bad as
the apostle delivering over to condemnation, you describe, you have no ground for re-
and Christ a persecutor. All this I might 9roaching all the world, which is among the
say, and put you into no small heat and per- saints, _4th parentage of I know not what
turbation, so that you would be compelled to description, to whom you prove that they are
inquire, not into the complaints of those who like. Nor will it help you at all, even if you
suffer, but into the intention of those who are able to show that those who arc not of the
cause the suffering. But do not trouble your- same character take the holy sacraments in
self about this; I do not say this. But I do common with those who are. In the first
say that it has nothing to do with the seed of Iplace, because you ought yourselves to look
Abraham, which is in all nations, if anything Iat those with whom you celebrate those sacra-
has been done to you which ought not to have ments, to whom you give them, from whom
been done, perhaps by the chaff among the you receive them, and whom you would be
harvest of the Lord, which in spite of this is unwilling to have cast up against you as a
found among all nations. Do you therefore reproach. And again, il all those are the
render an account of your separation. But sons of Judas, who was the devil among the
first, consider what kind of men you have apostles, who imitate his deeds, why do we
among you, with whom you would not wish to not call those of the sons of the apostles
be reproached ; and see how unjustly you act,. who make such men partakers, not in their own
when you cast in our teeth the acts of other Ideeds' but in the sacraments of the Lord_
men, even if you proved what you assert, las the apostles partook of the supper of the
Therefore it will be found that there is no lLordincon_panywiththat traitor? and in this

ground for your separation, way they are very different from you, whoeast in the teeth of men who are striving for
CHAP. I I._2 5. PETILIANUS said: " Yet Ithe preservation of unity the very thing that

some will be found to say, We are not the you do to the rending asunder of unity.
sons of a traditar. Any one is the sou of that

PETILIANUS said: The
man whose deeds he imitates. For those are t CttAP. I2.--27. ' "
most assuredly sons, and at the same timeLord Jesus said to the Jews concerning Him-
bear a strong resemblance to their parents, self, 'If I do not the works of my Father,
who are born in the likeness of their parents, believe me not.' -4
not only as being of their flesh and blood, 28. AUGUST1N answered: I have already
but in respect of their characters and deeds." answered above, This is both true, and makes

26..AUGUSTIN answered : A little while ago for us against you.
you were saying nothing contrary to us, now
you even begin to say something in our favor. Cm_P. x3._29. PETILIANUS said: Over
For this proposition of yours binds you to as and over again He reproaches the false
much as this, that if you shall fail to-day to speakers and liars in such terms as these: ' Ye
convict us, with whom you are arguing, of are the children of the devil, for he also was a
being traditors and murderers, and any- slanderer from the beginning, and abode not
thing else with which you charge us, you will in the truth.'"
then be wholly powerless to hurt us by any 3o. AUGUSTIN answered: We are not wont
charge of the kind which you may prove to say, " He was a slanderer," but "He was a
against those who have gone before us. For murderer. ''5 But we ask how it was that the
we cannot be the sons of those to whose deeds devil was a murderer from the beginning; and
our actions bear no resemblance. And see to we find that he slew the first man, not by

what you have committed yourself. If you drawing a sword, nor by applying to him any
should be so successful as to convict some bodily violence, but by persuading him to

z I Cot. v. 5. 2 i Tim. i. 2o, 3 John ii. _5-';' 4 John x. 37. 5 John viii, 44-
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sin, and thus driving him from the hal)- proof. For indeed I do not even seek for
piness of Paradise. What, then, was Para- evidence from without to enable me to prove
dise is now represented by the Church. you vipers. For be well assured that this
Therefore those are the sons of the devil who very fact marks in you the nature of vipers,
slay men by withdrawing them from the that you have not in your mouth the founda-
Church. But as by the words of God we tion of truth, but the poison of slanderous
know what was the situation of Paradise, so abuse, as it is written, "The poison of asps
now by the words of Christ we have learned is under their hps."" And because this might
where the Church Is to be found: "Through- be said indlscriminately by any one against
out allnations,°'He says, "beginning atJeru- any one, as though it were asked, Under
salem." Whosoever, therefore, separates a whose lips? he immed|ately adds, "Their
man from that complete whole to place him mouth is full of cursing and bitterness."3
in any single part, is proved to be a son of When, therefore, you say such things as this
the devil and a murderer. But see, further, against men dispersed throughout the whole
what is the application of the expression which world, of whom you know nothing whatsoever,
you yourself employed in saying of the devil, and many of whom have never heard the
'_He was a slanderer, and abode not in the name either of C_ecihanus or of Donatus, and
truth." For you bring an accusation against when you do not hear them answering amid
the whole world on account of the sins of silence, Nothing of what you say has refer-
others, though even those others themselves ence to us; we never saw it; we never did it;
you were more able to accuse than to convict; we are totally at a loss to understand what
and you abode not in the truth of Christ. 'on are saymg,--seemgthat you desire noth-
:For He says that the Church is "throughout mg else than to say what you are entirely
all naUons, beginning at Jerusalem;" but powerless to prove, how can you help allow-
y¢ say that it is in the party of Donatus. ing that your mouth is full of cursing and bit-

terness ? See, therefore, whether you can
CHAP. x4.--3 t. PETILIANUS said: C'In the possibly show that you are not wpers,' unless

third place, also, He calls the madness of you show that all Christians throughout all
persecutors in like manner by this name, 'Ye nations of the world are tram'tots, and mur-
generation of vipers, how can ye escape the derers, and anything but Christians. Nay, in
damnation of hell ? Wherefore, behold, I very truth, even though you should be able
send unto you prophets, and wise men, and to know and set before us the lives and deeds
scribes; and some of them ye shall kill and of every individual man throughout the world,
crucify; and some of them shall ye scourge yet before you can do that, seeing that you
in your synagogues, and persecute them from act as you do without any consideration, your
city to city: that upon you may come all the mouth is that of a viper, your mouth is full of
righteous blood shed upon the earth, from the cursing and bitterness. Show to us now, if
blood of righteous Abel unto the blood of you can, what prophet, what wise man, what
Zacharias, son of Barachias, whom ye slew scribe we have slain, or crucified, or scourged
between the temple and the altar." Are they m our" synagogues. Look how much labor
then really the sons of vipers according to the you have expended without in any way being
flesh, and not rather serpents in mind, and able to prove that Donatus and Marculus s
three-tongued mahce, and deadliness of were prophets, or wise men, or scribes, be-
touch, and burning with the spirit of poison ? cause, in fact, they were nothing of the sort.
They have truly become vipers, who by their IBut even if you could prove as much as this,
bites have" vomited forth death against the what progress would you have made towards
innocent people." proving that they had been killed by us, when
th22. AuousTm answered: If I were to say even we ourselves did not so much as know

t this is said of men of character like unto them ? and how much less the whole world,
UrSelves, you would reply, "Prove it." whom you calumniate with poisonous mouth 76

t then, have you proved it ? Or if you Or whence will you be able to prove that we
think that it Is proved by the mere fact of have a spirit like that of those who murdered
its being uttered, there is no need to repeat them, when you actually cannot show that
the same words. Pronounce the same judg-

Ps. xiv. _ LXX, ep. Hieroa. 3 Ps. xiv. 6, LXX. cp. Hi_a.
ment against yourselves as coming from us to _i s_-d _aing _, "._,,,_ _,,,_."

,_.. 'See you not that I too have proved it, sThesebothwithmhersare c_aebrated In the martyrologyofthe Donatmts; see III1. Idas Martii Sermo de l'a_tone SS.
i_ this amounts to proof ? And yet I would D,,,_, a A,t,,,,,=a,_ 34o; P,,,_o M,,,._,,tl._:,,-aai, .oo_.
have you learn what is really meant by tia., ¢., _6 Mo..,_o i,_.,-:_¢,,., ,, .r_,,,,_i_i, p,.,, .W,,,-_katSe_xr (Dec. a_a. _¢S),and others. See Dx Pia Mm_u_
-: twtcra ad _aatistarwm tlutortam iK_rtiRe-=tia,ln ht_ _l_io_, O[

Optatu_
__ 's _. z'_b_ _3_ _See [miow, c. _, 46: and C_ Cecile, lIl. 4_ 54-
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they were murdered by any one at all ? Look out the world, all of which you endeavor to
carefully to all these points, see whether you destroy and render nought by contradicting
can prove any single one of them either abou' them ? But you are caught; for "their sound
the whole world, or to the satisfaction of th_ is gone out into all lands, and their worth to
whole world,_in your persevering calumnie_ the end of the world." s I will, however, ad.
against which you show that the charges are vance this one saying from the mouth of the
true in you, which you falsely propagate Lord, who is the Witness of _5tner_es' *'Ati
against the world, things must be fulfilled," He says, "which

33- Further, even if we should desire to were written in the law of Moses, and in the
prove you to be slayers of the prophets, it prophets, and in the Psalms, concerningrae."
would be too long a task to collect the evi- And what these were let us hear from Him-
dence through all the several instances of the self: "Then opened He their understarMiagt
slaughter which your infuriated leaders of the that they might understand the Scriptures,
Circumcelhones, and the actual crowd of men and saxd unto them, Thus it is written, and
inflamed by wme and madness, not only have thus It behoved Christ to suffer, and to rise
committed since the beginning of your schism, from the dead the third day: and that repent-
but even continue to commit at the present ance and remission of sins should be preached
time. To take the case nearest at hand. in His name among all nations, beginning at
Let the divine utterances be produced, which Jernsalem." 6 See what it is that is written in
are commonly in the hands of both of us. the law of Moses, and in the prophets, and in
Let us consider those to be murderers of tile the Psalms, concerning the Lord. See what
prophets whom we find contradmtmg the the Lord Himself revealed about Himself and
words of the prophets. What more ]earned about the Church, making Himself manifest,
definition could be given > What could admit uttering promises about the Church. But for
of speedier proof? You would beactmg less you, see that you resist such manifest proofs
cruelly In pmrcmg the bodies of the prophets as these, and as you cannot destroy them_
with a sword, than in endeavoring to destroy endeavor to pervert them, what would you do,
the words of the prophets with your t6ngue. _f you were to come across the bodies of the
The prophet says, "All the ends of the world prophets, when you rage so madly against the
shall remember and turn unto the Lord."' utterances of the prophets, as not even to
Behold and see how this is being done, how hearken to the ].ord when He is fulfilling, and
it is being fulfilled. But you not only clo_e making manifest, and expounding the pro.
3"our ears In disbelief against what is stud, but phets ? For do you not, to the utmost of
you even thrust out your tongues in madness your power, strive to slay the Lord Himself,
to speak agamst what is already being done. since even to Himself you will not yield ?
Abraham heard the promise, "In thy seed
shall all the nations of the earth be blessed," _ CHAP. X5._34. PETILIANVS said: "David
and "he believed, and it was counted unto also spoke of you as persecutors in the fol-
him for righteousness." 3 You see the fact lowing terms: ' Their throat is an open
accomplished, and you cry out against it; and sepulchre; with their tongues have they de-
you will not that it should be counted unto ceived; the poison of asps is under their lipe.
you for unrighteousness, as it fairly would be Their mouth is full of cursing and bitterness;
counted, even if your refusal to believe was their feet are swift to shed blood. Destruc-
not on the accomplishment, but only on the tion and unhappiness is in their ways, and the
utterance of the prophecy. Nay, not only t way of peace have they not known: there hi
are you not willing that it should be counted ] no fear of God before their eyes. Have all
unto you for unrighteousness, but even what I the workers of wickedness no knowledge, who
you suffer as the punishment of this impiety t eat up my people as they eat bread? ' Y
you would fain have counted unto you for t 35. Auc,_sTi._ answered: Their throat is at
righteousness. Or if your conduct is not a i open sepulchre, whence they breathe out
persecution of the prophets, because your in- _death by lies. For "the mouth that belieth
strument is not the sword but the tongue, s|ayeth the soul." 8 But if nothing is more
what was the reason of its being said under true than that which Christ saidj that His
divine inspiration, "The sons of men, whose Church should be throughout all n_m_iotw_
teeth are spears and arrows, and their tongue beginning at Jerusalem, then there is nothing
a sharp sword"? 4 But what time would suffice more false than that which you say, that it ill .
me to collect from all the prophets all the in the party of Donatus. But the tongtu_
testimonies to the Church dispersed through- _ps._0_._. _Lukexxiv.,4_7.
-- _ 7 p_. xiv. 5.8, cp, LXX. and Hieron., the lut vett ratty betaffkt

* P_ xxii. _,. _ Gen. xxl! 1_ the Hebrew. ,.
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which have deceived are the tongues of those schism, which you will deny, but which I will
who, whilst they are acquainted with their straightway go on to prove; for, as a matter
own deeds, not only say that they are just of fact, you do not communicate with all the
men, but that they are justifiers of men, which nations of the earth, nor with those Churches
is said of One only *'that justtfieth the un- which were founded by the labor of the apos-
godly,"" and that because "He is just and the tles. Hereupon you wllI say, "I do not
justifier." _ As regards the poison of asps, communicate with tradilars and murderers."
and the mouth full of cursing and bitterness, The seed of Abraham answers you, "These
we have said enough already. But you have are those charges which you made, which are
yourselves said that the followers of Mail- either not true, or have no reference to me.'"
mianus Jaad feet swift to shed blood, as is But these I set aside for tile present; do you
testified by the sentence of your plenary meanwhile show me the Church. Now that
Council, so often quoted in the records of voice will sound in my ears which the Lord
the proconsular province and of the state, showed was to be avoided in the false prophets
But they, so far as we hear, never killed any who made a show of their several parties,
one in the body. You evidently, therefore, and strove to estrange men from the Cathohc
understood that the blood of the soul was shed Church, " Lo, here is Christ, or there." But
in spiritual murder by the sword of schism, do you think that the true sheep of Christ are.
which you condemned in Maximmnus. See so utterly destitute of sense, who are told,
then if your feet are not swift to shed blood, "' Believe it not," s that they will hearken to
when you cut off men from the unity of the the wolf when he says, " Lo, here is Christ,"
whole world, if you were right in saying it of and will not hearken to the Shepherd when
the followers of Maximianus, because they cut He says, "Throughout all nations, beginning
off some from the party of Donatus. Are we at Jerusalem ?"
again without the knowledge'of the way of
peace, who study to preserve the unity of CHAP. 17.--38. PETILIANU$ said: " Thus,
the Spirit in the bond of peace ? and yet do thus, thou wicked persecutor, under whatso-
you possess that knowledge, who resist the ever cloak of righteousness thou hast con-
discourse which Christ held with His disciples cealed thyself, under whatsoever name of
after His resurrection, of so peaceful a nature peace thou wagest war with kisses, under
that He began It with the greeting, "Peace be whatsoever title of umty thou endeavorest to
unto you;"_ and that so strenuously that you ensnare the race of men--thou, who up to this
are proved to be saying nothing less to Him time art cheating and deceiving, thou art the
than this, " What Thou saidst of the unity of true son of the devil, showing thy parentage
all nations is false; what we say of the offense by thy character."
of all nations is true "? Who would say such 39. Auc, usTi.'_" answered" Consider in repIy
things as this if they had the fear of God that these things have been sald by us against
before their eyes ? See, therefore, if in daily you; and that you may know to which of us
saying things like this you are not trying to they are more apppropriate, call to mind what
destroy the people of God dispersed through- I have said before.
out the world, eating them up as xt were
bread. CHAP. 18.--40. PETILIA,X'USsaid: "Nor is

it, after all, so strange that you assume to
CHAP. 16.--36. PETILIANUS said: " The yourself the name of bishop wlt'hout authority.

Lord Christ also warns us, saying, ' Beware This is the true custom of the devil, to choose
of false prophets, which come unto you in in preference a mode of deceiving by which
sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are raven- he usurps to himself a word of holy meaning,
ing wolves; and ye shall not know them by asthe apostle declares to us: 'And no marvel,"
their fruits.' "* he says: ' for Satan himself is transformed

37. AUGITSTI.'vanswered: If I were to in- into an angel of light. Therefore it is no
quire of you by what fruits you know us to great thing if his ministers also be trans-
be ravening wolves, you are sure to answer formed as the ministers of righteousness. 's
by charging us with the sins of other men, Nor is it therefore a marvel if you falsely call
and these such as were never proved against yourself a bishop. For even those fallen
those who are said to have been guilty of angels, lovers of the maidens of the world,
them. But if you should ask of me by what who were corrupted by the corruption of their
fruits we know you rather to be ravening flesh, though, from having stripped them-
wolves, I bring against you the charge of selves of divine excellence, they have ceased

z Rom. iv. 5. _ Nora lit 26.
3 John xx. _9_ :zz. 4 Matt vn. _5, x6 ._.X_att. xxlv. _3 6 2 Cor. It. x4, x5.
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to be angels, yet retain the name of angels. _:either side against tile other, what is required
and always esteem themselves as angels, its a certain degree of proof, and not mere

though: be!ng released from the servme of Iempty words. But if you would see to which
God, they nave passed from the likeness of Iof us the charge of falseness more truly ap-
their character into the army of the devil, as. plies, recall to mind what we have said before,
the great God declares, ' My spirit shall not:and you will see it there set fortt b that we
always strive with man, for that he also is:may not become tedious to our readers by
flesh. 'z To those gmlty ones and to you the rep'eatmg the same thing over and over again.
Lord Christ will say, "Depart from me, re And vet how is the Cimrch thspersed through-
cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for ti_e out tl_e uortd affected either by what you may
devil and his angels. "-_ If there were no evd have found to say about its chaff, which ts
angels, the devil would have no angels; of mixed with it throughout the whole world; or
whom the apostle says. that m the judgment by what you said of Mamch_us and the other
of the resurrection they shall be condemned tlevlhsil sects ? For if the wheat Is not afo
by the saints: ' Know ve not,' says he, ' that fected by anything whmh is said even about
we shall judge angels i'_ If thcv were true the ctlall whmh Is still mingled with it, how
angels, men would not have authority to ]u(tge lnuch less are the members of Christ dis-
the angels of God. So too tiu_>e sixty apob-:persed throughout the whole world affected
ties, wno, when the twelve _ere left alone by monstrosmes _ which have been so long •
w_th the Lord Christ, dep_rted m apostasy iand so openly separated from it?_
from the faith, are so far yet cons_deredl
among wretched men to be apostles, that from i CH._P. 19.--42. PF'IILTA.N'I;q said: "The
then: Mamchaeus anti the rest entangle many' Lord lesus Christ commands us, saying,
souls m many dewhsh sects which they de-I, When" they persecute you m this city, flee
stroyed* that they mNl_t take t'mm in their !,ye into another; and if they persecute you in
snares. Forindeed the fallen Mamchxus, if that, flee vet imo a tlurd; for verily I say

fallen he was, is not to be reckoned among luuto you, ye shall not t_ave gone over the
those sixty, if it be that we can find his uame, crees of Israel, t:ll the Son of man be come. ''_
as an apostle among the twt-lve, or if he was. If tte glvcs us tins warning m the case of
ordained by the vome of C.mst wilen Matthlas iJews and pagans, you who call yourself a
was elected into the placeot the traitor Judas, !Christina ought not to _m_tate the dreadful
or another thirteenth hke Paul, who calls'deeds of the Gentiles. Or do you serve God
h_mself the last s of the apostles, expressly}in such w_se that we should be murdered at
that any one who wa_ later than himself might iyour hands ? You do err, you do err, ff you
not be held to be an apostle For these are, are wretched enough to entertain such a belief
h_s words: ' For I am t']e last of the apostles, ias th_s. For (;od does not have butchers for
that am not meet to be called an apostle, be- His priests."
cause I persecuted the Churci_ of (;od. '_', 43- Aw,_'slty answered: To flee from one
And do not flatter yourselves m th_: lae was state to anoti]er from the face of persecution
a Jew that had done this. You too, as Gen- has not been enjoined as precept or per-
tiles, may work destruction upon u_. For you l mission on heretics or schismatlcs, such as
carry on war without hcense, against whom you are; but _t was enjoined on the preachers
we may not fight in turn. For vou desire to iof the gospel, whom you resist. And this
hvewhen you have murdered us( but our vie-i we may easily prove in this wise: you are
tory as either to escape or to be slam." !now m your own c:tles, and no man perse-

4L At;_,uSTIX answered: See how you]cures you. You must therefore come forth,
have quoted the testimony of holy Scripture, :and give an account of your separation, For
or how you have understood it, when it has it cannot be maintained that, as the weakness
no bearing at all upon the present point at of the flesh is excused when it yields before
issue. For all that you have brought forward lthe violence of persecution, so truth also
was simply said to prove that there are false l ought to y_eld to falsehood. Furthermore,
bishops, lust as there are false angels and]if you are suffering persecution, why do you
false apostles. Now we too know qmte well. not retire from the cities in which you are,
that there are false angels and false apostles, i that you may fulfill the instructions which you
and false bishops, and, as the true apostle ! quote out of the gospel ? But if you are not
says, false brethren also;_ but, seeing that I suffering persecution, why are you unwilling
charges such as yours may be brought by lto reply to us? Or if the fact be that you

Cyen vi. 3- ¢ I_Iatt. xxv 4z 3 t Cor w 3, _- Portenta
a"Perdiderunt,"whichtheBened_etmesthmkmaybe_c"n- _ I)o an to th_s pMnt A u_ustln had alreacty arlf.t_ered Petlhlmull

full$_n for "l_erzerunf.'" tn the ]:*l_t [ks,,k, a_ he _ays himself below, lIl. 5o, 6x
_or:il_tmga. 6 _rCor Xv. 9 7 2 Cot. xl 26. xc .M_tt. x. 23.
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are afraid lest, when you should have made [ He was tben called Saul, that he might after-
reply, you then should suffer persecution, m lwards receive his true name In baptism. But
that ca_e how are you following the example lfor you it is not hard so often to persecute
of those preachers to whom it was said, " Be-i Christ m the persons of His priests, though
hold, I send you forth as sheep m the midst, the Lord Himself cries out, ' Touch not mine
of wolves ?" To whom it was also further anointed.' 7 Reckon up all the deaths of the
said, " Fear not them which kill the body, isamts, and sooften have you murdered Christ,
but are not able to kill the soul."' And how. who lives in each of them. 8 Lastly, if you
do you escape the charge of acting contrary Eare not guilty of sacrilege, then a saint cannot
to the injunction of the Apostle Peter, _i_o I be a murderer."
says, " Be ready always to give an answer to l 45. AUGUSTIN answered: Defend your-
every man that asketh you a reason of the Jselves from the charge of the persecution
faith and hope that is in you _" _ And, lastly, i which those men suffered at the hands of
wherefore are you ever eager to annoy the lyour party who separated themselves from
Catholic Churches by the most violent dis-.you w_th the followers of Maximianus, and
turbances, whenever it is in your power, as is; therein you will find our defence. For if you
proved by innumerable instances of simple say that you committed no such deeds, we
fact? But you say that you must defend simply read to you the records of the pro-

. your places, and that you resist with cudgels consular province and the state, if you say
and massacres and with whatever else you that you were right in persecuting them, why
can Wherefore in such a case did you not are you unwllhng to suffer the like your-
hearken to the voice of the Lord, when He selves _ If you say, " But we caused no
says, " But I say unto you, that ye resist not schism," then let thls be Inquired into, and,
evil " 73 Or, allowing that it is possible that till It _s decided whether it be so or not, let
in some cases it should be right for violent no one make accusation against persecutors.
men to be resisted by bodily force, and that If you say that even schismatms ought not to
it does not violate the precept which we re-have suffered persecution, I ask whether it is
ceive from the Lord, " But I say unto you, also the case that they ought not to have been
that ye resist not evil," why may it not also driven out of the basilicas, in which they lay
be that a pmus man should eject an impious snares for the leading astray of the weak,
man, or a just man him that is unjust, in the even though it were done by duly constituted

exercise of duly and lawfully constituted au- I authormes ? If you say that this also should
thonty, from seats which are unlawfully i not have been done, first restore the basilicas
usurped, or retmned to the despite of God _ to the followers of Maximmnus, and then dis-

For you would not say that the false prophets cuss the point wlth us. If you say that it
suffered persecution at the hands of Elijah, ,was right, then see what they ought to suffer
in the same sense that Elijah suffered perse- at the hands of duly conmtuted authority,
cution from the wickedest of kings?* Or who, in resisting it, "resist the ordinance of
that because the Lord was scourged by His God." Wherefore the apostle expressly says,
persecutors, therefore those whom He Him- " For he beareth not the sword m vain: for
self drove out of the temple with scourges are he is the minister of God, a revenger to exe-
to be put in comparison with His suftermgs_ cute wrath on him that doeth evll."_ But
It remains, therefore, that we should acknowl- even if this had been discovered after the

edge that there is no other question requiring truth had been searched out with all diligence,
solution, except whether you have been pious that not even after public trial ought schls-
or impious m separating yourselves from the matics to undergo any punishment, or be
communion of the whole world. For ff Itldriven from the posmons which they have
shall be found that yon have acted Impiously, _1occupied, for their treachery and deceit; and
you would not be surprised if there should be Itf you should say that you are vexed that the
no lack of mimsters of God by whom you [ followers of Maxlmianus should have suffered
might be scourged, seeing that you ,uffer per- I such conduct at the hands of some of you,--
secution not from us, but as it is written, why does not the wheat of the Lord cry out
from taelr own abominations, s ]with the more freedom from the whole'field

!of the Lord, that is, from the world, and say,
CHAP. 2o._44. PETILIANU'S said: " The; Neither are we at all affected by what the

Lord Christ cries agam from heaven to Paul, It tares and the chaff amongst us do, seeing that
Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou me ? It is ] It is contrary to our wish ? If you confess

hard for thee to kick against the pncks.'6!that it is sufficient to clear you of responst-
I

x Matt, x _6_._8 2 z Pet. m i5. 3 Matt. v 39.
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bfiity, that all the evil that is done I)_, men oi CHAr "I _ "X ------- -_'i_• • : I • -:-47. VETn.IA:I'S said: Ac-
your party is clone m opposmon to vour lcordinglv, as we have said, the Lord Christ
rashes, why then have you separated v'our- ]cried, ' Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou me ?
selves _ For if your reason for not separattng lIt is hard tor thee to kick against the pricks.
from the unnghteous among the party of iAnd he ._ald, Who art Thou, Lord ? And tile
Donatus is that each man bears tats own bur-Lo_d s.ud, I am Chrtst of Nazareth, whom
den, why have you separated yourselves from _thou perseeutest. And he, trembling and as-
those throughout the world wiaonl you think, tomshed, stud, Lord, what wilt Thou have me
or profess to think, to be unrighteous? Is It to do? And the Lord said unto him) Arise,
that you might all share equally m bearing and go into the c ty, and it shall be told thee
the burden of schism _ !what thou must do.' And so presently it

46. And when we ask of you whmh of your goes on, ' But Saul arose from the eartt_; and
party you can prove to have been slam by us, ' when Ins eyes were opened, he saw no man,'
I indeed can remember no law _ssued by the See here how bhndl_ess, coming m punish-
emperors to the effect mat .YOUshould be pul ment of madness, obscures the hght m the
to death. Those indeed whose deatl_ you c)cs of the persecutor, not to be again ex-
quote most frequently to bring us into odmm, petled except by bal_ttsm ! Let us see, there-
Marculus and Donatus, present a great ques- fore, what he did m the city. 'Ananias,' it
tmn,--whether they threw themselves down a ts stud, ' entered into the house to Saul, and
prec_pme, as your teaching does not hesitate putting Ins hands on Into, said, Brother Saul,
to encourage by examples of daily occurreuce, the Lord, even Jesus, that appeared unto
or whether they were thrown _lown hy the thee m the _ay as thotl tamest, hath sent
true command of some authority. For if tt me, that thou m3gntest receive thy sight, and
is a thing incredible that tiae leaders of the be filled with the Holy Ghost And imme.,
Clrcumcelhones should have wrought upon dmtely there fell from his eyes as it had been
themselves a death in accordance w_th thetr,scah:s; anti he received sight forthw,th, and
custom, how much more mcredfl)le it is that ' arose, anti was baptized " Seeing therefore
the Roman authontms should have been able,that l'aul, 1,emg freed hy baptism from the
to condemn them to a pumshment at variance i offense of perst'_ utmn, received again his eye-
with custom! Accordmgly, m considering{ sight freed from guilt, why w_ll not you, a
tins matter, which you think excessive m _ts persecutor and t,'a,ht,,,, bhnded by false bap-
hatefulness, supposing what you say ts true,, tlsm be ba-tized by those whom you perse-
what ts there in tt which bears upon the Lord's !cute ?"
wheat _ Let the chaff whmh flew away outside ] 48 AVt;VSTIN answered: _,*ou do not prove
accuse the chaff winch yet remained wlthm;Ithat I, wh()m you wtsli to lmfmze afresh, am
for it is not possible that It should all belmther a per._ecutor or a lradtlar. And if you
separated till the winnowing at the last day ',prove flus charge against any one, yet the
But if what you say _s false, what wonder J., Jpersecutor and tradtlar is not to be baptized
it if, when the chaff is earned away as tt were afresh, if he had been baptized already with
by a hght blast of dlssensmn, it even attacks the baptism of ('trust. Igor t ,e reason why
the wheat of the Lord w_th false accusatmns _ _t was nece._sary that Paul should be baptized
Wherefore, on the consideration of all such was that he had never been washed in any
odious accusations, the wheat of Christ, whtch baptism of the kind. Therefore what you
is ordered to grow together w_th the tares have chosen to insert about Paul has no point
throughout the field, that _s, throughout the of resemblance with the case which you are
whole world, makes this answer to you w)th arguing w_th us. But ff you had not inserted
a free and fearless voice: If you cannot prove th_s, you would have found no place for your
what you say, it has no apphcatmn to any ch_td_sh declamatmn, " See how blindness
one; and if you prove it, at yet does not apply comes m pumshment of madness, not to be
to me. The result of which is, that whoso- again expelled except by baptism!" For
ever has separated himself from the umty of w_th how much more force might one exclaim
the wheat on account of the offenses charge- against you, See how blindness comes in

able against the tares, or against the chaff, _s pumshment of madness, which, finding its
unable to defend h_mself from the charge of simditude in Simon, not in Paul, is not ex-
murder whmh is involved m the mere offense petled from you even when you have received
of dissensmn and schism, as the Scripture baptism ? For if persecutors ought to be
says, "Whoso hateth his brother is a mur- batp_zed by those whom they persecute, then
derer." • let Primianus be baptized b), the followers of

x John iu. x5. a Act_x 4-x8
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Maximianus, whom hc persecutedwith the not a very difficultmatter that you should
utmosteagerness, understandand see thatthe Lord did not say

inthepresenceofJudas,Ye arc notyetclean,
CHAP. 22.--49.PETILIANUS said:" Itmay but " Now arc )reclean." He added, how-

be urged thatChristsaid to His apostles,as ever,"But not all,"becausethere was one
you are constantlyquoting againstus, 'He therewho was not clean;yet ifhe had been
thatiswashed needeth not save to wash his pollutingthe othersby hispresence,itwould
feet,but isclean every whit.' Now ifyou not have been declaredtothem, '°Now areye
discussthose words in allthelrfullness,you clean,"but,as I saidbefore,Yc are not yet
arebound by what Immediatelyfollows. For clean. But, afterJudas had gone out, Hc
thisiswhat He said,in His very words: 'Hc sa_dto them, " Now are ye clean,"and did
that iswashed needcth not save to wash his not add the words, But not all,because hc

feet,but is clean every whit: and ye are had now departedinwhose presence indeed,
clean,but not all. But thishe sa_d on ac-lashad been saidto them, they were already
count of Judas, who should betray Hzm; clean, but not all,because there was one
thereforesaid He, Ye are not all clean."Ithcrcunclean. Wherefore inthesewords the
Whosoever, therefore,has incurredthe guiltLord ratherdeclaredthatinthe one company
of treason,has forfeited,likeyou, h_s hap- of men receivingthe same sacraments,the
tism. Again,afterthatthebetrayerofChrist uncleannessof some members cannot hurt
had hlmselfbccn condemned, He thus more the clean. Certainly,ifyou thinkthatthere
fullyconfirmedHis words tothe elevenapos- arcamong us men hke Judas,you might ap-
tles:'Now are ye clean through the word plyto us the words, "Ye arc clean,but not
which I have spoken unto you. Abide m all." But th_s_snot what you say; but you
me, and I in you.'_ And again He said to say that because of the presence of some
these same eleven,'Peace I leave with you_ who areunclean,thereforewe areallunclean.
my peace I give unto you.'3 Seeing,then, This the Lord d,d not say tothe &sciplesin
that these things were said to the clcvcn the presenceof Judas,and thereforewhoever
apostles,when the traitor,as we have seen, saysthlshas not learnedfrom the good Mas-
had been condemned, you likcwlse,beingiterwhat Hc says.
tradltors,are similarlywithout both peace{
and baptism." CHAP. 23.--5I. PETILIANU$ said: " But if

50. AUGUSTIN answered: If therefore every[ you say that we give baptism twice over, truly
trad[tor has forfetted his baptism, it will fol* it is rather you who do this, who slay men
low that every one who, having been baptized who have been baptized; and this we do not
by you, has afterwards become a tradztor, say because you baptize them, but because
ought to be baptized afresh. And if you do you cause each one of them, by the act of
not do this, you yourselves sufficiently prove slaying him, to be baptized in his own blood.
the falseness of the saying, "Whosoever For the baptism of water or of the Spirit is as
therefore has incurred the guilt of treason, it were doubled when the blood of the martyr
has forfeited, like you, his baptism." For if is wrung from him. And so our Saviour also
he has forfeited it, let him return and receive Himself, after being baptized in the first in-
it again; but if he returns and does not re- stance by John, declared that He must be
ceive it, it is clear that he had not forfeited it. baptized again, not this time with water nor
Again, if the reason why it was said to the with the Spirit, but with the baptism of blood,
apostles, "Now are ye clean," and " My the cross of suffering, as it is written, ' Two
peace I give unto you," was that the traitor disciples, the sons of Zebedee, came unto
had already left the room, then was not that H_m, saying, Lord, when thou comest into thy
supper of so great a sacrament clean and able kingdom grant that we may sit, one on Thy
tO give peace, which He distributed to all right hand, and the other on Thy left hand.
before his going out ? And if you venture to But Jesus said unto them, Ye ask a difficult
say this with your eyes closed against the thing: can ye drink of thecup that I drink of,
truth, what can we do save exclaim the more, and be baptized with the baptism that I am
See how blindness comes in punishment of baptized with ? They said unto Him, We are
the madness of those who wish to be, as the able. And He said unto them, Ye can indeed
apostle says, "teachers of the law, under-drink of the cup that I drink of; and with the
standing neither what they say, nor whereof baptism that I am baptized withal shall ye be
they affirm ? "* And yet, unless blindness baptized,' 5 and so forth. If these are two
came in the wa_ of their pertinacity, it was!baptisms, you commend us by your malice,

z John xifi. :o,:lz. _ John xv 3, 4-3 John x_v. 27. 4 z Tim. L . 5 Mark x, 35-39.
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we must needs confess. For when you kill iowners. 1 should seem to be saying all this
our bodies, then we do celebrate a second Iout of the invention of my own head, if it
baptism; but it is that we are baptized with twere not suf_ctently obvious of whom I speak
our baptism and with blood, like Christ. fwlthout the mention of his name." And if

Blush, blush, ye persecutors. Ye make mar- _all this ts undoubtedly true, then just as you
tyrs like unto Christ, who are sprinkled with 11are not concerned with tins, so neither are we
the baptism of blood after the water of the concerned with anything you say, even though
genuine baptism." it were true. But if that colleague of yours,

52. AUGUSTIN answered: In the first place, ibeing really a just anti innocent man, is ma.
we reply without delay that we do not kill you, hgned by a lying tale, then should we also
but you kill yourselves by a true death, _'hen learn in no way to give credit to reports_ which
you cut yourselves off from the living root of have been spread abroad of innocent men, as
unity. In the next place, if all who are killed though they had delivered up the sacred
are baptized in their own blood, then all rob- books, or murdered any of their fellow.men.
bets. all unrighteous, impious, accursed men, To this we may add, that I refer to a man
who are put to death by the sentence of the who lwed with you, whose birthday you were

taw, are to be considered martyrs, because _ont to celchratc with such large assemblies_
they are baptized in their own blood. But _f Iwith whom you joined in the kiss of peace in
only those are baptized in their own blood tlle sacrament._, in whose hands you placed
who are put to death for righteousness sake, the Eucharist, to whom in turn you extended
since theirs is the kingdom of heaven,' you your hands to receive it from his ministering,
have already seen that the first question is whose ear._, when they were deaf amid the
why you suffer, and only after_ards should igroanmgs ot all Africa, you durst not offend
we ask what you suffer. Why therefore do lby free speech; for paying to whom, even in-
you puff out your cheeks before you have directly, a most witty compliment, by saying
shown the righteousness of your deeds ? Why, that m the Count * he had a god for his corn-
does your tongue resound before your charac- ] tmnion, some one of your party was extolled
ter is approved ? If you have made a schism, i to the skies. But you reproach us with the
you are impious; if you are impious, you die deeds of men with whom we never lived,
as one gmlty of sacrilege, when you are pun- whose faces we never saw, in whose lifetime
1shed for impiety; if you die as one guilty of I we were either boys, or perhaps as yet not
sacrilege, how are you baptized m 3"our blood > even born. What is the meamng, tt_en_ of
Or do you say, I have not made a schism _! your great unfairness and perversity, that you

• • • r I

Let us then mqmre into this. _ hy do you should wish to impose on us the burdens of
make an outcry before you prove your case > those whom we never knew, whdst you will

53 Or do you say, Even if I am guilty of liot bear the burdens of your friends ? Tile
cr _ I '

sacrdeoe, I ought not to be slain by you It I d_vme Scriptures exclaim: "When thou sawest
is one uestion as to the enormity of my ac-_a thief, then thou consentedst with him."

Y Y • , ..-
killed you, nor do you prove that you are] consent with him, because h_s deeds were dis-
killed by any one. Nor even _f you were to pleasing to me? But, at any rate, you went

prove it would it in any way affect me, who- 1up to the altar of God with him. Come now,
ever it was that killed you, whether he did it tf you _ould defend yourself, make a distino-
justly in vi_ue of power lawfully given by the I lion between your two positions, and say that
Lord, or committed the crime of murder, like it is one thing to consent together for sin, as
the chaff of the Lord's harvest, through some the two elders consented together when they
evil desire; just as you are art no way con- tafd a plot against the chastity of Susannah,
cerned with him who in recent times, with an [and another thing to receive the sacrament
intolerable tyranny, attended even by acom- of the Lord in company with a thief, as the
puny of soldiers, not because he feared any]apostles received even that first supper in
one, but that he might be feared by all, op- !company with Judas. I am all in favor of
pressed widows, destroyed pupils, betrayed iyour defense. But why do you not consider
the patrimonies of other men, annulled the I how much more easily, in the course of your
mari'iages of other men, contrived the sale of
the property of the innocent, divided the price _ o .j:_a.tits Gildottla_sisthepersontowhomherefel_.
of the property when sold with its mourning *JGtldo, from tmbser-vtet_e to whom Optatus received the natne_tldontanu_ was *' Comet Africte." _I he play oa the meaniuf#

of '" Come_, ' in the expre_on " ¢uad Caraitem hal_rtt Dc_m_"
tt incapable of dtrect tr-_lation. Cp, 37, 85; _o3, _37.

• Matt. v _a 4 Ps. L iS.
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defense, you have acquitted all the nations that you reproach us with in these men. But
and boundaries of tne earth, throughout if you say, Because you disapproved of it,
which the inheritance of Christ is dispersed ? they answer you witia the same voice, A1-
For if it was possible for you to see a thief, though you have never proved the truth of
and to share the sacraments with the thief what you say, yet acts like these are wewed
whom you saw, and yet not to share hm sin, by us with disapproval. But if you say, Lo,
how much less was it possible for the remotest Optatus, whom I knew, made me a thief be-
nations of the earth to have anything m com- cause he .was my colleague, and I was in the
mon with the sins of African lradilors and i habit of going to the altar with him when he
persecutors, supposing your charges and as- ] committed those deeds; but I do not greatly
sertions to be true, even though they held the I heed it, because the fault was trtvial, but your
sacraments in common with them ? Or do lparty made you a traditor and a murderer,--I
you say, I saw in him the bmhop; I d_d not ] answer that I do not allow that I too am made
see in him the thief ? Say what you wdl. I [ a fraditor and a murderer by the sins of other
allow this defense also, and m this the world men, just because you confess that you are
is acquitted of the charges whmh you brought made a thief by the sin of another man; for
against it. For if it was permitted you to _t must be remembered that you are proved a
ignore the character of a man whom you thief, not by our judgment, but by your own
knew, why is the whole world not allowed to confession. For we say that every man must
be ignorant of those it never knew, unless, bear h_s own burden, as the apostle is our
indeed, the Donausts are allowed to be ig- witness.' But you, of your own accord, have
norant of what they do not wish to know, taken the burden of Optatus on your own
while the nattons of the earth may not be shoulders, not because you committed the
ignorant of what they cannot know ? theft, or consented to it, but because you de-

" 54- Or do you say, Theft as one thing, de- clared your conviction that what another did
livery of the sacred books or persecutton is applied to you. For, as the apostle says,
anotner? I grant there is a difference, nor is when speaking of food, "I know, and am
it worth while now to show wherein that dif- persuaded by the Lord Jesus, that there is
ference consists. But listen to the summary nothing unclean of itself: but to him that es-
of the argument. If he could not make you teemeth anything to be unclean, to him it is
a thief, because his thieving was displeasing unclean;"_ by the same rule, it may be said
in your sight, who can make men tradilors or that the sins of others cannot implicate those
murderers to whom such treachery or murder who disapprove of them; but if any one
is abhorrent ? First, then, confess that you thinks that they affect h_m, then he is affected
share in all the evd of Optatus, whom you by them. Wherefore you do not convict us
knew, and even so reproach me with any evil of being ¢rack'Cors or murderers, even though
which was found in those whom I knew not you were to prove something of the sort
And do not say to me, But my charges are against those who share the sacraments with
serious, yours but trifling. You must first us; but the guilt'of theft is fastened on you,
acknowledge them, however trifling they may even if you disapprove of everything that
be in your case, not before I on my side con- Optatus did, not m virtue of our accusatmn,
fess the charges against me, but before I can but by your own decision. And that you may
allow you to say these serious things about not think this a trivial fault, read what the
me at all. Did Optatus, whom you knew, apostle says, "Nor shall thieves inherit the
make you a thief by being your colleague, or kingdom of God." 3 But those who shall not
not ? Answer me one or the other. If you inherit the kingdom of God will certainly not
say he did not, I ask why he did not,--be- be on H_s right hand among those whom it
cause he was not a thief himself? or because shall be said, "Come, ye blessed of my
you do not know it ? or because you disap- Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you
prove of it ? If you say, Because he himself from the foundation of the world.' If they
was not a thief, much more ought we not to are not there, where will they be except on
believe that those with whom you reproach us the left hand ? Therefore among those to
were of such a character as you assert. For whom it shall be said, "Depart from me, ye
if .we must not believe of Optatus what both cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for the
Christians and pagans and Jews, ay, and devil and his angels. ''4 In vain, therefore,
what both our party and yours assert, how do yon indulge in your security, thinking it a
fiauch tess should we believe what you assert trivial fault which separates you from the
of any one ? But if you say, Because you do kingdom of God, and sends you into everlast-
not know it, all the nations of the earth an- _ ....

x Gal. vi. 5, 2 Rom. xlv. _4.
swer you, Much more dowe not know of all _cor._i.,.. _M_tt L_,._4,.
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ing fire. How much better will you do to you do not convict us of guilt. And if a
betake yourself to true confusion, saying, guilty man baptizes with a false haptism_ then
Every one of us shall bear his own burden, none of those have true baptism who are bap-
and the winnowing fan at the last day shall tized by men m your party, that are, I do
separate the chaff from the wheat ! not say openly, but even secretly guilty. For

55- But it is evident that you are afraid of tf he who gives baptism gives something that
ats being forthwtth said to you, " Why then, as God's, if he is already guilty in the sight
whilst you attempt to place on some men's of God, how can he be trying something that
backs the burdens of thetr neighbors, have is God's if a gudty man cannot give true Imp.
you dared to separate yourselves from the t_sm ? But in reality you wait till he is guilty
Lord's corn, dispersed throughout the world, in your stght as well, as though what he pro.
before the winnowing at the last day ? " Ac- poses to confer were something that belonged
cordingly, you who disapprove of the deeds to you.
of your party, whilst you are taking precau-
t'orfs against being charged with the schism Cl_ap. --6.--6o PETILIANU._said: " For if
which you all have made, are revolving your- you m_x what _s false wtth what is true, false-
selves also in their sins whmh you dad not i_ood often tmttates the truth by treading in
commit; and while the shrewd Petdtanus _s _ts steps. Just m the same way a picture
afraLd of mv being able to say that am I not tm_tates the true man of nature, depicting
such as he thinks C_ecilianus was, he lsi w_th Its colors the false resemblance of truth.
obliged to confess that he htmself _s such as And in the same way, too, the brdhancy of
he knows Optatus to have been. Or are you a marror catches the countenance, so as to
not such as the common voice of Africa pro- represent the eves of h,m who gazes on it.
claims h_m to have been ? Then neither are In this way it presents to each comer his own
we such as those with wiaom you reproach us countenance, so that the very features of the
are either suspected to have been by your comer meet themselves m turn; and of such
mistake, or calumniously asserted to have wrtue is the falsehood of a clear mirror, that
been by your madness, or proved to have the very eyes which see themselves recognize
been by the truth. Much less is the wheat themselves as though in some one else. And
of the Lord in all the nations of the earth of leven when a shadow stands before it, it
such a character, seeing that at never heard tdoubles the reflection, dividing its unity in
the names of those of whom you speak. Igreat part through a falsehood. Must we
There is therefore no reason why you should !theu hold that anything is true, because a ly.
perish m such sm of separation and such sac- mg representatmn is gtven of it ? But it is
rfiege of schism. And yet, if you are made to one thing to paint a man, another to give
suffer for this great impiety by the judgment b_rth to one. For does any one represent
of God, you say that you are even baptazed fictitious children to a man who wishes for an
in your blood; so that you are not content he_r? or would anyone look for true heirs in
with feeling no remorse for your d_wslon, but the falsehood of a picture ? Truly it is a
you must even glory in your punishment, proof of madness to fall in love with a pic-

ture, letting go one's hold of what is true."
CHap. u4.--56. PETILIANL'$ said: "But 6I. AtZC,t:STIN answered: Are you then

you will answer that you abide by the same really not ashamed to call the baptism of
declaration, ' He that is once washed needeth Chrast a lie, even when it is found in the
not save to wash his feet." Now the ' once' most false of men ? Far be it from any one
is once that has aut'hority, once that is con- to suopose that the wheat of the Lord, which
firmed by the truth." has been commanded to grow among the tares

57° AUGUSTI.',I answered: Baptism in the througl_out the whole field, that is, through.
name of the Father and of the Son and of the out the whole of th_s world, until the haw¢_t,
Holy Ghost * has Christ for its authority, not that is, until the end of the world,J can have
any man, whoever he may be; and Chrlst is perished in consequence of your evil words.
the truth, not any man. Nay, even among the very tares themselves,

whmh are commanded not to be gathered, bu_

CttAp. 25.--58. lSETILIANL'Ssaid: "For to be tolerated even to the end, and among.
when you in your guilt perform what is false, the very chaff, which shall on|y be separated
I do not celebrate baptism twice, which you from the wheat by the winnowing at the last
have never celebrated once." day," does any one dare to say that any hap.

59. AUOUST1N answered: In the first place, t_sm is false which is given and received ill

I John x_il.xo. _ Matt. xxvm. _9- "_Matt. xm, _4-3o, 2.6-43- 4 Matt. ui. t_
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the name of the Father, and of the Son, and 65. AUGUSTm- answered: What are you
of the Holy Ghost? Would you say that saying, if I may ask? When a dark blue
those whom you depose from their office, cloud reflects the rays of the sun with which
whether as your colleagues or your fellow- it is struck, is it only to the insane, and not
priests, on the testimony of women whom they to all who look on it, that there appear to be
have seduced (since examples of this kind are two suns ? But when it appears so to the in-
not wanting anywhere), were false or true sane as such, it appears to them alone. But
before their crime was proved against them ? if I may say so wlthout being troublesome, I
You will certainly answer, False. Why then would have you take care lest saying such
were they able both to have and to give true things and talking in such a way should be
baptism ? Why did not their falseness as itself a sign of madness. I suppose, however,
men corrupt in them the truth of God ? Is it that what you meant to say was this,--that
not most truly written, " For the Holy Spirit the just had the truth of baptism, the unjust
of discipline will flee deceit ? "' Seeing then only its reflection. And if this be so, I yen-
that the Holy Spirit fled from them, how came ture to say that the reflection was found m
it that the truth of baptism was in them, ex- that man of your party,3 to whom not God,
cept because what the Holy Spirit fled from but a certain Count,' was God; but that the
was the falseness of man, not the truth of the truth was either in you or m h_m who uttered
sacrament? Further, if even the deceitful the witty saying against Optatus, when he
have the true baptism, how do they have tt said that " m the Count he had a god for his
who possess it in truthfulness? Whence you compamon."5 And distingutsh between those
ought to observe that it is rather your con. who were baptized by etther of these, and m
versation which is colored with childtsh pig- the one party approve the true baptism, m
meats; and accordingly, he who neglects the the others exclude the reflecuon, and intro-
living Word to take pleasure in such coloring duce the truth.
is himself loving the picture in the place of
the reality. CHAP. 29.---66. PI_:TILIANUSsaid: " But to

pass rapidly through these minor points: can
CHAP. 27.--62. PETILIANUS said: "' It will he be said to lay down the law who is not a

be urged against us, that the Apostle Paul magistrate of the court ? or is what he lays
said, "One Lord, one faith, one baptism.'* down to be considered law, when m the char-
We profess that there is only one; for it is acter of a private person he disturbs pubhc
certain th_/t those who declare that there are rights ? Is it not rather the case that he not
two are mad." only involves himself in guilt, but is held to

63. AUGUSTIN replied: These words of be a forger, and that which he composes a
yours are arguments against yourselves; but forger)'?"
in your madness you are not aware of it. For 67. AUGUSTIN"answered: What if your pri-
the men who say there are two baptisms are rate person, whom you deem a forger, were
those who declare their opinion that the just to set forth to any one the law of the emperor _
and the unjust have different baptisms; Would not the man, when he had compared
whereas it belongs neither to one party nor it with the law of those who have the genuine
the other, but in both of them is one, being law, and found it to be identically the same,
Christ's, although they themselves are not lay aside all care about the source from which
one: and yet the baptism, which is one, the he had obtained it, and consider only what he
jast have to salvation, the unjust to their de- had obtained ? For what the forger gives is
struction, false when he gives it of his own falseness;

but when something true is given by any per-
CHAP. 28._64. PETILXANtYS said: " But son, even though he be a forger, yet,- although

yet, if I may be allowed the comparison, it is the giver be not truthful, the gift is notwith-
certain that the sun appears double to the in- standing true.
sane, although it only be that a dark blue
cto_ad often meets it, and its discolored sur- CHAP. 3o._68. PZTtmANUS said: "'Or if
face, being struck by the brightness, while any one chance to recollect the chants of a
the rays of the sun are reflected from it, priest, is he therefore to be deemed a priest,
seems to send f,orth as it were rays of its own. because with sacrilegious mouth he publishes
So in the same way in the faith of baptism, it the strain of a priest ?'"

"'is one thing to seek for reflections, another 69. AtmUSTIN answered: In" this questton
to recognize the truth." you are speaking just as though we were at

'" : _ • _tsd. L $. _ Eph. iv. 5. _ Optatus. 4 Gitdo. S See above, tm _, S$.
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present inquiring what constituted a true hands, therefore condemn or reject what he
priest, not what constituted true baptism. For found in it that was true ? or did he, becauN
that a man should be a true priest, it is re- of the truth which he found upon it, there.
quisite that he should be clothed not with the fore persuade them that they ought also to
sacrament alone, but with righteousness, as it follow the sacrilegious practices of the pagans
is written, "Let thy priests be clothed with Surely he did neither of the two; but pre_
righteousness."" But if a man be a priest in ently, when, as he judged fitting, he wished
virtue of the sacrament alone, as was the to mtroduce to their knowledge the Lord
high priest Caiaphas, the persecutor of the Himself unknown to them, but known to him,
one most true Priest, then even though he he says among other things, that "He is not
himself be not truthful, yet what he gives far from every one of us: for in Him we llve,
is true, if he gives not what is his own but and move, and have our being; as certain also
what xs God's; as it is said of Caiaphas him- of your own poets have said." _ Can it be
self, "This spake he not of himself: but said that here also, because he found among
being high priest that year, he prophesied. ''" the sacrilegious, the evidence of truth_ he
And yet, to use the same simile which you teither approved their wickedness because of
employed yourself: if you were to hear even ithe evidence, or condemned the evidence
from any one that was profane the prayer of thecause of their wickedness ? But it is un-
the priest couched in the words suitable to lavoidahle that you should be always in the
the mysteries of the gospeI, can you possibly twrong, so long as you do despite to the sacra-
say to him, Your prayer ts not true, though Iments of God because of the faults of men,
he himself may be not only no true prmst, !or thmk that we take upon ourselves the sacri.
but not a priest at all ? seemg that the Apostle Ilege even of your schism, for the sake of the
Paul said that certam testimony of I knowl sacraments of God, to which we are unwilling
not what Cretan prophet was true, though he]to do despite in you.
was not reckoned among the prophets of God;I
for he says, "One of themselves, even a I CHAP. 31._70. PETILIANUS said: "For
prophet of thexr own, said the Cretians are Ithere is no power but of God,'" s none in any
always liars, ewl beasts, slow bel!ies: this man of power; as the Lord Jesus Christ
wltness is true." 3 If, therefore, the apostle answered Pontms Pilate, 'Thou couldest have
even himself bore w_tness to the testimony of no power at all against me, except it were
some obscure prophet of a foreign race, given thee from ahove. '6 And again, in the
because he found it to be true, why do not words of John, 'A man can receive nothing_
we, when we find in any one what belongs to except tt be g_ven him from heaven.'_ Tell
Christ, and is true even though the man with us, therefore, tradltar, when you received the
whom it may be found be deceitful mad power ofimitatingthemysteries."
perverse, wi_y do not we in such a case make 7L AV_;USTL_ answered: Tell us rather
-a distinction between the fault whmh _sfound thyself when the power of baptizing was lost
in the man, and the truth whmh he has not of by the whole world through which is dispers.
his own but of God's? and why do we not ed the inheritance of Christ, and by all that
say, This sacrament is true, as Paul said, multitude of natmns in which the apostles
"This witness is true ' " ? Does it at all follow founded the Churches. You wilt never be

that we say, The man himself also xs truthful, able to tell us,_not only because you have
because we say, Ttus sacrament is true ? Just calumniated them, and do not prove them to
as I would ask whether the apostle counted be traditars, but because, even if you did
that prophet among the prophets of the Lord, prove thts, yet no guilt on the part of any
because he confirmed the truth of what he evil.doers, whether they be unsuspected, or
found tb be true in him. Likewise the same deceitful, or be tolerated as the tares or as
apostle, when he was at Athens, perceived a the chaff, can possibly overthrow the prom.
certain altar among the altars of the false ises, so that all the nations of the earth should
gods, on which was this inscription, "To the not be blessed in the seed of Abraham; ha
unknown God." And this testimony he made which promises you deprive them of their
use of to build them up in Christ, to the share when you will not have the communion
extent of quoting the inscription in his ser- of unity with all nations of the earth.
mort, and adding, "Whom, therefore, ye ig-
norantly worship, Him decla-e I unto you." CHAP. 32.--7 _. PETILIANUS maid: "For
Did he, because he found that altar among although there is only one baptism, yet it is
the altars of idols, or set up by sacrilegious consecrated in three several grades. John....

4 Ac_,s wit. 23, _, _8- S Rom. zlfl. t.
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gave water without the name of the Trinity, ling but with headlong flames. If you answer,
as he declared himself, saying, 'I indeed What is that to us ? way do not you, when you
baptize you with water unto repentance: but reproach with any one whom you will, not
He that cometh after me is mightier than I, listen in turn to our answer, We too know
whose shoes I am not worthy to bear; He nothing of it ? If you answer, You do not
shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost, and prove the fact, why may not the whole word
with fire. 'I Christ gave the Holy Spirit, as it answer yon m turn, Neither do you prove it ?
is written, 'He breathed on them, and salth Let us agree, therefore, if you please, that
unto them, Receive ye the Holy Ghost,'' you should not charge us with the guilt of
And the Comforter Himself came on the the wicked men whom you consider to belong
apostles as a fire burning with rustling flames, to us, and that we should abstain from simi-
O true divinity, which seemed to blaze, not lar charges against you. So you will see, by
to burn! as it is written, "And suddenly there this just agreement, confirmed and ratified,
came a sound from heaven as of a rushing that you have no charge which you can bring
mighty wind, and it filled all the house where against the seed of Abraham, as found m all
the apostles were sitting. And there appear- the nations of the earth. But I find without
ed unto them cloven tongues, like as of fire, difficulty a grievous charge to bring against
and it sat upon each of them. And they you- Why have you impLously separated
were all filled with the Holy Ghost, and began yourselves from the seed of Abraham, whmh
to speak with other tongues, as the Spirit gave is in all nations of the earth ? Against this
them utterance. '3 But you, O persecutor, charge you certamly have no means whereby
have not even the water of repentance, seeing you may defend yourselves. For we each of
that you hold the power not of the murdered us clear ourselves of the sins of other men;
John, but of the murderer Herod. You but this, that you do not hold communion
therefore, O traditor, have not the Holy Spirit with all the nations of the earth, w'mch are
of Christ; for Christ did not betray others to blessed in the seed of Abraham, is a very
death, but was Himself betrayed. For you, grievous crime, of which not some but all of
therefore, the fire in the spirit in Hades is you are guilty.
full of hfe,--that fire which, surging with 74. And yet you know, as you prove by
hungry tongues of flame, will be able to burn your quotation, that the Holy Spirit descend-
your hmbs to all eternity without consuming ed in such wise, that those who were then
them, as it is written of the punishment of the filled with it spake with dJvers tongues: what
guilty in hell, 'Neither shall their fire be was the meaning of that sign and prodigy
quenched.' ' ,4 Why then is the Holy Spirit given now in such

73. AUGUSTtN answered: You are the wise, that no one to whom it ts given speaks
calumnious slanderer, not the truthful arguer, with divers tongues, except because that
Wilt you not at length cease to make asser, miracle then prefigured that all nations of the
tions of a kid whmh, if you do not prove earth should beheve, and that thus the gospel
them, can apply to nobody; and even if you should be found to be in every tongue ? Just
prove them, certainly cannot apply to the as it was foretold in the psalm so long before:
unity of the whole world, which is in the "There is no speech nor language where their
saints as in the wheat of God ? If we too voice is not heard." This was said with
were pleased to return calumnies for calum- reference to those men who were destined,
hies, we too might possibly be able to give after receiwng the Holy Spirit, to speak with
vent to eloquent slanderers. We too might every kind of tongue. But because this pas-
use the expression, "With rustling flames;" sage itself signified that the gospel should
but to me an expression never sounds in any be found hereafter in all nations and lan-
way eloquent which is inappropriate in its use. guages, and that the body of Christ should
We too might say, "Surging with h_ngry sound forth throughout all the world in every
tongues of flame;" but we do not wish that tongue, therefore he goes on to say, "Their
the tongues of flame in our writings, when sound is gone out throughout all the earth,
they are read by any one in his senses, should and their words to the ends of the world."
be judged hungry for want of the sap of Hence it is that the true Church is hidden
weightiness, or that the reader himself, while from no one. And hence comes that which
he finds in them no food of useful sentiments, the Lord Himself says in the gospel, "'A

should be left to suffer from the hunger of city that ts set on a hill cannot be hid. "s And
excessive emptiness. See, I declare that your therefore David continues in the same psalm,
Circumcelliones are burning, not with rust- "In the sun hath He placed His tabernacle,"
J

t l_att, ifi. tL u John xx. 2it.
3Acts ii. _ d, lsa. lxvi. 24. S Matt. v. x4.
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that is, in the open hght of day; as we read i same baptism which is commended as being
in the Book of Kings, " For thou didst it one. it was not right that those should have
secretly; but I will do this thing before all been baptized a second time by the command
Israel, and before the sun. ''' And He Him-I of the Apostle Paul whom lie found to have
self is "as a bridegroom coming- out of His_been baptized by John. For they already
chamber, and rejoieeth as a giant to run His _,had water, belonging, as you say, to the same
race. His going forth is from the end of jbalmsm; so that it remained that they should
heaven:" here you have the coming of the I receive the Holy Spirit and fire) because these
Lord m the flesh. "And His ctrcmt unto the were wanting in tim baptism "of John, that
ends of it:" here you have His resurrection their hapttsm might be completed, beingcon.
and ascension. "And there is nothing hid secrated, as you assert, in three stages. But
from the heat thereof:' '= here you have the since they were ordered to be baptized by the
coming of the Holy Spirit, whom He sent m _authority of an al×)stle , it is sufficiently made
tongues of fire, that He might make manifest mamtest that that water with which John
the glowing heat of charity, whmh he certainly ! baptized had no reference to tim baptism of
cannot have who does not keep the umtv of Christ, hut belonged to another dispensation
the Spirit in the bond of peace with" the suited to the exigencies of the times.
Church, which is throughout all languages, i 76. Last])-. when you wislmd to prove that

75- Next, however, with regard to your'the Holy Spirit was given by Christ, and lind
statement that there is indeed one baptism, 3 brought forward as a proof from the gospel,
but that it is consecrated in three several that Jesus on rising from the dead breathed
grades, and to your having distributed the into the face of His disciples, saying, "Re.
three forms of it to three persons after such _ceive ye the Holy Ghost;"_ and when you
fashion, that you ascribe the water to John, wished to prove that that last fire which was
the Holy Sprat to the Lord Jesus Cnnst, and, named m connection with baptism was found
in the third place, the fire to the Comforter m the tongues of fire which were displayed on
sent down from above,--consider for a too- the coming of the Holy Ghost, how came it
ment in how great an error you are involved. _n_to )'our head to say, "And the Comforter
For you were brought to entertain such an Himself came upon the apostles as a fire
opinion simply from the words of John. "I burning with rusthug flames," as though there
indeed baptize you with water: but He that were one Holy Spirit whom He gave by
cometh after me is mightier than I: He shall hreathmg on the face of His disciples, and
baptize you with the Holy Ghost, and with _another who, after His ascension, came on the
fire."* Nor were you wilhng to take into con- _apostle_ ? Are we to suppose, therefore, that
sideration that the three things are not attrt-' ti_ere are two Holy Spirits? Who wtll be
buted to three persons taken one by one,-- ; found so utterly mad as to assert thts? Christ
water to John, the Holy Spirit to Christ, fire i therefore Htmself gave the same Holy Spirit,
to the Comforter,--but that the tllree should i whether by breathing on the face of the dis.
lather be referred to two person_--one of!ctples, or by sending Him down from heaven
them to John, the other two to our Lord. For i on the day of Pentecost, with undoubted corn.
neither xs it said, I indeed baptize you with lmendation of His holy sacrament. Accord.
water: but He that eometh after me is miglm-_mgly it was not that Christ gave the Holy
er than I, whose shoes I am not worthy to Spirit, and the Comforter gave the fire, that
bear: He shall baptize you with the Holy, the saying might be fu!filled, "With the Holy
Ghost: and the Comforter, who is to come'Spirit, and with fire; but the same Christ
after Htm, He shall baptize you with fire; but l H_mself gave the Holy Spirit in both cases,
"I indeed," He says, "with water: but He' making it manifest while He was yet on earth
that cometh after me with the Holy Ghost, Iiby His breathing, and when He was ascended
and with fire." One he attributes to himself, I into heaven by the tongues of flame. For
two to Him that cometh after him. You see, i that yon may know that the words of John',
therefore, how you have been deceived in the. "He shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost,"
number. Listen further. You said that were not fulfilled at the time when He breath-
there was one baptism consecrated in three ed on His disciples" face, so that they
stages-water, the Holy Sprat, and fire; and should reqmre to be baptized, when the Corn-
you assigned three persons to the three stages forter should come, nOt with the Spirit any
severally--John to the water, Christ to the longer, but with fire, I would have you re-
Spirit, the Comforter to the fire. If, there- member the most outspoken words of Script-
fore, the water of John bears reference to tim ure, and see what the Lord Himself said to

z z Sam. xli. t2. - Ps xtx. 3-6. cp Hteron.
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them when He ascended into heaven: "John lowing, as it would seem, what is the easiest
truly baptized you with water; but ye shall be course to you, how soon have you returned to
baptized with the Holy Ghost, whom ye shall your customary abuse! This you carry out
receive not many days hence at Pentecost.' with genuine fluency. For you set before
What could be plainer than this testimony ? yourself what victims you please, against
But according to your interpretation, what whom to inveigh with whatsoever bitterness
He should have said was this: John verily you please: in the midst of which last latitude
baptized you with water; but ye were baptized of discourse you are driven into the greatest
with the Holy Spirit when I breathed on straits if any one does but use the little word,
your faces; and next in due order shall ye be Prove it. For this is what is said to you by
baptized with fire, which ye shall receive not the seed of Abraham; and since in him all
many days hence;--in order that by this nations of the earth are blessed, they care
means the three stages should be completed, but little when they are cursed by you. But
in which you say that the one baptism was yet, since you are treating of baptism, which
consecrated. And so it proves to be the you consider to be true when it is found in a
case that you are still ignorant of the meaning iust man, but false when it is found in the
of the words. "He shall baptize you with the unjust, see how I too, if I were to investigate
Holy Ghost, and with fire;" and you are rash baptism in the name of the Trmity, accordm_
enough to be wtlliing to teach what you do to your rule, might say, with great fullness, as
not know yourselves, it seems to me, that he has not God for his

father who in a Count has God for his COrn-

CHAP. 33.--77- PETILIAI_US said" "But pamon# nor believes that any is his Christ,
that I may thoroughly investigate the baptism save him for whose sake he has endured suf-
in the name of the Trinity, the Lord Christ feting; and that he has not the Holy Ghost
said to His apostles: 'Go ye, and baptize the who burned the wretched Africa in so very
nations, in the name of the Father, and of the different a fashion with tongues of fire. How
Son, and of the Holy Ghost; teaching them then can they have baptism, or how can the)-
to observe all things whatsoever I command administer it in the name of the Father, and
you.'" Whom do you teach, fraditor? Him of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost ? Surely
whom you condemn ? Whom do you teach, you must now perceive that baptism can exist
tradltar? Him whomyou slay ? Once more, in an unrighteous man, and be administered
whom do you teach ? Him whom you have by an unrighteous man, and that no unrighte-
made amurderer ? How then do you baptize ous baptism, but such as is just and true,--
in the name of the Trinity ? You cannot call not because it belongs to the unrighteous
God your Father. For when the Lord Christ man, but because it is of God. And herein
said, ' Blessed are the peacemakers, for they I am uttering no calumny against you, as you
shall be called the children of God,'3 you who never cease to do, on some pretense or other,
have not peace of soul cannot have God for against the whole world; and, what is even
your Father. Or how, again, can you baptize more intolerable, you do not even bring any
in the name of the Son, who betray that Son proof about the very points on which you
Himself, who do not imitate the Son of God found your calumnies. Buc I know not how
in any of His sufferings or crosses ? Or how, this can possibly be endured, because you not

ain, can you baptize in the name of the only bring calumnies against holy men about
ly Ghost, when the Holy Ghost came only unrighteous men, but you even bring a charge

on those apostles who were not guilty oftrea- against the holy baptism itself, which must
son ? Seeing, therefore, that God is not your needs be holy in any man, however unnght-

_ Father, neither are you truly born again with eous he may be, from a comparison with the
the water of baptism. No one of you is born infection arising from the sins of wicked men,
perfectIy. You in your impiety have neither so that you say that baptism partakes of the
father nor mother. Seeing, then, that you character of him by wl_om it is possessed, or
are of such a kind, ought I not to baptize administered, or received. Furthermore, if a
yml, even though you wash yourselves a man partakes of the character of him m whose
thousand times, after the similitude of the company he approaches sacred mysteries,
J.ews, who as it were baptize the flesh ?" and if the sacraments themselves partake of

78. AtmusTm ansv_red: certainly yoh had the character of the men in whom they are,
"' proposed thoroughly to investigate the bap. holy men may well be satisfied to find conso-

*t_at in the name of the Trinity, and you had lation in the thought that they only fare like
"_ _ us to listen with much attention; but fol- holy baptism itself in hearing false accusa-
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tiormfrom your lips. But it would be well for before they we_ baptized.' But the secoad
you to see how you are condemned out of error in these words of yours entirely o_r_
your own mouths, if both the sober among throws your whole case. For you say that
you are counted as drunken from the mfec- the water of a pure conscience must n_
tion of the drunken in your ranks, and the sarily precede to give new birth, before the
merciful among you become robbers from the Holy Spirit can follow on it. Ac.x:ordL'_ly,
infection of the robbers, and whatever evil is either all the water consecrated in the
found among you in the persons of wicked of the Father, and of the Son, and of t.hQ
men is perforce shared by those who are not Holy Ghost, is water of a pure consciem_t
wicked; and if baptism ttself is unclean in all not for the merits of those by whom it is _.
of you who are unclean, and ff it is of differ- mimstered, or by whom it is received_ but in
ent kinds according to the varying character virtue of the stainless merits of,Him who in.
of uncleanness itself, as zt must be ff it ts per- stituted this baptism; or else if only a pure
force of the same character as the man by conscmnce on the part both of the ministrant
whom it is possessed or administered. These and the recapient can produce the water of a
suppositions most undoubtedly are false, and pure conscience, what do you make of those
accordingly they in no w_se mlure us, when whom you find to have been baptized by men
you bring them forward against us without who bore a conscience stained with as yet
looking back upon yourselves. But they do undiscovered guilt, especially if there exist
injure you, because, when you bring them among the said baptized persons any one th_
forward falsely, they do not fall on us; hut should confess that he at the time when he
since you imagine them to be true, they recoil was baptized had a bad conscience, in that he
upon yourselves, m_ght possbily have desired to use that oppor.

tumty for the accomplishment of some sinful"

CHAP. 34.--79. PETILIA.nUSstud: " For if act _ When, therefore, it shall be made clear
the apostles were allowed to baptize those to you that neither the man who administered
whom John had washed with the bapusm of baptism, nor the man who received it, had apure conscience, will you give your judgraem
repentance, shall it not likewise be allowed to that he ought to be baptized afresh ? You will
me to baptize men guilty of sacrilege like assuredly neither say nor do anything of theyourselves ?"

80. AUGUSTINanswered: Where then is sort. The purity therefore of baptism is
entirely unconnected with the purity or ira-

what you said above, that there was not one pumy of the conscience either of the giver
baptism of John and another of Christ, but or the recipxent. Will you therefore dare to
that there was one baptism, consecrated m say that the deceiver, or the robber, or the
three stages, of which three stages John gave oppressor of the fatherless and widows, or tim
the water, Chrxst the Spirit, and the Comfor- sunderer of marriages, or the betrayer, the
ter the fire ? Why then d_d the apostles re- seller, the divider of the patrimony of other
peat the water in the case of those to whom men/was a man of pure conscience ? Or will
Joan had already administered water belong-
ing to the one baptism which is consecrated you further dare to say that those were menof pure conscience, whom it is hard to imagine
in three stages ? Surely you must see how wanting in such txmes, men who made inter.
necessary it _s that every one should under- est with the man I have described, that tbey
stand the meaning of what he is discussing, might be baptized, not for the sake of Christ,

nor for the sake of eternal life, but to conci-

CHAP. 35.--8x. "P_TXL_A_USsaid: "Nor in- liate earthly friendships, and to satisfy earth,,
deed will it be possible that the Holy Spirit ly desires ? Further, if you do not vent_
should be implanted in the heart of any one to say that these were men of pure coramk
by the laying on of the hands of the priest, :ence, then if you find any of their number
unless the water of a pure conscience has gone who have been hapt!sed, give to them tt-_
before to give him birth." water of a pure con_ctence, which they as yet

82. AvovsTr_ answered: In these few words have not received; and if you will not do this,
of yours two errors are involved; and one of then leave off casting in our teeth a matter
them, indeed, has no great bearing "on the which you do not understand, lest you should
question which is being discussed between us, be forced to answer tn reply to us about a
but yet it helps to conv|ct you of want of skill, matter which you know full well.
For the Holy Spirit came upon a hundred and
twenty men, without the laying on of any per- CaaP. 36.--83. PET_L:n_USsaid: "'Which
son's hands, and again upon Cornelius the
centurion and those who were with him, even ___¢t.L_, _. _,_. _ _Op_tu.Oaao=_.
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ff+Ioly Spirit certainly cannot come on you, John verily baptized with the baptism of re-
who have not been washed even with the hap- pentance, saying unto the people, that they
tism of repentance; but the water of the should believe on Him which should come
traditor, which most truly needs to be repent- after him, that is, on Christ Jesus. When
ed of, does but work pollution." they heard this, they were baptized in the

84. AUGUSTI_* answered: As a matter of name of the Lord Jesus. And when Paul had
fact, not only do you not prove us to be lald his hands upon them, the Holy Ghost
traditors, but neither did your fathers prove came on them; and they spake with tongues,

that our fathers were guilty of that sin; and prophesied. And all the men were about
though, even if that had been proved, the con- twelve. 3 If, therefore, they were baptized
sequence would have been that they would that they might receive the Holy Ghost, why
not be our fathers, according to your earlier do not you, if you wish to receive the Holy
assertion, seeing that we had not followed Ghost, take measures to obtain a true renew-
their deeds: yet neither should we on their ing, after your falsehoods ? And if we do ill
account be severed from the companionship m urging this, why do you seek after us ? or
of unity, and from the seed of Abraham, in at any rate, if it is an offense, condemn Paul
which all nations of the earth are blessed.' in the first instance; the Paul who certainly
However, if the water of Christ be one thing, washed off what had already existed, whereas
and the water of the tradltar'another, because we in you give baptism which as yet does not
Christ was not a/radi[ar, why should not the exist. For you do not, as we have often said
water of Christ be one thing, and the water of before, wash with a true baptism; but you
a robber another, since certainly Christ was bring on men an ill repute by your empty
not a robber ? Do you therefore baptize again name of a false baptism."
after baptism by your robber', and r will bap- 86. AUGUSTIN answered: "We bring no
tize again after the traditor, who is neither accusation against Paul, who gave to men the
mine nor yours; or, if one must believe the baptism of Christ because they had not the
documents which are produced, who is both baptism of Christ, but the baptism of John,
mine and yours; or, if we are to believe the according to their own reply; for, being ask-
communion of the whole world rather than ed, Unto what were ye baptized ? they an-
the party of Donatus, who is not mine, but swered, Unto John's baptism; which has
yours. But, by a better and a sounder judg- nothing to do with the baptism of Christ, and
merit, because it is according to tire words of is neither a part of it nor a step towards it.
the apostle, every one of us shall bearhis own Otherwise, either at that time the water of
burden; _ nor is either that robber yours, if the baptism of Christ was renewed a second
you are not yourselves robbers; nor does any time, or if the baptism of Christ was then
tr+ah'gor belong to any one either of us or you, made perfect by the two waters, the baptism
who is not himself a traditor. And yet we is less perfect which is given now, because it
are Catholics, who, following the spirit of that is not given with the water which was given
judgment_ do not desert the unity of the at the hands of John. Buteither one of these
Church; but you are heretics, who, on ac- opinions it is impious and sacrilegious to en-
count of charges, whether true or false, which tertam. Therefore Paul gave the baptism of
you have brought against certain men, are Christ to those who had not the baptism of
unwilling to mamtam Christian charity with Christ, but only the baptism of John.
the seed of Abraham. 87 . But why the baptism of John, which is

not necessary now, was necessary at that
CHAi'. 37._85. PETtLIA.mussaid: "Butthat time, I have explained elsewhere; and the

the truth of this may be made manifest from question has no bearing on the point at xssue
the apostles, we are taught by their actions, as between us at the present time, except so far
it is written: 'It came to pass that while as that it may appear that the baptism of
Apotlos was at Corinth, Paul, having passed John was one thing, the baptism of Christ
through the upper coasts, came to Ephesus; another,_just as that baptism wasa different
and finding certain disciples, he said unto thing with which the apostle says that our
thglm, Have ye received the Holy Ghost since fathers were baptized in the cloud and in the
ye believed ? And they said unto him, We sea, when they passed through the Red Sea

_:: lmve not so much as heard whether there be under the guidance of Moses: For the law
- _ any Holy Ghost. And he said unto them, and the prophets up to the time of John the
/:' _Unto what then were ye baptized ? And they Baptist had sacraments which foreshadowed
:_ _+mid+Unto John's baptism. Then said Paul, things to come; but the sacraments of our

_f_ a _. xxlL xS. • C,at. vi+ 5. 3 Acts xix. x-7. 4i Cot. x. t, 2.
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tim.e.bear t_timony that that has come already Ied the same circumcision of the flesh, with its
which the tormer sacraments foretold should prophetic sigmfication And as the Passover.
come. John therefore was a foreteller of whmh was celel_rated "by t.._h_al"w_.............,_4_h _h_,
Christ nearer to Hma in t_me than all who slaying of a lamb, prefigured the passion of
went before him. And beca, ase all the rtghte- our Lord and His departure from this world
ous men and prophets of former times desir- to the Father, vet the same Lord celebrated
ed to see the fulfillment of what, through the lthe same Passover with His disciples, when
revelation of the Spirat, they foresaw would i they reminded Him of it, saying, Where wilt
come to pass,_whence also the Lord Him- Thou that we prepare for Thee to eat the
self says, That many prophets and rlghte- Passover?s so too He Himself also received
ous men have desired to see those things the baptism of John, which formed a part of
which ye see, and have not seen them; and ithe latest foretelhng of His coming. But as
to hear those things whmh ye hear, and have'the Jews' c_rcumc_sionof the flesh is one
not heard them, _therefore _t was sam of' thing, and the ceremony which we observe on
John that he was more than a prophet, and the eighth day after persons are baptized is
that among all that were born of women there another; 6 and the Passover which the Jews
_as none greater than he; -_because to the still celebrate w_th the slaying of a lamb is
righteous men who went before him _t was one thmgd and that which we recezve in the
only granted to foretell the coming of Christ, body and blood of our Lord is another,--so
but to John it was given both to foretell Htm the baptism of John was one thing, the bap-
in Hts absence and to behold H_s presence, tism of Ct_rist is another. For by the former
so that it should be found that to htm was serms of rttes the latter were foretold as de_.
made mamfest what the others had desired, treed to arnvc; by these latter the others are
And therefore the sacrament of his baptism is Ideclared to be fulfilled. And even though
still connected w_th the foretelling of Christ's Christ received the others, yet are they not
coming, though as of something very soon to necessary for us, who have received the Lord
be fulfilled, seeing d_at up to his time there H_mself who was foretold in them. But when
were still foretellings of the first coming of our the coming of our Lord was as yet recent, it
I.ord, of which coming we have now anL was necessary for any one who had received
nouncements, but no longer predictions. But tl_e former that he should be imbued with the
the Lord, teaching the way of hurmlity, con- latter also; but it was wholly needless that
descended to make use of the sacraments any one who had been so imbued should be
which He found here in reference to the fore- compelled to go back to the former rites.
telling of H_s coming, not m order to assist 88. Wherefore do not seek to raise confu.
the operation of H_s cleansing, but as an ex- sion out of t _e baptism of John, the source
ample for our piety, that so He mght show to and intention of which was either such as I
us with what reverence we o,aght to receive' have here set forth; or if any other better
those sacraments which bear w_tness that He explaqation of it can be gtven, this much still
i._already come, when He did not disdain to _s clear, that the baptism of John and the
make use of those which foreshadowed His bapttsm of Christ are two distirict and sepa-

coming in the future. And John, therefore, Irate things, and that the former was expressly
though the nearest to Christ in point of t_me, !called the baptism of John, as is clear both
and within one year of the same age w_th from the answer of those men whose case you
Him, yet, while he was baptizing, went be- quoted, and from the words of our Lord Him,.
fore the way of Christ who was stdl to come; self, when he says, "The baptism of John,
for which reason it was said of htm, "Behold, whence was it? from heaven, or of men i'''
I send my messenger before Thy face, which But the latter is never called the bapt_m of - _.'
shall prepare Thy way before Thee." _ And Cmcilianus, or of Donatus, or of Augu_tin,
he himself preached, saymg, "There cometh or of Petilianus, but the baptism of Christ,
one mightier than I after me."_ Inlikeman- For if you thmk that we are shamele_, becau_
net, therefore, the circumcision on the eighth we will not allow that any one should be bat_-
day, which was given to the patriarchs, fore- s_,tt _ ,7.
told our justification, to the putting awayof 61nhmtreati_°n the'C_rm°_°_ theM°um'B°°kl*t_r*_

carnal lusts through the resurrection of our qua, in reg_eratio_e n_"] _o_[_i#¢ele_'_mg_ _w|th t_-

Lord, which took place after the seventh day, eumci$ionon the etghthday; and m $o'm.a#,c. ti.*.h_ "that the head_ o[ th_ infants were uncovcred on the eig_heh _

which is the Sabbath-day, on the eighth, that as atoken7Auga_tm°f hbertY.apparenti_.Cp.sappo_.ABiagham,thatOr(&t_merifige9fSacr" XH.the_av.:_.

is, the Lord's day, which fell on Lhe third day lambwas still obaervea among the J_of the _m_/_¢Cl_
after His burial; yet the infant Christ receiv- x_,_t. L _._. it w--,h,_-_, _oe_u_t_m to,_Popover except in the place which the Lord _h_ld. ¢.hc_ to

_ _ place H_ namethere: a_d hence the Jew_, thc_0a _fil_m
the other paschal solemntttes, abstain from the _c tnc¢ _

t ]_att, xliL x7. _ Matt. x_. 9, _z. L"

_ Mark i. _; cp. Mal. iii. z. ,t Mark : 7, lamb g Matt. Xgl, _ i_
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tized after baptism from us, although we see! For if the baptism of John required washing
that men were bal: tized again who had receiv- Ioff, it must, beyond all doubt, have had some
ed the baptism of John, who certainly is in- foulness in it. Why then should I press you
comparably greater than ourselves, will you further? Recollect or read, and see whence
maintain that John and Optatus were of equal i John received it, so shall you see against
dignity ? The thing appears ridiculous. And ] whom you have uttered that blasphemy; and

q • o .

yet I fancy that you do not hold them to be i when you have discovered thls, y_ur heart will
equals, but consider Optatus the greater of! surely be beaten, if a rein be not set on your
the two. For the apostle baptized after hap-i tongue.
tism by John: you venture to baptize no one 89. To come next to what you think you
after baptism by Optatus. Was it because ; say against us with so much point: " If we do

• • _ IOptatus was in unity with you. I know not ill in urging this, why do you seek after us _"
with what heart a theory like this can be cannot you even yet call to mind that only
maintained, if the friend of the Count.' who those are sought after who have perished ?
had in the Count a god for his companion, is_Or is the incapacity for seeing this an ele.
said to have been ,.n unity, and the friend of ment in your ruin ? For the sheep might say
the Bridegroom to have been excluded from it. to tile shepherd with equal absurdity, If I d8
But if John was preeminently in unity, and far wrong in straying from the flock, why do you
more excellent and greater than all of us and search after me ? not understanding that the
all of you, and yet the Apostle Paul baptized :very reason why it is being sought is because
after him, why do you then not baptize after I it thinks there is no need for seeking it. But
Optatus ? Unless indeed it be that your blind- !who is there that seeks for you, either through

ness brings you into such a strait that you I His Scriptures, or by catholic and conclha-
should say that Optatus had the power of glv. i tory vomes, or by the scourgmgs of temporal
ing the Holy Spirit, and that John had not ! afflictions, save only Him who dispenses that
And if you do not say this, for fear of being Imercy to you in all things? We therefore
ridiculed for your madness even by the insane !seek you that we may find you; for we love
themselves, what answer will you be able to you that you should have life, with the same
make when you are asked why men should intensity with which we hate )'our error, that
have required to be baptized after recelvmg I it might be destroyed which seeks to ruin you,
baptism from John, while no one needs to be [ so long as it is not itself involved in your des-
baptized after receiving it from Optatus, tructlon. And would to God that we might
unless it be that the former were bapttzed l seek you in such a manner as even to find,
with the baptism of John, while, whenever[ and be able to say wlth rejoicing of each one
any one is baptized with the baptism of Christ, of you, " He was dead, and is alive again; he
whether he be baptized by Paul or by Optatus, was lost, and is found !" 3
there is no difference in the nature of his bap-
tism, though there is so great a difference be- CHAP. 38.--9 o. PETILIANUS said: " If you
tween Paul and Optatus? Return then, O ye declare that you hold the Catholic Church,
transgressors, to a right mind,* and do not the word 'catholic' is merely the Greek
seek to weigh the sacraments of God by con-'l equivalent for entire or whole. But it is
siderations of the characters and deeds of[clear that you are not in the whole, because
men. For the sacraments are holy through you have gone aside into the part."
Him to whom they belong; but when taken 91. AUGUSTIN answered: I too indeed have
in hand worthily, they bring reward, when attained to a very slight knowledge of the
unworthily, judgment. And although the'Greek language, scarcely to be called knowl-
men are not one who take in hand the sacra- !edge at all, yet I am not shameless in saying
ment of God worthily or unworthily, yet that r that I know that _X,,v means not "one," but• I

which is taken in hand, whether worthily or l "the whole; " and that xa#' 8nov means "ac-
unworthily, is the same; so that it does not cording to the whole:" whence the Catholic
become better or worse in itself, but only Church received its name, according to the
turns to the life or death of those who handle saying of the Lord, " It is not for you to
it in either case. And in respect of what you know the times, which the Father hath put in
said, that "in those whom Paul baptized after His own power. But ye shall receive power,
they had received the baptism of John, he after that the Holy Ghost is come upon you:
yrashed off what had already existed_" you and ye shall be witnesses unto me both in

• ¢_ertainly would not have said it had you taken Jerusalem, and in Judea, and in Samaria, and
a moment to consider what you were saying, even in the whole earth."* Here you have the

G_Ido; seeabove, 23, 53. _ Isa. x]vi. 8. 3 Luke x'v, _. 4 Acts t. 7, 8.
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origin of the name "Cathohc." But you are i shall be blessed.7 Just as though you were
so bent upon running with your eyes shut _talready a purged mass. and virgin honey, and
against the mountain whmh grew out of a refined off, and pure gold, or rather the very
small stone, according to the prophecy of simihtude of a wluted wall. For, to say
Darnel, and filled the whole earth.' that you inothmg of your other faults, do the drunken
actually tell us that we have gone aside (nto t form a port_on of the sober, or are the covet.
a part, and are not in the whole among those ous reckoned among the portion of the wise ?
whose communion _s spread throughout tt_e If men of gentle temper appropriate the term
whole earth. But lust in the same way as, of hght, where shall the madness of the Cir-
supposing you were to say that I was Petdi- cumcelhones be esteemed to be, excepting in
anus, I should not be able to find any method the darkness ? Why then is baptism, given
of refuting you unless I were to laugh at you by men like these, held valid among you, and
as being in jest, or mourn over you as be,ng the same baptism of Clmst not held valid, by
mad, so in the present case I see that I have whatsoever men _t may be adnfinistered
no other chome but th_s; and since I do not i throughout the u'orld ? You see, m fact, that
believe that you are m lest, you see what al- ',you are separated from the commumon of the
ternatlve remains. Iwhole world m so far as tins, that you are not

Ii'ndeed all drunk, nor all of you covetous, nor
CHAP. 39.--92.--PETILIANUS said: " But all men of v olence, but that you are all here-

there is no fellowstup of darkness wztb hght, t t_cs, and, m wrtue of this, are all impious and
nor any fellowshtp of b_tterness _lth the sweet all sacrilegious.
of honey; there is no fellowship of hfe w_th 94- But as to your saying that the whole
death, of innocence w_th guilt, of water with world that rejnmes in Christian commumon is
blood; the lees have no fellowshzp with oi, the party of Macarius, who with any remnant
though they are related to it as being it_ of surety in his brain could make such a
dregs, but everything that is reprobate w_II statement? But because we say that you are• I

flow away. It is the very smk of mtqmtv;iof the party of Donatus, you therefore seek
according to the saying of John. ' They went ] for a man of whose party you may say we are;
out from us, but they were not of us; for if/and, being m a great strait, you mention the

they had been of us, they would no douhtlname of some obscure person, who, if he is
have continued w_th us. _ There is no gold known in Africa, is certainly unknown in any
among their pollutmn: all that,s preemus has other quarter of the globe. And therefore
been purged away. For _t zs written, 'As lhearken to the answer made to you by all the
gold is tried m the furnace, so also are the seed of Abraham from every corner of the
just tried by the harassing of tribulation.'3 earth: Of that Macarms, to whose party you
Cruelty is not a part of gentleness, nor re-lassert us to belong, we know absolutely
hgion a part of sacrilege; nor can the party inothing. Can you reply in turn that you
of Macarius 4 in any way be part of us, be-'_know nothing of Donatus? But even if we
cause he pollutes the hkeness of our rite. lwere to say that you are the party of Optatus,
For the enemy's hne, whmh fills up an'whmh of you can say that he is unacquainted
enemy's name, is no part of the force to !with Optatus, unless in the sense that he does
which it is opposed; but ff it is truly to be !not know him personally, as perhaps he does
called a part, it will find a statable motto in t not know l)onatus rather ? But you acknowl-
the judgment of Solomon, ' Let their part be I edge that you rejoice in the name of Donatus,
cut off from the earth.' "_ I do you also take any pleasure in the name of

93. AUGUSTXN answered: What is it but Optatus? What then can the name of Dona-
sheer madness to utter these taunts without tus profit you, when all of you alike are pol-
proving anything? You look at the tares luted by Optatus? What advantage can .you
throughout the world, and pay no heed to the derive from the sobriety oI .Donatus, yaen
wheat, although both have been b_dden to you are defiled by the orunaenness ot toe
grow together throughout the whole of it. C_rcumcelbones? What, a_ording to your
Yon look at the seed sown by the wicked one, I views, are you profited by me innocence ot
which shall be separated m the time of har- IDonatus, when you are stained by the rapacity

tatus_ For this is our mistake, that
vest, and you pay no heed to the seed oftof Op : . . -Y , _
Abraham, in which all nations of the earth you think that the unngnteousness o_ a man
-- .-77---2..- has more power in infecting his neighbor than

_ ...... 9 tthe righteousness of a man has in purifyingz Dan. iL 3s.

• Mac.ariusactedas_mpenalcomm_ssmnerw_tn.t'aums, e-34,_those around him. Therefore, if two share
to settle the disputes between Donat_sts and Cathohcs:but oply to t
the further exasperation of the former, who accused h_rn of mtru- ,

mort and murder, and thereafter called their opponents Macanans. I
$ ]Prov. it. n. _ Matt. xzn. a4-3 o. 7 Gen xxiL _8,
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in common the sacraments of God, the one ling evil wishes through your own madness.
a just man, the other an unrighteous one, but But the prophecy of the true prophets is more
so that neither the former should imitate the ipowerful than the evil speaking of the false
unrighteousness of the lat_:er, nor the latter prophets.
the righteousness of the former, you say that
the result is not that both are made just, but CHAP. 40.--95. PE'HLIANUS said: " Paul
tkat both are made unrighteous; so that also the apostle also bids us, ' Be ye not unequally
that holy thing, which both receive in corn- yoked with unbelievers: for what fellowship
mon, becomes unclean and loses its original hath righteousness with unrighteousness ? and
holiness. When does unrighteousness find what commumon hath light with darkness ?
for herself such advocates as these, through and what concord hath Christ with Belial ? or
whose madness she is esteemed victorious ? what part hath he that beheveth with an in-
How comes it then that, in the midst of such fidel ?-7
mistaken perversity, you congratulate your- 96, AUGUSTIN answered: I recognize the
selves upon the name of Donatus, when it words of the apostle; but how they can hel l)
shows not that Petilianus deserves to be what you I cannot see at all. For which of us says
Donatus is, but that Donatus is compelled to that there is any fellowship between righteous-
be what Optatus is? But let the house of hess and unrighteousness, even tlaough the
Israel say, "God is my portion for ever;"' righteous and the unrighteous, as in the case
let the seed of Abraham say in all nations, of Judas and Peter, should be alike partakers
" The Lord is the portion of mine inherit- of the sacraments ? For from one and the same
ance." 2 For they know how to speak through holy thing Judas received judgment to him-
the gospel of the glory of the blessed God. self and Peter salvation, just as you recelved
For you, too, through the sacrament which is the sacrament with Optatus, and, if you were
in you, like Caiaphas the persecutor of the unhke him, were not therefore partakers m
Lord, prophesy without being aware of it. 3 his robberies. Or _s robbery not unrighteous-
For what in Greek is expressed by the word ness? Who would be mad enough to assert
Maxfip_o¢is m our language simply "Blessed;" that? What fellowshlpwas there, then, on
and m this way certainly we are of the party the part of your righteousness w_th h_s un-
of Macarms, the Blessed One. For what is righteousness, when you approached together
more blessed than Christ, of whose party we to the same altar ?
are, after whom all the ends of the earth are
called, and to whom they all are turned, and CHAP. 41 --97- PETILIANUS said: "And,
in whose sight all the countrms of the nations again, he taught us that schisms should not
worship? Therefore the party of this Maca- arise, in the following terms: 'Now this I
flus, that is to say, of this Blessed One, feels say, that every one of you saith, I am of
no apprehension at your last curse, distorted Paul, and I of Apollos, and I of Cephas, and
from the words of Solomon, lest it should 1 of Christ. Is Christ divided? was Paul
perish from the earth. For what is said by crucified for you ? or were ye baptized in the
him of the impious you endeavor to apply name of Paul?'"s
to the inheritance of Christ, and you strive to 98. AUGUSTIN answered. Remember all of
prove that this has been achieved with inex- you who read this, it was Petihanus who
pressible impiety; for when he was speaking quoted these words from the apostle. For
of the impious, he says, "Let their portion who could have believed that he would have
perish from off the earth. ''4 But when you brought forward words which tell so much for
say, with reference to the words of Scripture, us against himself?
" I shall give Thee the heathen for Thine in-
heritance, ''s and " all the ends of the world CHAP. 42.--99. PETILIAI_'USsaid: " If Paul
shall remember and turn unto the Lord, ''6 uttered these words to the unlearned and to
that the promise contained in them has al-the righteous, I say this to you who are un-
ready perished from the earth, you are seek- righteous, Is Christ divided, that you should
ing to turn against the inheritance of Christ separate yourselves from the Church ?"
what was foretold about the lot of the Impious; ioo. AUGUSTIN answered: I am afraid test
but so long as the inheritance of Christ en- any one should think that in this work of
dur¢s and increases, you are perishing in say- mine the writer has made a mistake, and has

. lug such things. For you are not in ever 3, written the heading fielilianus said, when he
case prophesying through the sacrament of ought to have written Aug_sti. answered.
God, since in this case you are merely utter- But I see what your object is: you wished, as

P_ Ixxiti, a6. a Is. xvl. 5 _ John xt. 5L
I Pi'_V. ll. 2"2. $ _ 1|. 8. 6 I_. XXII _7" 7 2 COl'. V[, I4, 15. 8 I COt =. L X2, 13.
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it were, to preoccupy the ground, test we should ',Yet look back at the followers of Maximianus,
bring those words in testimony against you. isee what places they possessexl, and by whose
Bur what have you really done, except to iiagency and under whose attacks they were
cause them to be quoted twice ? If, there, idriven from them, and do you venture, if you
fore, you are so much pleased with hearing Ican, to say that to suffer things like these is
the words which make against you, as to ten-: righteousness, while to do ttlem is unright-
der it necessary that they should be repeated, eousness. In the first place, because you
hear, I pray you, these words as coining from d_d the deed, and they suffered them; and
me, Petilianus: Is Christ divided, that vou lsecondlv, because, according to the rule of
should separate yourselves from the Churci_ ?. this righteousness, you are ffmnd to be in-

i fer]or. For they were driven from the ancient
CHAP. 43._IOl. PETILIA.X'USsaid: "Can it palaces by Cati_ohc emperors acting through

be that the traitor Judas hung h_mself for', judges, while you are not even driven forth
you, or did he imbue you with his character by the mandates of the emperors themselves
that, following his deeds, you should seize from the basilicas of unity. For what reason
on the treasures of the Church, and sell for l Is this, save that you are of less merit, not
money to the powers of this world us wllo are ',only than the rest of your colleagues, but
the heirs of Christ ?" I even tnan those very met{ whom you assuredly

1o2. AUGUSTIN answered: Judas d_d not !condemned ,%guilt3" of sacrilege by the mouth
die for us, but Christ, to whom the Church _jof your plenary (_'otl|'tctl ?
dispersed throughout the world says, " So'
shall I have wherewith to answer him that re-i CHAr. 44.--_o 3. Pl_:TtL1aNt'a said: " For
proacheth me: for I trust in Thy _ord."' Iwe, as it is wlltten, when we are baptized, put
When, therefore, I hear the words of tl_e.on Christ who was betrayed;_ you, when you
Lord, saying, "Ye shall be witnesses unto i are lzlfected, put on Judas the betrayer."

me both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea, and I Io4..\t',.t'_riy ans_cred: I also might say,
in Samaria, and even in the whole earth,"- IYou when you are infected put on Optatus
and through the voice of His prophet, " 'l'tae_r'. the betrayer, tile robber, the oppressor, the
sound is gone out through all the earth, and I separater of husband and wile; but far be it
their words into the ends of the world,"_ no from me that the desire of returning an evil
bodily admixture of evil ever is able to d_s-. word should provoke me into any falsehood:
turb me, if I know how to say, " Be surety for neither tto you put on Optatus, nor we
for Thy servant for good: let not the proud Judas. Therefore, if each one who comes to
oppress me." * I do not, therefore, concern ! us shall answer to our questions that he has
myself about avam calumniation when I have Ibcen baptized m the name of Optatus, he
a substantial promise But _f you complain Ishall 1,e baptized tn the name of Christ; and

;r iabout matters or places appertaining to the If you baptized any that came from us and

Church, which you used once to hold, and said that they had been baptized in the name
hold no longer, then the Jews also may say of the traitor Judas, in that case we have no
that they are righteous, and reproach us with[ fault to find with what you have done. But
unrighteousness, because the Christians now iif they had been baptized in the name of
occupy the place in which of old they _m-iChr_st, do you not see what an error you
piously reigned. What then is there unfit-!commit in thinking that the sacraments of
ting, if, according to a similar will of the Lord, iGod can undergo change through any change.
the Catholics now hold the things which for-iableness of human sins, or be polluted by
merly the heretics used to have _ For against defilement in the life of any man ?
all such men as this, that is to say, against _ . ,,._ .
all impious and unrighteous men, those words CHAP. 45._IO5. PETILIANUS saio: out
of the Lord have force, " The kingdom of if these are the parties, the name of member
God shall be taken from you, and be given 1of a party is no prejudice against us. l_or
to a nation bringing forth the fruits thereof; "5 there are two ways, the one narrow, in which
or is it written ]'n vain, "The righteous shall !we walk; the other is for the impious, wnerem
eat of the labors of the impious" ?_ Where- they shall perish. And yet, though the
fore you ought rather to be amazed that you designations be alike, there is a great differ-
still possess something, than that there is ence in the reality, that the way of righteou_
something which you have lost. But neither ness should not be defiled by fellowship in a
need you wonder even at this, for it is by name."
degrees that the whitened wall falls down. xo6. AUGt'STIN answered: You have been

llht. exix. 42. 2Actsi. 8 :3Ps xlx 4. 1
4 l_ ¢a_x. x:e.t. _ Matt. xxi. 43. _ Ps. cv. 4,. 7 G_l. in. 27.
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afraid of the comparison of your numbers with !which is to take place on the day of judgment.
the multitude throughout the world; and lBut I advise you to read that first Psalm in
therefore, in order to win praise for the lthe Greek version, and then you will not yen-
scantiness of your party, you have sought to ture to reproach the whole world with being
bring in the comparison of yourself walking of the party of Macarius; because you wdt
in the narrow path. Would to God that you I perhaps come to understand of what Macarius
had betaken yourself not to its praise, but to i there is a party among all the saints, who
the path itself ! Truly you would have seen jthroughout all natlons are blessed in the seed
that there was the same scantiness in the_of Abraham. For what stands in our lan.
Church of all nations; but that the righteous i a e an " "_'gu g _ _lessed is the man," is in Greek

are said to be few in comparison with the _gazd,oe,/_d_,_,j,o. But that Macarius who offends
multitude of the unrighteous, just as, in corn- you, 11 ne is a bad man, neither belongs to
parison with the chaff, there may be said to th_s division, nor is to its prejudice. But if
be few grains of corn m the most abundant he is a good man, let him prove h_s own
crop, and yet these verygrams of themselves, work, that he may have glory in himself
when brought into a heap, fill the barn. For alone, and not in another. 3

the followers of Maximlanus themselves will i

surpass you in this scantiness of number, _f, CHAP. 47.--109. PETILIANUS said: " But
you thmk that ngtateousness consists m this, the same Psalmist has sung the praises of our
as well as m the persecution involved m the baptism. ' The Lord is my shepherd, I shallloss of places which the)- held.

not want. He maketh me to lie down in the
Igreen pastures: He leadeth me beside the

CHAP. 45.--Io 7. PETILIANUS stud: '" In the I stdI waters. He restoreth my soul: He lead-
first Psalm David separates the hlessed from, eth me m the paths of righteousness for His
the impmus, not indeed making them mto_name,s sake Yea, thou h I walk throughpartms, but excluding all the impious from l ." _ " g

. tae valley of the shadow of death,'--though
holiness. ' Blessed is the man that walketh the persecutor, he means, should slay me,-
not in the counsel of the ungodly, nor stand- , I w_ll fear no ewl: for Thou art with me;
eth in the way of sinners.' Let him who had Thy rod and Thy staff comfort me.' It was
strayed from the path of righteousness, so by tins that it conquered Goliath, being armed
that he should perish, return to it agam. w_th the anointing od. ' Thou hast prepared
• Nor sitteth m the seat of the scornful. '_ a table before me in the presence of mine
When he gives th_s warning, O ye miserable enemms: Thou anointest my head with oll;men, why do you sit m that seat? 'But his

my cup runneth over. Surely goodness and
dehght is in the law of the Lord; and m His mercy shall follow me all the days of my life;
law doth he meditate day and mght. And and I will dwell in the house of the Lord for
he shall be like a tree planted by the rivers ever.'"4

of water, that bringeth forth his frmt in his iio. AUGUST1N answered: Th_s psalm
season: hm leaf also shall not wither; and speaks of those who recewe baptism aright,
whatsoever he doeth shall prosper. The un- and use as holy what is so holy. For those
godly are not so: but are hke the chaff whmh words have no reference even to Simon
the wind driveth away.' He blindeth their

Magus, who yet received the same holy bap-
eyes, so that they should not see. ' There- t_sm; and because he would not use it in a
fore the ungodly shall not stand in the judg- holy way, he d_d not therefore pollute it, or
ment, nor stoners m the congregation of the show that in such cases it should be repeated.
righteous. For the Lord knoweth the way Of Bu t since you have made mention of Goliath,
the righteous: but the way of the ungodly listen to the psalm which treats of Goliathshall perish.' ""

io8. AUGVSTIN answered: Who is there in himself, and see that he ts portrayed ill a new
song; for there it is stud, "I will sing a new

the Scriptures that would not distinguish be- song unto Thee, O God: upon a psalter)-, andtween these two classes of men_ But you
• an instrument of ten strings, wdl I sing prmse

slanderously charge the corn with the offenses unto Thee."5 And see whether he belongs
of the chaff; and being yourselves mere chaff, to this song who refuses to communicate w_th
you boastyourselves to be the only corn. But the whole earth. For elsewhere it is said,
the true prophets declare that both these class- ,, O sing unto the Lord a new song; sing unto
es have been mingled together throughout the Lord, all the earth. ''6 Therefore the
the whole world, that is, throughout the whole [whole earth, with whom you are not in unity,

corn-field of the Lord, until the winnowing 3Gal v, ,. 4Ps. xxld.
z/_ts_l_erca/_tdramtes_dentiw, cp Hieron. uPs. L I 5 Ps. exhv. 9. 6Ps xcvx. x.
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sings the new song. And these too are thelare not used except by those who, with con.
words of the whole earth, "The Lord is my ' verted heart, receive the cup of the Lord unto
shepherd, I shall not want," etc. These ale i eternal life; not by those who eat and drink
_ot the words of the tares, though th'ey be I damnation to themselves, as the apostle says:*
endured until the harvest in the same crop. land yet, though they are not one, the cup
They are not the words of the chaff, but of iwhlch the), receive is one, exerting its power
the wheat, although they are nourished by lon the martyrs that they should obtain a
one and the same rain, and are threshed out j heavenly reward, not on the Circumcelliones,
on the same threshing-floor at the same'.that they should mark precipices with death.
time, till they shall be separated the one from i RememDer, therefore, that the characters of
the other by the winnowing at the last day. **bad men m no wzse interfere with the virtue
And yet these both assuredly have the same _of the sacraments, so that their hohness should
baptism, though they are not the same them-, either be destroyed, or even diminished; but
selves. But if your party also were the'that they injure the unrighteous men them°
Church of God, you would certainly confess'selves, that they should have them as wit.
that this psalm has no application to the m- nesses of their damnation, not as aids to
furlated bands of the Clrcumcelhones. Or if health. For beyond all doubt you should
they too themselves are led through the patt_s l_ave taken into consideration the actual con.
of righteousness, why do you deny that they cludmg words of this psahn, and have under°
are your associates, when you are reproached stood that, on account of those who forsake
with them, although, for t_he most part, you the faith after they have been baptized, it
console yourselves for the scantiness of )'our cannot be said by all who receive holy bap-
sectlon, not by the rod and staff of the l.ord, tlsm that "' I will dwell in the house of the
but by the cudgels of the C_rcumcelhones, Lord for ever. " and yet, whether they abide
with which you think that y'ou are safe even;m the faith, or whether they have fallen
against the Roman laws,--to bring ol_eselflaway, though they themselves are not one,
into collision with which is surely nothing less I their baptism is one, and though they them-
than to walk through the valley of the shadow _elves are not both holy, yet the baptism in
of death? But he with whom the Lord _s,,botil is holy; because even apostates, if they
fears no evils. Surely, however, you will not _,return, are not baptized as though they had

venture to say that the words which are stm_ i lost the sacrament, but undergo humiliation,m this song belong even to those infuriated, because they have done a despite to it whicl:
men, and vet you not only acknowledge, but iremains m them.
ostentatlot(sty set forth the fact that they have i

" bat)tlsm. These words, therefore, are not I CuAi,. 48--tlI. PETILIANUS said: "Yet
used by any who are not refreshed by the t that you shoukl not call yourselves holy, in
holy water, as are all the righteous men ot _the first place, I declare that no one has holi.
God; not by those who are brought to de- hess who has not led a life of innocence."
struct_on by using it, as was that magician I x52. AUi;USFIN answered: Show us the tri.
when baptized by Philip: and vet the water!tmnal where you have been enthroned as
itself in both kinds of men is l_he same, n _d judge, that the whole world should stand for
of the same degree of sanctity. These words Itrial before you, and with what eyes you have
are not used except by those who will betong I respected and discussed, I do not say the con.
to the right hand; but yet both sheep and isciences, but even the acts of all men, that
goats feed in the same pasture under one i you should _ay that the whole world has lost
Shepherd, until they shall be separated, that'lts innocence. He who was carried up as far
they may receive their due reward. Thesei as the third heaven says, "Yea, [ judge not
words are not used except by those who, hke ' mine own self;" " and do you venture to pro.
Peter, receive life from the table of the Lord, i nounce sentence'on the whote world, through.
not judgment, as did Judas; and yet the. sup- ,_out which the inheritance of Christ is spread
per was itself the same to both, but it was. abroad _ In the next place, if what you have
not of the same profit to both, because they said appears to you to be sufficiently certain,
were not one. These words are not used ex- that '_ no one has holiness who has not led a
cept by those who, by being anointed with the life of innocence," I would ask you, if Saul
sacred oil, are blessed in spirit also, as was had not the holiness of the sacrament, what
David; not merely consecrated in the body was m him that David reverenced ? But if he
only, as was Saul: and yet, as they had both had innocence, why did he persecute the in-
received the same outward sign, it was not nocent ? For st was on account of the sanctity
the sacrament, but the personal merit that
was different in the two cases. These words , _c,,r _, _ • _Cot _ 3
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of his anointing that David honored him be thatwe should be therebyreminded how
while alive, and avenged him after he was you imitate the devil himself. For as he
dead; and because he cut off so much as a brought forward the words of the law against
scrap from his garment, he trembled with a the Author of the law, so you also out of the
panic-stricken heart. Here you see that Saul words of the law bring accusation against men
had not innocence, and yet he had holiness, whom you do not know, that you may resist
--not the personal holiness of a holy life (for the promises of God whmh are made in that
that no one can have without innocence), but very self.same law. Then I should be glad
the holiness of the sacrament of God, which if you would tell me in whose honor do those
is holy even in unrighteous men. confessors of yours achieve their martyrdom,

when they throw themselves over precipices,
CHAr. 49.--zI 3. PETILIANUS said: "For, --in honor of Christ, who thrust the devil

granting that you faithless ones are acquainted from Him when he made a like suggestion, or
with the law, without any prejudice to the law rather in honor of the devil himself, who sug-
itself, I may say so much as this, the devil gested such a deed to Christ ? There are two
knows it too. For in the case of righteous especially vile and customary deaths resorted
Job he answered the Lord God concerning to by those who kill themselves,--hanging
the law as though he were himself righteous, and the precipice. You assuredly said in the
as it is written, "And the Lord said unto earlier part of this epistle, " The traitor hung
Satan, Hast thou considered my servant Job, himself: he left this death to all who are like
that there is none like him in the earth, a him " This has no apphcation whatever to
man wlthout mahce, a true worshipper of God, us; for we refuse to reverence with the name
abstaining from every evil; and still he holdeth of martyr any who have strangled themselves.
fast his integrity, although thou movedst rn6 With how much greater show of reason might
against him, to destroy him without cause ?" we say agamst you, That master of all trai-
And Satan answered the Lord, Skin for skin, tots, the devil, wished to persuade Christ to
yea, all that a man hath will he give for his throw Himself headlong down, and was re-
life. Behold he speaks in legal phrase, even pulsed! What, therefore, must we say of
when he is striving against the law. And a those whom he persuaded with success?
second time he endeavored thus to tempt the What, indeed, except that they are the ene-
Lord Christ with his d_scourse, as it is written, mies of Christ, the friends of the devil, the
'The devil taketh Jesus into the holy city, disciples of the seducer, the fellow-dzsclples
and setteth Him on a pinnacle of the temple, of the traitor ? For both have learned to l_lll
and salth unto Him, If thou be the Son of themselves from the same master,--Judas by
God, cast thyself down: for it is written, He hanging himself, the others by throwing them- o
shall give His angelb charge concerning thee; selves over preclpmes.
and in their hands they shall bear thee up,
lest at any time thou dash thy foot against a CHAP. 50.--II5. PETILIANUssmd: "Butthat
stone. Jesus said unto him, It is written we may destroy your arguments one by one,
again, Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy if you call yourselves by the name of priests,
God.'" You know the law, I say, as did the it was said by the Lord God, through the
devil, who is conquered in his endeavors, and mouth of His prophet, ' The vengeance of
blushes in his deeds." the Lord is upon the false priests.' "

II4. AUGUSTIN answered: I might indeed xi6. AUGUSTIN answered: Seek rather
ask of you in what law the words are written what you may say with truth, not whence you
which the devil used when he was uttering may derive abusive words; and what you may
calumnies against the holy man Job, if the teach, not what reproaches you may cast m
position which I am set to prove were this, our teeth.
that you yourself are unacquainted with the
law which you assert the devil to have known CHAP. _I.--I 17. PETILIANUSsaid: "If you
but as this is not the question at issue be- wretched men clmm for yourselves a seat, as
tween us, I pass it by. But you nave endeav- we said before, you assuredly have that one
ored in such sort to prove that the devil is of which the prophet and psalmist David
skilled in the law, as though we maintained speaks as being the seat of the scornful 3
that all who know the law are just. Accord- For to you it is rightly left, seeing that t[ae
ingly_ I do not see in what manner you are holy cannot sit therein.'

"assisted by what you have chosen to quote i I8. Au_tys'r1_r answered: Here again you
concerning the devil,_unless, indeed, it may do not see that this is no kind of argument,

z Job. h. 3, 4- = Matt. iv. 5"7. 3 Ps. L z.
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but empty abuse. For this is what I said a! t2o. At'<_rCSTt_answered : We say that in
little while ago, You utter the words of the i the case of ever)" man the sacrifice that is of-
law, but take no heed against whom you utter t feted partakes of the character of him who
them; just as the devil uttered the words of approaches to offer it, or approaches to par-
the taw, bttt failed to perceive to whom he ut- take of it; and that those eat of the sacrifices
tered them. He wished to thrust down our lof such men, who in approaching to them

• Head, who was presently to ascend on high;l partake of tile character of those who offer
but you wish to reduce to a small fraction the t them. Therefore, if a bad man offer sacrifice

body of that same .Head which is dispersed itoi God,. ,and a __ood man receive it at his"throughout the entire world Certainly you hands, the sacrifice is to each man of such
yourself said a little time before that we know icharacter as he hnnself has shown himself to
the law, and speak in legal terms, but b ushlbe, since we find it also written that "unto
in our deeds. Thus much indeed you say !the pure all things are pure." 4 In accordance
without a proof of anything; but even though iwith this true and catholic judgment, you too
you were to prove it of some men, you would lare free from pollution by the sacrifice of
not be entitled to assert it of these others. 'Optatus, if you disapproved of his deeds.
However, if all men throughout all the world!For certainly his bread was the bread of

I

were of the character which you most vainly Imourners, seeing that all Afrma was mourning
charge them with, what has the chair done to under ills imqu_ties. But the evil involved
you of the Roman Church, in which Peter lin the schism of all your party makes this
sat, and which Anastasius fills to-day; or the:bread of mourners common to you all. For,
chair of the Cnurch of Jerusalem, m which, according to the judgment of )'our Council,
James once sat, and in which John sits to-_ Fellcianus of Mustt was a shedder of man's
day, with which we are umted in cathohc!hlood. For you said, iu condemning them,s
unity, and from which you have severed your-." 'I'hetr feet are swift to shed blood. '__ See
selves by your mad fury ? Why do you call therefore what kind of sacrifice he offers whom
the apostolic chmr a seat of the scornful _ If you hold to be a priest, when you have your-
it is on account of the men whom you believe selves convicted him of sacrilege. And if
to use the words of the law without perform-_ you think that this is in no way to your pre.
ing it, do you find that our Lord Jesus Christ I ]udtce, I would ask you how the emptiness of
was moved by the Pharisees, of whom He!your calumnms can be to the prejudice of the
says, "They say, and do not," to doany des-!whole world ?
pite to the seat in which they sat? Did He l
not commend the seat of Moses, and mam-_ CHAP. 53._12t. PI.ZTILIANUSsaid: "If yOU
rain the honor of the seat, while He conwcted I make prayer to God, or utter supplication, it
those that sat in it ? For He says, "Theylprofits you absolutely nothing wiaatsoever,
sit in Moses' seat: all therefore whatsoever, For your blood-stained cousclence makes your
they bid you observe, that observe and do; feeble prayers of no effect; because the Lord
but do not ye after their works: for they say,, God regards purity of conscience more th_n
and do not.' '_ If you were to think of these i the words of supplication, according to the say-
things, you would not, on account of men. ins of the Lord Christ, ' Not every one that
whom you calumniate, do despite to the. saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter intothe
apostolic seat, in which you have no share, i kingdom of heaven; but he that doeth the will
But what else is conduct i_ke yours but lgnor- ]of my Father which is in heaven.'z The will
ance of what to say, combined with want of lof God unquestionably is good, for therefore
power to abstain from evil-speaking ? we pray as follows in the holy prayer, _T.hy

will be done in earth, as it is in heaven,"
CHAP. 52._II9. PETILIANUSstud: " If you that, as His will is good, so it may confer on

suppose that you can offer sacrifice, God Him- us whatever may be good. You therefore do
self thus speaks of you as most abandoned not do the will of God, because you do what
stoners : ' The wicked man,' He says, ' that is evil every day."
sacrificeth a calf is as if he cut off a dog's x22. AUGUS'nN answered: If we on our
neck; and he that offereth an oblation, as if side were to utter against you all that you
he offered swine's blood. '_ Recognize herein iassert against us, would not any one who
your sacnfice, who have already poured out _heard us consider that we were rather insane
human blood. And again He says, ' Their t litigants than Christian disputants, if he him.
sacrifices shall be unto them as the bread of! self were m his senses ? We do not, there-
mourners; all that eat thereof shall be pol-_
luted.'" _ { _ Tit. t. rt;. _; In the C.,o_J of Ba_.

0 Ps x_v. 3, ep. LXX. atui l'heron. 7 M_ttt. vii, _t

r Matt. xmiL 2, 3- 2 Iu. Lxvl. 3- 3 H_, lJ_ 4- $ Matt. yr. to.
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fore, render for railing. For it is not fitting find that it is no one else but those who are
that the servant of the Lord should strive; lovers of unity. For as to the driving out of
but he should be gentle unto all men, willing Idevils, and as to the working of miracles, see.
to learn, in meekness instructing those that ing that very many do not do such things who
oppose themselves, x If, therefore, we re- yet belong to the kingdom of God,'and very
proach you with those who daily do what is many do them who do not belong to it, neither
evil among you, we are guilty oi striving un- our party nor your party have any cause for •
be_ttingly, accusing one for the sins of an- boasting, if any of them chance to have this
other. But if we admonish you, that as you power, since the Lord did not think it right that
are unwilling that these things should be even the apostles, who could truly do such
brought against yourselves, so you should things both to profit and salvation, should
abstain from bringing against us the sins of boast in things like this, when He says to them,
other men, we then in meekness are instruct- "In this rejoice not, that the spirits are subjec(
ing you, solely in the hope that some time unto you; but rather rejoice, because your
you will return to a better mind. names are written in heaven.", Wherefore

all those things which you have advanced
CHAP. 54.mx23 . PETILIANUS said: "But if from the writings of the gospel I also might

it should so happen, though whether it be so repeat to you, if I saw you working the pow-
I cannot say, that you cast out devils, neither erful acts of signs and miracles; and so might
will this in you do any good; because the you repeat them to me. if you saw me doing
devils themselves yield neither to your faith things of a like sort. Let us not, therefore,
nor to your merits, but are driven out in the say one to another what may equally be said
name of the Lord Jesus Christ." on the other side as well; and, putting aside

I24. AUGUSTIN answered: God be thank-all quibbles, since we are inquiring where the
ed that you have at length confessed that the IChurch of Christ is to be found, let us listen
invocation of the name of Christ may be of i to the words of Christ Himself, who redeem-
profit for the salvation of others, even though i ed it with His own blood: "Ye shall be wit-
it be invoked by sinners! Hence, therefore, t nesses unto me both in Jerusalem, and in all
you may understand that when the name of I fudea, and in Samaria, and even in the whole
Christ is invoked, the sins of one man do not earth."s You see then who it is with whom
stand in the way of the salvation of another, a man refuses to communicate who wdl not
But to determine in what manner we invoke communicate _vith this Church, which is spread
the name of Christ, we require not your judg- throughout all the world, if at least you hear
meat, but the judgment of Christ Himself whose words these are. For what is a great-
who is invoked by us; for He alone can know er proof of madness than to hold commun-
in what spirit He is invoked. Yet from His ion with the sacraments of the Lord, and to
own words we are assured that He is invoked refuse to hold communion with the words of
to their salvation by all nations, who are bless- the Lord ? Such men at any rate are hkely to
ed in the seed of Abranam. say, In Thy name have we eaten and drunken,

and to hear the words, "I never knew you, ''_
CHt.p. 55.--I25. PETILIANUS said: "Even seeing that they eat His body and drink His

though you do very virtuous actions, and per- blood in the sacrament, and do not recognize
form miraculous works, yet on account of your in the gospel His members which are spread
wickedness the Lord does not know you; even abroad throughout the earth, and therefore
so, according to the words of the Lord Him- are not themselves counted among them in
self, 'Many will say to me in that day, Lord, the judgment.
Lord, have we not prophesied in Thy name ?
and in Thy name have cast out devils? and CHAP. 56.mx27. PETILIANUS said: "But
h_ Thy name done many wonderful works ? even if, as you yourselves suppose, you are
And then will I profess unto them, I never following the law of the Lord in purity, let us
knew you; depart from me, ye that work in- nevertheless consider the question of the
iquity. '''_ most holy law itself in a legal form. The
° 125. AI_GUSTm answered: We acknowledge Apostle Paul says, 'The law is good, if a man

the word of the Lord. Hence also the apos- use it lawfully. '7 What then does the law
tl¢ trays, "Though I have all faith, so that I say ? 'Thou shalt not kill.' What Cain the
could remove mountains, and have not chad- murderer did once, you have often done, m
ty, I am nothing."3 Here therefore we must slaying your brethren."
inquire who it is that has charity: you wttl x28. Atlt;USTIl_ answered: We do not wish

• Luke x. :_o. 5 Actsi. 8.

_ _ a Tim. tt. _4, aS t M&tt. vti. 22, _3. a x Cor. xm. _. 6 .Matt. vu. _ 23. 7 x Ttm. I. 8.
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to be like you : for there are not wanting would bring up against the whom earth tim
words which might be uttered, as you too kings of this world, through whose prtmon,
utter-these; and known also, for you do not suls you, yourselves a fragment, would not
know these; and set forth in the conduct of a spare the fragment which was separated from
life, as these are not set forth by you. you. When then we may that you hold oar

opinions, we are not shown to be bearir_ false
CHAP. 57._t29. PETILIANUS said: "It is w!mess, unless you can show that we are not

,written, 'Thou shalt not commit adultery.' in the Church of Christ, which indeed you
Each one of you, even though he be chaste never cease alleging, but never will be able
in his body, yet in spirit is an adulterer, be- to establish; nay, in real truth, when you uy
cause he pollutes his holiness." this, you are bringing a charge of false wit-

13o. AOGUSTII_ answered: These words ness no longer against us, but against the
also might be spoken with truth against cer. Lord Himself. For we are in the Church
rain both of our number and of yours; but if which was foretold by His own testimony,
their deeds are condemned by us and you and where He bore witness to His witnea_ss
alike, they belong to neither us nor you. But saying, ' Ye shall be witnesses unto me both
you wish that what you say.against certain in Jerusalem and in all Judea, and in $ama-
men, without proving it even m their especial ria, and even in the whole earth." But you
case, should be taken just as if you had show yourselves to be false witnesses not only
established it,_not in the case of some who from this, that you resist this truth, but also
have fallen away from the seed of Abraham, in the very trial in which you joined issue with
but in reference to all the nations of the earth the schism of Maximianus. For if you were
who are blessed in the seed of Abraham. acting according to the law of Christ, how

much more consistently do certain Christian
CHAP. 58.--I31. PETILIAN'US said: "It is emperors frame ordinances in accordance with

written, SThou shalt not bear false witness it, if even pagan proconsuls can follow its be-
against thy neighbor.' When you falsely bests in passing judgment? But if you
declare to the kings of this world that we hold [ thought that even the laws of an earthly era.
your opinions, do you not make up a false- pire were to be summoned to your aid, we do
hood ?" not blame yotl for this. It is what Paul did

i32. AUGUSTIN answered: If those are not when he bore witness before his adversaries
our opinions which you hold, neither werethey that he was a Roman citizen." But I would
your opinions which you received from the folo ask by what earthly laws it is ordained that
lowers of Maximianus. But if they were there- the followers of Maximianus should be driven
foreyours, because they were guilty of a sacri- from their place? Youwill find nolawwhat-
legious schism in not communicating with the ever to this effect. But, in point of fact, you
party of Donatus, take heed what ground you have chosen to expel them under laws which
occupy, and with whose inheritance you refuse have been passed against heretics, and against
communion, and consider what answer you can yourselves among their number. You, as
make, not to the kings of this world, but to though by superior strength, have prevailed
Christ your King. Of Him it is said, "He against the weak. Whence they, being wholly
shall have dominion also from sea to sea, and powerless, say that they are innocent, like the
from the river unto the ends of the earth."' wolf in the power of the lion. Yet surely you
From what river does it mean, save that where could not use laws which were passed agairlst
He was baptized, "and where the dove de- yourselves as instruments against others, ex,
scended on Him, that mighty token of charity cept by the aid of false witness. For if thos,
and unity ? But you refuse communion with laws are founded on truth, then do you come
this unity, and occupy as yet the place of down from the position which you occupy;
unity; and you bring us into disfavor with the but if on falsehood, why did you use them tO
kings of this world in making use of the drive others from the Church ? But how if
edicts of the proconsul to expel your schis- they both are founded on truth, and could not
matics from the place of the party of Donatus. be used by you for the expulsion of others
These are not mere words flying at random except with the aid of falsehood ? For that
through the empty void: the men are still the judges might submit to their autbofity_
alive, the states bear witness to the fact, the they were willing to expel heretics from tim
archives of the proconsuls and of the several Church, from which they ought firstt to
towns are quoted in evidence of it. Let then ] expelled yourselves; but you declared yottr,

the voice of calumny be at length silent, which l setves to be Catholics, that y_...migktT
t 1_ lx.tiL 8. ! _ #._t* x_.iL _5.
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cape the seventy of the laws which you era- CHAP. 6I._I37. PETILIANUS said: " But
ployed to oppress others. It is for you to the Lord Christ says, 'Whosoever shall do
determine what you appear to yourselves and teach them, the same shall be called the
among yourselves; at any rate, under those greatest in the kingdom of heaven.' But He
laws you are not Catholics. Why then have condemns you wretched men as follows:
you either made them false, if they are true, ' Whosoever shall break one of these corn-
by your false witness, or made use of them, if mandments, he shall be called the least in the
they are false, for the oppression of others ? kingdom of heaven.' "

I38. AUGUSTIN answered: When you hap- '
CHAP. 59.--x33. PETILXA.nUSsaid: " It is pen to quote the testimony of Scripture as

written, ' Thou shalt not covet anything that [ other than it really is, and it does not bear
is thy neighbor's.'* You plunder what is[ on the question which is at issue between us,
ours, that you may have it for your own." [ I am not greatly concerned; but when it in-

x34. AUGUSTIN answered: All things of terferes with the matter on hand, unless it is
which unity was in possession belong to none quoted truly, then I think that you have no
other than ourselves, who remain m unity, inght to find fault if I remind you how the
not in accordance with the calumnies of men, ] passage really stands. For you must be aware

but with the words of Christ, m whom all the i that the verse which you quoted is not as you
nations of the whole earth are blessed. Nor j quoted it, but rather thus: "Whosoever slaall
do we separate ourselves from the society of I break one of these least commandments, and
the wheat, on account of the unrighteous men i shall teach men so, he shall be called the
whom we cannot separate from the wheat of least in the kingdom of heaven; but whoso-
the Lord before the winnowing at the judg- ever shall do and teach them, the same shall
ment; and if there are any things which you be called great in the kingdom of heaven."
who are cut off begin already to possess, we And immediately He continues, " For I say
do not, because the Lord has gtven to us unto you, That except your righteousness
what has been taken away from you, there- shall exceed the righteousness of the scribes
fore covet our neighbors' goods, seeing that and Pharisees, ye shall in no case enter into
they have been made ours by the authority of the kingdom of heaven."3 For elsewhere
Him to whom all things belong; and they He shows and proves of the Pharisees that
are rightly ours, for you were wont to use they say and do not. It is these, therefore,
them for purposes of schism, but we use them to whom He is referring also here, when He
for the promotion of umty. Otherwise your said, "Whosoever shall break one of these
party might reproach even the first people of commandments, and shall teach men so,"--
God with coveting their neighbors' goods, that is, shall teach in words what he has vio-
seeing that they were driven forth before their lated in deeds; whose righteousness He says
face by the power of God, because they used that our righteousness must excel, in that we
the land amiss; and the Jews in turn them- must both keep the commandments and teach
selves, from whom the kingdom was taken men so. And yet not even on accouut of
away, according to the words of the I,ord, those Pharisees, v0ith whom you compare us,
and given to a nation bringing forth the fruits unot from any motives of prudence, but from
thereof," may bring a charge against that malice,---did our Lord enjoin that the seat of
nation of coveting tbeir neighbors' goods, be- Moses should be deserted, which seat He
cause the Church of Christ is in possession doubtless meant to be a figure of His own;
where the persecutors of Christ were wont to for He said indeed that they who sat m
reign. And, after all, when it has been said Moses' seat were ever saying and not doing,
to yourselves, You are coveting the goods of but warns the people to do what they say, and
other men, because you have driven out from not to do what they do,' lest the chair, with
the basilicas the followers of Maximianus, all its holiness, should be deserted, and the
you are at a loss to find any answer that you unity of the flock divided through the faith-
can make. lessness of the shepherds.

CHAP. 6o.--x35. PETILIANUS said: "Un- CHAP. 6_.--x39. PETILIANUS said: "And
der what law, then, do you make out that you again it is written, ' Every sin which a man
are Christians, seeing that you do what is shall sin is without the body; but he that

g_o_itrary ;to the law ?" sinneth in the Holy Spirit, it shall not be for-
36. AUGtrSTn_ answered: Yon are anx- given him, neither in this world, neither in the

lotto for strife, and not for argument, world to come.'"

_'o,__ rex. xx, x3-z 7. _ Ms.tt. xxi. 43. 3 ?,:at*. v. xg, :,o Matt. xxlh. 2, 3,
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I4o. AUGUSTIN answered: This too is not]wherein do you fulfill the commandments of
written as you have quoted it, and see how God ? Ille Lord Christ said, Blessed arc
far it has led you astray. The apostle, writ- the poor in spirit: for theirs is the kingdom
ing to the Corinthians, says. "Every sm that of heaven.' But you by your malice in per.
a man doeth is without the body; but he that secutlon breathe forth the riches of madness."
committeth formeation smneth against his I42. AUGUSTIN answered : Address that
own body."' But this is one thing, and that Irather to )'our own Circumcelliones.
is another which the Lord said in the gospel:
"All manner of sin and blasphemy shall be CHAP. 64._I43. Pv |'n.laNtrssaid: "'Bless-
forgiven unto men: but whosoever speaketh ed are the meek. for they shall inherit the
against the Holy Ghost, it shall not be for- earth.' You therefore, not being meek_ have
given him, neither in this world, neither in lost both heaven anti earth ahke. '_
the world to come. ''= But you have begun a x44. Avt;t'sa']._ answered: Again and again
sentence from the writing of the apostle, and you may hear the Lord sasqng, "Ye shall be
ended it as though it were one from the gos- witnesses unto me both in Jerusalem, and in all
peI, which I fancy you have done not with Judea, and in Samaria, aud even in the whole
any intention to deceive, but through mis- earth."_ How is it, then, that those men
take; for neither passage has any bearing on. have not lost heaven anti earth, who, in order
the matter in hand. And why you have stud to avoid communicating with all the nations
this, and in what sense you have said it, I am'of the earth, despise the words of Him that
wholly unable to perce:ve, unless it be that, sltteth m heaven? For, in proof of your
whereas you had stud above that all were con- _meekness, it is not )'our words but the cud-
demned by the Lord who had broken an)" one ;gels of the Cwcumcelliones which should be
of His commandments, you have considered examined. You will say, What has that to
since how many there are in your part), who do with us ? Just as though we were mak.
break not one but many of them; and lest an nag the remark with any other object except
objection should be brought against you on to extract that answer from you. For the
that score, you have sought, by way of stir- reason that your schism is a valid charge
passing the difficulty, to bring in a d|stlnetion against you is that you do not allow that you
of sins, whereby it miglat be seen that it is are chargeable with another's sin, whereas
one thing to break a commandment in re- you have separated from us for no other rea.
spect of which pardon may easily be obtained, son but that you charge us with the sins of
another thing to sin against the Holy (;host, other men.

which shall receive no forgiveness, e_ther m CHAI'. 65.--_45. Pm'lLIAmlssaid : "'Bles_this world or m the world to come. In )'our
dread, therefore, of infection from sin, you ed are they that mourn: for they shallbe corn-
were unwilling to pass this over in s_lence; forted.' You, our butchers, are the cause of

......... mourning in others • you do not mourn your.anca again, in your areao Ol a question too L , ,,

deep for your powers, you wish to touch lse_ves" . .....
' - " - -' " -a ft 140 AUGUSTIN answereo" %OnSloer tot acursorllg on It in passing, in such a st te o " , " " . ....

"" " - ".... ' ar- settin"rsn°rt space to now many, ano wttla what in.
agitation, mat, just as men wno e g " " " " _r ..... " "
abou't a tasK- In nas-te, and conse-uentq con""Ittenslty,.tne cry ot t" aises De to ooa,
. • . ..... nroceedm_ from your armed men, has caused
lUSlOn_ are wont to fasten tnelr caress or snoes ,- . . o . _ . , ....

" - .... ih r-o eel °thers to mourn., Do you say again9 wnatawr ,so ou nave not thou ntntet e t s .....
• Y" 'Y ' g - " " " r_lS that to us? ThenI too will rejoin againwhat Delongs to what, or in what context o _.
.... ' ' " te PC Iin your own words, What is that to us _ Whatwhat sense the passage wmcn you quo " ' ....... "-n -f *h--a_" > :"'_ -"

' " " " " "a" sin* is st to all me naglo s o t e e rm. wnat tscurs Jaut wnat is the nature ot m _
"" ; ..... " .... his t it to those who prmse the name of the Lordwmcn snail not be Ior lven, elmer in t . .

w .... :" g are so far] from the rising of the sun to the setting of
orla or in tile worl0 to come, you a " ' "

fro ......... believe that ] the same ? Wh t lS it to all the earth, whichum Knowan that mougn you ' n " "
• ;g' " " • " )romiselSlngsanew so g? What ts st to the seed of

we are actuany nwng {n st, you yet I .. I Abraham, in which all the nations of the
us torgaveness ot it .tla.rougu .your .Daptlsm. learth are blessed?S And so the sacrilege of
exna yet how could this oe posslme, it me sm I
be of such a nature that it cannot be for- _Act,,;e. - • -a_ ......- . . . ._ * . _a _ | 4 "1he olQer ealttOtl$ I1 ¢_ cs Q._taT/¢ _t_tl_t_'l ¢1: qlla_I.lct¢l l._
gaven, either in thls worla or in tne worm to turn dedemnt Deo (Erasmus alone tdeo)laudeg amataru_ _eg-

com_ ;_ trorum ..... How much and howgreat grief Imve the _ Of
----- • ] your lovers caused to Go/l, _" l'he Benedmtmes restored the reaub

mg translated abov¢ _ ' _uam mult/i . . . a9¢0 laacd.¢# ¢t_o
•-- _,t _ - _matorum_ettrerum")*l)eofaudetbelngtheetTo[th¢Ctre, tg*_"

CHAP. 6.g.--I4I. PETILIANUS salon : 15Ut_ce ones Cp Aug. in Ps. cxxmi. 6: "'A Cuikua_lu$ t]_"
- _ Dee lau_les quamjtrcmit_g ltanit ;" _md ib,: "JOin laua_

-- -- _ trum #lurant ltamz_et."

t t Cot. vL IS • Matt. IlL 3I, 32- I 5 (_efl XXU 18.
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your schism is chargeable on you, just be- sessed with blindness in the impure malice of
cause the evil deeds of your companions are your hearts ?"
not chargeable on you; and because you are I i52. AI;GUSTI_r answered: Wherefore say
from this that the deeds of those on whose jyou thls_ Can it be that we reproach all
account you separated from the world, even tf nations with the dark and hidden things which
you proved your charges to be true, do not are declared by men, and do not choose to
involve the world m sin. understand the manifest sayings which God

spake in olden time of all the nations of the
CHAP. 66.--I47. PETILIANUSsaid: "'Bless- earth? This is indeed great blindness of

ed are they which do hunger and thirst after heart; and if you do not recognize it in your-
righteousness: for they shall be filled.' To selves, that is even greater blindness.
you it seems to be righteousness that you
thirst after our blood." CHAP. 69.--I53. PETILIANUS said: " 'Bless-

I48. AUGUSTIN answered: What shall I say ed are the peacemakers; for they shall be call-
unto thee, O man, except that thou art calum- ed the children of God.' _ You make a pre-
nious ? The unity of Christ, indeed, is tence of peace by your wickedness, and seek
hungering and thirsting after all of you; and unity by war."
I would that it might swallow you up, for then _54. AUGUSTIN answered: We do not make
would you be no longer heretics, a pretense of peace by wickedness, but we

preach peace out of the gospel; and if you
CHAP. 67.--i49. PETILIANUS said: " 'Bless- were at peace with it, you would be at peace

ed are the merciful: for they shall obtain met- also wlth us. The risen Lord, when present-
cy.' But how shallI call you merciful when you ing Himself to the disciples, not only that
inflict punishment on the righteous ? Shall I they should gaze on Him with their eyes, but
not rather call you a most unrighteous com- also that they should handle Him with their
reunion, so long as you pollute souls ?" hands, began His discourse to them with the

i5o. AuOUSTINanswered: You have proved words, " Peace be unto you " And how
neither point,--neither that you yourselves this peace itself was to be maintained, He
are righteous, nor that we inflict punishment disclosed to them in the words which followed.
on even the unrighteous; and yet, even as For " then opened He their understanding,
false flattery is generally cruel, so just correc- that they might understand the Scriptures,
tion is ever merciful. For whence is that and said unto them, Thus is it written, and
which you do not understand: "Let the thus it behoved Christ to suffer, and to rise• i
righteous smite me, it shall be a kindness; from the dead the third day; and that repent-
and let him reprove me" ? For while he says ance and remission of sins should be preached
this of the severity of merciful correction, the in His name among all nations, beginning at
Psalmist immediately went on to say of the J erusalem.''3 If you will keep peace with
gentleness of destructive flattery, " But the these words, you will not be at variance with
oil of sinners shall not break my head."' Do u_. For if we seek unity by war, our war
you therefore consider whither you are called, could not be praised in more glorious terms,
and from what you are summoned away. For seeing that it is written, "Thou shalt love thy
how do you know what feelings he entertains neighbor as thyself." ¢ And again it is written,
towards you whom you suppose to be cruel? "No man ever yet hated his own flesh."s
But whatever be his feelings, every one must And yet the flesh lusteth against the spirit,
bear his own burden both with us and withyou, and the spirit against the flesh. _ But if no
But I would have you cast away the burden man ever yet hated his own flesh, and yet a
of schism which you all of you are bearing, man lusteth against his own flesh, here you
that you may bear your good burdens in have unity sought by war, that the body,
unity; and I would bid you mercifully cor- being subject to correction, may be brought
rect, if you should have the power, all those under submission. But what the spirit does
w_lo are bearing evil burdens; and, if this be against the flesh, waging war with it, not in
beyond your power, I would bid you bear hatred but in love, this those who are spiritual
with them in peace, do against those who are carnal, that they

may do towards them what they do towards

CHAP. 68.--xSx. PETmlANUS said: "'Bless- themselves, because they love their neighbors
-_l are the pure in heart : for they shall see as neighbors indeed. But the war which the
God.' When will you see God, who are pos- spiritual wage is that correction which is in

2 MatL v. _ 3 Luke xxlv. 36, 45-47.
t PL exli. 5_ LXX., el. Hieron. ¢ Matt. xxl]. 39- 5 Eph. v. _o. 6 Gal. v. t 7.
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love: their sword is the word of God. To self, and let Daniel show it to you, growing
such a war they are aroused by the trumpet out of a small stone, and filling the whole
of the apostle sounding w_th a mighty force: earth.s But when the prophet says to you,
"Preach the word; be instant in season, out "Peace, peace; and where is there peace?"
of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort, with all what will you show? Will you show the party
long-suffering and doctrine."z See then that iof Donatus, unknown to the countless nations
we act not with the sword, but with the word. i to whom Christ ,s known ? It is surely not
But you answer what is not true, while you the city which cannot be hid; and whence is
accuse us falsely. You do not correct your this, except that it is not founded on the
own faults, and you bring against us those of mountain ? " For He is our peace, who hath
other men. Christ bears true witness con- made both one," *--not Donatus, who has
cerning _the nations of the earth; you, in op-_ made one into two.
position to Christ, bear false witness against!
the nations of the earth. If we were to be- _ CHAP. 72._i59. PI.:TILIANt'ssaid: " ' Bless.

lieve you rather than Christ, you would call led are t!aey which are persecuted for right-
us peacemakers; because we believe Christ ieousness sake; for theirs is the kingdom of
rather than you, we are sa_d to make a pre-lheaveu.'7 You are not blessed; but you
tense of peace by our wickedness. And whtle I make martyrs to be blessed, with whose souls
you say and do such things as th_s, you have the heavens are filled, and the earth has
the further impudence to quote the words, flourished with their memory. You therefore
" Blessed are the peacemakers; for they shall do not honor theth yourselves, but you pro-
be called the children of God." vtde us with objects of honor."

16o. At:oUSTm answered: The plain fact
CHAP. 7o.--155. PET_LIA.Xt'Ssaid: " Though *s, that if it had not been said, " Blessed are

the Apostle Paul says, ' I therefore, the prls- they which are persecuted for righteousness'
oner of the Lord, beseech you, brethren, that sake," but had been said instead, Blessed are
ye walk worthy of thevocat_on wherewith yeare they who throw themselves over precipices,
called, with all lowliness and meekness, with then heaven would have been filled with your
long-suffering, forbearing one another m love; martyrs. Of a truth we see many flowers on
endeavoring to keep the unity of the Sprat m 'tthe earth blooming from their bodies; but, as
the bond of peace.' "_ Ithe saying goes, the flower is dust and ashes.

I56. AUGUSTIN answered: If you wou]d I
not only say these words, but hearken to them I CHAI'. 73.--t6t. PETILIAr_US said: "Since
as well, you would put up even w_th known ithen you are not blessed by falsifying the
evils for the sake of peace, instead of invent- [commands of God, the Lord Christ condemns
ing new ones for the sake of quarreling, ff Ill you by Hts divine decrees: ' Woe unto you,
were only because you subsequently learned, ]scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! for ye shut
for the sake of the peace of Donatus, to put Iup the kingdom of heaven against men: for
up with the most flagrant and notorious wick- Iye neither go in yourselves, neither suffer ye
edness of Optatus. What madness is thts lthem that are entering to go in. Woe unto
that you display ? Those who are known are Iyou, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! for
borne with, that a fragment may not be fur. ' ye compass sea and land to make one prose-
ther split up; those of whom nothing is known llyre; and when he is made, ye make him two,
are defamed, that they themselves may not]fold more the child of hell than yourselves.
remain in the undivided whole. Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hy.po.

crites ! for ye pay tithe of mint, and anise,

CHAP. 7I._I57. PETILIANUS said: " To and cummm, and have omitted the weightier
you the prophet says, ' Peace, peace; and matters of the law, judgment, mercy, and
where is there peace?' " 3 faith: these ought ye to have done, and not

x58. AuousTm answered: It is you that to leave the other undone. ¥e blind guides_
say this to us, not the prophet. We there- which strain at a gnat, and swallow a camel.
fore answer you: If you ask where peace is to Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypo-
be found, open your eyes, and see of whom it crites ! for ye are like unto whited sepulchres,
is said, "He maketh wars to cease in all the which indeed appear beautiful outwardly, but
world. "4 If you ask where peace is to be are within full of dead men's bones, and of
found_ open your eyes to see that city which all uncleanness. Even so ye also outwardly
cannot be hidden, because _t is built upon a appear righteous unto men, but within ye are
hill; open your eyes to see the mountain it- full of hypocrisy and iniquity.' .,8

x _ Tim., iv. 2. 2 Eph iv. _-3- 5 Dan ii. 35. 6 Eph. il z_).
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162. AU(;VSTIN answered: Tell me whether some distinct proofs. For when I too have
you have said anything which may not equally said, We are sheep, and you are wolves, do
be said against you in turn by any slanderous you think that there is any differenc_ caused
and evil-speaking tongue. But from what has by the fact that you express the idea in swell-
been said by me before, any one who wishes ,ng words ? But listen whilst I prove what I
may find out that these things may be said assert. For the Lord says in the gospel, as
against you, not by way of empty abuse, but you know full well, whether you please it or
with the support of truthful testimony. As, not, " My sheep hear my voice, and follow
however, the opportunity is presented to us, me. "_ There are many sayings of the Lord
we must not pass this by. There is no doubt on d,fferent subjects; but supposing, for ex-
that to the ancient people of God orcumcision ample, that any one were in doubt whether
stood in the place of baptism. I ask, there- the same Lord had risen in the body, and
fore, putting the case that the Pharisees, His words were to be quoted where He says,
against whom those words you quote are " Handle me, and see; for a spirit hath not
spoken, had made some proselyte, who, if he flesh and bones, as ye see me have;"---if even
were to imitate them, would, as it is said, be- after this he should be unwilling to acquiesce
come twofold more the child of hell than in the belief that His body had risen from
themselves, supposing that he were to be the dead, surely such a man could not be
converted, and desire to imitate Simeon, or reckoned among the sheep of the Lord, be-
Zacharias, or Nathanael, would it be neces- cause he would not hear His voice. And so
sary that he should be circumcised again by too now, when the question between us is,
them? And if it is absurd to put th_s case, Where is the Church? whdst we quote the
why, although in empty fashion and with words that follow in the same passage of the
empty sounds you compare us to men hkethis, gospel, where, after His resurrection, He
do you nevertheless baptize after us ? But if gave H,s body even to be handled by those
you are really men hke this, how much better who were m doubt, in which He showed the
and how much more in accordance with truth future wide extent of the Church, saying,
do we act in not baptizing after you, as "Thus it is written, and thus tt behoved
neither was it right that those whom I have Christ to suffer, and to rise from the dead the
mentioned should be circumcised after th_ thlrd day; and that repentance and remission
worst of Pharisees! Furthermore, when such of sins should be preached in Hm name
men sit in the seat of Moses, for which the throughout all nations, beginning at Jerusa-
Lord preserved its due honor, why do you lem;"3 whereas you will not communicate
blaspheme the apostolic chmr on account of with all nations, m whom these words have
men whom, justly or unjustly, you compare been fulfilled, how are you the sheep of this
with these ? Shepherd, whose words you not only do not

obey when you have heard them, but even
CHAP. 74._:63. PETILIANUS said: " But fight against them ? And so we show to you

these things do not alarm us Christians; for from this that you are not sheep But listen
of the evil deeds which you are destined to further whence we show you that, on the con-
commit we have before a warning g_ven us trary, you are wolves. For necessarily, when
by the Lord Christ. 'Behold,' He says, 'I it is shown by His own words where the
send y6u forth as sheep in the midst of Church is to be found, it is also clear where
wolves.' * You fill up the measure of the we must look for the fold of Christ. When-
madness of wolves, who either lay or are ever, therefore, any sheep separate themselves
.preparing to lay snares against the Churches from this fold, which is expressly pointed out
m precisely the same way in which wolves, and shown to us by the unmistakeable
with their mouths wide open against the fold, declaration of the Lord,--and that, I will not
even with destructive eagerness, breathe forth say because of charges falsely brought, but
panting anger from their jaws, suffused with on account of charges brought, as no one can
blood." deny, with great uncertainty against their

164. AtrGUST_r_ answered: I should be glad fellow-men, and consequently slay those
to utter the same sentiment against you, but sheep which they have torn and alienated
not in the wQrds which you have used: they from the life of unity and Christian love_is
are too inappropriate, or rather mad. But it not evident that they are ravening wolves ?
what was required was, that you should show But it will be said that these very men them-
chat we were wolves and that you were sheep, selves praise and preach the Lord Christ.
not by the emptiest of evil-speaking, but by They are therefore those of whom He says

:, • Matt, x. t6, _ John x. 27. 3Luke xxlv. 39, 46, 47.
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Himself, "They come unto you in sheep's'whom the apostle thus complains in another
clothing, bat inwardly they are ravening lplace, where fie is e._tolling the natural sin-
wolves. By their fruits ye shall know lcerit - of ,i.:...... ",,. ,,_

I v lltlIULil_" : _. l_ave no manj, _

them." _ The sheep s clothing is seen in the lsays , ,, like-minded, who will naturally care
praises of Christ; the fruits of their wolfish !for your state. For all seek their own, not
nature in their slanderous teeth, the things which are Jesus Christ"" 's." 6 Uu.

doubtedlv he was speaking of those who were
CHAP. 75._I6 S. PETIL1AXr:S said: "Oiwlth tlim'at the time when he waswriting that

wretched traditors ! Thus indeed It was fit- _ epistle; for it could not be that all Christians
ling that Scripture should be fulfilled. But ira every quarter of the earth were seeking
in you I grieve for this, tt_at you have shown iltheir o_,n, and not the tlmlgs which were
yourselves worthy to fulfill the part of wick- Jesus Christ's. It was of those, therefore_ as
edness.'* ;I said, who were with him at the time when

166. AUGUSTIN answered. I might rather' l_e was writing the words which you have
say, O wretched/raditors! if I were minded, quoted, that he uttered this lamentation.
or rather if ]ustme urged me to cast up against l"or who else was it to whom he referred_
all of you the deeds of some among your when tie says in another place, '_Without
number. But as regards what bears on all of were fightmgs, within were fears,"7 except
you, O wretched heretics, I on mv part will those wtaom he feared all the more intensely
quote the remainder of your words; for it is because they were within ? If, therefore, you
written, "There must beals3 heresies among would imitz;te Paul, you would be tolerant of
you, that they which are approved may be _false brethren wlthm, not a slanderer of the
made manifest among you." -_ Therefore [ lunocent: without.
"it was fitting thus that Scripture should be I[
fulfilled. But m you I grieve for tilts, that; CHA_. 78.--I7x. _PETILIANUSsaid: " For

what kind of faith is that which is in

theY°UparthaveofSh°wnwickedness.Y°urselves"worthy to fulfill ' wh;ch is devoid of charity ? when Paul hi_;°u
self savs,' Though I speak with the tongues

CHAP. 76.--167. PETILIAXUS said: " But of men. and have the knowledge of angels,
to us the Lord Christ, in opposition to 3-our] and have not charity, I am become as sound-
deadly commands, commanded simple pa-_llng brass, or a tinkhng cymbal. And though
tience and harmlessness. For what says He ? I have the gift of prophecy, ar/d understand
'A new commandment I give unto you, That! all mysteries, and all knowledge; and though
ye love one another; as I have loved you. II hav'e all f;itth, so that 1 could remove moun-
that ye also love one another.' And again, !rains, and have not charity, I am nothing.
' By this shall all men know that ye are my And though I bestow all my goods to feed
disciples, if ye have love one to another.' "s ] the poor, and though I give my body to be

168. &UGUST1N answered. If you did not t,urned, and have not chanty, it profiteth me
transfer these words, so widely differing from nothing.'"
your character, to the surface of your talk, _72. AU(,US'I1N answered: This is what I
how could you be covering yourselves with said just now, that you were desirous to be clad

' crsheep's clothing ? in sheep s clothing,, that, if possible, the sheep
might feel your bite before it had any con-

CHAP. 77._t69. PE'rlLIAI_US said: "Paul sclousness of your approach. Is it not that

also, the apostle, whilst he was suffering fear- i praise of charity in whmh you indulge that com.
ful persecutions at the hands of all nations, i monlv proves your calumny in the clearest hght
endured even more grievous troubles at tt_e of tri_th ? Will you bring it about that those
hands of false brethren, as he bears witness !arms shall be no onger ours, because you en.
of himself, being oftentimes afflicted: ' In ideav°r to appropriate them first ? Further-
perils by the heathen, in perils by mine own, more, these arms are endowed with life: from
countrymen, m perils among false brethren. _'.whatever quarter they are launched, they re¢,
And again he says, 'Be ye followers of me, Iognize whom they should destroy. If they
even as I also an{of Christ. 's When, there- have been sent forth from our hands, they
fore, false brethren like yourselves assault!w tl fix themselves in you; if they are aimed
us, we imitate the patience of our master _by you, they recoil upon yourselves. For in
Paul under our dangers." ithese apostolic words, which commend the

170. AUGUSTIN answered: Certainly those! excellence of charity, we are wont to _how to

of._______whomyou speak are false brethren, of; you how profitless it is to man that he _houtd
z Matt. _.-h. xS, _6. _ x Cor. xt _9- 3 John xii_. 34, 35, [
¢*Cor. xi._6. 5 iCor. xl. t. _ 6Pht! tl 2.2.$t '/_Cot. _i.._
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be in possession of faith or of the sacraments, not say to consent to them, but yet to tolerate
whoa he has not charity, that, when you come them if you could not prevent them, lest, on
to Catholic unity, you may understand what account of the wicked who are to be separat-

' it is that is conferred on you, and how great ed by the winnowing-fan at the last day, you
a thing it is of which you were at least to should at the present time sever the bond of
some extent in want; for Christian charity peace by breaking off from the society of
cannot be preserved except in the unity of the good men, you, resisting her influence, and
Church: and that so you may see that with- being cast out by th6 wind of levity, charge
out it you are nothing, even though you may the wheat with being chaff, and declare that
be in possession of baptism and faith, and what you invent of the wicked holds good
through this latter may be able even to remove through the force of contagion even in the
mountains. But if this is your opinion as righteous. And when the Lord has said,
well, let us not repudiate and reject in you "The field is the world, the harvest is the end
either the sacraments of God which we know, of the world," though He said of the wheat
or faith itself, but let us hold fast charity, and of the tares, "Let both grow together
without which we are nothing even with the untd the harvest, "3 you endeavor by your
sacraments and with faith. But we hold fast words to bring about a belief that the wheat
charity if we cling to unity; while we cling to has perished throughout the main portion of
unity, if we do not make a fictitious unity in the field, and only continued to exist in your
a party by our own words, but recognize it in little corner,--being desirous that Christ
a united.whole through the words of Christ. should be proved a liar, but you the man of

truth. And you speak, indeed, against your
CHAP. 79.--I73. PETILIANUS said: "And own conscience; for no one who m any way

again, 'Charity suffereth long, and is kind;looks truly at the gospel will venture in his
charity envieth not; charity vaunteth not it-heart to say that m all the many nations
self, is not puffed up, doth not behave itself throughout which is heard the response of
unseemly, seeketh not her own.' But you Amen, and among whom Alleluia is sung
seek what belongs to other men. ' Is not almost with one smgle voice, no Christians are
easily provoked, thinketh no evil; rejoiceth to be found. And yet, that it may not up-
not in imquity, but rejoiceth in the truth; pear that the party of Donatus, which does
beareth all things, endureth all things. Inot communicate with the several nations of
Charity never faileth.' _ This is to say, m ithe world, is involved in error, if any angel
short, Charity does not persecute, does not from heaven, who could see the whole world,
inflame emperors to take away the lives of were to declare that outside your commumon
other men; does not plunder other men's good and innocent men were nowhere to be
goods; does not go on to murder men whom found, there is little doubt that you would
it has spoiled." !rejoice over the iniquity of the human race,

174. AUGUSTIN answered: How often must and boast of having told the truth before you
I tell you the same thing? If you do not had received assurance of it. How then is
prove these charges, they tell against no one there in you that chanty which rejolces not in
in the world; and if you prove them, they iniquity? But be not deceived. Throughout
have no bearing upon us; just as those things the field, that is, throughout the world, there
have no bearing upon you which are daily will be found the wheat of the Lord growing
done by the furious deeds of the insane, by till the end of the world. Christ has said
the luxury of the drunken, by the blindness this: Christ is truth. Let charity be in you,

°, of the suicides, by the tyranny of robbers, and let it rejoice in the truth. Though an
For who can fail to see that what I say is true ? angel from heaven preach unto yon another
But now if charity were in you, it would re- gospel contrary to His gospel, let him be ac-
joice in the truth. For how neatly it is said cursed3
under covering of the sheep's clothing,
*'Charity beareth all things, endureth all CHAP. 80.--I75. PETILIANUS said: "Last-
things!" but when you come to the test, the ly, what is the justification of persecution ? I

_. _ wolf's teeth cannot be oancealed. For when, ask you, you wretched men, if it so be that
;_ in obedience to the words of Scripture, "for- you think that ),our sin rests on any authority
_-_ beatiag one another in love, endeavoring to of law."
_\_:_-. keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of 176. AUGUSTIN answered: He who sins, sins
_i ° "_ peace,"" charity would compel you, even if not on the authority of the law, but against the
_'_, _you knew of any evils within _he Church, I do authority of the law. But since you ask what

_z _ "- ,__ Cot. xliL x-_ Eph. iv. _ 3- 3 Matt. xlii. 38, 39, 3o- 4 _ L 8.
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is the justification of persecution, I ask you Christ was yet of the greatest efficacy, even :
in turn whose voice it is that says in the so now, beyond the communion of the Chureh_
psalm, "Whoso privily slandereth his neigh- the holiness of tile sacraments is of avail.
bor, him will I cut off." _ Seek therefore the For neither is baptism consecrated _ve in
reason or the measure of the persecution, and the name of the Father, and of the Son_ arid
do not display your gross _gnorance by find- of the Holy Ghost. But who will be so
ing fault in general terms with those who utterly insane as to declare that the name of
persecute the unrighteous, the Son may be of avail even beyond the

communion of the Church, but that this i_
CrlAr. 81.--177. PETILIANUS said: "But I not possible with the names of the Father and

answer you, on the other hand, ttlat Jesus of the Holy Ghost ? or that it may beof avail
Christ never persecuted any one. And wllet in heahrig a man, but not in consecratir_
the apostle found fault with certain partms baptism ? But it is manifest that outside the

and suggested that He should have recour! commumon of the Church, and the most holy
to persecution (He Himself having come to bond of unity, and the most excellent gift of
create faith by inviting men to H_m, rather charity, neither he by whom the devil is cast
than by compenmg tuem), those apostles say, out nor he who is baptized obtains eternal
'Many lay on hands in Thy name, and are not life; just as those do not obtain it, who
with us:' but Jesus said, 'Let them alone; if through communion in the sacraments seem
they are not against you, they are on your indeed to be within, and through the de-
s_de.' " pravity of their character are understood to

178. AUGtrSTIN answered: You say truly be without. But that Christ persecuted even
that you will bring forth out of your store w_th w_th bodily ciaastisement those whom He
greater abundance things whtch are not writ- drove with scourges from the temple, we have
ten in the Scriptures. For ff you wish to bring already stud above.
forth proofs from holy Scrtpture, will you bring
forth even those whmh you cannot find there- CHAP. 82._79. PETILIANUS said: "But
in ? But it is in your own power to muluply the holy apostle said this: 'In any way, what-
your lies according to your wdl. For where soever it may be,' he says, 'let Christ be
is what you quoted written ? or when was thai preached.' "
either suggested to our Lord, or answered by x8o..a.UGUSTIN answered: You speak
our Lord? " Many lay on hands in Ti_y against yourself; but yet, since you speak
name, and are not with us," are words that on the side of truth, if you love it, let what
no one of the disciples ever uttered to the you say be counted for you. For I ask'of
Son of God; and therefore neither could the you of whom it was that the Apostle Paul
answer have been made by Him, "Let them said this ? Let us, if you please, trace this a
alone: if they are not against you, they are httle further back. "Some," he says_
on your side." But there is something "preach Christ even of envy and strife; _and
somewhat like it which we really do read m the some also of good will, some of love, know.
gospel,_that a suggestion was made to the ing that I am set for the defense of the
Lord about a certain man who was casting gospel. But some indeed preach Christ
oat devils in His name. but dtd not follow even of contention, not sincerely, supposing
Him with His disciples; and m that case the to add afflicuon to my bonds. What then?
Lord does say, "Forbid htm not: for he that notwithstanding every way, whether in pre.
is not against us is. for us."" But this has! tense, or in truth, Christ is preached; and I

• ° #_ S
nothing to do with pointing out parties whom therein do rejoice, yea, and will re_ot¢e.
the Lord is supposed to have spared. And We see that they preached what was m itaeM
if you have been deceived by an apparent holy, and pure, and true, but yet not in
resemblance of sentiment, this is not a lie, pure manner, but of envy and contention,
but merely human infirmity• But if you without charity, without purity. Certainly a
wished to east a mist of falsehood over those short ttme ago you appeared to be urging the
who are unskilled in holy Scripture, then may praises of charity as against us, according to
you be pricked to the heart, and covered with the witness of the apostle, that where there it -'.
confusion and corrected. Yet there is a point no charity, whatever there is is of no avail; ,
which we would urge in respect of this very and yet you see that in those there is no
man of whom the suggestion was made to aur charity, and there was with them the pread_
Lord. For even as at that time, beyond the ing of Christ, of which the apostle says here
communion of the disciples, the holiness of that he rejoices. For it is not that he re. j ...

]P_Lel. 5. 2Luke_x.49,50. ._PhiLL tS-zS. _
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joiees in what is evil in them, but in what is CHAP. 84.--x83. PETILIANUS said: "'But if
good in the name of Jesus Christ. In him authority had been given by some law for per-
assuredly there was the charity which "re- sons to be compelled to what is good, you
jmceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in yourselves, unhappy men, ought to have been
the truth." ' The envy, moreover, which compelled by us to embrace the purest faith.
was in them is an evil proceeding from But far be it, far be it from our conscience to
the devil, for by this he has both killed and compel any one to embrace our faith."
cast down. Where then were these wicked 184. AUGUSTIN answered: No one isindeed
men whom the apostle thus condemns, and in to be compelled to embrace the faith against
whom there was so much that was good to his will; but by the severity, or one might
c_use him to rejoice? Were they within, or rather say, by the mercy of God, jt ts com-
without? Choose which you will. If they mort for treachery to be chastised with the
were within, then Paul knew them, and yet scourge of tribulation. Is it the case, because
they did not pollute him. And so you would the best morals are chosen by freedom of will,
not be polluted in the unity of the whole that therefore the worst morals are not pun-
world by those of whom you make certain 1shed by integrity of law ? But yet disciphne
charges, whether these be true, or falsehoods to pumsh an evil manner of hvmg is out of
invented by yourselves. Wherefore do you the question, except where principles of good
separate yourself? Why do you destroy living which had been learned have come to
yourself by the criminal sacrilege of schism ? be despised. If any laws, therefore, have
But if they were without, then you see that been enacted against you, you are not thereby
even in those who were without, and who cer- forced to do well, but are only prevented from
tainly cannot belong to everlasting life, since doing ill. _ For no one can do well unless he
they have not chanty, and do not abide in has deliberately chosen, and unless he has
unity, ther_ is yet found the holiness of the loved what is m free will; but the fear of pun-
name of Christ,sothat the apostle joyfully con- ishment, even if it does not share m the
firms their teaching, on account of the mtrinstc pleasures of a good conscience, at any rate
holiness of the name, although he repudiates keeps the evd desire from escaping beyond
them. We are right, therefore, in not doing the bounds of thought. Who are they, how-
wrong to the actual name, when those come ever, that have enacted adverse laws by which
to us who were wtthout; but we correct the your audacity could be repressed? Are they
individuals, while we do honor to the name. not those of whom the apostle says that "they
Dqyou therefore take heed, and see how wick- bear not the sword in yam; for they are the
edly you act in the case of those whose acts ministers of God, revengers to execute wrath
asit seems you condemn, by treating as naught upon them that do evil ?"_ The whole ques-
the sacrament of the name of Christ, which tion therefore is, whether you are not doing
is holy in them. And you, indeed, as is ill, who are charged by the whole world with
sho'_n by your words, think that those men of the sacrilege of so great a schism. And yet,
whom the apostle spoke were outside the hm- neglecting the discussion of this question, you
its of the Church. Therefore, when you fear talk on irrelevant matters; and while you live
persecution from the Catholics, of which you as robbers, you boast that you die as mar-
speak in order to create odium against us, tyrs.+ And, through fear either of the laws
you have confirmed in heretics the name of themselves, or of the odium which yon migat
Christ to which you do despite by rebaptizing, incur, or else because you are unequal to the

task of remsting, I do not say so many men,
CHAP• 83.--I8I. PETILIANUS said: "If but so many Catholic nations, you even

then there are not some to whom all this glory in your gentleness, that you do not
w_ter of faith is found to be in opposition, on compel any to join your party. According to

principle do you persecute, so as to com- _'our way of talking, the hawk, when he has
'_+ pel men to defile themselves: ?" been prevented by flight from carrying off
-: x82. AUGUSTIN answered: We neither per- the fowls, might call himself a dove. For
+ secure you, except so far as truth persecutes when have you ever had the power without
"_ falsehood; nor has it anything to do with us using it? And hence you show how you
_(_' if any one has persecuted you in other ways,
_:"+ jUS_astthas nothingtodo withyou ffany o _se__ao_,_s,_7,and_.C._,_a_,_,t._S,_s_q.

_:_= - "_your party do likewise; nor do we compel you 3Rom._il. +. -- in
_!: :: to defile yourselves, but we persuade you to : +l'Ang+ma'm'_t_Im°IPt'JaeM'tma'R°_ut_+bi"+h<_"+_t_+_+eeelemasi_:al province of Mauritania u_sae_m_ m ms m.ne_._:-

_++ :,bec_red. - +,m,-d"+_,'r'W"_", ....... W°I"+'."+"_"b++.''+"'+''seventh epistle, to Erm:-rtttts, sec_ +o, that the follow_rsot Kogat_+

+e+_+_+ f_-lt ,_Or+ld_ 6, [ _ct=d tO .ugh erue_ at thear hQnd+ ur,_l_+r tlaea-u:thor_ry of r-
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would do more if you only could. Waen only in a Roman state,_ but even in his own
Juhan, envying the peace of Christ, restored country, and not only in his own country, bttt
to you the churches which belonged to unity, in his own house ? Why, even lately, as I
who could tell of all the massacres whmh were myself recall with mourning to this day, did •
committed by you, when the very devils re- not Crispinus of Calama, one of your party,
joiced with you at the opening of their tern- having bought a property, and that only ¢op_.
ples ? In the war with Flrmus and IlLs party, hold,, boldly and unhesitatingly immerse in
let Mauritania Cmsariensis itself be asked to the waters of a second baptism no less than
tell us what the Moor Rogatus' suffered at eighty souls, murmuring with miserable

your hands. In the time of Gildo, because groans under the sole influence of terror; andone of your colleagues _ was his intimate tins in a farm belonging to the Catholic era-
friend, let the followers of Maximianus be iperors , by whose laws you were forbidden
our wttnesses to their sufferings. For ff one teven to be in any Roman citv?s But what
might appeal to Felicianus himself, who is Ielse was it, save such deeds as these of yours,
now with you, on his oath, whetiaer Optatus Ithat made it necessary for the very laws to be
dtd not compel him against his will to return passed of which you complain ? The laws,
to your communion, he would not dare to ]indeed, are very far from being proportionate

open his hps, especially :f the people of]toyour offenses; but, suel_ as they are, you
Musti could behold his face, who were wit-imay thank yourbelves for their existence.
nesses to everythtng that was done. But let ; Indeed, should we not certainly be driven onI

them, as I have said, be witnesses to wt_at iall stdes tram the country by the furious at-
they have suffered at the hands of those with t tacks of your Ctrcumcelhones, who fight
whom they acted in such wise towards Roga- under your command in furious troops, un-
tus. The Catholic Church herself, though less we held you as hostages in the towns,
strengthened by the assistance of Catholic who m_ght well be umwlhng to endure under
princes ruling by land and sea, was savagely any ctrcumstances the mere gaze of the tmo-
attacked by" hostile troops m arms under ple, and tim censure of all honorable men,
Optatus. It was this thatfirst made _tneces- from very _hame, if not from fear? Do not
sary to urge before the vicar Seranus that the therefore say, "Far be it, far be it from
law should be put in force against you whtch our cbnscience, to force any one to era-
imposes a fine of ten pounds of gold, whmh brace our faith." For you do it when yott
none of you have ever pazd to this very day, can; and when you do not do it, it is because
and yet you charge us with cruelty. But you are unable, either from fear of the laws
where could you find a milder course of pro- or the odium which would accompany it, or
ceedmg, than that crimes of such magnitude because of the numbers of those who would
on your part should be punished by the im- restst.
position of a pecuniary fine ? Or who could
enumerate all the deeds which you commit in CHAP. 85. _z8 5. PETILtA_US said: "For
the places which you hold, of your own saver- the Lord Christ says, 'No man can come to
eign will and pleasure, each one as he can, me, except the Father which hath sent me
without any friendship on the part of judges draw him." But why do we not permit each
or any others in authority ? Who is there of several person to follow his free will, since the
our party, among the inhabitants of our Lord God Htmself has given free will to
towns, who has not either learned something men, showing to them, however, the way of
of this sort from those who came before h_m, r_ghteousness, lest any one by chance should

or experienced it for himself ? Is it not the perish from ignorance of it ? For He said, 'I
case that at Hippo, where I am, there are not have placed before thee good and evil. I

have set fire and water before thee; c_
wanting some who remember that your leader
Faustinus gave orders, in the time of his which thou wilt.' From which choice, you. S:
supreme power, in consequence of the scanty wretched men, you have chosen for yourselves
numbers of the Catholics in the place, that no not water, but rather fire. 'But yet,' He_aytb
one should bake their bread for them, rosa- 'choose the good, that thou mayest live.'_
much that a baker, who was the tenant of one _:,

of our deacons, threw away the bread of his bins,:3Aug_aginsec.3, thatm_'ti°nSH,ppo_agalnrecetged.t,ehcoil(_ge_tp_inhis thirwo_fth ¢p_'l_, _ ]_ _._:
landlord unbaked, and though he was not argument Is that, event[ nora nattve ot _ prate. _ _

sentenced to exile under any law, he cut him sho.ldhaveb_ ,U from=ott_tio, whete_r goma ttt_ :_>
Off from all share in the necessaries of life not Pr,_=_phyt_ati_m. Th_ ._ t_,_._ _ _ _;

eraperors, and less absolutely m tt_ POW¢_at gne ownor _ _ _ -:had been L_eehold, _'

= O_tus of _e (Thanmgade_, the i_r_endof C,i]do. _3ohn vL 44- 7 F-.cch_ av, _¢h[7" "C:_
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You who will not choose the good, have, by such impunity. You are so furious, that you
your own sentence, declared that you do not cause more terror than a war trumpet with

• wish to live. " lyour cry of "Braise to God;" so full of
I86. AUGUS_N answered: If I were to calumny, that even when you throw your-

propose to you the question how God the selves over precipices without any provoca-
Father draws men to the Son, when He has tion, you impute It to our persecutions.
left them to themselves in freedom of action, 187 . He says also, like the kindest of
you would perhaps find it difficult of solution, t_achers, "You who will not choose the good,
For how does He draw them to Him if He have, by your own sentence, declared that
leaves them to themselves, so that each should you do not wish to live." According to this,
choose what he pleases ? And yet both these if we were to believe your accusations, we
facts are true; but this is a truth which few should live in kindness; but because we be-
have intellect enough to penetrate. As there- lieve the promises of God, we declare by our
fore it is possible that, after leaving men to own sentence that we do not wish to live.
themselves in free will, the Father should yet You remember well, it seems to me, what the
draw them to the Son, so is it also possible apostles answered to the Jews when they were
that those warnings which are given by the desired to abstain from preaching Christ.
correction of the laws do not take away free This therefore we also say, that you should
will. For wtlenever a man suffers anything answer us whether we ought rather to obey
that is harsh and unpleasing, he is warned to God or man.: Tra_'tors, offerers of incense,
consider why it is that he is suffering, so that, persecutors: these are the words of men
if he shall discover that he is suffering in the against men. Christ remained only in the
cause of justice, he may choose the good that love of Donatus: these are the words of men
consists in the very act of suffering as he does extolling the glory of a man under the name
in the cause of justice; but if he sees that it of Christ, that the glory of Christ Himself
is unrighteousness for which he suffers, he'may be dlmlnlshed. For it is written, "In
may be induced, from the consideration that the multitude of people Is the king's honor:
fie is suffering and being tormented most but in the want of people is the destruction of
fruitlessly, to change his purpose for the the prince: " 3 these, therefore, are the words
better, and may at the same time escape both of men. But those words in the gospel, "It
the fruitless annoyance and the unrighteous- behoved Christ to suffer, and to rise from the
Hess itself, which is likely to prove yet more dead the third day; and that repentance and
hurtful and pernicious in the mischief it pro- remission of sins should be preached in His
duces. And so you, when kings make any name among all natmns, beginning at Jerusa-
enactments against you, should consider that lem," * are the words of Christ, showing forth
you are receiving a warning to conslder why the glory which He received from His Father
this is being done to you. For if it is for in the wideness of His kingdom. When we
righteousness' sake, then are they truly your have heard them both, we choose in prefer-
persecutors; but you are the blessed ones, ence the communion of the Church, and pre-
who, being persecuted for righteousness' sake, fer the words of Christ to the words of men.
shall inherit the kingdom of heaven:" but if I ask, who is there that can say that we have
it is because of the iniquity of your schism, chosen what is evil, except one who shall say
what are they more than your correctors; that Christ taught what was evil?
while you, like all the others who are guilty
of various crimes, and pay the penalty ap- CHAP. 86.--t88. PETILIANUS said: " Is it
pointed by the law, are undoubtedly unhappy then the case that God has ordered the mas-
both in this world and in that which is to sacre even of schismatics ? and if He were to

come ? No one, therefore, takes away from issue such an order at all, you ought to be
you your free will. But I would urge you slain by some barbarians and Scythians, not
diligently to consider which you would rather by Christians."
choose,_whether to live corrected in peace, x89. AUGUSTIN answered: Let your Cir-
or, by persevering in malice, to undergo real cumcelliones remain quiet, and let me entreat
punishment under the false name of martyr- you not to terrify us about barbarians. But
dora. But I am addressing you just as as to whether we or you are schismatics, let
though you were suffering something proper- the question be put neither to you nor to me,
tionate to your sin, whereas you are commit- but to Christ, that He may show where His
ring sins of such enormity and reigning in Church is to be found. Read the gospel

,'_'_' " x _/latt. v. xo ; x Pet. iL 2c_ _Actsv. 29. 3 Prov. xlv. 28. 4Luke xxiv. 46,47.
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then, and there you find the answer, "In ] name is to be praised,"* which is that livir_
Jerusalem,. arid in all Judea, and in Samana, I sacrifice of which it is said, "Offer unto Go_
anti even m. me wnom earth...'" * If any. one, t thanksgiving.." s then will _vour countenance__
therefore, is not found within the Church, let t fall like that of yonder murderer. But inas.
not any further question be put to him, but Imuch as you cannot kill the whole world, you
19t him either be corrected or converted, or tare involved in the same guilt by your mere

else, being detected, let him not complain. !mtred, according to the words of John,
I' Whosoever hateth his brother is a tour-

CHAP. 87.--19 o. PETILIANUS said: "Forlderer. ''_ And I would that any innocent
neither has the Lord God at any time rejoiced [ brother might rather fall into the hands of
in human blood, seeing that He was even i your Circumcelliones, to be murdered bytheir
willing that Cain, the murderer of his brother, Weapons, than be subjected to the poison of
should continue to exist in his murderer's your tongue and rebaptlzed.
life."

191. AOGUSTIN answered: If God was un- CI_._v. 88. _ t92. P_:'rILIAI_llS said: "We
willing that death should be inflicted on him advise you, therefore, if so be that you
who slew his brother, preferring that he should will hear it willingly, and even though you
continue to exist in his murderer's life, see ldo not willingly receive it, yet we warn you
whether this be not the cause why, seeing tt_at i that the Lord Christ instituted for Christians,
the heart of the king is m the hand of God, [not any form of slaving, but one of dying
whereby he has himself enacted many laws only. For tf He loved men who thus delight
for your correction and reproof, yet no law] m battle, He would not have consented to be
of the king has commanded that you should ! slam for us."
be put to death, perhaps with this very object, ! i93. A_'t;UaT]N answered: Would that your
that any one of you who persists in the ob- _1martyrs would follow the form that He pre.
stinate self-wall of his sacrilegious madness lscrtbedV they would not throw themselves
should be tortured with the pum_hment of the lover precqfices, which tte refused to do at
fratricide Cain, that is to say, with the life of Ithe b:tdmg of the dewl: But when you per.

a murderer. For we read that many were lsecute our ancestdrs with false witness even
slain in mercy by Moses the servant of the now that they are dead, whence have you re.
Lord; for in that he prayed thus in mter-lee_ved this form? In that you endeavor to
cession to the Lord for their wicked sacn-tstain us _Jth the crimes of men we never
lege, saying, "O Lord, if Thou wilt forgive knew, while you are unwdlmg that the most
their sin_; and if not, blot me, I pray thee, notortous misdeeds of your own party should
out of the book which Thou hast wrttten, ''_ be reckoned against you, whence have you
his unspeakable charity and mercy are plainly recetved thts form ? But we are too much
shown. Could it be, then, that he was sud- yielding to our own conceit if we find fault
denly changed to cruelty, when, on descend- about ourselves, when we see that you utter
mg from the mount, he ordered so many false testimony against the Lord Himself,

" thousands' to be slain? Consider, therefore, since He Htmself both promised and made
whether it mav not be a sign of greater anger manifest that His Church should extend
on the part of" God, that, whilst so many laws throughout all nations, and you maintain the
have been enacted against you, you have not contrary. This form, therefore, you did not
been ordered by any emperor to be put to receive even from the Jewish persecutorl
death. Or do you think that vou are not to themselves, for they persecuted His body
be compared to that fratricide # Hearken to while He was walking on the earth: you per-
the Lord speaking through His prophet: secute His gospel as He is seated in heaven.
"From the rising of the sun, even unto the Which gospel endured more meekly the fl_mes
going down.of the same, my name shall be iof furious kings than it can possibly endure
great among the Gentiles; and in every place your tongues; for while they blazed, unity re-
incense shall be offered unto my name, anca a mained, and this it cannot do amid your
pure offering; for my name shall be great words. They who desired that the word of
among the heathen, saith the Lord of hosts." _ God should permh in the flames did not be-
On this brother's sacrifice you show that you heve that it could be despised if read. They
look with malignant eyes, over and above the would not, therefore, set their flames to work
respect which God pays to it; and if ye have upon the gospel, if you would let them aim
ever heard that " from the rising of the sun, your tongues against the gospel. In the
unto the going down of the same, the Lord's earlier persecution the gospel_ of Christ was,

-_ _ PI. I. tO.
' 4 Ps. cxiiL 3. 7 Mitt. iv. 6, 7.

t,t_i. 8. eEx xxxtt _8-2_ 3Mzt L xx. ¢ tJohnfil- x5-
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sought by some in their rage, it was betrayed cause of Christ; but the body of which He is
by others in their fear; it was burned by some the head, that is, His Church, extends
in their rage, it was hidden by others in their throughout all nations. He Himself has said
love; it was attacked, but none were found to this, and has ascended into heaven, whither
speak against its truth. The more accursed the fury of the Jews could not follow Him;
share of persecution was reserved for you and it is your fury which attSacks His mem-
when the persecution of the heathen was ex. bets in the body, which on His ascension He
hausted. Those who persecuted the name commended to our care. In defenseof those
of Christ believed in Christ: now those who members all men rage against you, all men
are honored for the name of Christ are found resist you, as many as being in the Catholic
to speak against His truth. Church, and possessing as yet but little faith,

are influenced by the same motives as Peter
CHAP. 89.--I94. PETILIAlqUSsaid: "Here was when he drew his sword in the name of

you have the fullest possible proof that Christ. But there is a great difference be-
n Christian may take no part m the de. tween your persecution and theirs. You are
struction of another. But the first establish- like the servant of the Jews' high priest; for
ing of this princaple was in the case of Peter, in the service of your princes you arm your-
as it is written, "Simon Peter having a sword, selves against the Catholic Church, that is,
drew it, and smote the high priest's servant, against the body of Christ. But they are
and cut off his right ear. Then said Jesus such as Peter then was, fighting even with
unto Peter, Put up thy sword into the sheath, the strength of their bodies for the body of
For all they that take the sword shall perish Christ, that is, the Church. But if they are
with the sword.'" ' bidden to be still, as Peter then was bidden,

I95. AUGUSTIN"answered: Why then do how much more should you be warned that,
you not restrain the weapons of the Circum-laying aside the madness of heresy, you
celhones with such words as these? Should should join the unity of those members for
you think that you were going beyond the which they so fight ? But, being wounded by
words of the gospel if you should say, All such men as these, you hate us also; and, as
they that take the cudgel sffall perish with the though you had lost your right ears, you do
cudgel ? Withhold not then your pardon, if not hear the voice of Christ as He sits at the
our ancestors were un_tble to restrain the men right hand of the Father. But to whom shall
by whom you complam that Marculus was I address myself, or how shall I address my-
thrown down a precipice; for neither is it self to them, seeing that in them I find no
written in the gospel, He that useth to throw time wherein to speak ? for even early in the
men down a precipice shall be cast therefrom, morning they are reeking with wine, drunk,
And would that, as your charges are either it may be already in the day, it may be still
false or out of date, so the cudgels of those from.overnight. Moreover, they utterthreats,
friends of yours would cease ! And yet, per- and not they only, but their own bishops utter
haps, you take it ill that, if not by force of threats concerning they0, being ready to deny
law, at any rate in words, we take away their that what they have done has any bearing on
armor from your legions in saying that they them. May the Lord grant to us a song of
manifest their rage with sticks alone. For degrees, in which we may say, "' When I am
that was the ancient fashion of their wicked- with those who hate peace, I am peaceful.
hess, but now they have advanced too far. When I would spe/tk with them, they are
For amid their drunken revellings, and amid wont to fight me without cause."" For thus
the free license of assembling together, wan- says the body of Christ, which throughout
dering in the streets, jesting, drinking, pass- the whole world is assailed by heretics, by
ing the whole night in company with women some here, by others there, and by all alike
who have no husbands, they have learned not wherever they may be. 3
only to brandish cudgels, but to wield swords

, and whirl slings. But why should I not say CHAP.90.--196. PETrLIANUSsaid: "There-
to them (God knows with what feelings I say fore I say, He ordained that we should un.
it and with what feelings they receive it !), dergo death for the faith, which each man

_ , Madmen, the sword of Peter, though drawn should do for the communion of the Church.
from motives not yet free from fleshly im- For Christianity makes progress by the deaths

_) ,_ purity, was yet drawn in defence of the body of itJ followers. For if death were feared by
:_!2_._, of Christ against the body of His persecutor, the faithful, no man would be found to live

_,°_._ but your arms are portioned out against the with perfect faith. For the Lord Christ says,

a See Com_r. Crest. k III. c. 67, L IV. oz. 60, fir.
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' Except a corn of wheat fall into the ground !the whole of Africa with dreadful wickedness°
and die, it abideth alone: but if it die, it I woukl fain have it that men should make a
bringeth forth much frmt.' ", bargain with you, that, in accordance with the

x97. AUGtlSTIN answered: [ shoulsl be glad old law, you should seek but "an eye for an
to know which of your party it was who first eye, a tooth for a tooth," 5 instead of bring.
threw himself bver a precipice. For truly mg out cudgels in return for the words whieah
that grain of corn was fruitful from which so greet your ears.
great a crop of similar smcides has sprung.
Tell me, when you make mention of the CHAP. 93.--2o2. PET_UA_trS said: **But
words of the Lord, that He says a gram of what have you to do with ttle kings of this
wheat shall die and bring forth much frmt, world, m whom Christtanity has never found
why do you envy the real frmt, whtch has anything save envy towards her? And to
most truly * sprung up throughout the whole teach you shortly the truth of what I say, A
world, and bring up against it all the charges king persecuted the brethren of the Mac-
of the tares or chaff wlnch you have ever cabees. _ A king also condemned tile three
either heard of or invented ? chddren to the sanctifying flames, being ig-

norant what he d_d, seeing tllat tie himself
CHAP. 9 x.-I98. PETILIANUSsaid: " Butvou was fighting against God.' A king sought

scatter thorns and tares, not seeds of corn. the hfe of the infant Saviour.* A king ex.
so that you ought to be burned together wlth posed I)amel, as he thought, to he eaten by
them at the last judgment. We do not utter wild beasts. 9 Am] the ].ord Christ Himself
curses; but every thorny conscience is bound was slam by a king's most wicked judge. '°
under this penalty by the sentence _h_ch God Hence it ts that the apostle cries out, ' We
has pronounced.", speak wisdom among them that are perfect;

i99. AUGUSTIN answered: Surely, x_l_et_you vet not the w_sdom of fins world, nor of the
mention tares, it mlght bring to your m,lds princes of this world, that come to nought:
the thought of wheat as well; for bot,_ have[but we speak tile wisdom of God in a my_
been commanded to grow together m the field ]tery, wluch was h|dden, which God ordained
until the harvest. But you fix the eye of lbefore the world unto our glory; which none
malice fiercely on the tares, and maintain, m lof the princes of this world knew: for had
opposition to the express declaration of i they known it, they would not have crucified
Christ, that they alone have grown throughout[ ti_e Lord of glory.' " But grant that this was
the earth, with the exception of Afrlca alone, said of the heathen kings of old. Yet you,

rulers of this present age, because you desire
CHAP. 92.--200. PETILIANUssaid. " Where to be Christmas, do not allow men to be

is the saying of the Lord C[mst, ' Vehosoever Clmstians, seeing that, when they are belier-
shall smite thee on the right cheek, turn to mg in all honesty of heart, you draw them by
him the other also' ?3 Where is the patience the defilement and mist of your falsehood
which He displayed when tney spat upon His wholly over to your wickedness, that with their
face, who Himself with H]s most holy spittle arms, which were prowded against the elm-
opened the eyes of the bhnd ? Where ts the rams of the state, they should assail the Chris-
saying of the Apostle Paul, ' If a man smite tians, and should think that, at your instiga-
you in the :[ace ?' Where is that other saying tton, they are doing the work of Christ if they
of the same apostle, ' In stripes above meas- kill us whom you hate, according to the may.
ure, in prisons more frequent, m deaths oft" ?* mg of the Lord Christ: ' The time cometh,"
He makes mention of the sufferings which he He says, ' that whosoever killeth you wilt
underwent, not of the deeds which he per- thinkthat he doeth God service."* It make._
formed. It had been enough for the Chris- no matter therefore to you, false teacher_
tian faith that these things should be done by whether the kings of this world desire to be
the Jews: why do you, wretched men, do heathens, whtch God forbid, or Christiat_
these others in addition ?" so long as you cease not in your efforts to

2ox. AUGUsTI_ answered: Is it then really arm them against the family of Christ. Bttt
so, that when men smite you on the one do you not know, or rather, have you not
cheek, you turn to them the other ;' This is read, that the guilt of one who instigates, t

not the report that your furious l)ands won ; murder is greater than the guilt.of him ._
for you by wandering everywhere throughout [cames it out t _ezet_e_ na_ exc_texl the _m_

]her husband to the murder of a poor a_:l

abu_me. Another reading :s jerac*s**._e, _w. l $ Matt. ii. _6. 9I_an. vL ,o M_t. ggVi_ _,

._ -%%
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righteous man, yet husband and wife alike wise now therefore, 0 ye kings; be instructed,
perished by an equal punishment.' Nor in- ye judges of the earth. Serve the Lord wlti_
deed is your mode of urging on kings differ- fear, and rejoice with trembling. Lay hold
ent from that by which the subtle persuasion of instruction lest the Lord be angry, and ye
of women has often urged kings on to guilt, perish from the right way. Since how quickly
For the wife of Herod earned and obtained has His wrath kindled over you ? Blessed are
the boon by means of her daughter, that the all they that put their trust in Him.'+ You
head of John should be brought to table in a urge on emperors, I say, with your persua-
charger. _ Similarly the Jews forced on sions, even as Pilate, whom, as we showed
Pontius Pilate that he should crucify the Lord above, the Jews urged on, though he himself
Jes.us,.whose blood Pilate prayed might re- cried aloud, as he washed his hands before
mum m vengeance upon them and on their them all, ' I am innocent of the blood of this
children. 3 So therefore you also overwhelm just person,'S--as though a person could be
yourselves with our blood by your sin. For clear from the guslt of a sin who had himself
it does not follow that because it is the hand committed it. But, to say nothing of ancient
of the judge that strikes the blow, your calum- !examples, observe, from instances taken from
hies therefore are not rather guilty of the lyour own party, how very many of your em-
deed. For the prophet David says, speaking Iperors and judges have perlshed in perse-
in the person of Christ, ' Why do the heathen cutin_ us To pass over Nero, who was the
rage, and the people imagine a yam thing? first to persecute the Chnsuans, Domitian
The kings of the earth set themselves, and perished almost in the same way as Nero, as
the rulers take counsel together, agamst the also did Trajan, Geta, 6 Decius, Valerian,
Lord, and against His Anointed, saying, Let Diocletian; Maximian also perished, at whose
us break thetr bands asunder, and cast away command that men should burn incense to
their cords from us. He that sitteth in the their gods, burning the sacred volumes, Mar-
heavens shall laugh: the Lord shall have celhnus indeed first, but after him also Men-
them in derision. Then shall He speak unto surms of Carthage, and Cmcflianus, escaped
them in His wrath, and vex them in His sore death from the sacrilegious flames, survtving
displeasure. Yet have I set my King upon hke some ashes or cinders from the burning.
my holy hill of Zion. I will declare the de- For the consciousness of the guilt of burning
cree: the Lord hath said unto me, Thou art incense involved you all, as many as agreed
my Sou; this day have I begotten Thee. with Mensurius. Macartus perished, Ursa-
Ask of me, and I shall give Thee the heathen clus 7 perished, and all your counts perished
for Thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts in hke manner by the vengeance of God.
of the earth for Thy possesmou. Thou shalt Yor Ursacius was slain in a battle wlth the
rule them with a rod of iron; Thou shalt dash barbarmns, after which birds of prey with
them in pieces like a potter's vessel.' And their savage talons, and the greedy teeth of
he warned the kings themselves in the follow- dogs with their biting, tore him hmb from
ing precepts, that they should not, like tg- hmb. Was not he too a murderer at your
norant men devoid of understanding, seek to suggestion, who, like king Ahab, whom we
persecute the Christians, lest they should showed to have been persuaded by a woman,
themselves be destroyed,_which precepts I slew a poor and righteous man ?8 So you too
would that we could teach them, seeing that do not cease to murder us, who are just and
they are ignorant of them; or, at least, that poor (poor, that is, in worldly wealth; for in
you would show them to them, as doubtless the grace of God no one of us is poor). For
you would do if you desired that they should
live; or, at any rate, if neither of the other 4Ps.it, cp.Hleron. s Matt xxvli.24.
courses be allowed, that your malice would 6Some editions have Varttm in the place of Geta, referring to

Aurelius Antonmus Heliogabalus, of whom Lamprldms asserts
have permitted them to read them for them- that he derived the name of Vant_ from the doubtfulne_ of hts

parentage. Aehi Lamprtdti Antonmus Heitogabalus, in SS
selves. The first Psalm of David would cer- a,ao,i++ ++_,,t_,. The Pass. agree,however,m the readmg
tainly have persuaded them that they should "Get_," whtch was a name of the second son of Severus, the

live and reign as Christians; but meanwhile brotherof Caracalh.70ptatus defonds tho cause of Maearins at great length in his

you deceive them, so tong as they entrust third book against Parmenmnus Of Ursacius he says in thesame place : " You are offended at the ttmes of a certain Leoutius,

themselves to you. For you represent to of um_. Macariusaudothers." And Augustm,in his third
.:+_+" them things that are evil, and you hide from ook a.gmnst C_nlns, c. zo, introducesan objectionot the)onatmts against htmsel{: "But so soon as Silvanus_ Imlhop of

;irta, had refused to communmate with Ursaclus atldZetm_dtta
txe persecutors, he was driven into e_le " Usuardus, deceived

_::=. them what is good. Let them then at length

_+_.. .ltad this, which they should have read al- +,/a fag__ory _ upbytheDomtists,e_te,, in his M.rtyr-
_*+: ready long ago. For what does he say, ' Be )iogythatapseudo-martyrDonatussufferedonthexstofMarch,
_._ig;, f :_ , ....... anderUrsaciusandMarcelhnus, to this effect- "Oathemmeday

oC+_% _" . ,_ . of the holy martyr ])otmtns, who suffered under Ut-_acius the.mdge (or dux), and "t-e tribuae MarceUmtug
s+_++_ _+_+L XX._dng_ 3t.x]. _ _Latt. xiv. 8, 9. 3 Matt+ xxvii, a4-m.6 B x Kings xxL
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even if you do not murder a man with your in him justice alone was found to have a
hands, you do not cease to do so with your place" ?--in which words (for I believe that
butcheroustongues. For ltis _Titten. 'Death you understand the Latin tot_gue) both the
and life are in the power of the tongue." All, idolatry and the apostasy of Julian are styled
therefore, who have been murdered, you, the justice. I hold in my hands the petition
instigator of the deed, have slain. Nor m- which your ancestors presented; the mem¢_
deed does the hand of the butcher glow save rim • which embodied their request; the
at the instigation of your tongue; and that chronicles, where they made their rept-_.ent_
terrible heat of the breast is inflamed by your finn. Watch and attend. To the enemy of
words to take the blood of others,--blood Christ, to the apostate, the antagonist of
that shall take a just vengeance upon him Christians, the servant of the devil, that
who shed it." friend, that representative, that Pontius Of

$o3. AtTGUSTm answered: If I were to an- yours, made supplication in such words as
swer adequately, and as I ought, to this pas- these: "Go to then, and say to us, What have
sage, whmh has been exaggerated and ar- you to do wlth the kings of this world ?" that
ranged at such length by you, where you as deaf men you may read to the deaf nations
speak in invidious terms against us concerning what you as well as they refuse to heat;
the kings of this world, I am much afraid thal " Thou beholdest the mote that is in thy
you would accuse me too of having wished to brother's eye, but considerest not the beam
excite the anger of kings against you. And that is in thine own eye. ''"
yet, whilst you are borne after your own 204. "What." say you, '*have you to do
fashion by the violence of this mvectlve with the kings of this world, in whomChris.
against all Catholics, you certainly do not tianity has never found anything save envy
pass me by. I will endeavor, however, to towards her?" Having said this, you en-
show, if I can, that it is rather you who have deavored to reckon up what kings the righte-
been guilty of this offense by speaking as you ous had found to be their enemies, and did
have done, than myself by answering as I not consider how many more might be enu.
shall do. And first of all, see how you your- merated who have proved their friends. The
self oppose your self; for certainly you pre- patriarch Abraham was both most friendly
faced the passage whmh you quoted with the treated, and presented with a token of friend.
words, "What have you to do with the kings ship, by a king who had been warned from
of this world, in whom Christianity has never heaven not to defile his wife. * Isaac his son
found anything save envy towards her ?" In likewise found a king most friendly to him:
these words you certalnly cut off from us all Jacob, being received with honor by a king
access to the kings of this world. And a in Egypt, went so far as to bless him:
little later you say, "And he warned the kings What shall I bay of his son Joseph, who, after
themselves m the following precepts, that the tribulation of a prison, in which his
they should not, like ignorant men devoid of chastity was tried as gold is tried in the fire,
understanding, seek to persecute the Chris- being raised by Pharaoh to great honor$,_
tians, lest they should be themselves de. even swore by the life of Pharaoh,'_not as
stroyed,_which precepts I would that we though puffed up with vain conceit, but being
could teach them, seeing that they are ig- not unmmdfulofhis kindness. The daughter
norant of them; or, at least, that you would of a king adopted Moses: David took refuge
show them to them, as doubtless you would with a king of another race, compelled there.
do if you desired that they should live." In to by the unrighteousness of the king oil
what way then do you wish us to be the in- Israel. _' Elijah ran before the chariot of a
structors of kings ? And indeed those of our most wicked king,_not by the king's com.
body who have any friendship with Christian mand, but from his own loyalty." Elisha
kings commit no sin if they make a right use thought it good to offer of his own accord to

the woman who had sheltered him anything
it, you. that she might wish to have obtained from the

they yet sin far less grievously than
For what had you, who thus reproach us,-- king through his intercession." But I will
what had you to do with a heathen king, and come to the actual times when the people of
what is worse, with Julian, the apostate and _con,titut,o eua,n i,_#aravr-,_a. _me e_t_M
enemy of the name of Christ, to whom, when .,q_,_ dedtr_xt Ca_rtastl¢."lint thereit, t_oplafefor
yOU were begging that the basilicas should be stantiut m this hmtoty of theDonatists, uot" _w_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_mt.a_ybo_ _ 'sought or obt_ned f,r__ him in. t,h,eir ._eC ./._l_e_

restored to yon as though they were your therefore restored ' taw_rlttut_, wn_ m the _ _

own, you ascribed this meed of praise, '_ that GaiticMss.3Matt vii. 3. _tC,en, xx. 5Caemxxvt. ltt.
6Gen xiv_ 7 Ge_. xx_x., xIt. 8 Ge_. xli_ _J*
9Ex, ii, to. tot ._m. xxviL

t l%ov.xvli. _x. _txKing_xviiL44-46. ra_Kingsiv,_. _ _ .",__'_I_
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God were in captivity, in which, to use a mild tong with your eyes shut, so that when you
expression, a strange forgetfulness came over said, "What have you to do with the kings of
you. For, wishing to prove that Christianity this world ?" you did not add, In whom
has never found anything in kings saving Christianity has often found envy towards
envy towards her, you made mention of the herself, instead of boldly venturing to say,
three children and Daniel, who suffered at "In whom Christianity has never found any-
the hands of persecuting kings, and you could thing save envy towards her ?" Was it really
not derive instruction from circumstances not true that you neither thought yourself, nor
occurring near, but in the very same passages, considered that those who read your writings
viz., from the conduct of the king himself would think, how many instances of kings
after the miracle of the flames which did no there were that went against your views ?
hurt, whether as shown in praising and set- Does he not know what he says ?
ting forth the name of God, or in honoring 205. Or do you think that, because those
the three children themselves, or from the es- whom I have mentioned belonged to olden
teem in which the king held Daniel, and the times, therefore they form no argument
gifts with which he honored him, nothing loth against you, because you did not say, In
to receive them, when he, rendering the honor whom righteousness has never found anything
that was due to the king's power, as suffici- save envy towards her, but "In whom Chris-
ently appears from his own words, did not tianity has never found anything saving envy
hesitate to use the gift with which he was en- towards her,"--meaning, perhaps, that it
dowed by God, m interpreting the king's should be understood that they began to show
dream. And when, in consequence, the king envy towards the righteous from the time
was compelled by the men who envied the when they began to bear the name of Chris
holy prophet, and heaped calummes upon him tians ? What then is the meaning of those ex
with sacrilegious madness, most unwdlingly amples from olden times, by which you ever
to cast him into the den of lions, sadly more imprudently wished to prove what you
though he did it, yet he had the conviction had so imprudently ventured to assert ? For
that he would be safe through the help and was it not before Christ was born m the world
protection of his God. Accordingly, when that the Maccabees, and the three children,
Daniel, by the miraculous represston .of the and Darnel, did and suffered what you told
lions' rage, had been preserved unhurt, when of them ? And again, why was it, as I asked
the friendly voice of the king spoke first to just now, that you offered a petition to Julian,
him, in accents of anxiety, he himself replied the undoubted foe of Christianity ? Why d_d
with benediction from the den, "O king, Iive you seek to recover the basilicas from him ?
for ever! ''z How came it that, when your Why did you declare that only righteousness
argument was turning on the very same sub- found a place with him ? If it is the foe of
ject, when you were yourself quoting the ex- Christiamty that hears such things as these,
amples of the servants of God in whose case what then are they from whom he hears
these things were done, you either failed to them ? But it should be observed that Con-
see, or were unwilling to see, or seeing and stantine, who was certainly no foe to the name
knowing_ were silent, in a manner which I of Christian, but rather rendered glorious by
know not how you will defend, about those _t, being mindful of the hope which he main-
instances of friendship felt by kings for the tamed in Christ, and deciding most justly on
saints ? But if it were not that, as adefender behalf of His unity, was not worthy to be
of the basest cause, you are hindered by the acknowledged by you, even when you your-
desire of building up falsehood, and thereby selves appealed to h_m. Both these were
turned away either as unwilling or as ignorant emperors in Christian times, but yet not both
from the light of truth, there can be no doubt of them were Christians. But if both of them
that you could, without any difficulty, recall were foes of Christianity, why did you thus
some good kings as well as some bad ones, appeal to one of them ? why did you thus pre-
and some friendly to the saints as well as sent a petition to the other ? For on your
some unfriendly. And we cannot but wonder ancestors making their petition, ConstantiMe
that your Cireumcelliones thus throw them- had given an episcopal judgment both at

_:_, setves from precipices. Who was running Rome and at Aries; and yet the first of them
after you, I pray? What Maearins, what yon accused before him, from the other you

•" soldier was pursuing you ? Certainly none appealed to him. But if, as is the case, one
_,:_:_'?-_' O[ our party thrust you into this abyss of of them had believed in Christ, the other

_"_:_ _Iatsehood. Why then did you thus run head-had apostatized from Christ, why is the
_=_ _ _. _ Christian despised while furthering the inter-

_o_ _D_. _i.-_ ests of unity, the apostate praised while fae-
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oring deceit ? Constantine ordered that the they bring odium on us, they consider in no
basilicas should be taken from you, Julian wise rmnous to themselves. But if they
that they should be restored. Do you wisa think that that saying of Christ refers to kings
to know which of these actions is conducive to who honor the name of Christ, let them ask
Christian peace? The onewasdone byaman what the Catholic Church suffered in the
who had believed in Christ, the other by one East, when, Valens the Arian was emperor.
who had abandoned Christ. O how you There indeed [ might find what I should uno
would wish that you could say, It was indeed derstand to be sufficient fulfillment of the say,
ill done tt_at supplication should so be made mg of the Lord, "The time cometh, that who.
to Julian, but what has that to do with us ? soever ktlleth you will think that lie doeth
But if you were to say this, the Catholic God service," that heretics should not claim,
Church would also conquer in these same as conducing to their especial glory, the in.
words, whose saints dispersed throughout tile junctlons issued against their errors by
world are much less concerned with what yo/_ Catholic emperors. But we remember that
say of those towards whom you feel as you that t_me was fulfilled after the ascension of
may be disposed to feel. But it _s beyond our Lord, of which holy Scripture is known by
your power to say, It was ill done that sup- all to be a witness. The Jews thought that
plication should so be made to Julian. Tour they were doing a service to God when they
throat is closed; your tongue is checked by put the apostles to death. Among those who
an authority close at home. It was Pontius thought that they were showing service to
that did it. Pontius presented the petition; God was even our Saul, though not ours as
Pontius declared that the apostate was most yet; so that among his causes for confidence
righteous; Pontius set forth that only rlghte- winch were past and to be forgotten, he
ousness found a place with the apostate, enumerates the following: "An Hebrew," he
That Pontius made a petition to him in these says, "of the Hebrews; as touching the law,
words, we have the express evidence of Juhan a Pharisee; concerning zeal, persecuting the
himself, mentioning him by name, without Church. ''" Here was one who thought that
any disguise. Your representations still exist lie did God service wi_en he did what present.
It is no uncertain rumor, but public docu- ly he suffered himself. For forty Jews
ments that bear witness to the fact. Can it bound themselves by an oath that they would
be, that because the apostate made some con. slay him, when he caused that this should be
cession to your prayer, to the detriment of made known to the tribune, so that ul}der the
the unity of Christ, you therefore find truth pr_ction of a guard of armed men he escap.
in what was said, that only righteousness ed their snares.J But there was no one yet
found a place with him ? but because Chris- to say to him, What have you to do (not with
tian emperors decide against your wishes, kings, but) with tribunes and the arms of
since this appears to them most likely to con- kings ? There was no one to say to him, Dare
tribute to the unity of Christ, therefore they you seek protection at the hand of soldiers,
are called the foes of Christianity? Such when your Lord was dragged by them to

folly may all heretics display; and may they undergo His sufferings ? There were as _t_regain wisdom, so that they should be no no instances of madness such as yours;
longer heretics, there were already examples being prepared,

206. And when is that fulfilled, you will which should be sufficient for their refutation,
say, which the Lord declares, "The time 2o 7. Moreover, with what terrible force did
cometh, that whosoever killeth you will think you venture to set forth and utter the follow-
that he doethGod service"? ' At any rate rag: "But to say nothing of ancient example_p
neither can this be said of the heathen, who observe, from instances taken from your own
persecuted Christians, not for the sake of party, how very many of your emperors and
God, but for the sake of their idols. You do judges have perished in persecuting us."
not see that if this had been said of these When I read this in your letter, I waited with

emperors who rejoice in the name of Chris- the most earnest expectation to see what you
tian, their chief command would certainly have were going to say, and whom you were gottlg
been this, that you should have been put to to enumerate, when, lo and behold! as thot_
death; and this command they never gave at passing them over, you began to quote tome
alt. But the men of your party, by opposing Nero, Domitian, Trajan, Geta, Deetu_
the la_s in hostile fashion, bring deserved Valerian, Diocletian, Maximian. I acknOWo
punishment on themselves; and their own ledge that there were more; but you have
voluntary deaths, so long as they think that altogether forgotten against whom you _ _:
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arguing. Were not all of these pagans, without mentioning the name of any one at
persecuting generally the Christian name on all. Why then have you not made mention
behalf of thelr idols ? Be vigilant, then; for of our emperors, that is to say, of emperors
the men whom you mention were not of our of our communion ? Were you afraid that
communion. They were persecuting the you should be indicted for high treason ?
whole aggregate of umty itself, from which Where is the fortitude that marks the Cir-
we, as you think, or you, as Cnnst teaches, cumcelliones? And further, what do you
have gone forth. But you had proposed to mean by introducing those whom you men-
show that our emperors and judges had per- tloned above in such numbers ? They might
1shed in consequence of persecutmg you. Or with more right say to you, Wny did you seek
is it that you yourself do not reqmre that we us out ? For they dtd nottfing to assist your
should reckon these, because, in mentmning cause, and yet you mentioned them by name.
them, you passed them over, saying, "To What kind of man, then, must you be, who
pass over Nero;" and with this reservation fear to mention those by name, who, as you
did you mean to run through all the rest ? say, have perished ? At any rate, you might
What then was the use of thmr being quoted, mention more of the judges and counts, of
if they had nothmg to do with the matter ? whom you seem to feel no fear. But yet you
But what has it to do with me? I now join stopped at Macarms and Ursacius. Are
with you in leawng these. Next, let that these two whom you mention the vast number
larger number which you promised to us be of whom you spoke ? Are you thinking of the
produced, unless, indeed, it may be that they lesson which we learned as boys ? For if you
cannot be found, inasmuch as you stud that were to ask of me what number two is, smgu-
they had perished, lar or plural, what could I answer, except that

208. For now you go on to make mention _t was plural? But even so I am still not
of the bishopswhom you are wont to accuse of w_thout the means of reply. I take away
having dehvered up the sacred books, con- Macarms from your list; tot you certainly
cernmg whom we on our part are wont to have not told us how he perished. Or do
answer: Either you fail m your proof, and so you maintain that any one who persecutes
it concerns no one at all ; or you succeed, you, unless he be _mmortal on the face of th_s
and then it still has no concern w_th us. For earth, is to be deemed when he dies to have
they have borne their own burden, whether it died because of you ? What if Constantine
be good or bad; and we indeed believe that had not hved to enjoy so long a reign, and
it was good. But of whatever charactQ it such prolonged prosperity, who was the first
was, yet it was their own; just as your bad to pass many decrees against your errors?
men have borne their own burden, and neither And what if Julian, who gave you back the
you theirs nor they yours. But the common basilicas, had not been so speedily snatched
and most evil burden of you all is schism, away from life ? * In that case, when would
This we have already often said before. Show you make an end of talkmg such nonsense as
us, therefore, not the names of b_shops, but you do, seeing that even now you are unwfil-
the names of our emperors and judges, who ing to hold your tongues? And yet neLther
have perished in persecuting you. For this, do we say that Juhan died so soon because he
is what you had proposed, this is what you gave back the basfimas to you. For we
had promised, thin is what you had caused us might be equally prohx with you in this, but
most eagerly to expect. "Hear," he says, we are unwdling to be equally foohsh. Well,
"Macarius perished, Ursacius perished, and then, as I had begun to say, from these two
all your counts perished in like manner, by we will take away Macarius. For when you
the vengeance of God." You have mentmn- had mentioned the names of two, Macarms
ed only two by name, and neither of them and Ursacius, you repeated the name of
was emperor. Who would be satisfied with Ursacius with the view of showing us how he
this, I ask? Are you not utterly dissatisfied deserved his death; and you stud, "For
with yourself ? You promise that you will Ursacms was slain in a battle with the barba-
mention a vast number of emperors and rians, after which birds of prey with their say-
judges of our party who perished in persecut- age talons, and the greedy teeth of dogs with
ing you; and then, without a word of emper- their biting, tore him limb from limb."
ors, you mention two who were either judges Whence it is quite clear, since it is your cus-
or counts. For asto what you add, "And all tom to excite greater odium against us on
your counts perished in like manner by the account of Macarius, insomuch that you call
vengeance of God," it has nothing to do with xThe reignof Constantinelastedaboutthirty-twoyears,[tom
the matter. For on this principle you might 3o6to337_.v. jut_ succeededConstanttus,and rezgnedone

year and seven months, dying at the age of thlrty, m a war against
some time ago have closedyour argument, th_Ve_,_s.,__ _.
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us not Ursacians but Mac_unans,that you!and even ifwe hold our tongues,they give
would have been sure to sa.v by far the most heed to the readers; and, to say nothing of
concerning him, had you keen able to say the rest, they especially hsten with the most
anything of the sort about his death. Of marked attention to that very psalm which
these two, therefore, when you used the plu- :you quoted. For you said that we do not
ral number, if you take away Macarms, there teach them, nor, so far as we can help it, ai.
remains Ursacius alone, a proper name of the low them to become acquainted with the words
singular number. Where _s therefore the of Scripture: '_ Be w_se now therefore) O ye
fulfillment of your threatening and tremen- kings; be instructed ye }udges of the earth.
dous promise of so many who should support Serve the Lord with fear and rejoice with
your argument ? trembhng. "Fake hold of instruction lest the

309. By this time all men who are in any Lord be angry,"-" etc. Beheve that even this
degree acquainted with the meaning of words is sung, and that they hear it. But, at any rate)
must understand, it seems to me, how nd_cu- they hear what is written above in the same
lous it is that, when you had stud, "Macarius psalm, wluch you, unless I am mistaken, were
perished, Ursacius perished, and all your only unwilhng to pass over, for fear you
counts permhed m hke manner, by the yen- should be understood to be afraid. They
geance of God," as though men were calhng hear therefore this as well '° The Lord hatl_
upon you to prove the fact, whereas, m reah- stud unto me,Thou art my Son; this day have
ty, neither hearer nor reader was calhng on I begotten Thee. Ask of me, and I shall
you for anything further whatsoever, you ms- gtve Thee the heathen for Thine inheritance,
mediately strung together a long argument m and the uttermost parts of the earth for Thy
order to prove that all our counts pertshed m possession." _ On hearing which, they cannot
like manner by the vengeance of God. "For but marvel that some should be found to
Ursacius," you say, "was slam m a battle speak against this mhentance of Christ, en.
w_th the barbarians, after which birds of prey deavormg to reduce tt to a little corner of the
with their savage talons, and the greedy teetl_ earth; and m their marvel they perhaps ask)
of dogs with thelr bttmg, tore him hmb from on account of what they hear in what follows)
hmb." In the same way, any one else, who "Serve the Lord w_th fear," wherein they can
was mmflarly ignorant of the meamng of what serve Him, in so far as they are kings. For
he says, m_ght assert that a11 your bishops all men ought to serve God,_in one sense,
perished in prison by the vengeance of God, m virtue of the condition common to them all,
and when asked how he could prove this fact, m that they are men; in another sense, in
he m_ght at once add, For Optatus, having wrtue of their several gifts, whereby this mall
been accused of belonging to the company of has one functmn on the earth, and that man
Gxldo, was put to death in a similar way. has another. For no man, as a private in.
Frivolous charges such as these we are com- diwdual, could command that idols should
pelled to listen to, to consider, to refute; only be taken from the earth, which it was so long
we are apprehensive for the weak, lest, from ago foretold should come to pass. 4 Accord.
the greater slowness of their intellect, they mgly, when we take into consideration the
should fall speedily into your toils. But socml condttion of the human race, we find
Ursacms, of whom you speak, if it be the case that kings, m the very fact that they are kings,
that he lived a good life, and really d_ed as have a serwce which they can render to the
you assert, will receive consolatton from the Lord in a manner which is impossible for any
promise of God, who says, "Surely your who have not the power of kings.
blood of your lives will I require; at the hand _xx. When, therefore, they think over what
of every beast will I require It.'" _ou quote, they hear also what you yoursdf

2xo. But as to the calumnious charges quoted concerning the three children, and
which you bnng against us, saying that by us hear it with circumstances of marvellous solem.
the wrath of the kings of the world is excited nity. For that same Scripture is most of
against you, so long as we do not teach them all sung in the Church at a time when the very
the lesson of holy Scripture, but rather sug- festal nature of the season excites additional
gest our own desire of war, I do not _magme fervor even in those who, during the rest of the
that you are so absolutely deaf to the elo- year, are more given to be sluggish. What
quence of the sacred books themselves as that then do you think must be the feelings tff
you should not rather fear that they should Christmn emperors, when they heat of ti_
be acquainted with it. But whether you so three children being cast into the burning
will or no, they gain _ntrance to the Church; fiery furnace because they were unwilling to

x Gen. ix. 5 i zPs. u zo-z_. 3 Ps. h, 7, $ 4 lsa, u, z$; Zem.h. lili, 11,
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consent to the wickedness of worshipping the was raised to exalted honor, seeing that, even
image of the king,' unless you suppose that when he was east into the den of lions, the
they consider that the pious liberty of the king himself was more inclined to believe that
saints cannot be overcome either by the pow- he would be safe than that he would be de-
er of kings, or by any enormity of punish- stroyed, and, in anxiety for him, refused to
ment, and that they rejoice that they are not eat his food ? And then do you dare to say
of the number of those kings who used to to Christmns,"Wnat have you to do with the
punish men that despised idols as though they kings of the world ?" because Daniel suffered
were guilty of sacrilege? But, further, when persecution at a king's hands, and yet not
they hear in what follows that the same king, look back upon the same Daniel faithfully
terrified by the marvellous sight of, not only interpreting dreams to kings, calling a king
the three children, but the very flames per- lord, receiving gifts and honors from a king?
forming service unto God, himself too began And so again do you dare, m the case of the
to serve God in fear, and to rejoice with rev- aforesaid three children, to excite the flames
erence, and to lay hold of mstruction, do they of odmm against kings, because, when they
not understand that the reason that this was refused to worship tbe statue, they were cast
recorded, and set forth with such publicity, into the flames, whale at the same time you
was that an example might be set both before hold your tongue, and say nothing about their
the servants of God, to prevent them from being thus extolled and honored by the king?
committing sacrilege in obedience to kings, Granted that the king was a persecutor when
and before kings themselves, that they he cast Daniel into the lions' den; but when,
should show themselves religtous by be- on receiving him safely out again, m his joy
lief in God? Being willing, therefore, on and congratulations he cast in his enemtes to
their part, from the admonmon of the very be torn in p_eces and devoured by the same
psalm which you ycurself inserted in your lions, what was he then,--a persecutor, or
writings, both to be wise, and to receive in- not ? _ I call on you to answer me. For if he
struction, and to serve God with fear and to was, why dxd not Daniel himself resist him,
rejoice unto Him with reverence, and to lay as he might _o easily have done in virtue of
hold of instruction, with what attention do his great friendship for him, while yet you

. they listen to what that king said afterwards! bid us restrain kings from persecuting men?
For he said that he would make a decree for But ff he was not a persecutor, because he
all the people over whom he ruled, that who- avenged with prompt justice the outrage corn-
soever should speak blasphemy against the m_tted against a holy man, what kind of yen-
God of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego geance, I would ask, must be exacted from
should perish, and their house be utterly de- kings for indignities offered to the sacraments
stroyed. And if they know that he made this of Christ, if the limbs of the prophet reqmred
decree that blasphemy should not be uttered such a vengeance because they were exposed
against the God who tempered the force of to danger ? Again, I acknowledge that the
the fire, and liberated the three children, they king, as indeed is manifest, was a persecutor
surely go on to consider what decrees they when he cast the three children into the fur-
ought to make in their kingdom, that the nace because they refused to worship his
same God who has granted remission of sins, i image; but I ask whether he was still a perse-
and given freedom to the whole earth, should tutor when he set forth the decree that all
not be treated with scorn among the faithful who should blaspheme against the one true
in their realm. God should be destroyed, and their whole

• I*. See therefore, when Christian kings house laid waste ? For if he was a persecutor,
make any decree against you in defence of why do you answer Amen to the words of a
Catholic unity, that it be not the case that persecutor?_ But if hewas not a persecutor,

with your lips you are accusing them of being why do you call those persecutors who deter
unlearned, as it were, in holy Scripture, while you from the madness of blasphem_y ? For if
in your hearts you are grieving that they are they compel you to worship an idol, then they
so well acquainted wath itsteaching. For

... who could put up with the sacrilegious and s D_.i_..vl.
_ - _ This is illustrated by the words of August'in, E)_ist. to% ad
/ _ hateful fallacy which you advance in the case z)o,_t_a., c. I. 7: "Do ye not knowthat the wordsof the

king were. _I thought it good to show the s_rns and wonders that
of one and the same Daniel, to find fault with the high God hath wrought toward me " How great are His
'kings because he was cast into the den of swas: arid .h_owmtghtyare I-Itswonders! Hmkingdomksan

_-'_;__- _t,on, _I_. v,. _,3)_ Do_.._, whe_yonhear th_,__._ ,, lions, and to refuse praise to kings in that he everiastmgkingdom,and Hisdominionfromgenerataontogen-
- A men, and by saying this m a ldltd vote% place your seal on the

king's decree by a holy and Solemn act ?" in the Gothic lrtur_/
,:'_' _t.2_h_d'_;a_IsotheMss. Theolderedltlonshave"ador-I thm dcclaratton was made ou Easter Eve (when the third chaptcr

more forcible in ats special of Darnel m sttn read in the Roman Church), and the people an-
thelmap on the : Dan. lit. swered ".4_e_. '
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are like the impious king, and you are like]beaten contrary to his inclination, and that
the three children; but if they are preventing]often by the very man that is most dear to
you from fighting against Christ, it is you lhlm, And flus, indeed) is what the kings
who are i_pious a ifbYeOU attempt to do this. l,vould desire to say to you if the), were to
But what y y "f they forbid this _ith lstrtke you, for to tius end their power has
terrible threats, I do not presume to say. Do been ordained of God. But you cry out even
you find some other name for them, if you when they are not staking you.
will not call them pious emperors.

_i 3. If I had been the person to bring for- CHAP. 96.--2X8. PETmIAr_US said: "But

ward these examples of Daniel and the three what reason _s there, or what inconsistency
chddren, you would perhaps resist, and de- of emptiness, in desiring communion with us
clare that they ought not to have been brought so eagerly, when all the time you call us by
from those times in illustration of our days; the false title of heretics ?"

but God be thanked that you yourself brought 2_9. AUGUSTINanswered: If we so eagerly
them forward, to prove the point, tt _s true, desired communion with heretics, we staould
which you desired to establish, but you see not be anxious that you should be converted
that their force was rather in favor of what from the error of heresy; but when the very
you least would w_sh to prove. Perhaps you object of our negotiations with you is that
will say that this proceeds from no dece_t of rou should cease to be heretics, how are we
yours, but from the falhbility of human eagerly desiring commumon with heretics?
nature. Would that th_s were true ! Amend For, in fact, it is dissension and division that
_t, then You will not lose in reputatmn; make you heretics: hut peace and unitymake
nay, it marks unquestionably the higher mind men Cathohcs. When, then, you come over
to extinguish the fire of animosity by a frank from your heresy to us, you cease to be what
confession, than merely to escape the mtst of we hate, and begin to be what we love.
falsehood by acuteness of the understanding.

CHAP, 97.--22o. PETILIANUSsaid: "Choose,
CHAP. 94.--2X4. PETILIA,','Ussaid: "Where in short, which of the two alternattves you

is the law of God ? where is your Chnstmmty, prefer. If innocence is on your side, why do
if you not only commit murders and put men you persecute us with the sword ? Or if you
to death, but also order such things to be call us guilty, why do you, who are yourselves
done ?" innocent, seek for our company ?"

2x5. AUGUSTI_r answered: In reply to this, _2i. Av(;usT1,_,answered: O most ingenious
see what the fellow-heirs of Christ say dilemma, or rather most foolish verbosity! Is
throughout the world. We neither commit it not usual for the choice of two alternatives
murders, and put men to death, nor order to be offered to an antagonist, when it is ira-
such things to be done; and you are raging possible that he should adopt both ? For if
much more madly than those who do such you should offer me the choice of the two
things, in that you put such things into the ipropositlons, that I should say either that we
minds of men in opposition to the hopes of were mnocent, or that we were guilty; or,
everlasting life. again, of the other pair of propositions, viz.,

those concerning you, I could not escape
CHAP. 95.--216. PETILIANUSsaid: " If you choosing either one or the other. But as it

wish that we should be your friends, why do _s, you offer me the choice of these two,
you drag us to yon_against our w_ll ? :But ff whether we are innocent or you are guilty)
you wish that we should be your foes, why do and wish me to say which of these two I
you kill your foes?" choose for my reply. But I refuse to make

2x7. AUGUSTIr¢ answered: We neither drag a choice; for I assert them both, that we are
you to us against your will, nor do we kill our innocent, and that you are guilty. I say that
foes; but whatever we do in our dealings w_th we are innocent of the false and calumnious
you. though we may do it contrary to your accusations which you bring against us, so far
inclination, yet we do it from our love to you, as any of us, being in the Catholic Church)
that you may voluntarily correct yourselves, can say with a safe conscience that we haw
and live an amended hfe. For no one lives neither given up the sacred books, nor taken

aeargainsthis will; and yet a boy, in order to part in the worship of idols, nor murdered
n this lesson of his own free will, islam: man nor been guilty of any of the ofh_t"

....... I ...... whtch you alle_e a_amst us, and that
__ _vam _emo vi_H ixmigats . ef famen 2_uer ut noc r_ozens at#" f _"*_° _. o _-_.__. a ........ _ _t

cat±....... .¢_ut't_.roa_u/ag. Perha___.__abetterreadmgrm."A'_,n nero,] _-.znvwho may_ nave commlt_eu any nu_u or-"
_._gs_;_l_am#_uerut_alens_sca¢," etc.,leaving outj# -_ _ -.h_,-.h ht_to@_r@¢ trcm have not O_O_
_/_.¢_'" which is wanting m the Floury rass. " No one w_snes ] iense_, w ...... , ....... , _ ......... - r - --_

_.._win;a_re_bor, wis_gtol_-i_b_t_ag_u_tlin any case, have thereby shut the cloors ot
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the kingdom of heaven, not against us, but and it is alleged of you by us that you are
against themselves; ' "for every man shall living impiously,--hear again once more what
bear his own burden." x Here you have your I shall say on either head. If you are inno.
answer on the first head. And I further say cent, why do you speak against the testimony
that you are all guilty and accursed,--not of Christ ? But if you are guilty, why do you
some of you owing to the sins of others, which not fly for refuge to His mercy ? For H_s
are wrought among you by certain of your testimony, on the one hand, is to the umty
number, and are censured by certain others, of the world, and His mercy, on the other, is
but all of you by the sin of schism; from in brotherly love.
which most heinous sacrilege no one of you
can say that he is free, so long as he refuses CHAP.98.--223 . PETmIA_Ussaid: "Lastly,
to hold communion with the unity of all as we have often said before, how great is
nations, unless, indeed, he be compelled to your presumption, that you should speak as
say that Christ has told a lie concerning the you presume to do of kings, when David
Church which is spread abroad among all says, ' It is better to trust in the Lord than to
nations, beginning at Jerusalem. _ And so put confidence in man: it is better to trust m
you have my second answer. See how I have the Lord than to put confidence in princes ?' "3
made you two replies, of which you were de- 224. AUCUSTINanswered: We put no con-
sirous that we should be reduced to choose fidence in man, but, so far as we can, we warn
the one. At any rate, you should have taken men to place their trust in the Lord; nor do
notice that both assertions might be made by we put confidence in princes, but, so far as
us; and certainly, if this was what you wished, we can, we warn princes to put confidence in
you should have asked it as a favor o_ us that the Lord. And though we may seek aid from
we should choose one or the other, when princes to promote the advantage of the
you saw that it was in our power to choose Church, yet do we not put confidence in them.
both. For netther did the apostle himself put confi-

22_. But "if innocence is on your side, dence in that tribune, m the sense in which
why do you persecute us with the sword?" the Psalmist talks of putting confidence m
Look back for a moment on your troops, princes, from whom he obtained for himself
which are not now armed after the ancient that an escort of armed men should be as-
fashion of their fathers only with cudgels, but signed to him; nor did he put confidence in
have further added to their equipment axes the armed men, by whose protection he es-
and lances and swords, and determine for caped the snares of the wicked ones, in any
yourselves to which of us the question best such sense as that of the Psalmist where he
belongs, "Why do you persecute us with the speaks of putting confidence in men.4 But
sword ?" "Or if you call us guilty," say neither do we find fault with you yourselves,
you, "why do you, who are yourselves inno- because you sought from the emperor that the
cent, seek for our company ?" Here I answer basilicas should be restored to you, as though
very briefly. The reason why you, being you had put your trust in Julian the prince;
guilty, are sought after by the innocent, is but we find fault with you, that you have de-
that you may cease to be guilty, and begin to spaired of the witness of Christ, from whose
be innocent. Here then I have chosen both umty you have separated the basilicas them-
of the alternatives concerning us, and an- selves. For you received them at the bid-
swered both of those concerning you, only do ding of an enemy of Christ, that in them you
you in turn choose one of the two. Are you should despise the commands of Christ, whilst

innocent or guilty? Here you cannot choose you find force and truth in what Julian or-
to make the two assertions, and yet choose dained, saying, This, moreover, on the peti-
both, if so it pleases you. For at any rate tion of Rogatianus, Pontius, Cassianus, and
you cannot be innocent in reference to the other bishops, not without an intermixture of
same circumstances in respect of which you clergy, is added to complete the whole, that
are guilty. If therefore you are innocent, those proceedings which were taken to their
do not be surprised that you are invited to be prejudice wrongly and without authority being

: at peace with your brethren; but if you are all annulled, everything should be restored to
guilty, do not be surprised that you are its former position;" and yet you find nothing
sought for punishment by kings. But since that has either force or truth in what Christ

_.." of these two alternatives you assume one for Iordained, saying, '" Ye shall be witnesses unto
yourselves, and the other is alleged of you by t me both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea, and

tlth_for you assume to yourselves innocence, [ in Samaria, and even in the whole earth." s
£ 1

'_- :' •_ vl,S, *Luke;cxiv.47. l aPs.c.xviil.8,9- 4_ _._i_x_-33, sActsi.8-
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We entreat you, let yourselves be reformed, which have been done amiss may be restored
Return to this most manifest unity of the to their former condition."
whole world; and let all things be restored to
their former position, not in accordance with! CHAP, 99.--225. PETILIANUS _tld: **OI1

the words of the apostate Juhan, but m ac- you, yes you, you wretched men, I call, who,
cordance with the words of our Saviour Christ. being dismayed with the,_ear of persecution,
Have pity on your own soul. We are not now whilst you seek to save your riches, not your
comparing Constantine and Juhan in order to souls, love not so much the faithless faith of
show how different they are. We are not the traitors, as the wmkedness of the very
saying, If you have not placed confidence in men whose protection you have won unto
a man and in a prince, when you said to a yourselves,--just in the same way as sailors)
pagan and apostate emperor, that "m him shq)wrecked in the waves, plunge into the
justice only found a place," seeing that the waves by which they must be oyerwhelm_n:t)
party of Donatus has umversalty employed and m the great danger of their lives seek
the prayers and the rescript in which those unmistakeabiy the very object of their dread;
words occur, as is proved by the records of just as.the madness of a tyrant, that he may
the audmnce; much less ought we to be ac-be free from apprehension of any person
cused by you, as though we put our confi- whatsoever, demres to be feared, though this

dence in any man or prince, if without any is fraught with peril to himself: so, so you fly
blasphemous flattery we obtained any request for refuge to the cnadel of wickedness, being
from Constantine or [rom the other Chnstmn willing to look on the loss or punishment of
emperors; or if they themselves, without our the innocent If you may escape fear for your.
asking for it, but remembering the account selves, if you consider that you escape dan-
which they shall render to the Lord, under ger when you plunge into ruin, truly also it is
whose words they tremble when they hear a froth that merits condemnation to ob-_rve
what you yourself have quoted, "Be wise now the froth of a robber. Lastly, it is trafficking
therefore, O ye kings," etc., and many other in a madman's gains to lose your own souls
sayings of the sort, make any ordinance of m order not to lose your wealth. For the
their own accord m support of the umty of Lord Christ says. 'If a man shall gain the
the Catholic Church. But I say nothing about whole world, and lose his own soul, what shall
Constantine. It is Christ and Juhan that we a man give in exchange for his soul ?' "'
contrast before you; nay, more than thls, it 226. AUC.USTI,_answered: That exhortation
is God and man, the Son of God and the son of ),ours would be useful, I cannot but ac-
of hell, the Saviour of our souls and the de- knowledge, if any one were to employ it in a
stroyer of his own. Why do you maintain good cause. It is undoubtedly well that you
the rescript of Julian in the occupation of the have trmd to deter men from preferring their
basilicas, and yet not maintain the gospel of riches to their souls. But I would have you_
Christ in embracing the peace of the Church ? who have heard these words, listen also for a
We too cry out, " Let all things that have time to us; for we also say this, but listen in
been done amiss be restored to their ancient what sense. If kings threaten to take away"
condition." The gospel of Christ is of greater your riches, because you are not Jews accord.
antiqmty than the rescript of Julian; the ing to the flesh, or because you do not wot.

ship idols or dewls, or because you are not
unity of Christ is of greater antiquity than
the party of Donatus; the prayers of the carried about into any heresies, but abide in
Church to the Lard on behalf of the unity of Catholic unity, then choose rather that your
the Church ate of greater antiquity than the riches should perish, that you perish not

ra ers of Ro_attanus, and Pontms, and yourselves; but be careful to prefer neitherP Y _ • ............. _ ..... ";n" else nor the life of this world itself,
Cassianus. to Iulian on tmnatt ot the p_.y ,,,[a,:_,,, _. _' .. ._L:_t. :. ;. r,hris t B,,t• . - a._ ...... ._1,, tal_entto eternal salv&tlon, Wlltt;n t= tit _ .: .
_onatus Are proceeumg_ wtv,,s,: I ...... .-:'.1. l^.. a,. ,.,.,,,a_,_nL

• , •" ..... • • " _ --'4 are the_ not t it tdngs threaten you wtLn _u°° v. ,,,,..,..--.,.-

• ° . " " " . . . ! " ,' . 0 . • 4

tradict the witness of Christ in order to deny of obstinacy. Hear t e
the Church? We entreat you, therefore, that where he says, _' What glory is it) if, wF_
the words of Julian himself, to whom you ye be buffeted for your faults, ye take it
thus made supplication, may be listened to, patiently ?" _ so that herein you have tmit_
not in opposition to the gospel, but,,in.ac.cord_ ,, p_. t_ _.
an_ with the gospel, and that all tnmg , Mittt.xvi.26.
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consolation upon earth, nor in the world to!any chance my colleague Fortunatus may
come life everlasting; but you have here the i know this, being in the same city with you,
miseries of the unfortunate, and there the he never told me, because I had never asked
hell of heretics. Do you see, therefore, my him. However, even if you had done this,
brother, with whom I am now arguing, that you have yet yourself quoted the testimony
you ought first to show whether you hold the of the apostle against yourself in this very
truth, and then to exhort men that in uphold- epistle which you have written: "Though'I
ing it they should be ready to give up all the bestow all my goods to feed the poor, and
blessings whmh they possess in this present though I give my body to be burned, and
world ? And so, when you do not show this, ] have not charity, it profiteth me nothing." s
because you cannot,--not that the talent is] For if you had charity, you would not bring
wanting, but because the cause is bad,--why charges against the whole world, which knows
do you hasten by your exhortations to make nothing ot you, and of which you know no
men both beggars and ignorant, both m want more,--n_, not even such charges as are
and wandering from the truth, in rags and founded on the proved offenses of the Afri-
contentious, household drudges and heretics, cans. If you had charity, you would not plc-
both losing their temporal goods in this world, ture to yourself a false umty in your calum-
and finding eternal evils in the judgment of nies, butyou would learn to recognize the unity
Christ? But the cautious son, who, while he that is most clearly set forth m the words
stands in dread of his father's rod, keeps l of the Lord "even in the whole earth. ''_
away from the lair of the serpent, escapes lBut if you did not do this, why do you boast
both blows and destruction; whereas he who as though you had done it? Are you really
despises the pains of discipline, when set m so filled with fear of riches, that, having
rivalry with his own pernicious will, is both nothing, you possess all things ? Tell that to
beaten and destroyed. Do you not now un- ),our colleague Crispmus, who lately bought
derstand, O learned man, that he who has re- a farm near our city of Hippo, that he might
signed all earthly goods m order to maintam lthere plunge men into the lowest abyss. 7
the peace of Christ, possesses God; whereas Whence I too know this all too well. You
he who has lost even a very few coins in behalf perhaps are not aware of it, and therefore
of the party of Donatus is devoid of heart? shout out in security, " We stand in fear of

riches." And hence I am surprised teat
CHAP. Ioo.--227. PET_LIA,','US said: "But that cry of yours has been allowed to pass

we who are poor in spirit ' are not apprehen- Crispinus, so as to reach us. For between
sive for our wealth, but rather feel a dread of Constantma, where you are, and Hippo,
wealth• We, _as having nothing, and yet where I am, lies Calama, where he is, nearer
possessing all things,' * look on our soul as indeed to our side, but still between us. I
our wealth, and by our punishments and wonder, therefore, how it was that he did not
blood purchase to ourselves the everlasting first intercept this cry, and strike it back so
riches of heaven• 60 again the same Lord that it should not reach to our ears; and that
says, 'Whosoever shall lose h_s substance, he did not, in opposition to you, recite in
shall find it again an hundred fold•' " much more copious phrase a eulogy on riches.

228. AUGUSTI_" answered: It is not beside For he not only stands m no fear of riches,
the purpose to inquire into the true meaning but he actually loves them. And certainly,
of this passage also. For where my purpose before you utter anything about the rest, you

is not interfered with by any mistake which]should rehearse such _lews to him. If he
you make, or any false impression which you makes no corrections, then we have our answer
convey in quoting from the Scriptures, I do ready. But for yourself, if it be true that
not concern myself about the matter. It is you are poor, you have with you my brother
not then written, " Whosoever shall lose his Fortunatus. You will be more likely with
substance," but _' Whosoever shall lose his such sentiments to please him, who is my
life for my sake." 3 And the passage about colleague, than Cnspmus, who is your own.
substance is not, "Whosoever shall lose,"
but _' Every one that hath forsaken;"* and CHAP. _OX.--229. PETILIA_US said: "In-
that not only with reference to substance of asmuch as we live in the fear of God, we have
money, but many other things besides. But no fear of the punishments and executions

- you meanwhile have not lost your substance; which you wreak with the sword; but the only
but whether you have forsaken it, in that you thing which we avoid is that by your most
so boast of poverty, I cannot say. And if by wicked communion you destroy men's souls,

according to the saying of the Lord Himself:
t__M_v.3. • 2Cot,vi. to_

• :5Matt. xvL _5, 4 Matt. xix. a 9. s x Cot. xiii. 3- * &ct_ i. 8. 7 _ above, c. 84.
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' Fear not them which kill the body, but are the sound of those words is, but what they
not able to kill the soul; but rather fear Him mean. First of all, to sift the meaning of the
which is able to destroy both soul and body last clause, "So it comes to pass," you say,
in hell.' "_ "that you who had come to baptism free from

230. AUGUSTIN answered: You do the de- sin, return from bapusm guilty of the sin of
struction which you speak of, not with a vlsi- murder: " tell me, to begin with, who there is
ble sword, but with that of which it is said, that comes to baptism free from sin, with the
"The sons of men, whose teeth are spears single exception of Him who came to be bal_
and arrows, and their tongue a sharp sword." _ tized, not that His iniquity should be purged
For with this sword of accusation and calumny away, but that an example of humility might
against the world of which you are wtxolty.be given us ? For what shall be forgiven to
ignorant, you destroy the souls of those who. one free from sin ? Or are you indeed en-
lack experience. But _f you find fault with a'_dowed wltti such an eloquence, that you can
most wicked commumon, as you term it, I show to L_ some innocence which yet corn-
would bid you presently, not x_'ith my words, mitteth sm? I)o you not hear the words of

_Scrlpture saying, '" No one is clean from sinbut with your own, to ascend, descend, enter, _
turn yourself about, change sides, be such as m Thy sight, not even the infant whose life is
was Optatus. But if you return to your ibut of a single day upon the earth?" s For
senses, and shall find that you are not suct_ as whence else is it tl_at one hastens even with
he, not because he refused to partake of the infants to seek remission of their sins? Do
sacraments with you, but because you took you not hear the words of another Scripture_
offense at what he did, then you wdl acquit "' In sin did my mother conceive me ?" 4 In
the world of crimes which do not belong to _t, the next place, If a man returns a murderer,
and you will find yourself mvotved in the sm wl_o tlad come without the gmlt of murder,
of schism. _Imerely because i_e receives baptism at a mar-

._derer's hands, then all they who returned
CHAP. 102._23I. PETILIANUSsald: "You,_from recetwng baptism at the hands of

therefore, who prefer rather to be washed_Optatus were made partakers with Optatus.
with the most false of baptisms than to beIGo now, and see with what face you cast in
regenerate, not only do not lay aside your:our teeth that we excite the wrath of kings
slnsj but also load your souls with the offenses iagainst you. Are you not afraid that as
of criminals. For as the water of the guilty[many satelhtes of Gildo will be sought for
has been abandoned by the Holy Spirit, so[among you, as there are men who may have
it is clearly filled full of the offenses of tiiejbeen baptized by Optatus? Do you see at
traditors. To any wretched man, then, who[lengttl how that sentence of yours, like an
is baptized by one of this sort, we would say, [empty bladder, has rattled not only with a
If you have wished to be free from falsehood, meaningless sound, but on your own head ?
you are really drenched with falsity. If you 233. To go on to the other earlier argu-
desired to shut out the sins of the flesh, you ments which you have set before us to be re.
will, as the conscience of the guilty comes luted, they are of such a nature that we must
upon you, be partakers likewise of their gudt. needs allow that every one returns from hap-
If you wished to extinguish the flames or, tlsm endued with the character of him by
avarice, you are drenched with deceit, you are!whom he is baptized; but God forbid that
drenched with wickedness, you are drenched ithose whom you baptize should return from.
also with madness. Lastly, if you believe]you infected with the same madness as poso
that faith is identical m the giver and the re- sesses you when you make such a statement !
ceiver, you are drenched with the blood of a And what a dainty sound there was in your
brother by him who slays a man. And so it words. "You are drenched with deceit, you
comes to pass that you, who had come to are drenched with wickedness, you are
baptism free from sin, return from baptism drenched also with madness!" Surely you
guilty of the sin of murder." would never pour forth words like this unless

232. AuGI/sTII_ answered: I should like to you were, not drenched, but filled even to re-
come to argument with those who shouted pletlon with madness. Is it then true, to say
assent when they either heard or read those nothing of the rest, that all who come ut_.
words of yours. For such men have not ears I tainted with covetousness to receive baptism
in their hearts, but their heart in their ears. at the hands of your covetous colleagues t or
Yet let them read again and again, and con- the priests of your party, return gttJity of
sider, and find out for themselves, not what covetousness, and that those who run inI

t Matt.r_g$. 2PL lvii.¢. I 3Job_v. 4,5; ¢P.LXX. _1_ li.$.
t
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soberness to the whirlpool of intoxication to he was vexed, not wishing to associate with
be baptized return in drunkenness ? If you their deeds; and yet he did not separate him-
entertain and teach such views as this, you self bodily from their congregation, nor seek
will have the effrontery even to quote, as other sacraments than those which the people
making against us, the passage which you recetved as suitable to that time, according to
advanced some little time ago: "It is better the Iaw of Moses. To this people, there-
to trust in the Lord than to put confidence in fore, in their evil mode of life, he gave the
man. It is better to trust in the Lord than name of "a wound," with which the heart of
to put confidence in princes. "z What is the the righteous man was grievously smitten,
meaning of your teaching, I would ask, save whether speaking thus of himself, or fore-
only this, that we should put our confidence, shadowing in himself what he foresaw would
not in the Lord, but in man, when you say come to pass. For he speaks as follows: "O
that the baptized person is made to resemble Lord, remember me, and visit me; make
him who has baptized him ? And since you clear my innocence before those who perse-
assume this as the fundamental principle of cute me in no spirit of long-suffering: know
your baptism, are men to place thetr trust m that for Thy sake I have suffered rebuke from
you? and are those to place their trust m those that scorn Thy words. Make their
princes who.were disposed to place it m the portton complete; and Thyword shall be unto
Lord ? Truly I would bid them hearken not me the joy and rejoicing of mine heart: for I
to you, but rather to those proofs which you am called by Thy name, O Lord God of hosts.
have urged against ourselves, ay, and to word., I sat not in the assembly of the mockers, but
more awful yet; for not only is it written, " It was afraid of the presence of Thy hand; I sat
is better to trust in the Lord than to put con- alone, because I was filled with bitterness.
fidence In man," but also, " Cursed be the Why do those who make me sad prevail
man that trusteth in man. ''_ against me_ My wound is grievous; whence

shall I be healed ? It is become unto me vs
CHAP, io3.--234. PETILIANUS said: " lmi- lying water, that has no faith."* In all this

tare indeed the prophets, who feared to have it is manifest what the prophet wished to be
their holy souls decetved with false baptism, understood, but manifest only to those who
For Jeremiah says of old that among impious do not wish to distort to their own perverse
men water is as one that lies. 'Water,' he cause the meaning of what they read. For
says, ' that lies has not faith.' " Jeremiah says that his wound has become

235. Auous'llN answered: Any one that unto him as lying water, which cannot in-
hears these words, without being acquainted spire faith; but he wished that by his wound
with the Scriptures, and who does not believe those should be understood who made him
that you are either so far astray as not to sad by the evil conduct of their lives.
know what you are saying, or deceiving in Whence also the apostle says, "Without were
such wise that he whom you have deceived fightings, within were fears; ,,s and again,
should not know what he says, would believe " Who is weak, and I am not weak ? who ts
that the prophet Jeremiah, wishing to be bap- offended, and I burn not ?" _ And because
tized, had taken precautions not to be bap- he had no hopes that they could be reformed,
tized by impious men, and had used these therefore he said, "Whence shall I be
words with this intent. For what was your healed ?" as though his own pain must needs
_)bject in saying, previous to your quotation continue so tong as those among whom he
of this passage, " Imitate indeed the prophets, was compelled to live continued what they
who feared to have their holy souls deceived were. But that a people is commonly under-
with false baptism ?" Just as though, in the stood under the appellation of water is shown
days of Jeremiah, any one were washed with in the Apocalypse, where we understand
the sacrmnent of baptism, except so far as " many waters" to mean "many peoples,"
the Pharisees almost every moment bathed not by any conjecture of our own, but by an
themselves, and their couches and cups and express explanation in the place itself._ Ab-
platters, with the washings which the Lord stain then from blaspheming the sacrament
condemned, as we read in the gospel. 3 How of baptism from any misunderstanding, or
then could Jeremiah have said this, as though rather error, even when found m a man of
he desired to be baptized, and sought to avoid most abandoned character; for not even in
being baptized by impious men ? He said the lying Simon was the baptism which he re-
it, then, when he was complaining of a faith- ceived a lying water, 8 nor do all the liars of

less people, by the corruption of whose morals your party administer a lying water when they
_ .... [ 4 Jer xv. xs-xs; cp. LXX. $ _ Cor. vii, 5.

• P_. czvitL 8, 9 s Jer. xvii. s s Mark xdi. 4. 6 ± Cor. xt a9. _' Rev. xvii. x$ 8 Acts viti. t3.
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baptize in the name of the Trimty. For those then come and kiss your head who have
neither do they begm to be liars only when been baptized by you, whose heads have
they are betrayed and convicted, and so perished through your oiI. But see to your-
forced to acknowledge their misdeeds; but self, both what you are and what you think
rather they were already liars, when, being about yourself. Is it really true that Optatus,
adulterers and accursed, the)- pretended to whom pagans, Jews, Christians, men of our
be chaste and innocent, party, men of )'our txarty, all proclaim

throughout the whole of Africa to have been
CHAP. 104.--235. PETILIANIYssaid: '* David a thief, a traitor, an oppressor, a contriver of

also said, ' The oil of the sinner shall not sct]tsm; not a friend, not a client, but a tool
anomt my head.' Who is it, tiaerefore, that of him3 whom one of your party declared to
he calls a sinner ? Is it I who suffer your rio- have been his count, companion, and god,_ •
lence, or you who persecute the mnoceut ?" is it true that he was not a sinner in any con.

2,37. AUGUSTIN answered: As representing ceivable interpretation of the term? What
the body of Christ, which is tt_e Church of then will they do whose heads were anointed
the living God, the pillar and mainstay of the by one guihy of a capital offense ? Do not
truth, dispersed throughout the world, on ac- those very men kiss your heads, on whose
count of the gospel which was preached, ac- heads you pass so serious a judgment by this
cording to the words of the apostle, "to every interpretation winch you place upon the pas.
creature whmh is under heaven:" ' as repre, sage ? Truly I wouk| bid you bring them
sentmg the whole world, of which David, forth, anti admonish them to heal themselves.
whose words you cannot understand, has sa_d, Or is it rather your heads which should be
"The world also is stablished, that tt cannot healed, who rnn'so grievously astray? What

be moved;"_ wl_ereas you contend that it not then, you will a_k, did David really sally_only has been moved, but has been utterly Why do you ask me: rather ask himself.
destroyed: as representing this, I answer, i answers you in the verse above: "The right.
do not persecute the mnocent. But Dawd eous shall smite me in kindness, and shall
said, " The oil of the sinner," not of the reprove me; but let not the oil of the sinner
/raditor; not of him who offers incense, not anomt my head."* What could be plainer?
of tile persecutor, but "of the stoner." What what more manifest ? I had rather, he says,
then will you make of your mterpretatlon _ be healed by a rebuke administered in kind-
See first whether you are not yourself a sln- hess, than be deceived and led astray by
net. It is nothing to the point if you should smooth flattery, coming on me as an ointment
say, I am not a tradztor, I am not an offerer on my head. The self-same sentiment is
of incense, I am not a persecutor. I myself, found elsewhere in Scripture under other
by the grace of God, am none of these, nor words: " Better are the wounds of a friend
is the world, which cannot be moved. But than the proffered kisses of an enemy. ''s
say, if you dare, I am not a sinner. For
David says, "The oil of the stoner." For CHAP. IO5._238. _PETILIANUSsaid: " But
so long as any sin, however light, be found in he thus praises the omtment of concord among
you, what ground have you for maintaining brethren: 'Behold how goodand how pleasant
that you are not concerned in tiae expression it is for brethren to (]well together in unity !
that is used, " The Ol1 of ti_e sinner" _ Fc_r It is like the precious ointment upon the
I would ask whether you use the Lord's prayer head, that ran down upon the beard, even
in your devotions? For if you do not use Aaron's beard; that went down to the skirts
that prayer, which our Lord taught H3s dis- of his garments; as the dew of Hermon, and
ciples for their use, where have you learnefl as the dew that de_ended upon the mountain,
another, proportioned to your merits, as ex- of Zion: for there the Lord commanded the
ceeding the merits of the apostles ? But if blessing, even life for evermore. '6 Thus, he
you pray, as our great Master deigned to lsays, is unity anointed, even as the priests
teach us, how do you say, " Forgive us our]are anointed."
trespasses, as we forgive them that trespass l 239. AUGUSTIN answered: What yon say is
against us >" For in th_s etttion we are not I true. For that priesthood in the body of• P t
referring to those sins which have already lChrist had an anointing, and its salvation is
been forgiven us in baptism. Therefore these secured by the bond of unity, For indeed

Christ Himself derives His name from chrism,
words in the prayer e_ther exclude you from
.being a petitioner to God, or else they make that is, from anointing. Him the Hebrews
it manifest that you too are a sinner. Let call the Messiah, which word is closely akin
-- 3 Gildo• 4 Ps. c_IL 5; ep. LXX and Hi_,'om

t CoL L 23. 2 Ps. xcifi. _, _ Prov. xxv_ 6; cp. LXX. and Hieroa, 6 Ps. ¢xuiiL
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to the Phoenician language, as is the ease recognize the skirts of the spiritual garments.
with very many other Hebrew words, if not Search the Scriptures themselves, and see
with almost all. _ What then is meant by the where those things began to be done; you
head in that priesthood, what by the beard, will find that it was in Jerusalem. From this
what by the skirts of the garments ? So far skirt of the garment is woven together the
as the Lord enables me to understand, the whole fabric of unity throughout all nations.
head is none other than the Saviour of the By this the Head entered mto the garment,
body, of whom the apostle says, "And He is that Christ should be clothed with all the
the head of the body, the. Church." • By the variety of the several nations of the earth,
bead is not unsuitably understood fortitude, because in this skirt of the garment appeared
Tberefore, on those who show themselves to the actual variety of tongues. Why, there-

. be brave in His Church, and cling to the light fore, is the Head itself, whence that ointment
of His countenance, to preach the truth with- of umty descended, that is, the spiritual fra-
out fear, there descends from Christ Himself, grance of brotherly love,--why, I say, is the
as from the head, a sacred ointment, that is Head itself exposed to your resistance, while
to say, the sanctification of the Spirit. By tt testifies and declares that "repentance and
the skirts of the garments we are here given remission of sins should be preached in His
to understand that which is at the top of the _name among all nations, beginning at Jerusa-
garments, through which the head of Him lem" ?s And by this ointment you wish the
who gives the clothing enters. By this are sacrament of chrism to be understood, which
signified those who are perfected in faith is indeed holy as among the class of visible
within the Church. For in the skirts is per- signs, like baptism itself, but yet can exist
fection. And I presume you must remember even among the worst of men, wasting their
what wass aid to acertain richman: "If thou hfe m the works of the flesh, and never

wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou hast, destined to possess the kingdom of heaven,
and give to the poor, and thou shalt have and having therefore nothing to do either
treasure in heaven; and come and follow with the beard of Aaron, or with the skirts of'
me. ''3 He indeed went away sorrowful, his garments, or with any fabric of priestly
slighting what was perfect, choosing what clothing. For where do you intend to place
was imperfect. But does it follow that there what the apostle enumerates as ' the mani-
were wanting those who were so made perfect fest works of the flesh, which," he says, "are
by such a surrender of earthly things, that the these: fornication, uncleanness, lascivious-
ointment of umty descended upon them, as ness, idolatry, po_sonings, hatred, variance,
from the head upon the skirts of the gar- emulations, wrath, strife, heresies, envyings,
ments? For, putting aside the apostles, and drunkenness, revellings, and such like: of the
those who were immediately associated with which I tell you before, as I have also told
those leaders and teachers of the Church, you in time past, that they which do such
whom we understand to be represented with things shall not inherit the kingdom of
greater dignity and more conspicuous forti- God ? "6 I put aside fornications, whmh are
rude in the beard, read in the Acts of the committed in secret; interpret uncleanness as
Apostles, and see those who "brought the you please, I am wilhng to put it aside as
prices of the things that were sold, and laid well. Let us put on one side also poisons,
them down at the apostles' feel Neither said since no one is openly a compounder or giver
any of them that aught of the things which of poisons. I put aside also heresies, since
he possessed was his own: but they had all you will have it so. I am in doubt whether I
things common: and distribution was made ought to put aside idolatry, since the apostle
unto every man according as he had need. classes with it covetousness, which is openly
And the multitude of them that believed were rife among you. However, setting aside all
of one heart and of one soul." 4 I doubt not these, are there none among you lascivious,
that you are aware that it is so written, none covetous, none open m their indulgence
Recognize, therefore, how good and how of enmitms, none fond of strife, or fond of
01essant it is for brethren to dwell together emulation, wrathful, given to seditaons, en-

_' in unity. Recognize the beard of Aaron vious, drunken, wasting their time in revel-
lings ? Are none of such a character anointed

_,_ " • Com_-re r,_t r, _, _ f_..,_,_ ""Mm_h was an- among you ? Do none die well known among
_: :_ ._. _q_ Gr_._ _o_"/_fdt' _ _eh_t_ the Hdt_ l you to be given to such things, or openly in-
_f_b: Meselah ; whence also in x.-no_nlcian we nave ._. _se . - . . ;_

aint¢' For tl'_ hu_o_cs, the Hebrew, Pt_ .and Syrma., [ dulgmg m them. If you say there are none,
_c_.lycognate, aswell _geographicallybordering_eacni I would have van consider whether you do

_,. _ _.v, ._e _ Max Mitller'_etf_rex eft tite ._t ef _a- | ........... J ......

_*"_" to_hu_e_insc_io,_wumestcloeely_iedtoHe_rew. ' | _ . . 6_ .

_7 _" 3 Mmtt, Zlx. a_. 4 Acts _v. 3._._5. ! $ Lugc xx_. 47. t.rat, v. sg-_.
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net come underthe description yourself, since the intent that they may believe you to b¢
you are manifestly telling lies in the desire without sin, and entrust the wiping away tff
for strife. But if you are yourself severed their sins to your prayers. TruIy ]re are
from men of this sort, not by bodily separa- great men, exalted above your fellowu_ hear.
don, but by dissimilarity of life, and if you enly, godlike, angels indeed rather than men,
behold with lamentation crowds like these who pray for the people, and will not have
around your altars, what shall we say, since the people pray for you l Are you more
they are anointed with holy oil, and yet, as righteous than Paul, more perfect than that
the apostle assures us witt_ the clearness of great apostle, who was wont to commend him.
truth, shall not inherit the kingdom of God self to the prayers of those whom he taught_
Must we do such impious despite to the beard "Continue," he says, "in prayer, and watch
of Aaron and to the skirts of his garments, as in the same with thanksgiving; withal pray-
to suppose that they are to be placed there ? ing also for us, that God would open unto us
Far be that from us. Separate therefore the a door of utterance, to speak the mystery of
visible holy sacrament, which can exist both Christ, for which I am also in bonds; that l
in the good and in the bad,--in the former may make it manifest, as I ought to speak. _'"
for their reward, in the latter for judgment; See how prayer is made for an apostle, which
separate it from the invisible unction of you would have not made for a bishop, Do
charity, which is the pecuhar property of the you perceive of how devilish a nature your
good. Separate them, separate them, ay, pride is ? Prayer is made for an apostle, that
and may God separate you from the party of he may make manifest the mystery of Christ
Donatus, and call you back again into the as he ought to speak. Accordingly, if you
Catholic Church, whence you were torn by lind a pious people under you, you ought to
them while yet a catechumen, to be bound by have exhorted them to pray for you, that you
them in the bond of a deadly distinction, m_ght not give utterance as you ought not.
Now are ye not in the mountains of Zion, the Are you more right-.ous than the evangelist

Vdew of Hermon on the mountains of Zion, m John, who says, " If we may that we have no
_whatever sense that be received by you; for sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not
you are not in the city upon a hill, which has in us ?" 3 Finally, are you more righteous
this as its sure sign, that tt cannot be hid. than Daniel, whom you yourself quoted in
It is known therefore unto all nations. But this very epistle, going so far as to say,
the party of Donatus is unknown to the ma- "The most righteous king cast forth Daniel,
jority of nations, therefore m it not the true as he supposed_ to be devoured by wild
city. beasts? '--a thing which he never did sup-

pose, since he said to Daniel himself, in the
CHAP. 106.--240. PETILIANU5 said: "Woe most friendly spirit, as the context of the

unto you, therefore, who_ by doing vxolence lesson shows, "Thy God, whom thou sex'vest
to what is holy, cut away the bond of unity; continually, He will deliver thee." 4 But on
_,-hereas the prophet says, ' If the people shall this subject we have already said much.
sin, the priest shall pray for them: but if the With regard to the question now before us,
prmst shall sin, who will pray for him ?' " viz., that Daniel was most righteous, it is

241. AU_USTIN answered: I seemed too proved not by your testimony, though that
a little while ago, when we were disputing might be sufficient for me in the argument
about the oil of the sinner, to anoint your which I hold with you, but by the testimony
forehead, in order that you might say, if you of the Spirit of God, speaking also by the
dared, whether you'yourself were nora sinner, mouth of Ezekiel, where he named three men
You have had the hardihood to say as much. of most eminent righteousness, Noah, Daniel_
What a portentous sin! For in that you as- and Job, who, he said, were the only men
sert yourself to be a prmst, what else have that could be saved from a certain excessive
you maintained by quoting this testimony of wrath of God, which was hanging over all the
the prophet, save that you are wholly without rest. 5 A man, therefore, of the l-dg'heK.
sin? For if you have sin, who is there that righteousness, one of three conspicuous for _
shall pray for you, according to your under- righteousness, prays, and says, "While t was
standing of the words ? For thus you blazon speaking, and praying, and confessing my s_ "
yourselves among the wretched people, quot. and the sin of my people ]srael, and present-
ing from the prophet: "If the people shall ing my supplication before the Lord my "
sin, the priest shall pray for them: but if the God. ''6 And you say that you are withOttt
priest shal_ sin, who will pray for him ? "' to sin, because forsooth you are a priest; and

Col. zv. _-4, 3 t John L 8, _ Dins. vt, z_L

t App_._fly _ed from z Sam. h. _5- $ Ezek. It*, t4.
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the people sin, you pray for them; but if you another place, "Neglect not the gift that is
si_ who shall pray for you ? For clearly by in thee, which was given thee by prophecy,
the impiety of such arrogance you show with the laying on of the hands of the presby-
yourself to be unworthy of the mediation of tery. ''4 And by many other proofs it is made
that Priest whom the prophet would have to clear that he was not a layman. But in that
be understood in these words, which you do he says, '" Be not partaker of other men's
not uncle)stand. For now that no one may sins, ''s he means, Be not partaker voluntarily,
ask why this was said, I will explain it so far or with consent. And hence he immediately
as by God's grace I shall be able. God was subjoins dtrections how he shall obey the in-
preparin_ the minds of men, by His prophet, junction, saying, "Keep thyself pure." For
to desire a Priest of such a sort that none neither was Paul himself partaker of other
should pray for Him. He was Himself pre- men's sins, because he endured false brethren,
figured in the times of the first people and over whom he groans, m bodily unity; nor
the first temple, in which all things were figures did the apostles who preceded him partake of
for our ensample. Therefore the high priest the thievery and crime of Judas, because they
used to enter alone into the holy of hohes, partook of the holy supper with him when he
that he might make supplication for the had already sold his Lord, and been pointed
people, which did not enter wtth the priest out as the traitor by that Lord.
into that inner sanctuary;' just as our High
Priest is entered into the secret places of the CHAP. Io8.--244. PETILIANUS said: '_ By

• heavens, into that truer holy of holies, whilst thts sentence, again, the apostle places in the
we for whom He prays are still placed here. I same category those who have fellowship in
It is with this reference that the prophet says, the consciousness of evil. ' Worthy of death,'
" If the people shall sin, the prmst shall pray he says, ' are both those who do such things,
for them: but if the priest shall sin, who will and those who consent with those that do
pray for him ?" Seek therefore a priest of them.'-6
such a kind that he cannot sin, nor need that 245. AUC.USTIN answered: I care not in
one should pray for him. And for this rea- what manner you have used these words, they
son prayer is made for the apostles by the are true. And this is the substance of the
people;" but for that Priest who is the Mas- teaching of the Catholic Church, that there is
ter and Lord of the apostles is prayer not a great difference between those who consent
made. Hear John confessing this, and say- because they take pleasure m such things,
ing, " My little children, these things write I and those who tolerate while they dlshke
unto you, that ye sin not. And if any man them. The former make themselves chaff,
sin, we have an Advocate with the Father, while they follow the barrenness of the chaff;
Jesus Christ the righteous, and He is the the latter are the gTam. Let them wait for
propitiation for our sins. "" "IVe have," he Christ, who bears the winnowing-fan, that
says; and "for our sins." I pray you, learn they may be separated from the chaff.
humility, that you may not fall, or rather,
that in time you may arise again. For had CHAP. Io9._246. PETILIANUS said: '_ Come
you not already fallen, you never would have therefore to the Church, all ye people, and
used such words, flee the company of tradztors, if you would

not also, perish with them. For that you may
CHAP. xo7._242. PETILIANUS said: "And the more readily know that, while they are

that none who is a layman may claim to be!themselves guilty, they yet entertain an ex-
free from sin, they are all bound by this pro- celtent opimon of our faith, let me reform
hibitlon: ' Be not partakers of other men's you that I baptize their polluted ones; they,
sins.' " though may God never grant them such an

243. AUGUSTIne answered: You are mis- opportunity, receive those who are made
taken toto ccelo, as the saying is, by reason of mine by baptism,--which certainly they would
your pride, whilst, by reason of your humility, not do if they recognized any defects in our
you are unwilling to communicate with the baptism. See therefore how holy that is which
whole world. For, m the first place, this was we give, when even our sacrilegious enemy
not spoken to a layman; and, in the second fears to destroy it."
place, you are wholly ignorant in what sense 247. AUCUSTIN answered: Against this
it was spoken. The apostle, writing to error I have said much already, both in this
Timothy, gives this warning to none other work and elsewhere. But since you think •
than Timothy himself, to whom he says in that in this sentence you have so strong a

z_v.x-vi,: Heb. ix • 2_Cor i._t. ax Johnil. t,_. 4t Tim. iv x4- sx Tim. v. 2_. 6Ro1_i. 3_-
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confirmationof your vainopinions,that you IRome to a few Montenses,sand intoSpain
deemed itrighttoend your epistlewiththeseito the house of one lady._ See how she is
words,that theymight remam asitwere theIexaltedon a rock. All,therefore,are not to
fresherintheminds of your readers,I think bc deemed tobe inher which buildupon the
itwellto make a shortreply. We recognizesand,thatis,which hear the words of Christ
in hereticsthatbaptlsm,which belongsnotto and do them not,even though both among us
the hcrcticsbut to Christ,m such sortas m and among you they have and transmitthe
fornicators,inuncleanpersonsoreffcminatc,sacramcutof baptism. See how her hope is
inidolaters,inpoisoners,inthosewho retainm God the Father,the Son, and the Holy
enmity,inthosewho arcfond of contention,Ghost,mnot inPcteror in Paul,stilllessin
inthe credulous,inthe proud,giventoscdi-Donatus orPetihanus. What we fear,there*
tions,intheenvious,m drunkards,inrevellers;fore,to destroy,isnot yours,but Christ's;
and inmen likethesewc hold vahd thebap- and itisholyof itself,even in sacrilegious
tismwhich isnot theirsbut Christ's.For of hands. For we cannot receivethose who
men hkc these,and among them arc includedcome from you, unlesswe destroy in them
hereticsalso,none, asthe apostlesays,shallwhatsoeverappertainstoyou. For we destroy
inheritthe kingdom of hcavcn._ Nor are the treacheryof the deserter,not the stamp
they to be consideredasbeingm thebody of ofthesovereign.Accordingly,do you your-
Christ,which isthe Church,simplybecause selfconsiderand annul what you said:"I,"
they are materiallypartakersof the sacra-sayyou, "baptizetheirpollutedones; they,.
meats. For the sacramentsindeedarc holy.though may God never grant them such an
even in such men as these,and shallbe of opportumty,receivethosewho are made mine
force in them to greatercondemnation;be-by baptism." For you do not baptizemen
cause they handle and partakeof them un- who arc infected,but you rebaptizethem, sO
worthily. But the men themselvesare not astoinfectthem withthefraudofyourerror.

withinthe constitutionof theChurch,wblchiBut we do not receivemen who are madeincreasesin the increaseof God m _tsmcm-. yoursby baptism;but we destroythat error
bets through conncctlon and contactwith_ofyours whereby they are m_de yours,and
Christ. For that Church isfounded on a lwe recclvcthe baptism of Christ,by which
rock,as the Lord savs,"Upon thlsrock ,they arc baptized. .Thcref°re it is not
willbuildmy Church_''= But theybuildon wlthout significancethatyou introducethe
the sand, as the same Lord says,"Every words,"Though may God never grantthem
one that hcarcththesesayingsof mine, and suchan opportunity." For you said,"They,
doeth them not,shallbe likenedunto a fool though may God never grantthem such an
ish man, which builthis house upon thc opportunity,receivethosewhoaremade mine
sand."3 But that you may not supposethatbybaptism." For whileyou inyour fearthat
the Church which isupon a rock is in one wc may receiveyour followersdesireto be
partonly of the earth,and does not extend understood,"may God never give them the
even toitsfurthestboundaries,hearher voice opportunityofreceivingsuch asare mine," I

groaning from the psalm,atom thc ewls of supposethat,withoutknowing what itmeant,
her pilgrimage. For she says,"From the you saM, "May God never make them mine
end of the earth have I criedunto Thee;thatyoushould receivethem." Forwe pray

when my heartwas dlstresscdThou didstliftthatthosemay not be reallyyourswho come
me up upon therock;Thou hastledmc,Thou, overat the presentmoment to the Catholic
my hope, hast become a tower of courage Church. Nor do they come overso astobe
from the faceofthe enemy.';' See how she ours by rightof baptism, but by fellowship
criesfrom the end of the earth. She isnot withus,and thatwithus they may belongto
thereforeinAfricaalone,noronlyamong the Christ,invirtueoftheirbaptism.

Africans,who send a bishop from Africato S That the Domttists werecalled Jtt Rome M_, _ Oh*
served by Augus_m, d_ Ha"reslbua, c. Ixix., a_d _'._z.-i. L_. s ;
before h*m by Opta_us, Book IL c. *v. That they" were alS0 cJ_ "

M_tt xw z8 Cutzuplta_t, or 6utzu_ttR, w¢ tca, rn ,tom tile same o_, a_
from h_ weat,se de _fnitate _ccle#tw, ¢. _ 6. Lt_Vat.x Gal v x9-2,.

3 Ma_t. wi. _6 4 Ps Ix* 2, 3



BOOK III.

IN THIS BOOK AUGUSTIN REFUTES THE SECOND LETTER z WHICH PETILIANUS WROTE TO HIM

AFTER HAVING SEEN THE FIRST OF AUGUSTIN'S EARLIER BOOKS. THIS LETTER HAD

BEEN FULL OF VIOLENT LANGUAGE ; AND AUGUSTIN RATHER SHOWS THAT THE ARGU-

MENTS OF PETILIANUS HAD BEEN DEFICIENT AND IRRELEVANT, THAN BRINGS FORWARD

ARGUMENTS IN SUPPORT OF HIS OWN STATEMENTS.

CHAP. I.--I.Beingabletoread,Petilianus,with abhorrence,or eagerlydevour what we
I have read your letter,in which you have wrote togratifytheirmalice? For my own
shown wlth sufficientclearnessthat,in sup- partTsinceI answer every one, whether in
porting the party of Donatus againstthe wrltlngorby word ofmouth,even when Ihave
CatholicChurch, you have neitherbeen able been attacked wlth insultingaccusations,in
to say anything to the purpose, nor been such languageasthe Lord putsm my mouth,
allowedto hold your tongue. What violentrestrainingand crushing the stingsofempty
emotions did "you endure, what a storm of indlgnatlonin the interestsofmy heareror
feelingssurgedwithinyour heart,on reading reader,I do not striveto prove myself su-
the answer which I made, wlth allpossibleperiorto my adversaryby abusing him, but
brevityand clearness,tothatportionofyour rathertobe a sourceofhealthin hlm by con-
letterwhich aloneatthattime had come into victmg him ofhiserror.
my hands I For you saw thatthetruthwhich 2. For ifthosewho take intoconsideration
we maintain and defend was confirmed with what you have written have any feelings what-
such strength of argument, and illustratec_ soever, how did it serve you in the cause
with such abundant hght, that you could not which is at issue between us respecting the
find anything which could [_e said against it, Catholic communion and the party of Dona-
whereby the charges which we make might be tus, that, leawng a matter which was in a cer-
refuted. You observed, also, that the atten- rain sense of public interest, you should have
tion of many who had read it was fixed on been led by private animosity to attack the
you, since they desired to know what you life of an individual with malicious revilings,
would say, what you would do, how you would just as though that individual were the ques-
escape from the difficulty, how you would tion in debate ? Did you think so badly, I do
make your way out of the strait in which the not say of Christians, but of the whole human
word of God had encompassed you. Here- race, as not to suppose that your writings

upon you, when you ought to have shown might come into the hands of some prudent
contempt for the opinion of the foohsh ones, men, who would lay aside all thoughts of in-
and to have gone on to adopt sound and truth- dividuals like us, and inquire rather into the
ful sentiments, preferred rather to do what question which was at issue between us, and
Scripture has foretold of men like you: "Thou pay heed, not to who and what we were, but
hast loved evil more than good, and lying to what we might be able to advance in de-
rather than to speak righteousness."" Just lense of the truth or against error? You
as if I in turn were willing to recompense should have paid respect to these men's judg-
unto you railing for railing; in which case, ment, you should have guarded yourself
what should we be but two evil spe.akers, so against their censure, lest they should think

• that those who read our words would either that you could find nothing to say, unless yon
preserve their self-respect by throwing us aside set before yourself some one whom you might

: x l_s_hm_, in the third chal_er of hi_ l_llc,_l_, designates abuse by any means within your power. But
_, mi_ book,_" O_ _ok _r_m the _e_d letter o_ th_ one may see by the thoughtlessness and fool-

. mine," Cp, Aug, ,_##v_tt. Bk. II. c_ xxv. ishness of some men, who listen eagerlyto
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the quarrels of any learned disputants, that brethren, I have in a fitrure transferred to my,*
while they take notice of the eloquence self; that ye might learn in us not to think of
wherewith you lavish your abuse, they do not imen above that which is written, that no one
perceive with what truth you are refuted. At iof you be puffed up for one against an.
the _t_me. ,.1me, I th.mk your object partly was Lother."_ "Therefore let no man glory in
ttaat I might be driven, by the necessity of linen: for all things are yours; and ye are
defending rnyse!f, to desert the vet 3, cause *_Christ's; and Chrtst is God's "4 A=ain I trot,
wmcn, t.naa.undertaken, and that so, whale! Let no.man .....glory, m men:" nay. often,tin__"es
men s attentton was turned to the words of II repeat at, "Let no matt glory in men." If
opponents, who were. engaged not in disputa- lyou perceive anything in us which is descry,
,ion, out m quarrelling, the truth m_ght be,rag of praise, refer it all to His praise, from
obscured, which you are so afraid sllould whom is every good gift and every perfect
come to light and be well known among men. igift; for it i_ :'from above, and cometh down
What therefore was I to do m opposing such :from the Father of hghts, with whom is rio
a design as this, except to keep strictly to my'_variahleness, neither shadow of turning." s
subject, neglecting rather my own defense, !For what have we which we did not receive_
praying withal that no personal calumny may !and if we have received it, let us not boast as

lead me towithdraw from it _ I will exalt the though we had not received it. 6 And in alI
house of my God, whose honor I ha_e loved, these things which you know to be good in
with the tribute of a fmthful servant's voice, t us, be,ye our followers, at any rate, if we are
but myself I will humiliate and hold of no Christ s;7 but if, on the other hand, you either
account. "I had rather be a door-keeper in' _ , " ' "suspect, or behe_,e, or see tl_at any evll .Is m
the house of my God, than to dwell m the!us hold fast to that saying of the Lord s, in
tents of heretics."_ I will therefore turn my. which you may safel_ resolve not to desert
discourse from you, Petihanus, for a time, His Churcit because of men's ill deeds.
and direct it rather to those wi_om you have Whatsoever we bid you observe, that observe
endeavored to turn away from me by your and do; but whatsoever evil works you think
revilings, as though my endeavor rather were or know to be in us, those do ye not. For
that men should be converted unto me, and thts is not the time for me to justify myself
not rather with me unto God. before you, when I have undertaken, neglect-

mg all considerattons of self, to recommend
CHAP. 2._ 3. Hear therefore, all ye who to you wi_at is for your salvation, that no one

have read his revilings, what Petthanus has should make his boast of men. For "cursed
vented against me with more anger than con-he the man that trusteth in man."9 So long
sideration. To begin with, I will address vou as this precept of the Lord and His apostle
in the words of the apostle, whxch certainly be adhered to and observed, the cause which
are true, whatever I myself may be: "Let a I serve will be victorious, even if I myself,
man so account of us as of the ministers of my enemy would fain have thought, am faint
Christ, and stewards of the mysteries of God. and oppressed in my own cause. For if you
Moreover, it is reqmred m stewards, that a cling most firmly to what I urge on you with
man be found faithful. But with me it is a all my might, that every one ts cursed who
very small thing that I should be judged of places his trust in man, so that none shotlld
you or of man's ;ud,rment- yea, I _udge ,lot I make his boast of man, then you will in no

ine own self " _ Width re_ard to what am-Iwise desert the threshing-floor of t_he Lord
mediatel,, follows althoughI do not venture on account of the chaff which either is now_, r ,, ]
to apply to myself the words, For I am con- being dispersed beneath the blast of the wind
scious of nothing in myself,"" yet I say con- of pride, or will be separated by the final
fidently in the sight of God, that I am winnowing; '° nor will you fly from the great
conscious in myself of none of those charges house on account of the vessels made to di_
which Petilianus has brought against my life ! honor;" nor will you quit the net through tim
since the time when I was baptized in Christ;l breaches made in it because of the bad ftsh
"yet am I not hereby justified, but He that which are to be separated on the shore; TM not"
judgeth me is the Lord. Therefore judge; will you leave the good pastures of unity, be- _
nothing before the time, until the Lord come. ;cause of the goats which are to be placed on
who both will bring to light the htdden things the left when the Good Shepherd shall divide
of darkness, and will make manifest the coun- the flock ;,3 nor will you separate your_
sels of the hearts; and then shall every man ....
have praise of God. And these things, _ 3zcor.,v._.e. 4,Cor. i'fi.,t,_ SJmt.i•sT.

6 t Cot. 1_. 7, 7 t Cot, i_t, tfu $_Matt, x_i,
J_r. xvh 5 _ Matt iii, t_. *: _ Tim, tt.
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by an impious secession, because of the mix- drawn to the shore, that is, tilt the end of
ture of the tares, from the society of that time, by any wicked strife fostered in the
good wheat, whose source is that grain that spirit of pride: whilst each might think him-
dies and is multiplied thereby, and that grows self to be something, being really nothing, and
together throughout the world until the bar- so might lead himself astray, and wish that
vest. For the field is the world,--not only sufficient reason might be found for the
Africa; and the harvest is the end of the separation of Christian peoples in the judg-
world,'--not the era of Donatus. ment of himself or of his friends, who declare

that they know beyond all question certain
CI_Ap. 3---4. These comparisons of the wicked men unworthy of communion in the

gospel you doubtless recognize. Nor can we sacraments of the Christian religion: though
suppose them given for any other purpose, whatever it may be that they know of them,
except that no one should make his boast in they cannot persuade the universal Church,
man, and that no one should be puffed up for which, as it was foretold, is spread abroad
one against another, or divided one against throughout all nations, to give credit to their
another, saying, "I am of Paul," when cer- tale. And when they refuse communion
tainly Paul was not crucified for you, nor were with these men, as men whose character they
you baptized in the name of Paul, much less know, they desert the unity of the Church;
in that of Cascilianus, or of any one of us,: whereas they ought rather, if there really
that you may learn, that so long as the chaff were in them that charity which endureth all
is being bruised with the corn, so long as the thmgs, themselves to bear what they know in
bad fishes swl_gether with the good in the one nation, lest they should separate them-
nets of the Lor_, till the time of separation selves from the good whom they were unable
shall come, it is your duty rather to endure throughout all nations to fill with the teaching
the admixture of the bad out of consideration of evil alien to them. Whence even, without
for the good, than to violate the principle of discussing the case, in which they are con-
brotherly love towards the good from any Vlcted by the weightiest proofs of having
consideration of the bad. For this admix- uttered calumnies against the innocent, they
ture is not for eternity, but for time alone; are believed with greater probability to have
nor is it spiritual, but corporal. And in this Invented false charges of giving up the sacred
the angels will not be liable to err, @hen they books, when they are found to have them-
shall collect the bad from the midst of the selves committed the far more heinous crime

good, and commit them to the burning fiery of wicked division in the Church. For even,
furnace. For the Lord knoweth those which if whatever imputations they have cast of
are His. And if a man cannot depart bodily giving up the sacred books were true, yet
from those who practise iniquity so long as they in no wise ought to have abandoned the
time shall last, at any rate, let every one that society of Christians, who are commended by
nameth the name of Christ depart from holy Scripture even to the ends of the world,
iniquity itself, s For in the meantime he may on considerations which they have been
separate himself from the winked in life, and famihar with, while these men showed that
in morals, and in heart and will, and in the they were not acquainted wi_h them.
same respects depart from his society; and
separation such as this should always be main- CHAP. 4.--5. Nor would I therefore be
rained. But let the separation in the body understood to urge that ecclesiastical disci-
be waited for till the end of time, faithfully, pline should be set at naught, and that every
patiently, bravely. In consideration of which one should be allowed to do exactly as he
expectation it is said, _'Wait on the Lord; be pleased, without any check, without a kind
of good courage, and He shall strengthen of healing chastisement, a lenity which should
thine heart; wait, I say, upon the Lord."_ inspire fear, the severity of love. For then
For the greatest palm of toleration is won by what will become of the precept of the apos-
those who, among false brethren that have tle, "Warn them that are unruly, comfort the
crept in unawares, seeking their own, and not feeble-minded, support the weak, be patient

:_ " the things of Jesus Christ, yet show that they toward all men; see that none render evil for
on their part seek not to disturb the love evil unto any man ?"s At any rate, when he

_J: which is not their own, but Jesus Christ's, by added these last words, "See that none ren-
? any turbutentor rash dissension, nor to break der evil for evil unto any man," he showed
.:_ .: the _nity of the Lord's net, in which 'arc with sufficient clearness that there is no ren-
_;_, ,:_ gathered together fish of every kind, till it is dering of evil for evil when one chastises

_**,o,_'., St Tim* ii" xg" 4 Ps* xx'BL x4- S t Thess. v. x4, xS.
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those that are unruly, even though for the capable, in clue submission to the Lord, of
fault of unruliness be administered the punish- the example of crime and error such as this.
ment of chastising. The punishment of With however great hght of learning and of
chastising therefore is not an evil, though the reputation he may shine, however much he
fault be an evil. For indeed it is the steel, may boast himself to be a precious stone, who
not of an enemy inflictmg a wound, but of a endeavors to lead you after him_ remember

•surgeon performing an operauou. Things always that that b_:ave woman who alone is
like this are done within the Church, and that lovely only to her husband, whom holy Scrip.
spxrit of gentleness within its pale burns with ture portrays to us in the last chapter of the

zeal towards God, lest the chaste virgin whicta Book of Proverbs, is more precious than ar_
is espoused to one husband, even Christ. prectous stones. Let uo one say, I will fo
should in any of her members be corrupted low such an one, for it was even he that made
from the simplicity which is in Christ, as Eve me a Christian; or, I will follow such an one,
was beguiled by the subtilty of the serpent.' for it was even he that baptized me. For
Notwithstanding, far be 3t from the servants "neither ts he that planteth anything, neither
of the father of the family that they should he that watereth, but God that giveth the in-
be unmindful of the precept of thetr Lord crease."_ And "God _s love; and he that
and be so infamed with the fire of holy indig- dwelleth m love, dwelleth in God, and God in
natign against the multttude of the tares h_m."* No one also that preaches the name
that while they seek to gather them in bun- of Christ, and handles or administers the
dles before the time, the wheat should be sacrament of Christ, is to be followed in op-
rooted up together with them. And of this Iposition to the umty of Christ. "Let every
sin these men would be held to be gudty, even man prove Ins own work; a_d then shall he
though they showed that those were true have rejoicing m h_mself alone, and not in
charges which they brought against the tradi- another. For every man shall bear his own
tars whom they accused; because they sepa- burden," s--the burden, that is, of rendering
rated themselves in a spirit of _mpious pre- an account; for "every one of shall give an
sumptiou, not only from the wicked, whose account of lnmself. Let us not therefore
socmty they professed to be avotdmg, but also iudge one another any more." 6 For, so far
from the good and faithful m all nations of as relates to the burdens of mutual love,
the world, to whom they could not prove the "bear ye one another's burdens, and so fulfill
truth of what tl_ey said they knew; m_d with the law of Christ. For if a man think him-
themselves they drew away into t_e same self to be something, when he ts nothing, he
destruction many others over whom they had deceiveth htmself."T Lot us therefore "for-bear one another in love, endeavoring to keep
some shght authority, and who were not wtse ' " ' e "s
enough to understand that the unity of the the unity of the Sprat m the bond of peac ;
Church dispersed throughout the world was for no one who gathers outside that peace is
on no account to be forsaken for other men's gathering with Christ; but "he that gathering

sins. So that, even though they themselves not wxth H_m scattereth abroad. 9
knew that they were pressing true charges CHAP. 6.--7. Furthermore, whether con,
a ains ertain of their neighbors, yet in tins cernmg Christ, or concerning His Church, org t c . . . ": ........ .,'_._ any other matter whatsoever which is c_nneet_.
wa ak orotner lor whom _t_r_ u,_,_, .

y a we ' ........ ed wxth your faith and life, to say notlunghrou h their Knowieuge;was perishing t g , . .... ,.._t _ho are bv no means to he eo_-
whll ffended at other men s sms, ne oursetvc>,..-_- . " .., ,,.ru____ ._,, ,,st, being o ............ :-.- _¢ _area witn aim WhO sam, _-uu_2, ,,,,: --
was destroying m mmselt the Vtes_t_E, _" _ .... #o ,o h,. went on to say, "Though an

eace which he had with the good bretnren, m_y _a_, _-_ - -aeh an- other "ovalP an e_ trom heaven pre y n.
who partly had never heard such charges, ge ..... _- _hat which" ve have receav_l
partl had shrunk from giving hasty credence unto y_¢,,.-_,_,_ ,_ _elical Scri ture, "let

Y • r roved m the ,aw,u, ,,,,, .vano . .P
to what was neither d_scussed no p , , ........ ursed _ Whde carrying out thi_

humilit had mm oe n_._. •partl m the aceful spirit of Y' . • ,- ^t --*ion in our dealings with yo_
Y' P_ "or rlnCl le ut at._. . . , ,

left these char_es, whatsoever they m_,ht _e, P _ P, -" ..._.-m we destre to gain m Chnla_
he Churcu ano wl_n a_ _-,-,to the co izance of the "udges of t . ., ......... • thin_s.while eachmggn J o amo ..... her ,,. pr . ,

to whom th whole matter had been referred, an , ..... _.._h we read of as promtsed m
e holy _,u*_ .........

across the sea. t the enistle_ of God, and see to be lul.fill_t
I ,v....... romises in all nations ot tim

ore hol accoramg to tu_ r,
C_. 5._6. Do you, theref , Y[-^-ld we have emned, not the rendering of

seaons of o one Cathohc mother, oeware_wv- ,
with all the watchfulness of which you are . . . ._ _ John ,v t6 s Cad. ".4 4, $"

--/ 6Rom. xiv l_,121 a" _fa: " . ", *'"
/ 9 _latt. xn _'. o _at. 1. o. _"-
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thanks, but the flames of hatred, from those IAnd when He says, "Rejoice, and be ex-
whom we desire to have attracted into His Iceeding glad, for great is your reward in
most peaceful bosom; as though we had theaven,'hifI hold in agoodconsciencewhat
bound them fast in that party for which they ] is said "for righteousness' sake," and "for
cannot find any defense that they should my sake," whosoever willfully detracts from
make; or as though we so long before had my reputation is against his will contributing
given injunctions to prophets and apostles to my reward. For neither did He only in-
that they should insert in their books no struct me by His word, without also confirm-
proofs by which it might be shown that the mg me by His example. Follow the faith of
party of Donatus was the Church of Christ. the holy Scriptures, and you will find that
And we indeed, dear brethren, when we hear Christ rose from the dead, ascended into
false charges brought against us by those heaven, sitteth at the right hand of the Father.
whom we have offended by preaching the Follow the charges brought by His enemies,
eloquence of truth, and confuting the vamty and you will presently believe that He was
of error, have, as you know, the most abun- stolen from the sepulchre by Hm disciples.
dantconsolation. For if, in the matters which Why then should we, while defending His
they lay to my charge, the testimony of my house to the best of the abilities given us by
conscience does not stand against me m God, expect to meet with any other treatment
the sight of God, where no mortal eye can from Hisenemies ? "If they have called the
reach, not only ought I not to be cast down, Master of the house Beelzebub, how much
but I should even rejoice and be exceeding more shall they call them of His household?" 6
glad, for great is my reward in heaven.' For If, therefore, we suffer, we shall also reign
in fact I ought to consider, not how bitter, with Him. But if it be not only the wrath of
but how false is what I hear, and how true He the accuser that strikes the ear, but also the
is in defense of whose name I am exposed to truth of the accusation that stings the con-
it, and to whom it is said, "Thy name is as science, what does it profit me if the whole

ointment poured forth." 2 And deservedly iworld were to exalt me with perpetual praise ?
does it smell sweet in all nations, though those i So neither the eulogy of him who praises has

who speak evil of us endeavor to confine its power to heal a guilty conscience, nor doesfragrance within one corner of Africa. Why the insult of h_m who reviles wound the good
therefore should we take amiss that we are conscience. Nor, howcver, _s your hope which
reviled by men who thus detract from tim is in the Lord deceived, even though we
glory of Christ, whose party and schism find chance to be in secret what our enemies wish
offense in what was foretold so long before us to be thought; for you have not placed
of His ascent into the heavens, and of the your hope in us, nor have you ever heard
pouring forth of His name, as of the savor from us any doctrine of the kind• You there-
of ointment: "Be Thou exalted, O God, fore are safe, whatever we may be, who have
above the heavens: let Thy glory be above learned to say, "I have trusted in the Lord;
all the earth" ?3 therefore I shall not slide;" _ and "In God

have I put my trust: I will not be afraid what
CaAP. 7.--8. Whilst we bear the testimony man can do unto me. ''8 And to those who

of God to this and the like effect against the endeavor to lead you astray to the earthly
vain speaking of men, we are forced to under- heights of proud men, you know how to
go bitter insults from the enemies of the glory answer, "In the Lord put I my trust: how
of Christ. Let them say what they will, say ye to my soul, Flee as a bird to your
whilst He exuorts us, saying, "Blessed are mountain?"9
they which are persecuted for righteousness'
sake: for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. CHAP. 8.--- 9 . Nor is it only you that are
Blessed are ye, when men shall revile you, safe, whatever we may be, because you are
and persecute you, and shall say all manner satisfied with the very truth of Christ which
of evil against you falsely for my sake."i is in us, in so far as it is preached through us,
_Vhat He says in the first instance, "for and everywhere throughout the world, and
righteousness' sake," He has repeated in the because, listemng to it willingly, so far as it is
words that He uses afterwards, "for my sake;" set forth by fhe humble ministry of our ton-
seeing that He "is made unto us wisdom, and gue, you also think well and kindly of us,_

• righteousness, and sanctification, and re- for so your hope is in Him whom we preach
demption, that, according hs it is written, He to you out of His loving-kindness, which ex-
that glorieth, let him glory in the Lord. ''4 tends over you,--but further, all of you, who

_" __ • _att. v. xm, _ Cant. i. 3_ 5 Matt. v. io-z2. 6 Matt. x. 25. 7 Ps+ xx_+ t

_,_ _Ps. tv_ ix, 4 x Cot. L 3% 3x. s Ps. tvL aL 91_ xL :,
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also received the sacrament of holy baptism mail: let no man shun the good gifts of
from our ministering, may well rejoice in the even in a bad man.
same security, seeing that you were baptized,

not into us, but into Christ You did not CHAP. tO.--t T. Let these things suffice
therefore put on us, but Christ; nor did I ask you, my l_eloved Christian brethren of the
you whether you were converted unto me, but Catholic Ct_urcl_, so far as the present busi.
unto the livingGod; nor whether you beheved hess is concerned: and if you hold fast to this
in me, but in the Father, tl_e Son, and the in Cathohc affection, so long as you are one
Holy Ghost. But if you answered my ques- sure flock of the one Shepherd, I am not too

tion with truthful hearts, you were placed in much concerned with the abuse that an_r erie,
a state of salvation, not by the putting away my may lavish on me, your partner m the
of the filth of the flesh, but by the answer of flock, or, at any rate, your watch-dog, solong
a good conscience towards God; x not by a fel- as he compels me to bark rather in your de-
low-servant, but by the Lord; not by the fense than in my own. And yet, if it were
herald, but by the judge. For it is not true, necessary for the cause that I should enter on
as Petilianus inconsiderately said, that "the my own defense, I should do so with the
conscience of the g_ver," or, as he added, geatest brewty and the greatest ease, joining
"the conscience of him who gives in holiness, freely with all men in condemning and bear.
is what we look for to wash the conscience of mg witness against the whole period of my
the recipient." For when something is given hfe before I received the baptism of Christ,
that is of God, it is given m holiness, even so far as relates to my evil passions and my
by a conscience which is not holy. And cer- errors, lest, in defending that period, I
tainly it is beyond the power of the recipient should seem to be seeking my own glory, not
to discern whether the said conscience is holy His, who by His grace delivered me even
or not holy; but that which _s given he can from myself. Wherefore, when I hear that
discern with clearness. That whichis known life of mine abused, in whatever spirit he
to Him who is ever holy ts received with per- may be acting who abuses it, I am not so
feet safety, whatever be the character of the thankless as to be grieved. However much
minister at whose hands it is received. For he finds fault with any vice of mine, I praise
anless the words which are spoken from h_m m the same degree as my physician.
Moses' seat were necessarily holy, He that is Why then should I disturb myself about de.
the Truth would never have said, "Whatso- fending those past and obsolete evils in my
ever they bid you observe, that observe and life, m respect of which, though Petitianus
do." But if the men who uttered holy words has said much that is false, he has yet left
were themselves holy, He would not have more that Is true unsaid ? But concerning
said, "Do not ye after their works: for they that period of my life which is subsequent to
say, and do not. ''" For it is true that in no my baptism, to you who know me I speak
way do men gather grapes of thorns, because unnecessarily in telling of those things which
grapes never spring from the root of a thorn;might be known to all mankind; but those
but when the shoot of the vine has entwined who know me not ought not to act with such
itself in a thorn hedge, the fruit which hangs unfairness towards me as to believe Petili_nus
upon it is not therefore looked upon with rather than you concerning me. For if one
dread, but the thorn is avoided, while the should not give credence to the panegyrics of
grape is plucked, a friend, neither should one believe the de.

traction of an enemy. There remain, there.

CHAP. 9._io. Therefore, as I have often fore, those things which are hidden in a mar b
stud before, and am desirous to bring home in which conscience alone can lmar testimony,

which cannot be a witness before men.to yon, whatsoever we may be, you are
safe, who have God for your Father and His Herein Petilianus says that I am a Mani-
Church for your mother. For although the chman, speaking of the conscience of another
goats may feed in company with the sheep, man; I, speaking of my own conscience, averthat I am not. Choose which of us you had
yet they shall not stand on the right hand;
although the chaff may be bruised together sooner believe. Notwithstanding, since there
with the wheat, it shall not be gathered into is not any need even of this short and easy
the barn; although the bad fish may swim in: defense on my part, where the question at
company with the good within the Lord's issue is not concerning the merits of any its-
nets, they shall not be gathered into vessels, idividuat, whoever he may be, but con_rning
Let no t_tn make his bo_st even in a good ithe truth- of the whole Church, I have more

- _ 3 Some editors have" _itate," but Am_lmc.h and the

t t Pet. iii. _. 2 Matt. xx_ti. =, 3. |" _zritatt ." arid thi_ i_ tm_d by c. _4, "_8 below t _ De*
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: also to say to any of you, who, being of the this. It is enough for me," in respect of the
party of Donatus, have read the evil words cause which I am now pleading, that whatso-

. which Petilianus has written about me, which ever I may be found to be, yet the Church
I should not have heard from him if I had had for which I speak " unconquered.
no care about the loss of your salv.ation; but
then I should have beenwanting in the bowels CHAP. I2.ml 3. For I am a man of the
of Christian love. threshing-floor of Christ: if a bad man, then

part of the chaff; if good, then of the grain.
CHAP. Ix.--Xz. What wonder is it then, if, The winnowing-fan of this threshing-floor is

when I draw in the grain ttiat has been shaken not the tongue of Petilianus; and hereby,
forth from the threshing-floor of the Lord, whatever evil he may have uttered, even with
together with the soil and chaff, I suffer injury truth, against the chaff of this threshing-floor,
from the dust that rebounds against me; or this in no way prejudices its grain. But
that, when I am diligently seeking after the whereinsoever he has cast any revihngs or
lost sheep of my Lord, I am torn by the calumnies against the grain ttsetf, its faith is
briars of thorny tongues ? I entreat you, lay tried on earth, and its reward increased in the

; aside for a time all considerations of party heavens. For where men are holy servants
feeling, and judge with some degree of fair- of the Lord, and are fighting with holiness
ness between Petdlanus and myself. I am for God, not against Petihanus, or any flesh
desirous that you should be acquainted with and blood like him, but agMnst princtpalitms
the cause of the Church; he, that you should and powers, and the rulers of the darkness of
be familiar with mine. For what other reason this world, * such as are all enemies of the
than because he dares not bid you disbelieve trutfi, to whom I would that we could say,
my witnesses, whom I am constantly citing in "Ye were sometime darkness, but now are ye
the cause of the Church,--for they are proph- light in the Lord," 3---where the servants of
ets and apostles, and Christ Himself, the God, I say, are waging such a war as this,
Lord of prophets and apostles,mwhereas you then all the calumnious revilings that are
easily give him credit in whatever he may uttered by their enemms, which cause an evil
choose to say concerning me, a man against report among the malicious and those that
a man, and one, moreover, of your own party are rash in believing, are weapons on the left
against a stranger to you? And should 1 hand: it is with such as these that even the
adduce any witnesses to my life, however im- devil is defeated. For when we are tried by
portant the thing he might say would be, it good report, whether we resist the exaltation
would not be believed by them, and of this of ourselves to pride, and are trxed by evil
Fetilianus would quickly persuade you; es- report, whether we love even those very ene-

: pecially when any one would bring forward mies by whom it is invented against us, then
a plea for me. Since he is an enemy of we overcome the devil by the armor of righte-

.: the Donatist party, in virtue of this fact he ousness on the right hand and on the left.
would also continually be considered your For when the apostle had used the expres-

: enemy. Petilianus therefore reigns supreme, sion, "By the armor of righteousness on the
Whenever he aims any abuse at me, of what- right hand and on the left," he at once goes
ever character it may be, you all applaud and on to say, as if in explanation of the terms,
shout assent. This cause he has found wherein "By honor and dishonor, by evil report and
the victory is possible for him, but only with good report," 4and so forth,_reckoning hon-

_ you for judges. He will seek for neither proof or and good report among the armor on the
!_, nor witness; for all that he has to prove in his right hand, dishonor and evil report among
_, words is this, that he lavishes most copious that upon the lefL

abuse on one whom you most cordially hate.
:: For whereas, when the testimony of divine CHAP. _3._:4- If, therefore, I am a serv-y
_ Scripture is quoted in such abundance and in ant of the Lord, and a soldier that is not
_ such express terms in favor of the Catholic reprobate, with whatever eloquence Petilianus
:_i Church, he remains silent amidst your grief, stands forth reviling me, ought I in any way
_" he has chosen for himself a subject on which ,o be annoyed that he has been appointed for
:_'- he may speak amidst applause from you; and

_: though really conquered, yet, pretending that _vbi ¢o_,/,_t_b_, z_¢_/.... / _ia_,=_ _z_z_
_:'*;:_ he stands unmoved, he may make statements t/alum./alza/'el e/dam sulera/iart d/cat i_ me. Jfl/_i sat ts/

g _/_f, ad rein, etc. Morel (Elem. Crlt pp 3z&3_8) suggests as a_ im-
•:,::"Y concerning me like this, and even worse than I_.ovement," Ubi_¢b_sfaz_eu/i_rloq_aturet *,to/us. Verum

_._ $* mill/e, tant_m vel e/tam $celeragiara diea/ tn me. mzkttat e.t/)' etc.)--"on which he may speak amtdst applause from

_Y_'_":_;_'#S: .y_a, even when beaten. But if he were to make a thonscmdmcc2_u_ _ &%pMmi _i*a/t ," and c. z_ _a of the treatiae de tames as many statements concerning me," etc.

_Y._ t.,t_k,_ _//.¢me : ",4 _*dat_til_ i. cooled. _erit_e." • Eph. vi. za_ 3 Eph. v. 8. ,a C.or. vL ,, 8.
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me as a most accomphshed craftsman of the luted, without the knowledge of him who it
armor on the left ? It is necessary that I to receive the sacrament at his hands.'
should fight in this armor as skillfully as pos-
sible m defence of my Lord, and should sm_te CHAP. *S---* 7. Read now the most profuse
with it the enemy agmnst whom I wage an revdings which he has poured forth whilst
unseen fight, who in all cunnmg strives and puffed up with indignation against me, and see
endeavors, with the most perverse and ancmnt :whether he has given me any answer, when I
craftmess, that this should lead me to hate ask what means are to be found for cleansing
Petilianus, and so be unable to fulfill tae one who receives baptism when the conseiel_ce
command which Christ has give,l, that we of the giver is polluted, without the "knowledge
should "love our enemies."" But from this of him who receives tile sacrament at his
may I be saved by the mercy of Him wtlo hands. 1 beg of you to search mmutely, to
loved _e, and gave Himself for me, so that, examme every page, to reckon every line, to
as He hung upon _he cross, He said, "Father, poqdcr ever}" word, to salt the meaning of
forgive them; for they know not what they each syllable, and tell me, if you candiseovet
do;" _ and so taught me to say of Petdianus, it, where he t_as made answer to the question,
and all other enemies of mine like him, What meansare to be found for cleansingthe
"Father, forgive them; for they know not conscience of the recipient win is unaware
what they do.' that the conscmnce of the giver is polluted

,8. For how did it bear upon the point that
CHAP. _4.--IS. Furthermore, if I have he added a phrase which he said was sup-

obtained from you, m accordance with my pressed by me, mamtaining that he had writ.
earnest endeavors, that, laymg aside from ten in the following terms: "The conscience
your minds all prejudice of party, you should of him who gives m holiness is what we look
be impartial judges between Petflmnus and for tocleanse the conscience of the recipient? '°
myself I _ :11 show to you that he has not For to prove to you that it was not suppret_.
replied to what I wrote, that you may under- ed by me, its addmon m no way hinders my
stand that he has been compelled by lack of inquiry, or makes up the deficiency which
truth to abandon the dispute, and also see was found in lum. For in the face of those
what revilings he has allowed himself to utter very words I ask agam, and I beg of you to
against the man who so conducted _t that he see whether he has given any answer, If "the
had no reply to make. And yet what I am conscmnce of him who gives in holiness it,
going to say displays _tself with such manifest what we look for to cleanse the conscience
clearness, that, even though your mmds were of the recipient," what means are to be found
estranged from me by party prejuchce and for cleansmg the conscience of the recipient
personal hatred, yet, if you would only read when the conscience of the giver is stained
what is written on both sides, you could not with guilt, without the knowledge of hint who
but confess among yourselves, in your inmost is to receive the sacrament at his hands? I
hearts, that I have spoken truth, insist upon an answer being given to this.

16. For, in replying to the former part of Do not allow that any one should be prejudic.
his writings, which then alone had come into ed by revihngs irrelevant to the matter ia
my hands, without takmg any notice of his hand. If the conscience of him who gives in
wordy and sacrilegious revihngs, where he holiness is what we look for,---observe that I
says, "Let those men cast in our teeth our do not say "the consc|enee of him who gives,"
twice-repeated baptism, who, under the name but that I added the words, "of him who
of baptism, have polluted their souls with a gives in ]wliness,"--if the conscience, then, of
guilty washing; whom I hold to be so him who gives in holiness iswhatwe look for,
obscene that no manner of filth is less clean what means are to be found for cleansing one

who receives baptism when the conscience ofthan they; whose lot it has been, by a per-
version of cleanliness, to be defiled by the the giver is polluted, without the knowledge

of him who is to receive the sacrament at his
water wherein they washed;" I thought tah:_
what follows was worthy of discussion hands?
refutation, where he says, "For what we look
for is the conscience of the giv,er, that the CHAP. X6.--X9. Let him go now, and with
conscience of the recipient may thereby be panting lungs and swollen throat find falllt
cleansed;' and I asked what means were to with me as a mere dialectician. Nay, let him
be found for cleansing one who receives bap- summon, not me, but the scmnce of diale_i¢$
tism when the conscmnce of the giver is pot- itself, to the bar of popular opinion as a forger

_ See. above, Book L ¢. _.$-
• Luke vi. 35- • Luke xxifi. 34,
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of lies, and let him open his mouth to its[words, to matters of which he is wholly igno-
widest against it, with all the noisiest uproar ] rant, or in which rather he abuses the igno-
of a special pleader. Let him say whatever ]rance of the mass of those who hear him, and
he pleases before the inexperienced, that so from the confession of a certain woman, that
the learned may be moved to wrath, while she had called herself a catechumen of the
the ignorant are deceived. Let him call me, '.Mantcha_ans, being already a full member of
in virtue of my rhetorm, by the name of toe the Cathohc Church, let him say or write what
orator Tertullus, by whom Paul was accused:' he pleases concerning their bapttsm,--not
and let him give himself the name of Advo- know|ng, or pretending not to know, that the
care, ° in virtue of the pleading m which he name of catechumen _s not bestowed among
boasts his former power, and for this reason them upon persons to denote tt:at they are at
delude himself with the notion that he _s, or some future time to be baptized, but that this
rather was, a namesake of the Holy Ghost. nameis given to such as are also called Hear-

: Let him, with all my heart, exaggerate the ers, on the supposttion that they cannot ob-
foulness of the Manichmans, and endeavor to serve what are considered the higher and
dtvert it on to me by his barking. Let him greater commandments, which are observed by
quote all the exploits of those who have been those whom they think right to distinguish and

: condemned, whether known or unknown to honor by the name of Elect. Let him also
me; and let him turn into the calumnious tm- maintain with wonderful rashness, either as
putatlon of a prejudged crime, by some new himself deceived or as seeking to deceive,
right enttrely his own, the fact that a former that I was a presbyter among the Manichreans.
frmnd of mine there named me in my absence Let him set forth and refute, in whatever sense
to the better securing of his own defense, seems good to him, the words of the thirdbook

: Let him read the tttles that have been placed of my Compressions, which, both m themselves,
upon my letters by himself or by h,s friends, and from much that I have said before and
as suited their pleasure, and boast that he since, are perfectly clear to all who read
has, as it were, mvolved me hopelessly in _.hem. Lastly, let him trmmph in my steal-
their expressions. When I acknowledge cer-ing hts words, because I have suppressed two
rain eulogtes of bread, uttered in all s_mplielty of them, as though the rectory were his upon
and merriment, let hem take away my char-[their restoration.
acter with the absurd imputations of potson-
ous baseness and madness. And let hem CHAP. :8.--2I. Certainly in all these
entertain so bad an opinion of your under- things, as you can learn or refresh your mem-
standing, as to imagine that he can be believed ory by reading his letter, he has given free
when he declares that permclous love-charms scope to the impulse of his tongue, with all
were given to a woman, not only with the the license of boasting which he chose to use,
knowledge, but actually with the comphcity 3 but nowhere has he told us where means are
of her husband. What the man who was to be found for cleansing the conscience of
afterwards to ordam me bmhop 4 wrote about the rectpient, when that of the gtver has been
me in anger, while I was as yet a priest, he stained with sin wtthout hm knowmg it. But
may freely seek to use as evidence against me. amid all his noise, and after all his noise,
That the same man sought and obtained for- serious as it is, too terrible as he himself sup-
giveness from a holy Council for the wrong poses it to be, I deliberately, as it is stud, and
he thus had done me, he is equally at liberty to the purpose, s ask this question once again:"
to ignore as being in my favor,_being either If the conscience of h_m who gives m holiness
so ignorant or so forgetful of Christian gen- is what we look for, what means are to be
tteness, and the commandment of the gospel, found for cleansing one who receives baptism
that he brings as an accusation against a without knowing that the conscience of the
brother what is wholly unknown to that brother gtver is stained with sin ? And throughout
himself, as he humbly entreats that pardon his whole epistle I find nothing said in answer

: may in kindness be extended to him. to this question.

• CHAP. I7._2o. Let him further go on, in CHAP. x9.--22. For perhaps some one of
his discourse of many but manifestly empty you will say to me, All these things whmh he

._. said against you he wished to have force for
x Acts xxiv. x. _Paraclel_r. this purpose, that he might take away your

"_ 3 " #a_c_te_ "_ which ts wanting m the _tss., was inserted in the
tmtrgln by Emmnus, as being needed to complete the _nse. character, and through you the character of

4 MegaIius, b_hop of C.aiama, prnnate of Numidia, wa_ tire
.' bi.*hop who ordmned Augustin_ as we find in c. vm of hts life by

V_- Pet, sklitm. Aug-medu mr, ktm further reply to the _mme calumny, 3 Lente, ut diclbur, et here. Morel (Eles_eett. Crit. PP. x_o,

_. ; _thtch w_ gathered from a letter of Megahus, xrt Ce_ttra Crea- x4x) suggests as an amendment, " lent," as sutting t_tl:er

_.- eo*i****, Book Ill. ¢. 8o, 9_ trod Book IV c. 64_ 78, 79, "levee.'"
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those with whom you hold communion, that Iof the recipient, when he has not known that
neither they themselves, nor those whom you lthe" consoence of the giver is stained with
enaeavor to ormg over to your communion, igin|t, and when he re_ives his faith unwit.
may hold you to be of any further lmpor- !tm_lv from one that Is faithless _ I ask. where
tance. :But, m deciding whether he has given : stl:_il"we find means to cleanse it _ Let him

no answer to the words of your epistle, we tell us; let hm_ not pass off llito another sub-
must look at them m the light of the passage iect, let him not cast a mist over the eyes of
in which he proposed them for considera-t the inexperienced. To end with, at any
tion. Let us then do so: let us look at has rate, after many tortuous circumlocutions
writings m the light of that very passage, have been interposed and thoroughly worked
Passing over, therefore, the passage in which out, let lfim at last tell us where we shall find
I sought to introduce my subject to the read- means to cleanse the conscience of the recip-
¢r, and to ignore those tew prefatory words lent waxen ti_e stains of guilt in the conscienc_
of his, which were rather resulting than of the faathless baptizer are concealed from
revelant to the subject under discussion, I go view, if the conscience of him who gives in
on to say, "He says, 'What we look for is the hohness Is what we look for to cleanse that of
conscience of the giver, to cleanse that of ttle the recapaent, and af he who has received his
recipient.' But supposing the conscience of fa_ti_ w_ttmgly from one that Is faithless, re.
the giver is concealed from vaew. and perhaps celvcs not faath but guilt ? For the man in
defiled with sin, how will it be able to cleanse question receive_ it from a falthles_ man, who
the conscience of the recipient, if, as he says, has not the conscaence of one who gives in
'what we look for is the conscience of the hohuess, but a conscaence stained with guilt,
giver, to cleanse that of the recipmnt _' For and veiled from view, Where then shall we
if he shotfld say that it makes no matter to find means to cleanse his conscience ? whence
the recipient what amount of evil may be con- then does he receave his faittl ? For if he is
cealed from view in the conscience of the heather then cleansed, nor then receives faith,
giver, perhaps that ignorance may have such when the faathlessness and guilt of the bsp-

• a degree of efficacy as th_s. that a man can- tazer are concealed, why, when these are after.
not be defiled by the guilt of the conscaence of wards brought to hght and condemned, is he
him from whom he receives baptism, so long not then baptized afresh, that he may be
as he is unaware of it. Let it then be granted cleansed and receive faith ? But if, while the
that the guilty conscience of his neaghbor faithlessness and guilt of the other are con-
cannot defile a man so long as he is unaware cealed, he is cleansed and does receive faith,
of it ; but is it therefore clear that it can whence does he obtain his cleansing, whence
further cleanse him from his own guilt? does tie receave faith, when there is not the
Whence then Is a man to be cleansed who re- conscience of one that gives in holiness to
ceives baptism, when the conscience of the cleanse the conscience of the recipient ? Let
giver is polluted without the knowledge of him him tell us this; let |lain make reply to this:
who is to receive it, especially when he goes Whence does tie obtain his cleansing, when¢_
on to say, ':For he who receives faith from the does he receive faath, if tile conscience of him
faithless receives not faith but guilt ? '"' that gives in holiness is what we look for to

cleanse the conscience of the recipient, seeing

CHAP. 2o.--23. All these statements in that this does not exist, when the baptizer
my letter Petilianus set before himself for conceals his character of faathlessness and
refutation. Let fls see, therefore, whether guilt? To this no answer has been made
he has refuted them; whether he has made whatever.
any answer to them at all. For I add the
words which he calumniously accuses me of CH._v. 2I.--24. But see, when he is reduc..
having suppressed, and, having done so, I ask ed to straits in the argument, he again makes
him again the same question in an even an attack on me full of mist and wind, that
shorter form; for by adding these two words the calm clearness of the truth may be o1_
he has helped me "much in shortening this scured; and through the extremity of his want
proposition. If the conscience of him who he becomes full of resources, shown not in
gives in holiness is what we look for to cleanse saying what is true, but in unbought empty
that of the recipient, and if he who has re- revllings. Hold fast, with the keenest atten.
ceived his faith wittingly from one that is tlon and utmost perseverance, what he ought
faithless, receives not faith but guilt, where to answer,--that is, where means may be
shall we find means to cleanse the conscience found for cleansing.the conscience of the re-

.....cipient when the stares in that of the giver are
concealed,--lest possibly the blast of his

t See Book I. c. t, 2, c. 2,3.
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eloquence should wrest this from your hands, hidden from view, and it is possible that it
and you in turn should be carried away by the may not. For when it is not known what the
dark tempest of his turgid discourse, so as giver is thinking of, or what crime he has
wholly to fail in seeing whence he has dl- committed, then his conscience is certainly

f gressed, and to what point he should return; hidden from the view of the recipient; but
i* and see where the man can wander, whilst he when his sin is plainly manifest, then it is
i cannot stand in the matter which he has un- not hidden. I used the expression, And pos-

dertaken. For see how much he says, sibly may be stained with guilt, because tt is
through having nothing that he ought to say. possible that it may be hidden from view and
He says "that I slide in slippery places, but yet be pure; and again, it is possible that it
am held up; that I neither destroy nor con- i may be hidden from view and be stained with

! firm the objections that I make; that I devise/guilt. This is the meaning of the What if;
i uncertain things in the place of certainty; this the meaning of the Possibly. Is this at

I that I do not .permit my readers to believe all like "What if the sky should fall ?" O howwhat is true, but cause them to look with in-, often have men been convicted, how often
creased suspicion on what is doubtful." He have they confessed themselves that they had

i Carneades." ' He en- whilst men were

g*that i have the accursed talents of the consciences stained with guilt and adultery,says
Academic philosopher unwittingly baptized by them
deavors to insinuate wilat the Academics, after they were degraded by the sin subse-

1 • E
tnmk of the falseness or the falsehood of hu-. quently brought to hght, and yet the sky did

man sensation, showing in this also that he is / not fall ! What have we here to do with Pilus

i wholly without knowledge of what he says. and Furms, 3 who defended the cause of in-He declares that "it is said by them that, justice against justice._. What have we here

snow is black, whereas it is white; and that to do with the atheist Diagoras, 4 wfio deniedsilver is black; and that a tower is round, or ithat there was any God, so that he would
free from projections, when it is really angu-Iseem to be the man of whom the prophet

i lar; that an oar is broken m the water, while ] spoke beforehand, "The fool hath said in hisit is whole." " And all this because, when he i heart there is no God ?" 5 What have we here .
had said that "the conscience of him that**to do with these? Why were their names

{ gives," or "of him that gives in holiness, is'brought in, except that they might make a
i what we look for to cleanse the conscience of] diversion in favor of a man who had nothing

the recipient," I said in reply, What if the to say ? that while he is at any .rate saying
conscience of the giver be hidden from sight, something, though needlessly, about these,
and possibly be stained with guilt ? Here you the matter in hand may seem to be progress-
have his black snow, and black silver, and his ing, and an ans_,er may be supposed to be
tower round instead of angular, and the oar in made to a question which remains without an
the water broken while yet whole, in that I answer
suggested a state of the case which might be
conceived, and could not really exist, that the CHAP. 22.--26. Lastly, if these two or
conscience of the giver might be hidden from three words, What if, and Possibly, are so
view, and possibly might be stained with guilt t absolutely intolerable, that on their account

25, Then he continues in the same strain, we should have aroused from their long sleep
• and cries out: "What is that zvhat if? what the Academics, and Carneades, and Pilus, and

is that flossibly ? except the uncertain and Furius, and Dtagoras, and black snow, and
wavering hesitation of one who doubts, of the falling of the sky, and everything else
whom your poet says,-- that is equally senseless and absurd, let them

be removed from our argument. For, as a
•What if I now return to those who say, _'hat if the matter of fact, it is by no means impossiblesky should fall ?'" *

to express what we desire to say without them.,
Does he mean that when I said, What if the There is quite sufficient for our purpose in
conscience of the giver be hidden from sight, what is found a little later, and has been in-
and possibly be stained with guilt? that it is troduced by himself from my letter: "By
much the same as if I had said, What if the what means then is he to be cleansed who re-
sky should fall ? There certainly is the phrase eeives baptism when the conscience of the
What if, because it is possible that it may be

3 In de Cir_. Oei, Book ll. c. xxi., Augustin mentions L. Furius
a Imctantics. Div:_. Inst_t. Book V. c. xv., tells us of the tal- Philus, one of the interlocutors in Cicero's Ladlus, set mmntain-

eats of Carneades, recording that when he was sent on an embassy ing thin same _iew. From the mmilarlty of the name, it has been
to Rome by the Athenimm, he spoke there first in defense of jus- thought that here Farins and Pilus are only one man.
rice, and thenon th_foUowlng dayln opp0sitiontoit_and that 4TheMss. here and beiow have Protag0sas. Both wereathe-
he was in the habit of speaking with such force on etther side, as ists, according to Cicero, Nat. D_.L L _ and LltcT_ti_
t¢ he able to relate arty arguments advanced by anybody ehte. Dhrin. lxstit. I.e_ft.;d*lraDei,_ix.

i Ter. Heaut. act. _IV. seen. iiL ver_ 4x S Ps. my. x.
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giver is polluted, and that without the know- Jknowledge of him who is to receive the sacra.
ledge of him who is to recewe rue sacrament ?"' ment _ And with regard to the other word
Do you acknowledge that here there is no that is "_dded, "wittingly/' so that the sen-
What if, no Possibly? Weil then, let an an-, tence should not run," He who has received
swer be given. Gave close heed, lest he be his faith from one that is faithless," but "He
found to answer this in what follows. "But,", who has wittingly received his faith from one
says he, "I bind you in your cavilling to the that is faithless, receives not faith but guilt,"
faith of believmg, that you may not wander I confess that I had said some things as
further from it. Why do you turn away your. though the word were absent, but I can easily
hfe from errors by arguments of folly ? Why ! afford to do without them; for they caused
do you disturb the system of belief m respect, more hindrance to the facility of my argu.
of matters without reason _ By this one word ] ment than they gave assistance to its power.
I bind and convince you." It was Petthanus For how much more readily, how much more
that said this, not I. These words are from plainly and shortly, can I put the question
the letter of Petllianus; but from that letter, thus: "If the conscience of him wire gives in
to which I just now added the two words which hohness is what we look for to cleanse the
he accuses me of having suppressed, showing conscience of the recipient," and "if he who
that, notwithstanding their addition, the per-has w_ttmgly received his faith from one that
tinency of my question, to which he makes is faithless receives not faith but gudt," by
no answer, remains w_th greater brevity and what means is he cleansed, from whom the
simplicity. It ts beyond dispute that these stare on tile conscience of him who gives, but
two words are, In holiness, and Wittingly: so I not m hohness, is hidden ? and whence does
that it should not be, "The conscience ot t,.Im_.be receive true faith, who is baptized unwit-
who gives," bat "The conscience of him ! tingly hy one that is faithless ? Let it be de.
who gives [n holiness;" and that it should not. elated whence this shall be, and then the
be, "He who has received his faith from one 'whole theory of baptism will be disclosed;
that is /ruthless," but "He who has 7,,zttingdy then all that is matter of investigation will be
received his faith from one that is faithless." jbrought to hght,--but only if it be declared,
And yet I had not really suppressed these' not if the trine tie consumed in evil-speaking.
words; but I had not found them m the copy
which was placed in my hands. It is possible CHAP. 24._28. Whatever, therefore, he
enough that it was incorrect; nor indeed is it finds m these two words,_whether he brings
wholly beyond the posslbihty of behef that calumnJotls accusations about their suppress.
even by this suggestion Academic grudge toN, or boasts of their being added,_you
should be roused against me, and that It perceive that it in no way hinders my queso
should be asserted that, an declaring the copy t_on, to which lie can find no answer that he
to be incorrect, I had said much the same sort can make; and therefore, not wishing to re-
of thing as if I had declared that snow was main silent, he takes the opportunity of mak-
black. For why should I repay m kind his mg an attack UlVOn my character,_retiring,
rash suggestion, and say that, though tie pre- I should have said, from the discussion, ex-
tends that I suppressed the words, he really cept that he had never entered on it. For
added them afterwards himself, since the just as though the question were about me,
copy, which as not angry, can confirm that and not about the truth of the Church, or of
mark of incorrectness, without any abusive baptism, therefore he says that I, by sup-
rashness on my part? pressing these two words, have argued as

though it were no stumblingblock in the way

CHAI". 23.--27. And, in the first place, of my conscience, that I have ignored what he
with regard to that first expression, "Of him calls the sacrilegious conscience of him who
who g_ves in holiness," it does not interfere polluted me. But _f this were so, the add]-
in the least with my inquiry, by which he is tion of the word "wittingly," which is thus
so much distressed, whether I use the express- introduced, would be in my favor, and its sup-
ion, "If the conscience of him that gives is press]on would tell against me. For if I had
what we look for," or the fuller phrase, "If wished that my defense should be urged on
the conscience of him that gives in holiness the ground that I should be supposed to have
is what we look for, to cleanse the conscience been unacquainted with the conscience of the
of the recipient," by what means then is he to lman that bapt!zed, me, then I would accept

receives ba tism if the con-IPetilianus as hawng spoken m my behalf,be cleansed who P • • " ra term "H
science of the Mver is polluted, without the since he does not say tn gene I s,. e

" -]that has received his taitrt from one that is

-S,e BookI _,3 I faithless," but "He that has wittingly receiv-
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ed his faith from one that is faithless, receives ously invented it), how many other false-
not faith but guilt;" so that hence I might hoods had he the hardihood not only to utter,
boast that I had received not guilt, but faith, but actually to write with wondrous rashness,
since I could say I did not receive it wittingly seeing that I went to Milan before the consul-
from one that was faithless, but was unac- ship of Banto. and that, in pursuance of the
quainted with the conscience of him that gave profession of rhetorician which I then follow-
it. See, therefore, and reckon carefully, if you ed, I recited a panegyric in his honor as con-
can, what an amount of superfluous words he sut on the first of January, in the presence of
wastes on the one phrase, "I was unacquainted a vast assembly of men; and after that journey
with," which he declares that I have used; I only returned to Africa after the death of
whereas I never used it at all,--partly because the tyrant Maximus: whereas the proconsul
the question under discussion was not con- Messmnus heard the case of the Manich_eans
cerning me, so that I should need to use it; after the consulship of Banto, as the day of
partly because no fault was apparent in him the chronicles inserted by Petilianus himself
that baptized me, so that I should be forced sufficiently shows. And if it were necessary
to say in my defense that I had been unac-to prove this for the satisfaction of those who
quainted with his conscience. ]are in doubt, or believe the contrary, I could

produce many men, illustrious in thew gene-
CHAP. 25.--29. And yet Petilianus, to ration, as most sufficient witnesses to all that

avoid answering what I have said, sets before period of my life.
himself what I have not, and draws men's at-
tention away from the consideration of his CHAP. 26.--3L But why do we make in-
debt, lest they should exact the answer which quiry into these points? Why do we both
he ought to make. He constantly introduces suffer and cause unnecessary delay ? Are we
the expressions, "I have been unacquainted likely to find out by such a course as this
with," "I say," and makes answer, "But if what means we are to use for cleansing the
you were unacquainted with;" and, as though conscience of the recipient, who does not
convicting me, so that it should be out of my know that the conscience of the giver is stain-
power to say, "I was unacquainted with," he ed with guilt: whence the man is to receive
quotes Mensurius, Caecilianus, Macarius, faith who is unwittingly bapuzed by one that
Taurinus, Romanus, and declares that "they Is faithless?--the question which Petilianus
had acted in opposition to the Church of had proposed to himself to answer in my
God, as I could not fail to know, seeing that epistle, then going on to say anything else he
I am an African, and already well advanced pleased except what the matter in hand re-
in years," whereas, so far as I hear, Men- qmred. How often has he said, "If_gnorant
surius died in the unity of the communion of you were,"_as though I had said, what I
the Church, before the faction of Donatus never did say, that I was unacquainted with
separated itself therefrom; whilst I had read the conscience of him who baptized me. And
the history of Caecilianus, that they them- he seemed to have no other object in all that
selves aad referred his case to Constantine, his evil-speaking mouth poured forth, except
and that he had been once and agam acquitted that iae should appear to prove that I had not
by the judges whom that emperor had ap- been ignorant of the misdeeds of those among
pointed to try the matter, and again a third whom I was baptized, and with whom I was
time by the sovereign himself, when they ap- associated in communion, understanding
pealed to him. But whatever Macarius and fully, it would seem, that ignorance did not
Taudnus and Romanus did, either in their convict me of guilt. See then that if I were
jadicial or executive functions, in behalf of ignorant, as he has repeated so often, beyond
unity as against their pertinacious madness, all doubt I should be innocent of all these
it is beyond doubt that it was all done in ac- crimes. Whence therefore should I be cleans-
cordance with the laws, which these same per- ed, who am unacquainted with the conscience

-_ sons made it unavoidable should be passed of him who gives but not in holiness, so that
"_ and put in force, by referring the case of Ca_ci- I may be least ensnared by his offenses ?
: _ lianus to the judgment of the emperor. Whence then should I receive faith, seeing
.:_= 3o. Among many other things which are that I was baptized" unwittingly by one that
_ _ " wholly irreve]ant, he says that "I was so hard was faithless ? For he has not repeated "If
'_z_ hit by the decision of the proconsul Messia- ignorant you were" so often without purpc_se,
_i_ _ _ nus, that I was forced to fly from Africa." but simply to prevent my being reputed inno-
_.,_,"' And in consequence of this falsehood (to cent, esteeming beyond all doubt that no
_;L_ _ _wb.ich. if he was not the author of it, he cer- man's innocence is violated if he unwittingly

_i_:,_ taialy lent malicious ears when others maltc_- receives his faith from one that LS faithless,
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and is not acquainted vnth the stmns on the I _'_ho is the man, and f_am what corner ha_
couscmnce oI mm that gives, but not in holi- he started up, that you propose to us? Why
ness. Let him _y, therefore, by what means [do you seem to see a man who is thcproduc¢
sucn men are to De cteansed, whence they are of your imagination, in order to avoidseeiag
to receive not guilt but faith. But let him ione whom you are bound to so% and to el-
not deceive you. Let him not, while utter-;amine and test most carefully ? But since I
ing much, say nothing;, or rather, let him Isee that you are unacquainted with th¢ order
not say much while saying nothing. Next, ]of the sacrament, I tell you this as shortly as
to urge a point which occurs to me, and must_ I can: you were bound both to examine your
not be passes over,--ii I am guilty because I ] baptizer, and to be examined by him."
have not been ignorant, to use his own phras- What ts it, then, that we were waiting for
eology, and I am proved not to have been ig-i That he should tell us by what means the
norant, because I am an African, and already t conscience of the recipient is to be cleana_,_,
advanced in years, let him grant that the lwho is unacquainted with the stain on the
youths of other nations throughout the world I consoence of him that gives but not in holi-
are not guilty, who had no opportunity either hess, and whence the man is to receive not
from their race, or from that age you bring guilt but faith, who has received baptism un.
against me, of knowing the points that are la_d wittingly from one that is faithless, All that
to our charge, be they true, or be they false; we have heard is that the baptizer ought most
and yet they, if they have fallen into your ]diligently to be examined by him who wi_hes
hands, are rebapuzed wtthout any considers-, to receive not guilt but faith, that the latter
tions of such a kind. ]may make himself acquainted with the con-

1sclence of him that gtves in holiness, which

C_AP. 27.--3z. But this is not what we are IIxs to cleanse the conscience of the reeipient_
now inquiring. Let him rather answer (what] For the man that has failed to make this ex.
he wanders off into the most irrelevant mat- Iammation, and has unwittingly received bap.
ters in order to avoid answering) by what_,tism from one that is faithless, from the very
means the cousctence of the recipient _s,fact that he did not make the examination,
cleansed who is unacquainted wtth the stain on !and therefore did not know of the stain on the
the conscmnce of the giver, if the conscience conscience of the giver, was incapacitated

of one that gives m hohness is what we look ifrom receiving faith instead of guilt. Why
for to cleanse the conscience of the rec_ptent ?i therefore d_d he add what he made so mue.h
and from what source he reee_ves faith who is _of adding,_the word _vittingly, which he ca,
unwittingly baptized by one that is fmthle.ss, t luminously accused me of having suppressed ?
if he that has wtttmgly received his fa,th from For m his unwillingness that the sentence
one that is faithless receives not froth but! should run, "'He who has received his faith
guilt? Omitting, therefore, h_s revlhngs, _from one that is faithless, receives not faith
which he has cast at me w_thout any sound 'but guilt," he seems to have left some hope
consideraUon, let us still notme that he does to the man that acts unwittingly. But now_
not say what we demand in what follows, when he is asked whence that man is to re-
But I should like to look at the garrulous Iceive faith who is baptized unwittingly by one
mode in which he has set this forth, as though that Is fmthless, he has answered that he:
he were sure to overwhelm us with confusion, iought to have examined his baptizer; so that,
"But let us return," he says, "to that argu- ibeyond all doubt, he refuses the wretched
ment of your fancy, whereby you seem to tman permission even to be ignorant, by not
have represented to yourself in a form of finding out from what source he may receive
words the persons you bapuze. For since, faith, unless he has placed hts trust in the
you do not see the truth, it would have been _man that is baptizing h_m.
more seemly to have _magmed what was pro-
bable " These words of his own. Petflianus t ChAp. a8.--33. This is what we look upo_
put forth by way of preface, being about to !with horror in your party; this is what the
state the words_that I had used. Then he sentence of God condemns, crying out with
went on to ouote- "Behold. you saY, the Jthe utmost truth and tlae utmost elearn_
faithless-man stands ready to'ba'ptize, but he "Cursed is every one that trusteth in man, '_
who is to be baptized knows nothing of his This is what is most openly forbidden by hol F
faithlessness. "_ He has not quoted the whole lhumflity and a.p_tolie love, a_ Paul d_-

o,mypro it onandquestion; dpresentlyl"Letnoman
he begins t° ask me in his turn' saying' I re_ On that the tacO:__ , -_:=? _"_c_:_,_.PtYca te_ taXI:...,
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"of the bitterest invectives grows even fiercer duces the example of John, in that he was
ainst us, that when human-authority is as examined by those who asked him who he

t were overthrown, there may remain no claimed to be, 2 and that he also in turn exam-
is_teund of hope for those to whom we admin- ined those to whom he says, "O generation

the word and sacrament of God in ac- of vipers, who hath warned you to flee from
cordance with the dispensation entrusted unto the wrath to come ?,,s What has this to do
us. We make answer to them: How long do with the subject ? What has this to do with
you rest your support on man ? The vener- the questlon under discussion ? God had
able society of the Catholic Church makes an- vouchsafed to John the testimony of most
swer to them: "Truly my soul waiteth upon eminent holiness of life, confirmed by the
God: from Him cometh my salvation. He previous witness of the noblest prophecy,
only is my God and my helper; I shall not both when he was conceived, and when he
be moved."* For what other reason have was born. But the Jews put their question,
they had for removing from the house of lalready believing him to be a salnt_ to find
God, except that they pretended that theyl out whlch of the saints he maintained himself
could not endure those vessels made to dls- I to be, or whether he was hlmself the saint of
honor, from which the house shall not be free ] saints, that is, Christ Jesus. So much favor
until the day of judgment ? whereas all tlae indeed was shown to him, that credence would
time they rather appear, by their deeds and at once have been given to whatever he mlght
bythe recordsof the time, to have themselves ihave said about himself. If, therefore, we
been vessels of this kind, while they threw the are to follow this precedent in declaring that
imputation in the teeth of others; of which each several baptizer is now to be examined,
said vessels made unto dishonor, in order that then each must also be believed, whatever he
no one should on their account remove in may say of h1.nself. But who is there that is
confusion of mind from the great house, whlch made up of decelt, whom we know that the
alone belongs to _che great Father of our faro- Holy Spirit flees from, in accordance with the
ily, the servant of God, one who was good and Scripture, 4who would not wish the best to be
faithful, or was capable of receiving faith in believed of him, or who would hesitate to
baptism, as I have shown above, expressly br:ng this about by the use of any words with-
says, " Truly my soul waiteth upon God" in his reach ? Accordingly, when he shall

n God, you see, and not on man): "'from have been asked who he is, and shall have
im cometh my salvation" (not from man). answered that he is the faithful dispenser of

But Petilianus would refuse to ascribe to God God's ordinances, and that hls conscience is
the cleansing and purifying of a man, even not polluted with the stain of any crime, will
when the stain upon the conscience of him this be the whole examination, or will there
who gives, but not in holiness, is hldden from be a further more careful investigation into
view, and any one receives his faith unwit- his character and life ? Assuredly there will.
tingly from one that is faithless. "I tell you But it is not written that this was done by
this,'* he says, "as shortly as I can: you those who in the desert of Jordan asked John
were bound both to examine your baptizer, who he was.
and to be examined by him."

CHAP. 30._35. Accordingly this prece-
CHAP. _9"_34. I entreat of you, pay at- dent is wholly without bearing on the matter

tention to this: I ask where the means shah be in hand. We might rather say that the de-
found for cleansing the conscience of the re- claration of the apostle sufficiently inculcates
cipient, when he is not acquainted with the this care, when he says, "Let these also first
stain upon the conscience of him that gives be proved; then let them use the office of a
bu_: not in holiness, if the conscience of him deacon, being found blameless. ''s And since
that gives in holiness is waited for to cleanse this is done anxiously and habitually in both
the conscience of the recipient ? and from parties, by almost all concerned, how comes
what source he is to receive faith, who _s un- it that so many are found to be reprobates
wittingly baptized by one that is faithless, if subsequently to the time of hawng undertak-
whosoever has received his faith wittingly en tbis ministry, except that, on the one hand,
from one that is faithless, receives not faith human care is often deceived, and, on the
but guilt ? and he answers me, that both the other hand, those who have begun welt occa-
lmptizer and the baptized should be subjected sionally deteriorate ? And since things of this

: tO examination./_And for the proof of this sort happen so frequently as to allow no man
- point, out of whic.h no question arises_ he ad- to hide them or to forget them, what _s the

*]__nz+_. 3Mat.di. 7.
t 1_s.i._._._,_: c1_.Hiccon. 4Wisd.u5. 5xTim _i.xo.
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reason that Petilianus now teaches us insult. I "

ingly, in a few words, that the baptizer ough! t d!d- no.t, or.he was_not able; what is your vet.amt about aim ? Was he cleansed, or was he
to be examined by the candidate for baptism I not ? If he was cleansed, I ask from what
since our question is, by what means the con f source ? For the polluted conscience of him
science of the recipient is to be cleansed, that ga_e but not in hohness, with which he
when the stain on the conscience of him thai _t_s unacquainted, could not cleanse him.
gives, but not in holiness, has been con- But if he was not cleansed, command that he
cealed from view, if the conscience of one be so now. You give no such orders, there.
that gives in holiness is what we look for to fore he was cleansed. Tell me by what
cleanse the conscience of the recipient, means? Do you at any rate tell me what
"Since I see," he says, "that you are unac- Petilianus has failed to tell. For I propose,
quainted with the order of the sacrament, I to you the very same words which he was un-
tell you this as shortly as I can: you were able to answer. "Behold the faithleu man
bound both to examine your baptizer, and to stands ready to baptize; but he who is to be
be examined by him." What an answer to baptized knows nothing of his faithlessness:
make ! He is surrounded in so many places what do you think that he will receive--faith_
by such a multitude of men that have been or guilt ?"' This is sufficient as a constant
baptized by ministers who, having m the first form of question: answer, or search diligently
instance seemed righteous and chaste, have to find what he has answered. You will find
subsequently been convicted and det_raded m abuse that has already been convicted. He
consequence of the disclosure of their faults; finds fault with me, as though in derisiont
and he thinks that he is avoiding the force of maintaining that I ought to suggest what is
this question, in which we ask by what means )robable for consideration, since I cannot see
the conscience of the recipient is to be cleans- the truth. For, repeating my words, and
ed, when he is unacquainted with the stain cutting my sentence in two, he says, "Beholdj
upon the conscience of him that gives but not you say, the faithless man stands ready to
in holiness, if the conscience of one that gives baptize; but tie who is to be baptized knows'

• . ° _,
in holiness is what we look for to cleanse the nothing of ]Hs faithlessness. Then he goes
conscience of the reclpmnt,--he thinks, I say, on to ask, "Who is the man, and from what
that he is avoiding the force of this ques:ion, corner has lie started up, that you propose to
by saying shortly that the baptizer ought to us ?" Just as though there were some one or
be examined. Nothing is more unfortunate i two individuals, and such cases were not con.
than not to be consistent with truth, by which I stantly occurring everywhere on either side !
every one is so shut in, that he cannot find Why does he ask of me who the man in ques-

a means of escape. We ask from whom he is[ tion is, and from what comer he has started
to receive faith who is baptized by one that is i up, instead of looking round, and seeing that
faithless ? The answer is, "He ought to have the churches are few and far between, whether
examined his baptizer." Is it therefore the in cities or in country districts, which do not
case that, since he does not examine him, and contain men detected m crimes, and degraded
so even unwittingly receives his faith from from the ministry ? While their true character
one that is faithless, he receives not faith but was concealed, while they wished to he
guilt ? Why then are those men not baptized thought good, though really bad, and to be
afresh, who are found to have been baptized reputed chaste, though really guilty of adul-
by men that are detected and convicted re- tery, so long they wereinvolved in deceit; and
probates, while their true character was yet so the Holy Spirit, according to the Scripture,
concealed ? was fleeing from them.' It is from the crowdp

therefore, of these men who hitherto congea].
CHAP. 3X.--35. "And where," he says, "is ed their character that the faithless man whom

the word that I added, wit/]z,_/y? so that I I suggested started up. Why does he ask
did not say, He that has received his faith me whence he started up, shutting his eyel to
from one that is faithless; but, He that has all this crowd, from which sufficient noi_
received his faith wittingly from one that is arises to satisfy the blind, if we take into con-
faithless, receives not faith but guilt." He sideration none but those who might have
therefore who received his faith unwittingly been convicted and degraded from theiroflitm P
from one that was faithless, received not guilt
but faith; and accordingly I ask from what CHAP. 3z.--37. What shall we say of
source he has received it ? Andbeing thus he himself advanced in his epistle, that '.:
placed in a strait, he answers, "'Heought to "Quodvultdeus, having been convicted of two ++_'
have examined him." Granted that he ought ,
to have done so; but, as a matter of fact, he ,P_okL_ _,_,_,_ .W_t.S. ,,
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adulteries, and cast out from among you, was without the knowledge of him who was to re-
received by those of our party ?" • What then [ ceive it ? for in these words, which he quoted
(I would speak without prejudice to this man. ] from my epistle, he set me forth as asking a
who proved his case to be a good one, or at t question, whde he showed himself as giving
least persuaded men that it was so), when /no answer. For after saying what I have just
such men among you, being as yet undetect- fnow recited, and when, on being brought into
ed, administer baptism, what is received at I a great strait on every side, he had been corn-
their hands,--faith, or guilt ? Surely not pelled to say that the baptizer ought to be
faith, because they have not the conscience examined by the candidate for baptism, and
of one who gives in holiness to cleanse the the candidate in turn by the baptizer; and
conscience of the recipient. But yet not guilt when he had tried to fortify this statement by
either, in virtue of that added word: "For he tae example of John, in hopes that he might
that has received his faith wittingly from one find auditors either of the greatest negligence
that is faithless, receives not faitn but guilt " or of the greatest _gnorance, he then went on
But when men were baptized by those of to advance other testimomes of Scripture
whom I speak, they were surely ignorant what wholly irrelevant to the matter in hand, as the
sOrt of men they were. Furthermore, not saying of the eunuch to Philip, "See, here is
receiving faith from their baptizers, who had water; what doth hinder me to be baptized ?"_
not the conscience of one that gives m hoh- "inasmuch as he knew," says he, "that those
hess, and not receiving guilt, because they of abandoned character were prevented;"
were baptized not knowing but in ignorance arguing that the reason why Philip did not
of their faults, they therefore remained with- forbid him to be baptized was because he had
out faith and without guilt. They are not, proved, m his reading of the Scriptures, how
therefore, in the number of men of such far he beheved in Chr_st,--as though he had
abandoned character. But neither can they prohibited Simon Magus. And again, he
be in the number of the faithful, because, a's urges that the prophets were afraid of being
they could not receive guilt, so neither coukI deceived by false baptism, and that therefore
they receive faith from their baptizers. But Isaiah said, "Lying water that has not faith," 3
we see that they are reputed by you in the as though sho_vmg that water among faithless
number of the faithful, and that no one of men is lying; whereas it is not Ismah but
you declares his opinion that they ought to be Jeremiah that says this of lying men, calling
baptized, but all of you hold valid the baptism [the people in a figure water, as is most clearly
which they have already received. They have/shown m the Apocalypse. 4 And again, he
therefore recewed faith; and yet they have Iquotes as words of Dawd, "Let not the oil of
not received it from those who had not the ]the sinner anoint my head," when David has
conscience of one that gives in holiness, to Ibeen speaking of the flattery of the smooth
cleanse the conscience of the recipient, speaker deceiwng with false praise, so as to
Whence then did they receive it ? Tilis _s the lead the head of the man prmsed to wax great
point from which I make my effort; this is the iwith pride. And this meaning is made mani-
question that I press most earnestly; to this I fest by tue words immediately preceding in
do most urgently demand an answer, the same psalm. For he says, "Let the

righteous smite me, it shall be a kindness;
CHAr. 33._38. See now how Petilianus, to and let him reprove me: but theoil of the sin-

avoid answering this question, or to avoid ner shall not breakmy head." s What canbe
being proved to be incapable of answering it, clearer than this sentence ? what more mani-
wanders off vainly into irrelevant matter in fest ? For he declares that he had rather be
abuseof us, accusing us and proving nothing; reproved in kindness with the sharp correction
and _'hen he chances to make an endeavor to of the righteous, so that he may be healed,
resist, with something like a show of fighting than anointed with the soft speaking of the
for his cause, he is everywhere overcome with flatterer, so as to be puffed up with pride.
the greatest ease. But yet he nowhere gives
an answer of any kind to this one question CHAP. 84-_89. Petilianus quotes also
which we ask: If the conscience of one that the warning of the Apostle John, that we
gives in holiness is what we look for to cleanse should not believe every spirit, but try the
the conscience of the recipient, by what means spirits whether they are of God, _ as though
is he to be cleansed who received baptism this care should be bestowed in order that the
while the conscience of the giver was polluted, wheat should be separated from the chaff in

• z .T_ C_aa_._l of Cartl_Ll_ held o_a the x_th of Se .l.l.l.l.l.l.l.l.l_ber;47_. 2 Ae*.s vhl. :_6. _ let. x_-. ,S. See Boak If. ¢_ _ _4. a35.
It dl_'ee (canon s) in _vor ot reeelvto_" t_ae_ot tlae 4 Rev. xvll. _5- 5/_ exli. 5- SeeBook II.c.xo'_2_a,#.aT:.
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this present world before its time, and not tthe hypocrite 3 Was it that He was R,_;,_,
rather Ior tear that the wheat should be de-I from him, but at the same time notd'e_tin_
cetveo t)y the cnatt; or as thou_rh even if the' His ........... '- '_ . • _ " ; - -. -_t
'--: .... i-:" _L__,._ L_ ., _' ' . . i. ._,*m_mcnts, thOUgh mlnistert_ Dy nlmt
Jymg _v t_.L_uutuu ttave salo sometmng timt! Lastly, since you do not deny that those men
wastrue, it wasto be dented, because .the]have been already cleansed, whom you take
sprat wnom we snoula at)ominate had saict it. no care to have cleansed now that he is con-
But tf any one thinks this, he _s mad enough demned, see whether, after shedding over the
to contend that Peter ougnt not to have said subject so many mists in so many different
"Thou art the Christ, tile Son of the hying ways, Petihanus, after all, in any place gives
God," _because the devils had already said any answer to the question b_. what moans
something to the same effect. _ Seemg,'there- these men have been cleansed, ff what we look
fore, that the baptism of Christ, wilether ad- for to cleanse the conscience of the recipient
ministered by an unrighteous or a r_ghteous is the conscience of one that gives in holiness,
man, xs nothing but the baptism of Christ. suc:l as the man who was secretly unclean
what a cautious man and faithful Canstian could not have had.
should do is to avoid the unrighteousness of 4I. Making then, no answer to this which
man, not to condemn the sacraments of God. is so urgently asked of him, and, in the next

40. Assuredly in all these things Petdianus place, even seeking for himself a latitude of
gives no answer to the question, If the con- speech, lie says, "since both prophets and
science of one that gives in holiness is what apostles have been cautions enough to fear "
we look for to cleanse the conscience of the these things, with what face do you say that
recipient, by what means is he to be cleansed the baptism of the sinner is holy to those who
who receives baptism, when the conscience of beheve with a good conscience ?" Just as
tim giver is polluted without the knowledge of though I or any Catholic maintained that that
the proposed recipient ? A certain Cyprian, baptism was of the sinner which is admini_
a colleague of his from Thuburs|cubur, was tered or received with a sinner to oFficiate_ in,
caught in a brothel with a woman of most stead of being His in virtue of belief in who_
abandoned character, and was brottght ¼efore name the candidate is baptized [ Then he goes
Primianus of Carthage, and condemned off to an invective against the traitor Judas,
Now, when this man baptized before he was saying against him whatever he can, quoting
detected and condemned, it is manifest that the testunony of the prophets uttered concern-
he had not the conscience of one that gives in ing him so long a time before, as though he
holiness, so as to cleanse the conscience of would steep the Church of Christ dispersed
the recipient. By what means then have they throughout the world, whose cause is involvod
been cleansed who at this day, after he has 1i'1this discussion, in the impiety of the traitor
been condemned, are certainly not washed [udas,_not considering what th_ very thing
again? It was not n_cessary to name the sl_ould have recalled to his mind, that we
man save only to prevent Petilianus from ought no more todoubt that that is the Church
repeating, "Who is the man, and from what of Ci_rist which is spread abroad throughout
corner has he started up, timt you propose to the world, since this was prophesied with truth
us ?" Why d_d not your party examine that so many years before, than we ought to doubt
baptizer, as John, in the opinion of Petihanus, that it was necessary that Christ should be
was examined? Or wasthereal fact this, that betrayed by one of His disciples, becattse
they examined him so far as man can exam- this was prophesied in like manner.
ine man, but wer_ unable to find him out, as
he long lay hid with cunning falseness ? CHAP. 36._42. But after this, when Petili.

anus came to that objection of ours, that they
CHAP. 35._Was the water administered by allowed the baptism of the followers of

this man not lying ? or is the oil of the forni- Maximianus, whom they had condemned, _--
cator not the oil of the sinner ? or must we although in the statement of this question he.
hold what the Catholic Church says, and what thought it right to use his own words ratbtr
is true, that that water and that oil are not his than mine; for neither do we assert that the
by whom they were administered, but His baptism of sinners is of profit to us, tmoL,'_g
whosename was then invoked ? Why did they that we maintain it to belong not only to no
who were baptized by that hypocrite, whose Ismners, but to no men whatsoever, in that
sins were concealed, fail to try tlae sprat, to [we are satisfied that zt ts Christ's alone,_katvo
_."""_"_....................h_. _ .... c_, of God ._ For the Holy 1ing put the question in this form, 1-,¢ tatytb

Spirit of discipline was even then fleeing from i "Yet you obstinately aver that it is right that

zMatt. _. ,6. 23.lair vi*_ 2,9; Marki. _.: Lukev*tt_ _S. 3g't_L i. 5. 4S_Bookl.¢¢. zo9 _s, Zt_ t_h
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the baptism of sinners should be of profit to i those whom they baptize cannot be justified,
you, becausa we too, according to your state- since they believe in Him that justlfieth the
meat, maintained the baptism of criminals ungodly that their faith may be counted for
whom we justly condemned." When he righteousness. 3
came to this question, as I said before, even
all the show of fight which he had made de- CHAP. 37.--43" Furthermore, according to
serted him. He could not find any way to our tenets, neither he of whom Petihanus said
go, any means of escape, any path by which, that he was cast forth by us for the sin of the
either through subtle watching or bold enter- men of Sodom, another being appointed in his
prise, he could either secretly steal away, or place, and that afterwards he was actually re-
sally forth by force. "Although this," he stored to our college,--talking all the time
says, 'I will demonstrate in my second book, without knowing what he was saymg,--nor he
how great the difference is between those of whom he declares to have been penitent
our party and those of yours whom you calI among you, in whatever degree their respec-
innocent, yet, in the meantime, first extricate tive cases do or do not admit of any defense,
yourselves from the offenses with which you can neither of them prejudice the Church,
are acquainted in your colleagues, and then which is spread abroad throughout all nations,
seek out the mode of dealing with those wi_om and Increases in the world until the harvest.
we cast out. '3 Would any one, any man upon For if riley were really wicked members of it
the earth, give an answer like thls, save one that you accuse, then they were already not
who is setting himself against the truth, in it, but among the chaff; but if they are
against which he cannot find any answer that good, while y3u defame their character with
can be made ? Accordingly, if we too were to ,mrighteous accusations, they are themselves
use the same words: In the meantime, first being tried like gold, while you burn after the
extricate yourselves from the offenses with similitude of chaff. Yet the sins of other men
which you are acquainted in your colleagues, do not defile the Church, which is spread
and then bring up against us any charge con- abroad throughout the whole world, according
heeled with those whom you hold to be wicked to most faithful prophesies, waiting for the
amongst us,--what is the result ? Have we end of the world as for its shore, on which,
both won the victory, or are we both defeat- when it ISlanded, it will be freed from the bad
ed ? Nay, rather He has gamed the victory fish, in company w_th which the inconvenience
for His Church and in His Church, who has of nature might be borne without sm within
taught us in His Scriptures that no man should the same nets of the Lord, so long as it was
glory in men, and that he that glorieth should not right to be impatiently separated from
glory in the Lord.' For behold in our case, them. Nor yet is the discipline of the Church
who assert _ith the eloquence of truth that on this account neglected by constant and
the man who believes is not justified by him diligent and prudent ministers of Christ, in
by whom he is baptized, but by Him of whom whose province crimes are in such wise
it is written, "To him that believeth on Him brought to light that they cannot be defended
that justifieth the ungodly, his faith is count- on any plea of probability. Innumerable
ed for righteousness," ' since we do not glory _roofs of this may be found in those who have
in men, and strive, when we glory, to glory m been bishops or clergy of the second degree
the Lord in virtue of His own gift, how wholly of orders, and now, being degraded, have
safe are we, whatever fault or charge Petih- either gone abroad into other lands through
anus may have been able to prove concerning shame, or have gone over to you yourselves
certain men of our communion ! For among or to other heresies, or are known in their own
us, whatever wicked men are either wholly un- districts; of whom there is so great a multi-
detected, or, being known to certain persons, rude dispersed throughout the earth, that if
are yet tolerated for the sake of the bond of Petilianus, bridling for a time his rashness in
unity and peace, in consideration of other speaking, had taken them into consideration,
n_dow men to whom their _ckedness is un- he would never have fallen into so manifestly

n, and before whom they could not be false and groundless a misconception, as to
convicted, in order that the wheat may not be :hink that we ought to join m what he says:
rooted up together with the tares, yet they so None of you _s free from guilt, where no one
bear the burden of their own wickedness, that is guilty is condemned.
that no one shares it with them except those
who are pleased with their unrighteousness. CHAP. 38._44 . For, to pass over others
Nor indeed have we any apprehension that dwelling in d_fferent quarters of the earth,_

t _ Cot. ill _x, and i, 3'. Rom. iv. 5. s Ram. re. 5.
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for you will scarcely find any place in which quisiled by an expressed opinion, not indeed
this kind of men is not represented, from;true, but proceeding from yourselves, by
whom it may appear that overseers and min- I which you maintain that men perish for the
islets are wont to be condemned even in the '_faults of others in the same communion of the
Catholic Church,--we need not look far to find sacraments, and that each man's character is
the example of Hononus of Mflevis. But determined by that of the man by whom he is
take the case of Splendonius, whom Petihanus, haptized,wthat he is guilty if his baptizer is
ordained priest after he had been condemned iguilty, innocent if he is innocent. But if these
in the Catholic Church, and rebaptlzed by, views are true, there can be no doubt that, to
himself, whose condemnation in Gaul. com-_say nothing of innumerable others, you are
mumcated to us by our brethren, ourcolieague idestroyed by the sins of the followers of
Fortunatus caused to be publicly read m Con- i Maximianus, whose guilt your party, in so
stantina, and whom the same Petllianus after- large a Council, has exaggerated even to the
wards cast forth on experience of his abomi-i proporttnns of the sin of those whom the earth
nable deceit. From the case of thJs Splen- swall¢_wed up ahve. But tf the faults of the
donius, when was there a time when he followers of Maxlmtanus have not destroyed
might not have been reminded after what i you, then are these opinions false winch you
fashion wicked men are degraded from the=r i entertain ; and much less have certain indefi-
office even in the Cathohc Church _ I won- =nte i nproved faults of the Africans been able
der on what precipice of rashness his heart Ire destroy the entire world. And according-

was resting when tie dictated those words in Iv, as the apostle says, "Every man shall bear
which he ventured to say, "No one of you ts I !_is own burden; '_ and the baptism of Christ
free from guilt, where no one that is gmlty is!is no one's except Christ's; and it is to no
condemned." Wherefore the winked, being purpose that Petthanus promises that he will
bodily intermmgled w_th the good, but ._pmt-' take as the subject of his second book the
ually separated from them m the Catho tc charges which we br ng concerning the fot,
Church, both when they are undetected l lowers of Maximmnus, entertaining too low
through the infirmity of human nature, and an opinion of men's intellects, as though they
when they are condemned from constdera- Ido not perceive that he has nothing to say.
tions of disciphne, m every case bear their
own burden. And in ttus way those :ire free CHAp. 4o._46. For if the baptism which
from danger who are baptlzed by them w_th':Prwtextatus and Felicianus administered in
the baptism of Christ, if they keep free fr,m the communion of .Maximianus was theirown,

• 1 ' tshare m their sins e_ther by .m_tatton or con-, why was it received by you in thosewhom they
sent; seeing that in hke manner, ffthev were:baptized as though it were the baptism of
baptized by the best of men, they wouid not ' Christ ? But if It is truly the baptism of Christ,
be justified except by Him that jusufieth the as indeed it is, and yet could not profit those
ungodly: since to those that beheve on H_m who had received it with the guilt of schism_
that justlfieth the ungodly their froth is count- what do you say that you could have granted
ed for righteousness, to those whom you have received into your

body with the same baptism, except that, now

CHAP. 39._45. But as for you, when the that the offense of their accursed division is
case of the followers of Max_mianus is w_ped out by the bond of peace, they, should
brought up against you, who, after being con- not be compelled to receive the sacrament of
demned by the sentence of a Council of 3_o the holy laver as though they had it not, but
bishops; ' after being utterly defeated m the that, as what they had was before for their
same Council. quoted m the records of so destruction, so it should now begin to be of
many proconsuls, in the chronicles of so many profit to them ? Or if this is not granted to
municipal towns; after being driven forth them in your communion, because it could
from the basilicas of which they were in pos- not possibly be that it should be granted to
session, by the order of the judges, enforced schismatics among sehismatics, it is at any
by the troops of the several cities, were yet rate granted to you in the Catholic commu-
again received with all honor by you, together nion, not that you should receive baptism u
with those whom they had baptized outside though it were lacking in you, but that the
the pale of your communion, without any baptism which you have actually received
question respecting their baptism,_when should be of profit to you. For all the tme_
confronted, I say, with their case, you can raments of Christ, if not combined with tim
find no reply to make. Indeed, you are van- love which belongs to the unity of Christ, are

sThatof B_aL • GaLvl._.
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possessed not unto salvation, but unto judg- I many unnecessary words, that Christ does not
ment. But since it is not a true verdict, but baptlze, but that baptism is admmmtered in
your verdict, that through the baptism of, His name, at once in the name of the Father,
certain lra_Yors the baptism of Christ has land of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost; of
perished from the world in general," _t is with I which Trinity itself he has said, either because
good reason that you cannot find any answer] xt was what i_e w_shed, or because it was all
to make respecting the recognition of the bap- that he could say, that "Christ is the centre
tism of the followers of Maximlanus. of the Trinity." In the next place, he has

47. See therefore, and remember with the taken occasmn of tae names of the sorcerers
most watchful care, how Petilianus has made Simon and Bauesus to vent against us what
no answer to that very question, which he insults he thought fit. Then he goes on,
proposes to himself in such terms as to seem keeping in guarded suspense the case of
to make it a starting-point from which to say Optatus of Thamugas, that he might not be
something. For the former questton he has steeped in the odmm that arose from it, deny-
dismissed altogether, and has not wished to ing that neither he or his party could have
speak of it to us, because I suppose it was passed judgment upon him, and actually inti-
beyond his power; nor is he at any time, up mating in respect of him, that he was crusaded
to the very end of his volume, going to say in consequence of suggestions from myself.
anything about it, though he quoted it from
the first part of my epistle as though it were' CriAr'. 41.--49. Lastly, he has ended his
a matter calhng for refutation. For even epistle with an exhortation and warning to his

though he has added the two words which he[own party, that they should not be deceived
accused me of having suppressed, as though by us, and with a lamentation over those of
they were the strongest buhvarks of his posi- our party, that we had made them worse than
tion, he yet lies wholly defenseless, unable to tthey ha_l been before. Having therefore
find any answer to make when he is asked, If i carefully considered and discussed these
the conscience of one that gives in hohness is ipoints, as ar_pears xwth sufficient clearness
what we look for to cleanse the conscience of from the words of the epistle which he wrote,

the recipient, where are we to find means for I Pet_hanus has made no answer at all to the
cleansing the conscience of the man who is position which I advanced to begin with in
unacquainted with the conscience of him that Imy epistle, when I asked, Supposing it to be
gives, but not in holiness ? and if it be the [true, as he asserts, that the consctence of one
case that any one who has r._ceived his faith that g_ves--or rather, to add what he con-
from one that is faithless, receives not froth t siders so great a support to his argument--
but guilt, from what source is he to receive that the conscience of one that g_ves m holi-
not guilt but froth, who is unwittingly baptized I ness _s what we look for to cleanse the con-
by one that is faithless ? To ttus ciuestion it I science of the recipient, by what means he
has long been manifest from what he says that i who receives baptism is to be cleansed, when,
he has made no answer. J if the conscience of the giver is polluted, it is

48. In the next place, he has gone on, with I without the knowledge of the proposed reci-
ealummous mouth, to abuse monasteries and I pient ? Whence it is not surprising that a man
monks, finding fault also with me. as havingl resisting in the cause of falsehood, pressed
been the founder of this kind oflife. _ And t hard in the straits of the truth that contra-
what this kind of life really is he does not diets it, should have chosen rather to gasp
know at all, or rather, though !t is perfectly forth mad abuse, than to walk m the path of
well known throughout all the world, he pre- that truth which cannot be overcome.
tends that he is unacquainted with it. Then, 5o. And now I would beg of you to pay
asserting that I had said that Christ was the especial attention to the next few words, that
baptizer, he hasalso added certain words from I may show you clearly what he has been
my epistle as though I had set this forth as afraid of in not answering this, and that I
my own sentitnQnt, when I had really quoted may bring into the light what he has endear-
it as his and yours_ and it was inveighed ored to shroud in obscurity. It certainly was
against wkh most copious harshness, as if it in his power, when we asked by.what means
were I who had said these things against my- he is to be cleansed, who receives baptism
self, when what he reprehended was not when the conscience of the giver is polluted
mine, but his and your sentiment, as I will without the knowledge of the proposed reci-
presently show clearly to the best of my abit- pient, to answer with the greatest ease, From
ity." Then he has endeavored to show us, in our Lord God; and at any rate to say with

the utmost confidence, God wholly cleanses
x _ee Pos-_dms' L_f¢ of St...I u_Jsttn, cc v -x_.
_e__.45,s* the conscience of the recipient, when he is un-
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acquainted with the stain upon tile conscience _he is a shoot ? where the head which is his
of him that gives but not m hohness. But.starting-point ? Can it be that, when he who
when a man lxad already been compelled by i is baptized is unaware of tile faithlessness of
the tenets of your sect to rest the cleansing i his baptizer, it is then Christ who is tile origin
of the recipient on tile conscience of the and root at_d head ?" l'his therefore I say
giver, in that he had said, " For the conscience and exclmnl now al_o, as I did there as well:
of him that gives," or "of him that gives in " Ala_ for human rashness and conceit !
holiness, is looked for to cleanse tile co,l- Way do yotl not allow tixat it Is always Christ
science of t le recipient," he was naturally who gives faith, for the purpose of making a
afraid lest any one should seem to be better mail a Christian by giving it ? Why do you
baptized by a wicked mart who concealed his not allow that Christ is always the origin of
wickedness, than by one t!lat was genmneh-' the Christian, that tile Christian always plants
and mamfestly good; for m the former cas__.,,his root in Cllrist, that Christ is tile Head of
his cleansing would depend not on the con-'Lthe Ctirtstian ) Will it then be urged that,
science of one that gave m hohness, but on ieven wllere spiritual grace is dispensed to
the most excellent hohness of God Himself. i those that behevc by tile hands of a holy and
With tats apprehensmn, therefore, that he faithful minister, it is still not the minister
might not be involved m so great an absurd-tfimself who justifies, lint that One of whom
lty, or rather madness, as not to know where IIt t_ saM, ' tte justtfieth the ungodly' ?' But
he could make his escape, he was unuilhng'unles_ we admit this, either the Apostle Paul
to say by what means the conscience of the uas tile head and origin of those wimm he
recipient should be cleansed, when lie does had planted, or Apollos tile root of those
not know of tile stain upon the conscience of whom lie had watered, rather than He who
him that gives but not in hohnc_; and he had given them faith in beheving; whereas
thought it better, by making a gener:d con- the same Paul says. ' I have planted, ApoUos
fusion with his quarrelsome uproar, to con-lwatered; but God gave the increase. So that
ceal what was asked of him, than to g_ve a re- neither Js he that ptanteth anything, neither
ply to his question, which sllould at once dis-. hi" that watereth; but (;od that giveth the in-
comfit him; never, however, thinking that :t reasc." _ Nor was the al_)stle himself their
our letter could be read by men of such good root, but rather tte who says, ' I am the vine,
understanding, or that his would be read by ye arc tae branchcs.'J ltow, too, could he
those who had read ours as we/l, to wluch he 'be t:mzr head, when he says that ' we, being
has professed to make an answer. Imany, are one body in ChristP* and ex-

I pre,,sly declares in many passages that Christ
CHAP. 42.--5L For what I just now said ttimsetf is tile Itead of the _hole body?

is pdt with the greatest clearness In that very i W_Jerefore, whether a man recmves the sac-
epistle of mine, m answering wifich lie ,a_ rament of t)aptism from a faithful or a faith.
said nothing; and I would beg of you to hsten less minister, his whole hope is in Christ, that
for a few moments to what he there has done. lie fall not under the condemnation, that
And although you are partisans of his, and "Cur_ed Js he that placeth his hope in man[" ' s
hate us, yet, ff you can, bear _t witll eq_lamrn-
ity. For in his former ep]stte, to the first C_IAP. 43.--52. These things, I think, I
portion of which--the only portion wh_cil imd put witt} clearness and truth in my former
then come into our hands--I had m the first epistle, when I made answer to Petihanus.
instance made my reply, he had so rested the "l'tlese things I have also now quoted, intima.
hope that is found in baptism in the baptizer, tmg and commending to you the truth that
as to say, " For everyttung consists of an_our faith rests on something else altogether
origin and root; and ff anything has not a than man, and that we believe that the Lord
head, it is nothing." Since men Petd_anus'_ Christ is the cleanser and the justifier of men
had said this, not wishing anything to be un. ithat betteve in Him that justifieth the un-
derstood by the origin and root and head of lgodly , that their faiti_ may be counted unto
baptizing a man, except the man by whom he _them for righteousness, whether the man who
might be baptized, I made a comment, and, admimsters the baptism be righteous, or such
said '" We ask, therefore, in a case where tae an impious and deceitful man as the Holy
faithlessness of the baptizer is undetected, if Spirit flees. Then I went on to point out
then the man whom he baptizes receives faith what absurdity would follow were it otherwise,
and not guilt ? if then the baptizer ts not his tand I saM, as I say now: "' Otherwise, if each
origin and root and head, who is it from whom ' man is born again in spiritual grace of the
he receives faim? where is the ongm from,

J II_m _ 5- _ _ Co_, m. 6. 7, 3 John iv, S
which he springs _ where is the root of whichl _orn _-.s. ,_,,okl.c._._.
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same sort as he by whom he is baptized, and by the fruit, which are always good in the
if, when he who baptizes him is manifestly a good man, and evil in the evil man, lest this
good man, then he himself gives faith, he is absurdity should follow, that a man should be
himself the origin and root and head of him bad when baptized by a bad man, even
who is being born; whilst, when the baptizer though his wickedness were concealed, being,
is faithless without its being known, then the as it were, the fruit of a tree whose quality
baptized person receives faith from Christ, was unknown, but yet bad ? To which he has
then he derives his origin from Christ, then answered nothing whatsoever.
he is rooted in Christ, then he boasts in Christ
as his head; in that case all who are baptized CHAP. 45.--54. But that neither he nor
should wish that they might have faithless any one of you might say that, when any one
baptizers, and be ignorant of their faithless- of concealed bad character is the baptizer,
hess. For however good their baptizers might then he whom he baptizes is not his fruit, but
have been, Christ is certainly beyond compari- the fruit of Christ, I went on immediately to
son better still, and He will then be the Head point out what a foolish error is consequent
of the baptized if the faithlessness of the also on that opinion; and I repeated, though
baptizer shall escape detectzon. But if it be in other words, what I had said shortly before:
perfect madness to hold such a view (for it is If, when the quality of the tree is concealed,
Christ always that justifieth the ungodly, by but evil, any one who may have been baptiz-
changing his ungodliness into Chrzstianity; It ed by it is born, not of it but of Christ, then
is from Christ always that faith is received; they are justified with greater holiness who
Christ is always the origin of the regenerate, are baptized by wicked men, whose wicked-
and the Head of the Church), what weight ness is concealed, than they who are baptized
then will those words have, which thoughtless by men that are genuinely and manifestly
readers value by their sound, without inquir- good. 4 Petilianus then, being hemmed in by
ing what their inner meaning is?"' This these embarrassing straits, said nothing about
much I said at that time; this is written in the earher part on which these remarks de-
my epistle. _ended, and in his answer so quoted this ab-

surd consequence of his error as though I
CHAr. 44---53" Then a little after, as he had stated it as my own opinion, whereas it

had said, "This being so, brethren, what was really stated in order that he might per-
perversity must that be, that he who is guilty ceive the amount of evil consequent on his
by reason of his own faults should make an- opinion, and so be forced to alter it. Impos-
other free from guilt, whereas the Lord Jesus ing, therefore, this deceit on those who hear
Christ says, ' Every good tree bringeth forth and read his words, and never for a moment
good fruit, but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil supposing that what we have written could be
fruit: do men gather grapes of thorns ?" and read, he begins a vehement and petulant in-
again, 'A good man, out of the good treasure vective against me, as though I had thought
of the heart, bringeth forth good things: and that all who are baptized ought to wish that
an evil man, out of the evil treasure, bringeth they might have as their baptizers men who
forth evil things,' "3--by which words Peti- are faithless, without knowing this themselves,
lianus showed with sufficient clearness, that since, however good the men might be whom
the man who baptizes is to be looked on as they had to baptize them, Christ is incom-
the tree, and he who is baptized as the fruit: parably better, who will then be the head of
to this I had answered, If the good tree is the the person baptized, if the faithless baptizer
good baptizer, and his good fruit he whom he conceal his true character. As though, too,
has baptized, then any onewho has been bap- I had thought that those w_re justified with
tized by a bad man, even if his wickedness be greater holiness who are baptized by evil men,
not manifest, cannot by any possibility be whose character is concealed, than those who
good, for he is sprung from an evil tree. are baptized by men that are genuinely and
For a good tree is one thing; a tree whose manifestly good; when this marvellous piece
quality is concealed, but yet bad, is another, of madness was only mentioned by me as
What else did I wish to be understood by following necessarily on the opinion of those
tho_e words, except what I had stated a little who think with Petilianus, that a man, when
above, that the tree and its fruit do not rep- baptized, bears the same relation to his b_t_-
resent him that baptizes and him that Is bap- tizer as fruit does to the tree from which it
tized; but that the man ought to be received springs,_good fruit springing from a good
as signified by the tree, his works and his life tree, evil fruit from an evil gee,--seeing that

• _ • Book T, c. 6, 7. 2 _tt, vii. _tT, _,6. 3 Matt+ mi, ,3_;. +See Book I. ee. 7, 8, S, 9.
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they, when they are bidden by me to answer _Petilianus brings _gainst me is cast back with
whose fruit they thmk a man that is baptized I all the greater force upon his own head_ from
to be when he is baptized by one of secretty which he had striven to remove it.

bad character, since they do not venture to i 56. For the apostle, in confuting thosewho
rebaptize him, are compelled to answer, that _demed that there was any resurrection of the
then he is not the fruit of tSat man of secretly ] dead, corrects their view by showing the ab-
bad character, but that he is the fruit of surdttv whicll follows those who entertain thls
Christ. And so they are followed by a conse- jview, however loth they may tm to admit the
quence contrary to their mclinatlon, which 'co'_sequence, in order that, while they shrink
none but a madman would entertam.--that if m abhorrence from what is impious to say,
a man is the fruit of his baptizer when he is' they may correct what they have ventured to
baptized by one that is genuinely anti mani- : believe." H_s argument continues thus: '*But
festly good, but when he is baptized by one If there be no resurrection of the dead, then
of secretly bad character, he is then not his '_ts Christ not risen: and if Christ be notrisen_
fruit, but the frmt of Christ,--tt cannot but l then _s our preaching vain, and your faith is
follow that they are justified with greater hoh- i also yam. Yea, and we are found false wit.
ness who are baptized by men of secretly had ; nesses of God: because we have testified of
character, than those who are baptized by God that He raised up Christ; whom Herais.
men who are genuinely and manifestly good. led not tip, ff so be that the dead rise not. ''t

I m order that, while the)" fear to say that Christ
CHAP. 46.--55. Now, seeing that when Iliad not r_sen, with the other wicked and ac-

Petflmnus attributes this to me as though it cursed conclusions which follow from such a
were my opinion, he makes it an occasion for statement, they may correct what they said in
a serious and vehement invective against me, a spirit of folly and infidehty, that there is no
he at any rate shows, by the very force of his resurrection t;f the dead. If, therefore, you
indignation, how great a sin it is in hls opm- itake a_ay what stands at the head of this
ion to entertain such views; and, accordingly, argument, "/f there be no resurrection of the
whatever he has wished it to appear that he dead," the rest is spoken amiss, and yet must
said against me for holding th_s opimon w'dl !he ascribed to the apostle. But if you restore
be found to have been really sav.t against h_m- !the supposmtm on which the rest depends_
self, who is proved to entertain the view. iand place as the hypothesis from which you
For he shows herein by how great force on start, "There is no resurrection of the deadp '_
the side of truth he is overcome, when he then the conclusion will follow rightly, "Then
cannot find any other door of escape except _sChrist not risen, and our preaching is vain,
to pretend that it was I who entertained the and your froth is also vain," with all the rest
views which really are h_s own. Just as if that Is appended to it. And all these state-
those whom the apostle confutes for maintain- ments of the apostle are wise and good, since
ing that there was no resurrection from the whatever evil they have in them is to be ira-
dead, were to wish to bring an accusatmn puted to those who denied the resurrection of
against the same apostle, on the ground that the dead. In the same manner also, in my
he said, "Then is Christ not risen," and to iepistle, take away my supposition, If every
maintain that the preaching of the apostle was one ts born again m sptrttual grace of the

vmn, and the faith of those who believed in it Isame character as he by whom he is baptized_
was also vain, and that false witnesses were and if, when the man who baptizes is genu-
found against God in those who had said that mely and manifestly good, he does of himtmlf
He raised up Christ from the dead. This is give faith, he is the origin and root and head
what Petilianus wished to do to me, never of him who is beingborn again; butwhenthe
expecting that any one could read what I had baptizer ts a wicked man, and undetected in
written, which he could not answer, though his wickedness, then each man who is hap.
very anxious that men should believe hlm to tized receives his faith from Christ, derives
have answered it. But just as, ffany one had his origin from Christ, is rooted in Chri_ -.
done this to the apostle, the whole calumni- makes his boast in Christ as his Head:--take
ous accusation would have recoiled on the away, I say, this hypothesis, on which all
head of those who made it so soon as the en. that follows depends, and there remains a
tire passage in his epistle was read, and the saying of the worst description which mutt
preceding words restored, on which any one fairly be ascribed to me, viz., that all who are
who reads them must perceive that those baptized should desire that they should haw
which I have quoted depend, in the same _fmthless men to baptize them, and be _ ,-_
way, so soon as the preceding words of my
epistle are restored, the accusation which __cot.,v, x_-ts. , : _
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rant of their faithlessness. For however good 'jto be baptized on the man by whom they are
men they may have to baptize them, Christ is tbaptized, and if you maintain, as Petilianus
incomparably better, who will then be the wrote, that the man who baptizes is the origin
Head of the baptized, if the baptizer be a and root and head of him that is baptized; if
faithless man, but undetected.' But let the you receive as the good tree the good man
statements that you make be restored, and who baptizes, and as his good fruit the man
then it will forthwith be found that this which who has been baptized by him; then you put
depends upon .it and follows in close connec- it into our heads to ask from what origin he
tion from it is not my sentiment, and that any springs, from what root he shoots up, to what
evil which it contains is retorted on the opm- head he ts joined, from what tree he is born,
ion which you maintain. In like manner, who is baptized by an undetected bad man ?
take away the supposition, If the good bap- For to this inquiry belongs also the following,
tizer is the good tree, so that he whom he has to which I have over and over again main-
baptized is his good fruit, and if, when the tained that Petilianus has given no reply: By
character of an evil tree is concealed, then any what means is a man to be cleansed who re-
one that has been baptized by it is born, not ceives baptism while he is Ignorant of the
of it, but of Chrlst,--take away this hypothe- siam upon the conscience of him that g_ves
sis, which you were compelled to confess had but not m holiness ? for this conscience of him
its origin in your sect and in the letter of, that gives, or of him that gives m hohness.
Petilianus, and the mad conclusion which foJ- Petihanus wishes to be the origin, root, head,
lows from it will be mine, to be ascribed to seed, tree from which the sanctification of the
me alone, Then they are justified with greater baptized has its existence,--springs, begins,
holiness who are baptized by undetected ew] sprouts forth, is born.
men, than they who are baptxzed by men that
are genuinely and manifestly good. _ But CHAr. 48.---58. When we ask, therefore,
restore the hypothesis on which this depends, by what means the man is to be cleansed
and you will at once see both that I have whom you do not baptize again in your corn-
been right in making this statement for your munion, even whtn it has been made clear
correction, and that all that with good reason that he has been baptized by some one who,
dispIeases you in this opimon has recoiled on account of some concealed iniquity, did
upon your own head. not at the time possess the conscience of one

that gives in hohness, what answer do you
CttAP. 47_57. Furthermore, in like man- intend to make, except that he is cleansed by

ner as those who demed the resurrection of Clmst or by God. although, indeed, Christ is
the dead could in no way defend themselves Himself God over atI, blessed for ever, 3or
from the evil consequences which the apostle by the Holy Spirit, since He too is Himself
proved to follow from thew premises, in order God. 1-ecause th_s Trinity of Persons is one
to refute their error, saying, "Tl_en is not God ? Whence Peter, after saying to a man,
Christ raised," with the other conclusions of "Thou hast dared to tie to the Holy Ghost,"
similar atrocity, unless they changed their immediately went on to add x_hat was the
opimons, and acknowledged that there was a nature of the Holy Ghost, saying, "Thou hast
resurrection of the dead; so is it necessary not lied unto men, but unto God. ''4 Lastly.
that you should change your opinion, and even if you were to say that he was cleansed
cease to rest on maza the hope of those who and purified by an _ngel when he is unac-
are baptized, if you do not wish to have ira- quainted with the pollution in the conscience
puted to you what we say for your refutation of him that gives but not in holiness, take
and correction, that they are justified with notice that it is said of the saints, when they
greater holiness who are baptized by unde- shall have risen to eternal hfe, that they shall
tected evil men than those that are baptized then be equal to the angels of God. 5 Any
by men that are genuinely and manifestly one, therefore, that is cleansed even by an
good. For if you make your first assertion, angel is cleansed with greater holiness than
see what I say, unless some one shall sup- if he were cleansed by any kind of conscience
press this a second time, and make out that I of man. Why then are you unwilling that it
have entertained the opinion which I quote should be said to you, If cleansing is wrought
for your refutation and correction. See what by the hands of a man when he is genuinely
I lay down as my premis_, from which hangs and manifestly good; but when the man is
the statement which I shall subsequently evil, but undetected in his wickedness, then
make: If you rest the hope ot_those who are since he has not the conscience of one that

x See Pook I. c. 6, 7, _ See Book I, c. 8, ¢. 3 Rom. ix, 5 4 Acts v. 3, 4.. S Mat_ xxll. _o.
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gives in holiness, it is no longer he, but God, of water hv the word." * Here you see that
or an angel, that cleanses; therefore they who Christ sancttfies; here you see that Christ also
are bapuzed by undetected evil men are justi- Himself washes, Himself purifies with the
fled with greater holiness tilan those who are self-same washin= of water by the word,
baptized by men that are genuinely and maul- wherein the ministers are seen to do their
festly good ? And if this onmmn ]s d_spleas, iwork m the body. Let no one, therefore,
ing to you, as in reality it'ought to be din- iclaim unto illmscll wimt is of GOd. The hope
pleasing to ever 3, one, then take away the of men is only suzc wuen it is fixed on Him
source from .whmh. it. sprm_so, correct the 'who cannot decewe, since "Cursed be every
premiss to whmh it is md]ssolublyhound; for one that trusteth m man, ''4 and "Blessed is
if these do not precede as hypotheses, tt_e that man that maketh the Lord H,s trust."*
other will not follow as a conse_tuence . For the faithful steward shall receive as his

',reward eternal hie; but the unfaithful steward,
CHAP. 49---59" DO not therefore any long-iwhen he dispenses his lord's provisions to his

er say, "The conscience of one that gwes m. fellow-servants, must in no wise be conceived
hohness is what we look for to cleanse the'to make the provisions useless by his own
conscience of the recipient," lest you he'unfaithfulness. For the I.ord says, "What-
asked, Wimn a stain on the conscience of the soever they b_d you observe, that _bserve and
giver is concealed, who cleansc._ the conscl- do; but ¢1_ not _'e after their works. ''_ And
ence of the rec]pmnt ? And when you shall 'thts is therefore the injunction that is given
have answered, Either God or an angel (since us ag:finst ewl stewards, that the good t.fings
there is no other answer which you possibly of (;od should be rece,ved at their hamls, but
can make), titan should follow a consequence _that _e should beware of their own evil life,
whereby you would be c(,_f_mmled: Those Iby rc:t_on of ltb unlikeness to what they thus
then are justified w_th gren_cr hohness who:thst)cnse.
are baptized by undetected ewl men, so as to

be cleansed by God or by an angel, than I Cuav. 5o._6o. But if it is clear that Peti.
those who are baptmed t,y men who are genu- i lianus has made no answer to those first words
inely and manifestly good. wire cannot be _of my epxstle, anti that, when he has endear-
compared with God or wtth the angels. Ih]t ored to make an answer, he has shown all the
prevml upon yourselves to say what is stud 1)y_more clearly how incapable he was of answer-
Truth and by the Catholic Church, tiaat not,rag, want shall I say in respect of those pot-
only when the minister of baptism is ewl, but ],ms of my wrmngs which he has not even
also when he ts holy and good, hope zs sttll attempted to answer, on which he has not
not to be placed in man, but m Him t aat jt_st_- touc aed at all ? And yet if any one shall be
fieth the ungodly, in whom if any man beheve, iwdl,ng to review their character, having in his
his faith ]s counted for rlgiateousness.' For itx_ssesston both my writings and those of
when we say, Christ baptizes, we do not mean. Petihanus, I think he will understand by what
by a visible mimstry, as Petihanus believes, !confirmatmn they are supported. And that
or would have men think that he beheves, to , I may show you thin as shortly as I can, I
be our meaning, but by a hidden grace, by a would beg you to call to mind the proofs that
hidden power in the Holy Splat, as it is said were advanced from holy Scripture, or refresh
of Him by John the Baptist, "The same isyour memory by reading both what he has
He which baptmeth with the Holy Ghost." _i brought forward as against me, and what I
Nor has He, as Petlhanus says, now ceased to have brought forward in my answer as against
baptize; but He still does it, not by any min- you, and see how I have shown that the pas-
istry of the body, but by the invisible working sages which he has brought forward are an.
of His majesty. For in that we say, He tagonistic not to me, but rather to yourselves;
Himself baptizes, we do not mean, He Him- whilst he has altogether failed to touch those
self hotos and dips in the water the bodies of which I brought forward as especially nece_.
the believers; but He Htmself invisibly s'try, and in that one passage of the apostle
cleanses, and that He does tothe whote Church which he has endeavored to make use of u
without exception. Nor, indeed, may we though it favored him, you will see how he
refuse to believe the words of the Apostle found himself without the mea_ns of making
Paul, who says concerning Him, "Husbands, his escape.
love your wives, even as Chris. also loved the 6i. For the portion of this epistle which he
Church, and gave Himself for it, that He wrote to his adherents--from the beginning
might sanctify and cleanse it with the washing, down to the passage in which he says, "This

Elfl_ v. '5, $6. 4 Jet. xviL _.
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is the commandment of the Lord to us, 'When sea, and from the river unto the ends of the
they persecute you in this city, flee ye into earth;"" and, "I shall give Theethe heathen
another;' ' and if they persecute you in that for Thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts
also, flee ye to a third"ncame first into my of the earth for Thy possession; ''= and that
hands, and to it I made a reply; and when the covenant of God made with Abraham may
this reply of ours had fallen, in turn, into his be quoted in behalf of our, that is, of the
hands, he wrote in answer to it this which I Catholic communion, in which it is written,
am now refuting, showing that he has made "In thy seed shall all nations of the earth be
no reply to mine. In that first portion, there- blessed;"z3 which seed the apostle interprets,
fore, of his writings to which I first replied, saying, "And to thy seed, which is Christ." '4
these are the passages of Scripture which he Whence it is evident that in Christ not only
conceives tobeopposed to us: "Every good Africans or Africa, but all the nations
tree bringeth forth good fruit, but a corrupt through which the Catholic Church is spread
tree bringeth forth evil fruit. Do men gather abroad, should receive the blessing which was
grapes of thorns?" _ And again: "A good prom:sed so long before. And that the chaff
man, out of the good treasure of ILls heart, is to be with the wheat even to the time of the
bringeth forth good things; and an evil man, last winnowing, that no one may excuse the
out of the evil treasure, bringeth forth evil sacrilege of his own separation from the
things. ''3 And again: "When a man is bap- Church by calumnious accusations of other
tized by one that is dead, his washing profit- men's offenses, if he shall have left or desert-
eth him nothing. ''4 From these passages he ed the communion of all nations; and to show
is anxious to show that the man who is bap- that the society of Christians may not be
tized is made to partake of the character of divided on account of evil ministers, that is,
him by whom he is baptized; I, on the other evil rulers in the Church, I further quoted
hand, have shown in what sense these pas- the passage, "All whatsoever they bid you
sages should be received, and that they could observe, that observe and do; but do not ye
in no wise aid his view. But as for the other after their works; for they say and do not. '''_
expressions which he has used against ewl With regard to these passages of holy Script-
and accursed men, I have sufficiently shown ure which I advanced to prove my points., he
that they are applicable to the Lord's wheat, neither showed how they ought to be other-
dispersed, as was foretold and promised, wise interpreted, so as to prove that they
throughout the world, and that they might neither made for us nor against you, nor was
rather be used by us against you. Examine he willing to touch them in any way. Nay,
them again, and you will find It so. his whole object was conld it have been

62. But the passages which I have advanc- achieved, that by the tumultuous outpouring
ed to assert the truth of the Catholic Church, of his abuse, it might never occur to any one
are the following: As regards the question of at all, who after reading my epistle might have
baptism, that our being born again, cleansed, been willing to read his as well, that these
justified by the grace of God, should not be things had been said by me
ascribed to the man who administered the
sacrament, I quoted these: "It is better to C_AP. 5L--63 . Next, listen fo. a short
trust in the Lord than to put confidence in time to the kind of way in which he has tried
man:" 5 and "Cursed beevery one that trust- to use, in his own behalf, the passages which
eth inman; "_ and that, "Salx, ation belongeth I had advanced from the writings of the
unto the Lord;" 7 and that, "Vain is the help Apostle Paul. "For you asserted," he says,
of man; "'8 and that, "Neither is he that "that the Apostle Paul finds fault with those
planteth anything, neither he that watereth, who used to say that they were of the Apostle
but God that giveth the increase;" 9 and that Paul, saying, 'Was Paul crucified for you ? or
He in whom men believe justifieth the ungod- were ye baptized in the name of Paul ?' "_
ly, that his faith may be counted to him for Wherefore, if they were in error, and would
righteousness." But in behalf of the unity of have perished had they not been corrected,
the Church itself, which is spread abroad because they wished to be of Paul, what
throughout all the world, with which you do hope can there possibly be for those who have
not hold communion, I urged that the follow- wished to be of Donatus ? For this is their
ing passages were prophesied of Christ: that sole object, that the origin, and root, and
6'He shall have dominion also from sea to head of him that is baptized should be none

other t_han he by whom he is baptized."_

z Matt. x, _3, m Matt. vii. zT, t6. 3 Matt. xli. 35,
• E_uL xxxiv, _$. Se_ Book I. c. 9, to, z_ Ps_ lxxiL 8. t_ Ps. il. 8, t_ C,en. x_6L xg.
SPLcx_ili, g. 6Jer. xvil. 5. 7l_iii. 8. tcGal, tik t6. _blatt, xXhio 3. _xCor. i. x3.
_PL It,. at. 9t Cot'. iiL 7. xo ]*Xom. iv. S, x7 See Book I. cc. 3, 4, 4, 5.
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These words, and this confirmation from the in fighting against the unity of Christ, who
writings of the apostle, he has quoted from was crucified for you, and in whose name you
my epistle, and he has proposed to himself were baptized.
the task of refuting them. Go on then, I beg
of you, to see how he has fulfilled the task. CHAP. 52.--64, But if you wish to see tl_t
For he says, "This assertion is meaningless, the object of Petilianus in his writings r_jdly
and inflated, and childish, and foolish, attd was to prove "that the origin) and root) and
something very far from a true exposition of head of him that is baptized is none other
our faith. For you would only be right m than he by whom he is baptized," and that
asserting this, if we were to say, We have lthts has not been asserted by me without
been baptized in the name of I)onatus, or meaning, or chil=lishly, or foolishly, review
Donatus was crucified for us, or we have been the begnming of the epistle itself to which I
baptized in our own name. But since such made mv re fly, or rather pay careful attem,

_nad to bring such accusatlonsagainst its. Or ithe recipient; for lie who has received his
if you think that we have been baptized ,n the faith from one that is faithless, receives not
name of Donatus. or in our own name, you! faith but guilt." And as though some one
are miserably deceived, and at the same time i had said to him, Whence do you derive your
confess in your sacrilege that you on your I proof of this? he goes on to say, "For every.
part defile your wretched selves in the name thing has its existence from a source and root;
of C_ecilianus." This is the answer which and if nnythmg has not a head, it is nothing;
Petihanus has made to those arguments of nor does anything well confer a new birth)
mine, not supposmg_or rather making anoise unless it be born again of good seed. And
that no one might suppose--that he has this being so, brethren, what perversity must
made no answer at all which could bear in arty it be to maintain that lie who ts guilty by
way upon the question which is under dis- reason of hi_ own offenses should make an,
cussion. For who could fail to see that this other free from guilt; whereas our Lord
witness of the apostle has been adduced by Jesus Christ says, 'A good treebringeth forth
us with all the more propriety, xn that you do lgood frnit: d,.) men gather grapes of thorns ?'
not say that you were t_apt_zed ix] the namel And a_ain, 'A good matt, out of the good
of Donatus, or that Donatus was crucified for itreasure of his -heart, bringeth forth good
gnu, and vet sep,_,rate yourselves from the things; and nn evil man, out of the evil treas,
communion of the Cathohc Church out of iurc, brmgeth forth evil things.' And again,
respect to the party of Donatus; as also those I 'Wi_en a man is baptized by one that is dead,
whom Paul was rebuking certainly did not say _lus washing profiteth hint nothing.' '. You
that they had been baptized in the name of¢ see to what end all these things ten(l_ viz._
Paul, or that Paul has been crucified for them, I ttmt the conscience of him that gives in holl-
and yet they were making a schism in the I hess (lest any one, by receiving his faith from
name of Paul. As therefore in their case, for ! one that is faithless, should receive not faith

........... _d anti wllo but ,zutlt_ should be itself the origin, and root,whom t_nrtst, not t-auI, was cgtlct.c , , _ .
were baptized in the name of Christ, not of anti head, and seed of him that is baptized.
Paul, and who vet said, "I am of Paul," the' For, wishing to prove that the conscience of
rebuke is used'with all the more propriety, _one that gives in holiness is what we look for
"Was Paul crucified for.you ? or were ye bap- _to cleanse the con_ence of the recipient, and
tized in the name of Paul ?" to make them't:l t he receives not froth but guilt, who wit.
chn to Him who was crucified for them, and itingly receives his faith from one that is faiLh°

" g ....... -1 and not less he has added immediately afterwards)
in whose name they were oapuzeu, , I,,..' .... t.:__ t._. ,_,. .._;**.._.,,_ _-_ n
be mlt of division in the name ux _._,, -- )
• g Y ....... ,._ _w_ Do.natusi source, and roo_; and if anything b_ not It

name of Donatus. is useo
positely, because you do not say, We were good seed." And for fear that any one
baptized in the name of Donatus, and yet should be so dull as still not to understand
desire to be of the party of Donatus. For that in each ease he is speaking of tim matt
you know that it was Christ who was crucified by whom a person is baptized, he exptains
for you, and Christ in whose name you were this afterwards, and says, "This being m)
baptized; and yet, out of respect to the name brethren, what perversity must it be to mitt*
and party of Donatus, you show such obstinacy tain ttm he who is guilty by reason of his owrt
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offenses should make another free from guilt; is the root of the Christian," he wipes out
waereas our Lord Jesus Christ says, 'A good what he had said before, "that the conscience
tree brmgeth forth good fruit: do men gather of one that gives in holiness is the origin, and
grapes of thorns ?'" And lest, by some in- root, and head of the recipient." The truth,
credible stupidity of understanding, the hearer therefore, has prevailed, so that the man wuo
or seer should be blind enough not to see is desirous to receive the baptism of Christ
that he is speaking of the man that baptizes, should not rest his hope upon the man who
he adds another passage, where he actually administers the sacrament, but should ap-
specifies the man. "And again," he says, proach in all security to Christ Himself, as
" 'A good man, out of the good treasure of to the source which is not changed, to the
his heart, bringeth forth good things; and an root which is not plucked up, to the head
evil man, out of the evil treasure, bringeth which is not cast down.
forth evil things;' and again, 'When a man is
baptized by one that is dead, his washing pro- CHAP. 53.--65. Then who is there that
fiteth him nothing.'" Certainly it is now could fall to perceive from what a vein of
plain, certainly he needs no longer any in- conceit it proceeds, that in explaining as it
terpreter, or disputant, or demonstrator, to were the declaration of the apostle, he says,
show that the object of his party is to prove " He who said, ' I planted, Apollos watered,
that the origin, and root, and head of him but God gave the increase,' surely meant
that is baptized is none other than he by whom nothing else than this, that ' I made a man a
he is baptized. And yet, being overwhelmed catechumen in Christ, Apollo baptized him;
by the force of truth, and as though forget- God confirmed what we had done?'" Why
fut of what he had said before, Petlhanus ac- then d_d not Petilianus add what the apostle
knowledges afterwards to me that Christ is added, and I especially took pains to quote,
the origin and root of them that are regener- " So then neither is he that planteth anything,
ate, and the Head of the Church, and not any neither he that watereth; but God that glvetn
one that may happen to be the dispenser and the increase ''_ And if he be wilhng to inter-
minister of baptism. For hawng said that pret this on the same principle as what he has
the apostles used to baptize in the name of set down above, it follows beyond ail doubt,
Christ, and set forth Christ as the founda- that neither is he that baptlzeth anything but
tion of their faiti_, to make men Christians, God that giveth the increase. For what mat-
and being fain to prove this, too, by passages ter does it make in reference to trle question
and examples from holy Scripture, just as now before us, in what sense it has been
though we were denying it, he says, "Where said, " I planted, Apollos watered."_
is now that voice, from which issued the noise whether it is really to be taken as equzvalent
of those minute and constant petty question- to hls saying, " I made a catechumen, Apollos
ings, wherein, in the spirit of envy and self- baptized him;" or whether there be any other
conceit, you uttered many involved sayings truer and more congruous understanding of
about Christ, and for Christ, and in ChnsL m it ?_for in the mean time, according to his
opposition to the rashness and haughtiness of own interpretation of the words, neither is he
men ? Lo, Christ is the origin, Christ is the that makes the catechumen anything, neither
head, Christ is the root of the Christian." he that baptizes, but God that gives the m-
When, therefore, I heard this, what could I crease. But there is a great difference be-
do but give thanks to Christ, who had corn- tween confirming what another does, and do-
pelled the man to make confession ? All ing anything oneself. For He who gives the
those things, therefore, are false which he increase does not confirm a tree or a vine,
said in the beginning of his epistle, when he but creates it. For by that increase it comes
wished to persuade us that the conscience of to pass that even a piece of wood planted in
one that gives in holiness must be looked for the ground produces and estabhshes a root;
to cleanse the conscience of the recipient; and by that increase it comes to pass that a seed
that when one has wittingly received his faith cast into the earth puts forth a shoot. But
from one that is faithless he receives not faith why should we make a longer dissertation on
butguflt. For,wishing as it were to show clear- this point? It is enough that, according to
ly how much rested in the man that baptizes, Petihanus himself, neither he that maketh a
he had added what he seems to think most catechumen, nor he that baptizes, is any-

weighty proofs, saying "For everything has its thing, but God that gives the increase. But
existence from a source and root; and if any- when would Petilianus say this, so that we
thing has not a head, it is nothing." But after- should understand that he meant, Neither is
wards, when be says what we also say, ,c Lo,
Christ is the origin, Christ is the head, Cbrist __co_._u.6, 7.
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Donatus of Carthage anything, neither Janu- Citer,. 55- --67- A minister, tlxerefore, that
arms, neither Petilianus? When would the is a dispenser of the word and sacrametlt of
swelling of his pride permit him to say th_s, the gospel, zf lie is a good man, becomes a
which now causes ttle man to think lumself to', tellow-partner in the working of the gospel;
be something, when he is nothing, deceiving tbut if lit is a bad man, he does not therefore
himself ?' cease to be a d|spenser of the gosl_l. For if

.. lhe is good, he does it of his own free wilt;
CHAP. 54.--66. Finally, again, a |lttle after-, but if lie is a bad man,_that is, one who

wards, when he resolved and was firmly pur- seeks hL_ own and not the things of Jesus
posed, as it were, to reconsider oilce more Cimst,--he does it unwillingly, for the sake
thewords of the apostlewhicn he had brought of other things which he is seeking Mter.
up against him, he was unwllhng to set ,.|owi_ See, however, what the _me alx)stle has tmid:
this that I had said, preferring something else , • . * ' , " "'I' l,or tf I do this thmgwdhngly, he says,
in which by some means or other the sx_elhng _have a reward; but tf against my will, a dispen.
of human pride aught find means to breathe. *,hat,oft ot the gospel _scomnutted unto me;" s
"' For to reconmder," he says, _' those words Iab tlmugh lit' were to say, If 1, be|ng good,
of the apostle, on whmh you founded an argu-:announce what is gt_od, I atta,n nnt¢_ it also
ment against us; he stud, _What _s Apotlo_. ! myself, but if, being evd, 1 antlounce it, yet
what is Paul, save only ministers of ttmt m_ 1 _nmounce what _._good. For has he in any
whom ye have believed ?'-_ What else, for cx- way sant, It 1 d¢_ it against my will, then shall
ample, does he say to all of us than this, 1 i{ot be a d_penser nf the gospelt Peter
What is Donatus of Carthage, what _s Janu-and the other dlseq_les announce the good
arlus, what is Petilianus. save only ministers tidings, a._being good themselves. Judas did
of Him in whom ye have beheved _" 1 thd it agmn_t h_s _tll, but vet, when lie was sent,
not bring forward tills passage of the apostle, he ann.m_,'ed it in c_'mmlon with the rest.
but I did bring forward that which hc ha_ l'hcv h:_vu a rc_ard; to him a dtspensattort
been unwilhng to quote, "Neither he t!mt (_f tf_e gf}bl_el w:t._eommtttt'd. But they who
planteth is anything, neither hc that x_,m:r- receo:ed tile go._pel ;it the mouth of all those
eth; but God that g_veth the increase." But wltne_se% tould not be cleansed and justified
Petihanus was willing to insert those words ot iby lima tlmt planted, or hy him that watered,
the apostle, in which he asks what _s l'.ml, 1but by ttm_ ahme that gives the increase. For
and what _s Apollos, and answers that '" "l'hev
are ministers of Him m whom ye have be -inelther are we going to say that Judas didnot bairn/e, seeing that lie was still among
heved." This the muscles of the hereto's neck i the ¢hs¢zples wt_en that wilich is written was
could bear; bit• he was wlmhy una _tCto. '- : , ca-. bcmg :u'comt_hsht'd, " |estis tl_mself baptized
duretheother,tm whtchtheal )ostledl'dn''t aSk in,)t. I,ut tt,b ,hsc,l,les. ;'_ Are we to suppose
and answer what he was, but sam that he was _that, because he had not betrayed Christ,
nothing. But now I am wllhng to ask x_het let : t mrefore he who had the bag, and bare what
_t be true that the minister of C_mst _s nr_th- was put thereto,: was still enabled to dispense
my. Who will say so much as this ? In what grace without prcludice to those who received
sense, therefore, _s it true that Neither i it, though he could not lie an upright guar-
he that planteth anything, neither tie that. dmn of tim m,neyentrusted to his care? Or
watereth, but God that glveth the increase,'" _f he dM not baptize, at any rate we must ac-
except that he who _s something m one point' knowledge th:_t he preaci_ed the gospel. But
of view may be nothing m another _ For min-. _f you consider this a trifling functmn, and of
istering and dispensing the word and sacra-,no imp,,rtance, me what yot_ must think of
ment he is something, but for purifying andth e AI_)stte Paul h,mself, who sai(l_ "For
justifying he is nothmg, seeing that thl,,, iS.Christ sent me not to baptize, but to preach
not accomplished in the tuner man, except by t the uospel." _ To this we may add, that ac-
Him by whom the whole man was created, {cortgng to this, Apollos begins to.be more

and who whde He remamed God was made Paul, who planted by preaching the gospel_
man,--by H_m, that is, of whom it was satcl, I_mp°rtant' who waterea t)y napttzmg, tnan

Yurif ing their hearts by faith;"' and " Tol ¢hnmrh Paul claims to himself the relation
him th_£ believeth on Him that justifieth the _'o'f"fa_h'ertowards the Corinthians in'virtue of
unzodlv ''_ And this temmony Petilianustthis very act, and does not grant this title to
ha_' ho_.n willine to set forth in my words, tthose who came to them after him. For he
whilst in h_s own he has neither handled ,t, Isays, " Fhough ye have ten thousand t struc-
nor even touched it. : tots m Cimst, yet have ye not many fathers;

_ John _v _,.
z Gal. v_ 3- I _ - Cr,r t_, iT. _-t (.,or, t. iT.
2 _l'Ii_.ttr¢ ¢]u$ CU[ crca2d/stt*, See I Cot l'_ t, 2 7 _,sr_r_ x,t

.ACTSXV, 9" l I'_ortl ,_ - ._•
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for inChrist Jesus I have begotten you through the gospel, which is Christ's, but so that a
thegospel._ z Hesays, '_I have begotten you" minister also may call it his in virtue of his
to the same men to whom he says in another office of administering it, can be received by
place, "I thank God that I baptized none of a man even at the hands of an evil minister
you but Crispus and Gaius, and I baptized without danger to himself, if he does accord-
also the household of Stephanus. ''_ He had ing to what he says, and not after the exam-
begotten them, therefore, not through himself, pte of what he does, how much more may any
but through the gospel. And even though he one who comes m good faith to Christ receive
had been seeking his own, and not the things without fear of contagion from an evil min-
or Jesus Christ, and had been doing this un- ister the baptism of Christ, which none of the
wi!lingly, so as to receive no reward for him- apostles so administered as to dare to call
self, yet he would have been dispensing the it his own ?
treasure of the Lord; and this, though evil
himself, he would not have been making evil CHAP. 57.--69. Furthermore, if, while I
or useless to those who received it well. have continued without intermission to prove

how entirely the passages of Scripture which
CHAP. 56.--68. And if this is rightly Petilianus has quoted against us have failed

said of the gospel, with how much greater to hurt our cause, he himself has in some
certainty should it be said of baptism, which cases not touched at all what I have quoted,
belongs to the gospel in such wise, that with- and partly, when he has endeavored to handle
out it no one can reach the kingdom of heaven, them, has shown that the only thing that he
and with it only if to the sacrament be added could do was to fail in finding an escape from
righteousness ? For He who said, " Except them, you require no long exhortation or ad-
a man be born of water and of the Spirit, he vice in order to see what you ought to main-
cannot enter into the kingdom of God," 3 said tain, and what you should avoid. But it may
Himself also, " Except your righteousness be that this has been the kind of show that
shall exceed the righteousness of the scribes he has made in dealing wxth the testimony of
and Pharisees, ye shall in no case enter into holy Scrtpture, but that he has not been with-
the kingdom of heaven."4 The form of the out force in the case of the documentary evl-
sacrament is given through baptism, the form dence found in the records of the schism it-
of righteousness through the gospel. Neither self. Let us then see in the case of these
one without the other leads to the kingdom too, though it is superfluous to inquire into
of heaven. Yet evenmen of inferior learning them after testimony from the word of God,
can baptize perfectly, but to preach the gospel what he has quoted, or what he has proved.
perfectly is a task of much greater difficulty For, after pouring forth a violent invective
and rarity. Therefore the teacher of the against /ra&'/ors, and quoting loudly many
Gentiles, that was superior in excellence to passages against them from the holy books
the majority, was sent to preach the gospel, themselves, he yet said nothing which could
not to baptize; because the latter could be prove his opponents to be /ra_'tors. But I
done by many, the former only by a few, of quoted the case of Silvanus of Cirta, who held
whom he was chief. And yet we read that his own see some little time before himself,
he said in certain places, "My gospel; "s but who was expressly declared in the Municipal
he never called baptism either his, or any Chronicles to have been a traditor while he
one's else by whom it was administered. For was yet a sub-deacon. Against this fact he
that baptism alone which John gave is called did not venture to whisper a syllable. And
John's baptism. _ This that man received as yet you cannot fail to see how strong the
the special pledge of his ministry, that the )ressure was which must have been urging
preparatory sacrament of washing should him to reply, that he might show a man, who
even be called by the name of him by whom was his predecessor, not only one of his party,
it was administered; whereas the baptism but a partner, so to speak, m his see, to have
w'h_ the disciples of Christ administered been innocent of the crime of delivering up
was never called by the name of any one of the sacred books, especially as you rest the
_m, that _t should be understood to be His whole strength of your cause on the fact that
alone of_1_om it is said, "Christ loved the you give thenameof lradilor to allwhom you
Church, and gave Himself for it, that He either pretend or believe to have been the suc-
might sanctify and cleanse it with the wash- cessors of traditors in the path of their com-
ing df ?water by the word." 7 If, therefore, reunion. Although, then, the very exigencies

of your cause would seem to compel him to un-
•, co_. iv.xs. , xco_.i. _4,_6. 3Johni_. S. dertake the defence of a citizen even of Rus-
,t Matt. v. _ I__ Tim. n, 8. ¢ Acts xi_ 3-

_:. _'Eph.v. _$.a6. sicadia, or Calama, or any other city of your
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party, whom I should declare to be a _a_'_r, closed. What if the holy and true Church o_

on the authority ot the Municipal Chronicles, Christ were to convince and overcome you_
yet he did not open his mouth even in defense even if we held no documents in support o
of his own predecessor. For what reason, ex- our cause, or only such as were false_ whih_
cept that he could not find any mist dark you had possession of some genuine proof
enough to deceive the minds of even the slow- delivery of the sacred books, what would then
est and sleepiest of men ? For what could he remain for you, except that, if you would,
have said, except that the charges brought you should show your love of I_ace_ or other-
against Silvanus were false ? But we quote wise should hold your tongues ? For what-
the words of the Chronicles, both as to tne l ever in that case you might bring forward in
date of the fact, and as to the time of the m. evidence, I should be able to say with the
formation laid before Zenoph]lus the ex-con- greatest ease and with the most perfect truth,
sul.* And how could he remst thlg evidence, that then you are bound to prove as much to
being encompassed on every rode by the most the full and Catholic unity of the Church,
excellent cause of the Cathohcs, while )'ours already spread abroad and estmblished
was bad as bad could be ? For whlch reason throughout so many nations, to the end that

' • i within and that th_
I quote these words from my eplstle to which l)°u should rema n.... , .....
he would faro be thought to have replied in ! whom you convact snoum De expelleu. And
this which I am now refuting, that you ma)'_l if you have endeavored to do this, c_rtainly
see for yourselves how impregnable the post-_you have not been able to make good your
tion must be against which he has been able '.proof; and, being vanquished or enraged_ you
to find no safer weapon than sdence, have separated yourselves, with all the hein-

ous gudt of sacrdege, from the guiltless men

CHA_. 58._7o. For when he quoted a lwhocould not condemn on insufficient proof.
passage from the gospel as making against I But if you have not even endeavored to do
us, where our Lord says, " They wall come to flus, then with most accursed and unnatural
you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are _bhndness you have cut yourselves off from

1 es" e shall know them by their _.the wheat of Christ, which grows throughout
ravening wo v ' Y _ -_ _=icl " Then let us _H_s whole fiehls, that is, throughout the whole
Irnlts, =--I answeretl anu .... , .......

conslder their frmts; " and then I at oucelworld until the end, because you have taken
went on to add the following words: "Vou _offense at a few tares in Africa. ''_ To this,

n u a amst them their delivery of the ilwhlch I have quoted from my former epistle,
brig p g ............ ur-e with! Petdianus has made no answer .whatsoever.

KS II11S vet _ C_ialg_ w_sacrea DOO . ) , --_ ., -, .... -,_ YOU see that m these few

_reater probabihty against tt_elr accuSe_olwor_Js_(s'como"r/se_t Jthe whole question which
themselves. And not to carry our searcu to _ _"
far: in the same city of Constantma, your _s at issue between us. For what should he
predecessors ordained Silvanus bishop at the endeavor to say, when, whatever course he
very outset of his schism. He, while he was chose, he was sure to be defeated ?
still a sub-deacon, was most unmistakably 7L For when documents are brought for-
entered as a [rctdzYor m the arcmves of the ward relating to the lradt'tors, both by us
city. If you, on your side, bring forward against the men of your party, and by you
documents against our predecessors, all that against the men of our party, (if indeed any
we ask is equal terms, that we should either really are brought forward on your sid¢, for
believe both to be true, or both to be false, to th_s very day we are left in total ignoran¢_of them; nor indeed can we believe that P6-
If both are true, you are unquestionably
guilty of schism, who have pretended that tilianus would have omitted to insert them in
you avoid offenses in the communion of the his letter, seeing that he has taken so much
whole world, though these were common pains to secure the quotation and insertion of
among you in your own fragmentary sect. those portions of the Chronicles which beat'ou are unques- on the matter in opposition to me),_but still,But a_in. if both are false, y ..... v r.°_,an to say, if such documents _u
tional_lv _uilty of schism, who, on account. O_ _-^_-t_t_orward _th by us and by you,--

the fai_e eha.rges of _oa_u_'_'t_areeo_e_ng _u_ents of whose existence We ar:uwho _
yourselves with me nemou ..... :_norant to this very aay,--sure_y y

h _ut It _¢enave sore=- _ance from the Churc • - ...... _ .... _acknowledge that either both are true, or both
thing to urge in accusation, wm_e you .....e true while/false, or ours true and yours false, or youm
nothing, or ff our chargeSe_rmatter'pfdis-[trueand ours false; for there2 no furth_
yours are false, _t is no _u_,_ "_-s arel alternative that can De _ut_©_,-,-.

n bow thoroughly your mouu_CUSS0 ____.___...--__ | ---------- _ -

• SeeBook1II_.c. Cretca_i_rn_ec_._7.,8. 3'. ]_" I , ,¢_eeBookL¢¢.... n, _r_,,_.
: _ vi_ xS,z6.
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CHAP. 59.NBut according to all these four --its ignorance arising either from the fact
hypothoses, the truth is on the side of the that no one reported the sin to it, or from its
Communion of the Ca_olic Church. For if having given credence, in respect of the in-
both are true, then you certainly should not formation which was given, rather to the
have deserted the communion of the whole judges who took cognizance of the case, than
world on account of men such as you too had to the murmurers who were defeated ? So far
among yourselves. But if both are false, you then, Petilianus deserves all praise, m that,
should have guarded against the guilt of most when he saw that on this point I was absolute-
accursed division, which had not even any ly impregnable, he passed it by in silence.
pretext toallegeof any delivery of the sacred Yet he does not deserve praise for his at-
books. If ours are true and yours are false, tempts to obscure in a mist of words other
you have long been without anything to say points w_/ich were equally impregnable,
for yourselves. If yours are true and ours are which yet he thought could be obscured; or
false, we have been liable to be deceived, in for having put me in the place of his cause,
common with the whole world, not about the when the cause left him nothing to say; while
truth of the faith, but about the unrighteous- even about myself he could say nothing ex-
ness of men. For the seed of Abraham, dis- cept what was either altogether false, or un-
persed throughout the world, was bound to deserving of any blame, or without any bear-
pay attention, not to what you said you knew, ing whatsoever upon me. But, in the mean-
but to what you proved to the judges, time, are you, whom I have made judges
Whence have we any kno_vledge of what was between Petilianus and myself, possessed of
done by those men who were accused byyour discrimination enough to decide in any de-
ancestors, even if the allegations made against gree between what is true and what is false,
them were true, so long as they were held to between what is mere empty swelling and what
be not true but false, either bythe judges who is solid, between what is troubled and what is
took cognizance of the case, or at least by calm, between inflammation and soundness,
the general body of the Church dispersed between divine predictions and human as-

.throughout the world, which was only bound sumptions, between bringing an accusation
to pay heed to the sentence of the judges ? and establishing it, between proofs and tic-
God does not necessarily pardon any human tions, between pleading a cause and leading
guilt that others in the weakness of human one away from it ? If you have such power
judgment fail to discover; yet I maintain that of discrimination, well and good; but if you
no one is rightly deemed guilty for having have it not, we shall not repent of having be-
believed a man to be innocent who was not stowed our pains on you, for even though your
convicted. Howthen do you prove the world heart be not converted unto peace, yet our
to be guilty, merely because it did not know peace shall return unto ourselves.
what possibly was really guilt in the Africans,
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CLUDING WITH A DISCUSSION OF I HE UNPARI)ONABLE NATURE OF THE SIN AGAINST

THE HOLY GHOST. 3

CHAP. I._t. I must express my satisfac-fsaid that the Son was inferior to the Father,
tion, and congratulations, and admiration, :yet they have not denied that He is of the

my son Boniface,' in that, amid all the cares t same substance; whilst the greater part of
of wars and arms, you are eagerly anxious to ]them declare that they hold entirely the same
know concerning the things that are of God. belief rcgard|ng the Father and the Son and
From hence it is clear that in you it isactually the Holy Ghost as is held by the Catholic

a part of your military valor to serve in truth Church. Nor is this the actual question in
the faith whichis inChr, st. To place, there- dispute with them; but they carry on their
fore, briefly before your Grace the difference unhappy strife solely on the question of cons
between the errors of the Arians and the Do- mumon, and in the perversity of their error

natists, the Arians say that the Father, the maintain rebellious hostility against the unity
Son. and the Holy Ghost are different in sub- Iof Christ. But sometimes, as we have heard,
stance; whereas the Donatlsts do not say this, some of them, wtshingto conciliate the Csot_ t

but acknowledge the unity of substance in the since they see that they are not without acet.
Trinity. And if some even of them have rain amount of power, profess to entertain the

same belief as they. But they are refuted
,w.tt_ac.4_7 .... _,.,a • by the authority of their own leaders; for- 2 In Book II. c. xlviit, of his Retractatr.a_, Aug.U ys,

" tt_"t the same tlme'" _a_ that at which _e wrote _ts treatise Donatus himself, of whose party they boa_
D_tlsPe.Z_ i'i'¢'a_ttheyear4xT)" "leoW_tth_ht°w_twee_rethemselves to be, is never said to have heldtim DG Ca_r_:tu_e _gatt_'tarum, for the sak

not _itung that the I>o_tms_ouZ _ _b/mt___t?jt_he"_Tdrd_ this belief.
•. z_ a _._.a,_, a ..a,.,.or. _,_ j_ ...... : ..... =" 2. Let not, however, things llke these dis-

_TvasNO. 5o,--the letter which ts now No 4 m tae appetm_ turb thee, my beloved son. For it is foretold
(]Benedictine} betng formerly lqo. s85.

He handles the same thought m E,#. 03. to US that there must needs be heresies and
4 The _'_lenc_ between Augusfn and Bondace ut hm-

itedto_:'xS_'8oand _ Tb .... teen .m_ter _t_'_ a_e stumbling.blocks, that we my,be instructed
-.-ff-;_...--'For'no_ to Boniface and translatio_ ot z&) aim among our enemies; and that so both our
lind _o, see v_. z O_this series, pp. 552 $73" •
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faith and our love may be the more approved, us; -4 so is His Church made manifest, not in
--our faith, namely, that we should not be Africa alone, as they most impudently yen-
deceived by them; and our love, that we ture in the madness of their vanity to assert,
should take the utmost paros we can to correct but spread abroad throughout the world.
the erring ones themselves; not onlywatching a. For they prefer to the testimonies of
tl_at they should do no injury to the weak, Holy Writ their own contentions, because, in
and that they should be delivered from their the case of Cmcilianus, formerly a bishop of
wicked error, but also praying for them, that the Church of Carthage, against whom they
God would open their understanding, and brought charges which they were and are un-
that they might comprehend the Scriptures. able to substantiate, they separated themselves
For in the sacred books, where the Lord from the Cathohc Church,--that is, from the
Christ is made manifest, there is also His unity of all nations. Although, even if the
Church declared; but they, with wondrous charges had been true which were brought by
blindness, while they would know nothing of them against Cmcilianus, and could at length
Christ Himself save what is revealed in the be proved to us, yet, though we might pro-
Scriptures, yet form their notion of His nounce an anathema upon him even in the
Church from the vanity of human falsehood, grave, s we are still bound not for the sake of
instead of learning what it is on the authority any man to leave the Church, which rests for its
of the sacred books, foundation on divine witness, and is not the

3. They recognize Christ together with us figment of litigious opinions, seeing that it
in that which is written, " They pierced my is better to trust in the Lord than to put
hands and my feet. They can tell all my confidence in man. 6 For we cannot allow
bones: they look and stare upon me. They that if Cmcilianus had erred,--a supposition
part my garments among them, and cast lots which I make without prejudice to his integ-
upon my vesture;" and yet they refuse to rec- rity,--Christ should therefore have forfeited
ognize the Church in that which follows shortly i His inheritance. It is easy for a man to be.
after." "All the ends of the world shall re- lieve of his fellow-men either what is trne or
member, and turn unto the Lord; and all the what is false; but it marks abandoned impu-
kindreds of the nations shall worship before dence to desire to condemn the communion
Thee. For the kingdom is the Lord's; and of the whole world on account of charges al-

He is the Governor among the n_ations." • [leged against a man, of which you cannot es-
They recognize Christ together with us in tablish the truth in the face of the world.
that which is written, " The Lord hath said 5- Whether Caecil!anus was ordained by
unto me, Thou art my Son, this day have I men who had delivered up the sacred books,
begotten Thee;" and they will not recognize I do not know. I did not see it, I heard it
the Church in that which follows: "Ask of only from his enemies. It is not declared to
me, and I shall give Thee the heathen for me in the law of God, or in the utterances

• Thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts of of the prophets, or in the holy poetry of the
the earth for Thy possession. ''_ They rec- Psalms, or in the writings of any one of
ognize Christ together with us in that which Christ's apostles, or in the eloquence of Christ
the Lord Himself says in the gospel, " Thus Himself. But the evidence of all the several
it behoved Christ to suffer, and to rise from scriptures with one accord proclaims the
the dead the third day;" and they will not Church spread abroad throughout the world,
recognize the Church in that which follows: with which the faction of Donatus does not
"And that repentance and remission of sins hold communion. The law of God declared,
should be preached in His name among all "Inthyseed shall all the nations of the earth
nations, beginning at Jerusalem." 3 And be blessed." 7 The Lord said by the mouth
the testimonies in the sacred books are with- of His prophet, '" From the rising of the sun,
out number, all of which it has not been nec- even unto the going down of the same, a
essary for me to crowd together into this book. pure sacrifice shall be offered unto my name:
And in all of them, as the Lord Christ is made for my name shall be great among the hea-
manifest, whether in accordance with His then." 8 The Lord said through the Psalm-
Godhead, in which He is equal to the Father, ist, "He shall have dominion also from sea

• so that, "In the beginning was the Word, and to sea, and from the river unto the ends of
the Word was with God, and the Word was the earth." 9 The Lord said by His aposfle_
God;" or according to the humility of the
flesh which He took upon Him, whereby , oh, i.,,4.

5 _his epistle ttmapt_ucedia thetfth conference of thefifth
'" the Word was made flesh and dwelt among _=_ Synod_ss.*),_ thep_t_s _a_-d, tmt,,,_

Theodoru$ of Mopsuesta could be coudem0ed after his death.
6 Ps. cxvii_. 8. 7 Gea. xx-_ 4.

• i_ lr.'g_ t6-I8, a,, alk 2_ ii. 7, _ 3 Luke xxlv. 46, a7. 8 _tffaf. i. xL _ P$. lxx_, 8.
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_l O " " "

The g spel is come unto you, as it is in all ' read to you, which I believe to he in tl'a_ pos.
the world, and brlngeth forth fruit." * The Isession of my brother and fellow-bishop Op-
Son of God said with His own mouth, "Ye ,tatus; or if he has not a copy, he might ea_|y
shall be witnesses unto me, both in Jerusa- t procure one from the church at S_tih; for _[

J a 'lem, and in all Judea, and m Samana, and ic u well beheve that even that volume will
even unto the uttermost part of the earth."" prove wearisome enough to you from its
C._cilianus, the bishop of the Church of Car- _t lengthiness, amid the burden of your many
thage, is accused w_th the contentiousness of cares

men; theChurch of Christ, established among 7. For the Donatists met with the sm_ae
all nations, is recommended by the voice of, fate as the accusers of the holy Daniel.S Fat"
God. Mere piety, truth, and love forbid us as the hons were turned against them, so the
to receive against Ca_ctlianus the testtmony **lawsby winch they had proposed to crush art
of men whom we do not find in the Church. '_innocent wctlm were turned against the Do-
which has the tesnmony of God; for those natLsts; save that, through the mercy of Christ,
who do not follow the testimony of God have the laws whmh seemed to be opposed to them
forfeited the weight which otl_erwtse would are m reahtv their truest friends; forthrough
attach _o their tesnmony as men. thmr operation many of them have been, and

]are daffy being reformed, and return God
CHAP. z.--6. I would add, moreover, that thanks that they are reformed, and delivered

they themselves, by making it the subject of from their ruinous madness. And those who
an accusation, referred the case of Cmcthanus used to hate are nm_ filled with love; and
to the decision of the Emperor Constantine; now that they have recovered their right minds,
and that, even after the btshops had pro- they congratulate themselves that these most
nounced their judgment,3 finding that they wholesome laves were brought to bear against
could not crush C_ecdianus, they brought them, wtth as much fervencyas in their mad.
him in person before the above-named era- ness they detested them; and are filled with
peror for trial, in the most determined sprat ithe same sp,nt of ardent love towards tho_
of persecutmn. And so they were themselves !who yet remain as ourselves, desiring that we
the first to do what they censure m us, in Ishould strive in hke manner that those with
order that they may deceive the unlearned, lwhom they had been like to perish might
saying that Christians ought not to demand saved. For both the physician is irksome to
any assistance from Chnstian emperors:the raging madman, and a father to his un.
against the enemiesof Christ. And this, too, dtsciphned son,--the former because of the
they did not dare to deny m the conference !restraint, the latter because of the chastise-
which we held at the same time in Carthage: ment wh,ch he inflicts; yet beth are acting in
nay, they even venture to make _ta matter of love. But if they were to neglect their charges
boasting that their fathers had lind a criminal '.and allow them to per,sh, this mistaken kind.
indictment against Czecflianus before the era- _ness would more truly be accounted cruelty.
peror; adding furthermore a lie, to the effect For if the horse and mule, which have no un-
that they had there worsted him, and procured :derstanding, resist with all the force of bites
his condemnation. How then can they be and kicks the efforts of the men who treat
otherwise than persecutors, seeing that when thetr wounds in order to cure them; and yet
they persecuted CmciIianus by their accusa- the men, though they are often exposed to
tions, and were oyercome by him, they sought danger from their teeth and heels, and some_
to claim false glory for themselves by a most times meet with actual hurt, nevertheless do
shameless life; not only considering it no re- not desert them till they restore them to
proach, but glorying in it as conducive to their health through the pain and annoyan_ which
praise, if they could prove that C_ecitianus had the healing process gives,_how much more
been condemned on the accusation of their should man refuse to desert his fellow-mira,
fathers ? But in regard to the manner in or brother to desert his brother, lest he should
which they were overcome at every turn in perish everlastingly, being himself now able
the conference itself, seeing that the records i to comprehend the vastness of the boon
are exceedingly voluminous, and it would be _corded to himself in his reformation, at the
a serious matter to have them read to you iverytime that he complained of suffering per-
while you are occupied in other matters that secutmn ?
are essential to the peace of Rome, perhaps 8. As then the apostle says, "As we have
it may be possible to have a digest _ of them therefore opportunity, let us do good unto all

tdit_oa of Aul_ia'sWo/la, Brt'u(cRl_ _ll_t_ts _
z CoL L 6. 2 Acts s. S t_att*, p _/t _qq., reprodtumd m Migtm 6z_ talq. -:_ In the Coutmils at Rome and Aries.
4 T_ _ will bc found m the 9th volume of Bel_-tme _ Dim. vL •4.
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who may, by the edicts of Catholic prince_;Irighteousness' sake, that are truly martyrs.
some through those who obey the warnings of I For Hagar also suffered persecution at the
God, some through those who obey the era- hands of Sarah, 4 and in that case she who
peror's commands. For, moreover, when era- persecuted was righteous, a_d she unrighte-
perors e_mct bad laws on the side.of falsehood ous who suffered persecution. Are we to
as against the truth, those who hold a right compare with this persecution which Hagar
fNth are approved, and, if they persevere, suffered the case of holy David, who was
are crowned; but when the emperors enact persecuted by unrighteous Saul? s Surely
good laws on behalf of the truth against false- there is an essential difference, not in respect
hood, then those who rage against them are of his suffering, but because he suffered for
put in fear, and those who understand are righteousness' sake. And the Lord Him-
reformed. Whosoever, therefore, refuses to iself was crucified with two thieves; 6 but those
obey the laws of the emperors which are en- who were joined in their suffering werl sepa-
acted against the truth of God, wins for him- rated by the difference of its cause. Accord-
self a great reward; but whosoever refuses ingly, in the psalm, we must interpret of the
to obey the laws of the emperors which are true martyrs, who wish t9 be distinguished
enacted in behalf of t/'uth, wins for himself from false martyrs, the verse in which it is
great condemnation. For in the times, too, said, "Judge me, 0 Lord, and distinguish 7
of the prophets, the kings who, in dealing my cause from an ungodly nation."" He
whh the people of God, did not prohibit nor idoes not say, Distinguish my punishment,
annul the ordinances which were issued con-but "Distinguish my cause." For the punish-
trary to God's commands, are all of them ment of the impious may be the same; but
censured; and those who did prohibit and the cause of the martyrs is always different.
annul them are praised as deserving more To whose mouth also the words are suitable,
than other men. And king Nebuchadnezzar, ' "They persecute me wrongfully; help Thou
when he was a servant of idols, enacted an me; "'9 in which the Psalmist claimed to have
impious law that a certain idol should be wor- a right to be helped in r|ghteousness, because
shipped; but those who refused to obey his his adversaries persecuted him wrongfully;
impious command acted piously and faithfully, for if they had been right in persecuting him,
And the very same king, when converted by he would have deserved not help, but correc-
a miracle from God, enacted a pious and tion.
praiseworthy law on behalf of the truth, that 1o. But if they think that no one can be
every one who should speak anything amlss justified in using violence,_as they said in
M_ainst the true God, the God of Shadrach, the course of the conference that the true

eshach, and Abednego, should perish ut- Church must necessarily be the one which
terly, with al[ his house. _ If any persons dis- suffers persecution, not the one inflicting it,-
obeyed this law, and justly suffered the pen- in that case I no longer urge what I observed
alty imposed, they might have said whal above; because, if the matter stand as they
these men say, that they were righteous be- maintain that it does, then Ca_cilianus must
cause they suffered persecution through the have belonged to the true Church, seeing that
law ena_ed by the king: and this they cer- their fathers persecuted him, by pressing his
tainl y would have said, had they been as accusation even to the tribunal of the emperor
mad as these who make divisions between the himself. For we maintain that he belonged
members of Christ, and spurn the sacraments to the true Church, not merely because he
of Christ, and take credit for being persecut- suffered persecution, but because he suffered
ed, because they are prevented from doing it for righteousness' sake; but that they were
such things by the laws which the emperors alienated from the Church, not merely because
have passed to preserve the unity of Christ; i they persecuted, but because they did so in
and boast falsely of their innocence, and seek unrighteousness. This, then, is our poskion.
from men the glory of martyrdom, which But if they make no inquiry into the causes for
they cannot receive from our Lord. which each person inflicts persecution, or for

9- But true martyrs are such as those of which he suffers it, but think that it is a suflici-
whom the Lord says, "Blessed are they which eat sign of a true Christian that he does not

_i . are persecuted for righteousness' sake." s It 4c_ _. 6. s_sa_J_i.,m.,_._. _I_e_._
7 Di_¢o'._ ca_a_ _e_. The Eng. Veto. lm_ "plm_ my

Y _ cause asmins_ an ungodly na6oa."
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inflict persecution, bnt suffers it, then beyond !seem to have lost the power of putting men
all question., they include C_ecilianus in that _lln.........donth

defimtmn, who did not inflict, but suffered l
persecution; and they equally exclude their I CHhP. 3.--t2. But those who m'e una_
own fathers from the definitmn, for they in- ! quainted with their habits think that they only
nteteO, but d!cl not sutter it. ikill themselves now that all the mass of the

x I. 13ut this, I say, I forbear to urge. Yet people are freed from the fearful madness of
one point I must press: If the true Church is Itimtr usurped dominion, in virtue of the laws
the one which actually suffers persecutmn, not whmh have been passed for the preservation
the one which inflicts It, let them ask the_of umty. But those who know what they
apostle of what Church Sarah was a type,, were accustomed to do before the passing of
when she inflicted persecution on her hand- ' the laws, do tint wonder at their deaths, but
maid. For he declares that the free motilerrcatl to mind their character; and mipeeially
of us all, the heavenly Jerusalem, that is to how vast crowds of them used to come in pro.
say, the true Church of God, was prefigured ' cessmn to the most frequented ceremonies of
in that woman who cruelly entreated her hand- the pagans, while the worship of idols still
maid.% But if we investigate the story further, continued,--not with the view of breaking the
we shall find that the handmaid rather perse- idols, but that they might be put to death by
outed Sarah by her haughtiness, than Sarah the those who worshipped them. For if they had
handmaid by her zeverity: for the handmaid sought to break the idols under the aanction
was doing wrong to her mistress; the mistress i of legitimate authority, they might, in ease
only imposed on her a proper discipline in her'.of anything happening to them_ have had
haughtiness. Again I ask, if good and l_oly'some _hadow of a claim to be constde_d
men never inflict persecutmn upon any one, martyrs; hut tileir only object in coming was,
but only suffer it, whose words the)' think that whde the idols remained uninjured_ they
that those are in the psalm where we read, "1 themselves might meet with death. For it wH
have pursued mine enemies, and overtaken the general custom of the strongest youtl'a
them; neither did I turn again till they were !among the worshippers of idols, for each of
consumed ?" _ If, therefore, we wish either _them to offer in sacrifice to the idols themselvel
to declare or to recognize the truth, there is any vmtims that he might have slain, Some
a persecution of unrighteousness, which the went so far as to offer themselves for slaughter
impious inflict upon the Church of Christ;ito any travellers whom they met with arms,
and there is a righteous persecution, which the i using violent threats that they would murdm"
Church of Christ inflicts upon the impious, them if they failed to meet with death at

_their hands. Sometimes, too, they extortedShe therefore is blessed in suffering persecu-:
tion for righteousness' sake; but they are_with violence from any passing lodge that
miserable, suffering persecution for unnghte-_ they should be put to death by the exee_
ousness. Moreover, she persecutes in the t_oners, or by the officer of his court. And
spirit of love, they in the spirit of wrath; she hence we have a story, that a certain judge
that she may correct, they that they may played a trick upon them, by ordering them
overthrow: she that she may recall from to be bound and led away, as though for exe.
error, they that they may dove headlong into cution, and so escaped their violenee_ without
error. Finally, she persecutes her enemies mjury to himself or them. Again, it
and arrests them, until they become weary m their daily sport to kill themselves, by throw-
their vain opiniofis, so that they should make mg themselves over precipice, or into tl_
_dvance in the truth; but they, returning evil water, or into the fire. For the devil taught
for good, because we take measures for their them these three modes of suicide, so that,
good, to secure their eternal salvatmn, en- when they wished to die, and could not find
deavor even to strip us of our temporal safety, any one whom they could terrify into sla_s_i_
being so in love with murder, that they corn- them with his sword, the_ threw _]vlnt
mit it on their own persons, when they can- over the rocks, or committed themselves tO

the fire or the eddying pool. But _1o¢1m1_not find victims in any others. For in pro-
portion as the Christian charity of the Church thought to have taught them this, l_tvt_ - _
endeavors to deliver them from that destrue- gained possession of their hear_,.but he _, _ _,
tion, so that none of them should die, so their actually suggested to oar _viom' Hi_l_t .,.!_
madness endeavors either to slay us, that as a duty sanctioned by the law, that tie ,-==
they may feed the lust of their own cruelty, should throw Himself down from a pimlm_ _ ,,
or even to kill themselves, that they may not of the temple ? _ And his sttggestiolt t_ __,,_

_t GIlL hr. _'--_t. _ _ _zlik 37' _ Luke i'_- 9- ! _.2_,_,_
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: would surely have thrust far from them, had the opportunity of deliverance from destruc-
they carried Christ, as their Master, in their tion, who were either already unwilling to per-
hearts. But since they have rather given ish, or might have been saved from it by the
place within them to the devil, they either employment of compulsion; what is in this
perish like the herd of swine, whom the legion case the function of Christian charity, cspeci-
of devils drove down from the hill-side into ally when we consider that those who utter
the sea,* or, being rescued from that destruc- threats of their own violent and voluntary
tion, and gathered together in the loving deaths are very few in number in comparison
bosom of our Catholic Mother, they are de- w_th the nations that are to be delivered ?
livered just as the boy was delivered by our What then is the function of brotherly love ?
Lord, whom his father brought to be healed Does it, because it fears the shortlivcd fires
of the devil, saying that ofttimes he was wont iof the furnace for a few, therefore abandon
to fall into the fire, and oft into the water. _ iall to the eternal fires of hell ? and does it

13. Whence it appears that great mercy is i leave so many, who are either already desir-
shown towards them, when by the force of ous, or hereafter are not strong enough to
those very imperial laws they are in the first pass to life eternal, to perish everlastingly,
instance rescued against their will from that while taking precautions that some few should
sect in which, through the teaching of lying inot perish by their own hand, who are only
devils, they learned those evil doctrines, so living, to be a hindrance in the way of the
that afterwards they might be made whole in salvation of others, whom they will not permit
the Catholic Church, becoming accustomed to live in accordance with the doctrines of
to the good teaching and example which they Christ, in the hopes that some day or other
find in it. For many of the men whom we they may teach them too to hasten their
now admire in the unity of Christ, for the death by their own hand, in the manner which
pious fervor of their faith, and for their now causes them themselves to be a terror to
charity, give thanks to God with great joy their neighbors, in accordance with the cus-
that they are no longer in that error which led tom inculcated by their devilish tenets ? or
them to mistake those evil things for good, does it rather save all whom it can, even
--which thanks they would not now be offer- though those whom it cannot save should per-
ing willingly, had they not first, even against ish in their own infatuatmn ? For it ardently
their will, been severed from that impious desires that all should live, but it more es-
association. And what are we to say of those pecially labors that not all should die. But
who confess to us, as some do every day, thanks be to the Lord, that both amongst us
that even in the olden days they had long --not indeed everywhere, but in the great
been wishing to be Catholics; but they were majority of places--and also in the other parts
living among men among whom those who of Afrma, the peace of the Catholic Church
wished to be Catholics could not be so through both has gained alad is gaining ground, with-
the infirmity cf fear, seeing that if any one out any of these madmen being killed. But
there said a single word in favor of the those deplorable deeds are done in places
Catholic Church, he and his house were utter- where there is an utterly furious and useless
ly destroyed at once ? Who is mad enough set of men, who were given to such deeds
to deny that it was right that assistance even in the days of old.
should have been given through the imperml
decrees, that they might be delivered from CHAP. 4.waS. And indeed, before those
so great an evil, whilst those whom they used laws were put in force by the emperors of the
to fear are compelled in turn to fear, and are Catholic faith, the doctrine of the peace and
either themselves corrected through the same unity of Christ was beginning by degrees to
terror, or, at any rate, whilst they pretend to gain ground, and men were coming over to it
be corrected, they abstain from further perse- even from the faction of Donatus, in propor-
cution of those who really are, to whom they tion as each learned more, and became more
formerly were objects of continual dread ? willing, and more master of his own actions;

I4. :But if they have chosen to destroy although, at the same time, among the Done-
themselves, in order to prevent the deliver- tists herds of abandoned men were disturl>-
at_..e of those who had a right to be delivered, ing the peace of the innocent for one reason
and have sought in this way to alarm the or another in the spirit of the most reckless
pious hearts of the deliverers, so that in their madness. What master was there who was
apprehension that some few abandoned men not compelled to live in dread of his own ser-

(_ might perish_ they should allow others to lose vant, if he had put himself under the gnard-
_- ianship of the Donatists ? Who dared even
-. ' t _ffark v. _t3, t l_Iatt. _ I4. threaten one who sought his ruin with pun-
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ishmeat ? Who dared to exact payment of a some were so convinced by oa_um_at as tO
debt from one who consumed his stores, or come over to the unity of the Catholic Chart.k,
from any debtor whatsoever, that sought their being prepared even to meet the hostility
assistance or protection ? Under the threat abandoned men; whilst the greater naml_r,
of beating, and burning, and immediate death, though equally convinced, and though d_ir-
all documents compromising the worst of ous to do thffsame, yet dared not make can-
slaves were destroyed, that they might depart mies of these- men, who were so unbridled ia
in freedom. Notes of hand that had been their violence, seeing that some who had cotae
extracted from debtors were returned to !over to us experienced the greatest _ruelty
them. Any one who had shown a contempt u_eir hands.
for their hard words were compelled by harder 17. To this we may add, that in C_rthag_
blows to do what they desired. The houses itself some of the bishops of the tame l_a'tT!
of innocent persons who had offended them making a schism among themselve% anti
were either razed to the ground or burned, dividmg the party of Donatusamongthelow_r
Certain heads of families of honorable paren- orders of the Carthaginian people, ordained
rage, and brought up with a good education, as lushop against bishop a certain delmoa
were carried away half dead after their deeds named Maximianus, who could not brook the
of violence, or bound to the mill, and corn- control of his own diocesan. And as thia
pelled by blows to turn it round, after the displeased the greater part of them, they con.
fashion of the meanest beasts of burden, demned the aforesald Maximianus, withtwelve
For what assistance from the laws rendered others who had been present at his ordinao

by the civil powers was ever of any avail tion, but gave the rest that were associated in
against them ? What official ever ventured the same schism a chance of returning to their
so much as to breathe in their presence _ communion on an appointed day. But after.
What agents ever exacted payment of a debt wards some of these twelve, and certain others
which they had been unwtlling to dlscharge _ of those who had had the time of grace allowed
Who ever endeavored to avenge those who to them, but had only returned after the day
were put to death in their massacres ? Ex- appointed, were received by them wtthout d_
cept, indeed, that their own madness took gradation from their orders; and they did notIventure to b,_l)tize a second time those whom
revenge on them, when some, by provoking ....... tside
against themselves the swords of men, whom I the condemned mimsters had baptized ou
they obliged to kill them under fear of instant the pate of their communion. This action of
death, others by throwing themseh'es over theirs at once made strongly against them
sundry precipices, others by waters, others by m favor of the Cathohc party, so that their
fire, gave themselves over on the several oc- mouths were wholly closed. And on the
casions to a voluntary death, and gave up matter bcmg ddigently spread abroad, as Wall
their lives as offerings to tf_e (lead by pumsh, only r_ght, m order to cure men's souls of the
ments inflicted with their own hands upon evils of schism, and when it was shown in
themselves. _evcry possible d_rection by the sermons and

i6. These deeds were looked upon withhor- discussions of the Cathohc divines, that tO
ror b many who were firmly rooted in the, maintain the peace of Donatus they had notY - - " - ..... -_---_-- only received back those whom they bad
same su rstltious heresy; anu accu_u,,gu,,pe ' . ......... ,M_d-mned with full recognition of tbelt
when the supoosed ttaac it was sumctem tt, _,,- _Y --. ............ -,I,,-,_ers but had even been afraid to declare
establish their innocence that tne_ wc.c , ...... ,
contented with such conduct, it was urged that baptism to be void Which had been ad-

against them by the Catholics: If these evd mmistered outside their Church by men whomthey had condemned or even suspended;
deeds do not pollute your innocence, how then
do you maintain that the whole Christian world whilst, m violation of the peace of Christ, they
has been polluted by the alleged sin of cast in the teeth of all the world the stain
C_eeilianus, which are either altogether cal- conveyed by contact with some slnnet% it
umnies, or at least not proved against him ? matters little with whom, and declared ba_

b a deed of gross impiety, tism to be consequently void which had beenHow come you, y ...... u-_n-,imstered even in the very Chutfl_
from tiae unity u_ ,.uv ,_,.-to separate your.selves . . e the os 1 itself had come to Africa;

r h, as from tlae threshing-floor [wheuc .. g.. pe _ . _Catholic Chu c ........... in,, all tins, very many aegaa to oe ¢ma-
ust neeos contam, up _,_ _,of the Lord, which m ......... ! t,_,,ded, and blushing before what they

the time of the final winnowing, uotu ,.,,_,:_._:- • .. __:, ....... u ,ho,, *,,_--i_J L £_.a ha mOs[l% • mal]lllg/bl • Llttll, u, _,u_J *_

which is to be stored in the garner, _nnOd_au_i_ ° correction in greater nunlbers than
that is to be burned up with fire ? ' - their wont; and men began to breathe with &

. _ some_chat freer sense of liberty from their ,)
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Cruelty, and that to a considerably greater rejoice with trembling. ''z How then are
extent in every direction, kings to serve the Lord with fear, except by

x8. Then indeed they Mazed forth with preventing and chastising with religious se-
such fury, and were so excited by the goad- verity all those acts which are done in oppo-
ings of hatred, that scarcely any churches of sition to the commandments of the lord ?
our communion could be safe against their For a man serves God in one way in that he
treachery and violence and most undisguised is man, in another way in that he is also king.
robberies; scarcely any road secure by which In that he is man, he serves Him by living
men could travel to preach the peace of the faithfully; but in that he is also king, he
Catholic Church in opposition to their mad-i serves Him by enforcing with' suitable rigor
ness, and convict the rashness of their folly such laws as ordain what is righteous, and
by the clear enunciation of the truth. They punish what is the reverse. Even as Heze-
went so far, besides, in proposing hard terms kiah served Him, by destroying the groves
of reconciliation, not only to the laity or to and the temples of the idols, and the high

any of the clergy, but even in a measure to places which had been built in violation of the
certain of the Catholic bishops. For the commandments of God; or even as Josiah
only alternative offered was to hold their served Him, by doing the same things in his
tougues about the truth, or to endure their turn; 3 or as the king of the Ninevltes served
savage fury. But if they did not speak about Htm, by compelling all the men of his city to
the truth, not only was it impossible for any make satisfaction to the Lord;* or as Darius
one to be delivered by their sdence, but many served Him, by giving the idol into the power
were even sure to be destroyed by their sub- of Daniel to be broken, and by casting his ene-
mitring to be led astray; while if, by their mies into the den of lions; s or as Nebuchad-
preaching the truth, the rage of the Donatlsts nezzar served I-hm, of whom I have spoken
was again provoked to vent its madness, before, by issuing a terrible law to prevent
though some would be delivered, and those any of his subjects from blaspheming God. _
who were already on our side would be In this way: therefore, kings can serve the
strengthened, yet the weak would again be Lord, even m so far as they are kings, when
deterred by fear from following the trutil, they do in His service what they could not
When the Church, therefore, was reduced to do were they not kings.

: these straits in its affliction, any one who 2c. Seeing, then, that the kings of the earth
thinks that anything was to be endured, rather were not yet servmg the Lord in the time of ti_e

:*: than that the assistance of God, to be ten- apostles, but were still imagining vain things
dered through the agency of Christian era- against the Lord and against His Anointed,

: perors, should be sought, does not suffi- that all might be fulfilled which was spoken
ciently observe that no good account could by the prophets, it must be granted that at that
possibly be rendered for neglect of this pre- time acts of impiety could not possibly be pre-
caution, vented by the laws, but were rather performed

under their sanction. For the order of events

CHAP. 5.--x9. But as to the argument of was'then so rolling on, that even the Jews
those men who are unwilling that their im- were killing those who preached Christ, think-
pious deeds should be checked by the enact- ing that they did God service in so doing,
ment of righteous laws, when they say that just as Christ had foretold, 7 and the heathen

_ . the apostles never sought such measures from were raging against the Christians, and the
the kings of the earth, they do not consider patience of the martyrs was overcoming them

_:_ the different character of that age, and that all. But so soon as the fulfillment began of
_. everything comes in its own season. For what is written in a later psalm, " All kings
F what emperor had as yet believed in Christ, shall fall down before Him; all nations shall
_" so as to serve Him in the cause of piety by serve Him, ''s what sober-minded man could
_: enacting laws against impiety, when as yet say to the kings, "Let not any thought
_:*'_. the'declaration of the prophet was only in the Itrouble you within your kingdom as to who
¥.. cour'_ of its fulfillment, "Why do the heathen restrains or attacks the Church of your Lord;

;_T rage, and the p_ple imagine a vain thing ? deem it not a matter in which you should be
_-.. _ The kings of the earth set themselves, and concerned, which of your subjects may choose
:_:._- their rulers take counsel together, against the to be religious or sacrilegious," seeing that
_ - Lord, and against Hts Anointed; and there you cannot say to them, "Deem it no concern
[_?- _ " was as yet t_o sign of that which is spoken a of yours which of your subjects may choose

_!--i_- little later in the same psalm: "Be wise now,
_f_o_ L_m_Aore, Oyekings; be instructed, vejudges zPs. h ........ t. _2Kingszvlh. 4. 3,tKittg_x_.4,5.

_. :'_ "_fftim earth. Serve the Lord with _fear, and 4Jonah_ _-_ sBe_and Imp. w. _,Da_. _i_._9. _ Jolm _i. =. a p_. lmdi. ,_.
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to be chaste, or which unchaste ?'" For wily, _"corrected with stripes, and that _x grit
when free-will ts given by God to man, should i fruits as the result; for he sa_ " rhou sh_lg
adulteries be punished by the laws, and _acrt- beat him with the rod, and shalt deliver his
legs allowed? Is it a lighter matter that a_soulfromhell;"s and etsewhe_ he says* *' He
soul should not .keep faith with God, than:that spareth the rod hateth his son. ''6 FoI'_
that a woman should be faithless to her hus- give us a man who with right faith and U'ue
band ? Or if those faults_hictl are committed

uuderstan<hng _an say with all the energy of
not in contempt but m ignorance of rehgmus h_ heart. "My soul thirsteth for God, for the
truth are to be visited with hghter punish- hying God: when shall 1 come and appear
ment, are they therefore to be neglected alto- betore God ? "_ and for such an one there is
gett_er ?

no need of the terror otQhell, to say nothing
of temporal punishments or mtperial laws, 1tee.

CHAP. 6.--2x. It is indeed better (as no lng that w_th him tt is so indispensablea bless-
one ever could den5- ) that men should be led mg to cleave unto the Lord, that he not only
to worship God by teaching, than that they ldreads being parted from that happiness as a
should, be driven to xt by fear of pun,s_ment ] t_eavv, punishment, but can scarcely" even beau'
or pain; but it does not follow that because'delay m Its attainment. But yet, before the
the former course produces the better men, 'good sons can say they have _"a desire to de.
therefore those who do not yield to It should ipart, and to be with Christ," e m_ny must
be neglected. For man)' have found advan-1 first be recalled to their Lord by the stripes
tags (as we have proved, and are daily prey- ' ot temporal scourging, like ewl slaves, and in
ing by actual experiment), in being first corn- 'some degree like good-for-nothing fugitiv_a.

; 2 "pelled by fear or pare, so that they mlght_ _, I,or who can possibly love us more
afterwards be influenced by teaching, or _than Christ, who laid down His life for His
might follow out in act what they had already sheep ?_ And yet. after calhng Peter ,_nd the
learned in word. Some, indeed, set before [other apostles by lhs words alone, when ile
us the sentiments of a certain secular aut_fior, [ came to summo_( Paul, who was before salted
who said, Saul, subsequently the powerful builder of

t H_s Church, but originally its cruel perseeu-
"_Tiswell, Iween. bvshame, the)'oungtotra]n_ Itor, tte not only constrained him with His

•t_Jla ¢lre_¢l oI meanness, ra_ner [llal'l D} pain ' voice, but even dashed him to the earth with
.._. ........... 1His power; and that He might forcibly bring

those are certalm_ more numerous _ho are] Y g n," . " I first struck Into with physical blindnes_ of the
corrected b fear For, to answer ttaese per- ' , ,Y. "." . .... Ieyes. If that pumshment had not been In.
sons out ol their own author, we tlno him. . l fltcted, he would not afterwards have been
saying m another place, healed by it; and since he had been wont to

" Unless by pain and suffering thou art taught, see nothing with his eyes open, if they
Thou canst not gradethyself aright m aught." _ remained unharmed, the Scripture would not

tell us that at the imposition of Ananiu'
But, moreover, holy Scripture has both said hands, in order that their sight might be re.
concerning the former better class, " There stored, there fell from them as it had b_
is no fear in love; but perfect love casteth out scales, by which the stght had been ob_urtn:l.'*
fear; "s and alser concerning the latter lower Where _s what the Donatists were wont toery_
class, which furnishes the majority, "A serv- Man is at hberty to believe or not beli_,e_
ant will not be corrected bywords; forthough Towards whom did Christ use violence?
he understand, he will not answer."' In say- i Whom did He compei? Here they have the
ing, "He will not be corrected by words," Apostle Paul. Let them recognize in his
he did not order him to be left to himself, Christ first compelling, and afterwards t_aeJa-
but imphed an admomtion as to the means ing; first striking, and afterwards consoling. :
whereby he ought to be corrected; otherwise For it is wonderful how he who entered the
he would not have said, " He will not be cor- serwce of the gospel in the first instance _

rested by words," but without any,qualifica-der the compulsion of. bodily punishmtnlt_ . _-
tion, "' He will not be corrected. For in afterwards labored more in the gospel thml
another place he says that not only the serv- all they who were called by _ord only; _ _ :
ant_ but also the undisciplined son, must be he who was compelled by the g't'_at_ hx_a,

• Tcaro Aa_lj0k. act I. _c i. 32, 33 , * Terence e Phil. i. _3. v ,_lt_ It, ItS.
Thi_ is not found m the extant prays ot . _ • C.or _v. to.

3 = John iv. zS. _ • Pro_" xxix. xg-
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ence of-fear to love, displayed that perfect servants making answer to Him, "Lord. it is
love which casts out fear. done as Thou hast commanded, and yet there

23. Why, therefore, should not the Church is room," He said to them, "' Go out into the
use force in compelling her lost sons to re- highways and hedges, and compel them to
turn, if the lost sons compelled others tothelr come in." 3 In those, thgrefore, who were
destruction? Although even men who have first brought in with gentleness, the former
not been compelled, but only led astray, are obedience is fulfilled; but in those who were
received by their loving mother with more compelled, the disobedience is avenged. For
affection if they are recalled to her bosom what else is the meaning of "Compel them
through the enforcement of terrible but salu. to come in," after it had previously stud,
tary laws, and are ache objects of far more "Bring in," and the answer had been made,
deep congratulation than those whom she had "Lord, it is done as Thou commanded, and
never lost. Is it not a part of the care of the yet there is room "? If He had wished it to
shepherd, when any sheep have left the flock, be understood that they were to be compelled
even though not violently forced away, but lby the terrafying force of miracles, many
led astray by tender words and coaxing diwne m_racles were rather wrought in the
blandishments, to bring them back to the fold s_ght of those who were first called, especially
of hts master when he has found them, by in the sight of the Jews, of whom it was said,
the fear or even the pain of the whip, if they "The Jews require a sign; "4 and, moreover,
show symptomsofresistance; especiallysinee, among the Gentiles themselves the gospel
if they muluply with growing abundance was so commended by miracles in the time of
among the fugitive slaves and robbers, he the apostles, that had these been the means
has the more right in that the mark of the by whmh they were ordered to be compelled,
master is recognized on them, which is not we might rather have had good grounds for
outraged in thosewhom we receive but do not supposing, as I said before, that it was the
rebaptlze? For the wandering of the sheep earher guests who were compelled. Where-
is to be corrected in such wise that the mark fo_:e, if the power which the Church has re-
of the Reedemer should not be destroyed on _t. ceived by divine appointment in its due sea-
For even if any one is marked wtth the royal son, through the religious character and the
stamp by a deserter who is marked with it faith of kings, be the instrument by which
himself, and the two receive forgiveness, z those who are found in the highways and
and the one returns to his service, and the hedgesmthat is, in heresies and schisms--
other begins to be in the service in whmh he are compelled to come in, then let them not
had no part before, that mark is not effaced find fault with being compelled, but consider
in either of the two, but ratherit isrecogmzed whether they be so compelled. The supper
in both of them, and approved with the honor of the Lord is the unity of the body of Christ,
which is due to it because it is the king's, not only in the sacrament of the altar, but
Since then they cannot show that the destma- also in the bond of peace. Of the Donatists
tion is bad to which they are compelled, they themselves, indeed, we can say that they corn-
maintain that they ought to be compelled by pel no man to any good thing; for whomso-
force even to what is good. But we have ever riley compel, theycompel to nothing else
shown that Paul was compelled by Christ; but evil.
therefore the Church, in trying to compel the
Donatists, is following the example of her CHAP. 7.--25. However, before those laws
Lord, though in the first instance she waited were sent into Africa by which men are com-
in the hopes of needing to compel no one, !pelled to come in to the sacred Supper, it
that the prediction of the prophet might be seemed to certain of the brethren, of whom I
fulfilled concerning the faith of kings and was one, that although the madness of the
peoples. Donatists was raging in every direction, yet

_4. For in this sense also we may inter- we should not ask of the emperors to ordain
pret without absurdity the declaration of the that heresy should absolutely cease to be, by
blessed Apostle Paul, when he says, _ Hay-sanctioning a punishment to be inflicted on
ing in a readiness to revenge all disobedience, !all who wished to live in it; but that they
when your obedience is fulfilled." _ Whence should rather content themselves with ordain-
also the Lord Himself bids the guests in the ing that those who either preached the Catholic
first instance to be invited to His great sup- truth with their voice, or established it by
per, and afterwards compelled; for on His their study, should no longer be exposed to

!_:_ the furious violence of the heretics. And_.4,v64i_,a:_ _ halmzerandthebapti_d;andaotheKss.
,L' , , _l-tmmmmtott t.tmma_ ,t., a_cilMat."

g I Cot'o L 6. 3 Mke xiv. 2a, 2_. 4 z Cot, i, _.
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thisthey thought might in some measurebelmeasurcstobe takenwhich leftour deputa-
effectcd,iftheywouldtakethelawwhichThe-[tionnothingto do. For a lawhad already

odosius,of pious memory, enactedgenerallyIbeen pu'blished,thattheheresyofthe Dolm-againsthereticsofallkinds,totheeffectthatltists,bcmg of so savagea descriptionthat
any hereticalbishop or clergyman,beingImercy towardsitreallyrevolvedgreatercruel.
found in any place,should be finedtenItyt_an itsverymadness_a'ought,shouldfor

pounds of gold,and confirmitinmore expressithefuturebe preventednot onlyfrom being

terms againstthe Donatists,who deniedthatIvlolent,but from existingwith impunityat
they wereheretics; but with such reservatit, us, _all; but yet no capital punishment was tmo
that the fine should not be inflicted upon all posed upon it, that even in dealing with those

of them, but only in those districts where the fwho were unworthy, Christian gentlenessCatholic Church suffered any violence from,might be observed, but a pecuniary fine
their clergy, or from the Circumcelliones, or iwas ordained, anti sentence of exile walt
at the hands of any of their people; so that, pronounced against their bishops or minilt.
after a formal complaint had been made by ters.

the Cathohcs who had suffered the violence, I 27. With regard to the aforesaid bishop ofthe bishops or other mimsters should forth- Bahai, in consequence of his claim being al-
with be obliged, under the commission given E_lowed m the ordinary courts, after each party

to the officers, to pay the fine For we!lhad been heard in tttrn, in a 1,asi!ica'ofwh!ett
thought that in this way, if they were temfied,, the Donatists had tal<en possessmn, as oem_
and no longer dared do anything of the sort, the property of the Catholics, .they rush.ett
the Catholic truth might be freely tauglat and lupon him as he was standingat ttte altar, wltn
held under such conditions, tlmt while no one ¢fearful violence and cruel fury, beat him troy-
was compelled to it, any one might follow it agely with cudgels and weapons of every kind,
who was anxious to do so without mumidatlon, and at last with the very boards of the broken
so that we might not have falseand pretended altar. They also wounded him with a d.ag.
Catholics. And although a different view ger in the groin so severely, that the effusion
was held by other brethren, who either were of hlood would have soon put an end to hill
more advanced m years, or had experience of life, hail not ttleir further cruelty proved of
many states and places where we saw the true service for its preservation; for, .as they were
Cathohc Church firmly established, which had, dragging him along the ground titus severely
however, been planted and confirmed by God's wou_ded, the dust forced into the spouting
great goodness atattme when men were com- vein stanched the blood, whose effusion walt
pelted to come in to the Cathohc communion rapidly on the way tocause his death. Then,
by the laws of previous emperors, yet we car- when they had at length abandoned him,
ried our point, to the effect that the measure some of our party tried to carry him off with
which I have described above should be psalms; but his enemies, inflamed with evetl

sought in preference from the emperors: it greater rage, tore him from the handsof those
was decreed m our councd,' and envoys were who were carrying him, inflictinggrievous pt_
sent to the court of the Count. ishment on tim Catholics, whom they put tO

26. But God m His great mercy, knowing flight, being far superior to them in humbert,
how necessary was the terror inspired by these and easily inspiring terror by their violence.
laws and a kind of medicinal inconvenience Finally, they threw him into a certain ete-.
for the cold and wicked hearts of many men, vated tower, thinking that he was bythis time
and hat hardness of heart which cannot dead, though in fact he still breathed. Ligh_
r._ [f°rot.2.A r,..... _1, but vet admits of soft-Iiug then on. a soft heap of earth, and being,_ ,,._,._,_u,.u _,j ...... , _ .. • - I _,_;_.d hv tlae light Ot a tamp oy nolu= ,_,
eni hrou h the a encv of some ]_ttle severt- ,-_v..... a _ . • • •

ng t .g. g - - ............. n fwho were r,assing oy at mgnt, ne was reeog-rou ht it aDout znat vu_ L. -,ty of discipline, b g ...... I .... a and nicked up, and being carried tO lit
voys could not obtain what tiaey nao unuw- ] resinous house, by dint of great care, walt re*

r our arrival nao alreauy_ gttaken to ask. Fo ...... l ..... .t in a few days from his state of almo_
been antici ated b the serious complaints o_ln .... " ...... _l_..... he--ever- had oar.

P Y her districts, who had hopeless uaug_, ......... , ----;" • ... _certain bishops from ot .... J_:_a ._. ticlin,rs even across tlae sea tirol I_e
ent at tiae nanos oi ltgU t,,- _,

suffered much ill-treatm ......... ] t._._ r.een killed by the violence of the Donut-
s ann nao been thrust }na,_ utheDonatiststhemselve , . ...... l: .... and when afterwards he himllelf went

out from their sees; and, m particular, tuc t,,,,

attempt to murder Maximianus, the Catholic abroad, and was most unexpec'-tedly seen tO - :
bishop of the Church of Bagai, under circum- verity)beallve,andhetheShOwed,freshnessbYtheofhisnumber'wotmdl)thehowltb
stances of incredible atrocity, had caused ..... :

¢ *l"_j_t M Ca_.hage. held Juoe _6 (more _, probably ) The bamh_t oil Fnu, i_ C._ _ _ C_'_mmLJL • *'C, 43. % '_
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fully rumor had been iustlfied in bringing tid- to suffer, became Catholics without any diffi-
ings of his death, cuhy; for, having been made careless by s¢-

28. He sought assistance, therefore, from curity, they were now instructed by anxiety.
the Christian emperor, not so much with any But when all these had set the example, it
desire of revenging himself, as with the was followed by many who were less qualified
view of defending the Church entrusted to of themselves to understand what was the
his charge. And if he had omitted to' do difference between the error of the Donatists
this, he would have deserved not to be and Catholic truth.
praised for his forbearance, but to be blamed 3o. Accordingly, when the great masses of
for negligence. For neither was the Apostle the people had been received by the true
Paul taking precautions on behalf of his own mother with rejoicing into her bosom, there
transitory life, but for the Church of God, remained outside cruel crowds, persevering
when he caused the plot of those who had with unhappy animosity in that madness.
conspired to slay him to be made known to Even of these the greater number communl-
the Roman captain, the effect of which was, cated in feigned reconciliation, and others es-
that he was conducted by an escort of armed caped notice from the scantiness of their
soldiers to the place where they proposed to numbers. But those who feigned conformity,
send him, that he might escape the ambush becoming by degrees accustomed to our com-
of his foes.' Nor did he for a moment hesi- munion, and hearing the preaching of the
tate to invoke the protection of the Roman truth, especially after the conference and dis-
laws, proclaiming that he was a Roman citi- putation which took place between us and
zen, who at that time could not be scourged; = their bishops at Carthage, were to a great ex-
and again, that he might not be delivered to tent brought to a right behef. Yet in certain
the Jews who sought to kdl him, he appealed places, where a more obstinate and implaca-
to Caesar,3--a Roman emperor, indeed, but ble body prevailed, whom the smaller number
not a Christian. And by this he showed that entertained better views about commu-
sufficiently plainly what was aftenvards to be mon with us could not resist, or where the
the duty of the mmlsters of Christ, when in masses were under the influence of a few more
the midst of the dangers of the Church they powerful leaders, whom they followed in a
found the emperors Christians. And hence, wrong direction, our difficulties continued
therefore, it came about that a religious and somewhat longer. Of these places there are
pious emperor, when such matters were a few in which trouble still exists, in the
brought to his knowledge, thought it well, by course of which the Catholics, and especially
the enactment of most pious laws, entirely to the bishops and clergy, have suffered many
correct the error of this great impiety, and terrible hardships, which it would take too
to bring those who bore the standards of long to go through in detail, seeing that some
Christ against the cause of Christ into the of them had their eyes put out, and one bish-
unity of the Catholic Church, even by terror op his hands and tongue cut off, while some
and compulsion, rather than merely to take were actually murdered. I say nothing of
away their power of doing violence, and to massacres of the most cruel description, and
leave them the freedom of going astray, and robberies of houses, committed in nocturnal
perishing in their errc-, burglaries, with the burning not only of pn-

29. Presently_ when the laws themselves rate houses, but even of churches,--some
arrived in Africa, in the first place those who being found abandoned enough to cast the
were already seeking an opportunity for doing sacred books into the flames.
so, or were afraid of the raging madness of 31. But we were consoled for the suffering
the Donatists, or were previously deterred by inflicted on us by these evils, by the fruit
a feeling of unwillingness to offend their which resulted from them. For wherever
friends, at once came over to the Church. such deeds were committed by unbelievers,
Many, too, who were only restrained by the there Christian unity has advanced witl_
force of custom handed down in their homes greater fervency and perfection, and the Lord
from their parents, but had never before con- is praised with greater earnestness for having
sidered what was the groundwork of the deigned to grant that His servants might win
heresy itself,--had never, indeed, wished to their brethren by their sufferings, and might
investigate and contemplate its nature,--be- gather together into the peace of eternal sal-
ginning now to use their observation, and vationthrough His blood His sheep whowere
finding nothing in it that could compensate dispersed abroad in deadly error. The Lord
for such serious loss as they were called upon is powerful and full of compassion, to whom

we daily pray that He will give repentance to
z Actsxxtii,xT-3a. =A¢ts xxll.,s. s Acts,__-.,,. [the rest as well, that they may recover them-
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selves out of the snare of the devd. by whom !witli which many of them recall to mind their

they are taken captive at ills wlllJ'though former error, tl{e joy with which they come
now they only seek materials for calumulatmg to tile consideration of the truth which they
us, and returning to us ev)l for got)d; be-_have learned, with the indignation and d_-
cause they have not the knowledge to make_testatton winch ti_ey feel towards t,mir lying
them understand what feehngs and love we i teachers, now that they have found out what
continue to have towards them, and tiow we are i falsehoods they di._semmated concerning our
anxious, in accordance with the in}unction of sacranlents; and how many of them) more.
the Lord, given to His pastors by the mouth over, acknowledge ttlat they long ago desired

of t'le prophet Ezek)el, to bring again that to be C;Ithohcs, I)ut dared not take the step
wluch was driven away, anti to seek that in the midst o1 men of sucti violence, _if, I
which was lost. * I say, you were to set, the congregations of

CHAP. 8.--32. But the3" , as we have some [ these nations dehvered from such petxlition)-.then _t)u woultl s,lv that it would have tieen

times said before in other places, do not i the e_.treme of crt_elty, if, in tile fear that
charge themselves wittl what ttley do to us;!certam desperate men, in number not to be
while, on the other hand, they charge u_ with eomp,lrcd with tile muhttudes of those who• [
what they do to themselves. For which of lwcre resctle(], lnl_ht be burned irl fires which

our party is there who would desire, I do not Ithey "¢ohnlt;lrlty kindled for themselves, these
say that one of them should perish, but others had ])el'it left to 1)e h)st for ever, and
should even lose any of his possessions _ ];ut to t)e tortured in lires which shall not lm
if the house of David could not earn peace on ¢illem bed.

any other terms except that Absalom his soil 33. For if two men were dwelling together
should have been slain in tile war which tie in one house, which we knew with absolute
was waging against his father, although he certainty to l)e upon the point of falling
had most carefully given strict injunctions to down, and they were unwilhng to beJteve us
his followers that they should use their ut- when we warned them of the danger, and
most endeavors to preserve him alive and persisted m remrumn K m the house; if it were

safe, that his paternal affection mlgl_t I)c al,]c m our Dower to rescue them, even against
to pardon him on lies repentance, wh.at re- their wd], and we were afterwards to show
mained for him except to weep for tile son them the Trim threatemtig_ their house, so that
that he had lost, and to console himself In his i they should not dare to return again withini

sorrow by reflecting on the acqu_s_tion of its reach, I think that if we abstained from

peace for his kingdom _s Tile same, then, _domg it, we ,_hould well deserve the charge
is the case with the Catholic Church, our of (ruelty. And ftirthcr, if one of them

mother; for when war ts waged against her should say to u% Si_l_:e you have entered tim
by men who are certainly different from sons,, Douse to s,tve our ]lves, I shall forthwith kill
since it must be acknowledged that from the myself; whde the ot!,er was not indeed will.
great tree which bv the snreadm_ of itst In_ to come forth from the house, nor to be

branches is extended over all the world, this ] rescued, but yet had not the hardihood to kill
httte branch in Africa is broken off, wlulst _himself: which alternative _hould we choose,

she is willing in her love to give them birth, i--to leave both of them to I)e overwhelmed
that they may return to tile root. without in the rum, or that, while one at any rate was

life at the'dehvcred l) our mereHul efforts) the or|mr
which they cannot have the true , l " _ Y "
same time if she_ collects the remainder in so i should perish by tic) fault of ours, but rather

large a number by the loss of some, she'_t)y his own? No one is so unhappy as not to
soothes and cures the sorrow of her maternal i find it easy enough to decide what should be

heart by the thoughts of the deliverance of_done m such a case. And I have proposed

sucll mighty nations; especially when she. the question of two indlviduals,_one, that is
• a 1considers that those who are lost perish by _to say, who is lost, and one who is delivered;

death which they brought upon themselves, lwhat tilen must we t,link of the case where
and not, like Absalom, by the fortune of war. I some few are lost, and an innumerable multi-
And if you were to see the joy of those who i tude of nations are delivered ? For there are
are delivered in the peace of Christ, their Iactually not so many persons who thus perish

crowded assemblies, their eager zeal, the l of their own free will, as there are esta_s)
gladsomeness with which they flock together, ; villages, streets, fortresses, municipal towns)
both to hear and slng hymns, and to be in- cities, that are delivered by the laws under
structed in the word of God; the great grief consideration from that fatal and eternal de-

struction.

xeTitmiLa6. 2ETek.xxx, : _,m.,v,_.,x,a, i 34" But if we were to consider the matter
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under discussion with yet greater care, I think buildings themselves." Seeing, then, that
that if there were a large number of persons there are with us poor members of those said
in the house which was going to fall, and any churches who used to be maintained by these
single one of them could be saved, and when same paltry possessions, let them rather cease
we endeavored to effect his rescue, the others themselves to covet what belongs to others
were to kill themselves by jumpmg out of whilst they remain outside, and so let them
the windows, we should console ourselves in enter within the bond of unity, that we may
our grief for the loss of the rest by the all alike administer, not only the property
thoughts of the safety of the one; and we which they call their own, but also with it what
should not allow all to perish without a single is asserted to be ours. For it" is written "All
rescue, in the fear lest the remainder should are yours; and ye are Chrlst's; and Christ is
destroy themselves. What then should we God's. ''_ Under Him as our Head, let us all
think of the work of mercy to which we ought be one in His one body; and in all snch mat-

? to apply ourselves, in order that men may at-ters as you speak of, let us follow the exam-
tain eternal hfe and escape eternal punish- ple whmh is recorded in the Acts of the Apos-
ment, if true reason and benevolence compel tles: " They were of one heart and of one
us to give such aid to men, in order to secure soul: neither said any of them that aught of
for them a safety which is not only temporal the things whmh he possessed was his own;
but very short,--for the brief space of their !but they had all things common.'3 Let us
life on earth ? love what we sing: " Behold, how good and

how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell to-
| CHAP. 9"--35" AS to the charge that they gether in unity !"* that so they may know, by
f bring against us, that we covet and plunder thexr own experience, with what perfect truth

their possessions, I would that they would their mother, the Cathohc Church, calls out
become Catholics, and possess m peace and to them what the blessed apostle writes to the
love with us, not only what they call theirs, Corinthians: " I seek not yours, but you."s
but also what confessedly belongs to us. But 37. But ff we consider what xs satd in the

i they are so blinded with the desire of utter- Book of Wxsdom, " Therefore the righteousing calumnies, that they do not observe how spoiled the ungodly; ''6 and also what is said
inconsistent their statements are with one in the Proverbs, " The wealth of the sinner is

1 another. At any rate, they assert, and seem laid up for the just;"7 then we shall see that
to make it a subject of most invidious corn- the questmn is not, who are in possession of
plaint among themselves,.that we constrain the property of the heretms ? but who are in
them to come in to our commumon by the the society of the just? We know, indeed,
violent authority of the laws,--which we cer- that the Donatists arrogate to themselves such
tainly should not do by any means, if we a store of justice, that they boast not only

i wished to gain possession of their property, that they possess it, but that they also bestow
What avaricious man ever wished for another it upon other men. For they say that any
to share his possessions? Who that was in- one whom they have baptized is justified by
flamed with the desire of empire, or elated by them, after which there is nothing left for
_he pride of its possession, ever wished to them but to say to _he person who is baptized
have a partner ? Let them at any rate look by them, that he must needs believe on him

"_ on those very men who once belonged to who has administered the sacrament; for
them, but now are our brethren joined to us why should he not do so, when the apos-
by the bond of fraternal affection, and see tle says, "To him that believeth on Him
how they hold not only what they used to that justifieth the ungodly, his faith is
have, but also what was ours, which they did counted for righteousness ?" _ Let him be-
not have before; which yet, if we are living lieve, therefore, upon the man by whom he
as poor in fellowship with poor, belongs to us is baptized, if it be none else that justifies
and them alike; whilst, if we possess of our him, that his faith may be counted for
private means enough for our wants, it is no righteousness. But I think that even they

_ longerours,inasmuch as we do not commit themselveswould lookwith horror on them-

so infamous an act of usurpationas toclaim selves,ifthey ventured for a moment toen-
for our own the property of the poor, for tertainsuch thoughtsas these. For thereis

_ whom we are in some sense the trustees, none that is just and able to justify, save
, 36. . Everything, therefore, that was held God alone. But the same might be said of

:" in the name of the churches of the party of
i_. Donavus, was ordered by the Christian em. • c_¢. r_¢. z;_. ,_i. tit.v., d_#_-,_/_,, s_.
.._, .. perors, in their pious laws, to pass to the -_co_.,i,._,_> _A_i_.3_. ,r_.¢_.,.

s 2 Cor. xli. x4. 6 Wisd. x. _rProv. _ as.

_f5 __ _. Catholic Church, with the possession of the s ao_. i_. s.
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them that the apostle says of the Jews, that lChurei_ ' but is either administered withi_
"being ignorant of God's righteousness, and ttile Church, or, at least, if it h_ been _remtygoing a bout to establish thew own rtgateous-

ladmmistered without, the recipient does not
ness, they have not submitted themselves remain outstue wltl_ it); and, otl the other
unto the righteousness of God." _ hand, whatever pollution of sin, of whatsoever

38. But far be it from us that any one of]kind, is contracted ttlrough the weakness of
our number should call htmself in such wise'human nature by timse who live here after
just, that he should either go aDout to es- baptism, is cleansed away in virtee of the
tablish his own righteousness, as though it same layer's efficacy. For neither is it of
were conferred upon him by himself, whereas any avail for one wl(o has not been baptized
it is said to him, "For what hast thou that to say, " Forg_ve us our debts."
thou didst notreceive >", orventureto boast 40. Accordingly. He so now cleanses I"Iis
himself as being without sin in fins world, as Church by the _as:ung of water in the word,
the Donatists themselves declared m our con- that He may hereafter show it to Himself as
ference that they were members of a Caurch

nothavingspot,orwrinkle,orany sut:hthing,
which has alreadyncltherspot norwrinkle,_altogethcrbeautiful,thatisto say_and in
nor any such thmg,3--notknowing thattillsabsoluteperfection,when death shall be

isonly fulfilledm those indlwdualswho de- "swallowedupm wctory."' Now, therefore,
partout of thisbody immediatelyafterbap- insofar as tilelifeis flourishingwithinus
ttsm,or aftertheforglvcnessofslns,forwhich thatproceedsfrom our being born of God,
we make pctttlontn our prayers;but thatliwngby faith,sofarwe arerlghteous;butin
forthe Church, asa whole,thetlmewillnot sofara_wc dragalongwlth us thetracesof
come when Jtshallbe altogetherwithoatspot our mortalnatureas derivedfrom Adam, so
or wrinkle,or any such thing,tillthe day farwc cannotbe freefrom sin. For thereis
when we shallhear the words,"O death,truthbothin thestatementthat"whosoever
where _sthy sting? O grave,where isthy isbornofGod doth not commit sin,"Pand
victory? The stingofdeathissin."4 alsointheformerstatement,that°'tfwe say

39. But m thishfe,when the corruptiblethatwe haveno sin,wcdecclveourselves,and
body prcssethdown the soul,sIftheirChurch thetruthis notin us."_ The Lord Jesus,
is already of such a character as they main- tllerefore, is both righteous and ableto justify;
rain, they would not utter unto God the prayer but we are justified freely by no other grace
which our Lord has taught us to employ: than Ills. '_ For there is nothing that jtmtifi.
" Forgive us our debts." 6 For since all sins eth save His body, which is the Church; and
have been remitted in baptism, why does the therefore, if the bexly of Christ bears off the
Church make this petition, if aIready, even m spo_ts of the unrighteous, and the riches o{
t'lls life, it has neither spot nor wrinkle, nor tl_e unrighteous are laid up in store as tr_
any such thing? They would also have a ures for the body of Christ, the unrighteous
right to despise the warning of the Apostle ought not therefore to remain outside, but
John, when he crms out in his epistle, " If rather to enter within, that so they may b_
we say that we have no sin, we decewe our- justified.
selves, and the truth is not m us. But if we 4t. Whence also we may be sure that what
confess our sins, He is faithful and just to is written concerning the day of judgment,
forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all "Then shall the righteous man stand ingreat
unrighteousness."7 On accoumof this hope, boldness before the face of such as have
the universal Church utters the petition, afflicted him, and made no account of his
"Forgive us our debts," that when He sees labors," '* is not to be taken in such a sense
that we are not vainglorious, but ready to as that the Canaanite shall stand before the
confess our sins, He may cleanse us from all face of Israel, though Israel made no account ,
unrighteousness, and that so the Lord Jesus of the labors of the Canaanite; but only as
Christ may show to Himself in that day a that Naboth shall stand before the face of
glorious Church, not having spot or wrinkle, [Ahab, since Ahab made no account of
oranysuch thing, whichnow Hecleanses with [labors of Naboth, since the Canaanite was
the washing of water in the word: because, on [ unrighteous, while Naboth was a righteous
the one hand, there is nothing that remains _man. In the same way the heathen shall not
behind in baptism to hinder the forgiveness t stand before the face of the Christian, who
of every bygone sin (so long, that is, as bap-,, made no account of his labors, when the tem-
tism is not received _:0 no effect without the ples of the idols were plundered and de-

stroyed; but the Christian shall stand beforez 3 Eph. v. 27. _
Rom. x. 3- _ z Cot_ iv. 7. 6 Matt. vi. I2. g _ Cot. xv. 54- 9 I"John i||. 9" _o 1 J@_m _. 1,

4 x Cot. xv. 55, 56- 5 w_sd. ix. _5- I _ t.:.om, m. _4. _ Will v, _,
7 _ Johai. S, 9.
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the face of the heathen, who made no account was lost. and is found." Why,'then, he says,
of his t_bors, when the bodies of the martyrs do you not baptize me, that you might wash
were laid low in death. In the same way, me from my sins? I reply: Because I do
therefore, the heretic shall not stand in the inot do despite to the stamp of the monarch,
face of the Catholic, who made no account of when I correct the ill-doing of a deserter.
his labors, when the laws of the Catholic em- Why, he says, do I not even do penance in
perors were put in force; but the Cathohc your body ? Nay truly, except you have done
shall stand in the face of the heretic, who penance, you cannot be saved; for how shall
made no account of his labors w.hen the mad- you rejotce that you have been reformed, un-
hess of the ungodly Circumcelliones was al- less you first grieve that you had been astray ?
lowed to have its way. For the passage of What, then, he says, do we receive with you,
Scripture decides the question in itself, see- when we come over to your side ? I answer,
ing timt it does not say, Then shall men stand, You do not indeed receive baptism, which
but "Then shall the righteous stand; " and was able to exist in you outs_dethe framework
they shall stand "in great boldness," because of the body of Christ, although it could not
they stand in the power of a good conscience, profit you; but you receive the umty of the

42. But in this world no one is righteous Spirit m the bond of peace2without which no
by his own righteousness,--that is, as though one can see God: and you receive charity,
it were wrought by himself and for himself; which, as _t is written, "shall cover the multi-
but as the apostle says, "According as God rude of sins." ' And in regard to this great
hath dealt to every man the measure of blessing, without which we bare the apostle's
faith." But then he goes on to add the fol- testimony that neither the tongues of men or
lowing: "For as we have many members in of angels, nor the understanding of all rays-
one body, and all members have not the teries, nor the gift of prophecy, nor faith so
same office; so we, being many, are one great as to be able to remove mountains, nor
bodyin Christ."' And according.to this doe- the bestowal of all one's goods to feed the
trine, no one can be righteous so long as he poor, nor giving one's bodyto be burned, can
is separated from the unity of this body. For profit anythtng; s if, I say, you think this
in the same manner as if a hmb be cut off mighty blessing to be worthless or of trifling
from the body of a living man, it cannot any value, you are deservedly but miserably
longer retain the spirit of life; so the man astray; and deservedly you must necessarily
who is cut off from the body of Christ, who is perish, unless you come over to Catholic unity.
righteous, can in no wise retain the spirtt of 44. If, then, they say, it is necessary that
righteousness, even if he retain the form of we should repent of having been outside, and
membership which he received when in the hostile to the Church, if we would gain salva-
body. Let them therefore come into the tion, how comes it that after the repentance
framework of this body, and so possess their which you exact from us we still continue to
own labors, not through the lust of lordship, be clergy, or it may be even bishops in your
but through the godliness of using them body? This would not be the case, as m-
aright. But we, as has been said before, deed, m s_mple truth, we must confess it
cteanse our wills from the pollution of thls should not be the case, were it not that the
concupiscence, even in the judgment of any evil _s cured by the compensating power of
enemy you please to name as judge, seeing pence itself. But let them give themselves
that we use our utmost efforts in entreating this lesson, and most especially let those feel
the very men of whose labors we avail our- sorrow in their hearts, who are lying in this
selves to enioy with us, within the society of deep death of severance from the Church,
the Catholic Church, the fruits both of their that they may recover their life even by this
labors and of our own. sort of'wound inflicted on our Catholic mother

Church. For when the bough that has been
CHAP. xo.--43. But this, they say, is the cut off is grafted in, a new wound is made in

very thing which disquiets us,_If we are the tree, to admit of its reception, that life
unrighteous, wherefore do you seek our com- may be given to the branch _hich was perish-

: " puny? To which question we answer, We mg for lack of the life that is furnished by
seek the company of you who are unrighteous, the root. But when the newly-received branch

_ that you may not remain unrighteous; we seek has become identified with the stock in which
_ for you who are lost, that we may rejoice over it is received, the result is both vigor and
_ _ you as soon as you are found, saying, This fruit; but if they do not become identified,

__ • o,u_,brother was-dead, and is aliveagam; and the engrafted bough _ithers, but the life of

_ ,, _ Luke xv. _. 3 Eph. iv, _.

_ , _Rma. xi|. 3..5. 4:t Pet. 1,,-,8. 5 1Cot, xl,i. x-3.
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_ha_t._ereaCOm_tneuesf u_r_am.._ircd: For there !s some who were influenced bythe de, ireo, t_
r_ne u gr rang ot SUCh a Kma, ] power attaching to office. Forexperi,tx_e in

that without cutting away any branch that is]many diseases necessarily brings in the in.
within, the branch that ts foreign to the tree ] ventlon of many remedies. But in casei of
is inserted, not indeed without a wound, but 1this kind, when, owing to the serious rup
with the slightest possible wound inflicted on _,tures of dissensions in the Church, it it
the tree. In like manner, then, when ttleyllonger a question of danger to this or that
come to the root which exists in the Catnohc !particular individual, but whole tmtions are
Church, without being deprived of any posi- iymg m ruin, it is right to yield a little from
tion which belongs to them as clergy off, our severity, that trite charity may give her
bishops after ever so deep repentance of their ]aid in healing tile more serious evils.
error, there is a kind of wound inflicted as it 46, Let them therefore feel bitter grief for
were upon the bark of the mother tree, break- their detestable error of the past, as Peter
lng in upon the strictness of her discipline; did for his fear that led him into falsehood,
but since neither he that plantethis anything, and let them come to the true Church of

ineither he that watereth,' so soon as by_ Ctlrist, that is, to the Catholic Church out'
prayers poured forth to the mercy of God _mother; let them be m it clergy, let them be
peace is secured tnrough the umon of the bishops unto its profit, as they have been
engrafted boughs with the parent stock, char- hltaerto in enmity against it. We feel no

ity then covers the multitude of sins. ] jealousy towards them, nay, we embrace them;45. For although it was made an ordinance, we wish, we advise, we even compel those to
in the Church, that no one who had been come in whom we find in the highways and
called upon to do penance for any offense hedges, although we fall as yet in persuading
should be admitted into holy orders, or return ' some of them that we are seeking not their
to or continue in the body of the clergy," this property, but themselves. The ApostlePeter_
was done not to cause despair of any mdul- when he denied his Saviour, and wept, and
gence being granted, but merely to maintam did not cease to be an apostle, had not as yet
a rigorous discipline; otherwise an argument received the Holy Spirit that was promised;
will be raised against the keys that were given tbut much more have these men not received
to the Church, of which we have the testlmo- i Him, when, being severed from the frame.
ny of Scripture: " Whatsoever thou shalt lwork of the body, which isalone enlivened by
loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven." _1the Holy Spirit, they have usurped the sac:a_
Bat test it should so happen that, after thet ments of the Church outside the Church star
detection of offenses, a heart swelling with the ] m hostility to the Church_ and have fought
hope of ecclesiastical preferment might doqagainst us in a kind of civil war, with our
penance m a spirit of pride, it was determined, Iown arms and our own standards raised in
with great seventy, that after doing penance opposition to its. Let them come; let peace
for any mortal sin, no one should be admitted he concluded in the virtue of Jerusalem, which
to the number of the clergy, in order tha L virtue is Christian charlty,_to which holy
when all hope of temporal preferment was city it is said, " Peace be m thy virtu_ and
done away, the medicine of humility might plenteousness within thy palaces." Let
be endowed with greater strength and truth, them not exalt themselves against the solid.
For even the holy David d_d penance for tude of their mother, which she both has eft.
deadly sin, and .yet was not degraded from tertained and does entertain with the object
his office. And we know that the blessed of gathering within her bosom themseivesp
Peter, after shedding the bitterest of tears, and all the mighty nations whom they are, at'
repented that he had denied his Lord, and yet recently were, deceiving; let them not be
remained an apostle. But we must not there- puffed up with pride, that she receives them
fore be induced to think that the care of those in such wise; let them not attribute to the

evil of their own exaltation the good which
in later times was in any way superfluous,
who, when there _vas no risk of endangering she on her part does in order to make peace,
salvation, added something to humiliation, 47. So it has been her wont to come to the
in order that the salvation might be more aid of multitudes who were perishing throt_
thoroughly protected,--having, I suppose, ex- schisms and heresies. This displeased Lt_
perienced a feigned repentance on the part of cifer.* when it was carried out m recurringand hea_ing those who had _erished lmtmzth

t xCot iU.7. ' Maeed_ the poison of the Arian heresy; and, being _
Pope Innocent t. in his 6th Eptstle to Agapt.t_, ........ displeased at it, he fell into the darkneu of

mad MacrLanus bif, ho_ of Apuha, writes to the effect tuaL. ,_,_

lind been _ at N_ez_luchng peaitcmts fr°m even uz¢ ww" , pL cx:dL 7 ; cp. Htercm, ,_
mt orders of the afini_ry (am, to). sBIshopofCalari_ Cp, OtA$'a_u'C-_eftfKeatwt_,.t_tlr_:l_

_Mm_. xvL z9 _
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schism, losing the light of Christian charity, interpretation of the passage none can be de-
In accordance with this principle, the Church livered. For whois there that does not speak

". of Africa has recognized the Donatists from against the Holy Ghost and sin against him,
the very beginning, obeying herein the de-whether we take the case of one who is not
tree of the bishops who gave sentence in the yet a Christian, or of one who shares in the
C_arch at Rome between Ca_cihanus and the heresy of Arius, or of Eunomius, or of Mace-
partyof Donatus; and having condemned one donius, who all say that He is a creature; or
bishop named Donatus, zwho was proved to of Photinus, who denies that He has any sub-
have been the author of the schism, they de- stance at all, saying that there is only one God,
retrained that the others should be received, the Father; or of any of the other heretics,
after correction, with full recognition of their whom it would now take too long a time to
orders even if they had been ordained out- mention in detail? Are none, therefore, of
side the Church,--not that they could have these to be delivered ? Or if the Jews them-
the Holy Spirit even outside the unity of the selves, against whom the Lord directed His
body of Christ, but, in the first place, for the reproach, were to believe in Him, would they
sake of those whom it was possible they not be allowed to be baptized ? for theSaviour
might deceive while they remained outside, does not say, Shall be forgiven in baptism:
and prevent from obtaining that gift; and, but "Shall not be forgiven, noither in this
secondly, that their own weakness also being world, neither in the world to come."
mercifully received within, might thus be 49- Let them understand, therefore, that it
rendered capable of cure, no obstinacy any is not every sin, but only some sin, against
longer standing in the way to close their eyes the Holy Ghost which is incapable of forgive-
against the evidence of truth. For what ness. For just as when our Lord said, " If
other intention could have given rise to their I had not come and spoken unto them, they
own conduct, when they received with full had not had sin,"( it is clear that He d_d not
recognition of their orders the followers of wish it to be understood that they would have
Maximianus, whom they had condemned as been free from all sin, since they were filled
guilty of sacrilegious schism, as their eoun- with many grievous sins, but that they would
cil" shows, and to fill whose places they had have been free from some special sin, the
already ordaiped other men, when they saw absence of which would have left them in a
that the people did not depart from their position to receive remission of all the sins
company, that all might not be involved in !which yet remained m them, vi_., the sm of
ruin ? And on what other ground did they not believing in Him when He came to them;
neither speak against nor question the valid- for they could not have had this sin, had He
ity of the baptlsm which had been admmis- not come. In like manner, also, when He
tered outside by men whom they had con- said, " Whosoever sinneth against the Holy
demned ? Why, then, do they wonder, why Ghost," or, "Whosoever speaketh against the
do they complain, and make it the subject of Holy Ghost;" it is clear that He does not
their calumnies, that we receive them in such refer to every sin of whatsoever kind against
wise to promote the true peace of Christ, the Holy Ghost, in word or deed, but would
while yet they do not remember what they have us understand some special and peculiar
themselves have done to promote the false sin. But this is the hardness of heart even
peace of Donatus, which is opposed to Christ ? to the end of this life, which leads a man to
For if this act of taeirs be borne in mind, and refuse to accept remission of his sins in the
intelligently used in argument against them, unity of the body of Christ, to which life is
they will have no answer whatsoever that given by the Holy Ghost. For when He had
they can make. said to His disciples, '" Receive the Holy

Ghost," He immediately added, "Whose-
CHAP. zz._48. But as to what they say, soever sins ye remit, they are remitted unto

arguing as follows: If we have sinned against them; and whosesoever sins ye retain, they
the Holy Ghost, in that we have treated your are retained.'" s Whosoever therefore has re-

._... baptism with contempt, why is it that you sisted or fought against this gift of the grace
, seek us, seeing that we cannot possibly re- of God, or has been estranged from it in

ceive remission of this sin, as the Lord says, any way whatever to the end of this mortal
" ""Whosoever speaketh against the Holy life, shall not receive the remission of that

.. " GhOst, it shall not be forgiven him, neither in sin, either in this world, or in the world to
this world, neither in the world to come? "_- come, seeing that it is so great a sin that

::_:" _ do not perceive that according to their in it is included every sin; but it cannot

t _e coudl ef Baeai.
4.1_ _'v._ s Johnaa__)_3-
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be proved to have been committed by any!Ghost which is given unto us; ''s bQt he i$ _
one, till he has passed away from life. But' not a partaker of the divine love _,o is the

so long as he lives here, "the goodness of lenemy of unity. Therefore the,] have not
God,' as the apostle says, "is leading him ',the Holy Ghost who are outside the Cha-_v.h_
to repentance;" but if he dehberately, with ifor it is written of them, '*They sepa_
the utmost perseverance in imquity, as the themselves, being sensual, having not the
apostle adds in the succeeding verse, "after Spirit."* But neither does he receive it who
his hardness and impenitent heart, treasures :is insincerely in the Church, since this is also
up unto himself wrath against the day of the intent of what is written: "For the Holy
wl"ath and revelation of the righteous judg- tSpw_t of discipline will flee deceit, 'p_ If any
ment of God," ' he shah not receive forgive-_one, therefore, wishes to receive the Holy
ness. neither in this world, neither in that Spirit, let him beware of continuing in allc_u_-
which is to come. tmn from the Church, let him bewareof enter.

5o. But those with whom we are arguing, [mg it in the sprat of dissimulation; or if he
or about whom we are arguing, are not to be ihas already entered it in such wise, let him
despaired of, for they are yet in the body; tbeware of persisting in such dissimulation, |n
but they cannot seek the Holy Spirit, except order that he may truly and indeed become
in the body of Christ, of which they possess _umted with the tree of life.• I

the outward stgn outside the Church, but they I 5x- I have despatched to you a somewb:._
do not possess the actual reality l_self within I lengthy epistle, whmh may prove burc|e_me
the Church of which that is the outward sign, t among your many occupations. If, theretore,
and therefore they eat and drink damnation[ it may be read to you even ia portions, the
to themselves." For there is but one bread] Lord will /sn'ant you understanding, that yo,a
which is the sacrament,,of unity, seeing that, i may have some answer whtch" you can make
as the apostle says, We, being many. are for the correctmn and healing of tlao_, men
one bread, and one body."3 Furthermore. I who are commended to you as to a [attlaful
the Catholic Church alone is the body of son by our mother the Church, that you may
Christ, of which He is the Head and Saviour correct and heal them, by the aid of the
of His body. 4 Outside this body tl_e Holy wherever you can, and howsoever you can,
Spirit giveth life to no one, seeing that, as e,ther by speaking and replying to them m
the apostle says himself, " The love of t,od your own person, or by bringing them into
is shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy commnnicat_onwiththedoctorsottheChurch.

_ Rova. _L 4, S. _iCor xl. 29. 3 x Cor. x. 17 I
_, Eph. v _3- _ Rom. v 5 e J_l¢ *9. ? Wild. Llb
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THE ANTI-*IANICtt..F.AN WRITINGS.

IN1)EXI)l" St I/tt_;CTS.

ABOMINA'III_NS alleged to have been ',Anmlal f,_l. ln_.olp.,_-tclw'_ of the [ Mani<h_ans, I29 sq.; disuti_"
practised by the Mamch.'can_, , Mantchxan'. m ab_tauung from, I faction of, with hls anti*Maul-
the legatlmate re,.ttlt of Mam',_' 82

.'kmmal sacrifice,,, why no lon;2¢rt th_ran _tatements about freeown writings, 363 sq "_ill, _in, etc., _, los, etl_asxim,
Abraham defended against Faustus, bmdmg on _'hrtqmn_, 109 Sq, _ Auth_ntv, ecclesmstt_nl, position

284 etc , and Hagar, 284 ; his i Ataln1,1_, the pt,wer a,,c_tbed to, by as,_lgn_t to by Augustin, 13o,
denial of his .,vile, o.85 ; the pro- tn_ Mamt hxan,,. 2r,,_ _3I,

phetic and typical character of, Anthropology of the ,Mamcha'an',. , Authority, the, of Scripture, 339. "
I Atllhor_Inp of _oks, how aseltr.

287. ] I2
Abraham and Isaac. types, I9t An0m_pomorphtsms of the Old Tes- _ tinned, 343.
Abstem_ousness on the part of Catho- tamest, rMmuled by I'au',tu'_ and I

hc a,.cettes_ motives of, 6I I e_plamcd by Augustm, 31_1 _t ! B tl_ l_J'_, the captMty in, and re..

Abstinence from meats and drink_, I Anthropomorphtte_, the, not _ lind } tutti fr, ml, 194.6Oetc , of the Mameh_an% 76; a.., the Mamch_eans, 130 l_abykmian religion, _neient, dlntl-
etc , reasons for, 77 etc, 78 ',Aphthomn_, a Mamclxt'an _riter. _ lstic element_ in, 6sq.; relation
etc. wew of Faustusrespectmg, 3 _ -f, to Manich;elsm, 19 sq,
328 etc., refutation of ]'austus Apocryphal books quoted by Augtt_ , Bahra*m, king of Pert_ia, slays Maul
on the question of, 330 etc tm a,, if canonical, 4q, Augm_., 8.

Actxons, how to be iudged, 76 tm's predflectmn for. 25o Ilaptt_m and the ark. _43 _ut,
Adam and Eve, Mare's account of, Xppet_tes, legmmatc u_e of, 284, Bathebraeus' ]]t e/aria 1)_,_attta_:_

I34 sq ; types. IS6. Arcadltl_ Augn_;tl/s. ('on_,l, 113. ( referred to. 3.
Adam fell, not because the tree was Ar, helaus. Acta lhr_utattanta, refer- ' Baur on the relatlort of Buddhi._m to

evil, but because obedience to red to. 4. 7, 8, -"2, ] Maniehw_m, ¢o, 21.God was something better than Ari_tocntus, Theosophy of. 33. Baur's treaose on Maniehtei_tm, re-
the fruit, 358 sq. Ark, the, of Noah, its typical _)gm- ) ferred to, 4_ 16, 20, I_$. _3.

Adas, a Mamch_ean writer, 33 hcatton. 188 _q,. the raven and i Beau_bre's work on Manieb_ism
Adtmantus and his doctrme referred dove _ent out of, I_9 "l,; ho_ ) referred to, 4, 31.32, 33. 34,

to, I7o, 23 _, 233. Noah and Ins family entered and t Beauty, the. o| the universe, a result
Adoneus, 215 left, _ql , and baptism, 243 sq. of the eorntptionand destruction

' s t of inferrer thinks, 3_2 sq.
Adoption. symbohsm of. and tt_ ap-' A_et_cl.m, Catholic, 59 sq.

phcatton to the genealogy of _AscetuS, Catholic, t06. ] Bema. the, of Manichaeus, t3:_ _1,
:Xtheman female criminals, 72 sq. ) Ber_bee, Orlah's wife, a type,Christ, 159, 16o.

Agapins, a Man_chtean writer, 33 Atlas, 25% 3°7 •
Albiruni's Chfonologyofdnctent _Va- Augustm, how he was ensnared by Bilhah an_ Zllpah. _93,' the Mantch,xans, 24 _l.; how Bindemann's treatise on Augu_lll,

t/or.s, referred to, 3, 9
Alexander of Lycopolis. treatise of, he escaped through Greek phi- referred to. _9, 35.

on the To_wts of the A/ant, h- lo_oph). _5 , how he found in Biological bhmders. 17_.
wans, referred to, 3. Nee-Platonism the solutio0 of Birth 04 Jemts, the, the ltbmlrdstatement of Faust_ resImcV.

Al-Sharastani's H_sto_' of Rthgtous the great problems that had
hitherto baffled him, _5 _q.; trig. _7 ml,

Parties, referred to, 3-
Anathemas more suitable than argU- how he used Nee-Platonism Blasphemies, Manlch_ean. concern-

ments for Mamch_eau contra- agamst Manichmism, 26 sq.;, ins the nature of God, 360 r,q.
dictions, 268. his perverse hermeneutica} me-_ B!ood; abstinence trom, 336. .

thods. 28 ; confirmed in Mare- [ Btunoers o_. seltOOl-Ooys tttutttratlve
ALmhorites and Ccenobites, the--the ch_eism by his easy victories ] of Mantchamn errors about God,continence of_ set off against

the continence of the Manich_e- over ignorant Christians, lot ; | _2 _tq, . .

al_, 59 etc. recountS his experience in Man!- [ Bodi.¢$ of saints, nothing diegrsee_ul
Angel. the, wrestling with Jacob. ch_an error, and expresses hw| in, 3_17.

sympathy with the deluded [ Body, Mour neighbor, duty of doit_
19 x sq.
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good to the, 55; the human, ! the teacher of wisdom, 58; con- of, I36; five natures in the. I42;
man's heaviest bond, 53; God's _ spieuously vmible, 204 ; the, refutation of the theory of, I42,

handiwork, 267 sq.; and soul, i identified by Augustm with I43; the 31anich_ean race of,
the, 43- Christianity, and apostrophlsed, I7I.

Bohringer quoted, 32. 36 ] 58, 62. Darmstetter's l, tlr,,duetian to the
Breast, the, Mamchman symbol of. I Chwolson on the Sa_eans and Sabe- Zend-Avesta, and article in the

86, etc. I amsm, referred to, 5. Cantemlborary A'ez'zew, referred
Broadus on Matthew, referred to, : Cicero quoted, 271. to, 17, 18.

16I. i Circumcision, a prophecy of Christ David, his vzrtues and his faults,

Buddhism, relation of to Manichm- i 134; why Christians do not 297 sq.; and Saul, 298; pro
ism, 20 sq. ] practice, 242. phetlc significance of the sin of,

Buddhist monks and the Elect of i Clean and unclean food, I7O, 172. 3o7.
the Manichzeans. 2I j Clement of Alexandria mentioned, Death, the effect of sin. 208, of

Burton on the Arerertes of the .4pos- i 69. Christ, the, a real death, 2(Jq,
toltc Age referred to, 31. Clergy. praise of the, 6o. without birth a possibility on

] Cloud and pillar of fire, types, 193. the part of Christ, 32o sq.
CAIAPHAS, his prophecy, 228. Ccenob_tes and Anchontes, their ab- Decalogue, the, against the Maul-
Cain, Abel's offering preferred to stmence as compared with that chmans, 215 etc.

the offering of, I85, I86: coun- i of the Mamch_eans, 59 etc., 6o Deities, false, 215.

selled by God, t86; questioned [ etc. Demons have no power apart from
by God respecting Abel, 13-_, Common report. 2Ol. God, yet they have been made

cursed 135, 136; a mourner an'd t Compa_loI,ate, 55. evil, not by God, but bysmmng,
an abject. 187; the mark set on, Compassion regarded by fools as de- 358.
187. grading, 56 Diligence and piety both necessary

Calderwood's _Zznd and Brm_, re- Constantlus, a reformcd Manichman. for finding the truth, 41
ferred to, 137 165 Dismphne, 56, what it rmplies, 56.

Calf, the golden--significance of the Contrary nature urged by Fortuna- Disputations of Augustin with the
grinding to powder, and burning tus as the source of sin, I2O sq. Mamchmans, 34
of, 31o. Corporeal natures all t'rom God, 06 Divorce, a bill of, 249 ',q-; the la,_

Captlwty, the, of the Jews, 194, 195. Corruption, 7I: counteracted by of Christ respecting, 251.
Carpenter's _ental Physiology, re- God, 71; evil 1_, 147; the source Docetism 326 sq., the, of baustus,

ferred to, 137. of, 147; comes from nothing. 323, 326 sq.
Cataphryglans, 338. 149; what it tends to. t49, is Darner, A, his work on Augustm
Cave, on the writing of Faustus cut- by God's permission, and comes referred to, 26

imzed by Augustm, 34 from us, I5o; voluntary and Duahsm. a6z sq., in the ancient
Chambers on Hermes Trlsmegmtus penal. 352. Babylonian rehgton, 6 sq.

cited, 2o0. I Cosmogony of the Mamch_eans, II
Christ, the birth of, denied bv the t Covetousness the root of all erda, 5I EA t I c.. on the part of the Elect, a

MamchDean% -- but defended. Cow dung used as fuel, 8I. means of hberatmg the dl_me
I77, 178, 179, ISO, I81-183, Creatmg and forming, difference be- substance mlpnsoned in _ege-
knowing, after the flesh, what it tween, 71 tables and frmts, S5-
means, ibld; typesof, I86etc, Creature of God, none evil', but to Eclecticism with reference to the
xcyoetc.; prophecies of, I96etc, : abuse a creature of God is evil, Old Testament, attributed by
plain prophecies of, 197, the 359. Faustus to the Catholics, 332
death of, real, 2o9; did Moses Creatures made of nothing. 356 sq sq.
write of ? 22o etc., 22I etc., Criticism, biblical, tbe true, 178; un- Edessa. Chronicle of, referred to, 31.
what .Moses wrote of, 222 etc , fair, of Faustus, 314, subject- Egypuan, Moses killing the, 309.
the Prophet like to Moses, 225, lye, of the MamchQeans, 57 sq. Egyptmns, spoiling the, 299 sq,
never sought to turn Israel from Critic_, chfimsh, severely censured. 309.
their God, 229; broke no coin-', 282. Elect, secrecy of the rites of the,
mand, 229; Manichman notions i Cruelty imputed by the Manichmans 114, Augustin's suggestion of

_' of, °53 sq.; the power and wis- l to the God of the Old Testa- shameful practices on the part
dam of, 255; qurlous statement ment, 270 sq.; of the Manich_e- of, 114.
of Faustus respecting. 257 etc ; t ans in refusing to g_ve food to Elijah, fed by ravens, etc., 194 ; the
why descended from ZaraoiTa- others than the Elect, and in translation of_Faustus' objec-
mar, 296; Son of David and I compelling children belonging tlon to, answered, 320 sq., 322.
Son of God, 314 sq.; son of [ to their own sect to eat lmmod- Ehsha, the miracles of, I94.
Mary--Faustus' objections re- erately, 83. Enoch, I88.
fated, 3t6 etc. [beeJesus.] ] Cultus of the Manichmans, 14. Ephraem _yrus, writings of, referred

Christians, the Church not to be Cunningham's ttulsean Lectures, re- to, 3.
blamed for bad, 60 sq.; semi ferred to, 5 29, z;8. Epiphanms on the Mamchmans, re-
and pseudo, I56; why Jewish Cunningham oa the relation of Bud-i ferred to, 4, 3I.

= laws are not observed by, 242 dhism to Manichmtsm. 21. Er and Onan, sons of Tamar, types,
etc. ; Jewish and Gentile, their "Cursed is every one that hangeth i 3 °6.
relation respectively to the taw, on a tree," 2o7 sq. Eschatology of the Manichmans, _5-
_44 sq. ; observe the moral pre- Curses, prophetic, 228. Esnig, agmnst Marcion and Mani,
ccpts of the law, 246; the mar- Cyprian referred to, 165. referred to, 3-
als of, 263 sq, Cyril of Jerusalem on the Manichae- Esoteric doctrines among the Maul

Christianity, Manich_ean objections arts, reJcrred to, 4- ch*eans, 33-
to, _ sq. ; relation of Manichm- Ethics of the Mani_ x6.

_ ism to 22 S[]. DANIEL'S representation of the Son Eusebius on the Manichleans. re-
S; Church, the Catholic, the perfect of Man. 197. ferred to, 4, 8, 31-
_ truth m to be found only in, 5o; Darkne_% the Manic_Jam.an kingdom Entychius' Am, inks, referred to, 3-
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Evangelists, the authority of the, Forgiveness, tauffht in the Old Tes- l futed
I74. i Lament, 250 sq. t defiledbYbyAUgqllt|n'oursitt_Itf357;tq';

trot

Everlasting punishment inconsistent i Form, an element of the *,ood "-2 t chan,,_.t.L ...
with Augustin's view of evil go t. ' J_ t_ .... g_.u,v, _.-
._ ' ] _ ._-tL _ . ]_,o_tmess, tornl Ot wtt/tO_t the pOW-

..u. . . _ [ rortlruoe, 53, berlptore precepts re- J er, a43 tal.
Evlaeuce, tne use or, 19_. . I spectmg, and examples of, 53. ]Good. the chief, two conditions o[,
Evil bemgs may entice to sin without [Fortunatus"" the Manich_ean, dl_pu- I 42, 43",God the, ..-,m-_,t_'"at*to.
_ themselx_es sinning, lo6.. ] Lation against, IO9 sq , con-_ fold, 70: exhort_tiontoscmkthch
_.vll, corruption ot measure, tormt touuded, I23.

and order, 352 , did God iustl- i Free choice ivelonging to man before lSo; and evil, :170sq,: dOir,.l_tO
tuteit? IT9Sq.; negativttvof, 7° the fidl, 122. I ourneighbor, SS,56; natm_Of,351 sq.: present even in bodka
etc.; simply defect of good. and i Fulfilling the aw, what it means, I that in comparison with I_t_
so not of God, ioo sq , what ? 236 et_ . 241 etc. things ate popularly ac_matlttt_
first answer, 69 , second answer, Fulfillmem of prophecy by Christ, ] evil, 353 ._.; the hight_t,
70; third answer, 71, not a 23q,, q. " ] 351Sq. ; thlngsfromGodtd¢_tt h
substance but a dmagreement Fund,_,;,...t.dET_t,',,,,f.ll, miquot. ] 353, 357; thlnglpttt by the Maa-
hostfle to substance, 72 etc , e,_. 22, crmemed "by At_[,n_stin,i tchmans in the nature d evil
Mamchman fictions about, 73, 125 sq., quoted, 3be _l. ] I43 t_q., 359 sq.
etc., is corruption, 147 ; the i i Gospel, the, on what authority Att_
source of. I47, orxgin of, 281 Ga.TAKFR on the _igmficance o[, k,ustln received, 13t ; whag--
sq. Mare's name, 3I, ' icfutation_ of Manichmiam t_

Evil and good, 270 sq. Genealogy of L'hrl._t, objections of 4 specting, !5(1, I57.
Evils attributed by the Manich_an_ Faustus the Manich,van to, and (;o_|_N. the harmon)' of, 343 ItOe

to the nature of God. before retry, J50 sq, 173 etc r

the supposed commingling with Genttlus, the, never under the Jewish i llAm r, the pernicious pow_of_ [ttI,
evil, 36I sq.; in what sense law, 245 etc., Christians accu- rItagar and Sarah. :Lq4,
from God, 149 sed of retaining the manner_ uf, i Iland, the, as a Mmfich_an .D_abol,

Existence, true, belongs to God 263. i 83 etc,
alone. 354 sq. Genuineness of the New Testament llappme_s, true, 4:tetc.

Exodus, the, of Israel from Egypt writings, how a_certained, 343. [ Hardouin s Ceuudl_, referred to, 4,
a type, 192. Gifts, spmtual. 267 i Harmony, the, of the Old and blew

" Eye for an Eye," etc., 248 sq Glorification of Christ, the, _34, Testaments, 44, 49, _$, S6; O|
God, following. 44: the knowledge the (;Osl_ls , 343 _,

FABRICIUS' Bd_hotheca Grwca, re- of. whence obtained, 44, the I llarnack on the .4aa l)itl_utatto_# )
ferred to, 33- chief good, 44, what the Lhutch referred to, 4 ; Art. on .._f_m'.

Faith, confounded with orthodox teaches about, 45.46, the rim-oh- chwtsm, referred to, $, 17; qttof
]ect of love, 46, 51; nothing bet- ed, _4, on the relation of Bud-

doctnnecatholicb)proofsAUgustm,of,_3o._64 ' the ter than 46; nothing can sep- [ dhism to Manich0eism, _t.
Fallaeiousnessof Mam'spretensions. arate us from, 47, we are mvit- fIebrew prophecy, aot.

135 sq ed to by love, 47: we a_e joined f llebrews and Pagans, the dtfferml_
inseparably to, by ('hri_t and i between the wot_htp of, a63,

FaustuShispralsetheManich_ean.ofhimself,Who'I59,_55the' lhs Spirit, 47, we cleave to. by [Hefele's Cau*tcilt, referred to, 4-
hypocrisy of. 165 , would fall love, 48 ; absurd Mantch_ean 1tteraclides, a Mnniehtean writ_ 33,
to satisfy an inquirer, 2o5, 2o6, notlops about 79 etc., I39, has Heretics, better to restore thlm to
his logic, 23o, his Doceusm, no extension, I38; alone per-I destroy. 1:19.

fectly good 147 ; nature made i ]lermes '['rismegi_tus, _o, _o_.323, 326 sq. ]
Fihrmt, Kltab al, referred go, 3, 7, [ by, x49, in what _ense evils are ]tervey's work on Genealogiel_ r_.

8, et passim, cited 9 sq, 21. ] from, 149; the belief m one, part letted to, I61.
Firdausl's Shahnameh, referred to,3. ] of the original truth, 261, the Hidden meaning* the tweet_,,nR,t$1k
First man, the, of the Mamchzeans, [ same who pumshes and blesses, ltierax, Comwmntary of mentioned.

_57 ; different from Paul s, 157, 174; the works of, 266etc , the 33.
178, 179. [ eternal hght, and the _ource ot Holy Sptrit, Mantch_an view o[

Flesh, unclean on account of _ts ] hght, 274 etc , astomshed, enttc._ed by Augustln, _7 Igl.;
275, Old Testament representa- the, when t_-nt, 133; twice gtv-mixture w_th the race of dark- [

ness, 171 ; why the use of, is [ tions of, vindicated, 275 _-, en, 134.
prohibfl_d by the Manichmans, [ jealous, 277 sq. ; the ommpo- Hormizdas, king of Persia, 3_,
79 ; as clean as fruits, 172. I tence of, 32_; the, of the Jews, ltosea, c.omm_deM tO take to hhn It

Flesh, knowing Christ after the I how Faustus speaks of, 237, "wife of wheredoms,*'
--refutation of Faustus respect- I 273; and Hyle, of the Mani- 3o8.
ing the question 177sq , _8o, chamns, 264 _-, 272, 279sq., Hydeon the _gnttkanceof Hat'it
I8I, 182. [ 3H sq. ; of this world, the. 264, name, 31.

Flood, the, its symbolic import. 189 [ 268; declared by Augastm to t t/y/e, ¢53, _59; and God, _4 mS,
Fluegel on Mani. referred to, 5. be incorruptible, impenetrable [ _7! aq.; Faustu_" view of_ _;
Fly, the soul of a, more excellent and ncontaminable against the not evit, 354"Manichteans II3 sq, the au-[

than hght, 97- thor of whatever is, 99; cannot I IDOLaTg¥, the retmlt of apcaltag_,
Food. distinction in, why Christians suffer harm 353 359, if He ¢61; did the Jews pra_ioe it?

do not practice, 242 ; reasons could suffer'no injuD', why did I _63"
for abstaining from certain _;._.dushither_ 122' t_llellmmoralpraetieesof the Ma_e.h_

kinds of, 77 ; clean and unclean, pressed by necessity ' ! 23: Man- t ans, 87 Iq.. _6 gi"
X'_; various kindsof, prohibi- ich_ean view o' the .mingling OftIncarnati°n, the C'_. t']_ttt[ted in the Old Testament, 335
sq.; thelawsof Moses and of the substance of with evil ex- l I77 sc_.Lot k. rug, he,
Christ respecting, _3_. pounded by Fortunattm and re- [ tion otratmtu$ to, 159, _ItlL
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Indirect construction, instances of, Lardner referred to, 33, 34, 35, 36. followers believed him to be the
235- Lair/a, 262. Holy Spirit, 132 ; the festival

Imlulgences, Manich_an, 166 sq., Law, the, not for Gentiles, x75 sq.; of the btrthday of, 132 ; promi-
330. always good, 218; the, and ses truth but fails to fulfill his

infants, sinfulness of, thought to be grac,.% 217 ; and the prophets, word, I34 ; wild fancies of, t34,
incousist*.nt with Augustin's Jesus came not to destroy, but 135 ; the two substances of his
definition of sin, xo4. to fulfill _ genuineness of the kingdom of hght, 135 ; promi-

infinity of God, the, questions words, 234 etc. ; why Christians ses knowledge, I35, 136, his
about, 32o. do not keep the, 192; Faustus' absurd fancy of a land and race

Inquirer, the heathen, how answered explanation of the words, of darkness, 136 ; refutation of
and instructed, 2oi-2o3; a diffl- 239 etc., reply to Faustus re- his absurd ideas of two territo-
cultyof, met, 2o3; satisfied, 2o5. specting, 24I etc., 242 etc.; and nes, 138, etc.; the number of

Inquisitiveness condemned in Scrip- Judaism, distinguished between n.tures in the system of, I4o
ture, 52 by l_austus, 272 etc.; the eter- etc , his five natures in the

Iras, 293. nal, 284. region of darkness--refutation
Isaac and Rebecca, 289. Leah and Rachel. 29° sq of the fiction, 142, 143 ; sxx:oru

Lenormant's A ncztnt History, quot- by, 247 ; derivation of the name.
JACOB, sets up a stone for a memor- ed, 17 ; Chaldean _ag_c, re- 247 ; which is, he or Matthew

ial pillar. 191 ; his vision of the ferred to, 6. to be believed ? 325 ; versus the
lmlder, 192 ; his polygamy, Lex talioms, the, 248 sq. apostles, 331.
289 sq. ; his wives, and the typ- " Life, thy, thou shalt see hanging," Mamchman god, the, weak or cruel,
ical or symbolical meaning of, etc., 227. 159.
29o sq. Light, God is, and the source of, Manichmlsm, how it attracted

Jericho, the capture of, 193. 274 sq. ; the Mamch_ean king- Chrzstians, 23 sq. ; later, sketch
Jesus, hanging from every tree, 257; dom of, I35 etc., 138. of, 29 ; explained by Faustus,

was He born of Mary ?--cavils Loesche on Augustin's indebtedness 252 etc. ; exposed, 254 etc.
of Faustns, 312 etc. ; both Son to Plotmus referred to, 26. Manicheans, and not Catholics,
of David and Son of God-- Logic, the, of Faust"us, 229, 230. obedmnt to the precepts of the
Fanstus refuted, 314 etc.; did Lord's day, the, and Sunday, 238. gospel, maintained by Faustus
He die .X--objectlons of Faustus Lot, and his daughters, 287 sq ; not and denied by Augustin, x62sq.;
refuted, 320 sq. ; was He born ? equal to Abraham, Isaac or J a- the, two tricks of, for catching
--reply to Faustus, 324; both cob, 294 sq. the unwary, 4_, the two gods
the birth and death of, real, not Love, to GOd, 44; we are united to of, 45; fictions of, about things
illusory, 326 sq. [bee Chrlst.] God by, 47, 48, the fourfold good and evil, 63 etc. ; three

fesusaeata&hs. 158, 253- division of, 48; the guiding m- moral symbols devised by,
Jewish books, l_uming the Christian fluence of, 5o; of ourselves and 74 etc., 83 etc., 86 etc. ; fables

faith from, 227; laws and oh- of our neighbor, 55; the teach- of, about God. 75 ; the abstt-
scrvances--why Christians do ing of the Old Testament as nence of, 76, why they prohibit
not observe, 242 etc. ; observed well as of the New, 56 sq. ; to the use of flesh, 79 etc. ; absurd
by Jewmh, but not by Gentile enemies, 248 sq. tenets of, relating to God,
Christians, 244 sq. Love-feasts, 261. 79 etc., v_ews of, relating to

Jews, the, typified by Cain, I86-I88, LOving and bating, 248. souls. 82; notions of, respecting
their unbelief foretold, 2o3, 2o4. marraage, 86; serious charges of

Jc_tchim, a priest, alleged by Faustus MACCA_nES, heroism of. to be ira1- immorality brought against,
to be the father of the Virgin tated by Christians, 244. 86-89; to be gently dealt with,
Mary, 313 sq., 315 sq. . Man, _hat ? 42, the chief good of, 129; their kingdom of darkness,

John of Damascus on the Mamch_e- 43, wholly created by God-- I36, 142, 143; worse than the
ans, referred to, 4. refutat_onof Faustusrespecting, Anthropomorphists, 139 ; the

ohn the Baptist, 307. 316 sq.; fleshly and spiritual, first man of, I57; their perverse
oseph, a type, I92. 316 sq. method of dealing with Script-

joshua and Jesus, 226. Mand_eism, relation of to Manichre- ure, evidence in controversy,
fournal of tlu Asiatic Socielv re- ism, aud to the old Baby!cinch I78; the idolatry of. 2Io; im-

ferred to, 3. religious system, 19 sq. peached of great errors and sins,
Iudah, the blessing of its prophetic Mandrakes, description of, and the 214 etc.; the Decalogue against,
• import, I96; the incest of, with supposed virtues and typical im- 216 etc. ; beguiled by the

Tamar, 295; and Judas, 296 ; port of, explained. 293 sq. serpent 218, 219 : are tares,Y •

the prophetic significance of his Maul, sketch of, 8 sq.; theologT of, 238 ; the oath used by, 247 ;
incest with Tmmar, 305 etc. 9 sq.; cosmogony of, io sq, the worship of, z55 sq., 260;

Judaism, relation of Manichmism to, anthropology of, 12 sq., sote- the trinity of, 252, 258 ; the two
2I sq. riology of, 13 sq.; cultus of, principles of, 270 etc.; the God

Jttd_es, types in the book of, 194. I4 sq.; esehatology of, I5 sq., of, 279 sq, 31i sti. ; alKx::ryphal
Justme towards God, 54- ethics of, 16 ; the exaltation of, gospels of, 303 sq.

-by his followers above Christ, Mansi's Coundls referred to, 4.
K_.ssLElds list of Mlmi's writings, shown by the attention which Marcel, Mare's letter to, 33-

; referral to, 32 ; on the relation they bestow upon the anniver- Mark, the, set on Cain_ 187,
of Buddhism to Manich_ism, sary of his martyrdom, and their Marriage allowed to the baptized by

' _ 21; works of, on M_michmism, negl_t of the almlvga'sary of the apostles, 62, 63 ; among the
r_ert_ to, 5, Christ's death and re_mrrection, M_ichmans, 86, 87 ; with

•_ : , *Kh_lom of Heavea," 25_. x32 sq.; nameof, etymologyof_ sisters, 286.

o:._ _ _ of light, the M_m_, _.47 ; claims to be an apostle--- Married life, ounti_nee in, 58._, =_- _ t35 e1_, X_18.I3 the claim refuted, 13o, 131 etc., Marry, forbiddingto,328eto.,33oetc.

._lt, _'$ _iO_ _ the,Z92._ S.]X_t_, I31 ; _1_whirr _ his the numbers of, 3ot sq.4
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MarY, the Vitgln, did she belong to I46 ; corruption is not, I47 ; I *'Patients of Israel, the, _ Io5,
the tribe of Judah ?--assertion made by God, 148 ; and mira- :Patriarchs, the, with all that _
of Faustus, and refutation of cle, 321 _. superlortotts)__
the same, 313 so,. Natures corruptible, because made and even the Mardehuata god,

Material substances not evil, but of nothing, 353. _Sa ; Faustus _opinion o_ _O_
only seemingly so from their Nazareans, 240, 246. defended agalnat tht)eAtltt_O[
lack of adaptation to certain Neander on the relation of Bud- Faustutb _.
constitutions and circumstances, dhism to Manich_etsm, referred Paul and Cireumcittoth Ikt$_ tim h_l

72 sq. to, 20. change his opinioM t'eltp_tltq_Mattarians, a Manichman sect, 165. Negativity of evil, 15o. Christ ? 177 tq. ; harmony
Matthew, the call of, 234 sq.; the Neighbor, the love of, 54 sq.; doing hi_ teaching, 1_) Iq,; thqt Imb

genuineness of the Gospel of, good to, 55 sq. ural fierce energy 0[, _
325 ; or Mamchmus which to Neoq'latonism, dependence of Au- of bv God, a99.
be believed, 325 sq. gustm on, 25 sq. 48, ]50. Paul a_d Tkt¢_, the apcmt_tl

Means. the use of, 286 sq. New Testament, the Mamchxan b(x_kof, referred to, _)aq.
M_ats and drinks, abstinence from, treatment of the, 332, 335. l'au|mus of NoLo me_ationed_ 6a,

or the reverse, 6o, 61, 330. Nln,ana, 20, 2t l'elagian controversy more ¢onfferdal
Measure, an element of the good, Noah, and the ark, I8S _q ; age of, to Augustin'tt mind than the

352 sq.; belongs to things re- at the flood, I89, God'_ coven- Manich_ta, 35. ,
garded as immoderately small ant with, 19o ; his drunkenness, Pelakdans u_ Augustin salati-Mnnl-
or great, 355 ; In a sense, suit- I9o ; conduct of the sons of, ch_an utterances agtiast him,
able to God himself, 355- I9 °. Io2, to 3 et tmasim.

Menoch, Mom's letter to, 33. Non-resistance, 249. Pente_x_st, Y_7.
Memory, I37. l'erfectton not attainable in this lee,

¢8,
Milman's l_fistory of C])rfstianiO,, OBEDIENCEto the gospel, the Maul. Periods of the world, tie, 185 eq.

referred to, 31. ch._-an representation of, 102 l'eter, 2119,
Mind, is it diffused throughout the etc,; reply to Faustus' state- Petru_ bwutna on the Mlmtch_imt,

entire nervous system? 137 ' ment respecting, _63 etc,', un- referred to, 4.
has no material extension, I38 , axading wtthnut faltl,. 164. Phdo, hislnterpretationoff_rtptur0,
the, degraded bydepartmg from Oblasmski on the Ac/a-l_s/Suta. lqS.
God, 47- tt0m _, referred to, 4, i'hotlus on the Manic_¢ t_[_-

Miracle and nature, 32z sq Old man, the. and the new_ 5l. red to, 4.
Moral precepts of the Old Testa-

ment observed by Christmns, i Old Testament, the, and the New, Plains, Mamch,'ean view ol the• the harmon) of, 45 etc., 40 etc., sacredness of the life Off.84.
symbolical precepts, not, I77, [ 56, 57 3°l sq,; Fau_tus' otqe_- Poets, pagan, fictions o[, motto t_

Moralityof the law and the prophets, tions to, and charges against st_.ctable than tho_ o[ tho
272 sq. ansgered, 16] etc., _67 etc., Manich_eans, z14 tel.

.Months, origin of the names of, 238. ]75, 176 etc,, 2H etc,, 2t°-etc,, Polygamy, 289_ ago.
Morals, the, of the Christmns, 263. _73 _q , 277 etc., 332 etc. 334 Poss_dtus' l._fe of A_Ku¢ti_ ttf(_
Moses, the rod of, a type. 192 ; con- etc.; the functions of, 335 ; the red to, 34.

sured by Faustus for using the typmal nature of, 335- Power to do harm front God alo_h

word ' cursed," and defended Olive tree, the go<,d, I76. ,_ 358,
207, 208 etc., did he _rite of Omnipotence of (,_xI, the, 322 _rayer of Augustin for the ¢ottver-
Christ? 210 etc, 221 etc., ts Only-begotten, the. of God, 148. sitm of the Manteh_Att_ t&/.
Ins law pure pagantsm? 222 Oph_tic Gnosticism, relatton of to Pride tne ctm(mof Manlch*¢a_n0tTee,
etc. : what he wrote of Christ the old Babylonian religion and 281,
222, 224 etc., 225 etc., hke to its later sects, I9, Principles, the two, o_ Mat)t_
Christ, 225 ; defended against Order an element of the good, 35_ sq. ism, 27o.
Fanstns, 225, 232 ; his virtues, Origin of ewl, the, 28I sq. Procreation of children regarded art
_98 ; slays the Egyptian, 29% Orpheus, _oo, 205. one of the greateSt of twllm b]f
3o 9 ; spoils the Egyptmns, 3oo, the Maniclueana. 86 sq.
3o9; slaughters the idolatrous
Israelites, 304, 31o ; bums and PAOANISM,imputed to the Catholics Property allowed to believers by th*
grinds to powder the golden by Faustus, 253 ; the charge of, apostles, 6_.retorted 254 etc. ; Chrt,_tians Prophecies of Chrt_h l_, 196,19'];
calf, 31o. ' the fulfillment oL tt_ evkl_tlal

Mouth, the, the value of the Mani- vindicated from the charge of,

_n symbol of, 74, etC. 'o tO, tlSg

Ages, referred top 5, 5I* IO7; Paraclete, the ' ,of ordinary generation, to be sq. . .. ..
quoted, _8. -- ....... M_ni I Pronhet.tae lit_euntOMmmt, S$41Kb :

th , " ..... ofIpr,mbets, the ]_brow, _ tltetrMugtasila, a Babylonian sect with e mcons;stent with toe ..- -, _ 'ch_an objection to me aunt i _rwhich Mani was connected, 8. prophecir_ respe_htlf Otttst_
MiStier. Max, his Sacred Books of Christ from the Virgin, 13_ ;Manich0eus not the apostle of defended agaiag the _ Ol,

the £aat, referred to, 2(x Faustmb t_'3, etc.; t0(L g(_9'.
Murder,the Manlch_ans guilty of, the, I3 t ; when sent forth, 133 ;the mission of the, 337; the Prostitution condemned by dtvi_

in catting plants, I69. - promise of, refers not to Maul- and eternal law, a_. •
Mythology of the Pagans compared ch_us, 338 ; sent immedtately Prudence,pn_54.andfO_v_- (t_--_"-_ ,?

with that of the ManicheanS, after the resurrection of Jemut, ,i_,_ogntt!ves offGod, _,f_7_1. ' _:

SS sq. 338. nine nature _tlm£ it _ t_NATU_ so fax as it ia nature, not partridge, the, a type off heretics, Punishment cou_tttuted _ flt_,_,___
evil, 354 ; every, as inch, good, _4- rlghtl¢ ordered, _$_1. ,
I_6 ; cannot be without good, p-_smer, the, _93. _..-<,'
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"Pure, all things Fare to the," Shew-bread, I94. Symbolicat nature of the Old Testa-
3_ sq. Self-denial, Catholic, 165, I66. merit, I67 sq.

Pusey s statements about Mani re- Semi-Christians and pseudo-Chris- Symbolic precepts of the Old Testa-
ferred to, 3L tians, 156. merit, 167, 168.

Sensible objects, not to be loved, 51, Symbols_ three moral, devised by.
RACrttELand Leah, _o-295. 52. the Manich_eans, 74 etc., 83
Rationalism of the Manicha*ans, 134. Serpent, the brazen, 193. etc., 86 etc., material, visible
Raverc and the dove, the, sent forth Sibylline books, 2oo, '2o5. speech, 244.

from the ark, 189. Signacula, the three, I6, 74 sq.
Reason, the weakness of, in relation Simon Magus, 243, 29 °. TABLESof stone, the, 213, 2I4.

to God. 44. Sin only from the will, 1Ol sq. ; deft- Tamar and Judah, 295 sq.; a type,
Record of'faith, the, 2o6. nitlon of, lO3 ; not apart from 3o6 sq.
Religious life of the Manich_eans free will, I2o sq.; the relation Teacher, the Great, 147.

described by Faustus, 163. of Adam's posterity to, 12I ; Temperance, the duties of, 5I.
Repentance, the utility of, proves what is it ? 283; not from God, Thecla, Paul and, 329.

that the souls are not by nature but from the will of those sin- Theodlcy of Augustm incomplete,
evil, Io6, nmg, 357, net the strivmg for 282.

Report, common, 2OL an evil nature, but the desertion Theology of the Manich_eans, lO.
Resurrection of the dead, the, I79. of a better, 358. " Thieves and Robbers," all who
Rod of Moses, the, a type, I9Z. Socrates' History referred to, 3I. came before me are---who ? 223.
Rufinus, Consol, H3. Solomon, 3o4. Thomas, how taught by Jesus, 234,

Son of God begotten, not made, 356 ; apocryphal story of, 304.
SAI_rCAT8,the Jewish, I68, I69, 230, of David and Son of God,Chrmt Tiele's Outhnes of the Yttsto O, of

231 ; whynot binding on Chris- the, denied by Faustus, 313, Rehgzon, quoted, 17.
tians, 243. etc ; proved against Faustus, Titus of Bostra on the Mamch_eans,

Sabeanism, relation of to Manich_e- 314, etc. referred to, 4-
ism and to the old Babylonian Soteriology of the Manichmans, Trechsel on the Canon, Critfcism,
religion, 19. 13. and _xegeszs of the 3Iant-

Sacraments, the, of the Old Testa- Soul, the chief good of man, 43 ; chceans, referred to, 5.
merit, 544 ; of the Old Testa- obtains virtue by following after Trimty, the, 49 ; absurd views of
merit and the New, 244 sq., re- God, 44 ; of our neighbor, duty Faustus respecting, 252, 258 ;
iation of Gentile and Jewish of doing good to the, 56 ; sin- Fortunatus' professmn of belief
Christians to the Old, 245 sq. ned anti therefore is mmerable, in, 114.

Sacrifice, the true one, and imlta- 122; the, nature of the rational, Truth, how to be sought, I3 o.
tions of, 26o. I48; has no material form, and Tur_.tnlan duahsm, 6.

Sacrifices of the Old Testament, I69, is present in every part of the Turkestan, the refuge of Maul, 31
I70, typical, 138, 277. body, 136, I37 ; has no material Turpitudes in God imagined by the

Sadder, the book, cited, I6. extension, I38 ; and body, 43 ; Manich_eans, 362 sq.
Sallust, referred to, 76. virtue gives perfection to, 43. Two men, the witness of, 223.
Samson and the lion, 193 sq. Souls, absurd Mamch_ean notions Two territories, Manich_an theory
Sapor, King of Persia, 32. respecting, 82 etc., 83 etc., of, refuted, 138.
Sarah, her conduct towards Hagar, two, treatise on, 95 sq ; can Type and testimony, I73.

284; Abraham_sdemalof, ashts have their existence from God Types, Adam and Eve, I86; Cain
wife,285 ; and Abraham, types, alone, 95 sq.; that are called and Abel, 186, the ark, 188; the
286, etc. evil by the Manichoeans, being flood, I89, the raven and dove,

Sassanian inscriptions, 9. capable of intellectual percep- 19o; Noah's drunkenness, I9o.
Saturn, the fetters of, 238. tion, are better than any object Noah's sons, I9o; Abraham and
Saul, _96 sq. of perception, 96 sq. ; supposed Isaac, 19I; the angel wrestling-
Schaff's H_storv referred to, 3. complaint of against the Maul- with J_.cob, 191; Jacob's stone,
Schism, as explained by Faustus,z53, ch_can GOd for involving them 191 ; Jacob's ladder, I92 ; Jo-

235. in endless misery, without ne- seph, 192; the rod of Moses,
Schneckenburger's criticism of Baur, cessity, and apart from their 192 ; the Exodus, I92 ; m the

5. own will, 117 sq., i2o. wilderness, 193 ; the conquest
Scriptural authority, I8o. Spontaneous generation, supposed of Jericho, I93; events dunng"
Scriptures, the, authority of, 57, 239; cases of, 85- the time of the Judges. 193;

Manichm_tn mode of dealing Star of the Magi, the, 157, 158. events in thetime of theKings,
with, in controversy, r78 ; and Stars, Manichrean superstlUon re- 194, the Church, in captivity,
other good books, 18o ; the re- warding the, 158 and the return from captivity,

4 ¢,ord of faith, _o6; how the Stercutio, a Roman demJ-god, 72. I94, 195 ; must be aeknowl-
record of the deeds of evil men Stokes' art. Manes and iffanichwans, edged, I95; sacrificeS, 236; oth-
in, is to be regarded, 295 sq.; referred to, 5, 29. er obsor-eanees besides sacritlc-
the principle of interpretation Subjective method of dealing with es, 242 ; fulfilled in Christ, 242
to be applied to, 31osq.; all, Scripture practiced by the Mani- eta; actionsaad persons, 3o5 ;
l_.b_,_¢tfitable,3"rI ; Faustus would eh_esns, I78- Judah's incest, 3o5 etc.; Tamar,

the, to himself, not be Sulpicius Severus mentioned, 6u. Er, and Onma, 3o6 sq. ; David's
lmbjectto, 339;tbegenuineness Sun worship on the part of the crime, 3o7 ; Solomon, 3o8 ;
of, 342 sq, Manich.qeans, denied by Faus- various, 335 sq.

Sect and schism, _53. tus, 252 sq ; the, Manich_an Typical actions, it is of no couse-
_cwadin-osh AtlgmStln*s estimate of worship of, explained by Fans- quence whether they are good

- ' his reply to the letter of, _5- ms. _52, etc.; absurd statements or bad, 3o5.
,i _' _ _d, _vegetable and animal, the of Faust-as ex_ 254-

m_n..re of God in, liberated by Sunday, and the Lord's day, 238. UNCLg_ and clean food, 17o, XTZ-

_ being eaten by the Elect, 363 sq. Swearing, 247 sq. Uriah the Hittite, T'oS.

! .......
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V._z_n"/of the world, the, 52 ] Wilson, of Bombay, on the Parsi_, 1YorTIIs and maidens _ent by
Varanes, king of Persia, 3z. ) referred to, 30" _ to entk_ the |_mal¢ and

Vices, asobjectsof mtellectualapprc- i Williams, Monier, lndia_ lt_sd,,m, i princes of dark_mmot_|
hension, better than light which _ quoted, 5. _ tendency of linch |ablelh _4_
is perceived by sense, 97 _- I Wine, the. old and the new, 81 : the ! 36a sq.

Virginity, Pagan and Christ,.an, 262. : Manichzean and the Cathohc.
Virtue, Augustin's use of the word, _ views of. 258. , Z _cAc_'qi's C,dleaa_, rtftrrtst to,

46 ; gives perfecuon to the ' Wisdom. 50 ; identified with Christ, M.
.soul, 44 ; the fourfold division ] 50 etc. _ gr,d-dtvaa, quoted. 18,
48, 54. I W_tne._s, the. of two men, 2a 3 Zilpah and Bilhah, _195.

] \_ ords, on what the _alue of de- Zittwlt_ on the .4eta L_td$.

WARS the real evils of, 3oI sq ; ') pends, 3txS. _ retorted to, 4.
• Works of God. the. 2(X), Z_liac, connection O( the Mltlli_ordered by God, _tot sq. i

Veegnern on AIanP,+h+ean Indu[- _.World, the, to be de._plqrd, 51, 52 oh.van worship _'ith, 14,
genres, referred to, 5. ] the vanity of, 52. Zoroastrianlsm, relation of to Malli-

Wilderness, the, typmal occurrences World-bearer of tile Mamch,,,'ans, cketsm, t6_q.
in, I93. 255. t
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THE ANTI-DONATIST WRITINGS.

INDI'X ()F SUBJECTS.

AAROI%46% 591-593. i Aurehus. bp. of Chullabl, 5oI, 509. , Baptism:
Aaron s sons, 444- Aurehus, bp. of Utica, 5ox. distinction between rtte and
Abel, 422 Au_afa, 508 grace of, 448_ 449"46S, 471J,
Abtram, 444, 528. [ Ausuaga, 503. 474" 475, 476, SOS, 507_ StO_

Abitini (Avttim), 507. [ Aymmus, bp. of Au_uaga, 5o3. 532.Abraham, 422, 46I, 527, 534, 537, relation o[ the bad within
552, 563. 579, 622, 628. t B_,t)I._.. 489. the bad without, to, 45t_¢60,

Abraham's seed, 534, 535. 538. 547, ' Bagat (see Counctl o[), {)43 relation of character of mlni_-
548, 550. Banto, 6o5. trant and recipient tt_ 453,

Absalom, 645. Balmsm. 456, 457, 474, 481, 41)0, SOb,
Absentms, 52o. can be green outside, 4st, 4t=, 5_to, 5aL 5a_, 53t, _$t, $54,
Academics, 6o6,6o 7. 424. 590, 595,6ol, (roll6ll:l.
Acesius, 440. apostate_ retain, 4st, 4T2. formula of, 44qh 456, 487, 49_
Adam, 421,647. retained by schlsmatics and her- 545, 55O, 59 t, 6t6, 6ao_ bit3.
Adelphius, bp. of Thasbalte, 497. etlcs. 4_2, 446, 480, 5oz, 5t2. for salvation within the Ch_c_h,
Adrumetum (Hadrumetnm), 484. profit of, only in the Church. for judgment without, 45_,
Africa. 426, 43 I, 433, 436. 4_7, 450, 413 44L 447, 5oq, 514, 5_7. 454, 480, 50%

483, 496, 5z6, 527, 5z8, 53l, 543, rightly recetved only m ('atho ic martyr, 458, $4a, 543.
545, 55o, 555, 577, 591, 595, 598. Church, 413, 483, 484, 488. water of, not adulterot_ 11_
6oo, 6o8, 622, 627, 638, 642, 644, 489, .t¢o5,647. heretics, 458.
645, 65o. exists, but not rightly recewed penitent thief not be pthmd with

African, 524. 544. 588, 595, 6o8, 60% among l)onaUsts. 4t3 water, 46o, 46t, 4t_+
6x5,622,628. sin of recetvmg it out_ide, 4t4. infant, 46L 46:t, 5_9,

Africa Proconsularis. 505, 5o6, 507. each I)onatt,_t sect cla;m_ the exilRs outside of unity. 464.not invalidated by hetcttclb 464-
Aggya (Aggiva, Aga), 507 true, 4_5. not justly or lawfully ptalNl_
Agnppinus, bp.of Carthage, 425,43 o, relation to sonship, 4_7.

43I, 432, 436, 437, 440, 446, 450. relauon to remission of sins, by heretic, 466,504. _equality of, 469.
Ahab, 578, 647. 419, 440, 44I, 45o- not to be repeated, 469. ,grace of may continue with con- t
Alleluia (Liturgical), 570. stant sin, 42c_ / the same everywhere, 470.
Amen (Liturgacal). 57o. temporary experience of grace I Noachic, 477, 478.
Ammacura (Bamacorra), 496. b) wicked, 420. ] untrt_h of mnong bere_kal, 41_ - _'i
Anastasius, bp of Rome, 56z m v_ewof death, 4_o. | 48_, 503. , _;

Ammedera, 496. - not property of man, but Christ, t rite not lost by sin, 456. _
Antichrist, 445, 456 , 485 • 488, 493,

5o4, 5o7, 5io. 424, 438," 44o, 454, 484, 5°t, | threefold nature of, 457, 41_
Antonianus, 449. 502, 545, 550, 554, 6_3. 6t5 ] unMncttfied water of, 491.
ApoUos, 5el, 552, 617, 624. 625. umversal admm,stration and re-! bythe dead, 494, $:13. -_ :'
Archives, 524, 5_7, 538 579, 58_, cepnon, 430. water of compared with_o/_ _*

608, 6x5, 626. 6_7. reqmred by the Church for ad- asone_not two,._o3, 5o0,!14$,_I'aradism"5ot, .\."_
mission to her altar, 434. _ r'_?_

Axianism, 58I, 649. unbaptized left to the mercy of n_laceof the _,
Arians, 633. God, 434. Marcion's, 504-
Arius, 442, 633, 650. lawfully given ot_iy in t/_water of. not polluted by man,
Aries, 487 . Church, 503, 508.
Aaher, 4_L 439, 44O, 473-
Assuras(A._av_e), 433, 507, 523, 5_-4" relation of doctrinal Imlief to, validity of mock_ _t:t, $l_g
Aug,xt_m, 411, 425. 438, 40°, 472, 441. 442. 457, 458" atlvaliditYtoway°fofall'¢k--anslngSI3"ODe_(_.'

473, 475, 476, 487, 49°, _' 46_' made495,valid53°- by the formula, .442" imfly polluted, _o. . ,;
519, 5"z, 53o, _o_: 6584:6i9: 6Z,: not corruptible by men, 447-. by _ ministrant mmtt _ "
6ol, 603 6o4, asadministered by taeevil wtmm able according to Dmmtt_'. 5
6_. and without, 445, 483, 455- 5z_, S=3, 619, 6_O, _g_ .

Amasias, Mt.,4S4. ,_,_
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Baptism: Catholic:
Christ alone given of grace, 531. traditors 50o, 506, 527, 532, i Church:the heater, 416.
relation toorlgin, head and root, 535, 538, 541, 542, 547, 548, one only and Catholic, 417.

53I, 617, 622 623, 624. 552, 563, 569, 574, 589, 59 I, alone possesses effects of bal>
truth or falsity of Catholic, 545, 594, 599, 626. tism, 419, 420.

546, 547. persecutors 527, 534, 535, 536, characters illustrating it, 42I.
meaning of formula, 550, 551. 537, 539, 54I, 566, 568, 570, anUquity of, 4zI.
three grades of consecration, 571, 587 historical straggle between car-

547-550- ordination denied by Donatists, nat and spiritual, 421.
water of guilty, abandoned by 538- mother of the good, 422.

the Holy Spirit, 589. meaning of, 554, 555- Afrqcan, 423, 650.
recognition of Donatist, 595. spiritual aduhery of, 563. statutes of universal, 426.
how cleanse one baptized by a] coveton_ness, 564, 587,588,646. purism, 429, 476, 502. 542.

defiled but unknown con- recognitmn of Donatist ordina- admits rebaptized after penance,
science ? 604 sqq. tmn, 648. 434.

ministrant to be examined, 609 . relation to Cyprian, 411, 436. perpetuity, 436.
if dependent on man. is a glory- commendation of good in all alone brads and looses, 443.

ing in man, 6o9, 61o. outside and correcUon of dif- no gifts outrode of, 444.
perished from the world through ferences, 42o. commixture, 4J7, 448, 452, 455,

the tr_ditors, 616. denial of baptism as Donat_st 456, 477, 485, 49o, 492, 511,
requires both the rite and the property, 421. 546, 555, 57 o, 598, 627.

gospel, 626. Donatists deny to have hap- compared with Paradl_e, 447.
man not the justifier, but God tism, 465, 525, 527. bad outside of, and bad inside

646. restoratmn of errant by imposi- distinguished, 451-455, 46o.
Barjesus, 616. tion of hands, 492. the great house, 455, 511, 512.
Basilica, 433, 525, 54 o, 564, 579, prays for Donatlst, 519. wicked, ahhough members, have

582, 615, 643. dead through trad_tors, 525, no part m, 458.
Beatitudes, 565-567. 532, 533. Roman, 475. 561.
Bede, 427. charges Donatist with schism true membership figuratively set
Bilta, 483. only, 528. forth, 477, 49o, 493, 5o2, 5o3,
]3ingham, 46o. is a betrayer and deceiver, 538. 5o9, 511.
Bizica Lueana (see Buslaceni). is apostate and rejected, 539. true purgation of, 479, 480.
Bobba (Obba), 5o3. should imitate Saul, the perse- holy, 48o.
Boniface, 633, 635, 651. cutor, 541. contamination theory, 500, 5Ol.
Bulla (Vulla), 506. is without peace, 542. 5o6, 513, 514, 543, 544, 55o,
Burug (Butut, Borca), 494. is defiled through traditors, 55I, 555, 556, 614, 615.
Buslacene {Cussaceni, Biz_ca Lucana, 544, 589. B:ide of Christ, 5o6.

Byzacium), 439, 5o7. gives martyr baptism to the built on the rock, 5o7, 5o8, 595-
Byzacium (Byzaeene) the ecc|esiasti- Donatists. 542. the body of Christ, 5II.

cal province, 487, 493, 495, 497, baptism only an imitatmn, 547- not hidden, 548, 549.
499, 5ox. 502, 503, 5o4, 505, 507, seeks conversion of Donatists, Ephe_mn, 56I.
508, 509. 554. Jerusalem, 56I.

Byzacium, the capital(see Buslacene). accused of falsehood, 563. where to be found, 562
as a violator of God's laws, 564, owner of all property, 564, 644.

CABARSUSSUM,433- 565. the Head of, 6t7.
Coecitlan, 534, 536, 545, 578, 598, uses only the sword of the Spirit, purificatmn of, gradual, 647.

608, 623, 634, 635, 636, 637, 639. 566, 567. dispenser of Justification by
Cmcilius, bp. of Bilta, 483 . accused of Phariseeism, 567. Christ, 647.
Caiaphas, 547. is without charity, 569 (See under Baptism, Cathohc
Cain, 422. denies being tradltor, 585. Charity, Peace, Toleration,
Calama, 588, 6a6. does not order the use of civil Unity, Universality,)
Caldonius, 473. power, 585. Cibaliana (Cybaliana), 5o5.
Canasnite_ 647. receives Donatists by fellowship, Cicero, 6o6.
Canon, as to holy orders of penitents, 595- Circumcelliones, 528, 53% 540, 541,

649. recognized Donatists from out- 555, 559, 565, 570, 573, 574, 575,
Capse. 5o7. set, 650. 576, 580, 582, 586, 633, 637, 638,
Caracalla, 578. Cedias, 488. 639- 64o, 643, 648.
Carueades, 606. Charity. as note of the Church, 417, Cirta (see Constantina), 519, 626.
Cartenna, 572. 423, 424, 425, 426. 443, 444, 445, Claras, bp. of Mascula, 509.
Carthage, 412, 426, 433, 5Io, 578, 452. 458, 48L 482, 499, 5°o, 511, Clergy:

634, 635, 639. 562, 569, 570. many reprobate. 51o, 5II.
Cassianus, 586, 587. Chrism, sacrament of, 592. orders among, 614.
Cassius,bp. of Macomades, 492,493 . Christ : corrupt morals among, 615.
Castus, bp. of Sicea, 438. . as baptizing with the Spirit, 504. relation to sacraments, 625, 606.
Castra Gall:he, 486. significance of His life, 553. Commixtura (see Church).

_:_ _ Catechumen, 44i, 459, 46o, 624. sole object of faith, 617. Conference, of Carthage.. 488, 635,
:i. Catholic : (see under Baptism, Church, etc.) 644. 647.
_, _ lie is, who intended to be though Christian. regenerate yet sinful, 647. Confessions of Angustin, 6o4.
_--' baptized outside, 413 . Chullabi (Cululi), 509. of Milan, 432-

. denial of remission to Donatist Church: _ience, freedom of, 572, 573,
:_' baptism, 4t9. the fruitful root, 405. 574-
_'_'._"- tmm¢ things _t Catholic within recognizes what is good outside, Constantina (see Cirta), 487, 52o,

_/ -the Church, .5o8, 426, 446, 498, 504, 547. 527, 588, 615, 627.
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Con_antine, emperor, 44o, 487. 580 D_tl_I., 447, 555, 577, 584, 585, |_natist*,
581, 582, 587, 608. 635. 593. ('35- 04o. i are slandc_r_ $t'L $_5_ _8,Con_ntius, emperor, 579. 582- Darius. 64o

Contamination (see Cllurch_ Dathan, 422,444, g2.q. j $_9. _35.shun detmte, 5_o.
Conversions, 645. Dattvus, bp of Bad_,_:,489 _ deny the t.k-ripture_ $3_,
Cornelius, the centurion, 416, 46o David, 548, 558, 5¢ro, 59L 6t2.. as martyrs, 533, 5_ $45, $60h

484, 54L 645, 649. 51_7,575, _17_ 577, 637, 635,
Correction: Deems, emperor, 578, 58L 045,

vindicated, 526, 57x-575, 58_ Demetrius, bp of Les_t l.eptis, 497. i affect prophecy, 536.
584, 635 sqq, 639, 64o, l)tagoras, 0o6. deny Latholi¢ ortlilmttmt, $._.

merciful intent of, 587, 588. lhgest of acts of the conference,' are hmtted in numl_rt and
Scripture proofs, 636, 637, 64e. 635. place, 5"_g, $$5, $_7, $$tk
difference of vxew among Cation- lhocletian, emperor, _'_, 5,qz i

"' ' t rect_ni_e t_apttratt _ g_ea by
lies at first, 642, 643- l)mnystana, 503. Optatu_, 546,

intended to restrain violent Don- Ihselphne, necessity of. _o" _ ] r_tmre ab_lut¢ purity of prhmt.
atists, 643. 1)omltmn. emperor. _7.%'_1,"

without capital punishment. 043 Donatlsts _ . ] hood, 547. 5_3, 594,prote_t against Cirrhotic_ldlll_ ,
many conversions. 644 appeal to Cyprian, 41_, 4_7. I 554.
duty of, for salvation, 645, t_46. 428, 4_2 i contemn Catholic h_ptllm at,
seeks to bring back those who pomt_ ot agreement antt dis- ludaCs lmptism, 557,

have stamp of King, 648. agreementw_tht athohcs, 41_, _iews of Caathohe l_mtlmod_
aims to impart life, 048. gtult.x of schism am_ seiXtr_ti,m 5¢_0.
the treatise on, 65I. 4_3. 414, 5txh 52o, _27, 534. condemn all natio_ unjustly,
(see Persecution.) 5_8, 545, 54,_, 50,% 5,_3, 586, 5t_.

58S. 6...8. profe_ to love the Catholic*, SilO,
Council : can confer baptism but not claim to be follow¢r_ of the ll¢r*

African, 416, 439, 45°. ngi_tly, 414, _ecuted Almstl©, 569.
Aries, 431, 432, 442, 580, 630. internal schisms, 415, 433 w.late txarablett_57o, $9_, $9_.
authoraty of, 427. the genuine, 415 are heretw% 51_, _85.
of Bagm, 412, 415, 43o, 432, refuted by receiving .Maximi- acluse world o[ being th_ tart_

433, 437, 523, 524, 5-%#526, alnsts, 415, 433_ 4_7, 5_9, 577,
532, 538, 557, 56I, 613, O13, 615, ¢_5o complain false:y almut I_-
65o. cIatms to be the Cathoh* t'hurch, tam, 5.t;

Cabarsussis, 412 4_, 556, 5"37 5¢,L 564• aplwal to Julian, 5_, $87.
o[ Carthage, Agnppmus, Cyp- claim power of rem_ou, 41_, _harged with ct_v¢totumett__1_.

rian, etc, 425. 4_6, 427. 429, wrong to condemn unknown in Rome, 595,
431, 432, 436, 437, 438, 45° sin'., 421. In .%pain 595,
460, 478, 479, 481, 499, 5°6, lack _haNty. 42I. . ready to listen to tdandtT_ 6ol.
612, 643. theory of the perishing of the use regular formnla. 6_ 3,

Circa, 487 . church. 4:_, 429, 43o, 463. a,t to belief in the Trtmty, 63_1.
Constantinople, 5th oecum., 634. no communion with apo_tol, hi_tory of their schi_m_ 6_4) _:_$.
Donatist traditor, 5oo. churches. 428, 53", 561 reject the baptism of apostolic
Hippo, 6o4. tradltors, 429, 6z6, OZT, chttrche_, 639. ':
Milevi_, 486. no ground for separata-n. 429 receive wholesome comp_
Nice, 423, 427, 43o, 43 I, 432, their self-will, 429, 43o. 43• 64z ___

436, 439, 440, 449, 45°, 465, rebapttsm refuted b_ reeognlZ- _ deny their own acts, 645,
471, 472, 474, 479, 480, 483, mg Maxlmmni_t baptism, 430, Donatntus, bp, of Capse, 50% _;

465, 466, 5_3 _24 ! 1)onatu_, bp. of Cartlmg¢, 411_ 41_#
Plenary,496, 5°5'ofwhole5°%513wOrld,416. contammation theory refuted, , 414, 415, 416, 417, 4_$, 41111¢ '
Rome, 580, 635, 650. 432, 437, 513, 514• ' 43_, 433, 430, 51_, $_t, $_4.
Sirmmm, 457. exhorted to return, 433-435- i 5_6. 5:18, 536, 537, $38, _41_ _?

Covenant : theoryof purism, 437, 524, 527. I 555, 563, $67, _7o, $74. _7. e-
old and new, 421, 42_. 530' 53I' 53_' 555, 556, 55_, _ _1,8, 595, 5t_, 59 _, t.'_, 60_ '_

Crescens, bp. of C_rta, 487- 559, 58% 592, 593, 9_4, 647 (_. 6za, 6_13, 6_15. 63_ 6M. _"
Cretan prophet, 547. appeal to the state, 437, 563. 6"¢_, by b 640, 650, ' - :_
Crispinu_ bp. of Calama, 573, 588. 573, 579, 643. llonatus, bp, of Ca_ Nigr_, 650.
Cuieuli, 508. traditor charge unproved, 437, bp. of Cibaltann, $O$.
Ctmsaceni (see Buslacene). 524. 534, 535 the martyr_ 578,cause _acated by non-rebaptism
Custom, 43o, 507, 509• of returning hexetlcs. 4fi3, Eovl,'r, 447, :T_OI, SO'g, 604-

(see Rebaptism.)
Cutmapimai (Cutzupit_e), 595- leaders written to by Augalstin, Ehjah, 408, 54O, _79.
Cyprian, bp. o[ Carthage, 411, 423, 519. Emeritus, 57z.

424, 4z5, 426, 42% 428, 429 , 43 °, are persecutors, 523, 525, 5a8, Em_ch, 42_. . ::_
431. 43z, 434. 436, 437, 438, 439, 537, 538, 54°, 541, 562, 563, Envy, Cyp*4.an_stermite. 45h 4_6t. ¢_
44o, 443, 444. 445,.446, 447, 448. 575, 576, 635, 64o. 642, 643, Esau, 4*8, 4_, 42¢, 470. ._!Eucharist, 483. 543. . :_
44_ 450, 45 I, 452, 454, 455, 456, 644. ".
458, 459, 463, 464, 465, 468, 471, charge that Catholics are dead Eueratiu_, bp, of 'fh_n, 4_, _ , ,'_':"=
472, 473, 474, 475, 476, 477, 478, refuted by Max_miantSt re- Ennomins,Eugenius'bp.442,of650.Ammed_r_4@6, _ ..>_,
479, 480, 48I, 483, 484, 485. 487. turn, 525, 532 '_
489, 49I_ 492, 495, 496, 497, 498, not m communion with univer- Euphrates, 49o.
4_ 5OO_501, 5°2, 503' 504' 505' sal church, 526, 562. Eu_ebius, 573,conceal their books from Catho- Exo_cismi, 483, 496, 497, #r'.

$06, 507, 508, 511, 512, 513' 514" E_kiel, 446, 593, _'(_Cyp_, blk of Chulmrsieubur, 613. lies, 5Z6. % _
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FAUSTINL*S,573. Holy Spirit: LACTA_rrluS, 6O6.
Fattstus, bl_ of Timicla RegJa, 5o5. flees deceit, 475, 546, 6io, 6IX Lamasba, 5o8.
Felicianus, bp. of Mnsti. 412, 415, 613. Lambmse, 486. 493-

433, 466 , 523, 525, 532, 561' 573, sin against, 564, 565, 633, 650, Lares, 492 .
615- 65 I. Law, of God as known by Satan, 56o.

Felix, bp. of Ammacura, 496. abandons water of the guilty, Laws, imperml, 526, 559, 642, 646.
bp. of Bagai, 488. 589. new, 644
bp. of Buslacene, 439, 5o7. sign but not reality outside of proconsular, 525.
bp. of Gurgites, 508. the Church, 651. of Theodosius, 643.
bp. of Maruzana, 503. Honoratus, bp. of Tueca, 439, 5o9• Leah, 422.
bp. of Migirpa, 485. Honorius, bp. of Milevis, 615. Leptis, lesser, 497.
bp. of Uthma, 494. Horre_e Cehm (Cmli_e), 5o7. magna, 5IO.

Firmiani, 572, 573. Hortensianus, bp. of Lares, 492. Liberalis, 474.
Firmus, 574. Hostanes, 498. Libosus, bp. of Vaga, 439. 495-
Foreknowledge, 448, 478. Litteus, bp. of Gemelli, 51o.
Foreordination, 448. IAMbus. bp. of Germaniciana, 5oz. Liturgy, Allelma, q. v.
Forgiveness, 5Ol. Imposition of hands, Holy Spirit amen, q v

(See Remission of Sins under given by, 442. consecration of water, 547, 548.
Baptism.) Iren_eus. bp. of Uiuh, 5o5 chant, 546.

Fortunatust 588, 615. Isaac, 42I, 422, 461. Gothic. 584.
Fortunatus, Catholic bp. of Con- Isaiah, 612. Lord's prayer, 422, 561, 591,

stantina, 52o. Ishmael, 418, 42I, 422. 647.
bp. of Thuccabori, 489 . Israel, 647. Lotophagms, 487.

Furius, 6o6. Lucianus, bp. of Rucuma, 502.
Furni, 5o5. JAcoB, 421, 422. Lucifer, bp. of Calaris, 649.

Jacob's sons. 418. Lucilla, 595.
GARRA (see Gor). Jader, bp. of Mtdila, 502. Lucius, bp. of Ausafa, 508.
Garriana, 5oi. James, head of the church at Jeru- bp. of Castra Galbae, 486.
Gaul, 6I 5. mlem, 561. bp. of Membresa, 5o6.
Gazaufala (Gazophyla), 509. Januarius. 573, 625. bp. of Thebaste, 496.
GemeUi, 51o. bp. of Lambmse, 486. 493.
Geminius, bp. of Furni, 5o5- bp. of Muzuli, 497. MACXRIA_S, 555, 556. 558.
Gerba, 487. bp. of Vicus Cvesaris, 493. Macarius, 536, 555, 556, 558, 578,
Germaniciana nova, 502. Jeremiah, 442, 59o, 612. 580, 582, 583, 608.
Geta, 578, 58I. Jezebel, 577- Maccabees, 533, 534, 577, 580.
Gildo, 433, 523, 543, 546, 550, 554, Job, 56o, 593- Macedonms, 650.

573, 583, 589• John, 419, 473, 483, 488 5o9, 51o, Maeomades, 492.
Gor (Gorduba), Garra, 5Ol. -547, 593, 594, 612. Maetans (Macthari), 499.
Gorduba (see Gor). as head of the church at Ephe- I Magnus, 482, 51o.
Gurgites, 508. sus, 561. I'Mamch_eans, 528.6Ol, 604, 6o8.
Gyrnmarcclli (see Marcellianus). the Baptist, 46I, 46g, 470, 530, 1Manichaens, 528, 539.

542, 549, 55o, 553, 578, 6IO, Maranus, 484 .
HADRUMETUM, 507• 612, 613, 6_6 ! Marazana, 503.
Hagar, 422, 636, 637. John's baptism, 461, 462, 463, 468, Marcelliana (Gyrnmarcelli), 5o 7.
YIam,422. 469, 470, 626. Marcelhnus, 578.
Hearers (among Manichmans), 6o4. Christ's submisston to, 467. Marcellus bp. of Zama, 504, 505.
Heathen, 648. repeated by Apostles, 551, 552. Marcianus, bp. of Aries, 487.
Heliogabalns, 578. different from Christ's, 553, 554. Marcion, 442, 5o4.
Heresy: Josiah, 64o. Marcionist, 5o4.

has none of the notes of the Jubaianus, 426, 432, 434, 436, 437, Marculus, 536, 54I, 576.
Church, 493, 438, 439, 440, 444, 446, 447, Marcus, bp. of Mactaris, 499, 5oo.

in relationtoforgiveness, 5Ol. 462, 463, 481, 482, 487, 51o, Martyrdom, 458. 46o, 543-
no power to loose or brad, (SeeunderBaptismand Donatists.)503. 511.

Judas, the betrayer, 422, 466, 5o6, Mascezel, 433.adultery, 503.
symagogue of Satan, 5o6. 533, 535, 539, 542, 543, 556, Mascula, 5o9 .
of the DeviL, 506. 557, 559. 56o, 593, 613. Massylii, 487.
Antichrist. 507. Julian, emperor, 573, 580, 581,582, Matthias, 533, 539.
has baptism but to destruction, 587. Mauritania C_esariensis, 426, 472,

5o9. _Julianus, bp. of Telepte, 505. 484, 488, 497, 5ol, 503, 5o6,

necessary, 633, 634. I bp. of MarceUiana, 5o7. 5o7, 572, 573-
Hermes Tdsmegistus, 498. Junius, 474. Maximian, emperor, 578, 58I.
Hezekiah, 64o. Junius, bp. of Neapolis, 51o. Maximianists 412, 415, 43o, 432,

_, 519, 573, 588. Justification, obtained only m the 433, 437, 465, 513, 523, 524,Diarrhytus (Hippozaritus), church, 647. 525, 526, 528, 529, 535, 538,
5o8, 540, 54z, 557, 558• 563, 564,

i "' '_ Hippo Regtmh 488. KING, defender of the faith, 578. 573, 613, 615, 639, 650.
HippozarJtus(see Hippo Diarrhytus) helper of church, 579, 580. Maxlmianus, 412, 415, 430, 432,

_ Holiness, _-dafion to innocence, 559, as persecutor and corrector, 433, 523, 525, 532, 538, 557,
_ 560. 584,585. 558, 563, 564, 573, 613, 615,

Holy.Splrit: coerces as part of loyalty to 639, 65o.
_._'_ '_. of discipline, 4I_ Christ, 64o. Catholic blx of Bagai, 643.
_._-_'_ received ewly in the Church, of Nineveh, 64o. M_mus, 473, 474.

_ 44_ 443, 475, 548, 65o. Korah, 444, 528. emperor, 6o8.
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Megallus, bp. of Calama, 604. Persecution, suffering of. as note of } Rehalmsm. ; :

Membresa, 506. tile church, plenary ctmneil (Nice) _,
Me_tinx, 487. _hat constitute_, 54 o, 4;rL 430, 4_1, 44.1_ _$, 4_"9t
Mensurius, 578, 6o8. done by the chaff in the Church, 48U, 483* 4_7, $o$, $07.
Mesopotamia, 447- 541. Maxinfianist_ received with_t_
Messianus, 6o8. God opposed to, 571, _7_. 43 °, 433, 5_ be3, 615,
Midila (Midfli), 502. kings as inflecting, 577 " t'ypnan's mistake (x¢¢ Cypt'iatt)_
Migirpa (Misgirpa), 483. a putting conhdence in re.m, 43 o, 431.

Milan, 432, 6o8. 586. nplx_sed by custom and traditto_
Mileum (Milews, Mileve), 488. church should suffer not inflict, 431 , 430, 43 _ *qq,, 44% 45o_
Miracles, 443, 562. 636 . 41,5, 47a, 475, 479_ 483, 495_
Monasticism, 616 apostles did not mfhct, 64 ° 5o¢_ 5o0.
Monnulus, bp of Girha, 4¢-7. opposed to liberty of behef, 64I. fate of those who returned tothe

Montenses, 595. (See under CathollcChurch, Cot. thurt h but wet_t not rcbap.
Mopsuesta, 634. rection, Donattst.) uled, 43 g, 4o4,
Moses, 421, 552, 59 ° Persmns, 582. t atholic_, talliug into hert_y, and
Moses's son, 461. Peter, 425. 426, 4__7, 434, 439, 443. returning, were riot rctmpti_,d,
Musti, 433, 466, 523, 524, 525 447. 45 O, 454. 4fro. 48o, 4,_4, 440, 48% $07,
Muzuli(Muzuca),497. 505, 540, 550, 57b, 587, _s3, N,_auan rrl_ptt_ed Catholics_

64I, 649. _.)o.

NABOTH) 647- Peter. bp of Diarrhvtus, 508 ), '.-n to imposition of hamlg
Natahs, bp. of Oea, 51o. l'etflmn, bp of Ctrta, 519. 52o. 5"_n, 444.
Natahtia, 543- 539, 545, 556, 593. 5')5, 51_(), as It) the bad withlnaltd the INld
Nathanael, 444. 604, 614. 621. _lthoul, 44(h 4_o, 473, 48_,
Nazarenes, 499. Pharaoh, 579. 489. 403. 4(M. 5o2'51o_ $t_
Neapolis, 51o. l)hansee_. 454, 561. 56_, 568 di_hked by _hi_.tllatles thtm-
Neapohtanus. sinus, 484- Phihp, 434, 53 :z, 559, 6_2. selves. 41,5,
Nebuchadnezzar, 583, 584, 636. Philus, I. Furtu_, 0oh. natural _hrmkin_ from, 465.

64 o. Photinus, 457, 650. t¢) I_e denied e_en to theme dt*-
Nemesianus, bp. of Tubun:e. 484, Pilate, 547, 578. wrvtug n, 4t_5,

485. Pflus, 6o0. argument h)r, from relmptttra of
Nero, emperor, 578, 581 Plato, 498 John's disciples, 468, 47/0,
Nicodemus, 434. l'ohanns, bp of Mileum, 4S8. op|_)_rd Iw btephen, 476.
Nmolaus, 453. Polycart), bp. of Adrumetum, 4'_4, only for here|it's out_ld(tw_tO It'@*
Nicomedes, bp. of Segermh 487. Pompems, 463, 474, 475, 4_a, _<'4- turn, 487 .
Noah, 422, 477, 593- t'ompomu_, bp of l))onystamt, 5,)3 retat_on to purism, 48q_ $o_,
_ova_ 506. t'ontlu% 58,), 580, 587 • ne_.e,i,._ar3, |)e* au_ I|t_ett_S dO
Novatian, 440, 487 I'osstdms, 5¢)6, f_)4- not I_mse_s and cannot ffiv_
_ovatus, bp. of Thamugadm, 484. Praetextatu_, bp .f Musti, 412, 433, th_ lt.ly t,host, 480,
Numidia, 426, 43L 433, 484, 486, 460, 523, 525, 615. ba,_ed on commixture, 49_.

487, 488, 489, 492, 494, 496, Prtesth(_gd tlue_t.)n between truth ttndgttll,.
5°2 , 504, 505, 507, 5°8 , 5o9, righteousnesg as well as orate tom, 495. 4(#, 5t)9 •|)a'_ed o11characta¢ ,)f mlnt_tra_,
5to, 5z4. necessary, 547.

I)onaDst, 593- 494, t3_.

OBB_ (see Bobba). Pmmacv on the ground o[ the oat wtltttrt
Octavus, 5o9. at_stoh( _uper;or to episcopal, 41#_, 497.

Optatus, a b_shop of Augustm's da), 42¢) on I,ase'_ of unit)' of (;-d _md the
635. m Peter, 426, 480. 4_9, 56L ( imtch, 497, 5°_, $o_, _-,_)

bp. of Milevis, 433, 578. Prmnan, 412, 4*6. 433, 406, 523. to8
bp. of Thamugadis (Gildom- 524, 525, 54I, 613. ne_,'_ar_, because hedeetqca ar_

anus), 433, 523. 524, 525, PrtvaUanus, bp. of bufetula, 4qt. 492 _or_e'than heather% 497, 498.
528, 531, 543, 544, 545. 546, Protagoras, 6o6. rehnion to forgiven_t_ _ot.
55 O, 55 I, 554, 555, 557, 567, Pudenttanus, bp of Cmcuh, 508. rclatiou to non.fellowship,5o4, 5(_,_, 51o.
573, 583, 589, 59 I, 616. Puntc, 502.

Pusillus, bp. of Lamasba, 505. necessary, that heretic_ ml_ aO_do unlawful thing_t, 504,
PARACLETE (Petilian), 519 , relation to doctrine, 5o4, _07.

OUIDIAS (Qmza), 488.
Paradise, 447, 49 o, 496, 50I, 50_, Qmetus, bp of Burug, 494- riteandgr_etobedi_tinffni_l_536. SO&
Parmeaian, 4_I. Quintus, 425,463, 472, 474, 48_t.
Passover, 553- bp. of Aggya. 507- necessarY,condemnthattheheretiemchurchmYat the_

Pmfl, 418. 425, 4_6, 439, 44x, 445, Quodvultdeus, 6eL judgment, 5o9.
45 o, 45I, 452, 454, 455, 458, the waytot_e commtmto_) $tO,
459, 467, 469, 48o, 483, 484, RACHEl,, 42_t. relation toorigin, rootand_ '__
497, 499, 5o3, 504, 505' 5 H' Rebapt_m "_
55I, 529, 530, 541, 547, 552, impious to rebaptize those in _:l_, 531.
554, 562, 563, 569, 58I, 593, umty' 412" 464 ia_inagainstb_ff_titmlstttChti_lb '":

598, 604, 609, 617, 619, 622, catholics oppose in every case, 546, 505.Circumcellion_ are not _ :'_'
_3, 67.4, 625, 626, 641. 642. 41z, 4t3.,419- . . "'a to, 568, "_.
644. established in Africa _ etmncn

and by influence ol Agopp_" Rebe¢ca_ 4_.
Paul, bp. of Bobba, 503. L_i__Peace as note of tim church, 426, nus and Cyprian, 423. 4_5, Remimiou of _ins, (lain undl_ _1_ '_-'_

538, 638. 4_'6' 483429'43 I, 44 °, 45°' 466' Resu_tism'and Rebaptimm).6_9. ;
.._,

_bp. of Luperciana, 5oa- 479, sqq.
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Rogatia.ntts, 586, 587/ Simeon, 568. I Trajan., emperor, 484, 578, 58x.

bp. of Nova, 5oo. Simon Magus, baptism of, 417, f Trinity (see formula of, under Bap-

Rogattm, bp. of Cartenna, 572. 418, 419, 4_2, 443, 453, 460, 485, tism), 495, 55°.
Romanmb 6o8. 527, 532, 54x, 558, 590, 6x2, 6x6. Tripolis, 487, 497, 51o.
Rome, 595, 635. .glrmium, 457. Tubun_, 484, 485.
Rucuma, 5o2. bJtlfa, 635.
gusiecade (R_), 5o7, 626. Sodom, 4x5. I Tucca (Thucca), 439, 5o2, 5o9.

_domities, 498. ULULI(Ullita, Vallita), 515.
SAImATI, 5tO. Solomon, 484, 494. Unity as a note of the Church :
Sacraments: Spain, 595. doctrine of, 416, 528, 627, 646.

not man's but Christ's, 439, 454. Splendonius, 615. exemplified by C_rian, 423,
fruit of, not outside of the Stephen, bp. of Rome, 4It, 474, 424, 426, 428, 434, 436. 474,

Church, 443, 6x5, 6x6. 475, 476, 487, 5o4. 48o, 506.
not polluted, 455. Successus, bp.ofAbbtr Germamciana exemplified by Peter, 426.
celebrant does not affect recipi- 489, 49o. the one Dove, 443.

eat of, 455. Sufes, 49 x, 49z. exemplified by Stephen, bp. of
as rite and as grace, 479. Sufetula, 49I. Rome, 475.
of Old and New Testament, Susannah, 543. not to be broken, 552.

552, 553. Synod, African, 563. would embraee the Donatist_,
Salvianus, bp. of Gazanfala, 5o9. Cabarsussum, 433. 566.
Sarah, 4_=, 636, 637. Syrus, Lesser, 487. no righteousness outside of. 648.
Satambei (see Thambei). Universality- as a note of the Church,
Satan, 534, 535, 536, 538. T^URINUS, 6o8. 414, 506, 524, 527, 533, 534, 537,
Safius (Sattius) bp. of Sicilibba, 5ox. Telepte (Thelepte), 505. 538. 547, 548, 554, 555, 556, 557.
Saturn, 532. Tenax, bp of ltorrea Celi_e, 507. 568, 574, 575, 583. 598, 599, 6oo,
Saturninus, 473, 474. Terrence, 606, 64L 622.627, 628, 634, 635.

bp. of Abitini, 5o7. Tertullus, 6o4, Ursacius, 5?8, 582, 583.
bp, of Tucca, 5o4. Thabaca, 494, Urthina, 494.
bp. of Victoriana, 5o4 Thamogade (Thamugadis), 433, 484.

Saul (see Paul). Thambei (Thambi, Satambei), 5o 9. V^ox, 439, 495
Schism: Thapsus, 507. Valens. emperor, 58x.

Scripture warnings against, 4t8. Tharassa, 439, 5o5. Valentmus, 442, 5o4.

Scripture persons iUustrating, Thasbalte (Thasvalthe), 497. Valerian, em_.ror, 578, 58t.
418. Thebaste (Thebeste), 496. Vallita (see U luh).

is hatred of the brethren, 419. Thenl, 495. Varius (HeliogabalusL 578.
the evil in the Church, belongs Theoganes, bp. of Hippo Regius, Venantius, bp. of "l'mtsa. 503

to, 4_2. 488. Verulus, bp. of Rustccade, 507.
the mother of the bad, 422. Therapius, bp. of Bulla, 5o6. Veterans, German, 502.
severe punishment of, 417, 429, The Three Children, 584, 585, 636 Victor, bp. of Assura% 5o7.

444. Theodorus of Mopsuesta, 634. bp. of Gor, 5oi.
compared to adultery. 445, 446. Theodosius, 433, 642. bp. of Octavus, 5o9.
no salvation for, 465, 545. Thibari (Tabora), 497- Victoriana, 5o4.
sacrilege, 505. Thubursicubur, 613. Victoricus, bp. of Thabraca, 494.
warnings against, 5t)9. Thuocaborl (Tucca Terebrinthina), Vicus C_esaris, 493-

Scripture, misquoted by Donatists, 489, Vincentiux, bp. of Cartenna, 572.
564_ 565. Tichonius (Tychonius), 4Ix. bp. of Thibari, 497.

Secnndianus, bp. of Thambei. 5o9. Tlmtda Regia, 505. Vulla (see Bulla).
Se_ndinus, bp. of Carpis, 493. Timothy, 569, 593.

bp. of Cedias, 488. Tingitana, 503. WossmP, is as cbaracter of worshzp-
F_q_atUS_bp. of Turburbo, 49 o. Tinisa (Thinisa). 503. per, 56t.
Segemi,487. Toleration, as a note of the Church,
Separation (see Schism). 426,428,432, 437, 47t, 482, 48q, ZACHAJtIAS,408, 536-
Se/'anu_ 573. 502, 503, 5o4, 505, 507, 5Io, 513, [Zenophilus, 578, 627.
_everag, emperor, 578. 525. 569, 598. Zeugitana, 4-*6, 483, 489, 49 o, 493,
Stocah 438, 495. Tradition, value of apostolic, 43o. [ 494. 495, 5o2, 5o5, 5o6, 5o% 5oS,
Stelliba, SOL Traditor (see under Catholic and I 524,
Sitvanmh 5_t_,,578, 626, 61t7. Donatists), 5oo, 5oi, 5o6, 599- 1Zosimus, bp. of Tbaras_, 439, 505.
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V. 9 .... 55° xx|. 25 • 553 _ i. 33 438, 454, 468, ix. 4 .... 474
v. Io 543,567,574, xxi. 43. .557, 564 469, 492,495, ix•4, 5 • • • 540

636 xxii. 30. .428, 62o 5o4, 522, 530, _x. 4-18. • 541
_'• Ic,--I_, 6o0 xxii. 39. • • 566 62I x...... 416
v. I2 . 6oo xxiii. 2, 3- 454, 56I, i. 47 .... 444 x. 4, 5 • • 46o
v. I 3 . 486 564, 6o_ ii. IS-x 7 - 535 x. 44. 46o
v, x4 . 548 xxiii. 3. 479, 522, fii. 5 434, "46o, 484, xv 9 • • 625
v. ; 7 . 445 531, 597, 485, 626 xvii. 23, 27, 28 547

( v. 19, 20 564 62I, 622 ifi. 6. xvi_. 28
v. _o 46o, 626 xxiii. I3, I5, 23, 24, iii. 27 467484, 485 • • 498• 5o5, 547 xix. 1-7 • . 552
V. 39 • 540, 577 27, _8 567 iv. 2 .... 625 xix. 3 . . . 626

t vi. 1o . 561 xxiiL 33-35 536 iv. 24 484 xix. 3-5 • 467, 468
vi. 1_ . 647 xxiii. 34 . 526 v, 44 573 xxi_. 25 • 563, 644
vL I4, 15 49o xxiv. I3 . . 456 x-i. 5I 5H xxiii. 12--33 . 58I,

vi.,,4,4,4 9` =iv23 838 vi,24 430- xxv. 32, 33 597 rift. 44 535 xxiii. _7-32. 644
•eL ll4 • • • 507 XXV.34, 41 . 544 ix, 21 , 462_ xxiv. i, . . 604
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